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PREFACE

ABOUT THE NETWORK

The NATIONAL SCHOOL RESOURCE NETWORK (NSRN) was established under a grant from the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Office -of Juvenile Justice and Delin-

quency Prevention as a.resource to schools troubled by crime, violence, vandalism

and'disruption. Schools need not be the generators of these problems; they ire,
however, the locus of them. The Network will provide nationwide training events,
technical assistanc6, and information. dissemination to assist inmaking schools
safer, more positive places in which to learn.

The objectives of the Nr.c.work are--

To assist schools to develop and implement new,programs or pro-
cedures for preventing and controlling school:crime and vio-.
lence.

To effect improvements in the confidence with which schools are

perteived.

o To' *crease favorable attitudes regarding the schools' approach
towaid violence and vandalism.

o To effect reductions in the consequences bf school crime and
violence.

A National Center and fourRegional Centers will be utilized to carry out the man-

dates of the Network.- Also participating'in the Network are 33 national.organiza-

,tions which form an active-consortium to enhance the Network's service and deliv-

ery efforts.

SERVICES TO SCHOOLS

We viewthe school not in a static "four- walls" sense, but rather as a dynamic

component of the total environment .of which it is a part. Thus; we see all persons

who wish to make schools safer, more positive places to learn as our constituency

to be served. This includes teachers, students,' school administrators,,counselers,
community agency /criminal justice representatives,, Yonth advocates, and school

security_ personnel, among others. We will provide the following specific services

to this constituency.

o Workshops - -We will deliver 40 comprehensive workshops nation-
Wide covering such topics as Planning and Evaluation of Pro-
grams To Prevent or Reduce Vialence and Vandalism, Physical
Environment, Interpersonal Relations, Discipline, Physical.
Security,', Improving School Climate, and School-Parent-Community

Cooperation. The focus of our training will be to identify a-
\variety of restiurces that schools and communities can utilize
in understanding their problems. and in working to reduce them,



and to facilitate applying these resources to the back-home

setting.

o Technical Assistance--We will-provide 1,200,days of onsite
technical assistance to schools, plus approximately 1,000 tele'

phone mail contacts and technical assistance bulletins on a

minimum of 30 topics.

o S ecial Fresentations--We will conduct a series of special pre

sentations'at professional meetings, conferences, workshops,
conventions, and other events where aignifir',P. numbers of pro
fessionals, parents, or students are presen TheSe presenta-

tions will provide an overview of the issues of school crime,

violence, and vandalism, and will suggest solutions tailored t
the needs and interests of the audience.

ti

o Information Resources - - Technical Assistance Bulletins will be

issued to provide "how to" information'on successful technique
for preventing or reducing school violence, vandalism, and dis

ruption. The Network is also compiling a Compindium of
Resources for use by'individuali and organizations working to

create safer and,more positive environments for learning. The

CompendiuM listing will serve as a significant reference for

both research and action use.

WHO WE ARE

'the National Center, which coordinates and manages the.Network, is operated by the

Center for Human Services (CHS), a not-fortprofit corporation based in Washingtanu-

D.C. The National Center will also develop materials and resources and provide

technical services as required.

Four Re-ional Centers provide training and technical assistance on an area-wide

basis. These are--

o National School Resource Network
°Eastern Regional Center
53 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215

(617) 353-4554

National School Resource Network
Southern Regional Center

-58---6th-Street-, N.E.

Atlanta, GA 30308
(404) 872-0296

National School Resource Network
MidWestern Regional Center
6NorthJlichigaid Avenue, Suite 1706
Chicago, IL .60602
(312) 782-5838



National
Western Regin
18 Professior,
San Rafael,
(415) 472-12i
(415) 472-2800
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Additionally, a Consortium of 24-flat,
tion of interesti ,11---cTerns, will

to further expand and enhance cv_
listed below:

0

0

0

0

0

0

National Sc y a-1 Boa! .

, izationsi7epresenting a cross sec-
- .h the National and Regional Centers
d delivery efforts. The members are-

Associa ion

American Association of'School Administrators

:National Association of Secondary School Principals

National Education Association

National Association'of School ecnxity Directors

National Association of Elementary School Principals

School Planning Laboratory/University of Tennessee

National Crimr Prevention Institut-/Schoolnf Police Adminis-.
tration/ University of Louisville

a

O Statewide Youth AdvocaCy Project, Rochester, New York

Student Advocacy Center, Ann.Arbor, Michigan

EnNiironmental Center of Houston

o- Pnert6 Rican Youth Public Policy Institute

Center for ComM ty Justice

National Office of Social Responsibility

o League of United Latin American Citzens/National Educational
Service Centers, Inc.

o Board of Education, City 0 New York

aational Street Law Institute

National Youth Work Alliance

National Committee for Citizens is Education

Open Road Student Involvement Protect, San Francisco,
California



Florida Netw rk of Youth and Family Services, Inc., Tampa

Florida

National_Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

Constitutional Rights Foundation /Law Education and Par Apia-

tier, Project

National Organization of C611nty and Intermediate Educational,

Service Agencies

Institute for the Redubtion of Crime_

0

o -Midwest Race and Sex Desegregation Assistance Centers, Kansas
City University

Indiana State Department of Public Instruction

Institute of Judicial Administration,

National Urban League, I

Cleveland-Marshall College of La

American Bar Association

Cleveland State University

Desegregation Asistance Center, University of Miami

o Advocates for Children of ,New York, Inc.

o American Federation of Teachers

National District Attorneys Association.

TBE NETWORK CONCEPT

All orgzaizatiOns comprising the National School ReSource Network have committed

themselves to the cause of preventing and reducing school violence ancivandalism

through a sharing of reseurces'and'information. This is the focus of all Network

activities, It is our conviction that solutions to'many of our schools'. problems

do exist and are beirtig i4lemented at the-local level. By learning from others'

successes--be-iey partial or great--schools and communities can begin now to-

solve today's problems and-build for the years ahead.

711



INTRODUCTION

TRAINING PROGRAM MATERIALS

This workshop is designed for "Schools troubled by violence, vandalism, and disrup-

tion and interested in preventing or reducing these occurrences. Its intendd

audience embraces all people involved or interested in making schools safer, more

positive places in which to learn'..; This includes teachers, school administrators,

.students, counselors, parents, youth advocates, school security personnel, and

community organization representatives, among others.

The workshop -is designed to be presented as a 5-day, 35-hour program composed of

seven courses. Each of the courses contains between three and seven modules

ranging in length fiom 45 minutes to 2'hours. An overview of the materials avail-

able, course contents, and scheduling possibilities for presenting selected modules

is presented below.

What Materials Does the Package

The core curriculum training package has several componen
be on hand When a workshop is given. These indlude--

s, all of which should

Trainer's Guide--Each trainer should have a copy of the Trainer's Guide,

which provides content, activities, and background information for the

courses. The material is organized by course and module. For each

course, a course overview is provided, including a purpose. statement for

the 'course, course objectives, and recommended audiences,.

For each module in the course the following are provided:

o
ie

Module S o sis--The synopsis gives a purpose statement for

each module, plus module objectives target audience, media

and equipment needed, and a listing of materials provided.

o Course Agenda by Module--The agenda'is a summary of the

content and major activities of the module, with an approxi-

mate time for each activity.

Detailed Walk-ThrotIgh--This is e .step-byitep.narrative, with

.
directions to assist the trainer in-presenting the materials

and exercises.

Worksheets - - Copies of participants' worksheets are provided.

o Sack round, Materials--These include indepth readings on selectee

portions. of the module. These materialS supplement he detaileC

walk - through and should- be thoroughly read by trainers. prior

to presenting the module.



Resources/BiilliAgrEly--A listing of books, articles, and
presentations'reViewed in the prepardtion of the course and
helpful for- further refetence is provided,

Participant Cul ea- -Seven guides are provided, one for each course:

o Course 1: Putting It All Together And Taking It Home

Course 2( Discipline,

o Course 3: School Climate

Course 4: Interpersonal Relations

Course 5: Security

o Course 6: Environment

o Course 7: The Community as a Problem Solving-Resource.

The following majo-

r.

0

sections are included in each Participant Guide:

About the Course--This summary includes background, rationale,
and pirpase statements regarding the course.

Course Agenda by Module - -This section, like that-in the Trainer'
dUide,..containS a module summary and timed agenda for each

modUle.

o About the Module"For ea.ch4module, objectives and a cescriptidn
of Materials are provided.

Worksheets-Most woriCiheets to be completed by participants
are included in the Guide, following the "About the Module'

description, .

Transparency Masters -- copies of a
module presentation are included.

sparencies used in the.

RaCkardund-Mater als--Readings and- pro am_descriptions are

included-for most modules.

o Resources/BOlicvaphyA listing of NSRN Resource Materials
{available through the NSRN Regional` Center) and a bibliography.
are included for most'modules.

Handouts--These are materials that are monde -d-out-by-the_trainer during
a specified module. They are typically given to small groups and dbbtain-
'directions for group activities or case study discussion qUestions. In

some. cases handouts are provided for particularly complex transparencies.

4. It2p5parencies--These 81/2" x 11" graphics are designed to supplement and

illustrate trainer-presented information.



Audiovisual Materials - -Video vignettes, slide -'tape presentations, and,

films present additionalwanformation.

'Resource Materials "These are documents that provide more detailed

information on issues presented in specified modules: Their availabili

will be announced during the' presentations. Most NSRN'Technical Assisi

'tance Bulletins are available ds Resource Materials.

S./ha and Does the Training Consist Of? .

The core curriculum contains seven courses. Each course consists gCthren

seven modules. The modules fall into three categoriesr

CORE modules should be presented for--`,all participants. They

contain information and activities. necessary to achieve the

goals and nbjectives of the curritylum..
0

, ,

OPTIONAL. CORE Modules, while part of the core curriculqm may.

,)
be of gr,eatest interest to- certain. subsets of the total, ronp,

(teachers, for example,-or people concerned with physical ., '

security).

ADVANCED modules. contain information that can deepen or expand

basic understanding of the core materials.,

All coke modules should be presented to all participants. Optional core modules

and advanced modules can-be-presented ,c_oncurrently, ,or not at all, depending Avon

participant interest and trainer,discretion.

PLANNING THE WORKSHOP WEEK.

How Should the Workshop Be Scheduled?'

During any one 35-hour.training week it will not be possible to present all cif the

modules to all of the participants. However, through use of concurrent

most can be offered: Based on availability of trainers and participant interest,

-a schedule for each workshop can be developed that "individualizes"%the workshop

to best` meet the participants' training needs.

Prior to the workshop a "needs assessment" checklist should be mailed td and

returned by participants. This will provide a basis for selecting 'hich modules

should be offered for all participants and which should be offered as optional

concurrent sessions.

In,tne last section of this introduction, we provide alisting of all courses and

modules in two columns: CORE MODULES and OPTIONAL. CORE/ADVANCED MODULES.

"Week at -a- Glance" agenda blanks have been provided to all regional centers for

distribution the training.. An extra blaW,7 is provided"following this introduc-

y



Is Required. of Participants?

,Participants are asked to come with an identified problem or problem'area they
wish to address in this workshop, and with a'descriptiz,a of any solutiOns their
schools have implemented. Additionally; participaqi,will have providedjnput
into which of the optional modules they wish to have presented., Participants-will
be asked to become involved in groUp activities add to contribute to large groat)
discussions.

fi

Who Can Conduct the Training Program?

j Because of the length arld'intensity of the workshOp, a team of 'ee trainers ,

should conduct this training program. The standard training skills are required
for effective delivery of the training; namely, ability to organize and manage a
training program,,lead groupAiscussion,facilitate small group Work, etc.. In

'addition; the trainers should be well grounded in ti*-content areas comprising the
courses. / % .

.4

Kind of Trainer Pre ara,ibn, Is Necess

Implicit. 'in the use of this training package is 5 Willingness to work. with materials
deVeloped by others. -This in turn requires a willingness to spedd adequate -time
in mastering the trainin-6 pac4age maeerials\Ind_methods prior to deliVery.

Thorough t ?aiper prepara, tion will require studying this guide
and toe Partie6ant Guide, preViewing all training materials,
and conducting at least one rehearsal or,dry run' beforeactual-
ly presenting. the. workshop.

Trainers must work together.in advance to arrange how they
will divide the training load and'suppnrt each other during
delivery.

;

o In addition to preparing the presentation of the course,
trainers Must be able to assume or assign the role of program
manager to carry out the managerial and logistical tasks
involved in food, serVice obtaining equipment, etc.

o Special- note shoul be taken of the problems 'and deeds parti-
cipants identifyduring the first mornings' introductory

--aesSions,



OPRE NOWT-RS

1. Plating It All Togethe and Taking'it Home

NOTE:. These modules are sequential and should be
presented-in orderthough not on-the same day.

1.1 Introductory Session
\Registration/Coffee
Q Welcome

Get Acquainted
Statement of Problems

Side7.Tape

Discussion.
1.2 Introduction to Planning:

Building AWareness_
1-.;1---Dediding What To Do

1.4 Deciding. How 'T6 Do It

1.5 Evaluation

1.6 Taking It Home
(Present as last module of

entire_program.)
Simulation

2. Disdipline

NOTE MI among the 6.discipline modules, present

,as core sessions Module 2.1.plus at least one other-

:..based'upon participant need. Module 2.4,may be the

second Choice due to generalinterest.)

2 hours
30-45 min.

15 min.
20 min.
10 min.
15 min.
30 min.

hours--
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
2 hours

hOurs

'2.1 Discipline es It and Why_

011-

OPTIONAL CORE/ADVANCED MODULES

1.7 Resources (Advanced) 1 hour

Discipline and ,School Law.
Establishing Effective Discipline

Pdlidies,
EstabfiShing Effective Discipline

.Practices
Alternatives to SusPension

45 min.

111 hours

11172 ,hours

45'min.



School Climate

3.1 Defining and-Assessing School Climate 1 hour

(Should be presented early in the
training week.)'

3.2 Assessing and Managing Stress
(Heavy level of participant involve-
ment. Should not be on same day as
Conflict Management or Simulation ,

'modules.)

Interpersonal Relations

5.1 Introduction
5.2 Preventive Approaches/Human Solutions

(Should be presented early.in the
workshop week.)

5.4 Designing and Upgrading School
Security'Programs

2 hours'

15 min.

12 hours

_ hour

OPTIONAL CO :/ADVANCED NOODLES

3.3 Student Involvement in School
Processes and Programs

3.4 Law-Related Education

4.1 Resolving School COnflict
(Heavy level of participant involve-
ment. Should not be on same day as

-Stress or Simulation modules.)

4.2- Counseling-Confrontation Strategies
(Should follow Module 4.1.)

4.3 Gangs (Advanced).-
4.4 -Victimology

4.5 Intercultural Relations (Advanced)

5.3 Physical Plait Security

5.5, Alternate Strategies for Smaller
School Districts (Advanced)
(Skilled person helpful.)

1 hour

1 hou-r

hours

1 hour

hour
hours
hour

1-1 hours



6. EnVironment-----

6.1. Designing Safe School Environments
6.2 Assessing Environmental Design

The Community as a Problem-Solving Resource

15 min.
hour

"7.1 The Role of ,the Community 1 hour

nningjkgenCy/Busineas Support 1 hour

OPTIONAL 0 JADVANCED MODULES

6.3 Environmental DeSign Strategies

(Advanced) 1- hours

7.2 Reaching -and .involving he-Community- 111 hours

7.3 School/Community Links; Parents

and Volunteers

7 School /Community Links: The Juvenile

Justice System

1 hour

hour



9 a.m. -1a a.m.

Core.'
--Curriculum

Agenda

Monday iaesd_ay Wednesday Thursday J Friday`

=

0 an

a.m.-12 noon

12 noon-I pan.

1. i m. -2

3 p. -4 jiu II.

4 '.m.

Evening



Course 1 - Putting/ It All Together and Taking It Home

Purpose

Course
Overview

This course provides a general introduction to the National School Resource Network,

highlights the goals of the workshop,--and offers an overview of a process for

planning and evaluating programs. ParticiPants take part in a step-by-step process

for innovating change in their communities bAsed on strategies and ideas gleaned

from the workshop. The course thus provides .a process for using data and informa-

tion gained in the workshop for implementation at the local level.

Instructional Objectives

To become familiar with -goals, objectives and" procedures of the workshop and

the planning procgss that:wilI-take_place.

To become familiar with steps involved in building-awareness in the community.

To becoMe _ .familiar with the stepsin deciding what-to do,-including-clarifying

the Problem, settinggoals, establishing priorities and identifying donstrainta

and resources. .

To provide experience in writing objectives-and developing task plans to meet

participant developed goals.

5. To become familiar with the eval t.ivn process and td analyze elementt'of a

systems evaluation-model.

To develop recommendations and first meeting p

implementation.

Target Audiences

g-agendas for "back home"

This course is appropriate o 'a 1 workshop participants, and should be attended by

all.



(NOTE-TO-TRAINER: Materiala In this.

Trainer Guide are organized sequentially
by module. They are not'page numbered.
For ease of reference, the materials
tnatalso'appear in the participant
Guide carry the Participan'Guide page
nlImbers.)



Course

Purpose
This course provides a general introduction to the National School Resource Network,

highlightt the goals of the workshop, and offers an overview of,a process for

pIann4.ng and evaluating programs.. Participants take patt,in a step-by-step process

for innovating change in their communities based on strategies and ideas gleaned

-from the workshop. 'The course thus provides a process for using data and informa-

tion gained in the workshop for implementation at the local level.-

putting It All To and Taking It t ome

Course
Overview,

Inssructionel Objectives

To'becomefamiliar with goals, objectives and procedures of the workshop and

the planning process that will take place.

-;To become familiar =with steps involved in building awareness in the community.

To become familiar with-the.steps-indeciding what-todo,. including-clarifying

the problem, setting goals, establishing priorities and identifying constraints

and resources.

Y
To provide experience in writing objectivesectves and deve oping -task plans.

participant developed goals:'
_..

To become familiar with the ev_ Uation podessand:to analyze le_

systems' evaluation model.
\

.To`develop-recommendations and first meeting_ plAnning agenda's fo

implementation.
/
(

Target Audiences
This course is appropriate for all

all.

;ticipants, and shoUld be'attended by



COurse

Achy

Putt It All To =ether and Takin- it Home

/Content Summary by Module

Course
OvervieW

(oontinUed)

Apprx. Time Required

Module 1.1 -Introductory Session

A minileOture, slide,show and small group activities introduce
participants to one another, the trainer,, the National School Resource
NetWork, and a range of problems and solutions toechool violence
and vandaliSm. The purpose and objective of the workshop are'
presented,

Module 1.2 - Introduction to Planning. AwarenessIntroduction_ _ Planning._ ,

Minilecture and' small group activities fodus on ways to involve people
in' the planning process., identify problems and collect' data.

Module 1.3 - Deciding What To Do

Minilectures and small group activities using worksheets enable par i-
'cipanis to/clarify goals and'priorities and identify resources and
constraints in with aprohlem.'

Minilectures-and small group activitied enahle participan_ to writh
'objectives anddevelop task plans to meet stated goals= ,

Module 1.5 -'Evaluation

A systems evaluation Model is presented to introduce
the evaluation process.'

a

Module 1.6 - Taking It Home

p cipan s t

MinileCtures and small grOup'activities enable participants to plan .an
agenda for a. first planning meeting in their own communities, and to.
develop r'-commendations for back-home planning to prevent/redude 6.hool
violence and'vandalism.

Simulation

.A role, play activity and discussion using - handouts aNplores the human
tfactors'involved-in working toward solutions.

21/2 hours

11/2 hburs

1 hour

minutes

6 5 minutes

h hCurs'

1 hour.
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----Course 1 - putting -It Ail To e er and T' in t Home

Module

Resources/
Bibliography

Juvenile violence, -as well as violent crime cf all forms,-has increased

hroughout the United States at an-alarming Fate in recent years.

TLOugh violent behavior is often discussed by all - of us, little is

about, -its actual causes; even less isiknown about appropriate

'methods fordealing with such behavior.

Youths associated with violent crimes do, however, appear to come from

`similar backgrounds: poor economic and social environments and/or disorganized

and turbulent family situations.

Proper treatment -of these offenders and rehabilitative techniques are another

.batile4round fraUght with disagreement and opinion. This film attempts to,

offer no answers in these areas; rather, with an honest and. fair approach,

it takes a hard look at what is currently being done to rehabilitate violent

youth. Additionally, the film asks us all ib think about whether society

ie, in fact, preventing'violence or provoki4 it.

Wemeet and listen to threeeeriou4Offenders--youths confined for'armed'

robbery:end homicide - -as- they talk about their experiences. 'l And'We hear

frOM'the-professionals:as,well--a
chief of police, a diyector of a

correctional- facility, and a:faMily courtAudge. Each discusses the waY

these youths'are'currently being handled'and'expresses his.. or her_ opinions,

on recidivism and rehabilitation.

What you.f.all hopefully get from this hard-hitting film is a starting

point where open discussim byparents, workers in youthicommunity=sery _e

agincies, law ,enforcement and corrections personnel can begin;

C014r 'ilm,-23 minutes

PUrchase: $380

Rental Fee: $60 (per week

-Distributor: Krinitz
Media Department
Harper & Row, P lishers, nc.

10 East 53rd. Street

New York, NY 10022

Telephone: (800) 223 -2565

800) 223-2569

.previewed .by NSRN staff .



PROJECT AWARE

David Crawford, an ex-felon, co-founded Project Aware in 1972

time in Terre Haute, Indiana,, Federal Penitentiary. His basic

was to deal frankly_ with the consequences of and, alternatives

delinquency.

CrawfOtd knows what he's talking about.

chile serving

objective
o juvenile

Born in-SaVannah, Georgia, I% 1947, Crawford had little interest in Clehientary

school because he was larger, and brighter than most of his classmates.

Crawford became rebellious. He stole his' candy bar when he was-tine,-

then'-started taking money from h s,mother'syurse.' Boon, he and friends Stole

hubcaps, then tires, then entire cars. The 'law caught up with him when he

was 11. He was in reforli'Adhool off and on for two years.

Crawford escaped from the confines of reform school after earning a high

schdol diploma and enlisted,in _the' Army at 13 by riring about-his age. For

the next two yelp, he'took college level courses until tho Army discovered

his true ageoAnd gave him in honorable-discharge.

-A erwards, in Atlanta, Crawford' worked briefly for both the oolice and f

departments, biit moved on before they discovered his real age. From there,

he moved to New York City where, at age 18, he turned to a life of'serious

crime and drugs. t.

Crawford hit the streets for five'years, reddling dope,

working,for, orgailized crime -,ell to maintain a comfortab

$1,000 per week cocaine habit.

aling cars, and
lifestyle and a

Ele,also became the Wholesaler in a multi-million dollar bogus money,ring.

He was arrestedin,1971 and sent to prison. Hii 10year-sentencewAsfOrco
terfeiting,ntAtstate transportation of stolen vehicles, and breaking and

entering.

Although Crawford had been associated with

first eXperience within ptison walls and he

block atrocities. Once,Ile got involved in

months of-solitary confinement.

rime for; some time, this was his

was not Accustomed to the cell-

a prison 'riot, which.led to 18.

Crawford valuated himself during his time in solitary. He erxamined his

rebellious attitude and became determined to regain his identity as an active

member of ociety

He read volumes of law booki and sociological studies about crime. Once out

of solitak, he became involved in civic organizations and eventual_ ly became

the president of the Wabash Valley Jaycees, the group which helped Project

Aware get:started. In fact, Project Aware received the U.S. Jaycees national

award as the best-youth assistance program in 1973.

,Crawford, after his parole in 1975, helped form the Northwest Legal Research

Corporation in Great Fails, Montana, to work on Indian civil rights cases.



PROJECT'AWARB (Continued)

A major.portionof Crawford's self-imposed rehabilitation in prison was

Froject Aware. In a most effectivemanner/ he uses the simplecioncept.of

communicating.mith,young
people.on'.i.persohal leVel to attackHe comply

social problem -- juvenile delinquency and crim

.TheUltimate strength of this,film is-that:each young member of the viewing

audience -immediately seems to identify. With David Crawford "on the screen".

.

and sit. in stunned silence after the Screening. .

-From the el.suing-diacussio and later reactions one message, rings through

loud and clear=
not:twice,,-but a hundred tiMeO bef9re I want

to experience what David Crawford just shared with me.,"

Color Film,. 16mm, mil, and Videocassette, 30 minutes

Purchase:, $450
Rental Fee: $50

DiStributor: Mary Hanson
. Perrennial Educat on,

4,77 Pager Williams
P.O. Box 855 Ravinia
Highland Pirk, It 60035

Telephon (312) 433-1610

Previewed by NSW

TE

A dramaticnew documentary ex fining juvenile crime. F Q375,

juvenile arrests climbed;an alarming 293% and continue-to mushroom. Nearly

43%.of the arrests for serious FBI'offenses in''1975:,were juveniles.' Youthful

offehders tell. their stories: why they break the law; who gets robbed; how, they

toward their victims. They are young people w1p feel they have been left out

of the 'American dr4am,and alienation, rage and despair are the result.

All of.the major young characters have ComMittee'crimes;_the majority hive

been arrested; many have multiple convictions -i XQUTH TERROR attempts to
,

convey .a. sense of the disordered; unjUst world they see" around them

through en.exploration of their lives, theirmotives and their feelings.

Ab ABC News.ClOseup.

A

`Color Film, '48;tainutes

Pe*Ohase',$05'
Rental:' Fee: $70

Distributor Deborah. Richmond
McGraw-Hill Films
McGraw-Hill Book Company

11p- 15th-Street
Del Mar, CA ,92014

C011eCt: (714) .4 000, ext. 34

Previewed by NSRN staff.

fe



E = E WITHOUT

The purpose of this rape, prevention film is,to teach women how to

stop a rapist in a nonviolent manner, The premiseis that few women

are trained to have_the mental attitude or strength'to physically resist

an attacker. This film was written and narrated'by.a woman who was raped

and now teaches rape prevention to women's groups and classes.

'The film begins by showing what steps to take to avoid getting 'in a rape,

Situation in the first place. Since 30% of All rapes occur ih the woman's

home, it stresses important measures to take to insure security at home,

such es always locking doors and windows having keys in hand when

arrivinghome, not opening doors to strangers, and not giving out any

information over the phone..

The film'also tells how to plan routes for opt um safety when walking,

how to evaluate the safety of a location. Most important, it demonstra

"body language" that makes &woman leis vulnerable to rapists and

various ways of projecting confidence and strength.

.Even when something seems "not quite right," there are numerous ways to

escape to safer,environs and avoid contact with a pdtential rapist.

Unfortuately, loanYwomenfear Asserting themselves because th6y don't -ant to

be embarrassed. The film depicts some of these situations and offers solutions

tbat may feel awkward initially but are Certainly preferable to what could

happen if the man in question did turn out tO bele. rapist:

and

Color Film, 16mm, 8cm, videocassette, 18 minu

Purchase: $270

Rental Fee: $27

Distributor: Hanson
ennial Education, Inc.

477 Roger Williams
P. O. Box 855 Ravinia
Highland Park, IL 60035

Telephone: (312) 433-1610

Previewed by MSRN staff.
" a

Hai SCH

"HIGH SCHOOL shows no stretching of minds. It does show the overwhelming dreariness

of administrators and teachers who confuse learning with discipline. The school

somehow takes warm., breathing teenagers : and tries to turn them into 40-year old

mental eunuchs... MOwonder the kids turn off; stare out windows, become' surly, try

to escape...The'most frightening thing about 'High.School' is that it captures

the battlefield so clearly; the film is too true." Peter Jantsen, Newsweek.'

0

B & W Film,75 minutes
Rental Fee: $135

Distributor: Pipporah Films.
54 Lewis Wharf .

01110.

(617) .i42-6680
"Roston, MA
Telephone:

Previewed by NSRN staff.



Best documentary film to show the dehumanizing ±c of the juvenile justice

system.

Film, 28 minutes

Purchase: $260
Distributor:. Film-Makers, Inc.

4001N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, I; 60611

...Telephone: (312) 644-7444

Not previewed by USRN staff.

BAD BOYS

Alan and Susan Raymond have put together a disturbing film Ctn kids who break

the law, Bad Boys is disturbing because it forces its audience td confront

the fact that the barrier between adults and children may be unbridgeable.,

The experts haven't agreed on a set of answers,. but one comes away from Sad

Boys wondering whether these hardened kids are worth saving, or, if they are,

Where the Country is going to find people with the patience and the-quality

of mind to.deal with these boys land girls.

Part I:

Part II:,

Part III:

Bryant High Schoolp a typical American high sChool--with a

20% truancy rate.
Spofford Juvenile Center: a controversial detention facility

in the South Bronx holding 10-16 year old children awaiting

trial--at a cost of $65,000 per child/pe'r year. 0

Brookwood Center: a maximum security prison for boys under 16

years, who have committed designated felonieS.

a 16mm film, or videocassette

Purchase: $1200 (film)
$ 800 (videocassette)

Rental Fee: $150 (print/cassette)

Distributor. Video Verite'
927Aadison Avenue
New York, NY 10020 1

Telephone: (212) 249-7356

Previewed y NSPN staff.
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In an attempt to combat "acquaintance" rape, the National Center forfar the

Prevention and Control of Rape is making available this school year a

package of four educational films and accompanying discussion guide

materials for teachers and students. The materials, intended for use in ,

junior and.senior high schools, colleges, and community organizations, are

designed to provide young adults with strategies for preventing

"acquaintance" rape.

According to TBI Uniform Crime Reports, the majority of reported rapists

are between 15.and,24 yearS of age and, among teenagers, the rapist

and victim often know one another through relationships that range from

close family friend to casual acquaintance.

Four Color 16mm Films'
Four Teacher's Film Guides, Discussion Posters and Student Fact Sheets

Distributor: C. Edgar Bryant
Vice President for Sales
Association.Films; inc.
1111 North 19th Street
Suite 404
Arlington, VA 22209

Telephone (703) 525-4476

PreViewed by NSRN staff.

Audios

PROBLEMS OF YOUTH

Troubled teenagers from slums and suburbs frankly discuss their problems.

Coping with family tension, drug abuse, delinquency, and truancy, they

are eager to explain themselves. A concerned mother and a successful

teenage girl'are also interviewed. Designed to stimulate discuesion

in adult and student groups, eachsession is accompanied by several

questions to help the gro leader focus group response

The program was prepared by Philip Kaminstein with the assistance of

the staff of the Berkshire Institute for Training and Research in

Canaan,- New York.

Tape #1-

Gloria -- Seeking to avoid problems at home, Gloria, a vivacious

14-year-old, took to the streets of the inner city,- Pat -- Under-,

going rehabilitation for
drug abuse, Pat at 18 shares the details of

her drug history and the insights gained through this experience.

Tape_02

Phil -- Unsuccessful at school, Phil makes observations .,rich are

pertinent about schools, teachers, and curriculum. Ars. Schaefer.--

Mrs. Schaefer discusses her difficulties in handling her,Oldest son

who became deeply involved in drugs and delinquency.



P B s 0 YO Continued)

Tape 43

Richard -- Abandoned by his father at nine, Richard describes his

stealing, vandalism and other difficulties. Joe -- A 15-year-old

mdddle-class youngster relates his serious delinquent history to

his difficulties with his adopted mother.

Tape #4

- A self-assured, ambitious high school
senior, Amy offers a

critique of her school in terms of curriculum, discipline and

teachers. John -- John, a school troublemaker, feels he was often

unjustly accused. Chronic truancy led to court and institutionalization.

Tape

- Mary talks about sexual problems. About her boyfriend she says,

he's the only one who ever loved-me" Gary -- At age 15, GarY

ticulate youngster who reflects upon the frustrations which led

Is.

\

Tape #6

Tom -- Tom, an appealing 13-year-old, discusses his confusing parentage

and disorganized home. Abused by his adopted father and then, his step-

father, he is not hoping for a happier life, with his mother. Pete --

A er of a wealthy family, 15-year-old Pete tells, how he became

delinquent "just for the fun of it."

P 6haSe: $12.35 each (cassettes)
$72.00 Set of all six cas

Dis ibutor: Lori Krinitz
Media Department
Harper & Rowe Publishers, Inc.

10 East 53rd Street
New York, _NY 10022

Telephone: (SOO) 223-2
(sop) 223-2569

Not revie wed by NSRN s



Publications

ST: ND iS REL,ATING TO
LE PRO S, Egon

Bitt ar B andeis University, and Sheldon Krantz, Boston University

Law School

Recommends that police policies emphasize officers' use of the

latest restrictive alternative in handling juvenile problems, limiting

arrest to more serious incidents. Proposes that police policymaking

involve input from the publia as well as from agencies to which police

will be making referrals.

Purchase: $ 7.95 .(Tentative Draft, softcover, 176 pages)

$16.50 (Final Caseboupd Standard)

Distributor: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.

10 East 53rd Street,
New York, NY 10022

Telephone: (800) 223-2568
SOO) 223-2569

Not previewed by NSF N staff.

STAN S R TING TO S

Univers

EDUCATION, Wil

d Stephen Goldstein,

_ G. Buse, College of

w University

Would provide juveniles
with the right to -an education and with the

corresponding obligation to attend school or participate in equivalent,

courses of instruction. Removes truancy from courtjurisdiction and calls

for implementation of compulsory education through counseling and through

efforts to eliminate conditions that undermine universal' education.

Outlines strong procedural safeguards.

Purchase: $ 7.95 (Tentative Draft, softcover, 192 pages)

$16.50 (Final Casebound Standard)

Distributor: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.

10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022

Telephone: (800) 223-2568

(800) 223-2569

Not previewed by NSBN
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INSIGHT
A LAW-REIATED NEWSPAPER

Law education today should be more than just a "frill". It can be

a building block for effective citizenship, a basic gdal in the

teaching of social studies. More than ever, youth are in contact, with

the law. "Property:crimes are rising aMong teenagers;, Schools-more

frequently are turning to the courts with drug and truancy problems.

Across the country teenagers are being tried ift,courts as adults. These

trends and others need attention at the classroom level.

INSIGHT brings law into the- classroom in a new wa7. It is a law-related

newspaper designed for secondary education. Packed with news and feature

articles, editorials ,and opinions, follow-up questions, classroom activities,
,

maps, charts and cartoons. Combining substance with style, it makes

important information about law easier to, teach and easier to learn.

Purchase: $15 Per Classroom Set Student copies, 1 Teacher's guide)

.Publisher: Correctional Service of Minnesota
1427 Washington Avenue South
Minnea-polis, MN 55454

Toll Free 4: (800) 328-4737

Minnesota residents call

collect: (612) 339 7227

No previewed by NSRN staff.

_ILITATION GAME

An educational board game acquainting students with the major sentencing

alternatives that judges use for adult offenders. The game also confronts

the player with many of the obstacles which face the offender who wishes

,to rehabilitate himself.

The game is played with up to six. It begins with each player rolling a

die to determine.his sentence and moving to the appropriate' sentencing

alternative. The object of the'. game is to move around the board to the

winner's Circle, acquiring 400 points in the process. It sounds easy

enough; but as in real life, players too often find themselves falling

jny the way, stalemated and very frustrated because of existing laws and

attitudes.

Purchase: $ 2.95 each-
$12.95 (for five)

Distributor: Correctional Service of Minnesota

1427. Washington Avenue South

Minneapolis, MN 55454

Tolls Free N:, (800) 328-4737

Minnesota residents call

collect:- (612) 339-7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.



1 - Putting It All Together And Taking
Course

Module 1

Purpose

Home

nduc o Session_

Module
Synopsis

The goal of the module is to provide an opportunity for participants and training,

staff to become acquaintedand for participants to become familar with the goals,

objectives, content, sequence, and materials nf the workshop. .

Obiectives

,Participants will be able to--

1. State their goals for attending the workshop

2. Become' familiar with the goals, objectives, and proced4res of the workshop

Understand their dual role as participants--to share as well as receive in-

formation

State the purpose of NSRN

5. Define-at least one problem and one solution to violence and vandalism in

their schools.

Target Audiences /Breakouts

This core module appropriate for all workshop participants.



- Putting Together -d Taking Home
Cduise

Module 1.1 - Introductory Session

Media/Equipment_

Slide projector.
Synched audio tape player
Screen
Flip chart
Markers

Materials

Slide show "School Violence and Vandalism:. What Can We Do?"

Name tags
Sign-in sheets
NSRN plastic bags
Workshop agenda

Transparencies

1.1.1 A Typical Month for Students

1.1.2 A Typical Month for Teachers
1.1.3 A Typical Month for Schools
1.1.4 A Typical Year of Costs

1.1.5 A Typical Month of Fear in Schools

Background

1.1.1 Safe School Factors

Worksheet

1.1.1

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

Problems /Solutions Identified be included in all Participant

Guides and available as a handout as well)



A Typical Mqnth for Itudents

282,000 are attacked

112;000 are robbed by force, weapons, or
threats

2,400,000 have _something stolen worth
lest. than $10



pi col Mortthior Teachers

50% Verballyabuted by students.'

-125p0 threatened with physical harm

6,000 robbed

.5,200 attacked ftsiEA estimates.' 9,200)

1,000 assaulted seriousl=y enough to require.
medical attention



A "Npical Month for Schools

2,000 fires set.

100o theft§ of school property

.-:. 19 24,000 reports of vandalism

0 42,E cases of property damage



IVTypical Year of costs

ME Safe Schools Study estimates,,
$20090009000:

Labor fir repairs and replacement

.7E. Alternate buildings and materials

Security personnel and hardware

4- Insurance premiums

-1.7.! Indirect costs



Fear hi Schools,

3,000,000 students avoid at least th ee
places in school

500,000 students afraid most of the time

1 2 ok of teachers hesitate to confront
misbehaving students because of fear



arse
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Putting It All Together and Taking it Home_

Introductory Session

Total Time 2 hours- and 45 minutes (blua._45 minutes_for registration)

Module Summary

Course
Agenda

by Module

The goal of the module is tr, provide an opportunity for participants-and training staff
to'become acquainted and for participants to.become familiar with the goals, objectives,
content sequence, and materials of the workshop.

Acts u ma -Time

Registration

A. .1.5111.777-11.

Complete_ Problems/Solut ons W

Distribute M to

2. Orientation

A. Introduction of Trainers

NSRIT

orkshop Overview

Ice-Sreakere

The Problem

The Solutions

5. Participants' Experiences

Description of Courses and Modal

Workshop EvaluatioR

A. Rat nale

Forms

cedure

Wrap-Up

Ensure C
tion Sheet

es to be 0 ered.

identialit and Co

45

75 min.

10 min.

15 min.

30 min%

min.

15 min.

5 min .



Course

MOdule

- Putting It All Together And Taking It Home

Materiels /Equipment

detailed
Walk.Throtigh

Sequence /Activity Description

Registration

This activity allows flexibility for arrival time. Coffee

and refreshments should be available in the registration

areas. At lease one trainer should be present until the

Orientatibn begins. Signs should be posted indicating, the

three procedures for registration: sign-in, completing

forms, and receiving materials.

Sign -in.

Participants write their names, addresses, and phone number

on a' list. This information should be compiled into a

roster and distributed to everyone on the final workshop

day. A name tag should be filled out and worn.

B. Complete Forms

Using the form provided, participants will list the problems

they hope to find help,in solving du7/ ing the workshop. On

the other side of the paper, th6y will record solutions they.

have already developed to meet the problems they face. This

information will be used during the introductory module and

updated throughout the workshop.

Distribute Materials

Each participant will receive bag containing the folio

items:

o Workshop agenda

o Information about NSRN

o Logisticial informatipn pertinent to the training

site (e.g:, parking, restrooms, telephones)

Pad of paper and pencils

Name tag'

The Participant guide lotCourse 1, "Putting

All Together and; Taking it Home.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Orientation (60 min.)

-A. Introduction of Trainers

-All trainers, assistants, volunteers and regional and national

staff are introduced. One member of this group who has pre-

viously been designated as the convener of sessions will proceed

with the activities. Activities include:

Welcoming participants

Introducing staff

Briefing-participants on the schedule for the morning.
(activities, times) and giving information about locations
of restrooms, the. availability of coffee and food,

procedures for posting or receiving messages, and other

administrative details as necessary.

NSRN

The trainer should briefly describe the background the

workshop:

o The workshop was put together by the National School

Resource Network (NSRN).

The NSRN is managed by the Center for Human Services

(CBS). which is located in Washington, D.C.', under an

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention/

U.S. -Department of Justice grant.

o NSRN is designed to assist educatbts, administrators,

parents, students, and community agency pergonnel in

preventing and reducing violence and vandalism in the

schools.

NSRN was instituted in 1979 in response to,growing aware-.

r:ess at local, State,and Federal levels of a problem -

demandingiimmediate attention.

NSRNAs comprised of a national center and four regir3nal

centjrs, Each center coordintes training and technical
assistance on an area wide bagis.

o NSRN provides nationwide training events, technical

tance (T/A), and information dissemination.

o The goal of all Network activities is to effect prevention

and reduction in violence and vandalism in schools and to

help schools'become safer, more positive places in which



Sequence/Activity Description

to learn. This goal will be achieved when people in
'schools, and those working with,and affecting them, intro-,

duCe policies, programs, and. strategies for change. This

includes workshbp'participants,-the schools they represent,

and the agencies and institutions those school corn -,

munities as well as State and.national agenciet and ..

governments.

o AjdeChanism for achieving this goal is sharing resoUrces-
disseminating idea% and solutions that are being tried and

are working in schools and communities around the country.

This Process is constantly evolving. The task of

identifying,. describing, cataloging, and disseminating

ideas has only begun:

The Network works by learning what can work-and

what has been tried by everyone involved, includin

- By networking, sharing' resources, trading ideas,

all learn...and all come that much closer to a

common goal.

Workshop Overview

The trainer should review the workshop goals, objectives, and

agenda and pay particular attention to the first-day program,

times, and procedures. Trainer should explaiA the following:

o GoalsThe goal, of the workshop is to help prticipants

meet the challenge of school violence and vandalism by

suggesting successful strategies which have been developed

in response to the problem.

o Objectives--Through this workshop, participants will be

able to

Understand the range and:depth.
-school violence and vandaliim

the problem

Become familiar with theory and basic research

on the linkage between hostile factors in the environ-

ment and incidents of misbehavior, disruption, and

crime

Identify areas of solution identification

- Explore literature, audiovisual materials, and other

resources for strategizing problem identification and

solutions



Materials/
Equipment SeqUence/Ap ivi Description

Develop plans for carryover of workshop learnings
to home situations.

Design

This workshop consists of courses, each with a number
of modules

The sequencing of modules during the workshop has
been arranged according to their mood, tone, and

subject matter. There has been a deliberate attempt
to provide variety and relief in the sequence.

Some modules are offered in concurrent sessions.
Teams are endburaged to represent their home situa-
tions. by dividing up and attending both modules
offered concurrently. Others should choose the
modules most relevant to their needs and interests.

- This workshop is evolutionary in format. That is,

designers and t...aines are open to your, .suggestions
for better ways'of structuring and sequencing the
sessions in the workshop.

On the third day of the workshop, there will be an
"early dismissal"'-to 'accommodate the natural fatigue
level at that time in the workshops.

o Materials

Each'course has a Participant Guide which includes
an outline of the course content (module-by module),

materials used, background.readings, and worksheets
(if applicable). Participants will receive each
Guide during the'first module session of each course.

Audibvisuals will be used throughout, including
transparencies, videotapeS, and slide shows.

=

Strategies

There will be large and small group sessions as well

as lectures.

,Throughout, participants will engage in activities
including discussion,'completion of worksheets and

checklists and, most importantly, sharing of infor-

mation and ideas with others.
N.



Materials/
Equipment

dip chart
Marker

Overhead
. projector

Screen

Transparency
1.1.1

Sequence /Activity Description

Ice-Breaker

Trainer will ask participants to pair off in teams of two.

They should choose a person they do not know. Teams will

be asked to discuss fora few minutes specific information

about themselves, their names, work situations, goals for

attending the wbrkihops, and anything else they consider '

interesting or important. s.

The trainer then asks each team member to report to the ,large,

group what they learned about the other. During this time

the goals stated are listed on a flip chart for compilation

and distribution at the end of the day:

Minilecture Win- Transparencies: The Problem (10 min.

Trainer should ma e the following points:

The pro lem of violence and vandalism in schools has

become o e of the most urgent and, difficult challenges

in every bmmunity.

o Recent dat collected nationwide indicate (in both public

perception and in actuality) that incidents of violence

and vandalism have come to be a fact of life.

Show and review Transparency 1.1.1 and make the points below.

A Typical Month
for Students

232,000 Attacked

112,000 Robbed

2,400 000 Victims of Theft



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activ Description

Transparency
1.1.2

"Violent Sehools,-- Safe Schools, " the study report-to
Congress;_was released in December 1977 by the National
Institute of Education Of,the U.S. Departmentof.Health
Edutation, and Welfare. The report gives these-stagger n

f gures to describe a typical month for students nationwide:

Each month 182,000 students 'are attacked.

- Each month 112,000 students have something. aken rom

them by forte, weapons, or threats

Eath.month 2,400,000 students have something, usually'

worth less than $10, stolen from them

Victims of abuse and criminal behavior, however, are not
limited to students. The NIE study also reports that --

During one month 50 percent of the teachers questioned

indicated they were subjected to verbal abuse from

students. '

Show and review transparency 1.1.2 and make,the poin s below.

ical Month for Teadhers

50% verbally abused by students

125,000 threatened with physical harm

6,000 robbed

5,200 attacked (NEA estimates 9,200)

1,000 assaulted seriously enough to require
medicl attention



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Des Cription

Transparency
1.1.3

o- Further, curing a typical month nationwide --

125,000 teachers are threatened with physical harm

6,000' teachers'have something taken from them by

force, weapongor threats

56-200 teachers are attacked (estimates by the National
-Education Association (NEA) are higher--9,200 per

month)

1,000 teachers assaulted seriously enough to require

medical attention'.

Show and review Transparency 1.1.3 and make the paints below:

l Month for Schools

Z000 fires set

13,000 thefts of school prope_

24,000 reports of vandalism

42,000 cases of property damage,

Regarding incidents involving loss or damage to school
property, the NIE report states that during a typical
month nationwide there are--

- 2,000 fires set

13,000 thefts of school Property

24,000reports of vandalism,

42,000 cases of property damage.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
1.1.4

NIE estimated a 20(:) million annual loss due o unlawful

activity in.schools nationwide-.
I

Show and review Transparency 1.1.4 and make the points below.

A Typical Year of Costs

NiE Safe Schools Study estimates
$200,000,000

A

Labor for repairs and replacement

÷ Alternate buildings and materials

+ Security personnel and hardware

÷ insurance premiums

+ Indirect costs

o This figure, however, only reports the cost of materials

for repair and replacement; and not for other monetary

costs such as:

Labor for repairs

.

The use of alternate-buildings and materials while-

repairs are being made

Security personnel and hardware to prevent repetition

Rising insurance= premiums

Indirect costs, such as higher prices for replacementL.

_Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the actual

dollar amount could easily be twice or three times higher

than the one reported.

There are, however, greater and more serious costs
resulting from violence and vandalism. These are not

easily computed in dollar amounts.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activit Description

Transparency
.5

Show and review Transparency 1.1. 5 and make the points below.

Fear in Schools
t

3,000,000 students avoid at leas
places In school

000 students afraid most of the time

of teachers hesitate to confront
misbehaving students because of fear

HIE reports that nationwide --

Three million students avoid places such as restrooms
and hallways in school because they are afraid

Five tunOred thousand students are afraid 'school

most of the time

Twelve percent of the teachers questioned said they
hesitated to confront misbehaving students because
they fear for their own safety. '

o The effects of these and other related phenomena, such
as physical and psychological illnesses, on the m'orale

of members of the school community cinnot be quantified.

However', most studies indicate that current costs are
enormous and that those projected are staggering.

o The problems of violence and vandalism in schools demand

immediate attention and solutions. But at the same time,

they require fuller understanding and explanation is

required. What is the extent of lawless and disruptive.

behavior in schools? What are the causes? What contributes

to less violent, less fearful, learning environments? How

can schooling become more positive, productive .and suppor-

tive of healthy development of potential?



Materials/
Equipment equence/Activil

Sound
synchronized

projector

-Screen

Slide show
1.1;1

Flip.chart
Marker

Description

o This workshop is an attempt to-answer some of these
questions. By defining the problem more clearly and
by outlining some of the characteristics that seem to
.prevent or diminish crime, it will be shoWA how effective
_measure's can be taken so that the eivironment for learning

is signifiCantlY improved.

The Solutions (15 min.)
=

The trainer should introduce the sound synchronized slide show making
the following points:

o The show overviews six areas where problem of violence
and vandalism occur in the schools.

o The show highlights solutions in a format which cor-
responds to that of the workshop. That is, the courses,
or areas,of concentration, in the slide show are those of

the workshop: Discipline, Climate, Security, Environment,
Integpersogal Relations, and the Community at Large.

Show slide show .

Participants' Experiences (30 min.)

The trainer asks participants' t.o'regroup with their partner from
the ice-breaker and team up with another pair. Participants in
groups of four will share for 15 minutes the problems and the

solutions which they wrote on forms during-registration.

The trainer asks group spokespersons to summarize their groups'

problems' and solutions. This informatioa'is written on a flip

chart and will be compiled and distributed,at the day's end.

Wrap-up (5 min.)

The trainer should do the following:

Invite further questions to clarify participant
expectations

o Recapitulate the' session as having given participants.
an opportunity to.learn about each other and the work-

shop program

o Pieview the next session

o Conclude by announcing a 10 minute break and the time
of the next session.
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Course_ 1 - Puttuhg.lt All Together and Taking It Home

Mule_
W ru eeet 1.0 1

oductory Session.,

.1-

Problems /Solutions Identified

Participant
Worksheet

rec ni: On this of the page, please list any major problems you:haye
identified as critical for,your school or, ,communitytb work on And

that you hope to achieve help in solving during this workshop. Firob-,

lems may bespecifidallyrelited to: 1) violence and vandalism;

2):school security; 3); school climate; 4) interpersonal relations;

5) discipline; 6) schOol,environment; 7) school-communitytelations
and cooperation; Or others;

cle

On the reverse Aide, please list any solution ideas or strategies

the problem areas or any others that you have found _e'lpful in pre-

venting/reducing schoOl vio/ende and vandalism and'icreating safer

schools which are more positive places for

Problems
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er and Takin

Module 14 - Introductory Sei.On

Background 1-0 .2

violent Schools - -Safe Schools Excerpts

Background
Materials

The National Institute of Education's Violent Schools -=Safe Schools
data on factors associated-with school violence and vandalism. The

excerpted' from the study. .

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SCHOOL.
VIOLENCE AND VANDALISM

Statistical analysis has shown that 22
factors are consistently associated with school
violence and property loss, even after each factor
is weighed against others. The 10 factors

s=ciatackwith violence are:
F
e crime rate and the presence or absence
fighting gangs in the schools' attendance

area. It seems that the more crime and
'violence students are exposed to outside of
school, the greater the violence in the
school.

The proportion of students who are male.
Since males commit more violent offenses
than females, schools with higher
proportion's of males have more violence.

3. The grade level in secondary school and the
age of the students. The lower the grade
level and the younger the students, the
More violence. in the school. Possible
reasons for this have -alrea been
discmsed:

---

The size of the school. The larger the
-school, the greater the risk of violence,
though the association is not strong.

The principal's firmness in enforcing tales
and the amount of control in the classrooin.
The more firmly a school is run, the loWer
the incidence of violence.

s. Fairness in the enforcement of rules. The
absence of fairness, as perceived by
students, seems to provoke violence.

7. The size of classes and the. number of
different students taught by a teacher in a
week. Apparently the implication is not
only that teachers have better control over

.smaller classes, but that more continuous
contact w same students helps
reduce violence.

The relevance of academic
Schools where students, say the
are not "teaching me what l wart

courses.
teachers
to learn"

study includes
following is

have more violence. Students "turned
by school seem to cause trouble.

9. The importance of grades to students.
Schools where- students strive -to get good
grades have less violence.

10. The students' feelings of control over their
livas. Schools in which students feel ,they::
have little- control over what happens
them have more violence.

In addition, there are 12 factors consistently
associated with property losses due to crime in
school's:

The crime rate in the attendance area.

°Residential concentration around the _
school. The school's 'proximity to students'
homes may 'mfkke it a convenient target for
vandalism. i

3. The presence of ,nonstudent youth around
'school, cited by principals as a problem.
Evidently, they incre&se_the'schooirs risk of
property loss.

Family intactness and family discipline.
-Schools 'having; higher proportions of
students from ; families in which both
parents arepresent, and in which discipline
is firm, suffer !less property loss due tc
vandalism and other offenses.

_

School size. In larger schools, where there
is more to steal or destroy, property losses
will be higher. 1.

6. Rule enforcement, classroom control, and
nonclassroom supervision. These again
indicate that the more firmly d school is
run, the fewer 'offenses it has.

7. Coordination between faculty and
administration. This another measure of
how well the school is 'Pun.

Hostile and authoritarian attitudes on the
part of teachers toward students. As a
response to such attitudes, students
apparently take 'Lout on the school.



Students' valuing their teachers' opinions of
t.sem. Schools in which students identify
with their teachers have less vandalism.

The manipulation of grades as- a
*disciplinary measure. This practice may be
seen by students as arbitrary and unfair,
with the result that the school again is the
victim.

11. The importance of grades to students.
Schools where students strive to get good
grades have more vandalism.

12. The importance of leadenhip status to.

students. Schoob where there is intense
competition ter leadership have greater
property losses.

In considering these 22 factors; certain
themes emerge. The' (-int is that while
community and other background factors have a
substantial influence on the amount, of violence,
and property loss, schools are by no means the
helpless victims of their circumstances. Many
_:tool' factors seem to influence the amount of

crime that schools experience. A sense of
helplessness about the situition- May even
ccntribute to the problem by undercutting the
positive steps that could be taken.

Second, systematic' discipline and strong
coordination between faculty d.administration,
both important' 'flews in soh: governance, can
have a substantial effect in reducing a school's
.problems.

Third, -.fairness in the 'administration of
discipline and respect for students is a key
element in effective governance . The absence of
this .charadteristic in a -school can lead to
frustration and aggressive behavioriby students.

-Fourth, while size and impersonality are .
associated with school vandalism and -. violence,
,impersonality seems to be the more important of
the. .two. N Evidently, the closer and more
continuous the -personal bonds between teachers
and students, the lower the risks of violence. In
the Phase M Case Studiesi rmpondents frequently
mentioned the importance of personal, contact.
Not only- does it increase a tether's influence
with students, but if students are known and- can
be identified, they are less 'likely to commit
violent offenses. Fwther, close personal ties
between teachers and students may increase the
students' commitment to and -involvement with
the school. ,

Fifth, the perceived relevance of academic
courses is a factor in -the amount of violence a
school experienes. Sixth,' the discovery that
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striving for good grades at school seem:-
violence while increasing vandalism dc-es -: ear.
that violent schools are faced. with the diff.cult
choice of trading violence -for vandalism. There
seem to be two syndromesone. for violence and
another for vandalisminvolving different kinds
of: Students. In particularly violent schools,
students are likely to be apathetic about grades,
to have given up on school, and to feel that they
haVe little control over their lives. Emphasizing
aced.emic achievement in such schoo,;as seen in
the Phase III case studies, is part of the process of
building school Pride and student commitment,
both of Which are ingredients in turning violent
schools into orderly ones. Many "turned off"
students can be turned on again.

The vandalism syndrome, on the other
hand, seems more likely to involve students who
care. about school, but who are losing out in the
competition for' grades and leadership positions', or
whb perceive grades as being unfairly manipulated
for disciplinary purposes.. Denied what they
consider fair and adequate by the school,
they take aggressive action against it.

If a school is large and impersonal,
discipline lax and inconsistent, the rules
ambiguous and arbitrarily or unfairly enforced,
the courses irrelevant and . the reward system
unfair, the school lacks a rational structure of
order and the basic' eleinents necessary to

. maintain social bonds, both among students and
between students and school. In the absence of
these, acts of violence and vandalism, whether for
immediate gratification or rebellion, are likely to
be common.
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Violent SchoolsSafe Schools further outlines action' strategies for schools o aid
in reducing and preventing schrOol violence and vandalism.

Imall-ations for Action

This study was designed to aid Congress in ids
-delibefations on crime and violence in .schools, not
to formulate a Federal program as such. Hence
we confine ourselves to pOinting out measures
that can usefully be undertaken by local school
districts and schools. Some of ,these .can be
implemented by local communities themselves,
without,further. assistance; others would require
additional resources. The implications for action
are organized wound majpr themes of the report.

I; We found- that while past increases 41 crime and
-violence nave leveled off, there is -abundant.
evidence o a problem requiring concerted'actiOn.
In many respects school. crime and vidence, stern
from sources outside the school; but there are
steps which schools and school districts can take
to reduce such problems:

Crime and disruption in' schools should be
ro1M1---'7sa si _icaThiTrdCeFe.
mtilem s o receive the open attention

-and-olibTiZ--concern it &serves. In the course
-pt; the to understate or
minimize the extent of the problem was
sometimes evident. Progress toward solving
a problem cannot be, made -until the problem
itself is recognized.

If a school district has reison to think that its
schools may have -a Serious oroblerTh
dimensiont of which are unclear, an

smelt of the orallem is in order. Some
of the methods and instruments developed in

the'' course of this_ study are suitable for, such
an assessment, though they should be used
with aniawareness of their limitations.- This
approadh can alio provide detailed
infOrmation valuable for planning purposes
(Chapter 2)..

If crime and disruption are serious problems 0
in a school or school district, the moray
given to the issue must be a nmary one.
This may require some -h-ard decisions about .,
the relative value of other desirable goals and
programs, although it is clear that
educational goalS cannot be achieved in. an
atmosphere of violence and disorder.
Assigning a high priority to the issue also
means that the - district administration,
backed oy the board of education, should
provide proMinent, active support for efforts
to deal with these problems (Chapter 6).

4. School distri rrimun:tie5
cognize that goals cart do a -greateal to

reduce crime and disruption. If the feeling
that nothing can De done pervades a school,
nothing is expected or demanded of students,
faculty, or -administrators. Yet we found that
many schools have .managed to control and
reduce the incidence of crime and disruption
through locally developed and initiated
programs (Chapter 5, Cas,Studies).,

i.
I --While schools can and should do d Great .deal.

to re-duce crime and disruistion,_an ado uate
r- ram to deal with the roblem re-wires

the consensus, cooperation, and resources
-which can come only through local planning

id .coordination supplemented tiv, financial
and- technical assistance. :Social policy is

-dependent on a measure of consensus among
those groups that are affected by and have an
effect on social problems. -Such' consensus
begins with the identification of goals to be
sought and the means of attaining them. In
order to develop an .effective program to
make schools safe, it is necessary that
interested parties- in the communities
including parents', s vial agencies, the police,
the courts, and others=join together to plan .;
and implement such.. prog-aMs. Other
flnancial resources and expertise should be

alabie . as a_ supplement to,- but not a

substitute' fdr, local policymaking 'and
planning.

A system of governance providing aft
equitable structure of- order characterizes schools
which are working and seems-to differentiate_safe
schools from hose which are having problems.
Student corantitment to the school is an important
factor in the safety of schools.

6. Seriously' 'affected schools should give
pertiFu ar latlention e este is ment
le itimate- an effective overnance

u p rams- mvo ye a
o firm, fair, and consistent_

discipline; and (2) a structure of incentives
(such as grades and honors) .which, adequately
rewards students for their efforts and
achievements (Chapter 5, Case Studies).
Atterition should be given to rewarding
diverse kinds' of adoompliShments, (including.
individual improvement) and to broadening
the Availability of rewards.

. Schools and their communities _should
.

r-acognize that the role of the principal is
important tote success

ev in _are
ed



schools require principals who have strong
leadership and admirdstrative
Recruitment and selection of such, principals
is. essential. Attention should be given to the
career ladder' for assistant principals and to
their . movement into praacipalships.

icialized training of principals is also
needed both in graduate schools and
afterwards. Apprenticeships with ret"ciafs
who have demonstrated success in leadership
of difficult schools is one method of training.
Given the unusual qualities required for this
job, incentives should be ,available to 'keep
talented principals in the schools that need
them most

Communities and their school districts hould
provide: the resources necary to enable
principals- in seriously ailectecf-Schools to
exercise a readership role vis-a-vis students
as well as teachers. VI practical terms, t
might mean providing the principal with the
assistance necessary to take care of some of
the routine business of school administration,
leaving the principal free to spend more time
with students and teachers. The imporiande
of the principal as a role model for stiidents-','
was evident in the study. _Leading by
example, putting in long hours, and being
visible and available were essential activities.
To maintain this posture requires that
principals not delegate the functions of
educational leadership and maintenance of
discipline to others in order to carry out the
routine administrative tasks which are part of
the job.

Teachers and other school personnel wire

e prtncip= seems to
a key element in establishing and maintaining
a governance system which produces a -safe
school, the teachers, their relations with the
administration, and their abilities in

classroom management . are also of
considerdble importance (Chapter 5). Many
teachers report that we weren't prepared for
this" when they relate the problems they
encounter in schools which have serious
problems with crime and disruption. For
teachers in seriously affected schools,
intensive training in classroom manageMent,
perhaps provided in the summer, can be an
important means. f increasing their skills.

Communities and their school districts should
increase number of teachers in schoo s-
wniei are navipg serious problems with crime
and- cisruption. Classrooms are the safest
places in scnool, and smaller classeS are
associated with decresed incidence of crime

and disruption (Chapters 2, 3, and 5). One
response for a. school which is having
problems is to increase the number of
teachers per pupil.

Consideration\ should be Nen to ways of
mar g theqoersonalization" of secondary
schools. School size, student anonymity, and
alienation seem to be, factors in school crime
(Chapter 5, Case Studies), The principal's
accessibility and lower student-teacher ratios `,
should help "pereona.11zen larger schools. ti

Increasing the amount of continuous class
time that a teacher spends with a given group
of students would: (1) increase personal
contact with students;,,(2) in junior highs, ease
the transition from elementary schools; and

reduce traffic in the, halls.

12. Serious of v' e
more relevant courses to studen oecially
those whtiare alienated and "turned off" by
school. The perceived lack of relevance is
associated with apathy and violence in

schools (Chapter 5). This is an old problem,
but not an intractable one. Voluntary
alternative schools and _programs, many of
which have a good track record with such
students, should be considered as one /
approach.

ected scho is should

13. Relationship's_ between the administration
ant-teaehers. among teachers. and between
the school_ and the school system are im-
portant in prodUcMg safe schools ant snould

supportive in dealieK the proplem.
"Down the line support from the board of
education and central administration, to the
classroom was a frequently mentioned
necessity for school safety. The support of
communities and parents can also help.
Within the school, supportive attitudes
toward students can help to contribute to a
t.crin: Atiet. makes
:identification with the school, or "school
spirit," more likely to develop (Chapters 6
a.ed 7 and Case Studies).

Ill. Security measures and procedures can be
helpful in reducing violence and property loss in
schools, provided they are not used as a substitute
for effeCtive governance. In the absence of
adequate leadership and student commitment to
the school,. security measures can become just
another challenge to youngsters bent on attacking
the school or other students;

14. /School systems with serious problems of
violence aria Yanoausm can-Penetit trorn tne
nixing of accitionai security ersonnel. 7ire
recru tmen one Faining_lriTE71 per.c7nrieT
snou empnize interpersopai_saills well

(
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,- securitV functions. Security personnel
De ettective in reducing crime and

uption in schools. Since they often
...`action as peaCekeepers and sometimes
counselors, they, should be /recruited and
trained to be able to fulfill these ,roles
properly (Chapters 5 and/ 7 and Case
Studies).

Schoolexo rier s problems should
the sect attention to ,curve lance sn

trai lc in areas Such as wa- s,
stair. where via erica
and disruption are most likely to Item
Railways eSpeciiilly- may be strategic
locations in troubled schools (Chapter 2,
Case Studies). The better a principal is able
to control them, the beitter the chances of

=restoring order to thetschool. The more
adult hall monitors available,.the better the
chances of controlling the halls.

15. Schools and school

improve
;auk 7roo ems to the ice and other
ropri-ate .agencies. Many systems have

,drements- tor the reporting of incidents,
Dut they Ore often not followed (Chapter 1).
School diStricts facing serious problems of
vehdalism and violence should review these
-A.;cuirements and,/ having done so, enforce

It May be helpful to consult police in
:nulating guidelines for when they should

Ord should pot bel called. The establishment

m should move

and maintenance of recordkee,
and the clevelconent 7e;;d:;r::-
snould be under en ay scrool system: :o
ensure uniformity of recording and
reporting.

Schools and School systems in which crime is
a _problem Ovule coordinate their efforts
with those_ of -local courts. While local
courts are central to the administration of
juvenile justice, the schools express very
little confidence in them (Chapter 6). The
schools and courts should work together.to -

plan and coordinate their activities' with
regard to juvenile (and school-age adult)

=offenders.

18.. Schools and school systems should select
security devices with; care and with

re'terence to their ,sp- eciaineeos. There are
a great number of such devices available,
and they vary in utility and reliability.
Principals' responses indicate that security
devices in general -can be effective, but
:chools seeking such devices and systems
should also seek advice on which ones to
acquire and how they may best be used
(Chapters. 6, 7). Advice from school'
districts which have used them can be
helpful (many large city districts have), and
information on their, tasting- end
certification = is available from various
sources cited in Chapter 6.
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aether and Taking It Home

Module 41 T duc Sessi

Backgroun

Background
Materials

Evaluation Descri tion and Proced Sheet

The National School Resource Network has contracted with the Evaluation/Policy

ReSearch Associates, Ltd. (E/PRA) to conduct an ongoing evaluation of the Network's

services and its accomplishments. The purpose of this evaluation is to provide

continuous feedback designed to improve Network services. Since the evaluation is

responsible for determining the short and long range outcomes of Network activities,

it requires the involvement of every individual participating in these sessions.

During the course of the workshop you will he asked to complete several short

questionnaires which will allow us to evaluate the training program --including the

focus, the materials, the trainers, the training itself, and the effects of the

training.' These questionnaires represent just one facet of a much larger effort to

evalUate the operation and usefulness of the Network. A sample of the persons at-

tending the core training' workshops will be contacted at a later date -(between two

and six monthsafter the workshop)' to find out whether their attendance at the

training has actually helped them in adopting new or better strategies for pre ent-

ing and/or reducing school violence and/or vandalism.

We would like you to help us by providing some basic information about yourself and

your school affiliation and-by conscientiously completing the other evaluation ma-

terials on a daily basis.

Specific forms have been designed to receive.:feedback from participants on these

workshop activities. They include the following:

1. NSRN- E -04.l Participant informaion

NSRN- 05.1 Participant Daily Eval \

NSRN-E706.1 Participant Final. Summary

All data will be collected by E/PRA staff or collected\by Network staff and sent

immediately to E/PRA at the close of the training sessiO'n... This material will be

kept under lock and key. Your anonymity will be most carefully protected; and all

informatiOn which you provide will be held in strictest confidence: No information

provided by any individual will be used or released with his/her, name or identifying

information.

Procedures

When you signed in this morning, you were randomly handed a card with a confidential

"respondent code number" on it. This "respondent code number" should be placed on

each participant evaluation form completed by you. The use of this code number will

ensure the confidentiality of your responses.

56
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Record your number on this sheet in the spaceprovided below for reference
throughout the workshop.

Respondent Code Number

E/PRA needs to know the identity of each respondent for followup contacts. There-

__fore, we request that you print your name on the card with your number on it and
return it to the workshop participant who volUnteets to collect these cards and

mail them directly to 8/PRA at the end of the session. He or she will keep the

cards until the end of the session in case you forget your aumber.

At this time, you should complete the Patiticipant information form. You will notice

that we have requested information about you (items under number 4) that'you are not

required to provide. However, the availability of this data would enhance the eval-

uation of this project, and we would appreciate your volunteering this information

about yourself. Please return this form to the "data collection, box" located next ,

to the sign-in sheet before you pick up your:lunch.

For the remaining days of this workshop, you will be completing the Participant

Daily Evaluation at this Janie time. You will be given your-first form now. Please

use this instrument to evaluate each session you attend. The first session for
today'will commence immediately after lunch'., Please ,complete each item and be'open
and candid with your response. YoU will return this material to the "data collec-

tion box" just before. lunch tomorrow. You will be given your-form for the next day

at that time.

A Participant Final Summary form will be distributed to you for completion after

the last session on Friday. These forms will,be collected by the trainer who pro

vides the last session.

Your partidipation in'this evaluation is essential to the success cif this project.

It will help us to imprCve future workshops and identify workshop activities that

are most beneficial for participants. If you have any questions about any aspect

of this evaluation or suggestions for.improving instruments, you may consult

with the person coordinating the workshop,or you may contact:

Dr. Janice L. Ereth, Project Director
Evaluation/Policy Research Associates, Ltd.

Suite 1010
735 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

(414) 278-0175

u for your cooperation and assist

E/PRA NSRN-E-01.1
Revised 10-31-79

1,

ice .
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Together and Takin ne

odule 1.1 Introdu

Background I-D

Session.

Safe School Factors

Background
Materials

The subject of school violence''and vandalism has received increasing
atten-

tion in recent years. Perhaps the most comprehensive treatment of the issue

to date is found in Violent Schools--Safe Schools= Safe SohoolStudv,

conducted by the National, Institution of Edudation (NIE) in 1977. The three-

volume report of the NIE study combines vast amounts of statistical data with

concrete and practical recommendations-for dealing with the problems. The

NIE report, often called the Safe _School_ Study, allows meaningful comparison

between common perceptions of the problem of school violence and vandalism and

the actual situation in the schools. However, the study also shows the

difficulty of compiling data on i national level.

As one begins-a review the data, two factors emerge that seriously affect

interpretation of the incidence of violence and vandalism in the schools.

The first is. the problem of definitions. What precisely is violence, or

vandalism? For example,. is intimidation or verbal abuse to be considered a

violent act? And what should be considered vandalism? Arson? Theft?- Acts

of destruction committed without malicious intent? A second complicating

factor is the differences among the schools studied. The inevitable uniquen

of each case can limit the usefulness of comparisons or generalizations.

For example, a rural or small suburban school .might not have an elaborate

security system, or trained security personnel. An urban school might have

such a capability. If there is more theft or vandalism in the suburban scho

it would, oe wrong to conclude that the urban school is lest prone to

the problems.

A major finding of the Safe Schaal tudy is that many of the common assumptions

about violence in schools prove to be false. For example, many neoole believe

that schools are the passive and automatic,reflectors of the cit: 1 and extent,

of crime and. violence in their neighborhoods. Schools are deep:,i affected by_

general conditions in society and by specific problems of a given community.

However, the Study indicates that schools do not merely reflect the crime

rates and patterns of their communities. Instead, schools in urban areas

tend to be less violent that their immediate surroundings, while suburban

schools are often plagued by more crime prOblems than their communities.

This means at least two things. First, every ool is a "community" which

must be fully understood on its own terms, not simply responded to with general-

izations about "type" or "setting." Simple explanations that link violence

and vandalism in schools with what is perceived to be larger and "exterior"

tendencies don't work. Second, because schools do not automatically reflect

violence patterns in communities, .it is evident that teachers, students, and

administrators have considerable impact on prevention and reduction of violence

and vandalism in their schools.



The Safe School Study characterizes two kinds of cond-_-

little violence, other with little property loss.

school; one with

Student Violence is lower i.n Schools.

1. Whoie attendande areas have low crime rates d few fighting gangs

2. That haVe a smaller percentage of male students

That are composed of higher grade levels

That are small

5. Where students rate .classrooms as well disciplined, where rules are,

strictly enforced, and where the principal,is considered strict

students consider school discipline as being fairly administered

7. Where there are fewer students in- ach class and where teachers teach

fewer different students each week

8. Where students say that classes teach them what they want o learn

9. Whose students consider grades important and plan to go to college

LO. Whose students believe they can influence what happens in their lives

by their efforts, rather than feeling that things happen to them which

they cannot control.

property sass is

1. Whose attendance areas have low crime rites

2. Where fewer students live close to the school

Which do not have many nonstudents on campus during the day

4. Where families support school disciplinary policies

5.- That are small

6. Whose students say tha`t'classrooms are well controlled, rules are

strictly enforced, and where teachers say they spend more time in

nonclassroom supervision

Where' teachers say that the principal works cooperatively

and is fair and informal in dealing with staff

In whiff teachers do not express hostile and au ioritarian attitudes

toward students

'9. Whose students value tee e ' opinion of



10. Where teachers do n er students' for disciplinary reasons,

11. Whosestudents,do not consider grad important 'and do not plan to

go to college:

12. Whose students do not consider being school leaders important per-

sonal goals.

The "safe school" has a system of discipline that is fairly administered and

enforced by the principal as well as staff. In a safe school students consider

rule enforcement fair and consistent. Parents support and cooperate with the

school discipline policy. Thesafeschool has smaller classes and teachers can

therefore attend more to each'student.., In a "safe school," students are

clearly aware Of the value and relevande of their course work and they. recognize

the importance. of academics and will work toward achievement. Students also

feel that the grading system is fair, not punitive, and that mere competition

for academic 14ccess.doeS not outweigh individual efforts to learn and progress.

In a safe school, the administration is active and visible in promoting an

tmosphere of fairness, cooperation, and relevance.



1 Putting It All Together and Taking It Home
Course _

Module

Purpose

1.2 Introduction to Planning; Awareness

Module
Synopsis

This module is the first in a five-module sequence which aims to encourage and

assist local schools andcommilnities to develop and implement new programs to

prevent or control school violence and vandalism. Stage 1, Building Awareness,

emphasizes the needs t© get people involved in planning by building relation-

ships with persons concerned about school vandalism and violence, to identify

problems by getting acquainted with'those people And their perceptions of the

problems, and to collect data by learning more About the school and the com-

jaunity so the problems may be better understood.

Objectives

participants will be able to--

1. Identify three steps in building awareness

2. Identify three purposei of kickoff meetings..

Target Audiences/Breakouts

The core module is appropriate for all participants and should be attended

by all. Five-to-six person breakout groups will-be formed, and-membership

should remain constant throughout the planning sessions.



COLJUIM
1 - Putting It All Together and Taking It Home

1,2 2.. Introduction to Planning; Awareness
Module

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flipchart
Markers

Materials

Transparencies

1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.

1.2.7

1.2.10

Partici

Reduce-Prevent
Improve . . .

Result of Training . .

In the Planning Course .

Planning
Planning--A Systems Model
Planning Sequence
Program Ideas for .

Building Awareness
Readiness
Kickoff Meeting .

ant Worksheets

1.2.1
1.2_2

TrainerJPartic

1.2.1

Building Relationships
Assessing the Problem

ant`Back =round Material

Overview of Planning Steps

Module
Synopsis

continued)



Redude Prevent

VandaliSm

Serious Crime

Classroom Disruption

Fear

Suspensions and gxpulsions



Improve

Climate for Learning

Safety of Students and Staff

School-Commun Cooperation



ult of *mining

o pevelop and iMp[ement-new Programs to
*vent or control school 'violence and
vandalism



In the Planning Copr

Review a Planning Process

Integrateiand apply your !earnings from.

other courses

Be ready to initiate action back time

en



Planning

Who

Why.

How.

What



PlanningA Systems Model

Planning includes establishing intended
outcomes and, designing programs
using, available resources.

in the'plahning sestionsiAillich will
-occurdutingthe-nextfourdays, you will
begin working .on your own Ideas for
planning.



Planning Sequerice

"Putting it All Togeth

Bull ing Awarene

Deci ing 'What T Do

Deci mg How To Do It

Evaluating

Talking It Home"



program Ideas foi

DiScipline

School. Olimate

IrOerpersonal Relationt

v.$ecun

Environment

.Commun.- ty as a Resource



. Building Awareness /

Building Relationships

petting Acquainted with People Problems

Learning More About the School and
Commun



Readiness

1. School Community Cooperation

2. Organized ProbleT-Solving Groups

3. Needs Assessment Data

Commitment



KicicOff .Meeting

Social Interaction

Developing some common understanding
of the problems

Planning to collect information that will
contribute to a better understanding of the
problems



27

Course 1 --..uttino It A11 Together and Taking it Home
_

Module '1.2 - Introduction to- Planning,- Awareness

Total Time 1 hoUr and 20 Minutes

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module presents an overview of the planning process, and allows participants to
work through Stage 1 in the process, Building Awareness.

A Co Summary Time

Introdu

The need for local schools and communities to plan and implement '

new programs to reduce and prevent school vandalism is emphasized.

Review of the Network's Goals

B. Our Atioroach to Planning

2. Overview Planning

Stage 1 of the planning process, Building Awareness, n ed.

A. WHO ?lens Such Programs?

3. WHY Plan at All?

C. iOW Coo We Plan?

a.

Overview of Buildin9Awaren s

Necessary steps in building awareness are outlined. School--

community relations,' organized'oroblem-solving, groups, needs
assessment or other data, and commitment ate introduced.

Stage 1--Building Awareness

B. Readiness

Steos toBuildin Awareness

Participants explore ways to'get-people involved in planning, iden-
tify problems, and collect data in order to understand problems.

10 min.

10 min.

5 min.



Putting It All Together. and Taking It HomeCourse

Module 1.2
reduction to Planning: Awareness

Materials/Equipment Sequence/Activi

Detailed
Walk.Through:::

Description

Overhead
projector
Screen

Transparency
1.2.1

nilecture Using Trans arencies:--- tddttion (10 min.)

A. Review of the Network's Goals

Show Transparency 1.2.1 and make the points below:

Reduce Prevent

Vandalism

Serious Crime

Classroom Disruption

'Fear

Suspensions and Expulsions

o The National School Resource Network has been
created to assist in the reduction and prevention

of--

Serious crime in the schools

Classroom disruption that causes inter-
ference with the education process

Feat' on the part oPstudents, teachers,
and others of being harmed or losing
property

The numbers of suspensions and a ul-

sions from schools.



Sequence/Activi aDespription

Show Transparency 1.2.2 and make the points below.

niprove

Climate for Learning

Safety of Students and Staff

School- ommunity Cooperation

In order to reach our goals, we will strive to
assist schools to implement programs to--

- Create a positive school climate for teaching

and learning

Make schools safer, ore productive places

to learn and teach-

- Build bridges between schools and communities
.so that common concerns can be addressed in

concert.

o A variety of programs may be developed by
schools to reduce or prevent school violence
and vandalism. The program may be small--one
or two teachers working with their students.

The program may encompass an entire community
and involve hundreds .of people. One thing is

certain: programs will get underway only when

people decide to act.

Show Transparency 1.2.3 and. make the points below.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
1.2.4

Result of Training

Develop and implement new programs to
prevent or control school violence and
vandalism

The purpose of this training is to encourage and
assipt local schools and communities to develop and
implement new programs to prevent or control school
violence and vandalism.

o As participants in this training, you are the
links to your schools and neighborhoods back home.
You are the one who can begin to make things happen.

o But we all know that new programs don't spring up
overnight. Regardless of the size of the program,

the program will take planning. You may plan an
independent project on your own, or your school
and neighborhood may plan a comprehensive program.
Planning is planning whether it occurs individually
or'among large groups.

B. Our Apri21shAsj.anni

Trainer should make the following points:
0

o Because prograM development and implementation
requite plannin,.you will,be involved in a series_
of 'activities that will help you. contribute ideas

to planners back home.

Show Transparency 1.2.4 and make the points below.



Sequence/Activi Description

the Pfanning Course -

Review a Planning Process

Integrate and apply your !earnings from
other courses

Be ready to initiate action back home

The purpose of the planning course is to.provide you with..

-an opportunity to-- -

Review a planing process

Integrate and apply your'learnings from other courses

Be ready to initiate action back home.

o These objectives are flexible. You will pursue them in a

manner that is appropriate to your role and V) any specific

assignmeats you have for yourself while you are here.

o Some of.the exercises in which we are Ovolved during

this course will' require some written planning.-, Some

of those forms will be collected, copi)ed, and returned

to you They will be reviewed by the Network's technical
assistalce staff to begin to assess the kinds of support

services` your schools may be requesting. These materials

willbe treated confidentially, by regional staff.

o During these sessions, which we call ?Putting It All

Together.and Taking It Home," you are asked to work with

others who are here from your local sites. If you are the

only representative from your site, you will, nevertheless,

find it helpful to work with other "singles." These

sessions will be called PLANNING, and they.ahould be

viewed by you as a critical part of your participation in

this program.



-Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
1:2.5

Minilecture.Usi arencies: Overview of

Show Transparency 2.5 and make the point below.

Rennin

Who

Why

How

(10 min.)

To start, let's take a-look at the basics of planning

for the prevention and control of school violence and

vandalism. I

WHO Plans Such Programs?

o All of us here are involved in such planning and we all

must be responsible for involving others in planning.

v

o Planning is most effective when it.inclutles those persons
-directly affected by the outcomes of the pilaus-. Therefore,

we involve,teaChersj Udministratork, students, parents,

and community members..
, -I

In this planning session, we will ask you to identify who

in your community and school somlttavolved in planning,

and imPlemeutation of-ideas.



Materials/
Equipment

WHY Plan at All?

Trainer should provide an examp why we nee lannin

make the points below.

E LE OF
FAILURE TO PLAN-

In a later module of thecurriculum we
be stressing the importance-of achieying
natural surveillance--the ability t see.

F

what isYgeing on. A high gchool,inIFlorida
vfound that students ere fearful 0 c'ektain'

corridors it the bUildidg, corridors along
,-p which certain-bullies would lurk to extort

money or food. .:the-chool came up -with a

good idea' to improve'Surveillance-of the
corridorsinterior windows in the 'class-
rooms? But-they failed to plan adequately
in terms of cost. The windows cost more
than anticipated, and only .one corridor

could be completed. The bullies,thns
,shifted their efforts to the remaining
corridorsand the net reduction'inlextor-
tion and fear was minithal. -Moreover, some
of the teachers on the §necorridoricom7
pleted fodnd thetr,wall'space tea'severelli

, I

constrained and began-pasting student
displays over the.windows. :

Fle

' I

plan because our resources are limited, and
1

we need to be carefia to use those Iresources
efficiently and effectively tosollieproblems
and meet-o4 needs.

----i I

.

Also, planning is a process that helps us rehrn
about ourselves and others and to bemore
tive-and informed in 04r deFisiormaking,.

HOW Do We Plan?

-Finally, we ask the question, how do we-plant__
Fortunately," there are-planning sfrategies-Mal-

A

able to us. We will-use one of those strategies,

based. an ,syitems model. .; :



Materials!'
equipment Sequence/Ac ivi Description

Transparency
1.2.6

Transparency
1.2.7

Show Transparency 1.2.6 and make -the points below.

Plariri4i0:A Systems Mo

Planning. includes ettabliShing intended
outcomes and designing programt
using available resources.

In the planning sessions which will
occur during the next four days, yciu will
begin working on your own ideas for
planning.

o Planning includes establishing intended outco s and

designing programs using available -resources:

In the planning sessions which will occur during the next

4 days, you will begin working on,your own ideas for

planning.

Show Transparency 1.2.7 d make thbe points below.

Planning Sequence

"Putting It All T ether!"

Building Awarenes

Deciding What To Do

Deciding.How To Do It

Evaluating

'Taking It Home"



Materiqls/
Equipment, /Sequence/Activi Description

o Youiwill be engaged in the following sequence of -odulek:

Building Awarene
stage

learning and getting acquainted

Deciding What To.Do- -a direction- setting stage

DeCiding Now To Do It--in which strategies are set

Evaluation - -a monitoring and review stage

Taking It Home - -a stage requiring application to the
back home setting.

BackgroUnd Refer participants to Background Material 1.2.1, Overview Of Planning
Material Steps, and make the following point:

1.2.1

Transparency
1.2.8

o The stages of planning can be further defined as steps in
the planning process_ (review process).

WHAT Is Planned?

Trainer should make the following points:

o Programs are designed to respond to specific needs and
problems.

.

o Each of you represents a unique school and community--
with specific problems. Each of you will need to identify
program ideas that are tailored to those diStinctive
characteristics.

It is our purpose this week to share a number of
.program ideas so you can pick and choose from among
them to meet your needs. The ideas are organized
around the six course topics.

Show Transparency 1.2.8 and make the point below.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
1.2.9

Seqtience/Activi Description

Program ideas

Discipline

School Climate

Interpersonal Relations

Security

9 Environment

Community as a Resourc

r . d

The ideas you take, from these courseeare the
Ideas you will .use; and test As you complete the

3. Minilecture Using alaapaEsisis: Overview_ Buildini Awareness

planning sequence.

(5 rain.)
1

A. Sta e Awareness

Show Transparency 1.2.9 and make the pain s b low.

Building Awareness

Building Relationships

Getting Acquainted with People Problems

Learning More About the School and
Community 4



Materials/
Equipment,

Transparency
1.2.10

Sequencer/Addy' Description

o The first stage in planning is building awareness.
Planners need to know whathepEotleMs are and who is

interested in solving them. They need. to learn as much

about the problems as possible.

o Building awareness is comprised of three steps:

Gettin eo le_involvedilpLnaLlg by building

relationships with persons 'concerned about the problem

of school violence and vandalism

I4Diqifyin2Lprob1ems by getting acquainted with these
people and their perceptions of.the problems

Collecting..data ty learning more about the school and

community so that problems can be better understood

by everyone.

o This is a critical stage in planning because it is during

this stage that people make commitments to become involved.,

o Also, it is the stage during which you collectinformation
about the problem and develop a thorough understanding of

B. Readiness

Show Transparency 1.2.10 and make the points below.

Readiness

1. School Community Cooperation

2. Organized Problem-Solving Groups

3. Needs Assessment Data

4. Commitment



Sequence/Activi Description

o Awareness building may be accomplished quickly or it may
need toYbe done over a period of several months. You can

judge the time you need by assessing the readiness of your
school and community to take action against school crime.
Let me ask you some questions to-show what I mean.

(1) $choolCommunity_Relations

Are relationships-between your school and community

well established? Do :PTA (or other meetings) achieve

good attendance? Do parents visit the school? Do

school programs extend into the community? -Do
teachers. and staff reside within or outside the

community? Is the schopl used by the community for

extracurricular events? Have the teachers recently
been -on strike and what was the effect on the com-
munity?,qDo community members .support school activities?

(2) Organized Problem - Solving 'Groups

Do organized school - community problem-solving groups

already exist? Are there groups already operating
that can logically undertake or involve themselves

in this planning process? Is the group represent4tive

and currently operating? Has it demonstrated resultS1-

(3) Needs Assessment Other Data

Do needs assessment data exist? Has the school or
the community undertaken recently to determine the

extent and nature of school crime and violence? Are

data being collected currently that could be used to

better understand the problems?

(4) Commitment

Is there evidence that the school and community are
willing to take. action to control and prevent school,

crime and violence? What is the evidence? Have

people stated their personal willingness to partici-

pate in a change effort?



Sequence/Activi Description

o If you answered No-to most of these questions, you should
plan for extensive awareness building activity. If you

answered Yes to many of these questions, your awareness
building phase may be brief.

Minilectures Using_ Trans arencies and Exercise ith Worksheets:

St _to Building Awareness (55 mi

A. Ilinilecture: Building Relationships (5 min.)

Refer participants to Worksheet 1,2.1 Building Relationships,

and mite the following points:

o Building awareness begins by building relationships with
people and organizations inyour school community. These

are persons or organizations that have a stake in planning

to control or prevent school violence and vandalisM.

o Using Worksheet 1.2.1, youare going to work with col-
leagues from your school site or with others to complete

the questions on the form.

o Refer to materials from your sessions'on the community as

a problem-solving resource. if needed as you work.

B. Exercise With Worksheet (15 min.)

After the group has worked. about 10 minutes the trainer stops
the group to check on progress and asks questions such as the

following:

Have you remembered to include students?

o Have you involved law enforcement agencies?

How about civic and social groups?

o Who will be responsible for contacting these groups and

scheduling an initial planning meeting?

Participants work for another 5 minutes.

Minilectnr- Gettin= Ac uainted (5 min.)

o' Building awareness continues as people and organizations

become acquainted and begin to learn about each others'
varying_perceptions of the problems of school violence

and vandalism.



Materials!.
Equipment

Transparency
1.2.11

Sequence/Activity Description

o This step may involve only a few people in some brief,
informal sessions or it may, require several largel formal
sessions if many people and organizations are to be
included.

o In either case, an initial meeting is an important
starting point.

Show Transparency 1.2.11 and make the point below.

Kick-Off Meeting

Social Interaction

Developing some common understanding
of the problems

Planning to collect information that will
contribute to a better understanding of the
problems

o Even if the meeting is small, be sure you

Give people a chance to meet each other in a casual

fashion

Take .time to let each person express concerns and
perceptions of the problem

Ic..:utify-sources of information that may help develop

a clearer understanding of the problem

Arrange to collect the data that are.available.



Materials/
Equipment equenee/Activit Description

Flipchari
Markers

Worksheet
1.2.2

D. Small_qp2ppActivity (20 mir

_Trainer should form participants into groups of three to six

and give the following directions:

The procedures are as follows:

(1) Brainstorm for 5 minutes on your first planning
meeting. Make a list of ways you might accomplish
the three purposes of the kickoff meeting. (See

Transparency 1.2.11) 4

(NOTE: In introducing this activity; trainer should
Stress that participants are being asked to think about
what they'll be doing once they return to their regular
jobshow they can go aboutaccomplishing change.)

(2) Share ideas orally for 5 minutes among all groups.

Brainstorm for 5.minutes the problems that you think.
Our own school and community people might identify.
The problems should be related to school violence and
vandalism. Record your,problems on flipcharts for

the group.

(3)

(4) Walk around and examine other lists. When you return

to your seat, ask, "Are the problems similar to those

on my own list, or do other groups recbgnize different

problems?" Elicit answers and reactions.

The trainer should follow up with a reminder that many sessions will

address the problems they havtjdentified.

E. Minilecture: Learning_More About_the Proble- 2 min.)

Refer participants to Worksheet 1.2.2, Assessing the Problem,

and make the points below:

o After one or more get acquainted sessions, planners will

.know -what people and organizations perceive to be the
problems related to school violence and:vandalism.

o The third step, learning more about the probleMs, folio

from those perceptions.

o This .step means that planners are going to assess the

problems. They are golng totry to gather data that wi
help describe the problems, suggest causes, and: contrib
to al:letter understanding of the problems.



Sequence/Activi Description

o Many individuals and groups can participate in data col-
lection. A master chart, such as the one illustrated
on Worksheet 1.2.2, can be used to organize the problems
assessment process.

F. Exercise With Worksheet (8

Trainer instructs participants to
gives the following directions:

er to the worksheet and

At the top of- thesheet, state the problem area. For

example, vandalism of the school grounds and facilities
might be the problem. Ih Column l list thetypes of data
that would be useful in understanding the problem. Data

-7such as the following might be used:

Numbers of broken windo

Cost of damage data

Persons involved.

dates, and time

In Column 2, state if the data are essential for under-
, standing the problem or if they are less important support

data.

In Column 3, list the methods you might use to get the
data, for example:

- Data are already available and accessible
from

- Conduct student interviews

Survey the community

Collect school records.

In Column 4, you assign a person to be responsible for
the data collection and a date when it is to be completed.

When the data have been returned to the core planning team
and planners have had an opportunity to review the infor-
mation, the awareness building phase is fini4hed.

For the 'remaining awminutes, the trainer should instruct
the participants to discuss the problem assessment process
with others in their groups and to.answer the following

question:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

What kinds of data would help me or others understand
our school's problems better? (e.g., attendance data,
crime statistics, drug use data, etc.)

Trainer should encourage participants to make a note to recommend
that these data be made available to them and others.



course
Module _

Worksheet 1-0

41 t All To ethe nit I4 Hine

rod ion in a en

Problem a:

Assess e Problem

Participant
Worksheet

dyes ofInformation extiaJ. Methods far Who and When

(e.g., NUmber of Supporting Obtainin to Collect

3uvenile Arrests) data Data Data



Course'

Module

Background 1-0 1.2.1

1.2

in 111 e '-o

Introduction

1,

L.- Building

AWebaness-

Getting people
involved:' build=
log relations
with people and
organizations

identifying
problamt
getting at-
guainted and
talking about
perceptions

Collecting data?
learning More
about school
and Community
and aesossing
nature of
problem

ing: Awareness

Overview of Plannjn Steos

The ng_l'rocess

Steps and Substeps

Background
Materials

2. Deciding
What To Do

1. D ding
How Tv Do it 4. Evaluation

5. rutIAZO

Planning_

Clarify the State objectives -Focus on aspect Levels of

problem
Aolan tasks%

of program
evaluate

planning

Sat gO_ - _identify tasks -Techniquen for

- Schedule Collect data planning sesmions

Establish Aseign respon

priorities

Identify con-
atraints and
rmsources

sibility
- Allocate
resourceog

Select a standard
to compere against



Curse --

Module

Worksheet I-D

2 - 7-1 -u-tion t lanai

31

-a -ess

Relationships

Participant
Worksheet

1. List key individuals from your school and Community that must be involved in

planning programs torprevent or reduce school violence. -and vandalism.

2. List key organizations rcat must be ten

3- When and,where can

Who will contact the- pe

d at a planning meeting

-itial olanning meeting be held?
e,-

_9

and organizations ted above?



Course.

Module

Background 1,0

'z

PROBLEM(

Background
Material's

SOLUTIONS
ApPROACHES
PROJECTS
ACTIVITIES 4P--(PC'. RESOURCES

Aspects
Dimensions

actors
auses 0

A.

E2g:,

Peer counseling
Rap sessions
Surveillance
Alarm system
Security aides
Community organ-

izations
Alternatives

suspension
Arent management

Awareness raising
Etc.

What the

aspects, dimen-
sions of tie
problem in cur
'schoor/distr'

The logic of this its
to required resourc
carry out the a6ti
made your target .and

What are the
.causes, factors?
Which do we wan,.

to change,:im-
cact-on?

Time
People
Know -how

Dollars
Materials
,.Etc.

What solutions,
approaches are
appropriate and
feasible?,

.What tasks and
outcomes or out-.

puts do they.

entail?
1

What resources do
we need to undertake
these solutions,
approaches?
How much time? Who?

How many dollars?
What,materials and
how much? Etc_

to work back from poblem to. factors to appropriate solutions

and then implement in 'reverse,-,i,e. apply the 'resources,

ties, impact thpra (hopefully) on the causeS/factors that you

(hopefully) redUce-the PROBLEM.
1



-1cal Arrangement

A. THE PROBLEM(S)

SOLUTIONS
APPROACHES
PROJECTS
ACTIVITIES

Aspects/Dimensions

Factors/Causes

(coals)

L
E.g., Peer counseling

Rap sessions
Surveillance
Etc.

Time
People
Dollars
Etc.



Course

Module

Putting -It All Together and T- t Home

Deci To Do

Purpose

Mod le
Synop s

This module is the second of a five-module sequence on planning for new programs to

Prevent or control school violence and vandalism. Stage two, Deciding What To Do,

involves four steps: clarifying the problem, setting the goals, establishin_ priori-

-ties, and identifying constraints and resources.

Objectives

Participants will able to--

Describe four steps in Deciding What To Do

Identify three resources and three inst

which will apply to their goals.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

aints their own communities

This core module is appropriate for all participants, and should be attended by all

Five- to six-person breakout groups will be formed,- and membership should remain con-

stant throughout the `planning sessions.--



Course

Module

Putting It All Together andTakin It Home

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen -

Flip chart
Marker

Materials

:Transparency

1.3.1

ksheets

Deciding What To Do

1.3.1 Problems, Goals, Priorities
1.3.2 Case Study
1.3.3 Goals, Resources, Constraints

Moduie
Syntipsis

(continued)



:De Wing What Ta Do 0,0

Clarifying the Problem

`,Setting Goals

stablishing Priorities

Identi ing ConstraiOts and 9esOurces,:.



Course
Module
Total Time

All To. and Taking It_some

hat To D

1 hour,

Course
Agehda

by Module

Module Summary

Participants are facilitated in workingt ugh-the our``'steps of, deciding What To Do --

the second stage of the planning process.

1. Module Overview

The four steps in Deciding What To Do --clarifying the problem, set-

ting goals, establishing priorities, and identifying constraints`

and resource areoutifEed.

0

A. Reviewofpreceding_ Module.

lnstroduction to_ Deciding What To .

Exercise with Worksheet's

Participants use two worksheets and work with.clarifying problems,

setting goalsry and establishing priorities from a given set of dat:.

Group_ Discussion

Partcipants discuss the relationship of goals, resources, and con-

straints in meeting violence and vandalism problems.

si

15 min.

5 min.



Course 1 - °putting It AilAll To etlq and Takin 1-1

Module 1 Deci at_ To Da

Materials/Equipment'

Overhead
projector

Screen

Transparency
1.3.1

Sequence/Activi

Detailed,
Walk:through

Description

Module Overview With Trans ren (5 min.)

Ad Beview.of Precedin Module
U

Trainer should make the,following points:

o In:the preceding session; the topic was 12nildrare-
ness. Tasks for planne- were-

- Getting people involved in planning

- Identifying problems

Collecting data to develop a further understanding

Of the problem.

o This module builds directly on the awareness-building

module.`,

B. Introduction to Deciding What To Do,

Show Transparency 1.3.1 and make the points below:

Deciding What 112 Do .

-4) Clarifying the Problem

Setting Goals

Establishing Priorities

e Idei if ng Constraints and Resou



Materials/
Equipment

Worksheets
1.3.1,
Problems,
Goals,
Priorities,
and
1.3.2,
Case Study

Sequence /Act scri

o Deciding What To Dr > s with ',t- Data (collected in

the preceding stac- analyzed . develop an in-depth

picture of the prohl.

o Deciding What To Do iL planning comprised of

four steps:

(1) Clarifying the 1., de -Planners describe in detail
the problem as it t.ts. They use data which have

been collected any'. .alyzed to isolate causes of the

problem.

(2) Settingsgaa s--When the problem has been clarified,
anners describe the situation the way it ought to

be. They describe what the situation would be like
if it were problem free.

Establishing priorities--Some goals are more impor

tent or more immediate than others. Planners rank

order the goals so that most urgent needs will be
addressed first.

(4) Identifying constraints and re'Sources--Planners
identify assets that can be used in addressing the
goals and they identify barriers which may stand in
thb way of goal attainment.

2. Small Group Exercise i Worksheets in Deciding What To Do

(40 min.)

The trainer should distribute worksheets 1.3.1, Problems,'Goals,

Priorities, and 1.3.2, Case Study, and make the following points:

o Worksheet 1.3.1 provides a format for organizing descriptive

information. It is used to clarify problems, set goals,

and establish priorities.

- In Column. 1, the planner cbscri- s problem as it is:

In Column 2, the planner describes the problem situatiorL

the way it ought to be.

In Column' 3,' the planner assigns
in- -first, second, third, etc.

al a priority rank-

Worksheet 1.3.2 is a set of data that have obtained from an

actual school site. Your tasks are to--

- Read the data.

Form small grout (three to six pool



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/ActiviI

Worksheet
1.3.3,

Goals,
Resources,
Restraints

Flip chart

Marker

Description

Develop two or t free problem 4tatements based on the data

in Worksheet 1.3.2 and enter your response in Column 1 of

Worksheet 1:301.

Write goals statements which describe the problem situation

the way it out to be in Column.2. (You may have more

then one goal for ;4' tproblem statement.)

- Select the goal that you consider top priority and enter it

inColumn 3.

- You have 30 minutes.

Trainer, at the end of 30 minutes, give the following directions:

Small groups will reoort to the large group, stating the problem

developed and your first priority goal.

o (If time permits) identify the data you used to arrive at

problem statement.

o It is important to remember that data are viewed differently by

different people. Therefore problem statements and goals may

legitimately differ.

3. Group Discussion -With Worksheet (15 midi._)

Trainer should distribute Worksheet 1.3.3,
Restraints, and make the following points:

als, Resources,

Once a planning group (or individual) has set goals and estab-.

lished priorities, they must decide if, in fact, the goals are

possible to attain.

o For this reason, planners must examine constraints and

resources.

On Worksheet 1.3.3, it is evident that every goal requires

resources in order to attain it, and nost probably, there are

constraints working against attainment of the 'pal.

o Planners not only work to identify and amass resources, they

also work to eliminate or reduce the apparent constraints

Trainer should ask pakticipants to read the goal statement appearing

on Worksheet(1.3.3, and then ask the following discussion question

In your communities, what resources can you think of that might be

obtained and applied to this goal? Trainer Abuld record responses

on flip chart during a 5-minute discussion.

Next, trainer should diFect participants to read the goal state-

ment again and ask the following discussion question:



Materials/
Equipuient Sequence /Activity Description

In your communities, what constraints work against attainment of

this goal?

Trainer should record v!sponses on flip ch during a -minute dis-

cussion.

4. Conclusion (5 min.)

Trainer should make the following points:

o Resources may be human, material; or financial
o Constraints may be human, material', or financial
o People .often think the problem is money

-o Usually the problem is people
o Take a positive approach.

Trainer should ask participants to nsider--

o What are your greatest resources back home in working to reduce
or prevent school crime or violence?

o Where would you start if you were responsible to work on these.

problems?

Share your answers with the group.

o Note some recommendations on the subject of resources.

Trainer makes the following concluding points:

'o In the final session, you will beompiling rec en ons

interested persons back home.

o At this time, you may have tentative recommendations.

o If no ideas for recommendations are becoming evident, I be

clad to help you individually.



Course
Module

To-- cd Ta3.in

Clarify the Problem
(State "What Zs")

:able is - Pic #tie

Set Goals
ate "What Ought To Be")

Partic.43ant
Worksheet.

atablish
Priorities.



Cderse_
Module 1.3 edi

Worksheet

Case 'study

Participant
Worksheet

Falls City, USA' his enjoyed rapid growth, the last decade-and now 66asts,

q2 a population.close to'one million. Until recently; the city has suffered

few "big dttyVroblems", hOWever, of late probelms have.beenTushrooming.
Drugs and discipline have become issues in the schools, partibularly

the junior thigh levelsi.and vandalism is'On the rise. , 0

Two years ago representatives from the local,railioad company approached the

police department alarmed.over the rising rate of vandalism to their

cars and signals. The.-police_department responded by contacting-school-

board members and other local OrganizAiions to` form a committee to

discuss vandalism problems. Representatives -from the phone comtinny, bus.

system, building ccintractors gr4up, insurance agency, local Yanka and. ,

several others joined te discuss the problem.

After meeting several times, the committee had gathered the following

data:
fi

,'here has been no education in the schools about vandalism.

o On a random sampling, many students said they did.not know

vandalism was a crime.

o Safety shoWShad.never been done at school.

Police officers believed that vandals were a.a likely to be

junior high students as high school-students.

A burgular alarm system installed in one school had

their vandalism rates "considerably.

red

o Parents were largely unaware of'the ent of the problem.
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Course 1 Putting It All Together and Taking It Home

Module 1.4 - Decidin aw 70 Do

Purpose

Modu!e
Synopsis

This module is the third in a five-module sequence on the planning process for

programs to prevent vandalism and violence. Stage 3, Deciding How To Do,It, covers

steps is identifying tasks, scheduling, assigning responsibility, ana allocating

resources. The material covered continues the process begun in Stage 1, Introduc-

tioalto Pl4pning: Awareness, and Stage 2, Deciding What To Do. Participants use

worksheets to write objectives and develop task plans to meet stated goals.

Objectives
Participants will be able to-.-

List the two steps in Deciding How To Do It

Describe the four components of an. objective

DeScribe the four parts of task planning.

2,

Target Audiences/Breakouts

0

C

This is a core module targeted at.,t e-preoperational and opera ionaLlevels. It is,

therefore, appropriate for a broad mix of,participants.



Course._ 1 Putting It All Together and -T4king .It Home

,

Module 14,- Deciding How To Do. It

M#dia/EquipmetInt

Overhead -pkoj actor ,

Scr\den

Flip chart
Newsprint
Ilarkrs

Transparencies

1.4.1 Deciding How To Do It .

1 . 4. 2 Obljectivei Specify .

1.4.3 Planning Tasks . .

1.444 To Provide a Supervised Play Area

Helping Hand -Type Program'

'anticipant Worksheets

14.1:
1. .

Stating Objectixies
Task Planning

Module
Synopsis

(continued).



Ded ding How To Do It

tating tive5

Planning tas4.



0



Planning Tasks i

Iglentifyinathe,task,

;Scheduling

Assigning retpOnsibili

Allocating resoUrces.,



To--protOe'p pppervised :play i area
-for:st00ei*-artivipg'in-sthool

bef(**7:10. "By.Pie0003015. the .

areirsh0414.-berecpipped for and
use by 25i Out!ent&



WWI 1-- Putting It

Module
Total Time

49

her and Takin- It Ho

1.4 - Decidin- How TO Do It

Course
Agend

by Module

ule Summary
This module focuses on Stage 3 of the planning process, Deciding. How To Do It. Partici-

pants use worksheets to write objectives and develop task plans to meet stated goals.

Module Overview

StageS 1 and 2 in the planning process are reviewed, and Stage 3,

Deciding How To pp It, is introduced.

What, for whom, how Well, and when are important elements of stating

oblectives. participantsoomplete'a:worksheet on preparing and'

writing objectives or use Worksheet 1.4.3.to'begin the planning

-process,

A. Minilecture

' S. Exerdise with Worksheet

,Plannin Tasks.

Essential steps_in'.task,planning are, identifying the task, -ached-

uling,yagsigning resPonSibilityj and allocating resources. 'Partici-

pants work in groups to develop a task-Plan to Meet their obrjective.':

A. Minilecture

Exercise with Workshe4t.

Conclusion

Questions,

.Closing Remarks

-n.



1 - Putting It All Together and Taking It 'Home Detailed
Course

Module
1.4_- Deciding How TO Do It

Walk-Through...

Sequence/Activi Description

1. Module Overview With Traniparency () min.)

Trainer makes the following points:
--

o. The steps in the planning processcovered thus.

Overhead
projector

Screen

e..

Stage 1, Introduction to PlanningAwareness:

(1) Getting people involved: building relationshi

with people and organizations

(2) Identifying problems: getting acquainted with

people and their perceptions

(3) Collecting data: learning more about the school

and community.

Stale 2, Deciding What To Do:

1) Clarifying the problem

'Transparency
1.4.1

(2) Setting goals

(3) Establishing priorities:

(4) Identifying constraints and resources.

Stage 3 ii Deciding How To Do It

Ghow TransparenCY 14.1 and makethe point

o



Materials/
..-Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Deciding How Do It .

Stating objectives

.Planning. tasks

o Deciding How To Do It means ranslating goals

action strategies.

o Step, 1 in deciding what to do is stating objectives.

Objectives--

Are based upon goals ar

Have specific outcomes

Are measurable

Arc action,oriented.
4

O .Step 2 is. planning tasks. Planners get down to w

and--.

Define tasks

-, Schedule

,Assign respons bili

- Allocate resources.

These two steps lead directl to implementation,



dais/
Equipment

Transparency
1.4.2

Sequence /Activity Desnnption

Mini lecture Jiith Trans

Stating Objectives ,(20

A. Minilecture

Show Transparency. 1.4.2 and'make the points below:

aid Exercise

Objectives Spec'

* What

For whom'

How well

When

-Objectives describe end products.

Planners must take care to ensure that objectives are
clearly stated,,measurable,.or observable 'products of

the program they,are:planning.

An.objective4is a statement that has fou speci c fl

components:

1) 14hat-An objective specifies. exactly` what is to.

A.be .done in specificaction terms-.
-

or example::

- To recruit a security director ,

- To design a law-related education progrpm

- To install night lighting

- To identify three teachers for crises

intervention training.

_These are action phrases.



Materials/
Equipment quence/Actiin Description

(2) For Whom - -An objective specifis for whom a
particular-action=is_being 'taken.

For example:

it high school seniors

For community residents

For all-students who'are 2 years below
grade level in reading.

How Well--An objective lets us know how well our

task is to be #c6Dmplished. The objective might

also tell us how many or how oftenqsomething occurs.

For example:
0

Reading gains of 1 year

- One hundred teenagers participating daily

- Twenty-five parents will visit school each

week

- Eighty percent of teachers will participa e,in
2 hours' of training and achieve 90 peicen of'

the content:,

(4 )` When--The objectivespecifies when the stated

outcome will be achieved., A date is required.

Remember that objectives are based upon goals, but they

are usually cmich,cdore specific and measurable. In most,

cases,a goal will imply mare than one related objective.

Participant
Worksheet
1.4.1 /

Exercise ,WAth Worksheet

Refer to Worksheet 1.4.1, Stitingpbjective
following directions:

o You are about to havelan opp_ortunity,to check y

.understanding of objectives.

o Examine Part .I of the worksheet. Beneath the goal

_statement are objectives. The objectives are

o Read the goal statement.

Read each objective and record the
each objectiveL, what, for-whom, how

ant missing froth

1, when.



,Materialst-
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Take 5 minutes to work.

o (After 5 minutes) Check responses:

How w ell

For whom

What

When:

o Discuss ways
/
to correct or improve each statement.

Trainer should give the following directions:

Move to Part II of the handout. You should:

Select a goal

Write at least two objectives for the goal

Work for 5 minutes
0

(After 5 minutes) Let's read some objective
and critique Objectives orally.

Aloud.

- ,

i 'lecture
4

_h Transa-encies and Exercise With Worksheet:

Planning Tasks (25-min

A. -Minilerture

Show Tra parency 1.4. and make the points Belo



Materials/.
..Equipment

"Transparency
1.4.4.

Sequence /Activity De cription

Planning Tasks

O !denying the task

0-Scheduling

Assigning responsibili

Allocating resources

An essential part of deciding what to do is task planning.

ThisA.ncludes identifying -the task,

Show TransparencY 1.4.4 and give the directions -and make the

points below,

To provider a Supervised play area
for 3tudents arriving in school

before 7:30. By December 15 the
area should be equipped for and

used by 25 students.-

1 1



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity ascription

Flip %chart-,

Marker

Participant
Worksheet
1.4.2

o Read the objective.

What,tasks will have to be done to, achieve this

objective?

Trainer should record answers on flip chi

As you can see, many tasks flow from one objective.
Tasks make the.objective seem manageable and understand-

able. Let's look at steps.to take tu complete our taiks
after they have been identified.

SchedulingEach task has a time line. As .in -the

preCeding example, some tasks roust be done before
others, and each should be assigned a completion

date.

Assigning responsibilitySomeone has to do
task or see that it gets done..:, Planners mu
.identify that person.

Allocating resources--In the preceding session,
we talked about identifying.resourdes. Now it is

time for planners to allocate those resources on a
task-by-task basis.

Exercise With Worksheet

.Distribute Worksheet 1.4.2; Task P

directions:

ing and give th

o ,Form a group of persons from your school site (or

others if necessary).

(NOTE: Trainer should prepare objective on the flip chart
for use in this activity before the module'is started.)

.

Read the objective on the flip' chart:

-To identify 20 area homes by
Seftember 10 whose residents
will moditor attivities op the
school grounds-and report any
unusual events to the'security
guard. Ry November 1, 75 per-_
cent of incidents will, be
reported before they become
serious disturbances.-

o Work with your group to deve op itabk plan fäi this

objective using newsprin and marker's.



Materials/
Equipment SeqUence/Activity'pescriptimi

o Work for -15 minutes.

4.=

`Identify the.taiks.necessary tq achieve
and record the tasks on newsprint.

After 15 minutes, trainer directs participants to circulate
around the room to-read other task plans for 5 minutes.

Summary Discussion (5 min.

Questions'

Trainer ,asks- the following disc4 on ques

As you read the task plans of other.groups,Aid you
notice any important tasks you had omitted? 0

w was ycur plan different from the plans'of other
groups?

Why is task planning o
than by individuals?

B. Closing Remarks

This is the point
action _begins.

ork group rathe

in the ing process

o Ater step-bY-step task plans.are7implemented4
beginto emerge:

o But planning never really ends it is ongoin

Handout

In the nextisession theasubject is evaluatio
--

Distribute. Handoixt 1:4;1, Helping Hand7TyPeProgkaM,to
'participants.who wish more information on a program af-Oe
-type described on flip chart fcr .last exercise. The protrai-

-,.
ilcalled "Helping Band."

)-



HANDOUT
1.4J

Helzing Hand a program

Sample Data:

Read and,, set tasks in own community

Helpin! Hand Program

In almost all schools ,ilathe.11.S., some children are "assaulted" on'

the way to or from school. Helping Hand programs identify stores,

homes,_ restaurants` and other establishments in which:children can go

o'assistance or safety on their way to and from school. The'identifi7

cation Symbol is Usually a placard of a large red handprint in tha window-7 -

a symbol all childrer(are taught to recognize. In some communitites

home owners:"watch the block" during peak school traffic hours; When

children require assistance, people in these places can call the police

on a spacial number at the school.

Helping Hand programs are community participation progrp,m1 and.rely on

neighborhood Voluntoers. Private homes Are often used Retail stores

, and restaurants are also excellent- choices because:access to them is

quick and immediate. ,

The first step in implementing a program-is to enlist volunteers.' Then,

a coordinator of the program is needed at the school. The coordinator

can maintain relationships with the volunteers, see that, telephone lines

are manned, andthat the roster of volunteers is current.

Ways of publicizing.the program in the community might inclUde: PTA

meetings, school assemblies, newspaper articles, raHid and TV interviews,

letters to parents,,hotheroom teachers discussing the prograM with their

students.

11



Course
Module
Worksheet I

34

utti It d T hunt It norri

1 -c' How To.

Stating Objectives

Participant
Worksheet

PART Read each of the objectives and identify the element that is missing

from each. it is what, for whom, how well, or when?

To create awareness of vandalism prevention by sponsoring a bumper

sticker contest for all elementary palie school students to deVelop

a vandalism prevention slogan. The contest will occur between

October 1 and 20.

Missing element:

To develop a two-hour curriculum unit on vandalism prevention by

January 1. The unit will be rated satisfactory or better by teachers

using'the unit.

Missing element:

To organize all tenth grade: students by the beginning of the=second'

semester so that 907. of them will know how to protect themselves

and their belongings en route to and from school.

Missingelement:

4. To design and present an assembly for high.school students'and

parents on the subjeCt of school safety and the prevention of violence

or vandalism. The ninety minute progrAM will be considered successful

if 100 parents or more are in attendance and 40%;©f the teachers

design follOwup programs in their classrooms.

Missing element:

PART II Read each goal statement and choose one that is ofliost interest

to you. Write at least two objectives based on the goal,you

select.

daal:

Reduce the number of serious classroom disturbances or discipline

problems that,interp et the teaching and learning- process.

Eliminate vandalism school hallways and restrooms.



Course
Module
Worksheet 1-0

35

tiny It Al

Decid,in iov To Do It

L4.2

d T Participant
,Worksheet

IDENTIFY THE T- K ASSIGN "RESPONSIBILITYESPONSIBILITY SCHEDULE ALLOCATE RESOURCES



Course

Module
Worksheet 1.0

57

How To Do II

4

Planning Process

A. THE PROBLEM(S) chcl Violence and Vandalism

Aspects
DimensiOns,

'Factors
Causes

Partitipant.,
Worksheet

What ale the spedific aspects. dimensions in your locality?

What's the size and shape of it?

! ,

Where pan such information be found? What are your data sources?

tow can those data be gathered? Reported? Sy whom?

What contributes to the problem? what "causes" underlie

-What factors aggravate it?

Which of these causes/factors do you want to zero in.on, reduce,

eliminate,,change in some way What are your goals?



B. SOLUTIONS
APPROACHES
PROJECTS
ACTIVITIES

Task 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12.

Etc.

58

a - What approach do you want zi take to impact on the selected causes/

factors of the problem?

b - What tasks, are inherent this approach? In what sequence?

What would be the outcome or output,. the visible product of

each task?

Outcome/Produc Objective



59

RESOURCE O TtON

Time: How much time will each task require? What deadlines?

Use the phasing sheet attached

b - People: Who will carry out each task? How much time will he/she

specifically need?

Use the tasking sheet attached

Materials /Dollars1 How many -ateri s .etc., w.11 be needed?

What kind of budget?

Use the budgeting sheet attached



2.

7.

Etc,

Pll EET:



TASKING SHEET:

Total days per task

Total days per
person Total days per project



BUDGET SHEET=

Cost for

Per o-

Consultant

Mat i ls

, Travel

Per Diem

Facilities

° Telephone

Miscellaneous

62

Total Funds Required



63

Cou se Putting It All Together and Taking It Home

Module

Background ii

cid n aow To Do I

4

Pamie Planning Process Tools

(See aitached)

Background
Materials



The first step will he to set up a timedine table for completion of the tasks.
of April, the report is due the 26th. I have listed Oa tasks in equence, nd have identified
and ending times for each.

I am starting at the

1 5 7

Completed formats

Complete analyses
forma -

=3. Provide training: to

4. Collect data

Transfer data

.6. Analyze, interpret

7. Prepare report

O. beliver report

A P-R I

Hg



TOOL 112

Another tool I have is a chart for e
of skill and number of workdays.

iating the personnel regnirements for each La en down by Lypo

Tasks

Due

By Day

__ male of_ per on-days -u

Asst, Dirabtor Clerk Sr c'y Total

_ Complete data collection formats 3 ', 1

2. Complete analysis formats

3. Provide training 6 1s 1.

-_ Collect data R 14 5 5.

5. Transfer data

6. Analyze,- interpret
a

16 13

. Prep -re report_
,

10 1 1S 11

Deliver report 18

.

-.

TOTALS 4 3/4 5 121



Now I can calculate my direct labor co
the labor costs of the evaluation.

Secretary

66

Given the daily rates.,below, I calculate

'$41=60/de ± X 2 83.20

Clerk $32.00 /day X 5 1/2 days 5176.00

Asst. Director @ 68.00/day X 4 3/4 days $323.00

TOTAL $582.20

TOOL *3

3elow is a simple budget format which 'I can use to estimate, other resource requirements
and calculate the total estimated cost of the evaluation. Let me fill in the.relevant
items and calculate the cost of thisevaluation.,

DOLLARS DESCRIPTION

Direct -labor,cvsts $582.20 Asst. Director, secretary, and clerk

Fringe' 0 58.20

Consu 90)

SupplieS/materials 10.00 Paper dc analysis, repot

Equipment

Facilities /space

Postage

Reproduction .00 Analysis and report

Telephone

Travel

Per diem

Miscellaneous 5.00 C nt ency

To $658.40 overhead urged

1
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R1.4.1

A Successful School and Community
Antivandalism Program:

Doherty High School

SumsSummary
The Doherty High School in Colorado Springs Colorado, using comprehensive

planning to identify and deal with school -problems and goals, established a year-long,
antivandalism program. A series of concerts, assemblies; Up Days, and other activities

tailored to Doherty's special needs and resulted in increased school pride and
reduced vandalism. The program was instituted in response to a community initiative to
reduce vandalism, and is a positive exemplar of the results that can be achieved
through school-community cooperation.

The Problem-
Doherty High School, in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, needed to develop a. program to
reduce, vandalism. For the Colorado
Springs community, .vandalism was fast
becoming a, major Concern. The local Board
of Realtors had planned -a community service
project to, work with the school system in
order to reduce vandalism, and had devised
with the. Board a plan which asked each of
the schools in Doherty's district to develop
comprehensive, year -long plans to reduce
vandalism in their schools. The best plans
were scheduled to receive prizes from the
Board.. To supplement these prizes, the
school district set up a fund for each
school, allotting 65 cents for each student.
.Doherty, with 1,800 students, had $1,170 in
its fund. Any expenses for replacing
school property damaged or destroyed by
vandaliim during the year were to be
deducted from this fundand whatever
money was left over at the end of the year
was the school's to spend as it chose.

Doherty's special problem was that although
it did not have an unusually high incidence
of vandalism, its student body and commu-
nrty lacked school pride, and the attitude
elf indifference toward the school could, if
allowed to continue, lead to more serious
problems.

The Solution n

Before the school year started,' Doherty
High School assembled 'a broadly based
planning/action committee made up of repre-
sentatives from the staff, .student
parents, community, and local businessies,
all of whoin were, concerned abort school
problems and had the time and energy to
work on a year-long project.

As a
cess,
goals
were

first step in its initial planning pro-
the committee identified the neeas and
of the an rncivandalis project. These

to--'

Create an
vandalism
among all
staff

awareness of the anti -
campaign and program
Doherty students and

Create an awareness of the anti-
vandalism campaign and program
among the Doherty parents and
community

Develop a sense of pride among
Doherty students, staff, parents,
and community

Involve students, staff, parents,
and community in specific pro-.
grams that will. promote oriole

afgeffifqd 411der fanf A7911AX0019 ',QM Offie. of juvenile ,uodo and Oefirlauncy orevennin.i.a. frvercemiot Asilsrcre Acemillidfonan. U.S. 0901911m cf ,ustica
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Reduce acts an
ism.

f vandal-

Next the committee developed a cemprehen-
Sive program for meeting these identified
goals. including a time line, specific anti-
vandalism projects, and the assignment of
responsibilitiee to committee members.
Resource people were, enlisted and local
newspapers and radio stations contacted.
Discussions were held -.With, the principal,
the student council, the academic Council,
and the district. administrative officer. Sug-
geetions were incorporated and acceptahces
obtained.

-3y the beginning of the school year, an
enormous amount of time had been expended
by the committee considering ideas and
enlisting support. As- a result, many
people at Doherty High School and in the
Community were given the opportunity to
participate in and shape the. plans for trie
antivandalism program; and because people
tend to buy into ideas they help shape,
Support for the program remained at a high
level thougnout the year

Beginninq_of trio -gear Activities

In the initial week's of the school year, word
Of the program was widely disseminated. The
first school newsletter carried an article
explaining the program to parents and stc.i-
dents and invited them to participate. An
open house for parents and announcements
Co students explained the program in the
first few oays of scnool.

Kick-Off Assembly

A pocular local disc jockey was enlisted by
the planning committee to serve as the mas-
ter of ceremonies for the program, and to
participate in other activities during the
school year. For this first kick-off asaem-
sly, conducted three assemblies--the stu-
dent body is divided 'into thirds to fit _into
the auditoriumand 'introduced the slogan
contest.

'--Slocan Contest

The slogan contest was used to involve stu-
dents in developing a catchy phrase Cr logo
to' use in the antivandalism campaign.
Prizes were arranged cy the planning corn-
riftttee and included donations Frain local
ousinesses such as_ gift certificates for dirt-
her- at a popular restaurant and records.

'One parent. wrto worked for the Seven-Up
Bottling Company, arranged far a donation

of 75 silk 'scarves as prizes. (Because
Doherty's colors are olue green, and wnite,
Seven-Up's green and white scarves were
appropriate.) The planning zommittee gave
careful thougnt to the prizes, as they aid
every aspect cf the antivandalism campaign,
and as a result the response was enthusias-
tic.

Slide Show

A slide show stressing school pride was pre,
seated as part the kick-off aesembly.
The media teachers, -who had volunteered Ea
produce the -snow in the initial planning
period, put the show together -for only. SlOC

for film, since the department had other
necessary equipment. (The 5100- was bor-
rowed from the antivandalism fund provided
by the school district. )

Neighborhood ,Watch

The Colorado Springs Police oartment,
wnich the planning committee nad meld dis-
cussions with to enlist their =operation.
provided the school with free 'Neighborhood
Watch" pamphlets. These pamphlets ask
neighbors to look for and report to the
police any suspicious happenings a-t the
school after hours. Doherty students distri-
buted these pamphlets ,to homes' and stores
in the area around the school.

UP Days

Several Up Days were designated throlagnou
the school year. The disc jockey returned
to the school and provided enthusiastic cern-
mentaries for each. A half hour was set
aside at the end of each Up Day. During
the first 15 minutes, music from a live oanc
or records was played over the school loud-,

aker system, and teachers ano student!
spent this time cleaning up an area they
had selected from a list providec bye the
planning committee. car the second 15 min-
utes, the teachers and _students went to, de(

school cafeteria for dancing and refresh-
mentswhich included SevenrUp Bottlin-e.
Company which was sold for 5 cents' per cui
(to cover the cast of distributing supplies.
Many students ano teachers participated.,
the cleaning was very visible, and thE

rewards were immediate.

One of the Uc Days was organized oy clue;
and organizations and neid ,Mmediacely of e,
hours, which further involved- differen.
groups (cneerleacers, Pcm Perri, War Gam(
Club) and individuals in "shaping uo" car'
taro school areas. another up Day pecarni



an U6 Nignt during wnictl custodians super-
vised and provided tquiament for students
who wanted to come back to school for an
hour! of concentrated cleaning. After the
students and staff cleaned and canoed, they
te.eguestad that another Up Night be sched-
uled-

Other Activities

Other, activities sponsored by the planning
committee included a= new game tournateent
and an ice cream social. Additionally, rep-
resentatives from. Doherty were interviewed
about the antivandalism program for local
newspapers and radio stations. Finally, in
May, the planning commit-tile met to plan how
best to spend the money the school had not
spent on vandalism.

Results
The program resulted in a 33 percent
tion in the cast of vandalism in the Colorado
prings school district which contained

Doherty. Doherty High School felt the pre;
gram achieved success in developing student
and staff awareness of the needless =TS of
vandalism and in developing pride in
Doherty. Additionally, Doherty' wan the
31,000 cash prize from the Board of Real-
tors and received the $300 which remained
unused in the school district's $1,170 van-
dalism allotment for Doherty. The total.
prize money was divided evenly between
students and faculty: the students spent-
their money on an activity display board 'for
listing upcoming events, and the faculty,
still undecided,' are Considering saving
theirs until they can Purchase a- videotape
recorder.

Replication Lssues
The Doherty model' can be utilized by any
elementary, junior high; or high schcool,
and their community'. Attached is a copy. of
the antivandalism proposal, which' contains
the objectives and ,Proposed plan of action,
a time. line, and a report for funds. The
final antivandalism report, which contains
summaries of activities completed each month
and the entire project as well as conclu-

isions.

quired R ces
most needed is time for the planning and
initial. resource gathering activities by com-
mittee membert. This need for sufficient
time at the beginning of the project must. Pe

made clear.

Also needed is time for a coordinator,
approximately four hours per week, on the
school staff to act as the focal point for
information. This coordinator should be
designated by the principal.

Costs.will depend on- individual school plans.
Doherty requestea $200 "seed" money, which
was spent an film for the slide-tape shoW ,
photography display, bumper stickers, and
Flyers. (Refreshments were donated by
Seven-sUp, and the charge of five units per
cup covered distribution supplies. )

References
vesterth4rk, sew-flour O., . Jr., an Blauvelt,

Peter D. Controllino Crime in the
---

School,: A Complete Security rianbbook
for Administrators._ west Nyack, N.Y.:
Parker 'Publishing Company., : Inc.
1978,

Casserly, Michael 0. School Vandalism:
Review of Programs.` pared
Council of the Great City Schools under
LEAA Grant No. 76 N199 0139, 1977.

Contact Person

Ms. Doris Caine
ASsistant Principal
Doherty High School
451$ Barnes Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917

Ms. Caine . supervised the program at
Doherty High School during the academid
year 1978-1979. Although she is not able to
answer telephone requests for information,
your inquiries, can be sent to her in writ-
ing.
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Awa

Brief 4 ati
sent to All Doherty parents..

wslette3 about District

-ly to present antivandalisM camp ain.

Assembly will be given three times tn.e ,first week of October
with smecifio_classes attending (accompanied by !ciao so

that all patterns I and III students attend.

Required assembly for pattern .1 students,
first week of session C.

Local disc jockey to be contacted'
to present program, PurbOses, goals,
and stimulate-interest the slogan

be master of ceremonies
etc. and to introduce
zont4

. Short, dynamic, and memorable ide-show to egin develop
a-sense or

Posters and banners

jests

c-reteria and lower asi-ng

slogan contest to deve "catbn slogan,
out antivandalism 73-79 camnaign.

Winn - to receive ar award, iiit will be
hopefulLY,.tO be donated by a business.

Slogan to be printed on hu ger s tickers -t,) to

cinanced by Sevenstudents for their

Slogan possibly cop -bred so student'a

"Hour glass kind of display (sculpture) showing
out (opooSite United Way Fund Raising 34 ometer 1.

for the art department..

Short announcements made from time to time sa
lost because of specific acts of vandalism.

Up Day--Cis: :y Seven

17. SoneduZa
(tencative dates)

- and social 15 m.nut

in Cotober 16, 0acem'zer 13, 79br-a--
Lett 30 minutes of school

ars to sticker.

ed funds running
seibl_ triietm

mien was spent

clean 13 771.7.SS,



All students itv.ted to participates in organ. -ad ;it. cleanup,

and Seven-Up day. Committee in charge will plan and organize
Up Day with schco ilistration and =ustodians.

Specific "jobs' be given to different grouts o

certain club members might have a specific duty assigned; another
-month, scemiic classes or grouts might have a stecific duty, et=

All students who aanb-to'be involved oickuo and clean inside and cutsid

Music to work by will-be provide ("live" Walking music groups,
radio station music ,piped through PA, etc.).

Last part of C Day (IS minutes) Seven-UR to be sold.at a_very
;educed pri- and social time. Sometimes Doherty Stage Band--
hopefully, other times a volunteer band.

7. will be:takeneach Up Day (

Static display of photos- ak during lay w "h,a "mystery" person
picture. project -to be Undertaken- by photography classes.

ut-up- after each,Uo-DaY Spartan

Ptiie given to first persOn who correctly. iden

window.

myscer

__ ton contestAwards made for-different categories of buttons concern-
o

Lag pride and "stampouzvendaliam," etc.

.Awards_dona-ed by community supporui g busines s.

-Buttons, krill be made up and sold C

Prises given to students wearing button with cerm n l 7ber.

Prizes-to be donated by suppor inc _exchatts._ Also mA-chohts
to be contacted on possibility of giving automatic call.
-counts Student Comes into score wearing button.

Perk and Retrea -nasked to watch and help withrecu ng vandalism.

2. Business ceoole in'shoPPing, centerto the west -pdrneilghbots
'in hoMes whocan see the school to be contacte and asked to
report to police any suspicious happenings--to be,coordinatec
with police and school.

parents and students asked t
car licenses,. etc.

ndividual.awar
the con; i= on of van

en =s

- any van

--r

th desc
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Workin .n redo Springs Polite Department, contact 2

and school neighbors with fliers to advertise the need :o mark

valuables and offer assistance.

Setup "marking teams" who wiL I go to hones co mark velu for

who re test it. These students -will have identi= a :ion and

be "- rusted" students.

Area businesses to be contacted for their support and

Bible donations to be used as. rtzes--i.e., theater tickets,
ad.

Projects

New games .ournamentand ice cream social to -fur er i= :ride. 111

involve comunity, parents, students, and staff.

Rep

Sing on proposal
ant council

.tember:
Newsletter - contain. general i formation. put distri

Banners 'and. poster s to be Made and hung
Preparation of slide -show and. arse Mbly olanming.

giber

Kick-off arse ?lay

our glass dis:layed
Slogan contest .and buttber stickers wh

First Up Day (October 161: To `be followed by phoco acta

picker-Cpcer contest

acembe.
Co Day and photo mys

Button contest

February
Day

March
in c000eracion fri n Co -a__

Apri

Comte ttee meets t

a

lice Deoartmerot

best to se the money we on



ughouo C0 :-ttees made, TSB

n an each
ono a=

Announcements w 11- to informe

(thoamount and ...- specific act) and hour.glass

-The ori
.anges.-

oo ittse will -V' ly eValt*

REQUEST FOR F

LIZS :-te

dent - . now ws.

-ychinged

aomlvities and make recess

We wOuld'1iXe to request 4200 "front" money. -Approximately 5IO0

the.slide7tane (Our faculty slidetape advisers estimate the need for 10 -
to 12 rolls of f4m a4 SS per roll fay purchase and developing.) The other 4LGO

would be used by the art 'class to dO the hour glass sculpture, the photography.
class for the photography, - splay, part of the%cost of tte bumper stickers, buttons,
and the t.3. campaign flie

--Ley



ugUst

Settembe-

-SMOLA/1Y

CL
Charles M. Gaul Principal

24U T TrF'en

Meeting'hel , ideas discussed, objec
Rough.draft amended and finalized,
responsibilities assigned (2nd nee

al protosal Presented to and-iedepted-b-
until, and academic council.

submi teed to administrati'

eople fonied.-

}res decided (1 t meeti2

line plan

stud

rk started on developing slide-show
(to' be used in kick-off assembly) .

or-

emphas_

(Seotember)-Articls in newsletter to oarenr and students with

explanation of program and invitation to partitioate.

Antivandal sm program and obj presented to parents at

open house and to students through 11th period -class (student

ingress representatives) and to staff-.am faculty meeting.-

Kick-0

Required assembly, to kick-off Conerty' stud

and staff in school -attended, and thi -ride slide show was

Presented. Tom Brewer, disc jockey from KYSN,-was ,aster o
cersmonies.-_Th- slogan contest announced by student and ", o

ae Hac:sen. Assembly also attended by-three of our communi

sponsors.

hborhood Watch Undo

.,.

-Btudent comMit _ handed-out ei h d.Watch

were interviewed over the radio abOut poherty'S
program at the grand opening of the new shopoin

east of the school..

22EAL_AlnalL1i

All classes signed up for specific _
assignments thr

their llth .period student congress reornensami7as. -Teachers

and students then cleaned their area for stout 15 minutes 'than

time totnecafeteria for 5 centsSevin-Up and dancing.

students and teachers participated and a lot of :lea: '_ng to

place. Tom 3rewea,Kr,IN aI-so attendediso,-Mr.
from Seven -`p. (See roo al fo detail- of r*

pact

antivandaliSm
center :ust



display was nada in the display case protct in the slogan contest

for the bumper sticker and promoting the ansivan cairn.

an contest

The Slogan .winner annOunce and prizes awarded during fall pep
assembly.. One'grand\prize. winner whose slogan was adopted and tr

On the bumPer Sticker received a. Crosapen and pencil ,set., a Save

SCarf, a $23 gift certificate for dinner- at the Sunbird,restautant
and a $10 Certificate-for records.. Approximately .90 other students
won Seven-Up ecarvet.for their entries'. (See auRpER AND PHOTO or,

AWARD WINUER.)-. The prizes weredonated by our.communiv sponsors--
Seven -Up, Colorado- ,Springs Bottling CoMpany, and Ear. wax Records.

We had a tremendous response to this contest with crazy ea `ire
slogans, The winners werewere. selected. by =he ntivandalism committee,

olUs representatives fromour communit,r sponsors., Photos were ta-en

by the photograph' classes during "Up Day"-to be used for the mystery

.photo picker -upper contest La December.

ted
Up

.A display of photoi-of students - rki,ng during the last p ey was

made in the display case. More. Sever.Up scarves were disp eyed as
prizes for.the persons who cbrrectly identified all of the mystery

-ker-uppexs. The Photos were taken by the photography :lasses
the rovember-Up Day and the best had the faces-blocked out, so .

that identification was more difficult. These photos wereof students
working on the first Up Day. Many. students turned in reiponses to
his contest, and three Nianers received Seven- es. Awards

were made,at_the social mart of Up Day:.

De,-ember 20

February

h Day was organized through clubs and organise: the

cheerleaders,Pom ?cm,. she War Comes Club, -cc., all signed;
up for their members to ."shape up" ,Certain areas, Students who wanted
to partcipate-and were not part of-an-organization found our
Archelon\members .(student council), who were wearing their Arhheion
shirts, and they assigned areas to go to, to help. Again, we had
S cents Seven-5P and music in the cafeteria after the clean um.

This was a rug- clean up.

name back and worked. About 50 students,
back aad-work.
danced. These
custodians were

Super rieening was foni
is requested that we

woo waited participase
prus.some staff. came,
by :his gr:up and snen

o very ;1 -sed.withshis



h-art School believes they
entiYanda-ism olan.

We had super c__

Saven-t.To 3

Sul ty support fram

ing Comoahv

as a c , to des

(1) They provided at nO cost to us Seven-Up for our Up Days,

100 Seven-Up scarves (which are the pohertv colors), {-Cross

pens and penc__ sets, g -certificate for $2'S at the Sunbird

restaurant.

Paid r bumper stickers.

y Attended several planing Sessions and antivandalism

at'Doher

ub Sandwich shc_ and Home Suilders

rovided support ugh donated _Zee forcchtests.

(2) Attended our kick -off assembly and /or co iittee meetings. .

-as

KYSN

(1).....L4=n-Brewer, disc jtokey,', aas our master ot-teremor

kickoff easembly. (This had to to given threetimes to
accommodate all of our students-, so took muc h o=

Ski's provid d:us the opaertunity for .udents to distribute

Colorado Springs Police Oepai=ment rieighborhood pamph _ts and

exmlain our progri m over the-radio at their -- 4 -cening.

time!)

first Co a

t manyCarrier, CS?D, arran
au6portive during-

Doherty Studenta .

(2)

ng.

SerT ed on our cum ittao.

!

7erb41ized their support after viewing he slide show at
open\house to be tommdnitv.watchers and close -rov haighl-ors'
have called us cn diszrubances they saw,



We to
and many Participatad in thaspeCific:events. Students from all groups have

helped, not just student council, but'all groups were --.

handicapped students,. to the athletasoto the, usually noninvolved kids.

CuStodianS, teachert, administrators have all Also became involved

. r

-4 and c -ailing vandalism.

&aye isad Up Days.

stomas orovided cleaning ma and a se.

t our students and staff became awe a of cur an zsndalism progrm

Students haVe cooperated in

Some of-our-- ed-project have rot -oeen- completed for various reasons.:- The hour

glass display _dea became tgo.expensive, and we, could not obtain the cos; oertAin.

acts of Vandalism' from tdistrict. 4e decided the button tontestwas
_.,..,

Similar to

the slogan contest so dr ;04d itr Lack of time and scheduling conflicts have pi7avanced-
..

having the April Uo Day however/ we tee]. chatjahe -ts that we 4

shy and successful.

WA.still
scheduled

to continue our pro on the I.D. campaign

lost -some our appropriatad money due ir. o aces that we feed. were no

studen are a Park and Recreation building, and the school

hob* 6 30 or 7:00 A.m. to 11:00 p.m. six days a week and f.mo

Sunday. -

d accomplish our goals of making students'az
vandalism, d'eveloping Doherty'prida, nvo_

think 7ar campaign was a success this

vandal,
s used

3- ware o= the neec
staff, communitv



Course 1 Putting It All \Together and Taking It Home

Module 1. - valu rtion

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

This module is desigped,t0_help participants understand program/project evaluation--

its logic, procedures and utility\. A model for evaluating the effectiveness of

programs is'presented, including a rationale for the importance of doing program

evaluationS. A systems perception of prograMs provides the conceptual basis for the

model;

N

1

Objectives.

Participants will he'able to--

1. Analyze a perfommance report on a project designed to combat school violence

and vandalism including:
4

o Assessing how effective the project is in eight areas of perfommance

o Detecting at least three problem areas that require further inquiry

and outline the direction of the inquiry

.0 Making decisions regarding the project's future based on available

data.-

Describe the/ ements of a systems evaluation model.-

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This core module is aime0 primarily at school decisionmakers--persons responsible for

evaluating programs/projects to reduce school violence and vandalism. However, all

participants should find.the Systems perspective helpful.



Course

Module

Media/Equipment

- Pty -in 1 To the and -Twin e

One flip chart '
Two markers
One tape
One screen and overhead -oje_or

Materials

Transparencies

1.5.1 Applying a Systems View

1.5.2 Systems View of a Project

1.5.3 Interest Areas and Measures

1.5.4 Actual Performance Data

1.5.5 Possible Standards for Program 'ect Evaluation

1.5.6 Matrix of Actual Versus Planned Performance'

Participant Workshee

.5.1 Matri of Actual Versus Planned Performance

5.2 -

Evaluatidn,Design Matrix - An Extended Case

15.3 Evaluation Report Matrix - An Extended Case

Evaluation Design Worksheet

Participant Background

1.5.1 Reading Based on Trainer Lecture

O tonal Exercises

Module
Synopsis.,

(continued)

Two exercises for participants on inputs, outputs, effects, and impacts are pre-

sented following the wakthrough. Trainer should use only if time and audience

need require them.



Applying a Systems View

impactReduction in School Vandalism
A

EffectMore Sensitive Students
A

OutputRap Sessions
A

inputs Time, Space Films, Etc.



.L2

:e

ita ors

Systems View. of a Project

Activities

Preparing
sessions

Acquiring
films

Announcing
sessions

Holding
sessions

Outputs

Sessions
prEpared

Films' adquir
Sessions
announced

Sessions held

More
sensitive
and
responsible
students

Impact

Reduced
vandalism
in the
school



Interest Areas and iiileasures

First Semester
Actual Performance

First Semester
Standard Performance

Inputs
Cost

Number of Dollars Spent.

Outputs
Rap Sessions Held
Individual Students

Reached

Number of Rap Sessions
Held

Number of Individual
Students Reached

Effects
Student

Number of Individual
Students Returriing to
Sessions 1, 1+ limesIncreased

Concern

Impacts
in School

Number of Acts ca
Vandalism-L-Reduction

Vandalism



Actual Performance Data

First Semester
Actual Performance

First Semester
Standard Performance

Inputs
Cost

07

Outputs
Rap Sessions Held
Individual Students

Reached

26

161

Effects
Increased Student

Concern

115 Individual Students
Returned to Sessions 1,
1+ Times

impacts
RedUction in School
Vandalism

0
9 Acts of Vandalism



Possible Standards
for Program/Project Evaluation

Need (do, we measure up to what's, needed?)

Plan (do we measure up to what we planned
to do?)

Past Performance (do we measure up to last
year, last quarter?)

Other Similar Program (do we measure up to
that other effort?)

control Group (used in experiments

Demand (do we measure up to demand?

Professional (do we measure up t8
professional levels of performance ?)

Requirements (do we measure up to what
state, federal, funding agencies require of
us?)



Inputs
Cost
Outputs
Rap

Sessions

Students
Reached

Effects
Students

Returning

Impacts
Acts of

Vandalism

Matrix of Actual Versus
Planned Performante

First Semester
Actual

$1307

26

161

115=

First Semester
Planned

-1500

36

250

125

14
Last Semester ,

Comparison

1307/1500

26/36

161/250

115/125

9/14

Judgment

Underspending
13%

72% Effective

64% Effective

92% Effective;
Not Bad

36% Fewer;
Goal Attained



Course - Putting It All Together and Taking It Home-

Module 1.5- r_ Evaluation

TotatTime , _1 hour

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

A model is presented fOr. evaluating the e fectiveness of ,a program or project Par-

ticipants will actually assess the effectiveness of an illustration of a program

rnbat school vandalism.

Introduction to the Evaluation Process
-

A definition of the evaluation process is presented.

2. A Systems PercIption- o f .Proc ramolpIpj ect

A. Ingredients of a Project

A project is a collection of activities having a. common aim;

e.g., to reduce school violence and vandalism. Participants

look at the -logic of these activities.

e. Applying A Systems View

Four main components of a project ere. reviewed.

C. Applyjng A Systems View--A Horizontal Perspective

From a systems perspective, a project is a series of activities

fueled by inputs and issuing' outputs.

D. ar. A 5 stems Pero rams. and P ects

A rationale
sented.

the advantages of a systems approach is pre-

The EvaluationProce --The Basic Steps -and an Emma.

A. Introductory Comments

Participants will look at the evaluation process by way of
example. - 4.

in.

10 min.

15 min.



4_

The First Step

A /Content Summate line

the Process--Focus

This step involves deciding what aspects of the project to keep

an.eye on.

The Second Stec of the Process--Da Collection

This step involves gathering data in the a _a of interest

The Third Ste the ocess--E tablishin Standards

In order to judge a program's effectiveness, something is needed

against which to compare performance.

Introductory_ comments

A rationale is presented
in a more complex way.

D.

the Evaluation Process 25 n.

ooking at the components of a program

Extended A plication of the Evaluation Process

Participants analyze an extended example of the evaluation process.

Summary apci _2uestions Concernin Extended A ication Model

1 ou Activi Evaluation. Effectiveness of a Project

Partici.nts are presented with Performance data of a pr

asked to assess the effectiveness of its operation.

E. Group Reporting Out

Participants report out. their findings to the entire group.

-Concluding Remarks

summary Comments

Optional Task for Participants

and



Course

Module

Putt Together and eking It.Hcme

5 - Evaluat'on

Materials/Equipment

,

Detailed
Walk-Through

Sequence /Activity Description

Flip chart
withwith defi-
nition of
evaluation
written on
it prior to
session

Introduction to the Evaluation Process (5 min.)

Trainer should make the folloWing points:

o How do we define "evaluation"? One way is to define it in

terms of questions asked.

Is=a program working? Is it doing what we want

Is'it having any effect? And if not, why not?

o Put simply, this s'what program or project evaluation is

all about.

Trainer should now refer to definition on flip chart.

o Evaluation--put simply - -is a PROCESS HY WHICH WEJUDGE

WHETHER A PROGRAM (or project or instrument or person) IS

WORKING EFFECTIVELY OR NOT.

illyltsasPEEL(2!.22ISEjLEEIF2a._.arot
(10 min.)

A. In dients Of a_project

Trainer snould make the following points:

o In taking a systems approach we look at he logic of an

activity.

o What is a program 'or project? A program or project-is

a collection of activities which have a common aim,-

e.g., the reduction of vandalism in a school.

o A program or project's logic may flow as follows
\

(1) You want to REDUCE VANDALISM

(2) One way of- achieving that is to MAKE STUDENTS

MORE RESPONSIBLE, MORE SENSITIVE to the costs of

vandalism in terms of dollars, morale, etc.

One way to make students more sensitive is to

hold RAP SESSIONS on.the problem.



Materials/
gquipment

Trans
1.5.1

Sequence /Activity Description

(4) And to Suppdrt these zap sessions you're going
to need TIME, SPACE, FACILITATORS., FILMS DOL-

LARS, etc.,

There you have the ingredients of a simple pról

B. Applying A- Systems View

Show Transparency 1.5.1 And make the points below:

Applyihg a Syst ms.View

impactReduction in School Vandalism
A

Effec More Sensitive Students
A

OutputRap Sessions
A

Space,Tilm $, Etc.

YOu have the IMPACT (Ultimate or long term or ripple

effect) you want to have--in our example, REDUCTION IN

SCHOOL VANDALISM.

o You have the EFFECT (an immediate change in attitude, know-

ledge, behavior) you want to have--i.e., MORE SENSITIVE,

CONCERNED STUDENTS.

You have ,the OUTPUTS (events or services that trigger off

that effect)--i.e., RAP SESSIONS.

o You have the /NPOTS (resources required to produce those

outputs)- -i.e., TIMEr SPACE, FACILITATORS, FILMS, DOLLAR



,

Materials/
Equipment 'Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
1. 5 . 2

C. Applying_ A Systems_ View - -A Horizontal perspective_

o Now let lay this project on its side horizontally.

Show Transparency 1.5.2 and make the points below

Activities Outputs Effect Impact

Time Preparing Sessions Mom Reduced

Space sessions prepared sensitive vandalism

Facilitators
Films

Acquiring
films

Rims acquired
Sessions

and
msponsible
students

In the
school

Dollars Announcing
sessions

announced
Sessions held

Holding
sesskons

o Every program(or project, large or simple, Can be diagram-

Med like that-;:as a series of activities fueled by inputs
and issuing outputs that trigger off immediate effects that
contribute (we hope) to ripple effects (impacts).

'o In the example in .Transparency 1.5.2 specific amounts of
resources like--

Time.

Space
personnel
Material
Dollars

Are channeled into activities lik-

PreperING
AcquirING
aoldING sessions
(the -INC words)
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Equipment.. Sequence/Activ Description

o And-each of these activities must produce. _ ey must come

to closure, they must have their-outputs:

A ,session preparED

A film acquirED
Announcements MADE
Students reachED
(the past participles)

And hopefully, because of these out

pen to the students, changes like--

A positive change, ins knowledge

A positive change in attitude
A'positive change in behavior

o Which in time will contribute to some ripple effects,

impacts like--
. \\

Growth in peer pressure to stop vandalism

Reduced destruction of indiVidual and school property

More constructive behaviors in general.

D. tSlmm,1.2femamsandPro'ects
It's useful to have this systems understanding this sys-

tems.perception of a program or project or activity--to be

able to detect the flow of that program project activity,

to detect its linkages salient features, and cause-effect

sequence.,

its, something will hap

It's useful for more efficient planning, mane ing, and

evaluation of the effectiveness of a program, project, or

activity.

(TOTE: Time and audience need permitting, two optional exercises (A

and B) are presented following this walk-through.)

Flip chart

e Evaluation Process--The Basic Stet and an Exam le
(15 min.

A. Introducct Comments --

o We are now going to get into.the evaluation process

itself-by way of a simple example.

B. The FIRS' process -- focus

first step is to decide what aspects of the program or

project you want to keep an eye on. For instance, you may

want to keep an eye on--



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
1. 5 . 3

, .

Sequence /Activity Description

(Trainer should` write the underlined words in the following list

on the flip chart.)

Cost of the project
Number of students reached (individuals)

Number rtic tin= students who returned to one or mor

rap a.- e ns (this, in your oprion, might be a soft mea-
1-sure o .positive change in them)

Number of vandalism occurring in school during the

semeS

o You 'co-

lows:

Show Tra

line up your interest areas systemically as fo

ency 1.5.3 and review areas covered.

Interest Areas and ensures

First Semester
Actual Performance

i

First Semester
Standard Performance..

Inputs
Cost

/
Num Spent

Outputs
Rap Se
Individu=

Reached

signs Held
I Students

Number of Rap Session
Held

Number of Individual
Students Reached

Effects ,
Increased tudent

Concern

Number of iindividual
Student! Returning to
Sessions 1, 1+ Times

Impacts
Reduction in hot

Vandalism

Number elf Acts of
---

C. The Second Ste

o The next p in eva
interest a as.

o For each me
can consult
rap sessions
assign rescon
sion; the sam
dents returni

cess--Data `Collection

uation is to gather data on the a

ure, obtain the actual figures. On cost you

nanclal records; on individuals attending and

held,ou,will have to set up,a procedure and

bility for gathering those data at each ses-

will be necessary for gathering data' on stu-

g t subsequent sessions, etc.
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Equipment

Transparency
1.5.4

Sequence /Activity Description

o. Data collection and reporting procedures have to be well

thought out for, every measure you are interested in. (In a

brief session like this we cannot go into the methods and

problems of data collection, but common sense will often

dictate apprppriate procedures
for gathering the data you

need--otherwise get professional help.)

Show Transparency 1.5.4 and review data filled in.on.actu

performance.

Actual Perla ance Data

First Semester
Actual Performance

First Semester
Standard Performance

Inputs
Cost

Outputs
Rap Sessions Held
Individual Students

Reached

4
26

161

Effects
Increased Student

Concern

115 lodividus1 Students
Returned to Sessions 1,
1+ "'Imes

Impacts
--Reduction in School

Vandalism

9 Acts of Vandalism

Let's say that by the end of the semester the following

data on performance were collected and reported

But they say nothing evaluatively. They do not say whethe

.what happened was gOod, bad, indifferent--which leads to

the next step in the process.

D. The third Ste of he ablishin Standards

Trainer should make the following points:

o To be able to judge whether'a program is working effec-

tively you have to select a standard(s). You need some-

thing against which to compare your performance.

o You want to keep an eye on cost--

In relation to what? Your budget (plan)?
Last semester's cost?
.Another similar project's cost?
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Transparency
1.5.5

o. You want to keep an eye on

In relation to what?

You want to keep an eye
In relation to what?

o- You want to keep an eye
In relation to what?

o You want to keep an eye
In. relation to what?

rap sessions--
The number you planned?

on individual
The number

reach?
The number

compared

--reached--
you expected to

reached on. Monday

to Tuesday?

on students returning- -

The number you expected to
return?

on acts of vandalism--
The number for the same period

last year?
The average number over the past

4 years?
The numbeeoccurring in a school

of the same size as yours?

o To evaluate you need to bring standards (a level or measure

of performance) to bear on your current performance.:

Shaw Transparency 1.5.5 and make the points below..

Possible Standards
for Program/Project Evaluation

Need (do we measure up to what's needed?)

Plan (do we measure up to what we planned
to do?)

Past Performance (do we measure up to last
year, last quarter?)

Other Similar Program (do wemeasure up to
that other effort?)

Control Group (used in experiments)

Demand (do we measure up to demand?)

Professional (do we measure up to
professional levels of performance?)

Requirements (do we measure up to what
state, federal, funding agencies require of
us?)



Materials/
Equipinent Sequence/Actiln Description

Transparency
1.5.6

Worksheet
1.5.1

The range of standards possible --( eview need, etc.)

o -Often programs and projects do not have solid standard.

They have little data on past performance

They have little data on what other programs are doim

Their own plans are loosely written, without specific
expectations beyond spending (budgets are usually wel

spelled out).

o Hence the importance of keeping data, writing good plans,-

etc.

o Let's bring a standard to bear on the case we've been a k.

ing about.

o Let's say that the rap session project did have some spe-
cific impact, effect, output, and input objectives.

o Let's bring these objectives to bear on the actual perfo

ance,' and make some judgments on the:project's.effective-

ness.

Show Transparen6y 1.5.6 and refer participants 'to Worksheet

1.5.1 in Participant Guide.

Matrix of Actual Versus
Planned Performance

uts
cst
outputs

-Rap
Sessions

Stud6nts
Reached

Effeeta
Students

Returning

Impacts
Acts of

Vandalise

First Semester
Actual

51307

26

161

115

9

First Semeste
Planned

Comparison Judgment

36

250

125

14
Last Semester

1307/1500

26/36

161/250

115/125.

9/14

Undo pending

72% Effective

64% Effective

92% Effective;
Not Bad

36% Fewer;
Goal Attained
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Trainer walks participants through th.e above visual as' follows:

'What do those few figures say?

o What stions do they raise?

o What actions do they stimulate?

(NOTE: Starting with inputs and working your way down ask the

partiCipants to estimate the program's effectiveness.

heave. it a bit free wheeling; let them speculate on

What's behind certain aspects of performance and on what

they might do about those facters. The, information in

the box below states what you might expect or lead the

participants

Under inputs

'The. pro

Under outputs

is underspending.

The project is having fewer

rap sessions than planned.

'12.21t12112.6aEla2i7-

- Where is it underspending?
Why? Should the budget be

reduced? What can be got
with the surplus dollars?

Which sessions didn't
occur and why? Was the

schedule to ambitious?
Was demand low at certain

times? Perhaps we should
reduce the number plannd
or change the schedule.

The project is reaching sig- Why is participation low?

nificantly fewer students What students are coming?

than pila.nned.
What's the profile? .Per-
haps we need to publicize

more, change format,

change time.

Under effects

A significant number of stu-

dents do return to,one or
, a

more rap sessions.

Sow often do they return?
What's the profile of the

returnees? Did they

return because they liked

it? Perhaps we should
publicize this, encourage

more to came.
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Equipment

Worksheet
1.5.2

Sequence /Activity Description

Under ixtlacLts

- Vandalism is down this What other factors might.

semester be contributing to this

decline? Was the actual
cost of vandalism down?
Let's check that out.

E., A S- _ rmar _of the Evaluation Process
_

o The steps we have covered are---

(1) Looking at your program or project systemically,

selecting what aspects (inputs, outputs, effects,

impacts) you want to keep an eye on

Setting up your data collection procedures

Selecting the standards you're going to judge perfor _

ante by.

Even a simple survey- -like the one above--gives you some

capacity to make basiC judgments and take basic actions.

It also provides a,threshold for further inquiry into prob-

lems.

A More Extended A ion of e Ev --ocess 30 min.

A. Introductory Comments

o The above survey can be expanded and made more comprehen-

sive--and therefore more useful --all within,the systems

framework.

o You could look no only at total cost but at cost in, its

several categories; you could look not only at the total

number of rap sessions held but keep data on the number

held on Mondays and Tuesdays, etc.

B. Illustration of an Extended A l' 'ion' he'Evalua

. Process:

Trainer refers participan
following points:

Worksheet 1.5.2, and makes the

o Let's suppose that in the second semester of the_same

school year you did push the original survey that was shown

on Participant Worksheet 1.5.1.

o In the second yea you included more elements and did have

standards to cover those elements (i.b., expectations your

pavan).
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o Your design,' in fact, looked like one in your Particij
Guide, Worksheet 1.5.2.

Trainer asks participants to note the additional elements listed

in the box below.

You are going to look at. cost-- Total and by ty

You are going to loo_k at,time-of Use the Mean number of minutes.

sessions--

Outputs

You area; going to .look at rap

sessions held--

You are going o look at
attendance--

You are going to look at in
Nidual students reached--

Effetts

You are going to look at' indi-

vidual students returnin

as a ;measure

Total number and-the 'specific
number held on Monday and Tuesr
day

The mean number of students
attending in generalspecif-
ically on Monday and Tuesday

Total number and then their pro-
file (percent male, female,
etc.)

ofileTotal number and

Impacts

You are going to look at acts of Total n and by type

vandalism--

You are going to look at he cost The total dollar damage

of vandalismr-

o Note also the'standard measures you have set.

(NOTES Trainer should walk participants down the"standard"

column and then- the analysis column where the actual

performance will be Compared to planned performance.)

mmgnary uestions ConcernirEtended Application Modal

o Trainer asks the participants if they can see any other

'kinds of data the project might want to gather to make the

design more'complete.
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Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

o Make the point that the matrix can contain as many data, as

many elements ofAnterest, as are useful to a decision

makei, AND AS ARE FEASIBLE to collect.

Worksheet
1.5.3

Activ --Evaluation oaf Effectiveness

1

The trainer walks participants through Worksheet 1.5.3. PrOce7

dures are as follows:

(Allow

Ask partici
people each.

ts to all grou of hree

(2) Refer participants to Worksheet 1.5.3 and point

out that now a semester has passed and data have

been gathered on the previous design (Worksheet

1.5.2).

(3) Participants should look at Worksheet 1.5.3, analyze

the data, and come to some conclusions about the

effectiveness of the project, what might be done

about the project--or what further data you might

want to seek.

oups about 10 to 15 minutes to complete this task.)

Trainer asks one group to report its judgments, further data

needs, and possible actions re the project-and let the others

then add to that report.

Trainer should expect participants to provide the kinds of com-

ments boxed below. If all points are not mentioned by partici-

pants, trainer may supplement their discussion.

'project is underspending again--especially in material.

Sessions are lasting on the average 60 percent longer than

expected; they must be interesting?

The project's holding 17 percent fewer sessions than plan-

ned; Monday is a bad day; six Monday sessions were skipped.

'Attendance overall was better than anticipated but mainly

because of the good Tuesday showing. Too few people are

coming on Monday; Tuesday sessions are too crowded.

The project didn't reach as many students as desired; it's

down by 20 percent. More girls are coming than boys.

Many more students stay with the sessions, i.e. return; and

more bays return than girls --a sign that the boys are
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finding it more satisfying than girls. Blacks and his

ics tend to stay with the sessions.

Vandalism is significantly down in,acts and costs.

So--the sessions may be contributing to increased student con-

cern-aboutVandalism-and having a ripple effect. We're not

absolutely sure, but it might be good to.keep the sessions going

next semester, publicize them more, drop thej4onday date and

pick:another to relieveTuesday-i gather the rap, session partici-

pants of this year to plan some related projects next year,_

etc., etc. Do something to retain the girl participants (find

out why they dropped out). Get some feedback from participants
to test our.conolusion that the sessions did have some effect on

their, knowledge, attitude, behavior.)

Concluding (5 min.)

A. Summa Comments

Trainer reminds the participan.s that in the short time avail-

able this session only wanted to give them--

Worksheet
1.5.4

o A systems perception of programs/projects

o The basic steps and logic of evaluation

A simple experience of a survey and more in depth study of

a project.

0 Tonal, Task Fo

Trainer should mike the following points:

o ParticiTants should gp over their project plans (present or

-future) and select inputs, outputs effects, and impacts

they want to look at.

o They should list these along with the relevant standard

measures.

o Worksheet 1.5.4 is a blank matrix similar to the filled-out

one in Worksheets 1.5.2 and 1.5.3.

Trainer should encourage participants to construct an evaluation

design for their programs and projects. 0
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Worksheet I

I

!MATRIX OF A US PLANNED PERFORMANCE

Participant
Worksheet

In _

First Semester
Actual

First SemeStA
Planned Comparison Jud ent

$
$1500 1207/1500 Underspending

13%- Cost

Out Zits

26

161

36

250'
----,-

26/36

161/250

72% Sfertjve

64% Effective

- Rap .

Sessions

- Students
Reached

.,

Effects

115 125 _115 25 ,

0

92% Effective;
Not Bad- Students

Returning

Imoacts
.

9 14.
Last Semester

,9/14'

,

36 %. Fewer; Goal

Attained- Acts of
Vandalism
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T Worksheet HD 1,5

38

Planning and Evaluation of Progr

DATION DESIGN MATRIX - An Extended Case

3.

Participant
Worksheet

___
Second _ester

Actual Performance

-----
Second Semester

Standard Perform --e Comparison

Inputs (Measures)

Total $
i

,- n film

- on material

Mean, minutes per

session

Total #$ budgeted
$ for fi
for material

Mean # minutes
pected per session

/

Actual Plan,
-Cost; t -1

by tYP

-Tie of sessions-

---

PlanActual PlanActual.
;

Ouputs . :

Total # rap sessions
- # on Mondays
--# on Tuesdays.

Mean # students
tending session

- M.# on Mondays
-.# on '.Tuesdays

Total # ind.- students
,

,. 4' reached

- # Male .

- Female

- White!
- Black
_ Hispanic

Total # scheduled.
',- # scheduled Mondays

___- # scheduled Tuesdays

Mean # expected to
attend

- M. on Mondays
-- M.# on Tuesdays

Total # ind. students
expected to be

received t

(

_ expectations
here

Actual. Plan
-Rap sessions held:
total & by time

N. w - .

-Attendance

,
-Individual
Btudents
v
eached: total

and by type

Actual Plan

Actual Plan

E cts
:Tote ind. students

ret urn ing

Male/
Female

- White

-_# 11Alack

Total # ind. students
expected to return

(

(

No expecta tions
(

here

Actual Plan
-Individual
Students
returning
total and by
type and
frequency

- 14' ( Rispani

i ±acts
Total # actsi
- # to individual

propertya '._

- # to acho91
property .

# of S. damage

Total}# acts expected
('(less than in first

semester)

# of $ damage in first
semester

Actual Plan.
-Acts of Amndal7
ism: total and
by type ,,

-Cost.of vandalism
Actual Plan
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,Baciduie

orksheet

Participan7t
Worksheet

EVALUATIOM PORT' _T X - EXTENDED.CASE

Second Semester
Actual Performance

Second Seme e

Planned Performance
Compa -n 1

Sudg-
wont

Inputs

.Total $122
-film $550
-material $.670

9 ' per session .

Total: $1500
-film $500 .

-material $1000

60 ' per Session
. .

1220/1500 =
550/500 =

670/1000 =

96/60

80%
110%
67%

160%

-Cost; =0 al and
by type

Time -of sessions

Outputs ;

Total: 30 b

-Mondays 12
-Tuesdays 18

Total M.: 17
-Monday M. 6
-Tuesday H. ,

Total: 202
-Male 91 (45%)
gmale 111 (564)
-White 126 (62%)
-Black 43 (22%).

-Hispanic 33 (16%)

Total,: 36.
...,

-Mondays 18
/--Tuesdays'18

,

Total M.: 15-

-Monday M.'15
-Tuesday M. 15

.

Totall 250
- .,.

.

!

30/36
12/18 .

18/18

17/15
.6/15

23/15

202/250.

.

.83%

66%
-,

100%
. -

.113%

'40%

153%
.

7Rap sessions-
.held: total and-

by time

- Attendance

-Individual stu-
dents reached:
total and by .

type

Effects
, e

,
.

"Total: 154
-Male 85 (93

-Female 69
-White 92 (73%)
-Black 34' (78%)

-Hispanic 28 (84

Total: 125 :154/125 =
.

123%
individual stu-
dents returning:
total and by
type & frequency

ac s__ - .

Total; 4
.- to individual

property 3

r to school
propertynl,

$4000.00

,

fast semester e-

_,--,-;

last Semester
26.,000.00

4/9

4000/26,000 =

7..

33%'

5%

-Acts of vandal-
ism; otal and
by type

CoSt _vandal
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Course

Module 3 - !valuation

-Be ckground 1-0

Rea 'n Based on Trainer ecture '

3AT IS _EMALUATIONZ

Elakground
Materials

Once a program or project has been implemented, several important questions must

be answered:

Is a program working?

o Is it doing what we want

o Is it having an effect?

o If not, why not?

Posing and answering these
out simply, is--

do?

uestions is what evaluation is all about. Evaluation,

A prOcess by which we judge whether a program (or project or instment or

person is working effectively.or n

T IS A -FcAM OR PRO _CT?: A SYSTEMS PER CEPTION

Any evalua on process must start by defining.a program or project. Systems per-

ception foc-ses upon the logic of an activity. Viewed,in this way, a program or

project is--

A collection of activities which have a

vandalism.

The logic of such a orogram may flow as follows:

You wait to reduce vandalism.

on aim, the reduction of

c
i

o One way of achieving that is to make students more sensitive to the costs ,of

vandalises in terms of money, morale, etc.

o One way to students more sensitive' is to hold rap sessions problem.

o To support these rap sessions you are going to need time, space,bmoney, facili-

.tators, films, etc.
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Applyipg a Systems View

ImpactReddction in School Vandalism
A

EffectMore Sensitive Students

OutputRap Sessions
A

InputsTime, Space, Films, $, Etc.

Laid on its side this simple project appears as follows:

Inputs

Time
Space
Facilitat_
Films
Oo liars

S

Activities

Preparing
sessions.

Acquiring
films

Announcing
sessions

Holding
sessions

terns View a Project

Outputs

Sessions More

prepared sensitive

Films acquired and
responsible

Sessions students
announced

Sessions held

Impact
Reduced
vandalism
in the
school

Every program or project, large or simple can be diagramed like that--as a series

of activities fueled by inputs and issuing in outputs that trigger 'off immediate

effects that contribute (we hope) to ripple effebtd (impacts). Specific amounts of

resources like time, space, personnel, materials, etc., are channeled into activi-

ties like preparing, acquiring, announcing, and holding sessions. Each of these

activities must produce a session prepared, a film acquired, announcements made,

sessions delivered, and students reached. Hopefully,. becaustp of these outputs,

something will happen to the students like a positive change in knoldedge, a posi-

tive change in attitude; and-a positive change in behavior. In tim4,these will

contribute to some ripple effects like growth in peer pressure to stop vandalism,

reduced destruction of individual and school property, and more constructive be-nn

haviors in general

1 7j
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In s ary a systems perception enables the evaluator to detect the flow of the

program or project and to detect its linkages, salient features, and cause-effect

sequence. It is useful for more efficient planning, managing, and evaluation of a

'ogram or project.

ATION PROCESS - -THE ASIC STEPS AND A SIMPLE E

In order to gain a better understanding ofithe evaluation process, we shall apply

a simple example of a program to reduce school vandalism.

The first step is to decide what aspects of the program you want to keep an eye on.

For instance, you may want to keep an eye on--

The number of rap sessions held

o The number of students reached

o The number of participating students who returned

o The- -t of the program

o The number of acts of vandalism occurring the school during e semei

You may want to line up your interest ar as systemically as folio

'Mere - Areas and Measures..

First Semester
Actual Performance

First Semester
Standard Performance

inputs
--Cost

Number of Dollars. Spent

Outputs
Rap Sassions Held

--individual Students
Reached

Number of RapSessions
Held

Number of Individual
Students Reached

Effects
Increased Student

Concern

Number of indlvidUal
Students Returning to
Sessions 1, 1+ Times

Impacts
Reduction in School

Vandalism

Number of Acts of
Vandalism
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1;

The second step is to gather data on the above interest areas. For each easure,

obtain the actual figures. On cost you can consult financial records; on individdals

attending and on rap Sessions held you will have to set up a procedure and assign

responsibility for gathering those data at each session; the same will be necessary

for gathering data on students returning to subsequent_ sessions, etc. Data collec-

tion and reporting procedures have to be well thought out for every measure you are

interested in. We will not go into methods and croblems of data collection for the

sake of brevity, but common sense will often dictate appropriate procedures for

gathering the data you need.

Let's say that by the end of the semester

collected and reported:

lowing data on performance we

ual Performance Data

First Semester
Actual Performance

First Semester
Standard Performance

Inputs
Cost

51507

Outputs
Rap Sessions Held
Individual Students

Reached

2

Effects
Increased Student

Concern

1.151ndividuai Students
Returned to Sessions 1,
1 + limes

Impacts
Reduction in School

Vandalism

9 Acts f Vandalism

What do these figures say? They tell you what happened. But, they say nothing

evaluatively. They do not say yhether what happened was good, bad, or indiffer-.

entwhich.leads tothe next-step in the process.

To be able to judge whether a program is working effectively, you have to select

a standard(s) In other words, you need something against which to compare your

performance.

You want keep an eye on

budget (plan)?
Last semester's cost?
Another Similar project's

but in relat:-n to what?.
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You want eep your eye on rep sessions, but in relation to what?

The numbe you planned?

You want to keep an eye on individuals reached, but in relation to what?

- The number you expected to reach?

The number reached on Monday compared to Tuesday?

You want to keep an eye on students returning, but in relation to what?

The number you expected to ret,:.rn?

You want to keep an eye on acts of vandalism, but in relation to what?

The number for the same period last year?

The average number over the past four years?

The number occurring:in a nchool the same size as yours?

To evaluate you need to bring standards (a level or measure of performance) to

bear 0A your current performance. The range of standards possible is-- .

NEED (do we measure up to what's needed?)

PLAN (do we measure up to what we planned to d_

PAST PERFORMANCE (do we measure up to last year, last quarter?)

o OTHER, SIMILAR PROGRAM (do we measure up to that other effort?)

o CONTROL GROUP (used in experiments)

o DEMAND (do we measure up todemand?

o 4PROFESSIONAL (do we measure up to professional levels of performance ?)

o REQUIREMENTS (do we Measure up to what funding agencies require of us?)

Often programs do riot have a solid standard because they have little data on past

performance, on what other programs are doing, or their own plans are loosely writ-

ten, without specific expectations beyond spending. Hence, the importance of keeping,

data and writing good plans.

Now let us bring some standards to bear upon our simple program to reduce vandalism

tnrough rap sessions. Let us suppose that the program did have some specific impact,

-effect, output, and inrobjectives. You can bring these objectives to bear on the

actual performance and you can make some judgments about the program's effectiveness:



Matrix of Actual Versus
Planned Performance

First Semester--
Actual

First Semester,.
Planned

Comparison Judgment

Inputs
Cost

51307 51500
.,. -

1307/1500 Underspending
13%

Outputs
Rap

Sessions

Students
Reached

26

161

36

260

26/36

161/250 '

72% Effective

64% Effective

itteots
Students
Returning

125 115/125 92% Effecti
Not Bad

Impacts.

Acts of
Vandalism

9 14

Last Semester
9/14 36% Fewer;

Goal Attained

What do these few
they stimulate?

What They Say:

s say? What questions do they raise? What actions do

Inpute
- The project is underspending

Outputs
- The project is having fewer

rap sessions than planned

uestions/Actions:

Where is it underspgnding, why,

should the budget be reduced,
what can we do with the surplus

dollars?

Which sessions didn't occur, why,

was the schedule -too ambitious,
was-demand low at certain times?
Perhaps we should reduce the num-r

ber planned or change the schedule.
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what They Sav:
uestils/Actons:

Outputs (coned)
- The project is reaching si Why is pdrticipation low, what

carttly fewer students than
students are coming, what's the

planned
profile? Perhaps we need to pub-

licize more, change format, change

time.

cts
A significant number of students - How often do they return, what's.

4/,

do return to one or more rap
the profile of the returnees, `did'`

sessions
they return becauie they liked it?

. perhaps we should publicize this,
'

encourage more to come.

Impacts
, Vandalism is down this seine

A M0FZ E ED N OE TF UAT

What other factors might be con-
tributing to this decline, was the

actual cost of vandalism down?

Let's check that out.

The above survey can be expanded, made more comprehensive:and therefore more useful,

all within the systems framework. You could look not -only at total cost but at

cost in Several areas; you could look not only at the total numberof rap sessions

held but keep data on the number held on Mondays, and Tuesdays, etc.

Suppose that in the second semester of the same school year you expanded the original

Survey to include more elements and that you expanded your standards to measure

these additional elements.. By the end of the second semester your matrix might look

like thefollowing:'
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EVALUATION PORT MATRIX - AN EXTENDED CASE

Second Semester
Actual Performance

Second Semester
Planned performance

Comparison
Judg-
went

Inputs

Total $1220
-film $550 '

Total: $1500
-film $500-

1220/1500 =
550/500 =

80%

.
110%-Cost; total and

by type
- material $670 -material $1000 670/1000 = 67%

Time of sessions 96 ' per session 60 ' per session 96/60 160%
f

.

utpuOutputs
,

-Rap sessions Total: 30 Total: 36 30/36 83%

held: total and -Mondays 12 - Mondays 18 12/18 = 66%

by time -Tuesdays 18 -Tuesdays 18 18/18 a 100%

-Attendance Total M.: 17 Total M,: 15 . 17/15 = 113%,

-Monday M. 6 , -Monday M. 15 .6/15 = 40%

-Tuesday M. 23 -Tuesday M. 15 23/15 153%

-Individual stu-
dents reached:
total and by
type

Total: 202
Male 91 (45%)
-Female 111 (56%)
-White 126 (62%)

Total: 250 202/250, $0%

-Bleck-43 (22%)
-Hispanic 33 (1641)

cta

-Individual stu-
dents returning:
total and by
type & frequency

Total: 154
'-Me14 85 (93%)°

- Female 69 (59%)
-white 92 (73%)

Total: 125 154/125 = -123%

,-Black 34 (78 %)

-Hispanic 28 (84)

Total:.4 Last Semester 9 4/9 = 33%
-Acts of vandal-

ism; seal and
by type

- to individual
property 3

.

- to school
property 1

-Cost of vandalism
, .

$4000...00 Last _Semester
26,000.00

.

4000/26,000° 15%
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As you can see, your lity to evaluate the program has been greatly expanded.

Inputs
- The oroject is underspending again, especially for materials,

Outputs
- Sessions are lasting on the average 60 percent longer than expected..

- The project's holding 17 percent fewer sessions than planned; Monday is a bad

day.

- Attendance overall was better than canticipated; Tuesday sessions are too

wded.
The project, didn't reach as many students as desired; more girls are coming

than boys.

Effects
- Many more students stay with the sessions, especially boys, blacks and hispanics.

Impacts
- vandalism is tly down in acts and costs.

Actions
- The sessions may be contributing to increased student concern about vandalism

and having a ripple effect. We are not absolutely sure, but it might be good

to keep the sessions going next semester, publicize them more, drop the Monday

'date and pick another to relieve Tuesday, g4thcr the rap.session participants of

this year to plan some related projects next year, etc. Do something to retain the

girl participants (find'out
why-. they dropped out)-. GO some feedback from partici-

pants eo testour conclusion that the `sessions -did have some effect on their know-

ledge, attitude, and behavior.

CONMUSION

This brief background piece has sought to give the workshop participants a basid

introduction to evaluation by presenting-- r

A systeMs pe-ception of progr nsjprojects

The basic steo and logic of evaluation

A simple experience of a survey and a more in-depth study of a project.

participants are encouraged to go over their own,project's plans (present or
future)

and select the inpute, outputs, effects, and impacts, and relevant standard measures

in order to construct their own evaluation design.



OPTIONAL EXERCISES FOR NO 0LE 1.5

TRAINER'S NOTE: These two optional exercises can be used at the trainer's discre-

tion following Section 2.0 of the walk-through.

EXERCISE A

Below are some inputs, outputs, effects, impacts of a vandalism prevention project

which involves CB radio enthusiasts in reporting problems or potential problems

,observed at school.sites during nonschool hours.

Identify which are inputs (I), outputs (0), effects (E), and impacts (M).

a-

.b

Time spent observing a school site

A CB radio

General. reduction in activity around the school after hours

A school, security officer'' response to a CB report

A CB radio operator

A break-in prevented

A radio report Of a window left open

A general reduction in,vandalism costs over a 6-month pe i.d

(For trainer only: Answer key

- a - I; b E or M; d - E; e - I; 1 a E; g 0; h - M)



EXERCISE B

Below are some inputs, outputs, effects, impacts of a vandalism abatement project

that amounts to a media campaign to raise community awareness of the problem.

Idnetify which are inputs (I), outputs 0 effects (E) , and impacts (M).

a A newspaper add

b A,community leader who participates in a TV interview

TV or radio time

d A radio interview

e

n

Newspaper space

Increased concern among students

A'media persOn's know-how

A TV spot announcement

A completed poster

An artist

IN posted poster

increasedccommunity a eness of vandalism Costs

A reduction in vandalism--

Mar reports of vandalism

A P. a. exi t

New community ini' ,Lives regarcing school vandalism

Time per completed poster

r Cost'per.spot announcement

(For trainer only Answer key

. a - C b I; c d 0; e - I; f. E; -g I; h - 0; d; 3 -I; k-

, 1 - E; m M; - - I; p - M; q - I over 0; r- I over 0)



1 - Putting; It All-Together and Taking It flame

Course

Module
1.6 - Taking It Home

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

This module concludes he planning sessions -and aims to help participants consolidate

what they have learned. Aspects and levels of planning are discussed. Participants

are enabled, through group exercises, to develop recommendations and first planning
meeting agendas suitable for programs to prevent violence and vandalism in their own

communities.

Objectives
Participants will be able to--

1. Identify the three aspects of pla
development of programs !

2. Identify four levels of possible change

which are,important for successful

3. Develop recommendations suitable for their own community's programs

4. Build an agenda for a first planning session to meet a problem in their

own. community.

Target Au lences/Breakouts

This isa core. modUl targeted at the :preoperational and overatinal-leVels. It

therefore; appropriate for a,broad°mix of participants-.



Course

Module

in All To ether and Takin I

-,Taking It Home

Media/Equipmen

Overhead projec
Screen
Flip chart
Nei9print-
-Markers
Paper and pencils.

'Materials

511.1112M1a,

, -1.6.1 Individual Level of Change

1,6.2 Elassrodm Level of Change

,1.6.3 School/Neighborhood Level of Change'

1 . 6 . 4 Community Level- of. Change
,

Handouts

1.6.1 Ground Rules for M etlags
,Agenda Building:, A Team-Bu tlding Starter

A

Participant Worksheet

1.6.1 Recommendations

module
'Synopsis

(continued)
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individual Level of Change

I will work on my own intrapersonal skills.



Classroom Level of Change u

I will install new methods, materials,
processes, or techniques.



School/Neighborhood
Level of Change a

School and neighborhood joinlogetlier.



Community Level of Change .

Several schools and neighborhoods are
united.

194



Course
Module 1.6 - Takin

Total lime 1 hour and

103

:.ther and Taki t Home

mutes

Curse
Agenda

by Module

Module Summery
nn this final planning,session, participants develop reccmmendetions and build an agenda

for the first planning steps they will take in their- own communities.

Time

Course Su and ModUle Overt.

In this final planning session, three aspects of,pianning will be

explored: levels of planning, recommendations, and techniques for

initial action in the back-home situation.

2. Levels of ?la jra

Four levels of change are presented: individual, classroom, school/

neighborhood, ancamnunity.

Croup or individua -erci e s Rec©minendat

Participants write recommendations for programs or action steps

garable for their own schools and communities.

Introduction

Exercise with Wort sh

4 group Exercise: Techn ins or conducting Planning Sessions

.0

Participants bui1,1 an agenda for first meeting of a planning

group which they will be able to use in their own communities or

will develop first action steps they will take..

A. Discussion

S. Exercise ati&

5 min.

45 min.

min.



Course 1
Putting

Module
.6

All Together and Taking I owe

Taking It owe

Materials/Equipment Sequence /Activi

. Course Suwwa and. MoOle

Detailed,.
Walk.ThrOugh

Description

iew (5 min.)

Overhead
projector

Screen

Trainer should make the following points:

o This session is the final planning session and is

intended to help participants r t on the workshop.

content while considering some important elements of

planning that will help them take their learning home .

and see that it is put to good use

o During this session participants will consider,,three

aspects of planning that are important to making4hings

happen. They_are7-

Identflinin--Participauts should
begin to consider_the appropriate:prpgram scope
for back-home planning. For example, who should

be involved in initial planning? How many persons

or organizations?

Formulate Recommendations--Based on th,lir exper-

ience at the workshop; participants should

consider what they would recommend :o key persons

back home who might instigate planning and action

to prevent or control school violence or vandalism.

Develop a Technique for Running a First4lannin
Session--Participants need to be awdre4 ways o

make meetings work so that people come to the,

session committed to action and they stay involved.

Minilecture Using Transparencies: Levels of Planning (5 min.)

Trainer should make the following points:

One of the most important things to do is to decide

on the scope of planning prior to beginning formal

planning-sessions.

o There are several levels of planning. Depending on

the nature and extent of the problem, you may wish

to address problems at several levels--or at a single

level.



oriels/
Equipment

Transparency Show Tray. ,2ncy 1.6.1

1.6.1

escription

make the points below:

1i Level of Change .

York n my own intrapersonal skills.

o First: action may be taken at the individual level.

o All of us may need to build some intrapersonal skills,
develop coping mechanisms; build' our own feelings of
well-being,. (DI: learn a new technique for working with

students. Individuals are, after all, the ultimate unit

of change. In most cases, however, our planning teams
will be looking at a broader population.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency Show. Transparency 1.6.2 and make the points below:

1.6.2

Classroom Level of Change

I new methods, materials
probesses, or techniques.

o- Second: action may be taken at the classroom level.

6

o At the classroom level, a teacher (or several teachers)

decides to make changes that he or she believes will
ove,student performance in some way. The changes

may be curricular, procedural, or physical in nature.



Materials/
Equipment

L

Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency Show TransparenOy 1.6.3 and make the points bel

-L6.3

hool/Neighborhoocl
Level of Change

School and neighborhood join together.

Third: Action may be taken at the school /neighborhood

level. That is, planners may wish to look at the
school and its attendance area as the change target.

This strategy greatly increases the relpurces available

to influence change. The school staff and students now

have the efforts of parents, community members, and

r.communit agencies to enhance their program.agencies



-Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
1.6 '4

Sequence /Activity esoription .

Show Tansparency 1.6.4 and make these points:

Communi Level of Change

-veral schools and ne. jhborhoods are
-united

o Fourth: action may be taken at the community. 1nvel.

o Many of the problems that plimners will identify will

be problems that haVe their causes in the broader

community. Poor housing, unemployment, lack of
recreational facilities, and transportation are a few

of the types of problems that a school neighborhood

may eventually want to join with others to address.

Some participants may have the organization to do so

now. ,

Trainer should ask the following discussion questiops:

o At what level do you see' your school or community' b

engaging in planning to prevent school violence and

vandalism?

o What kinds of prOlems might be dei
leel but poorly at another level?

h well at one



Sequence /Activity Description

OU or- Individual Rxerri se
lk

: Recommenda iohs 45 min.

A'. Introduction

Trainer makes the following points:

o During the workshop, participants have heard about many
programs and strategies for reducing school violence

and vandalism. .They have also heard the stress on making

things happen at home.

o This session is intendedtd allow you to consider what
you think ought to take place a -your dwn schools and .

communities.

You are.going to write recommendations to be preiented'

to Appropriate persons in your,back-home settings--

persons who .are is a position to initiate. action.

o You-will share-these recommendations with the trainers,

and they will be copied and returned to you.

o Trainers need copies so that they can begin,to develo2

a feel for the kinds of technical assistance that local

sites will be requesting in the future.

B. Exercise With Worksheet

Trainer gives the following directions:

o Group yourselves with others from your school sites.

o If you are the only representative from your area, you
7hould work alone.

Refer to Worksheet 1.6.1, Recommendations, and give the

following directions: "_

o Your role as a workshop participant is ndt complete until

you have taken action. One such action is reporting on

this workshop to others.

A report should contain your,recommendations.,

c Work alone'Ar with others from your community and co lete
. .

Worksheet 1.6.1, Recommendations.

o These should be recommendations that you feel are most

appropriate to your situation. Recommendationsshould
be basethon your workshop experience.



Materials/
Equipment

Flip ,chart
Newsprint
Markers

Paper and
pencil for
each person

Handout
1.6.1

.10

Sequence/Activi_ Description

Make recommendations in as many of the folio

as possibly :

- Programs' e should learn more about,

Specific strategies we should consider

I
g areas

Persons or groups that ought to hear about this
workshop and the ideas presented"

- Suggestions fox developing a planning s.

o You have 30 minutes.

After 30 minutes, trainer aske participants to join another

group (or individual)/and excharige and;:ritique recommendations

. 10- minute., discussion

Minilecture and Group Exercise:. Techniques for Conducting_Planning

Sessions (50 min.

A. Mini lecture

Trainer should.make,the following Points:
ot$

o Once one. has decided who will be involved in_planning,
planners are ready to hold_the fist planning meeting.

o Ideally, the first and all-later. sessions will run
efficiently --in a manner that keeps people interested.

During the remainder of this sessidn,wear'e,-going to
look at some ways to Make those' meetings work.

Refer to Handout, 1.6.1, Ground.Rules for Meetings, and m

the_folldwing points:

o First, there are soMe.ground rules for unning meetings.

We know from experience thatthese rules are important.

Do not forget them while designing meetings.-

Trainer should discuss handout, if necessary.-

o Second, each meeting requires an agenda. To achieve

maximum group involvement, there are-many occasions
when the agenda should be set by the group. This-may

I be true of the first-planning meeting you work with

During thit meeting.you want pesiple' to--

Get acquainted



Sequence Activi ,Desctiption

- Begin to discuss the problems of school vio'lence
and vandalism tt they perceive 'to be important.

o This exeircise,is an effective technique for group agenda-

setting.

B. Exercise

4
Tra ner should make the following poin

o This agenda - setting exercise will give you an opportunity
to review and-summarize the problems and solutions to

problems you haVe,eacountered during the week.

o Think about what you have learned during the week and t4
recommendations that were made in the previous exercise.

(Pause.)

Imagine that his is the first meeting of a school and

neighborhood lanningigroup in your own town or city. "

You are, going to build an agenda for a discussion of the

problems that concern the eoup.

o Procee d through these steps:

---(1 ) Pair-off_with someone you have not worked with
during the conferhte-and find .a place in the

room to sit and ealk,

(2) Interview each other for 5 minutes each. The

question far the interview is, "What are the
important school violence'and_vpdalism

problems in your community ?" Interviewers, do

not take notes, but help cla,rify the views of

your partner and try to remember all pertinent

remarks. You will be asked to report on what
_

your partner said.
4

Trainer reassembles,group in ,a circle after the interviewing

phase is completed. Each member takes a turn reporting to,
the group'what his or her partner said.

'Trainer lists all the.probleMs on a flip chart as they are''

'stated. An individual may "correct the record" of the trainer

if needed., During th is-phase,.team members may ask questions,

for clarifitation but no discussionls permitted,-1
.

Trainer posts the list'of .problems on the wall and numbers

each item. 1)uplicatioUs are eliminated. ,

.

Trainer. instructs each group member to select by number the

three problems that he or she believes to-be most important.



ateriels/
.,Equipnient Sequence /Activity Description

Trainor tallies on the newsprint e'numbef of participants

who have selected each item.

,Trainer then posts a new list of items which contains- those

'probleffis that were chosen most often by participits. i

Trainer directs each participant to rank order'the problems.
"1" is the item they would most like to discuss. (If more

than eight problems are on the list, have participants rank-

them.high, medium, and low.)

Trainer makes a tally for each item. (For example, item A

receives 10 one's, 5 two's, and 3 three's, etc\)

Trainer prepAreg the final agenda from this 1

Trainer asks the following ,discussion
ilcompleted:

Handout-

questions when the agenda

`How did you feel about the final agenda?

Why did the, process make you feel this way?

o Couldiyou use this process? How?

Trainer, distribute Handout 1.6.2, Agenda Building: A Team-

Building Starter, and make the following concluding point:

This handout is 'a copy of the exercise we have just
completed. It may help you as you plan for your own

school and.community.,



Course
Module

Worksheet1

- Putting

51

Together d Taking It Home

RecoMmendations

Participaht
Worksheet

Write recommendations far each topic listed below. These are recommendations you

believe should be considered by persons to who .you will be reporting upon your

return home.

Programs .we should learn more about.

2. Specific

3.- Persons or g

ies we should consider to reduce school violence and vandal

Cups that ought to hear about this workshop and the ideas presented.

estions for developing planning process locally

Other

Tq whom will these recommendations be ed?

Name
address

Phone



Course puttinc_ItA

Module1-6 0 Takin

Background I-0 1.6.

109

her and Takin t Home

Ground Rules for Meetinss

-Start on time.

Develop and review the agenda.

Conduct one piece of business at atime.

Participation is a right . . and a responsibility.

Initiate ideas

Background.
Materials

Support . . . challenge . . counter. Diffe ences, resolved constructively,'

lead to creative problem solving.

7. Give others a chance-to-talk Silence_does .a ways mean agreement.

8. Communicate authentically. What a uers n says should reflect what he or she

thinks as well as what he or she feels, -

Conduct group business in front'of the group.

Conduct personal business outside of the meeting.

11.. Develop conditions of reSpect,'acceptance, trust", caring.

12. Develop alternative aporoachesto the solution of a problem.

13. Test for readiness to make decisions.

14. Make the decision.

15. Assign followup actions and responsibilities.

16. Summarize what has, been accomplished

17. End on time.

Learn earning Posters, Boston, 1971.



Course

Module
Background 1-0

Home

SOurce:

2

166. AGENDA: SETTING:
A TEANIBUILDING STARTER

Background
Materials

Cod!
I. To create and rank-onler an agenda for II team-building session
, in gettenste owiliffship of and commitment to minimally perceived problems

facing a work group.

III. To develop erlreetive listelring skills.

Group Size
-

"arms- experience is intended 'is initial 41ctivity in team-

ticvelopliwnt 'pro r m 7In. -tetim" may be any work unit...such as it einuinittee. task
'force, prodoction line, or decision-making group.)

Tit

Apprusinlalely, tuner 1191'1

Materials

I Newsprint. I markers, rtnd masking tape.

II. P:ip6i and a Ixencii for each participial .

Physical Setting

A mom large el igh fur pair s_crf pirticipants_ to me cst priva ly. %Vail

needed for -posting.

PrIxesa.

-114fatillt,i c f and gives 't brief nvct n. v or 'the

design.

II Team in .mberx are instructed off by selecting : person with hom they
have not Ialkedrrecendy.

III. AVI!en pairs are assembled in separate places the facilitatnr tells them
to'take tunis interviewing each other. The topic fair ilw interview is ...What prob-
lem situations shmild we work on in this teum-Imililing sessiimir. Each.particioint
will have lis.c minute, to interview his piirliier. Interviewe'rs art. not Iii-mke notes,
hilt they are to he prep:Inca to report %vialt their interviewee said.

'Agenda Setting: A Team Building Starte
University Associates (Pfeif fer & Jones)

'I 'ructured Experience 166,
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Agenda Torun-Baildhsg Starter 109

IV. After the interviewing phase l i eumpletetI the tea re. I:lidded in a circle.
(The facilitator reinuins outside the circle.) Each member-takes a turn reporting to
she team (not to the niuiliiiitno what his partner said. The facilitator lists 011
priilt each members suggested problem situutionslin the member's own words).
Each interviewee then "corrects the record- by adding anything that the inter.
viewer left out or by adjusting any misperceptions. During this phase. team menu -
hers nay resptind only by asking questions for clarification.

V. The lists of problentsituations are posted art a wall, and the items arearc aaurilicred.
Duplicates are combined or are given the same number.

VI. The Facilitator instructs each team member to select, by number, the three ,prob-
Imn *thalami that he believes are most important. Thep the Facilitator tallies ins
the newsprint the number of members who have indicated each of the items.

VII. The fucilitator posts u new list el the items with the highest frequencies in the

.Each participant is instructed to rank - order these problein situations indepei
dently, in terms of whWh are most inniortnist. The rink "1" is to be assignetIM the
::etri that the member believes :nest be discussed it the-teaupbuilding session is
iwbe successful. The second Mint-pressing situation is .imilkod-".2..' and so on.-

IX. The facilitator the ranks assigned tifeacIt.of tbe:items by asking how many

members ranked item A -asI.-2..3. etc. (if there ere nuire than six or seven-items.
the hilly 'Can he-hased on a Thigh.. medium; or low: oinking.

X The Facilitator posts the final genda:on -newsprint. Ile-le:ids%
lions to the agenda-MAting process.

. The interview time can be vend& ta take into account,the length of the-team-
building Session In a brief meetil.g the. Interviewers cun ask for the one problem
tituation dint needs to he faced by the team.

II The leader of the tetun ustcad of the facilita r) can I-Unction the rder.

Similar Structured,Experfenee Structured Experience 45, Vat III: 65; 73 Annual BT.

Suggested Instruments: 75 Annual: ':Problem-Anelysis Questionnaire,' "plegnosing (Drys-
elzaticw Ideology." ,

LaCturetla Sources: 72 Annual: "Ooonne,s.ColhAllori and Feedback"; 72 Annual: "'the Sens-
ingirite.view"; 74 Annual: "Thorn-fiuktIng."

soaoitted by:jodin g. Janes.

Structured Es' rien



Course Putting It All,Together'and Taking Home

Module s One

Purpose

MticlOe'
Synopsis

The simulation contained in this module is a problem-solving exercise. Its purpose
is"to 'help participants identify causes of in-school disorders and to describe some
behaviors and strategies for coping with them.

Objectives
Participants will be able to--

1. Identify an in- school- problem and list causes of the problem situation

-'Propose strategies'fOr resolving the proble-
,

Identify behaviors which help and hinder problem resolution.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This exercise has been designed for all workshop participants. It is a large group

activity Which requirep participants,to relate ideas presented in-several of the
modules.-

09



1 - Putting It All Together and TakinCourse

Mo dule S Simulation - -In- School Incident

Media/Equip-- -en_

Materials

HandoutsHandouts

Mod l
Synopsis

continued

5.1 In-School Incident: Setting and Characters

5.2 In-School Incident: Scenario

S.3 In-School Incident Scenario: What Actually Happened

Background Materials (Trainer/Participant)

5.1: "Conflict Resolution Strategies," Joan A.. Stepsis, from The 974,

Handbook.for Grou Facilitators .

Back :und Ma _ ,(Trainer)

.2

3

it
"A Model of Intergroup Problem Solving," John \E. Jones and
Anthony J. Reilly, editors, from The 1975 Annual Handbook for
Group Facilitators.
Dimensions of Effective.Problem Solving
A Basic Sequence for Problem Solving"
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Cowie Puttina It All cede and Tk g-It Hole

Modulta atkon--In-Schook Incident

Total-Time 1 hour and 0 minutes

Module Summary

Course
Agenda

by Module

This simulation asks participants toreview and attempt to re3olv0 a school-problem.

Its purpose:is to help participants identify causes of in- school disorders,possible

strategies that may be taken, and. positive behaviors for coping with such disruPtions.

Act Summary Time

10 min
oduction:

-

Trainer reviews the pUrpose and tasks for the simulati on. Special

emphasis is placed----upon participants respondin to the School

problem from the persPective of their actual job or role in the

school or community.

imulation Part l

A. -Preiiminary,birections

Trainer divides participants into 5., subgroups ed upon their

job and epresentation in the audience.

Small Group Activiy,

20 min.

J-
Trainer states the task and pflrpose of.the small group activ-

ity: Participants work for 15 minutes to decide-uppnways,to

handle the problem.

:Trainer requests_that a representative come forward'from-each

subgroup,- Each Member'willbe representing 'their respective job/

role in this "generalmeeting" where they will be decidinT"what

the principal Should do and why.".

simulation;,-- Part 2

The '"general meeting" occurs.

1
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A v /Content Surnnia

5. Presentation of the Wa _blew Was-Act- nd.Discussion 15 re

A, Trainer Explanation

Trainer'explains.that this acenario actually occurred and pres.en
the,manneein which one principal actually handled the incident.

Reading of:an'Tn-Schoonciden_ S enario: What Actue_15

Happened'- and Group DiscussiOn

Participants reviewthe'actual resolution of the problem, compare
it to their suggested strategies,. and review which behaviors in
the group helped or hindered the resolution of the problem.



Course

Module

Putting It All Together and Taking It Home

ulation"In-School Incident

Materials/Equipment

A

Handout
5.1

Handout
5.2

Detailed
Walk -Through

Sequence/Activi Description

Introduction Using Handouts mini)

(NOTE: This simulation asksparticipants to view a problem
situation in a school and decide how to resolve it. Emphasis
is placed on people with actual jobs/roles in, the school or
community performing their real parts. Prior to beginning this
module, trainer should-- review the Registration Roster to ascertain
the number and jobs of participants in the audience. Shortly,

participants will-be asked to break into%five, or so, subgroups
-based upon their actual jobs. While five specific subgroupeare
suggested--administrators, teachers, parents, students, and
counselori--trainer should be,prepared to possibly form other
subgroups depending upon the audience composition. For exampfe,
if there are a number of security pers9nnel and no counselors,
form a security group instead. If some groups, have only a few

members, e.g., students, be prepared to.place people who hay%
_similar interests,, e.g., student advocates, into this group.)

Theprocedures are as follows:

Trainer distributes Handout S.1, ,In-School Incident:
Setting, and Characters, andbriefly.desoribes each of
the main characters in the simulation.

2) T iner reads the problem situation and distributes
Handout S.2, In-School Incidents Scena io, and makes

the following points: -

=

o The purpose_of this simulation is to explore the-
nature of:the identified problem( ) and to work
toward solutions.

Participants.will 'be asked to identify the
ftoblem, describe the general\nature of the
problem (prejudice, communication, rules,
regulations), aad attempt to resolve it.

.o In order to ensure that a variety of points of.
view are represented, and that authintic'and .
honestly held opinions and feelings get expressed,
you will soon be asked to represent the actual
role/job'you currently hold in the school-oe,,
community as you attemnt to resolve the problem.



Materials/
EquiPment

Simulation: Part_ C20 min,

A. Preliminary Directions

The procedures are as follows:

(1) Divide participants into five _subgroups according
to their jobs or roles. Administrators, teachers,
parents', students, and counselors each form dne group.

Small

Participants should be formed into,five small circles
so that the members of each subgroup can easily hear
one another.

Tell the participa
//
nts they will be reviewing what

happened in the problem situation from their real role
perspective, and then making decisions'concerning what
the school should do.

Trainer gives the following directions-to all, participants.

Each subgroup no has three tasks--

Within-your group, review 'and discuss
"what happened " .from your role perspective.

Based upon yeur role in' the school or
community, decide "what the-principal should
do and why." ConSider the general solution,,

to this inc dents what strategies mustbe
taken, and any issues t =be considered.

Select one volunteer in your group to act as a
representative.

Participants have A minutes for discussion within
eir subgroups.

At the conclusion of the group discussions,the
representgtives from each group will gather.' in :the

front of the rook. Each representative will,astume
that they are attending a meeting of representatives
to discuss "what should be' done."'

Trainer in cts grouris to star



oriels/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

Preparing for Part f 11 le' Simulation

Trainer defines the task andsummarizes the procedures:.

TraAner asks groups to conclude their discussions and
prepare to address "what the principal should do and'whyT

Trainer asks representatives from each subgroup to move to
the front of,the room or around a table, if available.

o Trainer designates_a chairperson and asks reach- representative.
to state which group they represent and give a brief state-
ment about the responsibilities associated with that
respective job.

4.

Trainer instructs the group to proceed as if in a meeting of
representatives whose task is to decide what strategies
should be taken to resove' the problem.,

(NOTE: Possible strategies or issues participants may raise or
trainer may wish to use to facilitate discussion include--

%

Involving,parents,

Establishing clear cut sanCt one

HaVing a clear discipline code

b.

- Providing a protese for :educating students regarding
their rights and responsibilities

- Clarifying who is really in charge of disci

Addressing issues of confidentiality.)

Simulation :, Part 2' (20 min.)

The group activity proceeds in the form o "general meeting"

discuss what should be done.

After about 15 minutes, trainer needs to draw the discussion to"a
closing. Groups may wish to take a brief break.



. Materials/

..'EquipMent Sequence /Activity Description,

Presentation of the Way the Problem Was Actually Handled
and Discussion (15 min.

A. Trainer lanation ',

o Trainer explains-that the school problem-the participants
have been working on actually occurred. Namei and
location have been chahged.

o Trainer states that, shortly, participants' can see
what-one ,principal,and school staff.actually
remedy this problem.

q

o Trainer further explains that this case illUstrateg-o e
good way.tO handle such an incident. it is
clear thattheir actual solution is not.the only or

necessarily best' solution.

Handout Trainer asses to all participants Handout S 3 InTSchoot

Inciden Scenario: What Actually Happened.

B. Reading of an 'In-School Incident Scenario: Wh
Ha ened' and Group Discussion

Trainer tells.the group to take about three to
minutes to read 'What Actually Happened'.

o Trainer explains that, if the group wishes, they
welcome to discuss, the solution that was taken o
their own suggested solutions.

Trainer explains session.will conclude by participants
stating which behaviors during the general meeting helped
or hindered the rescilution of the pkoblem.

are
review



In-Schoolincident:
Setting .and Characters

HAN
Si .

UT

'Orexall High School:is a large city high school with 2500 'students. One group

within the school haiAifficulty with reading and,mathematici, therefore, they

participe--to in catch-i.sessions. To reward these students for the hard wick require

in these catch-up sessions, students are allowed to chohse one of four popular

electives: -COmmercial Foods, Fashion Design, dirt/photography, or Auto
Repair'.

'is the princ pal of the school.. She has been hired because ofher

proven qapability to work successfully with young people' -charged situations.

7 Ie.

_ .
-

MS. CARNEIRO the teacher in the commercial foods course.

ROBERTO, a l5year:old "black" Puerto Rican boy, small in size. Be was borh in

the irOnx and has been 4ving in the town of "Drekell for three years. "I'm not`

Puerta*RY6an and I don't speak Spanish," he says. He has failed three subjects

during the past school year Because of that he is attending the catch-up session.

An,indePehdent-person,
Robertwearns money by Subcontracting jobs from an auto

Alic4. His mdther is'on welfare, and his father has returned, at least temObrarilY,

to Puerto Rice. 4oberto hasan older brother and four younger sisters. He liires,

in the` Spanish part of town which is abdut six miles from the school and ha.Kecently

enrolled in the commercial foods course.

ROSE MICHAELS is k15-year-old Irish girl

WI away three times during the past year

emper. Her father'is out of work. He

AR. Her er is, as the school'people

working her v ay throUgh collage.

SAM MICHAELS is'Rose'd.father a

who lives in the neighborhood. She has

She has a reputation forhaving a hot

a member of, an antibusing groupcalled

call,it, "crazy:" Rose's older sister is



In-School Incidents
Scenario

HAN
S.2

The only "violent'incident' e,summer session at Drexell occurred in the co _ercial

foods classroom where Roberto', a'15-yeartold-boy, threatened to injure Rose, a

fellow studeht.

Upon returning to the cooking room after math class to check up on his loaves of

bread, Roberto was upset when he cut into the apparently perfect loaves and discovered

that the .dough had fallen into-a heavy sodden:mass beneath the golden crust.

Ms. Cacneiro the teacher tried to explain. to Roberto what had happened in terms of

the action of yeast and to make a lesson out of the occurrence, but Roberto was in

no mood to listen. He blurted out: _"Give me the dough, I'll throw it at the white

-kids."

Rose, who was hovering nearby, intruded, "Why don't you throw it 'ata' spick instead ?"
0

Roberto flared up and brandished the bread knife he had been cutting the loaves with

at her .Ms. Carneiro grabbed his wrist, made him drop, the knife, and ordered him to

accompany her to the principal's office. The one security officer assigned to the

school for the summer session was absent on personal time to attend the funeral of a

close family member.
V

Ms. Carheiro briefly described the_ cident in the cooking room-to Mrs. Riesman,and

then left the principal. to talk with,Roberto. After getting Roberto's account of

the incident and walking him back to the cooking room to pick up his belongings,

Mrs.. Riesman dismissed him for the day saying that she wanted to, see him:when school

Opened,the next morning.

She called Ms. Carneiro back to her office to record the details of the incident,

and then she called Rose in to her office to get her side of the story.



HANDOUT
5.3

School Incident Scenario:
What Actually_Happened.

During her^initial discussion with Roberto immediately after he was brought to her
office, Mrs. Riesnan had asked Roberto' whether or not he minded being in school and
whether or not he minded her calling his, mother. He was still angry and he said he
didn't need so mint people telling him what to do. She suggested he might think of
dropping out, but he said that he knew he needed school.

While walking back to the-cooking room with Roberto, Mrs. Riesman noticed that he
was tense, but that he did not flinch or resist when she gently touched his sh9ulder.
He seemed to be calming down.

Her mind raced as she reviewed the possible consequences of the incident. To
brandish a bread,knife was a'threatening and frightening act. But it was not as if
.Roberto had brought the knife into school with him. It might just as well have been
a spoon lying about that he had seized upon. Many of the tools in home economics
and in shop could be used as weapons. This was the first difficult episode of the
summer; 'and things.had been going so well To'exaggerate the importance of this
incident might set off a:chain reaction. On the other hand, the Michaels family had
been leaders in the community anti-integration, anti-busing faction. Once Mr.- Michaels

heard of the incident, there would be trouble with him immediately. And meanwhi-
what would Rose's side of the story sound like?

Mrs. Riesman studied Roberto carefully as he gathered his books and left the school
to return home. Be seemed to have calmed down, and to be quiet and reflective. She

sent for Rose and discussed the incident with her at length.

The rest of the afternoon she spent on the telephone talking with Mr. Michaels and
alerting him of'the incident. She made an appointment to stop at the Michaels' home
on her own way home at the end of the school day. She also called Roberto's mother,
and asked her to come to school in the morning with Roberto.

During the meeting with Mr. Michaels, she got him/to agree to meet at school
morning with Roberto's mother.

That evening, she contacted a young counselor who had been assisting her during the
school year as a trouble shooter. He had grown up in the neighborhood and was
studying for a social work degree. He had been remarkably successful in winning the
respect aril trust of students from all the racial and ethnic groups represented at
the school, not just those of Irish background like him. He agreed to meet with

Roberto the next day.

The next morning, the two families and the principal met together for several ho
Roberto's mother wept and scolded her son. Mr.. Michaels began the session very
belligerently and attacked the principal for not having called in the police. He

threatened to report the incident to the press. While the parents were discussing
the incident, Mrs. Riesman sent Rose and Roberto out to talk with the counselor. He

met with each of them separately, and then called them in together.



At the end of the morning meetings, Riesman suggested that everyone concerned
needed more time ts.th n things over. She offered to call everyone that evening.

Thecouiselor then met with her to report that Rose had apologized to Roberto, and
admitted that she had been insulting and provocative. Roberto, in his way, had
admitted that he _had been too quick to take action, and that'to pick up a knife had
been a dangerous and serious action to take under the circumstances. The counselor
had pointed out to him that he needed to think about possible ways of acting when he
was called a spic, that it wasn't the last time it was going to happen.

Mrs. Riesman-called Mr. Michaels to report the outcome of the meeting with the
counselor, and to praise Rose's apology as very "ladylike".

During the course of the rest of the week, there were_many other-telephone conver-
sations, and-finally the-case was considered closed. In discussing the episode with
Ms. Carneiro, Mrs. Riesman poixted out to her that a very important skill for teachers
to acquire was the ability to deal' with kids and their"emotions, and to use episodes
like this one to teach them aboutIthemselves and about how to deal with other people
in ways that dig:1;1ot lead to their harming themselves or others.

The counselor said that he had used guilt to get Roberto and Rose to come
with each other.

Ms. Carneiro expressed to the principal her discovery that you could get close to
kids, and that you needed to get close to kids to be an effective disciplinarian in
the classroom. Mrs. Riesman again stated her basic philosophy that teachers and
principals were there to serve kids, albeit under difficult circumstances, but
expressed confidence that together they could work out policies-end strategies that
worked.

Several days later Roberto agreed to appear before visiting delegation of youth
workers from Germany who ran refuges for runaway kids. Together with the principal
he told his version of the incident before the foreign audience. It was clear that
he understood the issues at .stake, ala when he was finished the audience tapped on
the table in applause. The leader pointed out to Roberto that "you are a very
courageous boy".

(R-1 15/79)
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ether and Taking t

ncident

Background

"Conflict - Resolution ie_

Conflict is a daily reality, for everyone. Whether
at home or at work, an indiVidual's needs and val.
ues constantly and invariably come into opposi.
don with those of other people. Some. conflicts

= are relativiriiiiihr, easy to handle, or capable
of being overlooked. Others of greater magni-
tude, however, require a strategy for successful
resolution if they are not to create constant ten;
sion or lasting enmity in home or busLness.

e agility to resolve conflict successfully is
probably one -of the most important social shills
that an individual can possess. Yet there are few
formal opportunities in our society to learn it.
Like any other human skill, conflict resolution
can be taught: like other skills, it consists of a
number of important, mbskills, each separate
and yet interdependent. These skills need to be
assimilated at both the Copitive and the behay.
ioral levels (i.e., Do\ I Understand how conflict
can be resolved? C I resolve specific con-
flicts?).

RESPONSES TO CONFLICT SITUATIONS

Children develop th it own personal strategies'
for dealing with confl ct. EVen if these preferred
approaches do not re lve conflicts successfully,
they continue to be -ed because of a lack of
awareness of alternate, es .

.

Conflict-resolution eaiors may be classified
into three categories avoidance, defusion. and
confrontation. The a companying figiire illus-
trates that avoidance i at one\ extreme and con-
frontation is at the oth

*von:lance
I_

Datum n

A continuum of Reopen ea to or feict Sttua

Powor Net

Confron

Background
Materials

Avoidance
Some people attempt to avoid conflict situations
altogether or to avoid certain types of conflict.
Thesepeople- terid-to -repress emotional reac-
tions, look the- other way, or leave the situation
entirely (for example. qUit a job. leave school, get
divorced). Either they cannot face up to such sit-
uations effectively,:or they do not have the skills
to negotiate them effectively.

Although avoidance strategies do have sur-
vival value in those instances where escape is
possible, they usually-do not provide the individ-
ual with a high level of satisfaction. They tend zo
leave doubts and fears aboutimleeting the same
type of situation in the future, sand about such
valued traits as courage or persistence.

Defusion

This tactic is essentiall:t. a delaying action. Defu.
sion strategies try td cool off the situation, at least
temporarily, or to keep the issues so unclear that

. attempts at confrontation are improbable. Re-
solving minor points while Avoiding or delaying
discussion of the major problem, postponing a
Lunfruntation witii a more auspicious time, and
avoiding clarification of the salient issues under-
lying the conflict are examples of defusion.
Again, as with avoidance strategies, such tactics
work when delay is possible, but they typically
result in feelings of dissatisfaction, anxiety about
the future, and concerns about oneself.

Confrontation
The third major strategy involves an actual con-
kontation of conflicting issues or persons. Con.
frontation can. further be subdivided into power
strategies and negotiation stratecries. Power
strategies include the, use of physical force k a

punch in the nose. war): bribery (money. favdrs):
and punishment (withholding love. money,. Such

ns tactics are often very effective from the point of



view of the -successful- party in the conflict: He
wins. the other person loses. Unfortunately, how-
ever_ for the loser the real conflict may have only
just begun. Hostility, anxiety, and actual physi-
cal damage are usual byprOducts of these win-
lose power tactics.

With negotiation strategies, unlike power con-
frontations, both sides can win. The_aim=of_neg
nation is to resolve the conflict with a corn-
'promise or -a solution which is mutually satisfy-
ing to all parties involved in the conflict. -Ne-
gcitiation, then, seems to provide the most pos-
itive and the leaSt negative byproducts of all
conflict-resolution strategies.

NEGOTIATION SKILLS

Successful negotiation, however, requiies a set of
skills which must be learned and practiced.
These fills include (1) the ability to determine
the nature of the conflict, (2) effectiveness in in-
itiating confrontations. (3) the ability to hear the
other's point of view; and (4) the utilization of
.problem-solving processes to bring about a con-
sensus decision.

Diagnosis
Diagnosing.the nature of a conflict is the starting
point in any attempt at resolution through nego-
tiation. The most important issue which must be
rl Wed is w.ither the conflict is an ideological
(value) conflict or a "real" (tangible) conflictor
a combination of both. Value conflicts are ex-
ceedingly difficult to negotiate: If for example, I
believe that women should be treated as equals
in every phase of public and private life, and you
believe they should be protected or prohibited in
certain areas, it would be very difficult for us to
come to a position that would satisfy us both.

A difference of values. hoivever, is really si
nificant only when our opposing views affect us
in some real or tangible way. U your stand on
women's place in society results in my being de-
nied a job thlt I want and am qualified to per-
form. then we have a negotiable conflict. Neither
of us needs to change his values for us to come to
a mutually acceptable. resolution of the -real"
problem. For example. I may get the job but, in

118

return, agree to accept a lower salary or a differ-
ent title or not to insist on using the all-male ex-
ecudve dining room. If each of us Stands on his

. principlesmaintaining our value conflictwe
prcibably-will make little headway. But if in-
stead, we concentrate on the tangible effects in
the conflict, we may be able to devise a realistic
solution.

The Israeli-Arab conflict provides a good ex-
ample of this point. In order to settle the tangible
element- in the conflictwho gets how much
landideoloc.,ical differences do not need to be
resolved. It is land usage that is the area of the
conflict amenable to a negotiated settlement.

It is important to determine whether a con-
flict is a real.or a yalue conflict. If it is a conflict in
values resulting in nontangible effects on either
party, then it is best tolerated. If, however, a tt,n-
gible effect exists, that element of the conflict
should be resolved.

Initiation
A second skill necessary to conflict resolution is

ectioeness in initiating a confrontation. It is
important-not to begin by attacking or demean-
ing the opposite party. A defensive reaction in
one or both parties usually blocks a quick-resolu-
don of differences. The most effective was. to _

confront the other-party is for the individual to
state the tangible effects the conflict has on him
or her. for example: "I have a prPblem. Due to
your star,d cn. st. omen as e am
unable to apply for the .7upervisory position- that
I feel I am qualified to handle.- This approach is
more effedtive than saying, -You male chauvinist
pigvou're discriminating against me- In other
words, confrontation is not synonymous with ver-
bal attack.

Listening
After the confrontation- has been initiated. the
confronter must be capable of hearing the other's
point of view. If the initial statement made bv
the other person is not what the confronter Was
hoping to hear. defensive rebuttals. a..-hard-line-
approach. or explanations often follow. Argu-
ment-provoking replies should be avoided. The
confronter should not attempcto defend himself.



explain his position, or make demands or threats.
Instead, he must be able to engage in the skill'
termed reflective or active listening. He should
listen and reflect and paraphrase or clarify the
other, person's stand. When the confronter has in-
terprited his opposition'S position to the satisfac-
tion of the otherperson, he should again_present
his own point of view, being careful to avoid
Value statements and to concentrate on tangible
outcomes. Timm Ily, when the confronter listens
to the other person, that person lowers his de-
fewes and is, in turn, more ready to hear another
point of view. Of course, if both persons are
skilled in active listening, the chances of success-
ful negotiation are much enhanced.

Problem-Solving
The final skill necessary to successful negotiation
is the use of the problem-solving process to nego-
tiate a consenstu deciSion. The steps in this proc-
ess are simply stated and easy to apply. (1)
Clazifyir g the problem: What is the tangible is-
sue? does each party-stand on the issue?
(2) Generating and evaluating a number of pos-
sible solutions. Often these two aspects should be
done separately. First, all possible solutions
- should be raised in a brainstorming session. Then
each proposed solution should be evaluated. (3)
Deciding together (not voting) on the best solu-
tion. The one solution most acceptable to all

source The

Joan A. Stepsis
74
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parties should be chosen. ( ) Flanning the'
implementation of the solution. Howwill the so-
lution be carried out? When? 5) Finally, plan-
ning for an evaluation of the -- solution after a
specified period of time. This last step is essen-
tial. The first solution chosen is not always the
best-or-most-workableAf-the-fu-st-solutiarchas
flaws, the problem-solving process should be be-
gun again at step 1.

Since negotiation, is the most effective of all
conflict-resolution,strategies, the skills necessary
to achieve meaningful negotiation are extremely
irnponaut in facing inevitable conflicts.

Suggeited Activity
See also "Conflict Fantasy: A Self - Examination,"
in the Structured Experiences section of this
Annual.

Joan A. Stepsis

REFERENCES
Cordon. T. Parent effectiveness training. New York.: Peter H. We-

den. Inc.. 1971. This hook outlines a similar lypinAch to negep
ng. emphasizing parent-child conilic:i. It 410 contains

several exercises; relevant to a number of thc =I ..cttx.ed in
this leerurette. The author-is indebted to Card u for his differ.
enciation of "rear vs. "ideological"

%%Iles% C. E. %Vin/lose situations. In I. E. Jones and J. W. Pfeiffer
The 1973 annual handbook for graup facilitators. Silt

Diego: University .kssociates, 1973. 1115.107.

Fac litators University Associates,



Course l Puttin= It All To

Module

Background 1.3

d 'akin Home

SimulationInsot= Incident

a

2

A MODEL t F INTERGROUP PROBLEM SOLVING

background
Materials,

Type of
Intergroup
Relationship

Modal
Issues

Problem
Sources

Common
Dysfunctions.

Resulting
Dysfunctional'
Dynamic

Intervention
Foci

Common
Interventions

Openness Structure Closed data
flow

Guessing Influence lmagc exchange (Piot Ter
c & Jones, 1974, p. 81)

Morale Cornernmicstion
network Imposed

Resistance Opening the
data flow

organizational mirror,
(Pfeiffer & Jones, 1974.

Vertical Risk Weng decisions Mistrust- p. 78)
Decision- Participation

Control making Feeling of Confrontation
patterns Communication

from top
down

impotence

We /they
a titude

meeting

Minutes exchange
Intergroup lab
Task forces

Cooperation Accountability
system

ck of -,
sharing

Competition
(overlearned

Norms
Image exchange (Pfeiffer

Competition and Clarification & Jones, 1974, p. 81)

Experiments-
Reward system Boundaries -'reinforced) of values

and goals
Intergroup lab

Horizontal Hon Lack of Withholding Representatives
fraternise- data and Interdepen- at meetings

Identity flora resources dence
Minutes exchange

Territory We/they
attitude Win what/lose what?

Reinforcing
allegiance

Jones & Pfeiffer, 1975,
p. 51) -

EFERENC

Jonah I. a., & roma, J. W. (gdo. The 1673 group *Minors. la Jolla. Car.: Univessity Al-
sociato,1413.

fire.I. W., & Jones. J. E. (MI.). A handbonk al stinutureti arm-mews farh1111Min relations trolning.Nni.11 II. L. Jolla.
Cain UnirrnIW Asmiates. 1974. John E. Jones and Anthony J. Reilly



Course

Module

Putting_ItAll Together erid Taking It Home

Simulation--in-school Incident

Background I-13, S .3

.Dimensions of_E_fec iveuytoblem Solving

Background
Materials

_Convener or chairperson of a problem-solving group perfotms critically
.important fahotions. The convener should--

1.1 Encourage problem- mindedness by checking to see that everyon
the problem.

understands

1.2 Encourage respectfor disagreement and turn it into a stimulant for
new ideas.

1.3 Delay criticism by seeking alternative contributions.

1.4 Be aware of his or her power to dominate the, group and try to control i

1.5 Encourage shared responsibility of leadership functions.

Organizational problems and solutions are multifaceted,. A group should analyze

a. problem by trying to take account of the many psychological levels at which it

exists. In other words, you as an organizational leader should help the group
look for information at the intrapersonal, interpersonal, and organizational -

levels as well as in the environment.

Additionally, a group should try to find people outside itself who have more
information about impOrtant aspects of. the problem than anybody in the group.
As a leader, help the group locate informed outsidets and help them integrate
the newcomers quickly..

A group ,should recognize that a multiply - determined problem requires multiple

solutions. As a leader, help the group attack the problem on -several fronts.
Encourage the group to form ad hoc problem-solving teams as problems arise, and
include enough heterogeneity on each team to handle the complexity'of the

problem.

3. Problem solving s continuous. Leaders should recognize that problems are
rarely solved:once and for all (dueto time constraints, inadequate information

input, and environmental change). .A solution should be viewed as ,tentative.
Be ready, to revise your plans fOr action.

Effective _probl solving demands attention to three kinds of questions:

Where are we now? (The Situation)
Where do we, want to be? (The Target)

How can we, get there? (The Path)

A Problem Defined: A discrepancy between the situation and the target.



A group cannot move ahead if me ers disagree about where they are starting or

where they wish to end.

As a leader you should encourage the group to reach a tentative working

agreement about what constitutes the present situation and the ideal target

before they begin to consider some alternative paths to reach the target.
Furthermore, these initial working agreements should be freauently checked

and revised.



Course

SModule

Background l-D 4

A Basic Sequence for Problem Solving1

Ba0kground
Materials

This sequence involves seven stages. It is essential throughout these stages to use
aommunication skills effectively and tobe explicit about interpersOnal processes
while the group is'doing its task. As leader you should encourage the group to discuss
and evaluate its effectiveness from time7to time.

STAGE 1 IdeirtioL33.-em

State where you are (the situation) and where 4ou would like to be (the target)

precisely and specifically. Check group members' understandings, perceptions,
agreements,, disagreements, and personal goals thoroughly.

STAGE 2, Analyze the Problem

Diagnose the helps and hinderances. Make a chart as illustrated below to list all
the factori (forces) you can think of that will help support your push toward your
target (goal) and all the factors (forces) that are blocking or= hindering movement
toward the target.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

GOAL STATEMENT

SUPPORTIVE FORCES HINDERING FORCES

Forces Inside
of Persons

Forces Between
Persons

Forces in the Situation
and/or Institution



Su4gestions to help you clarify forces as ydu list them on the chart e--

1. Some forces will be factors, inside Yourselves and other persons (such as, lack

of skill, ambivalence, enthusiasm, or bias about the importance of the goal).
i

Other forces will be generated by relations between peule or the style of the

group (for. example, by "norms'agains trying anything new, or by consensus about

importance).

3. Other forces will come from the characteristics of the larger environment

institutions, such as lack of resources, budget, or supportive policy.

Make the best guesses'you can, realizing You y not have the data to be sure

how strong some of thesforces.are.

STAGE 3 Generating Solutions-

Brainstorming will help re ave-h ndrances and mobilize support.

1. Think of all the ways to r ve_the hindrances listed.

2. Next, think of all the ways to mobilize the supports listed.

Look at both brainstorm lists. Discuss each list and select from each three or

four items you.consider priorities for action. Star or circle those items.-

STAGE 4 Make a Concrete P1 Action Im= lamentation Stets

1. list who besides you is needed to work on the priorities selected.

2. How will you recruit these persons? Who will do it When?

3. How do you begin on the action steps? What do you need to do

4. Who will do what to get started
5. where to start?
6. When will the group report to each other on progress

7. Who will convene the next meeting?

STAGE 5 .Anticipate the Barrriers

Try to imagine the many things thalmight get in the way of successfully imple-

menting the plan. Simulate part of the plan and get feedback from others.

Revise the plan if necessary.

STAGE 6 plan Into tion

Take the first step and alter the plan according to how well it works.

STAGE 7 Evaluate the Actions

Evaluate the effects of the group's work together in terms of the problem-solving

effort and its interpersonal processes. Determine what is most successful and

'what should be done differently. Assess the changes that have occurred in the

problem. If necessary, return to Stage 1 and start all over again.
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Course

Purpose

- Discipline

Course
Overview-

The overall goal for,the discipline unit is to enhance the awareness Of the partici-

pants to a full range of issues and practices surrounding the development and

implementation of an effective school discipline program. The unit is designed to

meet the pragmatic needs of frontline school members, from teachers And administrate

to parents and students, so that they may become equipped both cognitively and

experientially with specific facts and tools to solve discipline problems.

avtional Objective,

To develop a perspective that discipline isa. problem-salving process and that,

it is useful to clarify individually what we think it is that:makes students

behave.

To familiarize the disciplinarian with the legal cases and issues that affect

the discipline decisionmaking process.

To provide illustrations of ways to formulate and articulate effective disci-7

pline policies.

To provide school members with a variety of methods,forbetter understand

causes of misbehaviors and ways to correct these disturbances.

To provide specific,eXamples of in-sch6o1 progres s instituted to deal effective].

with problems of misbehavior.

Target udiences

The discipline unit .in general is designed fora heterogeneous audience of members

of the school and community.. The unit will be of greatest use both to persons who

must make discipline decisions and carry them out,on a day-to-day basis, especially

teachers, vice Principals:and parents{ andjto thOse who are involved,inthe overall

administration of a discipline program



Course

Activity/Content Summary by Module

Module 1..1 Disci 'ne--Wh-

Course
Overview

(continued)

Apprx. Time Required

This initial module introduces the perspective hat discipline is a

.probltm-solving process. Through assessing our attitudes toward
discipline, we can, better clarify our values as to what we believe

makes students behave.

Module 2.2 - Disci line and : lool Law

Nranspatencies,..ledture,- o vignettes and passout information will

-introduce prxticipants' to the major legal cases and conceitS

affecting the day -to -day operation of a discipline program.

Module Establishing ,Effective.biscipline'Po'licies

The backbone of any effectiVe discipline program is clearly articulated

policy'set lorthpin'codes that inforM'school members of rights and

responsibilities 'Participants will review issues that must be

attended to when writing policies.

Module 2. - Establishin Effective Discidine Practices

Participants are proVide4d with six models for thinking about how, to

diagnose and remedy'problems caused by misbehaving students.

Module Alternatives to S iension

Suspension and expulsion are-frequent'ioptiOns for the seriously dis

ruptive student.'.This'unit.explores a variety.,_of'alternatiVes to

these traditional sanctions.'

hopis.

1 hour

1 hour'

11/2 ho

45 minutes

0



ModOe

Audiovisuals

'BILL OF RIGHTS IN.ACTION: DUE PROCESS OF

4Resources/

Due process is, by its very nature, time consuming. The need to

avoid violence and anarchy is often immediate. This is the central

issue argued by lawyers ina hearing to reinstate a student who

has been summarily suspended after an act of violence during a

campus demonstration. Should the student be deprived of due process?

Color Film, 22 minutes, 1971
Rental Fee: $18

Distributor Correctional Service of Minneso a
1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454

Toll Free #: (800) 328-4737

.Minnesota resident8 call
collect: (612) 339-7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

BUS TRIPPING: AS A SECONDARY S_001. BUS PASSENGER

Helps' to establish orderly, courteousr and safe behavior-amougiteen7age_

passengers. Explains and demonstrates common-sense rules and -easons'

for them. TeachS6'basic conduct and stimulates discussion of Safety,

courtsayi and vandalism. .

Color Film, 9 minutes
Purchase.: $150
Producer:. Aims Instructional Media Services

Distributor: Traffic Safety Education Services
Division of Motor Vehicles
1100.New Bern Avenue
Raleigh, NC -27611

Not previewed by NSRN staff



DISCIPLINE AND SCHOOL BUS PASSENGER

Presents practical solutions to discipline problems in all age groups.
Emphasizes prompt,'firm handling of problem behavior from fist fights

to vandalism. Deals in a straight forward manner with the major prob-
lems which a dkiver May encounter.

Color Film 24 minutes I

Purchase: $330
Rental Fee: $50

Producer: Lawren Productions
Distributor: 'Traffic Safety Education Services

Division of Motor Vehicles
1100 New Bern Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27611

Not previewed by NSRN staff,

HIGH SCHOOL BUS PASSENGER

Has bus drivers'offer'pointers on how to ride the,bus safely. Contrasts

high school passengers to ,junior high and elementary to- .demonstrate that

the problem for them is forgetting rules rather than not knowing them.

Mentions smoking, vandalism, and love.

Color Film, .10 minutes

Purchase: $135

Producer: Professional Arts

Distributor: Traffic Safety Education Se ices

Division of Motor Vehicles
1110 New Bern Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27611

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

ASSERTIVE DISCIPLINE IN THE CLASSROOM

Lee Canter, author of Assertive Discipline, explains and demonstrates

his 'take charge" approach:to achieving discipline in the classroom.

Canter's systematic approach enables teachers to set firm, consistent

limits while recognizing students' needs for warmth and positive

support. Classroom scenes illustrate this new approach which has--

resulted in an eighty percent reduction in disruptive behavior in

just the fitst week of use.

Filmstrip
Purchase: $45

Distributd- Media Five Film Distributors
3211 Cahuenga Blvd. West
Hollywood, CA 90068
TelephOne (213) 851-5166

Not previewed by NSRN staff.



T_ D_ MATERIALS ON DISCIPLINE FROM THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATIO

The intent of this product is to encourage understanding and

change, as well as provide information and increase Skills.

deals with the subject of discipline.

attitude
The material-

Describer critique: This is an inexpensive product that,covers many areas

on the issue of discipline. The technical overall quality is very good.

The. tapes and filmstrips. move at a good pace-and are good stimulators of

-discussionthe written questions with them are very-helpful for the group

leader to use. The resource Material is good, but if the group is large

it might be wise to order more copies. Some of the material is outdated.

Intended for sgudenti, administrators, and the general public interested,

in problems-of classroom discipline. All grade levels.

Multimedia
Purchase: $7 .03

Distributor: National Education Association
Order Department
The Academic Building
Saw-Mill' Road-
West Haven, CT 06516

.
Not previewed blr-NSBN sta

0



Course

Module

Purpose

- Disci line: oes It and

Module
Synopsis

Discipline can, be looked at as a problem-solving process that is strongly affected

by personal values and beliefs regarding what makes kids behave. The purpose ofthis

module'is twofold: First, to help disciplinarians )7ook at their values and how they

affect their professional roles and, secondly, to review -three major objectives/goals

for` disciplining students.

Objectives

participants will be able __

1., Assess, via a numerical score on the "Survey of Attitudes Toward Youth," to

.what degree they believe it is useful to .use permissive/ _ive,disci-'

ine strategies.

2. State three, objectives for disciplining stu nts.

List two discipline techniques and adapt each
objectives of discipline.

meets the three

State why punitive discipline trate when used alone, are often less

effective than others.

Target Audiences/Breakouts-

Thiais a core module targeed at the preo- ational and operational levels. It

therefore, appropriate for a broad mix of participants.



Course
Module

- Discipline

- Di ne. Who Does r_ and

a/Equipment.

Overhead pro
Screen
Flip chart
Magic marker
Pens/pencils

Transarencies

-2.1.1
2.1.2

2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5

2.1.7

Han uts

or

Problem/Solution
Value System Determines Approach
Reasons for Discipline: 1. Retribution

Reasons for Discipline: 2. Deterrence

Reasons for Discipline: 3. Education

Reasons for Discipline Along Four Contint

The Art of Disciplining

2.1.1 "Survey of Attitudes Toward Youth"

Facilitatore'Worksheet

2.1.1 iow to Cappute Range and Mean

ound MaterialTrainer Back

Module
Synopsis

contitiuedl

8.2.1.1 NSRN T/A Bulletin: Alternative to Suspension Programs

fi





Value System

77W Percept on

Problem

fi

Choide

SO ution

233



Reasons for D scipline;

ponande ---student.shpUld be made to pay..

Revenge-offender should.-suffer.

Punishment is pain the misbehavior deserves.

-apreSses Authorities' disapproval.

23



Reasons for. Discipline:

2. Deterrence

De Os with offender as to serve notice
potential.'offendOrs.

Penalt selected to deter Others.-

Specific penal prescribed for specific



Reasons for Discipline

3. Education/Rehabilitation

Offender learns to replace clad tine

with adaptive ones.

0 Individualization of penalties.



Reasons for Discipline-
Along Four.Continua'

.BOn

...Piller

Authoritarian
.:Relations ip:

\-Reactive

Teach/Lea0t,
.Benefit ilf
Incliviclitail

DeMocratic,
.Relationship



Education

The Art. of -Discipilnini

eterrence

What PrOportions?,

\Ho* Balanced.?

*hat Practical' Rest!

Retribution

Do We Wan



Course

Module
1 Total Time

.-- 0sco

h

---

1 hour and 2

odule Summary

This-module asks participants look at discipline as a problem- solving process that

Strongly.effected .by personal Values and beliefs regarding what makes Studentabehave.

Participants will-have an opportunity to clarify their values/ and learn how ese valu6s

impact their role as disciplinarians through a review of tree major gbals for disciplin

COutse
Agendp.

by Module

ingstudents.

2 Activity/Conte

Introducti

A. Introductory Co nts

Summary lime

An explanation for -onceotualizing, disci _ine as.a :croblem-

solving crocess directly affeCted by personal values:is
. .

presented.

Partie an 1 Their Disci line Piobl

Participants share real discipline problems from their schools

and ideas are given as -to what:causes students to misbehays.

Purpose Statement

A 'rationale is presented of the impdrtance for disipl inArians

to knowwhat.their !values are regarding correcting students'
misbehaviors and now these values affect their .brpfessonal-

i

-role.

Survey
.

of ttitudes Toward-Youth

Participants: are asked to complete a survey designed to larifV.

.
theik Values'on discipline or- participate in a group process based

onthe survey.

Three Reasons

The importance of know our values regardi

students behave is stressed.

what makes

10-1



se. Pu ests of Discipline

value regaiding discipline ty:P±cally fall into three
ribution)deterrence, and education.

_. C. Retribution

es:

Some disciplinarians believe Offende s should b'e Made to serve.

penance for their misbehavior;

Often a par :tiler disci_

potential offenders.

Education-Rehabilitation

he strategy is chosen dete

othe people.believe the students haVe a ri ht-to learn
mistakes and be ,given a chance-to learn moreacceptable

ducation'v.-.Retributive and Deterrent Goals

erences n the three reasons are high heed.

The Art of Discipline

A f rmula is provided for an integrative approach'to discipline.

f

A Multi-ou

The .consequences of puni
strategy are reviewed.

m their
haviors.

Aporoach to Discipline!'"

ent when used one'as a discipline

ucational, ultiburboselDiScioline State

A. -Statamenttof Teak

8

Participants! wi.l look- at illustratiOns'of-discipline strate- ies_

-
and learn how these strategies can be adapted to.meet the three

purpoSes,of
n

A Problem-Solution Example

COPE-An.alte ive to suspension orogra

C. Other Illustrations

Discipline codes an_d work 'as

reviewed.

ary

as discipline stratecies are



,Activity/ Content Summa Time

15 min.

11 -1;rouo Activi-

ticioants design strategies to deal" With the discipline or_ble
4ted at the beginning of the session.

ing Out

Solutions are shared with the whole group.

Optional.. Sharing or of Surveys of Attitudes Toward outh 10 min.

?ar ici pants compare their .personal scores privately with the t'roup
scores, and trainer interprets the survey results.



Course - Discipline

Module -,Disci inet

Materials/EqUipment

Transparency
2.1.1

Flip chart

Pen

Trainer
notes prob-
lems on
flip chart

Does It and

Detailed
WalkoThrou

Sequence /Activity Description

Trainer Introduction (10-15 min.)

'A. IntroductofrOomments

o Trainer explains that one of the most practical and
usefUl ways to think abut discipline is to lookjat it
as a problem-solving process.

Show Transparency 2.1.1

Problem Solution
Strategy

B. Pa A Their Disci ine Prob

1
.

Io\/ Trainer solicits from participants several examples of

/'
discipline problems in their schools; e.g., students

fighting, smoking, stealing.

(NO Trainer lists these{ pr6blems on the flip chart.
Encourage participants to give real problems they've

actually dealt with. After lecture, participants
will be asked to suggest strategies to deal with one

of these problems.)



Materials/
E9uipment Sequence /Activit Description

Trans- n

2.1.2

Trainer\no es
values on
flip chart

o Trainer states that the solutions/strategies we choose to

solve these problems depends upon our personal values and,

what we think it is that makes students behave. Sometimes

these values are private and we aren't aware of them,.but

we all have values and they do influence our choices.

Show Transparency 2.1.2

o Trainer provides examples of\some of the ideas people have

about what causes students to behave properly and asks par-

ticipants to add to them.
\

MOTE: Trainer lists examples of personal values on flip

as illustrated).

Values/Belie -vernin Behavi

"Spare the rod and ...."
"People have a right to learn from their mistakes.

"Punishment builds moral character'."
"He should be made to pay for what he did."

"She needs to learn more social'' acceptable behavio

C. Purpose Statement

Trainer states the purpose of this module is threefold:

o To get to know ourselves better as disciplinarians and rec-

ognize how we act upon our values in this professional role



Materials/
Equipment

Handout
2.1.1

Pencils

Facilitators
Worksheet
2.1.1

Sequence /Activity Description

To look at three piarposes of discipline--or what it is we

hope to accomplish when we discipline kids. Do we want to

make kids' pay for their mistakes? Discourage others from

making the same. mistakes? Teach kids more socially accept-

able behaviors? Teach the Consequences of behavior?

o To provide a basis from which to approach policy develop.

meet, behavior management, and seriously disruptive behav-

ior--topics to be covered in later modules.

Partici Trainer Activ

(10 min

Trainer States Directions

e of Attitudes Toward Youth

Trainer will pass to each participant Handout. 2.1.1, "Survey of

Attitudes Toward Youth" which includes a self - explanatory score

sheet and pencils. (This survey was developed for NSRN by'the

National Center for the Study of Corporal Punishment and the

Alternatives).

Trainer introduces this activity by saying:

o First, let's complete the Survey of Attitudes Toward Youth.

This survey will enable you to (privately) clarify your

values on discipline and get to know yourself better in

your role as .a disciplinarian.

o Participants should answer the questions on the survey

itself, then complete the self-scoring key.

(NOTE: Caution participant put their'names on the self-

scoring key so that scores can be averaged for the group

and their sheets returned.)

B. Collect Survey and Tally -Group Scores

After about ten minutes trainer will direct participants to pass

in their self-scoring key and the survey questions. Facilitator

will use self-scored keys to compute the range of scores and

mean for the group. /.1,11oe1TheactualsurvesIceandfor-

warded-to the NSRN National Center. Self-scored keys will be

returned to participants later in this session.

"inlecture Usin= Trans== rencies - Three Reasons for Disci line

15 min.

Introduction to rtinilecture

o Trainer states - "You have just completed the 'Survey of

Attitudes Toward Youth.' We will interEret your score with

you later in this session."



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Ac ivi Description

Transparency
2.1.3

"For now, we would like to get you to analyze your values

regarding what makes kids behave."

o "As we oted earlier, people have many beliefs and values

about causes of misbehavior and bow to correct them. d'Elut

often, we fail to articulate them br are not even conscious

of these values."

B. The Three Purposes v Discipline

Trainer states - "There are probably mere values and aims

given to justify why we discipline kids than there are peo-

ple on earth. We all have many goals and many points of,

view."

o "To keep things a little more simple, let's look at three

categories these beliefs may loosely fall into. We will

call these categories REASONS TO DISCIPLINE.

C. Retribution
ShowTransparency 2.1.3 - Retribution

Reasons for Discipline:

1. Retribution

Penancestudent should be made to pay.

tievengeoffender should su

Punishment is pain the misbeha-iior deserves.

Expresses authorities' disapproval.

Trainer makes the following points:

One reason for discipline can be called Retribution.

o This justification for discipline has its roots in the ear-

liest' codes deVeloped - "an eye for an eye."



Sequence/Activity Description

To accomplish retribution, disciplinarians chose strategies

that would punish the offender and make him/her do penance.

Punitive techniques have often been used to accomplish

retribution both for revenge and to encourage penitence.

In society, imprisonment, capital punishment, and heavy

fines, are used to "get even" with law breakers.

In schools, corporal. punishment and suspensions are fre-

quently used to "make the student pay."

Deterrence

Show Transparency. 2.1.4 - Deterrence

Reqsons for Discipline:

2. Deterrence

Deals with offender as to serve notice on
potential offenders.

Penalty selected to deter others.

Specific penalty prescribed for s i c crime.

o A second reason for choosing a particular discipline stra -

egy is DETERRENCE.

o People are often disciplined in punitive and/or public.ways

so as to discourage others from behaving similarily.

Historically, this is why punishment took place in the town

square. Today the media keep us mindful of the conse-

quences for misbehaving.

o It is very important to note that the concept of sunishmen

for misbehavior has roots in both the retributive and

deterrent strategies.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
2.1.5

E. Education/Rehabilitation

o More recently, a third reason for disciplining has been

conceptualized - TO EDUCATE.

Show Transparency 2.1.5 - Education

Reasons for Discipline

3. Education/Rehabilitation

Offender learns to replace maladap ive
behaviors with adaptive ones.

Individualization of penalties.

o Educational discipline requires` individual work with the

student.

o Essentially, what happens is that the udent learns to

meet his/her needs with behaviors that are more socially

acceptable.,

o Educational disciplin means that:

While students are responsible for their behaviorai

They.can make mistakes, and

Have a right to learn from these mistakeS.

Strategies chosen to accomplish the educational aim simply

provide this chance - TO LEARN.



Materials/
Equipment

,Transparen
2.1.6

Sequence /Activity Description

Educative V. Retributive And Deterrent Goals

There are some important differences between the educa7

tional reasons for discipline and retributive or deterrent

Ones.

Show Transparency 2.1.6

heasons for Discipline
Along Four Continua

Punishmen

Benefit o
Others

Authoritarian
Relationship

Reactive

w

U

= Retribution

= Dohmmence

= Education

Teach/Learn

Benefit
of Individual
Democratic
Relationship
Proactive

The most important difference is that educational disci-

pline techniques are rarely punitive. If a'more serious or

strict approach is required, this strategy may incorporate

loss of privileges or inconvenience rather than punishment

per se.

ther ,points on Transparency.



Materials/
Equipmen Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
2.1.7

The Art of Disci line

Show Traniparency 2.1.7

Education

The Art of Disciplining

Deterrence

What Proportions?

klow Balanced?

What Practical Result Do We Want?

Retributi on

Trainer notes areas of comps ison on the t cy, then

makes the following Points:

o We have reviewed these three reasons for discipline

-because, historically, they have emerged as sound reasons/

purposes for disciplining students.

rens wren

o We do want students to realize when the 've done something

wrong that:

There are consequences
these consequences are

The discipline process
and others from commis"

- They can develop

attached to breaking rules and
not always pleasant,

should discourage the offender
ing similar violations,

ore acceptable behaviors.

p. But our goal, and ,the purpose of this module, is to develop

discipline strategies that:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

accomplish all or most of these purposes, yet

- Do not result in physical or'educa ional disadvantage

to the student.

H. A Multipurposeh to Discipline

Trainer notes that we are supporting an educational and m ti-

purpose approach to discipline for several reasons:

O Much behavioral research shows that punitive techniques

when used alone may stop immediate disruptive behavior.

But often when punishment is used alone the behavior prob-

lem reoccurs. Behavior modification research, for example,

reveals that punitive treatment elicits aggressive behav-

ior.

o Some of the retributive responses to discipline problems

such as corporal punishment have raised much controversy

among educators. Some states (i.e., Massachusetts) and

school districts (Washington, DC) have ruled against its

use.

o Such traditional det4r-rents-as suspension/expulsion also

have raised questions. Some juvenile court judges report
that students who are removed from school dueto suspension

or expulsion for extended periods often get into trouble

(e.g., vandalism) while they are not in school.

(Group should be-given a 5 minute break before starting

Section 4.)

e _ureand Discussion:
Discipline Strategies (15 min.

A. Statement of Task

Now we will look at some
that schools are using.

Educational, ulti-

-rary dilcipline strategies

We will deal with mild to severe sanctions.

o Any given technique will typically stress one of the three

reasons for discipline, yet with certain modifications, can

be adapted to meet all three reasons for discipline.

Flip chart MOTE: Trainer should highlight the following on e. flip ar



Sequence/Activii

B. A Problem-Solution Exam

Description

(Trainer should prepare for this lecture by reading Trainer

Background Material #2.1.2--Illustrations of Alternative to Sus-

pension Programs.)

The procedures are as follows:

(1) explains:

The Problem: The seriously disruptive student, one

who fights with other students, or Causes costly

property damage.

A Solution: An In-School Suspension Program, such

as the COPE Program in Wexford, Pennsylvania. Seri-

ous offenders are placed in a special program for up

to ten days. The program includes teaching students

consequences for unacceptable behavior, regular

school work, counseling, and remedial academic work.

Located in one classroom with study carrels.

(2) Using flip chart, ask participants to suggest ways this

or other in- school suspension responds to the three rea-

sons for discipline. Example:

RETRIBUTION: Student pays for his/her mistake. In COPE '

and similar programs students are not happy to be removed

from their peers, isolated, and not allowed to attend

extracurricular activities. With the of study car-

rels or time-out rooms, students are further separated

from the rewards of-social interaction with their peers.

DETERRENCE: Students tend to -view being placed in an
"alternative to suspension program" as the step just

before separation Irom school. With the accompanying

isolation-and loss of privileges, most students wish to

avoid this option.

EDUCATION: In-school alternative programs require the

student to continue current academic responsibilities.:

New ways of meeting needs are taught, along with the

natural consequences for breaking rules. Counseling

offered to get at the root of the problem._

Other Illustrations

'0 Trainer may wish to draw upon the following examples to

illustrate other ways a discipline strategy can.be designed

to meet the three reasons/purposes in non-punitive fash-

ions: Participants may wish to suggest modifications in
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the exemplary approaches so they accomplish all three rea-

sons/purposes.

- Discipline Codes

Education: An Oakland, California high school has an

"open Road" program in which student leaders are iden-

tified, and then analyze the critical behavior prob-

lems in the school and make recommendations on rules

and sanctions.

Retribution: A principal in a high school in

Baltimore had a straightforward approach to disci-

pline. Rules were written clearly, made very visible

to the students, and enforced swiftly. Students knew

what would happen if they broke the rules. Often it

was detention or -'a work assignment after school. The

principal forced a positive response to this policy of

consistently applied retribution.

Deterrence:- In an effort to deter problems before

Ehey start, Chicago City .Schools publish clear and

concise rules, making sure copies reach students and

parents. at the Opening of school and:that rules are

posted in popular places throughout the building. All

rules are linked with consequences.

- Work Assignments

Education: In Dade 'County, Florida, one principal

assigns students a job or task as a result of misbe-

havior, and makes sure the work has a logical relation

to the violation. Kids caught fighting work in hospi-

tals around injured people. Students caught smoking

view America Cancer Society materials and write arti-

cles for the school newspape

Deterrence: The work, assignment can be done pu

lically (e.g., students who,steal booki work in

library) so others see consequences.

Retribution: In Montgomery County, Maryland, students

caught vandalizing sdhocil property work a certain num- -

ber of hours after school and on weekends to repair

the- damage.

-There are a number reasons and techniques for disciplin-

ing students.
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Flip chart &
page listing

'behavior
problems
from first
part of s s-
sion

Flip chart

o Our challenge as disciplinarians is to develop strategies

that are multi-purposeful for the student and non-punitive.

0 The art of eisciplining includes having a variety of ways

of thinking about discipline problem8.

5. Breakout. Session (15 min.)

A. Small Group4ictiviti

Trainer asks participants to break into small groups of about :

five people each. The procedures are as follows:

Assign participants in each group to one of the same

behavior problems listed by participants on flip chart at

beginning of session.

(2) Instruct-each group to-consider one or two discipline

strategies.to'solve this problem. Strategy should

attempt to address the three goals of discipline--deter-

rence, retribution, and education.

B. Re _rung Out

Trainer reconvenes, group after eight minutes and asks one member

Of each group to briefly report the selected strategy and how

that strategy addresses the three purposes for discipline.

Resu is of Surve of Attitudes Toward Youth (10 min.)

Participants Look at Scores: Trainer explains that having

looked at a variety of values and beliefs people hold regarding

discipline, let's go back to the results of the -"Survey of Atti-

tudes Toward YOuth" taken earlier in the session.

B. Group Scores: Trainer displays!on the flip Chart the group

scores from the "Survey of Attitudes Toward Youth" (i.e., range

of scores, and mean).

"SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD YOUTH"

Scores for Group

Range

Mean
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C Interpretation of Scores: Trainer should make the following

points:

This survey reveals a range of attitudes, toward youth.

scores can range from a low of 32,to a high of 160.

The

o This instrument is still in a developmental stage and the

interpretation and implications of its results should be

considered with caution.

o This survey can help you compare your titudes with other

participants in this room.

Words used to describe scores and the attitudes measured by

the scale are inexact.

o We will use the word ' rmissive"-or "laissez-faire" to

describe attitudes at the low end of the continuum and,the

word "punitive" or "authoritarian" to describe the upper

end of the scale.

o Simply putthe scale,suggests that you have "more of

"less of" a given attitude toward what makes students
behave than-do your peers

Let's look at the scores for this group. The range i

to . The group mean is

o In a very general sense, if you scored above the mean-

toward the upper end of the continuum, you are more like

people who believe that students can respondWell to puni-

tive and retributive approaches to behavior problems. If

you scored below this grotp's mean toward the lower end of

the continum, you are more like people who use a "hands-

,off" strategy with students and, who believe students:can

manage their problems without a lot of intervention from

adults.

o In conclusion, we do not wish to emphasize scores on this

survey. These scores are relative and described cnlY in

inexact, general terms. We have tried, however, in this

module to ask you to recognize and start thinking about

your values.. Because it is these attitudes that bear upon

your role as a disciplinarian.
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SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARDTt WA YOUTH

DIRECTIONS=

HANDOUT 2.1.1

The following statements represent commonly held attitudes. You will probably

agree with_Some'andldisagree with others. We are interested in your opinions,

'Please read each statement carefully. Then pleaseindicate your agreement -or,

diSagreement by circling the appropriate letter according to the following code:.

1-Strongly D_sagree 2-Mildly Disagree ,3-Neither Agree 4-Mildly Agree 5-Strongly Agree:

! Nor Disagree

A child should be restricted only when infringing upon the rights

of others.

Human nature being what
violent conflict.

is, there wilt a ways be be'war and

When a child thinks an adult is wrong he should say so.

4. Children are not being allowed enough freedom today.

Within the limits of justice and safety,!_a young child in hi:

play should be free from adult interference.

Loyalty on the part of children to their parents is'sor et 'ng

that the parents should earn.

A Child should be satisfied with what his parents can provide
4

for him...

In general 'people can't be trusted.

9. Most children soon learn that their parents were mistaei

in many of their-ideas.

10. Scaring a child, now and then, by a promise of a whipping

doesn't hurt the child in any way.

11. Children are the constitutional equivalents of adults, and thus

should be accorded the same rights.

12. A child should never be taught to be afraid of adults

Training:in-obedience to, the authority of teachers hinders.

the development of self-reliance i'n young people.

14. People who are -poor have only themselves to blame.

1 2 3 4 5

2 5

4 5

4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4 .5

4

4 5

4



1-StronglyDisagree 2-Mildly Disagree 3-Neither Agree 4-Mildly Agree 58 rongly Agree

Nor Disagree

15. There is no reason why a mother cant be a py and make her child

happy too.

16. Since teacher's act
should be permitted

"in loco parents" (in place of paren
to physically punish /a child.

4 5

t13.17 1 2 4

1 2 3 4

/ 1 2 3 4 5.

17. A child should learn that he has to be &sappointed sometimes.

IS. Loyalty to parents is an over-emphasized virtue.

19. You ca change h-

20. A deservedspankin

21. ' Children don't "o

22. Children in school

nature.

never hurt anyone

their mothers tntng.

have to earn thei_ rights.

If a child acts mean he needs unders ending rather than

punishment.

:True democracy can
do not really unde

of work in the c1_ssroom because'children
stand ,itameaning.

25. If-you spare the rod you will spoil t

26. You can't make a child behave..by c rack! down

27. A child's thoughts and,ideas are his own btsiness.

tit
A

28, teacher should always be objective in dealing with idren.

child.

on him.

29. Children should hava an opport_
erials they will Ipe using.

30. Children should be g

ity to eve. uate the educational

ateful to their parent

1. A good smack is the Only thing some children under

32. Failure is goCd.for ill children at one time

tend.

r anoth

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

4 5

1 2 3 4

2

4

4

1 2 3 4 5

4

2

2

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4



Scoring Key:

saw I

Enter the ni

Survey T Attitudes Toward Youth

Na nal Center for the Study of Corporal
Punishment and Alternatives in-the Schools

r circled for

2. 14.

16.

17.

10. 19.

.Add the above scores and enter

STEP 2

questions belo

20.

22.

30

24. 32.

25.

total here

.

Theifollowthg items are to be reversed according to the chart.

Enter Reversed Score below:

3.

5.

6.

Add the above scoresand enter here

STEP 3

Add the two subtotals for your store

11.

1 will become 5
2 will become 4
3 remains the same
4 will become 2
5 will become 1

15. 26.

18. 27.

12. 21.

13. 23. 29.



Coluuting_the RANGE and MEAN of a Series of.Scores

Computing the mange

Facilitator reports the highest and the lowest scores.

Computin he Mean-

`Add all of the scores and divide the total bf all the scores by the n

scores.

FACILITATORS
WORKSHEET
2.1.1

For example: 20 people take a test. There are a possible 50 points

to be earned on the test. The lowest scoring person

has 12 points; the highest scoring person earned 49

points. All other scores fell in between these two

scores and the total of all 20 scores summed is 850.

RANGE OF SCORES 12 to 49

MEAN,or Average Score 85 Total of all scores

20, Total participants

= 42.'5

Interpretation of the Mean

The mean tells you how the "average" or "typical" person scored on the survey.

If a score is above tdVmean, this suggests the respondent haS "more" of the

trait being measured when compared to the average respondent. The opposite

true for respondents scoring below the mean.
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Comp erized Discipline R port in S

Su r iari

his bulletih descrides :ne eiscioline reporting sys

Alexand Virginia school system. The total Program includes
'or stt..idents-, 2 5ZandaroiZed forms for reporting misnenaviors: and

1..1ter" cailying montniy reports cn misoenaviors. ZciTiou-carized

misbenavicrs in ail sot-loots are compiled each month and-forwarded to administrators.

ocmorenerisive overview of iscipllne problems and patterns can :nen ,oe mace.

I

a Lsee.. H the
.tisciptine codes

use of a corn-
.touts of data on

The Problem
Maintaining di se.piine in the Clafaroom and
attaining an environment conducive co

g :5 a major i55ue for most schools
ugnout the country. One of tne oroo-

ems 'aC:ing aomini.Strators and teachers in
:eating with, the issue or discioline ;5

er effio:ent way of retorting incident's
and accumulating cornorehensive data about

.'niScerlaviarS So :hat preventive
treasures :an .be .taken. ;Another prooleiti, is

communicating clearly to students, what
:he regulations for discipline are hat
tonstitutes :net- ctions of triefules .

The Solution
The Alexandria, ginie school system
esCabliined cleat- policies for dealing Witn

= disciplinary problems and a system for
reporting incidents in its tree schoolsone

school. . 2 ..ilt)C.. students And two junior
so:loafs ( 7 .-."0 and 1,200 students).
:ne. 5.100 students are issued copies

:re disc. d; ire poiicies each v ear and

review :hem ..*it, their :eacners. Stan-

oardized recorting 'arms are _sad 3,n ail

c.:acts =or reoortind disciplinary
trcieroes to -ministrators A zOrlou
comoiles data on miscenayicra aC 5 L; coli es

miontrly. printouts. TheSe orintouts .have
proved to Ze an extremely a i ua d e tooL in
providing administrators with Pomorenensive
data he status of discibi ire orociams

wui W ines Tor Di i tine

In 1971 concerned eoul t nd school doer'
members met :o discuss :ie grr.,%Ainc. Prodlem

of discipline 'n .hie cizy Sc7.71001S. ail otrer
teecners and abminiszrators across the

country , they were experreno:ndgre > ar
problems with classroom discipline, and

zecoming more and more d;fficuit
full attan ion to teaching.

7-le first step in lessenin'b oisciol:ne pr c-
lams was to estaolisn a st-,;dery. code of
benavior,.- Guidelines ,for Oisoioline were
deveOced which ditarly outlined :olices

disciolihary action, and student
berlavior. These guidelines .yere publisned
and -nave been updated and expardep aeon

year by comrriinees of students. parents;
faCulty. and administrators. :eddies of

;in 4'r 'i5:niirle se: to eacr
peg; tre sorzoi

year. Ex:ra ZZCieS' :re ortorure are
pc at aeon sChoci Apr 'rooming stcen s,

and teachers rev,ew tre,, du
a :re rrdirid ofstuden ts :

year,

ea 1W

4 e *MI AU'
: I dq.iflail

A -00n
Qi' 4f :-0Cm_rnerst



;L:1 ;iris :eine .breaches of oisc:alihe
33- -Se at :opaoca, drugs, ar aleo-

: acedemie di shaneszy : carrying .weecons
L.to.4-esiv es :a scroois) and suggest.

;.z.,Linary 'actions such 33 Ceniai of Zrfvi.-
ages , suscerSian 5uSiZersicr ,
expulsion) :hat might .oe lrlatit:Jzed; dy oar-

cular scncols. Other sections of the
guicelines contain. dracecures far ___oisoi--
piinary actions. appeals -before the SC a1
t card, anc stUdenc complaints as well as a
pus ordinance, 'State and laws, ejty

irieriC33, and a sz:ud.ent bill Of rights.
szucent athletic policy is included in
1973-30 stucent guidelines. City

54:noel s nave .molernented a weekly eligibility
program for athletes., oartfcipac:mg an sdarts
'cams. 7'9 duality to play, the student
must present a Car-2, signed by all teacners
each wee.k verifying the stucent ha's

attencec "awes arc worked satisfee:aril-y.-
-7...%ther rules azneerni-rig athletic pokey'
also -detailed.

30

stem ;:ebortir ri4 n

iaen year Alexandria assistant superin-
:encent -il- services meets with teach-
ers ;r four sessions arc reviews the rules
or denavior at forth. in the guidelines.

7he Alexancr'a scocci system's reporting
51, stem tor discipline oroolems :s

and teachers are erezuragec :c
rree(e reportng a bert of treir daily jot.
Ei.aread ar'ncinais are 3130 askec :a arr.:I.-Z.3

ruieS consistently and to ;comply
NI astern.

-re ordaeS3 ceve!cceid by :re school aystem
-ecort;rg -loure problems is as 7-01-

Icor OCCurS. Incidents
range r.0:;111 mircr ser!ous --
misconduct in the ciassrccm,
tgrting, vandalism, .use 2f
.rugs.

.17neteacner deals it :lie iris-
cent

.
and --orndiete ;

Studor: Referral C
toacnrnert A nor a :ca' of

form_ ) ire :eaerie lie r
sdent a -erne, address, and

ordre 3r-Z :necks :re
miseerayicr c,12 are

tea.. 3f:icrl :akar! 2rev,cuaiy
:eaener. arc eo:fer

L$J,/ :akar :ne orindinal.

drincidal.
rwardec :ne

i vv

Dime
;rip:or:aerating
3tuder.;,,P

ir!f2 71.et:2r AcCur. the 32_;-
,saearc 7re ;reiden:, .,zee

Accacnrrien; fOr a samdle of tnis
fern. i 7ne.- szcenc's ace, sex,
race, record of it:areance, grade
level, and -.ns:rue:icrat :eval. in
reading and math are categorized.
in adcicicri soeci Pi c information
accut tne Incident is, included:
against nom the 0f-tense_ --was-

Zamrli.tted_ :;-:eacner. -3- szLdent,
etc.:), where the orTerse took
;lace rail, diassreern, etc.
.ylcresses :o :ne offense, ane::ne
Categgrv, of offense .--,-mafer or,
rrurcr ). 'dolor incieenta irciuee

session of siconei. r -acs, or
weeders: minor incidents include
fign:ing era eisr:idtrrig c:ass.
7he diseioilnary ae::or. o de
,a Kan and referrers =Q otinor
3gerC:33 zen:Ar
scion; are recorded,

r=1
dt :ne

Card and acd-:

no

cc:01es
cr :ne 355iSrer: der:r:erder:

5erv,22. .:re
sL,cer.,-!,:ercerr. or ee-fe-:a."', arc
aecordar:- 7!ne data

r'srrs :re :),scio:r e 74,e0d!. =cr. is

:need or .orrzot...:3% 3:dent3 are
loent!,Fee 'orn,
age. sex. ;race, offen_se. ere all
atner rnformat.cr 'roil, :re Zisci-
Wine Reecr: ;arm are
but are cocas and :aces.
easy referenda,

Frallowu0 Manned after c=le

date are- assembled. che :aadnar
anc,Cr crime:cal dee:ce .ecoan.

esorioi,rg :re ;roidert arcul,d cd
:c :re 23ren,:5. , are

alwakve sent if susc-ersIcr
exculs;cr or- c..9tritir!ri .s

N IV ger' Aeli: r'rn-'4 ,244

Cet31$5 of :no niscond-e:.
taken. arc: reoommerca
:re oarer:a. ".e
ssaistan: scer:r:ende
serv!oas
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Computerized monthly' printouts
of all enavior diszureances are
7'M-warded CO .trie assistant super-
intendent for oupil Services and
the assistant superintendent of
elementary and secondary educa-
tion. In addition, each principal
receives a Monthly tally of dis-
turbances in his cr her particUlar
school. -Data is also presented to

school board officials or security
personnel by the assistant super-
intendent's when pertinent.:

thei Comouter System

The -data contained in the monthly printouts
furnish pertinent information about disci-

orcblems in an organized format and
oror.,,ide administrators at the superintendent
level with a comprehensive overview of stu-
dent' misoeraviors in all three schools.
Because the data previde an accurate
recorq of misbenaviors, problem areas (in
the school), promiern students (chose.who
have repeacedly been sent for disciplinary
action), and, oroolems that keep recurring
(oossession of drugs or alcohol) can be
targeted and preventiventive measures can be
instituted.

As a result of the data on misbehaviors
monitoring oians have peen established.
Principals are required Co :oresent monitor-

Ong *glans to the office of the assistant
superintendent each year which include
teacher assignments dev,veen class hours,
during lunch hours, and before and after
scrim as well as administrative assignments
Curing trig aay and bus duty assignments.
The monitoring plans are revised when data
inaicaCe preciem areal., For example, sev-
eral years ago, students complained that
the. were unsafe. Data from the
retorting system verified that the batri-
earls were high incident areas, and a full-

time monitor was assigned to -restrooms.
Since then, the number of incidents has
been greatly reduced.

The data have also been helpful in planning
workshoos and other' special programs to

meet specific needs. For example,. several
years ago- a review cf data snowed that

ry students who had discipline problems
arto, were deficient in reading' and writing.
Spec,ai ihstructional reading programs '.vere
estaolisned for such students. Reading and
math levels are specified on the Oiscieiine
Report norms for exactly this reason: it is -
'moor`-ant to know if those students Causing
trouote arse also in trouble academically so- .

11

that referrals can Oe mace and special
classes or worksncps can be recommended.

dcitionally, if parents are notified of their
Child's disc iplihe orpoiams. academic prop-
lams can be mentioned.

The nirormity--prreporting discipline inci-
dents has neloaC in establishing Sat sanc-
tions in all schools. Several years ago,

discipline actions varied. for mispenaviors.
One student caught with drugs was

-expelled, another was reprimanded. Now
punishments are uniform. For example, a

student caught with drugs is automatically
suspended for S days and sant to the
superintendent who hears the case. The

student's parents are contacted arc must
meet with administrators oefore the student
is allowea pack in scnool. The second time
the 'student is found possesSing drugs, he
or she is exoeiled and must appear before
the Soars of Education before being rein-
stated' 'in the school. This procedure is the
same in. all 5Crs.CCis.

The data are also useful
titular student's records
the superintendent, who
all printouts notes that

:rep'''- ng a 'par-
e= if

responsible for
a -Student number

turns uo frequently on printouts and
student has been involved in disturban'ces
several times, the superintendent car;

inquire further abOut the student and sug-
gest alternative programs the student might
participate in or make referrals. :0 the stu-
dent or the student's parents,. Students
mays} be referred for counseling, medical
attention,' or specie! classes.

.4, a

As already noted, students are identir, ed
by number on the monthly printOuts.
Names are not used. The superintendent
can Find the student's identity only by con-
tacting the individual scnool principal.
Because the printouts are considered confi-
dential material, school .principals 'receive
only the monthly printouts of their indi-
vidual school's records, and school board
members --are presented with data from the
printouts only when pertinent. Printouts
are not for general perusal and can oe used
only by those designated.

:imp Isc line

In conjunction with the guidelines ant :re
oata coliectionJan several ner
programs nave been initiated -'n toe
Alexandria schoOl system aimed at lessening
discidline problems and mot:yating students.
These include--



er ti-veiduaa clan ems--
ecYndary students with enavjor

problernt are isolated from their
classmates in special classes ana
work at their own Dace on
material.

ililothgaa--Principals pro-
vide the administration with a

manitOring plan noting exactly
1where and when monitors will be
used in the learning environment.

Consistent 'rulingsSchool aamin-
istrators are encauragea to
enforce the discipline code con-
sistently in all scnaals.

Parental involvernentParen are
involved at much as possiple

-the resolution. of behavior prob-
lems and are nacified when mis-
behaviors occur.

Odes doer.00licv -- Visitors are
allowed to visit at any time with
the oermission of the school prin-
cipal.

Youth umsParums of stu-
dents, administrators, police

and city recreation person-
nel meet to discuss problems.

-Office of auoil 5 vices - -;=he
office closely with city
agencies to provide services far
students. Agencies . include
Alexandria Community Mental
'health Center- -Drug Storefront
and Youth Referral Canter;
Alexandria health Department,
DiVision of Alconalism Services;
Second Genesis, Inc ; Big
Brothers; and Urban- League of
Northern Virginia.

Result

The Guidelines Far Discioline wnicn clearly
d aiineate the oaunaaries of acceptable and

nacceptable. enavior nave served :d est30-
iish :re ruieS not only for the students but

:eadners ana administrators as well
ersi- years ago the guidelines held up in

court .wnen a stuaerit Challengers a particu-
lar. disciplinary action as being unfair.
Because he code clearly defined. that he

student's activity negative, the scnaal
was able defend its disciplinary-- action.

Curing 'the :978-79 schoci _3r the
Virginia State Board of Educacian recuirea
all sCnools- in the state to formulate' similar
coais for benavior.

The discipline reoorting stem' and the
computerizaa drintputs have orovec valuable
to administratOrs invaivea with monitoring
school problems" ana setting, policies for stu-
dents. Alexandria school personnel feel
that the syste6 is a. success -end that disci-
pline .issues have sUbsided.. Proclems now
seem manageaoie because tnere is a larger
system For dealing with issues. F-urther,
mare, data are easily transferaale to

others, such as .schcal board officials, who
also form -oolicies and sat programs for stu-
ents.

Replication,Issues

Discipline guidelines can be re>licated in

any system, and me computerized discipline
.incident system can also be replicated easily
in school systems with their own' computers

in those where computer services
available. Computer printouts can Pe

designed according to the needs cf the
school system.

Required Resources

Although the Alexandria scnool sy tam pur-
chased its own ,computer this year. .pre-
viously 'the school system contracted with
the city for all of its oomouter services
which totaled about 5100,000 No Precise r----
cast is available for the discialine, compila-
tion and printouts, although estimates range
from 54,000 cc S5,000. The cost of printing
the student guidelines was 54,300 for the
1979-80 school year.

Rerere

elrnes r Ciscial
n -id

Alexandria.
This nanaboog available in the

N compendium as .isting rumcer
`,./,1 3 2.32).
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Acza.ci-pert: A.

. . .

ST DENT REFE ,CA SO

PA HONIZ FHONg

R SON FOR REFERRAL;

Mist:not: .assrcorn
Carnage,:3 school proaerty

.

7-7 Frailura :a Bey school
reiulations

F-xcesaive :arai
ts

Oisrespect :3 irrszructzr
Leaving school grouncs without

pefr:i3.3lOrl

9: a1exa

Refuses to return required
reports-

F-7 Refuses to report after soh
7, Refuses to remain in a

designated area
0 Smoking in an unauthorized

area

7 Truant frorri c:ass Or other
activi

( i Other
7_ Please see Referrer

. Schoois

Date

PREVIOUSLY
TAKEN tY.TEACHER

Mace several rearjmancs
7 Kept student after school

Had conference(s) With parent
Made referral Co Dean

1_1

Cther

1.1

ACTION TAKEN BY DEAN.

Contadted parent
C Reprimanded
r- Special out,/ assigne
7 Other

Please see :Dean



School PG

Age

Race 1

Artendanos:

Description of Infraction

.A. Offense Against:

17
ALEXANDRIA PITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Reperi Ferrn:

Student's Name

Student's 1.0- Number

Grade 7 8 9 .10 11 12

JA FH GW TC

4

2ktrachment =6
.1

Ab/Ex Ab/Unex_ Total

(circle one),,

B. eface of Offense:

1. Student 1.

2. Teacher 2. Classroom
3. Administrator 3. airway
4. Other Staff 4. Outside on Campus
5. School Outside off Campus
6. Property 6. estroom

III. Offense

A. See attached letter or form, if applicable
B. Witness(s) to Incident:

Category of Offense (Circle One)

MAJOR

Assault /Battery
2. Larceny
3. Robbery
4. Blackmail
5. Property Damage

Unlawful Assembly
7. Disturbing Public Assembly (Disorderly Conduct)
8.-Malicious Threats: Property, Person
9. Alcohol

10. Drugs
Weapons Possession

12. Other__

IV. Disciplinary ActiOn Taken (Circle One),

A. Detention
'1:1 Denis' of Privile Explain_

F

Leifer Sent Home/Verbal Reprimand
Exclusion From Class: Attach Form
Sent Home Pending Parent Conference ,
Conference - Type:
1'. Student/Administrator
2. Student/Parent/Administrator
3. Student/Parent/Teacher/Administrator
4. Student/Parent/Counselor/Administrator

-5. Other

Special Testing

Sex

Instructional Level; Reading Math

7. Cafeteria
8. Bus
9. Gym

10. Library
11. Office
12. Other

Hearing Witness(s):

MINOR

13. Fighting (Disorderly Conduct)
14. ProfanityiAbusive Language/Ges
15. Trespass
16. Dishonesty
17. Truancy/Curting Class
18. PersistentlyTroublesorne Conduct
19. Class Disruption'
20. Use of Tobacco
21. Police Truancy Project
22. Violation-of Bus Ordinance
23. Other

Referred Td
1. Lerrnirl Canter
2. Counselor
3. Pupil Services
4. Home School Counselor
5. Other

-Suspension 1st 2nir art 4tn more
(attach suspension letter)

1. To Home: No. of days
2. In- School
3. To Superintendent's Office

Referred to Superintendent's Office with Recommendation for
Expulsion

VI. Paranis of Offended Person (Victim) notified and conferred with, if applicable.
(Must be completed if 11.A.1 is circled)

Yes No Date

Codes

Whits - Assistant Super n _ndent for Pupil Services
zr!ncizai Assistant'Principai

P:ni. Cumulatwa Polder
Paren:s

Time

Signature of Person Prsoaring Reoort

Source: Alexandria Ci Schools ' p
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Module 2,2 - Disci lin

Pu ose

and School_

Module
Synopsis

This dule is designed toclarify and thereby facilitate taking action toward solv-

ing discipline situations that have potential legal consequences. Although many

degisianmakers feel hampered by newly clarified student rights, recent courtroom
activitT provides guidelines to assist the_school in taking action without treading

on legal\ly protected rights.

Objectiv

Participant will he able to--

1. Decribe implications of five of the major court cases affecting the secon-

daryschool system, such as Goss, Wood,, Tinker, Gault,'/ngraham.

2. Define due process and state its five components!

List vthree examples of when the right to free

4.. Know under what conditions and hud to--

,Provide due process

- Conduct a locker search.
Cant or limit free speech and freedom of expression

- Enforce a dress code.

has been violated,

arget Audiences/Breakouts

T1his is a core module targeted at the preoperational And opera

herefore, appropriate for a broad' mix of participants.

leVels. It is



Media/Equipment

Overhead project--
Screen
Audiovisual tape player

MaterialS

Transparencies

2.2.1
.2.2

2,2.3
2,2.4
2.2,5
2.2.6
22.7
212.8
2,2.9

1

Audiovisuals

Module
Synopsis

contintied)

Selected Legal Issues Affecting Secondary Schools
Student Constitutional Rights: Tinker v. Des ,Moines

Student Speech
Symbolic Speech
Personal Apperance
Goss v. Lopez
Ingraham v. Wright
Wood v. Strickland'
Common 'Law Principles Regulating Corporal. Punishment-

,

I

,

2.2.1 Berrien County Vignette,."A Looker Search"
.2.2.2 Berrien County Vignette, "LoaeriSearch--A Better Wa

Handout 1

Case Study Question t;- What Hap _ned?

participant/TrainerBaqground Materials

2.2.1 Legal Issues Impacting .Secondary Schools

Trainer/Back

2.2.2

`2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5

Bibliography

Bibliography:, gal Issues and the Secondary

ound Materials

Legal Update: Corporal Punishment

Coss and Wood--1hat,They'Mean
4 Legal Memorandum: Student Discipline, Suspeaion, and Expulsion

Student Rights "and Responsibilities
.



Gault

Selected Legal Issues
Wood----*-- Affecting

Secondary Schools

t,

ch

Due ProeeSS

iOSS



"It can hardly be argued that eitherstudents or

teachers shed their constitutional rights to
freedom of speech or axpression at the
schoolhouse gate."

U.S. Supreme Court in
Tinker v. Des Moines

27,1



Student Speech

1st Amendment freedom of speech applies to

students.

Does NOT entitle the student to interfere with 'the

educational process.

Subject to disciplinary action if

1) slanderous, obscen\e;

2) Incites others to do harm;

3) substantially interferes with the operation

of school.

273



Symbolic 'Speech

As part of right to freedom of speech, right to.
symbolic expression also granted

BUT
i

the MANNER of expression may not substantially
and materially intrude upon the processes.of the
school or the rights of others.



Personal Appearance

No Supreme,Court decision on dress and
grooming.

Lower federal courts are split. In some
districts students decide and in some areas
the school decides.

Schools may not limit dress solely on
grounds of fashion or taste.-



Goss v. Lopez

What Process is Due"

1. Oral or written notice of charges

2. An opportunity to respond to the charges

Eirpulsion and longer suspensions (10 days)
may require more formal procedures:

Opportuni to- secure .counsel

A chance to confront and cross examine
witnesses

Written record sho
decision

Right to appeal

ing evidence for



Ingraham v. righ
1977

School systems need not afford students any form
of hearing prior to administering corporal
punishment

BUT

students do have due process rights if they believe
they have been wrongly punished and file suit.



Wood v. Strickland

School board members may be sued by students if

they

1. Act with malicious intent to injure or deprive
students of constitutional rights;

2. Violate a clear constitutional right of student and

should have known about it.



Corporal Punishment

If you choose to use corporal punishment, there are

common lawprinciples regulating it

Punishment should not be unreasonable;

2. Not excessive in view of age and sex of student

3. Not excessive in view of gravity of offense;

4. Not administered maliciously.



Course 2 cio

Module 2.? - Discipline and School Law

Total Time 1 hour a 15 utes

Cotirse
Agepda

by Module

Module Summary

The major legal cases and concepts affecting theday-to-daynoperation of a school dis

aline program are introduced. The module i3 designed to assist school per-onnel,in
taking disciplinary action without treading on legally protected rights of students.

Activity/ Co

Introduction

The purpose and scope of the module are explained:

Aspects School LaW
-

The folio topics

A. Overview of Le

reviewed:

seUes Affectin Secondary Sohoo

The Supreme Court 1967 Gault decision granted juveniles
same. Constitutional rights as adults.

Rev

:he

he TinleyCase: = reedom of° Speech for Stude

In 1969 the Supreme Court extended freedom of speech to stu
dents in schools.

Review of Limits on Student SpeechStrident

Freedom of speech does not entitle students to interfere :with
the educational process

D. Review lic Soeec slies

Students have the right to symbolic expression,.but the manner
of exoression cannot intrude upon others or interrupt the

educational Process.

Review of Annearance Issues

has eCourt wing or dress and grooming.
Most states have grantedstudents the-right to decide. on dress

and hair within the limits- cleanliness and safety.-

15 min.

15 min.



eview.
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Activity /Content Summary Time

Goes: oce

Students have the right to-oral or written notice of ,charges, along

with the opportunity to respond to charges if being suspended or

expelled.

G. Review of Due Process: Not:Applipable to Cornorel Punishment

Ingraham v. Wright, 1977, held that school systems need not afford

students any form of .hearing prior to administering corporal pun-
ishment but'students do haVe due process rights if they believe
they have been wrongly punished.

H. Review of Common Law Principles on Corporal unishme

Commd_ law principles regulate the use of corporal Punishment.

Summary

Vi deotar e Vie "A Locker Search

videotape is shown illustrating_ how one princip_al'cnducted a locker

search.

4 Small G iscussion of Search nd Seizure Pr

Participants break into small groups and, using a list of case study

questions, review what actions the principal and student took that were

helpful in dealing with the situation and what actions were not helpful.

Participant Reporting 10 min.

Members share their comments on the search and seizure problems with

the large group;

Videotao n -: "L e Sear av"

Participants review a ,second illustration of the problem, however, this

time the search is conducted a:better way.

-7. -Wren -Up



Course

Module

cipline

iscipline and School La

Materials/Equipment

/ 'Detailed
Walk-Through

Sequence /Activity Description

Overhead
projector-

Screen

Introduction (15 min.)

Trainet should make the following points-

There are a number of legal, issues and court cases that

began during the 1960's which directly impact the

secondary. school system.

This module is ntended:to be an overview of some of theta

issues and cases that have legal ramifications for\the :

day-to-day work of school officials.

ihilecture Usin -Tra-ns -- _rencies School Law (15

(NOTEt In developing this minilecture, trainer should refer to

the background materials following this module.)



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /,Activity Description

Transparency
2.2.1

A. Overview of Legal Issues Affecting Secondaly Schools

Show Transparency 2.2.1 and highlight the factors shown.

Wo

Gault
Press',

Selected Legal Issues
Affecting

Secondary- Schools

Due Process

Goss

Trainer should make the:following points:

(

o In this presentation we will summarize some of these legal

issues to help you in making discipline decisions and/in
solving discipline problems that could have legal conse-

quences

o During tJe late' 1960s, the Supreme Court increasingly
granted protection under the Constitution.to students. The

Gault decision (1967) first made clear that juveniles are
entitled to the same constitutional rights as adults.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity bescription

B. 'Review ct Tinker Case: Freedom echfor Students

Transparency
2.2.2

Show Transparency 2.2.2

"It can hardly be argued that either students or
teachers shed their constitutional rights to
freedom of speech or expression at the
schoolhouse gate."

U. S. SuRroae Court In
Tinker v. Des Moines

This classic quote came in 1969 when the SupreMe Conrt,

extended the right freedom of speech to students' in the

. schools (Tinker 1969)..



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
2.2.3

Review of Limits on Student S c

Show Transparency 2.2.3

Student Speech

O 1st Amendment freedom of speech applies to
students.

o Does NOT entitle the student o interfere
educational process.

O Subject to disciplinary action if

1) slanderous, obscene;

2) incites others to do harm;

3) substantially interferes with the operation
of school.

Trainer should make the following points:

Although freedom of speech was clarified, students are not

entitled to interfere with the educational process and, in

practice, they are subject to several limitations, For

example:

Boston schools disallow "racial slurs"

- Wilmington Public Schools said students could not

coerce others into acce ihg-their point of view



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
2.2.4

Sequence /Activity Description_

D. Review of Symbolic Speech Issues

Shof/ Transparency 2.2.4

Symbolic Speech

As part of right to freedom of speech, right to
symbolic expression also granted

BUT

__=the MANNER of expression may not substantially
and materially intrude upon the processes of the
school or the rights of others.

-Trainer should make the following points:

The right to symbolic expression (for example, the riot to

display armbands or buttons), which is a part of the First

Amendment right to freedom of speech, was also clarified

for, students; but again, the MANNER of expression could

not intrude upon others or interrupt the education process.'



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/A tivi Description

Review of Appearance Issues,

Transparency Show Transparency 2.2.5

2.2.5

PersOnal Appearance

No Supreme Court decision on dress and
grooming.

Lower federal courts are split. In some
districts students decide and in some areas
the school decides.

Schopls may not limit dress s lely on
grounds of fashion or taste.

Trainer should make the following points:

What students can wear, how long/short their hair can be--

and who decides this--were flifher issues that arose during

the early 1970's in the State'hild lower Federal coirts.

o Alt}ough most States have granted students the right to

decide. on dress and hair, schools can set limitations din

the interest of cleanliness, decency, and decorum, as in

the Idaho State Code. Other States and loca4ties have set

health and/or safety standards. For exampde, long hair has

been regulated for those operating woodshop machines.

o Seine Federal courts have said that schools can regulate

dress and grooming; other Federal courts have said no,

schools cannot have such regulations except where the

school can establish that a hairstyle or tyre of clothing

interferes with the educational processs or provides .a

safety/health hazard. Schools that do regulate dress often

do so in the interest of cleanliness, decency, and decorum,

although it has been hard to prove these reasons in court-

o Importantly, any code must be sex-fair. Any regulation

applying to boys must also apply to girls.



Materials/
Equipment SequencelActivity Description

Transpar n
2.2.6

Review of Goss: Due Process

Shaw Transparency 2.2.6

Goss v. Lopez

"What Process is Due"

1 F Oral or written notice of charges

2. An opportunity to respond to the charges

Expulsion and longer suspensions (10 days)
may require more formal procedures:

Opportunity to secure counsel

A chance to confront and cross examine
witnesses

Written record showing evidence for
decision

Right to appeal

Trainer should make the following points:

o Other protections, clarified for students include due pro-
cess, that is, the right to "some kind of notice and hear-

in9 in regard to suspensions and exPlialsioris."
a a

o We will highlight these issues here and cover hem in

detail in a later module.

e

o However, it is understood that providing such notice and
°hearing is sometimes not feasible. Under those,conditions
:where a student's presence is dangerous to others, a stu-
dent ma be immediately removed and the notice and hearing
follow shortly afterwar

o Additionally, there are some special issues to be consid-
ered when handicapped. students are considered for expulsion

(Stuart v. Nappi 1978).



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

.Transparency
2. 7 _

G. Review o Sue Process: Not Applicable to Corporal punishment`

Show-Transparency 2.2.7,

Ingraham v Wright
1977

School systems need not afford students any form
of hearing prior to administering corporal
punishment

BUT

students do have due process rights if they believe
they have been wrongly punished and file suit.

Trainer should make the following points:

Noteworthy is that students were not given the right to due

process liar to corporal punishment; but that students

have the.right to bring shit if the "have been wrongly pun-

ished.

If suit enacted after
is, of co °srse, afforded.

al punishment, due process-



Materials/
Equip merit ,

IrAnsparency
2.2.8

Sequence/Acti Description

Show Transparency 2.2.8 and pause to allow participants

Wood v. Strickland

School goard members nay be. trued by students if
they:

t Act with maliciousintent to injure or deprive
students of constitutional riglit9;

2. Violate a clear constitutional right of student and
should have known about it.

Trainer should make the f011owin paints:

---ad.

The Supreme Court has ruled that corporal punishment is not

unconstitutional. Therefore, most states allow corporal

punishment although some states and 'school aiStricts forbid

it (e.g., Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York; Chicago, and

the District of Columbia).

There is much professional contr8Wrsy over its useful-
,

- ness. Some alternatives to corporal punishment will be

discussed in a later module.



Equipment Sequence ,

H. Review of Common La- 2i2lEEon Cc, ?oral Punishment

Transparency Show Transparency
2.2.9

Visual 2.2.1

Audiovisual
Tape, player

Corporal- lenient

If you choose to use cc,rporal punishment there are
common law principlesregulating it

1 Punishment should not be unreasonable;

2. Not excessive in view of age and sex of student;

3. Not excessive in view of gravity of offense;

4. Not administered malicious

Tra er should make the following point:

o For tho'se schooldistricts and school personnel that. do
allow it and choose to use it, there are accepted
"common law inciplee regulating corporal punishment.

Summary f Mini lecture on SChool Law

Trainer reiterates that there are protections specifically
granted to students, that affect such arpas of school life
as search and seizure, school newspapers, speakers and
programs, assemblies, and demonstrations.

Videvta- Viewin "A Locker Search" (5 min.)

Trainer should make the following introductory point:

o This vignette from Berrien County, Michigan, entitled "A Locker
Search" illustrates the way that one school'principel handled an
incident with legal ramifications--a search and seizure problem
'situation.

Show audiovisual 2.2.1



Materials/
Equipment Sequence Activity Dem'. pt on

Handout 2.2.1

Visual 2.2.2

Participant
Background
2.2.2-

4. Small Group Discussion of Search andBeizure,Problems (15 in.)

-Trainer asks participants to break into groups of five.

Distribute Handcut 2.2.1, Case Study Questions: "What Bap ed?" to

each group.

cTrainer tells participants they have 10 minutes to decide the

answers_to these questions.

5.- Partirt x g -Out (10 min. )

Trainer elicits quick answers to the five questions from members of

the group.

Trainer- introduces second part of vignette, "A Better Way."

6. Videota = Viewin "Locker Search--A Better Way." (10 min.)

(NOTE: Following the vignette, the trainer may wish to elicit

comments from participants, concerning this "better way,_,

It is likely that many will find it overly "careful."'

There have, in fact been decisions sugcesting that a

warrant would not be required where there is an emergency.

Additionally, it should be made very clear that this

"better way" is not necessarily the "best way.")

7. Summary (5' min.)

Trainer., should make the following points:

o We have only toudhed_upon the many actions that school personnel

might take which could have legal consequences.

Background material is included in the Participants Guide. This
s.

Will further elaborate points covered in this module.

This material also includes illustrations of correct procedures

relevant to seardh and seizure i4sues.



Whasi-jffstn21?

What did the principal do that was good?

What did the principal do that might,cause legal questions to ariseT

How reasonable was the principal' response?

Describe some things the principal could have done handle the

situation more effectively.
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Discipline,

Module 2.27 Discipline and School Law

Background 1.1) 2

921IssueseI -actin- Seconda schools

Background.
Materials

,Adapted from the Student Dindi-line

Handbook Or Johnny Purvis' of the
University of Southern Mississippi
and based upon information from the
following State Departments of

Education:

Alaska New.MeXico

Arkansas New York

California North Dakota.

Illinois Ohio

Iowa. Pennsylvania'

'Louisiana South Carolina

Maine South Dakota,

Michigan Utah

Nevada Vermont

New Jersey West Virginia



on -a

problems.
the basic
decisiOns
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INTRODUCTUN

daily(bass, school staff members must solve student discipline

'Ofterithese decisions involve legal ramifications. cat are

areas of student rights? And how do we implement discipline

and yet not abridge these Tights? For.example:

What can Le &me if students publish Shocking and

offensive views in-the school newspaper ?.

Who decide,4 whatdressst;ndards studentb.must follow?

what happens when a gun is believeorto be Hidden

in a student's locker?

The following information
0is intended to provide an,overview Cthe

major areas of student rights and to suggest how school. officials-may take

discipline action while not ignoring protections grantedto students.

A,bibliography of further readings is attached. Additionally, the

reader is referred to the "Handbook of Selected Di-soipline Policy` Statements"

,for illustrations of how different states and school districts have imple

mented these policy guidelines. Much of what is written herein is a sum-

mary of ,these materials. However, this information is noe intended to-be

a substitute fOr competent legal advice. Laws and court interpretations
varyindifferentpartsoftHecountry.we strongly recommend that anY

regulations; rules, or-procedures that your school contemplates adopting

be reviewed by compdtent legal counsel before they are issued.

STUDENT PRIVACY: SEARCH AND SEIZURE

Students possess the right of privacy of person, as' well as freedom

from unreasonable search and seizure of property guaranteed by .he Fourth

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. That individual right; howevere:-is

-balanced by the school's responsibility to protect the health, safety,

and welfare of 'all its students.

Locker searches by school authorities without a search warrant have

been generally upheld by the courts. Arbitrary and indiscriminate 'sear'`, -s

should be avoided and all searches should be limited to a reasonable cause

to believe that a student is secreting evidence of an illegal act. Sbhool

officials Should seek counsel'prior to a search unless confrontdd with an,

emergency which poses. a direct threat to the safety of the school community.

The student should be, given an opportunity to be present when the search

is conduCted unless, as previously stated, an emergency exists that threat-
.

ens the, safety of the school and/or individuals.



.In'- Louisiana, in 1975, A district court ruled in State v. Mora that

"search dn school groundsof-students' personal effectS by_ school offi-

cialt 410 suspect presence or possession-of some \inlawful substance is

not a specifidally established and well delineated exception to search'

warrant requirement, and fruits of _.such a search may 1121. be used by the

State as a basis for criminal proceedings against the student Public
4, ==

." School principals and teachers are government agents'within purview of

-the Fourth Amendment's. prohibition against unreasonable
searches and seiz-

ure", thusNtheir students must be accorded the constitutional right to be

free from warrantless searches, and seizures, Applicability ofaconstitu-

tional,prohibitions against unreasonable searches is limited-to cases

where seizure is effected by government agencies, and at the same time,

fruits, of searches and-seizures conducted by privat&persone are noE sub-

ject to exclusion." the.Loeisiana State Sup_ reme COurt upheld the afore-

mentioned ruling.

When pr4ncipals or other school Officials receive what they be-

lieve is reliable information that evidence of a crime is located on a

student's person orhis or.her property, they should request Assistance fro the

authorities and a valid search warrant should be secured. Likewise, the

police should ordinarily not be perm teed to search a student's property

or lockbr without a valid search warrant unle-ss'the search comes within

one of the exceptions to the Fourth Amendment's search warrant requirement`.

ested Procedures pe- ardinf Search and seiZure

It is suggested that the following determinationsobe made by school

officials relative to the seizure of items in'the studen's possession and

the search of the school property (locker, desk, etc.) assigned to the

student.
.

.
; .

1. Therejs reasonable cause to believe that possession constitutes

a criMe or rule violation, or that the student possesses evI-

dence of a crime or violationof',.law.

2. There is reason to believe that the student is using his/her

locker or property in soon a way as to endanger his/her own

health or,safety or the health; safety, and rights of others.

3. There is- 'reason or belief that there are weapons or dangerous.

materials on the school premises. ,As such school.officials must

retain the right to ace --to search students' desks and7or losa-

ars, and to seize in cases of emergencies--such as in'the event

of fire or bomb threat.

when 'Acker checks are Made in the exercise of fundamental school

authority, students should be informed within/the context of general school

rules at the'beginning of'each term. In cases of clearly defined emergen-

cies and the lack of availability of the student's assigned tp a locker,'

the principal or his'or her designee(s) possess the, authority to enter. The

student, however, should be informed as soon as possible.
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STUD E10 SPEECH

The First Amendment to. the U.S. Constitution guarantees the right

of freedom of 'speech to all Americans, including students. However, the

constitutional guarantee does not include license to interfere with the

orderly conduct of classes, to coerce others to participate in a Particu-

lar mode of expression, or to violate the rights of those who disagree with

a given point of view,

Student speedh may be subj'ect.to disciplinary action by school offi-

dials if such speech--
,

Is slanderous; i.e., spoken maliciously or without regardto

the truth of the assertion

Clearly and immediately incites other sto damage proPerty or

phytically harm others

Materially and substantially interferes with

tion of the school,

eech ds _id Other Bad =e

he normal opera-

lie 'Expression

The United States Supreme Court has upheld the right of students to

wear or display,buttons, armbands, flags, decals, or other badges of sym-:

bolic el5pression, where the manner. of expression 'does not materially j-n-

trude upon the orderly process of the school or the'rights of others.

In a number of cases-since the Tinker decision, various courts haVe

Addressed themselves to the question of whether or not particular instances

of symbolic,exprIssicin intruded upbn the orderly proces's of the school or

the rights of jothers. For example, a court (Butts, v. Dallas, independent

'School District) has ruled that the wearing of armbands could, not .be

stricted merely because the possibility of disruption existed. However,

court (Gazik v. Drebus) ruled against the wearing of buttons where evidence

established that theban'wasnedessary to preserve' discipline in 2. racially

tense high school. Still another court (Hernandez v.:Scho- ol--District Num-

ber 1,' Denve14, Colorado), affirmed SUspensionS of students for wearing black

berets where the beret was worn as a symbol of the power to'disrupt and

there was evidence'of actual' disruption.

Buttons, armbands, and other badges of symbolic expression must not

contain materials.which are obscene or libelous, or, which advoCate radial

or religious prejudice.

P ER ON AL APPEARAN : DRESS AND GROOMING

EssentiallY,*students have been allowed to govern their owhappear-
-

ance To limit or curtail student dress and grooming, the State has a

substantial burden or justification:"



For regulations on hair length to be valid,,thg school board must

show that there is an overriding public purpose to be served by limiting

students' rights to appear in school wish longishort.hair. Such justir

fication. Might-include evidence that long hair causes. an actual. disruption

-of-the.edUoational prOcess,.0i that the length or style of hair consti--

tutes a health or safety hazard; but'only after the:fact,--and-pot in the-

form'of prior restraints. Where length of hair is a problem, as in shop

class, Some type of hedd- covering may be required\ The student's right

,;'Ito govern the length of his or her hair also inclines facial hair.

A school board or school official may not impos limitations en dress

in which fashion or taste is the"sole consideration, ern if a majority of

students have approved a student dress code. School- authorities may re-

quire certain types of clothing to be worn in special extracurricular

activities-(band;-athletics,-physioal education, etc.).

o

SPEAKERS AND PROGRAMS

Students and student organizations in "consultation with school

officials should be free within reasonable constraints to invite and

hear speakers of their choosing.

;where tro speakers"have engaged in conduct which violates con-,'

stitutional standardsiembodied in State law, and-there is reason to be-

lieve that they will repeat sach conduct, school officials have authority

to prohibit.such program .participation.

.
If a'school allows some outside speakers to use school facilitiet,

it MaynOt denyfrother similar weakers the use of these facilities merely-

' 'because sUchepeakers are deemed contrOVersial-or undesirhble by school

officials.'
4

School authorities may, regulate-the times and locations of speeches

aneasseMblies and may require advance notice -in order to avoid conflict-

and ensure proper protection of:the school community.:

FREEDOM OF PRESS AND LITERATUREb SCHOOL SPONSORED PDBLICATIONS
0

Official school publications such as school newspapdrs should reflect

the policy-and judgment of the student editors. Students have the respon-
,

sibility to *refrain from libel and obscenity and to observe thenormal

rules for responsiblejournalism. Within these bounds, student papers

are as free as other newspapers.

Students have a right and are as free as editors of other newspapers

to report,the news and to editorialize. _School officials have,a respon-
---

sibility to supervise-student-run newspapers published withlchool equip-

ment and remove obscene` or libelous materials as well as edit material..

that' would cause Oubstantial disruption or material interference with
,

school activitids.



The AbOve is subject to the following:

School officials may not censor or'restrict materialsimply because

it is critical of the school or its administration; however, such

material should contain a byline identifying the writer.

Rules of the school"for.prio submission for review of obscene,

-libelous _materials,.and-material advocating illegal actions, should

be reasonable-and not calculated to delay distribution.

3. if-prior.approval procedUres are established, they should identify,

to whom the material is to. be submitted; and the criteria by which

the Material isYto be evaluated need to be narrow and specific with

a limitation on:the time within which a decision must be made. If

the prescribed time for approval elapses without a decision, -tfie.

literature shall be considered as authorita for distribution.

Staff members may be heldrespaiS-IbIe-fcit-materials-which-are-libeIbus

or obscene, and.suCh publications may be prohibited. If in doubt concerning

the libelous or obscene nature of a sta6ment, staff members should, through

.appropriate channels, consult the school's district attorney.

FilEEDOM OP ASSEMBLY

Students have the right to peaceably assemble demonstrate, and picket

and to petj.tion and Organize or school grounds or in-school buildings. Exer-

cise of the right of an individual to Assemble, picket, and demonstrate shall

be denied him/her only on occasion when his/her-acts substantially and direct-

ly endanger physicalchealth,or safety, damage property, or seriously and imme-

diately.disrupt the activities of others. It is the school's' responsibility

to protect the students' rights to free speech and assembly guaranteed by the

First Amendment from abr' ement by any peFson or persons.

To insure that the students' activities do not substantially disrup

the edUcational.process,jt is their.respionsibilityto'observe the fol-

low ng.rules:

\-0 zings shall' be scheduled i.n advance.

2. Normal school activities may not be*dispipted.

The meeting shall not be such as may be, likely to create a

substantial.' danger to persons or property.

4. If a crowd is anticipated, a crowd control plan shall be filed

in the appropriate office well in advance of the meeting.



If you wish to read further regarding the preceding issues:

Institute of Judicial Administration,American Bar Association. Standards

Relating to School Education. Bainbridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishers,

1976.

National School Public Relations Association. Suspensions and Expulsions.

Washington, D.C., 1976.

Ware, M., and Remmlein, M. School
Inc. 1979.

-villa, NI11.: Interstate-Publishers,

I. "A social science review of.Ori ence cited in litigation on
corporal punishment in the schools.-' Journal of Clinical Child Psychology,

VIII, no. 3 -(Wall 1978): 195-199.

Purvis, J. Student Discipline Handbook: &compilation of p ocedures, regu-
------lationsv_andAtudent_ri:hts:as develoled b State de artments 'of education

in the United-States.: Hattiesburg, Miss,: DepartMent of Curriculum and

Instruction,: University, of 8outhern Mississippi.

South Dakota Department of Education and Cultural Affairs. Standards and
Guidelines for Providing Due Process of Law to the South Dakota Student.
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al Update: Cerperal punishment
This is one of a series of 'Legal Updates" on various topics. It is not a
substitute for competent legal advice. Laws and couin interpretations
van in different parts of our coun=7. In&vidual ,situations that may
seem, to the educated layman, to be covered by a law or court opinion,
may be perceived very differently by an attorney who can study the
individual situation in the Light of local laws and interpretations. We

smongly recommend that any regulations. rules, or procedures that
your school contemplates adopting be reviewed by competent legal
counsel before they are issued. Our Network staff is available to you

your attorney to help provide information.` Cali 800-sploots.

Many school authorities :view c ral pun-
ishment as a less drastic means of titsclpline,-
than suspension or expulsion. Recently,-
junior high school students in Dade County.
Florida. challenged the practice of corporal
punishment as unconstitutional. Arguing
that corporal punishment is prohibited by
the Eighth Amendment's bar against crud

oral clue pro-
cess reqinres- notice and a h"e.Lring before
imposing such punishment, one student
alleged that he was subjected ts more than
twenty blows an the buttocks with a result-
ing painful hernatoma because he Yad been
slow to follow a teacher's instruction.
Another student testiSed that on two, occa-
sions he was struck on his arms, once
depriving hi= of the hiLl use of his arm for
a week.

The students' ch4lenge resulted' in a deci-
sion by the United States Supreme Court,
Incraham v. Wright, 430 U.5.675 (1977). In
aoUressing the issue of corporal punish-
ment, the Court reeogrzed the view of the
school authorities and concluded that 1)

oaddlimg students as i means of school
discipline does not 'constitute cruel and

unusual punishment, and 2) -due process
does not require notice and a 'hearing prior
to the i.position corporal punishment, as
that practice is authorized and by
tradition common law.

In con _lathing that corporal punishment as a
=cams of ,student discipline is not druel.a.nd
unusual punishment, the Court, emphasized
that the history of the Eighth Amendment
makes it clear that the 'prohibition against
cruel-and unusual, punishment was designed
to protect those persons convicted of crime
and subject to tinOrisonrnent. Although the

re:ognizeil that sthool i.t. tanriante may
not always be volUntary, it nevertheless
emphasised that the traditional "openness of
the public school and its supervision by the
coctiortitit7 afford significant safeguards
against the Monti of abuses' " which could'
be dassi.Sed as cruel and unusual' punish-
ment. Elaborating on this premise, the
Court highlighted additional .. safeguards
against cisu-tatment

.wept perhaps when very young,
- the child is not reitrained from

leattog school during school hours;
and at the end of the day', the
child is free to return home._ Even
while at school, the child brings
with him the support of family and
friends and is rarely apart from
teachers and other pupils who may
wi=ess-,- and prEiteit any instances
of s.-re-a=ent.

The Co- further pointed out that in every
eererie-irr where co oral punishment is

Tne School Resource Network is lunged by a grant from me Office of JQvenile Justice. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. United

States Deoartmeht or Justice The views and opinions expressed herein a/c those of ne aighos and co not ne:essahly reoresent the views

and /or policies of the United States Government any of its agencies.



permitted in the school, these saiegu
are reinforced by the common law.

in discussing the. Common law. governing
corporal punishment, the Court reiterated
the single legal principle that has *valved
from past federal and state court decisions.
That principle is that piiblic school teachers
are privileged to inflict only such corporal
punishment as is reasonably necessary for
the proper: education and discipline of the
child. To 4etermine whether the punish-
meat is reasonable in a particular case, the
Court suggests that all of the dretimstanees
be taken, into account. Among the most
imp_ortant considerations are the seriousness
of the offense, the attitude and past be-
havior of the child, the nature- and severity
of the punishment, the age and strength of
the- child. and the availability, of lees sever!
but equeliy effective means of clisciplirie..

Having outlined the common law guidelines
for imposing corporal punishment, the Court
also delineited the Common law remedies
available to students who are subjected to

essive force.----Under the common to
the extent_ that the force is excessive 'or
unreasonable,unreasonable. the teacher is subject to
possible civil and criminal

With the common law prineples in mind, the
Court then addressed what process, under
the Fourteenth Ateendieent,, is due students
subject' to corporal punishment.' The Court
determined- that where, school authorities.
acting under color ,of state law, deliberately
deride to punish a student for misconduct
by restraining tend. 'inflicting appreciable
physical pain; the Fourteenth Amendment
liberty interests are iMplicated.: In view of

-premise, the Court' reasoned 'were it,
e common law : Privilege, permitting

s to inflict reasonable corporal
punishment , .. traditional
remedies for abuse, -the. case for requiring
advance procedural safiguards would be
strong- indeed. "° The Court concluded that
although corporal punishment implicates a

liberty -interest protected by the due
prOcess clauie of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment,- the ty aditional common law rtivil and
criminal remeei are fully adequate to
afford due process. -

In determining that the traditional common
law remedies for .excessive corporal punish-
ment already afforded students due
process, the Court considered four distinct
factors: 1) the private interest of the stu-
dent, 2) the . risk of erroneous 'deprivation
of such interest, 3) the probable -value,-; if
any, of additions) or substitute procedures,
and 4) the state's interest. On the premise
that reasonable corporal punishment is justi-
fiable under the common- law, the Court
concluded that the student's liberty interest
in avoiding corporal punishment is limited to
avoiding only excessive force. Fiowever,

the Court recognized that since there is

ace .13tilletin

some risk that the deliberate of

corporal punishment be excessive, un-
reasonable, and thus unlawful, some pro-
cedtn--4 safeguards are necessary. After
examining the safeguards already provided
under Florida law, the Court determined
that no additional procedures were re-
qidred.

Under the Florida . statute then in effect,
before a teacher was authorized to inflict
corporal punishment he was required
first consult with the principal. After

,consultation,- the teacher could impose cor-
poral punishment but the punishment could
not be 'degrading or unduly severe."
Under, gerera.l Florida common law, if the
punishment inflicted is later found to have
been excessive-'that is. not reasonably
believed -at the time to be necessary for the
student's disciplirie--then the school author-
Wee inflicting it may be liable for damages.
and, if shown to have aced with malice,
may be subject to crnal penalties.

Having reviewed the Florida law in effect at
the_time,_ the Cour: concluded that in those
cases where severe punishment -is cone
plated, the available evil and criminal sent-
dons far abu.seconsidered in light of the
openness of the school environmentafford
significant protection against unjustiled
corporal punishment. As a result of this
built-in protection, the Court reasoned that
there was no need to supplant traditional
common law remedies with notice and

taring prior to the infliction of corporal
unishiment. In fact; the Court further

noted that even if the need for advance
procedaral safeguards were clear, the
incremental benefit to the student may not
justify the cost to the state.

alvzing the state interest a. stake,,the
- Court observed that advance uctice and
hearing would significantly burden the use
of . corporal punishment as a disciplinary
measure. The Coarr-rfurther acknowledged
that advance procedures could undermine
the necessary authociry of the e teacher;

If 'a prior hearing, with the in-
eviable -attendant. publicity within
the school, resulted in the rejection'
of the teacher's' ,.recommendation,
the consequent- impairment of the
teacher's ability to maintain as-

would beMpane in the -classroom
substantial.

in deference to state and local judgment,
the Court concluded that the current legis-c

lative decisions of many stales - to allow
reasonable corporal punishment must be
viewed in light of the discipline proble
confronted by local school authorities,
Reinforcing respect for local control of
school policy, the Court observed,O,that

events callina discipline art



frequent ocuu.rrences and sometimes
require kozsediate, effective action.
Assessment of the need for, and
the appropriate means of maintain-
ing, school discipline is committed
generally to the discretion of thq.,
school authorities subject to state
law. 'The Court has repeatedly
emphasized the need for affirming
the comprehensive authority of the -
States and of school officials, con-
sistent with fundamental ecnisidtir-
tional safeguards, to prescribe and
control conduct in the. schools.'
Tinker v. Des Moines School District
'n3 U71%501,3737 (lobo) .'

Having analyzed the available common law
limitations and remedies on -corporal pt.t.sh-
went, evaluated the adequacy of 'the Florida
statute . governing corporal punishment, and
recognized the need for local autonomy in
fashioning constitutional school disciplinary
policy, the Court held that the due process
Brume does not require notice and a hear-
ing prior to the imposition of corporal pun-
islumerst in the public school, as that torac-
tier Is authorized and limited- by the corer
moon law. (-Emphasis added.)

Prior to Inn-sham, sutra, the Supreme
Court had summarily of ed a decision of
the United States District Court In NOrth
Carolina requiiing some minimal due process

the course of in.flictirig corporal punish-
ment. Baker v. Owen I. 423' 41.5.907 (1975).,
aff'd- 39-17 F .SUpp .294. (14-. D. N .C. ) .
The minimum due process reqinred by the
District Court and approved. by the Supreme
Court Baker. supra, is dillermrst Aram
the process allowed in InFrahari. supra.

In Baker, subra the DistrictCourt upheld,
consitrutional on its face, a North Car-

olina,., statute authorizing teachers to '`use
reasonzble force in the: exercise of lawful
authority to reitffatri or correct pupils and
maintain order." However, the District
Court also held that 'to impletoent'the stat-
ute without according to students, price-
diiral due process siqiuld''1,2 a violation. of
the- Fourteenth Amendment."' In order
guard against ,srbttrariness and the use
unreasonable :farce, the District Court set,
forth 'the proness-., reqinied in imposing
corporil punishment'- `First, students Are

titled to advance notice of . those offenles

which could result in corporal punishment.
Second, ,another school offidal must witness
the paddling, and the witness must be
informed in the pi-esence of the student of
the reasons for the paddling. Finally,
upon parental request. the school of5dal'
must set forth in writing the masons for
the paddling and include the name of the
witness.

In _ summarily xfartoing the District Court's
decision In -1975, the Supreme Court tacitly
agreed with the result and prindples artic
ulated by the lower court. It 1976, prior
to the Supreme Court's decision in
In rah ato , the Florida legislature amended
its statute governing corporal punishment to
include the procedural safeguards outlined
in Baker. sunra.' By 1976, the Dade
County School Bolu'd had already amended
its' policy, ,. the school board standardized
the size of the joid/d. limited stri)dng to
the buttocks, Limitd the number of blows
(5 for ..0ertientary and intermediate grades
and 7 for junior 'ad,c1 senior grades), and
required a contemporaneous explanation of
the need for 'the punishment to the student

- and _ =a, 13subsequerit_l.notificatdon to the
parents. In.,1977, the Supreme Cou_rt in
Ingraham, while upholding the Florida
statute in effect in 1971. acknowledged the
amended. Florida statute and school _board
policy.

Following the lead of Florida, it appears
wise, though perhaps not constitutionally
required, for school, officials to adapt the
process outlined in Baker. It may also be
appropriate 'for sChool officials to collaborate
with parents and students in developing
rules and regulations for the school. Such
collaboradon may ensure that the rules and
sanctions are reasonable by community
standards. In the words -of 'a school admim-
istrator,

If the school is to prepare srudents
for' responsible membership 'in
society , the sehool should reflect
the society the student will enter as
an adult dMsen. In our 'system.
citizens are entitled to know what
the riles are and what punishment
will be imposed if the rules are
violated. School rules should be no
different 2
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Goat v. Lope: and Wood v. Strickland were
heard by the U.S. Supreme Court On the same day
and they were meant to reinforce one another.
Taken- together, the decisions mudate minimums
due process procedures for students in suspension
cases. In other words, students must be dealt with
fairly, not -arbitrarily, by administrators. Goss
specifies that, in connection with a suspension of
10 days or leis, the student must be given oral or
writton_noticeefthveltarges against him. If he
'denies the charges, he must be given an explanation
of the evidence the authorities have and an
opportunity to' present his side.

"Generally," the court held, "notice and hearing
should precede the student's frisson] from school.

. since the hearing may almost -immediately follow
the misconduct. if pziornout;e and hearing are not
feasible. as when the student's presence endangers
persons or property or threatens disruption of the'
academic 'process thus justifying immediate re-
moval 'from school, the necessary= notice and
heating mould follow as soon as practicable." ,

In the Wood decision, the Supreme Court
justices ruled 5-4 that school board members 'may
be rued by a 'student under Section 1983 of the
U.S., Code, if they act officially, in violation of a
student% constitutional rights or with intent to
injure him.

33 Briefly Revie

In 1971, a number of students
sitspended from the Columbus, Ohio,
during-a period of racial. tension. Nine- df the
students brought .suit. They claimed that the Ohio
statute under which they were suspended did net
provide the procedural 'due process guaranteed by
the 14th Amendment- to, the U.S. Constitution.
The Ohio statute in question' authoMed-principals
to suspend students for up to 10. days without
notice or' hewing. The Suprerr e CoUrt ruled in

Background'
Materials

Goss that the statute was unconstitutional and that
the students' civil nights had been, violated by
school officials.

Justice Byron White. in writing for the majority,
said students facing temporary suspension from a
public school have property and liberty interests
that qualify, them for protection under the . due
process clause of the 14th Amendment. Further,
the majority opinion held, neither the liberty nor
the property interest of students "is so insubstan-
tial that-suspensions-may-constitutionally be-irn-

'posed by any procedure the school chooses, no
'matter how arbitrary."

The court- was not unmindful of the possible
consequences of its decision. It said: "The prospect
of 'imposing elaborate hearing requirements in
every suspension case is viewed with great concern
and many school authorities may",iwell prefer the
untrammeled power to act unilaterally, unham.
pered by rules about notice and hearing. But it

'would be a mange, disciplinary system in an
educational, institution if no communication was
sought by the disciplinarian with the student....
No better instrument has, been devised for arriving
at truth than to give a person in jeopardy of serious
loss noticoof the case against him and opportunity
to meet It"

The court stopped short of requiring that every
hearing in a: suspension case must afford the
student the opportunity to secure' counsel, to
confront and cross-examine-wimesses or to all his,
own witnesses. "Further formalizing the suspen-
sion ,process and escalating its formality and
'adversary nature may not only make it too costly
as a, regulir disciplinary` tool hut .also destroy its
effectiveness ,as,pkrt 'of tin teaching process,".the
court said. By requiting a fact.fulding hearing,
however, the court believetrit 'could reduce the
chance of error in,suspension cases.

"Longer, suspensionsror expulsions for the re.
mainder of the school te.41, or permanently," the
court concluded, "may require more formal-proce-

, a publication
Relations Ass04ation, 1976.
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dares. Nor do we put aside the possibility that in
unusual situations [emphasis added], although in-
volvMs only a short suspension, something more
than rudimentary procedures will be required.

Peter Roos, the attorney who successfully at%
sued Goss v. Lopez on behalf of the students,
pinpointed in an issue of inequality in Education
three "common criteria" to be considered by
school officials as a result of the ruling:

1.'lhe person making the decision must be
relatively free front bias.

2. No longer may a teacher or other adult's
words be given an irtebutable presumption of
truthfulness. Roos says that if the teacher or
adult's version of the story differs so much
from the student's that the outcome depends
on it, the suspension becomes an "unusual"
short -tetra one. .

The student must be found :runty of a
specified offense based cm eridence.

---- There are two conditions in which the informal
procedures of -a timple,,suspennon should give way
to the rtions,famial procedures of the "unusual"
short-term nispernian,Roos says If it appears to a
reasonable person tharthe_facts of a given Me

, cannot be resolved by the informal-protadures of a
simple suspension or if hum is .11cely-to-----be_i:
unusually 'severe, the more formal procedures
should apply." Such situations could include 'not
graduatins,,,not being able to go to college, not
being accepted for a job, accusations relating to the
use of drugs or Other stimulants or -aecusitions
relating sexual promiscuity.

d Briefly Reviewed

The first pobnd-brealcing decisian, Goss, in

volved a'- northern school system; its companion
case, Wood, resulted from thtsactionlof the Mena,
Ark., school b_ oard; Three 16-year-old girls were

fed with "spiking' punch served at an extra-
las event The prirtcipal suspended the girls

froM sclitaol when they told hint what they had
done. Based an the girls' confession, the board of
education- then expelled the girls for the remainder
of the term, approximately three months.

Tvio of the giils flied suit demanding reinsute-
ment in school and money damages from the
administrators and school board members. The

court of appeals and the district court disagreed
abodt whether school board members were im-
mune from liability for duriaget Traditionally,
school board members had such immunity, The
U.S, Supreme Colin, ;ri its 5-4 decision, held that
school board members do not now have absolute
immunity. --

The majority_ decision concluded: "A school
board member is not immune . from liability for
damages if he knew or reasonably should have
knosen that the action he took within his sphere of
official responsibility would violate the constitu.-
clonal rights of the student affected, or if he took
the action with the malicious intention to cause a
deprivation of constitutional rights or other injury
to the student" The court added that a compensa-
tory award would W appropriate only if the-school
board member acted with such an impermiisible
motivation or with such disregard of the student's
dimly established constitutional rights that the
action cannot reasonably be characterized as being
in good faith.

In the category of offenses involving "clearly
established constitutional-righttLarsettled, Undis-
puted law," the, board member's liability is vir-
tually absolute and is not determined by an inquiry
into his motilLition. This is the- interpretation
offered by C._ Ross Smith, an attorney for the
Arkansas School Boards Asm. Smith was bivalved
in the litigation for the Wood cam In cases
MI/diving some alleged constitutional` right but not .

a 'clear undisputable one the boArd member's-
liability depends on motivation. "Unless the stu-
'dent can domoilstrairamalicious intent to do
harm in such cases, he cannot te-cover-darnarges,"
Smith holds.

NASSP advisei that school board members are
not to ',..be held responsible for every .innocent
mistake.' Moreover, the association notes, the
liability for damages assigned to board, mehibers by
Wood has already been held to apply to principals
and teachers, whei ary never accorded immunity as
public Officials. To the extent therefore-that the
Wood case Makes school boards more cautious in
the adoption of regulations which ptincipali must
administer, it may help 'keep principals out of
court.';

M. Chester Nolte, an authority on school Isw,
offered' to school board rnernben on how to
comply with the ruling in an issue of American
School Board fouinaL A key tip from that article:

,,One` of the most persistent demands made by-the
courts of quasi - judicial bodies (Which school4;!,
Wards 'are] is that they :should not go into A



hearing having already made up their minds as to
the outcome."

InferferenOe or a Sep ForWard

Views differ on the effect Goss and Wood. Will
have on the nation's schools. According to one the
decisions °training- minimum due process amount
to "interference" by the federal courts in the
Wain of schools. Mother it that 'for too many
years there was a 'school ,art do rio wrong'
attitude." Wood was denounced by some officials
because it might cause capable citizens to refuse
dtity as board members.

.. The Supremo Court's own view on Goss is that it
requires no more than a fair-minded administrator
would do anyhow. Many eduators agree that the
majority of schools have always afforded students
their due process rights, and that Goss will not
necessitate substantial changes-

Administrators why feel their hands are tied by
the new rulbags are taking the wrong ettitude;-sayi
Bin Realms. legal counsel for the Salem (Ore.)
'Public Schools. -AdministntarS have touse their
own judgment to detenzae what is in the best-
interests of the school at a given time and in a
given situation, he says, ,"Don't be afraid to make a
mistake, so long as you are using year best
judgment and it is not arbitrary or capricious."

Raulus strews that Students have the right to
express their views when they are accused of..
wrongdoing; but that they sometimes Mistakenly
extend and abuse their new-found rights. "They do
not understand what their constitutional tights are
and they believe they have a 'carte- blanche right to
do what they witrit,",he paws out. "Thu is where

col administrators have to take rum control of
situation. They hire to show students that

they must be responsible if,they.Went to stay in _

.schooL"

Will Your Due Process Procedures .
Keep You Our of Court?

"Put yourself, -back a few yews and into
status of the student," advises; John Punle.
attorney for the Pulaski County Special School
District in Little Rock, Ark. "Fair and impartial
niles,require you to do the right thing, he states.
He suggests that the more severe the penalty
handed a student, the more elaborate the due
process procedure should be. ti

NAFISP recommend that school principals fol-
lovr the due process procedures outlined, in Goss

r short-term suspensions (10 days or (chi.
fiilong-terrn suspension' or expulsion, NASSP

adviselt that school districts use the following con-
siderations:

1. n the absence of clear statutory or adminis-
trative requirements, the student should be
provided: written notice of the rules violated,
the intention to suspend or expel. and the
place, tirne'and circumstances of a hearing

defense.

22.

tune provided to prepare a

2. A full and fair hearing before an impartial
person (not the person who collected the
evidence).

3. The right to legal counsel or so r adult
representation.

4. = Opportunity -to present witnesses or evidence
in the accused pupil's behalf and to cross,
examine opposing witnesses.

S. Some kind. of written record (not necessarily
verbatim) demonstrating that. the decision
was based on the evidence.

Several other '-aLittiorities suggest also that stu-
dents should be made aware of their rights and the
procedures m be follewed in app .rang the decision.
to a' higher authority.

To avoid liability, NASSP advises administrators
and school boards to:

1. Make and enforce any rule which appears.to
abridge civil rights only after careful consid-
eration. If at all possible, get the advice of
counsel."

2. If a rule or its enforcement appears to
abridge'a student's civil rights, be certain it is -
accents-1% reasonably, related' to stile' school's
purposes and administered without discrimi-
nation.

S. Set up fundamentally fair disciplinary proce-
dures which meet suggested standards for
suspension and expulsion.

4. Make a reasonable attempt to keep up with
court decisions governing student Conduct in
your jurisdiction.
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Aj LEGAL MEMORANDUM:
STUDENT DISCIPLINE*

' SUSPENSION and' EXPULSION

Background
Materials

In January, and again-in February 1975, the U.S. Supreme Court spelled out what it .

means by due process of law as itapplies to suspension and expulsion of public

school students. Of cOurse, most school systems had been providing some aspects

Aof due process-to their students for many years, but the Court's new holdings pre-

sent the first actual requirements pet dowU by the nation's, highest court for

handling student discipline capes. If principals are to avoid the very real spectre

of-monetary damages where their,actions deprive the student of civil rights, it is

important fot them to be familiar.withthe requirements and to establish procedures

that meet them.

0

Suspensions Goss v. Lopez-

What 'is the maximum-amount-of time that-a principal may suspend a pupil-from school

without a hearing? Most of. the States have dealt with this problem lkstatutes

allowing "school officials" to suspend pupils for up to five or 10 days without

such guarantees. The State of Ohio had such a statute in 1971 when student protests';'

in Coleus resulted'in numeroussuSpensions without benefit.of a hearing. During

-Black History Week, high school dtudents'dlished -with adminigtrators over which

community leaders should be allowed,to.-"Speakat'sdhool assemblies;; ..Polarization

quickly deteriorated into disturban60/2and-disturbance into'mass suspensions.:" Nine

of theystudentS=brought :suit in Federal .court :The Supreme Court, by a- split 5-4

vote, indicated tbAt the civil rightt ofjthestudents.lhad been violated.by school

officials,\even though they were acting Within'the 10-day. limit set by the Ohio

Statute: (The CUrt-among other hing's,'declared the Ohio statute unconstitutional`.

.\
cr

.- Justice White wrote the majdYityropinion4n which Justices Douglas, Brennan,
j .

Stewart, and Marshall joined. In'order for the plaintiffs:to win, theThad to show-

-that the opportunity to attend school was either,a,"liberty".or_a "property ",

interest,prOtected by the, lAth.amendment to.the Constitution-r and that the-State,

through/its statute and action of public officials', had deprived-them of such in'

interest without due process of law.

ted from NASSP, A Legal Memorandum, June 1975

inion No. 73 -888, decidedJanuary 2, 1975, 95-S.C. 729.



While being careful not to contradict its holding in the Rodriguez2 case

that education was not a specific right under the U.S. Constitution, the

CoUrtmaintained that it could be a property interest protected by the

nstitution.. Wrote Justice White in part:
4.

The 14th athendment'forbide the state to'deprive any person of

life, liberty, or property without due process of law. Pro-

tected interests in property are normally "not created by the

Constitution. Rather, they are created and their dimensions

are defined" by an independent source stidh as state statutes

or.rules entitling the citizen to certain benefits. (Citing

.Board of_Regents-v-. -Roth,-408 U.S.564, 577', 1972)

The Court went on

Although Ohio may not be constitutionally Obligated to establish

and maintain. a' public school system, it has nevertheless done so

and has-required its children to attend.

Cititig the tinker 'Case admonition that young people do not "shed the consti-

tutiopal rights at the schoolhouse gate," JuStice Whitt Wrote-that Ohio must

recognize a ttudent's legitimate entitlement to d public education as a "property,-'1-

.interest" which' falls. within the protection of -the Due Process Clause. This -

interest "may not be ;taken away foi misconduct without adherence to the minimum

proceddres required.by that Clause," the opinion declared.

Liberty,.too,- is protected by the Due PrOcese Cladse. "Where a'person's good

-name, reputation,:honor, or integrity is 4-e.. stake because of what.the governMent

is.doingto him," he has recourse to the 14th Amendment's protections If. charges

of-misconductire sustained and recorded,. thoEe chrges 'could. seriously damage

the student's standing with, his fellow puPilaand teachers as well as interfere

wi,th later:opportunities,for Sigher education and employment.. The state has set

tself up to determine-unilaterally and without process whether that misconduct

has occurred4,Such state action collides imMediately.with the reguirements.of

]e-Coast ItutiOn'i.

Minimum Procedures

Having decided that a student who is,tuspended for up .to 10 days without a he4ring

is entitled-to dueprocess Of law, the majority.then turned.its attention to what

is'meant-by "minimum' procedures.". Justice White on this point wrote

RodriqUez v an ,Antonio IndePendent-'School District`, 406 U.S. 1 (197

4Tinkerv. De oi.nes _Inde endent School District, 393 U. 543 (1969)



If the suspension is for 10 days, (this) is a serious event in

the life of the suspended child. .Ndither the property interest

in educational benefits.temporarily denied nor the liberty irt

terest in reputation, which is also implicated, is so insubstan-

tial that Suspensions may constitutionally.be imposed by any

procedure the sohool'chooses,V-matter how.arbitrary.

"The very nature of due process negates any concept ofinflexible procedures

universally applicable_toLevdryLimaginable-situation;"; -White-baid, which-is

tantamount to saying that each case must be decided on its own set of circum-

stances. While the Court'ordinarily'does not spell out a standardized

procedure, it is surprisingly ,specific in this case;
..-

At the very minimum,*therefort,students facing suspension and

the consequent interferences with a protected property interest

must be giverCsome kind of notice and afforded pose- kind'of

hearing. (Emphasis, the Court's)......The Student:must be

,given oral or written notice of the charges:against'him, and,

if he-denies".them, an explanation of the evidence the-authorities

have and an opportunity to present his side of-the story. There

need be no delay between, the time Sotice"is givdn,anethe time

of the hearing:' In' moSt cases, the disciplinarian may informally

discuss alleged misconduct With7the student minutes after it

'hap occurred '.We hold, .that theAtudentfirst be told what he -

-is'eccubed of doing and what, the basis, of the accusation is

The majority went onto say, however, that there MaYbe-Situation in which prior

notice and shearing cannot, be mandated; =ThoSe students Whose presence,poses A

continuing danger'to persons or property or ahiongoing:thretof_disrupting the

aqademic process may be immediately removed from school. Elut in those oases,

4--' the necessary,notiee and i"rudimentary- hearing" should follow "as soon as

practicable.1 And. the more serious the thargethe more careful must the

principal be in seeing that fundamental fairness is present at every step of

the procedure;

The,majorty.Stopped short of insisting that'the student must be:given,'as a:matter.

-Of due process., the opportunity to secure counsel, to- confront and 'cros4exaMine

ritnesses,.or to call his'ownvitnesses to verify his version-of the irOident.

To impose in each case eventruncated trial-typo procedures might

Well overwhelm adminiStrative-facilities in many, places, and, by

diVerting resources, cost More than it would.save'in educationdl

effectiveness. -Moreover, fUrther-formalizing the suspension pro--

cessend escalating its formality and adversary -nature may not only'.__

make it too costly_ as a 'regular disciplinary tool, but also destroy

its effectivenesi as.yart of the teaching process:.



On the other hand, the Court noted that requiring the principal to permit

the student to tell his side of the story "will provide a meaningful hedge

against erroneous action. At least, the disciplinarian will te alerted to

the existece of disputes about facts and arguments about cause and effect,"

thus reducing the chance of error.
p

a

The,Court em6hasized that its opinionThere applield only to the short suspension,

not_exceediug_10_dayS. "Longer suspensions or expulsionsAfor the remainder of

the school term, or permanently, May-require-more formal procedures.FitiallY-,

the Court added, "there may evefl be situations°involving 061y,asUspensioft
.

where.the student' entit4d to more than the rudimentaryproceduret Outlined
.

in this case."
P

Wood v. Strickfan

.
APProximately 30 days after the toss decision, the SupremeCourt tilled on an

.expultion case. Because of the way in which the issues were presented to the

C6urt, hoWever, the question of whatkprocedures were due the' pUpils.involved was

not disdusseq. The decision therefore throws little light on-,what the Court '

believes due process demands in a'case of eXpulsich or-longtterm suspension:

Three female students, all'sophomores1,16 'years ofageadmitied mixing three"
bottles,of 1.2 beer into a soda pop lunch. bringing it'to,e\schoolfuhction,=

-and serving the mixture',,. apparently without noticeable.,: ffect to parents and

teachers. BytalcUlation, theputch dontained'no:more than 0,91.peroent-aldohol,

which plaintiffs claimed'was insufficient to constitute a viOlation of the board's

rule against serving -an "intoxicating" beverage at schOol functions. -The board-

did, not try:b:cprove that it was indeed "intoxicating." contending instpacrthat,

it had meant to place its prohibition 6 alcoholic beverages all along, and that

everyone including the plaintiffs knew it

When rumors,spreadthatthe punch had been_spikedby,the pfaintiffs, they were

.called in for discussion and 6onfessed.what they had done. The board subsequently
t ,

held a meeting to Which neither, the students nor, their parents werp:invitedi_Toa

despite a plea for clemency by the principal, the board decided to suspend the-

offenders.for the remainder of theyear,4 14riOdotthreemonths. ,Ai a second -

4,

meeting two weeks later, at which the students -were represented, the board refused

to relent becaute their rule prescribeda TAndatory expulsion for theoffense.

The original 'sentence: was:imp:550d, whereupon the students br ught an action to

°11,Y

block the board's decision Later, the petition. was amended include financial

damages against the board members as individuals under. the Civ 1 :Bights Act of :.

1871 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983).



,The. Distridt Courtioriginally favored the:schOril boZrd on:the-grciunds,that the

board members,wersimmun4'froM damagesbut the Court of AppealsreverSed, and

also held that-the. board'sfailura to present any 'ev=tdence- that the, punch was

ra,fact ntoxicating" was a violation of the plaintiff's constitutional rights:

The case presented two Issues to the Sunreme,Court: (1) Are school officials

immune from liability for damages under Sec: 1983'without proof of malice on

their part? (2) Do federal courts have the right t9 re-examinlovidentiary

clestion's arising in school disciplinary -questiors, or the proper construction of

school regulations?',`

'ilit of.School Officials

:. The in question was origimally enacted by Congress to prevent raciaI-discri-

minat pn after the Civil War. at pro-indes.that any person whb, while acting in. an

official capacity, deprives another of his civilri4hts may be held liable in damages

for-such deprivation, or that the courts will recognize anyother appropriate

relief;

In the past few yearS, the Act has been widely invokectnot only by pupils but
.

also by teachersiseeking injunctive relief against school boaras,-as in cases for

reinstatement after suspension. There has been considerable however;,disagreement, however

whether publidofficials can be held personally liable for damages unless' it is

proven,, that heir action -was' based on maliaious intent.

Sy a bare 5-4 majority, the Supreme Court-decided that a snowing of malice was

not alwaya. required.' Ignoranceof What a stgdent's constitutional rights are

will not always serve as a defense in such cases, slid the majority opinion,

again written by. 4r, Justice White. School officials are entitled-to a "qualified"

privilege againit damages for wrongful acts while acting in good faith. However,

-,,school board members will not be.conaidered ibsolutelyimmune to such payment .if-

they knew; or reasonably should.have known, that theiactiOns they took would

vilate the constitutional rights_of a student, just ab,if they took the action

with the,malicious intention to cause a deprivation ofsome right, to which the

student was.entitled.

The school board-member who has "voluntarily_" undertaken the task of supervising

the operation of the school must be held to a "standard of conduct based not only

on permissible intentions, but also on knowledge'of the basic, unta stioned

stitutional rights of his charges."



The Court tried, however, to make clear that aJmere mistake in carrying out his

duties should not make the board member liable. They are not..."charged.with

predicting the future course of constitutional law. A compensatory damages award

will- be appropriate.only if the school board member has acted with such an imper-

missible motivation or with such disregard of the student's clearly established

constitutional rights that-his action cannot reasonably be characterized as

being in good faith."

Scope of Judicial Review

"Scope of judicial review" may seem like a technical legal matter,,and perhaps for

this reasan'was largely ignored in reports.by the general communications media.

-Simply put, it just means the degree to which courts are supposed to second-guess

administrative decisions. And, in this case, it may have been as important to

principalsand other educatois as the decision on money damages. on the specific

point involved, the Supreme Court ruled unamimously thatthe'Court of Appeals was

wrong to conclude that the
schools'regulatiowprohibiting the use or possession

of intoxicatingbeverages could not be interpreted as it was. by the board. More

importantly, given the fact that there was evidence supporting the charge against

the students, the Court of Appeals-should not even have interfered. Speaking for

the entire Court on this point, Justice White was very clearl

It is n ©t the role of the federal courts to- set aside decisions

of school'administrators
which the court may view as lacking a

basis in wisdom or compasSion. Public high school students do

have substantive and procedural rights while at school. But

Section 1893 does not extend the right to relitigate in federal

court evidentiary questions arising in school disciplinarypro-

ceedings or the proper construction of school regulations. The

system of public education that has evolved in this Nation relies

necessarily upon the discretion and judgment of school administrators

and schoo; board members, and Section 1983 was not intended to be

a vehiele.for federal court correction of errors in the exercise

of that disCretion which do not.rite to the level of violations of

specific constitutional guarantees.

Conclusion

The Goss and Wood cases disdussed in this lie4emorandum may have far-reaching

implications for principals and other educational administrators concerned with

the:: regulation of student conduct. As darkly perceived by Justice Powell in his

.

diSsenting opinion in Goss:'



No one can foresee the ultimate frontiers of the new "thicket'~;'

the Court now enters. Today's'iuling appears to sweep within

the protected interest in education a multitude of discretionary

decisions in the educational process.

On the other hand, the majority placed numerous conditions upon its requirements

of minimal due process, and took great pains to make clear their intention of

avoiding formal administrative procedures which would seriously hinder-the school,

in the pursuit of its educational purposes.

In Wood, similarly, it is easy to share the4orebodings of Justice Powell,' aga _

in dissent, on the Court's holding that school-officials may be held liable for

financial-damages if they deprive a pupil of constitutional rights,even if it was

done without malice, but-only with some degree,of recklessness.' As Powell says

in the )st paragraph of his opinion:

In view of today's decision significantly enhancing the possi-

bility of personal liability, one must wonder whether qualified

persOns will continue in the desired numbers to volunteer for

service in public education.

t should be noted, however, that this holding is also conditional. Board

embers are not to be held responsible for every innocent mistake. Moreover,

the liability,'for damages assigned to board members by Wood has already been

held to apply to principals and teachers, who are never accorded intaunitytas

Public officials. To the extent, therefore, that the Wood case makes school

boards more cautious in the adoption of regulations which principals must

administer - -it may help keep principals out of court!

Recommendations

1. Expulsion Lr pon-Term Sus ensionsi

The state law or board regulations are usually quite spe6ific in what is

required by way of due process; indeed in all of the states, only the

board itself can expel a pupil. In absence of clear statutory or ad-

ministrative requirements, it is best to accord at least the following:



written notice of the rules violated, the intention to expel, and

the place, time, and circumstances ofthe hearing with sufficient

time provided to prepare a. defense;

b) full and fair hearing before an impartial adjudicator (not the person

who collected the evidence;

right to legal counsel or some other adult representation;

opportunity to present witnesses or evidence in theaccUsed pupil's

behalf, and to cross-examine opposing witnesses;

some kind of written record (not necessarily verbatim) demonstrating

that the decision was based on the evidence.

2. Short -term Suspensions

If nothing more 'is prescribed by statute or regulation, the Goss decision

requires before actual suspension;

a) oral or written notification of the nature of the violation and

the intended punishment;

b) "discussion" with the disciplinarian providing the: pupil with an

.opportunity to tell his side of the story;

if the student denies the violation, an explanation of the evidence

of the violatioNupon which the disciplinarian is relying. \. (The inter-

view may follow by minutes the act which caused the reactiori\on the

part .of the school official.)

Einanci ai Liability

To avoid financial liability under the Civil Rights Act of 1871 (usually re-

ferred to as Section 1983 of Title 42 of the U.S. Code)

a) make and enforce any rule which appears to abridge civil rights only

after careful consideration. If at all'possible, get the advice of

counsel;

b) if a rule or its enforcement appears to abridge a pupil's civil rights,_

be certain that it is necessary, reasonably related to the school's

purposes and administered without discrimination.

316



set up fundamentally fair disciplinary procedures:which meet

the 'standards for suspension and expulsion described above;

make a reasonable attempt to keep up with court decisions governing

',student conduct in your jurisdiction.

This Legal Memorandum is based in large part upon an article by M. Chester

Nolte,\ Chairman, Education Administration, University of Denver, and President

of the, National Organization on Legal Problems of Education (NOLPE).

_ sur- other gource of Protection

While everyone wants to avoid even the threat of financial liability resulting

from legal challenge, no educational administrator can be guaranteed that he

will not\be sued for some action he has taken. It is for this reason that

NASSP makes professional liability insurance automatically available to all of

its members. It provides protection not only for damages up to $300,000, but

also re ursement of'reasonable legal expenses incurred in defense. In someb
cases, a protection may be provided through school district or state

associa ion policieS as well.
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Rah° F. Thoru

Many states and large city school districts. have de-
veloped codes outlining student rights and responsi-
bilities in an all-out effort to avoid legal entanglements.
This article explains the assumptions and definitions
upon which standards have been established.

1 recent years, schools could base their control of student behavior

at least partially upon the premise of in loco parentis. Recent court deci-

sions, however, have supported a more liberal and humanistic app_ roach

based upon student constitutional rights.

Interpreting the Court Rulings

A review of State and Federal _Court Cases concerned with student

rights during the years 1960-71 indicates that the courts were usually
favorable to students in the categories of suspension and expulsion, and

school attendance.,Students were supported in cases relating to speakers

and assemblies, and symbols of expression. In' the categories 'of dress
and grooming, And married students, the courts were divided. In the
areas of search of school lockers, and fraternal and secret crganizations,
no case was ruled in favor of students. During this period there were 65
cases. or 41 percent, that were favorable to students, while 93 cases, or

59 percent, favored the school's point of view.

States and Systems Develop Codes

This constant attention and divergence of interpretation has resulted
in various attempts to codify the standards and policies that relate to
student conduct and behavior. In order to collect evidence of such codifi-

cation, an inquiry was made of the '50 state boards of education and 50
school districts selected by random sampling as to their progress in pre-

Reho F. Thorum is an administrative assista for East Valley Complex

School District; Salt, Lake City. Utah.
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sary for the child's proper education." The Montgomery County (h.d.)
Public School Student Code "prohibits physical punishment" in the
presence of the class.

Law, Enforcement in Schools

increasingly, schools are including in their student handbooks the

legal limits of law enforcement in the schools. Often state statutes haver

as incidents have. arisen, attempted to define the responsibility of the
police and school officials in working with students. In general, it is
agreed that prudence and common sense should guide adults who are

working with students in this Particular area. The Los Angeles Student

Code best sums up the trend on this subject when they state that the role

of the police his "to protect and service the entire community."
There appears to be a trend for many schools to liberally interprei the

rights of students to become active in school affairs. These schools ate in-

viting studefits to attend faculty meetings, to_become members of curricu-

lum committees, and, in general, to becorne involved,in all phases of the

.schook. program. An example of involvinestudents is expressed in, the

Illinois State Student Code which states: "Students with due regard to
maturity and experience should be permitted to advise school boards on

the development of school policy." The Philadelphia Student Code

firms this approach:"'"Students shill have a voice in the.formulation of
school policies and decisions."

The Sight to Search Lockers

The last stronghold of in loco parentis doctriiie remains in the search

and seizure phase of student rights. This especially is obvious in the right

of school officials to search students' lockers and desks. Based upon the

courts ;nterpretation that lockers are public and not private property,
school officials have reserved the right to search property in the school,

even though it has been assigned to students. The South Dakota Student

Code alerts students that school officials "not only have the right, but

the duty, to inspect lockers." The Delaware-Code encourages school offi-

cials to keep "a written record of any such action [locker search]."

Students' right to-expresi themselves through publications and news-

papers is based on responsible journalism. If school publications ar..1. free

froM libel, obscenities, or personal attacks, they may be printed without

school interference. Students who respect these standards are allowed

the opportunity to-report the news and editorialize in the same

as any other newspaper. The Ohio Department 'of Education Code alerts

students that "they must assume full responsibility for the content" of a
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publication. Some states support the belief, however, as stated in the
Idaho State Student Code. that "newspapers printed by a journalism
class for credit should' faculty supeolision."

Freedom from Intriotism is me of the oldest of students' de-
fined rights. Students are being allowed to refrain from patriotic cere-
monies as long as they do not shdw disrespect to the Flag of the United
States or do not prevent .or encourage others to refrain from such activity.

A student's right to express himself through symbolic speech has been
defined-and supported by the United States Supreme Court. The only
limitation that is imposeclupon this right relies upon evidence that a dis-
order was caused or that there was an invasion of the rights-of others.
The New York Code sums these up by stating that "syMbolic expression
must not contain material which is obscene or libelous or which advo-
cates racial or religious prejudice.

Access to Student Records

The status of student records is still in the process of interpretation.
Until clearer guidelines are provided by the courts, the schools reserve
the right to place limitations relative to who will have access to these
records. These limitations arc now being challenged by the new Family
Rights and Privacy Act that the U.S. Congress endorsed. Schools a:e, as
a result of this legislative mandate, now taking a hard look at their previ-

.ous codes on this subject.
In the final analysis, the success of any written statement will depend

upon how well the receiver understands the intent. It is here that school
officials must use prudence, patience, and common sense in working with
students. Also, care should be exerted to see that the written policies are
reviewed and changed as the situations may arise; otherwise, they may
become obsolete with little relationship to their original purpose.
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you arc: following, if any, coincide with the state law pre crip-
Lions?

Is the Bible read in your school? Should teacher continue to
read from the Bible hi light of Sehempp? What effect is a school-
board rule still requiring Bible reading?

9. Does your state haVe a silent meditation a_ Etas it been

challenged in the courts?
10. Does your school operate a "released-tine" plan? If so, are the

classes- held on school property? Have any students or parents
objected to the released-dine program in your district?
Compare your released-time plan, if any, with the program
operated in Champaign, and judge the validity of your own plan
according to the elements fouOd uneonstitutional by the Court
in the Champaign prOgrani

Chapter 4.

CONTROL OF STUDENTS' CONDUCT

lEdiscrial Comment

Students have the responsibility to obey the school laws and the

rules and regulations of the state and local governing officials; they

have the duty to submit to the orders of their teachers and other school

authorities. Failure to do so lttay result in corporal punishment, suspen-
sion, or expulsion. Corporal punishment usually falls Within-the scope

of the teacher's authority; suspension and expulsion arc usually )vithin
the discretionary powers of the school board. In the power to regulate

r.

students' conduct, the teacher stands in loco parentis; that is, the

teacher is conditionally privileged to take disciplinary steps under cer-

tain circumstances and for certain purposes.

Corpus Juris Secundum (79 .S.493) gives the following explana-
tion of the position of the teacher with regard to disciplinary control of

students;

As a general rule a school teacher, to a limited extent at least,

stands in loco paremis to pupils under his charge, and may exercise

such powers of control, restraint, and correction over them as may
be reasonably, necessary to enable him properly to perform has
duties as teacher and accomplish the purposes of education, and is
subject to such limitations and yohibitions as may be defined by
legislative enacouent,...

State statutes which deal with the corporal punishmen of student;

arc of several definite types. In the District of Columbia, Massachusetts,

and New Jersey, corporal punishment is prohibited by law. Many local
school districts have so ruled also, by school board regulation. In the
absence of prohibitory legislation, state or local, a teacher may ad-
minister corporal .panishment because he /she stands in loco parentis.

There are certain common-law principles in this regard; e.g., that the

punishment be not unreasonable, nor excessive in view of the age and
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sex of the student, alive in view of the gravity of the offense,

nor administered maliciously. These common-law principles are either
written into statutes or implied in more general statutory language.

Recent United States Supreme Court decisions hai,e included extensive

reviews of these common-law principles in upholding the use of
corporal punishment against challenges that it is unconstitutional.

Almost all states have laws forbidding cruelty to children, and if
corporal punishment administered by a school teacher be excessive Or
administered with a dangerous instrument or in an improper manner,

the teacher is liable j.to apprehension under such laws which usually
provide a penalty of a fine or imprisonment.

A third type of law bearing on the teacher's authority consists of
.sanctions tor -moderate and reasonable punishment through the defini-
tiim of ;twin and battery or homicide in thepenal codes of a number
of states. These laws define assault and battery as the use of force or
violence upon or toward another -- person, with the proviso that force
or violence shall not be considered assault battery when coin-
.nutted in certain it(stances, including the lawful .exercise of anthority
to restrain 'a student. Even death of a student resulting from corporal
puns (went may he- excused in law if the teacher's conduct was within
dmair set forth in certain statutes defining homicide.

'rhos a teacher who chastiges a student may be subject.to dismissal for

violatitidof a school law or school-board regulation in sonic districts;

is subject to-fine or impriionment and to a civil action bythe parent
1 the student, if the punishment is unreasonable, malicious, or other-

wise imlaWful..
Another disciplinary measure is suspension or expulsion. Students

may be expelled from school 'for violation of reasonable rules and
regulations'of the school board. Usually a teacher, principal, or super-

intendent may suspend a student temporarily only-action of the-school
board being necessary to expel a student: Parents tardy challenge the
right of a schoid Ward to suspend a student temporarily for violation
ofn school -board rule, but when a student is expelled the parents must

send the child to a private school beeause of the compulsory attendance

law. Therefore, parents; frequently eltIlenge ,the right of the. school
board to expel children for violation n( roles which the student or
their parents consider uneeasonable, Until \the United Stales Supreme
Court spike in 1943, students could be cxpclk for refusal tnsaltne the
4mericati flag. School-hoard rules and state laws fhtitidding member-

3 7 3
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increasingly, the courts have been fliced with cases in which students

ship in high-school fraternities have also been'
times.

have been disciplined for violation of school rules regarding dress,
length of hair, and participatihn in demonstrations. In several of these

cases, the courts must baLuice, ,te authority of the school hoards to
govern the schools andt`he constitutional rights of the students. In other
cases, the courts struggle with the school boards' authority (and the
traditional reluctance of courts to set themselves up as "'school boards"

by substituting their judgment for the boards') and the recognition of
the seriousues., ,tf denying students ao education by expulsici n

suspension.
Where constitutional rights )1 students are involved, as in Tinker,

they must be protected. In such cases, school authorities must show
that the prohibition is to prevent a sulfstantial diXruption or material

interference with school activities.
In those cases involving dress and haircuts, the enure,: remain reluctant

to say that school boards do not basic the right to regulate this aspect of
student behavior. It seems clear, however, that boards must show that
the rules and regulations are related to the.educational process and that

the severity of disciplinary action; taken is related to the type of in-
fringement. Also important is providing procedural due processhear,
inks and the like --to thoSe students who may be suspended or expelled.

Thus it. is Ella the courts, are recognizing what educators have long.
maintained: Public -education is essential to and it must not be

arbitrarily denied.

Statutory Material

New 7ersey,Stattutes Annotated, see. 18A16-1.
.

No person P mployed or engaged in a school or educational institution,
whether public or private, shalt inflict or cause to he inflicted corpora!
punishment upon a pupil attending such school or institution. But any
such pertain may, within the scope of his employment, use and apply such
amounts Of force. as is reasonable and necessary: ( I) to quell a disturbance,
threatening physical injury to others; (2) to obtain pos!session of weapons or
other dangerous objects upon the person or within the control of a pupil;
(3) for the purpose of self-defense; and (4) for the protection of persons
and property; and such acts, or any of them shall not be construed to
constitute corporal punishment within the meaning and intendment of
this section. Every resolution, y-law, rule, ordinance, or other
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authority permitting- or authorizing corporal punishment to be indicted
upon a pupil attending a school or educational institution shall he void.

flurns, Indiana Statutes Annotated, sec. 34-1441.

Any person who shall cruelly iLl-treat. abu se, overwork or inflict un-
necessary cruel punishment upon any person under the age of eighteen
f IS J years, and any person having the care, custody or control of any
person under the age of eighteen [la] years who shall wilfully abandon
or neglect the same, shall be guilty of a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof by any justice of the peace . shall be fined not less than five
dollars [$5] nor more than fifty dollars WO] for each offense to which
may be added imprisonment nor exceeding thirty [30] days.

Code of Viiginin, see. 22-2011

In the maintenance of order and discipline, and in the exercise of
a. sound discretion, a prin6pal or reacher in a iblie school or a school
maintained by the, state, may administer reasonable corporal punishment
on a pupil under his authority, provided he acts in good faith and such
punisnment is not CXCMiVe.

Statutory note. These three statutes are illustrative of the w
corporal punishtnent is treated by legislatures. Vir.gja permits it,
if it is reasonable and not excessive; in New Jersey, it is prohibited.

Prior to 1964, the New Jersey statute Simply prOhibited corporal
punishment. The statute was then amended' to delineate the cir-
cuinstauces under which reasonable force could be used without
it being judged corporal punishment. This amendment is obviously in

response to the problems faced in some schools by teachers and admin-
istrators in handling difficult situations. Without such an amendment,
the New Jersey statute could have been interpreted 'to prohibit school

personnel from laying a hand on a student, despite thecircumstances.
The Indiana law is'a child-abuse statute.

Case-Material

Suits v. Glover, 260 Ala. 449, 71 So. (2d) 49 (Alabama, 1954). [Assault

and battery charged on ground of
_

corporal punishment.]
-11

! 1

iiTort action by a pellant, a schoolboy suing by his father as next friend,
against appellee, a miner schoolteacher, claiming damages in three counts
of the complaint for assault and battery. ,,A jury trial was had resulting in
a verdict in favor of appellee...-.
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There was no conflict but than punislment was administered to
the_appellant, a school pupil, by the appellee, a schoolmaster. Tlic evidence,
Was, however, conflicting as to the,type of instrumsent used to administer
the punishment; the appellant's evidence tending to show that he -Was
whipped with a slat from an apple crate and the appellee's evidence tend-
ing co show that the instrument used was a ping-pong paddle, commonly
used by the school for administering such punishment. There was evidence
that the appellee was responsible for maintaining order and discipline and
to administer corporal punishient as was deemed necessary as punishment
for infractions of the school rules. Further, there was /Evidence of an
infraction of the school rules by the appellant, the nature of which was
insubordination and scuffling in the school hall. The appellant's medical
expert testified that in his opinion there was no permanent injury\ and the
evidence showed that theappellant remained in school the remainder of the
school day the incident occurred ,(Fchrunry 22nd) and did not miss any
time from school, at least until March 9th, except the day following the in-
cident (February 23rd). The evidence further showed that the appellant
was eight and a half years old, well developed, fat and in good health;
and there was evidence warranting the inference that the appellee was in
110 wiseangry or aggravated with the appellant when lie adinmistered the
spanking. The evidence was Also conflicting on the issue of the severity
the punishment, tha appellee's evidence tending to show that the appellan
was paddled on his buttocks only, the skin was not broken, and approxi,L
mately only five licks were adimsreredr

A schoolmaster is regarded as stantEng in loco parentis and has the
dimity to administer moderate correction to pupils under his care.

child
be guilty of an assault and battery, the teacher must not only inflict on c

immoderate chastisement, Inn he lust do so with legal real ce
or wicked motives or he miist inflict some! permanent injury. In detern iii
ing the reasonableness of the punishment fir the extent of malice, pro ter
matters for consideration are the instrument used and the nature of the
offense committed by the child, the age and physical condition of the
child, and the other attendant circumstances....

It appears from the foregoing there was evidence :which, if bell
by the jury, justified the verdict and we conclude that the trial
committed no error.

Case note. Exasperated as a teacher might be by the inattention and

v; !Fancies of a class, he/she must remember that the court will !fink

the individual student only and not recognize that the, anno ance
the teacher feels in a particular instance is multiplied many times in a
school day. Punishment should never be motivated by anger or malice.

If anger or 11131Tce can he proved, the Other principles of common law
with regard to reasonable punishment of students are of min avail as
defense.

In this case there was no evidence of exasperation or malice on the'
part of the teacher. Therefore, the court could decide the issue on

3
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the common-law standards of reasonable punishment that may be in-
ilicted by a teacher on a student. Tie instrument used and the severity

f the punishment were the deciding factors. Although the. evidence
was conflicting, there was sufficient evidence, said the appellate court,
for the jury to decide in favor of the teacher.

-Ingraham v Wright, 97 S. Cr. 1401 (1977). [Corporal punishment as.
violation of Eighth Amendment and Due Process Clause.]

This case presents questions concerning the use of corporal punishment

in public schools: first, whether the paddling of students as a means of
maintaining school discipline constitutes cruel and unusual punishment in
violation of the Eighth Amendment; and second, to the extent that paddling
is coiistitntionally permissible, whether the Dile Process Clause of the
Fourteenth .Amendment requires prior notice and an opportunity to`

heard.

Petitioners' evidence may be summarized briefly. In the school
year many of the 237 schools in Dade-County used corporal punishment as
a means of maintaining discipline pursuant to Florida legislation and 'a
local school board cegulation. The statute then in effect authorized limited
corporal punishnient by negative 'inference, proscribing punishment. which
was "degrading or unduly severe" or which was inflieted without prior
consultation with the principal or the teacher in charge of the school. Fla.

Stat. Aim. S 232.27 (1961).1 The regulation, Dade County School Board

I. In the 1970 -1971 school year, S 232,27 provided:.
Each reacher or ocher member of the nail of any school shall assume

such authority for the control of pupils is ma,`,; be assigned to him by the
principal and shall-keep good order in die classroom and in other places
in which he is assigned to bc in charge of pupils, but he shall not inflict
corporal punishment before consulting the principal or reacher in charge
of the school, and in no case shall such punishment he degrading or un-
duly severe in its nature... ,

Effective July 1, 1976, the Florida Legislature amended the law governing
corporal punishment. Si:salon 232.27 now 'Tads!

-

Subject to law and to the rules of the district school board, each teacher
or orlier member of the stall of any school-shall have such authority for
the control and discipline of students as may be assigned go him by the
principal or his designated representative and shall keep good order in the

classroom and in other places in' which he IS assigned to be in charge of/
students. If a reacher feels that corporal punishment is, necessary, at
least the following procedures shall be followed:

(I) The use of corporal ptinisrunent shall he approved in-principle by
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Policy 5144, contained explicit directions and limitarions.a The authorized
punishment censisted of paddling the recalcitrant student on the buttocks
with a flat wooden paddle measuring less than two feet long, three to four
inches Wide, and about one-half inch thick, The normal punishment was

limited to one' to five "licks" or blows with the paddle and resulted in no
,apparent physi-:al,injury to the student. School authorities viewed corporal
punishment as a less drastic means of discipline than suspension or ex-
pulsion. Contr.ry to,the procedural requirements of the statute and regula-
tion, teachers often paddled students on their own authority without first
Consulting the orincipal.

Petitioners focused on Drew ni High School,. the school in which
both Ingraham and Andrews were enrolled in the fall of 1970.
parent reference to Drew, the District Court found that "Mlle instances
of punishment which could be characterized as severe, accepting the stu-
dents' testimony as credible, took place in one junior high school:' . .

-P'

the principal before it is used, but approval is nor necessary for each

specific instance in which it is used.
(2) A teacher or principal may administer corporal' punishment only

in the preswee of another adult who is informed beforehand, and in the
student's presence, of the reason for the punishment.

(3) A teacher or principal who has administered punishment shall,

upon request, provide the pupil's parent or guardian with a written ex-
planation a the reason for the punishment and the name of the other
adult who vas present.

Fla..Stat. Ann. -5 232.27 (1977) (codifier's notation omitted). Corporal punish-
ment is pow defined as "the 1110derate use of physical force or physical contact
by a teacher or principal as may he necessary to maintain discipline Or co enforce

schools piles." S 228.041 (28). The local school boards arc expressly authorized to
adopt rules governing student conduct and discipline and arc directed to make
available codes of student eonduct. S 230.23 .(6). 1 cachets and principals are given

-immunity from civil and criminal liability for enforcing disciplinary rules,

"letitcept iii the.caset.of excessive force or cruel and unusual punishment. . . ."

S 2)2.275.
lir the 1974-1971 school year, Policy 5144 authorized corporal punishment

where the failure of other means of seeking cooperation from the student made
its use necessary. The regulation specified that the principal should deremiine the

/necessity for corporal punishment, that the student should understand the
/ seriousness of the offense and the reason for the punishment, and that die punish-

ment should.bc administered in time presence of another adult an circumstances
not calculated to hold the student up to S112111e or ridicule. The regulation
cautioned against using corporal punishment against a student under psychological
or medical treatment, and warned that the person administering the punishment
"must realize iris own personal liabilities' in any ease of physical injury.
App. 17.

While this litigation was pending in the District Court, the Dade County
School Board amended Policy 5144 to standardize the size of the paddles used. in
accordance with the description in the text, to proscribe striking a child with a.
paddle elsewheie than on the buttocks, to limit.the permissible number of "licks"
give for elementary and intermediate grades and seven for junior_ and senior
grades), and to require a contempnrancous explanation of the need for the
punishment to the student and' a subsequent notification to the parents.

3
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The evidence, COnSiging mainly of the testimony of 16 students, uggests
that tiw leo:jute at Drew was exceptionally harsh. testimony of
Ingraham an Andrews, in support of their individual claims for damages,
is illustrative. Because he was slow to respond to hiS teacher's instructions,
Ingraham was subjected to more than 20 licks with a paddle while being
held over a table in the principal's office. The paddling 4as so-severe that
he suffered:a hematoma- requiring. medical attention and keeping him out
of school for 11 days. ,Andrews was paddled 'several times for minor
infractions. On two Occasions he was struck on his arias, once depriving
hint of the full Ilse of his arm for a week.

The District Court .made.no findings on the credibility of the students'
testimony. Rather, assuming their testimony to be credible, the court found
no constitutional basis for relief.' With' respect to count three, the, class
action, the court concluded that the punishment authorized and practiced
generally in the county schools' violated no constitutional right. .

With respect to counts one and two the individual damage actions, the
court concluded -that while corporal punishment couid -in some cases
violate the Eighth, Amendment, in this ease a jury. could not lawfully find
"die elements' of severity., arbitrary infliction, unacceptability in terms of
contemporary standards, :or gross disproportion which are necessary tat
bring `puoiShinene to the eimstitutional level of 'cruel and unusual punish-
ment.'

A panel of the Court of Appeals voted to reverse. . . Upon rehearing,.
the en bane court . affirmed the judgunr of the District Court. .

We granted certiorali, limited to the questions of zruel aiid unusual
punishment and procedural due proces....

11

The use of corporal piinishment in this country as a moans of disciplin-
ing scheolchildren dares hack to the colonial period. k ltas survived the
transfurmathin of primary and secondary education fioin the colpnials'
reliance on optional private arrangements to our present system of- corn-
puLsory education find dependence on public schools. Despite the general
abandonment of corporal punishment as a mealls of punishing criminal
offenders, the practice continues to play a role in the public education of
school children in most parts of -the- country. Professional and public
opinion is shaiply divided on the practice, and has bean for snore than
a century: Yet we can discern no trend toward its elimination.

At common law a single principle has governed the use of corporal
punishment since before the American Revolution: teachers may impose
reasonable but not exceSsive force to discipline a child....' The Nighe doc-
trine has not changed. The prevalent rule in this country today privileges_
such force as a teacher or administrator, "reasonably believes to be ncces-
sary for [the child's' proper control, training, or education." . . . To the
extent that the force is excessive or unreasonable. the ethic:icor in virtually
all States is subject to possible civil and criminal liability.

3 ')

Although the .early cases viewed the authority of the teacher as tie
riving front the. parents, the concept of parental delegation has been
replaced by the ifiew,.-inore consonant With compulsory education laws
that the State itself may impose such corporal punishment As is reasonably
necessary "for the proper education of the child and, for the maintenance of
.p.00 All of the circuinstances are to be taken into account
in determining whether the punishment is reasonable in a particular 'ease.
Among the must important considers tions are the seriousness of the
offense, the attitude and past behavior of the child, the nature and severity
of the punishment, the age and strength of the child, and the availability of
less severe but equally effective means of,disciplino: .

Of the 23 States that have addressed Ate problem through legislation, 21
have authorized- the metier= use of corporal punishment in public schools.
Of these States only a few have elaborated on the conmion law test of
reasonableness, typically_ providing for approval or notification of the
child! s parents, or for infliction of punishment only- by the principal or in
the presence of an adult witness. Only two States,- Ma.ssachusettS and New
Jersey, '1ave prohibited all .corporal punishment in their public schnoLs.
Where the legislatures have not acted, the state courts have uniformly
preserved the common law rule 'permitting teachers:to use reasonable forCe
in disciplining children in their charge.

Against this background-Of historical and contemporary approval of rpli-
sonable corporal punishment, we turn to the constitutional questions before
us.

111

The Eighth Amendinen vides, "Excessive _bail shall not be required,c
nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted."
Bail, fines and punishment traditionally have been associated with the
criminal process, and by subjecting the three to parallel limitations the text
of rite Amendment suggests an. intention to limit , the power' of those
entrust-eil with the criminal law function of government. An examination
of the history of the Amendment and the decisions of this Court construing
the proscription against cruel and unusual punishment confirms that it was
designed ..tR proteet those convicted of crimes. We adhere to this long-
standing limitation and hold that the Eighth Amendment does nor apply
tdp the paddlint dif children as a means of maintaining discipline in public .
schools.

A

The history-of the Eighth Amendment i Hell known.. .

At the time of its ratification, the original Constitutinn was-criticized hi
c Massachusetts and Virginia Conventions for its, failure to- provide any

protection for persons convicted of crimes. This criticism provided the
impetus for inclusion of the---Eighth Aniendment in the Bill of Rights.
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In light of this history, it is nor surprising to find that every decision of
this Court considering whether diminishment is "cruel and unusual" within
the meaning of the Eighth and I. ourteenth Amendments has dealt with a
criminal punishment....

. .

In the few cases where the Court has had occasion to confront claims
that impositions outside the -criminal proem' constituted cruel and unusual
punishment, it has had no difficulty hnding the Eighth Amendment inap-
plicable....

Petitioners acknowledge that the original design of the Cute! and Unusual
Punishments Clause was to limit criminal punishnients, but urge- none-

'theless that the prohibition should be extended to 'ban the paddling of
school: children. Observing that the Framers 'of the Eighth Amendment,
could not have envisioned -our present system of public and compulsory
education, with its opportunities for noncriminal -punishments, petitioners
contend that extension of the prohibition against cruel punishments-6 nee-
essary lest we afford greater protection to criminals than to schoolchildren.
It would be anomalous, they say, if schoolchildren could be beaten witiMut-

. constitutional redress while hardened criminals suffering the same_ beatings
at the hands of their jams Might have a valid elaim under the Eighth
Amendment. WhateVer force thislogie may have in tither settings, we
find it an inadequate basis for wrenching the Eighth Amendment front its
historical context and extending it to traditional :d6eiplinary practices in
the public schoOlg.

The prisoner and the schoolchild stand in wholly .different circumstances,
separated by the harsh facts of criminal' conviction and incarceration.: The
prisoner's conviction entitles the Stare to classify hint as a "criminal," and
his incarceration deprives him of- the freedom "to be with family . and
friends- and to form the other:enduring attachments of normal life." .

The schoolchild has little need for the protection-of, the Eighth Amend-L
meet: Thong') attendance may not always be voluntary, the. public school
remains an open institution. Except perhaps .when. very young, the child
is not physically restrained from leaving 'school during school hours; and at
the end of' the school day, the child is, invariably free to r..turn home. Every'.
while at schtiol, the child brings with him the support of family- and friends'
and is rarely .apart.. frond teacher's and other pupils who may witness- and
protest any instances of mistreatment: :

The openness of the public school and its supervision the community
afford 'significant. safeguards against the kinds of abtises from which the
Eighth Amendment protects the prisoner_ In 'virtually every enfumuniry
where corporal punishment is perniitted.- iii, the 4ch6ols, these safeguards
are reinforced by the legal constraints of the conamon 'law! Public school
teachers and administrators arc privileged ae,comoion law to Inflict only!
such corporal punishinent as is reasombly necessary for time proper educa-
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Lion and discipline of the child; any punishment going beyond the privilege
may result in both civil and criminal liability. As long as the schools are
oho to public scrutiny, there is no reason to believe that tIM common law
constraints will not effectively remedy and deter extents such as those
alleged in this case.

We conclude-that-when public school teachers or administrators impose
-disciplinary corporal punishment, the Eighth Amendment is inapplicable.
The pertinent constitutional question is whether the imposition is consonant
with the requirements of due process.

IV
The' Fourteenth Amendment prohibits any State deprivation of life,

liberty or property without due process of law. Application of this prohibi-
tion requires the familiar two-stage analysis: we must first ask whether the
asserted individual interests arc encompassed within the Fourteenth Amend-
ment's prineetioN of "life, liberty or property"; if protected interests are
implicated, we then must -decide what procedures constitute_ "due process
of law."

The Due Process Clause-of the Fifth Amendment, later incorporated into
.the Fourteenth, was intended to give Americans at least the protection'
against governmental power that they had enjoyed as Englishmen against
to power of the Crown.... Among the historicliberties so protected was
a right to he 'free from, and to obtain' judicial relief for, unjustified intru-
sions no personal security.

While the contours of this historic liberty interest- in the context of our
federal system-of goVernment have not been defined precisely, they always
have been thought to encompa% freetkim from bodily restraint and pimis
menr. . . . It is fundamental that the state cannot hold and physically

i individualpunish .an ndivdual except in accordance with due process of. law..

This constitutionally protected liberty interest is at stake in this ease.
There, is, of course, a de mthimis level of imposition with which the Con-
stitution is not concerned. But at least where school authoritiei, acting
under. color of state law, deliberately decide to punish a 'child for miscon7.

duct by' restraining the child and inflicting appreciable physical pain, we
'hold that Fourteenth Amendment liberty interests arc implicated.

H -

"[T]he question remains what process is due." . . Were it nor for the
common law privilege vet-miming teachers to inflict reasonable corporal
punishment on children us their care, and the availability-of_the_traditional
remedies for abuse, the case for requiring advance procedural Safeguards
would be strong indeed.3 But here we deal with a punislimentpaddling-

3. If the common law privilege to inflict reasonable corporal punishment in
school were inapplicable, it 6 doubtful whether any procedure short of atrial in-

.
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within that tradition, and the question is whether the common law remedies

are adequate to afford due process....
-The concept that reasonable corporal punishment in plum! is justifiable

continued to be recognized in the laws of most States-., . . It represents
"the balance struck by this country,". . . . between. the child's interest in
personal security and the traditional view that sonic limited corporal
punishment may he necessary in file course of a child's education. Under
that longstanding accommodation of interests, there can be no derivation
of substantive rights as long as disciplinary corporal punishment is within
the limits of the comment law privilege. .

This is not to say that the child's interest in procedural safeguards is
insubstantial. The school disciplinary process is not "a totally accurate,
unerring process, never mistaken and never -unfair. . . ." In any deliberate
infliction of corparal punishment on a child who is restrained for, that
purpose, there is some risk that the intrusion on the _child's liberty will be
unjustified and therefore unlawful, In these circumstances the child has a
strong` interest in procedural safeguards that minimize the risk of wrongful
punishment and provide for the resolution of disputed questions of justi-

("cation.

2

Florida' has continued to recognize, and indeed has strengthened by
statute, the common law right of a child not to be sub*ted to excessive
corporal punishment in school. -Under Florida law the -teacher and prin-
cipal of.thc school 'decide in the fits[ instance whether corporal punishment
is reasonably-Ateceszary .under the circumstances in order- to discipline a
child who has misbehaved. But they must exercise prudence and restraint.
For Florida has preserved the traditional judicial proceedings for determin-
ing whether the punishment was justified. If the -punishment inflicted is
later found to have been excessivenot reasonably believed at the dune to
be necessary for the child's discipline or trainingthe school authorities in-
flicting it, may be held liable in damages to the child and, if malice is shown,

. they may be subject to criminal penalties.
Although students have testified in this case to specific instances of abuse,

there is every reason to believe that such-mistreatmAt is an aberration. The
uncontradicted evidence suggests that Corpuiral punishment in the Dade
County schools was, "rwIlith the exception of a few Cana . linSaltirkable
lip physical severity." .. . Moreover, because paddlings are usually inflicted
in respthise to conduct directly observed by teachers in their presence, the
risk that a child will be paddled without cause is typically insignificant. b)
the _ordinary case, a disciplinary paddling neither threatens seriously to
violate any substantive rights nor condemns 'the child "to suffer grievous.
loss of any kind." ... _

those cases Where:severe mtj_k__;hment is contemwtlated, the available
civil and criminal sanctions for abuseconsidered in light of the openness

a criminal or juvenile court could satisfy the requireownt of procedural due
process for theimpasition of such punishment. ...
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of the school environmentafford significant pr taunt against unjustified
corporal punishment. . Teachers and school authorities, are unlikely to
inflict corporal punishment unnecessarily or excessively Mien a possible

. consequence', of doing so is the institution of civil or criminal proceedings

against them.
It still may be argued, of course, that the child's liberty interest -would

be better protected if the common law remedies were supplemented by the
administrative safeguards of prior notice and a hearing. We have found
frequently that some kind of prior hearing is necessary to guard against
arbitrary impositions on interests protected by the Fourteenth Amend-

ment. . . . But where the State has preserved what "has always been the

law of the land," . . . the case for administrative safeguards is significantly
less compelling.

. . . . . . .

3

But even if the need for advance procedural safeguards were clear, the
question would remain whether the incremental benefit could justify the
cost. Acceptance of petitioners' claims would work a transformation in die
law governing corporal punishment in Florida and must other States. Given
the impracticability of formulating a rule of procedu,u1 due process that
varies with the severity of the particular imposition, the Om_ hearing
petitioners.seek would have to precede any paddling, however moderate or

trivial.
_Such a universal constitutional requirement would significantly burden

the use of'corperal punishment as .a disciplinary measure. flearingseven
informal hearingsrequire timei personnel, and a diversion of -attention
from normal school pursuits. School authorities may.well choose to abandon_

corporal punishment rather than incur the burdens (IC complying with the
procedural requirements. Teachers, properly concerned with maintaining

mauthority in the classroom, ay well ptefer to rely on other disciplinary
surer which they ntay view as less effectiverather than confront the

possible disrupt-inn that prior notice and a hearing may entail. Paradoxically,
such -an alteration- of disciplinary policy is utmost likely to occur in the
ordinary cam; where the contemplated punishment is_well Wirbin_the com-
mon law privilege.

Eliniination or curtailment of corporal punishment would he welcomed
by many as a societal advance. But when such a policy choice may result.
from this Court's determination of an asserted right to due process, rather
than from the normal processes of community debate and legislative action,
the societal costs cannot be dismissed as insubstantial. We are reviewing
here a legislative judgment, rooted in history and reaffirmed in the laws
of many States, that corporal punishment: serves important educational
interests. This judgment must be viewed in light of the disciplinary prob-
lems commonplace in the schools: As noted in Gots v. Lopez, . "(circuits
calling for discipline are frequent occurrences and sometimes require im-
mediate, effective action." Assessment of the need for, and the appropriate
means of maintaining, school discipline is committed .generally to the dis-
cretion of school autluirities subject to stare, law. "Fillie court li sq
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repeatedly G111p)luslzed the need for affirming the comprehensive authority
of the States and of school officials, consistent with fundamental constitu-

nal safeguards, to prescribe and control conduct in tile schools." Tinker
v,I)ei Monies School District....

. . . In view of the low incidetice of abuse, the openness of our schools,
anti the c:omilion law safeguards that already exist, the risk of error that

may result iii violation of a schoolehilds' substantive ,rights can only be
regarded as minimal. Imposing dditional administrattve safeguards as a
constitutional requirement might reduce that risk marginally, but would
also entail a significant hurnSuni_into an area of prin.ary educational re-
sponsibility,: 111e conclude that the Due Process Clause does not require
notice and a hearing prior to the imposition of corporal unishinent iu the
puldic schools, as that practice is authorized and bollix by the common
laSV.

V

Pe nets cannot prevail on either of the theories before us in this case.

The Eighth Amendment's prohibition against cruel and unusual 'punish-
ments is inapplicable to school paddlings, and the Fourteenth Amendment's
requirement of procedural due process is satisfied by Florida's preservation
of common law constraints and remedies. We therefore_ agree with the
Court of Appeals that petitioners' evidence affords no basis for injunctive
relief, and that petitioners cannot recover damages on the basis of any
Eighth Amendment lir procedural" due process violation.,

Affirmed.

Dime, opinion The Eighth Amendment places a flat prohibition
against:the infliction of "cruel and unusual punishinias."'This reflects 2
soCietal judgment that there are some punishments that are so barbaric
and inhumane that we will nor permit them to be imposed mm anyone, no

matter how opp:ohrious the offense. . . . if there are. some punishments
that arc so barbaric that they may nor lie imposed for the commission of
crimes, designated by our social system .af the most. thoroughly repre-
hensible acts an individual can commit, then a fortiori, similar punish-
mentS May not be imposed on persons for less cuipable acts, such _as
breaches of school discipline. Thus, if it is cooStitution* impermissible to

cot off someone's car for the commission of Murder, it must be uncoil,
stimtional to cut off a child's-, car for .being late to class. Although there
were no cars cut off in this case, the record reveals beatings so severe. that

if they were inflicted, on a hardened criminal -for the commission of a
serious crime, they might not pass constitutional muster.

. . . . . . . . .

presented this )1,154 of caSe is whetherThe issue d 11- f -I -r" d I

Corporal punishment in public schools can ever be prohibited by the Eighth

Amendment. I arm therefore not suggesting that spanking in the public
sehoolsis in every instance prohibited by the Eighth Amendment. My own

view is that it is not.' I only take issue with the extreme view of the
Majority -that corporal punishment in public schools, no"matter' how bar-

335
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bark; inhumane, or St:Vete, is never limited' by the Eighth Amendment.
%%lilac corporal punishment becomes so severe as to be- unacceptable in a

civilized society. 1 can sec ino reason that it should become any more
acceptable just because it is inflicted on children in the public schools.

In. v. Lopez, . . . the Court applied this principle to the school
disciplinary process, -holding that a student must be given an-informal op-
portunity to be heard. before he is filially suspended from public school.

although proceeding in utmost good faith, fre-
quently wt' on the. reports and advice of others; and the contailling
facts and the nature of the conduct under challenge are.often this-
ruined. The risk of error is not at all trivial, and it should be
guarded against if that may be done without prohibitive cost or
interference with the. educational process. Id., at 5H0. (Emphasis
added.)

Iii guard against this risk of punishing an innocent child, _the Due
Process Clause .requires, not an "elaborate hearing" beftire a neutral party,
but simply "an informal give-iind-take between student and disciplinarian"
which gives the student "an opportunity to explain his version of the
facts." ....

The Oumrt miw holds that these "rudimentary precautions against Unfair
or mistaken findings of Misconduct," . arc nor required if the student is
pnnished with "appreciable physical pain" rather than a suspension, even
though both punishments deprive the student of a constitutionally pro-
tected interest. Although time respondent school authorities provide abso-
lutely no process to the student before. the punishment. is finally inflicted,
the Majority concludes that the student is nonetheless given due process
because he can later sue the. teacher and recover damages if the_ punishment

was "excessive."
Thist tort, action is utterly inadequate to -protect against erroneous

infliction of punishment for two reasons. first, under Florida !nt", a student"
punished for an act be did nut commit cannot recover dainages front a
reacher "proceeding in utmost good faith ... on the reports and advice of

others," . . the student has no remedy at all for punishment impoSed

the basis of mistaken facts, at least as long as the punishment was reason-
able from the point of view of-the disciplinarian, uninformed by any prior
hearing....

Second, and more important, even"if the student could sue' for good
faith errorksin the infliction of punishment; the lawsuit occurs after the
punislinient has been finally imposed. The infliction of physical pain is
final and irreparable; it cannot be undone in a subsequent proceeding...

The majority's conclusion that a damage remedy for excessive corporal,
punishment 'affords adequate "process rests on the novel theory that the
State may punish an individual without giving him any opportunity to
present his side of the story, as long as he can later recover damages from
a state official if he is innocent. The logic' of this theory' would permit a
State that ptinished speeding with a one-day jail sentence to make a
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driver serve his sentence
damages for wrongful howl
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ithi it a trial and then sue to recover
111111ent.

Case 'joie. The Court split sharply, cttt this Issue, five tau four. In a
decision two years before; the Court affirmed a lower court's decision
that corporal punishment could be administered over :par6tal objec-
dons.. However, the Eighth Amendment and procedural due process
issues were -not reached, as hers. Baker v. Owen, 423 U.S. 907 (1975).

It is difficult to .reconcile this case on the due process issue with Goss
V. Lopez, incluOedlater.in this chapter, The \dissent noted that, under
Goss, tine process is, required prior to suspension, but IL' is not required

,prior. to eorporal punishment, The majority cited Goss in a foknote,
stating:

Unlike Goss e, this ease does not involve the state-created
property interest in public education. The purpose of corporal
punishment is to correct a child's behavior without interrupting
his education: That corporal punishment may, in a rare case; have
the unintended effect of-tempily removing a child from school'.
affords no basis for concluding that the practice, it elf- deprives
students,of property protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.

The majority did state that "Fourteenth Amendment liberty
gists are implicated" In the case, 'but held that the common laW rem-
. lies were sufficient to protect those interest.
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the children came back to school hut' were not allowed to he aimed,
whereupon the teachers were ordered nut (0 accept diem until they were
vaccinared; that they returned hums and. limit! , nor attended school since. ,

The defendant made a statement in which_ he contended That he was heing
tried on a, religions issue; that it was Litt individual belief that healing is
through faith and -not by medicine, and that it was not his intention tti
violate the law..

. . Code, Sec. 32-911, as amended by the Act a 1946, Ca. L. 1946,
pp. 206, 207, provides as follows: "The hoards of education of each
county and independent school system may make such regulations as- itt
their judgment shall seem reqoisite to insure the vaccination.of the pupils
in their respective schools and pray require all scholars or pupils to be
vaccinated as a -prerequisite.. to admission to their respective schoOls,"
Similar statutes have been widely held to be valid delegations of legisla-
tive power to the -designated county or municipal authorities for the
purpose of -requiring vaccination as a prerequisite to school attendance,
or as a health measure, . . Here, the following eaerpt from the minutes
of the.Tattnall County Board of Education was admitted in evidence with-
out objection: 'Hie superintendent repotted that the County Board of
Health has requested the County Hoard of Education to require children
entering school to take the immunizations -for smallpox, diphtheria.and
typhoid at least. Mr. Roblin moved that as a requisite to the further attend-
ing-of any pupil in school (he] he required to take the immunization of
all infectiouS' disease~ required by the County- Board of Health. This . .

was carried.", The objection appears to be, not to the sufficiency of evi-
fence of the resolution of the county board of education, but because.

failure to slum any immunization requirements of the county board
Sinee Code Arm. Supp..sec. 32-911, supra, empowers the board'

ttf education without regard to any rules or regulations promulgated by

the hoard' of health to require as, prerequisite -to admission in the public
schools over which it has jurisdiction the vaccination of children, the fact
that ,its action was' taken here pursuant to a request by the county board
of health is immaterial. The hoard of education could have taken the same.-

The defendant further contends that the court, even without request,
should have charged Arr. 1, Sec. 1, Pa. X1I, of the Constitution of Georgia,
Code C 2-112, as follows: "All men have the-natural and inalienable right-
to worship God, each according to the dictates of. his own conscience,
and no -human authority shoUld, iii any case, control or interfere with such _

right of conscience." The defendants contend that they are members of
a religious sect which permits them to choose for themselves the applica
i{p11 of the tenets of their sect; Mar they interpret their religious- instruc-

tion to mean that they should nor use medicinal aids; that this is a part of
their religion and to deprive them of it is to deprive than of their freedom
of worship; that they do nor wish to deprive their children of an educa-
tion -hut when forced -to make a choice between depriving them of
education and allowing them to receive medical treatment they must
choose the former. The ill effects of contagious disease, and its power to
wipe out entire populations, is a matter Of history. Many of these scourges
of the past have been completely dissipated by the preventive methods of

Arierson et al. v. State, 84 Ga. App. 259, 65 S.E. (2d) OS (Georgia.,
1951). lExpulsion for refusal to, he vaccinated.]

The undisputed evidence on the trial of the case was that the defendants'

children were by them enrolled in Collins High School in Tattiiall County
at the h, i:ginning of the school Mr M and remained for abhor seven 'days;

that at that time the county- nurse under the direction of the County
Hoard- of I Education attempted to vaccinate the children against eertaii,

contagious diseases, to which the defendants objected on the ground that
it was againsr\their religious beliefs; that they- do not believe in taking
vaccine or hoolnitization against disease but do believe- in divine healing
through faith; tit t the matter was takery-up at a meeting of the County
Board orTrdricariotk, which indicated willingness to disrense temporarily
with the vaccinatiod requirement if the parents and pastor of their. church
signed a certificate -stating that their religious sect was opposed to the

use of medicine in the treatment of disease; that the pastor refused to
'go this certificate on the ground that the opposition to the use of medi-

cine and immunization wire inn ;I part of 'the church creed, but a belief
embraced by eerr.iin of its \ members individually, including these defend-

ants; that the parents- were \notified to put their children in school; that
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medical science. The.purpose the legislature in passing the statute em-
bodied- in. Code Supp. t 32-911 was to prevent the spread of these disedies,
not only for the protection of those actually immunized but for the pro-

ion of others with whom they might conic in) contact. The refusal
of the defendants, here to .have their children vaccinated amounted to a
transgression of the rights of others. '

Liberty of conscie16: is one thing. License to entlangc., the lives of others
by practices contrary to Statutes passed for the Pupil.._ safety and in re-
liance upon modern medical knowledge is ahother: The validity of the
statute is nor questioned, and the wisdonvof die legislative enactment is
not .a matter for the' decision either of this- court or of any individual
citizen. Th6 opinion of the defendants that they should practice Healing
without. the aid of medicine is not a _legal justification for refusal to abide
bj the statutes of this -state and regulations passed pursuant thereto, and
for this reason freedom of worship was not an issue in the case. The
failure of the court to charge on this subject was not error.r

Code Supp: S 32-2104 imposes upon parents of children between the ages
of seven and sixteen years the duty of enrolling and sending such children

mto a public or private. school. Code Suppleent S 3279914 fixes the penalty
for noncompliance with this duty. As hereinbefore pointed out, Code and
Supplement S 32-911 empowers the county boards of education to fix rules
and regulations insuring the vaccination of such school children as
prerequisite to admission. These provisions' of our ''saute law therefore .
impose upon the parents the duty of sending the children to school and
upon the school authorities the duty of fixing the rules and regulations
under which ihey shall attend. The defendants in this case sought to
comply -vitlt their duty to send their children to school but .at the same
time usurp the prerogative of the school authorities, and also undertook
to fix. the rules tinder which they should attend. Their contention there-

. fore that they did actually enroll the children thivaccinated constitutes
no valid defense. It is the same. contention urged in State v. Drew, supra,
where the offer to send the children unvaccinated to the school was sought
to be treated as a "legal tender' and the rejection. as sought to be treated
as an estoppel of the school board. Such a contention is unsound for the
reason that an offer to do a thing. only upon waiver of the conditions
precedent thereto amounts to no oiler at all. Further, our, statute specific-
ally prtivides, not only that die child shall bq enrolled,. but kept in
school for a miniinum of 175 days or the full session thereof; -subject to
certain exception~._ Ufider these cirenisranceS, the' action of the parents
itt refusing to meet the prerequisites of attendance in public school con-
stituted a violation of the statute and the conic did not err in so charging.

The judgment of the trial court overruling the motion for new trial
. as amended is withmit errorf

Judgment affirmed.

Case Tote. Vaccination certificates and barb _reports of more ex-
.

tenSive detail arc required nowaddys in many school districts by local
regulation. A few states prescribe the vaccination as a prerequisite for
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atIntission, to the publiZ schools. The requiremen
lenged in courts, not .frequently, but sufficiently often to have Aaid
dtivim it generally accepted principle that such regull itittits ore within
the pollee power '61 the state. the local school board is an agent of
the state.' The 'state haS police power and may, delegate SO Ile of its

is agents and agencies:

have been. dial-

police power rt

tliighes et al. v. Caddo Parish School Board et al., 57 F. Supp. 508

(D. C. La. 1944) aff'd (per curiam) 323 U.S. 685 (1945) Anti-

fraternity law.]

The complaint is by the four, parents of:children attending the. Byrd
High School of Shreveport, Louisian.i, who arc in6mbers of national
Greek-letter fraternities, chapters of which have been in public existence

at -this school for a number of pmts.'. Act No. 342 of the Legislature of
Louisiana for 1944, granting to the various parish school boards the power

and authority to abolish high school` fraternities and sororities; is attacked
as being unconstitutional, null and void for the following reasons:

"(1) Said Statute is violative of the 14th Amendment to the Consti-
tution of the United States in that it deprives plaintiffs, and their children
of vested rights without due process of law, abridges their privileges and
immunities, deprives them of the equal protection of the laws, and attempts

to grant special privileges to a class, limiting the - privilege of free edu-
cation to students who are not members of Greek-letter fraternities and
Sororities." =

There are five other reasons of Unconstitutionality alleged under the
consritution of the state of Louisiana; and finally, a seventh reason, wherein
both constitutions federal and state are involved:

"(7) Said Statute as originally, introduced in the- 1-louse of Representa-
tives, expressly declared that high school fraternities we t inimical to the
)ublic good and -to the welfare of the public high sch mils of Louisiana,

tit this language was -stricken (roar said Act ley the I lo ise of Representa-
tives: that- the Legislature, having failed to. find said otaniiations tletri7
mental to the general welfare, and on the conttary, having in effect found
otherwise, said Statute Pas 110 legal basis on which to rest, and constitutes

a violation of the inherent; personal rights guaranteed 'tp every citizen by

du. state and Federal Constitutions." The complaint alleges that:
_Under date of Septeinber_6, 1944,- at its -regular session the Caddo Parish

School Board, proceeding under said Act No. 342 for :1944 of rime Legis-

lature, adopted a resolution abolishing high school fraternities and sororities,.
-and making it the -duty of the principals of the various high schools in
the Parish

or
Caddo to suspend or expel Front said schools any pupil who

might be or remain .a member of any . high school fraternity of [sic]
sorority. .

So, it is our opinion that the state court Of final- arbitramblit having;, _
ruled that the Act and time two local school board resolutions were not-
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t violation of the stare constitution, die whole attack based 011

rounds of want of constitutionality is settled for us....
The items of the complaint left for us to consider, therefore, are those

lien: there ate alleged violations of die fourteenth amendment to the
:onstionion of the United States....
Thus, the instant situation is exaetly the same in Prim-iple as with the
tiflent Waugh in 'Mississippi when the state required hiiu, already a
iember of a Greelt-letter fraternity, though at another college, to re-\\
ounce his allegiance to and affiliation with such fraternity. The United \
tams Supreme Court held that Waugh could be so obliged without deny-
ig him due process of law or his privileges or immunities as a citizen of
he United States udder die fourteenth amendment.

Because of the strikingly similar facts in the two cast t, ve adopt the
()Bowing principals of the Illaugh case from the Supreme Court of the'
initedStates:

Jr is said that the fraternity to which complainant belongs is a moral
nd of itself a disciplinary force. This need not be denied. But whether
Lich membership makes against discipline was for the stare

was
Mississippi

determine. it is to be remembered that the University was established
y the state, and is under the control of the state, and the enactment of
he statute may have been induced by the opinion that membership in the
iroltibited 'societies divided the attention of the students, and distracted

rom the singleness of purpose which the state desired to exist in its
nibliCeducattonal institutions. It is nor up to us to entertain conjectures

n opposition to the views of the state, and annul its regulations upon
lisputable considerations of their Wisdom or necessity. Nor can we :le-
amimodate the regulations to the assertion of a special purpose by
,pplying student, varying, perhaps, with each out and dependent alone

upon his promise.
"This being our view of the power of the legislature, we do not enter

ipon a consideration of the elements of complainant's contention. It is

fery trite to say di: t the right to pursue happiness and exercise life and
iberty are subject in some degree to the limitations of the law, and the
mdition upon which the state of Mississippi oilers the complainant free
'twin:don at its ,University, that while a studetit is there he renounce
titillation with a society which the 'State considers inimical to discipline,

'Inds no iirohibition in the 14th amendment." .

Case note. The Supreme Court of the United Starts upheld an anti-

satklity law enacted in Mississippi as it applied to die state univer-

1,11-tui.gb v. Board of Trustees of University of Mis.qssippt,1237 U.S.

i89 (1915). The essential point- in all these cases is that freedoms guar-

tweed by the Constitution may be limited if the limitation is reason-
dile and in the interest of public welfare. Occasionally, a court will

nriniate that the wisdom of an antifraternity rule way be in question,

Hit it is nor within the province of a court to evaluate the wisdom of
tegislation.One court said that students have the optitin ,of wi lidraw-

-
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ing from their fraternity or submitting to the penalty. Penalties differ:

front pitrticipation in extracurricular activities to suspension or even

expulsion.
Only one state has held hat ifraternity rules are unrea

_Missouri in 1922where the Court id that the 'detrimental. clrects of

membership in fraternities and sororities had not been sufficiently
proved. IV fight v. Board of Education of St. Louis, 295 Mo. 466,,246

S.W. 43 (Missouri, 1922). The Texas court followed the majority rule

with regard to banning fraternities during the school term,.bur held

that application of the rule to summer vacations was unreasonable be-

cause during that period. the students were under control of their par-

ents, nOr the school autholities, and, fuithermore, it would be imprac-

iCable for the school board to attempt to enforce the rule during

summer vacations when the'students are dispersed. Wilson et al. v. Abi-

lene Independent School District, Tex Civ App 191)

S. W. (2d) 406 (Texas, 1945).

7 mker v. Des Moines Independent Community School istrict et al.,

LJ.S. 503 (1969). /Suspension of studentaor wearing armbands to

school. I

Petitioner John Tinker, 15 years and petitioner Christopher
Eckhardt, 16 years old, attended high school in Des Moines. Petitioner
Mary Beth Tinker, John's sister, was a 13-year-old student in junior high

school.
In December 1965, a gray of adults and students in Des Moines, Iowa,

held a Meeting at the Eckhardt home. The group determined to publicize

their objections tip the hostilities in Vietnam and their' support fur a

mice by wearing black arnib:inds during the holiday season and by fasting

on December 16 and New Year's Eve. Petitioners :and their parents had

preViously engaged in similar activities, and they decided to participate

in the program..
The principals Of the IX'. MOIOCS schools became aware 'nf the plan to

wear armbands. On December '14, 1965, they met and adopted a policy

that any student wearing an armband to school would be asked to remove

it and if he refused he would be suspended until he returned without the
armband. Petitioners were aware of the regulation that the school andiori-

ies adopted.
On December 16, Mary Beth and Christopher wore black armbands to

their schools. John Tinker wore his armband the next day. They were all

sent home and suspended from school until they would come back without
their armbands. They did not return to school until :after the planned

period for wearing ;armbands had expiredthat is until after New Year's
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This compl tint . . prayed for an injui restraining the defendant
school and the defendant members of the board of directors of the
school distrih from ilisciPlining the petitioners, and it sought nominal
damages. Afqr an evidentiary' hearing the District Court dismissed the
complaint. It upheld the constitutionality of the school authorities' action
on the ground that it was reasonable in order to prevent disturbance of
school discipline. 258 F. Null,. 971 (1966).

Out appeal, the Court of Appeals fur the Eighth Circuit considered the

ease en bane. The court was equally divided, and the District Court's
decision was accordingly affirmed, without opinion. 383 F. 211 988 (1967).
We granted certiorari. 390 U. S. 942 (1968)....

First Amelithnent rights, applied in light of the specie: characteristics
of the school environment, are available Co teachers and students. It can
hardly be argued that either students or teachers shed their constitutional
tights to freetloin of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate' This
has been the unmistakable holding of this Court for almost 50 years.

Ott the other hand, the Court has repeatedly emphasized the need for
affirming the comprehensive author ity of the States and of school authori-

consistent with fundamental constinitioaal safeguards, to prescribe and

control etandlet in the schools. . . . Our problem lies in the area where
students in the exercise of First Amendment rights collide with the rules
of the school authorities.

The problem presented by the present case does nor relate to regulation
f the length of skins or the type of clothing., to hair style or deportment.

. It does not kaincern aggressive,. disruptive action or even group
demonstrations. Our problem involve,i direct, primary First Amendment
rights akin to "pure speech."

The school officials haunted and sought to punish petitioilers for a silent,

passive,
, expression of opinion, unaccompanied by any disorder or dis-

turbance on the pall of petitioners. There is here no evidence whatever
of petitioners' interference, netted or nascent, with the schools work or of
collision with the rights of other students to be secure and tolle let alone.
A(:cordingly, this case does not toneern speech or action that intrudes
upon the work of the school or the rights of other students.

Only a few of the 18,000 students in the school systeth wore the black
armbands. There is Ito indication that the work of the school or al4,\class

. was disrupted. Outside the classrooms, a few students made hostile\re-
marks to the children wearing :midlands, but there were no threats 't,urs.

acts of violence on school premises.
The District Court concluded that the action tit the school authorities

was reasonable because it was based upon their fear of a disturbance from
the wearing of the armbands. Hut, in our system, undifferentiated fear or
apprehension of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right to free-
dom of expression. Any departure front absolute regimentation may cause
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,trouble. Any variation front the inajorhy's opinio may inspire fear: Any,
word spoken, in class, in the Itilichrooms or on the campus, that deviates
from the views of another person, may start an argument or cause a dis-
turbance. But our Constitution -says we must take this risk . . and our
history says that it is this sort of hazardous freedomthis kind of openness

that is die basis of our national strength and of the independelice and
vigor of Americans who grow up and _live in thus relatively permissive,
often disputatious society.

In order for the State in the person of school officials to justify prohibi-
tion of a particular expression of opinion, it must be able to show that its
action was caused by something mole than a mere desire to avoid the
discomfort and unpleasantness that always accompany an unpopular view-.
point. Certainly where theme is no finding and no showing that the exercise

of the forbidden -right would "materially and substantially interfere with
the requiremems of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school,"
the prohibition cannot be sustained....

In the-present case, the District Court made no such finding, and our
independent examination of rite record fails to yield evidence that the

school authorities had reason to antieipare that the wearing of the annbands
would substantially interfere with the work of the school or impinge upon
the rights of other students. Even an official mentor:m(1nm prepared after
the suspension that listed the reasons for the ban on wearing the armbands
made no reference to the anticipation of such disruption....

It is also relevant that the school authorities did not purport to prohibit
the wearing of all symbols of political or controversial significance. The
record shows that students in some of the schools wore buttons relating

to national political campaigns, and slum even wore the iron Coiss,
traditionally a symbol of Nazism. The order prohibiting the wearing of
armbands did not extend to these.... Clearly, the prohibition of expression
of one particular opinion, at least without evidence that it is necessary to
avoid material and substantial interference with school work or discipline,

is not conStittlrionally permissible.
In our system, stare operated schools may not he enclaves of totalitar-

ianism. School officials do not passess absolute authority over their stu-
dents. Students in school as well as out of school are "persons.' under our
Constitution. They are possessed of fundamental rights which the State
must respect, just as they themselves must respect their obligations to the
State. In mour system, students may not be regarded as closed-circuit

iirecpents of only rust which the State chooses to communicate. They mayonly
nor be confined to the expremion, of those sentiments that are officially
approved. In the absence of a specific showing of constitutionally valid
reasons to regulate their speech, students are entitled in freedom of
expression of their views, ...

The principal use to which the schools are dedicated is to accommodate
students during prescribed hours for the purpose of certain types of
activities. Among those activities is person intercommunication among
students. This is WC' only an inevitable part of the process of attending
sehooNt is also an important part of the educational process, A smdent'S

3 4 4
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tights therefore, do not embrace merely the classroom- When he is
in the cafeteria, or on the playing field, or on the campus during the
authorized hours, he may express his opinions,, even on controversial
subjects like the conflict to Victim', if he does so "without materially
and substantially interfering with appropriate discipline in the operation
of the school" and without colliding with the rights of others. . . . But
conduct by the students, in class Or out of it, which for any reason
whether it stems from time, place, or type of behaviormaterially disrupts
elasswork or involves substantial disorder or invasion of the rights of
others is, of course, not immunized by the constitutional guaranty of
freedom of speech.. .

Under our Constitution, free speech is not a right that is given only
tit be so circumscribed that it exists in principle but not in fact. Freedom
of expression would not truly exist if the right could he exercised only
in an area that a benevolent government has provided as a safe haven for
crackpots. The Constitution says that Congress (and.the States) may not
abridge then right to free speech. This provision means what it says. We
properly read it to permit reasonable regulation of speech connected
activities in carefully restricted circumstances. `But we .do not confine the
permissible exercise of First Amendment rights to a telephone booth or the
four corners of a pamphlet, or to supervised and ordained discussion in a
school classroom....

(The students] neither interrupted school activities nor sought to intrude
in the school affairs or the lives of others. They caused discussion outside
of the classrooms, but no interference with work and no disorder. In
the circumstances, our Constitution does not permit officials of the State
to deny their form of expression.

We express no opinion as to form of relief which should he granted,
this being a matter for the lower courts to deterMille. We reverse and
remand for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

sewing opinions. (I) School officials should be accorded the widest
authority in maintaining discipline and good order in their institutions.
To translate that propositon into a workable constitutional rule, I would
in cases like this, cast upon those complaining the burden of showing
thar' a pat-lit:sitar school measure was motivated by other than legitimate
tichool concernsfor example, a desire to prohibit the expression of an
unpopular point of view, while permitting expression of the dominant
opinion.

(2) The Court's holding in this case ushers in what I deem to be an

entirely new era which the power to control pupils by the, elected
"officials of stare supported public schools . . ." in the United States is in
ultimate effect transferred to the Supreme Court.

Assuming that the Court is correct in holding that the conduct of
wearing armbands for the purpose of conveying political ideas is protected

by the First Amendment . . the crucial remaining questions are whether
students and teachers may use the schools at their whim as a platform for
the exercise of free speech"symholie" or "pure"and whether t14 Courts
will allocate to themselves the function of deciding how the purilsi\school

3LL)

day will be spent. While I have always believed that under the First and
Fourteenth An:zndinents neither the State nor Federal Government has
any authority to regulate or censor the content .of speech, I have never
believed that any person has a right to give speeches or. engage in
demonstrations where he pleases and when he pleases. . .

Even a casual reading of the record shows- that this armband did divert
students' minds from their regular- lessons, and that talk, comments, etc.,
made John linker "self-conscious" in attending school wearing his: arm-
band. -While t:ie absence of obscene or boisterous and loud disorder
perhaps justifies the Court's statement that the few armband students
did not actually "disruptythe classwork, I think the record overwhelmingly
shows that the armbands did exactly what the elected school officials and
principals foresaw it would, that is, took the students' minds off their
Glasswork and diverted them:, to thoughts about the highly emotional
stibject of the Vietnam war. Aid I repeat that if the rime has come when
pupils of state - supported schools kindergarten, grammar school or highs

schoolcan defy and flaunt or ers of school officials to keep their minds
on their own'school work, it i he-beginning of a new revolutionary era
of permissiveness in this emu y fostered by the judiciary. The next
logical step, it appears to me, would be to hold unconstitutional laws
that bar pupils under 21 or 18 Fran) voting, or from being elected members

of the Boards of Education.
Public school students are not the sp h cols at public expense to

broadcast political or any other views to educate and inform the public.
The original idea of schools, which I do not believe is yet- abandoned as
worthless or out of date, was that children had not yet readied the
point of experience and wisdom which enabled them to teach all of
their -elders. It may be that the Nation has outworn the old-fashioned
slogan that "children are to be sects not heard," but one may, I hope, be
permitted to harbor the thought that taxpayers send children to school

on the premise that at their age they need to learn, dot teach..
One does not need to be a prophet or the son of a prophet to know

that after the Court's holding today that some students in Iowa schools
and indeed in all schools will be ready, able, and willing to defy their
teachers on practically all orders. This is the more unfortunate for the
schools since groups of students all over the land are already running
loose, conducting break-ins, and smash-ins.... It is no answer
to say that the particular students here have nor yet reached such high
points in their denim, ttend classes in order to exercise their political
pressures. Turned lot, with law suits for damages and injunctions
against their teachers like they are lien:, it is nothing but wishful thinking
to imagine' that. young, immature students will not soon believe it is their
right to contro! the schools rather than the right of the States that collect
the taxes to (lice the leachers for the benefit of the pupils. This case,
therefore, whoiiy without constitutional reasons in my judgment, subjects
all the public schools in the country to the whims and caprices of their
loudest -mouthed, but maybe nor tlieit brightest students.

case note. Prior to this decision, the MO Circuit Court cif ea
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decided two cases involving the wearing of "freedom" buttons by
students. The decisions were handed down the same day. In one, the
court ordered that the high-school authorities he enjoined from en-
forcing a rule prohibiting students from wearing the buttons. Burnside
v. Byars, 363 F. (2d) 744 (1966). In the other, it declined to enjoin
the enforcement of such a regulation. Blackwell v. Issaquemi County
Board of Education, 363 F. (2d) 749 (1966).

The distinction between the two cases is that in the first case time
wearing of the buttons did not materially and substantially interfere
with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of
the schoOl. In the second, which upheld Elie rule, the high-school stu-
dents wearing the buttons were harassing students who did not wear
them and created a disturbance.

The issue in these two cases, as in the Tinker case, was the balanc2
ing of free speech rights ("symbolic speech") of students with the
school authorities' responsibility to promulgate and enforce reasonable
roles and regulations to assure that the education of students is not
materially disrupted.

Karr v. Schmidt, 460 F. (2d) 609 (5th Cir., en bane) cerr. dear. 409

'U.S. 989 (1972). [Validity of rule on hair length.]

This is another of the multitude of lawsuits which have recently inun-
dated the federal courts attacking hair length regulations promulgated by
local public school authorities.

Appellee Chesley Karr is a-sixteen-year-old student at Coronado High
School in' El Paso, Texas. On August 12, 1970, Karr attempted to enroll for
liis junior year at that school bur was not permitted to do so because he
was in violation of a school board regulation limiting the length of male
students' hair. After several conferences with school board officials proved
futile, Karr filed suit in federal court seeking injunctive and declaratory
relief.

After a four-day trial, the distract_ court, 320 F.Supp.,728, concluded that
the denial of a free public education to Karr on the basis of this regulation

,-violated the due process and equal protection guarantees of the Federal
Constitution. The court enjoined school board officials to. enroll -Chesley
Karr and to refrain from enforcing the hair-length regulation.

On motion of the school authorities, this court stayed the district court's
injunction pending appeal. Karr then petitioned the, late Mr. Justice Black
in his capacity as Circuit Justice for the Fifth Cirettit to vacate the stay of
injunction pending appeal. Mr. Justice Black denied the petition, . . . ob-
serving:

There is no direct, positive command about locM school rules

3r ft
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with reference to the length of hair state school students 11111A
have. And 1 cannot now predict this court will hold, that the more
or less vague terms of either the Due Process or Equal Protection
Clauses nave robbed the States of 'their traditionally recognized
power to rim their school system in accordance with their own
best judinent as to the appropriate length of hair for students.

There ci,n, of course, be honest differences of opinion as to whether
any government; state or federal, should as a matter of public
policy regulate the length of haircuts, bur it would be dif-
ficult to prove by reason, logic, or common sense that the federal
judiciary is more competent to deal with hair length than are the
local school authorities and state legislatures of all our. 50 States.
Perhaps if the courts will leave the States free to perform their
own coostitutional duties they r.,11 at least he able successfully to
regulate the length of hair the;. public school students can wear.

The appeal froimt the district court's judgment is now before this court
on the merits...

I.

The Fifth Circuit first considered the constitutional validity of hair
length regulations in Ferrell. . . . In its opinion, this court assumed without
deciding that !'a hair style is a constitutionally protected mode of expres-
sion," bur ccucluded that school authorities might place restrictions upon -
this "right" if those restrictions served "compelling" state interests. The
court held that the interest of the state "iii maintaining an effective and
efficient school system" was a compelling state interest sufficient to justify
the regulation.

Since Ferrell, the circuit has considered high school hair and grooming
regulations in immerous other cases. ham each of those cases, except one,
the validity of such regulations was affirmed in this court. In one case,
Dawson v. Hillsborough County, Florida, School Board, 5 Cir., 1971,

445 F.2d 308, this court affirmed a district court finding that a local school
hair regulation was unconstitutional because it was unrelated to legitimate

school board objectives.

The district court, relying on Ferrell and the subsequent Fifth Circuit
cases, ruled that "one's choice of hair style is constitutionally protected"
and that the burden was upon school authorities to, demonstrate that long
hair resulted in disruption of the educational process.

. The (district-I court held that a preponderance of the evidence sup-
ported the finding that long hair does not create a safety hazard in science
laboratories. With regard to discipline, the court held that disciplinary
problems were created not by the presence of long-haired students but by
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efforts to enforce the long-hair regulation. With respect to the undisputed
testimony that fights had occurred between long and short-haired students,
the court ruled that the proper course of action for the school board was to
"I teach l tolerance" rather than banning lung hair. !laving found, as a

matter of fact, that there was no reasonable relationship between the regula-
tion and legitimate school board objectives, the court concluded as a

matter of law that the regUlation violated the Due Process and Equal
Protection clauses of. the Federal Omstitution.

In view of the district court's holding that the school board failed to
sustain its burden of justification, this court is now called upon to decide
the question which it reserved in Ferrell: Is the-re a constitutionally
tccted right to wear one's hair in a public high school in the length and

-style that suits the wearer? We hold that no such right is to be found
within the plain meaning of the Constitution,

It has been argued that the First, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and Fourteenth
Amendments and the penumbras therefrom supply a basis in the Constitu-
tion for such a right. We reject each of these theories; nevertheless,.we
shall consider each of them.

A. The First ilmendment.--The most frequently asserted basis for a
constitutional right to wear long hair lies in the First Amendment. It is
argued that the wearing of long hair is symbolic speech by which the
wearer conveys his individuality, his rejection of conventional values, and
the like. Accordingly, it is argued that the wearing of bait is subject to
the protection of the First Amendment under the principles announced in
Tinker

. .

The court fin Tinker], however, clearly-di tinguished the case. which we
have here of hair and grooming regulation. It ob:erved

The problem posed by the present case does not relate to regu-
lation of the Ithigth of skirts or the type of clothing, to hair
style, or deportment... Our problem involves .direct, priinary
First Amendment rights akin to "pure speech."

The conclusion is inescapable that this paragraph was intended to
delimit the outer reach of the court's holding. We read this language _as

indicating that the right to style one's hair as one pleases in the public
schools dimes nor inherit the protection of the 'First Amendment.

1

0, Griswold.... It is argued that from this holding may be generalized a
pervasive constitution ally protected zone of personal privacy which may be

in fringed only for compelling reasons. . .

In our view, such a reading of Cirinvold is unwarranted. We think
Griswold rested somewhat mtrowly .on the unacceptable intrusion in the
privacy of the home which would have been required-to enforce the Con-

.
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neeticut statute. In contrast,- a regulation ricting the length of hair
restricts privacy not all. Hair is, of course, worn for all the world to
sec. We do 110( think Cirimuid stands for any general "right to go public
as one pleases."

C. Substantive Due Frocess.. . . We think it plain that individual
liberties may ranked in a spectrum of importance.. *.

The question hefore this court is where 011 the spectrum lies time asserted

right of a high school student to wear hair in school at the length that suits
him. It is our firm belief that this asserted freedom does not rise to the
level of fundamental significance which would warrant our recognition of
such a substantive constitutional right.

Federal courts, and particularly those iii this circuit, have unflinchingly
intervened in the management of local school affairs where fundamental
liberties,. such as the right to equal education, required vindication. At
times that intervention has, of necessity, been on a massive scale. But in
the grey areas "here fundamental rights are nor implicated, we think the
wiser Bourse is one of restraint.

D. Equal Protection. The court below held that the denial of free public
education to Karr on the basis of the length of hii hair was art arbitrary
classification which violated the Equal Protection clause of the Constitu-

tion.
The Equal Protection clause has not generally been relied upon as a

basis for invalidating hair-length regulations....

Iv.

Relying on Fzrrell, the district court ruled that the right to wear hair
long in public high schools is constitutionally protected and that the school
board bore a substantial burden of `justification that could be met only by
demonstrating factually the necessity for the regulation. This ruling repre-
sented an erroneous assessment of the burden of proof and an erroneous
standard of judicial review. State regulations which do not affect funda-
mental freedom; are subject to a much less rigorous standard of judicial
review than is applicable when such fundamental rights are at stake. In
such cases, the appropriate standard of review is simply one of whether the
regulation is 'reasonably intended to accomplish a constitutionally permis-

sible state objective...,.. .
%Ve find this theory without merit. This classification is not based on the

"suspect" criterion of race or wealth which would require application of
the "rigorous" standard of equal protection scrutiny. Accordingly, time
classification is invalid ,under the Equal Protection clause only if this court
can perceive no rational basis on which it is founded....

Moreover, the burden is not upon the -state to establish the rationality
of its restriction, but is upon the challenger to show that the restriction is
wholly arbitrary.

In this case, it is evident from the record that the school authorities
seek only ro aucomplish legitimate objectives- in promulgating the. hair
regulation here question. The record nowhere suggests that their goals

3 -0 Ll
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are dither than a.; on of classroom distraction, the avoidance of
violence between long and short .haired students, the elimination of po-
tential health hazards, and the elimination of safety hazards resulting from
long hair in the science labs. Ort,a record such as this, we hold that it was
clear error to conclude that the school board regtilation failed to meet the
minimum test of rationality that was properly applicable.

The record in this case an impressive testimonial to the burden which
has been placed on the federal courts by suits of this nature, This lawsuit
required four full days of testimony in the district court. The case conies
to this court on a printed appendix exceeding 300 pages in length. Nor is
this ease unusual. Within this circuit alone, there have been numerous
other cases in which the plaintiffs made almost identical contentions and
the school boards offered these same justifications.

It is our view that the validity of hair-length relhtlations should not
turn on the individual views of the district judges of thiS' circuit as to the
"reasonableness" Of grooming regulations. A different rule of law should
not prevail in, for example,' 1 lillsborough County, Florida, than in the
Pampa, Texas Independent School District.

Given\ the very minimal standard of judicial review to which these
regulations_ are properly subject in the federal forum, we think it proper to
announce a per Sc rule that such regulations are constitutionally valid.'
Henceforth, district courts need not hold an evidentiary hearing in eases
of this nature. Where- a complaint merely alleges the constitutional in-
validity of a high school hair and grooming regulation, the district courts
are directed to grant an immediate motion to dismiss for failure to stare a
claim for which relief can be granted.

In conclusion, we emphasize thIxt our decision today evinces not the
slightest indifference to the personal -rights asserted by Chesley Karr and
other young people. Rather, it reflects recognition of the inescapable fact
that neither. the Constitution nor the federal. judiciary it created were
conceived to be keepers 'of Ott national conscience in. every matter great
and small. The regulations which impinge on our daily affairs are legion.
Many of them are more intrusive and tenuous than the one involved here.
The federal judiciary has urgent tasks to perform, and to be able to per-
form them we must 1-coginze the physical impossibility that less than a
thousand of us could ever enjoin a uniform concept of equal protection or
due process on every American, in every facet of his daily life.

Reversed.

1. As we have noted, grooming regulations are whim to the requirement that
they nor be wholly arbitrary. Thus, this rule of per se validity woultinot apply to
a regulation which had an arbitrary effect, as, for example, a rule requiring that
all male students shave their heads. .

In addition, under the rule we announce today, federal courts would will be.
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Dissenting opinions: . . ( I) Individual rights 'ever seem important to
those who tolerate their infringement. ...

me the right to wear one's hair as one ,pleases, although unspecified
in our Bill of Rights, is a "fundamental" right proo2ctedi'lry the Duei.
Process Clause.... Forced dress, including forced hair style, humiliates the
unwilling complier, forces hint to submerge his individuality in the "undis-
tracting mass, ar.J in general, smacks.of the exaltation of organization over
member, unit over component, and state over individual. I always thought \
this country dues not condone such repression.

disagree strongly will
issue....'

be majority's disposition of the equal protection

I low is today's sleight of hand achieved? By sugaring over with talk 01
"good intentions" the total failure of this regulation to carry those inten-
tions into effect. I dissent from this novel and unexplained method of
writing the Equal Protection Clause our of our Constitution even if it
threatens to impose on this Court the task of bringing to fruition the full
spectrum of rights which high school students enjoy with all other Amer-
icans.

(2) As Other courts have had occasion'to note, a student can indulge in
most vagaries of dress Intl behavior during, mm-school hours and then
abandon them at the schoolhouse steps, but he cannot grow and ungrow
his hair... . . Thus, a regulation requiring a student to shorten his. hair
effects arubstanthl intrusion into his private life in a way that is important
to him, where th4 school board has no authority, or reason to interfere.

It is precisely this kind of intrusion into the private lives of citizens
which the Ninth Amendment was designed to protect against. Griswold. .

Cafe wore. The Fifth Circuit, en bane, divided 8-7, and the United
States- 8upreme Court refused to review, leaving little doubt that the
issue will continue to be litigated, if it remains an important one to
boards of education and students. In setting. down its rule that such
regulations are valid per ,se in the face of a challenge of their consti-
tutionality, the Court is forcing future challengers in its circuit to
show that ride is "wholly arbitrary" or discriminatorily enforced.-
(See the Court's .footnote, footnote I.)

Although the Supreme Court has rdused to review a student "hair"
case, it has uphold a county regularion\limiting the length Of police-
men's hair and prohibiting the wearing 'of beards. Kelley v. Johnson,
425 U.S. 238 (1976). It is possible that the Court will distinguish be-

permitted to el
lug code. .. .

n an action allcgin _it atory-_nforeenient -00111-
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meat mks applicable to pairatitilitary'public employees (law enforce-
ment officers) and those applicable to public-school students, should
it agree to accept a student case.

There is disagreement among the circuits. For example, the Fourth
-Circuit has held in favor of the students, Massie v. Henry, 455 F. (2d)
779 (4th Cir. 1972) while the Third Circuit has dismissed a student's
complaint in a 5-4 en bane decision, Zeller v. Donekal School District
Board of Education, 517 F. 2d 600 (3rd Cir. 1975).

Clearly the courts are not happy with -the number of "hair" cases
instituted. In another, part of Mr. Justice 'Black's opinion refusing to
vacate the stay of injunction not quoted by the Fifth Circuit in Karr,
he said:

The motion in this case is presented to me in a record of more
than 50 pages, not counting a number of exhibits, The words used
throughout the record such as -"Emergency Motion" and "harass-

.mem and "irreparable damages" are calculated to leave the im-
pression that this case over the length of hair created or is about
to create a great national "crisis." I confess my inability to under-
stand how anyone would thus, classify this hair length case. The
only thing about it that borders on the serious to me is the idea
that anyone should think the Federal Constitution imposes on the
United States courts the burden of supervising the length of hair
that public school students should wear. The records of the federal
courts, including ours, show a heavy burden of litigation in con-
nection with cases of great importancethekind of litigation our
courts must be able Co handle if they are to perform their responSi-

,bility to our society. Moreover, our' Constitution has sought to
distribute the powers of government in this Nation between the
United States and the Stares. Sorely the federal judiciary eau per-
form no greater service to the -Nation than to leave the States
unhampered aft the performance of their purely, local affairs. Surely
few policies can be thought of that States are more capable of
deciding than the length of the ,hair of schoolboys. Karr v.
Schmidt,101 U.S. 1201 (1971).

Goss .v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). [Procedural' due process before

suspension of students.]

This appeal by various administrators of the Columbus, Ohio, Public
School System ( 'CPSS") challenges the judgment of a three:judge federal
cort, declaring that appellecsvarious high school students in the CPSS---
were denied due process of law contrary to the command of the Four-
teetth Amendment in that they were temporarily suspended from their.
high -schooli without a hearing either prior to suspension or within a

3D,;

reasonable dine thereafter, and enjoining the administrators to remove
all references to such suspensions from the students' records.

it

Ohio law, Rev. Code S 3313.64, provides for free education to all
&en between the ages of six and 21. Section 3313.66 of the Code empowers
the principal of an,Ohio public school to suspend a pupil for misconduct
for up to 10 days sir to expel him. In either case, he must notify the stu-
dent's parents within 24 hours and state the reasons for his action. A pupil
who is expelled, of hiwparents, may appeal the decision to the Board of
Education and in connection therewith shall be permitted to be heard at
the board meeting. The board may reinstate the pupil following` the hear-
ing. No similar procedure isiprovided in 4 3313.66 or any other provision of
State law for a suspended Student. Aside from a regulation tracking the
statute, at the time of the /imposition of_ the suspensions, in this case the
CPSS had not itt,elf issued any written procedure applicable to suspensions.

Nor, so far as the record reflects,"had any of the individual high schools
MI/caved in this me. Each, however, had fe;rmally or informally described
the conduct for which suspeniion calla be imposed.

The nine named appellees, each of whom alleged that he or she had been
suspended from public high school in Columbus for up to 10 days without
a hearing pursuant to 4 3313.66, filed an action against the Columbus Board
of Education and various administrators of the CPSS under 42 U. S. C.
S 1983. The complaint sought a declaration that S 3313.66 was uncon-
stitutional in that it permitted public school administrators to _deprive
plaintiffs of their rights to an education without a hearing of any kind,
in violation of the procedural due process component of the Fourteenth
Amendinent.lt also sought, to enjoin the public school officials from issuing
future suspensions pursuant to S 3313.66 and to require them to' remove
references to the past suspensions from the records of the students in
question.

The proof below established that the suspensions in question arose out
of a period of widespread student unrest in the CPSS during February and
March of 1971. Si 7 of the named plaintiffs . . . were each suspended for
10 days on account of disruptive or disobedient conduct=commined in
the presence of the school administrator who ordered the suspension,. . .

None was given a hearing to determine the operative facts underlying the
suspension, but each, together with his or her parents, was offered the
opportunity to attend a conference, subsequent to the effective date of the
suspension, to discuss the student's future.

. . . (One stude.-4 was suspended in connection with a disturbance in
the lunclu-ooni which involved some physical damage to school property.
fie . testified below that he was not a party to the destructive conduct_

but was instead innocent bystander: Because In'-`one front the schools'
'testified with regard to this incident, there is no evidenee in the record-
indicating the official basis for concluding otherwise. [The student] never
had a hearing.

[The eighth student] don at high schooresent at a den
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different from the one she was attending. Theee she was arrmed together
with others, taken the police station, and released without being formally
charged. Before she went to school on the following day, she was notified
that she had been Suspended for a 10-day period. . It is clear from the
record that no hearing was ever held.

There Was no testimony with respect to the suspension of rho ninth
mimed ..

. . . .

At the outset, appellants _[school administrators] contend that because
there is no comfit-m.1(mil right to an education at public expense, the Due
Process Clause does nut .protect against expulsions from the public school*I,system. This position misconceives the nature of the issue and is refuted
y prior decisions. The Fourteenth Aincnchnent forbidS the- Sum to

deprive any person of life, liberty.or property without due process of law.
Protected interests in property arc normally "not created by the ConsOm-
thin. Rather, they are created and their dimensions are defined" by an
independent source such as state statutes or rules entitling the citizen to
(Nrtain benefits. Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U. S. 564, 577 (1972):

Accordingly, a stare employee who under state-law, or rules promulgated
by state officials, has a, legitimate claim of entitlement to continued em-
ployment absent sufficient cause for diScharge may demand the pro-
cedural protections of due process. .. .

!fere, on the basis of state law, appellees plainly had legitimate claims
entitlement to a public education. Ohio Rev. Code SS 3313.48 and

3313.61. direct local authorities' to provide a free education to all residents -.

between six and 21 years of age, and a compulsory attendance law re-
(tires attendance for a school' year of not less than 32 weeks. Ohio Rev.
>de S 3321.14. It is true that S 3313.66 of the code permits school prin

cipals to suspend students for up to two weeks; but suspensions may not
be imposed without any grounds whatsoever. All ell the schools had their
own rules specifying the grounds for expulsion or suspension. Having 1
chosen to extend the right to an education to people of appellees class

generally, Ohio May not withdraw that right on grounds of misconduct 1

absent fundamentally fair procedures to determine whether the misconduct
has occurred....

Although Ohio may not be constitutionally obligated to establish and
maintain a public school system; it has nevertheless done so and has re-

_ quir'ed its children to attend. Those young people do not "shed their
constitutional rights" at the schoolhouse 'door. 'Tinker. "The Fourteenth
Amendnient, as now applied to the States, protects the citizen -against the
State itself and all of its creaturi!..s ... . Boards of Education not excepted."
Barnette. The authority possessed by the State to prescribe and enforce
standards of conduct in its schools, although concededly very broad, must
be exercised consistently with constitutional safeguards. Amot other
things, the State is constrained to recognize a student's legitimate entitle-

Cm to d public education as a property interest which is protected by

the Th; Process clause and which play not be taken away for misconduct
without adherence to the minimum procedures required by that clause.

The Due Process Clause also forbids arbitrary deprivations of liberty.
"Where a person's good nanie, reputation, honor, or integrity is at stake
because of what the government is doing to him," the minimal require-
ments of the clause must be satisfied.:.. School authorities here suspended
appellees from school for periods of up to 10 days' based on charges. of
misconduct. ff. sustained and recorded, those charges could "seriously
damage the students' standing their fellow pupils and their teachers
as well as interfere with later opportunities for higher education and
employment. It is apparent that 01e -claimed right of the State to determine
unilaterally and without process whether that misconduct has occurred-
immediately collides with the requirements, of the Constitution.

Appellants pre,:eed to argue that even if there is a right to a public
education protected by the Due process Clause generally, the clause conies
into play only when the State subjects a student- a "severe detriment or
grievous loss." The loss of 10 days, it is said, is neither severe nor grievous
and the Due Process Clause is therefore of no relevance. Appellee's ar ,u-
ment is again refuted by our prior decisions; for in determining "whether
due process requirements apply in the first place, we must look not to
the 'weight' but to the nature of the interest at stake." Roth. Appellees
were excluded front school only temporarily, it is true, but the length and
consequent severity of a deprivation, while another factor to weigh in
erittming the appropriate form of hearing, "is not decisive of the basic

right" to a healing of some kind. . The Coures view has been that as
as a property deprivation is not Sc minimis, its rravity is irrelevant

question whether account must be taken of the )ue Process Clause.
. . A 10-day suspension from school is nor Sc ritirtiyitt in our view slid may
not he imposed la ecimplete disregard of the Dne Process Clause.

A short suspension is of cause a far milder deprivation than expulsion.
But, "education is perhaps the, most important function of state and local
governments." Brazen v. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483, 493 (1954), and
the total exclusion, front the educational process for more than a trivial

.
theperiod, and certainly if e suspension is for 10 days, is a serious event

in the life of the suspended child. Neither the property interest in educa-
tional bedefits temporarily denied nor the liberty interest in reputation,
which is also implicated, is so insubstantial that suspensions may constim-,
clonally he imposed by, any procedure the school chooses, no matter how
arbitrary.

111'

"Once it is dutermine that le' process applies, the question remains
what process is due . . We turn to that question, fully realizing as our
cases regularly Ri that the' interpretation and application of the Due
process Clause are intensely practical matters and that_ "the very nature. . . .

of due process negates any concept of inflexible procedures_ universally
applicable to every imaginable situation." . . . We are also mindful of our
owoadmonition that
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Judicial interposition in the operation of the public school system
of the Nation raises problems requiriw care and restraint. .. . By
and large, public education in our ;idol' is Committed to the
control of state and local authorities. Epperson v. Arkansas, 393
U. S. 97, 104..

There are certain bench marks to guide us, however, . and "[There
l'be no doubt that at.a minimum [words of Due Procas Clause} require

that deprivation of life, liberty or prOperty by adjudiCation be preceded
by notice and opportunity for hearing appropriate to the nature of the
case:" . . . "Mlle fundamental requisite of due process of law is the op-
ptirtunity to be heard," . . . a right that "has little reality or worth unless
one is informed that the matter is pending and can choose for himself
whether to . . . contest." . . At the very minimum, therefore, students
facing suspension and the consequent interference with a protected prop-
erty interest must be given some kind of notice and afforded some kind of
hearing....

It also ppears from our cases that the tinting and content of the notice
and the nature of the hearing will depend on appropriate accommodation
of the compering interests involved. . . . The student's interest is to avoid
unfair or mistaken exclusion from the educational process, with all of its
unfortunate consequences. The Due Process Clause will not shield him
from suspensions properly imposed, but it disserves both his interest and
the interest of the State if his suspension is in fact unwarranted. The con-
cern would be mostly academic if the disciplinary process were a totally
accurate, unerring process, never mistaken and never unfair. Unfortunately,
that is nor the-case, and no one suggests that it is. Disciplinarians, although-
preceeding in utmost good faith, frequently act on the reports and advice
of others; and the controlling facts and the nature of the conduct under
challenge are often disputed. The risk of error is not at all trivial, and it
should be guarded against if that may be done without prohibitive cost
or interference with the educational process. ,

The difficulty is that one schools are vast and complex. Some_ ,modicum
of--discipline and_ order- is essential -if-the-ftlitEitional function is to be

pet-bunted. Events calling for discipline are frequent occurrences and
sometimes require immediate, effective action. Suspension is considered
not only to be a necessary tool to maintain order but a valuable educational
device. The prospect of imposing elaborate hearing reqUirentenq in every
suspension case is viewed with great concern, and many school authorities
may well prefer the untraiumeled power to act unilaterally, unhalimered-
In, rules about notice and hearing. But it would be a wane disciplinary
syrein in an educational institution if no communication was soughtaby
the disciplinarian with the student in an effort to inform hint of his
defalcation and to ler hint tell his side of the story in order to make sure
that an injustice is not done. "inairness can rarely be obtained by secret
one-sided determination of the facts decisive of rights. . . . See'recy is not
congenial to truth-seeking and self-righteousness ,gives too slender an as-

ti..-6 of rightness. No better instrument has been devised for arriving at .

I

truth than to give:a person in jeopardy of serious loss notice of the case
against him and opportunity to meet it."

We do nor believe that school authorities must he totally free from
notice and hearing requirements if their schools are to operate with ac-
ceptable efficiency., Students facing temporary suspension have interests
qualifying for protection of the Due Process Clause, and due process re-
quires, in connection with a suspension of 10 days or less, that the student
be given oral or written notice of the chargm against hint and, if he denies
them, an explanation of the evidence the authorities have and an op-
portunity to present his side of the story. The clause requires it least these
rudimentary precautions against unfair Or mistaken findings of misconduct
and arbitrary exclusion front school.

There need be no delay between the time "notice" is given and the rime
of the hearing. In the great majority of cases the disciplinarian nay in-
formally discuss the alleged misconduct with the student minutes after it has
occurred. I'Ve hold only-that, in being given an opportunity to explain his
version of the facts at this discussion, the student first be told what he is
accused of doing and what the basis of the accusation is. . . Since the
hearing may occur almost immediately following the misconduct, it fol-
lows Out as a general rule notice and hearing should precede removal of
the student from school. We agree with the District Court, however, that

.there are recurring situations m.which prior notice and hearing cannot be
insisted upon. Students whose presence poses a continuing danger to per-
sons or property or awongoing threat of disrupting the academic process
may he immediately removed, front school. In such cases, the necessary
notice and rudimentary hearing, should follow as sail' as practicable, as the
District Oturt indicated.

In holding a; we do, we do not believe that we have imposed procedures
on school disciplinarians which are inappropriate in a classroom setting.
Instead we have imposed requirements which arc, if anything, less than a
fair-minded school principal would impose upon himself in order to avoid
unfair suspensions...

%Vc stop short of construing the Due Proms Clause to require, country-
wide, that hearing iu connection with short suspensions must afford the
student the opportunizv to secure counsel, to confront and.,cross-examine
witnesses supporting the charge or to call his own witnesses tYverify his
version of the incident. Brief disciplinary suspensions are almost countless.
To impose in each such case even truncated trial_type procedures might
well overwhelm_administrative-ficilitieS in- many places and, by diverting
resources, cost more than it would save in educational effectiveness. More-
over, further formalizing the suspension process and escalating its formality
and adversary nature may nor only make it too costly as a regular dis-
ciplinary tool but also destroy its effectiveness as part of the teaching
process.

On the other hand, requiring effective notice and informal hearing
permitting the student to give his version of the events will provide a
meaningful hedge against erroneous action. At least the disciplinarian will
be alerted to the existence of disputes about facts and arguments about .
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cause and effect. He may then determine himself to summon the accuser,
permit cross-examination and allow the student to present his own wit-
nesses. In more difficult cases, he may permit counsel. In any event, his
discretion will be more informed and we think the risk of error sub-
stantially reduced.'

Requiring that tlfere be at least au informal give-and-take between stu-
dent and disciplinarian, preferably prior to the suspension, will add little to
the factfinding function where the disciplinarian has himself

always
the

conduct forming the basis for the charge. But things are not always as they
seem to be, and the student will at least have the opportunity to charac-
terize his conduct and put it in what he deems the proper context.

We should also make it clear that we have addressed ourselves solely
to the short suspension, nor exceeding 10 days. Longer suspensions or
expulsions for the remainder of the school term, or permanently, may
require more formal procedures. Nor do we put aside the possibility that
in unusual situations, although involving only a short suspension, some-
thing more than the rudimentary procedures will be required.

IV

The District. Court found each of the suspensions involved here to have
occurred without a hearing, either before or after the suspension, and that
each suspension was therefore invalid and the statute unconstitutional
insofar as it permits such suspensions without notice or hearing. Accord-
ingly, the judgment is

Affirmed.

Case note. Since, a 1961 decision of the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, lower Federal courts have held the Due Process Clause applicable
to removals of students for periods long enough to be classified as ex-
pidsions. Dixon v. Alabama State Board of Education, 294 F.-(2d) ISO
(5th Cir. 19(11); cert. den. 368 U.S. 930 (1961). Now. courts are likely
to apply the rule of the leis formal due process procedures set out in
Goss for suspensions of 10 dayA or less; more formal procedures for
suspensions of more than JO days.

Although some educators and hoard members expressed co
that the procedures required were too severe and would interfere with
efficient discipline, it should be noted that many school districts had
adopted more stringent due process requirements before this decision

s rendered. More important,,the Court was dealing with suspensions

for alleged misconduct of students; not with procedural due process
rights for other .matters suh as transfers, grades, placement, and te.,

CONTROL OF STUDENTS' CONDUCT 4B1

Work Sheet

1. May a teacher administer ,corporal punislunent n your district?,
2. If so, are there statutory limitations or procedures to be ob-

served?

3 For what reasons does your state law permit the school board

. to suspend 'of expel students?

4. Is there an amifraternity rule?
5. Examine the ,rules and regulations in your school for the regula-

tion of student's' conduct to ascertain if any, in your judgment,
infringe upon any constitutional rights of the students.
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Resources/,
Course
Module

- Discipline

Discipline_ and School'tl

1 Issues and the Seconds Schools

DISCIPLINE D GOVERNANCE: Student,: teacher, and parent rights

VI -B -5.1 Orange County, California, Department of Education
"Notification-of Parents' Rights and Responsibilities

Boulder Valley Public Schools, Boulder,'Colorado
"StUdent Rights and Responsibilities"

VI-B-5.3 South Dakota, Department of Public Instruction
"A Guide to Students',Rights and-Responsibilities"-

VI-B75.4 New Orleans Public SchoolS, LoUisiana
"Students Rights and Responsibilities"

VI -B New Board of Education
Rightsand Responsibilities of the Public School and

Public School Students"'

VI-B-5.6 Chicago
"Student Conduct and Discipline"

VI-B-5.7 'New York City Board of Education
'"Rights and Responsibilities of High School Students"

VI -B -5.8 New York City Board of Education
"Regulations Governing the Collection, Maintenance and

Dissemination of Student Records"

VI-B-5,9 Richland County School District, South Carolina, Board of

School Commissioners
"Statement of student Rights and Responsibilities"

VI =B -5.1D New York State. Education Department
"Guidelines for Students Rights and Responsibilities"

VI-B-5 11 'Illinois Board of Education
"Students and Schools, Rights and Responsibilities"

VI-B-5.12 Association of American Colleges
" "Federal Laws and, Regulations Concerning Sex Disctimination

in Educational Institutions,.. "" chart prepa'red by the project

on the Status and Education of Women, 1977



DISCIPLINE AND GOVERNANCE: Due Process

VI-B-4.1

VI-B4.3

VI -B -4.2

VI-B-4.4

VI-B-4.5

VI-B-416

'VI-B-4.7

South Dakota, Department of Education and Cultural Affairs
"Standards and Guidelines for Prbviding Due Process of Law
to-the South Dakota Student"

.Wake County Public School System, North Carolina
"Due ,Process Procedures for Administrative Disciplinary
Action and Student Grievance Procedure"

Boulder Valley School District Re 2.(Celorado)
"Notification of Due Process"

W,ishington State Board of Education
"Student Procedural and Substantive Due Process Rules,"-1977

Bailey, J.
"Suggested Indiana Student Due Process Statute Forms - Revised,"
memo; April 27, 1979

Indiana State Department of Public Instruction'
"Indiana Student Due Process Statute Index"

Bersoff, D.
"Due Process and the Denial of Sthooling: A Critical Analysis
Of Connecticut's Statutes," unpublished manuscript
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DISCIPLINE AND GOVERNANCE: Legal Framework

Georgia
"Failure to Leave Campus When Directed," section of Penal Code

VI-B-3 2 Indiana State Department of Public instruction
Various excerpts -from Indiana Code relating to school discipline

VI -B -3.3 Washington State Department of Social and Health Services

"Overview-of House-Bill 371"

VI-la .4

V1-B-3.5

Washington State,
`House Bill No. 371

Connecticut Penal Code
(Title 53a, Ch. 952, Sec. 10-233)

6 Delaware
Letter enumerating section of Delaware Code Annotated

VI-B-3.7
U.

California
Assembly of Bill No.2191, Education Code

VI -B -3.B California
Sections of Educational Code

VI -8 -3.9 University of North Carolina, iInstitute of Gavernment

"Searches of Students and Lockers" (Also applicable state statutes.)

VI-B-3.10 North Carolina, Department of rJustice

Various Statutes

Bailey, J. and M. Bannon
"Excerpts from the Indiana Code relating to student discipline

procedures in Indiana public schools"

VI- 12 Bailey, J. and M. Bannon
"Overview of Indiana Educe tors' Legal Duty to Discipline

and. Supervise," memo

VI -B -3.13 Bailey, J. and M. Bannon
"Validation of Student'Conduct Rules in Indiana Public Schools,

.memo

VI-B-3.14 Zaring, J.
"Indiana Code Excerpts Concerning School Violation," memo, 1978



-DISCII;LIn4ANR GO

VI-A- .1

vI-A-3. 3

VI-A-3.4'

29

CE: Legal framework

Ware, M., and Re,lein,
School Law, Danville, Illinois: Interstate Publishers, Inc.,

19 79

Duke, D.; Donmoyer, R.; and Farman, G.
"Emerging Legal'issues Related "to Classroom Management,"

_

Phi Delta Kapp_a,-December 1978, pp-. 305-308

Richardson, C.
Juveniles' and the_ Law: What- Counter.. Officials Should Know,

National Association of, Counties Research,Jno., 1979

American Bar Association Institute of Judicial Administration'
Standards Relating to Schools and_Education, Cambridge, Mass.:
Ballinger Publishing; 1977

VI -A -3.5 jludgin H. Jr., and Vacca, R.
Law and Education: Contemporary Issues and Court Decisions,

The Michie Company, 1979



CISCIFLIN

VI-A-5.1

VI -A -5 .2

VIA-5.3

VI . 4. t7

AND GOVERNANCE:' Student, teacher. And parent rights

Krieger, R. 0

Strate-ies far Teachin- h s and Res onsibilitieAi Chicago,

Ill.; Constitutional Rights Foundation, 1577.

'1.mer'\can Bar Association Institute of Judicial Administration,

S andards:Relatin to Schools and-Education Cambridge, Mass.:

B4linger Publishing
)

)

SChimMel, D., and Fischer L.

Th Rights of Parents in tie Education of Their_Children,-

Columbia, Md.: National C ttee fo.rCitiens in EducatiOn,

1977
.,

National School Boards Association,
Policies That Clarif =Student Ri ht Res.onshilities, 1970



Course 2 - Discipline-Co
- Establishing E festive Discipline Policies

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

-The backbone of Any goad discipline program is the policies which define the behavior
ectatUns for students. This module reviews the importance of developing fair,

clearly articulated discipline policies, provides examples of due process policy
statements, and offers approaches to policy development by consensus.

bjectives

Pa ticipantS will be able to--

1. List three reasons for having clear discipline

2. List three wayS a due piOCesd policy xan be promulgated in the school-

List three ways to achieve student input into policy decisions

Describefhow a modified Delphi technique can be used "in achieving consensus

toward formulating discipline policies.

Target Audiences f BreEkouts

This optional core module is targeteld at the operational level, though partiApan s

at the advanced operational level should find specific strategies and techniques

helpful.



Course

Module 2

-fDisciplin

3 Establishin_=Effective Disc line Policies

Media/Equipmen

Flip chart
Paper
Pens for trainer use
Overhead projector
Screen

Materials

Transparencies-

.

2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.3.5 - 2.3.10.
2.3.11
2.3.12,

Handout

Module
Synopsis

continued)

Due, Process
The Three Requirements of Due. Process
Sample Due Process Clause's
Student Handbooks on Rights and Resp'onsibil. ties

Suspension Rights
Summary of Modifie. DelphivTecbmidhe I

Uses for. Delphi Technique

Delphi Tichnique'Recordee s Sheet I

Background_ Materials (Trainer/Participant)

2:3.1 Some Issues and Answer in Developing E c ive Dfscipline policies,

2.3.2 The Delphi Technique

2.3.3 Due Process in the Schools'

Participant Worksheets.

2.3.1 Survey, of Critical Behavior -`pal Incidents

Resource Materials

.11-.2.3:r Discipline Policies Handbobkwill'be avaiiab e'December 1979

RaiLmnlet.K

NSRN Compendium Listing



Due Process

"No porton shall _be depraved. ref life, libe

or proper without due. process of law

ith Arnenclineht, Bill of Rights,
U. S. ConstitutiOn.

R nor Shall anyStatadepriire any person' of
life, pile, or property, withoOt: clue prOcss
of law; nor deny to any person within
jurisdiction the equal protection of laWs."

Fourteenth Amendment,'
U.S. Coristitutio



The Three Requirements
of Due Process,

There must be a fair and reasonable rule
which has been broken or disobeyed.

The rule must apply equally to all students
in the school

punishment is meted out for a violavtipn of
reasotiable and fair rule, that procedure by
which the punishment is assessed must be
fair, reasonable, and impartial'

Summarized Oy the State of South Dakota

3



Transparency 2.3.3

Student Handbook
Policy Statement on Dpe.Process

Albion, N.Y.

E Due Process ilequitemen13
r

The following due process requirements am lo be adhered to at all
limes in resolving problems pertaining to student conduct.

I. Notice flolns and regulations must be published and posted.
Adequate notice of conferences and hearings must be provided.
Charges must he clearly staled.

2. 711g111 to Counsel All individuals haVe Met right to counsel

3. Judgment by Impartial Party Judgment RUM be made by an official
who has not participated in or been a party to an action tinder con-
sideration.

4. flight to Avoid Sallinctirninallon An Individual Is Iran (tannin
silent.

5. Evidence Must De Presented Evidence, moist tin presented In sub-
stantial° charges.

6. Cross Examination The accused liris a right lu 1111e5110t1 11113%0

bringing or presenting evidence.
7, flight to Call Witnesses The accused has a tight to cal' nr hying

witnesses.

d. Pool of Guilt A'Vreponderance of evidence Is required to make
a finding.

9. Record A record of the proceedings must be maintained ar 1 made

10. Right of Appeal The student or perent may request that the matter
be reviewed at the next step at any lime,

avadabfe upon requeli.

Montgomery Co., Md.

J't 'T /?/(i'tf .1A / 11/111E.5'

Ili. ItiSt114.1Nt.
k

A A r ontityn philosophy regarding discipline in
thc ch"fil5 aunt the ,IlcOl le right% and responsibilities
((Inch all members hit school collimunity should
assume ale presorit"(1 Ira the attached Stalorwill oil
/ In general, sniffela V1,1141111:I that ili%orpts
class urn I., int like% rilsorder, or no adcs the rights rd
mhos frill not lie tolerated and may he cause lair
sropelision fir nil her disciplinary actinn.

Suspenshm and Eigulsion

I I :telt strident luts'a right to ill education.. any
action ihat demises \Itint,Iter of this right shall
occur for Mu cause lnd rri accordance milli due
process 01

Parents shall be not hied promptly in ail eases of
suspension.

3, 11 a student's conduc1 neecsitates hisi her being
removed from class pending a parent conference,
dici conference shall he scheduled as early as
possible.

4, A temporary ren oval from one or all elasses,
does not constitute a formal suspension unless
designated as such in writing_ by the principal. Such
a temporary renloval froll ChiSSCN shruuld Mir

CXCeed I WO days.
I

fi

5. A principal shall Moe the tight ill suspend a
sinileni. Under the btu% rut Maryland, 4lich al

suspoistrui Inc hir came and must not exceed
Ilse schr.01 days,

Ir Prior to any suspension (II temporary removal
Iron' all classes hoe disciplinary reaSmo, students
must hr vilen an informal hearing including:

fit Oral or rootlet notice ail !lie charges against
them

hl An explanation of lime evidence

emtolyAil opproltillity to present their side iii the

7. Student% whose presence poses a danger to
nelsons or moped): or an ongoing Ethical iii
di sru ON! the academie process may he immediate-

l3 removed the school, In such cases, the
necessary notice and ininrinal heating shall follow
as soon art pl:le'rrcalhle.

Suspension% of more than lite days he orpul-
sions may he made by the area assistant stipertio
tendert' it the request iii the principal fin purr riled
for iii MI'S regulations,
Ir. III the es-client a suspension rut MOH (Ilan live
days or orpulsion. a detailed !tearing procedure
shall he rim tied and, in addition to the above
pros isions:'

al I lie student shall he informed, in sir-Mire. rd
the charges against hint het. including a
N(1111111;11, or the en idenee upon ellen Inc

thatr% are based.

lit I he surds-of shall he inhumed rut his her
ligin to he represented or act% iscd during the
prii5eeding% by a person or persons rti his lieu

=

et I lift onilcin sled! he Oen reasonable time to
Impart; a case.

In all cases rut siisperniMi or expulsion, the
lotei id suspension should include a statement of
the lights rd appeal.

I I.. Student% %shit are stlifPClith:41 horn
roof prrrrcip.rte ht any schfifikpfilisitrni al:Skil/et
and are not per on school turmoils rho ing the
flat brit nd slispooran.

Disciplinary stsruhirris

I l'inoshinent stall be Iva anlit appropi late and
trio designed to emir:1,ms% siruleots

tromp detention l'or ;returns it I, noun oi
link non ii 'ask 'illillfiffes1 hi]
taus' sole pumpro t fir e brrhnldtyr



Potwar ncy 2.3.4

.Student Handbooks
on Rights'altd.Responsibilities

PARENT / STUDENT

Handbook
Student

Rights /Responsibilities
with

Staff Implementation Guidelines

STATEMENT OF
RESPONSIBILITIES

AND RIGHTS

MUKILTE0 SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 6
9401 SHARON DRIVE

EVERETT, WA. 9B204

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC ClIOCILS
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND Bevlsed September 1977



Suspettsicin Rights

If you are going to.be suspended from 'school
you have some rights that you should know
about

Si vas a ser suspenso de_ la escuela, debes
saber clue tienes ciertos derechos.



You have the _right to a hearing before #16.
principal or assistant principal.

1. Tienes el derecho de tener una 'audiencia
con el PriOcipal o el Asistente del Principal



2. You eve the right to be told what rules you
have broken and why you are being
suspended.

2. Tienes el derecho de saber que'reglas has
roto y que has hecho pare merecer la'

suspencion.



3. You have the right to tell your side of the
story at the 'hearing.

3., lienes el derecho de contar tu'version de lo

Ocurrido.



4. You have the right to bring witnesses 'or
your parentato your hearing.

4i llenes el derecho de traer a to audiencia a
un testigo o a tus padres.



5... If yoki are suspended, you ave the right to
keep up with yoUr classes during the
period of.sLispentiOn.

5. Aunque has sido susperiso, tienes
derecho a hacer tus tareas para no
atra'sarte.en tus clases.



Summary of Modified Delphi Technique

Arrive at rating ifrOividually.

2. Share ratings_ and determine a Mean.

3. Share ratings,

4. Conduct a third round it necessary.



Uses for Delphi Technique

0, Achieve consensus as to seriousness of
offenses

0 Achieve consensus as to effective
sanctions, deterrents



Course = Discioline

Module
Total Time

31

7a:ablish.nc Effective Di
m'autes uSing
minutes usinc option 43

line Policies

Course
Agenda

by Module

r-6-V6no

Jule Summai

licies which define behavior expectations for students form the backbone of any

cood,74iscipline program. This Module reviews the importance of developing fair,

clearly articulated discipline poliies, provides examples of due process policy

statements, and offers approaches to Policy development by consensus.

Activity/Content Summary Time

1.' trodtbtiori

A. Purpose Module

B. .ational for Good D__

The Legal requirements and behavioral benefits of ;having clear,

'comprehensive policy statements'are Presented.

2. ments of a Good Discipline Policy

A. Overview of Policy _ements

The :group provides elements of a discipline code. Trainer

refers to the NSRN Resource Handbookon Discioline Codes.

Pelting Poll to Various Groinos

The need to Have policy in different forms for different

audiences is stressed.

C. Summar-,

3. A 4- Examole

A. ?eview of Due Process considerations or of Sample

Code

B. Wav7 5choolsArticulate Due Process Rights

A samP1S student rights orientation is present .

Disc line

r6.

1-n.

15 min.

10 min.



Actvl

Ootional Section

4a. he Issue of Student I

A

33

licvkit
ary of Issues to Consider ymaking

Trainer re
issues.

cipants to background

Import Student Input

aerial on policy

Student "buy-in" through involvement is stressed

Ways_ to Achieve Student Inout

D. Reaching Consensus

E. Small Group Activity with Wo'r heet: Modified Del hod for

Achieving Consensus

After an explanation of modified Delphi, Participants complete
worksheet, Survey of Critical Behavior Incidents, and-small groups
work through the Delphi process.

or

Optional Section

4

4b. Some ers in Develooin= f Effective Di J.- 'n- licies

Do,We Involve Students?

iow Do We Involve Faculty, Community Members, and Administrators?'

How and When Do We Inform School and Community MeMbers about the
Code? 'A

io e Ensure that Students Read and Inderstand Statemen
Rights and Responsibilities?

40 min,

min.

Other Issues in Developing Effective Codes
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Module 2

Establishing Effective Discipline Policies

Materials/Equipment

(TRAINER NOTE: Trainer is to select one of two options
4a or 4b--as the closing portion of this

module.)

Sequence/Activi

Detailed
alk.Through

Dqscription

Introduction (5 min.)

A. -Purpose

The trainer,Points out that the area of discipline policy

writing or modification is extremely complex. In this

session, therefore, wewill concentrate on only a.few

topics..

These are --

The importance of having explicit, clearly stated

discipline policies

o One example of a key element of policy development--

the area of student due process rights

o One issue, in policy development--student involvement

(4a) or a review of several issues that must be
addressed when developing discipline codes (4b).

For participants interested in exploring the subject

further, handouts and background, materials will be.pro-

vided. ,loecifically, participants are 'reminded of the

NSRN-developedDiscipline Policy Haddbook,which illus-
trates codes from schooYs throughout the UnitedAtates

Rationale for "Good" Disc' ine Policies

Trainer should discuss the'lollowing points:

o Firm, fair and consistently enforced discipline is a

hallmark Of a "safe" school, according to the NIE Safe

Schools study.. ,The'foundationfor effeCtive disci-

.
pline is comprehensive, articulated policy. The

school'S policies are often in a discipline code.



Materials/
Equipment .sequence /Activity Description

Flip chart

Pens

Resource
'Material o Philosophy - -Many discipline policies begin with a state

R.2.3.1 regarding their perspective on student behavior. Most

discipline philosophies; range along' a continuum from'an
emphasiS on studeht self - governance, students ,rishts and
responsibilities, and democratic decisionmaking to an
empUSis on administrative rule and in loco parentis privi-

leges: -(The NSRN Discipline PelicieiHandbook provides
numerous illustrations of the variety of codes along

this continuum.)

o There is clear evidence that students are more likely
to "buy into" rules if they knoW what they are.

o The process of "thinking it through" itself will lend
valuable insight into the nature and purpose of discipline
in the school, particularly when the views of students,
parents, teachers, and other concerned groups are elicited;

Discussion: Elements of .Good Disciplipp Policy (15 min.

A. Overview of Policy Elements

Trainer should begin by providing a definition of the term
"policy":

io A policy s
3 a set of general principles by which a group

is-guided in its management
f'

The term denotes an issue of general purpose directed
toward the welfare of the group.

Trainer asks, the group to suggest elements that should be in a

policy statement or-code and notes answers on -a flip chart.

TRAINER NOTE:- Participants can be expected to suggest such topics
as attendance policy, rights gand responsibilities,

discipline procedures, school's perspective, etc.)

After allowing the group to,sugge4t a number-of ideas, trainer

should suggest to participants that their ideas probably fall

into the following five categories, typically found, in a disc

.
pline code:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description'

Student Rights and Res--ns'b'lit'esIncluded in this sec-._po 11 1 _

tion of the code are policy statements on freedom of speech
and assembly, and'dress codes. Students, as citizens., are

guaranteed individual rights that imply corresponding
responsibilities. A right is defined as a power or privi-.

lege of'free action. Responsibility is an obligation to
answer for an act done. In order to preserve rights,
individuals have a zesponsibility to preserve 'the rights
Of others. For example, while students have the right of
free speech4they have the accompanying-responsibility to
refrain from slander.

Rules - -A major component of most codes is the section on

rules. Rules are established standards, guides, or regu-
lations prescribing,. directing, or,forbidding action.
Typically rules govern specific conduct.

o Sanctions -- Penalties provided as a means of enforcing obe-
dience are called sanctions or consequences. All rules
have sanctions because when rules are disregarded some-
body intervenes.

o Procedures--Examples of types of procedure statements
include how to handle discipline problems, whit to do in
emergency situations, enforcement procedures, procedures
for students to appeal a discipline decision, and proCe-
dares for amending the discipline policy.

(NOTE: Trainer should relate 0a- icipant suggestions to these cate-
gories As applicable.)

Rel#Iilapeliey Elements toyariousGroups

Trainer asks grou to suggest. who should be aware of these

elements of' policy. As group suggests people (administrators,
parents, teachers, students, etc.), trainer should probe by
asking, "Hew can they be made aware of this policy?" He or she

notes answers on a flip,chat. The.point to strgss here is that

policy will take diffekentforms asarticulated for different_--u
audiences.



Materiels/
Equipmen_ Sequence /Activity bescription

C. Summa _of Elements

(NOTE: It should be _apparent to the participants at this point that
there are a number of elements comprising effective policy
and a number of audiences.to'whom it must be addressed.)

Trainer summarizes as follows:

In designing policies, it is clear we r keep in mind a

number Of Assues--and a number,of potentai

o However, it is not our purpose here to look.at all these.
issues or try to relate them to all audiences.. Instead;
let us look quickly at of 'key issue in terms of school
violence and vandalism--and see how that policy may be
articulated and expressed.

Hinilecture Using Transparencies: A Policy Example--Student Due
Process Rights (14 min.)

Review of Due ProcessConsiderations.,

Trainer should makc the following points:

o Nationwide, schools are wrestling with ,the question of,
process: whatit'means and how to ensure it.

o Due process is a right-guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution
and reaffirthed in recent Supreme-Court decisions. The

Constitution defines due process as follows:

Transparency Show Transparency 2.3.1 and make the points belbw.

2.3.1



e ivity scription

-s

"No perscri shy eprved ref fife, libel
or property, withi:i Je process of law ...

Fifth Amen ,cant, Bill of Rights,
U. S.

"... nor shall any State deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law; nor deny to any person within its
Jurisdiction the equal protection of laws."

Fourteenth Amendment,
U.S. Constitution

But how does this-=become reflected in:school policy? The:"

State of South Dakota summarizes it like this:

- Show Transparency 2 2 and note the three requirements.

The Three Requirements
of Due Process

There must be a Mir and reasonable rule-
which has been broken or disobeyed.

The rule must apply equally to all students
in the school._

if punishment is meted out for a violation of
reasonable and fair rule, that procedure by
which the punishment Is asses§ed must be
fair, reasonable, and impartial

Summarized bytheStateofSo h Dakota



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
2.3.3

Transparency
2.3.4

Sequence /Activity Description

Show Transparency 2.3.3 and make the points below.

Student Handbook
Policy Statement on Due Process

alb

1.0.
*

@ow..
fe MON* /..A.

1.1 1.0

Mmi9mmryC0,01

At the school level this becomes translated into school

policy, articulated in its discipline code, and hopefully
transmitted to students in the form of student handbooks.

o These examples are .included in the NSRN Discipline

Policies Handbook

Remove transparency-and ac k the folly awing questions:

o Dut how many parents will read something like this? And

how many students will understand it ?'

Ways_.School.s Articulate Process_RihtsRi

-Show Transparency 2.3.4 and make the points belo
Ci
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Student Handbooks,
on Right 3 and Responsibilities

PARENT / STURM

Handbook
&Wen(

Rights/Rssynnsibiliti
*irk

kizr Irwirmrs4811.1 Gs liellopt

STATEMENT OF
RESPONSIBILITIES

AND RIGHTS

Qt DOSTIMI h
*am ',MOON VIM

!VIM; NM wele4

o The Discipline Policies Handbook has a variety of code
examples.

o, It is important to present ideas like these in clear,

easy-to-understand form. Maly schools, provide entering

students with a student handbook that spells out disci-
pline policy.

.
(Remove Transparency)

o The City of Chicago translated its policy on due process
suspension rights into 4 Bill of Student Rights And Respon-

sibilities,-;.

o Other schools provide orientation sessions for students
concerning school policy. NSRN has adapted the Chicago;
Bill of Student Rights. into a transparency form.suitable
for student orientation sessions. .'(14e also translated it

into .Spanish.)



- Materials/
Equipmen- equence /Activit Description

Triaspar -cy
2.3.5 -
2.3.10.

2.3.5

Transparency
2.3.6

Show Transparencies 2.3.5 thrpugh 2.3.10 and review rights
listed.

Suspension Rights

If you are going to be suspended from school
you have some rights that you should know
aboUt.

Si vas a ser suspenso de la escuela, debes
saber que tienes ciertos derechos.

1. You have the right to a hearing before the
principal or assistant principal.

1. renes el derecho de tener una 'audiencia
con el Principal o el Asistente del Principal.



Sequence /Activity Description

2. You have the right to be told what rules you
have broken and why you are being
suspended.

2.. llenep el dgrecho de saber que reglas has
roto y que has hear° pararnerecer la

suspencion.

You have the right to tell your,side of the
story at the hearing.

3. 'Penes el .derecho de costar to version de lo
ocurrido.
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EqUipment-_ , Sequence /Activity Desdription

2.3.9

4. YQU haVe the right to brinwitne-sses or
your parents to your hearing.

4
.

_enes el derecho detraer a to audiencia a

Transparency.
2.3.10

vv.

un testigo o a tus padres.

5. If you are suspended, you have the right to
keep up with your classes during the
period of suspension._

5. Aunque has sido suspenso, tienes
derecho a hater tus tareas para no
atrasarte en tus clams.



_.

Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi_ Description

Trainer conriudes by asking participants to suggest other waYS
that school poky concerning suspension rights may be articu-
lated,

(TRAINER NOTE:.As stated at the beginning of this module, the trainee
.must decide which of the following two options will
compose the final: portion of,this modpie:

4a. The Issue of Student Involvement in. Policymaking; or

4b. Some"Issues and Answers in Developing Effective Disci-
pline Policies.)

f Student Involvement in Policymaking4a. Discussion:

Background
Material
2.3.1

(10 min.)

A. Summ

ISsue

r of Issues To Consider in Policymaki

Trainer should make the following paints:

o A-number of issues are summarized in the Background,
Mateial 2.3.1, S'ome Issues and Answers in Developing
Effective Discipline, policies, which is a listing of
what some schools'are doing.



Materials/
uipment Sequence/Activu Description

fs4

: .

However, there is one key$issue in developing any school
discipline policy-getting students to abide .by it. And
the best Way...to ensdrethat. is to enlist thedr help in
developing or-revising the school1s code.

Importance of Student Input

Students, administrators d faculty often disagree as to
which behaviors "renr'problemsfor the school--
and students 'often refuse t follow, behavior suidelines
which they see.,as "unfair" or unimportant to them.

Students input into code development and revision can,'
,provide a "buy-in" for Lthe-cules\that are ultimately set.
It can also force clarification of...policies which are
unfair or -arbitrary.,

C. Ways To Achieve Student Input

A number of schools have tried novel approaches o getting
students involved in the formulation or modification of student
codes. Far example:

o The LQS Angeles City, school system selects students and
teachers randomly during an assembly at the opening of
school, ,

Chicago schools hold elections and'students compete to
represent the entire student,body on a discipline
committee.

,`Trainer should ask participants to suggest additional
ways that student input can be achieved.

NOTE: At, this point particiPants should understand that one
of the mosteffective'ways:of-geitingcodes,wri:-ten
and adhered to is to invOlVe students along with
faculty, parents, administrators, etc. Section 4 of
this 8utline focuses:on a'method for getting such a

.diverse ,group as this'started in complex"taak o,
develdping diacipline policies.)

Reaching 'Consensus

-47 .o" Many schools have found it very useful to involve students,
parents, teachers, administrators, etc., in the development
of discipline codes.

However, when such a varied' group as this is brought.
together there-are bound to be differences in opinion
about any.part,of the code. For example,



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
2.3.11

Sequence /Activity Description

What are. the Critical behaviors a code should deal

What should be the sanctions for unacceptable
behavior?

We suggest to you, then, that if you attempt to develop
discipline codes by a task group composed of students,
teachers, parents, and other interested parties, the very
next thing to be dealt with is A tool to facilitate this
group in reaching consensus.

Small Gro Activi With Worksheet: Modified Delphi- Method

Jor,Achieving Consensus

Trainer explains the modified Delphi technique making
the following poin

One technique that*y aid diverse groups in reaching
consensus is the.modifie'd'Delphi technique.

Participants will be asked to agree on the relative
- seriousness of certain disoiplinary,offeaseS using the

Delphi technique.

Show. Transparency 2.3.11 and make the point below.

Summary of Modified Delphi Teehnique-

Arrive at-rating individUally..

2.. Share: ratings `and- determine a mean.

3. Share ratings.,,

4. Conduct a third round if necesiary.



Materials/
Equipment

Participant
-Background
Material
2.3.2

Transparency
2.3.12

Participant
Worksheet
2.3.1

Handout
2.3.1

Sequence/Activ Description

o The Transparency summarizes the major steps in the .Delphi
technique. A more detailed summary of. the technique is
included in the Participant Background Materials 2.3.2, The
Delphi Technique.

Show Transparency 2.3.12 and make the points below.

Uses for Delphi Technique

Achieve consensus as to se iousness of
offenses

Achieve consensus as to effective
sanctions, deterrents

The Delphi technique is a useful tool in achieving con -
sensus throughout the code development process

Today we will use it teachieve consensus on the.serious-
ness: of one group of offenses. -

Trainer directs participants to complete orksheet 2.3.1,

'Survey of Critical ,Behavior Incidents:

o ParticiPants.are to rate the seriousness, of 17 incidents.,

o Unless otherwise indicated, incidents 'on the survey are
first offenses.

Trainer directs, participants to form into foUr.groupe of seven-
to nine and select a recorder. Recorder uses Handout 2.3.14
Delphi Technique Recorder's. Sheet, to record the group's
replies. -Participants should---

Announce to the group the seriousness they gave to the
first four incidents on the survey



Materials/
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o 'Explain to their group the reason for their seriousness
rating for one of the incidents

o Re-rate that incident following the group discussion.

Trainer explains that this exercise will conclude thee session
on discipline policy development.

4b. Discussion: Some Issues and Answers in Developing Effective
Discipline Policies (15 min.)

(Trainer should prepare for this portion of the lecture by reviewing
Background Material 2.3.1, Some Issues and Answers in Developing
Effective. Discipline Policies. The following are highlights from
this document to present to participants.)

A. How Do toe Involve Studen

Many schools have found it useful to involve students
formulating discipline policies and give them a way to

change the rules.

Trainer should solicit suggestions fr
then offer the following suggestions:

participants and

Ig Philadephia, students are appointed by the student
council to serve on discipline policy boards,

In several Los,Angeles Schools, students un for elec ioh
to serve ondiscipline boards.

-o A New-York school administration appoints several studen
to.help write policies.

How-DO We Involve Faculty, Community Members and

Administrators?

Faculty, community members, and administrators also need
to be involved in writing the rules.

Trainer should soiielt.puggestions from participants and then
offer the following suggestions:

o New York City uses a "consultive council" composed of
parents, faculty, and staff to write and modify policies.
This council also may solicit student ,input.

Chicago has a Child Parent Education Center which acts as
a policy recommending body.



Materialt/
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A Dallas high school has started a community-school
management team named "Partners in Educational Planning."
.This group identifies and prioritizes behavior problems in
the school. Membership is opened to all interested persons
and open meetings are held monthly.

How and When Do We Inform School and Community Members About
the Code?

o Periodic review keeps sthdents, faculty, parents, and
community members aware of the rules and discipline
procedures.

Trainer should solicit suggestions from participants and then offer.
the following suggestions:

o New York schools include a copy of the'rults in the student
handbook and-pass out copieS'yearly to all students and
staff.

o A Baltimore City principal reviews
room at the beginning of each year
specific rules on the PA system as

o Copies of the rulei can be printed
a newspaper Chicago ,or posted on
boards.

o In the Dallas, school. system each faculty .member reviews
the student handbook during the, first period of the first
3 days4o explain and clarify right and responsibilities.

Emphasis is given to the reasons behind the rules.

the rules in the home-'
and periodically reviews
situations arise.

up:and passed.oht like
conspicuous bulletin

How Do We Ensure That Students Read and Understand
'Statements of Rights and Responsibilities?

o ..Rights carry responsibilities. CodesI,Should define the
responsibilities that go with. .the exercise of Xhose rights.

'Trainer should solicit suggestions from participants and-then
-offer the following suggestion: '

o Illinois schools teach and test sthdents on the rules.
We cannot necessarily assume all students know how to

behave.

E. Other Issues in DevelcmiatIffective,Codes

Trainer should ask participants for other issuesAuestions and
answers that must be addressed in' devloping and evaluating good

codes.
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o Examples of additional islues

What are the criteria for evaluating rules?

-How do. you orient transfer students to the rules?

What kinds of.data should be collected and kept. on
student misbehavior?

What do frequently disobeyed rules have in common?



pplehg. TechhipleRecorder's Sheet

is In each of the columns below, list
incidente on the list.

Reseonse

cup's response to the firs

HANDOUT
2.3.1

_our

uestion 3 estic n

Column
Total

eat

For the incident that created the most divergence of opinion; ask the members

of the group to explain'their selection.- Let them know the average or mean

score of bhe group.

Have the participants re -rate the seriousness of the incident discussed.

the responses below.

RcsPOnSes:

Total:

Mean:

Re-Rating of Oudstion

4. Let the group know the average or mean score. if it begins to achieve consen-

sus, they may take a break. If not, repeat Steps 2 and 3

*Mean is calcu ated b 4dik-dding the total score by the = -o -response

1
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Module _ _ .3 - Establ'shin /Effective Disciplfhe Policies

Worksheet 1-0" 2.3.1'

Surve Critical Behavioral inciden

Partjcipant.
'Worksheet

Please respond to the following behavioral incidents by circli one

indicate its approximate seriousness in your opinion-.

BEHAV CI E T

KEY: 1-- not a disciplinary issue

2 - not serious/teachdr enforcement

3 - somewhat Serious/administrator or counselor involvement

4 - serious /suspension or alternative

5 - extremely serious/expulsion end polic ,involvement

SERIOUSNESS

1. Theft of school ropertY

2. Excessive talking in the classroom

Indecent language or gesture directed at an

individual

Threatening school_ employee with physcial harm

Bringing weapons or po-ential_ weapons to school

Ev.- Defacing school property

7. Petting'in any form

8. Cheatinglin =the olas oom

9. .Fighting

Throwing litter on school grounds

Not bringing books and related materials

Cutting class

Disobeying;r quests

HabituallYbreaking

Smoking

Throwing.dbjects in

Body odors

EXto tion of fella;

of school employees

"dress codei"

the classroom

Students

class'

2

2

2

2

1

1 2

_-1 2

1, 2 5

1 -2

1_L 2 3

1 2

2

2

2

2

1 2

4 5

4 5

4

4 5

-4 5

Adaptation of 'C ical'Behavioral incidents: Seriousness o

or. John'Purvis, University of Southern. Mississippi.

4

4 5

-4

4

4

4 5 -"

the Incident," by
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Module

Background I

2 - Discipline

2.3 - Developing Disciplinary Policies

Some Issues and Answers in
Developing Effective Discipline Policies

pac.kgroud,
Materials

NOTE: The f.11owing ideas have been collected by NSRN staff in developing
this curriculum. We thank the 'educators who have shared them, and welcome

additional 'suggestions.

Melly schools have found.it useful to involve' students in formulating
discipline.policies and give them a way to change the rules;

In Philadelphia, students are appointed
to serve on discipline policy boards.

by the Student Council

In several Los Angeles schools, students for election to

serve on discipline boards.

A New York school administration ap-ints several students to
help write policies,

2. Faculty, . community members and adMin strators also need to be involved

in writing the rules.'

New York City uses a "consultative council" composed of parents,
faculty, and staff to write and modify policies. This council

also may solicit student input.

Chicago has a Child Parent Education, Center Which, acts a a

policy redommending. body.

A Dallas high school,has started a community-school management
team named "Parthers in'Educational Planning." This.greup
identifies and prioritizes behavior, problems in the school.
Membership is opened to all interested persons and open meetings:,
are held monthly.

Periodic review keeps students, faculty, parents, and col
members aware of the rules and discipline procedures.

New York schools include a copy of .the rules inthe student
-handbook and pass out copies yearly to.all students and sta

A Baltimore City principal reviews the rules in the homeroom
at the beginning of each year and- periodically reviews specific
rules on the.PA system as situations arise.

Copies of the rules can be printed up and passed out like a
newspaper (Chicago) or posted on conspicuour bulletin boards.
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In the Dallas school system each faculty member reviews the
student handbook during the first period of the first three days

to explain and clarify rights and responsibilities. Emphasis is

given to the reasons behtrid the rules.

4. The New Jersey School Board Association recommends that the following
criteria be applied to every rule:

a) Is the rule .necessary for the orderly, effective operation of
school?

b) Does the rule involve some suppress4,on of eedom?

c) If so, is'therestriction 'on' the freedom any greater thaq-is
reasonably necessary for the.brderly functioning of the schools?

0

They also point out that non-essential and unenfordeable rules are
useless (e.g., Chewing gum, skateboards).

Rights carry responsibilities - codes should define the resLInsibilities

that go with the exercise of those rights.

Illinois schools teach and test, students on the rules." We
cannot necessarily assume all students know IOW to behave.

SPecial,arrangeMents should be made to orient transfer students to the

school rules.

Milwaukee has an ninductidn'center" where school information is

shared before the student goes into,the regular classroom.

is better
r

'\
f studen6 know what will happen if they break specific.

A San Francisco school,, for example, surveyed its teachers and

asked them what consequences should\follow such rule violations:'
A rule-consequence chart was prepared\enabling students to anti-

'cipate possible sanctions following rule violations.

Consider shifting the management. of serious behavior problems

individual staff members to teams.

L.A. schools form grade teams among teacher? working with the

same,students.

Beyond what the law forbids and the Constitution insures, adminis ators

are often faced with specific problems not addressed by these laws.

Both nw York City and Evanston, Illinois;faoe this .issue by

stating their philosophy about student rights in an umbrella

policy at the beginning of_their codes.
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10. SeVeral schools in Chicago collect, maintain, and disseminate data on

student behavior, to school board Officials, parents, and others interested

in the community.

1
411. Consequences of rules violations can have'a logical and functional

.,relationship for the offices.

In Berrien County,_Michigari students are not only required
to work-off a violation but their jobs are often such that they

can directly encounter the consequences for the victim, For

example, a student who-Injures:someone works as'a volunteer
in-A hospital; a student who steals a book works in the Lost,

and Found section of the school library.

12., in writing discipline policiesand disciplining students consider the

following thoughts:

t

Statements of student rights and responsibilities should be brief,

clear, and readable. . .

"Courts consistently have thrown out loosely written- or.

vague discipline cddes. Theword.'misconduct' has been.

ruled-unconstitttionally.vague. Bo. has 'extreme styles'

of dress or .grooming.: So'has-'in,the bestinterests of'

the school':- ?thibiguous words--the backbone of school,

discipline for more than a century-4;illno longer .d0:"

NatioAl.Bohool Public Relations
Q

Once students are informed:Of the. rules., they should be required to

abide by them.

Q Disciplinary actions should take place on.an individual basis and.

P in private. ,

.11

Avoid intermixing .academic evaluations with diicipline.evaluations.

Modeling, is brie of the most effective, forms of teaching and learning.

t dannot be.aspumed that students know how to beh#ye in school.

Some schools teach and 'test students on the rules of behavior.

o Consider eliminating non -essential or ,:unenforceable rules,
chewing gum and skateboards:

ffer.special pavileges to students ho.reguiarly obey the rules.



most frequently disobeyed rules are those which are:

related-least clearly to the popular-perceptions of school

functions,

have been poorly .communicated to studerits,

enforced least consistently by teachers and administators.
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The Del hi Techniqmft

The,Delphi technique attempt to improve the utilization of experts

in analysis, evaluation, and forecasting. It uses'informed intuitive judg-

ments in a format other than,. the committee meeting.

The panel--or committee-apprdech--to problem analysis a number_of

drawbacks. A major defect is that most committees do not make either-their
reasoning or their-assumption a explicit. Committees also tend to operate by-

.

-.seeking a consensus, among the .views of their.members; thus many minority views
and alternatives tend to get buried before a final report is written. Often a
ftbandwegOn" syndrome takes hold, putting pressure pn members of, a panel to go.

along with a majority view. In many instences an authoritativejor vocal)
panel Member-can drive the panel onto a bandwagon. Finally in a committee
meeting, it is ofn difficulttfor the individual to change his mind once a
posititn has been taken,

.

Most of the drawbacks of committee operation are duet° the interaction

of the personalities and psychologies of the committee members. This implies

that a better situation for the utilization of the expert would be a panel

meeting without face-to-face .Confrontetions, but with-adequate communication,.

and, interaction between the individuals-involved.7 Note:-that' mere

,elamination of face-to-face contact alone is not sufficient.-

A new approach - -the Delphi technique--has been suggested to overcome
the difficUlties discuSsed above. In one sentence we-might say. that, in its

simplest 'form the Delphi' technique is' a carefully designedseries of indivi-

duel interrogations-Cusually best.conducted by questionnaires) interspersed

with information and opiniOn feedback. We will explicate the technique With

the aid of a.simple illustration. %.

Suppose a panel of experts is convened to estimate the.year-by which the

employment rate among the black population will be the same as that for the

White population. EachjDanel member responds individually--say by question--
naire--audgives-an initial'eStimate (guess or judgment). A central person

running the penel.arranges the results of- he first round,of responses in

order from highest to lowest and determines' the. median,

The second
each panelist

their estimates
indicate why

of the group.'

d beging with the_results of the first round being sent
respondents arethen asked to make a new estimate.

are outside the interquartile range, the resPondents are asked

their fudgments were so-different from the majority judgment
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This last step.forces those with extreme views to .either stand behind:;
.

their judgments-4/ith explicit rdasoningor,to move into the majority's-
.

range if nostreng'convictions are held by therespondents.

Inthenextround,responses(nowspreadoverasmaller interval) :_are
sunuiablzed again; and, all the respondents are given,:asummary,,,of reasons offered
by those who have taken extreme-positions. Another rOleAon is requested
based on the reasoning'presented. A respondentwhose response is still outside
of the 'interquartile range is required to indicate why he remains unconvinced
by oppOSing argument. In a fourth round, these criticisms are resubmitted to
the 'entire panel and a final'revision of estiliates is 'requested. The median of

these responses could then be taken as, approximating the'group judgementer
more significantly, the,range of regponses may be presented, representing an

rderedi.weighted serii of judgments, so that one now does not.comeup With a
single ahswer, but a .'et of, answers with associated prioritiea."

. . .)

In the ma/prit Of oases, where the technique:has been applied therevseems
to a convergence of opinion and a narrowing of the intarquartile range.

In e fnstancespolarizationiaxound a single "answer" has ob-

served. In other'cases=two-Pr even three modes or peaks may 'reSult.1,_
-.. . ...

The working of this Delphi'technique depends on a numiaer of factors. In

e first instance there is always the question of who is an expert when a-panel
...-

of experts is.convened, Little advice can be proffered here on that topic. The

only useful hint in`, the direction of distinguishing .11good".'experts from ?bad"

is to, ask` for self-eValuation within the .Context of the Delphi game. If the

responses to ,ato question are weighted to attach more significance to
IthOde answeracomingfrotpeople Who indicated (in' the private ontext, of
the. Delphi technique) that they were more a perttin some areas than others,
might be pogsible to converge to a more accurate response.

t.

Of major importance in the operation of the panel is the communication
aspects-=interaction and feedback--of the total panel are kept'as free' as

possible: Since experts in'different disciplines use different languages, the
collocation panel, i.e., the man or group running the'Delphi, mustphrase
the questionnaires and models so, that all the respondents understand them.

1

In
d
-conclusion, it might. be skid that the:Delphi(technique'is a rational

way of obtaining the collective judgment and opinion' of a panel' of experts,
uninfluenced by the psychological obstacles -that influence conventional pan-

;

meetings,

-A panel of 10 or so people can be run by one man. As a rul ?of thumb,

figure two hours work per panelist per completeDelphi. Expired time.for Delphi
- ,

deoendsn speed of processing answers and delays in sending them,to:the-panel.
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E lishin Effective. Disci Policies

Due Process in the Schools

Due process is generally divided into the following areas:

Substantive due. process

Procedural due process-.

Badkground.
Materia

Substantive due process, which will not be dealt with directly'here, is concerned

with-the issue of equity and fairness in laws and rules. In general, the following

criteria are applied:

o The rule must be fair.

The rule must apply equally to all.

o The rule must be enforced in a fair manner.

Procedural due process--or as it is cometimes called, administrative due,proce

,fincIS articulation mainly in'therules and regulations covering suspension and

expulsion, and grievance:and appeals procedures The State of North Dakota has

expressed what it feels are the minimal standards for procedural due process.

These standards summarize the major elements involved in the issue:,

Adequate noticeof the charges

o Reasonable opportunity to prepare for and meet the charges

An orderly hearing adapted to the nature and the circumstances of the

uation

A fair and impartial decision.

The right of due process is codified in a wide variety of ways by schOol districts

and local schools throughout the county. The following examples are offered to

workshop participants in order to demonstrate different approaches to the issue

and to give a better understanding of how due process is operatiOnalized in the

school setting. Because due process may vary according to local conditions and

legal requirements, the National School Resource` letwork strongly recommends local

legal assistance in the development of due process procedures.
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FORMAL HEAR ]NGS

Every effort is made at every school level to resolve
'problems that arise through the conduct of students which are
in violation s of the Student's Rights and Responsibilities
Document. An informal hearing is heard before the principal or
his designee to determine the facts and learn the circumstances
of the violation. Witnesses which either of the contesting parties
may wish to call are heard and the parents' of the student are

informed of the violation and the possib),e consequences.
Punishment as prescribed by this document may be ad-
ministered if It is determined that the violation actually oc-
curred. Parents will be informed by phone or by mail and a
conference with them wifi be required upon the readmission of
the student.

Asa result of the informal hearing, if the student and his
parents 'feel that they have been agrieved, the fbIlowing
procedural rules for holding formal hearings in expulsion,
suspension, and disciplinary cases have been established, for
the protection of the rights of students. Provided that the pupil
and his parent have not waived their rights to a formal hearing
prior to the suspension or expulsion, the following procedure
will apply:

The student and /or his parents who feel they have been
agrieved during the informal hearing, may within 5
days after such informal hearing, send a request for a
Formal Hearing to the principal or his designee. Thits
request shall be referred to the Hearing Officer of the
School District who shall within 5 days conduct such a
hearing. Following the Formal Hearing, he shall state in
writing -his findings as to the facts, his conclusions, and
the dispcsition to be made.

2. The pupil shall be permitted to inspect in advance of
such Formal Hearing any exhibits which school
authorities intend to submit at the From al Hearing. Ile
shall have the opportunity to be represented by ouittisvl.
Ile shall have the opportunity to present his version as to
the chargeS and to make such showhig by way of
exhibitis, affidavits and such witnesses as he desires, as
%veil as having the opportunity to question witnesses.

If the School District Hearing Officer confirms the sanc-
tion that had been imposed upon the student at the in-
formal hearing, -the punishment or consequence of the
misconduct will be carried out, If the Hearing Officer
reverses the decision of the informal hearing, the
student shall be reinstated in school and no penalty shall
take place.

4. If gter this 'Formal Hearing, the student and or his
parelpt wish to appeal the decision, they may do so
directly to the Board of Dh.ectors of the.Nukilteo School
District within-5 days. The B and shall schedule and

. .# .. ..
...........
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hold a meeting to review the matter with 10 school days
from the receipt of the request for the appeal. The same
rights of the student shall prevail at the Formal H=:arthg
before the board that were in effect before the Formal
Hearing Officer. Prior to Adjournment, the Boar.1 shall
make its decision known. However, the Board may wish
to take one of the foaming procedures:

1. Agree to study the hearing record and
report its findings within 10 school days.

2. Agree to schedule and hold a special
meeting to hear further arguments on the
case and report its findings within 15
days.
Agree to hear the case from the start (de
none) before the within 10 days.

Within 30 days of receipt of the Board of Directors final
decision, any student and or parent desiring to appeal
the action of the Board of Directors regarding their For-
mal Hearing may serve upon the Chairman of the Board
a notice, of appeal, such notice to be filed with the Clerk
of the Superior Court in the county in which the School

District is located.

............ ...............
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BOULDER VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT RE 2
, October, 1978

NOTIFICATION OF DUE PROCESS

Students are to have clearly estab-
lished_ means by which "administra-
tive due process" is available to see
that the individual's rights are pro-
tected. Students are to be involved.
singly and collectively, as citizens of
the school with the attendant rights
of such citizenship and corresponding
responsibilities \ for the proper con-
duct of their own affairs and those al,
other students. \ .

Due process may be defined as ,a
course of legal proceedings in accord-
ance, with the rules and principles
established for the enforcement and
protection of individual rights. The
Concept applies to any dispute be-.
tween two parties. As a legal concept.'
enforceable in the \ courts. it derives
its validity from the presence of a
court of competent jurisdiction, which
has a duty to see to \it that the indivi-
dual's rights are protected. These
same conditions are equally neces-
sary to administrative procedures in

pots, although they may be dis--
ed and handl d in an informal

way in most cases. ,

Of equal importance is the right of
school authorities to prescribe and
control -- consistent ith\ qundarnental
and constitutional 5 feguards -- stu-
dent conduct in 'he s hoofs.
Definitions:
1. **Suspension" m ans \ the exclu-
sion of a student from attending
school activities for a specified and
limited period of ti e as \ set forth
under "Suspension Authority.
2. -Expulsion- means the exclusion
of a student from ttendir g school,
and participating in school activities
for a specified perio of time not to
extend beyond the school \ year in
..which the expulsion a curs.
Grounds for Suspension/Expulsion:
1. Continued willfuI, disobedience
or open and persistent defiance of
proper authority
2. Willful deStruction i or defacing of
school property

-3. Behavior which is "nimical to wel-
fare, safety, or morals of other pupils

hysical or mental disability such

Yn the child cannot reasonably
fit from the programs available
Suspension Authority:
1. A school principal of his/he des-.
:nee. by, written author ty of th prin-

cipal, may suspend a student in his/
her school for not more than five
school days on the grounds stated in
"Grounds for Suspension..."
2. The superintendent of schools may
suspend a student- for =another 10
school days on the grounds Stated in
"Grounds for SuspensionL"
3. The superintendent of schools
may extend _a suspension for an addi-
tional 10 days if necessary in order to
present the matter to the next meeting
of the Board of Education.

Suspension Procedure:
1. The student will be given oral or
written notice by the principal or his/
her designee, by written authority
of the principal, of the charges against
him/her which must be one of those-
set forth under "Grounds for Sus-
pension..."
2. The student will be provided an
opportunity to present his/her side
of the story. If the student denies the
charges, he/she will be given an ex-
planation _of the evidence which the
authorities have. This shall not include
the right to secure counsel, to confront
and cross examine witnesses or to call
his/her own witnesses to verify his/
her version of the incident.
3.. A Student whose presence plates
a continuing, danger to persons or
property or an ongoing threat of dis-
rupting the academic process may be
immediately removed from the school
by the principal or his/her designee.
In such cases, the necessary notice
and rudimentary hearing -should
low as soon as practicable.
4. If a decision is made to suspend a
student, he/she will be notified by
the principal or his/her designee,
and within one day of the suspension,
the school principal or his/her
designee, shall send a letter to the
parent and the student explaining the.
action taken, stating the ,days during
which the suspension will be in effect,
and inviting the parents to meet with
the principal for the purpose of dis-
cussing the matter if they wish to.
5. Nothing contained in this pro-
cedure shall prevent the principal or
his/her designee from arranging for
parents to attend the meeting with the
student at which notice of the charge
is given and a hearing is held if neces

.

. . .. . ..

sary, provided that in the judgment
of the principal or his/her designee, it
is in the best interests of the schoOl
and the student to do so, and that
the meeting can be conveniently ar-
ranged.

Expulsion Adthority:
1. The Board of Education may con-
duct the hearing at which the question
of expulsion is determined.
2. The Board of Education may del-
egate the power to expel a student to
the superintendent of Schools, pro-
vided that at its next meeting the
superintendent shall report on each
case acted upon, briefly deseribing
the circumstances and the reasons
for the action.
3. In any case in which the power to
expel has been delegated to the
superintendent of schools, the -deci-
sion of the superintendent may, upon
the written request of the student or
parent; be appealed to the Board of
Education.. If this occurs, the Board
will determine the appeal procedure
to be utilized and will promptly ad-
vise the student and parent involved.

Expulsion Procedure:
1. The student and his/her parent
will be given written notice of the
charges against him/her which must
be one of tnose set forth under
"Grounds for Suspension/Expul-
sion."
2.' A hearing will be held within 10
school days of the receipt of written
charges. The hearing will be before
the Board of Education or the super-
intendent of schools.
3...A student may be suspended
pending an expulsion hearing, pro-
vided the procedures for suspension
are complied with.
4. At the hearing the student may be
represented by 'counsel and will be
afforded the opportunity to confront
and cross-examine witnesses sup-
porting the charge and to call his/
her witnesses to verify his/her ver-
sion of the incident
5. The Board of Education or super-
intendent of schools, as the case may
be. will make specific findings in sup-
port of any decision reached: and in
the event of a decision to expel. the
student will be advised of his/her
right to obtain judicial review.

............. ;- ..... }} ..... .......... ....
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POLICY RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

XIII. DUE PROCESS
A. All systemwide and local school regulations that
restrict a student's liberties and rights must have a
valid goal and must be reasonably expected to achieve
this goal.

- B. Reasonable notice will be given regarding the
availability of all published policies. regulations. and
rules affecting students. The MCPS Policies and
Procedures and this document should be located in the
media' center of each school and available to students.
Each school should publish its disciplinary statement,
developed cooperatively by parents. students, and
staff. =and make copies available to all students.
Students shall not be punished for violating any rules
which are not covered by MCPS Policies and
Procedures, the countywide Statement on Discipline.
the disciplinary statement issued by the, or
other previously published rules.

17

C. Procedures 'for Complaints and Appeals

I. Students have the right to appeal actions of
school administrators and student governments
restricting student freedom and have the right to
appeal actions of school-affiliated student organi-
zations denying a student membership.
2. Each school shall establish procedures for the
consideration of student problems and the process-
ing o( student complaints and appeals. These
procedures should be developed -through the
cooperative efforts of students, faculty, and
administiation and shall provide for defined time
frames to insure speedy resolution of complaints.

3. The student has the right to impartial, expedi-
tious hearings, preceded by clear explanation of
procedures for further appeal; and the student has
the right to examine witnesses.

4. Any decition of the principal may be appealed to
the area assistant superintendent and the superin-
tendent of schools. (This appeal procedure is
outlined in the guidelines to this section.)

5. Nothing in either the local school or countywide
appeals procedures shall be construed as limiting
the right of any student having' a complaint to
discuss the matter informally with appropriate
school personnel.

6; No reprisals of any kind shall be taken by
anyone against any student as a result of a
complaint or appeal.

7. Local discipline, grievance, and appeal proce-
dures shall be reviewed annually by local school
authorities and student representatives. The MCPS
appeals procedure shall be reviewed annually.

PLEMENTIITION GUIDELINES

XIII,- DUE PROCESS
11 B. TaLSL: :.:1:'.1011.i 'are. Je-..i6nu..1 :0 provide, fair
treatment for each student involved in a discipline
action or a grievance proceeding. In order to insure
such treatment. school rules must be consonant with
MCPS Goals of Education and published existing
laws and regulations. Both the countywide and local
school discipline codes should be published and made
available to parents. students, and staff Members.
Enforcement of these rules and procedures shall be
based on prudent investigation of the circumstances
and judicious interpretation of rules and procedures.
Students. on their part, have a responsibility to follow
the established procedures in seeking changes in policy
or procedures and in attempting to resolve complaints
and grievances.

C. Each school shall establish procedures for the
consideration of student problems and for processing
of student complaints and appeals. These procedures
should be developed through the cooperative efforts of

students. faculty. and administrators. The adminiitra-
Lion shall provide for a defined time frame within these
procedures so as to insure speedy resolution of
complaints. Procedures for hearing at.. appeals within
the local school shall be designed to insure that all
particulars of the procedures and option for further
appeal are made clear to the complainant' before the
hearing begins. chit the person or persons presiding
are able to give impartial consideration to-the matter at
issue. and that each case is processed promptly and
expeditiously. The first steps of such procedures
should be designed to allow for a settlement of the
problem by the persons directly involved. The use of a
school staff member serving as an intermediary is
svggested for these early steps.

Additionally, the school principal is responsible for
distribution of the local school prodedures. for
planning the necessary implementation with staff, for
assuring that students are informed of their appeal
rights. for reviewing and evaluating the procedures at
least annually. and for forwarding copies of the local
school plan to the area assistant superintendent.

The area assistant superintendent is responsible, for
ascertaining that all schools within the area have
developed procedures for hearings and appeals.
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Appeal of the Decision of,the Principal

If a student has attempted, without success, to have a
problem resolved at the local school level and is not
satisfied with the decision rendered, the student may
appeal the decision to the appropriate area assistant
superintendent and the following steps are carried °tic

I. Submitting an Appeal

Within ten schoOl days 'of the decision of the
principal the student may request, in writing, a
review of the complaint and appeal the decision to
the responsible area assistant superintendent. The
stateme should include:

a) All wrtinent factual information

b) The remedy requested

c) A request for:.

( I) A -review of the complaint and the
- decision of the principal or ,

(2) An informal hearing before the area
assistant superintendent

2. Review of an Appeal

a) Upon receipt of a request for a review of a
decision rendered by the principal, the area
assistant superintendent acknowledges receipt
of the request.

b) The area assktant superintendent makes a
decisioti based on the information submitted by
the student and any additional information
obtainedor the assistant superintendent may
establish a rive-member board as follows:

( I) The board should be ;omprised of two
students, two teachers. and one administra-
tor selected at random from an area pool by
the teacher specialist for student arfairs.

(2) The f? ::-member board meets within five
school days of the date the board is

established to review all information and
submit recommendations to the area assis-
tant superintendent for consideration.

(3) The area assistant superintendent makes
a decision based on the recommendations of
the board_ informatiori.submitted by the
student, and any additional information
ontained.

c) Within ten school days of the date the appeal
is received. the area assistant superintendent
notifies the student and principal, in writing, of
the decision concerning the appeal.

3. Informal He inz Before the Area Assistant
Superintendent

a) .J.ipon receipt of a request for hearing, the
area assistant superintendent does the follow-
ing:

I) Acknowledges receipt of the request

(2) Sets the date for an informal hearing
(note:, the hearing must be held within ten
school ddays from the date the request is

Infurr.:s indHda's eery:erred. in
writing, of the time, date, and place of the

'ring
(4) Notifies the student of the right to
present information, evidence, and witnesses

b) The area assistant superintendent is respon-
-` sible for the following:

( I ) Conducting the hearing

(2) Questioning parties to the informal
hea ring

(3) Providing an opportunity for the udent
to question parties to the hearing

Within five school days after the informal
hearing, the area assistant superintendent
does the following:

( I ) Reviews all data and info
ed at the hearing

(2) Renders a decision

(3) Notifies the student and principal, in
writing, of the deision and the student's
right to appeal the decision .

4. Review by the Superintendent (or Designee)

3) T1 student may : ppe 11 the decision iat' the
area assistant superintendent. The appeal must
be submitted to the superintendent' within ten
school days of the receipt of the notification of
the decision of the area assistant superintendent
and include information to justify the appeal.

b) The superintendent (or designee: deputy
superintendent or associate superintendent for
administration) reviews the issue and related
information.
c) Within five school days of receipt of the
appeal, the superintendent (or designee) renders
a decision and notifies the student, principal,
and area assistant superintendent in writing.

c)

l~ion present-
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Discipl le

stablishin Effective Discipline Policies

NSRN CoTpendiutall

Discipline and Governance: Guidelines, codes, and handbooks

Code

Albion Central School, New York
"Student; Conduct, Placement, d A endance.

VI-B-2.2 Purvis, J.
"Student Discipline Handbook" Hattiesburg,

BrOward County,Florida
Student Conduct and Discipline Cade."

VI-B-2.4 Salt Lake School District
"Discipline Policy Statement."

VI-B-2.5 Brian McMahon H.S., Norwalk, Connecticut
"Parent/Student Handbook."

Resources/
Bibliography

ssiPPi; ,1978.

VI-B-2.6 Montgomery County Public Schools, Rockville, Maryland
"Student Rights/Responsibilities with Staff Implementation

Guidelines."

V -B-2.7 Chicago Board of Education
"An Atmosphere Conducive to Learning in.the Schools"; 1974.

VI-B-2.6 Montgomery County, Maryland.
"Thomas S. Wooton High School Student Handbook."

VX-B-2.9 Montgomery Public Schools, Montgomery, Alabama

"Pupil Responsibilities: A Statement of Policy."

VI-B-2.10 Perry County, Mississippi
Draft of "Student Discipline Handbook."

VI-B-2.11 Des Moines Independent 'Community School District, Iowa

Draft of "Discipline Policy."

VI-B-2.12

VI-B-2.14

Jefferson County Public Schools, Louisville, Kentudky

"Uniform Code of Student Conduct."

Wake County Public School System, North Carolina

"Code of Student Conduct.."

Boston Public Schools
"Cbde of DisCipline."



VI-5-2.15 Fairfax County Public schools, Fairfax, Virgi'nia
"Responsibilities and Rights of Secondary 'School Students."

VI7B-2.16 Statewide Youth Advocacy, Inc., New York

"Code Project."

Dade County, Florida
"Guidelines on Current Law and Practices,."

VI-B-2.1S Jefferson County Public Schools, Kentucky
"Student Rights and Responsibilities in Jefferson County
Public Schools"; 1974.

VI-B-2.19 Dallas. Independent School District, Texas
"Code of Conduct."

VI-B-2.26 Dade County Public Sdhools,;Florida
"Ptocedures for Maintenance of Accept
in School ,Life"; 1977,

le Student Behavior

VI-S-2.21 Mukilteo School District No. 6, Everett, Washington
"Statement of Responsibilities and Rights"; 1977.

CU
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2.4 - Estebl shin

Module Practice

Purpose

fective Discipline

Module
Syndpsis

School personnel are faced with behavior problems on a continuum ranging from mild
nuisance to severe violence. The purpose of this module is to ,equip the participants
with six different ways of thinking about what'causes misbehavior and ways to use
these points of view to remedy disturbances and to understand the advantages and dis-
advantages of a variety of disciplinary techniques.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. List six major causes for student misbehavior

2. List at least one discipline strategy to correct misbehavior based upon
each of the six causes

Be able to diagnose why, a specii c discipline technique may not be effec-

tive in a given situation.

4. Know where to obtain reference materials regarding each of the six causes/
remedies to behavior problems..

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This js an optional core module` targeted at the preoperational and operational lev-

els. I 'is; therefore, appropriate for abroad mix of participants.



Course
2.4 -.Establishing Effective Discipline

Module

MedialEquipment

Overhead projector
Scrcen
pencils/raper
Video tape player= and monitor

Materials

Transparen-,_

2.4.1

Audiovisual

2.4.1'

Handouts

Approaches to Interpreting Behav

Video Vignette rTeacher I Got Your __

2.4.1 Discipline Situations: Darryl and Lisa

2.4.2 Psychodynamic/Interpersonal Approach

2.4.3 Behavioral Approach

2.4.4 Sociological Approach

2.4.5 Human Potential Approach
2.4.6 Biophysical Approach

2.4.7 Ecloctic/EcOlogical Approach

Material'(Trainer/p Articipant)Background

2.4.1 Six Approaches to Viewing H man Behavior

Background Material (Trainer)

2.4.1 Examples of Hypotheses and\In erventions for the Video Vignet

Resource Material

Modute
Synopsis

(continuod)-

8.2.4.1

Biblio9raphy

Some Alternative o Co
\,

-al Pumis_ n- in

Six Theories of Human Nature

Schools



Approa.ches To Inters re in Behavi r

Human
Potential

iophysic'

Sociological
Psychodynamic/

Interpersonal

NC CPA 8-79
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Course

Module

51.

scZ.D

establishing Effective Discipline P c ices

Total Time hour and 30 minutes

Course
Agenda

by Module.

Module Summary

School'personhel are faced with behavior problems on a continuum ranging from mild
nuisance to severe violence. This-module is designed to equip participants with six
different ways of thi.king about what. causes misbehavior and'ways to use these points
of view to remedy disturbances. Case exampled and a. video vignette support the learning.

Ac Conte ummar Time

Purpose of Module

The purpose of this:module is to look at,a broad range ,of discipline
,problemsfrom six different perspectives. 'It is suggested that
,these six theories may be-useful in diagnosing:causes of misbehavior
and in developing corrective discipline strategies. '

'Particioents Discuss-Discipline Situation I - Darryl

participants are introduced to-the six theories of human nature by
first selecting a possible remedy _a classroom discipline prcb-

lem.

Overview of Six Theories of Human B- avior

A. Introductory Comments

Trainer explains that each of the approaches to resolve Dar
discipline problem illustrates one of,six theories of human
nature. Each will be discussed inturn.

Eeview of Eicphys cal Aooroach

Good physical health leads to good.behavior. There

between the health of the bodlrand behavior.

Review of Paychodynamic/interpersonal Approach

This-model views behavior as a complex interaction of drives,, --

needs, and environmental forces. Misbehavionoccurs'when needs
are not met at crucial life stages.

10

5-min.

15 min.
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A Canter t Summary Time

This approach views behavior as,learned through a paradigm of reward
and punishment.' Misbehavior develops'when Inappronriate.,behaviors
are reinforced.

Review of Sociological Approach

This model of behavior encompasses a cultural view, proposing that
deviant behavior is that which differs from the norms of mainstream
society, and that cultural and societal factors influence behavior.

Review of gu an PctentialAooroach

This view.of behavior foaUses on the poten a the individual to

express himZherself in an individual way. Misbehavior occurs.when
.individuals are not allowed to express themselves in,ways that are

innately theirs.

Review Eclectic/Ecolo ca Aroroach

This -model sees behavior as the result of interaction between indi-
vidual. characteristics and'-the environment. .Attitudes of those
viewing behavior as deviant °may need to be altered, or the situation

as a whole be altered.

Partic oants Review Six Theories Cemolete

Lisa

'line Situation

A. Part ioants Form Small Groups
A

Participants divide into six groups. Each group is given a mo
detailed -summary of one of the six theo es to review..-

rticioants Comolete Discipline Situation 11 - Lisa

Each group reviews the discipline problem illustration and discusses
.causes and interventions based onthe theoretical approach. they have

been assigned.

Sharing of Solutions Based Uoon the Six

Members of each group report out the theory they have reviewed and
tell how they would remedy Lisa's problem making use of their re-
. spective theory. Participants and trainer add to the solutions.

Summary Remarks

The usefulAss of a variety` ways of t:zfhking auty students'

misbehaviors is stressed.

20,min.



53.

"vi 'Content Summate' Time

5 Viane "Teacher I Got Your Goat 30 min.

Participants are asked to draw upon their own:experiences.and,these six

theories as they view a vignette of another discJ4pLine oroblem and, try to

resolve the problem. This vignette wisydeveloced, in part, by students

in an inner city school. in Philadelphia.

6 onclusion Usefulness of a Multifaceted A -ach ine

Trainer and participante.will evaluate and share opinions as t ,the uSe-

fulneai of these six theories in-managing discipline problems the

school.

10 min.



Course

Module

D s ne

b

2.. - Establishing Effective Discipline

Practices

Materials/Equipment

Detailed
WalkoThrough.

.Sequence/Activity DescriptiO0'-

1. Trainer-Introduction to_Purpose of Module

Trainer should make the following points:

(10 taxi.)

o School personnel are faced with as many different

problems as there are students in the school.

o Discipline problems occur on a
nuisance to severe violence.

o In this module we will look at

behavior.

behav

continuum ranging from a mild

six different theories of

0- Each of these theories will attempt o explain: (1) causes

of misbehavior, and (2) strategies for getting students to
!

behave.

o Participants will review these
to implement them through severs

(NQ

conies and suggest ways
structured exercises.

The following seven steps summarize the _ontentof this

module.)

Participants will 0 t' to res
,adiscipline problem, " arryl."

ve an illustration of .

Trainer will relate pdssible solutions to. the "Darryl"

problem to a summaryy,,descrption of six theories of

human behavior.,

Participants will ;Caen break into six groups

Each group will receive a more detailed description df

one of the six theories and be asked to solve a second

discipline problem based upon their respective theory.

Each group will then report ,out their solutions to the

larger group. i

- Participants will then 'view a vignette of a discipline

problem, "Tel:cher,I Got Your,Goat."

- Employing their respective theory and their own prac-

tical experience, groups will suggest waysto resolve

this problem;' and share solutions -Y



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Actiln escription

Handout
2.4.1,

Discipline
Situations:
Darryl and
Lisa

Transparency
2.4.1

Partic nts C e e Worksheet: Disc -line Situati n I - Dar

(5 min.

Trainer distributes Handout 2.4.1 and explains:

o This exercise asks you to choose one of six reasons why you

think students misbehave andl what'stepe might be taken to re
.

the problem.

OgPTE: Trainer should allow about minutes for participants, to read

and complete classroom discipline situation I - Darryl, and

then pm:cede-0

Show Transparency 2.4.1.

Approaches To Intorpne#ing Behavior

Blophys
Eclectic/

Ecologies

A. Introductory Comments

psychoitynamie
Interpersonal

NCSCPAS

o In the Darryl case study, you have just tried to make some .

assumptions about what caused Darryl to misbehave.

o _Each of you Chose one of six possible ways of remedying

this problem.

o Each one of the possible choices following the problem is

connected to.one of "the six different theories of behavior.

o We will now look at each of these theories in turn.



Materials/
Equiptinent Sequence/Activity Description

Background
Materials
2.4.1, Six
Approaches
to Viewing
Human
Behavior

(NOTE: Prepare for this lecture by reading background piece
2.4.1, Six Approaches to Viewing Human Behavior. The
following points B through G highlight each of these
six "theories.)

Theory Number l The Bio yp _al Approach

Trainer should make the following points:

Looking at Darryl ;s problem, if you selected choice a) you

have aele-cted the biophysical approach..

'This theory--

- Focuses on th ysical health of the student.

Suggests that the causes of misbehaviors are.due to
biophysical and constitutional factors, e.g., how is
the student's health, is he or she eating properly,
are there any unusual inheritance factors _are there

any hearing or vision problems, etc.?

- Has as its goal of intervention to restore physical
health or provide compensatory techn. es.

Possible 'solutions might include diet, medicine,
treatment for eye/ear problems,, prosthetic devices,
etc.

Theory Number he Psy2hodynamic/Interper ral Approach

o If you selected choice b) you chose the psychodynaniic/
interpersonal approach.

o This theory--

Focuses on students' internal needs and motivation.
Behavior, for exam e, may reflect early and present
family relations.

- Suggests that the causes of misbehavior reflect inter-
action of drives, needs, and environmental forces.

Has as its goal of intervention to develop socially
acceptable expressions of emotion and improve self-
esteem.

Possible solutions might include allowing for exPres-
sion of needs (group counseling, sports, work), build-
ing self-awareness, or finding appropriate models.



Sequence/Activa Description

D. TheoryN_-_- The-Behavioral Approach

o If you selected choice c), you chose the behavioral

approach.

This theory--

- Focuses on behavior and setting.

Suggests that the causes of behavior are based in
reward and punishment. If a misbehavior reoccurs,
somehow it is being reinforced. For example, when a
student creates a disturbance and receives attention
from teacher and peers, his or her misbehavior is
reinforced.

Goals o intervention involve increasing desirable
behavior and getting rid of negative behavior.

- Possible solutions are to reinforce desirable behavior
(by providing more attention, supportive statements,
special privileges) and to ignore negative behavior
when possible, or introduce competing behaviors. For

example, some schools hire students to be security
aides, thus setting up competing. behavior.

E. Theory Number 4: The Sociological-Ap oach

o If you chose option d), you selected the sociological

approach.

This theory--

Focuses on society and groups and roles within

society.

- Suggests that the causes of behavior derive from
acculturation to either mainstream or deviant norms.
Behavior i&labeled appropriate or inappropriate
according to society's norms and values.

Has as its goal of intervention to define norms and
values of mainstream and subgroup cultures. For

ple, fighting or other aggressive responses may be
reinforced by a subgroup culture, but not by main-

stream culture. Look at societal conditions promoting
deviant behaviors.

- Possible solutions are to modify existing systems,
understand diverse groups' norms and values, and
understand role expectations. For example, some



Sequence/Activi Description

schools can have ethnic days -- Italian, Spanish

or provide multicultural training.

F. Theory Number 5: The Human Potential Approach

G.

If you chose option e), you selected. the human' ential

approach.

This theory--

Focuses on the individual and the ne9,essary cl _iate

for actualization of-potential.

- Suggests that the causes of misbehavior include alien-
ation and inhibition, of individual growth. For exam-

ple, a school may reject a student's feelings or
demand conformity.

- The goal of intervention involves providing a nurtur-
ing environkaent and acceptance of the full range of

human emotions.

Possible solutions include alternative educationaL
opportunities, personalizing teacher/studentrelation-
ship, and including all groups in policy decisions.

umber 6: The Eclectic/Ecological Approach

If you selected option f), you Chose the-ecle 'clecolo

cal approach.

This theory--

Focuses on the nteiaction of rio forces with

individual.

Suggests that causes of misbehavior,arise from inter-
action of individual and environmental forces.

- Goals of intervention include increasing the compati-
bility of individual and environmental demands.

Possible solutions include teaching behaviors
accepted by mainstream culture or modifying percep-
tions of school personnel so that more "roan" is pro-,

vided to incorporate students' needs.



Materials/
Equipment

Handout

(distri-
,buted

earlier)
and
Handouts

,sequence /Activity Description

Partici nts Review Six Theories and Com -lets Disci line ituation

- Lisa 2© min.

Participants Form Break -Out Groujs

Trainer instructs participants to form six groUps of five to
seven members each and follows the procedures below:

(1) Distribute to each group one of the handouts numbered
2.4.2 - 2.4.7.. (Eadh summarizes one of the six theories

of student behavior. The assignment of one group per.
theory is random.)

(2) ,Request that each group take several minutes to review
and discuss their assigned theory.

e Di line Situation II - Lisa

The procedures are as,followst

(1) Trainer instructs participants to turn
Discipline situations: Darryl and Lisa.

o (2) Using'information from their respective theory, each
group is to look at the causes of Lisa's problems and, -
suggest what interventionsmight be made.

(N '.flow participants about 5 to 10 minutes to complete

this task.)

HandoOt 2.4.1,

Sharing of Solutions Posed Upon the Six eoriee

The procedures are as follows: -

Members from each group.report-out to the entire. group a
summary of their theory and suggested interventions/solu-
tions.

(2) Trainer or participant outside the rert group may wish
to suggest additional interventions based upon that
theory.

(NOTE: A sample intervention for'each theory is included On the

next page.)



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Audiovisual
2.4.1,
"Teacher, I
Got Your
Goat"

Sample Interventions
For Discipline Situation II - Lisa

Eclectic/ Enroll Lisa in the .work study program -at her

Ecological school which will, allow her to work .in the drese

factory and attend school alternate weeks.

Ppychodynamic/
Interpersonal

Biophysical

n Potential

Sociological

Behavioral

D. smmimary Remarks

Involve Lisa and her parents_in family counseling

to resolve conflicts related to expectations for

Lisa and explore to what extent family discord is

influencingjAsa's current behavior.,

Enroll Lisa-in a program for drug addicts or, at

the very least, carefully monitor her activities

so that she can't get drugs, gets more rest, and

leads a more appropriate schedule for a young adult.

- Arrange for the guidance counselor, with whom

Lisa already has a good relationship, to'see Lisa

daily to help with particular problems,- and pro-

vide ongoing support. . -

- Accept Lisa's behavior as typical of the young

adult today and eventually she will, assume'

:life style that her 'parents want for her.

- Have Lisa transferre0 to a private, academically

oriented school where there 'is tremendous reward

for academic o crass.

Trainer reiterates the importance for all school personnel to

have a variety-of ways of thinking about causes of students'

misbehavior.and how to remedy those problems.

It should be clear that there is no one hest approach to

all discipline problems.-

o It is also important to understand under what' conditions

these - techniques are most effective.

Vi ewin of Vi f ette "Teacher, I Got Your Goat" (30 min.)

o In an effort to evaluate the usefulness of these theories, par-

ticipants will now view a video vignette of a classroom disci-

pline problem.

o This vignette was developed by a number of students in an inner

city school in Philadelphia.



Matedals/
Equipment Sequence /Activity DescilOon

Trainer
Background
Material
2.4.3,
,EXamples of
Hypotheses
and
Interven-
tions for

.the 'Video
Vignette.

o Each group is to use their assigned theory and draw upon.
their OWP personal experiences.

o Participants are to spend approximately 15 minutes discussing
.why the incident occurred and developing solutions based upon

their respective approaches.

o We will then ask_you to share with the larger group suggested

causes and solutions to the discipaine problem in "Teacher, I

Got Your Goat. ^ a

(NOTE: To facilitate this discussion, refer to Trainer Background
Material 2.4. 3 for additional suggestions of causes andsolu-
-tions.

6. S

(10 mi

Usefulness of a Multifaceted A oa- to Disc -line

Trainer will conclude this module by encouraging participants to.
assess the usefulness of six views of student behavior. Trainer may .

wish to stimulate this clewing discussion with the following probes:

a Do the theo s help you to decide which action to take when

there are a variety of problems?

o Do you think it's helpful to make hypotheses regarding why s

dents misbehave?

o Are the theories useful in 'a practical way?

Do you.think they would be useful pkimarily classroom or

in any setting in the school?

When the-discussion concludes or time is up, trainer reminds_partici-

pants of the materials. available to them accompanying this module:

o Participant Background 2.4.1 Six Approaches to Viewing Human

Behavior.

Resource Material 8.2.4.1, Sothe Alternatives to Corporal Punish-

Ment'in the Schools,

o Bibliography in the Participant Guide, Six. Theories of Human,

Nature.



HANDOUT
2.4.1

Disci Situation I Darryl

(Please read the following illustration of a discipline problem. Then circle

one of the six options.)

Darryl le=very thin, 14 years old, and often comes to school in clothes that need

washing and mending. He lives with his father in a ,deteriorating section of a low

economic urban neighborhood. His mother abandoned the family when Darryl was an

infant. In school, Darryl rarely participates but gets extremely angry when called

upon directly. He seems to be tired and often "catnaps." Certain subjects seem to

spark his interest, but his work remains extremely poor.' He is particularly dis-

ruptive in mathematics. All teachers note that Darryl constantly has an unlit

cigarette dangling from his mouth.

In trying to diagnose Darryl's probl the first step would be (check one choice

only)--

a) A complete medical examination .to determine Darryl's current state of

health and an inquiry into past and present diet and sleeping habits.

b)
= Separate interviews with Darryl and his father to explore the extent and

quality of Darryl's relationship with his mother.

Observe Darryl in math class. Factors to consider might be frequency of

outbursts and preceding and following events -;

Assess the values and needs of Darryl's cultural group. Is what he is

learning in school related to-his position in-society?

Study the personal relationship between Darryl and his teacher to see

if it is one in which Darryl feels comfortable enough to relate openly

and explore his potential:

Gather as much information as possible about Darryl's entire lifestyle,

family, school, neighborhood, and community involvements.

Disc line Situation II: Lisa

(Please read the following 0. f a discipline problem. Discuss likely

causes fob_ what interventions might be taken.)

Lisa, aged 17e is often absent or comes to school late Several times a week. She

lacks energy and some days she appears to be "out of it." Consequently,.although

she is above average in IQ, she is failing several subjects. Her'parents have beep\

trying to convince her to apply\to college. However, she likes to draw-and wants'

to work in a dress factory as an apprentice.fashion designer. Lisa and her parents

are hardly talking at this point,' and she is often away from home overnight..



Approach Os To Interpreting BehaWor.

HANDOUT
2.4.2

Biophysical



PSYCHODYN IC/INTE ER =0 CH: SSUMPTIONS

Results from the i
drives, needs, and
forces

on of inherent
-ntal

Shoal appropriate for current

developMent

May reflect early and present family.

relationships

FOCUS; Individual's internal motivation within a developmental context



ty

DIAGNOSTIC ONSIDE

Individual early interpersonal.relationships

Present family dynamics

Patent- own discipline background

,,--SatisfAciio of developmental needs

Resolution Z conflict stages

Development f defenses

Individua perception of situation

Environmental limitations on individual



PSYCHODYNAMIC INTE E 0NAL APRRoAC

GOALS OF INTERVENTION

Improve self-perception, self - esteem, and sensitivity to

others

Develop socially acceptable expreSsions of emotions

Develop ego satisfying behavior

ProVide,positive emotional l-cilma for movement through develop-

mental stages and resolution of related .conflicts



PSYCHODYN INTERPERSON P Ad TEC NI UES FOR INTERVENTION

Individual

Build self-awareness

Allow for expression o_
emotions

Meet individual needs

Resolve conflict stages of
evelopment

Envi nmental

Make mod fica ions related
to individual-heeds

Support positive social

'interaction

Provide appropriate models_



Approaches To intInterpreting Behavior

Diophysical

Sociological
Psychodyrianiic/

Interpersonal



BEHA_V IOR

BEHAVIORAL APPROACH: ASSUMPTIONH

Is learned through reward and

punishment

Can be observed, measured, predicted,
and controlled

Can be modified by systematic
selective reinforcement, intro-
duction of substitute activity,
and/or modeling

FOCUS: Behavior and setting



BEHAVIORAL PROACH; DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONS

Frequency of target behavior

Events preceding disruption

Events follow _disruption

Appropriateness to setting



BEHAVIORAL APPROACH GOALS OF INTE NTION

Increase desirable behavior

Decrease undesirable behavior



BERAV 0 RRf1ACH r. TECHNI

Individual

Reinforce desirable behavior

Ignore undesirable behavior

Introduce competing behavior

Develop self - monitoring for
change

4

LIES FOR INTER

Environmental

Modify setting

Remove target child

Provide model



Approaches To Interpreting ehavior

Hunian
Potential

Biophysic

oc19Io
Psychodynarnic/

Interpersonal



BEHAVIOR

la GI FROACH ASSUMPTIONS

-

Develops through acculturation to
mainstream and/or subgroup
norms

Develops through role exploration

May be affected by rapid social changes

Is labeled appropriate or inappropriate
according to perceptions of
groups in society

Is perpetuated through societal
institutions

FOCUS: Society, the groups within society, and the roles
of society



SOCIOLOGICAL PR A DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONS

Norms and values of mainstream _culture

Norms and, values Of subgroup culture

Confusion caused by changes in societal

Consequence of labeling

Conflic

ucture

rig demands Of. various role expectations

Provision for inclusion of subgroup standards into

societal institutions



SOCI ICALAPPROACH: GOALS OF INTERVENTION

'Olserve and define systems within society

,Define no _ and values of mainstream culture-

Define norms and values of 's group culture

Define societal conditions promoting deviant behavior

Def e conflicting cultural demands

Facilitate change



SO ICI,CGI PROACH : TECHNIC UES FOR INTERVENTION

Institutions

Understand existing'
systems

Modify existing
systems

Introduce new
procedures

Understand group norms,
values, and behavior

Prepare group for

change

Resolve problems
through group approach

4 4 6

Individual

Understand role
expectations

Acculturate
through special
education and
training

Use role playing

to modify
perceptions



Approaches To Interpreting Behavior

Behavioral

\

Sociological
Psychodytiamic/

Interpersonal



HUMAN POTENTIALPO NTIAL APPROACH: ASSUMPTIONS

BEHAVIOR

Implies inherent goodness of
individual:

fShould result in lf - actualization,

fostered by,nurturing, accepting
environment

Is affected, by alienation attributed
to technology and bureaucracy

.

Is shaped by possible inhibition-of
individual growth due to identity:
group membership

FOCUS: Individual and necessary climate for actualization
of potential



f.

HUMAN POTENTIAL APPROACH: DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONSATION

Environmental factor- diminishing individual worth

Effect'lof teacher personality on individual students

School acceptance, of udent feelings

Provision for alternative educational systems and methods to

accommodate-varied.learning approaches

Influence of de ands" for confo_



POTENTIALAPPRgEmILEJED02,11mAtL,

Self-actualization of rtential

Provision cf nurturing environment

Flexibility Of individual adjustment

Acceptance of full range of human ions



HUMAN POTENTIAL APPROACH: TECHNIQUES FOR INTERVENTION

Educational Systems

Structural changes -

Alternative schools

Alternative educational
opportunities

School Climate

Modify environmental pressures

Personalize teacher/studentPersonalize

Introduce affective education

Include all groups in policy
decisions

Provide individualized learning
experiences



Approaches To interpretingTpreting Behavior

Human
Potential

B Behavioral

Sociological
PsychodynaMic/

lnterperspnal



BIOPHYSICAL APPROACH: ASSUMPTIONS

Is shaped by biophysical and
constitutional factors

BEHAVIOR = Is affected by the need for op
state of health

Can be assessed through observation
medical and/or surgical diagnosis
procedues

FOCUS: Physiological state of ndividual



BIOPHYSICAL APP ACH: DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONS

Current state of individual's health

Past health and accident his ory

Heredity factors

Presence of physiological abnormalities

Degree of expected recovery r,compensation needed

Nutritional factors



BIOPHYSICAL APPROACH: GO OF INTERVENTION

Maintain or reinstate condition of optimum physical

health of individual

Provide compensatoxy techniques



BIOPHYSICAL APPROACH: TECHNIQUES FOR. INTERVENTION

Direct Medical

Drug th apy

Orthomolecular therapy

Diet therapy

Surgical procedures

Compensaton Methods
,

=

Prosthetic devices

Special education and training>

Biofeedback training



Approaches To frit rpre- io Behavior

Human
Potential

Biophysieal

Sociolo9ical
Psychodynamic/

Interpersonal

NCSCPAS 13-79`



Et- V IOR

ECLECTIC COLOGICAL APPROACH: ASSUMPTIONS

Develops from the interaction of
individual and environmental forces

May be influenced by biophysical,
intrapsychic, phenomenological, and
behavioral factors

Can be modified by changes in the
individual, in the setting, or in

the perceptions of others

FOCUS: Interaction of various\forces.with the

individual



ECLECTIC ECOLOGICAL APPROACH: DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONS

Consistency of behavior various settings

Compa bility of environmental demands

Location o -ce of deviance'

Source of perception of deviance

Factors amenable to Change

t-



EC IC /ECOr IC APPROACH: GOA OF INTER NTION,

Increase concUrnce of individual and environmental
demands



EcLECTIC(FCOLOGICAL APPROACH: TECHNIQUES FOR INTERVENTION

Individual

Teach and encourage
behavior accepted
by mainstream
culture

Train-target,
children as behavior
engineers

Environment

Reorganize_ptlysical
.setting

Employ variety of
classroom management
techniques

Use life-space
interventions ='

icant Others

Modifyperception-s
of family members,
school personnel,

grid othexs



Course

Module

Background l-D 2.4.1

48'

- Discipline

2 ishin E ve Disci ine practices

Background
Mateeials,

Six roaches td_Viewin.Human Behavior

- FHYCHODYNAMIIC/INTE E TONAL APFHOACH

Assume

Behavior is seen as the consequence Of the interaction
needs, or forces- with'enVironmental limitations.

Normal behavior'stems-from.the successful ccmpletiOn of the sequential

developmental stages and the develOpment of impulse control. (Freudian

psychoseXual stages,'ErikSon social states, Piaget)

The unconscious mind exists, and present behavior can be understood in light

of early y-interpersonal relationshipsand the resolution of critical periods.

of inherent drives,,

Behaviors appropriate in one stage in life may be inappropriate in other

Maladaptiye behavior occurs when needs are not satZsfied at crucial life

stages, controls are not developed, amd needs continue to be expressed in

socially unacceptable_ ways,

Gaining insight into regressive and/or.destructive,behavio-
analysis' will change present behavior patterns.

A child's classroom behavior may reflect earlier and present

,tionshipS (parent- - teacher, siblingsclassmates

Dia nostic ConsideratiOns":

Foc

hrough psy.Cho-

Individual internal io ivation within a development context

What is the history of, the individual's early interpersonal re

\What are the present

. I

HoW do the pest-experiences of each parent with regard to behavioral e _ec-

ions and 'discipline relate?

family dynamics?
,

ily rela-

ationships?

,-
Do-developmentalneeds appear to be satisfied ?. Prehd, Adler, Dreikurs',

ti

Have conflict stages been resolved?

Has an adequate defense mechanikfl system been developed?'

How does the individual perceiVe the situation?

To'what extent do internal and external factors inflhence this perception?
4



Goals of Intervention:

ni
'Individual nterventions

Clarify individual's perceptlon

49

of present behavior

Understand,basis of present behavior in terms of early development

familydynamics danglipg cigarette = unfulfilled suckling needs)

Express, emotion through variety of activities .(expressive therapies, art,,

music, drama, play therapy)

Explore socially acceptable means o: meeting individUa

Environmental interventions

Modify environment to fulfill individual's needs (flexible seating arrange-

ment for insecure child)

needs.

Support positive social interaction

Pibvide' opportunity for identification with appr priate models (supportive

parental figure;, appropriate sdx role model .

Ex plea:

1

Disrespect for,schoolauthorit- figures is often interpreted as

resulting from poor parent-child relations or loss of a parent,

and this kind of probldm may be resolved.through such techniques

as strengthening family discipline system, or involving the student
,

I

in a'close interpersonal relationship (Big Brother).

`vandalism fire-setting, and other attentionHgeItting devices may

_stem, for example, from the student's feelingslof abandonment due

to the,arrival of a new'sibling. Focusing'onisocially acceptable

means of gaining attention can be helpful.

vBEEAVIORAL APPROACH

.Assumptions:

Behavioral is learned through a paradigm involving reward and punishment.

, All behavior is orderedand as such can be observed, measured, predicted,

and controlledL

Mal-adaptive behavior develops when inappropriate behavior is reinforced.

By adopting a program of systematic selective reinforcement behavior may

be-altered by strengthening some responses and withdrawing reinforcement'

from othera.

The theist in school discipline, therefore, should be to help the child

substitute desirable behaviors for inappropriate ones through the -use

of: reinfor ementand/or modeling.



Diagnostic Considerations

Focus: Behavior and setting

50

often does the target behavior occur?
, .

What event precedes it?

What event follows it?

the behavior desirable for the setting?

.Goals of:Interventidn:

-Increase frequency of desirable, behavior

Reduce frequency of undesirable behavior.

Techniques for Intervention: ,

Contingency interventions

Reinforce desirable behavior (tokens, social reinforcersi pleas

activities).

Remove reinforcement of undersirable behavior
taking back tokens, soft repriMands)

Introduce competing behavior:

Environmental interventions

_ore response co

Modifying setting (remove distracting stimuli, provide 'stimuli for

adaptive behaviOr)

Remove child from setting (time out

Modeling (use of teacher and -pee

_ Self-control intervention

Teach child to set goals, rewards and contingencies, and record own

behavior.

Examples:

Talking in class is often reinforced by the. teacher's ensuing

attention. Solution strategies can.employ Goal Attainment
Scaling with rewards for not talking in class.

Truancy can be seen as a learned avoidance response. A token

system canbe developed to reward school attendance While at

the same time modifying the school setting 'to facilitate the

student's. desiring to come to, school.

"Catch a kid being good."



51

3. SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH

Assumptions:

Behavior is developed through acculturation and socialization and is considered

normal if it adheres to the norms of the mainstream culture.

Abnormal behavior is defined as deviance from the norms of the mainstream

culture or may occur when norms ar- not clearly defined due to rapid changes

within society.

-Deviance may reflect conformity to the standards of a subgroup rather than

those of the dominant group.

Society labels according to its own perception which individual, group, or

set of behaviors is deviant. The actual behavior of deviants and nondeviants

is verr similar,

Schools are a mirror of dominant societal values and their primary function is

to'teach and perpetuate these values.

Cultural norms of students may differ from those of the mainstream culture

and may be in conflict with expected school behavior.

Dia nostic Considerations:

Focus: Society, the groups within society; and the roles of society..

What are the behavioral norms and values of the mainstream culture and the various

subgroups? (black child/white schools).

What are the conditions in society that may, be promoting deviant behavior?

(political turmoil, social Ohange6, unrest).`

Which behaviors, individuals, and/or subgroups are defined as deviant?

Are individuals 1_ d 'groups behaving in accord with role expectations, and to

what extent does this cause strain and conflict? (individual belongs to several

groups).

Does the deviance reflect conformity to subgroup norms?

To what extent' oes the school-reflect the norms and values of.the mainstream,

culture? cUrriCulum in urban, low socioeconomic status school fits middle

socioeconomic status population)

what extent', goes the school accept and provide for diverse subgroup standar

soiologiSts are not interventionists. They feel that social change is not

amenable tb,intervention and are interested solely in describing systems.

Define the norms and values of the mainstreamm culture and the various subgroups.

conditiOns which may be promoting deviant behaviors.
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Define the cultural differences that cause stres and conflict.

Facilitate change in group behaVior or inenvironment or setting.

Techniques for Interventi-

)Intervention within societal institutions.

Understand existing systems (define problem, analyze system causes

of the problem)

Modify existing system homogeneous grouping)

introduce new procedures (new curriculum, educational parks, advisory

councils, alternative schools).

Interventions within existing groups

Understand group norms, values, and behaViors (raiseAroup consciousness)

Prepare gro4s for change (decrease dehumanization and victimization)

Resolve problems through group approach.

Individual interventions

Understand role expe6tations assigned by society

Facilitate assimilation to mainstream culture through Special education

and training programs.

Examples:

The problems of a new Vietnamese student's assimilation into a

U.S. school can be,handled by raising the student body's conscious-

ness toward the newcomer and his or her culture.

An understanding of differing needs and interests of students at

dissimilar socioeconomic standings can help in the designing of

successful classroom plans, trips, and activities (black culture

experiences for black studies).

American Indian culture typically discourages competitive attitudes

(Sioux). This insight may aid in avoiding conflict between school

and culture.

4. HUMAN POTENTIAL APPROACH

Assumptions:

'Man has inborn nature which is essentially good and is never .evil.

Huma=ns Are born with basic goodness which they attempt to fulfill.

:A nurturing acc, 'Ling environment which enables self-actualitation of-

individual will :esult in normal behavior.
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Maladaptive behavior Occurs when technological and bureacratic change causes

feeling of insecurity and the diminution of individual worth. Emphasis on

efficiency'and centralized control results in the alienation of the individual

which leads to the need fOr group identity. ,

Identity groups, often based on religion, class, or race may lead in times of

stress to unhealthy competition and conflict and may inhibit individual groWth.

Children who misbehave need to feel wanted and need a wide latitude to feel free

to express themselves.

A nurturing school climate will allow the child's basic thrust goodness

to emerge.

Diagnostioconsiderati

Focus: Individual and necessary climate for actualitation of potential

What are the forces in the .environment that lead to feelings of individual

worthlessness?

DoeS teacher training, selection, and evaluation take into consideration

aspects of the teacher's personality and effesct on individual students?

Does the school provide for exor_ ion' and acceptance of honest expression

of feelings?

Is 4he school placing too much'emphasis on cognitive rational learning rather

than intuitive and,alternative methods of problem solving?

To what extent does the value of conformity inhibit individual differences?

'Beals of interventions:

Self-actualization of potential

Help individual adjust to variety of'behaviors

Provide nurturing environment of facilities self -growth'

Foster acceptance of a full range of huiiian emotions..:

Techniques for Intervention:

Structural changes in educational system

Alternative,schools within public school system

Independent` alternative schools

Alternative educational oppor ies (individualized programs,

open education)

Humanizing school ci

Define and modify environmental pressures that may interfere with the

individual's efforts toward self-actualization
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Personalize teacher/student relationships (human relations training)

Increase emphasis on affective experience (educate whole person, develop

nonverbal, and intuitive skills)

Provide for involvement of all groups in determining school policy

(student representation at administrative meetings, student input into

discipline handbook)

Provide for individual learning style and behavior

Provide for individual choice in curriculum

Make curriculum rele9.nt for minority group students

Allow for active student roles in learning process (class project may c n-

cide with counity services project).

Examples:

A student's.lack of interest in school can be a result of feelings

that 'school training is "irrelevant." Making traditional subjects

applicable to contemporary issues can raise the level of interest.

Window breaking and theft may be a reactive to students "hating"

school. Creating the conditions for 'a more humanized school environ-

ment, for example, by personalizing faculty- student relations,'may

be useful.

Give troublemakers opportunities to appreciate the rewards of good

behavior.

BIOPHYSICAL APPROACH

Assumptions:

Behavior can be attributed. part to biophysical causes.

Normal physiological development and the maintenance of an optimum state of

health will lead to normal behaviOr.

Some deviant behaviors can be attributed to biophysiological defects due to

heredity, adverse environmental.conditions, diseases, and accidents.

Behavior can be modified by changing aspects of a person'S biophysiological

:Condition.

V
Physiological abnormalities can be detec

or can be inferred through observation o

ed by medical and surgical procedures
behavior,.

Teachers' should -be aware that becauSe children differ physically, differences

in personalities-, behaviors, and learning patterns may occur, and consequently,

educational practices may have to be adapted to compensate for these differences.



Diagnostic Considerations:

Focus: Physiological state of individual

What is current state of individual's health?

What is the past health history of the individual and his or her family?

Are there symptoms of physiological abnormalities?

To why extent do these phy olo'gical abnormalities influence behavior?

Goals f Intervention

Maintain or reinstate physical health of individual

Provide means of compensation for

Techniques for Intervention,

Direct biophysical intervention

Drug-therapy (Ritalin, Dilant

0rthomolecular therapy

anent physical deficits.

Diet therapy (F'eingold diet, diabetic,-hypoglycemic)

Surgical prOcedures

Methods of compensation

Training interventions (perceptual motor, Kephart, Delacato, Fernald's

VAKT, Frostig)

.

Environmental restructuring (prosthesis, hearing aid, specialeteaching,

Braille)

Biofeedback training (self-response to physiological signals of dis ess

Examples:

Recent research into hyperactivity indicates the cause maybe linked

with sugar. Instituting nutritionally balanced lunch programs, special

no-sugar lunches for affected students, or making parents aware (.4'f this

research, should be investigated.

-Class clowns are sometimes children who can't see from the back Qf

the class or who have emotional problems. Watching for possible

medical reasons (need for glasses) and being aware of problems

needing Special education might be more appropriate than punitive

actions--which may only contribute to perpetuating the already low

Self-esteem of these students.

Training in the normal development of children may aid in the early

identification of potentially _serious problems.'

Teachers ability to identify drug users should be encouraged.
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6. ECLECTIC /ECOLOGICAL APPROACH

Assumptions:

Behavior results from the interaction of characteristics of the individual

and various forces in the setting.

Normal behavior occurs _when the individual interacts in accordance with the

dynamic forces of his or rier environment,

The forces influencing behavior can be, biophysical-Antrapsychic phenomenological,

and behavioral.

Modifications of behavior can be achieved by changing the behavior itself, chang-

ing the setting, or changing the perceptions of those who consider the behavior

deviant.

An individUal's behavior may be modified by investigating the individual's total

environment, locating the source of the disturbance and utilizing any inter

technique which will bring about change.

Diagnostic Consideration

Focus: Interaction of various forces with the individual .

Doe's the individual's,behavior change in different settings ?.

Are the behavioral demands of each setting within the individual's total

environment compatible?

What is the primary source of the deviant behavior?

For whom is the deviant behavior a problem?

Which aspects of the, problem are amenable to change?

Goals of Intervention:

increase concordance between the behavior of the child andthe setting in

.which he or she resides.

Techniques Intervention:

Change individual behavior

Teach and encourage behaviors viewed positively by mainstream culture

Target children trained as behavior ,engineers (teach child to modify

behavior of others by changing their own behavior).'

Change in environment

Reorganize physical setting of classroom (seating arrangement and lei

centers, engineered classrooms)
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Employ a variety of classroom management techniques (rule enforcement,

appropriate learning materials)

Life space interventions (establish "therapeutic milieu," arrange physical

space and time and activity schedules; accept child's view, explore pos-

sible solutions, and present reality-oriented solutions as needed).

Change awareness and attitudes of those perceiving behaviot as deviant

Family members

School personnel

significant others

Teacher effectiveness training

Parent effectiveness training_

Family counseling

Special training for teachers

Examples;

A normally passive child rho persistently fights while riding the

school, bus may be reacting to foroeS in the bus setting. Rule

enforcement,reassigned seating, or alternate transportaticin may

suffice to change the environmental factors causing this behavior.

Th development of sexual interest is often perceived by parents as

abnormal and bad. Parent training and child development workshops

can be employed to resolve this misunderstanding.



Course

Module

Discipline

2.4 - Establishing Effective Discipline Practices

Background l-D 2.4._

-le hesis and Inter ons for the Videotap

Background
Materials

In'the,later portion of, Module 2.4, participants will boserve an audio vignette

called "Teacher, I Got Your Goat." Participants will be asked to draw upon one

of sic theories described in this module to solve the discipline problem

described in the vignette.

The attached materials are suggested hypothesis and interventions for the trainer

to supplement and facilitate participant discussion- at point 4,C In the module..

PSYCHODYNAMIC/INTERPERSONAL APPROACH

Suggested hypotheses:

Maleness of teacher stimulates
relationship with father

solved physical /sexual

Unfulfilled needs "for nurtu_ -_ce ("Maybe I am a baby")

Competitive behavior (towards teacher due to

sibling rivalry).

ested interventions:

Psychotherapy for girl

Family
rivalry)

olved

iseling (father /daughter relationships, sibling

Teacher Shotild model - appropriate adult behavior.

HAVIORAL APPROACH

Suggested hypotheses:

Teacher's attention to,studen sr -arks extended-the

verbal confrontatiod

Peers reinforced student's behavior (laughed, gave attention.)

Student misbehavior inadvertently supported by administration

(Immediately returned with note)

Lack of appropriate modeling from classmat

Insufficient reward_for_paying_ettention

Lack of predetermined code of behavior for classroom.



Suggested inte ions:

Teacher should ignore student talking, wait pntil class

silent before starting lecture

Reward attending behavior

Call attention to classmates that are attending

Establish behavior modification program (expectations,

rewards, contingencies).

SOCIOLOGICAL' APPROACH

Suggested hypotheses:

Problem relating to,black/White relationships, especially white

teacher, black students.

Teacher's difficulty in maintaining expected role of authority

in classroom

Student's needs to maintain or achieve leadership role in her

Subgroup

Curriculum not pertinent to needs of student's subgroup culture.

Suggested int entions:

Inservice training for teacher focusing on the needs and values of

Students' subgroup

Promote self-awareness of students to culture through. special units

of study, prejudice, contributions of blacks, sociology

Extend student awareness in relation to'roles and role expectations. .'

Suggested hypotheses:

Teacher's insecurity causes him to rely on authoritarian methods.

Classroom climap is-stressful and does not allow for student growth.

Student is alienated from the bureaucracy of the school and the culture

it represents.



Suggested interventions:

Teacher should structure learning situation to provide for positive

Individual attention and growth (learning packets, individualized -

instruction).

TeeCher should develop a more positive personal relationship with
individual students.

Teacher should allow student, in individual session, to express her

problems.

BIOPHYSICAL APPROACH

Suggested hypotheses:

Student's irritability due.to--
- drugs.

- improper diet and/or medical complications

- menstrual cycle

Class inattentive due to warm room, sitting for long periods of time

or need for 'physical movement.

SUggested interventions:

Comprehensive medics_ eza.mination for student

Information to class about:proper nutrition and health

Orthomolecula therapy

Teacher alert to room temperature

Incorporate physical movement into lesson (lea ing stations, board work,

experimental approaches)

Proper medication for irritability.

ELLECTIC/ECOLOGICAL1.APPROACH

Sug ested hypothesis:

Lack of support for teacher by administrator%

General classroom disruption (ripple effect)

Irrelevance of curriculum

Poor classroom management techniques.



Suggested interventions:

Prior understanding-of procedure for handling discipline probrdms on
school level (between teacher and administration)

Prior definition of class rules and
and teacher)

Relevant curriculum

Motivational teaching strategies'

Teacher should refrain
is disruptive

Teacher should

Teacher should
Work

contingencies (developed by class

from focusing on one individual when whole class

not become involved in otional public confrontation

start lesSon by having a student review previous day's

Teacher should assort himself
student behavior.

ietly and immediately terminate



Some Alternatives tc Corporal.. Punishment in the Schools

From, the NEA Task Force on Corporal Punishment Report, 1972

13y:

SHORT-RANGE SOLUTIONS

lTwin A.' Hyman, Ed b Director--

National Center for the Study
of/COrporal Punishment and
Alternatives in the Schools

czy

R.214.1

The first step that must be taken Is the elimination of the use of punishment as a

means of maintaining discipline. Then the ideas below can be-Used as temporary

measures-to maintain discipline while longer-range Programs are being'put into

effect,

1. Quiet places (corl oms retreats

Student-teacher agreement o ediate alternativei.

Teaming of adults-teachers, administrators, aides, volunteers (parents and

others) - to take students aside when they are disruptive and listen to theM,

talk to them, and counsel them until periods of instability subside.

4. Similar services for educators whose stamina is exhausted .

5. Social Workers, psychologists and psychiatrists to rk on a one- --one basis-

with disruptive students or distraught teachers

, G. Provision of alternative experience for students who are boxed, turned'

otherwise unreceptive to particular educational experiences:

a. independent projects .

b. li tening d viewing-. experiences with technological learning devices.

c library research

Student-teacher human relations retreats and outlin

Teacher (Or othe=r;itaff student-parent conferences.

Inserviceprograms.to help teachers and other school_ staff learn a variety of

techniques far building betterjntsrpersonal relations between themselves-and

students and among. students':
.



a. Class meetings (Glasser techniques)

b..z Role playing

c.. Case.study-wha would you do?

d. Student-teacher human relations retreats and outings

e. Teacher (or other staff) student-parent conferences

8. Class discussion of natural consequences of good and bad behavior (not

threats or promises) of what behavior is right; of what behavior achieves

desired results; of causes of a "bad day" for the class

Privileges to bestow ithdraw.

Approval or isapproval.

Other staff embers to work with a class whose teacher needs a bre_

INTERMEDIATE-RANGE SOLUTIONS

1. Staff-student jountly developed disciplines policy and procedures.

2. Staff-student committee implement discipline policy,

3. Parent education programs in interpersonal relations

.4. Staff in-service program on interpersonal relations on understanding

emotions, and on dealing with children when they are disruptive.

5. Student Mari relations councils and grievance, procedure.

6. Training for students and teachers in crisis intervention.

7. Training fdr teachers in dealing with fear. of physical violence.

Training fdr students in student advocacy,

9. Regular opportunities for principals to experience classroom situations.

LONG RANGE SO TIONS IN SCHOOLS

1. Full involvement of students in the decision-making process in the school.

. /

2. Curriculum content revision and expansion by students and staff to/

motivate student interest.

service programs on new teaching strategies-to maintain student



4. Alternate progr-

5. Work-study programs.

Drop-out-drop-back-in programs.

Alternative schools within-the public school system.

Early entrance to college.

Alternatives to formalaDrogkam during last two yeaks of high school.

10. Few enough students per staff member that staff can really get to know
stu tints.

Ad 4uate professional specialists - psychiatrists, psychologists, social

wojAers.

12. Aides and technicians to. carry out paraprofessional, clerical, and
technical duties so that professional staff are free to work directly
with students more of the time.

13. A wide variety of learning materials and technologica devices.

14. Full implementation of the Code of Student Rights.

15. Full implementation of &EA Resolution 71-12: "Student Involveme

The'National Education Association believes that genuine studen.E

involvement requires responsible student action which is possible if

students are guaranteed certain basic rights, among which are the
following: -the right to free inquiry .a7fict---expression; the right to due

process; the right to freedom of association; the right to freedom of

peachful assembly and petition; the right to participate in the
governance oftbe school, college, and university; the right to freedom

from discrimin'ation; and the right to equal educational opportuAity.

LONG RANGE SOLUTION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

--
Staff help from local and regional mental health and human relations

agencies.

More consultant staff work with individual problem students.

Mass media-pr,entations directed-to both the public and the profession

on the place of chi-dren in contemporary-American society.

4. Long-RSnqe intensive in-service prograMs to prepare all staff to become

counselors.

Some educational experiences relocated in-busine s Industry, and social



Increased human relations training in preservice teacher education and
specific preparation in constructive disciplinary procedures.

ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS (preventive, short & long - range)

1. A clearly presented and unambiguous definition of the schools and /or

particular classrooms: (1) conduct codes, (2) curriculum (3) administrative
procedures for dealing with disciplinary problems, (4) grading system and

(5) procedures for requesting and availability of special services.

2. Structuring the classroom in a way to minimize oppositional or negative
behavior. Xopple* considers=three major areasin this regard: emphasizing
(1) the students' concern about who they'are (identify), (2) how they

relate to others (relationship) and hoW'they can influence what happens to

them (power). When these Concerns are ignored, students are likely to
become hostile or "tune out". Strategies recommended include:

Magic Circle.

b. Providing opportunities for students to interact with each other, share
in decision making experience optional ways of learning.

Classrooms structured in a "compartmentalized" learning center format
and what Kopple refers to is the "Problems plans and sharing" format
(i.e. a time set aside during day or week for students to air this
concerns, help plan for individual or group work etc.)

d. Establishing a "Student Court".

e. Helping to facilitate a teacher's awareness and understanding of his/her
own feelings as they relate to students, individual needs, motivations

etc. (e.g. along the lines of T.E.T. format.)
,-....,

f. "One door to the Right": when a child gets beyondthe)tolerance level
for a teacher, he is sent to the classroom next door. The change in
group and place is sometimes enough -to help the child at the moment.

g- Attempting to recognize the feelings of the child, then following
through with a clear statement regarding the inappropriateness of the
particular behavior. Followed by clarifying limits, boundaries and
alternatives for the behavior.

h. Self disclos "messages," etc.

Fritz Red's "Life Space" interview technique:

Listen; try to find out the child's psychological perception of
the event.

Ask child what he/she thinks should be done about the situation

c. Teacher highlights the reality of the situation for child



d. Explore child's motivation for change; explore al '=natives

e. Develop a follow-through plan or contract.

3. Journal Entries reflecting both positive and negative aspects of a student

behavior.

4. Peer pressure

5. Keep chart for progress in the desired behavior direction. No matter how

slight, when progress is noticed - reinforce it verbally or if desired
through other positive means.

6. Carpets in the classroom. It has been the experience of some schools that
corpeting helps "calm down" young children who are often easily overstimu-
lated by environmental noise.

Peer Counselig in secondary schools.

Knowledge Id understanding of the development and growth patterns of
students allows the teacher to better realize whether certain behaviors
and trends are characteristic of a child'S level of maturity.

* *depafra suggests a variety of practical management techniques for the

cidtsroom, among them:

a. Providing adequate instruction at the appropriate instructional level
for each pupil.

b. Awareness of the pupil's background and previous experience which

contribute to his attitudes, values, and readiness to learn.

c. Avoid punishing entire group as a result
few individuals.

d. Convey rejection of a behavior, not an individual.

e. Never give additional homework as a "punis nt."

isbehavior of a

Recognize that much of unacceptable behavior is a symptom....of a
possible need for attention, affection, expression of fear, resentment,

insecurity, etc.

Make your punishment for the individual, not necessarily the offense.

Avoid punishing in the heat of your own anger.

i. In extensive cases, a visit by teacher to the home of a student
child and parents present can be both revealing and helpful.

j Avoid personally or publicly humiliating an individual.



k. Do not take taunting, provocative,, aggressive, etc. behaviors as a

personal affront. Be aware you are an authority figure in the eyes of

most of your students.

Use seating arrangements as a specific tool to achieve good discipline.

9. If consequences for misbehavior are not always carried out by the teaeher,

the resultant inconsistency may result in Children disregarding requests
for control, work, and attentiveness.

10. A child who exhibits low frustration tolerance and poor impulse control may
respond enthusiastically to a simple behavior modification program. After

obtaining a measure or estimate of the child's specific undesirable. behavior,
present hime with a daily or

Weekly chart and a set of positive reinforcements (free time, "homework-
passes," candy, fruit, nuts, stars, extra credit,-etc.). Explain the

behavior shaping program to him. Make initial goals easily attainable.
Reward generously at first for the desired and attained behavior. Be

absolutely consistent. Avoid punishing relapses, just reinforce the

positive developments. Discuss program with appropriate administrator

and parents before it begins. Pair the tangible reinforcers with praise.

Over time gradually work toward withdrawing-to reinforcement intermittently.

Eventually, just verbal approval.

Kopple, Henry. Alternatives to Corporal Punishment. Paper presented

APA, September 1, 1975.
-

deFafra, Carlos. 6Laanstionstoin. Economic
Press, 1968, West Orange, N.J.

*)prom: Report'of the Task Force on Corporal Punishment. 1972, National

Education Association,
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Course2 Discipline

RAcIduie 5 Alternatives tol Suspension

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

Dealing with the seriously disruptive student (e.g., a student who is excessively
truant or who commits violent actd against people or property) is of intense concern
to all persons involved in the school system. Teachers are fearful, and administra-
tors feel they have tried everything. The courts and much of the discipline research
caution against techniques such 'as suspension or expulsion. The purpose of this
module is to explore a variety Ofalternatives for dealing with serious behavior
problems without interrupting the students' educational experience.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. List two reasons why cPrporal, punishment or suspension do not address the
.

causes of disruptive behavio% or solve the problems

2. State it _east five issues
1

that must
.

be considered in developing e -:ctive

alternatives to suspenSion programs,
i

3. Summarize the components
.

of five models
pension program i

an in- school alternative to sus-

Refer to 15 models of alternatives to. suspension programs operating" ,

throughout the United States.

1

Target Audiences/Brea -outs

This is a core module targeted t the preoperational and Opera ional:' evel i.: It is

therefore appropriate for abroad mix.of participants. \



Course Disep ine

ul 2.5 - AlternativesMode

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flip chart (optional)
Marker

Materials

Transparencies

to Suspension

2.5.1 COPE Program
2.5.2 Afternoon Alternative School
2.5.3 Time Out Room
2.5.4 Quiet Room Program

Background Material (Trainer/Participant)

"Some Parameters To Consider When Designing and
Alternatives to Suspension Programs." Based on
M. Hayes Mizell.

Background Materials -(Trainer)

2.5.2 "Designing and Implementing EffecLive
pension," by M. Hayes Mizell.

Resource Ma erial

R.2.1.1

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

Implementing In-School
a conversation, with

n-School Alternatives to Sus-'

.NSRN IT/A Bulletin, Alternatives to Suspension Programs



cope Program
Wexford, Pennsylvania

Two roomsin school: Loung and study
room with carrels.

Program emp asizes:

1) Teaching consequences of
unacceptable behavior

2) Regular acadetnic responsibilities.

3) dounseling/referral to community
agencies

4) Crisis counseling
4



Afternoon Alternative School
Syracuse, New York

Twelve teachers from throughout the
school.district work with .about 100
students each year

Operates from 2:00 :00 p.m.

Program includes:

1) Work-study experiences

2) Individual counseling

3) Self-paced learning packages

4) Learning geared toward vocational
goals

3



Tinte Out Room

St. Petersburg, Florida

One full-time moderator in one room.

Program emphasizes preventative
approach:

) Student is removed from only
classes which are troublesome,
usually one to three periods daily.

) TOR is isolated froth other students
but lunches Fand breaks are not
sepprate.

) Uses values clarification exe cises-
and Transactional Analysis.



()diet Room Program (

Uncoln, Nebraska c---

Monitored by principal or assistant
principal. Y

*- Located in Small rao near administrative-
-o ce

Program.
1) Reali Therapy approach

2) Student held responsible for
havior and mutt live with

consequences
Strict rules enforced
Tries to alleviate classroom of,1

problems
5) -GiveS: students time to think thitigs

over
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71 :POLIMP
Agenda

Module - Alternatives to SuSPension by' Module
Total Time 45 minutes

Module Summary

This module explores a variety of alternatives for dealing with the seriously disruptive

student without interrupting the student's educational experience.

A Corttent Summary Time

Introduction

Relevant issues in dealing with the seriously disruptive student are

reviewed. A rationale for moving away from punitive methods and

toward programs that'more effectively deal with.the stUdent:is,pre-

sented.

.
Illustrations of In- School - Alternatives

_0

Introduction and. Sharing' of Alternatives,-7_

Su'spension, Programs'

COPE Program, Wexford, Pennsylvania

-

A lounge and
,

study room are used, to con nue-regular course
work with counseling support and special sessions on the con-
sequences of unacceptable behavior.

- .

Afternoon Alternative School, Syracuie,_New York

Twelve teachers_provide.indivictualized instruction and coo di-

nate work-study experience in an after school program.

Time Out Room, St. :Feibrsburc, Florida'

.

.r

,Disruptive students from one to three classes are
placed in a special clalsroom. Values clarificati

transactional'analysisare employed.

The u'et P_ Lincoln, Nebraska

emoved and
n and

The principal and assistant principal monitor a program based
on the reality therapy approach.

-tonclddin Remarks

5 min.

15 min.
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Activity/Content Summary

Discussion of Issues in Developing and Evaluating In-School Alternatives

A. introduction

Question Number 1: How Should Referra Be Accomplished?

C. Question N 2: Who Should Make Decision to A

'Question Number 3: What Justification Is There?

,Question Number What about Due Process?

F. Question How Much Time Will Be Involved?

Question Number 6: Where Will the Program Be Located?

Question'Number 7 What about Staff Selection?

uestion Number B: Nova Will -Students

Question HowCan Problft Dia n

Question NuMber about Counseling, Instruction, and

Other Support Servipe-s?

L. - Question Number 11: What Are the Criteria Evalua
-----

.EffectivenesS of P o

Group Discussion

Participants discu a alternative programs with which they: are

Time

15 min.

10 min..
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Module 2.5 - Alternatives to Suspension

Materials/Equipment

Background
Materials
R2.5.1

Detailed
WalkThivugh

Sequence /Activity Description

Introduction (5 min.)

(NOTE: Trainer should refer to NSRN Resource Bulletin 82.5.1,

Alternatives to Suspension Programs, which is included in

Trainer Background Materials.),

Trainer should make the following points:

In this module we will explore the problems in schools pre-

.

seated by disruptive students who appear more entrenched in

their Ways;,e.g., excessively truant, aggressive, assaulting

people, or damaging property. -We will not deal-with behavior

and actions that have to be referred to police departments,

such as rape.

'Although it, in a good idea to try,behavior modification and

other:educative approaches first, they Cannot, by the

selves, work all thetime.

o The more severe and traditional methods for dialing with

serious disturbances,sometimes eliminate the immediate prob7,

lems, but -more is becoming known about their 'negative,,long-

term effects. For example: .
.

More blacks than whites are expelled-

Corporal punishment- increases aggressive behavinr

- ,Incidences .of vandalism increase in-areas wherd there

are high rates'of'suspensidn-__ .
_ .,

isiorioally,,there have been no substitutes for dealing

:ith substantially deviant behavior-4

Recently, in reacting to the findings on the negative

effects of traditional discipline,isome schools are find-'

inghardline approaches ,that do.'not substantially disrupt

thestudents eddcatiOn.

This moddle,will explore some o_ these program8.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

MinilectureflpinkTansparencies: Illustrations of In-School Alter
natives to Suspension prams (1.5 min.)

A. IntrOduction

Trainer Makes the following points:

The programs developed to deal with the disruptive student
without interfering with the student's academic responsi-
bilities vary in size, cost,, staffing needs, size of stu-
dent enrollment, and complexity.

Some alternatives to,suspension programs are formal while
some are ad hoc.

Many operate within the regular school building make,use
of one floor, one or two classrooms, a lounge, or-a'parti-

,tioned portion of, an auditorium stage.

Often these,programs have adirector, but some are managed
by'the.principal, vice principl, -or counselors.

The.followinuare four illustrations of effective:alterna-
tives-to suspension programs currently operating through-
out the-United Statei, ___ -'

, .

,- ------

B. COPE program, Wexford, Penn y nip
--.,

Transparency
'2.5.1

Show Transparency 2.5.1 and' make the point below.

Cape Program
Wexford, Pennsylvania

TWo rooms in school: Lounge and study
room with carrels.

Program emphasizes:

.1) Teaching consequences o
unacceptabletehavior

2 Regular adademic responsibilities

3) Counseling/referral to communl
agencies

4) Crisis counseling



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Ac ivi .Description

Transparency
2.5.2

o The goals of this program are to provide counseling and
learning opportunities for hard-to. reach students in order
to help them-increase those social and academic competen-
cies that are necessary for coping with adult life.

o The program, now in its sixth year, has a director who is
assisted by a school psychologist and counseling interns.

o Students Are usually in the program from 1 to 10 days,
and the school district funds the program.

o Virtually no students have repeated_thoprogram, and,good
feedback has come from families and the\community.

Afternoon Alternative School S racuse New York\

Show Transparency 2.5.2 and Make the points below.

Afternoon'Alternative School
Syracuse, New York

Twelve teachers from throughout the
school district woik With abou2100
students each year.

Operates from 2:00-8:00 P.M-

-- Program inciiidep:.
1) WoricStudy experiences

2) Individual counseling

) Self pitied learning'packages

4). Learning gear toward vocational
goals

This'Afternoon Alternative.School (AAS) operatesat a more
complex 'levet than the COPE program and contains Several:
social and educational.p'rograms.'

o--The-emphaSis-is- on- basic'-educational skills geared to ocCu-
- .pational goals% Regular educationkl,requirements.must be

met for advancement.

-4z

o The'AAS PrOgram, which started.in-the fill of 1979,-uses
one wbPle floor of a regular school building, and-has a ,

staff of 12 full=tiMe teachers.'



Materials/.
Equipment Sequence /Activity description

Transparency
2.5.3

Evaluations of the program will be.made bythe dep4y-
;superintendent for instruction and-will he based onindi-

dual,atudent achievement as compared to previous *form-
ante-- recordst'

Time Out Rdom St. Pe 1=sbu Florida

Show Transparency 2.5.3 and make the points

: Time Out Room

St. Petersburg, Florida

One full-time moderator in one room.

Program emphatizeS preVentative
approach:

1) Student is removed from Only
clasSes which are troubiesme,
usually one to three. periodt

2) -.TOR'is,isolated from other students
-but lunches and breaks are not
separate..,

Uses values,s clarification,exercises
and 11.ansectiorial Analysis:

The Time but Room is'unlike the COPE Program-and he AlteF-
;

native Afternoon School in:thatit is much less expensive
to run and requires less space. Only one full7time monitor.:
and one classrookare used. \

, -
\

o ..This humanistic,nonpunitive
,

program aims to equip itudents
. withsiills for "school survival" and is_hased on {the idea
that serious problems can.be,prevented with planned early'
intervention: Transactional analysis, values clarifica-
tion, and effectiveness training'are utilized.,

0

o Now in its eighth year, the program-is used -1/2 38 states.
The drop:in suspension rates is reported to oe from 30
percent to 98 percent.

Other low-cost spinoffs from:the'T me-Out;Rom concept have
been started'in Columbia, Maryland (Contract Room) and
Lincoln, NebrasRA (Quiet Aoom PrograM)



Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

E. The suiet Room Pro am Lincoln Nebraska

Show Transparency 2.5.4 and make the pointsTransparency
2.5.4

Quiet Room Program

Lincoln, Nebraska

Monitored by principal or assistant
principal.

Located in small room near administrative
office.

Program:

1) Reality Therapy apiiroach
2). Student held responsible for

behavior and must live with
consequendes

3) Strict rules enfo
4) lies to, alleviate classroom of tts

problems
.5) Gives students "time to Think things

over

This program,,which is p_unitive.in nature, uses one class-
room with study carrels. Because it is located beSide the;
principal's office, it can be supervised closely.

No extra Money or staffing is
Aar-program.'

:In'its'two'years ofusel the progr
"an effeCtive way-to handle- classroom

. ors are reported, to like it.

Concluding Remarks

as been 'described as
problems,"' and teach-

There are many other programs reportin
located .throughout the United States.

good results

Resource o The NSRN National-Center has a listing and sumMary descrip-
R.2.5.1 tian of 15 of these programsdn a' resource bulletio Alie4

natives to Suspension Pkograms, which is included as
Background Material t.2.5.1 in your-Participant Guide.
Additional copies may be ordered from NSRN.



Materials/
Equipment

Background
Material .

2.5.1

Sequenc /Activity Description

Discussion of
tives (15 min.

IssuesinDevelopirjg rad,Evaluating In-School Alterna-

.

(EOTE: Trainer should refer to Background Material, 2.5.1, "Some
Parameters To Consider When Designing In-School Alternatives
to Suspension. Programs

A. Introduction

Trainer should make the following points:

o We have just finished looking at efforts by feur schools to
implement alternatives to suspension programs.

,

It is important to remember' that none' f the,disruptive
-students involved requiredToliCe referral or intervention.

In developing these four programs, as yell as, the others
summarized in the background material; administrators haa,
to deal w'th a number of issues and answer specific quea.7

We will now look at:some of these questions which must be
addressed both in Starting an alternative program or in
evaluating one that is. already eperatin

(NCTR: Trainer may wish to choose" some rather-thanall-of the
following questions fdr di6cussion. Trainer may also
wish to note the - ,questions on a flip chart.)

Flip chart
`Optional),
Marker-

Discussion

arker

Question Number 1: How Should Referral Be Accomplished?

A clear state ent isneeded of when and how.to refer.

This statement must be communicated to all staff.

uestion Number 2: Who. Should. Make Decision to Admit?

o A designated "gatekeeper" who has the authority to evaluate
the student. It is- necessary to collect as much informa
tion'on the student from as niany'sources as possible (e.g.,
other-students, teachers, parents.

Question Number

o Sufficient
ral.

What Justification Is There?

documpntation ip always needed to justify refe

o .The documentation should describe'. h'e behavior problem
prompting referral and past attempts to solve the p



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/ActiVity Description

Questioh Number 4:_ What About Due Process?

Sjudents should be advised as to why referral. was made.
i .

I

Students.have the right to tell their side ofthe story.

I i

F. uestion Number How Much Time Will Be Invised?
r

An average stay is one to three days.
1

1

o lA stay should not go more than three days without a review.
1

1

uestion Number ---ere Will the Pr- ram,Be Located?

o ; The alternative program can be locateitin a classroom con-
! verted area, or portable classroom.

ol
'

The area should be away from normal activities of school.
J

o The setting should be austere.

o Basic resources of the classroom, e.g books and

are needed.

stion Numbr,7 What About Staff eletion

'.0 This is the most crucial. asPect.

Staff-should be individuals mho--

Want tOwork with the progribi-
Want to. work with 'students who ;have problems

-% Can relate to minority students.

uestion Number 8:- How Will Students Do!Homemork?

Procedures,need to be set up for student
complete their usual glassclass.

to receive and

uestion Number 9:. How Can Problem Dia osis Be Achieved?

essential to identify and work with correcting
root problems respoasible for students' Misbehavior.

uestion Number I at Ahout Cams& Instruction

and Other Suppor Services?

-he

Thought must
workers, and
working with

be. given to how psyghologists attendance
special education consultants can assist in
these students.

)



NWterialsi
Equipment

;

Sequence /Activity Description

uestion Number 11:
tiveness of Program?

Are the/Criteria for Evaluatin Effec

o Questions to evaluate the program are as follows:

- Has there been a reduction in numbei of out-of-school
disciplinary suspensions?

- What do race, age, and sex data reveal about who is
being referred? Who is doing the referring? What are
the major reasons for referring students?

Have students who have been, through the program
increased their academic and social skills'and atten-
dancedance

,

Have students developed greater self-di

Has the program involved more parents?

Has it served a broad range of students?
r

cipline?

Has it beercekcessively used as a Aisciplina_
response? . -

Grchm, Discussion and-Conclusion (10 min.)

Trainer.should asks partic ants the following,:

have any of you worked with alternatives to suspens
:;

Will younshare theM with us briefly?

on
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2 - D sci-line

2.5 - Alternatives Suspension

2.5.1

Backgrou d
Materials.

Some Parameters To Consider When Designing and Implementing
In-School Alternatives to Sus ension Programs

Based on aconversation with
M.'Hayes Mizell, Associate
Director, Southeastern Public
Education/Program, American
Fr en Service-Committee
401 ColUMbia, Building
Columbia, South Carolina



REFE

-4

1. There needs to be a clear statement of the circumstances under
.which a referral to the in- school alternative is appropriate

and a procedure for making-the referral. This statement must be
communicated to the schdol staff, students, and parents in
writing.

WHO 2. Designate a specific person to be the "gatekeeper." This staff

DECIDES? ,member should have the authority to evaluate the need for, and
wisdom of, the student's referral based. on a preassignment in-
vestigation involving conversations with the student, her/his
parents, and the referring educator.

JUSTIFI- A referral should be accompanied by sufficient documentation to
CATION juatify the referral. Thedocument should state what behavior

prompted the referral, and what ef forts were.made to identify
and solve the problem Prior to referral.

DUE 4. Students.should be afforded the minimal due process rights out-
PROCESS lined in Goss v. lopez,before the,assignment takes.place. -The

student should be.advised as to why the assignment has been ,

recommended and should have a opportunity to present her/hit

TDE

LOCA-
TION.

side of-the story.

The issue` of how long the student wil stay with the program it
Very important.' It =St cases an assignment of from one to three
dayS will probably be sufficient to work with the student to try
and ident"he problem.," No student should stay in the Program -
for more than three days without a review of her/his progress'
during&the first three days. Any recommendation that the ,student
remain in the program beyond three days should be, accompanied
docuMentation_detailing the rationale for ihe recommendation, an
,explanation of the activities and services proposed for the student,
and what is to be accomplished during the, remaining days.

the assignment of -a student to a specific Plade within ,the
N',echool building-for-a 'specific, period of time is .part of the in-

-- school alternative, attention needs:o be given-to the location

of this facility. Itmaybe a classroom that is,not in use, a
rtabie classroom, or ever, a COnvertedstorage area: One school

even set up a program in an . unused area behind\theetage. Regard-

lessof what kind'of,=facility'is used, it, should be- somewhat
removed from the normal traffic patterns within the school_. The

facility'shOuldprobably be an austere setting which does not pro-
vide the-visdal stimulation usually found in normal clastroome.
Chairs, desks or .study .carrels, book cases i and file cabinets are

all that 1S-required. However, students should have access to
study materials and aids thatwould.dtherwise be available to thsm,
in the..regular classroom.-
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STAFF 7. .There is no more crucial aspect of developing an in-school

SELEC- alternative to suspension than selecting the staff who will

TION work with the students assigned to the Program. The staff of
the program must be selected from individuals whoa-

Want to work with the program_
o Want to_mork with students who have problems
o Have-demonstrated their ability to work successfUlly

with students with'probiems
o Can relate well to students with a variety of class an

cultural orientations
o Are mOre interested in identifying and solving .real problems

than in merely responding to or modifying misbehavior
'symptoms -

-o Are patient, caring,, and committed to'students

The interview and selection process of the stafffor the program
could be,sidedby creating a special selection panel. The, panel

should-include-administrators and teacherd who are experienced
and successful in working with_thetypes of students who may be-
essigned'to the-in-school alternative4rograMit-is probable
hat staff members, will algo have torelate to memberS7Of-the
student's family and. possibly visit her/his home.

PERCEP- Another important, dimension of the in-school alternative-program
TIONS OF is how -it.is perceived by regular classroom teachers and schp61

OTHERS administrators, and how they relate to it It is critical that

-_ eth regular school personnel understand the philosOphY behind th
,

'program, why it has been created, And how it will Work. The best

-chance for - gaining, the uhderstanding.and support of such personnel
is to make special efforts at the'very initial stAges of the

planning. to discuss the concept with them, receive their.vi.ews
and suggestiong, and incorporate'their ideas intolthe program

,

when appropriate. -,

HOME- Alternative programa which involve.temporarily assigning-students

'WORe to a separate facility in the school will necehsitateteachers
sending a' student'i daily assignment to -the staff of the elterna-

tive program. This assignment may be the same as given to other_In , i

students-, Or it may be tailored so as'. to be. more' intensive and to
reguire more activities of the student who is assigned to the
alternative. In either case, there will have to be a cl6se working-

4 6

relationship between the classroom,teacher and-the stafflof therelationship

alternative program.,
I '1

.
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`DIAO- 10. Teachers and administrators may also have to work with th'e alter-
NOSIS native program staff to assist them in identifying and correcting

the root problem responsible for the student's misbehavior.: This
will takp time, and it may not always be a pleasant experience
since the teacher or the administrator may be part of they problem.

INVOLV- 11. It is also necessary for the staff of the alternative program to
ING THE involve the parents of students in discussion about and an analysis
PARENTS of a student's behavior. This may =be a long and difficult process

that may require home visitations.

INSTRUC- 12. It should be made clear that if students are in an alternative
TION program which temporarily removes them from the regular class,

they must receive a quality of instruction comparable or supe-
to that theY would otherwise receive. Such instruction should
be at a level appropriate for the student. Any tests .or other

important work being givenin the student's regular classroom
should,alSo be available to the student in the in-school alter-
native p rogram. Thus, the student who is in' the alternative
program should not be academically penalized or be permitted to
do nothing in the program.

COUNSEL- n-school alternative should also include a component

ING which invelves individual or group counseling. Unless there

is some opt3ortunity to work with students--and even parents,
peers, and teachers--within the context of a counseling modyl,
it is unlikely the root of the student's misbehavior
will be identified; or that the student will be successfully
involved in its solution.

SUPPORT 14. While the in-school alternative program me.y be somewhat

SERVICES separate from the activities of the regular school program,

its staff must have access tothe school system's Support
services. In developing the program, thought must be given
to how such school-personnel as psychologists, attendance
workers, special education consultants, counselors, community
-relations staff, ombudspersons, and transportation supervisors
will relate to the alternative program staff in order to
assist them in working with students.

FO 15. Once a student leaves the in-school alternative program, it

is important to have some process of follow up to determine

how the student is getting along in regular classes. One

component of this followup should be to determine how
successful the in-school alternatiVe has been in:helping
solve the root problems of the student's misbehavior. One
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approach is to use a form or card whichenableseach teacher.
the Student sees throughout the course of a normal school day
to-indicate how the student is getting along in-class. This -is

turned in to a school adMtinistrator, with a copy -to the alternative
program staff, at the end of each school day.

FUND- 16. The extent to which additional funding may, be required to provide

INC the services and staff for an in-school alternative program de-
pends largely on how creatively an administrator uses the services
and staff already available to her/him, and how many students may
be involved in the program. It should not be assumed that an
in-school alternative cannot be implemented without additional

funding. The Emergency School Aid Act can provide funds to
eligible districts for a range of services and personnel if the
districts meet the program's criteria. Title IV-C of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act can also provide funds. Some

staff for the alternative program may be funded through the Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act. The Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention Act is the only Federal legislation
which specifically provides funds to prevent unwarranted and

arbitrary suspensions.

PROGRAM 17. The in-school alternative should be carefully monitored and

EVALUA- evaluated at regular intervals throughout the school year in

TION order to determine if it is achieving its intended purposes.
The following questions may provide a useful framework for

determining the success of the program:

Has the program actually resulted_in a significant reduc-

tion in the number of out-of-school disciplinary suspen-
sions? (Compare suspension data from prior to the imple-
mentation of the alternative program with data for a
comparable period of time while the program has been in

operation.)

o What does data concerning referrals and assignments to
the alternative program reveal? (Compile data that in-

cludes information on the race, sex, grade level of stu-
dents referred to the program; compares the number and
types of students referred to those actually assigned to
the alternative program; reveals the number of referrals
made by individual teachers or administrators; indicates
how many students spent how many days in the alternative
program; cites the reasons students were referred and/or

assignedto the program; and provides information on the
number and types of students who were referred and/or
assigned to the alternative program during a given period

of 4me.)
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Have students involved in the in-school alternative program

significantly increased their academic, social (coping,
interpersonal skills), and attendance success as A result
of having participated in the program?

o` Has the alternative program resulted in students'developing
greater self-discipline (as manifested by students not
being assigned to the_ alternative more than once)?

Has the alternative program resulted in more parents being

involved in the disciplinary process?

o Has the alternative served a broad range of students (by
sex, race, socioeconomic background, etc.) who have violated

school rules, rather than served only one group identified
as "the discipline problem"?

o Has the alternative served only those students most in need
or has it been excessively used as a disciplinary response?

(Check to see if the number of students participating in
the in-school` alternative,is equal to or more than the num-

ber of students form,r1v receiving out-of-school suspensions.)
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Let me say at the beginning that the subject of designing

and implementing in-school alternatives to suspension is broad

and requires a more extensive discussion than is possible

because of the time constraints imposed on this presentation.

Therefore, this paper is somewhat sketchy and does not fully

develop the many considerations that should be kept in mind in

'develOping in- school alternatives.



During the past several years the frequent use and abuse of

short-term ,,out-of sch 01 suspensions as a disciplinary technique

used by publib school adm'inistratorS has-come under increasing

scrutiny and criticism. A number of authoritative reports at the

local, state, and national level have documented the reasons for

such suspensions and\the,eXtent to which they are used. 2 The word

"suspension" has startedtc take on a connotation of opprobrium

that is an embarrassment. te) schools.rather than to students. The

.sensitivity of some school officials to the disrepute of SuspensionS

has even-given rise to a euphemistic nomenclature which seems

designed to obfuScate the. practice\Cf disciplinary exclusions.

But whether the practice of temporarili,barring children frOm
\'

attending school as a responde to real aiperc4ved cases of mis-

behavior is called "three day removal," " assclosure " or

"sending the student home for the remainder f,the day,", the result

is still the, suspension of students from school-

The current reaction to the widespread use of suspensions

has been prompted by a variety of new perceptions, nalyses,
\

and presdures. Among these are:
\\.

An awareness that suspending students from schol

for attendance offenses ("truancy," "cutting cis:

"excessive tardiness," "leaving campus without

permission ") is an irrational and ineffective

disciplinary response which only compounds the

problems of absence from school;



An understanding that suspension is not the most

effective or productive response to:a:range of

non - violent, non-overtly disruptive'Offenses suck

as "Smoking," "disrespect," use of abusive

language, -" 'insubordination " or, as in one

school district, "public affection;"

Pressures from law enforcement officials and

juvenile court judges who have complained that

suspended students frequently get into trouble

in the coMmunity when they are unsupervised

and uninvolved in constructive activity;
3

A realization by school officials that students

who are suspended from school are not counted in

the average daily Attendance, and that such

cumulative absences jeopardize a School district'

anticipated level of'state financial aid (where

,state aid formulas are based On ADA);

-- Findings that minority, culturally different

students, and students from low-income families

are more likely to be suspended at a rate signi

ficantly disproportionate:to the percentage of-

their enrollment among all students'attending

school;



An acknowledgement by school administrators that

short -term, out-of-school suspensions have too

often been used as a convenient and simplistic

response to a complex set of problems which may

be the shared responsibility of school personnel,

the-student, and the student's family and

community;

-- Criticisms by parents and community groupd that-

school officials are abdicating their s eSponsi--

bilitiedto-students when they remove students

from school without first using a range of

techniques and services to identify and remedy

the problems responsible for the commission of

the real or perceived disciplinary offense;

-''Experiences that suggest suspensions are not

the best method for communicating with parents

about the behavior of their children, or for

entistin parental support for the discipline

goals.of the -sChoolv

Evidende that suspensions are now so inappropriately

used that they are not a deterrent to student

misbehavior thdt they do not instill self-discipline,

and that they do not insure .student misbehavior

will not recur.

As a result-0f the above, and many, other concernsi school

officials are making greater' efforts',to,develop- and utilize



disciplinary respOnses which do not exclude students from school.

The genric tetm flin-school alternatives to suspension" may

_

describe many different kinds of efforts to deal within the

school with student disciplinary offenses that would have formerly

resulted in out-of-school suspension. Such efforts may be informal

and ad hoc, or they may be formal

areall predicated on a sonscious

term; out-of-school suspensions as

and highly organized, but they

decision not to utilize short-

response to certain student

offenses. While such a decision may represent a sincere effort

to reduce or eliminate out-of-school suspensions, it should be

recognized that the decision also represents a de facto admission

by school officials that they are unable or unwilling t

successfully initiate and execute the kinds of preventive instruc-

tional, organization, and management strategies which wil minimize

the manifestations of inappropriate behavior by students. The

decision to develop in-school alternatives is at least a recogni-

tion of the harm and futility of out-of-school suspensions, and

hopefully it is predicated on an intention to better serve students.

But it alsomeans that all of the knowledge, discussion, curriculum,

workshops, c.Aferences, publications and professional rehtoric
4

focusing on the why and how of meeting the educational and human

needs of individual students have either been inappropriately applied

or havhad limited impact in many local schools and individual

classrooms. In-school alternatives can be a valuable step towards

better meeting students needs but they must not be allowed to

deter or replace more fundamental. educational efforts which will

prevent the kinds of behavior to which n-school alternatives are



It is not the purpOse.of this paper to describe the

types of in-school alternatives to suspens

any

n, that informatio iS

readily available elsewhere and'echool officials who are considering

the developMent of alternatives should make use of those resources.
4

However, just because a disciplinary practice Carries the.label
f

of an "in- school alternative to suspension" it cannot be assumed

the needs of children are being better served or that it represents

a qualitative improvement over previous disciplinary practices.
t.

Any disciplinary practice, including an in- school alternative, can

be misused and later in this paper we will set forth a number of

criteriaithat must be met if an in- school Alternative is to be .

judged a, positive.

committment to design-and implement an effective in-school

alternative to suspension necessarily implies A recognition of

the neg tive consequences of the frequentuse of out-of-school

suspenSions. Because it is an opportunity for a new beginning,

it islimportant fOr the development of any in-school .alternative

to be/preceded by a. period, of reflection-Jana thought.



The prodess of reflection should represent an effort to-

'assess the purpose, practice, and effect of the use of suspensions.

That pro6ess might be facilitated if administrators take the

tie to arrive at honest and thoughtful answers to:the following

questions,

Why has our school. used out-of-school suspensions?

In what ways have out-of-school suspensions limited

our ability to help students and solve problems

related to school discipline?

What groups) has borne the consequences of our

use of out -of- school suspensions, and why? What

has been the impact of those suspensios on the

persons affected?

How have we monitored and evaluated the effect of

our use of t-of- school suspensions?

What have been.the effects of our use of out-of-

school suspensions we do not want to repeat in

other disciplinary efforts?

To what extent has our school's use of-out-of-'

school suspensions been at our own discretion

(as Opposed to suspensions mandated by-school

board policy or district office directives).



What has been our experience regarding the relationship

between the behavior of school.Personnel and the

behavior of students? How have we accepted the res'pen-'

sibility'for remedying the inappropriate behavior of

individuals from both groups?

How do parents, teachers, and students perceive the

system of discipline within the school? What are

their attitudes and expectations regarding discipline?

lHow do these relate to-my own philosophy and practice?-

The answers to these questions may provide some under-

standing and insight from which valuable lessons may be drawn

and applied to the development of an in-school suspension alter

native. On the-other hand, developing an alternative in the

absence of such-iefiection may mean the mistakes of the past

will re- emerge in a new guise to corrupt the intended.benefits

of the alternative.

'Scholl officials who are developing in- school alternatives

to suspension should make pure their efforts are bathed on a solid

f.

philosophical foundaLion.- If they believe the primary purpose of

the alternative is to punish students, or to control students, or

to modify the behavior of the students, then it is unlikely the

long-term results of the alternative will differ much from the

results of other disciplinary practices conceived within a similar

philosophical framework.- Again, however, the development of an.

dn-sohool alternative provides an opportunity to reassess past

assumptions and practices and to take a different approach.



The-Problem with many disciplinary, practices is that they.

are designed more As an,expedient response to real or perceived-
,

student misbehavior -than as an effort to identify- and remedy the

cause(S) of the behavior. The naintehance of authority, control,

and states too often determine the nature of the disciplinary

response, frequently to the exclusion of helping the child or

solving the problem which Cs at the root of the child's misbehavior

symptom. Such.responses not only result in,ineffective disciplinary

practices but they can lead to a school official's abuse- of powe

1- school suspension- alternatives should be developed for

thdpurposes of (1) helping the child, (2) identifying and

reMedying the root problem(s) responsible for the real or per-

ceived comission of a disciplinary offense, 'helping ,students

develop self-discipline, (4) gaihing knowledge about the factors

-contributing to discipline-related proble i and initiating pre.

ventive measures to reduce those problem: /(5) eliminating the
fi

7.1

use of Out-of-school disciplinary suspensions for all offenses

except those which clearly threaten the security of the school

community, and (6) proVidiqg a frame -k within which school-,

personnel can work on achieving the first five goals while enabling

the majority of the students in the school to continue toA:mrti-

cipate, without interruption, in the school's instructional

process.

ertainly hese are goals based on a philosophy that

discipline in the schools goes beyond issues of\punishment and

control, and that_Suggesti school officials have an extensive

responsibility to students. !But unless the goals of an in-school



suspension alternative are- developecLon this or a similar philo-

sophical base, the potential of the alternative may not be fully

realized-.

It is important. to recognize that the objective of'an

in- school alternative must not be restricted to merely reducing

the number of out-of-school suspensions. Detention- programs

which address none of the other goals stated above have succeeded

in achieving the limited objective'of keeping students in school,

but it is highly questionable whether students ;have really been

helped or whether future problems have been prevented. .in-school

alernatives to suspension which result only in students sitting

in a room is an irresponsible manageMent technique which, in the

long term, is not likely to help either the student or the school.

Such a-misuse of an in-school alternative also provides a

convenient means for ignoring. the fact that the student may be

only one factor in the root problem responsible for the student's

real or perceived MiSbehavior. It does little good to involve a

student in an in-school alternative if there is a:prejudgment

it is always the student's misbehavior which h-needS to be modified.

SchObl officials must be, willing to come tsi gripa with the fact' that

the root problem of a student's misbehavior maY also be found,

in whole or in part=

in how a teacher manages his/her clasSroom or relates

to students;

.- in the hasty judgments of 4ahool'perS-nnel whose:,

reactions are based on partiaL information, or on".



cultural /racial stereotypes or on hi s/h r personal

values;

-- in a range of,other school - related,' peer-related,

-related, or community-related-factors.

While school officials are often willing to acknowledge the role

`of peFs and the student's family aspossible contributors to, the

student's misbehavior, they` are. less frequently" willing to acknowledge

oraddress school-related-factors. If in-school alternatives per-
.

petuate the inclination to modify the'studeht's misbehavior

symptim, but do not .provide a:Context forAdentifying and remedying

the root cauSe:of the probledwherever, it-is found and:whomever

it involves--then the alternatives will- represent "discipline as

usual" for the ptudent and the school.

in-school-alternative is t6 provide,a framework

within which problems are to be solved'- -not merely ignored, mis-
4

claSsified, or remdved from the,classroom--then school officials

must be committed to developing an alternative that permit s the

program staff to make an objective analysis of what the problem

really is and givesthem the power and support to deal with it.

If the.misbellevio S.:of peers,. teachers, administrators, and parents

are found to be a major factor leading to, student mi behavior.,

then those behaviorsmuStHbe addresSed. This should be done even

when recognizing and confronting such behaviors 'threatens the

Status quo of the power relationships and:_the political dynamics

in theschool community. Of course must be recognized that

peers, teachers, admnistrators, and parents--like students--

are prone to human error and bad j- udgment. Like students, they



often need help in identifying the source of the problem and

Confronting their own role in

The design of an alternative should reflect both

an' ambition to deal -ore'substantively and successfullywith

student-Misbehavior, and a sehse of realism based :On an intimate

.,knowledge of students' needs, and the informal and formal structures

and'relationships in the schools. This means teachers, admin-

isErators, students, and parents should be involved in designing

the in-school alternative. It is essential for this planning

process to be deliberate.and thoughtful, and for all the partici-

pants to be well informed about various alternative models.

Designers Of an in-school alternative to suspension should

oconsider the following major components:

Criteria and procedures " for- Referral

The in-school alternative should not 'be viewed as the

solution to every case of a student's misbehavior in the classroom,

nor should it be assuMed that the referral of the student to the

alternative is the best response to. every violation of the

sChbol rules. If in-school alternatives result in removing and

isolating students from the regular classrooms and if that process

is easy and convenient for the classroom teacher, then there is

the temptation for.the teacher or administrator to abdicate his/

her responsibility 6r-effective discipline-.in the classroom and

the Achool. Therefore, theremust be a'thlear statement of the-

circumstances-under. which a referral to the in' sthool alternative

is appropriate and theprocedure for making the referral. This

,statement must be communicated to the school's staff, students,

and parents in writing



It ris also wise to designate a specific person to be the

"gatekeepor'- the in-school alternative. This administrator or

other school staff member should e the person who screens all

referrals -to the,alternative in- order to determine if such referrals

are appropriate' and'necessary to solve the root problem. Such an

individual must not assume a role of "processing" referrals, as

some assistant principals have processed out-of-schbol suspensions

in an assembly-line fashion. Further, this "gatekeeper" must have

the authority to evaluate the need for and the wiSdom of the student's,

ref erral to- e" alternative bated on a pre-assignment, investigation

inVolving conversations with the student, his/her parents, and the

referring educator.. This person should.be empowered to assign or

not assign thestudent tothe in-school Alternative and, when appro7-7

priate to recommend the use o,less formalized alternatives which

Would: more likely meet the student's weeds and more"guidklyreturn.

',him/he, to the regular 'classroom.

A referral to an in- school alternative-must be accompanied

by sufficient documentation to justify the,referral. The docu-

mentation should state What incident or behavior prompted the

referral and what efforts were made to identify and solve the

problem prior. to referral. A teacher's written suggestions or

ddilmens to facilitate the identification and solution of.the

problem responsible for the referral should also be solicited

As.another partof,the referral process, students' should

be afforded the minimal -due procesS rights outlined in Coss v.

149ez, before the assignment takes place. The student should be

advised as to-'why the assignment has been recommended, and should



have an opportunity to present his/her side of the story.. This

conversation may also provide clues about the root causes of the

problem. Such a: procedure is simply good administrative'practice,

and it may have the added benefit of providing some legal pro-

t6ction for the school system and its personnel.5

Length of Assignment

If one assumes that many in- school alternatives will take

form of assigning students to a separate facility within the

regular school, the issue of how long the student will stay there

becomes very important. In most cases an assignment of from one

to three days will probably be sufficient to work with the student,

to try and identify the problem, and to initiate a process for

effectively dealing with the problem. No student should stay

in the program for more than three days.without a review of his/

her progress during the first three days Any recommenda ni that

the student remain in the program beyond three days should be

accompanied by documentation detailing the rationale for the

recommendation, an explanation of the activities and services

proposed for the student, and what is to be accomplished during
fi

the remaining days. The review process should include an

examination and'discussion of this documentation in a meeting

of the referring teacher .or administrator, the person who

'Assigned the student to.,the program, the student and his /her

parents, and any members of the in-sohool suspension staff. Of

course Under no-circumstances Should a student ever be in the

Program for,more'than, seven days without a full due process hearing.



In7School.Program Facilities .

If the assignment of a student to a specific place within

the school building for aspecific period of time is part bf the

in-school alternative, attention needs to be_given to the location

of this facility,. It may be a classroom,that is not in use-,"a

portable classroom, or even a converted storage area. One

; ,school even Set up a program in an:unused area behind the stage.

Regardless of what kind of facility is used, it should be somewhat

removed from the normal traffic patterns within the school. This

serves several purposes. It provides the social isolation which

sa_etilaes motivate students to "get their act-together" and

comPlete'their stay in the program so they can resume their social

role in the regular school environmant6 It also removes the

facility from curiosity-seekers among other students 'and-

decreases the chances of undesired interruptions. It tan Spare

students some etbarrassthent ail-16e they are not seen going' in or

out of the in-school suspension facility.

The facility should prObably be an austere setting which

11.0ei-not provide the visual stimulation usually-foundin normal
. --. =

assrooms. Chairs, deskS or study carrels, book cases, :an&

file cabinets are all that is required. However, students should

have access to study materials and aids that would otherwise be

available to them in the regular classroom. If. there are students.

who are assigned. to the facility primarily because of misbahaVior

symptoms resulting. from SeriouS academic problems, the facility

should also include programmed snstrdetional materials, and books

and other materials-specifically geared to the academic level of
-



`the students. If the experiende,df the in-school suspension

program begins to reveal that many students assigned to it are

there because of academic problems, it may be necessary to

change the in-school 'alternative to one which is more clearly

designated as a skill development\center.
7 In that case the

facility:would be different than the one described here because

the emphasis would be'on academic remediation rather than on

discipline.

\

Staff Selection and Res onsibilities

There is no\more crucial aspect of developing an in-'school

alternative to suspension than selecting the staff who will work

with-the students assigned to the program. The development of

the alternative must not be seen as opportunity toireassign

an undesirable teacher from a regular classroom to the alternative

program. Instead, the staff of the program must be selected from

individuals who :

.-- want to work ,with\ the programv.

children-- want to work with children who .have problems;
. \

-- have demonstrated their ability to work successfully
. .

\

with,youngsters with problems;

-- can relate well to YoUngsters with a variety

class and cultural orientations;

aremoreinterested,in identifying-and solving

real problems than in merelyrespondinTto or

modifying misbehavior syMptoms7.

-- are patient caring, and ccimmitted o students.



possible, certifi ation Criteria should be a secondary =on-

sideratioli. It is more *Portant for the prospective staff

member to be able to communicate with trouble4- students, to -have

tgong diagnosti- and instructional-Skills, and to have the energy

nd iMaginatien to. utilize a variety of school and community

sources to help solve problems.8

The interview and selection process the staff for- he

could be aided by creating a. special selectio panel.

nel should include administrators sand teachers are

experi nced and successful in working with the types of students

who may be assigned to the in-school alternative program. The

panel mu make it clear to the applicants why the program
0

being init ated, the goals and objectives of the program, what

support th staff will have from the school system, what authority

the staff w 11%have, and an indication of the school system's

commitment tab the program.

Staff the alternative program can be expected to

have many di ent responsibilities. Aside from supervising

students in the program they will have to provide counseling

opportunities f7 students and work to establish a personal

rapport with the - The staff will have to assist students

with academic acts- ents and be sensitive to possible learning

problems which may become apparent in working with the student.

It will also, be ne essary for staff to make judgMents as tc

when .tudents could profit from utilizing school or communi y-based

services, and then facilitate the student's use of those services.



It is probable that staff members ..will also have to -elate,.to

members of the Student's familyand possibly visit his/her horned

In other words the staff member must be able and willing to

be resourceful and flekible in responding to a broad range of

student heeds.

Relation of Certifi ated Personnel to Alternative P

Another important dimension of-the in-school altern ive

program how it is perceived` by regular classrbom teachers
,

and school administrators, and hoW they relate to it. It is

Critical. that the regular School personnel understand the

philosophy behind the program, why itllaSbeen'created, and

how it'Will 'work. The best. chance. for gaining the:understanding

and support of such personnel is to makeospedial efforts at the
.

.very initial Stages of the planning to discuss the.conCept with

them,'receive their views and\suggestions and incoroporate

their ideas into the program when appropriate. Howthe prdgram

)

operates, -regardless of how it defined or how the administration

"thinks it, should operate will d Pend on the-degre to. which it

is understood and supported by the regular 8611601 staff.

Alternative programs which involve temporarily assigning

students to a separate facility in the. school will necessitate

teachers sending a student's daily asignment'to- the staff of

the alternative program. This assignment may be the same as

given to other students, or it may be tailored so as to bemore

intensive and to require more activities of the.'student who is

.
:assigned 6 the. alternative. In eithe: case there will have to



be a close working relationship between the classroom teacher and

the staff Of the alternative program.

Teachers and administrators may also haVe to work with the

alternative program staff to assist them in identifying and

correcting the root problem responsible for the student's mis-

behavior. This will take time and it may not always be a pleasant

experience since the teacher or the administrator may be part of

the problem. For this reason the regular school personnel need

to understand that the alternative program staff have the strong

support of school district officials, and that there is an expecta-

titin classroom teachers will cOoperdte with the prograth's staff.

As a part of its comitment.to providecomprehensive support to\

the staff, the school district Should be_prepared.to provide_

in-service 'training, counseling, and other assistance to school

ersonnel-who are-unwilling or unable to recognize and remedy

the role they play'in-stimulating or aggravating student mis-
\ .

.behavior.

Parents and the Alternative P=0

it is also necessary for the staff of the alternative

progri involve the parents of'studehts in discussion about

nalysis.of,a. student's behavior. This may be a longand an

and diffi ult process that may require home visitations., But

it is vita for parents to know as much as possible about'6why,

their child is in the alternative program and what the program_

is trying to do, for the student., A routine process of involving

parents can prOvide a way to educate parents. about the



'reasons for and substance the schOol's expectations of the

student'S,behavior... There can -she nd substitute.- for direct,

/

.'/

face-to-face contact between the

and parents of students in the program.

Program is essential to its success.

off. of tie alternative Frog

This component of the

Content School Alternative

Certainly it Should be made clear that if students are

in an alternative prOgram which tlemporarily removes them from

1

the regular. class, they must recelVe a quality of instruction

comparable or superior to that they would otherwise receive.'
Sudh instruction should be at' a-llevel appropriate for t

?-
student. Any tests or other important work being given in. he

Student's regular ,classroom should also be available .to the

student -=in= -the in-School' alternative program. Thus, the
i

student who,ls in the alternative program sho4ld not be academically
, ,

penalized or he Cermitteclto'do nothing in the program. The

academic component of the alternative program should be more

rigorous ,.more challenging, more appropriate, and more rewarding

than in the regular classroom.

The staff, of the alternative program must be vigilant

for students' academic problems resulting from learning handicaps,

inadequate previous preparation in the lower grades, inappropriate

instruction, or the use of inappropriate materials. Solving these

prOblems may require.moretime and resources than are at. the

disposal of.the alternatiVe program staff. Therefore, some progr

to aid the student with these problems. will have to be.prescribed



after a process of teacher consultation, a formal assessment of

the student's achievement level, a review of the student's

academic history, and an intensive diagnosis of the student's

learning process problems which need special attention. A plan

to solve the student's academic problems should be developed,

shared with and explained to the student and his /her parents,

and carefully monitored.

The in-school alternative should also include a component which

involves individual or group counseling. Unless there. is some oppor-

tunity to work with students 7 and even parents, peers, and teachers -

thin the context of a counseling model it is unlikely the root

problem of the studen misbehavior will be identified, or that the

student will be successfully involved in its solution.

The specific counseling approach :utilized, will depend on

the theoretidal framework within which the'in-dchool. alternative

has been organized. While approaches using behavior modification,

reality therapy, values clarification, Adlerian psychology, and

transactional analysiS are employed by many .programs the model

should be consistent with the goals set Torth earlier in this

paper. Accordingly, it is not appropriate to use counseling models

which manipulate the student orwhich start from.the assumption

that.it,is only the student's behavior that needs to be modified;

Approaches which tend to mask or misidentify the root problem

should be avoided. The Object of the in-school'alternative,

program is not to produce a passive, adaptive student or to

pound the round peg into the square hole. The in- school alternative



Program should not be a forum in which counseling techniques have

'the.effect of denigrating the student-'s culture or community.

Rather, the purpode of_dounseling,in the alternative program should

be (1) .to involve the student in identifying and assuming some

responsibility for solving the root problem responsible for his/her

misbehavior, (2) to assist the student in confronting the

reasons for his /her own misbehavior, and that of others, (3) to

assist the student in analyzing the relationship between his /her

behavior and his /her short and longterm self-interest, and (4),

to assist the student in accepting responsibility for and in

learning how,ta. manage his/her behavior and to cope more respon-

ibly with the behavior.of.othe-

Support Services for the Alternative Programs

While the in-school alternative program may be somewhat

separate frpm_the activities of the regular school program, its

stafft have access to the school system's support services.

n developing the program, thought must be given to how such

School Personnel as psychologists attendance workers, special

education consuitantsicounselors, community relations staff

ombudspersons and transportation supervisors will relate to the

alternative program staff in order to assist them in working with

,students. Attention should also, be given to establishing contact

With andAinvolvin g individuals from such 'community -based agencies,

as legal aid officeS mental health.ceaters_ community centers,

churches, social service agencies, and the like.

These school and community support personnel muse also



.understand the purpose and method of operation of the alternative

program. They should know what ie expected of them and meet

regularly with the alternative program Staff. If the alternative

prograM_staff are to effectively utilize these support -6 'Vices,

it will be necessary for them to develop personal working relation-

ships with the personnel in order to have their cooperation and

understanding when they are asked to become involved in helping

a particular student. In all cases the staff of the alternative

program should serve as the advocate for the students with whom

theyare working, both to assure that the support personnel provide

prompt and quality service and to protect the-student interests.

Impo-case should a student simply be "turned over" ,to the .school

or:co _unity .support personnel.,

Follow-up

Once a student leaves the in-school alternative program

is important to have some process of follow-up to determine how

the student is getting along in regular classes. One component of

this-follow-up Should be to determine how successful the in-school

alternative has been ih helping solve the root problems of the

student's misbehavior.: One .approach is to use a farm or Card

which enables each teacher the student sees throughout the course

of the normal, school day to indicate how-the student is getting,

along in class. This is turned in to a school administrator, with

a copy to the alternative program staff, at the end of.each school

day. Shorit-term support from. the alternative, program staff may

be necessary if this procedure indicates the student is continuina



to have some problem.

It may also be wise to plan some follow -up counseling

sessions so-the-student will be able to prOvide feedback as to

how he/she is doing. -It is preferable for; the in-school alter-

native to be organized so that its "aidmni can take the

initiative to temporarily (two hours:or less) returnto the

program for follow-up counseling with any member of the program's

staff with whom the student has developed a speaial rapport.

Such a follow-up session should be,availableoto the.atudent at
. .

any time,during the school day omen emergency basis, and should

be ;preceded by the student's notification of an'appropriate

teacher or administrator that the student is returning to the

program:

Funding

The extent to which additiOnal funding may be required. to-7--
f.

4irovide the Services and staff for an in7School alternative-progr

/depends largely on how creatively an administrator uses the

services and staff already available to him/her, and how many

students may be involved in theirIrdg am. It should not be assumed
/

that an in-school alternative oannOt, implemented without

-additional funding. Before.sudh a Conclusion isreached school

officials should think carefully about what kind of arrangements

could be made using a- ilableistaff.

If additional resources ate required, there are a number

of possible soutcqs for fund those school distridts where,

superintendents and school boards ,are thought to be sympatheti



to the goals of the in-school alternatiVei they should be asked

to provide local funds to support the program. In other school

districts, it may be-necessary to seek outside funding if that

seems to be .the only strategy for getting the program established.

The Emergency School Aid Act can provide funds to eligible districts

for range of services and. pronnel if -the districts meet the

program's criteria. Title IV-C of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act can also provide funds. Some staff for the alternative

program may be funded through the Comprehensive Employment and.

Training Act. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Act is the only Federal legislation which specifically provides

.funds to "Preifrent unwarranted and arbitrary suspensions..."9

Monitoring and Evaluating the Alternative Program

The in-school alternative should be carefully monitored

and evaluated at regular intervals throughout the school ys!ax:

in order to determine if it is achieving its intended purposes.-

The following questions may provide a useful, frameWor for deter-

mining the success -of the progri

Has the program actually resulted in a significant

reduction in the number of out -of- school disciplinary

:suspensions? (Compare suspension data from prior to

the imaementation of the-alternative program with

data for a compakable period of time while the

program has been in operation.)



-- What does data 6on e ning referrals and assignments

to the alternative program reveal? (Compile data

which includes information on the race, sex, grade

level of students referred to the program; which

compares the number and types of students referred

to those actually assigned to the alternative

program; which reveals the number of referrals

made by individual teaches or -dministrators; which

indicate how many studentsspent how many days in

the alternative program; which cites the reasons

students were referred and/or assigned to the

program; and which providesinformation on the

number and types-of students who were referred and or

assigned to the alternative program during a given.

period of 'tine )

-- Have students involVed the in-school alternative

program significantly increased their academic,

social (coping,.inter-pertonal skills), and

attendance' success as a result of having participated.

In theprogram?

Has the alternative program resulted in students

developing greater self - discipline (as manifst by

students -not being assigned to the alternative

more than once),?

-- Has the alternative program resulted in more parents

being involved in the disciplinary process?



Has the alternative served a broad range of students

(by sex, race, socio-economic background, etc.) who

have violated school rules, ratherthan Served only

one group identified as "the discipline problem"?

-- Has the alternatiVe served only those students most

in need or has itbeen excessively used as a

disciplinary response ?, (Check to see if the- number

of students partlipating iri.the in-school alternative

is equal to or more than the number of students

formerly receiving out -of- school suspensions.)

The monitoring and evaluation of the alternative program

should involve the program staff, classroom teachers,,adminiStra-

tors and a. representatiVe from the.'district office. The assess-

tent should result in a report whidh includes the kind of data

indicated above, relevant anonymous case histories, and comments

from school persohnel students, and parents. An interim report

of this type certainly should be prepared at the conclusion of

each semester the alternative program is in operation; a more

extensive report which also includes Cumulative data and a thorough

analysis of the program's impact and deficiencies should be prepared

at the end of each school year.

This paper has. outlined some of the qualitative parameters

that should be considered in designing and implementing an in-

school alternative to suspensions. It is now a truism in American

education that the 'quality of any given program is la -gels dependent



upon the commitment of those who plan the program, and the leader-

ship and energy which they bring to its implementation. That

also the case with in-school alternatives to suspension. In-

school alternatives will not work for the benefit of students

if they are imOlemented grudgingly or if they are supervised by

individuals who do not believe in the philosophy upon which the

program is based.

What has been outlined in this paper is not a panacea for

aJ.l discipline-related problems in public schools. It will not

,.eliminate the damage that can be caused by the:inappropriate

disciplinary responses of educators who are not adequate to the

task of relating to students with problems.la But with careful

planning, and guided and implemented by skilled educators, an

in-school alternative program can result in more effectively

meeting the discipline needs of students and schools.



FOOTNOTES

1. Ten consecutive school days, or less.

2. Children Out of School in Ohio, by The Citizens' Council
the Ohio SohoColS 1577. (Available for $2.00 from

the Citizens''Counci1/517 The Arcade/Cleveland, Ohio .44114

"Close-Out Report" of the Special StUdent Concerns project/
Bureau of Technical Assistance/Louisiana State Department
of Education, prepared by Eugene Limar and Lynda Wright,
NoVember, 1976rMarch, 1978.

Community Opportunities.for Educational.Directions Pro et,
of the North Carolina.Human Relations Council,. August 31,
1977. (Available free of Charge from Department of Administration
Human Relations Council/116 W. Jones Street/Raleigh, NC 27603.)

The Governor's !Task Force on Disrupted Youth, Phase I RePort,
September 14, 1573;'Task.P6i66,-Btate-Capitol- Tallahassee,

Pro ect Student Concerns Interim Re_ort of the Jefferson
County Education Consortium, Louisville, Kentucky. September
14, 1977.

Rates, Reasons, Recommendations, a study of student suspensions'
by the South Carolina Human Affairs Commission, June, 1976.
Linda Jones, Project Coordinator.

School_ us ensions Are The
Children s Defense Fund, 1520

Washington, D.C. 20036, September,

_ildren7 published by
ew Hampshire (Avenue NW
1975.

Title VII Special StudentConcern Interim Report'of the
LoUlsiana State Department of MUcation, i.jr-eau- of Technic.,ii

Assistance, Eugene'Limar, Coordinator. November, 1976.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
includes a finding by congress,that"juvenile delinquency
can be prevphted through programs.to keep students in
elementary and secondary schools through the prevention of
unwarranted and arbitrary suspensions and expulsions."

4. There are a number of publications which describe in-school
alternatives to suspension. programs currently in operation
are described in the newsletter Great 1.y2j2i.21p1Lat, published
by the Southeastern Public.Education Program of the American
Friends Service Committee during 1977 -1978 (available'for
$7.00 from AFSC-SEPEP 401 ColumbiaBuilding, Columbia, S C
29201). Other programs are described in materials available
from the National Association of Secondary School' Principals
and other professional organizations.



5. For recommended due process procedures fOr in-school suspension
see Section 9 the plaintiffS proposed discipline code in Morgan v.
Kerrigan available from the Children's Defense Fund, 1520 New
Hampshire Avenue', N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036

For recommended prOcedures for temporary-removal from class see
Section 7.5.5. of the Model Code of Student Ri hts and Res- onsi-
bilities available from the enter for Law and Education,
6 Appian Way, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

There areA number of,potential_legalAuestions surrounding an
assignment to an in-school alternative program, and the "rehabili-
tative" purpose, activities, and effect of the program. See '!In-
SchoolSdspension,Practices and the Prison Hospital Experience"
by David K. Wiles and Edward Rockoff in the NOLPE School Law
Journal, Volume 7, Number .l, 1977. (AVailable for $2.50. frOm
NOLFE, 5401 S.W. 7th Avenue, Topeka; Kansas 66606.)

6. Attention needs to 'be given to the degree of isolation which
is desirable in this type of programs. Some programs do not.
permit students in the.prograth to eat' with other students
(lunch trays-are brought:to:the in-school program room).
Other programs. require that students have to go to the bath-
46m at a time when noiother students are in the halls.
Students-in:alternative programs are 'Sometimes-prohibited
from participation in extracurricular activities that may.
be held during orat the e-endof theschool day.

Schools should be receptive to learning-from the experience
of the.in-schopi alternative progr-am, .in some cases it may
be\necessary tornake significant curriculum 'and instructional
adjustments in the regular-school program if it becomes
clear the academic needs olf.SOMe students are not being met.
The strong support of the school distriCt's centraloffice'
may be necessary to help a school determine if, when, and
how such adjustments should be made.

Some schools have found that because of the personality of
the person in charge of the in- school program, and because
students in the programs - .usually receive:more individual
attention and care than-in the regular classroom, some
students welcome the opportunity to'be assigned to the program.
this is most likely to happen when the real problem has not
been adequately' addressed and '6he,student views the in- school

aS a haven. Thus, 'assignment to.the'program may be,
.seen by somestudentS as a positive experienceand may inad
Vertently be responsible for stlidents caUSing-problems'(sp
they will be assigned. to the in-school program). The
ocOurance of this phenomenoh should be anticipated. Careful
records should be maintained to determine' if the-same ..students
are returning to 'the program over and over and, if so, why.

A detailed description of various Federal sources of funding
for in-school alternatiVe :programs can be found in the
April, 1978 issue of Creative Discipline.



10. For example, educators may quitsuspending students'but,begin
to routinely refer "behavior problems" for evaluation and
placement in prograMs for the emotionally handicapped,or the
educable mentally handicapped. The absence or low incidence
of suspensions cannot be assumed to indicate the presence
Of appropriate responses to students wit problems.'
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ante Bulletin
Alternatives to Suspension Programs

Su
Data on suspension suggests a number of questionable implications on its use

as a disciplinary strategy. Student advocates point out \that suspension policies may
ciscriminate against nonwhite students, for example, and educaters are concerned _tryst

suspended. students who are doing poorly in school lose eVen more valuable class time.
Concern over the negative effects of suspension has caused.; administrators to searcn tar
alternatives:- This Bulletin is a summary of some in-schodi suspension programs that
have been designed to deal with serious behavior 'Problems yet permit students to con-
tinue their education.

The Problem
School ausoension represents a serious
threat to the educational careers of young
peocile. Recent reports and research stud-
ies have announced the abuses and excesses
of Suspensions: proportionally, many more
nonwhite students than white students are.
suspended; 'suspension for truancy and:_
class cutting may, in fact, "reward" sus-
penced 3t.Jeenta, those who can least afford-
to miss academic instruction.

Further, suspension in some cases may have
a negative effect on the commUnity at large,
because releasec students may loiter unsup-
ervised on the streets before returning
home. An economic argument against sus-
pension is that in many cases the school
and school district lose funds based on
average daily attendance formulas:

Rationale
The increasing awareness of the problems
attendant aeon a high level of suspension
has caused educators to seek less disrup-
tive alternatives. Suspension of students
who exhibit socially unacceptable behavior
s no longer an ultimate disciplinary mea-

sure 'or acniinistratcrs. Many of tin'

ration's schools nave implemented
developing alternatives tnat. provide ,the.
student and the school with disciplinary
octions that /permit students to continue
sortie level oCeducacional activity within the
soncoi environment.

Many of these in-school alternatives also
serve to identify and treat the ordblems
tnat lead to school disruption. Counseling
programs, timeout rooms, referral centers,
in-School suspension centers, and a ple-
thora of other actoroaches have now emerged-
across the country.

This Resource Bullein
with

developed to pro-.
vide: School- pe nneli with. a sampling of in-.=
school suspension pry -grams hat are now

States-operating throughout the United States and
that appear to be achieving positive raSulits.
However, one (.Yord of caution: inasmuch as
in-school alternative-to-Suspension drogramS
are relatively new, actual evaluation, cr
even criteria for evaluating ,effectiVeness,
are only in rti-(native ( stages.- it will te
several years aefore tine full benefit tf such
program S can ne assessed.

Program Examples

Staff:

s =sc)ero0 .rtCor 7#1CM
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p ram:

Dura

Costs

the student body. .Students
in program also eat \in an
isolated area of the careteria.

Academically b.-Ianted with a

counseling' emphasis. Regu-
lar classroom assignments are
still required, augmented by
activities tailored to the
needs of the students. For
example: personal hygiene
workshops,. interpersonal
relationship training, career
counseling, values clarifica-
tion, and rap sessions.
Behavior modification tech-
niques are also used. Stu-
dents not benefiting from the
program are appropriately
referred to juvenile courts,
youth services bureaus,
community services, etc..

Students average two
three days in the program.

AEA is considered part
the .schools regular budget;
no additional funds are
needed.

,valuation: , In its, third year, ALA has
been described as a very
successful program based
ucon three points: (I)
teachers praise the pro-
gram's effectiveness in aiding
their disciplinary efforts,
(2) out-of-school suspensions
_have _"disaopeared," and (3) Staff:
the program has peen
adapted by the rest of the
school system.

Staff :

Set-Qo :

a

Our n:

Costs: .-

problem suocort system
where consequences
unacceptable tenavier
also spelled out, 2) regular
school responsioilities, 3)
in-school suspension with
counseling and liaison work
with community agencies,
and (a) a drop -!n center.

provide counseling and,
program's purpose is to /

learning opportunities fon
hard-to-reach students i

order for them to view [hea-
selves more positiv ly
through increasing th I

competencies :n social and
academic skills useful in .1/ap-
ing with adult lire.

One to ten days. Longer if
more serious offense requir-
ing a school board he ring.

Funded by school district.

Evaluation: Although no systemaftic data
was available, there were
virtually no repeats in the
program. Also, god feed-
back was received ,from 'fern:
lies and. the Corwriunity.
COPS is in its r'ixth -year.

lid i ENS i

Wexford, Pennsylvania:
COPE PROGRAM

One director assisted by
counselors, a school psychoI7
ogist, and counseling
interns (proposed. involve-
ment of a VISTA volunteer
and local clergy).

o rooms in I (I)
casual :ourge with living
room furniture, and (2)
classroom with study carrels.

COP` has Pasicallyfour co.
patients: (I) immediate,

Set-Up:

Program:

Dure :on:

Buffalo New York

One full-time vfeacner salece
by ,orincipal.

One classrborn.

Students the 'LC are
restricted t physical area
away from/ the regular stu-
dent body. They are
responsibye for catching and/
or keepyng up with their
academics while . in these
study sessions.. Other pro-
gram 'components include'
physical education periods
and S4Perete cafeteria so-ace.
BOhooli psytnologiscs and
counselors may be uitiiizec. as
needed, and referrals can
made o local agerices.

One to ten days, The aver-
-age is rive 7,0. six CeyS.,



Costs

E'valuatio

Local funds pa for one full-
salary for; each scncol

(average of 313;000). All i3
district sonoolsuse this/ type

gram.

Regular evaluation is resport
sibility of each building
administrator.' In its two
years of use at the high
school level the program
has gained the "wholehearted
endorsement"; of the school
district and will be adopted.
by the junior high schools
this next term (September
1979) -

Syracuse, NeW York:
Are i ERN ON ALTERNATIVE ,SCHOOL (AAS)

Star:

Up:

rodam : '

Duration:

Costs:

Twel,'1 teachers assembled
from schbol -district to work

=:with a _leczed- 100 stu-
. dents.

The A" will be located on
one floor of an existing jun-
ior high school.

Operating from 2 to a p.m.
(with class times from 3 td 7
p.m.); innovative -program-
ming will include a work-
study program and several
social/educational programs
designed to provide individ-
ual counseling and learning
packages, opporttunities for
improved self-image and
respect for others, and addi-
tional services as teachers
see fit to tailbr the program
to individual student's needs.
The emphasis ie on basic
educational skills geared to
application to .= occupational
goals. Regular educational
requirements must be met for
advancement.

It is projected that two
years will be the average
length of time before the
common ,goal of mainstreaming
i reached.

Twelve: II-time teacher' s
salaries. Additional m.ateri-
els, equi-pment, and space is

Evaluation:

made available throucn eist-
ing school resources.

This program, proposed to
begin this term (S-eptamper
1979), will be evaluated peri-
odically by the deputy
superintendent for :nstruc-
tion Evaluations -Pe

based on individual student
achievement as compared to
previous performance base-
lines.

Prior Lake, Minnesota:
CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTER EC)

Staff :

Set-Up:

Pro

Duration:

Evaluation :

One full time teacher-in.-
charge. Assistant principal
and spacial education staff
are also utilized.

One classroom in the special
education section of the
school blinding.

Offering the-student a period
to "cool off," the program'
uses behavior ,modification
contracts to identify prep -.
lams, goals, and conse-
quences. Regular class
assignments are continued,
and meetings with counselors
are scheduled. Parercs are
very involved., and even sign
the contract. along with the
student, teacher, counselor,
and principal. C5C. also has
a practical \empnasie integr -
ing academics and occupa-
tional objectives. Remedial
classes, vocational 'work-
shops, and assorted study
aides are .made
The program also nas a

referral route with a local
county human services cen-
ter.

Variable. Average of three
days.

One full_ -time
(es ;imatec

acer's sal
,NO)

in its fifth year the pro -
gram is seen as 'responsible
for a lowered out-of-school
suspension -ate. and few
students need to repeat



CEC. .also, the numbers of
students who Continue on to
graduation is high.

Lincoln, Neoraska:
OuiET Room PROGRAM (ORP)

Staff:

Set -Up:

Monitored by principal and -
assistant principal.

Six desks and tWo study
carrels in a small class-
room between administrators
offi

Primarily the program's aim
is to alleviate the classroom Duration:
of its "problems," and give
"offenders time to think
things over." The reality
therapy spinoff model gives
the student responsibility :far Costs:
his or her own actions.
There are strict rules (study
silently, don't leave the
room, etc.), and the QRP is
punitive in nature.

ration: One t ten days as needed.

Evaluat n:

Staff:

Set-

Seen as part of school's
budget for discipline and
instruction. No additional
funds ar,e required.

Evalu

In its two years of use, the .

program has been described
as "an effective , way to
handle classroom problems," Staff:
end teachers are reported to
like the program.

Orange County, California:
TURDAY WORK-STUDY/ PROGRAM

rem:

Two staff members per school
in district. One supervises
work activities and the other
monitors study sessions.

School _.__- facilities-
Saturday

Tied' on

The workstudy program
attempts to accomplish two
results': (I) to get students
involved- in . activities that,
will allow them to accomplish'
something, (painting, etc. ),
and (2) to snow students the

Se

ion:

oenseduences of unacceptable
behavior. The work cempo
nent engages students
school maintenance and ouild-
ing chores and some mare
creative tasks wnen available.
The study sessions are moni-
tcred by a "ncnauthoritarian"
teacher wino is there to aid
students in any way neces-
sary. An "on-campus sus-
pension program" is 'going to
be started in this term (Sep-
tember 1979) with a mbre
academic emphasis, taking
place during the school day.

Students are assigned Satur-
day duties in relation to ser-
iousness of offense. One
Saturday is typical.

Althouah the program costs
360 per Saturday to pay=
staff at each school, it is
reported to have saved the
school district '36,000 ,

58,000 in saved attendance
apportionment during the
three years of operation

Teachers, administrators,
families, and the community
praise the program.

Columbia, South Carolina:
IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION GROUP

One
twa
by

coerdinator (snared by
high schools), assisted
School staff Memoer.

Portable classroom :railer
adjacent to the ,sdhocl build-
ing. Individual and group
counseling helps young peo-
ple to understand the rea-
sons why their actions are
viewed as offensive, and to
discover and examine alter-
natives to unacceptable
behavior. Individual "pack-
ets" are developed identiFv-
ing offenses and indicating
what activities the student
must cemelete be
back into regular cies
Referrals ror services t,
program cannot provide are
made to appredriate county
agencies



Duration:

Cbsts:

Evaluation:

Two days is the average
stay. More time may be
required aeoending an the
nature of the offense, or an
the basis of unsuccessful
first days.

No dollar figure was avail-
able; however, the cast is
basically the salary of one
full-time coordinator.

In its four years at the ;un-
lot- high school level and two
years in the high schogls,
administrators report most
favorable impressions. Alsc,
parents like the program.

-El Paso, Texas:
ALTERNATIVE -TO - SUSPENSION CLASS

One full-time teacher.Staff:

Set -Up:

Pro am:

Duretio

Costs:

Evaluation:

One or two roams per cam-
pus. Ctan'roorns preferred.

Using lesson plant om the
student's regular classroom,
the teacher works intensively_
with small groups to encour-
age good academic perform-
ance, The class starts
before the regular school=
classes and lets students out
earlier also. Students do
not take breaks, nor do they
leave the rcom except' to go
to lunch as a group
rated- fram the rest of the
students. Most counseling
referrals, which are fairly
common, are made first to
in-house staff in the guid-
ance office, then to local
social and mental health ser-
vices if needed.

From point of infraction until
the end of that term.

Therefore, the program can
vary from a few days to
almost one term in length.

One full-time position.

The program, utilized
throughout the El Paso dis
trict,. is termed very suc-
cessful, particularly in one

Staff:

Set-Up:

Program:

Costs:

way: students in the pro-
gram consistently improve .

their grades: One assistant
superintendent stated "at
first , students resist, r.

after a while they see that
there is nothing to do Put
study " The program has
been used in several farms
far many years.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
EHAVIOR CLINIC

Two moceratOrs: one cou
selor and one teacher.

School library.

two -hour sessions are held
two or three times oerrweek.
After an Orientation stu-
dents are grouped' according
to type of infraction. Activ-
ities are designee for soe-
cifia groups. Staff, skilLcl
in human reiatiOns and
-behavior modification, listen
to students' oroblems and
suggest solutions. Film
-strips, slices. resource per-
ons, end ,,varksmisps are

utilizia. Students are eval-
uated by the moderator co

provide information to teach-
ers and administrators about
the readiness of students to
return to class ("graduate"
from the clinic). -With
parental- permission, _refer-
rals can be made :a local
mental health services and
social work agencies.
Twelve students is the clin-
ic's maximum census.

The two moderators are vol-
unteers from the regular
school staff. Additional
supplies and eouiornent come
from the existing school
resources.

Evaluation: in itom ifth ,year tne am

claims success and states
results are well received
the- entire school staff_
systematic- evaluation
done.

a -=



set-

program:

Duration:

Casts:

Evaluation:

New Berlin, Wisconsin:
HELP C;NT-;

(Handling ududational
and Learri'l Prpolems)

six teachers (three with LO,
1R or W certification).

One major classroom; three
small ones, and one office in
the main school building.

With philosophy geared
toward "doing whatever is
needed to make learning
enjoyable for the student,"
the program, is truly tailored
to the individual. Regular
school work is required, and
remedial classes are con-
ducted. Also, local voca-
tional And technical school
facilities are used to prepare
students to make wise career
choices. ComMunity' mental
health centers, Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation Facil-
ities, and county social ser-
vices are all enlisted to sup
port the students individu
plans.

The average is about two
years, "depending on now
much. time is needed."

Prcg m:

Six full-time salaries, and
additional supplies estimated
at _52,000 to $3,000. Funds
are split between local and
district monies.

Evaluation is performed by
school principal and center,
staff. Goals are set for the
program, the teachers, and
the students; and evaluation
is based upon the attainment
of these goals. HELP is
going into its twelth year of
operation.

Columbia, Maryland.
POOM 4 C

Four department._ eeds and
one administrative assistant
share the responsibilities.

Small conference room' eduip-
ped study carrels.

Cos

;valuation:

Staff:

set-up:

Program:

Based or a reality :reracv
model, the students agree --
the rules of the room and
write. up contrect with the
aid or :heir teacher. Con-

acts state soeciricejly the
olems at nano end piens

for changing benavier. This
model places the responsibil-
ity directly on the students
for their actions. Any
infraction of agreed upon
"rules of the room" results
iii immediate eusoension.
Students' advisers' are con-
sulted ror any professional
referrals.

Ninety percent ( 90%) of the
students require only one
day. A maximum, of three
days is maintained, usually
for students not sufficiently
benefiting from first day s.
CR may be repeated as

heeded.

N additional funds-- a

needed. The program
part of school's "discipline.
budget" and -520.000 is esti
mated to start a program if
an additional full-time cosi-
tion was needed and supplies
were dUrCh25ad secerately

In over hreel.years -of opera-
, the program coasts of

the lowest rate of out-of-
scnocii susoensions r heir
county.

St. Petersburg, Florida:
TIME OUT 'TOP )

One full-time moderator.

One 'room in

With a perspective that seri-.
ous .ordblems can . oe pre-
vented with planned , early
intervention, this orodram
draws on several disciolihes
for program componer:ts
(:ransac nai' sis
ues clarification, effect iv_
ness training, et:).
humanistic: rdnouniti_ve pro-.
gram interestedi-nedui.Obing
stucents wItri sllis Cr



Duration:

Costs:

"school survival." Although
students spend their day in
the TOR.; lunches and
breaks are not separate from
other stude

tuden cs are removed from
those classes which' are
troublesome. One to three
periods is average, and next
day return is possible.

One full-time position.

Evaluation: In the eight years that, this
rd-gram has been demon-

strated, 38 States have
schaals who have adapted the
TOR. 'Thirty percent (30%)
to ninety-eight percent (HU
drops in suspension rates
are reported.

Seattle, WaShihgton:
IN..HOUSE SUSPENSION (II-45

Staff:

Set-Up:

Program:

I par'aprofessionals take
shifts suplervising students.

One ( "stank ") classroom with
six desks.

Primarily fa detention pro-
gram, it is described as a

"high' security operation"
with strictly enforced rules.

..The program's aim is CO'
head off 'future problems and
reduce the need- for out -of-
school suspensions. Curing
the time in IHS, students
complete; their- regular class-.
room studies, and tutoring is
'made ta'vailable. Two other
programs are used in con-
junct* with IHS: (I) "peer-
groupi counseling " -- trained
high school students help-
younger 'students in a big
brother/sister capacity to
improye self image, coping
skill;sJ etc., and (2) "the
conflict committee" --designed
to /prevent si..-soensions oy
aildwing students to talk out
and /resoive !problems beforq
any Lplawups occur. (The
oMi;nittee is staffed with

juniqr high school students

Duration:

Costs:

who are the "unorac:,1 ieap-
ers" in the scnool ). Also,
specific referrals (-,LAricri.
etc,) Are mace .as needed.

Three says is an average
IHS.

No _-,tional costs to school.

Evaluation: The program has almost no
repeats. Parents praise the
program's effectiveness land
appreciate riot having sus-
pended youngsters at home.
(Seattle has a "high race"
single-parent families making
suspended youngstegs espe-
cially troublesome).

Staff:

Set,-Up:

Program:

Ouration:

Rena, Nevada.:
IN-HOUSE SUSPENSION

One .r.eacherls, assistant. I

One large area divided into
two classrooms; four -student
desks and a teacher's desk.

The student is considered to
be on "regular suspension
status." However. the school
chooses not to send zne stu-
dent home preferring to make
constructive- use' of this time.
Classroom assignments are
received . from homeroom
teachers in what is con-
sidered an important- one-to-

-one contact. Also. counsel-
ors are encouraged to visit
the room to discuss. precipi-
tating events, and how to
handle 'pro.biemd, etc., with
the. student. A parent con-
ference is required; and'
local community resources
and persons are util.ized as
appropriate. (For example,
a fire marshall might '-be
called in to discuss the cull
ing of a fire alarm). The
program- is basic an the idea
of constructive use of beten
tion time.

Two to five
==4

four hours



Costs: additional

Evaluation : aluation forMs are .1:Iliad
out by students, the teach-

_ ar's aststant, arie parents
after the suspension, asking
how effective the program
was from each point of view.
Repeats are seldom, and
community support is high.

Additional Resource
"Issues To Consider 'When. Oe ing
and Implementing AI:erhative to Sus-
pension Programs . " 7-its dociarient is
available throuch NISRN

In- School Alternatives uspension :
Report, National i heti cuite

asningtor, IOC, 1979.Education,
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Course 2

Discipline
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Course

Purpose

School Climate

Course
Overview

The 'purpose 'of the course is to provide a conceptual overview-of key elements of
school climate with the goal of effecting positive, prtsocial 'change. The focus is
on ways of imprOving'school'climate without intervention at the administrative or
community level. In the course, climate is defined and methods for assessing'.
climate are presented (Module 3.1)_. Strategies to improve climate are also pre-
sented. These include stress reduction and management .(Module 3.2), student involve-
ment (Module 3.3) and introduction of relevant curriculum, such as law-related
education (Module 3.4).

Instructional Objectives

1. To define "school climate."

To practice assessing school climate.

To enable participants to propose and discuss ways to improve e tlimate in
:their own schools.

4. To diScuss.stress as-it applies to school personnel and to begin develOping
strategies to prevent or alleviate stress.

To cite findings based on theory and research which indicate that student
involvement deters violence and vandalism and to describe at least two progrs
that involve students.

6. To describe the benefits of law-related education programs -and to identify
curriculum materials, programs and resources suitable for teaching law-related
subjects.

Target Audiences'

This course is appropriate for a broad mix of participants, including students,
teachers, administrators, program developers,, counselors, and liaisons between
school and community agencies, institutions, businesses and governing bodies. All
modules are appropriate for those unfamiliar with the subjects of school climate
improvement as well as those with some knowledge in the field. Module 3.4 may also
be of special interest to law enforce orrections, and security personnel.



Course chool- Cli ate

Course
Pverviev0

(cohitinued)

Activi /Content Summaryy by Module , Apprx. TITle, Required

Module - 1 - Defining and Assassin= School Climate

Participants will provi de a pre liminary definitio of school climate,
and use checklists to observe, assess and prepar : improve the
climate in their schools.

odule 3.2 - Stres sment and Mena ement

A minilecture using transparencies, worksheets, and work in small
groups will address the subject. of stress as an element of school
climate. The module:is designed to help us recOgnize that it is

.1
.normal and reasonable to feel the effects of stress in the school
environment and that there are ways of assessing and managing the
stressors which negatively affect job4performance.

Module - Student Involvement in SChobl Processes and Pro

Participants will engage in a direct learning experience, listen to
a minilecture using transparencies, view two slide shows and identify
school programs that involve students in the greater community.. The
module, pro rationale for involving students in responsible and
challenging direct adtion as a means of increasing selfesteem and
competenby and with a resulting decrease in violent antisocial
behavior.

Module -1.4 Law7Related Education

Participants will listen to a minilecture using transparencies,
engage in three activities, and review programs and resources to
become more aware of and more involved in law-related education as
a curriculum approach. By ppviding students knowledge of their
rights and responsibilities under law and by teaching nonviolent
approaches to conflict resolution, law-related education can be a
significant factor.in reducing violence and vandalism.

11/2 hours

11 hours

1 hours

1 hour



Course.
Module

Schoo Climate

di v'sua

three-film package: REALITY THERAPY

Resets Opes/
Bibliogrphy

Dr. William Glasser presents his sevenstep formulaf6r teachers o deal

With students who haVe-scholasticior disciolinaryproblems.
Describer critique: 'The 'Reality of(Buccess" presents a clear
concise system a teacher's practical needs in dealing-with f cull

:students. Dr. 'fflasser's process iis/Vell designed and simple so that-

it can be flexible'under varying circumstances,.
Intended for oretervice and inservice teachdrs and counselors concerned
with reaching problem students. Grade-levels of junior high and up.

Color Film -N.
Purchase: $350.
Rental Fee: $40

Distributor: Media Five.Film Distributors
321 Cahuenga Blvd. West
Hollywood, CA 90069
Telephone (213) 851 -5166

Prevle ed by MN:staff.

TNANJUSTA PLACE TOCOMETO'1,

A documentary' investigation of school violence And vandalism -7 causes,
effects, and programs for change in elementary, junior high, and high
schools. The- film recordsscenes- surrounding a tragic murder on a
school playground and two qu'arter-of-amillion dollar school arson
firds. Students (elementary through high school), teachers, parents,
administrators, judges and police talk about the atmosphere of fear
and hostility in schools and then deMonstrate what can'-be done to bring
peace and tranquility back into the classroom

Color Film, 20 minutes
Rental Fee: $25.00-

Distributor: Correctional Service of Minnesota
1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Toll Free 4: (900) 328-,4737

Minnetota residents callresidents
collect: (612) _ 339-7227

Not previewed by NUN staff.



Most. Ame icans do-ndt understand the laws that affect, heir lives every.
day, nor are they familiar with the processes of law and how to deal wit.1

them. Lawrelated education addresses these needs through meaningful
.._-

_programs_on the law and legal system in our nation's elementary and
secondary schOorg-r----,_

TO REASON WHY is:designed to introduce law-related education to edUcators,
lawyerS, parents.,:justice officials and other members of your community=

The film:.

DiscuSS the need°for improved education. about the law-and the legal

prOCess.

Shows classrooms rom kindergarten through twelfth rgrade whe

studies are being successfully introduced.

Identifies the essential elements of worthwhil programs.

Demonstrates effective teaching techniques such as mock trials.'rdle

play and classroom partiCipation by representatives of the justice system.

Discusses resources available to those interested in instituting law-
related education in their schools.

Color Film,
Purchase:
Rental Fee:

Digtribu

30 minutes
200
$15 days)

$25 (1 week)

$50 (1 month).
$100 (3 months)
Mary Hanson
Perennial. Education, Inc.

477 Roger Williams
P.O. Box 855 Lavinia
Highland Park, IL 60035
Telephone: (312) 433-1,510

Previewed by NSRN,staff.



Course 3
School Climate

Module 3.l Defining and Assessing Schohl Climate

Purpose

The purposes of this module are to: introduce a concepual overview and definition of
school climate in practical langUage, and to suggest ways tha e4le can assess,and
improve the climate in their schools anCthereby pre v lism and Violence.

Module
Synopsis

Objectives

Partidipants will be abll

1. Describe a number of-elemen

2. Describe several aspects

s of "school climate"

o determinant of school climate

3. Practice assessing school climate

4.. Propose, nd discuss specific ways to b gin improving the climate. n heir
own.schnols

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This core module is,apkopriate for all schohl personnel, including teachers,
Fprincipals, administrators, counselors, and 'other educators, as well as students',

parents, and representatives of community a ncies and services, including law/
'enforcement, corrections, and security agents..



Course - School Climate

_ Module 3.1 - Defining and Assessing School. Climate

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
'Screen
Videotape playback machine
Flip chart
Marker

Materials

Transparencies'

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

/3.1.1 The Meaning of School Climate
3.1.2 General Climate Factors / '
3.1.3 Program Determinants
3.1.4 Process Determinants
3.1.5 Material Determinants

/3.1.6 Climate AsseSsment
3.1.7 TDR Climate Change Procss
3.1.8 TDR Climate Change Process (Cont'd)

Audiovisuals

Videotap "Bad Boys"

Participant Worksheets

3.1.
3.1.2
3.1.3

3.1.4

ack round

3.1.1

3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4

"Bad Boys" Climate,Assessment
Pre-Crisis IndicatOr
School Climate Cheicklist
' Improving School Climate

erials (Trai er/Partici a

"The Climate of the School"
Project Examples: Improving School Climate
Suggestions for Projects
Improving School Climate



Notes



'The:Meaning .of Scho.ol climate

Scotii climate aconsists of the enduring
charatteristics and,ptterns'that affect',
behavior.

a Different wags of structuring the school
can affect how people feel and act

These factors play a role in preventing
or controlling violence and vandalism

Violence and vandalisufflourish when
there is, no positive, prosocia and
productive school climate



General Climate Factors

spect

Trust

High morale

OpportuOities for input

Continuotis academic and social _growth

Cohesiveness

School renewa

caring.



Program DetermiriOnts
a)

Opportunities.for active learning

Individualized performance-expectation§

Varied. learning environments

Flexibiecurricula and activities

Appropriate. support and structure.

Rules cooperatively determined

Varied reward Systems



ProcestDesterrilinan s

Priem -solving abili
Improvement of school goals

Ideriitifying and working with conflict

Eff ectivecommunications_

1n4olvement in decisionmaking

Autonomy with accountabili

Effective teaching-learning strategies

Ability to plan for the future



Iiaterial Determinants

Adequate resources

Supportive -and efficient logiqlical
system

.Suitability pchopl plant



Climate Assessment.

Assumptions:
School' climate Can be Changed

* The first step is to assess the current
climate

Approaches:
Observe critical incidents volun-

,

tarism, student response to violence
and- vandalism)

- 1.1se checklists and questionnairps



C:imate Chan a Process

School selects team

Orientation session
Framework of school change
Selection of questionnaire
Interview sample

Assessment interviews

TDR "runs" interview data



TDR Climate Chnnge Prances
(continued)

Analysis session

Planning sessions (team only)
Ovals. objectives procedures
rolestimelinesbudget
Open hearings

Revision session

Implementation strategy sestion



Course'
Module
Total Time

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module itoctis -n defining, assessing, and changing'gchool climate. Activities
include: viewing\a -minute videotape of a high school in New York City and evaluating

environment; int_ duCtion of sample programs used in Colorado schools to improve
the quality of the scn I's environment; A school climate checklist completed by par-
ticipants. Lecture'an discussion on factors of school climate as defined by Edwatd
Brainard and Robert S. Pox in "The Climate of the School" are presented. The TDR model
of training teams of stu.ents, parents, and teachers who work to change the environment
in their school is highl hted.

A Content Summary

ntroduction and of School Climate

A. Overview of School e Course

Trainer highlights each dule in Course 3, School Climate'.

B. Wa Activity

Participants "free associate.' calling out words or phrases
which define the term " or define positive-climate
on a climatetree.

C. Participants View ''Bad Boys'_!,

(Optional Activity)

Participants view a5- minute vide ape of a iew York City high
school and 'omple a WorkSheeE, ev luation of the, school's

Note Asoec of School Climate

climate.

Large Group Discussion (Optional 'Act City)

Participants discuss "Bad Boys" and their assessment of the
school's climate.

S. The Meaning of School. limate

The overall climate of a school is de4n as the enduring
characteristics and patterns of behavi' the environment
involving the programs, interpersonal nations and admin-
istrative "style" of the school.

Characteristics and Determinants of a Positive\Schoor-Climate

F- e School Climate

25 'min.



Activity /Content Summary Time

Dete_min School Climate

Three determinants of scnool climate (program, prb e s and material)
as- identified by Brainard and Fox are presented.

C. -Changin Climate Through Changin De inan Some Project
Examples

Background Material 3.1.2, which includes-I6 programs used to im-
prove school climate Colorado schools, is introduced.

Assessing the Current Climate

A. Assess Climat

Trainer points out that assess
changing it.

climate is the firt step in

S. Example of an Informal Assessment Instrument: Pre-Crisis
Indicators

Participants are referred to Worksheet 3.1.2, a U.S. Department
Justice Community Relations list of pre-crisis indicators.

Dian -le of a Fornal A_ essment Inst en School Climate
CheCklis

Participants review Worksheet 3.1.3, a school climate checklist
for.their own schools.

Comparing Notes

Participants join in small groups to discuss their findings.

E. Working_ with Students Assess Climate

Trainer discusses the benefits cof student invo zement in assessing
climate.

4. imalKla School Climate

A. Deciding -What To Do

Participants read Background 3.1.3 "Suggestions for Projects, and
give additional examples of projects to change -school climate.

Decidin To Do It: Buildi- Model for-Chan

Participants are introduced to the TDR,model of roving school
climte. The process includes training teams of students, parents,
and teachers who then work in -the school environment to change it.

30 Min.

15 min.



A ly/Content Summary Time

C. Discussion o cool :climate Chan -e

participants discuss how change
applied in their schools.

ao

esses and programs might be

Trainer summarizes the module, focusing on tha\lnterconnection between
oeople and their environments. ' "We shape our surroundings and then our
surroundings shape us" (Winston Churchill)

10 min.

Al



Course .3 - School Climate

3.1 - Defining and Assessing School ClimateModule

Materials/Equip ent

Flip chart
Pen

Detailed
Walk Through

Sequence/Activity Description

Introduction and Discussion of School Climate (25 min.

A. Overview of School Climate Course

Trainer should make the following points:

o This module (3.1) is the first moddle in Course 3,
School Climate.

o In Course 3 we'll look first at what we mean by school
climate--and at ways school systems have gone about
improving climate. We'll finish up this module by
looking at steps.ya:4 may want to take to improve the
climate in your school.

Then in Module 3.2, Stress, we'll look at the causes
and results of stress and at some ways to_manage stress
and thereby improve the climate we workand learn in.

In Module 3.3, Student Involvement, we'll look at a
number of ways schools have involved students in
planning and decisionmaking--with some very positive
results.

o And in Module 3.4t, Law- Related Education, we'll look
at the area of curriculum changeparticularly the
introduction of laW-related education courses.

o Right now, though, let's try to get at just what
talking about when we mention school climate.

Warm-Up Activity

Trainer should challenge participants to freely associate
and call out words or phrases which describe the word
"climate." The trainer may give some examples, both posi-
Live and negative. Trainer should write on flip chart
the words or expressions that are called out. Trainer may
wish to use a "curriculum tree" approach inwriting the
words, as illustrated below.



Material /
Equip ent Se uence /Act iii Description

Videotape
playback
machine

Worksheet
3.1.1

Videotape
"Bad Boys"

Commifed
C. Partici a View "a ho s" and NotetEuqAof SchoolCla

Trainer points -but -that.tO aid in getting a further consensus
as to wha-Cclimate is,-1.he whole group will analyze a scene

1

,showing a s(chool's climate The procedures are as follows:

1) Participants are asked to turn to Worksheet 3.1.1, "Bad
BoW Climate Assessment, and read instructions.

The trainer explains-that the group will view a 5-minute
(segment of a videotape, "Bad Boys." The setting is a
1Ne York City high school. (The complete videotape,York
which runs for sixty minutes, focuses on faculty, stu-
dents, administrators, and counselors. Scenes are of
classes, the schodlyard, and 'a nearby storefront.)

As they are viewing, participants should, jot down, aspects
of cliMate that they can see on Worksheet 3:1'.1,

Trainer shoAld allow larticipantsia minute or two following
the viewinCito complete their notes.



Materials/
Equipment

Overhead
projector-
Screen
Transparency
3.1.1

Sequence /Activity Description

Large Group Discussion

Trainer should ask participants to present to the group the
aspects of school climate they have identified. They should
include those which. are inferred as well as those mentioned
in the segment. Encourage participants to add additional school
climate characteristics and patterns as they think of them.\

The Meaning of School Climate

(NOTE: Some members of the group may wonder what school
climate has t.(:) do with problems of violence and vandalism.
To answer this question, trainer should shoW Transparency 3.1.1
and make the points below:)

The Meaning of School Climate

School climate consists of the enduring
characteristics and patterns that affect
behavior

Different ways of structuring the school
can affect how people.feel and act

These factors play a role In preventing
or controlling violence and vandalism

* `Violence and vandalism flourish when
there is no positive, prosocial, and
productive school climate

o School climate is a set of.enduring patterns in the social
and psychological makeup of the classroom,and the larger
school.

o It is not determined byrapid, day-to-day shifts in mood.
It is not the storm on Thursday- -it is the weather in
general.

o Climate is the relatively stable but gradually shifting
differences in how :people feel about the school, how they
see their roles in the school, and how they are inclined
to behave in the school.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
3.1.2

Sequence /Activity Desdription

o The N.I.E. Safe Schools. Study reports thit "safe" schools
are those where the school climate is viewed positively.

o It is ppssibie to make some progress in controlling
vandalism and violence through the use of guards, surveil-
lance techniques, or restrictive disciplinary procedures.
However, the only way to prevent diSruption in the schools
is to provide a genuine atmosphere of order and caring;
that is, a school climate that is strongly prosocial and
that encourages commitment and personal responsibility.

o Just as police cars cruising through hostile neighborhoods
are only a stop-gap measure in forestalling criminal
behavior so is relying on police force to prevent violence
and vandalism in schools limited in supporting long-term
improvement.

Characteristics and Determinants of a Positive School Climate (40 min.)

A. Factors in a Positive School Climate

The procedures are as follows:

Trainer should point out that the group so far has
talked about climate in general--and seen a less than
ideal climate on tape. What is a really good climate
like?

(2) Trainer should ask the group members to imagine an
ideal school--what would the climate be like?

o What sort of overall "feeling" would there be?

o Hov. you chiracterize the relations between

o What about the curriculum? The organizational
structure?

Trainer should note group responses on a flip chart
and relate points made by the group to the discussion
below.

(4) Trainer now points out that Edward Hrairiard and Robert
Fox have identified at leaSt 8 factors that comprise

the school-!s climate and determine its quality.

Shot Transparency.3.1.2 and summarize the points below.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

General Climate Factors

Respect

Trust

High morale

Opportunities for Input

Continuous academic and social growth

Cohesiveness

School renewal

Caring

According to Brainard and Fox,* ideally, there should be
evidence of

o Respect. Students should see themselves as persons
of worth, believing that their ideas are listened
to and make a difference. Teachers and adminis-
trators should feel the same way. School should
be a place where there are self-respecting individ-
uals. Respect is also due to others.

o Trust. Trust is reflected in one's confidence
that others can be counted on to behave in a way
that is honest. They will do what they say they
will do.

Migh Morale. People with high morale feel good
about what is happening at school.

o f?pportunities for Not all persons can be
involved in making the important decisions. But,
every person cherishes the opportunity to con-
tribute his or her ideas, and know they have been
considered.

*SoUrcet. Brainard, Edward, and Fox, Robert S., "The Climate of the
School,"Ihrust for Education Leadershi , Vol. 3 (March 1974).

5.72.



Sequence/Activ Description

o Continuous Academic and Social Growth. Each
student needs to develop additional academic,
social and physical skills, knowledge, and atti-
tudes. (Many educators have,described the growth
process as achieving "developmental tasks.")
Educators, too, desire.toimprove their skills,-
knowledge, and attitudes.

o Cohesiveness. This quality is measured by the
person's feeling toward the school. Members
should feel a' part'of the school. They want to
stay with it, and have achance to,exert their
influence on it in collaboration with others.

School Renewal. The school as an institution
should,/develop improvement Projects. It should be
self-rentwing in that it'isgrowing, developing
and changing rather than following 'routines,
'repeating previously accepted procedures and
striving for conformity. Diversity and pluralism
are valued. New conditions are faced with poise.
The school should be able to organize improvement
projects rapidly'and efficiently, with an absence
of stress and Conflict:

o Caring. Every individual in the school should
feel that some other person or perscins are con-
cerned about him as a human being. Each knows it
will make a,difference to someone else if he is
happy or sad, healthy or ill.

The factors listed above, and in fact any listings,
used to describe the school's climate, are not
considered as all-inclusive. Participants may
wish to delete oradd items.

(6) Trainer asks group to add to the list as they see

B. Determinants of SchoofClimate

(NOTE: For further information, trainer should refer to
ackground 3.1.1, "The Climate of the School. ")

airier should make the following points.

o We've discussed some characteristics of a positive school/
climate...? But what 'exactly determines whether a climate
is positive or not -- whether you have respect, or caring,
or cohesiveness?

5



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
3.1.3

Transparency
3 . 1. 4'

A number of researchers have attempted to answer that
question. Brainard and Fox see 18 determinants in 3
categories.

Show Transparency 3.1.3 and make the points below.

o The fir
the cut
school.

Program Determinants

Opportunities for active learning

Individualized performance expectations_

Varied learning environments

Flexible Curricula and activities

Appropriate support and structure
Rules cooperatively determined

Varied reward systems

category is program determinants- - relating ta
cular and extracurricular activities Of the

o The stress, clearly, is on a flexible, individualized,
student - involving, approach.

Show Transparency 3.1.4 and make the points below.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
3. 1.5

Sequence/.Activi Description

Process Determinants

Problem-solving ability

Improvement of school goals

Identifying and working with conflicts

Effective communications

Involvement in decisionmaking

Autonomy with accountability

Effective teaching-learning strategies

Ability to plan for the future

o Process determinants involve the interpersonal skills
of the school and its members.

o Here the ability to work together, and communicate, and
to solve problems is of key importance.

Show Transparency 3.1.5 and make the points below.

Material Determinants

Adequate resources

Supportive and efficient logistical
system

Sultabilitiof school plant



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Background
3.1.2

Transparency
3.1.6

o Material determinants are the physical, financial, and
logiStical resources of the school that permit it to
pursue its goals in ways that satisfy all concerned.

o A poorly maintained school always runs the risk of being
disrespected,by its students and staff. One with its
systems in place7-even if it is not-a "rich" school--
is usually viewed more positively.

C. Changing Climate Through Changing Determinants: Sam Project
Exam lea

Trainer should refer participants to Background 3.1.2, Project
Examples: Improving School Climate, and make the following
points.

o Colorado now has a statewide program to improve school
climate. The projects have been designed to iwprove
one or more of the determinants we've just mentioned.

o Background 3.1.2 lists just a few of these projects.
The Colorado State Department of Ed'ication School Climate
Source Book lists 85 such projects.

Trainer should review these projects quickly with participants
to suggest the range involved. Trainer should ask the group
to describe any similar projects they may know of.

Assessing the Current Climate (30 mi

(NOTE: The rest of this module is concerned with specific ways
people can go about assessing and _changing the climate in their
schools. Time may dictate the depth at which all material can be
covered. However, at no point should the idea. of what the partici-
pants can do in their local setting be sacrificed.)

A. Why Assess Climate?

Show Transparency 3.1.6 and make the points below.



Materials!
Equipment. Sequence /Activity Description

Climate Assessment

Assumptions:
School climate can be changed

The first step is to assess the current
climate

Approaches:
Observe critical incidents" (e.g., volun-

. tarism, student response to violence
and vandalism)

Use checklists and questionnaires

o School climate can be changed. Someone once said,
used to ask why doesn't somebody do something about all
this--and then I realized I am somebody." ,We--as indi-
viduals and as groups working togethercan affect change
in our classrooms, our offices, and in the school as a
whole.

o But, it's important to remember that in many ways climate
is a felt reality. The climate is thus at least in part
what people perceive it to be. Everyone involved has a
perceptionand thus an important fint e,tep in climate
change is to assess what that perception is.

o This can be done in a number of ways--both informally,
through observing how people feel and behave at critical
juncturesand formally, through use of one of a number
of formal assessment instruments or questionnaires.

papplf of an informal'Assessment Instrument: Pre-Crisis
Indicators

Trainer should make the following points:

Indicators are events or signs that tell us something
about the way things are going in a school.



Sequence/Activ ty Description

For example, what happens when there is a:,

Problem affecting the whole school (such as a water
pressure or leak problem)

Threat to normal scheduling (such as a bomb scare)

Teacher-student or student-student confrontation
(Such as a. fight having racial overtones), or

A security threat (such as the presence of intruders).

fi

What happens when the school is presented-with such chal-
lenges? Do students and staff "rally around the flag" and
pull together? Or-do they relish the trouble and make
the wl:st of it?

Trainer should now refer participants to Worksheet 3.1, Pre-
Crisis Indicators, and make the lollowing points.

o The U.S. Department of Justice Community- Relations Service
has developed a list of pre-crisia indicators that can
indicate a sudden change in climate.

We won't -take the time to work through theSe here"-but
perhaps if you review them later'YOn may find them useful.
Or, they may suggest still other indiCators of climate"

Land form the basis for an informal assessment in your
school.

Exa 'le of a Formal Assessment ltrpment School Climate
Checklist

Trainer should refer participants to Worksheet 3.1 School
Climate Checklist, And mrke the following points;

o Formal indicators are used in educational research and
can help clarify the situation in school, particularly
if.administrators, staff, students, and other personnel
consider them.

o There are a number of types of instruments.. A_NRS
Technical Assistance Bulletin 11 be available to help
you in selecting one.

o For this presentation we have combined elements hree
of them to give you an idea of what they measure

Trainer should ask the participants to work individually and
complete Worksheet,1,1.3 in their guide,

578
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Equipment Sequence Actiin Description

D. Co: alf-jklot_es.

Ask participants to join with their neighbors in small group.
to discuss and complete their ,observations about their school
climate as assessed en Worksheet 3.1.3. Participants should
be encouraged to consider these points:

o Who checked "almost never" for an items? Which ones?

o Who checked "almost always" for any items? Which on

Working with Students toqAssess Climate

Trainer should make the following points:

Climate assessment needn't be a matter for professionals.
Students have been involved very successfully in projects
to assess climate.

o For example, the Partnership in Research project in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, involved students in a series
of task force-like groups to improve the school. One
early activity was the interview-questioning of students,
staff, and parents concerning attitudes toward the school.

In Walnut Creek, California, students designed and con-
, ducted a full-scale climate assessment, and then proposed
and implemented school change. (See Module 3.3Student
Involvement, for more details ou this project.)

Trainer should solicit group opinion concerning student involve-
ment in climate assessment.

Improving School Climate (15 min.)

Deciding What To Do

Trainer should introduce this topic by pointing.out the
limitations oh dhange by any individual.

o We need to sort out the things the individual can do
from those things that require administrative or com-
munity action. This is important because we don't want
Ito raise unrealistic expectations about how much the
individual can do.

o Three important factors in school climate are clearly
beyond the scope of the individual: (a) overall school
size, (b) school etructvre, and (c) composition of the
student body.

o On the other hand, individuals can take a number of
steps on their own, or with a small support group.



Materials/
Equipment

Background
3.1.3

Sequence/Activitv :-9escriptior,

Trainer should now refer pE cipm
Suggestions for Projects, and -Ice thc:

o A climate assessment is,
point for deciding what to
it's also helpful to :lave ,

o R, .ground 3.1.3,
)wing points.

curse, zhe best starting
Grove climate. But

Bible ideas in mind.

Background 3.1.3 offers 10 d - tions.

a minute and scan threr:nh the:, .low?

Trainer should now ask pa tiL.
suggestions.

Would you take

s to generate further

B. Decidiu Row To D Buildi a Model for Change

Trai er should make the following points.

o Implementing any change successfully is a complex process
that requires a lot of work. We'll be looking at some,
steps in the change process in our planning sessions',
this week.

There is, of course, no one way to bring about change.
However, for purposes of illustration, let's look at
the way one firm that specializes in climate change goes
about it and analyze the process.

o TIER Associates, in Newton, Massachusetts, has beer.i

working in the area of school climate improvement for
several years. Under contract to the State of Massa-
chusetts, they have helped set up climate improvement
projects in over 50 schools.

o They have developed a 9-step process that student- staff-
parent teams can use for improving climate.

Transparency Sho
3.1.7

Transparency 7 and make the points below,



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /ActiAiity Description

Background
.1.4

Transparency
3.1.8

TDR Climate Change Process

School selects team

Orientation session
- Framework of school change
- Selection of questionnaire
- Interview sample

Assessment Interviews

TOR "runs" Interview data

o The change process begins when a school expresses its
willingness to commit human resources to changing cli-
mate. Without the administration's full support, mean-
ingful change will be very hard to accomplish.

Thc second step is a TDR-conducted Orientation session
for the staff-student-parent team. In this session some
possibilities for change are outlined, roles are clari-
fied, questionnaire items (designed to measure climate
factors analogous to the determinants we looked at
earlier) are selected, and a sample ot interviewees is
developed.

o The team then conducts interviews and send the data to
TOR for compilation -and analysis:

, Show Transparency 3.1.8 and make the points below.



Sequence /Activity Description

IOU Climate Change Process
(continued)

Analysis session

Planning sessions (team only)

Goalsobjectfvesprocedures ,

rolestimellnesbudget
Open hearings

Revision session

Implementation strategy session

In Step 5, TDR and the school team spend a half day
analyzing the data and hoting ,areas for change.

o The team then continues to meet over a period of several
months to develop a climate improvement plan.

'o Once the plan is put together, the"team holds open hearings
for input and revision suggestions from the school and
community. This way the plan becomes, in a sense, every
one'snot just the team's.

In a revision session, the plan is revised and the team
develops a strategy for "selling" and implementing their
recommendations. Generally, a clear problem with a not-
too-difficult improvement recommendation is selected for
first implementation. Success in this first effort is
seen as a breeder of further success..

o A further meeting is held with TDR if necessary to further
strategize concerning implementation--to figure out what
will "sell" the school board, 'for example.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Discussion of School Climate Chan e

Trainer should ask participants to consider ways such a
change process might be applied in improving their school
climate.

Wrap-Up (10 min.)

Trainer should make the following concluding points.

o Changing school climate is a mixture of science and art.
involves a combination of Changing the structure of the

school situation and changing the,feelings that students and
staff have about the school.

o Winston Churchill once ,said-, _ shape our surroundings and
then our surroundings shape us."

o Researcher Rudolph,Moos, one of the leading investigators
of climate, describes the phenomenon'as "progressive conform-
ity, or the ways in which people assume the characteristics
of their environments.

o The development of this module has been based on the assump-
tion that the behavior of an individual is not a given be-
havior, but to some extent the product of the situation in
which that individual is placed.

o There are determinants of climate which essentially include
every person, process, and thing inside and outside the school.
These can be identified (nat necessarily all of them) and
assessed.

The same persons who are shaped by climate can in turn re-
shape that climate.
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orksheet I-D

14

School Climate

- Defining and Assessing School Climate

BadBc1_imate Assessment

articipant
Worksheet

YoU will view a segment from the vicleodocumentaryad Boys," a study of a New
York City school. While viewing the tape, jot down any positive or negative as-. c)

pects,of school climate you identify.) (These may be mentioned or simply implied.)
.

The four categories of factors/determinants of climate listed belOw will be dis-
cussed6in the next activity. Note aspects under one,or another category wherever
possible.

1. General -Climate Factors -

2 Program Dete

all eeling

s - Curricular and Extra- curricular Activities

3. ProOess Determinants - Communication and Problem Solving Skills

4. Material Determinants - Physical Resources'of the School
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School Climate -

3.1 - Defining and Assessing School Climate

3.1.2

pre - crisis Indicators

Partiaparrit-
Worksheet

.following list focuses on indicators that may suggest a crisis in school
climate. Check those items that are true of your school.

1- sudden clique formations
2. increased isolated fights
3. appearance of "underground" publications

an anti-school bias
4. complaints' of inequality of treatment as it related -t

discipline, grading, tracking, athletics, and other-
'extra-curricular activities

5. disproportionate number of disciplinary actions
appearance of "demands"

7. a-violent incident or disorder in the community -at -large
8. appearance of hate literature
9.: discovery of:Weapons in the school

10. increased incidents on buses and bus routes
'11. over utilization of minority staff to deal exclusively

with minority children who arein trouble
12. increased conflicts relating to hair styles, clothing,,

food service, etc.
11. conflicts over type of music-to be played at school dances

and the location of these functions
14. all'white or all minority teams
15. lack of staff contact with students

ircitasee-truangy, absenteeism
17. .complaints from custodiali, cafeteria and.transportation

personnel
18. parents coming to school to withdraw their children in

fear of what might-happen
19. students leaving school to go to another school
=20. parents keeping their Children out of schools beCause of

fears of what might happen
21. negative attitudes of principal spreading to staff
22.. discontinued programs and services
23. increased mindrity suspensions, drop-outs, and in-school

push-outs
24., inadequate selections of textbooks, library books, AV

materials, and other teaching materials
25. lack of written discipline codes, or school policies

available to all staff, students and parents
26. 'lack of committees interested ih school problems in

school and community

d flyers with

Yes No



lack of student, parents, Gnu staff arievances procedures
28. inadequate procedures for transporting parents aid students

for conferences and school activities
increased number of students being referred for disciplinary
action

30. staff- student charges of irrelevant curriculum
-31. complaint's of lack of freedom of expressidn

Yes No

Developed by Be'rtfia,. Hudson, U.S. Department of Justide, Community Relations
Service, 1977-78, as a resource for'handling desegregation'issues and adapted
by NSRN.



Course 3 School Climate Participant
'Module 3.1 - Defininc and Assessing Scho Worksheet

orksheet I-D 3-1-3

School_ Climate Checklist

There are several school climate checklists, The following questionsare'based on
five of them: CFI( Ltd.'s "School Climate Profile"; Rensis Likert Associates: -

"The:Profile of;a School "; Dade Co.unty Public Schools' "School Morale Attitude,Sur-
vey": Racine, WiscOnsin, ynifiedSchool Dietricts'"School'Environment, Staff and
SchooliCommunity"1 and Dr, games Garbarino's checklist. This checklist is only a
sampling of these questionnaires, all of-which are quite long.

InstructiOns: -Answer each question as see your school Check the space that
indicates your perception of the situation: Almost NeverRarely--
Occasionally--Frequently--Almost Always.

General Factors-

proud to ber-a.part,
of my school. (3)

B. Students feel that
teachers are 'on their
ide."

--,Even slow students feel
anthuSiastic about
learning.- (5).

D. A --oistrators listen
raeilty-/-eA stta

dant :ideas. ()

My school,snows good
schoOl spirit. 15)

I cm count on other
--teachers to help.me
wheh-I-need it. (1)

I A
Can count on stu

dents to help me
when-I need it.

program ,,Determinants

A- :Students feel free to3
talk to teachers about
school matters. -(2)

'Students can choose
among curricular an
extraz-curricular
activities 'Cl)

Almost
Never

Occa- Almost
Rarely aionallyFrequently Always

_587-



C. Racial and ethnic minor-
ities are treated with
respect and their cul-
tural needs taken into
consideration.

0

D. Students!get away with
antisocial behavior
(3)

Students-are praised. for
good citizenship. (5)

III. processreterminant

A. Problems are recognized
and dealt with rather
than being swept under,
the carpet. (1)

My school is open to
=unity suggestions

and involvement. _(1)

When we have conflicts
in my school the re-
sult is-constructive
not destructive. (1)

Students,stick together
'against teachers.. -(5)

Each clique or group
of students ignores
the others. (4),

New ideas abott the pro
gram are welcomed by
the administration and
other teachers. ,(1)

D.

Material Determinants

A. Books-andother'mater-
ials are kn'ample supply
and are in good cOndi-
Lion. (1)

Teachers are paid well'
compared with other
communities. (1)

My school is kept
clean. c(1)

.18

Almost Ccca-
Never Rarel sionall

Almost.
reauentl- Alwa s

588



D. There'are adequate fa-
cilities or teachers
and stud to use
during recess or free
time.. (5)

There are too many
people for everyone to
get to know each other
and have a chance to
participate in school.
activities. (5)

19

Almost Occa- Almost
Never Rarely

Numbers next to items indicate source from which they were adapted.,

1. CFK, Ltd., in School Climate Improvement: A Challenge to the Administrator,
by. Robert S. Fox et at Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa (paperback), 1974,
141 pp., $3.00.

2. Rensis Likert Assorl.ates,-from The Profile of a School: A Resource for
Improving School Admini -'zion. Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1977.

3. Dade' County Public Schools school Morale Attitude Survey , 'Da de County,
Florida, 1978. 6'

4. Racine Unified-School District, school Envi
Community, Racine? Wisconsin, 1977.

5. Dr. James Garbarino, BoYs jc Town, Nebraska.



Course
Module

/Worksheet

- School Climate

1 - Definin and_Assessin -g oho

3.1.4

2 0

rcvgehccl Climate

Things I could do tv improve_the climate in my school.

Pa ticipant
Worksheet

'Provide activities to promote cooperation and group responsibility.
Examples:

2, Notice and reward.pro-social behavior.
Examples:.-

.Integrate rather
Examcl6S:

_'is olate academically and socially'ma inal students.
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School Climate

Module 3.1 - Defining and Assessing School,C1

Background l-D 3.1.1

The Climate
of the .School

ate

Baokground
Matetials

CHAPTER I

Introduction

positive school climate .is both a means and an end. A ,good
climate makes it possible to :work productively. toward important
goah, = such as academic learning, social development, and cur-
riculxn improliement:

Ic ajso, makes school a good place to be, a satisfying and
meaningful situation 'in which both adults and youth care to/spen-l_a substantial portion of. their time.

What factors comprise.a humane climate? How can people in
a school insure that it has a wholesome learn' frig cliniate? What
'guidelines can be 'developed to serve a'S. a measure of the hu-
maneness of a school's climate? The_se are the essential ques-
tions addressed in this book..

Usual writings on the characteristics of a good school's pro-
gram describe the nature of the -curriculum; and the instructional
program. =That is, they describe 1) desirable 'classroom teaching-
learning strategies and conditions, and 2) sets of courses and
expel, ienccs to be offered students within each area of the cur-
ricular and extracurricular programs. This book goes beyond
these- It describes in concrete terms -facets'-'6f the
school's climate as they relate to school climate goals; how to
assess climate; 'prograni, iirocess; and material contributions
necessary in a healthy climate; desirable relationships among

to Kappa, S hool Climate Improvement : A ChallmiLto the School Adni'llis
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eclucati)rs, students, and others t oinprasiug the )1 community;
and the leadership responsibilities of school administrators serv-
ing as climate leaders.

Importance of School Climate

luring the past decade, great strides have been made in
engthening the American school system. Many new and ar-

chiteclorallY inviting school buildings have been built in an ef-
fort to keep pace with.-the rapid increase in the population. New
developments and major 'advances have occurred in program or-
ganizationseheduling alternatives, individualized instructional
ystents, varied approaches to staff utilization, multiple group-

ing tirrangements, and. mi veritable explosion of multimedia in-
structional materials. Exciting new curriculum mate, ials have
emerged in mathematics, science, English, anti the'sociai sciences.
Program management techniques such as the 1'larming7Pro-
gramming-Iludgeting System (PPIIS), and behavioral objectives,
acconntability,- and National Assessment programs. have become
available to_ help sharpen the focus of educational programs and
support the evaluation of their effects.

Despite these strides, we have not totally succeeded in pre-,

ating the kind of Schools we would like to.,ave; we are not
achieving the potential we envision.. problems and.
concerns about schools remain.

In__ the following list- of problems, are any- pharacteristie of
your school? Check those which concern .yoil or you; faculty,
students, or parents.' Space is provided .(it the end ,of time list
to add other problems encottoteredat scheOl.

I ligh student absenteeism

liglt frequency of student discipline )rol leins
Weak student goVernment

Student cliques,_ ligh faculty absenteeism

Negative discasion in faculty h
Crowded ventlitions
"Lost" feeling of students because 'the: I is too

.

cl ATr suitool,

_Vandalism
Student unrest

Poor school spirit

Poor coniuuinity image c)f the sc.1 1

....Facu!k;! cliques
Property theft front lockers
[lig!) student dropout rate

Underachieving students
Low staff morale
Passive students

Faculty apathy

Supplies and equipment unavailable whe
ea Soidents carrying pins, knives; and other weapons

Poorimage of the school by staff
Dislike of students by faculty members

Feeling among students that school naslitile purpose
high incidence of suSpcnsions and expulsions

Most of these problems cleniand direct attention,. a
alert administrator recognizes the need 'to cor ect the dysfum
tional programs and processes that seem causal to the new

. tive-condifioos, attitudes and behaviOr listed'above.
Actually, such problems are-- symptoms of deeper -climat

concerns. They arcthe,tilis of icebergs,: indicators .01 the- ilia&
gone), of a school's pi )t for dealing with the -human- wet:

, . ..

of students, faculty, 'qid, perhaps, adMinistratorii; they are, i
-,-fact, often effects rather than cattses:; Parenthetically, it coot
be said that' if sclamis continue to ,perpetuate an, anti-Imman
climate in which apathy, failure, punishment, and intidequa(
success in aciaieving'time curriculum are characteristic, they ma -

gu.rantee their own demise, and tiltintately that: of ,the Ainerica:.
,-,-stir ;al system..- . ,

59.
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0 is of the 1.1umaile School Climate

it ix .easy to talk .al a humane school, and to dcseribet
such an environment in &Wing terms. '1311t in reality, what is a
414 humane school? What does a good climate look like?
_What are' the .characteristics of such a schools learning activi,
deg? What instructional conditions must' exist? How can a
school Organization maintain efficiency' and accountability in its
learning program and still be centrally concerned with people?
Can a school have trust and effective communication between
adininistrators and teachers, between teachers and students and
parents, and still retain respect. for individuality and diverse
value positiot

PRODUCTIVITY
of Students and Educators

Achieving ba0c skills
Developing Constructive attitudes

eveloping and expanding an adequate
knowledge base

clarifying values and purposes
Utilizing inquiry and problem-

solving prOcesses-

sAnsFncTioN
on the Part of Students and fain ators

Caining a sense of perSonal worth
'nhjOyiiig`SC)1001 as a pleaSant

._. place to h.q.: and work

saitting rewards from particioatiOn
in worthwhile activities

SCAR.
Figure' 1 -1
0.11VIKI'E

`111f. C ATE or sal( )()1.

The authors believe . .0 in the the
two following goals of the humane school climate:

To provide throughout the school a wholesome, still 'dating,
and productive learning environment conducive to academie
achievement and personal growth of youth at different levelsof development
To provide a pleasant and satisfijing school
which young people can live and work,
These primary goals locos on the young peoplc for whom

schools exist. A corollary is provision of a stimulating and
productive environment for the adults of the school comm nitythe faculty, principal, other staff members, and parents.

To summarize, these goals or. outgrowths of a school Clint
Ontee

can best be characterized as productivity'and sati
without the other is insufficient. Figure 1-1 illustrates the goals.

itu;ttion within

En &nee of School Climate Awareness

More than fifty. years ago, in1918;-- the Commission the
I organization o Secondary Education articulated the Cardinal
PrineipleS of Secondary Education'as health, coMmand of Nodal',
mental processes, vocational efficiency,igood citizenship, worthy
home membership, worthy use of leisure time, hod ethiCal
charactor.2 More recently,- in . 1938, the Educational Policies
Commission of the National Edtreation: Association:4)10nm( thc
purpo5es of education in the American. democracy for the ettery-
clity life pattern of an educated citizen These were ,describedas the. objectives', of 'self-realization, human 'relationship, Cep-,mimic efficiency,- and civic responsibilitY,.3

,

Using public opinion research' processes, in 1973, the (Na-
tional ,Cninnission the- &forth ,of S'econdary. 'Education,
chaired by 13.,1frank BrOwn, developed thirteen learner-centered
goals for secondary education. They

Content goals.'
Achievement f edit uuttieiitiott skills
Achievement of 'computational skills
ktairtment of 'proficiency in critical and of
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Acquisit Illatiorial competence
Clear perception cif nature and envirc nment
Development of economic understan
Acceptance of responsibility for citizenship

Process goals
Knowledge of -elf
Appreciation Of others
Ability to adjust to change
Ilespeet for law and authority
Clarification of ,valnes
Appreciation of the rich vemen s of ma

hi c)ur current era of accountability, in school districts
ughout the nation citizens' and educators are working to-

gether to deVelop the basic` goals of their schools. For exarnple,
this set developed in 1973 bY the Jefferson County, Colo.,

;_school district is undoubtedly typical:
Lodi) student N111: .,

.

Nlaster the basic skill:elm:continued learning
- Develop a sense of 'responsibility, Act with tinders nding

: 2- ,. ..,.,
.2.a and respect toward others as mon/mums,

Develop his nnirpte talents and his sense of worth, well
; -,

'living. tad hi to the, fullest ,
. , ... .

Beconie activiely prepared' to cope with cla-Mge' '
...

,Develop the skills and attitiales IICCCSSa6, to earn 'a living
'-and limo ionlis a centribnting meinber olsociety.,

The :annual 'Callup" Polls on education also 'provide eurrent
'a ow. the Pi(l)lie's iierceptions'el the job of schools. 11exPis a

question frOm the 1972 pell'of a national sample of adults:5,, . .

People have different reasons why they want 'their children.
p+ an education. What are .the chief reasons that 'Conte

,mind?
11' art' rt:spous s ;Ma' lha pereerilages

mentioning each in tid(((e form:
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1. To get better j(

espon_l

THE CL1 THE 1

2.. 1- along beck -r with peOple at all levels
, .. .. percentof society .

Ineve3. To Make more
financial success
To attain self-satisfaction

8 perce
. . ...... . . 21 percent

stimulate their minds ..... .. ........... 15 percent
6, Miscellaneous reasons . . . .. .... 11 percent

1 mform \ation has been reported o Illustrate that the
'climat 'at the outset of this. Tire supportive-of the..
aims of American education. They reoreselit routes for achieving
the larger 'purposeS of schooliog. One_ cliMate goal -pertains- tci
productivity as it concerns acadelnic, social, and phYsical de-

, ----velopment of skills, knowledge, and ratitudeg. -Beeause of the
importance of productivity in the developmental life of young-
sters, and the. fact that youth spend a large. portion of .their life
in school, the second cliMate goal is equally- ititportant. This
goal pertains to satisfaction the need for a fulfilling and quality
schoolla life.

General-Climate' -

. If von were to -Walk into a schOol building and try, to gain dsense of prevailing climate, NAM would you..look .for? Along-
what lines would you assesslts poitiveness or negativeness?

suggest you look- for at least eight.factors, which
resultprir the school's -climate and determine its quality- They testa(

fro) an interaction "of, the school's- prograins, processes, and
physical conditions.

Ideally, there should he evidence of:
1. : Respect Students should see theinselves as

11, believing that they. have ideas, and that those ideas
arc listened to and make a difference. Teachers and ad-
ministrItors Aould 'feel the same wily. School should be a.

' place where there are self-respecting individUals. Respect
also due Others. In ;s -positive climate there are -no

put-downs.
2. 'Trust:

can be n
w:11 do what
iMmt of belie

reflected in on 'ifidc )iee 'that others
1 .on. to,behaVe in a way_ that is honest -They
they say they will do. There is ere-
ing ethers ix lcycit let you dOw0.-
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High Mort Pimp! e with de feel vett about
What- is ha PITnini-t:

4. Opportunities for Input. Not all persons can be Involved
making- the important decisions.' Not always can_ each

person be as influential as 'he might like to be on the
many aspects of the school's programs and processes that
affect him. But every. person cherishes the opportunity to
contribute his or .her ideas, and knoW they have been con-
sidered. A feeling of a lack of voice is counterproductive to
self-esteem and deprives the school of that person's re-

dtiodif!es.

5. Continuous Academic and Social Growth. Each student
needs 'to develop additional academic, social, and physical
skills, knowledge, and attitudes. (Many educators have de-
scribed the growth process. as - achieving "developmental
tasks." Educators, too, desire to improve their skills, knowl-
edge, and -attitudes in regard .to their particular assign-
ments within the .school_ district ;Ind as cooperative mein-
hers of a team.)
Coheyiecness. This quality is iucastrrecl by the per.

feeling- toward the sehool. Members should feel a part of
the school. They want to stay with-it and have a chance to

their. influence on it iii collaboration with-others
7. Schno/ lienctvai. l'Ile,school as an institution should de-

vchil) -improvement projects'. It ..shonld be 'Self-renewing
in dint it is growing, developing, and changing rather than
following routines, repeating' previously i!ccepted, 'proce-
dures, and Striving for.conformity. If there is renewal,.
difference is seen as interesting, -to -be cherished: Diver-

. sity and pluralism; are valued. Niv' conditicifis are faced
with poise. Adjustments are worked out 'as- needed. The
',new' is not seen' as threatening, but as something to be
examined, %.eighed, and its value or relevance determined;
The--schnol slicuild be lible to Or ganize, iMprovenient_ pro-

rapidly and efficiently .vith. an abSence of stress
and conflict.

firing, I'very individual it
lie Other person Or perm

a human being;. Ea Ch knows
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chool- should. feel that
tiro ncerned about him as
it will make a difference- to

I IIE clAtvIATE '111.: '11001.

09.
010.

someone else if lie is1happy or sad, healthy or ill. eachers should feel that he principal cares about evenwhen they make mistakes or disagree. And. the .principalshould know that the teachersat least most of them.inderstand the pressures under which he or she, is vorking_and will help if they can.)

Figure 1-2 lists the factors that- Comprise the school's climateand determine its quality. 'At the: center are the goals for theschool's climate as presented in Figure 1-1.

Basic Human Needs within the School
If it is to be successfulproductive and satisfyingany insti-tution !Mist provide opportunities for students, faulty, staff,and administrators to fulfill their basiclininan needs. Au effec-tive, wholesome climate eannot---ekist i'vithout meeting suchneeds. In a sense, the basie-needs are an additional means__-

viewing many of the climate factors just-described. IvNo school organization can NSSCSS wholesome climate.without providing; for the essential ;_needs of its students rncleducators:

Physiological needs for involvettrent in !nning.= -1 hose. in-volve the School's physical plant including, heat,. light, ;safetyfrom hazards such ,as fire, 'and .relatively unerewded ecin

Safety'n ads pertain to :security from
logical abuse or assault front others
Acccplande and friendship rime ;
ers, staff, and administrators,

ysical and psycho-.
r mind the school.

other 'students,- teach-...

Achievement`, and recognition' needs in regard to one's;endeavors.
Needs to maxinuz onespotential or to achieve-artest possible-level.

`The othois dobot believe the ftwtors listed above, ear the other, listingsused to C.escribe -the seboors etiolate, lire '811-itielosive.- Headers may wish todelete or -ad items, and space is provided for them to do six
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Productivity
OPPORTUNITIES
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CONTINUOUS
ACADEMIC AND
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RING Ti UST

Figure I-2
CLIMATE VAC!. ITS

Thest needs, which are charted in Figure 1-3; concern the
desire of each person for acceptance, identity, and security.

Through their interaction, the programs, processes, and
physical conditions of the school must provide for each of the
basic needs if a wholesome climate is to develop: Should a
school chlal only with safety needs, for example, it is not
likely that trust, respect, high morale, and the like would de-
velop. Safety knight be provided by seeing to it that students
sit quietly at their desks all day long. But such an approach to
safety %void(' do nothing to build trust, encourage innovativeness,

TM.' 'LI ATE OF I'tli

or contribute to high Morale. Further, n school that has out
stioding opportunities for learning, 'a beautiful -physical plant
and involvement processes for making decisions bin has -stn.
-dents being 'physically attacked in the resgrooms or -kitchen
fpa.ing for their safety is not likely to develop a wholesong
climate.

BASIC HUMAN NEEDS OF STUDENTS
AND EDUCATORS

Physiological
Needs

Safety
Needs

Acceptances
and

Friendship
Needs

Achievement
and

Recognition
Needs

Needs to
Maximize

One's

Figure 1-3

Focus of School Climate Iirtplovemcnt Projects

It is not likely that a school can directly embark upon pre-cise projects to improve trust, respect, cohesiveness, caring,
opportunities for input, high morale, school renewal, and con-_
tinuous growth. These are not factors that the school is -likely
to have been working on 'directly, even if it could. They are
universal, and their quality is actually a result of the practices
and programs of the more specific school Operations within
the areas of program, process, and material determinants de
scribed in the foll6wing section.

Sehool Climate Determinants

cril ed below are eighteen features of a school's opera-
tions hat-largely determine the quality of the factors and goals
(see Figures 1-1_ and 1-2) that comprise climate. It is by im-proving these eighteen school climate determinants that school
improvement 'projects can most easily be developed and eval-nateti.

601
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L CLIMATE DETERMINANTS

Program
1)eterinants

Opportunities
for Active
I ,eaming

Individualized
Perfortilace
Expectations

Varied Learning
Environments

Fl sible Curric-
ulum and
Extracurricular
Activities

Support and
Structure
A ppropri t
I ,canter's
Nlaturity

Rules
Cooperatively
1)etermilled

Varied Reward
Systems

Process
1)eterinants

Problem Solving
Ability

Itnproveiitcnt of
School Coals

Identifying and
Working with
Conflicts

Effective
Cutnntunicutittns

Involvement in
Decision
Making

Autonomy with
Accontability

Kffective
Teacliing-
Leaming
Strategies

Ability to Plan
For the Futore

Figure 1-4

Material
Determinan ts

Adequate Rooftrees

Supportive and
Efficient
Logistical System

Suitability of
School Plant

THE cLimAT I TI 1E SCI1

The dew ininants are divided into three major categories:gram, process, and material determinants. Figure which
appears on page 12, indicates the determinants.

Note that the listings of :Figure 1-4 and the descriptions ofthe de,terminants provide space for addition= of items that might
be pertinent to a particular school.

In Chapter VI, each determinant is described at greaterlength, and examples are given to slim what might be expectedfor each program, process, or material) determinant. (These illus-
trations have been contributed by many practicing school prin-cipals and staff members involved in CFK Ltd.-sponsored Prins
cipal,as the School's Climate Leader projects.)

Program Determinants of a positive school climate include:
1. Opportunities for active learning in which students arc to-

tally involved in the process, both physically and mentally,
and are able to demonstrate an ability to use their knowl-
edge and skills.

2. Individualized performance expectationsthat are reasonable:
flexible, and take into account individual differences.-
dividunls are frequently encouraged to set their own per-
formance goals. Care is taken to allow for differences whilesat the same time prOviding maximum challenges for fully
motivating the individual.

3. Varied learning environments, which avoid at single, stand -
ard mode of instruction, Class size, or atmosphere. Schools
widiin schools and alternative programming are considered
potential processes for developing optional .environments,

4. Flexible curriculum and extracurricular activities that pro-vide a wide variety of pace and content options for learn-
erS. It is not assumed that all learners lb a group have the
same content needs or that most will learn at the same rate.
Ex: racurricular aclivitics should serve all stanlents and besubject to constant redevelopment as students' needs change.To the greatest extent possible, such activities should beoffered on an open-enrollment basis.

5. Support and structure appropriate to lc maturity in
Nvhich the school designs its prograiiiis, activities, and re-quircments so they are consistent with the eVerchanging
intellectual, social, and physical developmet la) character-
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istie youth as they grow. 'Educators, prat
pies of child and adolescent growth and development,

litiles cooperatively :determined involving' educators and
students in the development' of rules and regidations that
are dearly stated mid Viewed tis reasonable and desirable
by those affected.

7. Varied: reward si lents, which punishinent and
emphasize positive reinforcement of effective behavior. The
school should recognize the need for and provide a variety
of 'ways in which -students and educators can he productive
and successful.-

VI!,(411',14

O.

Process leterminan of a positive school climate include:
1 Problem solving ability in which skills arc adequately de-

veloped to reach effective solutions quickly. Problems should
stay solved, and the solving mechanism Should be main-
tained and strengthened. There should be well-developed
structures and procedures for sensing the 'existence of prob-
lems, for inventing solutions, for implementing them, and for
evaluating their effeetiveness.
Improvement of school goals-,in which they are clearly stated
and understood by students,. parents, and educators. Goals
should serve as reference points for making decisions, orga-
nizing school improvement projects, and guiding day7tO-day
operations. The school should 'record all goals and contin-
nously update them. Students, staff members, and adminis-
trators are encouraged to develop personal goalS directed

vard their own growth within the context of the school
orograun.

:3. Identifying and working Oar con in a way that recog-
nizes that conflict is .natural and that rt occurs within Jodi-
Vithials, between them, and between groups.' Conflict is not
a problem unless it mounts up, is not faced, and is allowed
to fester. In a favorable climate, conflict is. accurately iden-
tified and effectively worked on.

t. Effective communications, ,which int' rliersanal
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AlltiOrISION Jimong and between educators fiend students
:old parents rather than causing alienation, . isolation, mis-
understanding,'.1ear, and frustration. Communication'hivolves
sending,: receiving, and understanding feelings and ideas
openly and honestly. It is a multidimensional -process, un-restricted. by hierarchies or other- imposed Or imaginary
barriers. There should be emphasis on sharing and problemsolving, as well as a concern for purposeful listening.

5. Involventent in decision making in which opportunity,, to iii-
prove the school exists for students, educators, interestedpitrents, and others. Persons affected by a decision need, an
opportunity to provide input. Decisions: should be based on
pertinent ,information, and decision 'processes ,should be
clearly specified and understood by all. A variety of deci-
sion-making models should be used and theentire process
reviewed periodically for effectiveness and efficiency-

(3. Autonomy with accountability, which balances the freedom
of being independent and self governing with the necessity.
and desirability of being responsible for actions through re-porting and explaining processes in achieving goals and ob-
jeetives., This equity is vital not only to the school as an or
ganization, bUt to educators tincl students ; is individiuils', and
as working groups..,

7. Effective teaching-learning strateg which goals for
aching-learning situations are clearly stated and educators

-seek evaluative feedback from students and other educators.
e.ichers should reeognize that students have varied learning

styles and should attempt to. employ methods that consider
these styles as well as student maturity. Students should have
frequent opportunity to choose from a variety of learning
activities. Inquiry shoul4 be encOuragetl, andA system should
exist to'evaluate teaching strategies.

8. Ability' to plan for the future is a characteristic whereby:
the school determines and plans for its immediate and long-
range future. In this proceSs, the school's educators and
entele analyze the general course of the education programat their school, and deliberately. plan desirable changes and
modifications in the school's programs, services, and j*o-
cesses. It involves planning skills and a future

05
orientation,

6_
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Ain't:Hai do of.a positive school climate include:
1. Adequate resources, which include, able educators and sup-

port for thein and students through provision of hist; uctional
material centers and laboratories, desirable classrodin or
learning-area equipment, furniture, textbooks and references,
other materials,,and adequate expendable supplies. .

2. Supportive end efficient logistical system, which is designed
to help people be productive in achieving the school, cur-
iculum, and extracurricular activity goals. A respbirive sys

tein enhances morale. Procedures should enable' individuals
to efficiently acquire needed material resources. Educators
should be able to get commonly used resources rapidly. The
sytitem should provide quality in such areas as student
scheduling, and in custodial, maintenance, Secretarial, pur- .

ehasing, budgeting, and accounting services. Each individual
should know what he can 4111(1 cannot, expect of a. school's'
logistical system.

3. Suitability of sehm I grrlent in which the . institution modifies
the physical plant as prograin and human needs change,
keeping building decor attractive by use of color, furniture
arrangvinvid, and displays of student work.

Challtt'r 'I, `` chool Climate' rminants," further discusses
each of the alum, eighteen char leteristics. Chapter VII shows
how :a school might initiate a process of developing its Own set
of definitions and climate dett rrrrirraurts, particularly relevant to
its own needs and perceptions.

Summary

'lime pnceding uterial, along with Figures 4-1, 1-2, 1-3, and
1-1, provide a conceptual, overview and definition of the school's
climate. In summary- form, Figure 1-5 combines the ,:iincevIs.
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LEARNING

sINDIVIDUALIZED PERFORMANCE
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VARIED LEARNING
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DETERMINED

VARIED REWARD SYSTEMS
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DETERMINANTS .1-11Y_OLVED

PROCESS DE=TERMINANTS

PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY

IMPROVEMENT OF SCHOOL
GOALS

p IDENTIFYING AND WORKING
WITH CONFLICTS

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS

INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION
MAKING

AUTONOWWITH ACCOUNTABILITY

EFFECTIVE TEACHING-LEARNING
STRATEGIES

, ABILITY TO PLAN FOR THE
v FUTURE

MATERIAL DETERMINANTS

ADEQUATE RESOURCES

SUPPORTIVE AND EFFICIENT
LOGISTICAL SYSTEM

SUITABILITY OF SCHOOL
PLANT

MAPLETON High School, Adams County School District , Adams County

Telephone: 288-6681
Superintendent:. George DiTirro
Printipal: James M. Sekich

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: SCHOOL WIDE ADVISORY SYSTEM

PersonaTizing the educational experience is the goal of the Advisement Program.
It creates:an ongoing personal interaction between a teacher (advisor) and a
-student (advisee). The goals of advisement.are a successful goal-oriented edu-
cational experience for all students; increased pOsitive hame/tchoolcommunica-
tions through active-parent involvement in educational planning; improved student
ducision ma%in; end :arTer pia:ring through a process o' advisee self-assessment.

Cost-funded through Title grant. Prior to implementing the program, a full
year. of staff development was held utilizing pertonnel from the Bureau of Educa-
tional Research at the UniVersity of Colorado. Sister Elise Calmus of the UniveN
city of Colorado is the State High School Facilitator. Mr. George DiTirro,
Superintendent of District fig is the supervisor of the Title IV grant.

. Outcomes: State research. compiled by. the Bureau of IducatiOnal Research at the
University of Colorado under the direction of Mr. John Richie. This

included evalUations-of the Staff Developmental Program, a survey of
parent/teacher and students taken prior to instituting the program;
a follow -up survey. will be condutted during April .1978.
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,

SUITABILITY OF,SCHOOL
PLANT

Adams City High School, Adams County DistrictDistrict,14

Telephone: 289-3111
Superintendent: Dr. J. Roland Ingraham

411Frincipal: Tom Doohan

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: TEACHER ADVISORY PROGRAM

The Teacher Advisory Program has two components:

-- A counselor/teacher team consisting of one counselor and approximately fifteen'

teachers. The purpose of the team is to .provide counseling training to the
teachers and to provide a vehicle of sharing ideas and concerns pertaining
to the program.

-- A teacher-advisor syttem in which each teacher is allotted-approximately20
advisees with whom they meet at least four times a year. The students pick
the teacher-advisor they want.

The objectives of the program are:

-- To enable the school staff to be more aware of and responsive to the needs of
students. d

To assist students in accepting responsibility for decisions about their own

learning.
To,provide for at least one (1) adult in the school who knows each student:
and shares responsibility with.him for his learning program.

-- To assist students in building confidence by developing a positiVe self-image.

- - To form new relationships within the school-that promotes a caring, supportive,
and problem solving relationshipbetween staff and students that would result
in an'oyerall improvemqnt of the-school climate.

Dutetmes: The response from ttudepts.and staf:F tb the initial portion of the prograM

implemented in October has. been positive. The pre-registration for the
secono semester was inproved:considerably.
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EFFECTIVE TEACHING-LEARNING
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Adams County School District #12

Telephone: 451-1561

Superintendent:-- Dr. George W. Bailey

Executive Director of Organizational Development: Dr. harvic Guest

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: ADMINISTRATOR IMAGE AUDIT

ActinPon the bellef that a positive change to (the cpanTls and leyel of trust n a

principal. should contribute highly to a corresponding change in the climate of the
school she/he manages. Adams County conducted the Administrator Image Audit.

Each adminiStrator was placed Into-a role group: elementary principals, secondary prin-

cipals, etc.. They were then asked to share in writing (anonymously): (1) .personal,per
ceptions of:the group; (2) OerCeptions of each of the other groups; (3) the perception
she/he believed each of the others held of his/her own group.

Discussions followed which resulted in clarified perceptions of grogos- and individuals
and'specific objectives for the improVemen of inter-group-relationship for ensuing'.

-year.

Outcomes: There ha . been. a deCreae in student - teacher conflicts. Curriculum developmen

has gone smoother. Faculty seems more open'to change.
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Alamosa High School, Alamosa School Distric RE-110, Alamosa County

Telephone: 589-6606
Superintendent: Dr. Donald E. Merrill
Principal: Ron Hunter

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: ALTERNATIVES IN-EDUCATION
1

The-alternative program was designed to offer students, variousoptions to obtain 4
high school diploma. Curriculum courses were given in.the English Language Arts,,
spcial-studies, math science, and reading in the content. areas. In addition to
academic development, the curriculum has been expanded to place an emphasis on
effectual development, and the use of community resources fOr learning experiences
outside the classrooM. Students along with staff, share in all of the decisions--:
di.ectlYaffi!C4i.ing the students' education to include the- operational procedures-
ofthe program, whitthe students study, and how they are to learn the content.
Letter grades have been dropped in favor'of using a point system for credits. All

learningebJectiveS are contracted between the individual student and teacher. The
rationalibehind this approach is.basic. We are- attempting to watch learning styles
and teaching styles. A hopeful outcome is that students will experience.success in
academics, involve them in decisions that must be made, and involve them in problem-
salVing concerning not 'only-academic goals .but personal goals a -s well. Another_ob-
jective of the program is to improve the individual attitudes of students toward
self, school.and community. The students identified for this prograin were Chosen,
primarily because they were potential- or actual high school dropouts, although
acceptance of a:student into this program is not limited to this"criteria. Since
the program is optional,- students sign a contract to participate in this learning
situation. This entry contract was developed by students and teachers. At present
there are. 38 students involved.

Outcomes\ The. program wasiimplemen Id at the start of this school year, so specific
measurement of the outcomesJs pending a year-endanalysis. -Various
methods of measuring the successes and failures of:this procra6 have
-been developed, to include:, academie,athievement, attitudinal develop
lent, attendance, parent respon.ge, aneschpol/comminity receptiveness..
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Cherry Creek High School, Cherry Creek Dist. 5, Arapahoe County

Tel 773-1184

Superintendent: Dr, Richard P. Koeppe

Principal: Henry Cotton

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: DEANS

Four teachers have been employed as -deans of students,. These individualS have been
employed because of their ability as a teacher and their, outstanding relationship
with students and faculty. .Their responsibilities include-the discipline and atten-
dance for approximately 700-750 students. They are situated n each of th6.-foUr-
huildings-oh campus. One assistant principal is'TesponSible for:these deans.: The

, counselors work very closely, in a team approach, with the dean. The,combination of
the.Dean, Counseloir, and PsyChologist offers many optioni when working with-adales-
'cent problims.:

Outcomes: Consistency in interpreting school policies-and regulations has been
attained. Daily attendance has neared the 55% mark.
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Smoky Hill. High' School, Cherry Creek SchoollAstrict j S, Arapahoe Coupty.

Telephone: 693-1700

Superintendent; Dr:'. Richard P. Koeppe

Principal trenck

PROJECT On'ACTIVITT:-,VIDEO,TAPE: 'SHAPING STUDENT. BEHAVIOR

.

During-3 hrs/week student behavior 'is video taped in the'halls, lunchroom, library,

resource centers, smoking-area and schodi parking lot. These tapes are used to

evaluate the quality of-life at,Smoky Hill

Outcomes: .When a Student can tit_their-.behaviOr oh,tape, the,resultE are dramatic.

110,s proceSs also helps the administration develop. rogrami. to more

effectively deal with jiinstant,replaY..'!.:
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NOin Platt.Junior High School., Boulder Valley School

Telephone: 499 -6800

Superintendent: Dr. Barnard D. Ryan

Principal: Gary G. COX

District RE 2

OROJECT OR ACTIVITY: ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Faculty members in 1974 began taking inservice courses in which they learned ways
of applying Organization, DemetOpment (OD) procedures to planning optional programs
and imprnvino school climate. In these classes thelP.hecme a cohesive and'efcective
group for scEool Improvement. They surveyed students, parents, and laculty in
Spring 1975 to determine optional program needs and areas in which school improve-
ment needed improving. Students, parents, and faculty continued to participate In
the program development process through. membership on committees and participation
in inservice workshops. The ichool has also used OD specialists from the district
office as consultants to groups of the faculty.

Outcomes: Through the cooperative curriculum development activity a successful
8th grade English and social studies program has been developed.

The'OD specialists have helped improve the conduct of meetings, espe-
cially in clarifying communication and in setting.clear and effective
ways of dealing with agenda Items. The resulting changes in meeting'
procedures have promoted more effective Lse of faculty members' time in
meetings and more satisfaction with the conduct and results of meetings.
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Clear.CreekSecondary SC hoot, Schobl biStrict RE-1, lea- Creek County,

.Telephone: 571-1177,
Superintendent: Dr. Rodney.Bartels
Principal: Richard Ayers.

'`PROJECT OR ACTIVITY.: CHILD: ASSESSMENT TEAM i

The Clear Creek County Child Assessment,Tialidh a,group of Professional represen-
tatives-of local social service delivery-agencies.. andorganizatienS who dea
directly.with children of the county and theirfamilies.

,

ome The.purpose,cf the.7carie to'; 1) oordinate agercY serviCas to jth
and their faMilies through the discusilonof resources, roles and actual
cases.',2)- Develop guidelines 'fir appropriate referrals from agency. to
agency. 3). Assist each-other:in the determination bf child abuse and --
neglect cases and the development of a coordinated and adequate treat-
mentstrategy-for 'such families. .4) Coordinate. the development of

_needed programs within respective agencies or in the community'. 5)
Provide. professidnal peer Consultation and support around treatment
issues and-strategies.
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East High SChool, benve-

Telephone: 388 -5603

Superintgndept: Dr. Joseph E. rzeinski'

Principal: John J. Astuno

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: GUARDIAN. ANGEL BREAKFAST

Once every -two weeks thejarincipal (Guardian Angel) invites 15-20.Students
to ore0 teachers,-and onetci two:adults from-the. community:to-a--.0reikfastwhith
is. repared and served by the East High:HoMegooflomics Cless... The purpose of, the
tiareakfast, is for students to get toknoW-the-Printjpal-and -What he does, and for
the 'PrinCipal to know a:b-oad,tampling-of stUdents'andfget-a better feeling bf
the student pulse at

Outcomes: Very entusiastically received 'by all.who have attended:.- This activity
.

is.being broadened -to include more students .and is in its-thirdyear:
of operation.
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Harrison High School

Telephone: 576-1063

Harrison District El 6so County

Superintendent:. Wayne Bricker

Principal: Robert P. Breeden

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: SCHOOL WITHIN A SCHOOL

The purpose of this project is to decrease alienation,among students, faculty, and
community at large. The target-Population:is disaffected-youth of all'abilityTevels.-

.Students who volunteer for -this: -program are removed: from the normal o4tsroom routine

.fOr',threehours' a day to SpeCial area of the high school where theyrecetve
AualAnstruction in socialStudies, English,. mathematics. They are also exposed. to
Narious:work ekperientes and group.counseling iftythis "school within a school." For
all other-1111h school activities the students are, mainstreamed.

AS a result of the prograMstudents gain motivation confidence and selfesteem. .

Outcdmes: School drop-out and truancy rates were decreased.. Positive attitudes to-s.
ward .the parents, school,. and themselves -were developed by students. Many
stUdents.wereable to receive their diploma with their contemporaries.
More students were willing to become- involved in corrununity activities
and projects,
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Harrison High School, Colorado Springs District 2, El Pato County

'. Telephone: 576 -1063

SuperiRtandent: Wayne Bricker

Principalf Robert, P.Breeden

pROJECT OR ACTIVITY: STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING AND INVOLVEMENT.
WITM.STUDENTS

The staff. and administratioriceoperatively designed a three-year aff developmeit
program.to promote.a morchuManisticschool'climate. Major areas of inservice
presently beingaddreised.in onOldifday inservice session, per month are: evalua-
tion'of-perfOrmance, -coMpetent-Y- based:instruttion,---cultural tnd:ethical.awirepess,
transactional analysis, prescriptivelnstruttioh, andAnvolvement of student
OVernment representatives.

Outcomes: A planned programls_being,carried out.
, The faculty is aware of new

techniqUest6dHeducationalAevelopments,-.Students are involved'in all
activities and ,planning.and mutual repsect among all members .of the
'School fami -ly" is developing. Major changes in teacherand adminis-
trator'eyalualtiom have occurred along With:the emergence of a strong
itudent government.
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PROVEMENT PROJECT

As' result of the local school accountability committee placing schOol climate
improvement as a top priority, students, teachers, counselors, administrators,
and support personnel were surveyed as to their perceptions of the school climate.
Using the,survey results, a. school, climate profile was drawn, and the following
activities were-initiated in response to the profile:

1) inservice programs relating to problem solving, open communication,
shared decision making and accountability for,populationrepresen-
tatives.

. 2) Visitation by-population members to other schools.
3) Media (audio visual and printed) distributed.
4) School,neWspaper articles (informative, and feature).
5) Student projects relating to improved schoOl climate.
6) ;InCreased teacher and student involvement in the decision Making process.7) Student advice groupings (homerooms) under the supervision of teaCheri

were instituted.
8) Regular, structured meetings of support Tersonnel (teacher aides, cus.-

todians and so forth) were commenced.

A form the CFK Ltd. School Climate Profile was administered to the population in
the spring of 1976 for post assessment and summative evaluation.

Outcomes: A post-assessment showed positive climate change as perceived by students
and leachers and a somewhat negative perceptual change:on the p:rt of,.,..
administrators, Counselors, and support personnel
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Evergreen Senior -High School,

TelepnOne::- .6743341

Superintendent: Gene H Cosby'

Principal: Jerry Crabs .

efferson County Di'.trict 1

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: _SCHOOL SENATE
=

A school Senate-has been formed to replace the traditional student council.,:' The
Senate, comprised Of studentS-parents,.teachers and one administrator and chaired
b.Y.the:Ituden.t-body:president, is a decision'taking, policy-making.groUp. 'The -.

students teetthree days a.week in the' Student Government class and the Senate
sessfon-convenes:one--daya week for two'periods with all representatives in attend
ante. The Senate ,hatlhe.poWer_to'change any school- policy not affecting -School
Board Policy,:bUdget,-alidior school may,veto an)cSeriate
bill The Veto may be Overridden:Val/3 Senatorial vote.

.

Outcome ,As a,resUlt of the authority. invested in. the Senate, we have seen a
considerable increase in School.nd community spirit. BetaUse-the
students have a real voice.in school -011cy making, they-are showing
anewinterest in making suggestions and -are actively Involved in seek-
Arig way ,to improve the school climate. The same is true 'of the..
parents.
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Alterna iye Learning Center, Poudre School Districtarimer County

Talephene: 221-2920
Superintendent: -Don L. Webber
prinCipal: Isabel Starner

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY: GET A HANDLE ON LANGUAGE - AND FLY!

-This is a project - oriented English,clasS emphailzing the- practical. It is designed
tostimulate students. who_haVe had ahistory_ of failure .(experienced in previous
high school'and junior high school classes). All writing, speaking and grammar

--skills are centered around high --- interest mini-units.(14'WeekS). Students have
the opportunity. to suggest unit-content and -direction., Units. are: 'a) Reading and
0rawing,P14ns for'a, Dream House, b) StUdy and TvalUatlon'of Antipues,c) Building
a Solar.Oven,-4) Handtdois and their Use, e) Lifestyle Assessment, f HoW to
CoMunicate with Parents,_g).etc..-

.

Students have expressed'verbally and in writing that they are retaining
more information and getting into the skill work. with less-anxiety Pre
and post tests bearthit out. .:The most dramatic proof hasipeen. A sealed
timed-writ-169'4one n September 1977 compared to one in January .1978.:
The iMproveMents dramatis.. The students are more eager to learn.

-Discipline probleMSerkOrtually non-existent.

4 .

622
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Lamar High School,. Lamar District Re-2, Prowers Ulan

Telephone: '23674357
Superintendent: Dr, John H. Holcomb
Principal:: Joe.T': Rocco

PROJECT_ OR ACTIVITY: ....'CLASS DISCUSSION Of SCHOOL REGULATIONS

At the beginning of the school. year and wheneVer new school policies or regulations
emerge, the.. stOdents, during_a. designated period of the day, revfer4'discuss, and
take xtconmendations. in. the.tegulatiOns to a faculty-student 7administration school
PolicY.grdup.;../This:process not only increases understanding of:school regulations.
but also egree. to which the regulations-are observed. This prOect,
is in-its -second-Year:: Twide l'year,in the fall- -and in the sOring,students'in.'
designated claSsesdiscuss discipline and attendance policies with theirteachers.
This year_priopese&changes to.the policies-Were distussed .As -a result of these
-discussions..some proposed changes Werenot implemented;' others-were modified. The
results of the.disCussloware.shared,bY all faculty members in facUltk meetings.

this way, student opinion is considered.by faculty members as. they make detisioh$
regarding school regulations.

Outcomes: Principal Joe Rocco reports that believes.the procedure "definitely
has a positive effedt on student attitudes towards rUleiand'regulations
because the'- students -have had something to say about them:" There is less
complaining about rules-and more pupils are following them. As a result,
the number of referrals to' the office for infractions of.school rules has
.declined;

623
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University High School, University of Northern Colorado Lab School, Weld County -

Telephone: 292-0919

Principal: Joe Slobojan

PROJECT OR ACTIVITY, OPEN CAMPUS AND FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

The Open Campus-concept provides the University High School with the flexibility
needed for a dynamic student climate.. The Open Campus provides the opportunity
for the follow-ng concepts: 1) a flexible schedule, 2) the development of'student
maturity through the freedom to be involved in developing many of their learning
experiences, 3) Independent Study as well-as tutorial learning experiences, 4) a
means of providing a meaningful discipline solution to student problems,. 5) pro-
vides for alternative education.

Outcomes: The Open-Campus concept is truly an organizational means of providing,
the flexibility needed in today's high school. The Concept is not
geared to lessen the supervisory aspect of administration or teachers,
but rather it provides for an environment that tends to develop mature
students who are able to deal with the problems of self-motivation and
self-determination.
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Course 3 -.School Climate

- Defining and Assessing School Climate_

Background 1-D 3.1.3

Suggestions for Projects

Background
Materials

Eugene Howard, in his article "School Climate Improvement," offers nine interesting
suggestions for imprciving and openingup a school's climate. The suggestiont-arei

1. Deemphasize hierarchy by organizing nonhierarchical teaching teams instead
of the hierarchical Ones commonly suggested., Further facilitatecomMUni-
cations across hierarchical barriers by developing a "flat" organizational
plan designed to encourage decentralized decision-making.

Decrease. the amount of staff time presently invested-in snob appeal type.
activities which emphasize conformity and competition. Increase the amount
of staff time ;devoted to developing activities for pupils who are generally
considered "out of it," open the membership on the student council to_
anyone who has an idea for improving the school and is willing to work on.
it.

Develop projects to. include pupils in the evaluation of their own, work.

Replace ,the present achievement recognition sytteffi'with one which emphasitet
more immediate-and widesptead rewards for tasks well done.

5. Form a group to rewrite the .school's philpsoPhy statementland'its book-o
rules and regulations so,that what the school stands for is understood
more clearly by everyone and sb that these beliefs are translated into
reasonable rules.

6 Revise the school's grading and reporting systems so that it is ssible
evaryone to feel that he i3 succeeeing every daY.

7. Take students and staff members on retreats or form in-school discussion
groups designed to foster open' communications,' mutual respect, and under-
standing.

8. Form a group of students to make a study of the inconsistencies which
in the school, betWeen what the school's philosophy statement says and the
manner in which the school's programs operate.

9. Interview 4 group of the school'A losers and listen carefully to their
deScription'of how school affects their attitudes towards themselves and
others. -Form a task force to do something about at least one of the con-
cerns-expressed by the losers' grOup.

6purce: rd, Eugene R., "School Climate Improvement," Thrust, Association of
California Administrators, Vol. III, No.`3, January 1974.'



The above list of pro ectsis only_ suggestivedesigned to assist the reader in
his-Understanding of the kinds of innovative practices I am advocating. Such projects
are liMited in scope. They would, thOwever, modify, at_least to a small extent, the,
climate of the school. Perhaps if a number of smaller projects can ba successfully
implemented the students-and staff can begin to Seethe value of climateiMprove-
ment activities-and can feel.confident'enough to launch a comorehensive,Program
desianed to modify all of the climate characteristics which have been identified.



Course 3 School Climate

Module_ 3.1 - Defining and Assessing School Climate

Background I -D

A pr ogram d

1.4

Improving SchoOl Climate

eloped by TDR Associates, Inc.
385 Elliot Street
.Newton, Massachusetts 02164
(617) 9-0651

Background
Materials

TDR Associates, Inc., of.Newton Massachusetts, trains internal
student- staff - parent teams to measure and improve school climate,
racial climate, and school discipline. Usingrvalidateeinstruments,
these teams survey student, staff and parent perceptions of theSe
factors, and:develop and implement- improvemept plan-' based on the
findings. These procedures place the locus df change within a
school, and have been followed with consistent succesz.

It is not always apparent why some schools are orderly, friendly,

serious about

disinterested

larger social

learning, while:other schools are disorderly, hostiile,

in learning. To some extent, school behavior reflects the

oasis; changing values, crime and violence, economic retrench-

ment, a generalized malaise. Yet some schools do manage to.transcend their

surroundingsby Lntaining a climate condUcive to teaching and learning.

places\where, the ills of theStch schools become communities of,their 0

culture-at-large are not the governing facto

School Climate can be improved and maintained at a 'high level of

excellence by.giving systemati

which schools do have control:

SCHOOL CLIMATE

. Involvement
Accessibility
Receptivity
Learning
Okientation
Community
Dealing With.
Problems

:7Equal Treat tent

attention to the following factOrs

. Groupings
Expressiveness

. Goal Direction

. In

Distribution
Options
Order
Challenge

RACIAL CLIMATE

. Racial Mixing
Racial Fairness

. Staff Support for.
Integration

. Security
,Staff Modeling

. Multicultural
Exposure

over

SCHOOL DISCIPLINE

. Behaviors Toward
People

. Behaviors. Toward
the School

. Behaviors Toward
Self

J
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Each-of these factors is related to student learning and social development, racial

integration; and staff morale and effectiveness. These factors have been validated

by research and practice over the past two decades.c

The teams are trained to gather data about the current state these

aspects of the school's life, to interpret that data, and,to plan and direct

'improvements where they are most needed on a continuing basis. It is essential

that these stakeholder groups work together, to avoid or break out the-circular

blaming and polarization that is often found. in this endeavor the teens work

in concert with the established governing bodies f the school, such as the

administration, and the teacher, student and parent associaiions-. The teams

supplement and enrich the ongoing operation, not replace

_

Whethe schools are large or small, or city, suburban-or rural, the

results_are.encouragid4. ,Some schools have developed new, perticipative
..,

governance and expanded activities programs= Some schools have been increasing

student challenge' by raising course _d-gradua omrequirements, or increasing,

school member's involvement d the school's sense of -ity through expanded

activities programs. Other schools are working on raising the achievement levels'.

of students through the use of individual learning contracts, cooperative learning

teams, and other such approaches. 'By the time these student-staff-parent te s

reach this 'stage of prescription, they are ready to continue and expand this process

on their own.

By participating in the formulation and operation of.new school governance

''procedures, students, staff and parents share responsibility for control of the

school, thus ditinishing their f elings-of powerlessness, however derived. By

improving the school climate factors

investmen

an atmosphere that enhances school members'

learning and teaching can be maintained. By gearing the curricula

28



and instruction practices
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variety of student interests and abilities'in

realistic and _challenging ways, the "hope of attainment" necessary for self-

discipline can be restored for any previously disruptive students.

That schools can make such improvements, even in current times, has been

demonstrated. There is no magic involved.- It takes time, patience, determination,

skill,tand engaging, proven step-by-step procedures. The ideal state is never

reached; only small, incremental changes thatt can over time add up to collectively

impressive improvements. School discipline; and its companion, hope of attainment,

With leadership anenerve,are not, completely. at the mercy of societal forces.

schools can\becoke what one historian has recently called, "small communities

of competence.

629



Course 3 - School Climate

Module 3-2

Purpose

Stress Assess ent and Mangement

Module
SynopOs.

The purpose of this module is to introduce to participants the subject of stress as
an element of school climtate. The module is designed to help participants recognize
that it is normal and reasonable to feel the effects of stress in the school environ-
ment and that there are ways, of assessing and, managing the stressors which negatively
affect job performance.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Discuss stress as it applies to school personnel

List some sources of school-related stress

Identify the stressors that affect job efficiency and functioning

Begin developing strategies to prevent or alleviate school stress.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This core module is most appropriate for teachers, administrators, counselors, and
other educators who work in stress-producing environments which adversely affect
efficiency and morale.



Course _.,_siomi===te___
Module

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flip chart
Markers

Materials

Transparencies

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

3.2.1 Conditions Leading to Long-Term Stress Among School Personnel
3.2.2

v Conditions Leading to Long-Term Stress Among School Personnel (coned
3.2.3 Conditions Leading to Long-Term Stress Among School Personnel (coled)
3.2.4 Outcomes: Personnel Reactions and Inherent Problems.
3.2.5 Two Assmmptions Underlying Stress Reduction and Management
3.2.6 Imtroving Managerial Practices
3.2.7 Principles of Stress Reduction
3.2.8 Principles of Stkess Reduction (coned)
3.2.9 Principles of Stress Reduction (cont'd)

Handout

3.2.1 Conditions Precipitating Stress
visors

Part i Worksheets

,3.2.1
3.2.2

Social. Readjustment Rating Scale
Steps to Reduce Stress

Background Materials

3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3

Co7Workers, and Super-

Excerpts from "Long-Term Work Stress Among Teachers and Prison Guards"
The Job Related Tension Index

Principal's Next Challenge: The Twentieth Century Art of Manag-
ing Stress"

3.2.4 "Coping with Stress in 1979"



Coficlitions. Leading to :1,,iong:Tenr
Shiess orig. $chool 'Personnel

1. Failed .pUblic OoliOies: school
personnel take the blame.

Students attending by law, not by
Ohoice

632



C nditions Ceding to tong7TenTi
. Stress ong School :Personnel

cont'd)

3 'Changps and contradictions:- in.
'Oructure goals, objectives and
rules

Inadequate materipl resources

5. 'Limited and undefined linos of
support



(COnditionsprecip4ating
:Long:Tem Stress

PersOnel-(to00)

conflicting demands and
expectations from constituent
groups: teachers, parents,

t

administrators students others



Outcomes:

Personnel [Reactions
and Inherent Problems

1:- -A sense of vulnersbil

2 A sense'ot isolation

3 The onset or increase in severity of
physical/psychological symptoms

4. Little hope for improvement
; rx

Farces niaking it diffidult to chanOe status



Assin0 Stress

:Reduction And Management

Help must be offered before workers
come disabled

Acknowledge the presence of stress
before it leads,to ,_more. stress



improving Managerial Practices.

1. Support constituent groups

2. Institute methods for early identification of
problems

3 Employ resource people as counselors

4. Provide opportunities for sabbaticals and
re-training

5 ar Prepare for employment in schools

6. Treat symptoms and illnesses immediately



Summary of Principles
of Stress Reduction

1 find your .own:Vress
the speed, at which you can run toward
your own ..goal- -Mahe sure that both the
stress level and the goal are really your
own, and not ifilposed by society for only
yOu yoUrself can 4now what you 'want and
how faSt you can accomplish it.

By Hans Se lye, from Information Please Almanac, 1979:



Summary, of Principle
of stress -Reduction

2. 'Be an altruistic 'egoist
All living beings [need] to look after
themselves first. Yet the wish to be of
some use, to do some good to others, is
also natural. You must beuseful to
others. This gives you the greatest degree
of safety,- because no. one: wishes to
destroy a person who is-useful.

By Hans Selye, from Information Please Almanacs 1979.



ummary of Principles
o Stress Reduction

Earn thy neighbor's love.

phis is a contempOrary Modifkation of
the maxitn:Love thy neighbor As thysqlf.'-
It recognizes that all -neighbors are. not,
loVable and that it is:impossible to love on
command.

By Hans Selye, from Infix atiori Please Almanac, 1 979.



3 - School Climate

3.2 - Stress Assessment and Mapgement

Bilrces
3.2.1 Stress Management Bibliography
8.3.2.1 "Student Stress - Why You're Uptight and. What To Do About It"
R.3.22 "How to Cope with Stress in the Classroom"
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Module_ 3-2 7 Stress Assessment and manacement

14 Total Time 1 hour and 30 minutes

Couise
Ana.

by Module

Module Summary

Participants will look at stress as an element of school climate. This module is designed
to show that it is non-cal and reasonable to feel the effects of stress in the school

,environment And that there are ways Of assessing and managing stressors which negatively.
affect job performance.

Activity/ Content Sum a Time

1. Overview of Work Stress Among School Personnel

A. a ional Hazards Leadin Stress

Participants identify stressful situations and conditions in
their work.

B. Conditions Leading.to Long-Term S tress

A number of conditions (including failed public policies; stu-
dents unwilling toattepdSchool; changes and 'contradictions
in strudture, goals, objeCtives, and rules;:inadequatematerial
resources; limited and undefined lines of support; conflicting
demands and expectations from constituent groups) can lead' to
long-term,stress_

C. ,Comparison Between Teaching_and Other High Stress Occupations

D. Results.of Stress

Results of-stress can be both emotional and physical.

2. General Identification of Stressors

A. Introduction of---the-Holmes-Rahe Social Read- ustment Ratin
Scale

The Holmes-RaheSocial Readjustment Scald based on research
-conducted by-Dr. Thomas H. Holmes and Dr. Richard H. Rahe over
25-years, lists 43 stress - producing experiences in life.

Completion of the Scale 'Optional Activity)

Participants complete the Holmes-RE\he Social Readjustment
Scale.

11K 42

10 min.

30 min.



Activ /Content S mr Time

Debriefing (Optional Activity)

Participants meet in small groups and discuss their stress ratings.

D. Reference to Student Stress

Students are also under,stress in the school environment and t ain-
'ing is available for them.

M1

Identification 'and Alleviation of S resso s in the School Environment

-hs

Participants list their stresses and strengths.

B. Comparing Notes

A, Identi -in .Stresses

Participants re-form their small groups and share their stresses
and admitted strengths with each other.

C. Action Planning

Ways of ,reducing or changing stressors are introduced.

4. Conclusion

Trainer summarizes the session, refers to the topic of student stress,
and reviews sOme'donsiderations'in planning to improve the school climate
by better management of stress.

40 min.

10 min.

r



Course 3 - School Climate

Module 342 - Stress Assessment and Management

Materials/Equipment Sequence/Activi

Detailed_
Walk Through

Description

Overhead
projector

-Background
materials

Flip chart

Marker

Mi
(10 min.)
nilecture: Overview of Work S ndng School Personnel

(For this 10-minute minilecture
the trainer should refer to the
which accompany this module.)

on stress among school personnel,
Trainer's Backgrouncl-Materials

A. Occupational Hazards Leading to Stress

Trainer should ask participants to call out a few examples
of stressful conditions and situations in their work. These
words or phrases are written on a flip chart. Some examples
might include broken glass in the parking lot or poor venti-
lation in the building.

Trainer should then make the following introductory points:

o Included among the occupational hazards of working
in schools are--

Constant strain experienced as tension, physical
and mental illnesses, interpersonal problems.

Conflicting role expectations and role ambigu-
ity. Staff are asked to both control and edu-
cate--to encourage obedience and support intel-
lectual independence.

These are significant .factors in the school's overall
climate.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
3.2.1

B. Conditions Leading to Long-TeLm Stres

Show Transparency 3.2.1 and make the .following point

Conditions Wading LongoTemi
StreSi-AniongSchool Personnel

1 s Falled.pUblic policie: school
personnel take the blame

2. .Students attending by law, .not by
choice

Background
Materials,
3.2.1,

Excerpts fr
"Long,Term,
Work Stress
Among
Teachers and
Prisbn Guards"

(For condition 1)- School personnel are agents of public
policies, many of which are social experiments. If these
are unsuccessful, school personnel are the most convenient
focal point for society's blame.

(For condition 2): School personnel are caretakers of stu-
dents who are, in many cases, in their charge by force of

N---law not by choice.

Compariso&-Between Teachers and Prison Guards

Refer to chart entitled "Conditions Precipitating Long-Term
Stress" in BackgrOand Material 3.2.1, excerpts from "Long-Term
Work Stress Among Teachers and Prison Guards."ti

Trainer should, make the following points:

o Carroll M. Brodsky, a medicalNdoctor and an anthropologist,
examined and studied a, group ofNteachers and prison guards
who had filed industrial accident claims or applied for
service-connected disability benefit'il,Their major com-
plaint was that they had been injured byNthe pressures and
stresses of their jobs.



pequence/Activi Description

o His studies indicated some similarities in work stress
between the teacherS and prison guards. for example,, both
groups are caretakers of possibly unwilling charges, a sit-.
uation' leading to stress.

o Teachers, as well as administrators, counselors, and other
educators, as caretakers of students, are often aware of or
the object of students' frustration about their situation
through passive aggression, 'violence, vandalism, acting-out
behavior, uncooperativeness, and lack of appreciation and
affection.

Show ,Transparency 3.2.2 and make the points below:

6

Conditions Leading to Long-Term
Stress Among School Personnel

(cont9d)

3. Changes and contradictions: in
structure, goals, objectives and
rules

'of4 Inadequate material resources

Limited and undefined lineS of
support

o All school personnel-students and parents, too -- experience
frequent changes and contradictions, These are expressed
in.the following areas:. F

(For condition 3):

(1) Structure of authority, program, schedule,
assignment, responsiblity

(2) Goals for the school, for personnel, and for
students

Objectives for the school, for personnel, and
for students.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
3.2.3

Background
Materials
3.2.3,
"The

Principal's
Next
Challenge:
The Twentieth
Century Art
of Managing
Stress"

Sequence/Activi Description

(For condition 4 ) Inadequate materials resources, a
constant problem reflected in practically every opera-'
tional area.

(For condition 5): Limited support, another constant
problem, adversely affects school personnel and stu-
dents.

Show Transparency 3.2.3 and make the in s below:

Conditions Precipitating
Long .Term Stress Among School

Personnel (cont'd)

6. conflicting demands and
expectations from constituent
groups: teachers, parents,
administrators, students, others

o There are conflicting demands and expectations from the
various groups that make up the school. Dealing with
these--at all levels--causes stress. Teachers, for.exam-
e, are stressed by their relationship with their super-

iors (principals) and their constituents (parents and stu-
dents). Principals are responsible to other school admin-
istrators, school faculty, students and parent- -all at the0

same time! Background Materials item 3.2.3, "The Princi-
pal's'NextaChallenge: The Twentieth Century Art of Manag-
ing Stress," discusses some unique ways principals experi-
ence stress and suggests coping strategies.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
. . 4

Sequence/Activi Description

D. Results Stress

Show Transparency 3.2.4 and make the in below:.

Outcomes:

Personnel Reactions
and Inherent Problems

1. A sense of vulnerabili

2. A sense of isolation

3' The onset or increase in seven
physical/psychological symptoms

4. Little hope for improvement

5. Forces making it difficult to change status

o Dr. Alfred Block of Los Angeles observed that teaching
sonnel exhibit conditions of long-term stress in physical
and psychological ways that are similar to those observed
in combat neurosis--

(NOTE: Trainer may wish to elicit from the participants exai
pies of these physical and psychological responses.)

(1) Among the conditions observed are emotional tension
(anxiety, insecurity, nightmares, phobias), cogni-
tive impairment, chronic fatigue, weakness, and
depression.

(2) Often there is an onset of changes in respiration
and blood pressure levels leading to hypertension,
ulcers, and diabetes.

o These outcomes are aggravated when personnel perceive that
internal and external forces make it difficult or impos-
sible to resign, transfer, take a leave,. or begin work in a
different area. These perceptions are founded on the real-
ities of limited opportunities for new or alternate staff-
ing positions and the frequent problem of adapting skills
to employment in nonschool situations.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Worksheet

SOCial,

Readjustment
Rating Scale

2. General Identification of Stressors .(30 min.)

A. Introduce the Holmes-R:- Social Readjustment Rating Scale

Refer participants to Worksheet 3.2.1, Social Readjustment Rat-
ing scale. Trainer should make the following points:

The Holmes-Rahe social Readjustment Rating Scale is based
upon research conducted by Dr. Thomas H. Holmes and Dr.
Richard H. Rahe over a'perl.od of 25 years. They used a
cult, ally diverse sample of 5,000 persons.

They identified and refihed 43-common stress-producing
experiehces in life,-including those which bring happiness
or prosperity, such as an outstanding personal achievement.

For each of the 43 life events listed on Worksheet 3.2.1,
(the actual scale), a weighted number from 11 to 100 is
associated, each according to its stress-producing poten-
tial.

o Numerous medical studies have indicated that the total num-
ber of life event units is predictive of changes in health.

td the Scale

Trainer asks each participant to complete the rating scale.
They are to write the full number assigned to each of the life
events as experienced during the last 12 months. After partici-
pants have finished, they add up all numbers and read the point
scale indicated below for comparison. Trainer should write the
point system on a flip chart while participants complete the
scale.

...

Points

9 to 150

150 to 199

200 to 299

300 plus

The-Holmes- ahe Social Readjustment
Rating:Scale Point System

Indicators

No significant problem

0

Mild life crisis with 33 percent chance of illness

Moderate Life crisis, 50 percent chance of illness

Major life crisis, 80 percent chance ofillness,



Materials/.
Equipment Sequence /Activity Des ription

Resources
R.3.2.1,
"Student
Stress -
Why You're
Uptight and
What To Do
About It"

C. Debriefing

Trainer will tell participants that they will next have a chance
to discuss the experience in small groups. Before instructing
them in their task, make these points:

-

Refer again to Background Material 1.2 3, The Principal's
Next Challenge: The Twentieth Century Art of Managing
Stress," for discussion of the scale.

o Remember that both pleasant and unpleasant life events can
cause harmful stress and both kinds are, therefore,.scered.

o Stress is life and no one necessarily wantsto escape all
crises.

individual differences in coping abilities result in the
same event impacting individuals in differe t ways.

Selective memory either for purpose's of dental or illness
justification will affect your total score.

v -

Trainer- will then direct participants to talk to neighbors in
groups of three or four to 4

'comparetheir scales and discuss the
findings. Participants should be encouraged, to wise questions
or concerns about the experience. Group facilitators will con-

' elude with a summarization of small group discuslions.

D. Refer to Student Stress

Trainer should make the following points:

o Staff are not the only persons stressed in the school envi-
ronmentStudents are, too. ''Adolescence is probably the
most stressful-period_inanyone's life.

o For those of you working with students who may,wish to
explore their stressors and begin to reduce them, a good
reference is a Life-Change Scale for Youth, developed by
Martin B. Marx, Associate Professor in the Department of
Community Medicine at the University of Kentucky. The
scale is included in Resource Bulletin, R3.2.1, "Student
Stress - Why You're Uptight and What To Do About It," which
is available from NSRN.



Materials/
EquipireOt Sequence /Activity Description

Identification and Alleviat
(40 man.

ent

A. dent Eying Stresses and Strengths

Background
Materials
3.2.2,

Job Related
Tension
Index

Trainer should give'the following directions to rtici ts:

o Work individually for 15 minutes.

o List specific sources of job- related stress.

(Trainer should refer participants to the "Job Related Tension
Index," Background Materials 3.2.2. After participants have
completed the initial list, the trainer should give the follow-
ing directions and mad " following points:

- List on the .everse side of your job-related stress
list all factors (strengths and success situations)
that currently are available to help you cope with
identified stresses.

- Success or strengths may include such items as han-
dling parent conferences with tact or having a good
sense of humor.

arletELI2Jall

Trainer should divide participants into their same small groups
formed in activity 2.C. and give the following directions:

o In your groups, discuss your lists, clarifying thoughts and
feelings for one another.. Suggest that participants might
begin by each one discussing two or-three items on their
lists. This-assures that everyone has a chance to share.

A spokesperson for each group will _summarize findings.

(BREAK minutes)

Distribute Worksheet 3.2.2, Steps To Reduce Stress.

Trainer should give the following direbtions:

Worksheet
3.2.2,
Steps To
Reduce
Stress

Action plain

o Work individually and review your lists of stress factors.

Select the one or twO top priority items on the list.

using Workshee
reducing that

3.2.2 note specif c ways of changing or .

ressor.



Materials/
Equipment SequenCe/Activi_ Description

OVerhead.
projector

Screen

Transparency
3.2.5

After working for 10 minutes, return to your small group
and discuss your plans.

Wra Up With Transparencies (10 in.)

As a review of the module, trainer should make the following pain

o The purpose of this module is to make you aware of stress as one
element of school climate. When external conditions cause
stress among students and adults, the likelihood of lowered
morale and reduced potential increases. Tension, irritability,
poor human relations, vandalism, and violence are among the out-
comes of long-term stress.

o We have seen that stress reduces efficiency; howeiler-v-it_is pos-
sible to maximize efficiency by restoring confidence in one's
abilities, including the ability to identify and reduce stress
condAlons.

In this module, we have so far primarily talked about individual
strategies. Now let's look at some other stress management
strategies.

Show Transparency 3.2.5 and make the points below:

Assumptions Underlying Stress
Reduction and Management

1 Help must be offered before workers
become disabled

2. Acknowledge the presence of stress
fore it leads to more stress

o Workers should not have to suffer to the point of developing.all
the symptoms of long-term stress and becoming disabled before
any effort is made to help them.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
3.2.6

Society, the employer, and the worker all tend to deny long-term
stress; we must break through this-denial before the stress
:breaks the worker.

Show Transparency 3.2.6 and make the pints _ -low:

Improving Managerial !Practices

1. Support constituent groups

2. Institute methods for early identification o
problems

3. Employ resource people as counselors

4. Provide opportunities for sabbaticals and
re-training

5. pre a = ployment in schools

at sy ptoms and illnesses immediately

There are several strategies for improving school climate and
dealing with stress among ersonnel.

o Find ways of being suppOrtive while helping constituent groups--
teachers, administrators, rents, students--and others adapt to
change. Provide space, tim and structure for airing problems,i
thereby assisting people to ecognize they are not alone in
their reactions.

o Develop cohesiveness among workers and their colleagues, even
though they nay be competing with each other for promotions or
favored shifts or'the like. Spread the wealth, or, put another
way, try to balance the rewards offered. Everyone needs and
deserves a boost, whether it be a swivel- chair, -an interesting
book on a special hobby, or release from nonessential responsi-
bilities for one week.

o Institute methods of early identification of problems so that
workers who have reached the end of their rope can seek help.
Regular "check-ups" with medical and other health specialists
should be encouraged or accessed if requested.



Sequence /Activi Description

o If the sources of help are institutionalized, workers may be
more likely\to recognize their own problems end be better able
to ask for Welp without feeling themselve stigmatized as inade-
quate. Literature on the topic of stress tension-related ill-
nesses, and short- and long-term relief trategies should in
lounges, libraries, and offices.

o The very establishment of resources should indicate there
is no sti4ma attached to the need for relief from the stresses
of.these jobs.

o

o Specially trained persons can work with the victims of these
nvstems situationally rather than on the basis of their person-
alities, because the symptoms we have been deF;rribing result
from the situation in which the workers find themselves.

Deal with the problem in a manner that does not say to the
worker, "There is something wrong with you." In fact, there is
something wrong with the system; and workers caught in it need
the reassurance that it is normal and reasonable to feel the
effects of the stress under which they have been placed.

o Provide legitimate waYs out for the worker:

(1) For some, sabbatical leave at regular intervals would
probably be sufficient to allow recovery from the immedi-
ate effects of stress and to enable a return to the job
with restored equilibrium.

For others, the need may be for a'dhange of occupation.
This could be related to current work, or quite differ-
ent. It might also mean doing full-time what one may
already be doing part-time,%such as tailoring or editing.

This means' providing for either time off with pay for
some specified period or retraining with pay, with'some
assurance that there will be job opportunities.'

Sabbaticals and retraining in anew field should not be
available only to those who can afford to go without pay
for an extended period. Community agencies, including
schools, have information about federally supported adult
education and higher education programs.

o It is also important to remember the interpersonal aspects of
stress reduction. These have been summarized as three basic

inciples:

654



Sequence/1%c ivi Description

Show Transizarencies. 2.7, 3.2.8, and 3.2.9.

Summary of Principles
of Stress Reduction

Find your own stress level

the speed at which you can run toward
your own goal. Make sure that b9th the
stress level and the goal are really your
own, and not imposed by society for only
yoU yourself can know what you want and
how fast you can accomplish it.

By Hank Selye, from In ermalton Please Almanac, 1979.

Summary of Principles
Of Stress Reduction

2. Be an altruistic egoist
All living beings [needlto look after
themselves first Yet the wish to be of
some use, to do some good to others is
also natural.... You must be useful to
others. This giye's you the greatest degree
of safety, because no one wishes to
destroy a person who is useful.

By Hans Sabre, from information Please Almanac, 1979.



Sequence/Activi Description

Summary of Principles
of Stress Reduction

3. Earn thy neighbor's love.
This is a contemporary modification of
the maxim "Love thy neighbor as thyself."
It recognizes that all neighbors are not
lovable and that it is impossible to love on
cornmand.

By Hans Se lye, from Information Mace Almanac, 1979.



HANDOUT
3.2.1

`Conditions Precipitating Long-Term Stress

Teachers Prison Guards

With Charges

Disorder associated with unruly
students
A single uncontrollable child whom
they must keep
The threat of violence against
them by a student
The experience of;violenc
them-
Their inability to retaliate
punish

against

Disorder of uncontrolled and
uncontrollable inmates
A harassing inmata

The threat of violence against
them by inmates
The experience (not expect
of violence
Their inability to
punish in kind

Co-workers

ng it)

retaliate or

Competition for'choice slots and
assignments
Personality clashes which would
have taken place in any setting
Paranoid' problems -- suspicions of

'plotting either against self or
being accused of plotting against
others
Belief that they are being ex-
cluded

Competition for choice slots and
assignments

'Personality clashes which would
have taken place in any setting
Paranoid problems--fear they will
not be backed up or protected by
their co-workers or that inmates
`axe plotting against them
Belief that they are being ex-
cluded

With Superiors

FaVoritism
Claims of harassment--pressure to
perform-- better -- differently --

criticism - -to do things that

teacher can't do
Pressure designed to force them to
resign or-transfer'
Demands fbr favoritism to certain
students
Changes:Of assignmentsfrom low
duration contact to hi gh duration
contact
No backing when problems with
parents.
With parents: far 'of attack- -

relentless criticismuncooper-
ative in disciplining child

Favoritism
Claims of harassment -- pressure to
perform 7-betterdifferently--
criticism

Pressure designed to force them to
resign or ask transfer

Changes of assignments - -from low
duration contact to high' duration,
contact--(with dangerous prisoners)
No backing when attacked or goaded
by inmates
With public: problems with
visitors, protestors, press,
parents
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Participant
Worksheet

Social Readjustment Rating Scale

Value Your oreLife Even Past' Year

L.

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

1'4:

15.

J6.
17.

15.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42-

43.

0

Death of spouSe
Divorce
Marital separation
Jail term
Death of close family member
Personal injury or illness....
Marriage
Fired from job
Marital reconciliation
Retirement
Change in health of family member
Pregnancy
Sdx difficulties
Gain of new family member
Business readjustment
Change in financial state..., . ......-
Death of close friend
.Change to different line of work
Change in number of arguments with
spouse-- :

Mortgage over $10,000...... .
Foreclosure of mortgage or loan--
Change in responsibilities at work
Son or daughter leaving home-
Trouble with in- laws
Outstanding personal achievement-

Husband/wife begins or stoos. work-
Begin or end school

.

Change in living conditions
Revision of personal habits
Trouble with boss
Change in work hours ar conditions
Change 411 residence

Chang, schools -
Chi- A recreation
Chang' a church activities.
Changein social activities
Mortgage or loan less than $10,000
Change in sleeping habits
Change in number of family get-
togethers.
Change in eating habits......... .. .

Vacation
ChristmaS....... ....... .......
Minor violations of the

100

73

65

63

63

53

50

47

45

45

44

40

39

39

39

3S

37

36

35

31
30

29

29
29.
23

26

26
25

24

23

20
20

20

19

19

le
17

16

15

15

13

12

11

* From Hclmes, T_H-,
Researzil
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School Climate

Stress Assessment and 1

Background I-D 3.

Background
Materials

Excerpts from "Long Term W rk Stress in Teachers and prison Guards"

The following are excerpted portions of an article, "Long-Term Work Stress in-
Teachers and Prison Guards," by Carroll M. Brodsky,-M.d. The article, published
in the Journal of Occupational Medicine, February 1977, is available in its
iirety'from the University of California Schccl of Medicine, 6an Francisco,

California 94143

An increasing number of workers ar.- zzli. olaims alleof that the

constant and cumulative stress of =heir :obs has caused them -u a.-ome
physically or mentally ill and socially disabled:. The occupations of
°teacher and prison guard can serve as models of work environments that
have been indicted by these claimants. These occupations are more

similar than may appearbn first consideration. While teachers are in
"education" and prison guards are in "criminology," in a larger ber-
snective both serie as caretakers or custodians of persons who are in
their charge not by choice, but by force of law. The resulting rela-
tionships between caretakers and their charges are quite similar.
Schools have become, in some sense, prisons.

The, caretaker, in both institutions serves society as a buffer in a
setting characterized by conflicting expectations or demands. This%
position produces tension and illnesses that are in 'effect ;occupational
hazards. The students or convicts, who. may experience the same'ten-

sions as the custodians, communicate their distressthrough'Passive-
resistance, passive-aggressive behavior, or threat§ of violence/and
physical attack' on their caretakers. The need to contain such behavior
and-the actual danger of physical harm compound the caretaker's /dis-

comfort. Frequent changes in organizational structure, in goale and
bjectives, and in rules make it difficult for teachers and guards to
be secure about theik own positions.

Contemporary Schools and prisons thus reoresentinstitutions; tnat are
located-at a point where public policy and occupational medicine

'sect. The mental health of the employees affects the function and
welfare of the institutions and their charges, while. the Culture of
the institutions determines the 'well being of the employees.
until new methods are developed in the fields of educatiOn and crim-
inology,- society will use those who staff both institutions as bufe
between itself and the institutional Problems.

The develOpment of new methods-is hindered by the ,,ac that society has

not really Made up its mind how to treat theSe'instit4ions and the
croups they contain. It does not know whether it want to be kind to

children, to educate them to 'be independent thinkers or merely'to train
them to fill posit-46ns in the economic structure.' Because of this in-
deCision, the,echools are asked to do all theSe mutually exclusive
things simultaneousl These TontradicLorv,extectations 71ace teachers

in a very awkw-ar Thev have to e n =Ile hildren under

trol but they al sc e.d...1a-a them;

66
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to obey authority unquestionincly but they also have to-develop their
intellectual independence. Moreover, they often are not given suffi-
cient resource materials and administrative support for any of their
roles.

. - At the same time both schools and prisons are becoming more
volatile places, with students and prisoners more often acting out
their anger and other pent-up feelings. Teachers and orison guards
are the most convenient and visible manifestations of the system
against whom these aggressions are directed and so they become the
targets for this acting out of feelings.

Finally, teachers and prison guards serve not only as buffers
but also as scapegoats. Society cannot easily accept the problems
related to change or the failure. of the remedies it designs to cor-
xect obvious ills in its institutions. Because they are in the 00Gi-
,tion of implementing new policies, many of which are social experi-
ments attempting to render schools and prisons more,ser7iceable to
society, teachers and guards are the most convenient focal points
for society's blame if thepolioies are unsuccessful'.
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Conditions Precipitating Lona-Term Stress

Teachers Prison Guards

h Charges

Disorder associated with unruly
studentS
A single uncontrollable child whom
they must kepp.
The threat of violence against
them by a student
The excerience of violence against

them
Their inability to retaliate or

Punish

Disorder of uncontrolled and
uncontrollable inmates
A harassing inmate

The threat of violence against
them by inmates
The experience (not expecting it

of violence
Their'inabilitv to retaliate or
punish-in kind

With Co-workers

Competition for choice slots and
assignments
Personality clashes which would
have taken place in any setting
Paranoid problemssuspicions of
plotting either against self or
being accused of blotting against
others
Belief that. they are being ex-

cluded

Competition for choice slots
assignments
Personality clashes which would
have taken place in env setting
Paranoid problems--fear thpy will
not be backed, up or protected by
their co-workers or that inmates
are plotting against them
Belief that they are being ex-.

eluded

hSuperiorS

Favoritism
Claims of harassment -- pressure to

performbetterdifferently-7
criticism--to do things that
teacher can't do
Pressure designed to force them to
resign or transfer
Demands for favoritism to certain
students
Changes of assignmentsfrom low
duration contact to high duration

contact
No backing when. problems with

parents.
With parents: fear of attack--
relentless criticismuncooper-
ative-in disciplining child

Favoritism
Claims of harassment -- pressure to

performbetterdifferently
criticism

Pressure designed to force them to
resign or ask transfer

Changes of assignments- -from low
duration contact to high duration
contact--(with dangerous prisoners)
Edo backing:when attacked or,gOadad .-

by,inmates ,

With public: problems with
visitors, protestors, press,

parents
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. An operational definition Ifor long-term stress emerges. it

involves awareness--the antithesis.of smooth, automatic function.
Stress is the awareness of awareness, the recognition that one is
not functioning automatically, together with the suspense and anxiety
that,accompany.this state. It is the fear that one will'never again
experience the peace of automatic function. It is the awareness of
threat from the outside or turbulence within that was formerly not
present. It is anger at those who have caused this Pain we,

must ask whether such awareness represents illness or health, mental
aberration or good sense. We must ask whether we should reinforce
it or tryto-cure it.

Long-term stress is...completely different (from short -term stress!.
It is neither tempOrary nor intermittent but arises from structural
conditions that have no prospect of termination. Long-term stress

causes changes that develop in several stages.'fFirst, there is

awareness of conflict on the job. Most workers have had conflicts
on the job or have been unhappy with certain aspects of their work.
Any singl'e problem is usually seen as transient. At some point, the
worker begins to believe the problem is not an isolated or transient
one but is inherent in the work situation itself, and he sees no
hope for change.

. . Summary of the Process
Long-term stress is present in the work situation when several or
all of the following ingredients are present:

1. The job is one in which the goals or objectives are con-
tradictory, lines of support, are ill defined, and there is role

ambiguity. There is no hope for improvement.

2. Superiors are in much the same position as subordinates.
3. The consumers of the services are uncooperative and unap-

pre iative or actually threaten violence to the worker.
4. A triggering event occurs that makes the worker aware of

his vulnerability and at the same time feel isolated.
5. Internal'and external forces are present that make it dif-

ficult or impossible for the worker to resign.
6. Physical and psychological symptoms appear and progress in

severity.

Teachers and prison guards are not the only persons suffering from
long7term work stress.. The abo'ie model pertains to other °coups:-
tionsas well, but is different from that of the pressure experienced:
for example, by air traffic controllers. The distressing work rela-

tionships that are outlined here represent a condition in which,the
victim is overwhelmed more by his-unhappiness, anger, dissatisfaction.
and apprehension than he is by the demand for performance.
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. One of the needed c ranges is better managerial nractica.
This would involve finding ways of taking into ebcount the frsgil4t7
of people under stress and of being supportive of them while helping,
them adapt to change. It would require the development of cohesive-
ness among the affected workers and their colleagues, even though
they may be competing with each other for promotions or favored
'shifts or the like. Part of the problem is that the institutions
involved have not been able to develop a balance between prisoners'
rights and guards' working conditions, students' rights and teachers'
working conditions. At present, administrators'seem to avoid these
issues simply by picking on the weakest individuals in either croup,
the very ones who can least tolerate being targets.

Setter managerial practices _uld include methods of early identifi-
cation of'Problems so that a teacher'orguard who has reached the end
of his or her rope can seek help. If the sources of help are insti-
tutionalized, workers may be more likely to recognize their own prob-
lems and be better able to ask for heir, without feeling themselves
stigmatized as inadequate. In fact, the very establishment of resources
should 'iridicate that there is no stigma attached to the need for re-
lief from the stresses of these jobs.

Resources should include specially trained persons who can work With
the victims of these systems situationally rather than on the basis
of their personalities.' Of course, everyone has some personality
problems, but the symptthms we have been describing result from the
situation in which th6 workers find themselves =, There may be some
need in an individual case to consider the person's ways of relating
to others in order to underStand the way in which the situation has
affected him, but the important thing is to deal with the problem in
a manner that does not say to the worker, "There is something wrong
with you." In fact, there is something wrong with the system, and
workers caught in it need the reassurance that it is normal and,rea-
sonable to feel the effects of the stress under which they have been
placed.

Having recognized the existence of this long-termStress, management
should provide ways out for the worker. For some, a sabbatical leave
at regular intervals would probably be sufficient to allow them, to
recover from the Lnmediate effects of stress and be ready to get back
on the job with restored equilibrium. For others, the need may be
for a change of occupation, and,., this should be made possible.
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Finally, sabbaticals and retraining should not be available only to
those who can afford to go without pay for extended Periods. When a
worker can no longer tolerate the stress of being a social buffer, we
should recognize the useful service the worker has given and provide
time.:off with Pay for some specified period or provide retraining
with pay: with some assurance that there will be job opportunities
in the new field. Workers shoul5 not have to suffer to the point of
developing all the symptoms of ibng-term stress and becoming disabled
:before any effort is made to help them. The current system is too

costly both to the individUal and to society as a whole Even tough
sabbaticals or career changes also are costly, they are crobably less
so and are certainly healthier for all concerned.'

'Common sense would seem to dictate that workers in st/4sSful occuPa-
tions be warned about the dangers of their jobs. we insist that those

_i
working with radioactive materials or with xray machines wear badges
that will reveal exposure to excessive radiation. We should inform,

teachers and prison guards and others who are subject to long-term

/
stress about the early indicators of overexposure. they should be
directed to °arsons who can counsel them and their employers on how
to relieve that stress. Symptoms and illnesses that have already

r
developed must be-treated. Society, the employer, /and the worker all

tend to deny long-term stress; we must break through this denial before
the stress breaks the worker. Some employers fearithat a health educe-
tion program about the ootentially harmful effects of the work will
serve to pr oduce disability through suggestion. One cannot discount.
this cossibilitY, but denial of the risk'does not diminish

t.-
:nstcad

it serves to mask/working conditions and worker dysfunction that _=1_

remedied. /

/
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ate

5tres Assessment and Management

The Job Related Tension Index

The following items con titute-the index:

1. Feeling that you have too little authority to carry_ out the
resoonsibilities assigned to you.

Being unclear on just what the scope and responsibilities of
your job are.

Not knowing what opportunities for advancement or promotion
for you.

Background
Materials

-x'-t

Feeling that you have too heavy a workload, one that you can't
possibly' finish during anordinary workday. .

S. .Thinking that you'll not be able to satisfy the conflicting demands
of various people over you.

6. Feeling that you're not fully, qualified to handle your ob.

7. Not knowing what your super=visor thinks of you, how he evaluates

Your Performance.

8. The fact'that you can't get information needed to carry out your job.

Having to decide things that affect the lives of individuals, people
that you know.

10. Feeling that you may not be liked and accented by the people you work with.

11. Feeling unable to influence your immediate superior's decisions and
actions that affect you.

12. Not knowing just what the people you work with expect of you.

13. Thinking that the amount f work you have do may interfere with how

\

14. Feeling that you have to do things on the job that are against yOur

better judgement.

Feeling that your job tends to interfere with your faMily life.

well it gets done



Resoonses to items were reported on a simple 5-point Likert scale ranging
from never (1) to nearly all the time (5).
(Kahn et al., 1964, pp. 424-425.)

"Role Strain: An Assessment of a Measure and Its Invariance of Factor Structure
Across Studies." in Journal of Psychology, June 1978,- pp. 321-328, V. 63, No. 3.
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4 E

Stress is a normal
condition of living in
today's cornoleg
society. It is a condi-
tion.to which the
school adminiStrator
is not immune. A
formgla for measuring,
stress and some
strategies for dealing
with it are offered
here.

The Principal's Next
Challenge: The
Twentieth Century
Art of Managing
Stress
Walter H. Gmelch

PRINCIPALS TODAY ARE faced with more
pressure. more aggression. more change.
and more conflict than ever before. It is now
possible to cliqm much more into an admtn;.
strator's day, thanks to computers. inter
corns. dictaphonel, and other -timesaving.'
devices which have measurably increased
the stress of life.

Good or bad, stress is here to stay:
brought to new heights by the twentieth
century psyche. Every historic era can 'be
traced by .its characteristic ailments: the mid.
die Ages was dowinated by the Great
Plague and leprosy: the. Renaissance was
characterized by syphilis: the Baroque Era
Was marked by,deficiency diseases such as
scurvy and luxury diseases such as gout: the
Romantic Period was linked with tuber-
culosis and similar ailments: and tne, nine-
teenth centurywith its rapid industrializa.
tion and the development of citiesbrought
about general nervousness and neuroses.,

Walter H. Goleta is assistant director and re.
search associate. Field training and Service
Bureau. University of Or.:gon, Eugene.

NAASP ietirv, 62, 413 Feb ary.1976.

Background
Materials
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Anil mak, we have 'he Iwo' neat celthlty, where tension headaches, high
blood pressure, and pepiic ulcers keep pace with file 1/m-dories average,
and whole the o;,cillation of the economy can be traced by the ebb and
Ilrnv ul 114111(1111NC! escriptions ((iasner, 1976).

Wily has stress become such a problem in this age (Ii comfoi Is and con-
vemences? Some believe it it; in part a result of a loss of the social mid spiri-
tual suppials which helped people of caftan times during hardship and
sulterintl.(Mc(Ittade, 1972); specifically. the loss of religious faiili, lilt'
tle'tertolalum of the family unit, and the constant change and challt.nges
OW and enslonts.

Change. Stress, and Illness

One 4I Ilw rialor factors contributing to ow Iwenlielh century tikes,
dise,e»'s is 11111 htltin. 516 )(keit kmely whew !people experience too much
change in too shoo a lime, where home IS d Ioleave in. a place In
keep up 44/011 the doileses; where teclinoliqty.feetis up11i1 lilintvledge and
lutiiwletlilt' expialds al a phenomenal. Fait:, anti where even friends don't
Iasi (Tullio, 1970). -While change often brings prosperity, any t:)vent Ih it
chanqes pattern or style, according to I !dines and 1?alie (1967),
olso ci vales Stress.

()vel a peliod (d. 25 years Flolines and Halle have identilieLl and refilled
413, common stress.producing experiences In lile, including changes in
laiii.ly, persoliaitelali(ms1015, (111111K.I. religion, health, and
residence. They associaie a -waghied.nninber from 100 to 11 with each
event, ack inding hi its stressinorlucmg Numerous medical
Slut lies I love indicated that the ii)tal number of life change units (1.ell's),is
141-viliclivet41chanq1-s ill lwalIh.

instance, 11 .1 peiscin accuinnIaled helwvon 151) and 199 last
veal he luau fall um, what 11011IWS 1111111 Ilk CUSPS Ill WI11111

1110h! I, :17 pen eni chance id appreciable change in health during
An 1111144,d 4,1 20014) 299 141ocvs taw in a tnotle1404. unsi,)

W111.1).111,) odds t:11 511 that chomesialliN1111) w1114wcur. Wiwn 110,1.1=1,1
.c(6110 s111), as abut/4. quo. 79 poc,,,ki (if ukimeg
atmt114'.I 441 ilmwd 1,, Thus, ch.mcv% (414)1 In five 1160 IIie pace td
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0, 1 1. aks,v4a .1 14.4,y !,114,11111 ho 144141 in nand: 11Is4. both ploasan1

(man tow) . 1 1 1 1 1 t011,1).,0,)1111 1411v444:41 4.64.111s (.111 valise harmit11s1tvss;
NV& 1ti 141, III) hIltf 4`1111 1101 (II/VS anyone 11.1 Ily W,11 11 I!,C411-4!
till II 11%.1* 1 SI HI It? dogieit strss is lilt`; and. ihird, (foil in differing
li }illlit, 111 cope. the ,011114' (Inch 1141 hove Ow 5,1111c 01, tII
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£i'IIt tihit) iI1 Iii liii ii St'IjillIs CIIdIl4i. iii I1.ililt.

l)IILS hits dii Siltiliti ii 111111! IdI l4!tChC(i? Not su lii d IL'nilt qutry iii itt1
itiinislt,itiu III'V to lII4!lr istliiti Ibis 9L'itr, 7(1 IM2tct'lil lIdVI! dIlcdtly
rt:li..'il liii' tiiiittt'i.tic' It' Iii.t1H liii! citsis 51,111'. Iii f.uI, 0111' CiiIlt'iii1tt' iii his

S4!Ci iii I yv. it of u lit ii isis iiirin rt:Iu't I up M 7 I _C( l's I,tsl yisr I Ii Vt' 11 IL!y 1ll

iitIit't iiI No, III it U.iti'J( 'Fit oily, hit liii is wit Ii hs biIity to L'UIW (viii' I1i's
(Iii' C tiIut/,iiI Iii.tI .iIIIlilLIilIi tII!!y Illily tifl III! 1tbk' (Li (1)1111(11 oIl L'VL!llIS. tIit
yt!.tr iti,l,1 ii,iI lit. tilt' lii_'-,I Iiittt' lii Cl)lisjLli!1 liIIl(!l tIi,lJtfl CIt.IInlL'S iii tIii'ii
ItVl!S.

Still IItII i1'(lilitit4!(l for i'. liii! CV4!ltjtId S4!il5(ity liiititlii,iliiiitii l)tiilClI)4!ls
t,til ))4!L:I l4!l 4!dLhl 1501 I .tli4!d 1L'(VS i,i4!rS. wlcl iii ij
Vi('l(!IlC(! liii IL'i4!ViSi(ftIl, tiiiI IitL'OrIIitiq I)t,!lllIll'tI itli- Iii stttii. 4!Vi!lyt)l1Lf. tu

itii. t'!I'IiI. is eiiiqlit ii i qtrot ioroiIiix. lilt' tli'iii'iiils (III qttivilii, qrtitvlli
Ci,tt4!s Cli.ttili' ( itiltt1! .l)IiSLttilI'S tlLti HIIJ1tiVI! t'ttl'I(). 4!t1i!1Jy iS (Dliii.
,i,ItI tVIli'ti ''i'I'I is eXitotist4!tl tUL' 1(111 iii III ('IItliiti.IIi' (iidtiqL' u ittiti l
Ii, t'liittiti.iti' M'lt dL'vi_'lopHhlt!ilI ,uicl 11(4!, (or I,iIiil4! is lot tt(C4!S5ll/ It) 1114!.
ills lik

I loti' 'Jo COpil wil Ii Sfr'

1(4! ',''.itiii l'H I (iIiitt!l iiit'ilit'iis Listt.tliy bi'i1iti (Vilit (!t1itltitI(4 1114! (_1X

J)I'lls III lli litIiI Vjlit'rt ivi' 1i1v4! ,i Inubli!ulI L1ii1 out ttiilil (4.'L riocl Spi uk.
,,tti Ituvi hl', t'I' i''ul I it,iit ,ttitl illir Sill's!, 1114!. W4! risiLl I:titsIiiiati ( 197h1)
A1i!t ,tII, ili 'iii 4.4.4! 4!Xil4!t1 I)t SJ1l!c-k it) Iii! it (1(1(111 l,iliit'i, 1I I:iijtiiiis Iii (IL'

rr)UaA

' Th rl ol MJI1JEI1q Slro

h0VL!. ttit 1)1 Iilt!(IiI10lI lii IiL'iI,IVL' Ititu .t IL'I,IXIIIU lypu! U titilor

luiIolL'lY, 4!X[IL'[IS lt!IIII In (Mull! 01)0111 iIi4!lI Itiiu ups ,s cutiStsll!titly 05

cotistlit tlwtii abaut ours
juL'14! iI1L! III! 511111)1!! t,ltIIi,,tiui ii) 1114! l)1Ul)lL!liIS CIL',IIL'(l by iiiItlii4! 11i'sS 1'

Whol WL FL'tILI. 4!XltLtit!ilLt!. onti 119 ,1II p' viul4! ltI!IpIliI iriijiiIs Ilit' tt'.tI

abilily (1) C()I)L' IS ii V('l' l)4!I5oi.
tilIlcr VJliol tvt)tics 11t51 liii tsi.ttiy Iliely ti'il

b4! lli iItiSWl!t !t)E till ()tIiL' r('SL',trt:ll L'IItittS 11,1111! IIt!i'ii 111.011' lo tliclit,

(0101W c01iflq tutu CIfL!CtlVt! oiul iii(1uttiVe lt!Cliuii(IUL'S (I I,tvtd, it!cii

flillL!I. huLl Ctit,ttitutli.uul. ju)7,) Studi iloitllltlVt' (liSIutitlt(ilIS, lliltV(J4!l,

IL'Iltl In VI4!W .1 1tltuII)lCX 111O(I'SS lilt) S(tJ1(!tIiCIiIIlY UlSutil(iliSIILililY

'r 4!ttII hit' j5UitSSj(iti by 509111(1 lIlt'F(! dft' III! 1L'CIiLltui/t'll (01011(1 tt'di

IliIlUt!S di )li(0!IL! In 111111051 ,iIl wittili I 111! ii liSIL!,t( lu iq 'ii ul tiiijttI A I w
IIt4!IIIIILI'1 WIIDli Sllt)Lbltl jiL' lii'l1iltul to IlIitlCll)'tlS il-I! Iiuieliul t,ttllttii'll l)i'lI ltJ

I_t!drr I IL) LLJfM wiSh IrCS5 iii rJ tl!lII lItlilti III "I II!III!

Of thu sIrc'Ss 111c!LI Ity ,l(IflhiIii'ullilItiIS t1otl iS so 11L!I (11151 Vi! .15 hit' stli'ss ol

tuft! St'htIt' ,iitI' lion! tlouly liii (lii! olq.Itui/illi(IuI .111(1 lilltlIlitIU of hilsit!.

hdps In SLIbSI ii iii 4! tilL! lrd1 lulL! II teLl ilL 1111111 ist rot IVI! lilt! wit Ii ''bit iciis I oil'

r lads br coniC iui il.aI lye liii) ttI it ii iid rolioll ol 1)lIil)IL! iu sulvit l!j. (ii 114! I

tL!cllIliqLIL'S C111i alsO hi! licipbul iii otihrIiui1J Ilil! ()i)('ll donu p.iitlo,
ci1Ial1l Il!ii'plititlL' IIIIL'trtll)hiOtiS. tlLl tirop-iti V151i015-

A4uIio!lt! liy IJ!)j.'rSi4!L'5. itcii IIY fill! tibijiotis

EstabIisiiini CIL'dE, dL'IdiiL'tl ObjCCliV4!5 IiCll)5 In t!rd(ilfdIC loony of 1114!

0u1iLiijUiliL'S tif 1114! I)rilIcupdISIluI)
hull 4!IiIilltliltL'S cullilIiSiL)n by qiviulU a kfi

uiiti s4! usC ol ti lied ItO) II IL! d .iy will till I tiC lull; LIII IL'd Ii irt II tql I IliII)i 1.11.11 thy

ii tIlt! 1)111 iciptil 1Htt;iitILL'S
otijL'CIIV!S diIy so ill I1Oi I,ttit iSSttt!S OIL! iitIL1iuss4! I

(lust. 'Jjliilc bIcdhjVt!5 t:iii lt'dlic't! tut!4!(IIL'Ss ti!tlSlOIi, till! liIila!IitIL'S iuid iltil!

dolL'S (11 atolls ,ilsii CiL'OIC shout I ll)4!ft19. ii SySi4!Il1 01 tJIijL'Chlt'L'S will IL'

pIice at IX1L'ty r4!.1i'J Ely tii 11111111 I tell .iIiVitii'5 w:ili- CLIilSIt 0th VI! 1101511,11 -

Built! ill jill- I,OLllI jails ft IlL) (Ill! LII! t).

'1j'JIiili' taldi ,j lion' uff for liI1V?1t" Sut'Itll('SS Is ctmsiili'st'd ui1i1llrJprhlh(-'

I)L'Otlk tlL'V4!l 5C4!IIi In bnd lilt! hltitL_' (iF ll'hSLitt Ii) IL'St 11(1111 tiIL!llh,Il jul11 (Ill! ni

511L'sS ,ltIdUkS liii! 114!L'tI (or n'llu( Il1i1 IttIt lIitViIVS ('(IIIICIIIL' tjilIl tIlL! 1(101)

a iii Ccilk'L! Ie'k (,t liii! 1C1F )iiIi til!s. I'L'S( is 11L'L'tlt!II dtit tlj tilt! (1.19 (II

WCL'l(, ill1llott(il (Ills titOy St!t!t11 ofsurd ho tilt! ( flour. Su!vL!tl olUi1011U-CIhIy

dWL'L'it p100.1t
UEL'.11utltJ lIlL IiIy rotitulIt' ttIIhl it 1)111 tIhty tVllIk Iii dt!ar jilt! 11)141(1, 0

CtlitflJL' un ituicI I SCI)L'(ILIIL'S, 0 ci tot LIII 1114! j)i 11)111! i'ihli S lutiSt! 1t1i1 cltilttt CII

and a troII IlroWJIl a ocaiby library or tHLuS&!UiIi OIL! ilC0lIIy IIICOIIS uf -

breokitij hit' L'ILJiIt tOfiVL ShtL!SS cycI. Ii. 51w n SU1!1L'5IS iikiiij ul 11)1111
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l/,ti,illt Itt HI 91 (ti titiiiil tVlIiti' illit%ti ii yttili iItk 1)9 ltit),iili (31 ''(t(,It)
itii,I'iy'' t, llit, ctiiilt itciiv .ii i1 (I yditiniu'i .itiii l,itit,t,iiiii (I httv,i,iI
it, Iuiilt'r. ,iitd cittiiiiitiqiiiiti, 1')7ti). ly lt.crc,Ililitl JiIitiitiFiliIt' IttLiliuIl(.
,ittil t&i,tIliiii lI(ttlt ,tl lpiII(!, (If (i(ilI!S, J)IiII i,tl&', ,iditi'iliti fhttv, tutu Iilitllt
3Ie'.iHt' Ill ili'cri',i.u [tJl'[yutiL' iitcels .t ttiiSH)l I lI(VL[ Il(J,V ittd ilti'
ttII.11iI'l tt li.IV(itt,tIiIili ill .itiilliiuti lIiti' vIiti tt' iItt ttiitti 'J,tt,tlitiii
,t t.V,i'tlt' til huh! ,iit.' hi,ii.tIly hii ItU)!ti III tii't'tI iii lti'tu

It"' ItitiiI, tIii ',iItittil (It tIj' ii'! fctqtnij
lii t-..i'.hiiiui ilil ii,' lIt tILilhil .11111 1 litlt) I till lit,' I Ii.illt'Ii(h(', iii niliti tutu

1(1(1 it ill it' (((iii uil .'jtl iIit I (' it lii!tlIuIilt) ft it (lilt lilt i'Hti lilt ((ilk Ii'il

tIlt llu.'i',,tiitl li,titltttt hitl'tli itt tItt&' tytuli iii'' lt'ii,ittit Itt liii! JIIII I itt.
tiuit i'.. l lt.tuihjIii tv.iiuttI ti Iii itlunilty .ini1 ,tliihtttt'iil 1IlII)Iuty'i tVitL!
tt''' ttiti it I. t ('1' I t' itt Ii tilt' I t iiii It it It (I I/} P lit lI't (liii II (till I

.1 Ii
tiul ttt,''. till lti hilt't ('i. lIui'l ivill itttit,ultIj Iii' i(tlti it) lilt11 IItitI3('IlI

I. 19.'hlt.'u II tt'tttiltl it'' Ilkit i'tft'i:iuv' iti iii'Ij Iltiliti tii'itiuly tin' jiit'it' .11111

iuuttlit',l.iitll tvlty hiit'v liiUt-! tililit!
A :ltt.. hit tvjiili till (_!lIti)l(tyL'L'l l(lL'(i(I.ilt'it/ iut'httitt-!(I Lliiit(t iitttiii,il

lt'tt.I. 'ii .iittl i iIi.tti liii tii ilitti_ Iiti, Iitit,v tlttt'' ti iflUiCii)1I I)t(1)til' ,i,iif

ttit'ttillt'tt t-tiit'ti lit Pill ('(iit))('1I iittti L'hl I '('Ilj.hikt iiik i till tIIL',I tviitt Ii

till Ililli lit Ii'l,'ii,iii'ii iii ili!'(ruiCL' flit S''i1il iuihitiii,il ii'ithu'i
'iit ii i' liii' 1t1tliIuilt'r ltjlttt(hiiit-)ti .iiiti f\Ii'' 'i'tttk :juV'. Slt;itii1t' ('liitii
.itu,I 'titt'','. ( tijihitti ( l!uuiCF (Ii d(itlihlllhu It) 1111h1 !iitt')!t I liiit! IkiUL! l)t't!ii tIlt=.
tilti .th, l IltiiLI 1i ilt('Vt'tlitv(! ltuL!(hiCttR' tititi ,hitXItly ui,tiiuui)tt

I',iittti tIlt' Iuitiititlutiii' i'! iiiliiii,i:_ttrittiii,t

I 1111111 thi,tlt kiiitv iltt'ti tiVtl ititIuItuiitIi,. tVlttt_li It t,tiIiy tt it'tv I)ltltI
li'i' I ,it. tilt Itilill itt Ii.ihiiijIi tittiiiii, ,titt till I,I ,(t:ul thitliiiiIii!iii, I

i,t1-, iit't'ti Itt Il',ttl( II ,Iti_'iil (III' Ititl hlt,iI 1tltiiutirhtihitiii li,Ii its Iiuuutl,uhjuiiis

ti,iti'i.'' t,iiltitil Iit iti,utii i'VL'i titujiti. .iiitl '-,t 'itit' tli,iiiiti'tt t,itiiiill Lit' luI,llIt'
.il .111 t"l.itit,' ititili'I,titi.' ,itE' itl't,IIltiII hlitii i 'tUtu''1 hllt .itt itlil ,iil,tiii'

It (1 ''i'', ttt 'lii 1(11(1 'I.

III. (11111, ltl l(i I 11.11 ull'
it it Iliiii I" WI' ii iii

It i i' I'tlu( 1,1.11, t'Jtl

".1' -, I 111111,1.

i 1:1' ti'.' tI liii
itt lt i 't'. Iii. t lift' i ''ui-i'

lila Art G: Miuriagitlij SIro5

quirtllY ,tti&Ihiiil lull) (IitiCii kit tiii=i tIi;Itt() I (hIlt! u,ilIl tittit_'tiliSli- 111th.'

ijltii! FtI,iLkt1LiL!, l')7i) Atiy (lilt-! tIl l tILlttul)iF i_li tI.Ptth1't ItItly 1I 111111

butL to iii;s: Iuk ° liltltitlltlll, ovi!r 5L't1!C UI rCItt1IiSuIiituiy. ilt,uluutlty to '-t

1joiuiit_'s, lijli iitttl (or ,ttIItI!VI_'tIiL!Ill, 1111(1 t'I thil

VJltiI 1jttitttbly ttL'L'L6 in LIt.! (1(1111-' Is lit litlSt± ,i 11111!

Ics I h,iti Ufl(! I )tIlt Vi s tii I) I it.' .iC hut' Vt!i I -

liii.! 1)IitiiuI,)tll, Itkt-_' (it's,l1. iiiL', II) [IL' till tlntijs hi till ltu'tthIlt. I ,litiu,ltl

bL' i(!.L itit',ti.'iI ii tilutli f hiiuuii.itltjtchlly: hhit iil III uiI(',i'.hlthil

f)hly!11111 tiutil iisjtiuutittl iuuituitultuttts ,iuii.l Ltil),ilhtlihit!'h (I I''''l' (1(11'.

1)I,(i) Ou.Iy uhirtliil,III lll,utluut'ii utly'h('h u_till lit.! ii,wt' uiiy lttiit.' ti

itlJ 5hit!!it 1_tuokitut li,iult tit t!li(!hit(! iit ti('('il% Iii .1.1 iii titttt Ii

u,uhi.il I,tJl5 (lithE! VJI!ll, tulitil ti t,VL'll, t,ulu,ti VJ'lS frtP,hlliuhuilh, tvli.il tvt huij.

ujhttti tt.'i, Cll.ilIL'ti(ttI3,l, tjjhltuu t,Vti'h Liiutltit, t,uli,ul tIL'tit'tI lt'ii',uhiti, tititi

J'IttViilt'iI ftll(ulltnilii- ltitiu s(t(li tt.'hIul51lt'1lttHl Ih)tIli9 l-ult'tlt ltulttIl'. uIi.l l't

.1', (Ui'11 .1% lhItiIl,tltt tim i,tivt'tl.'iI lit" 11(V) ,, ,tut'itt!'h" WthI .11!ttw

cotict!nhr,liitni tiu C,;h).il)hthil!'h tilill iii'iL'Utitth)ui iii httuttlihit iii' lii iii' t,,':uit Ii

(1tt,llIfR!(I It et iiiiiicii).il i ',Vt-tils III I ttiitiitliiiii ltv'lti1ttn'utl. itt! slit titlil ,tthtttth

(ICli SilCJ!hL'tiuhiJli]5 tititi iiiit' ,l UIUL! 1)iiIl(tjhii (VIII) I', ,thtitl1l lit ihutl iit.'t

Eshibltsh lullil llHhittL' lift! i1iiitk

L,AJIII_'iltL't ((I LtuIstlL'ss, ttniiisity, t1t)V,!ttitth('til, (It 'tliil tilt .11. tltii -

0(eluul,',iujt1ui'h t!thtl)Iittsi.'I_! 1111' iiui1utttltithi(' iii Ititthitl(l,'lltI'iil lit) Illtj(i In.''

(Mi )) l4uul litiw tll.iIiy '111,1.! 10/ tlt)It'(htv('!. (I l )),i Mlily sItul's iti,ttt'l.tl'

Ittnil ll',utT Iii (.!sltIlllt!iiu uuirlIs ttit hlivur (lt!,ittLiS SiiII)tsttlUly, (t't,''tl Itt'

clisurit:is k!.i(lt.'i'h t-iulll htltitu,iitt'us lltiVL' (itiuit.! 'hil lii ttt!,L'lVi''h

Ih!lttu.IItL!ttI'y Iii .lI ltt,itttl!_IL'tl(L'llh ((jilItlliiitL'S hut tIn' 1,iil Ili,il k,ill t.l

1iL'(l)liJ .iri_t (iiilitilll)V tuihlu ilI(!tt tiiL'Ct!t. 'I hit'V lutvi titt
hhi.ii i- uhltilltht_' (Vtib IIL'u'(iL'(i ltiuiii ,nti, t,jli('ul lhIPtL' I!, ttiitt1!t hut' hittut' uu''t

L'l*tuily III LthitIt.!!ttikt! .1 u!ulltI.!rhIu4i l:vt'tl ult- t'ltly :u:,,' ftii ('Xtitlit Iii',

uinitiy 1hrtiII ,'hihttl,ll!i irL' lithilnt iti tl(Ii_'stttitu (vin!ilic hiui'y il(_! iii llut tutilil

,l.ict' .uiiil iltiui'l luttlh.v ul tltcui iijtv.ttil shi uvutt Vtl. (('titill it iii ilitl ki' t*'

tt,i!JiC hFt! lilt' tILt. uitttuis cii litluuulInil It-ti iii 1l,'hltitt) ujIIlu. ol lily il'llit'iiiu'Itl

pliJiJttllIi'h ill sitsl;iiti ilit'ui vulIlily tlui(I il)tt!tt=''hi /\ luhIL' iutt'ull i!xlllt'',!,t's (lit'

11(1(111 'hI I (Vt_Il.

Ri :iuti Ii,ii ,ttu I tI,Ilil' lit ,l st.'h ,(tuttluluil if hIltiL'-ti'(lLul't's iIi' iti(t Li
l,tui lit. th l,i f', ,it iii ilit' ti, t''h!,lt t.'', t tf hut' put Ii u'lt.',ii_l iii i L!ct1.f(

ttli.i. '.'ii I I ,,', (t't,'.'uijlluitpi S,il-,u'', l(huuil('t il, ii tutu lttIliIt), iul,iut,tlt'l' ,I

II yt.tti 1(1)111 yuiiit iii tsi._' it, tin' ,lltl1l',iiluit' it ttttlI.
Autil hutul H ill uu'ut iIutt' 11)1111 L'1l:tt0JII,

Ytiit II Stittli ltluilt.'t iIit'tt' tIlt-! 'hilt_Il hItititl'
As Iuuttiks thu thilthult! tituil Ititils litil 'h!,Lt! I

1 iist_' hlul!i.! illillil', (V(il ytuilI
11,(11 Ci)uithitl'ht_'

.Jttsi 'jtiLi, t-iI(uI ii slttltL'. tttttl yuttti eI,itil (Itt_i 111151.!!

I hi.iil lift! ill hut.! LIVL!I, I'd 1itik tnolt._' t.IhsIL's

a'
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shouiL p b. d .:es before ey star: pushi'g e ;ip
i r12 coping stra:eg:es out;ineci cr, Utners ca.-.

cited and should be eNp:ored, It is up to each principai o de:entne
strategy or come .nation o: activities e.:1 provide t..he mos: effenve
-defense against tensions 'and frustrations, it this article nas succeeded :n
stimulating awareness and thoughts on stress. the mission nay' ever, cc oim,
piished:
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- School Climate'

Mod Ule 3.2 Stress' Assessment and Management

Background 1-0 2 4

Backgrounci material is attached.

Background
Materials.



Coping With Stress in 1979

hans Se/ye. (:c fill). PhD. DSr

0/ic of the ;ioiieers of modern nid'cin. Dr hans Se/ye i yn,hcf fj,,,us foi his
thsio varies abOt stress. His FeSeJCIJ his opcned nen jvciuu,s of t,cat,,,c,,f 1/iwugh f/ic
discovery that hornw,ws participate in I/ic dnvolopinciif of mna,,y ca/ac-lies that he rails
'diseases a! adaptation" or "stress d,si'asc's Nniv PrL's'th'iit of the' l/ltL'IIWIIUIM! Institute
of M,-55 in Montreal, lie was Director of h/ic InStitute of t cpe'r,awn fat Medic,,,e and
Surary of the University of Montreal lion, 1945 to 1976. Dr. Se/ye i; the aufho- of 38
books and 1 500 articles. a Fallow of the Royal Society of canada. ac-ic-I an Honorary Fe/low
of 43 other icientific cietia arowni the world ihe recipIent a! tiwlIe?IoilS awards for his
coictilbutions science, he waS invested Gonipanion of the Order of 'a,,ada, f/ce hihesr
decoration awarded by his coui,try. in 1968.

iii ICt IIVL'Fs'COW occ general inettic'inc Fur
liii. r'viiciis i'ulitia,i of this AI,ni,cccc, Dr. lIe-
c-cucic S. itlieeiul ierg said "perhaps lice iiitcil
st rik ii ig rt'ceiet cedvuir in lUCelicielt! Ie;s
tie'ecc the growing re lisatlrsii that much ni
lice resjiicmmsilmility (icr iie.iltli muSt iltiw Ia as-
tiicrt icr t ice' Sieopk' tIissuves..Iis.e

rt'e'e'nt ii;iticcic,eI lieiitIt survey. it WaS Iintt'(I
ha I c icic,l ti iru'ei I illness tee lice tJiiiteti Sl.itt'

is cm liiclsc'cplrllec! (if tilL' uliliIt!altliy 11.111115 nI
liii' 11;elil'lIl.

liii'. is c;irtii-ullclI y lre.n' ni hit' ,iiriiic,tic de-
- slgili'il lii r..pc' evilli tu' 51155 oF daily liii-. As

lice 1iru'suh'til of hit' ltos'kt'Ielie!r l'iciicl.iliiiie,
l)r Jnliii II. Kinicttlt';. 1ijiitil cult III IllS It'-
icercccicIe lnciuls ccii icaltic iii tlit' tlicit.'el
Stale's, Dicjiig !l,Ib', cciii! I'e'i'hirig 1IcTW', We'
arm' cluing hat (ir ill tiw realm 1itet of t'iiilt cc
genus disc 151,5, itiiaiit titicrtcclily, acid tli' ili'-
t'u'lnjincmiit of t rio ctutit' I lath i'li'tt(l uk' -1:1111 Itir lieccihie clii! ill the ilicjli'iI
Shalt's iccisi' tripled iii I It years (1(1111 $39 liii-
limo, iii i915 (ci $1 l!t hiilliiiic 1075, awl vt
tuicict hlI'iciiIc! are iocl hicimimii'r acid elci nut Ii'i'I
ic'ltc'r ''lie 1iiii,iI is,'' lit' ceys, lelosh c1 tin'
hail licimigs Iliat li;ipit'ii to people arm' at
lirt se ut )ci'ycit.il Lice' each of mni'eliriiir''' licil
lie aSS ccir'itii to t'lIipli 517 I hat tilt') cii p
fled l,e'yc cod I he' ie'cirli of ii id slit i c;uls wine I I)'

to sccj ptt'*iietil eIictt miim'chiclImt lcs tonlli'r Ii)'
akiecg the' L limo' and (rca tide' t't'sc.cc y (ci

ii iicesv they rctii lic'lp lhee,msels't's.
II ciii irse, mae's-il dilly eve es-ill profit friciii

I In' einiriur.lIs irogress inicili' in liii' ri'cemgtIi'
eiiii tiecilpiiceil 1,1 iih'uctii'i;ililr disi'cism's ul

the' lucite' Icy icuicclermi ,in'clirimu' ieuiil sclrgi're,
I.nt this i cud m'id'iigli Nov, liii' gum';Itu'sI
Ic,ii,u,- find Icy tici' lme'cilitmg isrcIc's,idilIs is

I ',-t,'cn I 1i'e.1il' hiss Iii lie.' iii it-dC I liii

,ihieiits tiitaii evitlic.ceii Itttriiiig iiiiic!ra I Ice-
Iii vu ' tee i',lii liit've I Icis lutist ll('t't ivt'I'
ilirna,gic tito Lic!vhtiilee!liI ol a e'oilt' iii
Jeh,et'iiii that ciStistx Clx lfl ctciilIg critic (lit!

oh ble iii ictir iucvrt'axiccgly "iviiieci"
e'.'ili hi

I ictitilit I li;it I cciii iiii'Iiiitit't'ti JO Ictx'ici icE
St re'%5 ri'si'ccit'ii, for I iiivc wnrlcri i in this area
e'Vt'r StOre' I wrote (Ito trs( caper on (lit'

sl ie"is sync lroiuie' iii I 936. ii ieui, I I ric'cl to
tlt'uclmdilstrcltu! that sIr 55 is tint .i vague' cain-
tt3it, !nlillrlcocv ic-'l;ite'ti to hit' di!c'hIliL iii lice
iiufluieiieo of triucliliecimcil Ccliii's of hle!lcdIcjict,
ihisatilactici with (lit' world, icr liii! risilig
rust iii hieiiug ilcutiie'r, it is a cie;iriy eit'liti;ihili'
bieclicgie-cel ci,ich iiii'elitcih plii'liol ne'iueic wici CM'
iici'e'Iicc-icisiii ('cmli ti' uihiJi!ntit'qI) ith'uil ifie'tI
c*miti evith whieli we rccuc cope iictnli I ietlu'i
nh,c'ec see' lii nov wI u're liii' t roccicle hie'.

'l'nthiuy, t't't'rycila' ticiks cilicait cit tess, ice it
timely cc Irw mc'uphe kmnits' m'xccclly wl,;ul it is It
is hard tci rt'cciI ci iit'wspccpu'r or watch cc

tu'ies'jsitcie Idieigrdunl etitiiimiii iui',eiirug ,ihiuuit
.uici literally lucunlreds cii Ii,'cctdle lilies'

lptltIre! ciinl cv rite' elxcict it lime') tic.

ready to give ijeit'ii't', iusuucilly imse'cI tilt lice!
Itsichcitigs of an EcmsIe'rmc gdiril or Vc'4e'rui
'slrtesscclimgust.._cmile'um'i' tlimit wink" still JcucI
us Icing as omit. icces ;ihiimiiihis l;iitii iii liii'
ilidol eric divimii jitfcmhhihmilit y.

Icir lId' it lrin tict' to smiggc'st tticit iic'li
tu'dii'ieiilg lca', tiothiing Icc oiler, lint tint cell iii us
ii.ti hitu lwlped icy Lice' sauces' (e'ati'r, aced
Ilicu I! liFt' cci micceny of hlcpimc cmi omiciel that )'icui
(i/lull liiitl yilltr ('mIllie! liii! shic,ppilcg in( elite
heal suits ymii lii iuiy ('erich, ii )t)iI (Ill Silt''

.te.ecl ill litielitig such ii ''Icc'dmhmr,'' yule tiucce' still
hicciui lucille iiiwlc;mt yini.iirigimirlll)- tiiciiiglit was
I lie ri c'u'cl that pc.1 ire-i ly suiiteil your ilc'ptls,

dii )ilci Cdliv ''just ucc;t tiavillie! Iiiiii'' lii tmclliiw
lice rt'ccciuituii'iiilecl ii i'se'riiticcicwlccrli ix
itmuche'r way tiC saying (icuct yecci lieu Imocger
icm'lic'ee' it Iii lit! tilt! ht!Ct acid 511111 test Wdi)' tic
lt!ii)tiji c'!55

lli'im a ii' ccitt' illative's I JicrIlig ii'(t'iil

i'cti ,, rcccisitli'rcilele 1rc1gress has Icc-etc cuiccdt'
iii i'cmumqcm 'icc'iichitig iicicl rottimilliuug Cli c'si

ticrcciighi cicussiccil M'it'uit th te'chciiiipci's lilt!
rm'xeults cire 01 litlIIit!iiSL' IcriO'h.e'ccl vciIcic for
ficrthue'r itulpoviuig - tilt! liiiilt'rxtduulehillg (dl

,iiL'niiCiiiisllts icy scitilitists, cmiuil tiff ti
tiC'cititiOmit olcericcin stri!ss-i cliii-i'th cicrcimigc'-
diiL!(t(5 by C(itti(li!ttuc( I'Y -,c,lictiiL

Clearly, sitwe 11J36 a grecit d'c1l iii lrmcgrtuss
h;cs lcpeii uciacics ill Ick'uit iiyiicg t Ico tort Ii-
litliSmimS oistrcss-iiuhuctucl hciclliy it'NhRacSt!S. At
first, w. kmicw timely lust tici!y lire u cot scctldeum,

luuiiiiieititliry ciiallgL'a ilrcwcilsc'el It)' mtt'rVouts
t4!uituiifl html rat her li011'SlkWiliL', cnlci cI ive re
SadiiseS to I hex deed br ropimig wit ii d1,1i1auil5
of icily kiucel, he they jusycicic (Fcccsr, Irttstrut'
I ion. tuin. grieF, job jIressil (C's, iuicmritai tics'
e'oial) or ddmiclStic- (surgical operaticmiix, burns,
lass tiC bhuottL Of course, bodily iojui irS also
4'llise! tvcbi icroiiscil cud tuuus'ite'im:m ci; tier'
en itc'k'ss, the, actual, ,,ueacurable c-luutgrs
eic;cicec:terist ic of stress as sticic ait! cihviic,is,
exvei, iii eletply cii mmxxliieutizecl pat iOiml S cci cx-
I dt'rii icont cli cii cjiiials which are! mit Utii,sçio(ds
ccl dilly hldllt!IILUIIIY jiccinfuul or thiieuiteeciicg
sit Hat ham.

i loes'et'eir, if the troeulcicxsculit! "trrccrS"
(xl rrss'f wccehiriu ig ;iguiits) last lur wi'tk,
ulicdi ill iS, or years, tlit't aclaiat ire recict lid IS
trcgi-i'cis frcsuii (lie first stage cci gemu'niI uila mc

(Nil tc'c-mmmcch his'ciucmstx il evilS vicmiicIit'cl ccx a ''e'all
tic curl 115'' tiC all ©fetcsex c,Im!('Iiaccicmtc'd) Iii tics'
xt ucgi' oh' icc-grin ,cr', chirfieg which eve' I. 'iCc-Ic t ci
el'.ii helter with the, tll_'mticumccIs iililiii! 11(1(01 uS.

'lIce' Iimcihily rxlcii!Csiiitux cii uxpccsmmro tie sUt'Ss
till! eiihiic orgami chmaumgu's or ucut'cmiirahhi

dlltc!rclhiidulx iii this, stress iiorlmi(imld! peiiitc'iut iii
t011 icliciccl--temicl Lii thisulppe'dlr, Yet iiiir iicl:ihmt-
cll,ilit)' (or cielciptcuturccc energy) is iccil iilticitt'
i'.'i't!r)aitli! Iireciks clown sooner eci lilt i'r,
it'oching empiai his or liar inuicctix c t'xis II tIc!

ccclii lhec!limle!uI%ity ccl lice etreess siiui,uticmti-ite'li
it I iri';ukciowct tic'c'urs, I Iii' itcegs' cci d's 'ccc ice tic 'ii
is ri'dii'hie!d, thee lmiucl hire',ikciccevii whine i'uiihs
ill ehi'iuhli. 'Fliic ('litlO! Ilirte-%tagm' mr'ipdlitsi' It'
xl iesshuh sihuicut iuiix le;is lcm'iu i e-ahit'el tI te
at cit/a jitaliiciu cqndrui,uue' (( A.S).

II svuis clai Ic cciii the ocltse't tIed heir'
ummecun's, eciipcniciliy ticose' of thu_c pituiilcmry (ii)'-
iid)Pli)'55) cloth thee ucireciucchx, lcly clii
iulipcdrtcdiit [mile' ut this te'sputist'. II thid'xiu
ghciuicls-cmmt' ii'uic'me't'ii ill ('xI illdl'ldldiI ,.

Ccxfdllig It/tb Slo'ee 'n-H," I 'I

itc;ulx. or ii d'Yli'Ssitt' sltc's dccildi "Ill ii " I i,
tViIdd%i' fiihimituiry or cccli e'it;il'. lices e' lci'c, d cii
r;ih)iiii(;it('Il, lice' sehidlic' I iced ilill is tcct;iIlc .1,-
rcciugi1cl dcci clmlcuptuut iddli i'IId ci idid cit
tilt iticccs(ut'cI

II SVils diSh rlc'cir that lIce' udd're-c,ccs sc stii,c
,lciy, ci I cite', m'cjis'i'icihly ii)' xIcrcliicg I tic' a-ic,'1,'

tildilli ill pt'c'tits, Ii,'cciita' lice' fdilluitclt C ii-
ti'ivt'5 ils iulitimil%i'i cihiiii,',L l'Sdiiceiyc'i) hi' -icc
ticc' 1105! ccl thit Icrciili (ld)liddtimdtldilidl'} I''
ce-lilt-hi it ii cuttcit-lcm-cl.- I liicc''t-c' , liimtii ui,-tc
ccicdl blood vt'se'l iie'seuiiih tic Cia' lijlildtci 5
tleruuigli its tccik, aiccl Illlct-Ic moore' win I cc ,cs
nct't'sSciiy iii Slllicde't ltlt'iit )'c'ac to close' I ted
if ycccc cut the' chalk, the' dididildl 1tm' Iid'(lI.mldlsldc
is lIs'rctmtgccl celuxos( as muenehu .es il iiii ni mci 'Vt'
I ice liii tiituury citt iit'l y-

["mm I lie trdcct is-cit point ccl view, te I tcc is
dip mccci lilch)dlrtducit iilixtaiuiiii( tilic'i t'iiti,,ii
wcre' icaicle ehuirimig I Itt' I 9-itis. It Was Ic mill id
(heat if tht orguccis Iucvuht'ed ill rm'sistcioc-i' ti
stress cite micuihlmiuieIioiiitug, dist'axts itm'ce'hiiii -

'fletesex tiicthadius umre limit 50 ileumCll clime' Ice celcet
icdm)ii!llS to lii hail lii our iiialciiily tie ctthcciil,
suet tiny hiumv tln're,'Ii,rex hiemil ucuhhc'd tics-
L'diSL'i ti ll(ldmllldthiiili. '11w IlicisI ttiilliii,ill
amretmmug (Icenc 'are tierl is' ccls'trs tic liii' xli 'ilc
line iimicl (upper imitcstiuip, hiiglc iihciuicl 0 i-s
cure, icccrt UL'cttii'ti Is, den1 rt-vc dims

ehis(urlccuile'e'i Of ecclIrst'. deli)' es'cxct coal- i-,
(ld!Iildlie(ls Ulouu cci cullS1, iic'iuiej, i'cldlC('S 'acidic'
sIre's. hut it ii cody 1ceac1ilc' With ('lititidll clii lu,
1'ithci hit't'ciiism iii ililidilt' clm'k'c:ls or Ic'' L ''I
luticdec'im'tigix. whco ihvc'hicp xl less dcse'cixi's

We ,iiuuct culsci elistiiigcuishi lii tee'i'e'um I ho'
it re'ss-priccicccitig utgcn mIS (or t m e'xse irs) ii cit
caine! smtfloriiig or ci ixl reic cinch thu_i t!ei 'I its
t haul we' idrcci5e as i ciclISciuct 11t't'lli ist' t tic'S
glee Iii sdltixIcic'tioll illidt hicujiiiiiid'ss I ticim cil',,c
huivr tic cic-t ph yiiterse'tt to 11cc' tmut'x uric-, I
uec'esc til ceuetcli'ucly ll;mviulg 11L'Cilllii' di iliilhti
lIliIhidiui,lili! or Iliit'ilcg huulildl tIn' girl )i.li cut
tt'lI)N tIim'dilIIi'tl ccl) lIlt!)' hhlmlelltL'm' sCIucit ccc'
tei!hiilic'dIhI)' 'iull eu,rtis'c-r (I'll gcc,iel, ldhd';i-,
11111. diN ill t'iltilmicllucu, i'mil)hul)i5!i) ( tii iciiisk
piist I cxx rcuri'ly (cuisix inc ii cfti'ii dci-
Idimil)' e'oepceti!r;ui-ts tici' haiti clIi'cts ccl itietu c's
II'ri' lie t'ciSrs dill rt!uldrd es'hiu'rc' lie'idPhi'
hicwc ehii'd Mieiiic'u lI) wI it'll hue-iml eit Ic ii di'
eitcse'c of cc pcuitic'miicirly ple'cisuuit. miuuc'xtic'l-t.'il
(!Vt'lit duic',( Fills!, lccies'c'vi!r, t iii' ticiiicidc,
('Stltl'iI Ii)' e'iitres'i is mic'ghigihilr Altl'l ill,
iciecisii re' cuuid oct iSUdl('tti ccl arm' what wi' cc cci ci
in life.

lii lii is Shltirl essay, it is imui1ciiitlhilc't', 'ic
ci ctn'ccliicigltih skm'e'lc idi ;iIl lldilt 11.1 I'
ieduilui'el cihiiccit hhic' elicit-ti,,,' el -Ic ii.'
ili(dli5!%. lilt' 10,1%-I' 1idulhIstdd5 cclx 'did it
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iIIoll,rIiu.N Iii Iii,i i IhNII tI(%ilIlI)tlt II) I 11111

III NlitS, iiaI 1111 (li;*glI(i.ti(' i(iIlN (IIIt tlii

II 11(1.1(1) lais IlllIri(l. Novor I Ii('l1!(. ii
caJ, hid or IniroNcojIle l)Prlii Ii

In IIie-1inililviii li;i I)lcii exlreiiieiy Iritiliul
-- !'iI((4. tIll very hiNt (IeNiiil)Ii(liI iii the

( .t !'i--iiier;II ;aILq fi at iou syiidruiiii'I I
i)HrI iliqilli 1(1(11 iiiIr (l(N(OVPiy N('IIN lII(11

(Oil)' reielil lv It NIl(Wi(l I lint I lie br.iiii pro-
(lineN (IiIJiIi Nil iilihi' ii niiical sul)ctuIius
(li rn.Iy r'lat rd In I lie iidreieil-st urn ii iig'i ii
'(lii iiii iiirI iiofiIlhiie Irtitiiue (A( FI I).
II1N( NtillI(IllIi li.(Vi III(PFhliiille-Ijke. paul-
kilhiiig hirol lerl il-N. (1,1(1 ciiivr II (0)' ('011(0 Iiiiiii
the i i-aIe frwln). I III')' have 1)41(111 valled eu-

r- (I oiii ('I1ec'inuly Pr!ud 111)11 'Hue iii

Ill)' Ion (('IF sItu hi'iils, I Jr. lInger ( :i,ihle,iiiu,
War in ii- ni Iii. I bier- Ai tiewit-riit Wieiij I5t who
sli;iri'iI the Inil Nobel I1nize lou' Ihi rettiark-
Ill 'he ci nvery. .tlt I niughi It was marIe quite
IiI(141)4',I(l(l( t ly iii inc i1 Ilie .SnIk Institute.)
'II ii- cia liii phiii hi;iv op-iird III) an i-uitirely
la-tv hi-hI iii iaIIcii ic. particularly iii 511(155

rISe:ur eli. Nut oiily do I lu!) have anti-st ross
niiiu -killers, bitt I hey also probably

pIly liii iiIllU)IIiiilI nib' iii I lie tr(Ii)5li)jssi(fl, 01
I lii' ahutriii signal [miii IIii' hejims In the pit iii-
tar y, iiiil I heir ellileellI ratinua especially
high iii liii' piliiitary iisi-l1

Signi I lilt I iliNik I brotiglis have also been
nanl, tt'ih Ii I ha' !Ii'rn'rry oh Iraiupiilizers auid
PIYhiol hui'raj noit it chic'iiiji'als ID enuilag
libeiiInl ihiences. iiii-t' have rechia-ed 11w
u'iiiila'r 01 jiitjIiit iiil(.11i7r(l uiiriiimil I);iIi4'uuIS
Ill iii, iiilr,',' ihi'iilrd lust. Also worlhi no',,-
Ilniiigur( tIle ell(lrlwlisIyx)t(miI rttiti-,uhi'ir
ihriug,j that hiI,iik''Ilit' IrI1iss'ays Ihinmitighu
Whli('ll 510 'Nt iitt'ei N ((F1' l,r Itii'i'il,

I Itiss'et'er, Ill Iii so iiiii ely iiushic;tl ihisttw-
eril' an' ;ihihIlH'ahllr univ by 11lIV%iri;uiN. 111(1

ihuI gluII'nhI plihilu' i'iIi((fl ((NI. Iiii'iii (Ii cltmly
liii' ttilhniit i'iiiisI((liI Ilil'(Irt'(iI NtlIit'nwj%j(l,L
1'iii IIi,'i uiiiii.,., uiuiitl oh IhlI'N('(lJI'iIIN (III' ilill
i'tii;uIIy thui ('etril ig;tiii',t tInts 11111 n;ithue,

)Ig;tli(%I 51111(0 lii itS ui(llih)uI i(iulihlNIatiI(ll%
hillel-iS high 1111011 I1r('Nttil'. hii'art aid-
IlruiI'i) 'Ihi'lm'hmir, iii rr;i%liig (IIIIIIII1(lu( heis
11l'i'I( IVeli Ii tile il('V('I(111lli01)t ill 115)'l-hll,'
II1l li'rhi,ujqiue' nual IleII;ut'ilinmih iti't I mu
lliIVhlIl,IV ran uisi' alter simitalile iuItIruIe'Ijouu Ill

ilIhIII',I Ill liii' irtirular (huqilmuills iii;iili liv hit
liii' =

Aiui.mumg liii's,' iit'I shin1)' IIIecIldii ill
I'' 'I1'ti(" iii' liii' II'lO.(I(fñJJI fii'IiiliqlIr'I XVi'
SIl('luIlI %111'u(ll Ii hittli' tiii,' i'iit'ji .ilmiv (it ('mliii-

i,'.i. 'I ill, (liii l'5'.' 11111,191, iiiir-iiiiisn4m't
ii'I,tsi',l, I',.'titiiuij' uIgiiI;tt Iv iuiil i('hll'(itii,,
tsi,iiIs ihiut ii,- i'ithiei u(Ii';'ilj(ugh('55 om lu.'a-il

"ii llIt!'iI t lit I 110%' (i(('U'l) lit-hp 115 hIlt thiiiik
III ailsillilig uii hiiirIRiIltr_ 'ihiis s liii' luisis iii

Ii ;Ii be-ui lou ii a I iilt'ehiImiIi_ th',isouu'
;iiiiuii ii'('himiilhliP. miuiii iiji iuit'i,iit variety oF
iitli,i imni'eliine.s hilL')' hI.It'e Iit'i'ii gist-il In
(I'. I)5' I oh jii iii, FF1111) I 11(1 (11(1St Dil('i('ilI hitithis
lip lii liii' l"(INII'Fil sages mitud c(rnLem,utsormiry
IilI'(lhlgi('s, (111(1 uIcltl(k-r5!rmng 11w hitaiiyor
stauirEjtl I uayers iii tile 'Iiiiet ((lid Ph'V(ltItig
(It IlIilNhlhIi.re of a 1(01150 of worship. wil h Iran-
1(uilI7Iilg iliiI%iC. hIio ictirl's slieiiilel 1101
1w i iiI(lerl'%t ii ivatcd unerdy la'cahIsl! suieu ice
('(liiuIilt l's pl.iiui tliomii; Ihy have wnnkd for
so liiiig nial iii 511 nlny 11)11115 111(11 WO ((inst
resllecl thOu),

More ri'e'i'uiily, bwfvvIbark has added a

great ele';ul In 1hi Psycimhilgiral mipproiielu. A
iiiuiiuber or highly soplliStiratc.41 iutt FiuiiieIliIS
have hiei-iu developed thuit i,ufnrui US COIL-
sbuiliy about c'Iuiioges chiarneleristic of SI Foss,
liEu' exninpht'. 11101111 prOssune, pulse rate, InMy
teiiipural lure, iiiiii CYCU olci'i neal braimi
was-cs. W do 11411 yet Inive mi scientific expla-
flat inn Ion hiinfee'dtsaek, but ii you kmtrn In
ideuilily, iuustiuieIivt-IIy or through. ulstn(uinen-
I Uliflut. Wilell YOU mire hitcher si ross, you caui

.miutounat irally avoid, or mit,ieast reduce, it.
01 CIliirNV, 111(1 iii0t iulillnrlmuuit thing sve

1111(51 clii is to livr hiaapily. mud so each nh UN
1(011115 In develop a cnnit ol behavior thmtt
hIOIl)N to mu-hiin've I his. It will illS VIII hi- po55iilk
to diM'uver a cmde or pIuilnsiiphiy of cnuidtict
taiiimilly apjlIir:uhllv to everybody. Ausy cotle
Ian to lie' ailjiisl ed to the llrsouu iuivnvntl, [or
WI' ;re all dihfercnt.

Alter 4(1 years oh' rose'aneii in lnithralorb!5
a ni ehiiik'5, snout isis have bum1 eiioiugli cvi-
deiiei' Ill just ily I ryjuig II) (l4WeI(lhi it ('(lilt' imi
1)111(1 vii mi hl;is('(l oudy on 1110 husi'S ol Nature,
'I lie-re hiitt't ale cienmimul mu uI mips ilicul do to cv-
(!r)'hNuItl) reg;irdli'cs ol nat-I!, o-x. religioii, or
iIilIjIiIlEil 11(11 I iohit inal hl)';uhtii'S l'lii'y ire
e4iItlIy Ill h1lhil'ahuk' in es'erylmtly I H'e;iIio' mcli
Ill u us nil' nlllhl urIs (If Nature, They are uIn
i-li-u utmul, Water boils mit iturc mit i'mu level; it
IllwaN's has mimuil always will. 'l'hui.'te hiuws 111)1)1)'
to hiiiiI' 11,11 miuimul. lsit we ia-ed iimimehu 111(110
si-i,'iitjhi' tt'iirk Ill learn hin,w III (1111)1)' them II)
dmuils liii' til Iii makr' thiii11 easily wirIer-

liii I;ildo Iii l's'er)'ou(c',
ilti'p 111111 ,Ieciuihi' umI'ehiiiu('EuI miiuil h;ilI,lrmltt,-

u y nosmafi'li, I ss'otukl tim stiiuuiimiizo IIi ii,nsl
11(11)10 1(1(11 III iiitlillli's hntI1ly as IlIhiliws:

I. lime! q'tir nun urns Ic'ui'! liii' speed

(It wii'hi ViOl (11(1 11111 tI mwrd your (1W!)
goal. Make' Mire 1liuI Ill it ii I Iii' stress lev
i-I (111(1 liii' goal al. r'ahly your ilWiu (1(1(1

e

e '/:"g Ii)th t. rc in /9/9 I /
-

11,11 uii1ims,ql tulaluu )'llli II)' uiL'R't)', Ion I Lain llii'y imi'Igll/'u.r i (ii,' ilius is a ('Ill

iiuuh ytimi )'lmiiFsclI 111111 know ssIurul yliii t(IlliIllirai)' uilUIIIhii';iIul,iI III (Iui' ill., 11111

svmuul iii iii huosv Imist you dliii flel'Uii (Illislu I Alt'i! Ill) ilI'igl uh mlii (IS 111)51-Il It
II - l'huere is uto point iii Foreiiig mu turtle rrnogmiiztis that mill ullllghihllirs am,' miii
Lii mit lik,nj;ucel1orse or irev('uutiilg a lIWEibIe ((lull tied il is iulljllltsil!hl- Ii, I,

rmu_-chi ((5(1 II (110 nonmumig fter I loin mc 'oil e-omiuunaiid.
turtle IlilealuNe oh' SUlillS "iiiiinil oliliga- -

(lolL 'lilt! 1(11110 is tnuc of ieoi ik. In iiiy first hunk Ion the layllumuii_ I Ii i1 91 to
2. I/ran guIiruI.ctic egeitsi. t)u lint try to C(iml(llSllNe susvenmii lluousmiiul NciI'm)tihie 10111115

s(uililne',s the uinliunmil jnstjnct oh' mill liv- null two nI,izeii Iieiuk iiitij 324 Iiage- whirhu
tug beings to 11)41k (liter thucmuiscivcs hirst, issay still lowe 1)01111 Intl long ituuih Ion Ii'rliuui'

Yet tile WINIl to be of sonic 1150, to do cmii Perhaps two short himws ('(iii slimiiiuotri/er
soiiies good to others, is also natural. Wc what I lowe tljWDvCni'Il [nun mill lily tli.,.1l1
mire social hViulgIt, 111(1 cst'oryliody Waults 1111(1 rt'Se(trc!O

MIIIIL'IluW to corn respect mid graIl- light For your highest uhiai,I,,I,/,-:,ii ii.
tunic. You hunt be useful to others. This [nut (lu 001 put till ri'sistmiuici' iii liii

gives you tile greatest degree of safr'ty, I

IlecLlusc 110 (1110 WislIOl Li nest roy It per' fi

couj who is useittl,
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Why You';
and What -'fm o About. It
by RICHARD K. REIN

You hardly need to be an expert to
recognni,ze that teenagers endure more
than their share of stress. A psychologist
at Temple University., James F. Adams,
once surveyed several thousand teen-
agers to fmd out what troubled them.
Their responses ranged fro% school to
personal finances, and included every-
thing in between: gettirig along with
others, moodiness, finding- a job,
deciding on a vocation, health problems,
moral problems, relations with parents
and siblings.

So whit doesn't trouble teenagers?
The truth is' that ,high school students
are subject to stress no matter which
way:their lives turn. Psychologists have
found that feelings of .happiness and
optimism alternate with feelings of
depression and hopelessness in normal
teenagers as well as those experiencing
mental illness, -

Now, as scientists grow increasingly'
concerned about the role of stress th
diseases attacking the ,adult, popula-.
tion-such as hypertension, strokes and
heart attacks-some researchers are
looking more closely ar the stresses asso-
clated with Late adolescence.

.

"The stresses that teenagers face have
always been enormous," says Patricia
Carrington, a clinical psychologist and
lecturer at Princeton University. "The
teenager is going through great changes
physically, of course: He tries very hard
to cope with a world that's changing
very fast. He tries to act cool, but at the

time -is scared underneath. He
doesn't know where he is going to fit in,
who he is going to lase, what he is going
tv be -doing, and how the world will
accept him. A teenager is in an to -be-
t ween place-not yet adult but no
longer a protected child.",.

Today's society places even greater
pressure on teenagers, says Dr.. Carring
ton. -They are supposed to act older
sooner today than they once were.
Adults as well as teenagers themselves
assume that they, are supposed to make
out very well sexually, for example. But
some don't, -and that creates a special
stress. Plus young people face increasing ..,

competition in getting into college or
graduate school or-finding a decent job."

,Teenagers respond to stress the fame
way adults and virtually all other ani-
12 . spuncEncipri

ma's do-by summoning what is knoWn
as the "fight or flight'. response. Dr.
Herbert Benson, associate .professor of
medicine at the Harvard Medical School,
writes in his book The Relaxation Re--
sponse (Morrow, S5.95): "When we are
faced with situations that require adjust-
ment of our behavior, an involuntary
resporthe increases our blood pressure,
heart rate,-rate of breathing, blood flow
to the muscles and .rrietabolism, pre-
paring us for,conflict ortscape."

Sometimes this reaction is just what
we need. For example, a certain amount
of stress prepares us to 'do our best on
examinations or "in athletic contests.
The,,trouble is that-moderriquanalicits
the fight or flight response in far,more
cases than it . is actually needed. The
involuntary response occurs not only in
reaction to threatS or problems, but also
to.any, conditions that
require hehaviOral adjustment,- as Dr.

"Benson defines stress.
The evidence is strong that persistent

stress canliad ,to high blood pressure,
heart attacks and strokes. These .diseases

[are commonly thought to be the prob-
lems of ,the old or middlezaged, but,
writes Benson, they are "not only
afflietingia vowing percentage of the
population but steadily finding their
way intel younger-age groups."

Other evidence suggests that even
short-term ,exposure to stress rag cause
disease or dysfunction in teenagers as
well as adults. These problems' include
headaches, constipation, acne; men-
strual p'roblems, dizziness, shortness of
temper, loss of appetite, depression and

-.insomnia. Our 'everyday lingtiagek sug-
gests , how much 'we., relate stress to
physical disorders. We,talk of being "up-
tight,".. or "choking" on a particular
problem, or of someone else being a
"pain in.the neck."

Predicting Stress: Life. Changes
The notion that stress can lowerour

resistance, to a broad range of -diseases
has been supported by statistical studies
showing, a correlation between the
-amount of stressful situations encoun-
tered, and the inciden4e of any illness-
mental or physical. At the University of
Washington School of Mediciee,
psychologist Thomas H. Holmes and

8.3.2.1 ,

=schen have developed_
of life changes and their potenti21 for
stress. Subsequent_studies of Hca:Pcs'
subjects showed that those with a WO
number of life changes gcit sick more

-often than those with low life change.
Several years ago that scale was

Modified to include stressful life
changes common to te.:^agers. Martin B.
Marx, associate professor in the Depart-
ment of Community Medicine at the
University of Kentucky, based his scale
on perceptions of stress recorded by the
Class of 1976 at Kentucky, as they
entered college from high schooL (See
box on page 14.)

In follow-up interviews with these
students, Marx.reports, "We found some
rather shocking results." The teenage
respondents scored much higher en the
scale than- the adults surveyed by /
Holmes. A score of 300 or more on the
Holmes scaie represented a major life
crisis and implied a- high rate of
In Marx's study, the teenagers rexistend
an average score of almost 900. "We had
a 'population that had a risk of hurting
themselves or someone else," Marx
Even thougliclhe students proved molt
capable of handling this stress-Man...set
1,000 as the point beyond which one
had experienced a major life chang-
the students had the same tendency as
adUlts _to get sick following pedods of
high- stress. When we speak of'someone
going through "growing paths,", we are
not exaggerating.

Coping With Stress
Most life changes are beyond our

control, but recognizing presence
can help us Cope. Cheryl 'Hart, one of
the stress researchers at the University
of Washington, recommends this
approach: -

"Use your imagination to find more
satisfying solutions and ways to accorr
modate the life changes. Pace yburself.
You can .anticipate some 'of the
changes-try to plan for them Look at
the completion of one task as part-of,
daily life and avoid overreacting to h.
Filially, 'consider the -risks. High life
changei can cause more than just Uneta
Grades May- drOp, relationships may
suffer, or other kinds of dysfunctional
behavior may result."

Other things you can do to mini r*ce
the impact of stress include:

Seek comfort through friends. Marx
is reviewing his data at the University of
Kentucky; to find out why some =-
dents with high life change, did not et
sick or demonstrate any dysfunctiori,
One possibility: "Social support si.rs-
te miyour friends, affiliations whit
clubs, church, or other organ.aation,
and possibly parenu-ean be vet'
important in deterMining how peo'Se
cope. Loners seem to be a greater risk--
he says.

Set goals for. - yourself. "Also irris-ar-



taunt is the extent to which a young
person is working- toward a goal,- says
Marx. "One fnistration for young
people is that they are, not really sure
where they want to end up in terms of a
career. Kids who have fixed goal. seem
to be better able to cope with stress."

Evalite your attitude toward stress.
Marx and other psychologists believe
that the ability to cope with stress, or
the inability to cope, may be a behavior-
al trait passed from one generation to
another.,"You can visualize how grand-
mother taught poppa how to cope and
how poppa taught junior to cope,"
Marx says. "Some psychologists belleVe
that we all may have what they call 'life
scripts' worked out for us by our
parents at a very early age. If that's so,
then to cope with stress it maybe fleets;
sari to break out of a life script that
isn't paying off anymore. The trouble-As
that people may think their script is
paying off even' though isn't."

Maintain a good, diet. More than 20
years ago, when she first published Lees
Fat. Right rp- Keep Fit, Adele Davis
wrote: "Even though a...diet contains all
previously known nutrients and' is
adequate to suivort health under 'nor-

, mal conditions, it can stilt be inadequate'
during conditidris of stress ...: AU
nucsients are needed in larger amounts

',during stress than under normal circuri-
stances." In light of what we know now
about the Ohysiolagicaleffects of stress,
that advice seems eminently sensible.

'Other researchers believe that lour
,blood sugar, which can be caused by
over-consumption of Sugar, coffee, tea,
soft drinicg and alcohol, may cause head-
aches, fainting spells, jitter-intas, irri-
tability or exhaustion. AlcohoL `one.
should alSo realize, is not a tranquilizer,
It is a euphoriant which may not ease
tensions at all but rather make people
more tense. No drugs, of course, should
`be taken to alleviate stresS, without the
guidance of rs physician. -

Turnoff the fight Of flight response.
One of the thost 'promising ways to
counter the effects of stress is through.
,the practice of any of a number`of
forns of meditation.' Physiological
'studies of meditators confirm that they
experience a reversal of nearly all the
conditions associated with the fight or
flight syndrome: the heart beat slows

-down; the: rate and volume of respira-
tion decreases; thebrain 'experiences an
increase in the number of -:slow. alpha
waves. Meditators still react to stress,
but their recovery from that reaction is
more rapid than that of non :meditators.

Herbert Benson in The Relaxation
Response describes one way to medi-
tate. He 'suggests :you begin by sitting
'quietly- in a comfortable position. Then
close your eyes!and relax your muscles.
As you breathe through your nose,
become aware of your breathing and say
the word "one" silently to yourself as

you breathe. out. Let your breath flow
naturally. After 10 to 20 minutes stop
saying .the word "one" but keep your
eyes closed and stay seated for several
more minutes.

Benson advises a meditator not to be
disturbed if outside thoughts intrude on
his consciousness. They are bound to do
so. The meditator should simply take a
passive attitude toward them, and
return to the effort of concentrating on
the single-word.

Some people believe that ruditation,
need not follow a rigid schedule in order
to 'be effective- concedes tluthe
meditates only sporadically,_ in times of
stress. Princeton's Patricia Carrington,
whose book, Freedom in Meditation
(Doubldday), will be published in 1977,
taut her students a meditation similar
to Benson's. She then gave them five
minutes to meditate before their final
examination. "Eighty percent respon-
ded later that they Liked meditating,
that they thought it, was helpful, and
that they would like to be able to do it
before all the exams," she saYs.

Carrington .recommends using _medi-
tation strategically before or 'even
during stressful situations. Once, while

trapped in a traffic tie-up inside the
Lincoln' Tunnel leading to New York,
Carrington calmed herself down by
meditating in the cu. Her only caution
is that meditation not be overdone.

The relaxation response may be
generated by physical as well as mental
exercises. Yoga exercises, for example,
axe intended to make the mind concen-
trate on the body and its movements.
Activities such 'as archery, flower ar-
rangement, 'Aikido and Karate, and even
rug weaving have been used to achieve
relaxed awareness,

People who run or jog long distances
report_ that they too feel a state of men-
tal reLaxation_similar to that' achieved-in
meditation. Some ----people have called
joggitg "yoga M motion. " -All _these acti-
vities,Tas well as hobbies and vacations,
are intended to "get our mind off
things," or to "get our head together.-
Again our language may tell us more
than we think. The advice is good not
only for the' mind but-as we have
seen-for the body as well.

Richard K. Rein, a former Time car-.
respondent; writes frequently for People
and Money.

1-16101uh-Stress H.ave Voil :Ex Oeftenced ?
The following table ranks life changes in orderof the amount- of stress they

cause teenagers. For each time one of the events Listed below has happened in
your life-in the past year, add the stress'value to your total. A score of less than
600 suggests a low life 6hange and a small possibility of illness Li the coming
year; 600. to 1,000 points represents a medium change; anything exceeding
',pop is high. A high score does net mean you will necessarily get sick. But it
does mean that in alarge sample of peoplelikeryou, a stibstanti.0 ,percentage

-will get sick.
You can minimize your risk of illness, researchers believe, by taking extra

precautions in tunes of high life change. The average score of entering freshmen,
at the University of Kentucky in 1972, for, whom this sole--was based, was'
891. The highest score was 3,890. -

Death of spouse
Divorce (of yourself or parents)
.Pregnancy (or causing pregnancy)
Marital separation
Jail term
Death of close family member
Broken engagement
Engagement
Personal injury or illness
Marriage

. Entering college.
Venting independence

or responsibility
Conflict or change in values
Drug use
Fired at work
Change in alconei 'use
Reconciliation with mate
Trouble with school administration
Change in health of family member

. Working while attending school
Changing course of study
Sex difficulties7-L
Changing dating
Gain of nen family me'
Business readjustments
Change in financial state

Value
100

73

Event
Changing participation
in courses.' seminars

SS Death of a close-friend
65 Chenv'tn different line
63 Change in number. of
63. 'arguments with mate
60: Trouble with in-laws
554 Outstanding personal achie;dernen

Mate begins or stops work 26
Begin or end school 26
Change in living conditions 25
Plerision of personal habits 24
Trouble with boss 23 it\

50 Change in work hours or conditions 20
49 Change in residence

Stress Value

38
37

cork 3

'35 t
29
28

20
47 Change in schools 20
47,. Change in recreation
45e Change in church activitie
45% Change in social activities
44 . Going into debt
42 Change in sleeping habits
40 Change in trecivancI of
39 ± family gatherings
39 Change in eating habits
39 Vacation
'J9 n - _Christmas
38 qiner-violtition of the law

71s

16't

15
13

-12



How to Cope
`with Stress in
the Classroom

CHARLES C. DAVIS is cooruolator for
licalthipliyical education instructional pro
grams, State University College at Csivego,
Ofwego, New York 13126.

Learning alternatives for handling
stressful situations a-ncl then giving stu-
dents an experience in handling stress
and developing coping ability is some-
thing often left out of the classroom. As
educators we often find it difficult to

`place students in situations where they
can learn practically how to handle vari-
ous stressors. Much of what we say is
abstract or theoretical until the student
is forced to confront stress. The follow-
ing stress sheet is designed as a practical

. way for students to identify stress and
then analyze how thev cope with vari-
ous stressful situations. A deeper dis-
cussionrussion of stress and the learning of al-
ternative situations to various life prob-
lems, can. be better understood. The
stress sheet is adaptable for many age
groups and grade levels.

Step-I: Content.

The students are taught the intricate .
details of life and stress in their class.
The following aspects are reviewed.
I. The stress conceptwhat is stress?

discussion of Hans Selye''I theory of
.stress.
Stress as it affects our livesstress is
not inherently good or evil; it is de-
pericknt on the consequences of our
reactions to stressors.

3.- Coping. with stressGeneral Ndap:
tation Syndrome -(GAS), the pm sio-
logical respoise. to ,trees;
response or- ?ping behavior (gcneral
alternatives)

4. Learning ways to cope=,with
stress--zprotecting the ego Ideal -

under stressful -,situations;,, defense
mechanisms; Maslotv's hierarchy of
human needs.

5. Adapting to stress----- suggestions for
learning to cope, with stress in a con-
structive manner; positive and nega-..
tive consequences of devitions-'

Step 2: Learningto cope
with'Stress Constructively

Students are given a sfreS's shout to
relate classroom theory to actual c6n-

frontations with stressful .situations.
The students are asked to take the -lot-
[(Jiving stress sheet home and fill it out
after undergoing stress-

Stress Sheet
This sheet i, designed to stimulat..

terest in and an understanding of how
vou react to and cope with stress. It is
also hoped that completion of this sheit
will cause you to do some reflective
thinking on -how to handle the "wear
and tear of life" or stress.
1. Identify: A stressful situation, the

stressor(s), internal and/or, external
primary stimulus causing the stress.

ubation, Vo].. Septembe/Obtbber 1977.
rr

R. 3. 2 . 2



2. Which of the following behavioral re-
sponses did you use to cope with the
stress? PlaCe an x next to how vdu
responded.

Fight Freeze Flight
Compromise

Briefly describe the consequences of
your response: it did did
not alleviate the stressful
situation.

3. Check any defense mechanisms that
you used to deviate from the sires-
sor.

avoidance _ regression
deny reality
fixation
repression . sublimation
projection
other (specify)
rationaLizaCon

4. Draw a line to indicate how you ex-
pended energy as you progressed
through the Adaptation Syndrbrne.

Alarm Reaction Stage
Viestress Energy 0

by and respond to stressors as total
organisms.

5. Understand the genera) categories of
beliavioral responses to stress: flight,
fight or compromise.

6. Understand .the consequences of
conversion reactions such as psycho-
logically induced pain manifesting
physical reactions when stressors are

. not successfully. adapted to or de-
viated from.

7. Investigate how . individual 7 ping
.behaviors (sports, dancing, etc.) suc-
cessfully allow an individual to al-
leviate stressors.

Step 4: Classroom Adaptability

1. Students can be asked to do several
stress sheets° over an extended
period, then analyze how they cope
with and adapt to stress.

.

Resiltance
u tpu Exhaustion

Time
.5. Sources of help. Did .talking with

anyone help you cope with or adapt
to the stressor? ,

no yes
specify whom
What deviations did you use to
equalize the effect of the stress on the
body? (for example sports, reading,
etc., please specify). Briefly describe
how your deviation's' relieved the
stress.,

7. Did . any psychologically induced
pain cause a physical reaction?
no yes
Specify g , prolonged ten-
sion leads to upset stomach.

Step 3:-Behavioral Outeorned

After taking home a predetermined
number of stress sheets the studentS
should have some stress--relieving skills,
such as the following.
1. Analyze some of the stressors corn-

anon to the experiences of students,
such as competition or failure.

2. Understand the meaning of the
terms stress, stressors, stressful situ-
ations.

3. Analyze the ,individual use of de-
fense mechanisms in Stressful situa-
tions used to minimize conscious
anxiety:

4. Understand that humans are affected

2. Break students into small discusSion
groups,. give each group the job of
dtpicting: what is stress? or what is
mental Health? or what is the rela-
tionship between stress' and mental
health?

Give each group about 20 minutes to
come up with their pictorial deSerip-.
-tionS. No words can be used in any of
the three assignments. When the allot-
ted time has endlid, the instructor holds
up the finished product from one group
and:the class responds fq what they see
depicted. The same is done for the other
groups. ,The instructor phrases the
.questions in a way which will extract the _

relationship between. stress-and mental
health.

The outcome of the stress sheets exer7
else encompasses the interrelationship.
of the theory of stress and how it relates
to mental health by personalizing stress
through the stress ,sheets and visually
depicting the wid6 interpretations of
what stress is.,



Course

Module

School Cli

- Student Involvement in SCh6ol Processes and Programi

Module
yirpsis

Purpose

The purpOse of this module is to provide participants a rationale for involving
students in responsible and challenging direct action as a means. of increasing.
Self-esteem :and'competency and with a resulting decrease in violent, antisocial

'behavior.

Objectives
Participants will be able to--

findi.4s based on theory and research which indicate that ,student
'involvement deters'-violence and vandalism

Learn a cognitive concept'through direct experien6e

List the steps developed by the Open Road Student Involvement Program _o
ip

,

leadersh skills training
.

Correlate the- learnings thatioccnr on an outdoor adv nture program with an
improved self-Concept

Identify school programs that, involve udents in the greater' community.

Target Audiehces/EireakoUts

-11 as core'mbdule -is Appropriate fora bread mix:ofparticiOarita, including students,
teachers, administrators, 'program-developers, counselors, and liaisons between school
and community agencies,,institutions, businesses, and goVerning bodies.

691



Course
Module

- School Climate

Media/Equipment

AWerhead projector
Screen:
Slide projector
Cassette tape recorder
Flip chart
Markers

Materials

Transparencies

.3.1

.3. 2

,3.3.3

3.3.4

Module
SynopsiS

(continued)

41Three Sphres of Student Involvement and Pa icipation'
Involvement in,Existing Structures
Involvement inAAssessing Climate's, ,

Involvement in Activities Beyond School Boundaries

Sbund/SlideShowS

Open Road StudentqniTplyement PtogramH
-Outdoor Education Progtim,

Participant Worksheet

3.1. Youth Participation Matrix

Background Materials,(Trainer/Participant)

3.1 What Does the Survey Measurer
3.3._2 Student Interview
3.3.3 Action Plan and. School Climate Profile
3.3.4 Directory-of Student Involvement Programs
3.3.5 Resource OrganizatioLs

Bibliography

Involvement orated Reading List



ree Spheres of Student 'Involve ent
and Youth Participation

1. InVolVement iiveiSting: structures for
problem:solving.ang,deciskinmaKing

2. Assessing school climiteOnd initiating
improvements

3. Participating in activities beyond Wipol

Unciailes



Intro venient in Ezitthig-.Structures

Involvement
Student

Rule Making

Activity $election

-= CurricUlum. Choice--

ProblemScilving

of ticie/
sigi sionr.

--

Lowered Violence
and Vandalism



Involvement in Assessing Climate

1 Train to survey 10 aategories of schools climate

2. Interview students and faculty

3. Tally responses

4. Profile the climate of the school

5. Analyze findings

6. Plan improvements



Impact on
Problems

Involvement in Activities
Beyond .School Boundaries

Improved
Attitudes

ReSpOnSible
Adulthood

Learning
and Growth



bourse - School Cl mate

Course
Agenda

ul 3.3 S tudent Involvement in School Processes Programs by Module.Mode
Total Time hour and 15 minute

Module Summary

The module provides Participants a rationale for involving students in responsible and
challenging direct action as a means of increasing self-esteem and competency and with
=aresulting decrease. in violent antisocial behavior. Various student involvement and
youth participation programs involving Students in the greater community are introduced.

A Content Summary Time

1. The Great Thumbless Survival Test (Optional Activity)

Participants are Asked to perform a variety of familiar tasks th-
out using their thumbs-in order, to experience an example of experi-
ential learning. Trainer points out that -experiential learning
involVes students in their school and community and fosters a posi-
tive learning' climate.

.2. Areas for Student Involvement

Overview of Three Broad Spheres of Student Involvement and
Youth Participation

Three'areas of activities students may be involved in at school
include: (1) working with existing structures for problem
solving and decisionmaking; (2) assessing school climate and
initiating improvementWand (3) participating in activities
beyond school boundaries.

Involvement in Existing_ St otures for Problem Solving and
Depisionmaking- -

Studies indicate that students who are active in problem solv-
ing and decisionmaking in the school are usually more positive,
about the school environment and less.apt to act in negative
ways.

Examole of Student Involvement _ The 0 -en goad
Program

A 10-minute slide/tape presentaticin of California's Open Road_
program is shown.- This program includes "natural student'
leaders" of a school in decisionmaking and policy formulation
for the. school.

15 min.

40 min.



86

.Activity /Content Summary Time

3-

D. Involvement in Ass n- School Climate and 'nit ati.-
ovements

A project developed by the Center for Human Development in Walnut
Creek, California, provides training for students in assessing
school climate.

- -

Involvement in Activities-Beyond School Boundaries

Student participation in activities outside school can help improve.
attitudes, promote growth, and give students a sense of their role
and importance in the community. Youth Action Teams have been
formed as one means of encouraging such involvement.

F. Example of an Activity Beyond School Boundarie An Outdoor
Education Program (Optional Activity)

A slide show of an outdoor education pro-

P and P- 'ects

is presented.

Participants and trainer share additional projec and programmatic
approaches.

Conclu on

Trainer reviews the module, emphasizing/the potential of student
involvement for reducing vandalism and/violence in schools and the
community.

20 min.



Course
3 - School Climate

- Student Involvement in School Processes and
Module Programs _ _

Materials /Equipment Sequence/Activ."

Detailed
Walk Through

Description

Flip chart
Marker

1. The Great Thumbless Sur

A. Introduction

ival Test 15 minj

Trainer gives the following directions:

o Bend your thumbs to the paps of you' hands, leaving
only four fingers for manipulation.

o Refer to the list of tasks (itemized on a flip char
and complete as many as you can, keeping your thumb in
that position.

B. The Test

Open and close buttons

Zip and unzip zippers

Tie and untie laces

Fasten and unfasten earring_ ieclip e :1

Set and reset watches

Shake hands with ore another

Write another task on a piece of paper and give
it, to a participant to complete

Comb your hair

Turn the pages of a book.

Trainer should walk around the group while participants
complete the tasks and note what they say about.their
experiences. Trainer should record statements for use in
facilitating the summary discussion. ("1 couldn't get
started without using my knees" or "It kept slipping,
couldn't get enough leverage on it.")

(NOTE: Trainer may wish to ask two or three participants
to quietly assist in the recording of comments.
However, the group as a whole should, not be aware
of this activity.)



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Debriefing

Trainer gives the awing directions:

o Discuss and rampare with your neighbors how they coped
with thumblessness.

o -Note your !,Apressiona as to degrees of difficulty of the
various Latks and the techniques you developed to, solve
the problem of thumblessness.

Wrap-Up

Trainer should make the following points:

While you were completing the test, I recorded these
comments you made. (Traiuerreads from notes taken.)

The purpose of the activitywas to underscore the fact.
that it is possible to leaxn cognitive material through
direct experience.

o You substituted other,parts. of your bodies, or objects
like table tops, for your thumbs. You found ways to
develop an opposing force, thereby "discovering" the
value:of the opposable thumb.

o In addition to learning a cognitive concept, a lot of
other kinds of learning occurred:

(1) There,was a high degree of interaction among
participants. Assistance was given, received,
or observed.

Ideas and information were shared.

Initial failure was struggled with to work through
attendant feelings.

. (4) .There was a chance to'succeed at a difficul task.

(5) There was high motivation, -despite the fact that
there were no extrinsic "rewards" for efforts--just
the fun of figuring out the challenges.

Compared with direct instruction during which a lot of
"other" things go-on (talking, daydreaming, disrdOtiVe
behavior), the potential for learning through activity
is high.`

Learning through direct experience may take longer--
although not.alway.s, if you consider just how much

,

people retain from lectures.



Sequence/Actiln Description

There are many possibilities for developing curriculum
using this activity as a basis. For example, it is
possible to speculate about how the human race would
have evolved differently without the opposable thumb.

When we provide students involvement strategies and
relevant curriculum we arT helping-them learn how to
learn, not what to learn.

o When students learn how to learn, they become increasingly
more self-directed. Through successive tangible achieve-
ments, and the consequent feelings of self-worth, involved
students will positively affect the climate of the school.

Minilecture Using Trans arencies: Rationale for Direct E xperience
in Learning Situations (40 min.)

Trainer should make the following point:

o We have established a framework for talking about how
people can learn through direct experience. Now we will
explore, through a minilecture, two slide shows, and more
activities, a range of possibilities for involving students
in, their own legrning.

Overview of Three Broad S heres of Student Involvement and
Youth Participation



Materials/
Equipment equence /Activity Description

Transparency
3.3.1

Show Transparency 1 and make the point below:

'Three Spheres of StUdent Involvenlen
and Youth Participation

Involvement in existing structures for
problem solving and decisionMaking

2. Assessing school climate and initiating
improvements

3. Participating in activities beyond school
boundaries

o These three spheres provide an overview of student
involvement and youth participation in school processes
and programs. We will examine each of the-three spheres.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
3.3.2

Involvement in Exis Structures for Pr ob em Solving_2114
Decisionmaking

Show Transparency 3.3.2 and make the points below:

Involvement in Existing Structures

Student
Involvement

Rule Making

Activity Selection-

-Curriculum Choice--,-

Problem Solving

Policy Code
Design/Revision

Lowered Violence
and Vandalism

o Student alienation, apathy, and perceptions of school
irrelevancp have been shown to result from the reluctance
of administrators, parents, and faculty to involve studelits,,
in decisions about school rules, discipline policy and
practices, curriculum, and extracurricular activities.

o A study conducted by James M. McPartland and
at Johns Hopkins University analyzed responses from 3,450
students in 14 schools and found that on the average
students who were more satisfied with participation in
rulemaking and with existing rules reported less truancy
and less propensity toward vandalism and protest.

o The National Institute of Education reports, in the. Safe
Schools Study, that student violence is higher in schools
where students say that they cannot influence what will
happen to them, complain that discipline is unfairly
administered, and maintain that the teachers are not
teaching what they want to learn.

Q. These studies and other 'observations show that in order to
effect a positive, prosocial school climate, a broad
segment of the student body must be involved in problem
solving and decisionmaking.



Materials/
Equipment

Slide
projector

Screen-

Cassette
tape recorder

Sound/Slide
Show 3.3.1

Transparency
3.3.3

Background
Material
3.3.1

Sequence/Activi Description

Example of a Student Involvement Project: The Open Road
program

Trainer should make the following point:

o This sound-synchronized slide show is about
Road Student Involvement Program.

Present Slide Show 3.3.1.

D. Involvement in Asessing School Climate and Initi
Improvements

Show Transparency 3.3.3 and make he points below:

Involvement in Assessing Climate

1. Train to survey 10 categories of school climate

2. Interview students and facu

3. Tally responses

4. Profile the climate the school

5. Analyze findings

6. Plan improvements

o A project, funded by the California Health and Welfare
Agency, Department of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, is based
on the belief that people can change "the system" to meet
real needs and provide an environment supportive of
growth. The project developed by the Center for Human
Development in Walnut' Creek, California, provides
training for school, climate improvement and publishes
a guide explaining the process.

A survey is taken to measure how students and faculty
experience 10 categories' of school climate: student
involvemenistudent relationships, teacher support,
physical deciiionTnking,curriculum, counseling services,
recreational alternatives; and personaLstress. (See
Background Material 3:3.,1, What Does the Survey Measure?



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

o Students prepare in training sessions to conduct 15-min- e--

interviews of-all students and faculty.

Background o Questions are about each of the ten categories surveyed.
Material Answers are recorded on a Student interview form which
3.3.2_ is included in'the Background Material 3.3:2.

Background, o After the responses are tallied, a school climate profile
Material: is developed, using a chart designed by the project. An
3.3.3 -. action plan is then decided, basing ideas on=whatthe

survey results indicate. Both the chart, School Climate
Profile, and- the form for the plan, Action Plan, comprise
Background Material 3.3.3.

Trainer should ask participants to share their ideas on the
rationale for this kind of involvement and possible reasons
for its success.

o Some ideas might be:

(1) Ownership of a Study and its results increase when
those affected by the problems being assessed do
the assessment.

Also,. the learning potential in studying those
problems increasesas well as the potential for
helpful solutions.

Direct involvement in school improvement increases
understandings, self-respect, and feelings of em-
powerment, thus further improving the school climate.

(4) When all members are part of the process of designing
solutions to the group's problems, chances of mean-
ingful outcomes greatly increase.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence / ctivity Description

Transparency
3-3=4

uvolvement in Activities lie and School Boundaries_

`Sho Transparency 3.3.4 and make the following points:

Involvement in Activities
Beyond School Boundaries

Youth
participation

Impact on
Problems

Improved
Attitudes

Responsible
Adulthood

Learning
and Growth

o Youth participation' effective when it changes the
role of young people 'in, society.

o When the scope of part.cipac.ion extends beyond school
boundaries and mpacts prcblms and needs which the
community-at-large views as genuine ", the attitudes and
actions between youth and society 'improve. Participation
should be a learning and growth experience that helps
meet participants' needs to feel part\of the total
community--that is, the school, home, neighborhood, and
society.



Materials/
Equipment_ Sequence/Activity- Description

Slide/Sound
Show 3.3.2

o The:National CoMmission on Resources forjOuth defineS.
.

youth participation as "the'involvement'of youth in respon-
sible,-challenging actionthat meets'genuine needa, with
opportunity for planning and/or-decisionmaking. affecting
others, in an activity whose-impact of consequences extends
to others--i,e.,-outaide-Orheyond the .youth partiCipants
themselves."

o A resPonsible, challenging action is one in which "respon-
sible" means (1) having others dependent on one's action,
and -(2) the opportunity to, experience the-consequences of
one's actions, including failure. "Challenging" means
that ihe action is both meaningful anddifficult.

o When an notion meets genuine needs, it means that both
young people and some elements of society recognize the
participatory action as important.

o "Planning affecting others " relers to the goals and
activities of the program itself as well as of oneself.
"Decisionmaking affecting others" means participating'
in both individual and group decisions, -usually in a con-
text of problem solving, and in decisions relating to work
affecting oneself and others. 'These activities usually
involve group program planning and decisionmaking.

o The "impact of consequencesextending to others" means
that the activity has practical implications beyond
whatever the youth participants themselves got out nf,
it. It is the social dimension of youth participation,
application in the outside world, aimed at ensuring that
youth have an opportunity to make a contribution to their
surroundings--to "make a difference."

le of_ an Activit Be and School Boundaries: An Outdoor
Education Program

Trainer should make the following point

o This sound-synchronized slide show is about an outdoor
program which is designed to enhance -tudent self-concept.

Present Slide Show 3.3.2, Outdoor Education Program.



Materials/
_EquipMerit

Worksheet
3.3.1

Background
Material
3.3.4

Sequence /Activitj Description

3. urve of P o am Models and P o ects (20 min.)

Youth _ParticipationMatrix

Trainer.should- referparticiiants to Worksheet 3.3.1, the
Youth Participation Mattix, in-their Participant Guides,-
and Make thefollowing.pnint:

of -The matrix will be used to organize the program models
in the Participant Guide.(Background Material 3.3.4,
Directory of-Student Involvement Programs:.)'

Group Activiq

Trainer gives the following directions:

o Divide. into .six groups to 6orrespond o_the six models
in the matrix.

o Each group should collect all the program models in
Background Material 3.3.4 which you think correspond to
the matrix model to which you are assigned.

o You have 5 to 10 minutes.

Large-Group Activity

Trainer gives the following directions:

o One representative-of each of your small groups should_
tall out programs included fn your assigned matrix model.

o After each group has reported their findings, we will go
over any programs which were' included in more than one
matrix model.

o \Explain the reasons for your choices. All should. oin-

o It is not .necessary to arrive at a consensus, _although
particifiants who changed their original views should be
encouraged\to say so and explain why.



Materials/
Equipment- Sequence /Activity Description

D .k7rap7Up

, -
Trainer sh uld make the folloWing points:

Student involvement in direct experience-with the`
communitpat7large-has the potential to reduce'Vtolence
and,crime in schools ih the following Ways:,

Students Wantto be in learning
combine action and reflection.

Suidents require a diversity
required subject matter.

Reducing. ge segregation and increasing opportu-
nities f -interpersonal communication enhance
4ttitud and increase opportunitiel for learning.

nations that

ethods for learning

.0 There are some cautiods, however.

Traindr should ask participants to state possible cautions.
Some responses might include ,

(1)_. Not everyone shOuld be expected to imMediately feel
. 'comfortable teaching experientially. Thorough In-

serVice-programs must be designed to help each teachir
find his-or her own blend of vicarious and direct
.tEaching'Styles.

Not mall. students will immediately feel comfortable
in -open-ended learning situations (especially if

, they have always been in highly authoritarian
situations in, the past),, and some will need assis-
tance in, learningzhow to:be responsible for their
own learning.

Small groups of students can help a schobl deter-
mine its ability tk provide alternatives twthe.'
traditional classroom. Climate assessment and
leadership training are two wayS students can help.

4) Experiential settings that use the community are
not based on a 4isregard for the values and rules
of the school. Students should still be expected
to adhere to rules for behavior and be held
responsible for work undertaken. -

Direct, involved, activg_experiential learning
consists of highly structured events, but even
that Place the student in roles other than, that
of the passive recipient of information.



Materials/
Equipment

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES TWAT ISOLATE STUDENTS FROM THE COMMUNITY
AS A WHOLE AND WHICH RELY HEAVILY ON VICARIOUS FORMS OF
LEARNING THAT BUILD ON A VAST NUMBER OF GENERALIZED,
.ABSTRACT CONCEPTS WHICH DO NOT DIRECTLY RELATE TO THE
DAY-TO-DAY LIVES OF ADOLESCENTS CAN ONLY BE EXPECTED TO

-RESULT IN AN INCREASINGLY RESTIVE YOUTH 'CULTURE AND A
GROWING DISSATISFACTION WITH THE SCHOOLING PROCESS.

7
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Course

Module 3, - Student Involve

ool Climate

and Programs
Background I-D

ant in School.Processa

WHAT DOES T SURVEY MEASURE?

WHAT DOES THE SURVEY MEE1SpRO.?

Student Involvement:

The extent to .vnich students participate in and entoy
classes and extracurricular activities di the scnool

Student Relationships:

The way stuaents relate to one another the ease they
teei in making friends and (waling with new people

Teacher Support

The amount of help concern and feencisnip Mal
teachers direct toward students whether they folk
openly, trust students and are interested in their ideas
Ono feeirrigs

PhysiCal Environment,

The way stuaents feel about the school buildings hem-
selves ono the atmosphere they creole.

COntlict Resolution:

Wheiner stuaents are clear Armut their rights anti re-
sponslbllltles. now conflicts are resolved and whether
roes are consistently enforced

Climate Survey.Report

Participation in DecisionNolurva

Background
Materials

Extent to which students odministrotCr biphei,
snare iesconsiollity tor Iecisicos aoout sC rico' qmprov.i
mont

Curriculum:

extent to which the students feel tnut what is taught in
dosses meets their needs

Counselina Services:

-.Whether or not stuaenls reel counsetors ore accessioie
and ogle to neip won oersnat orCblerns lobs and
career information. ai concerns aa091 .1(LigS OC1)001
Sew

RecreatioqolAiternativesi

Whether students are soiasiieo with e.istiag octrofiei
and leacriefs suoputt ot-inese actties ivnether
aCtivities are neeoed

Personal Stress:

The extent to wnicn students reel iney ore irrioet
presSure ono I he resources they hove to cove with It

The sluaCnl and faculty surveys conset at rive Questions
in each of these categories Each question in the stuoeisi
interview also corresPonas to one or the coteciolies
.srvO 006%-re



Course
80

School. Climate

3.3 - Student Involvement in School Processes'Module,'

Background 143

STUDENT INTERVIEW

STUDENT INTERVI W

Background
Materials

7n9 ourotse or ;me interview'l TC Inc cra now rr,cerrs ore ree..ng zoour sonco.i A e -.oce
vour =weer& rnese questions %mil tell us now '/ -u see =n0 wnor :nor;es gnT l K r oe'rer ror
.rou

'ow on move vcu ceen qr rri

Farrcie vole

.Jusr waking crouna t nod. wncr co vou notice otout tne envitomment (tuli ocrno,ors. souno
lignr. :cm-lc:ca. etc.) tact TnckeS it o cloce.you tees

c Comt- ie? o) uncorntor=te,

.VncT ni 0 %ICU Jee moocen trio k vcu sr.,zer,rs

9 o 3-J .2rrIer : ;.Nn C :37-

Student Tratnin P 14
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Course School Climate

Module .3.3 Student Involvement in School rocesses and

erOgramS

Background 143 3'3'4

DIRECTORY OF STUDENT LVE T FROGRA:!.:

Alcohol and

Description

Contact

use Coord ock County ,:are

Background
Material

The education services evailable,through the Rock County
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program are aimed at providing a
comprehensive preventive education' approach to alcohol and

drugs through identifying and reaching specific population .

groups such as yoUthl parents, police, in conjunction with

other agencies and organizations The Rock County Health

Care Center has centralized education services and has one

full-time health educator. Education deals with the following

areas: 7n- service Training-for Teaching_Personnel, Drug

Education,CurricUlum.Guide Drug Education Presentation,
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Education Workshops., Parent and Community
Education.

Robert M. Long
P.O. Box 351
Janesville, Wisconsin



'ption

Procedure

Etnqloyment Planning T

This project involved ten youth, ages 14 to 21, from three

youth service centers in the Portland, Oregon area working

with instructors from the School of Urban Affairs at

Portland State University to open up new realms of employment

for young people in PortlancL The project generated partial

solution to the problem while teaching the young people

research and problem - solving skills.

The youth-team selected a focus for their project (youth

employment in the energy field) and were provided with

readings and instruction by the adult faCilitators.

(2) Team members-attended meetings of the'Various trans-

portation agencies in their area;'

The team drafted a proposal for youth emplo nt in the

local transportation system and Submitted it to the

appropriate agency;

The 16Cal transit agency agreed upon the creation of 50

'cbs for youth in the agency.

. Gerald -Blake, Director
Professor of Urban Affairs
POrtland State University
Portland' Oregon

719



Project Way -Out
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- Project "Way Out" deals with adjudicated delinquents.
Begun as a fairly simple public service job program, it has
evolved over time into a comprehensive educational
counseling and vocational project. The overall goal of
Project "Way Out" is to provide education, employment, and
coUnielingaervices to juvenile youth as an alternative
to institutioaalization. Program objectives are defined in
five areas and a\fg!irly comprehensive evaluation is made
pertaining to changes in attitude, behavior, recidivism,
vocational attainment;and learning. Potential clients are
screened before being admitted to the six-month project.
Each youth admitted is givin,the choice of continuing to
attend the:neighborhood school-Rr attending, the proj

school. Thaproject utilizes individualized instrution,
specially developed teaching materials, immediate feedback
o students regarding success, and small group or one-to-one
teaching. Students receive counseling throughout project
participation and, in most cases, after' graduation. Employers
who hire project. participants (at minimum wage) for approximately
fifteen hours per week are subsequently reimbursed from
project funds.

Title

Description

Responsible Action, Inc.
P.O. Box 924
Davis, California. 95616

nstructional Experience

Cent

Equivalent Instructional *tiperience (EIE }`pelts students to
complete course objectives through a mix of school -based and

-ty-based learning experiences. EIE provides more
options for the student, and more relevant educational
experiences.

Donald R. Davis
Springfield District #186
Springfield, Illinois
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Title

'Partnership in search'

Description.

A New, Hampshire high school was setting for a 1972 study

that involved high school students as "participant researchers."

Students were-iCtive in defining, observing, and evaluating
issues that they felt had a significant impact on their lives.

Through the support of the project staff, the students
independently formulated the study questions, selected the
research strategies, and disseminated study results.' The

"Self-study" approach proved to be a viable alternative to
traditional methods of inquiry and learning.

Contact.

Respo nsible Action, Inc.
P.O. for 924
Davis, California 95616

Title Learning bisciplin

Description

The Learning Discipline System is a step system for -
disciplinary referrals. Each time a,studentis referred
disciplinary reasons they advance one, step. Pre-determined
actions to be taken by the school Dean for each step are
detailed. Students are informed of school policies, rules,
and the step system in small group guidance sessions are the
begtriling of the school year They know at all timssr."What

step they are on, and they actions' that will ensue if they
get a referral.

Contact

Some of the results observed after one year of operation. are
1) Students view disciplinary action and.sohool deans as more
fair; 2) Students are aware of what actions will be taken
prior, to referrals; 3) More cooperation is given by parents
who are also informed of the step system at the beginning of
the school year.

°

Mr. Robert Smith
Lake Park. High School:
District #108.
Roselle, Illinois



Title Second Wina\pr_

Description

Contact

88

\-
The Second Wind Program is a one-week canoe trip in Northern
Minnesota and Canada\for fourteen emotionally disabled youth,
educhtors, and police Officials.

The aim of the program issto improve disruptive youths'
attitudes towards authority.', Youths interact and relate on
a one-toona basis with teachers and police officers in the
wilderness setting, and experience leadership (their own and
the authority figure's) in a more positive sense.- The goal
is to develop positive attitudes and.,decrease disruptive
behavior.

Martid Bartels
Operation Second Wind
City of Cedar Falls
City Hall
Cedar Falls, Tow

Title `School Youth Advocacy,

Dascri

Contact

project is an experimental model prograM aimed at:

sisting youth who have been institutionalized to
reintegrate into the school system;

2) providing schools with an alternative program to expelling,
suspending, or institutionalizing students with behavior
roblemS1

sting educational environments which foster the development
of mature, concerned, and responsible-citizens

Gwen McIntosh
Department of Social Services
300 S. Capitol Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 48926



programming at the St. Paul Open School includes:

Advisor-Advisee System: Students select their own
advisors, who have-3-23 advisees. Conferences before

school begins among students, parents, and advisors
establish individual goals for each student. Goals,are

reviewed biweekly iri advisor-advisee meetings and auarterly
with parents.

o Use of Volunteers: arents,° senior citizens, college
students, and other community members are brought into
the building. Volunteers are care Ally screened, trainedr
end followed as they work with Students.

Shared Decision-making: Parents, senior citizens, staff,
and community members help. make decision in a number of
areas, including budget, curriculum, hiring, and
evaluation of students.

Use of World Beyond Building: School i2 vie
headquarters. In addition to hundreds of. local field
trips, Students have opportunities to work as interns
or apprentices in local buSinesses. Students also take
cross-country trips as part of studies to such places

as 'Gettysburg, Wounded Knee Puebla Mexico, and

Winnepeg, Canada.

aluation: _Extensive evaluation of students, staff', _and

e total program continues throughouttheyear. Written

evaluatiOn replace grade*. Competencies replace aradiis

forigraduation r amentse,

Joe
Director
St. Paul Opin Schap
97 Central Avenue
St. P.aul, Minnesota 55101
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Title Social ation Teacher Training

Descri :ion

Contact

The Social Restoration Teacher Tpining program is designed
to prepare teachers to deal with youth who are on probation,
participating in a diverSionprogrem,,or returning to school
after release from a correctional institution. In this
trainingprogrem at Lehigh University teachers are thoroughly
trained in diagnostic Icademic testing techniques and the
formulation of remedial programs for individual students.
They also are trained in crisis intervention skills, including
methods for dealing with smontaneous short-term crises as
well as with longLotanding problems with fam=ily relationships,
and so forth. In training for community resource utilization
the teachers develops skills in working with agencies with
whom-these students tend to be in conflict (such as the colice)
and with other community support agencies-(such as social-,
service agencies)': The social restoration teacher thus,is
trained to perform several roles,-including teacher, welfare
worker, counselor, and youth advocate.

Social Hestoration Teacher Training
School Of Education
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Title Outdoor Education Program

Description

Contact

A selected group of junior high, school students spends one
week in ah outdoor setting with teachers, parents and community
members. The program attempts to develop adaptability,-
interdependence, cooperation, self-reliance, positive attitude,
and self-esteem. Personal and group rights, group dynamics
and,personal responsibility are explored. Opportunities are
provided in which students gain in almost every subject area
through direct experience and/or observation.

Bloomington Jr. High School
Bloomington, IllinOiS-

'
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Title GRASP (Governmental Responsibility and Student Participation)

Descrint an

Contact

Student interns are selected by their schools to participate
in the work of state and local governmental agencies and
community service organizations. Interns report back on a
regular basis to share their experiences with other classmates
and instructors. Originally funded under ESEA Title III,
the program is now supported by the local districts. During
their internships, students follow an agency-designed nrogram
of activities, including_: observation, participation in
meaningful research and survey activities, special projects,
and follow-up through classroom activities. Studenti are not
paid,'but-receive high school credit for their experience.
Students provide their own transportation.

Tonia S. Saver
3180 Center N.W.
Salem, Oregon 97301

Title Ex ecutive Internships of America

Description

Con ct

Top executives in business, government, hospitals, museums
and various community agencies have become the "teachers"
of high school juniors and seniors in more than ten American
cities. The Executive Internship Program, which began in
New York City and has now become nation-wide, enables high
school students to work on a one to one basis with'executives
for a school semester. Students work four days a week with
an executive and meet with other interns in a seminar on the
birthday. In the seminar students discuss their experiences,
study local government, andmeet with speakers. g.s. A finproject
is prepared.

Executive Internships of Am erica
680 9th Avenue
New York, New York ,10019

7'
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Title Alternative Education Project

Description

Contact

The Alternative Education Project is a program for suspended or

expelled students held at the YMCA. Students work assignments

from their classes and receive individual counseling and

training.,, Behavior modification, reality therapy and assertive

training are used.

Keystone Central School District
95 W. Fourth Street
Loch Haven, Pennsylvania 17745

Title Kennedy ComMUnicators

Descriotion

.Contact,------

Members of the Kennedy,Communicators work to reduce tensions,.
in the school during times of student unrest. They meet with
students. who intend to be, or are actively involved in conflict
situations and try to,improve communications between students
of different ethnic and racial. backgrounds. They staff a
COmmunications,center during periods of unrest which disseminates
information to dispel rumors

Mul,Rosen
Kennedy'High School
Grande, Hills, California

Title - Court Alte, ative Program

Description

Contact-------

This'program'is,a district effort to coordinate community
services for potentally delinquent youths. Juvenile officers
teach a module "Law and Youth" developed by the Court
Alternative Program staff which explores citizens rights
and responsibilities. Field trips are taken to court - houses,

jails, and other justice system agencies.

Joseph A. Denaro
917-191 Emmigt Street
Kissimmee, oride



'Title High School Archaeology Project

Description

Con ac

The High School ArchaeologyProlect in Cobb County, Georgia
began because a Pebblebrook High School student discovered
that his school was sitting on a 2,000 year-old Indian site.
Just about the time he made his discovery the county announced
that it was going to install a large sewer pipeline right
through the school site. Having enlisted the help Of an
archaeologist from the University of Georgia and other experts,
students began an emergency dig. They unearthed pottery
,fragments, stone tools and bones and, in the process, learned
geogrpahy, ecolOgy and history. The work eventually became
part of the school curriculum.

The National Commission onResources for You
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, New York.0036

Title. Youth Helper Program

Description

Contact

High school students in the small; rural *own of Laurens,
New York spend one hour four days each week helping care
for children of their community throUgh the Youth Helper
Program. Ten students go to a day care center in,a town
church and ten go to Mt. Vision, a school for severely
handicapped children. The young people share any special
skills they may have, such as carpentry or sewing, with the
children. They also have used these, skills to carry out related
community service projects,such as building a newwing on
Mt. Vision and constructing playground equipment at the day
care center. The Youth Helpers receive credit for volunteering,
and for meeting in a daily seminar to discUss child-rearing
practices, mental retardation and mental health services.

The National Commission onResources for Youth
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036
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Title Gloucester Experiment Restoration,

Description

-Contact

The Gloucester Ex eriment in Gloucester. Massachusetts began
when a resident sculptor saw in a colonial cemetary, vandalized
and overgrown with weeks, an opportunity to use the talent
and energy of young people. With his backyard as headquarte
the sculptor recruited a group of local youth along with a
few interested carpenters, architects and teachers, and the
restoration began. The young people did everything from manual
labor, including landscaping, clearing brush and straightening
headstones, to research and historical documentation.
Eventually the high school in-Gloucester agreed to grant
students academic credit for their work. Students who
participate in Experiment restorations acquire skillS such as
surveying and stone cutting and learn history, archaeology,
botany and evology.

The National Comriission
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, New 'York 10036

Title Fourth Street

Description

Contact

an Resources for Youth

The Fourth Street i is a community magazine operated anti ely
by young people on the Lower.East Side of New York City.
They tap the resources of the neighborhoccL an area with a
long history as a ghetto for new populations arriving, in the
United States. The young people have tried to use their
magazine,as a voice for poor residents of various ethnic
groups by interviewing local artists and craftspeople and by
Printing poetry and artwork by people who live in the community.
The young people who publish the magazine interview, edit,
translate, take photographs and do produCtion work. their
magazine has been used as a reading text in elementary,
junior and senior high schools.

the4National Commission on Resources for Youth
Room 1314
36 R. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036
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Title Day Care Youth Helper program

Description

Contact

Three dayS a week, 15 students at Bulkeley High School in
'Hartford, Connecticut travel to four urban day care centers to
engage children in learning activities which the young people
have designed themselves. Students.in this DAyLC2.Feyouth
Helper-Program receive credit for combining that _fieldwork
with a seminar taught twice a week by a home economics teacher
at Bulkeley. In the seminar, they develop good parenting
skills by learning early child development concepts and relating
them to their day care experience.

The National Commission on Resources for Youth
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York,. New York 10036

Title Computer Car Pooling

Descri

,contact

students at George Washington High. School in Denver, Colorado'
devised ,a Computer Car Pooling plan which was adopted by their

city. Students in the Contemporary Issues class wondered
about the possibility of using the school's ,.computer to
organize Denver residents into car pools to conserve resources
and a student from the Advanced Computer class r4orked out the
details. He designed a computer program which would'give
residents printout lists of-otherPeople_who live in their
area, and keep the same work -or school hourS-: The young

people became consultants to-large Denver firmS which wanted
to offer computerized car pooling services to their
employees and George-Washington became the center of the car

pooling effort.

The National Commission on Resources for Yourth
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

723



Title Cityarts Workshop, Inc.

Descr ion

Contact

96

Founded in 1668 by a New York City artist, Cityarts Workshop
Inc. is a community arts group which involves young people
from various parts of the city in making public works of
art for their neighborhoods. A professional artist from
Cityarts helps the young people decide on a theme for a mural,
design it and transfer it to a large exterior wall; then they
put up scaffolding and paint it. Cityarts youth have worked
on over 15 projects. including a Jewish Heritage mural, a
History of Chinese Immigration to the United States mural,
a Black Liberation mural and a Wall of Respect for Women
mural. Frequently the young people get community residents
of all ages to help them complete their projects.

The National Commission on Resources for Youth
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

Title Career Center

Description

Contact

Students at Berkeley (California) East Campus High School
have established a Career Center in which the.students are
trained and paid (or receive- school credit) to advise their
peers on employment matters. The young staff members locate
paying jobs for students, learn the 'reauirements for various
vocations and then counsel their schoolmates who seek information
and job placements. The students also learn such job-seeking.
skills as being interviewed, collecting- references and writing
resumes, which they then pass on to other students who come,
to the center. In a school where nearly three-fourths of the
Students are from low-income backgrounds, the Career Center
provides a vitally-needed service.

The National Commis ion on Resour
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, NeW York 10036.

es r YOUth
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Title Public Service Video Workshop

Description

Contact

Public high school students at St. Paul, Minnesota's alternative
New City School are using video tape as an instrument to inforiii
the public and influence decisions on important, municipal
issues. In one project, representatives from the Minneapolis
and St. Paul Tenants' Unions asked '-.iadents from-New City's
Public_Service Video Workshop to help make a tape on renters'
rights. The unions supplied the legal information and the
students furnished the technical know-how and the talent.
With the direction of two professional video technicians,
students have made over 30 tapes for community agencies.
For each tape they do research, scritping, directing, interviewing,
narrating and editing. Students earn a trimester's social
studies credit while learning first-hand about different
issues and viewpoints by working with community adults.

The National Commission on Resources
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
new York, New York 10036

Title Apprenticeship Program Open Living School

Description

Contact

Youth

Junior high and elementary school students- at the 2,ELI
Living.School, a public-supported alternative school in the
mountain town of Evergree, Colorado spend at least half a
day each week interning with community adults through the
school's Apprenticeship Program. "Apprentices" from the ages
of nine to fifteen. have carried out responsible duties at an
educational television station, at day care centers and ,at

a nearby zoo; they have served as "apprentices" to electricians,_
veterinarians, photographers, store minagers'and potters.
The purpose of the program is for young people to experience
work with adults who are neither teachers nor parents and to
learn about the life of their community through firsthand
experience.

The National Commission on Resources for YOuth
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

731
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Title The West High School Ecolc

Description

Contact

Title

The West Hi =h School_Ecolo Club in Manchester,
New Hampshire was fumed in 1971 when a group of students
began a campaign to clean up the Merrimack River. One
student discovered that the discharge from a local meat
packing plant was turning the Merrimack into "Blood River."
He and classmates documented the. pollution and through their
investiagion helped bring legal action against the culprit.
West High ecology students also design ecology lessons and
teach them to elementaryachool children; petition for
environmental protection legislation; and make environmental
testing equipment and show teachers and students frdm all over
New England how to use it.

The National Commission on Resources for Youth
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New YorkNew York 10036

Teens Who Care

Description

Contact

In rural Adams, Minnesota, high school students spend their
study halls and luch hours giving physical therapy and
companionship to handicapped children whose special education
class meets right in the high.school. Students began this
Teens Who Care, project and then felt they needed additional
training. They traveled with the children to the Mayo
Clinic to talk, to specialists and to learn how to carry out
individual therapy prescriptions. Back at the high school,
students continued their training in a social studies course
called "Developmental Disabilities" and worked with a physical
therapist from a-neighboring'community.

The National Commission on Resources
Room 1314
36 W. 44th Street
New York; New York 10036

Youth-



Title Ward Aide Program

Description

Contact

99

A bold experiment as started in 1957 at the C.H. Close School,
and institution of the California Youth Authority Department,
and later expanded to three additional CIA institutions.
CIA wards were selected-and trained to act as tutors, counselors,
and recreational leaders of younger delinquents,' Young men
between eighteen and twenty-two years old with at least nine
years of academic schooling were selected from the CYA
population during the first two months of their institutionalization.
Trained for their roles during a two-month period, they began,
work as student aids at the beginning of their fifth month of
institutional training. Student aides provided foal
assistance through tutoring, counseling, and recreation
and'informal assistance by serving as role models for-younger
wards. Another objeotive.of the program was to provide
pre-training experience in social service jobs as preparation
for academiC training for the social service crofession.

O.H. Close School
7650 South Newcastle Road
P.O. 5500
Stockton, California 95205

Title Mitchell High School Senior Sem

Description

Contact

ar

Senior Seminar is a credit-granting alternative program open
to Juniors and Seniors in the Colorado Springs school district,
which utilizes the community as the main source of learning
experiences. The curriculum is thematic in,nature and is
composed of intensive modules, ranging from-two to fourweks e
in.length. The staff has published two excellent resodrees.
the Senior Seminar Curriculum Guide details each module and
outlines the philosophy and structure of the entire program.
To_Learn_How To Learn, a student workbook on creative thinking
and probleM solving, is designed to help students discover ,

their -owe methods of incorporating direct experience into
their learning activities.

Mitchell High School Senior Seminar
1205 Potter Drive
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904



Title Protect Adventure

Description

Contact

100

Project Adventure works with teachers and schools throughout
the country to assist in the design of experintial "adventure"
curricula in nearly all areas of study. They have published
a wealth of materials, the most notable being Teaching
Through Adventure, a description of both the process and
specific examples of how to incorporate "adventure" into the
'regular content areas, and Cowtails & Cobras, a guide to ropes
courses, initiative games and other adventure activities.
The project was begun in a high school near Boston with a

goal of incorporating concepts of the Outward Bound experience.

Project Adventure
775 Bay Road
Hamilton, Massachusetts 01936

Title Chautauqua School

Description

Contact

The Chautauqua School is housed at Glen EchO Park, Maryland.
Students in ungraded classes receive instruction in the four
major academic diSciplines: English; Mathematics, science,
and social studies. Students participate in expanded physical
eduCation activities, throUgh the Venture Expenditionary
Program, which emphasized resourcefulness and self-reliance
and q.y,m., a program'of psychocalisthenics. Two hour
artsand-crafts classes are provided four.times weekly.
Personal growth and development are facilitated through daily
school meetings and informal theraphy sessions every Friday.

Ernest Bradley
The Chautauqua School
Glen Echo Park
Glen Echo, Maryland

4
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Title In- School .Suspension /Dropout Reduction Pro

Description

Crntact

This program is designed to provide meaningful educational
experiences for students at New Iberia Reshmsn'High School
who have been identified as potential dropouts and to reduce
the number of at-home suspensions during the school terms.
There are two phases to the program: (1) A suspension program
which centers around a Behavioral Clinic that-is-designed to
provide isolation from other students, communication with
parents, and school work assistance within the school, and
(2) a special club designed to provide encouragement for
potential dropouts through the use of audiovisual materials,
contact with adult members from the community and assistance
in school-related problems.

W. Fitch
Director
In-School Suspension /Dropout Reduction Pros
Star Route B
Box 461
New Iberia, Louisiana 60560

Title Youth Tutors Youth Program

Descr=iption

Contact

fi

In the Hightstown, New Jersey touth IttorsYouth_ Program, 22
high schoor studentS earn credit for traveling four times a
week to two elementary schools to tutor children who need
extra academic or social attention. Many of the tutors have
their own learning roblems so taking responsibility for helping
educate a yOunger child has helped them improve their own
;academic skills, as well as develop responsibility and self-
confidence. They use materials they haVe designed to help individual
childrewwith reading or math problems. They plan these lessons
and also share tutoring techniques and eXperiences in a
weekly seminar at the high school._

The National Commission on Resources for Youth
Room _1314

36 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036



Title Shoulders

Descri tion

Contact

102

About 20 students in each of three Marin County, California
high schools are involved in Shoulders, a peer counseling

program which was organized by the Merin ,Family--Services

Agency. Studehts go through a 13 -week after-sdhbol training
program in which they learn counseling, communications and
utilization of community resources. Then they counsel peers

referred to them by guidance counselors and administrators;
take-part in seminars in which they practice advanced counseling
techniques and share problems they are encountering in
counseling; and organize outreach activities, such as monthly
forums open to parents, teachersandstudents,. and amonthly
student opinion p611.

The National Commission on Resources for Youth

Room 1314
36 W. 44th,Street
New York, New York 10036

Title, project Input

Description

Contact

All junior, and senior Hoffman High School students are
required to work fifty, hours a year during English periods
with one of three comunity institutions: a home for
the retarded, a home for the elderly, and,an eleMentary
school. Students receive ten hours of training before they

'enter each program, and write three papers about their
experiences. In addition, they develop a case history of
an individual-they have worked with and a description of a
problem existing in each institution. After completing their
program,' analyze four case histdries of personS similar-to

, those with whom they have worked.

9roject Input
Hoffman High SChool
Hoffman, Minnesota 56339
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Resource Organizations

ASSOCIATION FOR EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION
Box 4625
Denver, Colorado 80204

Drawing its members from nearly every sector of education, the AEE is an excellent

resource and networking agent. It sponsors an annual conference on experiential
education (currently including Over 100 wdrkshops'and seminars), a quarterly news-
letter, and the "Journal of Experiential Education."

FOXFIRE, INC,
Rabun Gap, Georgia 30568

The creators of the popular.:Toxfire" magazines and books, Eliot Wiggington and his

staff, continue to demonstrate thatthe cultural base of any community can provide

fertile ground for experiential programs in language arts, -science, and soCial

studies. They publish "HandS On," a newsletter which provides valuable4nformation

for those people interested in creating acultural journalisFt project within their

own community.!. Two books related to the-"Foxfire".concept are also alellable from

An organizatiign called IDEAS (star Route Magnolia Road, Nederland, Colorado).
"Moments," by Eliot Wiggington, describes "Wig's"philosophyof education and speaks

to the how-to of blending experience and'academic work "You and Mint. Arie," by

Pamela-Wood, is a nuts -and -bolts guide to the production of a cultural jotixnalism

magazine and is'uSefUl both as a teacher's:guide and as a reference for students.

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON RESOURCES FOR YOUTH
36 West 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

NCRY serves as a-national clearinghouse of "youth part cipation"projects in schools
.

and in the community. It maintains .a file of overt 800 descriptiOnS of programs

in which young people are performing unusual andior,significant activities in their

communities. The commission's newsletter, "Resources for Youth," is a useful

lection of information and data.'

DUCATION, AND WORK_ PROGRAM
Northwest Regional Educational L
710 SW Second Avenue

.Portland, Oregon 97204'

atory

This group is currently engaged in research involving three important .i\:eas related stp,,

experientialleducation: a study of factors students most associate with excellent

learning experiences in the community and those they associate with "honlerning"

experiences in the community ; .a study of common and unique elements among Various.

experiential approaches; and a stuy to explore` he Construct of responsibiliy

and how young people develop and grow in this area. They have published many\resou e
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including "Experience -based Learning: How to Make the Community Your Classroom";
.,"Student,Guide to Writing a Journal"; "Student Competencies Guide: Survival Skills
for a Changing World"; "Student Record .of Community Exploration"; and "The Commu-
nity Resource PersOn's Guide for Experience-based Learning."

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF-SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
1904 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

The NASSP,has.published three.items of interest Withregard to why "action learn-'
ing" ought 'to be a part of the public high Schoo1=- These include "This' We Believe,
a statement of NASSrs guiding principles and a clear advocation that schools peed
to be more experiential;:l'American Youth in the:Mid-Seventies," the conference report
of the National Committee on Secondary-Education; and "25 Action Learning Schools,"
containing an excellent section on the development and background of experiential
education, useful descriptions of exemplary actionlearning schools, and a list c

mmended readings.

OUTWARD BOUND, INC.'.
384 Field Point Road
Greenwich, COnnecticut 06830

Outward 'Bound, -Inc., is the parent organization Of the seven Outward Sound schools
,

in the United States. .Though each school is an invaluable resource to anyone inter-
.

'ested in adapting Outdoor/adventure education tecEpiques to the traditional school
setting, two schools in particular have hid a long and varied involvement in develo
ins programs for troubled youth: Outward Bound School, 945 Pennsylvania
Street, Denver, Colorado .80203,-andHurricane Island OttWardBound School, Box 429,
RoCkland, Maine 04841. Outward Bound, Inc, has also coproduced kwith National,
GeOgraphic) an:Jexcellentfilm-entitled,Jouraey to,The_Outer Limits, which details
the OutwardBoOndT.experience,as it relates to a group of young people including a
youngwomanfrOM.'ati upper class East coast faMily and an inner-city gang leader.
A booklet titled "Journey: kow to Get Started"i$ available- from the National
Geographic-and is an excellent teacher's guide.

CENTER FOR YOUTH ±LOPMENT AND RESEARCH
48 McNeal Hall
UnivetAity of Minneapta
St. Radli'MinneSota \55108

The center can proVide\information on action-learning programs in `Minnesota includ-
ing program deacriptiona, curriculum ideas,, classroom activities, and specific ideas
for short7terM and long-term community experiences. Researchers at the center 'are
currently involved with a major project to determine the methods for evaluating the
outcomes of experiential learning. Their booklet "Action Learning in Minnesota,"
is an excellent resource guide which detaila.30exemplaryyrograms.
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cal Assistance Bulletin
Peer Culture Develqp enr

The cowerfui influence of meers an stucent Values. :ecisiormakirg arc
zenavicr .tarTrot me ovamOOke0 in examining Mt causes ze zF'e rviaesartad and nortasing
ncii.oencs of h.me aria violence in scrooi The negative and zestructi,,o, oeravicr of
stLcents can often ze changed ay rechanneling neer :he!L,ence, :3 3 aeusa ;atart:ally
violent situations and 3,/ neejing 'wit student bronieres nefore :hey aro 'rens:ace.: :nt:
more serious anti sociai oeriavioi. This cuiletin descr!nes now a oeer counsei;rg nro-
gram has oeen utilizeo for this ourpcsa.

The Problem
As zre incidenc_ or:me, viCienCe, end
v andel ism increases in the scneci 5, the
iducationai ciireate necer,orates . Students
are of-4n influence,: ov their oeers to ac:

'egatide and cescructive wav s and to
-3ertrm .r.elif-cuent acts. .v.her this raiz-
:ens :he school environment ,s ra Icnger
oorcuaive td earning or Jos' :Hie zerlavicr.

The Solution
hack 15land

Peer Culture Devetopment, Ina., was
originally incorporated in Rack Island,
111 naffs, n 197d as the Center for Youth
Services, a rfonorofit organization aimed at
oreventing iuvenile delinquency and sthcol
or:pouts as Well as ;reproving human rola-
:ions among teenagers. The organization-
was . in resocnsa to a riiSt.tyae
SituatiCn in Rock Island Hign School in
Fs.

7- e =ear C_,:tu-e Ze,,weirnma ?CJ,. :dun-
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-ecu,ar it I yiduail courise:;ic py .utiticinc
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Pciuntar%. :0 mad i f y and redirect

negat:ve ;teravicr
tive neer 'ewers are >aeiIi nc.

aria real ch orodierns oefcre .:he
Sr, :o antisocial or celincuent nenev.or
coasting r! schools. nuick and :re7erenc:ve
resccr.ses and morovernent :re school

set:.rig czele are oossiole. iciuhtary.
hat-ure :f the orocraim errerces :7 ar :es or
success aria 'errok,es s r.a f-orm ear-

oaticn Sturents :ea, their neers
at the school .. i.vriere negat...e icr a

often e rnc.ec arc oetec:ec ar
other si.*.uations

der t; ifNe
escsata

The cr gine] coals r 4. z.:: ooe-
rrC ortgrarm v.ere
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cyide a oeiircuerc,
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her

=e1;rcLerV.
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sari .~ii.: Serv'te

.- ease peer atone . 'or
et_irhing s,: col
oral'zacion

4..,,n4Trar! I =to ._oct
zmc!t.: ;Limon 39115101 ;,3 .arose



As the
were estaolis,ea in order co--

DecreaseDecrease the incidenas of scncol
drobouts as ....dell as :rime in the
opmmunicy

m evolved, additional goals

-he

provide sufficient :raining for
school personnel in :aading PCD
caunseling groups

Change student attitudes through
values clarification

Develop ens for
the methadalagy to a
systems

Prepare Rook
deSegregation
1976)

minating
sChool

Island schools
(which Pagan in

Allaw the program to evoive into
long-range maintenance or iowered
delinquency and aisruotive
Per...avia- in schacis

Divert students from law enforce-
ment agencies and the cauras and
from negative to positive Penavior
patterns.

m is predicated on three con-

7ne individual
nur: rum or herSel

mna ndiv;d
hurt 'triers.

no r7gnE ZQ

al Ma5 rIC right tc

he individual has an :aligatlan
to raid other People.

By the 1975-76 SCrical year, the PCO group
counseling program had expanded to include
13 daily seer group meetings in 11

schoolsthe high, school (3 groups). z
:unior high schools, and 6, elementary
schools. Natural peer leaders, loth posi-
tive and negative as well as mare passive
stLdents regarded as needing redirection or
v aloes c!ar,fication. were asked to partici-
: ate -oar reerral py scnaol officials, PC0
o °:.,L.d leaders. zarents, teachers. outside
ageno.es. :rerrISalva5. Dar:ic:.oacicri is

e.

!argeh.. .clurCar%;. P.eduiring sr....aent and
d eren:81 aitro.i4r1 students are
occasionalk, reoerreq .3v courts or commu-
lit.y se.0%,.ca agencies. arcuOs cc

42 students 'of the same sex.

tent of meetings is
tic:oant violating
excluded:.

_ent:a!: rii zar-
StarcarC Ma, oe

7 curposes pf group .ntaracticr. are to--

Estaiali oaring atmosphere

befuse zotentially - curies me
situations

support and canstructive
held with net-tic:pant oraplems

Peduce prejudices and carriers
cOrnrnunicaton .

The procedure or ;rout meet as fol-
lows:

individuals :resent :nein prop,-
iems.

-he _c :des -which proalem
aresentea at :hat meeting s mos:
serious and most -,.-arrants :he
group's attar

A colem-solvir g :scusa an .5
halo carcerhina :hat

7:-e ;gr ip eater sLrrrrar.zes :he
rioac 2r:rnirert cc.-ca
r d.sa..ss.on

;ur'rig :he -st 3 zrog-em co
t:on, group' -lacers are ass.hed m-ence
tiar is orovidec tmr 5,77C01- 5,-.0 aro st.-
cents, oatentiai partic,oarts are identified
and approaches, cer-hiss-cr 'or 'aarticipatdn
IS zotained, and :he frst groups -8ra
scnedulea,,,',1

In tne following 2 weeks. cart,cipants are
introduced to the peer grouo orocess.
Next, ear 4 Co 5 weeks, the group attempts
to build trust among :attic - :ants: stL,aerzs
Begin tc discuss 'themselves and their orob-
terns; the denefits af eiterat;ves :c -lege-
tive behavior Pecome apparent; and positive
changes are suoported ty the grout.

Then, for more weeks. stdercs :h
praolems are referreo to the -Proup.ena are
introduced :a droua zorcePts ;order- ano
suoocr: :5 ev:cert. arc tr,e Mr:w=
alternatives co hegat..e. sc.._;:ons
referred student o-rases a so.6.:,an aro
group offers oi.ow-:nrougr ei :. .4nen-
ever a orodiern SituatiOr ;8 areser:ed to Ire

Oartictents deC:ce car



oe solved oy students, orinciPals in the
situation are invited to the group session to
air their views, aiternacive solutions are
-sougrit. and firiaily. the group oecomes
commit:ad to a zeaceful solution and morii-
torrig progress cowards that solution.

the 1979-75 sc cal year, 12 group lead-
ers organized set groups in the Rock Island
schools with a total of 723 full-time and
,399 part-time oarticipants.

Detroit

Detroit, VIrsnigan four high chools
instituted oeer groups staffed t)y
scrool sy s,tem personnel :rained by

he Decrok program involved two types of
group counseling- - Camped Group Interaction
arc Personal Masterywith two 10- co

15-memPer groups of each type in each of
the four schools. Individual and group
tutorial; remedial sessions were provided For
all students as needed,

Results

=ler townseling programs in Rock Island,
!l!nois and Detroit, Michigan, were evelu-

aced of the first and second years -of
ooerat.or evaluat;anS .yere :yoiC311
dosed 3n the incidence of .oriminai and dis-
ruptive behavior reported by students
theriseives . official sbnaal and law enforce-
-Tent recOrds Inc atticudeS of students,
;rood leaders. officials, and others familiar
Lvi Clem the program,

Rock Island

in Rock Island, the program had a prO-
-ounced effect in reducing truancy, Jelin-
fluency, and supstance mouse by full-time
Participants. According to reporting stu-
dents. truancy dec.-eased by at least 40
percent, and property and personal
offenses were also significantly reduced.
Overall . fewer .narticipants reported partici-
oat,rg ;11 'delinduent Zenavibr, and those
...no continued such Penavior committed
'ew of`en ses e student assessment

as overwneimindiy favarabie, more so
among -ion school students than among-

nigh scroci students. he
second - s. ear Fialuation revealed one follow
hg -eductions via incidence or negative

oenavic-:

set Nedac y,

7!-uancy
Disciplinary, viol acicris

.,7heft. ourgiary . shoplifting
Assault. violent oenayior. rape
Drunkenness. drug use.

procuring, orosti uticn

zoctant
ecLIV-br

Data were also collect on changes in high
school student- attitudes after or,ogram oar-
ticioation revealing the 'oilowing reactions

the orPgrem's _effectiveness:

-z-ogram iv atuacion
Statement

rtent of
Students 'Agree'
with 3 cat4mon t

Reduced racial oreiudice
Reduced violence n schools
increased cominunicacion

between students:
increased meld fulness and

caring
Increased respect for

personal property
Made the StUbent a mere

resbonSible person
increased 'respect for

faculty
Increased _sped or

administration

39

00

'he group 'eeders :were wa ?I ceiy ed. Zy
the students wro t the ,eaders eNerted
an aboropr'ate amount of control were
self -confident. ad a ;enu:-ie ;,..terest
in the group

Elementary scnool oarti parts. parents.
ceaoner were also :on si stars t: 'ere,

Positive acaL;Z the or:gram ( students 'and
rents more so than teachers ).

Near the end of the second semester
program operati on. most zartizi pan ts in 5,i,
sampled nigh school and junior sign schcci
groups felt their groups had achieved or =
were close to r\eacning me level of "tough
caring," when particioants are trusting and
genuinely ooncerned scout group members
and the school env ironment aria wren peer
influence is.greatest.

The corn.munity however. seemed bbiartZed
Some felt the peer coun sehng ortiect as
Just anotner ..=ederel dk, 44o. aN, pro,.
Evaluators felt :nese opponents were
suPoortErs tr traditional :educet.orei
metnods, conteni 3'O orScipiine as opposerd
to Tore innoyazi "Tethodoiodies and
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Qereraily , voraole reactions
ax Mressec ov cr.e sumer,ri tender c of

sone= s , and assistant orirc:oals ,
leecrers icnool :murselorS, Securtfy mer-
acnnei .aw erifortement and prooation
workers , arc Ire director of tre local youth
guidarce amuric:I . Some lack :f suonort fives
noceo nowever, on the cart of some law
an fmrcarrierif agerc:e5 and otner morormgram
fficials wridn was actriOutac tne failure

:t dr:gram organizers Co escaoiisr a

cmundation. in :tie dmmmuri Cy , with scncoi
merscnref arc 'with law enforcement and
e!atec agenc;es ef :he mrmgram was
, t:aceo .

;. j cne mrmoram evolved, ;CO drouo leaders
der c:fled severs, mroolems and needs:

-rne nrmgram needed a netzer
nuolic relations effort.

Ac:enfarce :v .scrool nersorrei
arc :he community= =bold be
ehhancec acacernic. credential-
ing of brogram bersannel.

n -den CI, training .would' m

zossiole more spor isficated
dling of numari relethons issue

More name visits snnulcl oe made.

aining Was not suffic!arit
brogram ;malementers n :he eie-
-renter,/ scnoni lett;ng

betweer orzgram staff and
acministraccrS and between grown
:aebers arc ozorcinator
reeves imorovement.

more formal :raining orogram
would ensure :rat group leaders
naC the benefit 'of sirniiar'bualita.
:ive and quantitative breoaratinn.

r summary, the Rock island beer counsel -
nee orogram -4s credited with increasing
::mmun.cation Ztietween szuden,ts . decreasing

;al. oroolems and violence in 'soliools,
increasing rielnrulness and oaring, ant
ne,oirg :5 necome mare rescontible.
seco,e end more resOectAul towa
arc acmrhstra:crs.

zaLc,: a e :etroit neer :,.iiture grouns
Nas me ..,red ES exam.ing behavior
reos.-os beeore -and bur'ng -:re orogram
:7 e 3SS nidn son= seeders oarzioioat,no
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cur.ng :re
.rseem is

the Roc:
oranges

3enavior

a

,anuar,1-,une 7979 ae_ es:er:
wer9 s.rriiar a

e-vetuatIon. dwird
saucer: :enavicr .'ere

;gnts in school
Assaults on rAacners
Oisruncive menavior -n

class
isruntive benavinr :n
ramous

illegal aetiv.s or negat:ve
bolice ooncacts

-,Osences from si=n o6°1

;aiiing graces.
Crecit hdurs oar =c

1Rpiicarion Issu es

-55
-37

A sucoasseui .rseiing :r :gram :ar
oe imblementec an.c become suczess.
env a : syszern ecorb c:ons
exist:

irhe schonl ocaro arc scr'ool
administrators mLsc be .villing
tolerate negative. Men avior of
merits wduid Zrierw.Se
result in susoersion or -eferral
dutaide. agencies. :-.ev
Mu St de wIliirg dear w:Cr sLan
oenaAor ecucac.onai
szructUre.

he .must a§ -nteC
::ward :na or- gram mnie-
Mentation cc tate acumen
-ere. -rasa :7e 'aCu. 7. ard
facultv ;rout reer.
bacx :to arc 4'S'M :eacrerl.

Liaison with exist-ng service
agenc:es, :sun:- as ze bol;ca
babartrnent, srerie's sefce,
rare and ,,dutri sarN,Ica: agencies.
is necesser,t :: :r vide a means
for excnanging neormation on
bart;c!bart grass.

The peer obunsei rg
be ,rcenercent
administ-st;zon

-rt 5:
5Cro C1

rational or'e,eou are :-a: :h
t

=

cram me ,rr.a,
seer .e4cers. have a.. a,- az

eaters -: 7 5:

snE facu:t\.. arc ex,az ar a:r:z4Zr
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1 area tommuni

:-e sprooi and ate or r:rcemen:
ar'_.es.. o ;cox isiand RCD o;-ogram

-as excarded oceration n Detroit Inc
Barr. an cn gar) anc Chicagd

Required Resources
Roca Island positive peer culture ara-

grem, funded during its first year Py a

'odal 'ourdaticn . served as tne -model For
ne ter .-Z-Iture Oevei.00ment program now

operating . wn tr. tne suodOrt tna scrotal
system. :re or:oinai organization apoi led
sucoassfui Iv For a eceral grant.
Enforcement Assistance Administration pro-

'Ow:, 30 Percent funding to reorganize and
expand the orogrom

:CZ .maintains a puciic and rive ce relations
ragram for tnosa interested in peer :our -
Sal ing r t and 'Peale mater:ais are avail.-
aPie, inc cne PCD execi.ative director and
group 'varier dooroinctor will maga ;coal
presentations or -arrange visits to :ne .oro -
ram for :Pool decisionmakers
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Hewlett. Rreder!cx arc
Boehm Ricnard icroci -Eased

PDelinduancv ,'evention The Rock
island Ex.:Aar:erre. ti es
ustice Systems,

Contact
Don L. Jones. rector
Peer Culture Deveiopmer:.'
229 Ncrrn LaSalle Street
Room i 35,4

ilea c, II is iciau
.312) 236-'607
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Module___ Student Involvement in School Processes and Programs
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Resources/
BibliOgraphy.

Student Involvement Annotated Reading List

Bennett, S.A. Something More Than Survival: A Student-Initiated Process for
School-Climate Improvement. Walnut Creek, California: Center for Human
Development, 1978.

An excellent process guide. for those who have decided to improve their own
school climate and reduce the distress that-interferes with learning. De-

scribes 26 separate steps and comes in a package with sample flyers, training
handouts, and survey instruments for reproduction. The process and materials
were developed with the help of five Northern California schools under a
grant from the California Department of Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

4

McPartland, J. M., and McDill, E. L., eds. 'Violence inSchools. Lexington,

Massachusetts: Lexington Books (D. C. Heath & Company)', 1977.

Contains perspectives on the problem, descriptions of intervention programs,
and position statements. Includes a chapter on research on crime in schools.
Presents evidence that student access to 'the school governance and curricular
structure is a factor of nonviolent schools.

-National Commission do Resources for Youth. Youth Participation: A Report to the

Department_of Health, Education and We fare, 0 ice of Human Deve ent,

Office of Youth Development, 1975.

This paper was developed by 'NCRY in response to a request from the Office of
Youth'DevelOpment. It provides a widely accepted definition of vouth partici-
pation, distinguishes youth participation from other types of programs,- and
presents the benefits of youth participation to different components of
society, issues, concerns, and prospects for growth.

National Instittte of Education. Violent Schools7-Safe Schools: The Safe School

Study Report -to the _Congress. Washington, D.C.: National Institute of

Education, 1977

The Safe School Study was Undertaken in resp&se to Congress' request that
-HEW determine, the number of _schools affected by crime or violence, the type
and seriousness of those,crimes, and how school crime can be prevented. The

study is based on a mail survey of over 4,000 schools, an on-site survey of
642 schools, and case studaes of 10 schools. Four factors were identified as
likely to reduce or control the level of violence in schools. (There is also

an executive summary of,the report.)
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:Pearl, A., Grant,- D., and .Wenk, E. eds. The Value of Youth. Davis, California:
Responsible Action, 1978.

This book rests on the premise that youth -are in general devalued in our
society and shows how this devaluation leads to unemployment, ineffectual
schooling, and alienation. As an alternative, numerous programs where'youth
serve as competent participants in their communities are described, and a
call is put forth for a national policy whiCh would value youth.

--1Wan,,=_C. The Open Partnership: Equality in Runnin the Schools. New York:,-
McGraw-Hill.

_

A description of approaches to and the effects of eqUal partnership with
students in school decisionmaking.

Teacher Corps Youth Advocacy Loop, University of ermont. Student Initiated
Activities: A Strategy in_Youth_Advocapy.

A description of the history and present statue of Activity II of the. Teacher
Corps Prograii,(Etudent Initiated Activities). Also included is material from
the Youth PartiCipation Conference on Student Initiated Activities which was
held at Oakland University on November 8-10, 1977, and project reports from
Activities - -1 and IIMf,the, Teacher Corp program.

Wenk, E. Partnership in Research. Davis
Books, 1980 (in press).

California: international Dialogue

A novel approach to eduCation, learnin d social- change, Partnership in
Research utilizes the "self-study" method -.Young people are involved as
"participant researchers," defining, observing, and evaluating issues that
they feel have a significant impact on their liVes. The book describet an
early PIR project in a New Hampshire 'school as well as more recent applica-
tions'of the self-study. method.

During the 1970's, five national commissions studies both the social contex
youth and the situation in the nation's secondary schools.. Each. commission recom-
mended reforms in schooling process to--

Reduce isolation of youth from the. greater community

Provide more meaningful learning situations

Offer more choice as to method of instruction.

The. re -S:

Coleman, James, ed. "Youth Transition -to Adulthood," The Report. of the
Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee. Chicagei:,

University of Chicago Press, 1974.
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Brown, B. Frank, ed. "The Reform of Secondary Education," A Report to
the Public and the Professionby the National Commission on the Reform
of Secondary Education, sponsored by the'Charles F. Kettering Foundation.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973.

3) Martin, John Henry,_ed. "The-Education of Adolescents," The Final Report
and. Recommendations of the National Panel on High School and Adolescent
Education. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing'Office,- 1976.

4) "American Youth in the Mid - seventies, "" A Report of a Conference sponsored
by the National Committee on Secondary Education of the NASSP (National
Association of Secondary School Principals). Washington, D.C. National

Association of Secondary School Principals, 1972.

5) Weinstock, Ruth, ed. "The- Greening of the High School, A Report on a
Conference sponsored by the Education Facilities Laboratories and IDEA.
New York:. New York. Educational Facilities Laboratory, 1973.

varies of the repo rts.

1) Cawelti, Gordon; "Vitalizing the High School: A Curriculum Critique of

Major Reform Proposals." Washington, D.C.: National Association for

Supervision and CurriCulum Development, 1974.

Zajchowski, Richard A. "The Establishment Critics: A Summary of the

Major ,Reports on Secondary Education in the 70's." Denver: Association

for Experiential Education, 1978.

7 4 6



School ClimateCourse
3.4 - Law-Related EducatiOnModule

Module
Synopsis

Purpose

The purpose of, this module is to help participants become mOre'awareof and more
involved in law-related education as a/curriculum approach. By providing students
knowledge of their rights and responsibilities under law ind by teaching non-violent
approaches to conflict resolution, law-related education can be a significant factor
in reducing violence and vandalism.'

Objectives
Participants'- i1 be able o-.-

Define the goals and objectives of law- related education programs

Discover/and use methods and strategies for introducing la elated
education into schools/classrooms

Identify curriculum materials, programs,and resources suitable for
teaching law-rdlated education

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This module is designed for teachers, administrators, curriculum coordinators, coun-
selors, lawyers, police, probation officers, parents and students. Activities are
appropriate for those, unfamiliar with law-related education as well as those with
some knowledge in the field.



Course School Climate

Module 4 - Law-Related EdUcation

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flip chart
Marker

Materials

Module
Synopsis..,

(continued)

Transparencies

3.4(.1 Conditions Favoring Development of Law-Related Education
3.4.2 Teaching Law-Related Education as a Deterrent to Crime
3.4.3 Three Goals of Law-Related Education

Particirant /Trainer Back round Materials

3.4.1 Case
3.4.2 National Projects of Special Interest
3.4.3 "Curriculum Materials and Resources for Law-Related Education"
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TeaOhing LaweRelated .Education
As Deterrerit to crime

rr

Teaching tmditionalcondepts
cif rights,- responsibilities,

and due process

Increased levels of commitment
to fraditional.social values

Increaded respect for legal
authority and desire to obey

the law

Reduced jimenile c ime



Three- Goals.,
'of La*013010ed Education

Reduce crime and antisocial behavior

Restore confidence and encourage
responsible political parkcipation

Develop analytical abili
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Module Summary

This module provides arationale for including law-related education in the,curribulum
and introduceS programs and resources related to law-related education used by schools.
By providing students knowledge of their rights and responsibilities under la i and by
teaching nonviolent approaches to conflict resolution, law-related education can be a
significant factor in reducing violence and vandalism.

-Introduction

Content Summary

Participants Take_a Mind Walk

B. Recalling the 1960's

Rationale and Goals for Law- Related Education

The historical Context from which law-related education evolved,
the need' -for law-related education, and the relationship between
law-related.education and crime reduction' in schoolsis introduced.

Conditions Favoring Development of Law-Related Education

3. LawrRelatedEducation--The Result of

A Model
Crime

Response

Law - Related Education as a Deterr

Three Goals df Law-Related Education

Demonstration of a w-Related Education Activity

A. Explahation,of:the Activity

Small Groups'Usethe Adversary Approach

C.. Summary of

ra

11Group_Findings

Lain - Related Educe ion

10 min.

10 min.

20 min-

5 rein.

A. , The Wide Variety of Law - Related Programs

Discussion and InformatiOn about Nat Pro
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Activ ty /Content Summ

Presentation of Resources

Trainer Discusses Background naterial on Res -es,Availa

B. Balail Group Activity

Participants complete worksheets containing news items_.

Time

15 min.



3 - School ClimateCourse
3.4 - Law-Related EducationModule

Materials/Equipment

Detailed
Walk-Throtigh

Sequence /Activity Description

Introduction (5 _in.)

A. Participants Take a Mind Walk

(NOTE: This activity was developed by Dr. Isadore Starr,
Professor Emeritus, Queens College, New York.)

The proceddres.are as follows--

o Begin by telling participants that you are going to
tell them a short story about your life.'

The participants' role is to identify anytime you
mention an event or idea, which is in anyway related
to the law.

o They then must clarify the nature of that.
relationship.

A typical beginning -Jo a mind walk. is--

"My name is -:-..." (Hands go up, because the' law
relates to one's name. It is recorded on a birth
ceritificate, and'if it is changed, it must be done
so legally)

o "I was born ..." (Laws of inheritance and
parentage apply here.)

o "My parents ... (Laws of marriage or divorce or
death may apply here.)

Recalling The 1960s (5 min.)

Trainer should ask participants to share out loud their
recollections of the 1960 years. Words and phrases, such
as Vietnam, protests, assassinations, which they associate
with those years should be written bn a flip:chart.

Minilecture Usin Trans arencies: Rationale and Goals
Law-Related Education (10 min.)

(NOTE: In developing this minilecture, trainer shoUld _ref
to -the background materials following-this mottle.



'Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Overhead
projector

Screen

Transparency
3.4.1

A. Conditions Favorin Develo meat of Law-Related Education

Trainer should make the following point:

o During the turbulent 1960s, two social conditions were
observed.

Show Transparency 3.4.1* and make the points below:

Conditions Favoring Development
of Law.Related Education

Widespread ignorance of the function of law
in American society

Increasing alienation among young people
toward the American system of
constitutional government

In this presentation we will introduce the goals of
law-related education.

o These goals,,Which are a direct response to those two
social conditions, aim at reducing violence and vandalism
in schools.

aw-Related Educa ion--The Result of a CollectiVe Response

o Law-related education is the collective response to these
conditions by people in the fields of education, laW,
law enforcement, and justice.

*Frora"Law-Related Education--What It Is and Why It Is
Needed", Law-Related Education in America Guidelines o
the Future



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
3.4.2

Transparency

Pollsters, educators, and policymakers observe that most
students are ignorant of the role of 4w in society and
that this ignorance is a major factor in the geheral
alienation of students from law, justice and education - -
the systems whfch govern their lives.

C. A Model for Teachin Law- Related Education as a Deterrent

Show Transparency 3-4.2 and ze the points below.

"%aching Law-Related Education
As a Deterrent to crime

Teaching traditional concepts
of rights, responsibilities,

and due process

Increased respect for legal
authority and desire to obey

the lErif

Reduced juvenile crime

Law - Related Education focuses on in-depth learning for
students about the law and the legal system.

o Whcn students understand the system and know how to deal
with the system lawfully, their cynicism, apathy, anger
and anti-social conduct decline.

D. Three Goals of Law-Related Education

Show Transparency 3.4.3 and make the points below:



`Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

ThreeGoais
of Law-Related Education

* Reduce crime and antisocial behavior

Restore confidence and encourage
responsible political participation

Develop analytical ablil

Drug sales, vandalism, theft and acts of violence
against other students, teachers and administrators
are frequent in the school'i.

A Lou Harris poll conducted 1, 1973 concluded that a
majority of people were "alienated and disenchanted,
feeling profoundly impotent to influence the actions
of their leaders."

The poet Archibald MacLeish, Who was trained as a lawyer,
said, "What law tries to do is impose -on the disorder of
experience. the kind of order which enables us to live
with the disorder of experience." Law-related studies
teach students to reason,: make persuasive arguments,
and gain skill in gathering, evidence.

ion -Related Education Activit (10 min.)

lanation of the Activity

Trainer refers participants to the case in the Participant
Guide.



Sequence /Activity ',Description

CASE

"Leslie was with a group of classmates at a school game.
During half-time, a fellOw student offered to sell Leslie and
the group some drugs Leslie refused but one of the group
accepted the offer.

The next day the school principal called LeSlie into
the office and said that the friend who bough the drugs was
in critical condition caused by impurities in the drug. The
principal said the school had received information that Leslie
was present during the incident, and asked Leslie to identify
the drug pusher. Leslie refused and was suspended by the
principal.

Leslie asks that the principal's decision be turned around.'

The procedures are. as follows:

(1) Trainer refers- participaata to Background Material 3.4.1
and reads the case out loud. Point out that group
should assume that all statements in the case are tle.

Trainer then asks participant's the following questions --

- What are the facts' in the' case?

- What are the issues?

Who is the plaintiff?

The defendant?

Trainer writes the ideas on a flip chart.

Trainer divides participants into groups of three.
anyone is left over, he or she may act as

B. ,.§DA11-294ks Use _the Adversary Approach

The procedures are as follows:

observer.

(1) Trainer directs groups to determine which member will
be the decisionmaker, the plaintiff, and the
defendant.

Trainer explains that theplaintiff speaks tothe,
decisionmaker first and presents his or her side.
Then the defendant speaks. The decision maker may
ask questions-before reaching a decision. He or she
notes the decision down but keeps that decision a
secret.



Materials/
equipment Sequence/Activil Description

5ummary_ofjmall Orp-ypFAIldiaBA

The procedures are as follows:

(1) Trainer asks decisionmakers to stand.

2) Trainer asks each decisionmaker to present the
decision, and explain why he or she made that decision.

Trainer should note the following--

- It is not unlikely that there might be more than
one decision per case.

- Many variables effect a decision, including the
judge, :the testimony, and how well the case
was presented.

- Due process requires that laws be precise and
clear and that guidelines be set forth regarding
enforcement. Otherwise, law would have no meaning
and people would be unable to determine what
they can or cannot do.

(4) Trainer invites participants to suggest ways an activity
such as this -could be a factor in reducing violence
and vandalism4n the school and classroom--the goal
of this workShbp.

Trainer writes responses on a 'flip chart. (Responses might
include knowledge/attitude/behavior changes" arising from
the activity--improved decisionmaking, critical thinking,
listening, problem-solving, working with others, resolving
conflicts verbally, or developing constructive attitudes.)

Trainer may wish to ask: How can the adversary method help
reduce violence and vandalism?

(Responses might include-,-oral advocacy is a better way than
physical force to resolve conflict; there's a chance to
oroaden one's perspective by taking on another's argument.)

Participants should now take a 5 minute break.

4. Minilecture: CharacteriticS of Law- Related Education P 0 ams
(10 min,)

A. The ideVarie Law - Related Education Pro=rams

Trainer should make the following introductory points--



Sequence /Act iv; Description

o There are over 400 different programs curre _ly,in
operation.

o There is,a wide variety of approaches to these law-related'
programs.

Some. approaches are very pasisal and teach skills
that may help students cope with the legal system.
For example, what to do if you are arrested? When
do you have to file an income tax return?

Some approaches are conceptual and build curriculum
around the fundamental and pervasive concepts of our
legal and policitical systems. For example, who
should make school policy decisions?

o Somewhere in between the two approaches--the practical
and the conceptual--lie others which incorporate in
varying degrees the ideas of both.

o Quality law-related educatio programs encourage studei
to identify and analyze issues, not just learn legal
facts and principles uncritically.

Almost all programs involve the combined efforts of law-
yers, educators, civil and criminal justice officials,
and other community leaders. This involvement includes
arranging field experiences, assisting in the development
of curricula, and participating in classroom presentations.

Since-most educators have not studied'the 14w and legal
system, a variety of seminars, workshops, and'institutes
are offered by projects on the substance, pedagogy, and
administration of law-related education. A number of
these projects are listed and described in the Background
Materials.

Discussion and Information About National Proiects

Trainer should make the following points:

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 coordinates the various Federal programs dealing
with the preVention and treatment of juvenile delinquency
and authorizes Federal funds to assist innovative
State, local and private programs.

o The Office of Juvenile Justite and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP) Law-Related Education Program has funded six
national-organizations to provide specialized training
for educators, lawyers, juvenile justice officals and
community leaders as well as to expland law-related
studies for students in -g adeS' K -12.

J



'Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Background
Material
3.4.3

Worksheets:
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4
3.4.5

There is information on these programs- included in
Backgronnd Material 3.4.2/

o Other national projects of special interest which
provide a variety of consulting services, including
on-site assistance to individuals and groups through-
out the country are also described in Background Material.
3.4.2.

ation of Resources (15 min.

A. Trainer Discusses Background Material on Resources

Trainer refers participants to Background Material 3.4.3 in
the Participants Guide. Trainer should point out that
materials and resources include information about--

Books Curriculum
Pamphlets Staff development
Magazines Games
Programs Fundraising
Audiovisuals Organizations

Trainer should point out that--while the Background Material
describes materials and resources for purchase, loan or
reference'.there awe also materials and resources at the
participant's immediate disposal.

B.' Small Group Action

Trainer then asks participants to divide into groups of
five and refer to the set of five worksheets in their
Partici- nt's Guide.

The procedures are as follows--

(1) instruct participants to select one worksheet and,
go through it as closely as possible, underlining
every item which relates to law.

Direct participants to exchange worksheets with one
another, and 'Jean how others carried out the task
onAbeir worksheets.

*Based on "Getting Started: The Awa eness Workshop by
Lynda Falkenstein in Teac Teachers Abbut Law.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description.

Trainer asks participants the following questions--

Did you find certain worksheets were more
marked up than others? Why might this be?

Was there reference to tax law? Health laws?
State law?

(4 ) Point out that there are always materials for
teaching law-related education--such as discarded
newspaperstagazines and labels from' packages,
cans and bottles.

(5) Ask participants for their ideas about other
and easily available materials.
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- School Climate

Palate d Zducation

"Grin and Bear It"

" llaybe the same of i merican imowhowilfat
helped you build a car that gets 90 miles per
gallon will help you figure out how to get it

out of the basement."

ParticEpant
Worksheet
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ool Climac

-Related 7-uoaion

MOM by Mel] Lazarus

Mo

Participant
Worksheet

-
CECICED 10 NQT OEFOKE 114

MOVE RACK HOME ENVIRONMENTAL. gmPAc,rwr VOL A.. rnACY.
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School 'Climate

Module= Law-RalaadEduca

Worksheet l-D
L

"The World of iimals"

The World of Animals
DEAR DR. MILLET::

Tartan is the firs; eat I ever knew
that loves a bath. He will actually
climb right in the tub, sit there and
purr while I'm bathing him. i'm sure
this is an unusual luestion, but are
frequent baths bad for a cat's skin?
Tarzen doesn't have bad skin. It
looks perfect, but I was wondering.

" L D.B.
Water won't hurt a cat's skin. Soaps

or shampoos could, depending on their
ingredients and how thoroughly
they're rinsed off afterward. That's
really the criterion. If the shampoo
isn't irritating to begin with, and if it's
rinsed off thoroughly to end with,-
then a nnrrnal cat's skin certainly
wouldn't be harmed by the process.

by Dr. Frank Miller

DEAR DR. MILLER:
It was Tuesday after our weekend

tri before we discovered air those
tics on Mr. Barker.,

He spent a lot of that time in the
house, and we first saw a tick crawl-
ing on the floor, then found them on
him. We mid him dipped for ticks
right away, but don't know how
many crawled away in the house be-
fore' we knew about them. My hus-
band assures me that they could die
in Just a few days anyway, but then
he's not always,right. ;

E.F.
. Not this time aiiywayilIcks tucked
away. in the woodwork..or elsewhere,
might make their move back to Mr.
Barkeror to youas long as a 'year
from now.

P rticipant
Worksheet

DEAR DR. MILLER:
I read this incredible story,

claimed to be true, that they've been
able to transplant a living brain
from one rat to another. If this is so,
will they be doing this in humans
soon? S.A.

Grafting a small section of the brain
from one rat to another has been suc-
cessfully done. The transferred brain
cells have thrived and the recipient
animal benefited. There's a definite
possibility the same technique could
be applied to help humans with neuro;
logical disorders. This does not mean,
however, that complete brain trans-
plants are being contemplated now or
in the future. There'd undoubtedly be
a scarcity of volunteers with new
beads or old ones, anyway.
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Module 3 fated Education

Background 170 3

Background
Materials

"Leslie was with a grout, of classmates at a school game. Durin half-time, a
fellow atudent offered to sell-Leslie and the group some drugs. Leslie refused
but one of the grout accepted tie offer.

The next day the school principal called Leslie into the office and said that the
friend who bought the. drugs was in critical condition caused by impurities in the
drug. Theprincir,al said the school had received-information that Leslie was
resent during the incident, and asked Leslie to identify the drug ousher. Leslie
rafused and was suspended by the m.incioal.

Leslie asks -that the principal's decision be t ned around.'

NoTE: Ass that all statements in the case are true.
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Background 1-0

r _ucarion

National Prolects ofSpecialInterest
Grantees of 'e OJJDP Law- Related Education Program:

jests

Background
Materials

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency -Prevention Act of 197 coordinates the various
Federal programs dealing with the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency
and authorizes Federal funds to assist innovative state, local, and private programs.

This legislation created -the Office of Juvenile Justice and Deiinouenc. entire
(CJJDP), which administers the programs designed to furnish humane trent to
uveniles with problems and to prevent, reduce, and control juvenile crimes.

The CJJDP Law-Related Education Program has funded six national organizations to
provide specialized training for educators, lawyers, juvenile justice: officials,
and community leaders as well as to expand law- related studies for students in
grades K-12.

. _
1. American Bar Association Soecial Committee on Youth Education for Citizenshin

(ABA/YEFC)

1155 East-60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637

ABA/YEFC provides a coordinating function for all grantees, national.and
regional leadership conferences, publications and consulting services, and
'it also .serves as a national clearinghouse for the OJJDP program.

Children's Legal Rights InformationandTrainin- am (CLRITP)
2008 Hillyer Place, N-W., Washington, ,D.C. 20009

CLRITP will carry out a four-part program, including (1) training of 70 pro-
fessionals in mental health, social services, law enforcement, and related
fields; (2) training of 70 adolescents in the same fields; (3) publication of
ildren's rights columns in student, professional, and city newspaners7.,,and

eparation of a manual on children's rights for graduate stUdents.

Constitutional RihisFoundation
6 10 San -

Vicente Boulevarc, Los Angeles, California 90048

CRF received in February 1978 a arantawardfrom OJJDP to provide tea-;her
training and technical assistance in five states, using its specially writts.i
curriculum materials on criminal justice' and civil justice in secondary clods=
rooms. This award has been expanded for a second 'ear so that existing pro-
grams not, include use Pf community resources, p4er.teaching, and other C.IRF
components as well as a national "JUST US" newspaper written entirely by stu-
dents and the development of Living Law, a book for students with minimum
reading skills.
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Law in a Free Society (LFS)
606 Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica

LA'S has received'a grant award to
for two years. The major objective o,
ten law-related education centers in
And scope of each center's activity wiz
resources at each site. Through tese
ing and student materials for K-1: inst:

National Street Law Institute (NSLL
605 "G" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

fornia

-t a law -i ,:ed education pro lam
fie r =s the establishment of

-ord a.. of the nation- The nature
de ;ding upon the needs and

:8 will provide teacher train-

The NSLI program is directed to a Se met x,11 program in-high schoOls, with-
three components: (1) publication of a textbook on this subject; (2) law
school clinical programs- in which law students teach Street Law to high'school
students; and (3) technical assistance and teacher training to school dis-
tricts. using Street Law. The =DP-funded program will enable NSLI to (1)
provide technical assistance and teacher training in 30 .cities, (2) provide
technical assistance and funding for the replication of the Georgetown Univer-
sity Law, Center law-related education model at six law schools, and (3) develop
a court-based pretrial diversion program with a law-related education component.

Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity International (PAD)_
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.0 20036

TZ;

PAD is a nonprofit professional service organization in the field of law. PAD
has received an 0J01013 grant for a two -year program beginning February 1979.
The PAD program has five components:
o It will rally its entire membership to give support to this program.
o PAD members will be urged to generally support existing local, state,

and national goals to reduce crime, vandalism, and violence in the
United States.

o PAD will cooperate closely with the other five grantees to assist them
in theitrespective law-ielated education programs.

o PAD will select ten metropolitan areas in which to promote and support
specific law-related edu ation programs serving at least 1,620 students
in the local elementary, intermediate, and secondary schools.
All= law school-and.al chapteri, as' ell esdndividual members of

, -

the fraternity' will be e couraged to join in this fraternity-wide pro-
_

gram by activearticiPat on in the ten metrlitan areas and to initiate
their own juvenile, stic_r and delinquency prevention projects in other
areas.

Additional information about several of these projects, as well as others, is in-
cluded in the following pages reprinted from the Directory of Law-Related Education
Projects, 978, ABA/YEFC.-
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The following projects provide a emety of consulting
services, including on-site assistalce, to individuals
and groups throughout the country.

American Bar Association Special
Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship (YEFC)

Norman Gross, Staff Director
1155 East 60th Street
Chicago. Illinois 60637=
312-947-3960

The ABA Special Committee on Youth Edtication for Citizenship was estab-lished in 1971 to provide national clearinghouse and coordination services forindividuals and groups interested or involved in law-related education. BecauseYEFC has no proprietary interest in any particular projects. materials or modelsin the field, it promotes all worthwhile efforts and helps develop programs bestsuited to each community's particular needs and interests.
YEFC has produced a wide variety of_materials which provide practical infor-mation on how to begin and sustain law-related programs. It has prepared afilm, "To Reason Why," which documerits the need for law - related educationand indicates ways In which lawyers and educators can cooperate in developinglaw-related programs. In addition to this Directory. YEFC has published a seriesof three curriculum catalogues the Bibliography of Low-Related CurriculumMaterials: Annotated. Media: An Annotated Catalogue of Law-Related Audio-"Visual Materials, And Gaming: Ar Annotated Catalogue of Law-Related Gamesand Simulations and three books on program, development TeachingTeachers Abut Law: A Guide to Law-Related Teacher Education Programs.The SS Game: A Guidebook on the Funding of Law-Related Educational Pro-grams. and Law-Related Education in America: Guidelines for the Future.YEFC also offers a new magazine, Update on Low-Related Education, whichcontains information on recent United States Supreme Court decisions, newlaw-related curriculum materials. classroom strategies, funding opportunities,and other matters of topical interest.

YEFC has conducted regional conferences on law_ -related Aucationthroughout the country and conducts research concerning major areas of pro-gram development and implementation. It also provides on-site consulting services on all aspects of law-related education to school systems, bar associations,and other interested groups.

Institute for Political/Legal
Education (IPLE)

Barry E. Lefkowitz. Director
207 Delsea Drive
R.D. If 4. Box 209
Sewell. New Jersey 08030
609-225-6000
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The institute for Political/Legal Education began in 1969 as a program combin-
ing classroom instruction with field work in law and politics for Burlington, NewJersey high school students. Now nationally validated by the U.S. Office ofEducation as an innovative project under ESEA Title IV-C, IPLE consists of ayear-long social studies curriculum which provides high school students with anunderstanding of and practical experiences in political, governmental, and legalprocesses. The curriculum Includes three units. voter education; state, county,and lord government; and individual rights. The program uses the community

as a classroom, and requires at least twenty days for student field-work and In-ternship in local and state agendes. IPLE conducts one-week teacher educa-tion workshops to provide training in the use of its curriculum materials andstrategies for structuring, organizing, and implementing IPLE in a schoolsystem. In addition. IKE spowors seminars and workshops on these topics aswell as its annual New Jersey Model Congress where students d'acuss and enactlegislation researched and wrincri by themselves.



Law in Action Natio

Trudy Faust. Coordinator
,393 North Euclid Avenue

, Room 25
Sc. Louis. Missouri 63108
314-361-8626

ai Office

La v in American Society

Peter Senn. Executive Director
Lyceum Building
2235 North Sheffield Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60614
312-321-8332

Law, Education and Pa

Vivian Monroe, Executive Director
Todd Clark, Education Director
6310 San Vicente Blvd.
Suite 402
Los Angeles. California 9 048
213-930-1510
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'The Law in Action national office provides workshops and informationalassistance on the Law in Action series to educators and-school systems. De-signed for students in the middle grades (5-8). Low in Action originated as partof a pilot law-related project for eighth graders in the St. Louis Public Schools.Now published by West Publishing Company. the series includes a studentbook. a teacher's manual, and a silent filmstrip on each of the followingtopics: Lawmaking, Juvenile Problems- and he Low. Youth 1...titudes andPolice. Courts and Trials. and Problems for Young Consumers, The series isactivity-oriented and includes such teaching strategies as mock trials, simula-dons, and community involvement projects.

Foundation

Since 1971. the Foundation established a nationwide network of school, col-lege. university, and correctional projects in law-focused education, and provid-ed administrative and limited financial support to such projects, in addition toresource and evaluation services during their pilot phase. The Foundation hasalso offered intensive summer teacher training institutes at both introductoryand advanced levels which include instruction in law-focused substance andmethodology, and offers the services of the Clearinghouse for ResourceMaterials, which features films, books, reports. and other law-focusedmaterials.
The Foundation has produced a number of curriculum materials for usfi inelementary and secondary schools. The Trailmarks of Liberty series focuses ?nconstitutional concepts appropriate for the elementary, junior high school, 1,ndsenior high school grades. The Justice in America series. designed for Lie ingrades 7-12. consists of six volumes on such issues as urban problems, welfare,housing, criminal law, consumer law, and the juvenile court system. The projecthas also produced the law-focused multi-media materials Foundations of Justice(for elementary school students) and In Search of Justice (for secondary schoolstudents).

ignition (LEAP)

Law. Education and Partkipation is a national project of the ConstitutionalRights Foundation, a Los Angeles-based project in law-related education thathas operated since 1963. The LEAP project provides consulting assistanceacross the United States in the following areas: developing community sup-port for law-related programs; organizing school resource programs using thevoluntary services of lawyers, law students. and justice agency personnel;designing student and teacher internships with justice agencies; planning andstaffing teacher preservice and inservice training on the administration ofjustice; organizing school, community. and citywide conferences and seminars;and organizing peer teaching programs in law-related education. Directassistance is available through a regional office in Philadelphia (see p.84) and alocal office in Chicago (see p.31). information about their programs is also provid-ed in Education for Participation. a Tuidebook for teachers, administrators,lawyers, and other leaders in the field.
LEAP also disseminates student materials developed and published by theConstitutional Rights Foundation, including the quarterly Bill of Rights in Ac-tion, numerous simiAadon games (such as Police Patrol. the Jury Game, andKids in Crisis), a new Living Law series, and other law-related materials.

773



in a a tee Society

Charles N. Quigley, Executive Dire
606 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 600
Santa Monica. California 90401
213. 393-0323
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Las)

or Initiated by the State Bar of California in 1970. Law in a Free Society is a K-12civic education project conducted with the cooperation of the faculty of theUniversity of California and other institutions of higher learning, as well asschool districts, bar associations, and other groups and agencies in Californiaand several other states. LIFS is developing a comprehensive K-12 curriculumbased on eight concepts: authority. diversity. freedom, justice. participation'.privacy, property, and responsibility, Presenice and inservice teacher trainingmaterials have already been prepared consisting of casebooks, lesson plans,
curriculum objectives, and course outlines-
, With the support of the National Endowment for the Humanities and theDanforth, Foundation, the project is now developing classroom instructionalmaterials on the eight concepts. Six sequential modules are being prepared foreach concept with each module containing four sound filmstrips and tapecassettes, student resource books designed to reinforce the filmstrips, and ateacher's. edition with an evaluation component.
The L1FS project staff is available to provide consulting services in the follow-ing areas: program development, inset ice teacher training, and developingsupport for law-related programs from legal, educational, and other communityorganizations;

National Street Law Institute

Jacon Newman. Director
Edward O'Brien, Deputy Dire
605 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
206-624-8217

The National Street Law Institute is an outgrowth of a six-year-old Georgetownor University program in which law students teach about the law in District ofColumbia public high schools. The project now works with law schools nation-wide to help them design clinical programs in which law students receive creditfor teaching a Street Law course in area high schools and correctional institu-tions, and conducts widespread teacher education programs. The programs em-phasize areas of law as they apply to individuals in their daily lives.
Its national text. Street Law: A Course in Practical Law. consists of units oncriminal law, consumer law, family law, housing law, environmental law, and in-dividual rights law; a teacher's manual provides background and legal casematerials as well as sample mock trials. The project has also published StreetLaw: A Course in the Law of Corrections, consisting of both student andteacher materials.
In addition, the project provides the folloLving services: teacher training andother assistance with curriculum development, instructional methodology,mock trials, and areas of substantive law; technical assistance to schoolsystems, law schools, departments of cottectons. bar associations and other in-terested groups; and development and dissemination of legal educationmaterials.
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Background 1-0 3.4.

Curriculum Materials and Resourc
for Law-Related Education

Susan E. Davison

Over the past decade a wide vari-
ety of approaches to law-related
curriculum has evolved. Some of
these approaches have been very
practit=1. aimed at teaching stir-
dents the skills which may help
them cope with the legal system
when they encounter it: What to do
a' you are arrested, what it mewls
to sip a contract. how to initiate
civil proceedings. and so on. The
best of these programs also give an
overview of the legal system and an
understanding of how law is used
to mediate conflicts between indi-
viduals and between individuals
and society. The Nehional Street
Law Institute in Washington. D.C.
is one group which has developed
such materials. Street Law: A
Course in Practical Law includes
basic information about criminal
law. consumer law. family law.
housing law. individual rights. and
environmental law. These substan-
tive areas are explored through
problementered discussion ques-
tions and activities which encour-
age students to vavade with issues
in the same way the cams mttst.
They thereby promote student
knowledge about the law, increase
understanding and appreciation of
our legal system, and encourage .
the development of critical thinking
skills.

On the opposite end of a contin-
uum reflecting types of approaches
is that taken by such projects as
Law in a Free Society, a project in
Santa Monica, California, support-

al by the National Endowment for
the Humanities and the State flan
of California. Instead of organizing
a curriculum around legal inform-
(ion students should know, the ma-
terials are built around eight funda-
mental and pervasive concepts of
our legal and political systema: just
tice, responsibility_ , diversity,
authority, freedom. participation.
privacy, and property. There is
much emphasis on clarifying values
and develorng critical reasoning
abilities. Law is viewed from a
broad, humanistic. and inter-
disciplinary perspeelve: Plow is it
that disputes in our society can be
settled? How can we direct our so-
cial interactions to nIaltiMiZe indi-
vidual rights while insuring societal
safety and well beiag? What are the
merits and liabilities of any particu-
lar course of action?or. more
concretely, from a student's view-
point: How can we decide on rules
for a game at recess? Who should
make school policy decisions?
Should we support gun control leg-
islation?

Somewhere in between these
two approachesthe practical and
the conceptuallie a number of
others which incorporate in vary-
ing degrees the ideas of both. The
materials chosen by any particular
system will depend on the objec-
tives desired. the needs of the stu-
dent audience, and the abilities and
training of teachers who will be us-
ing the program.

Background
Materials

There are increasingly more ma-
terials to choose from. especially
for secondary students. Among
these. some are of superior quality.
Many others will be helpful to cre-
ative teachers who can use them in
imaginative ways. A few materials.
however. are clearly off the track
which thoughtful educators would
want to travel. These materials
tend to emphasize unquestioned
compliance with and respect for
the law. Their message is usually
clearly stated. but may be included
more subtly: -Don't disobey this
rule or law or some terrible con-
sequence (punishment) will befall
you...

Quality law-related education
progarns encourage students to
identify and analyze issues, hot to
learn uncritically legal facts and
principles. Such programs thereby
promote the development of
thoughtful and active citizens who
are better prepared to understand
and deal with the many facets of
their lives which are touched by the
law.

Getting Starred
This article concentrates on law-

related curriculum materials for the
social studies classroom (addresses
for distributors appear at the con-
erasion of the article). It may be
useful. however, to begin by listing

r resource materials which provide a
broader focus. The American Bar
Association Special Committee on
Youth Education for Citizenship
has produced a number of resource
materials. These and others are list-
ed below. Additional resource ma-
tenets may be secured frorm many
of the organizations de-tribed in
the latter part of this article.

Source: Susan E. Davison, published in Social Education, March 1977.



Reflections on Law-Related Education twork-
ing Notes Series). Davison. Susan E.. ecli-
tor. American Bar Association. Special
Committee on Youth Education for Citi-
zenship (1973). 16 pp.. paperback.
Speeches presented at the ABA Regional
Conference on Law-Related Education in
Philadelphia in 1973 describe the theory
and practice of law-related education in
elementary and secondary schools.

Law - Related Education in America: Guidelines
forth. FusinWhite. Charles J.. 111. et al.
Americant L ,ssociation, Special Com-
mittee' on Youth Education for Citizen-
ship (1975). 240 pp., paperback. This
-book reports on the activities of many
law-related projects (K-12) throughout
the country and recommends guidelines
for the administration, funding. and ped-
agogy of such projects.

The SS Game: .4 Guidebook on the Funding of
Law-Related Edited:lotted Programs (Work-
ing Notes Series). White. Charles J.. III.
editor. American Bar Association. Spe-
cial Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship (1975), 68 pp.. paperback. A
series of articles which offer suggestions
for Identifying funding sources. writing
funding proposals, securing community
support. and institutionalizing. programs.
Also includes addresses of sources of in-
formation on private and public funding
and a bibliography of materials on fund-
ing.

Teaching Teachers About Law: A Guide to
Lew-Related Teacher Education Programs
(Working Notes Series). White. Charles
J.. III, editor. American Bar Association.
Special Committee on Youth Education
for Citizenship (1976). 216 pp., paper-
back. Articles discussing components of
successful teacher education efforts as
well as descriptions of a wide variety of
law-related teacher education programs.
Also contains a special section on elemen-
tary teacher' education.

Ribliography of Law-Related CuMculum Mere.
plat: Annottued.(secand edition) (Working
Notes Series). Davison. Susan E., editor.
American Bar Association. Special Com-
mittee an Youth Education for Citizen
ship (1976). 116 pp.. paperback. Descrip-
tions of more than 1.000 law-related
books and pamphlets for elementary and
secondary classroom use and teacher ref,,
erence.

.Media; Ac Annotated Catalogue of Law-Re--
laud A siditrisitai materials (Working
Notes Series). Davison. Susan E.. editor.
American Bar Association. Special Corn -
mince on Youth Education for Citizen-
shin (1975). 79 pp.: paperback. Describes
over 4.00 films. filmstrips, records. tapes.
and other audio-visual material which can
be useful in KI2 law-related education
programs.

Gaming: An Annotated Catalogue of Law-Re-
lated Games and Simulations. (Working
Notes Series). Davison. Susan E.. editor.
American Bar Association. Special Com:
mince on Youth Education for Citizen-
ship (1975). 31 pp.. paperback. Provides
descriptions of over 130 law-related
games and simulations useful to KI2
tiaachers. Each entry indicates grade lev-
el, release date. length of playing time.
and number of-players.
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The Adolescent, Other Chins and Their High
Schools. National Task Force For High
School Reform. McGraW-Hill Book Com-
pany (1974), 119 pp.. paperback. A report
of the task force commissioned by the
Kettering Foundation to study education
for responsible citizenship. Presents
many recommendations on such topics as
the need for students to understand their
rights and the need for citizens and par-
ents to become more involved in the activ--
hies of high schools.

Teaching About the Law. Gerlach. Ronald A.
and Lynn W. Lamprecht. W. H. Ander-
son Company (1975), 354 pp.. hardback.
A complete overview of K-12 law-related
education. Chapters provide a rationale
for teaching law in elementary and secon-
dary classrooms: the history and future of
law-related education; descriptions am.-
riculum materials: analyses of ways to use
community resources: techniques of using
legal reference material: suggestions for
using case study. clarification strategies.
and simulation: information on evaluatian
strategies; and suggestions as to how the
school system can organize programs and
train teachers. Selected bibliography pro-
vided for each chapter. .

A Critical Review of Curriculum Materials in
Civic and Legal Education. Law in a Free
Society. Law in a Free Society (1973). 16
pp.. paperback. A booklet outlining cri-
teria which may be used in choosing or de-
veloping a good law-related curriculum.
Twenty-one behavioral objectives are dis-
cussed. with examples of how current ma-
terials are or are not meeting each objec-
tive.

Education for Cites A ction: Challenge for
Secondary Cwriculum. Newmann. Fred
M. McCutchan Publishing Corporation
11975). 198 pp.. hardback. Declares that
most citizens are unable to exert their in-
fluence on public policy, and provides a
rationale and suggestions for teaching stu-
dents the necessary skills.
and attitudes to be actively involved in
public issues. Appendix includes organiza-
tions supporting community involvement
projects. and a list of citizen action organi-
zations.

Education for Pardcipadon: A Development
Guide for Secondary School Programs in
Law and Public Affairs. Clark. Todd. Con-
stitutional Rights Foundation (1974), 64
pp.. paperback. Provides several models
for developing effective components of
law-related education programs, including
conferences, field experiences. in-service
programs, and the use of lawyers and law
students. Also includes information on
funding. teaching materials and methods.
and programmatic resources.

Moral Reasoning: A Teaching Handbook for
Adapting Kohlberg to the Classroom. Gal-
braith. Ronald E. and Thomas MI: Jones.
Greenhaven Press. Inc. (1976). 209 pp..
papettack...explains the work and thee
ries of educational psychologist'Lawrence
Kohlberg and provides model strategies
Car helping elementary and secondary stu-
dents develop moral and legal reasoning
skills. Sample moral dilemmas are pro-
vided for both elementary and secondary
levels. These may be rep .ziuced by teach-
ers for classroom use.

Building Foundations:
LawReta,ed Education
for Elementary Students

There are unfortunately many
fewer law-related curriculum mate-
Hals for elementary children than
for students in secondary schools.
In the past. K-6 teachers have
been left largely on their own to de-
velop and adapt materials. The ma-
terials described below were de-
signed specifically to teach law-re-
lated concepts and content,

Citizenship Adventures of the Lollipop Dragon.
Society for Visual education (1976). color
sound filmstrips.- 8-13 minutes. Grades
K-3. Six stories from the Kingdom of
Tum Turn which emphasize law-related
concepts. In Freedom of Choice: 'Wake
Mine Purple. Prince Hubert discovers
that individuals have their own prefer-
ences and are not agreeable to having him
determine the color of their homes. In
Chinning a Leader: Charley :he Great'.
the childm of Turn rum decide to have a
president of their club and learn some
things about authority. fairness. and pru-
dent methods of choosing leaders. In
Rules Are Important; A Mired-Up Mess.
Prince Hubert thinks he'd like to do with-
out rules for a while until he participates
in an anarchistic pie-eating contest. In
The Majariry Rules- A Secret That Grew.
the people of Turn Turn find a way to
solve disagreements about how to sur-
prise the Queen on her birthday. In
Changing Ru les:7It's Differint Now. Prin-
c ess Gwendolyn helps the roadhuilder
and learns many things aboui rules. in-
cluding how they originate and how to
change them when necessary. In Civic Re-
sponsibility: Living Dreams. the Lollipop
Dragon and the people of Tum Tum help
the King and Queen make the Kingdom a
better place. Many segments include.
"stops to encourage discussion and con-
clude with open-ended qtfestions for
young viewers. Teacher's guide provided.

Citizenship Decision - Making ThstructionalMa-
teriali Citizenship Development Project:
Experience-Based Education for a Com-
plex Society. Citizenship Development
Program (1976). 300 pp.. paperback.
Grades 4-6. These materials are designed
to involve students in exercises which de-
velop awareness and understanding of po-
litical decision-making. Conflict resolu-
tion. the need for rules and laws. methods
of issue analysis, the function of autho-
rity. and other- basic legal and political
concepts and processes are examined in
concrete contexts.

Foundations of justice. Law in American So-
ciety Foundation. Charles E. Merrill Pub-
lishing Company (1975). kit. Grades 6.
This inquiry-oriented filmstrip program
can be adapted for use with slightly older

. children. In Tree House: Chullenoe in De;
mocracy. groUp of children must over-
come organizational difficulties while
building a tree house. Sunshine Valley:
Resolving Conflicts centers on conflicts
over land use and rights when Martians



Puy the air above Sun Valley and build
huge mushroom-shaped houses which
block out the sun. In The Battle of Clog
and LIM: The- Adversary Process. two
cavemen try to settle a dispute over the
ownership' of a saberroothed, tiger. In
Twice the Price: A Value Judgement. two
boys pass out leaflets protesting a rise in
school milk prices. The student- activity
hook involves a number of 'strategies in-

scluding mock trials. value c4.dfication ex-
ercises. case studies. and vocabulary exer-
cises. Kit includes 4 color sound film-
strips. student activity_ booklets, and
teacher's guide.

Law and ./wriee far the intermediate Grades:
Making Value DiCiSiONS. Pathescope Edu-
cational Films. Inc. (1974). color sound
filmstrips. 13 minutes each. Graaes 4-6,
Each filmstrip poses open-ended ques-
tions about situations in which difficult de-
Cisions must be made. In The Case ofthe
Blue and White Whistle. CWvih is accused
by some members of his basketball team
of stealing a whistle. Evidence for and
against him is presented to his teammates.
who must decide if he can remain on the
team. In The CUse of the Stolen Hubcaps.
a young bOy- watches his brother steal a
hubcap. He extracts a promise not to tell
from ,his friend. who also saw the theft.
When his friend finally informs the police.
the audience must decide what the Proper
limits to loyalty should be. The Case of
the Ross is the story of a younernan who
must decide whom to hire to help him in
the stare where he works.

Lair in Action Series. Rieicea. Linda and'Sally
Mahe. West Publishing Company (1975.
93-136 pages each. paperback. Grades 5-
9. Each unit booklet of this excellent se-.
ries contains affective activities and in-
quiry-oriented lessons that can be used
easily at several grade levels:Silent film-
strips which ntinforce'activities are also
available. Booklets 'include Cqurts and
rlia13,111411:le Ple,olerns and Law, L.1..w-
making , Young Consumers. and Youth At-
titudes and Police.

Law in a Free Society Instructiolzal Units. Law
in a Free Society (1975-1977). kits.
Grades K -12. Kits currently available in-
clude On Authority and On Privacy.cOn
Responsibillty. On Justice. On DivIrsity
On Freedom. On Participation. and Ott
Property are in preparation. The materi-
als. which include sound filmstrips. stu-
dent resource books. teacher guides. and
evaluation instruments. involve students
in examining_ each concept in relation to.,_
specific and concrete problems. Separate
kits are provided for lower primary, upper
primary, lower intermediate, upper inter-
mediate. junior high and senior high. Ex-
tensive materials fa? in-service teacher
-education available on all concepts.

Law in a New Land (Trailmarks of Liberty Se-
ries). Ratcliffe. Robert H.. editor. Hough-
ton Mifflin Company. (1972), 102 pp.. pi-
perback. Grades 4-5. The development of
law in Amenca as seen through colonial le,
gal cases. the Constitution. the Bill of
Rights. and major policies and court dect-, -
sions which interpreted the Constitution:
Glossary, discussion questions. drawings.
and photos.

The Rights and Responsitilities of Citizenship
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in a Free Society: .4 Law-47Hented Currict
lam Guide for Grades K-I2. The Missouri
Bar Advisory Committee an Citizenship
Education and the Missouri Department
of Elementary and Secondary Education.
The Missouri Bar 0976). 450 pp.. avail-
able with and without cover_ Describes
over 200 law-related educntjonai activities
on various aspects of law afr students K-
1_2. The < :tivities are cross-indexed by
educational objectives. age group and
course subject. Appendix includes bibliog-
raphy and resource text for teachers on .

such subjects as -Why the Law?-. "Ma-
jor Supreme Court Decisions and Their
Impact on U.S. History.- and -The Bill
of Rights and Individdal Civil Liberties.-

Shiver, Gobble and Snore: A Story About Why
People Need Laws, Simon and Schuster
(1972). 48 pp.. hardback, Grades K-3.

,

The story of three imaginary friends who
escape from a society full of nonsensical
laws to discover that certain kinds of laws
are necessary for amicable living: Illustrat-
ed.-with activity sugestions. t See the film
version: Why We Have Laws: Shiver.
Gobble and Snore. described below r -

Why We Have Laws: Shiver, Gobble and Snore
(Basic Concepts Series). Learning Corpo-
ration of America (1970). 16mm color
filth. 7 Minutes. Grades K-6. Shiver.
Gobble and Snore. three cartoon charac-
ters with idiosyncratic needs. escape the
tyranny of their country only to discover
that they cannot live happily together in
their new land without developing some
laws. Can be used with older audiences.
including adults. (See the book version.
Shiver. Gobble and Snare: A Story About
Why People -Need Laws. described
above.)

Exploring Social Relationships
Some excellent materials are not

found- under --law- or "citizen-
ship'. categories but are classified
under "values," guidance" or
"moral development." Similarly,
materials which help children' ex-
plore social relationships can also
be_ used. I have some, from
these areas that I believe can be es-
pecially helpful in teaching law-re-
lated concepts to elementary stu-
dents.

The Boy Who Liked Deer (Learning to Be Hu-
man Series). Learning Corporation of
America (1976). lifirnm color film. IS min-
Ades. Grades 5-9. Jason. a boy who laves
to help care.ffir the deer in a local park..
joins with his friends in acts of unfeeling
vandalism. One "prank- includes. break-
ing into the feeding bin in the deer park.

, Unknowingly. the boys spill poison into
the deer's feed. The deer become_ very

- sick. and Jason beginvto- painfully under-
stand how deeply his actions can affect
others. a

First Things: Social Reasoning Series. Guid-
ance Associates (1974). color sound film-
strips. 6-10 minute( each. Grades

a

Each of the four stJent kits contains
open-ended filmstrip stories which encour-
age children to use social reasoning abili-
ties. In How Do You Know What Chlte'r;
tVill Do?. two situations are presented in
which children need to analyze what
might have beer, the actions of others.
The stories in How Would You Feel? ask
children to put themselves in the places of
others and understand other points of
view. In How Can You Work Things
Ow?. children are challenged with situa-
tions in which actions that affect other
peoples feelings must be dealt with. The
stories .01 Hate Do You Know What's
Fair? encourage students to analyze what
fairness means in everyday life situations,
A Strategy for Teaching Social Reasoning
provides theoretical background an the
development of social reasoning skills. as
well as some strategies for teachers to use
in organizing discussions and activities.
Teacher's guide for all segments offers
concrete suggestions and guidance for the
teacher.

First Things: Values Series, Guidance Asso-
, elates (1972). color sbund filmstrips. 6,-9

minutes. Grades K.-3. Each of the five ,
sets contains two filmstrips which pose
open-ended dilemmas of high interest to
young children. The Trouble whh,Truilm
presents two situations in which telling
the truth might be quite painful. In You
Promised'. the audience must decide the
relative importance of keeping promises.
That's Not Fair. uses a fantasy story to
show the difficulty in making fair deci-

- -sions. in. What Do You Do About Rules?.
also a fantasy story, children must decide
whether circumstances justify the break-
ing of a rule and what a fair punishment
might, be. Bur It Isn't Yours . raises
questions about fairness and property
rights. A Strategy for Teaching Values
contains three filmstOps for use with in-
service teachers. Teacher guides suggest
creative way_ s to us.: ill.: .11mstrips. Series
consultant was Lawrence Kohlberg.
prominent Harvard educational psycholo-
gist.

-The Lemonade Stand: What's Fair? Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Educational Comore-
don (1970). 16mm color film. 14 minutes.
Grades K-6. Two boys go into business
together selling lemonade: One boy. some-

' -what discouraged by lack of sales and en-
ticed by other boys to join their ball game.
fails to return to the lemonade stand after
a lunch break. A road work crew diseov-
ers the lemonade enterprisi and buys all
the lemonade. The boy who continued to
work at the stand does not want to spin-
dle money equally with his partner. and
some-interesting questions are raised as to
what is fair. Teacher's guide provided...

Alicro-Community ll for ELetrientery Grades d-
5.6. Dave. Ann. Holly Churchill and Wil-
liam B. Jarvis, Classroom Dynamics Pub-
lishing Company (1973). kit. Grades 4-4.
Students can create a micro-community in
which a government is organized; as could- \

tution developed, class laws made. law en-
forcement prigedures explored, and an
economy made -operable. Designed to in-
dicate that actions which benefit the group
in some. ways -also benefit individuals.
May be integrated into already existing



components of most elementary curricu-
la. Includes teacher manual, student work-
sheets and forms. posters. and play mon-

Noisy ,Vane~_ Norris. Guidance Associates
(1967), color sound filmstrip. 13 minutes..
Grades K-3. Nancy. like many children.
loves to make noise. However. when all
her noise results in complaints from the
landlady. Nancy learns to be quiet and co?
operative. Presented in cartoons. Teach-

-er's guide provided.
Powderhorn. Shirts. R. Garry. Simile II

11971), kit. Grades 5.-6. A simulation in
which-studcnts play pioneers who need to
trade resources with one another. One
group of traders eventually is given more
power than the others and is in a position
to make the rules which govern trading.
Other goups may follow a namber of al-
ternatives to counteract the tyranny of the
ruling group. Includes instructor's guide.
wall charts. badges, and trading cards.
For 1835 players. 1-2 hours playing time.

Role-playing for Social Values: Decision.Mak-
ing in the Social Studies. Shaftel. Fannie R.
and George Shaftel. Prentice-Hall. Inc.
(1967), 431 pp.. hardback.: Teacher. Dis-
cuaLes the fuas:iors aid value of role-
playing and simulating experiences, focus-
ing on role- playing as a key to providing
practice in the decision-making process.
Primary emphasis is placed on role-play-
ing in the elemenrary'grades. Inciudes
merous examples.of how role-playing can
be used and provides many stories which
can serve as bases for role-playing activi-
ties and increased understanding of hones-
ty. responsibility: fairness, and other ha-
sic legal/moral concepts.

The Super Duper RUrnors: Lessons in Values._
Salenger Educational Media (j974). color
sound filmstrips. GradesK-2. Two sound
filmstrips provide children with enjoyable
stories, through which they can explore
how rumors develop. The picture cards
can aid in the discussion which will follow
the filmstrips: In The Substitute Teacher,
'a class' imagines what their new teacher,
will look like. and rumors describing a
frightful person evolve, Finally. they meet
him, and are quite delighted that he is not

°as the rumors described.-In The Arninal, a
rumor about the rreen aminal Patrick
caught" evolves in -.some children's mind
to the point where they envision a Mon-
ster. They are quite surprised to discove
eventually that the -aminal- is a friendly
turtle. Useful in helping young children
'understruid the importance of -getting the

:facts.- Also suitable for some pre-school-
ers. Teacher's guide and sequencing pie -;
lure cards provided.

Values for Grades IC.3 Series.- Churchill Films
(1969). 16nun color films. 13-14 minutes
each. Grades. K-3. Open-ended stories
through which basic social values can be..
explored .The Bike is about two boys who
7.borrow- and damage another child's bi-
cycle. Lost Puppy shows a young girl who
must weigh her responsibility to obey her
mother against her desire to find her lost
dog. In On Herbert Street a boy must der
Cide whether to deeeive.his new friend so
that his old gang can steal the friend's col-
lection of returnable pop bottles. .

Values foe Geodes 4-6 Series. Churchill Films
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(1969). 16mm color films, 15-19 minutes
each. Grades 4-6. 0m-ended stories
through which basic social values can be
explored. The Clubhouse Boat tells the
story of a child pressured by friends tee;
-borrow- money. In Trick or Treat older
boys encourage younger children to play a
dingerous trick. In. Paper Drive (also in-
tended for teacher training sessions) chil-
dren in one class cheat in a contest to col-
lect newspapers, and both the children
and the teacher have some difficult deci-
sions to make.

Why We Need Each Other: The Animals' Pic-
nic Day. (Basic Concepts Senes) Learning
Corporation of America (1973). 16mrit col-
or film, 10 minutes. Grades K-3. After
some animals make fun .of others. they
find out that they all can he important to
the group as they work together against an
impending flood disaster. -Teacher's guide
.provided.

Why We Take Care of Property: The Planet of
the Ticklebopt (Basic Concepts Series).
Learning Corporation of America (1976).
16mm color film. 12 minutes. Grades K-3.
The people of the planet Nice always took
good care of their property. One day two
children docidcd to start,,brcskir.g th:rgs.
This eventually results in a severe deterio-
ration of the quality of life on Nice. The
film .ends optimistically as everyone
works together to rebuild their society. Al-
so available in-Spanish.

Zhildren's Lirercuure.1
Children's literature-is yet anoth-

er avenue througik which to explore
law. .A look through your school's
library _shelves might be quite use-
ful. Many stories have good Oases
to stop the narratiye and, -at alYZe
the issues involved.' I 'have .listed
just a few of elle possibilities beloW.

.4lIce in Wonderland. Carroll. Lewis:Grade
K-A2. This famous tale can be used to
raise lawrelated issues, especially relat-
ing to due procesi. It is published in nu--
merous editions for all grade levels-. with
or without illustrations and notes.

The Cat in the Hat. ' Seuss. Dr. Beginner
Books (1957). 48 pp., hardback; Grades
K=2.. While Mother is out. Sally and her
brother have a strange visitor who makes ;

--himself more than at home in their house.
Raises questions about responsibility and
property. Also available in 'Spanish.

Honors Hatches the Egg. Seuss.-Dr.-Random
House. Inc. (1940). 64 pp.. hardback.
Grades K-3. Mayzie the Bird persuades
Horton - the Elephant to sit on her egg
while she goes on a brief errand;. When
Mayzie does not return. Horton must de-
cide how far his responsibility. for the egg
extends. Also raises questions about fair-
res.; when, after much hardihip for Hop
ton. Mayzie comes to claim her soon-to.
hatch_ egg.

Horton Hears a Who. Seuss, Dr. Random
House. Inc. (1954), 64 pp., hardback.

Grades K-3. A sensitive story about Hor-
ton the Elephant's perseverance in pro-
tecting'a minute society hidden deep in a
fuzz ball. His continual persistence-in as
setting that "A person' i a person'no mat-
ter how small" can be used as the basis
for young children to discuss responsibili-
ty. different points of view, discrimina-
tion. and many other subjects basic to an
understanding of justice.

On the Other Side of the River. Oppenheim.
Joanne. Franklin Watts. Inc. (1972). 32
pp.. hardback. Grades K-3. A little town
is divided by a river. The people who live
on each bank quarrel. and everyone is ini-
tially relieved when a storm collapses the
thdge connecting the two -pans of the
town. However, they soon learn that they
need. their neighbors. They rebuild the
bridge and begin to enjoy their inter-
dependence.

The Real Thief. Steig. William. Dell Publish-
ing Company. Inc. (1974). 64 pp., paper-
back. Grades 3-6. Gawain the Goose is ac-,
cussed of stealing the royal treasury. The
king and-his friends are too quick to con-
vict him on circumstantial evidence. Ga -.
wain flees and, when it is discovered that
he was not the the. i is 'ter/ hard t' ini
him. The story may be used in discussing
due process and the advantages of a slow
and careful system of justice.

Thidwiek: The Big4learred Moose. Seuss.
Random fiouse. Inc. (1966). 64 pp.. hard-
back. Grades K-4. Thidwick is taken ad.
vantage of by many forest free-loaders L
who decide Co make their homes in his ant-
len. Raises questions about justice. re-
sponsibility. property. and ether basic

,law- related concepts. .

panding4iorizons:
4w=FtelatedEdtieatIon

In junior and Senior High School
wide variety of law-related

educational materials, with varying
approaches and, levels of sophisti-
cation. is now being introduced in
to the secondary school curricu-
lum'. Although many schools prefer ,

to integrate law into already exist-
ing courses, there recently have
been more and more courses and
units developed specifically on law.

ere follow `descriptions of fairly
comprehehsive. materials which
could be the bases of such .courses
or units.

The Ametican Legal System. Summers. Rob-
, era S.. A. B. Campbell and Gail Hubbard.

Ginn and Company (1974). 64 pp. each.
paperback. Grades 10-12. Five booklets
including Society's Need for Law. The
Techniques of Law. Law and Soeial
Change, Constitutional Protection of Ba
sic Social Values, and The Limits of the
Law . Presents basic legal concepts
through real and hypothetical cases. ex.



tracts from laws and court opinions, and
illustrative materials. Inquiry-oriented
with factual and open-ended questions. In-
eludes photos. cartoons, charts. and fac-
similes of legal documents. Teacher's
guide available: -Especially appropriate
for advanced 'students.

In Search of Justice. Law in American So-
clew Foundation. Charles E. Merrill Pub-
lishing Company (1975). kit. Grades 7-12.
This inquiry-oriented program uses case
studies in eight. color. sound filmstrips to
explore .the legal system and same basic
concepts of law. Law: A Need for Rules?
deals with police power and the balance
between individual rights and the need to
protect-peciety. Youth: Too Young for Jus-
lice? shows the difference between adult
and juvenile criminal procedures. Free Es-
pression: A Right to Disagree? raises
questions about the nature of -speech-
and the scope and limits of the right to
free speech. Discrimination: Created
Equal? focuses on discrimination apinst
blacks and women. Consumer Law: Cash

Can? examines the rights and respon-
sibilities of buyers and sellers in a credit

'economy. In The Accused: Too Many
Rights? the rights of the accused are ex-
amined in a hypothetical investigation of a
man suspected of selling drugs. Landlord'
Tenant: Who Is Responsible? examines
the landlord/tenant relationship. Welfare:

.A Right to Survive? asks who should be
eligible for aid and whether rights of wel-
fare recipients differ from rights of those
notrreceiving' welfare. The student =dil-
ly book involves a number ofstrategies in-
eluding mock tnals. value clanfieation ex-
ercises. case studies. and vocabulary exer
cases. . ,

Jude: An Interaction Unit Introducing Can.
own, Toni. Juvenile and Criminal Live,
larecky. Gary and William M. McCarty.
Interact (1975). 23 pp.. paperback. Grades
7-12-The student book explains the back-
groind of err' !err 'end' the ha*
elements -.of law relating to contracts.
torts. juvenile -law, criminal law. The
teacher's guide suggests various activities
through which students can investigate hi-

'rpothetical 'cases relating to the areas of
lawdileussed in the student book.

Justice and Ord& Through La. Summers.
Robert S., A. B. Campbell and J. P. Bin-
zone. Ginn and Company (1974). 48 pp.
each, paperback. Grades-7-9. Five book-
lets including Our Laws and Legal Pro-
cessDo We Need Them?, Our Legal
Tools--,What,Are They?. Basic Functions
of "Law in our Society, Process Val.
ues.11ow Oui Law Does its Job Also
Counts, and The Limits of Law. °Eaten-
'sive use of real and hypothetical eases
dealing with civil criminal, and constitut
tional law: Inquiry-oriented with factual'
and open -ended questions. Includes
photos. cartoons. and facsimiles
of legal docunients. Teecher's guide avail-
able.

Justice in America Series. Law in American
Society Foundation. Houghton Mifflin
Company (1974). 78-180 pp., paperback.
Grades 7-12. Six books centering on law
in our urban society. Crimes and Justice
investigates laWa'and their functions. dig-
cusses criminal procedure and-legal deci-

,
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sions affecting the rights of the accused.
and includes a general discussion of crime
in the United States. Landlord and Ten-
ant discusses the obligations and rights of
,those parties. LaW and the Ciry -studies
law in relation to city government and ur-
ban problems. Law and the Consumer ap-
proaches consumer law through sim-
plified cases, discussion questions and ac-
tivities covering consumer protection.
advertising, and Credit. Poverty and Wel-
fare discusses various government wel-
fare plans and-court decisions on welfare
cases. Youth and the Law covers family
law, juvenile crime.: and juvenile court. us-
ing real and hypothetical cases to define
various offenses. Teacher's guide avail-
able.

Law in Action Series; Riekes. Linda and Sally
Mahe. West Publishing' Company 11975).
93-136 pp.. paperback. Grades 5-9. Each
unit booklet of this excellent series con-
tains effective activities and inquiry-ori-
ented lessons that can be used easily at
several grade levels. Silent filmstrips are
also available. Booklets include Courts
and Trials. Juvenile Problems and Law.
Lawmaking. Yoting Consumers. and
Youth Attitudes and Police. .

Law in a Free Society Instructional Units Se=.
ries. Law. in-a Free Society (1975-1977)..
kit. Grades K-12. Kits currently available
include On Authoriry and On Privac y. On
Responsibility, Qn Justice. On. Diversity,
On Freedom. 'On Participation, and On
Property are in preparation. The materi-
als, which include sound filmstrips. stu
dent resource books, teacher guides. and
evaluation instruments.-involve students
in examining each concept in relation to
specific and concrete problems. Separate
kits are provided for lower primary. upper
primary. lower intermediate, upper inter-
mediate. junior high. and senior, high.

The-Rights and.Reipansibilities of Citizenship
in a Fm Society: A Law-Oriented Curriczt
lam Guide far Grades 1C-11. The.Missoun
- Bar Advisory Committee on Citizenship
Education- and the Missouri Department
of Elementary and.Secondary Education.
The Missouri air (1976). 450 pp., avail-4
able with and without cover. :Describes
over 200 law-related.educatianal activities`
on various 'aspects of lawfor students. K7
12. The activities are cross- indexed by
educational objectives, age group and
course subject. Appendix includes bibliog-
raphy and resource text for teachers on
such-subjects as "Why the Law?". "Ma-
jor Supreme Court Decisions and Their
Impact on U.S. History," and "The- Bill
of Rights and Individual Civil Ubenies.-

Street Law: A Course in Practical Law.'New-
man, Jason and Edward O'Brien. West
Publishing Company (1975). 281 pp., pa-
perback: Grades 8-12. Provides informa-
tion on the practical aspects of law.
Aimed at teaching students how to make
the law work for them.- Includes material
on criminal- law, consumer. law, family
law; housing law, law affecting individual
rights. and environmental law. Suggests
over 150 open-ended problems for dis-
cussion. "Appendices include the amend-
meats -to the Constitution (including the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment) and
a glossary. Photos.' Teacher's :aide- in-

eludes references to key cases and stat-
utes. suggested teaching strategies. and
detailed mock trials for. each subject area.
Teacher's guides available.

Studying About the Constitution
and the. Bill of Rights

Study of the Constitution and
Bill of Rights, is emphasized in all
secondary schools. In the past,
many of these studies have been
lifeless and dull. There are now
more materials, however, which I
believe can be especially useful and
interesting teaching tools. Studying
the Constitution and Bill of Rights
can be an exciting and dynamic ex-
perience. It is also essential to the
education of responsible citizens.
The materials below were designed
especially to emphasize the Consti-
tution and Bill of Rights. Of course,
many other law-related materials
listed elsewhere also relate to this
important area.

The American Judicial System (Oxford Spec-
trum Series). Staff, Isidore. Oxford B6ok
Company (1972), 116 pp., paperback.
Grades 9-12. Comprehensive and easily
understandable discussion of federal

- courts, with emphasis placed -on the histo-
ry and operation of the Supreme Court. In-,
dudes many landmark cases, including
the conspiracy trial of the Chicago Eight.
Marbuty v. Madison (the Power of judi-.
dial review). gibbons v. Ogden (the poW-
er of Congress to legislate interstate com-
merce), Dartmouth College v. Woodward
(right to contract). Ex Porte Milligan

.(rerarntion Of milli re' and civil 'i'riF-
dictions) and many. others., Discussion
questions and activities suggested. includ-
ing follow-up reading, . '

The Bill of Rights in Action Series. BPA Edu-
cational Media (1966-1976). 16mtn color
films.- . 14-23 minutes. Grades 7-12.
Twelve films which. present cases in- .

vol'ving legal issues. The decisiOni are left
open-ended to promote discussion. In
Capital Punishment, a convicted felon ar-
gues that his mandatory death sentence is
unconstitutional under the 8th Amend.,
ment. In Dr Facto Segregation, an open
hearing on a school busing plan is held. A'
hearing for a college student who asserts
that he has been suspended without due
process is presented in Due Process of-
Law. Equal Opportuniry presents an arbi-.
tration hearing between a company and
union after a black employee in a factory
is:promoted ahead of a white emploYee
with seniority. In Freedom of Religion._
the question of the proper limits of re,
ligious find= is raised when a pregnant
Jehovah's WitnesS -refuses a blood trans-
fusion which would save her life .and the
life of her unborn child. Freedom of
Speech is about the case- of a neo-Nazi
who is arrested for disturbing the peaceaf-
ter making a speech on the virtues of Hit-



ler in front ofa synagogue. In Freedom
the Press. a reporter refuses to answer a
grand jury's quctions about the sources,
of his informimion. Juvenile Law centrats
the due process rights of adults with the
special provisions made for juveniles and
uses a hypothetical casein which the con-
stitutionality of denying equal treatment is
raised. The Privilege Against Self.ln .
crimination is, a fiction_ al account in a fu-
ture society in which a defendant's right
against selfT*rimination is raised when
he is confronted with the _state's '-'truth
machine." The Right to Legal Counsel ex-
plores indigents' rights to counsel using
Betts v, Brady and Gideon v. Wainwright.
In theRight to Privacy the limits and scope
of the right to privacy are examined in a
hypothetical case in which electronic
eavesdropping devices are used to obtain
evidence to-let a search warrant. The
Story of a Trial follows a petty theft ease
showing the rights of the accused, which
are protected during arrest. arraignment
and trial. Women's Rights involves a case
in which a high school girl is prohibited
from swimming an the boys' team in her
school. -

Bill of Rights in Action Newsletter. Constitu-
tional Rights Foundation: Constitutional.'
Rights Foundation. School Year Qdartcr-
ly. Grades -8l2. Provides classroom ac-
tivities,,book reviews. cartoons, synopses, :_
'of cases, and other material for teachers
and students interested in law and the
miminaljustice system. Issues often con-
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- min simulacions and materials for mock
trials. Back issues are available on school

. integration women's rights., protest. stu-
. dent rights and other subjects. Issues

published in September. November, Feb--
ruary. and April.

Civil Liberties: Case Studies and the Law.
Parker, Donald .,Robert O'Neil and Nich
olas Econopouly, Houghton Mifflin Corn- .

. party (1974). 242 pp.. paperback. Grades
9-12. Presents the legal bases for the
rights of the accused. equal opportunity
under law, property 'rights. and freedom
of religion. speech, press, and assembly.
Uses hypothetical cases and simplified ex-
amples of the application of law.thipter
on Gideon v. Wainwright (right to coon-
sell: _

Great Cases of the Supreme Court (Trailmarks
of Liberty Series). Ratcliffe. Robert H..
editor. Houghton Mifflin Company (1975).
131 pp.. paperback. Grades 7-8. Case
book which makes journalistic pre-
-sentations of famous cases on freedom of
religion and expression. search and Sei-
zure. slavery and citizenship, the .right to
vote. equal opportunity. and criminal pro-
cedure. Each case has discussion ques-
tions and activities. Glossary, list of cas-
es. mock trial and trial script. Decisions
for the cases'are provided in a supplement
to the book.. Teacher's guide provided.

Ninth Justus: AAoard Game of the Suprime
Court and Jiteileial Protest (AmeriCan POHL-
ice! Behavior Series). Gillespie. Judith A.
.Ginn and Company (1972). kit. Grades 9

12. A card and board genie designed to
teach students ,about the judicial process .

of the Supreme Court, especially as-it re-
lates to the recruitment of the ninth jut-
dee. the influence of a ninth justice on de-
cision-makingin major cases. and the so--

impact qf a ninth justice on court
decisions which set precedents. Uses two
hypothetical court caseslegalizing mari-
juana and abolishing school dress codes
in which civil rights issues are involved.
Includes teacher's guide, six participant
guides. six game boards, six decks of
cards. two- duplicating masters of score
sheets, and a transparency diagram. For

. 4-18 players. 2-3 class periods.
Our Living Bill of Rights Series. Siam. Isi-

dore. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educa-
tional Corporation (1968).'3572 pp. pa-
perback. Grades 9LA2, Excellent booklets
bn landmark cases of the Supreme Court.
Includes Evelio Under LawiEducation-
al Opportunity: The Princi Edward Conn-
ry Case, Justice Under LawiRight tO
Counsel: The Gideon Case. and Liberty
Under LawiFreedont of Erpression: The
Feiner Case. Booklets also -provide
photos. discussion questions. and bibliog-
raphies. -Materna& may :Je used ind41011-
dently or in conjunction, with the 16mm:
film-series Of the same name described be-

-,- low.
Our Living' Bill of Righti Series, Encyclo-

paedia Britannica' Educational. Corpora-
tion (1969). 16mm color or blackiwhite
films-. 20-35 minutes. Grades,7-12. Each



of the six films re-enacts the situations
leading up to a significant Supreme.Coun
case., as well as dramatizing the court ar-
guments and presenting Majority and dis-

_ wiling opinions. Series includes Equality
Under Law: The California Fair Housing
Ca.ses.. Equality Under Law: The Lost
Generation of Prince Edward County.
Freedom to Speak: People of New York v.
Irving Feiner, Justice Under LawThe
Schempp Case: Bible Reading in Public
Schools, and Free Press v. Fair Trial by
Jury: The Sheppard Case. Some corre-
spending student booklets in the series are
described abd-ve.

The Pursuit of Justice: An Introduction to Con-
stitutional Rights. Bragdon. Henry W. and
John C. Pittenger. Macmillan. Publishing
Company. Inc. 41969). ISO pp.. paper-

-back. Grades 9-12. Historical approach to
constitutional lights. stressing the role of.
legal precedent. Explanations of the Con-
stitution.. extensive glossary. questions.
photos and cartoons. Teacher's guide
provided.

The Supreme Court and Contemporary Issues.
Starr. Isidore. Encyclopaedia Britannica
Educational Corporation (1969). 320 pp..
paperback. Grades 9-12. Discusses Su--
premi Court decisions through excerpts
from important cases. Includei case back-
grounds. decisions, and the significance of
decisions. Covers civil rights, academic
freedoni, separation of church and state.
freedom of expression. the . reapportion-
ment -of electoral districts. antitrust deci-
sions. and rights of accused.` Photos and
table of cases.

Vital Issues' of the Constitution (Trailmarks.of
Liberty Series). Ratcliffe, Robert H.. edi-
tor. Houghton Mifflin Company 11975).
150_ pp.. paperback. Grades 10-12. Sei-
lected important cases on freedom of mil-.
gion. freedom of expression:federal pow--
er. the right to' vote. equal opponunity,
and the rights of the accused. An in.
trrs'Iucto: c y e s Oaks lie fur :fiori
the various courts and our legal system.
Mock trial scripts. glossary, photos, dis-
cussion questions. .and bibliography.
Teacher's guide'available.

Your Rights and Responsibilities as-an Ameri-
can Citiesn: A Cleic4asebook (revised edi-

Charles N,Ginn and Corn-
. party (1976). 130 pp.. paperback.. Grades

5-12. Cases involving the freedoms pro-
tected by the Bill of Rights. including free7
dom at' expression and religion: due proL
cos, and equal protection of law. De-
signed to stimulate disciission with
questions and role-playing situations. Es-
emits from the Constitution. Teacher's
guide available,

The System of Justice
The justice sys,tem is one area in

which student interest never flags.
Perhaps the medikhave helped
spark this interest. although televi-
sion and movies erten give students
incorrect impressions about courts,
police, and prison. In addition.
many students who have had first-
hand contact with cliffie and the
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law realize that the ideal of justice
is often not being met, and appreci-
ate an Opportunity to explore the
discrepancy between the ideal and
the real. It is important for teachers-
to help students examine how jus-
tice is pursued through the legal
system. The following are some ma-
terials which may help in this task.

America's Prisons: Correctional InsAtutionf or
Universities of Crime (Opposing View-
points Series). McCuen, Gary E.. editor.
Greenhaven Press (1971). 118 pp.. paper-

. back. Grades 9-12. Anthology of diverse
views on prison reform, current condi---.
dons, rehabilitation of criminals, and the
need for corrections. Photographs.
charts. and questions on the readings.

Confrontation in Olga. Lundstedt. Ronald
and David Dal Porto. Classroom Dynam-
ics Publishing Company (1972). 55 pp.. pa-
perback. Grades 7-12. Simulates a case in-
volving two-high school students and two
college students charged with inciting a ri-
OE at a local snack shop. Emphasizes the
feelings of the shop owner, the students.
and the arresting police officer. All neces-
sary information_and _materials are pro-
vided in:a book with tear-out pages. In-
valves 27-15 players during 5-11 class pe-
riods.

- Crime and Justice. Teaching Resources
Films (1974). Color sound filmstrip_: 14
minutes. Grades 7-9. This filthstrip dem-

the need for improvement of po-
courts and prisons. Includes the gun

control controversy and the present in-
equalities which thepoor are apt to suffer
in relation 'to bail, tight to counsel, plea
bargaining and sentencing. Sdme open-

. ended questions are posed. Teacher's
guide provided.

:tint and Society: The Ch.dertge .Ne` Face
(Contact Series): Goodykoontz.
editor. Scholastic Rook Services` (1975),
kit. Grada 9-12. Flays.=statistics. aril-

. ties. and activities give students insights
into crime in this country: Coversisome.
causes of -crime, correctional systems.
and related subjects. Includes student an-
thologies and log books, posters and a rec-
ord. Teacher's, guide provided.

Innocent Until . . . Finn. Peter. Games Cen-
tral (1972). kit. Grades '7-12. Simulates
the trial of a man accused of negligent
manslatighter. The accused has killed a
destrian. allegedly while driving under the
influence of alcohol, However, some evi,
dace indicates that the .accident would
have occurred in any event. and it is ques-
tionable that the accused 'was actually. in-
toxicated. After the. case. is argued. the
jury must provide the verdict. Ineludes
teacher's manual.' student informatiOn
packets. role profiles. and a case study of
a manslaughter trial. For 13-32 .players
during 3-9 class periods.

Jury Game. Weintraub-Richard, Richard
Kreiger. George W. Echan. Jr.. and Ste-
phen Charles Taylor. Social' Studiei
School Service (1974). kit. Grades 6-12.
Students play a judge. prospective jurors.
attorneys. defendants. plaintiffi. court. re-

porters, and observers. The classroom is
organized into a courtroom as the players
go through the process of jury selection.
Kit includes pictures and rale descriptions
of prospective jurors, two criminal case
descriptions, two civil case descriptions.
observer evaluation forms. tips for at-
torneys on how to ask effective questions.
and a guide for the group leader. For 1-c-
35-players during 1-3 class periods.

The Justice Gantt. Schloat Ftoductions. Inc.
(1974), color sound filmstrips. 7-9 min-
utes. Grades 9-12. Part I. The Rules.

. shows how-legal institutions both protect
and restrain us. and how every step of the
legal process is guided by rules. A crime is
shown, followed by police interrogation
of witnesses and arrest and booking of a_
suspect. Part 2, We the People, demon-

the problem society faces when a
suspected crirninal is allowed back intoso-
ciety before his trial. due to court delays.
Part 3. Innocent Until Proven Guilty, dra-
matizes the disadvantages of the poor in ob-
taining justice. Part 4. The Stakes, shows
how -plea bargaining is used to save time
and money for the courts and the accused.
Raises questions as to the availability of
swift and equal due process. Teacher's
guide provided. .

Kids in Crisis. Clark, Todd, Richard Wein-
traub..Richard Krieger, and Sandra Mor-
ley. Social Studies School Service (1975).
kit. Grades 7-12. Designed to promote
thought and discussion about the prob.
lems of the courts and young people in
trouble. Players -assume the roles- of

_ judges. defendants. Parenu, probation of- .

ficeri, lawyers, and observers *juvenile
dispositional and adult sentencing:hear-

, ings. Includes cases involving notenly de-
linquent acts of youth-, but also child
abuse and neglect. Includes guide. role de-
scriptions. observer rating sheets. and dis-
positions of the actual cases upon which
the simulationi are based. For 25-35 play-
ers luting 1-5 c:iiss per:ods..

Law M,a DemOcracy SeHes. 'Guidance Asw
ciates (1973L1975). color'sound filmstrips,
1.1l6 minutes. Grades 7-12. Four film-
strip kits, each containing two segments
which encourage thoughtful eXploration
of various aspects of law and the justice'
system. Exploring Limits of the Law is a
beginning_ exploration of how far the law
should go in controlling behavior, inclucl-1
ing case analyses related to parental dis-
cipline. religious freedom. and employer-
employee relationships. as -well as victim-
less crimea. Enforcing the LO w provides a

, documentary look at One day in.the lives
of two police officers and viewpoints
from numerous segMents of society abobt
the role of police. In The Criminal Court
each step of the justice system is follawed
from:the arrest through the trial of an 18-

. year-old' accused of heroin possession.

. Consequences far the Convicted is de-
signed to.stimulate frank discUssion-of the

= need. for correctional reform. by looking
at the evolution of "punishment- and the-
rationale-behind incarceration. TeaCher's
guides provided.

Law: You, the Police; and Justice (Contact Se-
ries). Goodykoontz. William. editor.
Scholastic Book Services (1971). kit.
Grades 9-12. Readings. canoons: photos.



and hypothetical cases presenting the
need for law. the role of the police. arrest
and trial. righti of the accused. and citi-
zenship rights and duties. Includes stu-
dent books and logbooks. posters, and a
record. Teacher's guide provided.

Moot: A Simulation of Legal Procedures De-
rived from Juvenile and Adult Law Cases.
Zarecky. Gary. Interact (197.2), kit,
Grades 9-12. Role-playing realistically
simulates crimes. arrests. and-trials in or-
der w help students understand the need
for law and to -obtain legal knowledge and
analytical skills. Simulations include a
drug -bust.- juvenile court case. and civil
law (contracts) Case. Several optional cas-
es (murder. assault and battery. school'
law, draft evasion. robbery) are outlined.
Guide incltides class assignments. an over-
view of the American court system. Per-
tinent laws. a questionnaire. subpoena.
and play money. as well as simulation pro-
cedures. Almost any number of students
can participate over several days.

Plea Bargaining: .4 Game of Criminal Justice.
Katsh. Ethan, Ronald M. Pipkin and Bev-
erly Schwartz Katsh. Simile II (1974), kit.
Grades 9-12. Designed to help students
experienc.: Cid pressures :1 overcrovdie
city court dockets and learn about the jus-
Tice .and injustice of plea' bargaining and
the criminal justice system' Players are di-
vided into the roles of public defenders.
defendants, district attorneys. and judge.
Time is limited and all defendanti plead-
ing must be sentenced and those
pleading -not guilty-.must be recalled to
reconsider their plea. includes director's
manual.' players instruction sheets. cop-
ies of the criminal code case reports. de-

lendants' case motes,"-docket forms, wall
chart. Can bs.played by 11-35 players dur-
ing 4 class periods or one 4-hour sestion;

The ?Oilman and the Cilium: The Politics of
Law Iva Order. Feder. Bernard. American
Book- Company (1973). 183 pp.. -paper-
back. Grades 8-12. Explores the conflicts
betweeifindividual lights and law enforce-
ment through the study of several cases.
including Escobedo v. Illinois (the right to
counsel) and Miranda v. Arizona (privi-
lege against self-incrirnination). Also
looks at, the issues and facts involved in
the police-yobth confrOntations in Crii-
cago during the 1968 Democratic Convert-

-- lion. Includes discussion questions, politi-
cal cartoons, and encapsulated positions
of prominent politicians, police officers,
columnists. scholars. civil rights leaders;
and others, Bibliography. Teacher's' guide
available.

Police Patrol. Clark. Todd. Simile 11 (1971),
-kit. Grades 7-12. An even-handed simula-
lion approach to understanding a police of-
fieers problems` in carrying out his every-
day.duties. includes-16 different role-play7.
ing situations. Can -also be used to
encourage discussions about the meaning
of authority: the delicate balance between'
individual rights and the need to protect
society, and other basic issues of law. In-
dudes teacher's manual, inciftent-sheets;
wall charts, police manuals. police, call
cardi. observer evaluation forms. and Ain-
tude , surveys. 'Played most effectively
with 20-35-students during 1-5 class pen-
ods,
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Rip-Op .4 Simulation of Teen-Age Theft and
the Juvenile -1.1eam'ng Process. Zarecky.
Gary. Interact (1976).. kit. Grades 7-12.
Provides students with some background
of the justice system, cases through which
students can simulate the shoplifting expe-
rience, analyze reasons for shoplifting,
role-play authorities who must deal with
shoplifters, and participate in a mockire- .

ride court hearing. Includes student in-
structions and teacher's gdide. There is no
limit on the number of panicipams. 5-10
class periods should ,be allotted.

Television, Police and the Law. Prime Time
School Television. Prime Time School
Television (1976). duplicating masters.
Grades 7-12. Articles. charts, and activi-
ties to help children use television pro-
grnms to explore the justice system (em-
phasizing the role of the police), due -pro-
cess rights. and the problem of crime.
Materials are designed to be used in trsis-
week curriculum unit. Teacher's guide and
program guide provided.

The Wheels of Justice. Teaching Resources
. Films (1972). color sound filmstrip. 14

minutes. and record, 10 minutes. Grades
9-l2. The filmstrip presents the problems
of eve-crooeded and inarlesoate -:risons
and courts. It asks if we should be willing
to give up due process rights in some
types of cases in order to provide more of -.
ficient administration of justice in others.
The poor- te shown as the-victims of an
overburdened court 'system. Its examines
the bail system, the effect of prisons on

s first offenders. the problems encountered
by released prisoners: and the advisability
of a uniform system 'orjustice. Open-
ended .questions about possible solutions
to the problems are posed. The record is a

' discussion-with a New You Mites crirni-
'nal justice reporter about some of the
problemi ontlined in the filmstrip. In-

, eludes .worksheet master of case studies
and teacher's guide.

-Student Rights and Responsibilities
Secondary students have per-

haps shown more interest in legal
issues relating to student rights and
responsibilities than in any other
area of law. While teachers may
Want 'to' supplement any, materials
listed here with the most updated
informaticin and data .to
their specific situations and geo-
graphiC locations.' the following
may provide some basic informa-

.
I1011.

The Civil Rights of Students (Critical Issues in
. Education Series)..Schimmel. David.and

Louis Fischer. Harper and Row Publish-
co.-Inc. (1975). 348 pp., paperback.
Grades -10-12. Uses the case study pp-
preach to investigate the civil rights of stu-
dents. Cases involve freedom of speech,
freedom -of the press. freed6m of associa-
(ion. freedom of religion- and conscience,
dress codes-::racial and ethnic segregation,
sex discrimination. and due process. Ap-
'pendices include constitutional amend-

merits most relevant to the rights of stu-
/ dents, notes on how to use the legal sys-
iem. summaries of leading constitutional
cases. suggestions on how to use the hook
in a classroom. sample dress and groom-
ing codes. and a bibliography.

Freedom of Expression (Constitutional Rights
'Series). Manz. Carlton S. Benziger. Inc.
0976). 64 pp.. paperback. Grades 9-12.
Case studies and discussion questions
help students examine the First Amend-
ment rights to freedom of speech. peti-
tion. and assembly. Special section on
freedom of expression rights of students.
Teacher's guide available.

Inequality in Education (No. 20): Discipline
and Student Rights. 'Center for Law and
Education. Center for Law and Education
Ifi4. 1975). 83 pp.-. journal. Grades 1 I-
12. Presents legal decisions affecting stu-
dent rights. with articles on searches of
students., student suspensions. due pro-
cess rights (including the implications of
Goss v. Lopez). free press. and sex dis-
crimination.

The Rights of Students: The Basic .4CLL'
Guide to a Public School Student's Rights
(American civil Liberties Union Hand-
kook Series) Levine. Alan H.. Eve Cprev
and Diane Divoky. 'Avon Books (1973).
160 pp.. paperback. Grades 10-12. teach-
er. Uses a question and answer format to
present information about the rights of stu-
dents. Includes information on First
Amendment rights. dress codes. due pro-=
cess.rights. discrimination. corporal pun-
ishment; placement. .marriage and preg-
nancy. school records. and -grades.- In-
eludes a bibliography, a description of
legal citations. and the SupremerCoun's
opinion in the Tinker case' (dealing with
students' First Amendment rights to use
the public school 'as a forum for peaceful
protest against government foreign poli-
cy). .

Students' Rights: Issues in Constitutional Free-
done (The Analysis of Public Issues Pro-
gram Problems Sarno). knight. Richard
S. Houghton Mifflin Company (19741.'122
pp.. paperbaclo Grades 8-12. Provides
basis for discussion and activities on:stu-
dent rights .. controversies. FoCuses on
dress codes. freedom of expression. pri-
/acy, and due process. Bibliography:
Teacher's guide available:

Your Legal Rights' and Responsibilities:
Guide for' Public School Students. United
States Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare. Office of Youth Devel-
opment (1976). 25 pp., paperback. Grades
7-12:7his free publication is designed to
help students .understand Their rights and
responsibilities. -Includes discussions _of
Supreme Court decisions relating to reli-
giOn. speech. the flag salute. expulsion
and suspension: and discrimination. as
well as acts of Congress relating to stu-
dent records.= discrimination. :and the
rights of handicapped studenr. .A.ppendix
provides addresses for legal service ore-a.
nizations. Order publication *0 HD/O`i'D
76-26048.

Your Rights.' Past and Present: .4 Guide for
Young People. Haskins. Jim. Hawthorn
Books (1975):428 hardback. Grades
7 -12. teacher, AnalyzeThe legal rights
children indgeenagers by looking at



eating people's nghts in relation to labor.
the school. the home and family. and the
juvenile justice system. Provides both his-
torical and contemporary perspectives.-
Selected bibliography.

Law and United States History
One subject which is required of

almost all secondary students is
United Statei history. Of course.
this is a subject in which it is easy
to intearate mugh law-related mate-
dal. Some of the following may be
incorporated into existing class-
room units.

Constitution: ,4 Simulation of a Convention
Called To Revise the United Stares Consults.
non. Kennedy. Charles L. Interact (1974).
kit. Grades 10-12. Students study the
U.S. Constitution as chey'participme in a
simulated constitutional convention
which is considering revisions of the origi-
nW document. Includes teacher's guide
and students' guides. For 35 players over
15 class periods.

Espionage: A Simulation of the Rosenbergs'
Trial of 1951. Lacey, William. Interact
(1974). kit. Grades 8-12. Students exam-
ine the anti-communist mood of the 1950s.
the justice of the use of capital punish.
ment for conspiracy to commit espionage.
and the validity of evidence in the trial of
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. The trial is re-
constructed, and the jury reaches its own
conclusion. Includes teacher's guide and
students' guides. For 35 iblayers during 3
5 class penods.

The Haymarket Case. Dal Porto. David. His-
tory Simulations (1972). kit. Grades 9-12.
Simulates the 1886 Hay_muket trial from
jury selection through decision. May be
helpful in stimulating discussion -of- free
speech. dissent a..1.1 protea.. labor r;ghts.
acid other issues, as well as due process
and court proCedure. Includes' proce-
dures. teacher information sheet. master
role sheet. fact Sheet. role sheets. sub-

= poena. decision , sheet, reporter sheets:
and trial exhibits. For 28-38 players dur-
ing 5-6'class periods.

-1787: A Simulation Came.' Rothschild, Eric
and Werner Feig. &cod Forward (19701.
kit. Grades 7-12. Players are fictitious
delegates to the Constitutional Conven-
tion of 1787. as well as George -Washing-
ton. James Madison. and Benimnin Frank-
lin. Background of the times is provided
but convention outcomes may vary from
actual history. includes 'record,
eating masters, agenda poster, role cards.
delegate handbooks, and teacher's guide.
For 20-40 players during 3-14 class pen.
rails:

Sir involvement -Exercises for United States
'History Classes (Vols. 14). Krause.
liam and David, C.__ Sischo, Involvement
(1974). 50 pp. each. Grades 8-12. Each of
the four volurries contains six activities.
including inquiry exercises. role-playing.
and simulations on historical. political,
and legal subjects. Includes material' on
the electoral college._ presidency, the
Korematsu trial (legality of relocation and ,
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internment of Japanese Americans during
World War-111. tared Scott trial (rights of
slaves). the Pullman trial (legality of rail.
road strikes). and many other subjects.

Values of the American Heritage: Challenges,
Case Studies. and Teaching Strategies
(NCSS Yearbook). Ubbelohde. Carl and
Jack R. Fraenkel, editas. National Coun-
ell for the Social Studies (19761. 213 pp..
hardback. Teacher. Case studies help
readers to focus on rights clairnea in
the Declaration of Independence. Life:
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness" are
examined through case studies of past and
current controversies over what, those
rights mean in specific circumstances. In-
cludes impressment of citizens during war-
time. the trial of Susan B. Anthony. re-
ligious freedom issues raised by Mormons
in the 19th century. and the rise of corpo-
rate power and monopolies. Extensive
section on strategies for teaching about
values. Recommendations for further
reading provided.

The War Crimes Trail. Dal Porto. David and
John Koppel. History Simulations, (19741,
kit. Grades 9-12. Simulates war crime tri-
als in Germany after World War II. Stu-
dents take the roles of judges. witnesses.
lawyers... and four of the accused in two
separate mock trials. Includes all ,neces-
sary information and forms. For 25-40 stu-
dents during 10 class periods.

Organizations
I have not listed, early all the ma-

terials that could be used in elemen-
tary and secondary ClasS001115,
nor have I covered all 'the subject
areas which could,,be
Many more qualitY Materials exist
or are in 'development stages. The
following are brief descriptions of a
number of organizations
May be able to assistapo in iden
Eying tnatenals'a -4 developing ail-

' proaches for law ,elated education
c) rriculum.

American Bar Association-. SpiCial
Committee on Youth Edocatitin for Citi-
zenship (YEFO). 1155 East 60th Street.
Chicago. Illinois'60637, (312-947-3960),-
Staff Director: Norman Gross. YEFC-
has. since 1971. served as a national
cleannghousb and coordinator on all-as-
pects of law-related education. -Staff
providef consulting services to groups
interested in establishing and devel-
oiling programs. and assists in insuring
coordinated efforts between education.
al .systenic bar associations. justice
agencies, and other community groups.
YEFC has produced a series of publica-
tions, listed earlier. in this article. and
'can inform you of law-related projects
already underway ,in your vicinity. It al-
so works with colleges add universities

in incorporating,law-related education
into pre-service teacher education pro-
grams.

Correctional Service 'of 1;.nnesota,
Education Division. 1427 Washington
Avenue -South. Minneapolis. Minne-
sota 55404, (612-339-7227), Education
Director: David Whitney. The Correc-
tional Service of Minnesota is a pri-
vate, non-profit organization which of-
fers an extensive collection of law-re-
lated resource and curriculum
materials foi- sale :.rid rental. Other ac-
tivities of the Correctional Service in-
clude research into '.'arious correction-
al problems and law-related training for
teachers and criminal justice person-
nel.

histitute for Political/Legal Education
(IPLE). Box 426;Glassboro-Woodbury
Road. Pitman. New Je*ey 08071. (609-
589-3410). Exect::.ve Director: Barry
E. Letkowitz. This nationally validated
Title IVC Project provide; consulting
in all states for establishing political
and legal education programs based on
the IPLE model. The 1PLE program in-
cludes both classroom and field experi-
ences for New Jersey WO school stu-
dents, and has developed a number of
curriculum materials.

Law, Education and Participation
(LEAP), A National Project of the Con-
stitutional Rights Foundation. 6310 San
ViCente Boulevard. Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia 90048. (213- 930 - 1510). Executive

. Director: Vivian Monroe.,ProvideS con-
sulting services to legal and citizenship
projects throughout the United States.
LEAP. Originally, funded by the Ford_

,and Danforth Foundations, grew out of
the. Consti..uticinal Faunectic n
(cgn. which was established in 1963
to encourage improved law-related ecluz
cation in the schools of,California. The
Con-stitutional Rights Foundation has
produced a variety of materials. includ-
ing its Bill of Rights in Action quarterly.
simulation gapes, Constitutional
Rights Series (Benziget. Inc.). and
other materials. Affiliated offices are lo-
c.ated in Philadelphia and Chicago.

Law In a Free Society (LIFS).6136 Wil-
shire Boulevard. Suite 600. Santa Moni-
ca. California 90401, (213-393-0523).
Executive Director: Charles N.
Quigley. LIES was created in 1969 as a
project of the State Barof California. It
has developed in-service teacher educa-
tion materials on each of eight con-
cepts: authoiity, cfiversity. freedom.
justice. participation. privacy;proper-
ty, and responsibility. Multizmedia'kits
for K-12 student instruction are now-
being developed. Consulting services
are available.

Law In American Society Foundation,-
33 North LaSalle Street. Chicago, Illi-
nois 60602. (312 -346- 0963),.; Executive



Director: Robert H. Ratcliffe.: The
Foundation has conducted intensive
summer. teacher education institutes in
the substantive and pedagogical as-
pects of law-focused education since
1966. Curriculum materials include the
Justice in Urban America series. Trail-

arks of Liberty series. Foundations of
ustice, and the Law in AmeriCunSo-

ciety Journal; The Foundation also of-
fers consulting :iervices to interested
groups throughout the country.

National Organization on Legal Prob-
lems in Education (NOLPE). 5401
Southwest Seventh Avenue. Topeka.
Kansas 66606, (913-273-3600), Execu-
tive Secretary: M. A. McGhehey.
NOLPE was established to "improve
education by promoting interest in and
understanding of school law through-
out the United States." While it should
be understood that "school law" is not
the same as "law-related education."
the publications of NOLPE can pro-
vide information on the status of cur-
rent legal issues affecting school admin.
istrators. teachers, and students.

National. Street Law btstitute, 412
Fifth Street, N.W., Washington. D.C.
20001. (202424-8235), Director: Jason -

Newman. In 1972, "Street Law" was
an eipeHmentai course in two D.C.
high schools, designed to give students
practical information about the law.
The program has now expanded Loin-
elude many DC. junior and senior high
schools and is being established in Oth-
er cities-in the nation. It has developed
useful curriculum materials; including
Street Law: A Course in Practical Law

,and Street Law: A Course in the Law-of
Corrections (West PUblishing Compa-
ny). Consulting services are ayailable.

Distributors

American. Bar Association
1155 East fflth Street
Chicago. Illinois 60637

- American Book Company
300 Pike Street

. Cincinnati,- Ohio 45202

W. H. Anderson Company
646 Main Street
Cincinnati. Ohio 45201

Avon Books
,959 Eighth Avenue
New York, New York 10019
Beginnet BookS

'Division of Random, House
457 Hahn Road
Westminster. Maryland'

' BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica. California 90404

Benziger. Inc.
Order Department
Front and Brown Streets
Riverside. New limey 08075
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Bobbs-Mern11 Company, Inc.
3300 West 52:id Street
Indianapolis. Indiana 46268

Center for Law and Education
- Harvard University

Larsen Hall, 14 Appian Way
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02(38

Churchill Films
662 North Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles. California 90069

Citizenship Development Program
Mershon Center. Ohio State University
199 West 10th Avenue
Columbus. Ohio 43201

Classroom Dynamics Publishing Company
231 O'Connor Drive
Sari Jose. California 95128

Constitutional Rights Foundation
6310 San Vicente Boulevard
:Los Angeles. California 90048

Dell Publishing Company. Inc.
Educational Sales Department
750 Third Avenue
New York. New York 10017

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational .

Corporation
425 North Michigan-Avenue
Chicago. Illinois 60611

Games Central
AssOciates Inc.

55 Wheeler Street-
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138

Ginn and Company
191 Spring Street
Lexington. Massachusetts 02173,-

GreenhaVen Press
1611 Polk Street. N.E.'
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55413

Guidance Assabiates
757 Third Avenue
New York. New York,10017

KarPer and-Row Publishert..
10 East 53rd Street
New York. New York 10022
Hawthorn Books
260 Madison Avenue
New York. New York 10016

kistory, Simulations
P.O. Box 2775

-Santa Clara, California 95051

Houghton Mifflin Company
Depariment M ,
One Bekon Street
Boston; Massachusetts 02107

Internet
Box 262
'Laiteside. California 92040 -

Involvement
3521E 'Flint Way
Fresno, California 93726

Law In a Free Society
606 Wilshire Boulevard: Suite 600
Santa Monica. California 90401

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New. York, New York 10019

McCutchan Publishing Corporation
P.O. Box 774
2526 Grove Street
Berkeley. California 9470!

McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020.

Macmillan Publishing Company Inc.
School Division
666 Third Avenue
Nevi York; New York 10022

Charles' E..:vfemill Publishing Company
1300 Alum Creek Drive-
Columbus. Ohio 43216

The Missouri -Bar
326 Monroe
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

National Council for the Social Studies
1313 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington. Virginia 22209

Olean Forward
clo Educational Audio-Visual Inc.
Pleasantville. NeW York 10570

Oxford Book Company. Inc.
II Park Place
New York. New York 10007

Pathescope Educational Films. Inc.
71 Weyrnan Avenue
New Rochelle. New York 10802
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey 07632

P6me Time School Television
l20 South LaSalle Street-
Chicago. Illinois 60603

Random House. Inc.
Order Department
Westminster. Maryland 21157

Salenger Educational Media
1635 Twelfth 'Street
Santa Monica. California 90401

Schloat Productions. Inc--
150 White Plains Road _
Tarrytown. New York 10591

Scholastic Book Services
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey 076

Simile
1150 Silverado
P.O. Box 1023

. La Jolla. California 92037

-Simon and Schuster
Education and Library Services ,.

630 Fifth' Avenue.-
New York, News?ork 10020

Social Studies School Service
10.000 Culver Boulevard-
Culver City, California 90230

Society for Visual-Education
= 1345 DiVersey Parkway

Chicago. Illinois 60614

Teaching Resciurces Films
Station Plaza
Bedford Hills. New York 10507

United States Depanment of Heilth,
rEducation and Welfare

Office. of Youth Development
200 Independence A;ienue, SW, tooth K216
Washington. D.C. 20201

Franklin Watts. Inc.
730 Fifth Avenue
New York: New York 10019
West Publishing Company
170 Old Countri- Road'
Mineola. New York 11501
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°Law-Related Education: Current
-Trehds, Futbre-Directions

NORMAN GROSS

Background
Materials

In theAthenian state. law was nor only the 'king.' but th5school of citizenship . the
highest reacher of every citizen,

Werner Jaeger. Egicleie

Teaching about the law is by no means a novel idea ..Ancenncient times, the
study of lawrits philosophy. content, processes, application and impacthas,
served as an essential and effective means of conveying 'critical understandings
about one's, governing system and the timeless conflicts and issues inevitably
confronting society. Yet only in recent years have our schools begun to transform
traditionally s,uperficial and lifeless instruction about our legal and govIrnmental
systems into the challenging. systerriatic learning,ekperiences one would-expect in
a nation so rooted in jurisprudential principles and which, for better or worse, is
perhaps the most legalistic society in the history of civilization.

A number of factors have contributed to widespread efforts now underway to
revitalize instruction about law. First, studies conducted by Langton and Jen-
nings. Hess mid Torrey, Shiver, and other§ indicated that stadentS in civics and
American 4overnment courses were alienated both by the thethOd of learnin
rote memorizationand by the contentplatitudes 'of the ideal rather than the
actual. Such courses exerted scant impact in promoting student,capacity to deal
v:riti, legal and political issues at,the time, and even less impact afterwards. In-fact,
some studies indicated that the most lasting impact may result in increased
cynicism and alienation.

A second factor was the growing legal consciousness of the average. citizen.
Many Americans were awakened to,the'p'ervasive-influence of the law through the
consumer and environmental movements; controversial Supreme Court decisions,
in such areas as civil righti, abortion, and criminal justice_ increasing pubih!,
reliance on courts to address significant social, esonomic, and political issues.
Legal ambiguities.of our involvement in Vietnam and the unprecedented Water-
gate sagecontributed furtherto public interest in and curiosity about the law. In
education. issues df integration, studeneand educator rights and responsibilities,

Source: Norman Gross, published in GeorePea.e-e-forTe-achers.Tennessee, Vol. 55, No. 1 , October 1977,



and provision of equal athletic opportunities illustrate controversies which brought
the law from beyond the schoolhouse gate:

Finally, the legal profession moved siiiiificantly to demystify law and promote
an enlightened legal literacy among the average citizen. Through extensive efforts
of the American Bar Association and state and localbar associations, lawyers have
played an instrumental role in encouraging and supporting comprehensive educa-
tion progarr s about law and legal process.

The resulting proliferation of law related programs has been dramatic. in 1971,
for example, there were just over 100 programs in the field; today, the estimated
number totals, conservatively, 500. Teachers had access to few lawrelated
materials in 1971; today, there ate over 1,500 items. Seven slimmer teacher
education institutes were conducted in 1971; 65 institutes were offered this past
summer. This article, in broad and sweeping terms, identifies some current trends
in law related education and exposes several challenges and future directions of the
movement.

Current Trends ..

Programs in law-related education vary as much as law itself They span the
spectrum from those concentrating on p.xtical aspects of the law-how to read a
contract, what to do iyhen you are arrested, how to avoid legal problems-to those
with a juriiprudential or conceptual focuswhat is the function of law in our
society, how do we reconcile the clash between effective law enforcement and the
right to privacy, what are the limits of the law.

Even within these particular:categorixations, one finds a rich substantive diVer-
sity. practically oriented programs, for example, maystress criminal justice more
Than consumer law or 'family law. Conceptually based programi may examinelaw's role as social; change agent rather than value conflicts and mom', dilemmas
inherent in legal. issues. Most programs combine, to varying degrees, these
different -approacheS, and emphases

Similarly divergent are the means by which law's incorporatedinto cuniculum.
Of course, much law-related education has been infused prominently into tradi,
tional civics and American government courses. With the advent of electives andmini - courses. independent offerings on such subjects as -You and the Law,
"Rights and Responsibilities in a Free Society," and "Youth and theAdministra-; tion of Justice ". have become widesPread, At the cleinentamlevel. issues of
fairness. diversity, authority,' and`other basic concepts of law as well as the studyof law's role in society are becoming components nf various courses.

'he, genesis an(operation of law-related programs also vary. While state and
local educational agencies conduct many programs.. bar associations, justice
agencies, colleges Ind universities, and independent foundations have plovided
impetus-and coordination for numerous activities.

Despite this diversity: a number of common characteristics and shared assump-tions exist in the law-related education'aovement. Forernoit is a recognition of
law's substantive and, educational value. Clearly, law's pervasive determinative



role in our individual, institutional, and social lives warrants its study throughoutthe school catriculum. Almostequally significant, however, is the law's potentialin promoting critical thinking; clarifying divergent values and interests, andilluminating such disciplines as political science, history, sociology, philosophy,and economics:
Because law prihiarily funcdons in law dispute resolution, it is replete withactual. honest, inescapable conflicts and controversies._ The study of law thus

discourages simplistic responses to complex problems: Rather, siddents mustidentify relevant facts, articulate central issues, _explore various alternatives inlight ofestablished_principles and possibleconsequences, and trouble over solu-tions. The study of law also promotes spirit of inquiry which lends itself tovaric, effective instructional techniquessuch as case studies, role-playing, and
field e,.periences which allows students opportunity to develop their intellectualcapabilities while relating effectively to various perceptions and interests in-volved.

A'second similarity lies in the interdisciplinary hatureof law-related education
programs. Almost all involve the combined efforts of lawyed and educators, with
civil and criminal justice officials and Other community leaders contributing tomany programs. This involvement includes .serving oh advisory committees,
marshaling community support, educating educators; arranging fieldeiperiences,
assisting in the development of curricula, and participating in classroom presenta-tions. Such`Participation-not only ensures vital support in variousactivities but also
critically linkS topics of law-related study and their actual operation in the ccrinmu-riity.

A ii tied similarity- reflects in the comprehen.siye teacher education efforts con a,ducted by most programs. Since most educators previously:have not had theopportunity to enroll in courses about the law and legal system, a variety of
Seminars, workshops; and institutes have been offered on the substance,
gogy, and achninistration of la yt related education, While of varying duration,
nature, and-scope (the ON s naching Teachers About Law: A Guide to Law-
Related Teacher Education P rograms describes eleven different approaches in thefield), they are all conducted by interdisciplinary teams ofinstructors and actively
involve participants in the type of instruction they will bring_ , ultimately, back totheir classrooms.

Future Directions
= While significant progress has occurred during the past five years, we still
estimate that no more than 10 percent of our nations educators and students have
been exposed to meaningful instruction in -law-related education. ObviouSly,
widespread teacher education effortsin-service and pre-servicermust be insti-
cured ; -extensive evaluations Must be conducted to identify the relative merits and
shortcomings of programs; funding of substantial magnitudeprimarily from the
federal governm6ntmust be made available; and institutionalization ofprograms
AS integral components of school curriculum must be fostered. Apart from these



considerations, many exciting new directions and emphases in law-related cur-ricula await creative development. This new advancement is particularly the casein elementary education.
Though research emphasizes the determinative impact of the early years on a

child's development, relatively few programs have thus far appeared in gradesK-6. At every stage of the elementary social studies curriculum, however, law-related education can enrich student understanding of life as an individual and insocial groups. Building upon student interest in the laW, law-related education also
can promote development of I readUlg, writing. and .articuiation skills, primaryobjectives of the language arts Curriculum. Moreover, students.Can examine the
rule-making and rule- enforcing mechanisms of the school as a means of recogniz-
ing and understanding, he underlying values in rules, the need for rules, limitationsro' and alternatives to rules, the difficulty of framing rules, and other fundamentallaw concepts.

Further opportunities for curriculum development exist in secondary education.
Few materials, for example, address such areas as family law, property law,-
environmental law, tort law, equal protection, or our federal and state court

_.systeini. Comparative law.has fared no better inspire of its possible integration ingeography., world histbry, millti7Filinic studies even in foreign language-courses.
Similarly, the study of, international law would lend new dimensions to courses on
global interdependence, and materialion "Ldw and the Corporation- would offer
unique opportunities for exploring the growing influence of national and multi-.national conglomerateg.

Programs must also be develoPed whiCh relate school experiences to law-
related topics. Education about the law we cannot view independently of school-
gc;veniance. While the qchool is not intended to serve. as a model.of democracy,
students' learning experiences beyond the formal curricula are Considerable. This
area is sensitive, requiring exceptionally careful and in planning, but one
we mat address forthrightly and creatively.

Cone!

If ignorarHce of the law is nO excuse, no excuse exists for perpetuating suchignorance. Largely as a result of efforts during the past few years, we have
accomplished much' to promote legal literacy. EVidently, however, a substantialamount of concerted and creative work remains for us to do.
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.4 - Law-Related Education

.4.

LAW-RELATED EDUCATION: WHAT IT
IS AND WHY IT IS NEEDED

Today's Citizen not only lacks an understanding of-the day -to -day
functions of governmenthow, a, bill becomes a law, the counter-bal-
ancing relationships among the three branches of governmenthe- also
knows very little about the American legal systein,

If the Constitution and the Bill of Rights were put to a vote to-
day, pollsters tell us they Would not' be adopted. Indeed, one survey found
that "many . people -.not only did not recognize the Bill of Rights, but,
without h,te benefit of its title, deacribed it as, 'Communist propa-
ganda."' 1 A pol; Lcuducted by the a'cin'.::.ti;r: CommisliTn oc. the States
reveals that almost half of the 17-yearolds queried did not undersland
the principle underlying the:Supreme "Court's decision to ban prayer_ in
the schools.2 In America, as Supreme Court-Justice kobert H. Jackson
noted, power struggles "call out battalions of lawyers" rather than
"regiments of troops." Without an adequate understanding of the legal
system American' youth cannot be effective citizens. However, if the
laboratory for learnirigis-the traditional Civics classroom, and if our own
recollection's of the effectiveness.cif rote is to serve as a guide, we can
look forward to:a future citizenry-as-uninformed, cynical, and nonahalYti-
cal as the present generation.

We need not rely only on .our. memories,of the Civics classroom to sub-
fate the need for a more effective approach to citizenship education.-

In most .school. districts across the country a 'student cannot graduate

Background
Materials

without passing at. least one:course i_ n government. Yet
,
evidence

tes that the courses are failures.

Studies conducted in the.,196PS by Langton'and Jennings,3 Hess and
Torney,i Ilasdialas,3 Smith and Patrick,0 and Shai'er demonstrate that
Civics students are alienated both by the method' of learmingread and
regiirgitateand by the contentplatitudes, blind optimism, chauvinism,
and descriptions of what should be rather than what,is., The cburses do
not increase the student's ability to analyze political and legal phenomena.
they have little impact at the time and virtually none alterkards. The-,
most lasting effect may well be an increase in the student's cynicism and
alienation?'

Source: 1.aw- Related Education in erica: Guidelines for the Future. Reportof the
ericAn Bar Association Special, _ ee on Youth Education for,Citizenship,.

SE. Paul,. Minn.: West Publishing Co.; 1975.

kg=



-Law-related education in the elementary and secondary schools can
enrich the social studies curriculum. A rigorous, systematic Jaw studies
curriculum can provide students with an operative understanding of how
our system of lavi and legal institutions works. Students are asked to
reasonthrough realistic legal problems-- Ranging from situations of fair-
ness in the first grade water fountain queue to proposals for eqUal justice
among Watergate violators and trouble over their solutions, rather
than merely memorize rules of -law.

A sound approach to law-related educStion teaches the law as a hu-
manistic discipline and as a means of understanding and appre5iating our
culture and our society. Legal conflict, notes Queens College professor
Isidore Starr, a member of the ABA Special Cointhittee on Youth_ Edu-
cation for Citizenship, "is ,very seldom a conflict between a good value
and a bad valuer The conflict is usually .between a good value and a good
value, and how do we resolve -that?' Professof Starr's conclusion is "if
law-related education is taught properly the dtudents are not lawyers.
They become American citizens who begin to look at value conflict a
little differently than they had."*

Projects can begin in the a rliest grides to tealtrjhonci 'e gal CC172:Jtr
upon which all rational societies build their legal systems fpirness, tol-
erance, honesty and responsibility. Through-tke years that tollow, proj-
ects can dig into real Cases and personally epperienced situations of value
conflict They can encourage students to examine rule-making and rule-
enforcing in their own environment anehelp, make the school itsAf a
laboratory legitl education and responsible citizeiship.

Many other projects have:developed curricula that focus on substance
and process, rathir than broad toncepts. These courses deal with such
subjects as judicial process and constitutional, consumer, environmental,
urban, and landlord-tenant law. The ,materials and techniques employedin this specific 'approach have much in common with th6se used-in hu-manistic law studies. Both use the. case method,- train teachers in So-,
cratic, inquiry,'snd attempt to choose .problems that students and teach-
ers have experienced. 'ft may be that an effective K-12 program is
one that contains both specific and general courses.

-The eXperts who contributed? to this report concluded that fat%- _
ilated education has the promise of ,correcting the deficiencies io e

traditional Civics' approach and providing an imaginative, interesting,
and realistic -course of study: The study of live., at any level involves
concrete situations, disputes between real people about immediate issues.
It is a means of making the abstract concrete, the general specific.
Thus; law-related education can make the study of American institu-



tons and principles more than a disconnected series of factsit canmake the subject a matter of vital interest and importance, and have im-
pact in many areas of Americansociety.

I. REDUCTION OF eitIME'AND'ANTISOCIAL BEIIIAVIOR
Crime continues to grow in the United States, and statistics on

juvenile crime: ai e particularly alarming. The President's Commission
on Law Enforcement and Administration of-Justice found that 90 pereentof all young people have committed at least one 'act for which'they couldbe taken to juvenile court. In-1965 a majority of all arrests for major,crimes against- property were of people under 21 years old. as were a
substantial- minority of crimes against persons. The recidivism rate ishighest among young offenders.10

A related aspect of the problem has to do with crime and Uisi.Lptiin
in. the schools themselves. In many schools drug sales, Vandalismtheft.,
and acts'of 'violence against other students, teachers, and administratorsare epidemic. More and more schOols are attempting to-keepordet.by
employing armed guards., .

Moreover, Chere is evidence that American youngsters:,'little confidence in the law -enforcement system that most do notleportcrimes against themselves. LEAA's recent victimization study four:that while adults reported five Out.of ten crime(i-dii-malecord jn-iself) youngyounepeople in the 12 to .19-year-old group reported _only -three
out of ten criminal instances. This indicates widespreacrcynicisrn andapathy. Donald 'Santarelli, fornier Administrator,of-itEAA,'-notedthat;these. figures give us "a very dramatic picture Zr,v,.-hat.-.our4nUnrpeopletoday . think about our system of law. and

=

,A substantial reduction in school-related,- crime would permit the
schools to concentrate on.rteaching, and learning. -A substantial reduc-
tion in juvenile crime statistics would significantly loWer' the total crime
figures-for the nation. Juvenile criminal behavicels caused b} a largd
and complex set of-social and sociological _conditions. However,
cal 'evidence. as well as common Sense- suggest that educatior6vhiclis, en
ables young understand. and deal withrthe'systeni lawfully will
lead to a' decline in apathy, anger, and anti-sociaLianduct- It is for-this,
reason that == 'eter Bensinger. former Executive Director of t-the ChiCago
Crimp ComniisSion, concluded that the school:: isr-the place- to start to
deal with delinquency. The home and the schocktogither represent oui:
greatest, major resources for learningand for educittiiin.'-'''



IL RESTORATION OF CONFIDENCE AND ENCOURAGE-
MENT OF RESPONSIBLE POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Crime and antisocial behavior represent a continuing crisis inAmerican life. There is a parallel crisis in the lack of confidence most
Americans exhibit toward.. our institutions- and leaders. A 1973 Louis
Harris poll concluded that a substantial majority of the American people
wtie "alienated and disenchanted. feeling profoundly impotent to influ-
ence the actions of their leaders." Public confidence in most government
institutions has declined "drastically" over the past six years, and is par-
ticularly low in regard to the 'courts, Congress, the federal executivebranch and state and local government. While Mr, Harris concluded in
Senate testimony that the Watergate crisis undoubtedly accounted for
some of the alienation, he went on to note that polls have shown a steady
drop of confidence since 1967.13 These findings correspond with the de-
pressingly low voter turnouts in recent elections. Turnouts of less than
50 .)..ucent of zligiLlevitcA are corarronplic! in tote rid lnc ^l einntlors,
and in the most recent Presidential election only 55 ,percent of eligible
voters bothered to vote, and only 40 percent of newly enfranchised young
voters cast ballots.

Alex Elson has written, "few nations so exalt justice as a primaryvalue as does the United States, and a society asserting such interestsitheds to know whether the value it prizes is being realized. .Yet we, know also that many people may be deprived of justice, in the
narrow sense or broad, out of ignorance of laws and procedures for se-curing relief, or even out of ignorance- of the law's elementary features. \

. If our democracy is to succeed, indeed if it is to survive, ourtask must be to develop a citizenry demanding and expecting a true real-ization of better standards of justice:' 11
Other cultures have more access to and better understanding oftheir legal system than Americans according .to anthropologist. andYEFC Advisory Commission meniber Laura Nader: "In analyzing thou-sands of consumer complaint letters it becomes clear that many Ameri-cans do not phrase their problems as 'legal problems' either because they

do not know they are or because they do not know how to use whatever
remedy pdssibilities that the law affords cheaply, such as small claims
court.'-,, She concludes that "the fact that Americans do not know is un-forgivable in a democratic country. It is astounding that in as legalistica country as the United States, nowhere in the educational system doesone get a working ,knowledge of the law as part of the general educa-
tion." 13



Law-related education is not a panacea for these ,social problems.
But it should be an important part of our efforts to reverse these find-
ings.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL ABILITY
The poet Archibald MacLeish, who was trained as, a lawyer, has

said "What law tries to do is impose on the disorder of experience thekind of order which enables us to live with the disorder of experience.".16
Formal debates and mock trials teach students to reason because theyrequire in additioh to an understanding of law, ability to make per-suasive' arguments and skill in gathering evidence. The skills nurturedin such courses will aid the student when he as a voter, must make his
own decisions on important public issues. Because we can never predictthe future with certainty, no education can prepare students for the spe-cific issues which they will have to confront 10, 20, or 30 years aftergraduation. It is not enough for teachers to reete principles. Studentsmust be able to apply the principles to their daily experiences. Law-re.
lated education can, help them do so, and therefore do much to insure a
generation ready to meet the obligations of citizenship.

Each .American hild spends an estimated total of 10,003 hours inthe classroom. Muc f that time is spent receiving the basic skills and
- concepts of mathe at es, reading, and language arts. This emphasis
. stems from the well-grounded concerns of teachers and parents 'that

children must have these fundamental tools in order to survive in oarcomplex society.
Today, when we arc confronted with difficult social and political

questionsfrom balancing the need for expanded energy' production and
the dangers of pollution, to minimizing taxes while providing needed
services, to adhering to the _judgments of elected representatives while
identifying and eliminating those who misuse their authority, to con-
sidering the rights of victims while protecting the rights of the accused
those concerned with education must place as much emphasis on teaching'legal and moral reasoning skills through law-related education as they
currently place on teaching reading, writing, and arithmetic. The school
has the greatest claim on young people's time and energy, and no other
institution has so great a potential to bring about constructive change
in so many profound areas of daily life. ..

The movement to see that law-related studies are added to elementary
and secondary curriculum is not a hypothetical program of educational
reform. YEFC has identified hundreds of projects now operating
throughout the country. But to say that the movement is real is not to
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say that developing. such a program is easy. Successful programs rd
quire strict standards of administration and long hours of planning on
the part of educators, lawyers, and comrnunity.volunteers. The chapters
that follow are designed to provide administrators of projects and fund-
ing agencies with the necessary tools for action.
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Course ersonal P.el bons

Purpose

Course
Oiterview

The purpose of this course is to introduce approaches and resources to identify,
manage, redUce, resolve, and prevent crisis and conflict in schools, and to assure
greater communication and understanding among various groups. Specific strategies
for crisis intervention, conflict management, dealing with gang problems, and
'devictimizing" teacher/student victims are discussed.

Instructional Objectives

To identify urces'of conflict,. misunderstanding, and dissension, and:present
a variety of methods for resolving, reducing, intervening in, and averting
conflict.

.. To review a number of counseling, confrontation, and mediation programs and
approaches that schools have applied in attempting to resolve conflict and
clefuse tension.

To better understand the nature of ang psychology and behavior, and suggest
intervention/containment strategies for schools.

To describe the characteristics of those prone to victimization and suggest
ways to "devictimize" such persons.

S. To outline the problems caused by intercultural ignorance and tension and
suggest some approaches for increasing sensitivity to cultUres other than
one's own.

Target Audiences

The course is appropriate for all members of the school, as well as personnel from
other agencies and institutions that influence the community's policies, attitudes,
goals, and procedures. These include representatives of constituent groups, social
service agencies; laW and law enforcement _institutions/ and human and civil rights
commissions.:Medule A.3, Gangs, is appropriate for participants from schools with
serious gang problems.



'Course 4_7._Interpersonal Rela-

Activity/Content Summary by Module

Course
Overview

continued)

Apprx, Tirne-flequired

Module solvin= School Conflict

Using the case study method, participants will develop an inventory
of specific ways they--and their schools--might respond to incidents of
violence or to extremely volatile situations.

Module 4.2 - Counsel --Confrontation Strate ies

Participants will review preventive/ameliorative programs and
approaches developed by schools to defuse tension and provide an
institutionalized means,for resolving conflict.

Module 4:37 G- _gs d(tidvanced)

This advanced seminar provides a forum for discussing the psychology,
operational modality., and evolving nature of gang behavior. Strate-
gies for containment of the problem and tactics for early intervention
are discussed.

Module 4.4 7Viptimology

This module focuses on typicalcharacteristics Of those who become
victims, and suggests steps-that can be taken:individually and
collectively to break the vicious circle of victimization and reduce
its disabling consequences.

Module 4.55 7 Intercultural Relations (Advanced)

This advanced module assists participants to recognize that
intercultural ignorance inevitably leads to frustration and friction
which impede education and contribute to violence and other school
crime. It will proVide participants with some approaches for
increasing sensitivity to cultures other than their own.

1 hour

1 hour

11/2 hours

2 hours

11/2 hours



Course_ - Interpersonal Relations

Audiovisuals

SCHOOL DROPOUTS

Resourdest
Bibliography

Why do teenagers drop out of school? Evidence suggests that the reasons are
multiple: family problems, economic difficulties, early marriages. Or
perhaps it's a simple case of boredom; school for many just isn't
challenging enough. This SPECIAL REPOL:1T examines. continuing national
problem of school dropouts and the effects on us all. Efforts to stimulate
student interest in school are explore;, as well as the development of
special programs to assist dropouts in finding meaningful jobs and attaining
their high school diplomas at a later date.

Two Color Filmstrips/Program Guide 0 cassett s, 1970
Purchase: $52.00
Distributor: Correctional Service of Minnesota

1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Toll Free #: (800) 328-4737
Minnesota residents call
collect: (612) 339-7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

PATTERNS OF HUMAN CONFLICT

Produced in cooperation with the Center for Global Perspectives, this
dynamic mini-unit uses inquiry to introduce students to conflict:, its
meaning, functions, levels, and resolution._

Successfully tested in schoOls and workshops nationwide- the set's teach
strategies include stimulating multimedia activities that are student-
oriented, open-ended, and sequential in their learning objectives. By
studying conflict on all levels of social organization-- personal, group,
community, national, and internationalstudents will recognize and
assess constructive methods.of'resolving conflict in their own lives.

Three color filmstrips (2 sound, 1 silent,), w/7 cassettes
One Program Guide, 35 Student Booklets, and 1 sflt of 8 role cards.
Purchase: $120 (Complete. Set)
Distributor: Prentice Hall Media

ServCode SB
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591

Not previewed by NSRN staff.



WEEK-E

WEEK-END is designed to stimulate discussion about how to scove
problems. George Washington High School in the.Bronx is a school beset
by problems. It is faced with the question of whether to give in to
student warfare, racial hostility, and vandalism or to try and break this
destructive pattern. WEEK-END is a realistic documentary account of the
school's experiment to reduce tensions. In this experiment, the staff and
the students go back to-the very basics of social interchange--they try to
learn how to talk to each other. In a special week-end rural get-together
they learn how to open the channels of communication.

George Washington's problems--those of a ghetto school struggling for
survival may seem unique--but the school's approach to its problems can
be applied to many situations. In this case, a cross section of students
and teachers go away for a week-end in the Catskills. Here on neutral ground,
away from an atmosphere of fear and hostility, they get to know each other,
talk to each other, play together, and listen to one another. Individuals
begin to understand each other's viewpoints. Questions are raised and
problems are seen from a group perspective. No easy answers are given,
but a basic level of trust and interaction is established.

Color, 16mm Film, 28 minutes
Rental Fee: $30.00
Distributor: Correctional Service of Minnesota

1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Toll Free #: (800) 328-4737
Minnesota residents call
collect: (612) 339-7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

. VIOLENCE AND VANDALISM IN OUR SCHOOLS-

A severe problem in both rural and urban areas, school vandalism costs
U.S taxpayers billions of dollars every year. Yesterday's harmless
pranks have evolved into wanton acts of destruction. Now you can
give your students an opportunity to deal with the pertinent questions of
motivation and prevention of a problem created by their peers. Investiga
the possible causes for these increasingly violent school crimes is the
focus of this timely SPECIAL REPORT.

Two Color Filmstrips, w/2 cassettes or w/2 records
One Program Guide

.

Purchase: $55
Distributor: Prentice Hall Media

ServCode TN
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591

Previewed by NSRN staff.
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CONFLICT AW A FILM SERIES ON HUMAN VALUES

Each film in this series shows young adults facing a serious moral or
social dilemma. As the drama unfolds, viewers are quickly drawn into
the characters and their varied circumstances; the situation becomes
tense; the screen goes suddenly black. At this point, teachers may
wish to open the floor for immediate discussion. or, allow the film
to continue and our own interlocutor, Beau Bridges, will introduce

sues and pose questions to ease students into an open discussion of
their attitudes and interpretations of the film's topic. A 16-page
Instructor's Guide is included with each film purchased or rented. These
Guides summariA the stories, outline the conflicts involved, give
extensive background information, suggest topics to explore and list
additional references. From the CRM Collection.

Discount Information -- Multiple Titles
Series Discount: 18%
Purchase of eight-twelve titles: 15%
Purchase of four-seven titles: 10%

Series rental: $221
Rental of eight films: $140
Rental of five films: $ 90
Distributor: Deborah Richmond

McGraw-Hill Films .

McGraw-Hill Book Company
110 - 15th Street
Del Mar, CA 92014
Call Collect: (714) 453-5000, ext. 34

Not previewed by NSRN staff.



SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: IT'S MY HOBBY

Is personal loyalty to a friend more important than social responsiFlity?
What affects feelings of public- responsibility? Self:interest? Must a harm
to society be already done before we will react to it? This film reveals
students' reactions to the news that one of their friends,. Scott, is involved
in selling drugs. We watch as Ed struggles over his own:desire to maintain
a good friendship and his growing concern over the danger Scott is
perpetrating. Mutual friends give Ed no helplin resolving this dilemie
in spite of the fact that his decision will have an-effect. on'them, their
friend Scott, and many other students at their school. Should Ed report
his frier:61°r should he just keep qUiet?

Awards:. International FilM and TV Festival of New York, Gold Award;
Bronze Medal, Atlanta, Film Festival; Chicago Film Festival, Certificate
of Merit.

-Color Film or Videocassette, 11 minutes
Film Purchase: $205
Film Rental Fee: 321
videocassette Purchase: .$155
-Producer: Tom Lazarus
Distributor: Deborah Richmond

McGraw-Hill Films.
McGraw-Hill Book Company
110 - 15th Street
DelMar, CA 92014
Call Collect:. , (714) 453-5000, ext. 34

Not previewed by NSRN staff.



4 - Interpersonal Relations
Course

Module 4.1 - Managing School Conflict

Module
Synopsis

Purpose

The purpose of this module is to build participant awareness of conflict and to
provide assistance and approaches to managing, reducing, and resolving it. The
importance of personal style in dealing in conflict situations is highlighted and
presented as a strategy for managing conflicts. Other techniques to creatively
deal with conflict are introduced.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Examine and analyze
effectiveness

Define conflict, and explain why it is natural and normal

S. Identify six steps of a negotiation process to handle conflict positively

4. Experience and share one technique to creatively deal with conflict.

approaches to conflict for their appropriateness and

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This module is appropriate for all members of the school commrnity, including students,
staff, and administrators, as well as individuals and agencies such as the media,
human rights, civic, educational, and social groups, and law and law enforcement'
offices cooperating with the school in ,the prevention, management, and resolution
of school tension, disorders, and conflicts.



Course

Module 4

Interpersonal Relations

anaging School. C lic

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flip chart
Marker

Materials

Transparency

4.1.1 A Negotiation Model

Module
Synopsis

continued)-

Participant Worksheets

4.1.1 Case Study and Questionnaire
4.1.2 Four Approaches to Dealing with Conflict
4.1.3 Some Techniques Useful in Dealing with Conflict Creatively
4.1.4 Role Play Instructions

Background Materials (Trainer/Participant)

. 04.1.1 "School Conflict: Suggested Origins, Effects, and Solutions"4.1.2 Excerpts from "Conflict Negotiation and Civic Education"
4.1.3 A Training Exercise: School Conflict
4.1.4 Conflict-Resolution Style Assessment

Bibliography

School Conflict



A Negotiation Model

State the issues

Analyze the issues

Agree..On what.the issuesare.

Bargain foran agreement

Agree on the implementation plan

Agree on the evaluation plan



Course
-

nal Relations

Module 4.1 - ManagingSchool_Conflict

Total 'Time 1 hour

odule Summary

This module presents an overview of conflict 'and s rategies reduce, manage, and resolve
it. Partiaipants analyze a case study .and discuss four approaches:to conflict. Tech-.

niques to resolve conflicts are-demonstrated by participants in role plays.

urse
Agenda

by Module

NOTE: All background materials are,to be read-by the trailer and pa,7ticipants pri
training., Activity 3. Discussion. of Background Materials, will 4raw bn information:
organized in these resources.

Introduction

Trainer provides an overview of the content' of,modules in Coarse 4,
Interpersonal Relations.

2. . Approaches to Conflict

Small Group Activity: Case Study,
=

Participants work. n small groups and analyze a Si
depicts four approaches to.confliC-t.

B. Approaches to Conflict

A rationale is presented
with conflict.

Discussion of_ Back round_Materiali

n which

using varying approaches tc deal

Ideas presented -in the background material, are discussed, focusing
on identification of conflicts in the schools and negotiation as,a
useful process in managing conflict.-

Creative A aches to Conf. 'c

Participants role play various techniques for resolving conflic

Wrap-Up

raiper highlights the modtle and suggests that examination of
personal style and approach is the first step -in resolving conflict
situations.

10

min.



Course 4
Interpersonal Relations

4.1 - Managing School ConflicModule

Detailed
Walks Through

aterials/Equipment

Introduction (5 min.

ersonal Relations Cou

:Trainer should make the following points:

o This:moduie 64M is the first module in Course 4,
Interpirsonal Relations.

_o_- Course- focuses,on our relationships-in-the school
communitY and provides some strategies and approaches
for iMproving thiwse relationships._

, 6

o Although:aft relationshipsin7ichools may not be
strained, we are'discussing those that do'feel uncom-
lortable,ihopeless, or unresolved.

o We will be- focusing on conflicts between us that have
resulted in'hostility, apathy, separation, violence,
and vandalism.

o This module, Managing School Conflict, provides an
overview of conflict situations in our schools. Con-
flict is discussed--wjiat it is, why it exists, and
our roles in the struggles.

Some creative' techniques to use in conflict situations
are also introduced.

The following module, 4.2, Conflict Managemeut Strat-
egies and.Programs,. presents models and programs that
are being used in schools throughout the country to
manage conflict.

Module 4.3, Gangs, examines the psychology of gangs'
and presents some steps we might take to inhibit their
style and assure safety for others.

o Finally, Module 4.4, Victimology, focuses on victims
(both students and teachers) and tactics that can be
taken to break the circle of victimization.

Now, let-us focus on conflict and ways to deal with
it.



Sequence/A ivi Description

roaches to Conflict

§11111y (10 min.)
The procedures' are as follows:,

Trainer asks participants to divide into small groups
five or six and refers them to Worksheet 4.1.1, Case
Study and Questionnaire.

(2) Participants read the case study and in their small
groups discuss it and complete the ques ionnaire.

Minilecture: A °aches to Conflict (5 min.)

Trainer asks group to identify the conflictd-and-the approaches-
or strategies used in the case study. The trainer lists these
on a flip chart as follows:

Teacher / singing student--avoidance

Teacher/student wanting pass -- power /authority

Teacher /students dealing with exam--negotiation

- Two students fighting -- force.

Trainer makes the following points:

o The four strategies' just identified are generally used
to deal with conflict.

o Their effectiveness and appropriateness depend on when
they're used, what the situation is, ,and who is involved.

o Individual reactions to conflict depend upon:

Background- -that ones family, fri nds, and
culture view conflict.: For example, is it okay to
express anger? Disagree,with elders? Are differ-
ences "good" or "bad"?

ExasFience.--or what's worked before. What have been
the consequences of certain approaches?

Personal style--This refers to what feels right,

EasEtLtion--Will an action escalate conflict?
Deescalate it? Make no difference?

ti

Role--What power ,does one really have in a situation?



Materials/
Equipment

Worksheet
4.1.2

Transparency

Sequence/Activi Description

Trainer refers participants to. Worksheet 4.1.2, Four Approaches
to Dealing with Conflict, for more approaches to dealing with
conflict=

Discussion of Back round Material (10 min.)

NOTE TO TRAINER: Listed below are. questions to stimulate group
discussion about the origins of 'conflicts, parties involved in con-
flicts, issues over which school members are in conflict.. The
questions are a starting point--add your own questions or select
several for participants'to discuss.

Trainer makes the following points and asks the following questions
to stimulate discussion:

o To begin a discussion-of conflic e-m ht start itn the °_
questionwhat is conflict?

o How does conflict surface in your school? What are the issues
around which people are in conflict?

Who is in conflict?

o How many conflicts are left unresolved in your school?

o Why is there so much conflict in our schools?

What approaches are generally used by teachers, students,
administrators?

Avoidance?

- Authority?

Force?

- Negotiation?

Trainer shows Transparency 4.1.1 and makes he following points:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence Activi Description

A Negotiation Model

State the issues

Analyze the issues

Agree on what the issues are

Bargain for an agreement

Agree on the implementation plan

Agree on the evaluation plan

o 'A model of negotiation for resolving
school conflict was

developed by John He Cecco in 1974 anOlrevised in 1978.

How, when, and why can negotiation.be used in your school?
'(What kinds of confrontations, decisions can be negotiated?)

o How effective does this model seem?

o Why is negotiation such a powerful tool (or is it?) for
resolving differences?

NOTE: Trainer should aid group in focusing on negotiation as a
powerful, positive way of bringing about change (parties are equal
in a negotiation, both sides. can win, compromises suitable to all
involved are possible).

. Creative A oaches to Conflict Maua emen (30 min

A. Activity

Trainer makes the following points:

o In the case study we saw that personal style. in handling
conflict situations is actually a strategy to manage
conflict. For example, avoiding a situation is a tool
to provoke, change. Negotiation is another tool to change
the outcome of a conflict situation.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Changing the strategy t hus changes the outcome of the
situation.

o Participant Worksheet 4.1.3 lists other strategies to
use in conflict situations.

Worksheet
4.1.3
Worksheet
4.1.4

To demonstrate these techniques, we will act out ort
role plays for. the larger group..

Each small group will be assigned a technique,. ill create
a conflict situation, and then resolve it using thetech-
nique. 0

Participant Worksheet 4.1..4 giyes more instructions for
the role plays.

Participants 'orm Small Crows

The procedures are as follows:

(1) Trainer asks participants to re -form into their small
groups.

(2) Trainer refers participants to Worksheet 4.1.3, Some
Techniques Useful in Dealing with Conflict Creatively,
and Worksheet 4.1.4, Role Play Instructions.

Traiier assigns each group a technique to demonstrate.

(4) Participants create short scenarios to role play the
various techniques.

NOTE: Allow 5-10 minutes for groups to meet. Offer assistance
in identifying conflict situations or in constructing the
scenario.

Role Play,

Each small group
'in'a role p ay.-

_ out technique to manage conflict

Wrap-Up (5 min.)

Trainer leads a discussion and review of the techniques useful. in
dealing with conflict, as illustrated in the role plays.

Trainer asks the following questions to stimulate group response
when appropriate:

o What were your feelings and reactions he enacted scenes?
Le



Materials/
Equipment Sequ n e/Activi Description

o What techniques seemed most effective in the role plays and
why?

When are these techniques most useful?

Trainer makes the following points:

In this module we have examined the origins of conflict --in
ourselves, and in our schools.

We have discussed approaches to conf cts--ways we react,
behavior patterns we use in dealing with conflicts.

o We have looked at a negotiation ;model for working through
conflict and alio some techniques that can help change a
stressful situation into one in which parties are more open
and willing to share and compromise.

Although these approaches seem simple, they may be a key to
changing our environments.

o When we choose to negotiate rather than avoid, talk openly
rather than use power, listen rather than be forceful, the
gains we experience may indeed be great.

o In the end, individual change may be the key to changing our
environments and our schools.

Individual willingness among all'parties--students, teachers,
parents, administrators--to work together in producing a new
environment and creating new relationships is the way toird-
solving our conflicts.

,t



Course
Module 4.1

Worksheet I-0 4.1.1.

[ntrpersvnal Relations

Case'SAidy.

Participant
Worksheet

Terry Allen teaches American History to eleventh graders At the beginning of class,.
Allen instruots,studentsto open their books to,Chapter 2 and asks one of them to
read the'text out loud. At once, another student begins to sing a familiar discO
tune and several others joinin. Allen ignores the singing and it soon ceases.
Allen proceeds tci lead a discussion of-the,material just read when a student suc17'
defily signals for recognition and permission tcCgo to the bathroom. Allen-denies
the request, explaining that teachere decid when students may leave the class.
At the close of the session,-Allen announces a test On the :following day. Several
students object Stating that there'is insufficient timeto prepare. Allen replies
that' the midsemester marking period is in two wee- and grades must be submitted to
the A student suggests a three-day poe ponement of the test and Allen
agrees. The bell rings and Allen dismisses the class. .During their departure, two --
students break into a fight'over an alleged theft. Allen begins to intercede, but
the fight stops and the two students leave the room, seemingly having worked out
their differences.

Instructions: The case study you have just read describes some conflicts which
typicallY. occur in classrooms. Discuss with members of your group
the following points and add. others you consider relevant.

1. :Identify each conflict situation _ the case.

2. Describe approaches used in each situation.

3. Discuss the appropri.atenessjeffectiveness of each approach.



4. Relate sin ituations you've dealt with.

What- would you have done
you might have taken?

u were Allen? What are some _ approaches
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Worksheet

sonal Relation

4,1 - M-na=in= School Con

-D 4.1.2

Participant
'Werkthe0

Some Useful Techniques in
Dealing with Conflict:Creativel

The- ollowing is a list of techniques and /or methods _for dealing with confla
creatively.

'Clarification

Raise .to the level of awareness
surrounding the conflict.

act of the conflict and clarify the issues

The_Pogerian Method

'Useful when persons are not listening to each other, Party No. _es a state-
Ilent; Party No. 2 must repeat that statement to the' satisfaction of Party No. 1

.before Party No. 2. can.respond to.Party No. 1.

Specific Behavior

Deal with behavior, notmotives:-. be specific, not general. lt.is important
when dealing with any conflict that each-party refer to specific behavior rather
than general,behavior: It is also -- important that each party resist malting gen-
erarstatements about-the other party.

4 Humor

Humor 'is useful in many different ways in dealing with conflict. However, one
must be careful that the use of humor does not allow either party or both par-'
ties to escape from the,conflict. However, humor is very useful when the ten-
sion .has built to a point'where it is difficult to deal with the conflict. To
use'humor to reduce tension oftentimes allows parties in conflict to deal With
that conflict in very creative ways.

5. Withdrawal /Flight

'-Withdrawal or flight from a conflict can be very useful when the conflict tem-
perature is so high that there'is little chance in dealing with the conflict
creatively. Withdrawal/flight can be seen as a cooling off period. However,
one must be careful that withdrawal or flight is not used to remove the conflict
and therefore not to use the conflict creatively.

Ea1aLna

Role play opposite points of view. This is useful when one or both parties
in the conflict are not "feeling" the other party's point of view.
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E Iggeration

Exaggerate the other party's point of view. This sometimes usefulwhen
points of view are not too, far apart, but the parties involved in conflict find
it diffidult to find a solution.. To polarize the points of view fregliently
opens up other alternatives for dealing creativelywith the conflict.'

Fantasy

Fantasize or dream the possible outcome. The question might be raised, "Where
do you think we might be a week from now?" or "Let's brainstorm Some possible
alternative outcomes." Through this process, parties in conflict may run across
a solution which deals creatively with the conflict for both of them.

9 Experimental Solutions

Propose possible experimental solutio s Oftentimes in the heat of conflict,
patties are unable to buy into completelyand forever - -a particular solution.
There may be, however, a solution which_they would "try out"fot a specific
period of time.' Therefore, it,is often very helpful foi parties to agree to
propose possible'experimentalsolutions and try one or more. of them out

10. Negotiation

Negotiate a conflict solution. Use a third party as .a mediator to work as an
objective party in helping to clarify issues, or let both parties join in the
negotiation. For negotiation to be successful, both parties must have equal
power and equal opportunities for expression. This is a win-win approach when
the outcome can be satisfactory to both sides.

This paper is an outline of a compilation of several papers and articles dealing
with the creative and rational use of conflict. The exact source is'unknown.
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Role Play Instructioins

Participant
Worksheet

Participant Worksheet 4.1.3 lists ten techniqtes for creatively dealing with conflict;
Each group will be assigned oneof the techniques to demonstrate in a role play. The
following questions and suggestions.are to aid you in:creating the role play and to
Atimulate.your thoughte/ideas/feelings about conflict and resolving it. These stg7
gestione need not be adhered to.-feel free to use what feels comfortable and discard
what is not relevant.

Role Play Structure

Create a role play to demonstrate your assigned technique, The role play might be
structured as,follows;

1) Characters are introduced;

A conflict emerges;

The technique is'introduced to manage or resolve the conflict;

(4) The. situation changes. Either the conflict is resolved or the parties
unable to change or agree and the'underlliingoonfliot remains.

The Situation

are

1) Create a conflict situation,_ from your school environmont which feels familiar.
(Conflict can occur between a teacher'and a.student, studente, two teaChers)
an administrator. and a teacher, several people or groueo of people. Be- .creative
in structuring your situation. The conflict situation can be a serious issue
or a minor one. Xamples might include, racial conflict, classroosvdicipline
conflict, parent-teacher discUssion about a teacher's unfairness to a
student-teacher conflict about final- authority for publishi an article in a
newspaper,:conflicts.about truancy or smoking r- _ation ardbf'edtcation
and parents in conflict about a sex education class o ,,isigned books to be read,~
conflicts'boUt buSsing.)::

(2) Center the conflict around opposing needs, desires, actions: 'Clarify the issues
Surrounding the conflict.' What are the real:issues involved? Is thd conflict.
because of differing behavior standardDiffering values?

(3) Discover for yourselves as much as you can about the content of the situation
(feelings, needs, desires) even if these cannot all be expressed in'the role

816
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MThe Characters

,sssign roles to your group members. Clearly identify the characters. Who are they?
What are their motivations? What do they need? Who do they represent in the school
environment? no they, or could they, feel conflicted about what the need or want?
How are the feelings of the opposed ,characters. different?

The Technique

Resolve the conflict situation with the assigned'
the technique? Is it really useful? flow? When?
be more useful?-

8 1 '1

ec e. what is
Can you expand it change it to

he, purpose of



Course 4 - Intemersonal Relations

Module . 4.1 -.Managing School Conflict_

. Background

Background

School Cohflic

The word "conflict" 'means '.'to strike together."' It is derived from the Latin
conflictus. Conflict between and among humans means "battlefl'or 'collision."
There are two kinds of huMan_aonflict and these occur when: 1) -behaviors inter=
fere with another's needs, or 2) values don't match.

Conflict is inevitable. It is part of interaction. Conflict is neither "good"
nor "bad." Rather, what matters is whether conflict will lead to the improvement
of the quality of life._ Robert Coles, the psychiatrist, urges schCol personnel t6

'hands with students not-to-resolve conflict, but to encourage,'examine, and
learn from it. He views Conflict as healthy and necessary, its pain arprerequisite
for hard decisions and true progress:

There is evidence that the frequency of conflicts in a relationship is unrelated
.

to its'health or satisfaction. However, two considerations about conflicts require
observation: :1) the number of unresolved conflicts, and 2) thd methods used to
,resolve them. We will explore here some of the _origins of unresolved conflicts as
they surface in the schools, explore the link'between unresolved conflicts and
delinquency, and suggest some considerations in develo*ng and using specific
methods for their' resolution.

What are some expressions, of conflict in schools? Some examples include_: erforming
below one's ability, fighting; swearing, competing, sabotaging, trashing,;,boYcotting,
rioting. What are possible exPlanations of these examples?' What are expressions
of conflict actually.communicating? Staff at the Center for Research on Utilization
of Scientific Knowledge at the Universityof.Michigan studied high schools in-the
midst of chaos and disruption during the late 1960's.- They found that, generally;'
conflict was an expression of people, especially students, "exploding with the
fruits of .ignored, suppressed, or otherwise,unresolved interracial and intergenera-
tional tensions," This Finding suggests two major contexts within which- issues--
often expressed in disrdptive or violent ways--are raised. Thus, 1) 'conflicts may
be or appear to be between racial groups, developing fromncommunity tensions and
structures and'from ignorance, fear, and hostility; or 2) conflicts may lie,in
relations between student and staff or-students and administrators. For example,
a major issue for students may be the maintenance,. direction, and/ordegree of
adult control over them. \Another issue for students may be the-quality; relevance,
or feeling'aboht their schooling experience. ,According,to Mark Chesler, a professor
at the University of Michigan and a consultant on change programs in schools and
communities, "for many yougsters experiencing irrelevance, obsolescence, failure
and even brutality in thei school-encounters, crisis and disruption is a-continuing
part of their everyday life." Chesler cautions that it is-not generally this kind
of crisis , that schools and 'ommunities recognize or respond to. Rather, it is
crisis as defined in terms of the breakdowri of administrative contraiorm4
procedures that captures thie,attentions and drains the,resources of school. and
school systems.



The general orientation to conflict management in schools is one win-ldtee
according to, Thomas Gordon, in his bestseller T.E. " -Teacher Effectiveness
Training.%-He writes that "adults seem to feel there are only two approaches to
Choose from strict or lenient tough,or,soft, authoritarian 9r perMissive."
In this kind of a social' system, human relationships are, reducedto struggles,
contests, and fights for power., Students, and adults, learn the lesson early
that competition,. not oeoperation,:41s rewarded, and a climate of fear and dis-
trusts with its attendant. dangers, is perpetuated. In many conflict situations,-
students are asking for more influence or power in setting poliCY and making
decisions that affect their academic and personal livet. When these needs for
legitimate power with which:to represent their interests are not met with Aym-
p&thetic or positive-responses, students turn to disruptive power as a last
resort Adults, 'who are often used to wielding power; - much political7.ac-
Countability to students, raise students' levels of frustration when they respond,
by either denying ProblemS,:distorting grievanceS,-and/Or using repressive force
such as suspension and expulsion. Student, imitating unenlightened adult:ways'

.

of responding'to,conflict, controversy, and dissent, may themselves:have no re-
course but to do.all, including close the schools, almost any time they organize
to do sp. When individuals or groups in confliptshare about the same degreeof

..power in an organization, it possible to:negOtiator adjudicate differences
with relative ease. According to Chesler,"Suohparity daes not exist in schools.
Largely fOr thisreason, protestors seek the use ofiij.legitim4e and highly
`coercive:power to force the school to respond to their interests."

-searchers John DeCecco and John Roberts at San Francisco State University observe
that delinquent behavior is a response to conflict deriving from lack of,oppor7-
tunities to express.angersna verablize grievances. Without opportunities for
direct exchange of views, a false impression is created that any side of a:conflict
is "right."- They add, -" "Schools, ignoring these reasons for delinquent behavior,
oftendmnishit, therefore escalatingahger,-.polarizing issues and, generating
need for more avoidance or force to resolve conflicts." They propose a process of
negotiating school conflict to-prevent juvenile'delinquency.- Itis7based,on the
assUmptionthat.it has liengreatest potential-payoff for parties; that is, the
outcome is "win-win" or,,in the terms of Thomas Gordon',

Syproviding for direct verbal expression of anger;: there is a reductiOn in Ais-.
paacing anger onto innocent victims or expressing itiin'lliolent/destAlctivebehavior
The key element in the process is to identify-and respect everybody!s xightt,thoreby,,
enabling Students and adults to deal with conflict in ways that encourage peaceful
.resolution and, in many instances, interrupt the vicious cyCle of School confli
and delinquency.'

Wshave presented some theory and.,:disol.fstion on. the origin of conflicts in School.
We noted that conflict is inevitable and universal, that people want'and needways
to express their conflicts and that, generally speaking, conflicts inchools most
often'resUlt from a clash-between partiet of different power holdings. A positive
and,realistic approach to averting and/or resolving conflicts is one which sees°
nerit in learning, how tcaproductively disagree, argue, clash, and fight: In-these
ways,, it Pecomesmore posiible to avert crises and reduce injustice and oppression.
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earlier reference was made to Thomas Gordon's description of "no -win," an approach
to conflict resolution in which neither party is satisfied with the outcome. Gor-
don proposes an alternative, superior method, the "no-lose" approach, in which the
parties'to a conflict join together in search of a solution acceptable to both--a
solution that requires-no one to lose. The method is a problem7solving process,
one which is,"relationship-strengthening," not "relationship-damaging."

.

The "no-lose" method is a. six-step process. Parties in conflict join together in:

1. Defining the problem

2. Generating poSsible solutions

3. Evaluating the solutions

Deciding which solution is best

S. Determining how to implement the decision

6. Assessing how well the solution solved the problem.-

The Center for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge identified several
models for conflict management, intervention, and resolution. A goal for mple-
Mentimg any of the models is to create structures-which will enable all parties to
enter the managerial arena; that is, everyone--students, parents', teachers, prin-
cipals--will be decisionmakers and bargainers. In much the same way that "power
less" individuals and groups need to understand and use mechanisms, such as nego-
tiation and reasoned skill development, so do the powerful need to understand' that
their, denial of power to Others leaves them with a hollow, shallow, empty power,
burned out, fearkul, and anxious. Both the powerless (usually students) and the
powerful (usually adults) need to learn, simultaneously, the methods and processes
of conflict resolution. The - critical goal of conflict management thus extends
beyond only helping existing Managers.maintain an apparently orderly organization.
Instead, new questions are raised about management, organization, and schooling.
For example: By whom is the school managed? For whom is it operating? For what
reasons are certain structures established and maintained ?. How can fair goals be
set and attained?

There are essentially four conflict management strategies for realizing this goal:

1 Verbalizing frustrations

2. Creating new organizational models

3. Training in and about power

Collaborating ng parties.
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Models are neither longterm panaceas nor are they appropriate in the face of
critical or emergency situations. Rather, they are ways of.initiating-dialogue,
involvement, leadership, and learning. The feasibility of each model or program
must be examined on a case-by-case, situation-by-situation basis. The point is
that there is no point in dealing with interracial or intergenerational conflict
unless people are really prepared.to-do more than talk about cAnge.

False starts, unkept promises, and unworthy.trusts have produceddisaffected
students and adults and cautioned against serious consideration of more promises.
Administrators can evade, deny,'or suppress issues. Or they can make changes,
correct injustices, and initiate reforms._ It seems there is a, clear choice be-
tween dialogue or "a test of raw power, the disruptive power of organized groups
of students pursuing rational and just ends (which)-will close the school the
careers' of school men, and the possibility of quality education:111

e

1-
-Mark Chesler and Jan Franklin BenDor, Interracial and Intergenerational

Conflict_in Secondary_Schools, University of Michigan, 1968.
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4-1 - fanac.inq School Conflict

Background 1-0 4.1.2

Excerpts from Conflict Negotiation and Civic Education

by John P. Be Cecco and Petra Liljestrand
San Francisco State University, 1978

Description of Model of Negotiation

Background
Materials

A model of negotiation for resolving school conflict has been developed (De CecO0
and Richards, 1974; De Cecco and Schaeffer, 1978), The model has the following six
steps:.

Step 1. Stating the issues.

Both parties express anger verbally and face-to-face over specific
incidents and issues.

step 2. Analyzing the issues.

Both parties analyze issues in terms of specific conditions and
behavior in the school, and in terms of democratic rights.

Step 3. Agree on -what the:Issues are.

The parties together prepare statements at include the issues
each party.- .

Step 4. Bargainingforan agreement.

Both parties make proposals for resolving the conflict and
agreements that balance the gains and losses.

Step 5. A reein' on the implementation plan.

Both patties agree on their respective' responsibilities for carrying
out the agreement.

reach

Step 6 Agreeing on the evaluation 21an.

Both parties agree on the persons, methods and time for evaluating
if and how well the agreement has been implemented.

. The first step is based on the definitions of conflict, incident, issues and
modes of angry expression. In order to start negotiation's, parties must perceive
that there is a conflict. To clarify this perception, at least one party should
express Anger to the other party. This anger should be tied to specific issues.
Issues should be stated as concretely as possible, in terms of the specii : inci-
dents and the behavieirs and conditions about which the parties are angry.
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Anger should be expressed by each party verbally and, face-to-face to the other party
for several reasons: (1)' to avoid the destructive consequences of indirect angry
expression; (2) to give the other party the opportunity to express its own anger and
state its own issues; (3) to provide each party an opportunity to assess the relative
importance of all the issues stated; and (4) to expres's anger which, if left unex-
pressed, can impede one party from., isteningto the other party.

anger should be appropriately expressed. It is expressed appropriately when it is
(1) controlled '( "cooked") and not uncontrolled '("raw") (Levi-Strauss, 1969); (2)
directed toward issues and not'expressed globally; (3) directed toward specific
conditions and behaviors rather:then personalities, interpretatiOns or judgment
and (4) directed toward conditions that can possibly be changed in the-lorseeable
future. To express anger-- inappropriately can cloud issues and escalate conflict.
Within these Criteria, individuals of different personalities and cultural back-
grounds may' express anger: differently.

The second,step is based on the concept_of-decentering and the definition and cies-,:

sification of issues and democratic rights._ The democratic rights-are the foundation
for civic educationIn-this step the parties should provide each.other full deAcrip-
tions of the conflict and the:incidents including, time, place, parties present and

_whati4iS said and done.' Exchanging descriptions may assist parties to clarify issues,
gain perspective on the incidents, and note differences in perception of events and
issues.

Each party should identify the democratic rights were abridged by each party
This'procedure provides a democratic framework within Whicnnegotiations.can occur.
3y focusing on the rights rather than the motives of each party, the conflict has a
better chance of being negotiated. In the process of identifying the rights that
have been abridged,-the parties. must identify the individuals:who are responsible
for the abridgment. This process ensures that the right parties participate in:the
negotiation, py identifying: their' own rights that may have been abridged by the
other party,'and the other party's rights that may have been abridged by them, the
process of decentering is facilitated.

Whereas step one is mor emotional than cognitive, step two is more cognitive than
emotional. Taking both steps may assist the parties to integrate the feelings and
thought generated by the conflict.

The third step is based on the concept'ot decentering and,Deutr-h1A definition and
classification of issues. To establish a common basis for neg lationsi parties must
be able to view the conflict from each other's perspectives'and to agree on what the
issues are. 'By using the classification of issues, the parties can distinguish more
negotiable from less :negotiable issues.

There are three berieficiai coSequences of taking the third step: (1) the number
Of issues is reduced to those incorporated in the statements prepared by the par-
ties;(2)the-parties recognize that, although they disagree, they may still be able

negotiate; and (3) it prevents issues from-proliferating at later steps in the
negotiation process.

8 3
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The fourth. step is based on the concepts of decentering and democratic rights. py
decentering and, by respecting each Other's rights, the parties can bargain on the
basis of each other's priorities of gains and losses. In this step each party pro-
poses several alternative resolutions to the conflict that divide-the gains and, if,
necessary, the losses. With the possibility of each party making gains there is the
likelihood that both parties will have an investment in the resolution of the conflict.

The fifth step requires that the parties develop a specifia,plan for implementing the
agreement reached in the -previous step. This plan should contain specific statements
of who has responsibilities, the particular responsibilities, when they are to.be
performed and what action should be taken when one party fails to carry out its re-
sponsibilities. The procedure_may avoid new Conflicts arising from misunderstanding
and forgetfulness.

The sixth step -requires that parties develop a specific plan for evaluating the imple-
mentation The plan should contain specific statements of who the evaluators are, the
methods o .evaluation, when it is to occur, and how the results are to be repprted and
used. Ire long -term agreements, it may be necessary to have periodic evaluations and
revisions of'the 'original compromise. This procedure provides the-opportunity to
negotiate issues left unresolved or to negotiate new issues, In addition, this step
encourages students to look at the conflict in retrospect and assess what:they have.

'learned about negotiation and what has actively changed ;as a result of their efforts.

In taking each step, participants may benefit from expressing in writing the
specific substance of'the particular step they.are taking. In taking step one, the
parties can describe.in writing the incidents in the conflict, exchange copies-of'
theiz-reports-and'read their own reports aloud in the presence of 'the other parties,
This formal procedure structures the conflict and reduces the.threatof angry expres-
sion. In taking step two, it may be- helpful' for the parties' to examine the reports
prepared in step one for identifying issues as seen' by either side. The following
procedures may facilitate taking the third step: -(1) Each party, frogeits own per
spective, should state in writing the conflict issues. (2) Both parties should ex-
change,these 'written'statemeets (3) Both-parties, together, should determine areas.
of,Commionality-or overlap in,the iesues (4) Both parties, together, should record
statements of issues to which they both agree. .(5) These'statements should be stated
as questions and .as specific conditions to be negotiated. In the conflict o -- the
student missing basketball practice;' the folloWing question could serve as a "Iron
statement of issues: -Under what conditions are student members of the basketeall
team allowed to miss after-school practice? The use'of the question form presents
the issues_as problems to be solved. The reference to conditions leads to bargaining
and the avoidance of win-lose resolutions.

The following procedures may be
statement of issues, each party
proposals should be as concrete
each party should be identified
proposals (its oWn and the othe

used for taking step four:' (1) Using the common
should list proposals for resolving the issue. The
as possible. (2) The possible gains and losses for
for each proPosal. (3) Each party should rank the
'partlr'e), assigning the first ranke'to the most im-

portant gains (for the ranker). (4) Both parties should agree to inclusion and re-
vision of statements of the. original proposals. These last statements constitute

-the bargaining agreement.

82 4



. When taking.the fifth and sixth steps, participants are taught how. to plan the imple
mentation of their agreements. They can be told' to do the 'following: (1) specify as
concretely as possible whO will do what; and (2) specify when and where it will,be
done. The evaluation program should include the following; (I) specification of who
is to carry out the evalhation, (2) when it is to be Oarxied out, (3) standards of .

acceptable performance of the implementation, and (4) what steps are to be taken if
the performance is found to be lacking or below standards. Both the implementation
and evaluation plans should be signed by the parties to the conflict.
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A Trai -ing Exercise: School- Conflict

Background
Materials

(This activity can e used as reading material to stimulate thought
about conflict an its origins, or it can be put into practice as a

'group exercise by a school or group wishing to discover more about
its strengths, differences, and makeup.)

Introduction

This activity is designed to highlight underlying issues, and implications for schools
in dealing with conflict. The intended outcome of the entire activity is the
discovery of some origins and resolutions of conflict in schools. A fundamental reality
about schOols--and the society they'reflect--is that they are comprised of many groups
of people with different roles, status, values, and-needs, and varying Ages, races,
religions, cultures, and Languages. Before considering how to prevent, reduce, and
manage the conflicts which inevitably arise from-these differences, it is necessary to
identify them and recognize that the differences exist.

In this activity, people form homogeneous groups so that the fundamental reality of
their uniquenessand the differences that exist among them--can be captured, high-.
lighted, appreciated, understood. It is believed that in 'homogeneous groupings, where
there is relative safety from censure, individuals can collectively locate the depth
of their concerns,, their passions. Once those passions have been identified, it
becomes more possible to formulate reasoned. statements about the'barriers: which exist
between groupS and that create, sustain, and escalate conflicts,. A negotiation proceis,
using six steps to break down barriers and reduce conflict, follow- the activity.

This exercise is best facilitated with-a group leader who can give instructions and a
in the identification,proces with participants when needed.

Procedures

The trainer asks participants to divide into homogeneous
the/same role, job description, duties or tenure, and so
own who their groupis. -(Note: Somelexamples of group
conservative teachers and parents; moderate or liberally
and community members; and students.)

groups in which members have
on: 'Parties decide on their
formations might include
oriented teachers, parents,

When clustering is completed, the trainer. or group leader asks eadh group the fol-
lowing: ,

(1) Identify yourselves to each other.

(2) Identify what you share in common, 'the reasons why you clustered together,
and the ways you are distinct from other groups in the workshop. Focus on
your needs, wants, and concerns.

Discuss and list, the kinds of concerns and views you have about school
and the problems you see there.

(
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After the small groups have come to some closure with the identification process and
have clearly focused on who they are and,what their connection to the school environment
is, the trainer asks the participants to reform into the larger group.

Each small group shOUld then identify-themselves and their concerns to the larger group.
The groups should focus on the differences among themselves. These differing needs,
wants, and perceptions can give rise to conflict. Before any teal negotiation or
cooperation can begin to happen the differences must be recognized and accepted.

The trainer's function here is to aid the group members in clearly identifying the
differenceS between themselves and other groups. The exercise is completed-when
participants do have a new sense of theAroup's membership'

Negotiation Process
f--

The exercise can also continue with a negotiation prOcess. One process, developed by
John beCecco of San Francisco State College, includes six steps. They are:

State_ e issues- -Both parties express anger verbally and face-to-face over
specific cidents and issues.

Analyze theissues-Both parties analyze issues in terms'of specific condi-
-tions and behavior in the school, and in terms of democratic rights.

Agree on what the issues _are--Thep_ _e together prepare statements that
include the, issues of each party.-

(4) Bargain for an agreement --Bath parties make propoSals forresolving
conflict and reach agreements that balance the gains and losses.

Agree on the- implementation plate - -Both parties agree on their respective
responsibilities for,carrying out the plan.

(6) Agree on the evaluation plan --Both parties agree on the persons, methods,
and time for .evaluating if and how well the agreement has been implemented.

The negotiation process can be used by participants to discuss any issue that might
have arisen during the exercise or 'anyperceived differences that seem in,conflict.
The trainer can guide participants through the procets and other participants can
offer assistance and support to the negotiators.
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Module 44 3 _Managing chool Confi is

Backgrourid 1-0 4.1.4

.Conflict-

Background
Materials

solution Style Assessment

This conflict-resolution style assessment quizis a useful tool in evaluating your
personal approach to dealing with everyday conflict situations." The quiz seems to
be most .effective when two people. take it together and then discuss and share their
responses to the questions. Although there are no right and wrong answers to the
questions, some responses seem to be more helpful than others,in preventing or
resolving a conflict situation.

When one me
I .

faculty dominates and prolongs the facuty meeting,

a. Think about tomorrow's schedule.

b. Interrupt and demand thetthe principal move to the next topic.

c. Discuss something else with someone next to me.

d. Address the speaker and attempt to move the meeting along.

2. If I am in the faculty lounge and overhear a white faculty ember racially
derogatory comment about a black faculty member,

.

,Leave the lo--_ge to d_ something else.

b. Call.thatper on prejudiced and tell him to shut up!

Intervene nhe conversation_ to change the subject.

0Talk directly to the white faculty member about how perceive the state-
Merit as showing racial bias.

3. During a building committee meeting on instruction when there is disagreement,

a. Suggest that a subcommittee be formed.

b. Seek t

d.

determine the difference and the point of agreement.

Sit patiently 1 the others have come to an agreement.

Use my influence with the chairperson to demand a decision.

828
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When the attendance secretary from the central office stops me 'in the hall and
says, "I've been hearing that you aren't turning in your tardy slips on stu-
dents--that will have to stop immediately," I . .

a. Tell him to mind his own business or I will report to the As
Principal that I have seen him leaving school early.

ant

Ask the secretary to try to see me later in the week, that I am very busy
right now, but I certainly want to see him later.

Ask the secretary into my classroom and calmly request him to g ve
the specific examples he is referring to.

d. Pretend I didn't hear the statement and keep walking.

theI am the teacher in a class where a white student has made a racial slur to
a black student, I .

Ask the two students involved to see me at the,end of class.

Act as if I didn't hear -,the remark.

Explore directly with the student who made the remark what he/she meant
by the statement.-

d. Say to the - 'white student, ="I 'you say that again, I will send you to
office."

During a faculty meeting the-Assistant Principal continues 'references'
to the inability of women teachers to maintain discipline; I .

a. Threaten the Assistant Pri
the basis of sexual bias.

ipal with a promise to file a grievance on

b. Allow the Assistant Principal to continue.

Make a humorobs -Tark about sex-
,

,Ask other members of the faculty
in the school.

_-
le stereotyping.

respond as to how they view discipline.

7 During a faculty meeting when the counselor indicated that the majority of the
discipline cases involve the black male students and the white female teachers,

Say-q.don't have that problem and it doesn't concern me."

Say "I feel that you are making too much of a general
white male students are just as much a problem."

zat on and that

c. Say "Why don't you just let the Assistant Principal do his jobhe's
supposed to maintain discipline."
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d. -Say "This is a problem that confronts us all. I'd like to explore what
seem to be the root causes of the counselor's assumption."

_,I am in the hallway near the cafeteria and there are small groups of students
making overtures about a rumbleafter school,'I

a. Ask that one or two from each of the groups come over and form another
group with me to talk about what are the differences.

Move in and disp rse-the. group.

Return to the faculty 1- ge.

d. Make an announcement -about_ the school
halls.

of not congregating in the

At a PTA meeting a heated discussion ensues concerning the use of the school
building for dances after school

a Talk to my neighbor since this

b. Make a motion to move the agenda.

parent issue.-

c. Make a motion to appoint a committee to lock into the issues and report
back in two months.

Suggest that thbse who have opposing viewpoints each take five minutes--
uninterrupted--to state their positions, and that I will put the major
items on the board to see where there is a potenti'al for compromise.

10. - I walk into the faculty lounge to hear a man faculty membe_ state, "Well, you
know, the girl coaches don't really care about athletics, they just want to cut'
into the budget of the teams." I, disagree with this statement, so I .

a. -Close the door and go back to-my -lass

10_ Start a conversation about the assembly that day.

Sit down and ask the speaker to explain to me, why hd feels that way.

'Inform the speaker that the law, now requires equal expenditures df funds
for girls' and boys' athletics
matter.

and that I do. not wish to discuss the
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4 Interpersonal Relations

4 an- 'n School

School Conflict
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Module
Synopsis

Purpose

The purpose of this module is to encourage participant awareness of conflict
situations in their schools, and to introduce models and programs used in schools
to reduce, manage, and resolve conflicts.

Objectives

Participants will be able

1. Identify ongoing conflicts in their schools and cite parties able to aid
in their resolution

2. List effective strategies and programs which can be implemented ,in their
schools to manage conflict

Identify programs which ease tensions, equalize power among parties, and.
provide forums for expressing thought and feeling

Identify resources for assistance in reducing, managing, and resolving
conflict.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This module is appropriate for students, teachers-,- administrators, counselorS, and
security staff, as well as police, civil and-human rights groups, and others
cooperating with schools to ease tensions.
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4.2 - Conflict Management Strategies and ProgramsModule

Media /Equips ent

Materials

Partici ant- Worksheets

Conflict Assessment Sheet.
4.1.2 Models and Programs TO Manage Conflict
4.2.3 .Questionnaire:. Assessing Models and Programs To Manage Conflict

Module
Synopsis

(continued".

Back round_ Materials (Trainer /Participant)

4.2.1 List of Resources
4.2.2 Student Grievanee Form, from P ince Georges Co_ y Maryland
4.2.3 Student Grievance Form, from-D ver, Colorado
4.2.4 Games on Conflict

pjblio raphy

Bibliography
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Tate- ersonal Relations

4 - Conflict Mana =ement Strategies and 'P ra

Total Time 1 hour

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module SUmmary

This module proposes strategies, models, and programs to reduce, manage, and resolve
conflicts. Participants assess conflict situations and resources in their schools and
analyze models and programs used in other schools to manage conflict.

A Conterit Summary Time

1. Introduction

Trainer presents an overview of the module with reference to oom7
panion Module 4.1 and includes some suggestions for implementation
of strategies.

Activit Conflict Assessment

Participants describe and as
schools.

ModelS and PM) ams.±o Manage Conflict

nflict situations in their

PartiCipants learn About and evaluate sample models or programs.

5 min.

0

15 min.

40 min.
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Module 4.2 - Conflict Management Strategies and Programs

Detailed
WalkoThro Ugh

Meteri° Is/Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

Introduction (5 min.)

Trainer makes the following points:

o In Module 4.1 conflict is defined, explained in terms of
its origins and described according to how it is expressed
in school. The connection between unresolved conflict and
delinquency is also discussed.

o This module explores models and programs to reduce,
manage, and resolve tension and conflict in schools.

o You will be asked.. to assess your'owil school--its con-
flicts, its resources for change.

o There are nd-magic solutions and no Trescriptions for
eliminating or settling differences between and among'.
people.

o However, there are ways to deal with conflict so that
outcomes are acceptable to parties involved.

Schools can establish and implement policies and pro-
grams to positively and actively respond to differences
among members, thereby becoming more representative of
everyone's interests, needs and styles.

o Some approaches and programs appear simple, yet may
require rethinking. and modifying earlier notions about.
conflict, differences, status, power, goals, and objec-
tives.

o New approaches require parties to become more honest,
open responsive, and willing to cooperate.

o A Boston parent, .recently interviewed on television
following a school riot said, "We want peace, we're
tired of fighting." Many parents and others involved
in schools throughout the country feel similarly.



Sequence /Activity Description

Small Grou Activit Conflict Assess me

The procedures are as follows:

5 min.

(1) Trainer divides participants into small groups of 5 to ,6
persons,

Trainer refers participants to Worksheet 4.2.1, a conflict
assessment questionnaire.

Participants discuss and complete the questionnaire in
their small groups.

Models and Programs To (40 min.)

A. Small Grou Activit Dismission. of Sam1e Models and
Pro rams

The procedure!. are as follows:

(1) Trainer asks par ticipants to remain in their grodps
and refers them to Worksheet 4.2.2, Models and Programs.
To Manage Conflict.`

Trainer assigns each group two sample models or programs
to read, evaluate, and report on.

Participants read assigned models or programs and complete
Worksheet 4.2.3, Questionnaire: Assessing Models and
Programs To Manage Conflict.

urge
ActivGroup

Participants report out of their small groups and share their
findings. Simple models and programs are described and
discussed according to'their relative merits and feasibility.
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Worksheet 1-0 . 1

Intarpersonal,Aplations

a

Conflict Assessment Sheet

Participant
Worksheet

nttitt can occug_within a person (opposing needs, or actions are felt); between
_among people (incompatible views, desires, or needs are expressed); between or

among groups of people (an issue unites them); between one person -and a group;
among several groups.

Conflict in the schools, on one level, is no different from conflict expressed
elsewhere. However, there are several distinctionS that can be made-the parties
in conflict, what the issues are, and-how they. are expressed and managed. These
questions are unique to each environment.

AS A.GROUP, MSCUSS:

1. What are the major interpersonal conflicts in your school?
racial tension or conflicts between teachers and students.)

What are the major iss d which conflict emerges?

.What resources are available to your school

example;

help resolve conflict?

4. Imagine new ways of responding.to conflict situations. list ways /ideas /projects
that you might implement in your school to aid in managing conflict. (These
can be as simple as talking to people you have avoided to starting a committee
to hear student and teacher grievances.)
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Interpersonal Relations

Module 4.2 - Conflict Mane e S

Workshee

PROGRAM Pee

Models Pro -rams to -n e Conflict

Counseling

Participant
Worksheet

DESCRIPTION: Peer counseling capital izes on the pcmer of peer group influence and
the effectiveness of small group interaction to foster self-help,
self-reliance, responsibility for one's actions, and development of
problem-solving skills. In group meetings, members explore feelings,
discuss problems and give and receive emotional support. An adult
counselor may facilitate the group process, but plays a passive role.

EX LE: Berrien County, Michigan

Several schools in the-county offer the program. Membership is voluntary; groups
meet daily and include 10-12 students of the same sex and an adult counselor. Stu-
dents can be referred by themselves or by parents, teachers, counselors, and other
soecialists. Student leaders, including those whose leadership tends toward being
Idastructive, are encouraged to participate. All meetings are confidential. At.
each meeting, members must state one problem they are experiencing and the group
decides which problem is most pressing and must be dealt, with first. Meetings end
with a final summary of the proceedings. Berrien County reports that participants
find the program is worthwhile and that they feel better about themselves and their
situations. Discipline problems have been reduced 34 percent (higher in some schools)
as has delinquency and substance abuse decreased.

EY,AMPLE:- Guided Group Interaction (GGI)/Department of SoCial

Groups meet one hour daily and members earn a credit a semester for their participa-_
tion. In addition to regular sessions, members.may meet eb present-findings to other
students, staff, and PTA, or meet with similar groups in other sChools or during

. emergencies, such as a suicide'or arrest. There are five ground rules for members'
behavior including:

1. To come to meetings straight, not high on drugs or booze':
To come to meetings regularly and on tine.

3. To work on a set of self-identified problems and to accept the group's
help and to give help to others.

4. To keep confidential anything discussed in the group.
5. To restrain physical abuse or threats toward group members.
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Peer Culture Development, Inc

-:'Peer Culture Development, Inc is-a private ot - for - profit agency which supplies
professional group leaders to public schools and other institutions on contract to
implement a dynamic pear group process.

is PCP's conviction that urban school systems nationwidAmust add as pert of their
guidance Program an 'aggressive group procesS whidkinvolves youth in realistic, daily
dealing with the hard problems of building a positive school' culture.

The program's purpose is to

1. Reduce the violence, vandalism And other forms of negative, hurting behavior
which occur within the school or institutional environment.

2. Organize'a peer group process which mobilizes the students' influence to
help' each other achieve a positive self-image, value system, and behavior
pattern.

Assist schools and institutions to develop a methodology for handling
inter -group and inter-personal conflict.

The Peer Culture Development.program was established by a grant from the C.1 S. Department
of Justice (Law Enforcement Assistance, Administration, Juvenile .Justice Division).'
Funded originally fot five schools -in Illinois, it was refunded and expanded to-a total
of 11 schools in the same area. The program has now spread to,Michigan and is moving
toward national expansion.

Peer Culture Development, Inc., is prepared to discuss tfieimplementation of this
program in Your school district`. They will provide informational materials or ar
_a_visit---to the program for key decision makers in your community;-

'Peer Culture-Development, Inc., is listed in Sackground Material 4.2.

830



PROGRAM: Ombudsperson

DESCRIPTION: The term ombudsperson is' Swedish for "one who represents someone.
The role-was created in 1809 in Sweden to receive''. omplaints from
the public about bureaucratic abuse. In this country, they are
also called human relations or community outreach workers and are
employed both by communities and schools to handle complaints and
facilitate communication between parties. In school, the ombuds-
person may be paid or volunteer, act on behalf of students, parents,
or teachers, offer information about rights and regulations, repre-
nt parties at a hearing, and generally report to the principal or

board of eduction. The ombudsperson is a neutral party working for
the school, but not involved in the administration. Students, teachers,
and counselors have served in this role.

Montgomery Couty,- -ryland

The program started in 1.968 witha full-time paid ombudsperson who'is employed by
the school system-and reports to the principal and superintendent. Duties include
responding to complaints, preparing reports, conducting surveys, offering sugges-
tions and solutions to conditions in the school. system, and serving as liaison
between the board of education and community groups concerned with schooling.

_NABPLE: Dallas, Texas, Independent School District

The ombudsperson is called a personal relations worker and is a full-time employee
of the system. He or she reports to the executive assistant of the superintendent
and focuses on improving relations ween teachers, students, and principals.
Visits to all schools are made on a routine basis to assist in solving problems and
locating their sources.

NAME: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1971,ombudspersons were brought,-into the Philadelphia school system. Of 90
ombudspersons selected for. the 23 schools, the-majo-ity were students. Parents,
teachers, and a policeman were also selected. All are volunteers.



PROGRAM: Student Ombudsperson

DESCRIPTION: The National Conference of Christians and Jews sponsors a program
to train teams, of S.students'in ombudship. The 1-year course has
weekly Meetings where students learn. skills in mediatiOn, negotia-
tion,lact-finding, and identifying their-rights and responsibilities.
After initial training of two to three months, student' ombudspersons
negotiate with their principal to set up an Office. An agreement
autharizes them to process coMplaints, report to the school community:
when necessary, such as during-instances of abuse or negligence on the
part of school officials, and to submit reports and' evaluations of.
school-policy and human relatiOns.

5:

As a result of the Goss v. Lopez Supreme'Court decision, one team of Ombuds
prepared a "Due Process Checklist" to be used by their school administrators.
when COnsidering.suspention of a student. The purpose of the checkliSt is to
remind the administrator c4 his responsibilities to the student under the law,
and where the.student signs the checklist.form, to. serve as an indicator of
the school's. sincerity in respecting student rights.

2. During a teachers strike when knumber of teachers were out ocf school, the
Ombuds distributed information sheets to all studentS explaining the alleged
reasons for the strike and the issues involved.

3. Aware that-a-significant number of seniors were approaching graduation only
discover at the. last minute they were lacking in the required number of cred
the Ombuds recommended that as early as a student's junior year he be given
his credits total and the balance-needed to graduate with every report-card
until he graduates. The recommendatiOn was.put into action.

4. In the fall of last year students at one high school were surprised to learn
they no longer had a student newspaper. The problem=-ho faculty advisor. The
Ombuds spent three weeks seeking out a teacher who would agreeto assume this
responsibility. They eventually found one, and the school now has a student
press.

5. On two different occasions this past year ,theOmbuds were. guests on local tele-
vision.. Cincinnati's WCET invited two Ombuds to participate in a 4 -way dialogue
on'the sUbjeCt of "Student Rights and Responsibilities".. Another Cintinnati
station, WKRC, also invited the Ombuds to participate:with other student
leaders on a panel presentatioh.titled "Let's Hear It From the Kids".

6. In an attempt to provide an alternative to waiting in the long lunch lines
during the brief lunch periods, the Ombuds'at one, school worked with adm nis-
trators'in opening a short -order grill.

841



IR
PROGRAM: Student Grievance Committees/Appeals Beards

DESCRIPTION: These mechanidMs for handling student complaints or grievances
function by receiving informal (verbal) or formal (written) com-
plaints, conducting hearings, and making recommendations to adults
as well as other students.

EXAMPLE:

The Center for Community Justice, a- team of lawyers and youth. workers,
reviewed grievance procedures in,eeveral California schools during.
1976: Based on.their findings, they issued recommendations for suc-
cessful grievgnce systems. _These include:

1. Simplicity. Mechanisms for formal appeals should be simple in
_operation. Every student should beable to easily understand

-the system.

Student and teacher-.involvement. Both groups should be part.of
the design and operation-of,proc dures.

Prompt, specific written esponses.

Access to the procedure with freedom from reprisals.

Jurisdiction. The scope of the appeals board shouldtbe as wide
as possible--the more the board is used, the more effective a
tool it becomes.

Neutral, disinterested review.

7. g2Estmsi[2212masisias. There must be Administrative leadership
provided, training, orientation, and monitoring for interested
and involved mefthers of the school community. Success of the
mechanism requires that administrators openly encourage and. sup-
port its use. -Orientation to it must be ongoing-rand its-work-,ings regularly monitored.

Prince Georgei County, Maryland

If a grievance cannot be resolved informally, through discussion, the student is
.7encouraged to submit a written grievance to the school governing association. A

copy of the grievance is forwarded to. the principal and student grievance committee
which is composed of elected students and staff who review cases and make recom
mendations to the principal. The principal studies the.casa, thereco4imendedact on,
and makes a final dee:is-W.:17_ If the student is, dissatisfied with the decision, an
appeal can be mdde to the central office.

(Sample Student Grievance Form is included 'in Background Material, 4.2.2)
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EXAMPLE: Denver, Oclorado

To help address discipline problems following_a systemwide integration program,
the Albert L. Place Junior High School established a student grievanCe Procedure.
The procedure isased for student'complaints alleging one or more of the following :1
unfair practiCes: (1) an unfair school rule, (2) .a school'ruls discriminating
between students, and (3) an unfair procedure ased,in punishment. The,complaint
or grievancS first goes to a counselor, then to the assistantprincipal, and finally,
if it has not yet been resolved, to the principal. On all three leVels, an infor-
mal conferenceis"held within.five days of the,date of filing,of the complaint.
Students must prove that a rule or certain praCtices are unfair. The grievance
procedure-used at Place is not meant to reduce the legal authority of the school
'administrators, bUt.rather to encourage student communications on matters of con-
cern.

(Sample Student Grievance Form is included in Background Material, 4.2.
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PROGRAM: Student Court

DESCRIPTION. This system enables students who are accused of violating rules or
Codes of behavior to have 'their case heard by their peers. Students
act as lawyers, jurors, and judges in "court."

EXAMPLE: Dallas, Texas, Independent School District

In this program, called "Trial by Peers," a teacher establishes the court and sits
as judge. Student lawyers represent the student plaintiff, gather information
about the violation, and argue the case. A verdict is reached by secret ballot.
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PROGRAM: Conflict Resolution Team

DESCRIPTION: A conflict resolution team works to lower conflict and provide
services during times of crisis or conflict in the school. Teams
may be composed of members in the school or outside personnel.
The team may, provide any number of services including mediation,
counseling, fact-finding, and rumor control.. Teams may evaluate
school climate, listen to concerns of students, parents, and teachers,
and conduct workshops in conflict management. As a neutral party
to the school's disruption,-they can be effective in evaluating,
diagnosing and working with problems.

EXAMPLE: prince Georges County, Maryland

The team is Compose&of system employees and provides services in four main areas:

1. Conflict prevention and management
2. Third-party observation and mediation

Crisis intervention
4. Workshop facilitation.

'The conflict resolution team is federally funded under the Emergency School Assisi
tance Act (ESA,) and has been operating since 1972 Among its activities are

1. Counseling with persons directly involved in the conflict
2. Coordinating activities of in-school and, ut-of-school resources
3. Making observations of school
4. Listening to concerns of administrators, teachers, students, parents, and

others to assist them in establishing priorities for change
5. Assisting with team building at the local level

Mediating differences in conferences and group Meetings.
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PROGRAM: Conflict Resolution Training Prcg

DESCRIPTION: Programs train participants in schools and communities, including.
students,:parents, and teacher in negotiacion salving,:
and conflict resolutions.

EXAMPLE: The Nashville Patel, Nashville) Tentessee

The Nashville panel, an Emergency Schdol Assi ce Act (ES undAd'project, rks
with schools and civic and religious groupsto introduce aceful ways;dfdes _

with conflict. The text "Friendly Classroom for a Small Planet," published by the
Fellowship of Reconciliation is their source material. Their focus is on communi-
cating, cooperating:, 'and' resolving conflict. Teachers are ,enbouraged to create
classroom environments that are open, responsive, and nonthreatening. !Individual
self-worth is stressed.

The Nashville Panel islisted in:Background Materials 4.2._ List of Resources.
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>umor COntrol Center
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Canters disseminate accurate information about school situations
dispel.rdmors and calm tensions. Centers,. may use hotlines with
persons answering questions or have taped- newsbriefs. Control
centers are operated by school public information offices, volun-
teer students, or parents..

Cranda Hills, California

Student members of the Kennedy Communicators at Kennedy High School work to reduce
tensions in the school during times of student unrest.- They meet with students
who intend to be or are actively involved in conflictsituations'and try to improve
'communications between students of different ethnic and racial baCkgrounds. They
staff a communications center during periods of Unrest which d sseminates informa-
tion to dispel rumors.

EXAMPLE: Seattle, Washington
.

The Council of Churches operated a 24-hour, 7-days-a-week rumor controlcenter
-during 1,period of.school integration. They logged innumerable calls and were
able tg keep rumors at, a minimum. The Seattle Public Schools provided them with
acc _e, up-to-the-minute information.

EXAMPLE: Evanston, Illinois-

A well-pub

EXAMPLE:

ized hotline is avail- le_

chigen

aped updates Of current s

The central office -of,the-schoolpaintains a listof'parents willing to be contacted
During a crisis they are given information and encourage other

parents to call them for accurate details A chain reaction is.thereby created.

for assistance

EXAMPLE: Prince Georges County, Maryland

Students rum a rumor control desk and keep an-accurate list 0/ school suspensions.
Studenti, parents, and others interested in the data contact the cen er.

.EXAMP. Montgomery County Maryland
c

The central office of the sohool.maintains
.

a list of parents willing, to answer
'----phones. During crisis times, the'Parenta are called in.

.- +.

AE
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School- Community Collaboration

DESCRIPTION: A broadly based group of community members and institutions examine
and discuss school issues and problems. Membership might include:
police, ministry, industry, racial and ethnc associations, parent
groups, youth clubs, YMCAs, -and other groups'concerned,with young
people. This model is: a vehicle for schools to report to the co--
munity; a forum; for the solicitation of responses from community
advocates; and an initiator of school-community programs to manage
conflict.- In practice, this might mean utilizing-storefront class-
rooms and establishing credit for varied experiences inside as well
as outside the school.

REFERENCE: See Module 3.3, Student Involvement in School Programs and Processes,
for many examples of involvement in credit-bearing learning exper-
iences outside the classroom and school. Also, see Course 7, The.
Community as a Problem Solving Resource, for program ideas.

EXAMPLE: Dallas, Texas, Independent School District

Task forces are composed of realtors, higher education people, members of the reli-
gious community, city council members',. PTA members, and-members of the business
community; One task force surveyed community reactions to the implementation of
court-ordered desegregation. Task forces have also made recommendations on disci-
Pline, grading, testing, baseline curriculum, and other matters that have been
incorporated into the school system's functioning.

EXAMP Tri7Lateral Coimnission, Boston, Massachusetts

The Tri-Lateral Council for.Quality Education, Inc., was founded in-1974 by the
Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, the Boston Schools and the-National Alliance
Businhss. The work of the Council is in three major areas: the Partnership Program
which pairs each of Boston's 20 public high schools with a corporation; Occupational'
Education Committee which holds seminars for teachers in occupational areas; and
Project STEP, a career exploration program being implemented in Boston high chools.

Expertise, resources an&employee time are donated by the business community tlich
participates in program development and delivery of servioesto the'Boston Public
Schools. The Tri,-La.teral staff .provides this business /education collaborative'with
technical e.ssistance in .the development. of programs by interpretin* and explaining
the needs of the Boston PUblic Schools in relation to the resources and expertise
available in the business community.

4_

Since June 1978, the Tri-Lateral Council has obtained the funds for its prograMs
from the City of Boston, the National Alliance-of Business, Corporate Contributions,
State Department of ,Occupational Education and Youthwork, Inc.,/Department of Labor.
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PROGRAM: Problem-Solving Teams

DESCRIPTION: Continuous pressure for schoOl change makes it fruitful to insti-
tutionalize problem-solving procedures. Students and teachers are
trained to work as permanent members of an ongoing team. They learn
skills in problem solving, conflict analysis, and group procesbes
in order to inquire into school problems, link up with other groups
in'the school, design and suggest solutions to problems; and imple-
ment these resolutions through confrontation and resolution sessions
for various groups.

EXAMPLE: Cambridge Rindge and Latin School, Massachusetts /Fairness Committee

The Fairness Committee.has been an integral part of student government at Cambridge
Rindge and Latin School, Cambridge, .Massachusetts, since 1976.. Students and
teachers work to resolve conflict by improving school climate. The committee has
several functions:

1. It offers a neutral place for anyone to bring their personal concerns
without fear of reprisal-and with confidentiality guaranteed.

2. It listens to complaints of unfair treatment,
3. It trains students in conflict negotiation, listening, and advocacy

skills.
4. It deals with problems of fairnessWith students. and with the whole

school climate (how students and staff feel about the school and its
rules).

5. It.proposes resolutions to conflicts.
6: It seeks to improve relationships between students, teachers, and

administrators,_.
7. It-prepares students to become leaders in their schools.

Unlike standard grievance cOmmitees'whichmight ].abet i student or rule right or
wrong, this committee focUses on improving relationships between students and
teachers and strengthening. positive attitudes about the school;,

For information about the Cambridge Rindge and Latin - School program, or the

Fairness Committee Manual, see Resources for Democratic Communities listed' in
Background Materials 4.2.1, List of Resources.
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PROGRAM: Innovative Forms of school Power -d Governance

DESCRIPTION: These programs seek to broaden the representation of different
interests within the school. There is an underlying assumption
that important changes in schools cannot be made without some alter-
ation in the allocation and distribution of power. This requires
a combination of training for dual purposes; that is, for self-
advocacy and for collaboration with others. When all members of
the school participate in shared governance structures which repre-
sent their competing interests, the risk of continuing crisis and
disorder decreases. Time, energy, and training must be committed
to effectively implement these models. One solution is to set aside
an hour a day and several additional hours a week for school meM-
bers to meet in small groups to consider the:decisions that must be
(Or have been) made, transm-it feelings of constituent groups, and
receive feedback on proposals. It is essential to provide contin-
uing,,legitimate, and planned implementation strategies for new
structures to'succeed in overcoming obstacles such as lack of time,
energy, other pricirities, and traditional role definitions.

EXAMPLE: Cross-Age and,Cro -Status Teams

Students, staff and administrators become communally responsible for management
of the,school. This replaces old forms Of interaction such as one principal and
a mass of teachers or one teacher and a Mass .of students. For cross-age and Gros
status collaboration to work, it is necessary that: powerful members (adults)
show good faith in'the model; and low status persons (students) tread lightly on
the vested interests of high status Members.

EXAMPLE: Co ittees

This model employs the extension of the concept of shared power to the creation of
committees of students, staff, and administrators to set local curricula, conduct
judicial proceedings, and participate in making school policy. 'For example, a new
structure could involve handing major decisionmaking powerOverto a student-faculty
government system with the principal operating as an exectitivei-sec etary.

EXAMPLE: Representative Bicameral System

Students and teacherselect representatives from among their own group'to form Vwo
legislative or, policymaking bodies. An executive or administrative committee
implemen -policies and handles routine day -to -day matters. John Adams High School
in Po-4' Oregon, has operated with a bicameral governance system. There have
been vents with the system in Seattle, Washington, Public Schools.

al

EXAMPLE; Unicameral Systems

The formal responsibilities of the prj.ncip.T11, and his or her staff are assumed by
a single body composed of representatives from student, teacher,.. and administrative
groups. The group is either kept relatively small or an executive committee is
tormed\to handle details. Ramapo sigh School in Spring Valley, New York, has used
this approach.
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This less formalized approach is one in which all members of the school may partici-
pate in face-to-face decisionaking. This model is especially applicable in situa-
tions involving decentralized schools utilizing house plans, schools within schools,
and educational park4--all of which tend to reduce the size of the learning unit and
provide an opportunity for broadening representation. The Friends Schools, Quak
affiliated, private schools throughout the country, use a form of this system in
their daily "friends meetings.

EXAMTLE: Kenai, Alaska

A steering committee of students, faculty and one administrator was formed during-
the 1973-74 school year to make policy for the school--its curriculum, approach, and
general direction. The committee is formed of six students and six faculty, each
with one vote, and one administrator with no vote, but veto power and equal discussion
rights.

Parliamentary procedure is outlawed in meetings. Instead, the group uses a consent
sus mode with debate controlled by the "survey" technique. According to the Kenai
brochure, the " "best decisions are usually made by those who must implement the
decisions. If people who must implement decisions are involved in decision making
they will be less likely to subvert decisions."



PROGRAM:: Inservice fo Staff
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DESCRIPTION: This model involves the improvement of instructional methods and
procedures as well-as personal development and peer group support
systems. Inservice education that is client-centered, or designed
and delivered by and for the learner (teacher, principal, etc.),
has been found to be more successful than programs initiated and
prepared and conducted by persons in roles other than the learner
(university lecturer or central staff directors) or those in author-
ity over the learner (supervisors and evaluators). Possible areas
of concern which directly relate to conflict management include
dealing with racism and race relations through analysis and improve-
ment of curriculum materials and staff composition and assignments.

EXAMPLE: Teachers Centers Program, U. S. Office of Education

This federally funded program supports teacher-centered staff development projects
throughout the country. Wr- e the U. S. 0:fice for details about specific centers,
their location, and program. Most centers involve members of all school constitu-

=encies, including administrators, specialists, and parents.

U. S. Office of Education is listed in Background Material 4.2.1, List of Resources.
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PROGRAM: Training in Negotiation

DESCRIPTION: The idea here is to help agitative groups, especially those with
little power and articulation skills, perform a more rational and
effective job of identifying problems, raising issues, working on
their resolution, and initiating the school changes implied. Train-
ing in the movement from crisis to negotiation, and from negotiation
to implementation, might be helpful for administrators too.' Many
panic at the prospect of disruptive conflict and crisis and often
use traditional responses to conflict such as "cool-off" strategies
to well impending disaster.

San Francisco, State University

EXAM? : Project Stride, Far West Regional Laboratory, San Francisco,
California



PROGRAM: Racial Committee

DESCRIPTION: A committee of students, parents, teachers, administrators (any or
all of the above groups) meet to discuss racial issues--in the
school, in the curriculum, in the society-at-large. Members discuss
differences among groups, and ways these can be re-defined and changed.

EXAMPLE: The Youth Panel
Youth Organized United and Involved, National Conference of
Christians and Jews

The basic idea behind Youth Organized United' And Involved is this: slacks, Whites,
Chicanos, American Indians, Asians, Jews, Christians, Muslims--all youth--can and must
come together to learn about each other not only by talking together, but by acting
together in service to the community as a whole.

The Youth Panel (The NCCJ Panel of Americans) is a student involvement program
developed by Y.O.U. and I. The panel is a forum for five .students of different
ethnic and racial backgrounds to discover and discuss their cultural and religious
backgrounds, and to explore those of Others. The panel gives creative presentations
about pressing issues of interracial and interreligious tension.

Sample topics for panels suggested by the Youth Panel include:

1. Representatives of two schoolsone urban and one suburban --form the
panel.' The panel gives presentations at both schools or in groups Which
are made up of students from both schools at one time.

A panel presentation to focus on the subject, "Did 'Roots' change
racial attitudes in America in Pny-permanent way?"

A panel Made-up of :a. Jew, a Moslem, and a Christian to discuss theL,,\
religious heritages, or proposed solutions to the conflict in the Mideast

Fora complete description of the panel idea,j,lease write to the NCCJ Panel of
Americans, listed in Background Materials 4.1, List of Resources.
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Modu'e 4.2 - Conflict Marla.ement Strateci

Worksheet I-D 4.2.3

sessi Models and o Mara =e Conflict

Participant
Worksheet

Directions: Please read assigned sample programs and models. For each one, ask
yourself the following--

What is the purpose?

2. What is the value of such. a program?

3. How does it contribute to equalizing power among all
=unity?

ers of the school

4. What are some of the changes it might bring about in school climate? structure?
'interpersonal relationships?

5. How might a student react to-it? a parent? a corrections officer?

Discuss similar programs you are familiar with.
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e and s

t of Res

American Arbitration Association
1730 Rhcide Island Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC

urces

American Association of School Administrato
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA 22209

American Civil Liberties Association
Washington National Office
410 1st Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20002

Center for Community Justice
918 16th Street, Suite 503
Washington, DC

Community Relations Service
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, DC 20036
Regional Offices as listed below:

NEW ENGLAND
Room 1920
100 Summer Street
Beaton, MA 02110

NORTHEAST
Room 3402
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10007

MID-ATLANTIC
Room 309
2nd and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19106

SOUTHEAST
Room 900
75 Piedmont Avenue
Atlanta, CA 30303

MIDWEST
Room 1113
175 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, IL ,60603

SOUTHWEST
Room 138-35
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, TX 75242

CENTRAL
Room 2411
911 Walnut Street
Kansas City, MO .64106

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
4th Floor
1531 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80202

WESTERN
Room 703
100 Miasion Street
San Francisco, CA

NORTHWEST
Room 1898
915 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98174

Background
Materials

94105



Conflict Magazine
Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution
49 East 68th Street
New York, NY' 10021

The Council of the Great City Schools
1707 H Street, N.W.
.Washington, DC 20006

Fellowship of Reconciliation
Sox 271
Nyack, NY 10960

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
U.S. Department of Justice
633 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004

League of Women Voters
Human ReSources Department
1730 M Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(National Office can refer you to
appropriate state and local leagues)

The Nashville Panel
1701 21st Avenue, South
Nashville, TN 37212

National Association of Sch 1 Security Directors
2538 South Ervay Street
Dallas, TX 75215

National Conference of Christians and Jews, Inc.
43 West 57th Street
New 'York, NY 10019

National Education Association
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

National Institute of Education
Educational Resource Information Center
1200 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20208

National School !cards Association
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
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Panel of Americans

National Conference of Christians and Jews
43 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
Attn: Ms. Gladys Harburger Director

Peer Culture Development, Inc.
2100 Eighteenth Avenue
Suite Five
Rock Island, IL 61201
Attn: Mr. Don Jones, Director

Resources for Democratic Communities
P. O. Box 415
Harvard Square
CaMbridge, MA 02138

School Programs
Effectiveness Training, Inc.
531 Stevens Avenue

Solana Beach,,'CA: 92075

State. Departments of Education 0:floes:
Bilingual Education
Discrimination
Special Education,
Student Advisory Councils

The Student Ombudsman Program
National Conference of Christians and Jews
1331 'Enquirer Building
Cincinnati', OH 45202

Teachers Centers yrogram
g. S. Office of Education
1832 M Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20036

Tri:Lateral Council for Quality Educates
125 High Street
Boston, MA 02110
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4.2 - Conflict M- ement Stratecri s and

Background 1-0 4.2 2

Background
Materials

Sample Student Grievance Form
for

Procedures for Student Involvement; Rights, and Responsibilities

(From: Prince Georges County Public Schools, Upper Marlboro, Maryland)

LOCAL SCHOO

(Name of School)

SECTION I: TO BE COMPLETED BY 'STUDENT WI

Name

Grade

Date Sttmitted to Student Government Association

GRIEVAiCE

Statement of Grievance (Refer to specific section of the Student Bill
of Rights and Responsibilities)

How was this section 'of the document allegedly violated?

In what way(s) did you meet the responsibilities that are applicable
to this section of the document

What informal steps did you take to try to resolve the
concerned part through discussion?

What'action would you like to see taken?

r-'-'--

1

ievance with



GO

SECTION II: TO BE COMPLETED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SOCIATION

Date formal grievance was received

Date formal grievance was submitted to 'principal_

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE STUDENT GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE

Steps taken by the student grievance committee to resolve the grievance.
(List dates of meetings, parties involved in each meeting, and summary
results of each session.)

Action, the student grievance committee reto __ends that the principal
takes;

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE PRINCIPAL

Date of final decision made by principal

Final Decision and Reasons

Date decision was communicated by the principal to grievant

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

The decision as acceptable to the grievant and the principal
Yes

No

The grievance will be filed through formal central office channels:
Yes

No

Note: be retained. on file :with the Stbden- Government AssoCiation.
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- Interpersonal Relationd

4.2 - Conflict Management Strategies and Programs

Background 1-0 4.

Student Grievance Form

Background
Materials

(Fcomt Albert L. Place Junior High School, Denver, Colorado)

STUDENT GRIEVANCE FORM
grievance is defined as a complaint in writing presented by a student to the

school staff /authorities alleging.one or more of the following:
A. That'a rule is unfair: and/or
R.. That a Mid in practice discriminates against or between students: and/or
C. That school personnel used an unfair procedure in assessing a form of

punishment against a student, ..,
COMPLAINT

Check One Blank Date
Counselor, Level 1

Assistant Principal,'
Level '-'

Principal, Level 3
.

hereby file ri ance complaint to,

Student's camels)

My grievance is based on A a o (Marc :ban
one blank may be checked).

Specifically, my grievance is that

I hereby' petition for a hearing on my grievance at the convcni,ence of trte 5choa
ersonnel, but in no event later than five school days from :he date o: :his petition.

5Eddent's-signature(s).

The student may be represented at the conference by an adult. bet the stt vent.
must be present to elaborate on his grievance at the given time and place' of the
conference. Failure to appear at the appointed time and place effectively waives
the student's riOt to,the conference 'provided by the school. unless extenuating
cirtunistances make it impossible for the student to appear.

Date Received -
+-- Place of Confercrice

Comments:

.

SCHOOL'S RECORD
Date of Conference_

Time of Conference

Resnlutiort-
Signature of school epresentati
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Background I-D 4.2.4

Ed Plan

Simnolis___-----

Games on Conflict

Background
Materials

A simulation game about the economics and politics of school system
planning for grades 10 through college. Using 29-36 players, students
plan improvement of a fictional school district. Abt Associates,
55 Wheeler Street; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, $35.00.

A simulation game in citizenship skills for grades 7 through 12. Stu-

dents represent specific political personalities and population groups
with various ethnic, class, and voting characteristics. The pressure

comes from the upcoming mayoralty-election which climaxes the game.
Twentythree to 'fifty students in the fictional city of Simpolis must
seek solutions to the pressing problems of civil rights, street crime,
education, housing, pollution, poverty, and transportation. Abt Associates,

:Camel Central, 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138,

$35.00.

Managing School- Conflict

This role-playing simulation includes a teacher's guide with instructions
and a discussion of the origin and purposes of the school governance and
complaint committee as well as black -line masters for duplication of
Case Study Data Sheets and other materials: Developed by Todd Clark and

Mary Furlong for the Constitutional Rights Foundation, 1978, and published
by Unger Productions, Inc., Gateway Station 802, Culver City,
California 90230.
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Interpersonal Relations

Module 4.2 - Conflict Management Strategies and Programs.,,

Conflict Management

Resources/
Bibliography

A Compilation of Federal Education Laws. Updated periodically. Available free
from: Office of the Assistant Commissioner for Legislation, U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Room 4131, 400 Maryland
AVenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20202.

rnative Strategies (for the Prevention and Reduction of Disruptive Behavior in
Secondary Schools), Vol. II, No. 3, September 1978. Available from: Dallas
Independent School District, 3700 Ross Avenue, Dallas, TX 75204.

Ayers,,George E. and Bronaugh, Juanita. Conflict Mena ement: Human Relations
Training Guide. 'Racine Unified School District: Racine, Wisconsin, July 1976.
Available through: ERIC, ED 129 956, UD 016 498.

DeCecco, John, and LiijeStrand, Petra. "Conflict Negotiation and Civic Education."
Department of Psychology, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA.

Pulley, Alan C. Interpersonal Conflict Resolution. Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Pores-

man and Company, 1975.

Fish, Kenneth L. Conflict and Dissent in the High School. New York: Bruce

Publishing Co., 1970.

Flemer, Don, and Harrod, Chid. TheStudentOnbuds Program, Order from: National
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Course 4
ersonal Relations

Module 4.3- Gangs (Advanced Session)

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

This module is designed to help participants better understand the scope of any gang
problem within schools and be able to place these problems in a structured framework.
Through discussion with the trainer, participants will share experience, gain know-
ledge of containment strategies or interventions that have worked.

jectives

participants will be able to--

1. Explain the psychology of gang membership

2. .Descrbe how gangS in. their setting differentiate duties by sex

3. Describe howganglmembers may be identified

4. Describe a multi - pronged approach togang containment and early inter-
_ vention involving community agencies (police, outreach workers,
others).

Target Audiences /Breakouts

This unit is at an advanced operational level. It presumes participants and trainer
have had some experience with gang problems and intervcntions.



Course 4 Interpersoual Relations

Module 4' Gangs (Advanced Session

Media/Equipment

16mm film
Projector

Materials

Audio-Visual Materials

4.3.1 "Youth Terror: The Face Behind the Gun"

Module
Synopsis

contiinied)



Course

Module
Total Time

4 - Interpersonal Relations

4.3 - Gangs (Advanced Session)

141 - 2 hours

Module Summai

Course
Agenda
Module

This advanced verainar-looks at the power structure, psyc.r..,logy ional modality,
and changing character of gangs. Approaches, to containment and lar .y intervention are
also discussed. 'Specific emphasis should be determined for.eacL '-a based on
participant interests and needs.

ActM ent Summary Time

(NOTE: The exact structure of this module is flexible. The following
is an outline for the presentation.)

1. Film and Discussion: "Youth Terror: The FaceBehind the G-

A. Participants View FilmParticipants

B. Discussion of ilm

ga_pg_psychologyand Operational Modality

A. Findings CorFicemisychology

B. Summary Description of Gangs

Recent Changes in the Nature and Dimension of Gangs

A. Dispersion and Expansion of Gang Activity

B. Use of More Serious Weapons

C. Increased Amount and Degree of Violence

D. Increase in Amount of Organized Criminal Activit

-E. Increased Politicization

1 hour



Activity /Content Surnma r Tie

4. De2gj1LallqllasmALEshools: Who Can Help

A. The First Stec - School Iden iZ3 ion'o u and 'Their Ob'eaives

B. Use of ColmEliyipmal to Ide fy Gangs, Gang Tlembers and Leaders

C. , Use of Gang Workers to_Counsel Gang Members

D. Use of School Staff

Intervention /Containment S -a

A. Enlisting Cooperation of Multiple Agencies

B. Recognizing the Limitations on Schools Ability to Act

School-based A roache gel' Curtail Gan: Activities

A. Regulations to Lower Visibilityon CamEHE

B. Stens to Prevent ai -Gut of

Earl e ention. The X

Controls -on

on



Course Inttrpersonal Relations

Module_ 4.3 - Gangs (Advanced Session)

Detailed
Walk:Through

Materials/Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

(NOTE: The following is-a presentation outline rather than
a literal script. It is designed to allow for
trainer flexibility in presentation. Talk with
group about your own-experiences with gangs. Use
this outline and the points in it as suggestions for
take -off points of interest to your audience. Allow
participants a chance to offe theincomments and
suggestidns throughout. Encourage participants to
present specific details on strategies that have
worked and lessons learned so others may replicate
them. )

Film and Discussion: "Youth Terror: The Face Behind the Gun"
(1 hour)

A. Participants View Film

B. Discussion of Film

(NOTE The film should provide a trigger to allow pa- ici-
pants to discuss their experidnce with gangs.
Trainer should pick up on points the participants
raise. Additional points for discussion are
suggested below.)

Gang Psychology and operational Modality

A. Findings S2neer-
o It is important that school personnel realize the

immense impact that the psyChology of the gang, and
its role in an individual gang member's life, can
have.

o Working with gangs through a sensitivity approach
has usually been found not to be helpful.



maim-him
Equipment Sequence /Activity Descript on

Gang members generall'i are alienated\fiom the larger
society. The gang provides. them with a source of
identification, a source of personal power (a great
attraction to the students who feel 'powerless), great
excitement (often in a boring life), and friends and
community who care about them.

o Often a person's spot in a gang is reserved for him by
his older brother, and possibly gang membership has
been a part of the family culture for several genera-
tions.

Initiation into a gang usually involves a willingness
of the part of the initiate to pledge allegiance to
the gang. The bonds,that are thus formed are those
of brotherhood, loyalty and silence.

o Most gangs operate based on a sense of territorial
rivalry. They see insults or put downs as something
to be avenged tosave them persenal honor. Of course,
this depends to some degree on the culture. For
example, if through intonation there is a sign of
personal fear or if someone is 'called a punk, not
bright or retard, this must be avenged.

(NOTE: Teachers who wish to discipline a student should do
this in private with the student, so the student does
not lose face. Then the student may not have to
avenge his honor, or that of his associates. If
something is said to a student in front of others,
then he must avenge the insult. Often, this venge-
ance takes the form of physical attack or damage ,to
personal property.)

B. Summarypescription of.Gangs

o Sex differentiated and sexist

o Racially differentiated; few integiated-gangs.

o Territorial



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

o Benevolent to themselves

o Multiple ages represented (11323 year olds)

o Violent

o Ritualinti -the vendetta is very real concept

o Types of gangs may range from loose associations of peoplein a club, such as an automobile club. or motorcycle club,
to a gang with connections to the political underworld.
Many of'the more dangerous gangs deal in drugs, but often
their members do not use drugs.

o Many gangs have their counterparts in the form of a giII!±.
au. Girls in a gang are expected to date the boys in
their respective gang and often to perform sexually for at
least one of the gang members. The girls are expected,
depending on the type of gang, to shoplift, carry weapons,or deal with drugs.

Recent Chances in the Nature and Dimension of Gan

A. Dispersion and EmrijkIAGAEgyActivit

o Once structurely neighborhood gangs have spread throughout
the city, this allows neighborhood gangs to get a wider
power base and grow.

Use of Serious Weapons

o Guns and semi automatic weapons are common among gang
members.

Members of all ages are likely to carry guns. Some
of the older gdng members consider the 11 and 12-year
olds toting guns as frightening even to them.

(NOTE: In respanse.to the weapon phenomenon, the Chicago
Public School System employs armed security staff at
the entrance of each high school to check the identity
card of each student and search for weapons. This staff
member is expert in identifyingconcealed weapons, in-
cluding leadpipes, guns, or knives.)



MaterialS/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

C. Increased Amount and De Violence

o Many psychologists report seeing a growing sense of anomie
where there are no moral barriers to any act.

D. Increase in Amount cifgr-animinalActivit-

o' The power base of some youth gangs is inJarger organiza-
tions such as Tongs, and the so-called Mexican Mafia, etc.

E. Increased Politicization

Gangs have become more savvy about getting involved in
politics. Gang members in Chicago have run for and won
political office in at least one area. Many gangs now
pool their funds to buy legal help or buy bail bonds.

Dealin With Gan s in SchOol: Who Can Hel'

A. The First Ste chool Identification of Gan :s and Their
Objectives

o Note early warning signils of gang activity. one of the
early signs of gangs is noticeable through the type of
graffiti scrawled throughout the school or neighborhood.
There are some graffiti experts who can tell what is occur-
ring in a school by analyzing the graffiti found there.

o Sometimed, quickly covering over any graffiti is a way to
diminish the force of a gang because it obliterates their
message and their sense of territorial control over the
place where their message is found.

Use of Com, unity to IdentifygangslatAugLat
and Leaders

o .Police gang units

o Police intelligence uni

o Gang workers

o Community aides



Sequence /Activity Description

o It is.crucial that the schoil security staff have- ,strong
handle on this so they can Fooperaie with 'these other
,groups. For example, in one school a Samoan chief.,Isnow
a school security aide and helps cool tensions wit-h,

. Samoan gang in Seattle.

C. Use of Gang Workers to Counsel Gang Members

o Gang workers operate between the gangs and
authorities.

legitimate

o There are gang outreach workers employed tfire-Ugh the.
youth serving agencies who operate within .schools.

o These gang workers establish rapport with students:
find out about potential problems; alert school
authorities; cool tensions; provide alternative
recreational outlets for gang members; counsel
gang inembers about problems, including alcohol and
drug abuse.

D. Use of School. Staff.:

o In Seattle, Washington, members of various 6 acuity'
are used in this role; the Slack Education Association and
the Asian tealition for Education help with gang_problelis .

o i6n/Containment Strategies

A. Enlist ration of

All schools with gangcp oblers or potential gang_problems
strdSsed the necessity for early and sertj.nuligl'contact betwpen-:7
the schools and local police and other agencies - concerned with
the problem. Key groUps to involve =

'o School security staff-zSchool security-- 'stiff an coordi--
nate much-of the activity when crisis apfears imminent.
This may require ,police radio and giving,police a school_
radio so Buick contact may be made. This may_also.require
a written agreement with the police department on when and
how their services will bp used in the schools.

873



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

The police youth division, gang division, and intelli eni
division--Police generally keep a close tab on who the gJ
leaders are and,know when-they are recruiting. This is
useful knowledge so school security may be strengthened
during difficult times.

The courts--In Reno, Nevada, monthly meetings are held
with the district attorney, juvenile court judges and ,

school security staff on mutual problems. Similar menthi
meetings occur in San Diego. -Here the local police depai
ment, probation and parole,officers, sheriff's department
and school security'office all'work together. Topics, for
meetings include who is getting out of prison and who is
recruiting. the school security director in Reno credits
this groups which began over seven years ago, with holdin
down-the level 6f gang violence in the school by cutting.
down the Power of the gang to 'bperate.

Conflict resolution service of the U.S. Department-of
,Justice- -This is a regional service- (in 10 regioni) and
is available free to schools regnesting-hlp.':

Recognizing on Schools' Ability to Act

.

.o The, gang brother or sister-hood is an extremely powerfu.
force. The'self-image of most gang members, is not negatil
Od the contrary, the gang is providing a great deal pf
support and socialization. Thgang is family friends,
acceptance, and goalsetter. jr

.1,

o .Attempts to break down thisliupport structure will be
.resisted. Recidivism among those "reached" is high.

Without'a serious
the_abilitY of `the
gang activities is
early intervention

nvestment in time, money and training,
school - or any agency to eliminate
extremely limited. -Containment pirongb
may be the best that can be expected.

7



Materials!
Equpten nce /Activity Description

School-based Approaches to Mel Curtail Gang Activities

A. ulation to Lower Visibility on Cam us

o One of the most fundamental rules is that no gang
insignias or colors are allowed within the school.
Members with gang jackets may sling them over their
shoulders instead of wearing them. If they were worn
they might be challenged by rival groups.

o Gang graffiti should be removed at once. and strict --

sanctions be imposed on those caught.

Steps:WPrevent_Staking7out bfTur__

Reno, Nevada:school security staff suggest that when
schools see-a gang beginning- to stake outan area for
themselves immediate action should-be taken.' Once

-gang members begin to feel they have a right-to an
area, it is far more diffiCult:to dislodge theM.
failure to-dislod g e therdleadi to extortion for
other people to Walk through-their turf.

-

Other- gangs:Operate outside the
s

school'building:-itself--
.

the,chool playground, the-parking lot, or a store across
Irbtcifool. Patrols and cooperative efforts between
.school add police security officers may'prevent early
formation of_turf territories -for a ging:,

o One of the main problems in schools deal with violence
'bathrooms. Often this is-where extortion demands are"
made by gang members. Some schbols with incipient gahg
ptbblems have worked out:a plan of bathroom supervision.

in

=%

Some gangs stake out'certain events. Often the same event
`will trigger an incident year after year. While it may be
impossible to prevent, careful deployment Of security staf
and local.police may keep tie'` level of viblence down.'



Materials/
Equipment equence/Activi .Description.

There are also certain times that gang violence is likely
to be higher. Much of the, gang violence may occur on a
Monday, for example, to resolve problems that occurred ov
the weekend. Preparedness can help minimize seriousness.

Earl I The Containment

The reaction of Houston, Texas, if typical of many school
sistems. Houston claims, "We don't have gang problems
because we get involved and break them up before they sta.
As soon as we identify the potential gang, we react to th
leaders. We call them in and talk to them and we apply
the pressure so they can't function," said Les Burton,
Director of School Security in Houston. "We explain to
the gang leaders that their activity is against state
law and policy and that they will be watched. If we hear
rumors about them operating, we apply pressure and tell
them that we mean business and we stick with he adder

Sometimes this may involvechanging students classes
so ringleaders are not .n classes with other potential
gang members. If necessary, the schools of gang members,
are changed.

o The` establishment of new gangs in a school poses a *rtic-
ular problem since tebecome establisWed they have to
"prove" themselves, often through violent acts. It is
thus particularly important to intervent quickly and force
fully.

Controls on Illegal Activity

c

Illegaloactivity.tolerated breeds more gang inroads. School
that have a betterhand on the gang'problem tend to:

o Report all ,drug .violations to the police

Report all extortion attempts, to ,the police.

the schools,Not toierate gamblia-
,4



Course 4 - Interpersonal Relations

RiCMIEF4.4 Victimolo

Purpose

Module._
Synopsi

Most efforts to reduce school crime focus on the offenses and offenders. This module
'focuses instead on victims, their key characteristics, the types of victimization,
and the needs of victims. Steps that can be taken individually and collectively to
break the vicious circle of victimization and reduCe the disabling-consequences that
follow victimization are explored.

Objectilms

Participants will be able to--

1. Identify four major characteristics of school yid-dins

Distinguish among three,broad types -of victimization that occur in chool,
:' according to the offenses involved and their possible consequences for vic-

tins

Describe the vicious circle imi ation and hog it o rates

List five ;broad types of crisis needs vi s may have

kloPcifY at least two, different approaches for influencing ea
tim characteristics identified above, and explain them,.

_

Target Audiences/BreakoUts

_ of the

The broad overview presented in this o _onal core module will be of greatest useful-
ness to those in positions to influence both formally and informally school policy
efforts.tO reduce victimization and help treat the victims. A survey of possible'
approaches is provided so participantS can assess, the needs of school victims and'
identify appropriate resources to meet them.

,



Course

Module 4 4 - Victim

Inte onal Relations

Media/Equipment

Overhead pwoje
Screen
Pens/pencils

Materials

Worksheets

4.4.1
'4 .4. 2

Victim Profiles
_Identification of .Victim Needs and Resources

Transparencies

4.4.1 National Student Victim-Profile
4.4.2 National Teacher Victim Profiles
4.4.3 National School Victim Profile
4.4.4 Crisis Needs of School Victims
4.4.5 Training for Noncrisis Needs
.4.4.6 More Help for-Noncrisis Needs
4.4.7 Font - Crisis. Counseling for School V
4.4.8 Meeting Needs of SchoOk Victims

,Module
Synopsi$

(continued)

0



14ational Student :Victim` Profile:

$1kidelit victims tan-be characterized

go Academic achievement Below grade level
in reading and math

Age: Either among the youngest or, above
the usual age for their grade

Nonirivolvemen loners" who feel
alienated

mon status: Membeys o f groups that al
minoritiesin their,schools'



National Teacher Victim Profile

Teacher victims can be characterized by

Minor' status

Authoritarian disciplinary style

Personal or professional insecun

Hist° of victimization



Natiorial.SchOOl Victim Profile

Victims can be chatacterized :by

Students

Minor' status

Ag0 differences

Poor academid
adhievement

Teachers

Minor! ty status

'AlienatiOn

insecuri

Authoritarian,
style

History of
victimization



Possible Critical Needs
of School Victims

pchOot victims- may need:

medical treatment

financial

pe assistance.





More Help for-Nono Crisis Needs

Victims!- self -confidence and involvement cal
beJmpiroVecl

4 increasing. ob 'compOency.o- academic
achleveMen4

4 .

paetipipation in thp Wady system;

getting 4) know.pe9ple: as Individtia



Counseling for School Victims

Victims of school violence may benefit from
counseling:

by professionals in the community setting;

by professionals'in the school setting;



Meeting Need6 of School :Victims,

Efforts to meet the needs of victims can
involve:

both short and lohq term efforts;

school policy and program;

indivIdua.ldwor.king with other ipdividup_s;-

the. school and community working
together.



.Course

Module
Total lime '2 hoUrs

A9enda
by

Module Summary

This module ,looks at the victims of offenses7-theit typical characteristics and problems.
Italso suggests steps that can be taken to break the pattern of victimization for stu-
dents and teachers.

Introduction

A vi /Corrtent Summary

This module's purpose is to provide an overview of some of
aspeCts of victimology.

Group Activity With Worksheet :' Victim Profiles

Participants work individeally.to complete profiled = =of

teacher victims in theirschools.

Using Transparencies: _Characteristics of Studen
Teacher Victims

n.

Trainer ppints,out why individually prepared profiles may differ and-
presents victim profiles from the NIB study; "Violent Schools -Safe'-
Schools." Categories of student and'teacher victim characteristics
are shown. 'Basic Similarities between teacher' and student character-

.

istics are' presented.

A. Differentes in, profiles
B. National Student Victim Profile
C. real Te h r V pros
I. CoMzrison of National Student and Teacher Victim Profiles

nilecture
Needs -

School Vi ims -Thei Problems and 15 Min.

Trainer reviews victimization in schools according to the probable
intensity of_impactwon victims. Types of victimization and the
experience of being victimized are conAidere& The circular rela-
tionship is pointed-ouf between the characteristics of victims that
set individuals up, for victimization and their further `reinforcement
by each victimization.



A /Content Summary Time

A. Types of Victimization,
B. The Problems of Victims

BREAK

5. tiniie ure Usin. Trans rencies; Devi- tjmiz in Victims

In order to give participants a checklist of key points to help Victims,
crisis needs, noncrisis needs, and post-crisis needs are presented.

Introduction
B. Meetin. mediate or Crisis Needs After Victimization
C. Meetingfloncrisis Needs of Vi
D. Meeting Counseling Needs of Victims

6. `9Smalland,reGrouActivitUsilLaTor3wTo
Meet the Needs of Victims

Participants u-e a worksheet to help identify needs and resources for
victims.

A. Introduction
entifitITims

7. Wrap-U

30 min.

30 min.

5 ran.



Course 4 - Interpersonal Relations

Module 4.4 - Victimolo

Detailed
.Walk.Through,

Materials/Equ p ent Sequence /Activity Description'

Worksheet
4.4.1

Introduction (2 in.)

Trainer should make the following points:

o Schools, like most of society, focus mainly on offenses and
offenders. Little attention has been paid, to victims or the
experience of victimization.

o This module aims to provide an-overview of some of the key
aspects of victimology--the study of victimswhich in the
past few decades has come into its own. Current research-on
this topic appears in a separate scholarly journal as well
as in many other publications.

o Among the topics we are going to consider are--

(1) Characteristics of persons who become victims
(2) Strategies for preventing victimization
(3) Impacts of being victimized.

Prevention to help students and teachers avoid being victims
and help if they are victims should be a critical part of a
school's plan to reduce violence.

2. Group. Activity With Worksheet: Victim Profiles (10 min.)

Trainer should give the following directions:

Turn to Worksheet 4.4.1, Victim Profiles, in your Partici-
pant Guide.

Complete the Victim Profile individually.

Use it to describe student and teacher victims in the
schools you know best.

You have la minutes.



Sequence /Activity Description

Minilecture Using Trans rencies: Characteristics of Student and
Teacher Victims (15 min.)

A. Differences in Profiles
_

Trainer should make the following points:

o We are going to look at some national profiles of victims
that are part of the National Institute of Education
report, Violent Schools--Safe Schools. These profiles su.
marize statistics gathered from a very large sample of
schools, teachers, and students.

As we do, keep your own description in mind. Because each
school is different, and because we all remember selec-
tively, your profiles may seem to be different from the
national profiles.

o However, let's see if we can find some characteristics in
common.

Nat_ anal Student Vi Profile

Show Transparency 4.4,1 and make the points below.

National Student Victim Profile

Student victims can be characterized by

Academic achievement: Below grade level
in reading and math

Age: Either _among the youngest or above
the usual age for their grade

Noninvolvement: "Loners" who fee
alienated

Minority status: Members of groups that are
minorities in their schools

Student victims tend to be.routside the main stream in sev-
eral ways:



Materials/
Equipmen Sequence /Activity Description

Trans parent

4.4.2

(1) They lack the strength and security of being part of
a larger group. They have few friends.

They are easy to identify by race or ethnic group,
age, size, handicapping conditions, language.

They have a record of failures academically, in
sports, and socially.

(4) They appear to be alone and different in highly vis
ible ways from the majority.

o "Different" students have, unfortunately, always been the
victims Of meanness and nastiness. Today the meanness and
nastiness is often exhibited in stronger ways.

National Teacher Victim Profile

Show Transparency 4.4.2 and make the points

National Teacher Victim Profile

Teacher victims can be characterized by

o status

Authoritarian disciplinary style

Personal or professional insecurity

History of victimization

o Like student victims, teacher victims tend to be "differ=
ent."

o Teachers who interact with in an elitist way not
only set up an adversary relationship with students, they
also set themselves "apart" from students.

o Cultural differences may also set a teacher apart from stu-

dents. For example, a soft-spoken teacher may need to



Materials/
Equipment Sequence %Activity DeScription

learn how to project his or her voice in order to gain the
attention of, more outspoken students.

o Insecurity About subject matter is one way teachers weaken
their positions and become more vulnerable. Poor classroom
management also makes a teacher vulnerable. Students sense
such insecurities immediately.

Particularly if the teacher is in the minority group of the
school, has an-authoritarian disciplinary style, and is
personally or professionally insecure, he or she will be
victimized again and again.

o This history of victimization is particularly important
when you analyze your schools because victims can be
helped. They do not have to remain victims, or be sub-
jected to repeated attacks.

If you look only at offenses and offenders, this crucial
link will be missed-or simply explained away as.a run of
tough breaks.

D. Comparison of National Student and Teacher Victim Profiles

Transparency Show Transparency 4.4.3 and make the points below:
4.4.3

National School Victim Profile
Victims can be characterized by

Students

Age differences

Minority

F

Teachers

Poor academic
achievement

Alienation

M inorltyy status

Insecuri

Authoritarian
style

History of
victimization



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Descripti n

The parallels are clear:

Both teacher and student victims belong to'groups that
tend to be "different ": racial/ethnic minorities in
their schools and, for students, physically or men-
tally handicapped'or different in age from their
peers.

- Poor academic achievement and insecurity are closely
related. Both teachers who are unsUre of their sub-
ject matter or unable to control their classes, and
students who are unable to keep up academically, feel
insecure.

An alienated student and an authoritarian teadherp who
sets himself or herself apart, are both "loners,"
uneasy in theirenvironment.

Both teacher and student victims tend to,have few
friends in the School'. They both believe they have no
one or no where to go to for help.

o Victims of school violence exhibit certain
characteristics.

o Being aware of these characteristics means that we can pay
particular attention to them as we consider changes in the
school environment, such as:

(1) Providing special instruction for those students in
academic difficulty

(2) Giving each student an opportunity to succeed in
something--whether it be in progressing from a low
level to one just a bit higher or in doing a task
such as watering the plants so they don't wilt

(3) Providing firm, fair, and consistent discipline in
the classrooms and throughout the school

By getting the cooperation of faculty and adMinis-
trators to reach these goals

By providing special help to those teachers having

classroom management problems, but without affecting
their job security

(6) By treating each teacher and student with respect,
by requesting ,rather than demanding, by smiling or
warmly acknowledging their presence
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By coordinating discipline so teachers do not feel
isolated in the standards they set or in the
responses they can expect from their administrators
concerning discipline problems

By allowing faculty a voice in setting schoo
cies and rules.

-nilecture Using Transparencies._ School Vi ims--Their Problems and
Needs (15 min.)

A. Types of V ctimi ati n

Trainer should ask participants to provide examples of types of
victimization.

Types of victtmization include--

(l) Theft of operty-tAlthough it may cause mental
anguish or privation, this is the'least destructive
type of victimization because there is no direct
confrontation between offender and victim.' Personal
fear and injury are.not-Lavolved. However, peolae
do feel uneasy over any loss.

(2) Robbery and extortion_of _goods or money-- Because the
offender confronts the victim and uses'forde or
threats for intimidation, this type of offense .is
often more troubling.

Being threatened by someone who has says he
or she, has) a dangerous weapon is frightening.

- If a weapon or force is used, the victim may
be seriously and/or painfully injured.

Victims may be provoked to an themselves in an
escalation of violence.

As with theft of property, the valuables sur-
rendered may cause hardship for the victim,
both material andsentimental.

Personal attack--Whether physical or verbal, this
type of victimization may produce the deepest scars.

A verbal attack is primarily aimed at the vic-
tim's self-concept and emotional vitality,
although it may include threats of physical
harm.
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- The individual, rather than his
perty, is the target.

r her

A physical attadk can cause both serious
injuries and serious long-lasting fears.

B. The Problems of Victims

'Trainer should make the following points:

o Victim always ha

vsi

oblems as a result of victimization.

o The seriousness and extent of the_preblem_may_ Bend_ as
much on how the his 0- her
as on the actual event

ration

A'first7tiMe experience may be
whelming by the victim.

Resignation to and acceptance of the
affect the perceptions of victims in
crime rates.

ved as more over-

inevitable may
schools with high

The victim's rsonal life situation shapes.his or er
perception of the degree of pain and/or hardbhip.

Victim Perceptio-ns some Examples

"They took my rent money. What will I do?"

"I don't care about the money, but they took any and-
fethet's watch."

"Thank goodness I'm alive, but how can my family
the medical bills?"

"The things they said to me I know they're not
true but they were, awful. And I'm scared ... "

The response b significant others to the victimization can.
intensify

- A save-your-own-skin reaction by other people to a

victimization-in-progress heightens the victim's
caption of being alone, helpless, and not important.

Most victims feel they have 'la received proper satis-
,

faction for their ordeal, after, they notify authori-
ties, which means their sense of alienation increases.
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Victims must continue to be present in the schoo
daily with their vi
problems.

imizers, exacerbating victim

Many victims leave: students skip school, teat
are absent and/or leave teaching.

The victim's
others
ization.

oblems are determined t© some extent by how
d treat the victim and his or her victim-

- Both teacher and student victims may be scolded or
punished by their families or school authorities for
being neglectful or for taking the stolen object to
school in the first place.

- Families of both student and teacher victims may show
such a high level of fear and concern for the victim's
future safety that their attitude itself becomes a
problem for_ victims.

(Trainer should refer to the'exasnple of perceptiond of
imization in the box which follows.)

Perceptions of Victimization:: A Short Example

In a major urban area, last spring,,a woodshop teacher
took a 3-day leave to- attend his father's funeral.' He
returned to Aiscover'that in his absence a fire had
burned his woodshop. The cause of the fire had not yet-,-
been determined, but human causation seemed likely. The
teacher was called into the principal's office. The
principal hastened to assure him, "We know it's. not your
fault--and we'll find another assignment-for yot right
way.",

In the halls and in the -teacher's lounge, the teacher
noticed a certain coldness from fellow staff. During the
next few weeks a number of students began Making jokes On
the theme of the wood man getting burned

Later, the teacher summarized his 'experience for USRN, "I
may not be the world's best teacher, but I never had Any
teal problems before. And to this day, i don't know how
that fire got started. The thing is, it didn't matter
how. Almost everyone just sort of assumed it was my
fault, that Iliad asked for it.' And those whodidn't'
think that way felt compelled toessure me thatthey were
on mY side. ,At the end of the yearI had the opportunity
to transfer to another school. And that's what I did."
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o victimization (like rape) pose especially
serious problems for the victim.

The way society in general--but especially the vic-
tim's significant others -- regard a victimization like
rape can color-the victim's attitudes for years.

- The callousness" of authorities in such instances has
been the subject of much public concern. Several
resources are provided in your Participant Guide that
deal with these issues.

o The oblems that victims face reinforce their a r
tics

Victims are caught in a vicious circle: they are vulner-
able to victimization because of their characteristics and
their characteristics are exacerbated by, their victimiza-
tions.

o Even_if eve are successful in reducing school crime by
nd offenses students and teache

not of actual crimes.

BREAK

5. Minilecture Us in= Trans Dev izin V

A. Introduction

Trainer should make the following points:

n.)

o This session aims at giving you some key points and guide-
lines you can use in your own schools and communities.

The checklists to be presented here should be woven
together with your learnings from other parts of this cur-
riculum.
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B. Meet ate Crisis Needg After Victimization

Shaw Transparency 4.4.4 and make the points below:

Crisis eels of School Victim s

School victims may n

Medical treatment

Emotional support

o Financial help

Legal -typo assistance

o Medical attention--after victims are attacked, they may not
realize the extent of their injuries. There may be inter-
nal bleeding or injuries to the head which later result in.
blackouts or dizziness. Thus, if you suspect there has
been an attack with injury, it would be wise to see that
the victim sees a doctor.

This medical attention may require--

- First aid provided at the school

- =A trip to a

o Cloth
tims.

ysician in a car or

lance, if the injury is serious.

be needed, for the comfort nd _o -sty-of vie-

o Emotional support--is always needed, even if here has been
no injury or torn clothing.

(1) Victims may be' highly excited or hysterical; very
quiet and withdrawn; extremely vocal and'ahgry.
What they will need is an opportunity (both time and
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place) to work through these emotions, and often
someone to be there to reassure them..

Victims will not beneht from going to class or sit-
ting in an office "until they feel better" or being
sent or taken home where they will be alone for same
time.

Needs of victims are not served by sending them on
their way alone abruptly after examlhation or first
aid, or by "plopping them down somewhere outof the
way," even though it may be the easiest way out of
an awkward situation for school staff.

Financial assistance--maybe money for a phone call or fare
to get home as well as help in meeting antmportant'obliga-
tion (such as meeting the rent payment). tome school sys
terns offer financial assistance to teachers who have been
victimized. Other- sources of financial aid may be avail-,
able through funds from the teacher's union.

o Legal assistance --may mean help in filing complaints and/or
claims, pressing dharges, completing forms.. There is no
law, as there is for offenders, that victims be routinely
informed Of their rights. Some school systems-actively
encourage teachers who have been victimized to file
Charges. In these systems, teachers are compensated for
the time they Must be off work - both recuperating and tes-
tifying.

o It is important to be prepared to meet these needs, and
identify them before crises occur. Remember that neither
victims or those trying to help victims may behave logi-
cally in crises.

o Some of the crisis needs continue long after the crisis has
passed such as medical treatment, emotional Support, coun-
seling, legal assistance.

o Being ready to meet these needs is especially important in
trying to break the vicious circle for victims and their
characteristics: failure and insecurity, alienation, sep-
arateness, authoritarianism; and for teachers, a history of
victimization.

C. Meeting NonCrisis Needs of Victims

Trainer should make the following. points:

o Remember that the national victim characteristics indicate
that most victims do not interact often or closely with
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most people in a school, in part because o poor communica-
tions skills and a sense of inadequacy.

Show Transparency 4.4.5 and make the points below:

Training for Noncrisis Needs

More enduring or pervasive needs may be
reduced 4y.--

Assertiveness training

Youth effectiveness training

Teacher effectiveness training

Values clarification

Stress training

o These techniques may help victims the victimization
circle.

o Assertiveness training- -helps people, learn how to stand up
for their beliefs in a positive, nonaggressive way.

(1) Trainees learn to recognize situations in which they
prOperly should and can make their position known,
especially in regard to their rights.

(2) Trainees practice acting out situations in which
they let others know they are in disegieement,_dis-
pleased, not interested, or offended. As trainees
et used to hearing themselves actin an assertive

way, they find out how others react to them--and how
useful these techniqtes are.

Exercises done outside the class, followed by class,
discussions, help 'trainees accept and grow comfort
able with the idea' that they really, to have rights
and can stand up foi them effectively. This feeling
is importerit for both student and teachers who have
been victimized.
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Youth effectiveness,trainin - lso helps student victims --

Build self-confidence
Learn effective communications skills
Stand up to peer pressure.

o Teacher effectiveness training--achieve similar results for
teachers, especially for those.whc lack assurance in their
classroom management skills.

Values clarification exercises-help studenti and teachers:
understand and stand up for-the values- they believe are
important. If YOu know, what your,own values are, you are
better able-to resist external pressures from peers and
authority-figures.

Stress traininghelps people'who work where there is ten-
sion, unending demands and pressures!' Teacher rap groups
provide a means to talk out feelings and fears. Techniquei
like meditation and yoga enhance inner strengths.

o Martial arts trainingcan also help build confidence
Many teachers take training in, martial arts so they do not
feel physically afraid of handling toughtoughsituations.

One martial art that stresses self-defense and inner
strength is aikido. Through a series of easily-learned
exercises participants are taught how to avoid confronta-
tions and fights but not give in to intimidation or
threats.
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Show Transparen 4.`4.6 and e the points bel

More Help for Noncrisis Needs
4,7

Victims self-confidence and involvement can
be improved by

Increasing job competency or academic
achievement

c

Participation in buddy Systems

Getting to know people as individuals

o- Increasing job competen n be achieved by further edu-
cation and trainingand by pairing an insecure teacher with
a more kncilledgeable, secure, and able colleague. Such .a

mentor-tYpe arrangemgnt allows an uneasy teacher to ask for
help as needed, as well as examine and anticipate trouble
spots with someone who has demonstrated success in spite of
the situation.

,. 0

However, it is vital that the mentor not be involved in
evaluation of the individual. This would prevent the inse-
cure teacher frOm being honest about his or her problems.

Academic achievement--can be promoted by--

(1) ,Physical examination to determine if there are any
physiological problems that might interfere with
learning.

Remedial math and reading courses, which hit at one
of the primary characteristics of student victims.

Tutoring on a one- to-one level, either independently
or as an adjunct to remedial courses. Side benefits
of tutoring for students include--
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ndividual attention for alienated studerits

- Increased interpersonal interaction which means
more acquaintances and possible friends.

adult volunteers serve as tutors, community/school rela,
onships may be strengthened, too.

Buddy systems- -serve as a source of reassurance here is
safety in numbers), and they also--

(1) Incorporate loners and isolated students or eachers
in mutually beneficial activities.

2 Serve as a means to Oet.to know other individua

Increase safety. and cement a productive, cooperativ
link across groups. 'his may be particularly true
when security counselors are involved as buddies of
teachers, as occurs in the Prince George's County,
Maryland, schools.

(4 Lessen the likelihood that either teachers or stu-
dents will linger in empty rooms--or other sites
that invite victimization.

Getting to'know people as individuals-- strengthens the
sense of. a school community,,thereby, providing support.'

o It is also important to remember that self-confidence may
be bolstered by adopting certain mannerisms and practices.

(Trainer may here wish to have participants suggest such prac-
tices.) Examples Include--

1) Developing a purposeful stride

(2) Establishing strong eye contact with those who cane face-
to-face with you

Dressing well (particularly in a minority school)

Projecting a confident image in which there is no overt
indication of. fear.

903
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Meet incy Counseling Needs of Vietims

Show Transparency 4.4.7 and make the points be].

Post-Crisis Counseling for School lotirrVictims

Victims of school violence may benefit from
counseling

By prlofessionals in the community setting

By professionals in the school setting

By trained peers in the commun
school

or in the

c Counseling is an important post-crisis need for .yicti
particularly if trauma has been severe, as in cases o
physical assault and particularly in rape.

o Counselors must be well trained and sensitive to victims'
special needs.

o Peer counselors, often people who have been victims them-
selves and trained to work with other victims, are espe-
cially valuable. They illustrate vividly that victims can
indeed become nonvictims.
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Small arIAJSETLInal.222EVAL5IJ1ILTLEEE122SEEEEZAntWorkahe How
To Meet the Needs of Victims (25 - 30 min.)

Introduction

TransparencyTransps,rency Show Transparency 4.4.8 and make the points below:
4.4.8

Meeting Needs of School Victims

Efforts to meet the needs of victims ca
involve

Both short- and long-term efforts

Changes in school policy and program

Individuals working with other individuals

The school and the communit working
together

'0 Short-term and long efforts--include crisis needs,
such as first aid for injuries at the moment, and post-
crisis needs,. such as continuing physical therapy later.

o 224,n_eiu:Sciam--such as new security
procedures'and the introduction of remedial courses are
needed.

.o Individuals working with other individuals--means'peer,
counseling, individual tutoring, and using a buddy system.

o The school and community working- together- -can ensure that
student and teacher victims find services, resources, agen-
cies, and 'organizations, which can help them.

o Each of these ways f meeting the needs of victims
important as we try to help break the circle of victimiza-
tion.
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Worksheet
4.4.2

B. Identifying Needs of Victims,

Trainer should refer participants to Worksheet 4.4.2, Identifi-
cation of. Victim Needs and Resources in their Participant Guide
and give the following directions:

. o This worksheet is designed to help us explore how we can ,

break the circle of victimization in our own schools.

o Look at the directions on the sheet and examine the materi-
als.

o It's all right if you only get one set of
teacher--done in the half hour available.

udent or

Trainer should divide participants into groupe of four or

Trainer is available for questions during the exercise.

ve.

Trainer reconvenes entire group and debriefs concerning the fol-
lowing points:

a What are ,your comments on _-o_ le spots? Breakthroughs?
o Promising possibilities?

Wrap-Up (5 min.

Trainer should make the following points:

What we have discussed interrelates with the other Modules:,

(1 ) A genuinedhange in school climate will affect students
who are loners and alienated as well as authoritarian
teachers and Administratmrs'who may be .encouraged to 'work
on their style Cfdiscipaine.

(2) Special aoaddmio help for failing students, meets needs
forlooth:Offenders and victims. as well as others

interracial, multiethnic, and cross - cultural dynamics
imprOvei status of those groups Who are in a minority in
the school should:improve.

(4) Revision of the school's security precautions and proce-
dures as well as appropriate modifications in the phy8i-7
cal environment reduce the likelihood of victimization.

o Victimology should be a part of your planning for violence pre-
vention in your schools.
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fiNckludel 4.4 - Vitt' 61,

h I-D 4.4.1

Victim Profiles

Participant
Worksheet

In comparison to most other students in the school, briefly describe, on the follow-
ing dimensions, those who become victims of assault, theft, robbery, or verbal abUse.

Aced mic_performance

Size and -age

Popularity h schoolmates

Level of involvement in the school and its reward system

embers in'raci 1, a hnic, in tic , reli ious,and other such o

Other specify)

In comparison to most other teachers or's aff4n the school, briefly describe, on
the following dimensions,' those who become victims.

e of discipline

Self-assurance

History as a target

;Other (specify).
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Module 4.4 - Victimolo Worksheet
Worktlieet I-D C4.2

identification of Victim Needs and Resources

Directions

Together with the members of your work group, complete one of the attached
worksheets As fully,as you can, based on the accompanying student or faculty -

victim profile.

.Share knowledge of your school and communities.

In yotr considerations, make use of what has,also emerged during other
sessions ofthiS,curriculum that has relevance for. victims: information,
ideas, strategies techniques, insights, and such.

To help, you identify types of efforts, a listing of possible school-based
strategies/mechanisms is also attached.

Reme er: you are identifying possible school and community resources to
meet the needs of victims and help them, solVe their problems. You are not
personally expected to supply all of the resources identified.

o Do not be, bound by what is currently the practice or already n place.

o You will have 30 minutes to complete these worksheets.

o If you have time, do the same for the other victim.

Reminder7-this is only a first cut at planning how to help devictimize the
victims in. your 'school. When youget hoie, it will be necessary to confer
and work with many others who are, concerned. and` could help victims. The
materialp for this exercise will.serve as a.dhetklist Or trigger for de-.
cisions and follow- through - activities: when yo4 get hack to your school.



Victim Profile

,Type of victimization:

, .T
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DENT VICTIM z.

Evident res of victimization:

Age:

Graaa:

Race and/or ethnic group of vict

Race and/or ethnic group of

Socioeconomic level:

st students,

Home and family aituation:



Victim Profile

e of victimization:

16

FACULTY VICTIM

Evident results

Sex:

Age:

victimization:

Grade and/or.subject:

ice and/ = ethnic group of victim:

Race and/or ethnic group of most students:

Native language of victiM:

Socioebonomic leve

Home and family



Duration
of Need?

Victim's
Evident'Needs

9

Who/What-Can
Meet Need

How/Where Does
Victim Get
Needs Met?

School-based Strategy/
Mechanism to Assist

Victim in Meeting Needs

School People'

t



Faculty Victim

Victim's
Evident Needs

uration
f Need?

Who/What Can
Meet Needs?

How/Where Does
Victim Get
Needs -e

School-based Strategy/
Mechanism-to Assist

Victim in Meetin Needs

School People
Involved
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Po8sible School-Based StrategieSiMechanisms

Student Efforts for Student Vi
r

Peer counseiing--With trained students who have had-similar experiences.
This does not replace professional counseling for those who need,it.

Volunteer tutoring--Successful or advanced students work with those
having difficulties.

Buddy system -- Students steam up with victims in passing through high risk
.areas of the building or campus.

We're-all-in-this-together approach--Concerned students,'recruit and
involve the student body as a whole in devisin trategies and mechanisMs
to meet needs (e.g., escort or transportation serice, emergency 'clothes
closet, School club membership drives, student courts, first-aid stations
and "medics," translator corps, get-acquainted campaign).

Teacher Efforts for Teacher Victims-

These_ are the very same types of efforts as for student efforts and stu-
dent victims--just modified for adults who happen to be faculty members.

Special Efforts

Certain efforts require special training or preparation. These are pri-
marily meant to increase people's self-confience by teaching them special
techniques for handling disturbing or unnerving sit6ations and providing
opportunities to practice the techniques. In most cases, they help
people to take a stand on their beliefs and values, communicate more
effectively, and resist undue, pressures on them from peers'and others-

-

Examples of these special efforts are--

Assertiveness trainingHelps people stand'up their rights in a

positiver.non-aggressive way-

Youth effectiveness training--Builds up self - confidence, communica-
Lion skill, and resistance to peeripressure

Values clarification -- Provides a means 'for people to identify their
own values and then structure their lives and activities so that

-those values are fostered.
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Course

Purpose

This course is designed to address a full range of preventive measures used to improv
the security of the school both during and after school hours. It will-provide a
variety of alternative approaches to schoolsecurity which will enhance sChOols'
ability to improve the safety and security of the people and pro rty in the system.

Security

Course
Overview,

Instructional Objectives

To build participant awareness of how people in the school and community:
may'be utilized to strengthen the security of the school environment,_
particularly in preventive approaches.

To present various approaches and techniques that will protect the physical
plant, including "hardware" solutions and use of security forces.

To provide an overview of the basic elements necessary,to design and/or
upgrade an effective school security ptogram.

To present alternate strategies relevant to security programming in small
school districts.

Target Audiences

This course,as a whole-is most suitable for school personnel in policy/decision making
positions; i.e., superintendents, security, directors, principals and other administra-
tors. However, teachers, students, support staff, parents and community residents
should benefit from participation, especially in the introductory module and in
Preventive Approaches, Module 5.?. Module 5.5 is an advanced session for participants
from smaller-school districts.



Course-- 5 - Securit

Activity /Content Summary by Module

Course
Overview

(dontinued).

Apprx. Time Required

Module 5.1 - Introduction

A minilecture using transparencies presents the course goals and
objectives and discusses the interdependence and complementary nature
of the approaches to school security to be covered in the course.

Module 5. - Preventive Ap roaches--Human Solutions

Transparencies, minilecture/discussion and small group problem-solving
will be used to provide participants with a variety of examples to
show how students, administrators, teachers, support staff and
parents/community residents can enhance the'security of the school
environment.

Module 5.3 - physical plant Security

Lecture/discussion, problem-solving exercises_and transparencies will
familiarize participants with the various site and target hardening
techniques commonly used in the school environment.

Module. 5.4 - Designing and radin Scims
Lecture/discussion and transparencies will-provide participantswith
guidelines for designing and/or 'upgrading school Security programs.

Module 5.5 - Alternate Strategies for Smaller School Districts
(Advanced)

Small group problem-solving, transparencies and lecture/discussion
will be utilized to provide participants with alternative low-cost/
no-cost strategies forAmproving security in smaller school distric

15 minutes

2 hours.

1/2' hours

11/4 hours

12 hours



Course
Module

5 7 Securitv

2

Audiovisuals

AT ISS -INVASION OF PRIVACY

Resources/
Bibliography:

A penetrating look at the numerous questions involved in using technological
advances to, eavesdrop and amass confidential records on citizens. Students
gain an affective understanding of the problems involved by viewing real-
life situations that lucidly demonstrate the invasion of young people's
privacy. Ideas for resolving these problems are presented within a legal

and historical framework.

Two Color Filmstrips w/2 Cassettes and Program Guide
Rental Fee: $52

Distributor: Correctional Service, of Minnesota
1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454

Toll Free 4: (800) 328-4737
Minnesota residents call
collect: (612) 339 =7227

previewed by NSRN staff.
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5 - SectirityCourse
5.1 - Introduction

Module
Synopsis

Purpose

This short introductory module is designed to present the goals and objectives of the
course, and to proVide an overview of the contents of each module contained in the
course.

.ObjectiVes

Participants will be able to--,

1. Formulate two aspects of security problemssecurity of persons and secur-
ity of:property.

Describe the interdependence and complementary nature of various securi
approaches used to address the problem of school violence and vandalism

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This core module is targeted at the preoperational and operational levels. All par-
ticipants in sessions on improving physical security in the school environment should
benefit.



Course 5 Security

Module 5..1 Introduction

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen

Materials

Transparencies'

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

5.1.1 Interdependence and Comi.lementarity of Approaches to Improving School.
Security

5.1.2 NON Security Course

fi



NSRN Security Course

Human Solutions .Preventive Approaches
(5.2)

Plant Secur (5.3

Design ing and Upgrading Security Programs
5.4)

Advanced seminar (5$



Interdeperidende and Complementari(y
of Sedulity Approaches

School Security Programs

Human Solutions
Role of School/Community

Members

Environmental Design
Modification of the

Physical Environment

Plant Sewn
Site/Target Hardening

un Guards



Course

Module

Total 17me

ecuri v

5. - Introduction

15 minutes_

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module SUmmary

This short introductory module presents the goals and objectives of- the course and
-provideS participants with an overview of the contents of each module contained in
the course.

Acv Content Summary

Course Goals and Objectives .

A. Goal

Time

Security has two goalsprotection of property and protection
of people. Through analysis of problems, participants deter-
mine their major conoernS.

Objectives

Course objectives will be targeted, based on participant
concerns.

2. Approaches to Improvinq_School Securit-

:How the school security program can be an umbrella under 'which
other approaches are incorporated is discussed.

10 min.

n.



Course 5 Security

Module 5.1 Introduction

Materials/Equipment

Detailed-
WalgezThrough

Sequence /Activity Description

Overhead 1. Presentation of ours
projector

A. Goal
Screen

ctives (5 min.)

Trainer describes the goal of he course, and emphasizes the
following:

Protection of property (buildings and equipment) has
traditionally been the primary goal of a security
program.

o llowever, in recent years, protection of people (staff
and students) has become the majoefocus. In many
school systems, assaults:on students and staff have
become second only to window breakage in the number of
incidents reported.

o The costs of property damage and loss are high, but
the social costs--in terms of staff and student fear
and learning opportunities loss--are probably much
higher.

Course Goal

To provide participants with a variety of alternative
approaches to school security which will enhance their
ability to improve the safety and security of the people
and property in their schools, and school systeMs.



SequencelActivit escription

Ob ectives

Trainer will describe course objectives.

Instructional b ectives

To build participant awareness of how people in%the
school and community may be utilized to strengthen the ,

security of the school environment.

(2) To present the different site and target hardening tech-
niques used to protect people and property in the school
setting.

To present the advantages and disadvantages of the di
ferent site and target hardening techniques used in the
school setting.

To provide an overview of the components necessary to
design an effective school security program.

2. tip roaches SecurImproving (5 min.

Show Transparency 5.1.1 - Interdependence and Complementarity 01

Approaches to Improving Schoo1. Security.

Interdependence and Complernen arity
of Security Approaches

School Security Programs

Human SOlutions
Role of S_ choollCommun

Members

Environmental Design
Modification of the

Physical Environment

Plant Security
.te/Target Hardening

Security Guards

o Using the transparency, the trainer will discuss the
interdependence and complementary nature of the four
approaches shown.



Sequence/Activi escription

o Trainer states that the design of a school security'progra!
should be such that it constitutes the umbrella under whic]
plant security, environmental design, and human solution
approaches are incorporated, depending upon the particular
needs of the school district.

o The trainer explains that the environmental design unit,
which addresses designing and/or modifying school facili-
ties to enhance security, will be covered in a separate
course.

o The security'course will e:camine the interaction- between
school security programming, plant security, and human
solution approaches.

12-scri-tion°ftheNSIU"thsicalSecuri-tCo1----P------irseCm°11e13"(10.min.)

Show transparency 5.1.2 and make the point below.

NSRN Security Course

Human SolutionsPreventive Approaches
(5.2)

Plant Security (5.3)

signing and Upgrading Securityy pnrtme
(5.4)

Advanced Seminar (5.5)

o The remaining modules of this course will look at these aspects
of school security, building from those aspects which can be
incorporated at low cost to those which will require more expen-
sive outlay of resources.

(NOTE: In describing course modules, trainer may wish to expand on
description provided below.)



Materials/
Equipment Sequent /Activity Description.

A.' Preventive a So tions (Module 3.2)

Trainer should make the following points:

o This unit will examine the role school /c_ommrlity members,
can play to enhance school security. Examples of success-
ful student, teacher, support ataff, parent, and community
resident programs will be presented.

E2ETimpls, we ill look at the 24-hour Vandalism Hotline
in the Wash() County :School District, Reno, Nevada. This
program gives members of the community an opportunity to
contribUte to improving school security by calling in and
reporting any suspicidus acitivity they observe around
school facilities.

o According to the Chief of School Security, the program has
been well received by the community and the local law
enforcement_agencies and has been rated as very successful
by all those involved-

E. Ph "cal Plant Securit Module 5.3)

Trainer should make the following-points:

This unit examines different methoda,pf protecting the
physical plant from acts of vandalism, burglary, and gen-
eral unlawful entry. These methods include -:- alarms, bar-
riers, deployment of guards, etc.

o Eor_acmpl, we will look at key and lock management
issues. Security Directors throughout the nation mention
key control as one of their major problems. In the Seat-
tle, Washington, Public Schools, it is school system policy
that only the principal and head custodian of each school
have master keys to exterior doors. Any staff member
(teacher, counSelor, etc.) who needs to be admitted to the
building after school hours must request permission in
advance and the principal or his/her designee must come
back and let them into, the building. Each teacher is
issued ONLY one key, and that is to hiI/her classroom door.
This type of system puts the principal in a position to
decide whether it is essential that staff be in the build
ing after hours.

o Other schools feel it is more important -to -allow greater
access, and encourage high security around specific target
areas, such as a/v equipment rooms, for example,

9 9



.1."...01WO

Equipment Sequence/Activil Description

C.
Module 5.4)

Trainer should make the following points:

This unit will examine essential elements of anY school
security program.

Stress will be placed on the variability.of such,pprograms
due to .the different sized school districts and the diffe
eat needs as identified by a needs assessment, i.e., pro
perty protection,' people protection, or both.

D. Advanced S a- =(Module'5.5)

Depending on participant need and interest, an adva _ed worksh(
can be provided in any of the above areas.

We will now proceed to a full examination of how s hool/commun-
ity Members can function to improve the._security and safety of
the school environment.



CoUrse 5 - Security

Module 5.2 - Preventive Approaches - Human Solutions

Purpose

.1140dule
Synopsi

ThiS-module is designed to prOvide.participants with a variety of examples, showing,
howostudents, teachers,nonteadhing staff,, parents, and community residents can. func

. tion to enhance thesecurity of the school environment.
t

Objectives _

Participants will be able to=-

1. List several,ways: of involving students, parents, teachers, nonteaching
staff, and community residents in school security.

2. Describe at least one disadvantage of trying to involve eac
school security.

3. Explain why the principal and building administratiVe staff
den of leadership in area of school security.

Ca;

Target Audinces/Breakouts

.ouzo in

This core module has been designed for all workshop Earticiiants. It is a large
group activity which allows participants to relate ideas presented to their back-home
situations,



Course 5 - SecU it

`-Module 5.2 - Preventive Ap oa es - Human Solutions

edia/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen-
Flip charts
Magic., markers

Materials

Transparencies

5.2.1 Role of School and Community S
5.2.2 Teacher-Centered Security
5.2.3 Custodial Surveillance Programs
5.2.4 a Student Involvement Programs
5.2.5 Vandalism Hotline
5.2.6 Trailer Watch Programs
5.2.7 Helping Nand

Resource Materials

Pa

Module
Syppptit

contiimed]

R5.2.1 Student Vandalism Patrol -- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
R5.2.2 Student Security Aide Program--Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
R5.2.3 Helping Hand Type Programs
R5.2.4 Incentives-Based Vandalism Prevention
R5.2.5 New York City Public SchoolsGuidelines for School Safety Plans

ici nt Worksheet

5.2.1 "10 Questions for Principals" - Bellevue, Washin

Trainer Background Materials

5.2.1 Student Weekend "Night" Patrol--Fairborn, Ohio
5.2.2 Student Vandalism Patrol--Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
5.2.3 Vandalism HotlineReno, Nevada.



Role of School /Community Members

unity Re
parents
tudent

eaCh1ng
ocher&

Administrators



TeacheraCenteredSeOrity'

Crisis Intervention Teachers

Teacher Patrolt

Buddy Systems



Custodial$unteillOrice Programs

Eyes on the School,

Live-In Custodians

4



Student involvement Programs

Studept Weekend "Night PatrolPark Hills
School, Fairborn, Ohio

Student Summer Vandalism Pa ro Pittsburi
Pennsylvania

es Student Security Aide Prog am Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Student Security Advisory CouncilPrince
Georges iunt, Maryland

Incentives-Based Vandalism P4evention
Program South San Francisco, California



WASHOE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

VANDALISM
HOT-LINE.

329-6542
24 hour answering service

PLEASE CALL AND REPORT VANDALISM
OR SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY.

IT IS NOT NECESSARYTO IDENTIFY YOURSELE

RENO, NEVADA



Trailer Watch Programs

Cleatwater, Florida

Elk Grove, California
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Course

Module

5 - Securit'

5 aches -Hunan SOlutions

Total Time

Module Summary

A variety of examples are p esented which show how administrators, teachers, students,
support staff, parents, and community residents can function to enhance the security of:
the school environment.

2 hours

Course
Agenda

by Module

Introduction

The module is designed to examine the roles of nonsecurity staff' and
the community .in school security. ,Examples showing how various
groups have been used in school security will be presented, followed
by a discussion to generate additional strategies for involving
the 4rouPs.

1'Role of Adminis

A.

rators

ortance the Princi =al in School,Secu ity Programs

The principal's responsibili _ school safety and curity
is presented.'

B. "l0 uest ons for Prih i als"

Examples of print pars t seen ibilit

The GUidelihes for School-Safety Plane used.by principals in
New York City Public Sehools is reviewed.

Role of Teachers

A. Consideration in Usi_n= Teachers School SeCuri

The role teachers can play in impxving school security is
presented.

B . Examples

Approaches to teacher involvement include crisis interventioh,_
teacher patrols, and buddy systerfts.

3 min.',

min.

10 min.



A vity.JContant Summa

Pole of Su--ort Staff

A. Need for Staff Surveillance,'Mo -r- and Advice' School
Security Pro r

_

The need to involve all support staff in building security is dis-
cussed. The role of custodial staff is emphasized.

Examples

Examples of programs involving custodians include. Eyes On the
School and Live-in Custodians.

_le of Students

Consideration's in Usin Students in School Securiaagrams

The advantages
are stressed.

Examples

d limitations of using"students in school sec

Five different programs involving students in school security are
presented.

6. Role of parents and Communit- Residents

A. ConsideratiOns in usi a--nts and Comm
Eecurit-

s in School

y

Time

10 min.

20 min.

15 min.

Advantages and, blems of using volunteers are highlighted.

Examples

Several examples of community resident participation i.n school
security are presented, including vandalism hotlines, school watch
programs1 trailer watoh'programsi.and "Helping Hand" type programs.

cussion

participants generate additional ideas for involving one of the five
groups diicussed.

Concludin- Remarks

Trainer will remind pa
NEM

icipants of resource materialS available at

25 min..

5 min.



Course

Module 5-

ecu

- Preventive Approa es - an Solutions.

Materials/equipment

Overhead
Projector

Screen

Transpar
5.2.1

Sequ nce/Activi

1. Trainer Introduction min.)

Purpose

'Detailed'
Wallr4hro4gh'

Description

Trainer should make the following introductory point:

o This session will examine the various roles'` that non-
security staff and the community can assume to imProve.
school security.

B. Segments of Schopl/conunity- Involved

Show Transparency 5.2.1 and make the points below:

Role of School/Community Members

This transparency attempts to. show how all segments of
the school and community relate to each other. AdMin-
istrators are at the center of the wheel (the axis
around which all others revolve) while teachers, non-
teaching staff, students, parents, and community resi-
dents usually have a less direct role in security.
This is illustrated graphically an the transparency.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Method To Be lc ci

o During this session we will use transparencies to present a
few examples of how different groups have been Used suc-
ceisfully in School security programs; then, we will ask you
to share strategies that you have found workable in your
school districts for using these groups.

(NOTE: 'Trainer should refer to the baCkground materials Provided to
conduct parts of this module.)

2. ROle of Administrators (10 min.)

Participant
Worksheet
5.2.1
Page 10 in
Participant
Guide

Background
Material
5.2.1

A. Im tw_nci 1
Trainer should make the following points:

o The principal, and his administrative staff must e the
major responsibility for building security a he local
level, and ensure faculty/student involvement.

o The principal is responsible for the development,

nation, implementation, and adherence .ap policies and.pro-
cedures concerning school security.

Principals must ensure that all segments of the school and
caumuiiity are knowledgeable about their roles in the day-
to-day security of the school as-well as crisis situations.

participants Complete "10_ uestions For Principals'!

Refer Participant to participant worksheet 5.2.1, "1p Uestions
for Principals." Trainer should give the following directions,
to participants:

o Let's look at and read each question and discuss ea
needed).

o As we do so, please check those questions you know_ acre
answered in your own school_security program.

o Note those questions you have not checked, so you can
quickly assess your own school's security programs

C. fxamAetI_.._._)liit-inschipecaritpro-
,grams.

Refer partici pants to New York City "Guidelines for School
Safety glans," also available as a NUM Technical'AsOstance
Bulletin.



ials/
e on /Activity Des

The trainer should make the following prints;

Oro
Ma eriai
5.2.1

All principals in the New York City public C-sChoole have

major responsibility concerning school Safety- By Novem-
ber 3O of each year, every: principal must submit an u
school, safety plan which addresses changes in _problems acid
conditions in the school.

o In an attempt to have a standardized approach to safety
planning, principals fellow an outline that explains thoge
elements required in every plan. The fOrMat is explained
in "Guidelines for School Safety Plans."

o The guidelines explain, eve hin_g-- from,jtlst what items
should be on the cover page of the safety'Paan to where.
'each school's floor plans are located. x is detailed
enough to be very comprehensive, yet flexible enough to
accommodate the-different needs of elementary and seconc
schools.

'These buildelines constitute a very good
level security planning and qxtra copies ire available
through NSBN.

Participants should be encouraged to add one or t: :teS

own and talk abOUt then further at the end of theAestioA.

Role of'Teadhers,

A. Consideration

min.)

U in Teachers in Scheel Seou it Pro ams

Trainer should make the following points:

o Teaching staff have a major role to play in improving the
security of their schools. They can provide surveillance
in problem areas such as lavatories, halls/ stairwells/ and
school grounds `before and after school.

o The nature of the contractual arrangements teachers haVe
with the school system may determine what kind of role they
can have in security: In general, however/ as probleMs
escalate, greater teacher, involvement has Pecome a de facto
necessity.

.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
5.2.2

sequence /Activity Description

B. Examples

Show qTr :nsparency 5.2.2 and make the e planatory points below:

teacher.Centered Security

Crisis Intervention Teachers

O Teacher Patrol

Buddy Systems

o Crisis intervention teachers are used the Mark:Twain
School in Maryland.

These teachers are paid $2,000 extra,per year and are
trained to respond to crisis situations in addition to
regular teaching duties.

o Some educators consider extra, pay for-teachers in high-risk
areas to be "combat pay" and see it as a negative approach.

When districts require that these teachers have inten-
sive.in-service training in conflict management,
interpersonal relations; etc., such an arrangement can
be a very-useful tool in handling disru ions in the
school.

Teacher patrol duty is an essential part of the faculty
responsibilities at South Gate Junior High School in
Angeles, California.

- It is clearly- spelled _out to all

member of,the faczaity on this cam
just_teaching in ,the classroom./

I'

-rs that being a
entails more than



Mated Ms/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Teachers are assigned for 2-week intervals to specific
locations at specific time periods, to patrol school
grounds, halls, lavatories, etc. Administrative staff
monitor locations randomly to determine whether teach-
ers are at their assigned posts.

Teachers are informed of their duty assignments by
memos placed in their mailboxes the Friday preceding
the Monday of their duty. As a further reminder,
another memo is placed in their mailboxes on the first
day of their duty.

o Teacher patrols are also lased in Dade County, Florida,
where available male teachers have the responsibility for
regular patrolling of halls, isolated areas, and known
trouble spots such as lavatories, stairwells, and locker
roams.

A'teacher buddy system is used in Denver, Colorado, to
foster cooperation among teachers in neighboring class-
rooms.

Participants should be encouraged to add one or two ex ples of their
own and dicuss them later.

4. Role of Support Staff (5 min:)

A. Need Staf Surveillance monitoring, and Advice in School
Security Programs

The trainer should make thefollowing'points:

o Custodians, office staff, cafeteria workers, and nonteach
ing certified staff must also be involved in the'prevention
of school violence and vandalism. All staff can and should
perform some surveillance roles such a identifying visi-
tors, monitoring trouble spots, and reporting suspicious
activities.

The head custodian in particular should be a member of the
school'building security committee,'since custodial staff
can identify areas in the school that need better security.
Besides, security of locks in prime target areas, such as
audiovisual and supply rooms, is'often in the purview of
their responsibility.

Attempt.s should be made to involve all support staff in the
4chool's security program, and clearly defined roles should
be established so that these personnel are accountable, in
their areas of operation.



Materials/
Equipinent

B. Examples

Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency Show Transparency 5.2.3 and make the explanatory--points below:
5.2.3

Custodial Surveillance Programs

Eyes on the School

Live-In Custodians

The trainer should explain the following programs:

cp. Eyes on, the School, is a program in the Chattanooga, Tennes-
see, schools. The custodial staff is on three - hour` -:'

shifts in order to provide 24-hour surveillance. The
schools are never empty at night.

o Live-in custodians are used in some school systems as a,
'variation of the eyes-on-school program. The custodian and

a family are given an apartment in the school and told to
11 the police whenever an act of vandalism occurs or sus-

Icious activity is notified at night around the school.

Training custodial staff On security needs, as is done in
the Seattle public schools, has a very positive effect.

Participants should be encouraged to add one or two examples of their
own and discuss at the end of the session.



Sequence/Activi Description

5. Role of Students (l© min.)

A. Considerations in in- Students

Trainer should make the following points:

Students can be used in a wide variety of roles to enhance
school security and reduce the incidence of school violence
and vandalism. In fact, schoolsecurity programs that do
not involve students, directly or indirectly, are often
subverted by students, while programs throughout the coun-
try with active student participation have been 'highly suc-
cessful.

Some limitations to student involvement, however, should be
recognized, since studenti are not and should not be con-
sidered to be guards or waprofessionals.

(1) Students should only be used for monitoring, sur-
veillance, and/or reporting of incidents.

(2) Students should never attempt.to become involved in
the physical restraint of intruders or other stu-
dents.

Students involved in security must be closely super-
vised by security personnel, teachers, administra-
tors, 6r other designated staff.

(4) Students should be fully oriented and/or trained to
carry out the tasks they have been assigned.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
5.2.4

NSRN T/A
Bulletin
85.2.1

Examples

Show Transparency 5.2.4 and make the explanator ints below:

Student Involvement Programs

Student Weekend "Night" PatrolPark Hills High
School, Fairborn, Ohio

Student Summer Vandalism PatrolPittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Student Security Aide ProgramPittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Student Security Advisory CouncilPrince
rges County, Maryland

Iricentives-Based Vandalism Prevention
Program mouth San Francisco, California

o A student weekend "ni h " ol is u ed by Park Hills High
School in Fairborn, Ohio. Students mritor and patrol the
school at night, on weekends, and during school holidays.

(A full description of this
Background Materials.)

o A student vandalism

iS contained in Trainer

trop is employed during the summer in
he Pittsburgh public schools. Students are hired to

patrol school yards and playgroi.nd around certain selected
schools.

(A detailed description of this program is contained in
NSRN T/A Bulletin R5.2.1; "Student Vandalism PatrolPitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania." This is included in Trainer Back-
ground'Materials.)

A student security aide pwogram 'uses disruptive students
who are

_
influential with their classmates, as security

aides. They work under the direction of school security
officers. In this type of program, potentially disruptive
students become agents for change. °



Sequence/Activity Description

(A detailed description of.this program is contained in
NSRN'T /A Bulletin 85.2.2, "Student Security Aide Program--
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania." It is included in Trainer Back-
ground Materials.)

o A student security advisory council is found at all middle
and high schools in Prince Georges County, Maryland. Coun-
cil positions are open to all students, and the councils
are under the supervision of an investigator or counselor
from the system's security division. One function of the
council is to identify security problems and suggest solu-
'tions.

(A detailed description of this program is contained in
Trainer Background Materials.

o Incentives- sea vandalism revention programs have been
established in several systems. One such program in San
Francisco is called a vandalism depletion allowance. Each
school in the South San Francisco Unified School District
receives a special budget allocation of $1 per student.

This money is placed in a special fund until the end of a
reporting period.

- At each reporting period the,cost for acts of vandal -
ism is subtracted from the total in the special fund.
What is left is used for student activities.

- This type of program gives students a monetary incen-
tive to curtail acts of vandalism in their schools.

School administrators have stated that vandalism has
not been eliminated in the district, but since the
inception of the depletion allowance, vandalism costs
have declined.

Two other effects were also noted: the student pro-
jects developed by the fund are rarely vandalized and
greater identification of students who commit vandal-
ous acts has taken place.

It should be noted that visibility of results is
essential, to a program like this one It is therefore
best to have such a program run from January to Janu-
ary so that seniors can benefit from student funds.

The trainer should make the following concluding points=

o These five, programs just scratch the surface of efforts
nationwide that school systems are using to make students
aware of the problem of f hool violence and vandalism4



Sequence/Activity Description

Right now we'd like to ask, you to provide a few examples
you know of. We'll have time after this presentation to
discuss them in greater detail.

Role of Parents/C unljtr Residents (10 min.)

Considerations in tJsin Parents and Communit Volunteers in
School Security Programs

Trainer should make the following points:

There are a number of ways school systems have sought to
involve the community in their efforts to combat school
vandalism.

o These have ranged from using volunteers to monitor halls,
lavoratories, etc., during the school day to asking resi-
dents living around the school to walk their dogs near the
school at night.

o Two problems with these types of efforts should be ke
mind:

(1) How to maintain interest over

) How to control and/or limit involvement to a certain
level to ensure that you don't encourage "vigilant-
ism."



Sequence /Activity Description

B. Examples

Vandalism Hotline

Show Transparency 5.2.5 and make the points below:

WASHOE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

VANDALISM
1-1017-LJNEE

329-6542
24 hour answering service

PLEASE CALL AND REPORT VANDALISM
OR SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO IDENTIFY YOURSELF

RENO, NEVADA

o The Washoe County School District in Reno, Nevada, insti-
tuted a 24-hour vandalism hotline that allows members of
the community to call and report any suspicious activity
they observe around school facilities.

(A detailed description of this progr -am is contained in
Trainer Background Material.)

School Watch Programs

o The school watchprogras are another variation of the hot-
line-approach. They seek to encourage community surveil-
lance of schools.

In Fairfax County, Virginia, a Neighborhood Watcher Program
was developed for this purpose. A "Dear Neighbor" letter
from the school superintendent asked residents in sight of
a school to help stem the rising costs of vandalism. The
letter said "Are you aware that vandalism in your public'
schools cost Fairfax County taxpayers $191,000 last year?
That is enough to hire 21 to' 25 more teachers or renovate
one school or buy 28 new school buses." Persons living
near the school-were asked to call the school security num-
ber if they saw any suspicious behavior.



Sequence /Activity Description

Trailer Watch Programs

Show transparency 5.26 and make the points below:

nailer Watch Programs

Clearwater, Florida

Elk Grove, California

Some school districts have instituted a program that places
house trailers on school sites, so that the occupants can
act as watchmen to prevent vandalism.

o The object is to allow responsible adults to live on school
property, on trailer sites provided by the school board.
In exchange for free site rent and utilities, the occupants
will "watch" the school.

The trainer should point out that:

o Care must be taken in the selection of trailer. occupants
and a clear understanding, in writing, should spell out
_exactly what is expected of the occupants.

o Some school districts require the occupants either to be
employees of the board of education or law enforcement per-
sonnel as in the Pinellas County Publc Schools in Clear-
water, Florida. Others prefer families with four or five
children, especially those With teenagers who drive cars as
in Elk Grove, California.

o In Elk Grove, residents Of the trailers receive no special
training, do not wear uniforms, and do not attempt to
appr'e'hend vandals. They take nightly walks,around the
school grounds, check all doors to make sure they are



Sequence /Activity Description

,locked, and call
ordinary.

ice if they see anything out of the

- Prior to the institution of this program, Elk Grove
had between 40 and 50 break-ins a year in the dis-
trict. After each of the 15 school districts
installed a trailer on the school grounds, only three
break-ins occurred in the first year, and two the sec-
ond year of the program.

This'program has been operating since the 1967-68
school year and is the oldest such program in the
nation.

o The E1k Grove School District pays the initial $2,500 to
$3,000 installation costs for the trailers and the monthly

.utility bills of $10 to $20 per site. It is estimated that
the district is saving more than $20,000 a year and insur-
ance rates for fire, theft, and malicious mischief were
reduced by approximately 25 percent.

Helping Hand Pro rams

Show Transparency 5.2.7 and make the points below:

THIS HOME OFFERS

HELPIN HAND
fi



=

Materials/
Equipment

34#1:17;..'t

Sequence/Activi Description

o Encouraged by the success of the program instituted by the
Citizens Forum of Indianapolis, the District of Columbia
Public Schools and others have instituted Helping Hand pro-
ems in their elementary schools.

o Parents and neighbors, known as block helpers, display a
Helping Hand poster (a poster with a large hand) in their
windows and watch children as they go to and from school.

o The children are told by school officials that they can go
to any house displaying this hand if they encounter any
serious difficulties.

o Block helpers are not there to settle arguments or adMinis7
ter first aid, but to supervise and know what to do in an
emergency; they keep emergency phone numbers (police-,
school principal, ambulance service, etc.) on hand.

(Detailed, descri__ions of these programs are contained in
Trainer Background Materials and are available in,kSRN T/A
Bulletin 85.2.3, "Helping Hand Type Programs.")

Participants should be encouraged to add a few additional. examples.

7 Small Group Activity (5 min.)

A. 'Introduction of Small Group Act7vity

Trainer should make the following points:

o These programs constitute just a small sample of the tyres,
of programs that have been implemented throughout the
nation and, probably, in the participants' own communities.

o Now we will form five small groups and for the next 15, min=
uteseach group will brainstorm to generate=at least three
additional ways of involving the various school and commun-
ity members discussed earlier in, school security.

Before breaking into small groups trainer should:

(3,) Assign each:small group one of the school or commun-
ity groups discussed (students, :teachers, support
staff,'etc.).



Materials/
EquipMent Sequence/Activi Description

Flip --a__

Magic markers

(2) Have each smal- group select a recorder who -11
report ou those ideas developed, writing them on a
flip chart.

Instruct the groups that they should also indicate
considerations and constraints that apply to their
strategies and solutions.

B. Small Group Discussion (15 min.)

Small groups generate ideas and write them on flip charts.

C. Large Drop Discussion (20 min.)

Trainer gives the following directions:

o Recorders will report out solutions generated by each
group.

o Let's discuss the solutions on flip charts.

o A facilitator will record all of the ideas for later repro-
duction and dissemination to partici4ants_who are inter-
ested.

o Let's discuss the disadvantages of involving these groups
in school security, and record these on flip charts.

B. ondluding Remarks (5 min.)

The trainer should make the following concluding points:

The National School Resource Network will be able to supply
interested participants with a variety of alternative
approaches to involve school and community members in
school security.

o The ideas generated here today will be added to those
already available and will give interested schools and
school systems an even greater selection of strategies to
employ in combating violence and vandalism.



Course 5 Security

Module

Worksheet I

11

Acnroac lu

ICZT.TSSI2ILISFORPRINCIPALS
Bellevue, Washington

Participant
Worksheet

In addition to their leadership role in the education of's_udents, principals also carry
the burden of leaderShip in the area of school security. Responsibility for the develop-
teht, implementation, and adherence to policies and procedures in school security, at the
local. school level, .clearly rests with the chief building administrator, the principal.

t.

In Bellevue, Washington, principals are given the following list of ao questions :Lc
assist them in taking provision for necessary safety and security measures. .

AS EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IS DISCUSSED, PLACE A CHECK AFTER THOSE THAT ARE
INCLUDED IN YOUR SCHOOL SECURITY PROGRAM.

1. Are teachers and other key pereonnel,awareof procedures and responsibili
dealing with a seriously ill or injured child?

Are pupils, teachers and staff aware of necessary procedures axed their responsibilities
in case of an earthquake, fire or floOd?

Are principals, delegates and key staff members award necessary- procedures and
their responsibilities in case of bomb threatS?

Has an Organization been established in the building to provide for routine,
supervision of halls,?lavoratories and grounds?

Have procedures been developed to handle unaUthorlied visitors?

Have emergency procedures been developed forjeafOr incidents or disorders?

7 Is the chain of commend clearly defined and uncle od by tr.aChers,andstaff?

Have appropriate provisions for supervision and security been planned for each
after-hours activity?

Ii

Do administrators and teachers understand procedures for-handling p oblem udents?

Are counselors and other key pvf--. familiar with the district emergency
guidelines?

reprinted from a publlaetTOn of the National School Public Relations AssOciation,
Violence and,Vandalist: Currant Trends in School Policies and Programs;'.1975
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Module

Securit

-.2 Preventive A roache,

Background l-D -5.2.1

_an Solutions

Background
Materials

. STUDENT INVOLVEMENT: STUDENT WEEKEND "NIGHT" VA S_ PATROL
Pal ern,Ohio

In 1976, Park Hills High'Schodl, Fairborn, Ohio, instituted a student weekend "night"
patrol- Members of the patrol, all boys, are on duty weekends and holidays, from
late night until early Morning, during the hourS when there are not custodians at
the high school. According to the principal, Lewis D.' Reed, and Fairborn's chief
of police, RObert Cox, the program has been very successful in reducing vandalism,'
burglary, and unauthorized entries that the school had been experiencing.

The patrol is under the supervision of the police department, which supplies some
of the equipment. The primary function Of the patrol is to walk the school hall--
ways and report any suspicious activity. Members keep in contact with each other
through two-way radios supplied by the school. They make certain that.windows'
And doors are closed and locked and no unauthorized persons (both outsiders or
sutdents) are inside the building. They also constantly observe 'the area around

e school. If there are unauthorized cars using the driveways or parking lots,
license numbers are noted and turned over to the police. Hut patrol members take
no action 'in the event of an incident; they have access to the telephone in the
shop office and immediately call the Fairborn police whenever anything of a sus-
picious nature is observed. Also, each night as the patrol goes on duty, the
police-are notified. The patrol members also take responsibility for training
new members of the student force.

PrincipalcReed has suggested the following steps for anyone planning a-similar
program:

Publicize the program so potential vandals are aware that people
arein the building. The object of the program is not to catch
anyone, just to deter vandalism.

Use dependable students.

. .

Let your custodial staff have input into the program. Conflicts
between custodians and'patrol members can be detrimental to the
project.
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Background

Securi

5.2 Preventive Approaches an ,Solutions

5.2.2.

STUDENT VANDALISM PATROL PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania

Background
Materials

During the summer of 1975, the Security Division of the Pittsburgh Public
Schools instituted a Student Vandalism Patrol Program. Using funds from the
City Summer Youth Employtent Program, 180 students that included 20 girls
patrolled the grounds of 60 selected schools in pairs or groups of three.
They participated in the informal play that occurred on unsupervised school
grounds and also cleared school yards of bottles, cans, paper, and other
debris. Whenever possible, students were assigned to a schr,c' within walking
distance of their home. Therefore, the patrol members were generally known to
neighborhood residents and children and also wore T-shirts with black letters
stating STUDENT VANDALISM PATROL, PITTSBURGH SCHOOLS.

Local television, radio, and newspaper reports publicized the student van -
ism patrol, giving prestige to the patrol members:and the program. Thus
only were they paid for their efforts, but they also saw themselves as contri-
buting members of the: community.

The program has apparently been an overwhelming success. Only 14 instances of
vandalism were reported at the schools covered by the student patrols, and half
of these inciddntS occurred when the patrols were off-duty. This Contrasts with
over 50 incidents of vandalism that occurred at the same Schools in the preced-
ing summer.-



Course

Module

5 _sere
5.2 Preventive Approaches - Human Solutions

Background I-D

DALISM OT LI.
Renoi Nevada

Background
Materials-

The Washoe County School District, Reno, Nevada, instituted a 24-hour "Vandal-
ism Hotline", which allows members of the community to cell and report vandalism
or'any suspicious activity observed around the school facilities. When the hot-
line operator receives a call, he or she calls the local law enforcement agency
of the jurisdiction involved as well as the School Security Department and both
respond to the scene. Accomplishments to date include restitution for damages
in excess of $500, the thwarting of a burglary in progress, taking into custody
four juvenile vandals, the reporting of several incidents of children on school
roofs and children throwing rocks at school buildings, and the arrest for nar-
cotics of persons loitering in a car on school property after hours.

Cards announcing the hotline number are printed up and distributed to students,
parents and residents near the schools. (See Transparency 5.2.5.) The program
has received wide media coverage. The PTA is actively involved in promoting
the program, and school security personnel now make personal contact with resi-
dents of homes adjoining school sites.

According to Chuck Caw, chief of school security, the program has been well received
by the community and the local law enforcement agencies and has been rated as very
successful by all those involved With it.
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Assist ce Bulletin
v York City G sidelines

Summary

This bulletin provides an example of guidelines which all principals in the
York City schools, follow in developing building-level security programs. These

guidelines standardize the approach to safety planning and cover everything from lust
what items are to be on the cover page to where eacn school's floor plans are located.
The format is detailed enough to be comprehensive, yet flexible enough to accommodate
the diFferent needs of elementary and secondary schools. These guidelines c.onstitute a
useful model for building-level security planning.

The Problem
Literature on school security consistently
points our that principals and their adminis-
trative staffs must assume the major
reSpcnsibility for building security at the
local school level and that principals must
ensure that all segments of the school are
secure on an every day basis as well as in
crisis situations. However, in many school
systems school administrators who are not
part of cne security department or division
are often unclear about their roles in
school safety and security.

The Solution
Recognizing the pivotal role principals play
in maintaining a. safe environment 'n their
individual school buildings, the New York
City public schools developed a set or
guidelines to be used by all principals in
the development of school safety plans.
Although results of the implementation of
this type of standardized planning are not
readily, estimated, New York City nas a
lower incidence, per capita, of Schad vio-
lence and vandalism than many la:kge Lrban
school systems. This may be attributable,
in part, to the fact that the st.-ucture of
their safety plan is so comprehensive. The
guidelines are reprinted below:

Guidelines School Safety_ Plan (New York City SChOOlS)elines

In preparing your plan, it is important to rerneber that total security, although uni-
versally sought, is elusive and almost impossible to achieve evert with the fullest
resources. Since under present circumstances our security means are minimal at best,
a comprehensive plan must combine dextrous management. imaginative improvisation,
constant supervision, and the full use of all resources within the school communit',
or example, even though it is not possible td Cover every security risk area with

security personnel, priorities can be estaolished and consideration given to the assign -
ment of some tasks to other School employees, parent volunteers, or student monitors.

cot Giiam 479 a CMCi Of jtivehillo C
Of ,te.. of 1ClIftleftlift nth CCIclarldrif Cia ruble at ma

afttlCa. t,aw intcreairafa AaltaCtle. 5a0CrtiTtaftt lt -6411Ci.
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The following format. which has been done in Outline form; suggests most of the tasicingredients that shouic: be considered in the development of a pragmatic plan for t!-,,esafety of your school. These guidelines focus on principles arc denominators generallycommon to a school complex rather than on specific safety problems facing any indi-vidual school. Therefore, in many instances principals will find thZt these guidelines.are more far --eeching than their needs require. You will also find that if these guide-lines are foilowed, your, elan will be so comprehensive that there will be little, if any,need to make supstantive changes for the required yearly updating of safety plans. Inany event, it is hoped that all principals will use this outline so that there will be a
board-wide standardized approach for safety planning.

Introduction
A. Cover Page

Subject title "Safety Plan" and data prepared
Name or number of school, address including porough and zip code),
telephone number

3. Number of students enrolled, grade level (i{-6, 9-12, etc, )
4 Name, home anciress, and telephone number of principal

Name, nomr address: and telepnone numoer pf custodian and nisi her
nearest-to-school assistant.

;irst Daeje
1. A fairly detailed- "Table of Contents"

For easy reference and uniformity, the subject matter should follow some
standard system of organization, a., alpha-numeric, Dewey, etc., and,
where desirable, be supported by appendices.

Second Page
1. Statement of the objectives of the principal and the plan
2. The rationale, aiuthority, and responsibility
3. Acknowledgements for those helping in the development and implesnenta

Bari of the plan,.

Outline of Oroanizational Structure and Duties
Organization Structure
1. Organization chart

Outline of chain of command and authori
Outline of -ordel- of succession.

General Duties and IR sibilities
1. Principal
2. Assistant principals
3. Deans

Department heads
Teachers and paraprofessionals

S. Administrative and secretarial staff
7. Security staff
8. Custodial staff
9. Parents, volunteers, student monitors.

NO in all cases duties should be assigned by title rather than by named
individuals. This will preClude- confusion, or dating of the plan, CCC.2 -
sioned by personnel shifts, transfers, absences, etc. In addition, note
should be made of who should assume responsibility in the event :ria: :re
designated person is not available.

y

Pec iar security Procedures
A. Visitors

Official sign-ini'sign-out took
2. Escort visitors, or--call ahead notify a
3. , Visitor passes (color coded to indicate flea

End-of-visit notification to front desk
Sign-out verification.



Students
0 cards (photo preferacie) distribution, serial numbers, repossession,replacements
Program cards
Hall passes
Late arrivals
Cutters
Policy for carrying or wearing outer ctcthing in s

Staff
1. ID cards (photo preferable), distribution, se-ial numbers, redassess n,redlacementS

Policy for carrying or wearing outer clothing in schoe

Signal System
1. Code signal system to be used for transmitting informa

bees without alerting students, intruders, etc.
Procedures for regular announcements fiar students and staff.

Intruder Alert
1. Notification to principal or office
2. Notification to staff by signal system
3. Assignment of specific staff members Co sears h specific areas
4. Report-back and end-alert procedures.

staff mein

Establishment of Security Posts
1. Fixed pasts

a. Location, vulnerability, relative need, effectiveness
b. Times covered, current needs, past experience, anticipated prob-

lems
c. Personnel coverage, Special dualifiCations, number requirec
d. Communication capability: radios, intercoms, phones
a. Written instructions, duties.

2. Petrel .posts (in. addition to above)
a. Area defined
b. Irregular route patterns
Special hall sweeps
a. When conducted
b. Staff persons participating
e. Starting point (top floor and sweep roown )

Stairwell controls
e. Holding areas
F. Procedures for handling persons picked up.

Staff considerations
a. Indoctrinatiom
b. On-the-job training
e. Rotation of assignments
d. Supervision.

G. Key Control
1. Designation of secure key storage area
2. Accountability for keys
3. Master keys strongly controlled (limited distribution)
4. Reporting procedures for lost or stolen keys
5. Procedures for changing cylinders to vital areas when necessary

V . erdencv Procedures
Fire
1 internal provisions for reporting notify principal, key cerschr, !

etc,
Alarm transm to fire department and police department
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Standard evacuation or re5
a. Designation of 5-7 z respans)

staff, students)
Code signal trar.
Preparation to I. 'raps, rice -.o s)
Group egress c= ;ur_itior -aced leaders)
Door and window
Hall and stairway secondary)
Exit (Wort. (pr,mary
Rules of conclu-lt
.Aid far handicopped
Internal and ex:arnai,

k. Check for missirg
I.. Special search teams
Safeguarding of recz .s and asily portable valuadies

teachers, custodians, other

on areas

Review and critique
Reports and notificacion.b-
Fire drills

Sono Scare
1. Prior instruction for those likely to receive such calls as to timereceived, exact words used, distinctive or identifiable characteristics ofcaller, attempt to determine exact location, attempt to delay caller fortrace, etc.,

Immediate notification to principal
who-- key administrative personnel
a. Notifies police department and office of school safety
b. Evaluates, .considers possibility of bomb being preSent
c. Decides on= evacuation
d. Transmit ll coded signal to designated personnel.
e. Causes discreet search for suspicious package, Pox,

NOTE: All persons designated to search will be instructed that they
should never touch any item which appears suspicious. They are
merely to 'nota,its location and report so that principal or designee
may make a decision on ev-acuation.

Guide at entrances for responding police
rincipal confers with police

a. Evacuation decision
Indepth search
Need for bomb dogs or specialized bomb units
Make available floor plans and safety plans.

If decision to evacuate, follow standard evacuation procedures listed in
paragraph I V A .3.
Review and critique

7 Reports and notifications

DemonstrationsSit-Ins
1. Staff assignments specified
2. Coded signal to alert staff
3. Public announcement to students and staff
4. Notifications to police department, office of school safety, other apps

priate units in board
Door and stairwell controls
Negotiation team
Decision to dismiss
Review and critique

. Reports and notification

National Defense Alert or Civil Di.
1. Staff assignments specified
2. Coded signal to alert staff
3..- .'.Public announcement to students and staff



titer areas defined
3. Movement of stuc'ents tc shelter areas
G. Door and window control

Notifications to police department, office f school safety, other
[-late units in board

S. Need to keen phone lines open
9. Preprinted initructions For students and

10. Plans For defe-nse of building
11. Equipment needed: battery operated radios,
1E. Location of emergency Food and water supplies

Special Considerations Involving Emergencie5
1. Staff instructions as to locations and use of Fire extinguishers, fire

hoses, and standpipe system connections
2. Staff instructions as to recognition, chemical cadaallity, and effective-

ness of various types of extinguishers -- especially in electrical or lacara-tory fires
Guidelines for detouring from fire locations and tips an now to proteat
selves and stucents during actual Fire or disaster
a. Complete knowledge by staff of all stairwell, fire door, and exit

doer locations
b. Feel closed doors before aaening to determine neat build up
c. Coats, dresses, or any material over head and race to protact

against flames and smoke
d. Wet-down clothes, if passible, to protect against flames
e. Roll on floor to douse flames or smother with coat, rug,

etc.
f. Crawl an floor to escape dense smoke
g. Chain escape--one behind the other molding on to belts, trousers,

dress, etc.
h. Buddy system - -so someone is always responsible 'for so ne elseand no one gets left behind
i. When visibility 'is impaired, cra I on floor and feel aneac with

hands zo prevent falls
Psychological chain effectOf hysteria or panic and how Co deal with
either

k. Need for leader to exhibit calmness and' confident manner

staff

Flashlights, first aid, et

Other Emergence Considerations
1. Health and first aid
Z. Drug and alcohol abuse
3. Individual crimes
4. Peaceful student; parent, or community protests
5. Lock-out, lock-in

Utility failure

Physical Plant
Structure: brief descriptiontion of building complex and its facilities, includenotation on where floor plans are located -

B. Heating plant: type, lor_etion, vulnerability, fuel shutoff location
C. Fire alarm system: internal, external, delayed action, location of alarm taxes
C. Intrusion alarm system: ultrasonic, infrared, microwave, camera surveillance,

central station 911 dialer, door cOntac.s, sensors, location of panic Dutton,
etc.
Personal alarm sys
Zion

type, number, receptors; transmitters, console iota"

Entrances and exits location,
outside handles removed, etc.)

G Utility systems: water, gas, electric,
pipe system, and controls

H. Telephone system: outside liner . into
Clans

locking deviOes, scecial orecautions 5,

shutoffs, panels, switches, terminals.

cam, terminals, public prlanes, iota-



I. Vault and key room( a ), location, access contra'
Stairwell plan: one-way, two-way, special usage directional signs, relation-ship with entrances or exits
Vulnerable areas: paint and flammable substances storage rooms, exzensiv
equipment starage, computer roams, rindezvous locations, places conducive ishiding or danger, etc.

L. Emergency smelter areas: location, p,rovisians, capaoility, tools, etc.Health and first aid facilities: location, rasourcas avaitapie
VI . Reaair Reaortind vstem

Procedures to ensure regular inspection and /or testing of--
1, Fire alarm system
2. Intrusion alarm system

Personal, alarm system
Telephone system
Lacks, panic bars, and return springs an outside doors
Locks on all doors to vulnerable areas

7. Outside doors, windows, window screens, etc.
8. Fire hoses, standpipe system, etc.

roc4.-d

ures for the report of defects on above

far repair of defective or inoperable items ?nd follaw,u

V I . Liaison NeedS
A, Police department

Fire department
Mayor's education. task force
Local community planning board

E. Traffic department
Transit police
PTA
Unions
Situdent groups

roe: ,Jew City Scnoois , Guidelines
New Yor.k City principals,

References

enrol safely P,an distr bated

auoil Transportation Safety, Highway Safety Na. 17, Program Manual, U .5. DepartmentTransportation . National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U .S . Govern-ment Printing Office, Washington, 0.C.
This 'document is also available in the NSRN compendium, )

Attachment.
Attachment A - Rules Governing Pupils Riding 'School Buses Salem, OregonPublic Szhools.
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cal Assist. ce Bulle
The Pittsburgh Student Sec, rity Aide Program

Summary

18

In tnis program, students who are disruptive as well as other, more well-bereaved students are enlisted as security aides and work under staff security officers.Stucent security positions are awarded to student leaders--those officially recognizedthe school community and other unofficial leaders of school groups.. Pittsburgh's pro-Onam has applicability to any junior or senior high sc.hool wishing to increase securityand at Erie same time promote active student cooperation in security measures.

The Problem
Maintaining a safe environmentone that
conducive to lea..ningis a 'problem for
many schools across the country in
schools where the administration, f.culty,and security personnel are the maintainers
of discioiine and instigators Of punishment,
the scnool environment is tense, . and disci-
pline is a constant problem : the environ-
Men t is a paCtle zone. If students are not
part of the team- that maintains discipline,
establishes j-ules, and works to create an
environment that is safe and comfortable,
there is always a split--a "we-them"
feeling - -a student-adult fight for power.
Maintaining discipline becomes an enorritiuS
problem.

The Solution

Schools usually have a core of natural stu-
dent leadersthose recognized officially in
the school sucn as student council members,

Ord "uafficial" leaders, often disrUptiveyouth who are recognized and respected bytheir peers. I f mese "natural leaders" can
be made a oar: 2f the security team which
works to prevent disruption and maintain a
safe and oroer!y environment in the school,
the security program can be strengthened.if students feel they have a positive role to

( r1,
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play in their school as responsib e citizens
and are in the position to encourage other
students to view the school similarly,
safer environment can be established_

The Pktsburgn Board of Education has
instituted a Stucent Security Aide program
to actively involve students in security
program. Influential students are engaged
as aides to work with security personnel
and act as monitors of potentially trouble-
some areas and situations Outside ..class-
rooms. As they work together on the prob-
lem of school security, the students and the
.security:- officers gain mur,,l; insights and
uncleratending.

Who Is Responsible for the Program?

Overall Coordination of the student security
aide program is the responsibility of theChief of Security in the. Pittsburgh puolic
school system. The principals of each
school in the program are responsioie for
the student aides, teacher advisors, and
staff security officers rn their own schools,
The Chief of'- Security -eoor'.: to tne i:eputv
Superintendent or tne ::''ttsourgn scncols.
All, principals are kept zontinuall- iriformeo
of the program's overall proT-ress anc
actively participate in the trainind sessionsthat take orace In each school.

lie ;wee cmc Oefinefue cv preveemari. eta
Rs MON CRC CO Met rifettienlY !Wimp,* me offiC
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0arenc$ are also involved because community
outreach is an imoortant pert of crie stucierit'
security aide program. Parent represents -`
rives are invited to work with the school
administration, teacners, and students dur-
ing workshops and training sessions and
through daily contacts.

ent Security Aide aroctrarn

A student security aide program is initiated
oy the school principal. His or her first
step is to secure acceptance of the idea
that security aides can be recruited from
the population of students and that stu-
dents can clay an active and effective role
in maintaining a secure environment. The
princioal's second step is to select a staff
security officer to be stationed at the
school and a teacher to act as an advisor to
the stucent aides . The staff security offi-
cer will be knowledgeable about security
measures and programs For schools. The
teacher advisor will be responsible rat only
for keeping careful records on the grades
student security aides maintain, their class-
room attendance, and the honors or out-
Standing performances they achieve inc.
extracurricular activities, but also for eval-
uating _ the records, monitoring student
security aide activities, and coordinating
training sessions. The third step is Co
select the aides themselves.

'des' Chosen ?.'

Student aides are selected from candidateS:'
suggested by teachers, -student volunteers,
and the principal. Natural student leaders
are nominatedthose "-officially" titled such
as the captain of the Football team or the
student body presiclenc,' and also "unoffi-
cial" leaders who are respected by their
peers . °Students with a ,negative, but pow
erful influence on the `school are primary
targets, but well - behaved role models are
also chosen . The initially selected aides
Suggest other influential classmates as fur-
ther candidates.

What Do the

Although the activities of student aides
vary from school to school , their general
assignments inciude moni.toiffrig, halls;
tones; and special events such as ball
games and ex cracuirricular activities. The
assignments are/ seen as supplemental to,
not as a substitute For, those of the adult
security personnel in theft school. It is

understood that :ne aides perform their
aucies at times Anan :heir Classes . are no
in session.

In addition to :heir assigned duties, stu-
dent security aloes are axpec:ad to orovide
positive role models for classmates. They
are charged to--

Obey the rules and the redu a-
dons of the school to the best of
their ability

Wear :heir special security aide
shirts or jackets

Work

Refrain fr m

en on duty

prevent trouble

spraading rumors.

Specific instructions are given tc student
security aides when attempting td mediate
or "lianole" a disruptive occurrence.
Directives in the "Student Security Aide
Manual" include--

A key to the successful resolving
of this type of situation is :o

"-know your 'limitations
Avoid "pushing a student into
Corner"

The Student Security Aide must
realize that he or she is riot
responsible for school discipline

A Student Security Aide has
decide what course he or s-

snould take-

if the aide knows the offending
student, perhaps a friendly word
of caution might do

IF the situation is t'ear'y beyond
the power of the Student Security
Aide to deal with, the best thing
to do is 'nothing. eNceot reporting
the incident to School Security
Authorities.

Clear grounds For dismissal from
are. in the manual They

aeind caucht under
of whiskey drugs

bh force
ir`.c'ude

n '4tence

ailing, to "-come ., beinry
Fair in talking to or " eating',
with Oftner students _ -egaroless of
race, see, or` personal differences



ccptng securty assignments in
an attemot r.o miss crass.

nree kinds of ongoing training are
offered. The first kind takes piaca in the
individual schools. The teacher/advisor to
the security aides, together with the prin-
cipal, staff security officer, and others,
conduct monthly training sessions.

During these sessions, students discuss --

Existing school problems

Alternatives for behavior modifica-
tion

Successful handling of -problems
particular to their school.

The second form of training takes place at
monthly Saturday workshops held in theC:ty of Pittsburgh's school- administration
building., The Chief of Security conducts
courses for all participants from all the
participating schools on topics which- include
case law, search and seizure, preVention of
vandalism, adolescent psychology, and
human relations.

A number of agencies and groups provide
trainers or resource materials for the work-
shops--

Legal department of the Pitts -
burgh. Board of Education

Allegheny County Coroner's Office

University or leftzsiourgh Graduate
School of Social Work

Pittsburgh Council on Public- Edu-
cation

Personnel from -local law enforce-
ment agencies

Faculty from the Law Related
Education Training Program p
ently working in selected Pi
,burgh schools.

Th third ype, of training is a
camorrig,. training session conducted each
semester to enable students from the earl
:us schoois ir Pittsburgn to interact %edit,
each -ocher. The objedtive of tills oucd.
training is to encourage the student eides
to apply whet they. nave _learned :-.about

human reiations in the. Saturday` work -naps
and - ool training sessions for a short.
intense ocriod.

Results
The Seuritlt Division or the Pittsburgh
Board Public Education set town tour
soecific objectives by which to measure the
Success or the student security aide pro-
gram for- the 1978-79 school year. These
were --

reduce the number of suspen-
slams in the .197S-79 school year
by 3 percent

To reduce the cost of vandalism
by 5 percent

To reduce the number of expul-
sions in -tne 1973-79 school year
by '5 percent

70 maintain or improve student
grades, attitudes, or behavior.

Although no formally documented results
have as yet- been presented: -one indicative
evaluation was made by the Security Divi-
sion of the Pittsburgh Board of Public Eau-
cation with regard to the camping/training
session. . There have been no diSruptive
incidents during the camping trips over the
past attended so far by i20 studsev. The
report noted that "This speaks well of the
activity itself and of the behavior modifica-
tion _which takes place by virtue of-beirio-Ta
Student Security Aide."

According Co na report, the major towards
that appear to appeal to the students 'par-
ticipating in the program ;he:Lida--

The prestige' of Peing a member
of the Student Security Aide Drp-
gram

The jacket and shit triat identify
membership

he carnoing /training tram.,

dditionally, there is the'. - -among
Security Division personnel that one or the
advantages of the student Sec,-rt., aid-

:that he or she serves as :a .buffer between
:-the student and the adLot- aUthorit,,. wnich
tends to reduce the 'number- of physical con-
p'ontacions and inoderlts of disruptive
behaviars by individual students -or croup
or students', In a number of ;nstances. the



nt aides were credited with preventing
the occuri-ence of race ,riots in several large
nign schools. It seems clear that by enlist-
ing stucents of both sexes from all ethnic
and racial grouos, he student security aide
program has worked successfully to prevent
the 'kinds of tensions that 'found more vio-
lent release in the past.

Replication Issues
Student Security Aide Program seems

best suited far secondary schools (including.
-junior high or middle schools). The pro -
gramgram is appropriate for any School, rural,
Suburban, urban, that wishes to involve
Students in keeping their schools safe.

Required R,esources

In each school participating in a student
security aide program, personnel require-
ments include the principal, staff security
officer, and teacher/advisor plus- parent
representatives, and the student security
-aides themselves.

The only necescsary exPendi-cures are for
the shir,ts and jackets that each of the stu-
dent security aides wears while on duty.

On a district- or system-wide basis, the
number of oeople involved increases.
although their time commitments are less
than that For the individuals\ at each scnool.

iThese outside people are involved in the
workshops or the camping/training sessions,
participating as members of their cooperat-
ing agencies for one `day every month
and/or Z day-s each semester on a lecture
basis or as a resource person. . Camping_
-equipment and food may be an expense. but
it is possible that most of these items can
be .provided , by the participants themselves.

References

Student Aid_e Manual, Security Division, he
Pittsburgh Soara of public Educe ri
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Course 5 - Security

Module

Purpose

- Physical Plant
Module

Synopsis

To familiarize participants with the techniques for securing building and equipmentcommonly used in schools.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Describe at least three different approaches o. securing property

2. Describe at least three low-cost solutions to 1roving security
the schools

Plan the layout of an alarm, :protection' scheme'in,a school _=showing
what electionfc devices can be used and where they may be'located.

(NOTE: It is assumed that the trainer for this module is familiar with security
alarm systeMs. )

TargetAudiences/Breakou s

This is an optional core module designed for workshop participants Laterested in,
improving physical plant security, The content, through somewhat technical,,issuitable for a heterogeneous audience- However, it would probably be of most
interest to school administrators and those in a position to influence hardwa edecisions.



Courte _5 -.Security

-5.3 - Physical Plant SecUrity
Module.

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen

Materials
Transparencies

.Module
Synopsis

(continued)

5.3.1 Anytown High School Floor Plan
5.3.2 Elements of Exterior Doors
5.3.3 Correcting Frame Weaknesses
5.3.4 Double Door Weaknesses
5.3.5 Sliding Windows
5.3.6 Casement Windows
5.3-7 Kentucky Key Control System
5.3.8 Diagram and Number System for Key Control
5.3t9 . Key Collpction Envelope
5.3.10. Key Receipt Tag
5.3.11 Operation -Identification
5.3.12 Types of Alarm Equipment
5.3.13 Anytowd High School Floor Plan (Same as 5.3.1)
5.3.14 Anytown High School Crime/Environment Problems
5.3.15 . Anytown High School Additional Alarm Systems

Handout

5.3.1 Security Measures Taken

BarkgFound Materials- (Trainer/Participant

'5.3.1 ,'Physical Plant Security,Su eTForm
5.3.2 Key Control Checklist

Re9ources tibliosraPhY

5.3.1 Vandalism and_.The_ft n Kentuc Schools. Kentucky Crime Check,
Volume II School Security and Control. Caa be ordered (free) f
Kentucky Department of Justice, Office of Crime Prevention,
State Office Building Annex, Frankfort, KY 40601.
Lock and Key Control,,NSRN Technical Assistance Bulletin.
Alarm Systems Guidelines, NSRN Technical Assistance Bulletin,
(Not yet available)'.

R.5.3.3

9
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Sliding Witidows

Source: Vandalism and -The



gay 5.3.8,

Source: Vandal's

Casement Windows
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Ken =Icy Key Control System

Step 1: Diagram and Number

Step 2: Collect All Keys in Enve opes

Step3: Index'Keys

ep 4: Tag KeyS

Key Locker

Step .6- -Isstie a' Signed FlecOipt



Diagram and Number System
for Key Control

11

Classroom
10

Study hall
9

Lab Boy'

I



key CO ;lee ion Envelope

Lock Number
Lock Manufacturer
Key Series Number
ManufictureriNumber on Key
Flow Many Keys
Master, Grand Master -

rent Grand Master

Other



Key Receipt Tog



Operation identifica

Burglars hate
Operation
Identification
!kik any

ice officer why

CHIME
CHECK

Source: Van In Kentucky Schools



astern

Audio
Sonar

Activated

pies of ik a

Location

-gqujpment
False

Maintenance Alarm

Ultrasonic
Electro-

Mechanica

Sound
Movement
Movement

Interior only (low
level sound are

Much (to adjust
a) sensitiv

Capacitance

Break-in
circuit

Approach
proximity

Interior
Interior
interior (doors,

windows, etc.

Some

Some

Many
Frequent
Some

Utile (except
_foil on glass)

Interior Little
Closed
Circuit TV

Interior or
Exterior

Photo-
Electric

Radar

light
Beam

Movement

Interior
Exterior
Mainly interior

Utile

Same
Some
Some

Few

Few

None
Few ..Many
when used
outside

Microwave Movement interior Utile
Many

Few

Source: Schnabplk, C. Sensible security for an irrational decade. Buildings, July 1970.
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Course

Module
Total Time

27

hour and 20 minu

Module Summary

Course
Agenda

by Module

This module focuses on crime prevention and property protection through physical design.
Topics include key control systems, security patrols, inventory control, and alarm
systems.

Introduction

A. 11290flAr cidel-s/-Effort-PayoffModel (OTREP)

Opportunities for crime can be eliminated or reduced by con-
sidering such elements as type of target, risk, effort required,
and potential payoff to the offender.

B. rvtpofZIax.ntSecurit-Com-ner

Components include design issues, key control, inventory con-
trol and operation identification, security patrol at night
and on weekends' and alarm systems.

Needs assessment

The importance of developing a systematic approach to iden-
tifying security needs is presented.

2 . Crime Prevention Though P hy s i c a l D e s i g n

A. Doors

:good security_ applies to both interior and exterior doors;
doors should be thought, of as a closing/locking system.

Windows

Sliding windo
problems.

and casement indows present different security



28

Activity/Content Summa Time

Key'Control Systems_

A. preliminary Comments.

Strict control and maintenance of all keys is essential to school
security. Maintaining control of who has access to keys is also
very important. The Kentucky Key Control System is, presented.

B.. and Neer

C. Ste:in Envelopes

0. Ste 3: Kep

E. Step 4: _Tag Epl,s

Step 5 Key docker

Stec 6.: Issue Key_with A Signed Receipt

H. Other Key Control SystemsControl

Use of Se uric Pat] hts and Weekends

Per!onnal_gulifications

Performance requirements of security personnel are becoming more
demanding.

B. Patrol Procedures

Some suggested guidelines for effective patrol are introduced.

Inventory Control and Property Identification

A. Inventory Control

An itemized list of all school equipment should be maintained and
a physical accounting of each listed piece should be conducted
routinely.

...P.", S. Cperation_Identification

Marking each inventoried piece of equipment with an identification
number is an effective way of deterring crime.

10 min.,

min.

min.
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Acid# f /Co ent Summa_ Time

Ala _ Systems',

A. -quipment Overview

B. Simulatiol cf Plan? election and La ut

Description of hypothetical school Anytown High School; typical
security oroblems; existing security system; possible additional
security hardware for arson prevention, intrusion detection,
motion detection, acoustic sensing, and remote monitoring.

Resource Material

A NS RN Resource Bulletin is available alarm systems.

1. Conclusion

40 min.'



Cdur-se

Module_

Securi

- Physical Plant Security

Materials/Equipinent ,Sequence/Activi_

petalled
Walk.Thro h

Description

Overhead
projector

Screen

Introduction (5 min.)

A. The Offender-Tar ets-Risk-Effott:ayafffielsi 0

Trainer should make the following points:-

o The primary objective of plant security should be
deterrence. Objectives to identify and apprehend
offenders should be secondary.

o Thus, the, important question
to discourage the offender or
for crime?

o A criminal opportunity can be
of four components:

what can be done
eliminate opportunities

thought of as consisting

Tar&ets- -What is there in the school that
offenders would want to steal (or vandalize)?

Risk--What factors reduce the risk to him or
her?

Effort- -What obstacles does he or she face, and
what level of effort is required of him or her.

Payoff--What is his or her incentive?

o Trainer should ask participants to suggest specific
targets, risks, efforts, and payoffs from their own
experience.

o A successful plant security program eliminates oppor-
tunities for crime by removing targets, increasing
risk of surveillance and apprehension, placing
obstacles between the offender and the target, and
reducing the reward value of or satisfaction with
the criminal act.

Li



materials/
Equipment

Background
Materials
5.3.1,
Physical.
Plant
Security
Survey Form

Segtieuc9 /Activity Description

rents of ant Securi

Trainer should make the following points:

This presentation will discuss the OTREP perspective,
that is, a look-at the Offender,: Targets, ;disk,
Effort, and Payoff, by covering five components:of
plant security.

(1) Design of doors and windows and other building
access points

Kepcoptrol and locking procedues-

Inventory-control

Security patrol

(5) Alarm Sys..ems.

The first four topics will be covered briefly, for there
are a.number of background resource'materials available
to you that cover these topics in detail.- The last topic
alarm systems, will be covered in depth. You will be
shown some considerations in planning and laytng out an
alarm system in a cost-effective manner.

Needs Assessme

o As you begin to think, about your'school's security,
is essential to develop a systematic procedure for
identifying your security needs: To assist you in this
process, we have developed, with the assistance of Jaycor,
an international security consulting organization, a
fairly comprehensive checklist of items or events to be
considered in evaluatinua particular school.

o Physical Plant Security Survey Forms are included in
Participant Guide to help you in this process.

your



Materials/
Equipment nce/Activity Description

Overhead
projector

Screen

Minilecture Usin Trans arencies: Crime Prevention Th
physical Design

Trainer makia the Iollowing points

o The first'cOmponent of physical_ security we are going
at.is.building atcessdoors and windows.

Doors

Transpar ncy
5.3.1'

Good security applies to both exterior and interior doors.
Entrances should be protected against intrusion, but it is
also necessary to thinkpof-interior doors as additional
barriers. If an intruder successfully enters the school
Minding, the design of interior,doors can delay his or
her progressuntil the police cin respond to a silent
alarm.

Trainer should show Transparency 5.3. 1, pointing to the
entrances and doors as he or she refers to them, while
making the points below:

o. Exterior doors include the main entrance, side entrances,
delivery entrances, gymnasium and auditorium entrances,
workshops, and the. mechanical eqUipment room.

o Exterior doors can be thought of as closing systems
consisting of many elements; such as the frame, the
lock, the strike plate, and the glass.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi t Description

Transparency
5.3.2

Show Transparency 5.5.2 _2 and make the points

o Vulnerability of door elements. Each element must be
checked for intrusion vulnerability and safety at fairly_
regular intervals.

o Is locking hardware in proper working Order? The
key may be worn, the lock may fit loosely, the bolt may
not extend into strike when locked, or the push bar
may not operate.

o Is. the framework strong and tight - fitting? The
may be loose or cracked at the strike.

ame
t4-,

o Is the strike plate secure? It may have thin-gauge
metal pr. fit loosely to the door or have simply worn down.

o Is the glass burglar-resistant? The glazing in the
door and sidelights should be nonbreakable within
40 inches of a lock that can be opened from the inside.
Perhaps the glass can 'be pried out if it's nonbreakable.

Can the door be' bypassed through a transom or decorative
panelling? The transom or its glass may be removed
easily.



Sequence/Activi D scrip ion

o Can hinge-pins be emoved from the outside? Perhaps
the hinge is not securely fastened to the door or frame.

o Is the inactive leaf of a double door secure? The
inactive leaf may not be locked at the top and bottom.
Flush bolts may not extend into strike. Perhaps there
is too much space between the double doors.

Show Transparency 5.3.3 and make the point below:

Commeting Prn alVenknesses

mgr and MA irt

bittit ,

14=

§tseafening the frame

o Door frames can be strengthened with bolts about 4 inches
above and below the strike plate. Shim or grouting can

-be used to fill the air space beiween the jamb and back.
The frame can also be strengthened by installing a strong
strike plate with at least princh screws.

Show Transparency 5.3.4 and make the points below:



Materials/
Equipment

Resource
Material
5.3.1

Transparency
5.3.5

Sequenc /Activi Description

Double Door Woekne

Double door weaknesses

o One of the problem with double doors is that often just
by shaking the two doors the bolt will bend or the slide
is prevented from protruding into the catch. Many schools,
as a matter of practice, chain and padlock the push bars
of fire exits when the school is closed. In lieu of
chains, an astragal can make prying more difficult and
lever bolts are more'difficult to force.

Trainer should refer to resource/document, 5.3.1,
"Vandalism and Theft in Kentucky Schools." There are
many things that should be taken into account. This
resource document covers other door design issues.

B. Windows

co Windows present such%a problem for schools that in many
new buildings there are very 'ew windows,, or they are
very narrow, or high clerestory windows,are installed.
Also, fewer windows are used for ventilation, i.e., can
be opened. The two most.eommon types in schools are
sliding and casement windows.

Show Transparency 5.3.5 and make:the point:below:



11/IaterialS/
Equipment Sequence/Activi e cription

Transparency
5 . 3 . 6

SnantiMiwkrivi

o Aluminium sliding windows can often be peeled or lifted
out of their tracks. To avoid this, adjustment screws
should be tightened and a charley bar (or wooden substitute
can e added. Windows can be pinned and there are a large
variety of locking devices available.

Show Transparency 5.3.6 and make the points below:

Cassinont Windows

Casement windows are very difficult to secure. The
hardware, operator, or push bars often should be replaced
because, as they wear out, the window becomes easier to
pry. Push bars can be checked to see if they are loose
or bent. Serious consideration should go into permanently
closing some first floor windows, particularly if they are
not needed for ventilation. Nonbreakable glass can also
be inserted.



Materials/
Equipment Sequ nce/Activity De iption

Transparency
5.3.7

Trainer should refer to Worksheet 6.2.1 (used for module 6.2,
Assessing Environmental Design).

o Worksheet 6.2.1, Design Checklist for Evaluating School
Environments, is helpful in assessing the vu nerability
of physical design features in the school.

o This checklist focuses only on phy ical design features
in a school and hence differs from the mote general
security checklist form earlier included in your
Participant-Guide.

Minilecture lasing Transparencies Key Control Sys ems (10 Tin.)

A. Prelimiments

Trainer should make the following points:

Stria control and maintenance of all keys is essential
to school secuiity;

o Maintaining control of who has access to keys presents
school administrators with a complex problem and
constitutes one of the weakest links in building security.

Show Transparency 5.3.7 and make the point below:

Kentucky Key Control Systems.

Step 1' and Number

Step 2: Collect All Keys in Envelope

Step 3: index Keys

Step 4: Tag Keys

Step 5: Key Locker

Step 6: Issue a Signed Receipt



Sequence vit Description

o This key control system is suggested for use in all
Kentucky schools. If you are interested in implementing
such,a system, there are six steps to be taken.

Step 1_ Diagram and Number`Keys

Show Transparency 5.3.8 and make the points below:

Diagram and Number System
for Key Control

11

Classroom Study
10

Hall

9
Lab

8
Boy'

7

Gymll

1

©ftic

2
SupplY

Closet

3
Library

4

Cafeteria

5
Girl's

6 Lockers

o In Step 1, make a complete diagram with each lock (doors
and cabinets) indicated.

o Assigh a number to each lock, such as 1 -1, 1-, an4
1-3.

§LuaL4211ectA111es.
Show Transparency 5.3.9 and make the points below:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi D =Option

Lock Number
Lock Martufechoer_
Key Sadie Number
Manufacturer's Number on Key
How Merry Kaye
Mester, Grind Heiler.
Greetfare_nd Meter
Other

o In Step 2, an envelope,should be provided for each set
of keys, numbered by lock.

o Include all of, the info tion'shown.

o Make a note of any lock which must be replaced or rekeyed.

D. Step 3:- Index Keys

o In Step 3, transfer,the information on the Key Collection
Envelopes to 3 by 5 index cards.

Transparency
5.3.10

This, provides a backup record for your system.

s- Tog Keys

o - In Step,4, tags should be completed for each key.

o- One key per tag.

Step 5: Key boeker,

o In Step5Ita _key locker should be secured on the wall
the principal's,office or another designated adminittra_o_

o Assign one hook for each set of keyS numbered by lock.

o Provide a separate hook for each master key.

G.
RLILLpthaSinedReceitSte.6:IssueKe

Show Transpaency 5.3.10 and make the points below:

01,



nee /Activity Description

Key Receipt Mil

Keys Weed

Os le

Signature

Othee Slde for LockNarneend
Num

o In Step 6, for each key issued. (assigned or loaned
temporarily) a receipt tag should be completed and
signed by the borrower.

o The receipt tag is then hung on the hook from which
the key is taken.

When the key is returned, the receipt tag is removed.
It can be given to the borrower or discarded.

Other Systems

o Once a system like this has been set up, it provides a
very sound key control operation.

OTE: Lock companies and manufacturers of key lockers often,
furnish key collection envelopes and key-tags.)

Resource o A number of other key and lock Control ideas ixre.availablMaterial in an NSRN T/A Bulletin (R5.3. For example, ideasR5.3.2 such as transferring locks between schools are covered.

A GOOD IDEA - TRANSFERRI0 tpcp:

Seattle, Washington, and Portland, Oregon, have been involved
in key and lock exchange programs for some time,for example:

When one of the master keys for Sea tle's gym locks
was stolen, nearly 3,000 of the affetted locks were
traded for the Portland school systee -different
locks and master key.



Sequence/Activity Description

Minilecture:

According to the director pf -the Office of Schocl
Safety for the New York City Public Schools, whenever
a school in one district (e.g., the Bronx) is iden-
tified as needing new locks in the high risk areas
because keys have been stolen, duplicated, etc., arid-
a school in another district (e.g., Manhattan) is
identified as having a similar problem, the locks
from the affected schools in the Bronx are switched
with the locks from the affected school in Manhattan.
No new locks are purchased, and the locks can be
removed and installed by the maintenance staff.
Therefore, no costs are'accrued for new equipment,
and labor costs are reduced by using existing staff.

Patrols fo

,Trainer should make the following po

Personnel Qualifications

s and Weekends (5 min.)

o Within the past decade it has become commonplace for
schools to hire special security personnel for nighttime
and weekend, patrols. They are generally charged with
patrolling parking loti and building zones. Typically
they are equipped with vans _and! portable radios to cover
many schools durin&-an 8-hour shift.

o The performance requirements of a security patrol person
can be extensive. For example the Fairfax County public
schools system in Virginia expects security people to
be able to repair damages due to break-ins. Additionally,
they must--

(1) Have sufficient knowledge of the county road
system to assure finding the shortest or quickest
route to a sehool experiencing an intrusion alarm

(2) Coordinate the response of police units to seal
off escape routes

(3) Detain trespassers without the use of force.

(4) Conduct constant surveillance of electronic
console for sound, visual, and recorded data on
instrusion alarms

5) Test alarm systemsand diagnose problems

(6) Have a thorough knowledge of laws on trespassing,
breaking and entering, vandalism, and other laws
related to property protection



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

C ):Inspect patrol-vehicles and avoid backing maneu-,
vers whenever posSble.

o Some school districts make sure that security personnel
are provided inservice training, using experts in child
protection, juvenile court relations,'and.Youth
counseling. For example, the Wichita, Kansas, public
schools system conducted summer seminars lasting 12 days
-covering-such topi6s as crime prevention, firtt'aid,'
handling'disturbed.perions, police procedures,. State
statutes and city ordinances, and student rights.

patrol pr cedurei

Many of the larger school systems assign one or more
individuals to each school.

o_ =- =Many jurisdictions use roving patrols.

o If roving patrols are used, is desirable to vary t
schedule of visits so that offenders will be unsure
when a patrol unit will appear. Scheduling information
should be kept confidential, not circulating beyond the
patrol members and the supervisor.

o In most school districts, school alarms cannot be turned
on froM a control station, so they must be activated at
the school sites.

o The roving patrol member can perform this duty if,
'as a matter of policy, it is not the responsibility
of the custodian before he or she leaves for the day.

o Vestermark and Blauvelt, in their book, Controlling
Crime in the School,, stressthe need for aggressive .

patrolling, being constantly alert to potential trouble.
,They also stress the importance of making an effort to
develop a cooperative relationship with young people
who live in the vicinity of the school and to'establish
formal communication lines with` community leaders.and,
of course, the police.

o The police can support school patrol units several ways.
The Broward County, Florida, school board in fact allows
the use of school buildings by the police in the evening.
The police have keys and adopt inside spaces as their
temporary office. Merely having a police car parked in
front can serve as an adequate deterrent to would-be
vandals or burglars. The police are often called to
assist in searches for intruders.



Materials/
Equipment Sequ

o In the Seattle school system, when a patrol member
discovers evidence of a break-in, the police are called.
They come with dogs because the search is faster and
less dangerous.

n lecture
property

Identification (5 min.

Trainer should make the following points:

A. Inventory

Transparency
5.3.11

o An itemized list of all school equipment should be maintair
and periodically a physical accounting of each listed piece
of equipment should be couducted. This applies also to
expendable school supplies.

We have entered the age of electronics. In the Houston
school system, their inventory of electronic devices,
such as. TV's, radios, etc., totaled. about 5,000 in 1970.
In 1978, the number increased to over 23,000 items of
electronic equipment.

o Unfortunately, too many schools are careless in keeping
accurate records. Some school. security specialists, in
as attempt to assess the cost-benefit of crime prevention
measures, have been frustrated with poor recordkeeping on
the part of the administration

0 e ion Identification

Show Transparency 5.3.11 and make the point b o

',proration Idea cation

5Qw renchillam co0 Mel eg Kerrtueftklopph
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A very effective way to reduce the payoff or value of a
stolen item for the offender is to permanently mark each
inventoried piece of equipment with an identification
number. The Kentucky school system engraves all
equipment with KY and the Kentucky sales tax exemption-
number assigned to each school district by the Departmentof Revenue. An abbreviation of the school's name is
also added. The local police department will loan
free of charge the use of an engraver and warning stickers
to be placed'on doors and window.

BREAK (10 min.)

Trainer announces that there will be a 10 minute break. Whenthe audience reconvences, alarm systems will be covered in
detail.

inilecture Usin Tr a enci Alarm S ems °(4 min.)

Trainer should make the following points:.

Equipment Overview

In this last part of the session, we will show you
how to go about planning the selection and location
of alarm devices, using the floor plan of
Anytown High School showing the devices.

Transparency..
5.3.12,

o First a quick overview of types of devices.

Show Transparency 5.3.12 and make the point below:

FalseSystem AetNatad
rikkilmSmes Alarm
Ouch (10 IOW!olio

mom
ifvesSsi
%limo
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Handout
5.3.1,
Security
Measures
Taken

Trainer should spend 2 minutes identifying each listed
device, explaining hal it differs froth the others.

Trainer should refer to Handout 5.3.1, Security Measures
Taken, and make the points below:

A survey conducted in 19'7. by the "School. Product News"
shows the security measures taken and the average cost.
It is interesting to note not so much what is used, but
what is not used. For example:

o Less than 1 percent oUthe schools haVe closed-cirduit'
televisiOn.

Six percent use door or window intrusion protectors,'

o Only /percent uie an alarm that is audible on site

Simulation of Planni.n= Selection and La out

Transparency
.5.3.13 akerthe points below:

Ik

Anytown High School
First Foot No



Mitterials/
Equipment

Transparency
5.3.l4

S quence/Activi Description

(NOTE:" The following script should be considered by the
. trainer as suggested statements that can be expanded or
Modified as he or sheseesfit. As the statements.
(descriptions) are made, the,trainer should point to the
graphic display. For example, show where the devices are

Descri tion of School

o Anytown High School, a make believe school, has a
population of 3,000 students. It is bordered on three
sides by streets with the rear grounds adjacent to a
wooded park..' The two-story school building has an
auditorium at one end and a gymnasium at the other.

o The school has four double loaded corridors on the first
floor. People enter and leave the building from eight
points. 'There are also several emergency exits that are
used.

.

The building has
stairwell.

ee wings, eac Adth an exterior

o The two rear courts have attractive landscaping. The
court with the entrance to the library is used mostly
as a thoroughfare, whereas the other has been adopted
by students as a gathering area,because of its
inaccessibility from inside the school. ,

Trainer giveS problem descriptio

(10TE: The trainer can adopt the Socratic method. He or she
can ask the audience what design problems or weaknesses they,
see. For example, do they see any security problems with the
location of exterior doorsZ the location of windows? etc.
Trainer can then cite design weaknesses not raised by the
audience. Trainer should also feel free to expand or modify
the problem description.)

Problem Descri Lion

Show Transparency 5.3.14 and make the following points:
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Equipment Sequence /Activity Description-

o Following the break-in into the records room, all
windows in the administration area were foiled and
a pressure grate was put under the carpet by the
entrance to the waiting room. A box with a'local bell
alarm was installed just outside the lobby.

5 I
o There is also a 1):00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. security patrol

unit that drives around the school every few hours.

Possible Additional Security Hardware

(NOTE: Trainer can modify, expand suggested statements.)

Transparency
5.3.15 .

Show Transparency 5.3.15 and make the following points:

34*ffloP
tt aefikt16

iittiAril tritiMittle 111
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Sequence/Activi- Description

The4 are a number of devices that can be installed
that,would further protect the school yet not cost a
great deal:

(1) Arson Prevention

Heat and rate-of-rise detectors (less than
$4 per unit) can be installedin each room
and tied into the existing fire-pull system.

Smoke detectors ($60 per unit) either photo-
electric or ionization, can be located 30 feet
on center in the corridors. Smoke detectors
($80 per unit) can also go into the air ducts,
one in each building wing or zone.

0

Only heat and rate-of-rise detectors should go
in the individual rooms because smoke is
typically a byproduct of normal-activities,
such as cigarette lighting, motors, bunsen
burners, etc.

The records room can be sealed off with a
-fire door and a new layer.of sheetrock
($6 per sheet) to withstand extreme heat.
The Window might also be covered since. it is
not used. ,

,

The kitchen can have a halagon extinguishing
system. Although expensive (about $1,000
installed), grease fires can be put out
instantly without harming people or property
in the process.

intrusion Detection'

Magnetic door contacts (less than $10 per contact)
can be installed in all building entrances, includin
the double doors to the mechanical equipment room
and the overhead doors to the automechanic shop.

Balanced magnetic contacts, while more
difficult to defeat, are much more expensive
(about $140 per contact).

Building entrances can also have electric
dead-bolt or, for the fire exits,,strike
systems. All exterior doors can then be
electronically monitored and, in case of fire,
will unlock automatically.



Materia&'s/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Because foil.tape does not send out an alarm-
if the tape wire is not severed when glais is
shattered or cut, broken glassAetectOrs
(about $12 per device) can be attached to the
existing foilwiring system.

Motion Detection--For instance, where the intruder
successfully enters the building, undetected,
passive infrared devices (about $150 a set) can
be installed in the four major corridors on the
first floor. Microwave transceivers (about
$100/unit) can go in large rooms that require
special protection, such as-the laboratories and
workshops. The 'transceivers should go on the
ceilings directed tows* the'floors because the
signal penetrates wank and glass, hence,
would respond to outside events. However,'microwave
transceivers should not go in rooms with motors
running or other sound producing elements when
the school is closed. Microwave units might also
go in the auditorium and gym but, several would be
required, and theft in theSe areas is not a
problem.

Ultrasonic motion detectors (about $$0 /unit)` can
go in smaller rooms that require special
protection, such as the financial office or the
administration area.'

la addition to-using pull - down - gates, the school
zones can have independent key switches so that
the alarm system'in a given area can be turned
off by a custodian or administrator while the
zone is in use,-

(4) Acoustic. Sensors--Since.he school has a public
address system, an, amplifier can be included in
new two-way speakers (less than $40/speaker).
The speakers can ti . convert a preestablished
sound level into an alarm. However, the new
speakers should not go near areas where normal
sound levels may mask sounds from those of an
intruder (workshops, mechanicaL equipment room).

Acoustic sensors can be set up to differentiate
typical motion sounds (footsteps, paper rustling)
from outside noises, compressors, fans, and other
sources.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

(5) Remote Monitorin Conventionaljire alarm
panels usually have a barrier strip with unused
contact points for the new equipment, so that
when a fire or intrusion alarm is triggered an
outside station is notified. However, all the
present system indicates is that a circuit has
been broken. Which alarm device and where in
the building is not known.

If.anOther barrier strip with double pull, double
throw relays is installed in the panel, theh-the
individual who receives the call can determine
type of device and location. Moreover, he or
she can track the pattern of movement through
the building as other alarms are activated. Thus,
an additional barrier strip (less than $10 for
materials) permits incoming signals to be taken
out for remote monitoring.

An automatic telephone dialer less than $4.00)
can transmit messages simultaneously to .several
outside stations. If an authorized person
unintentionally activates the dialer, a feature
delays the,tall for half a minute so that the call
for assistance Can be aborted. ,

An alternative is a lease line to police and fire
departments (about $2/quarter mile/month) which
operates like an answering service except that
the lease line is used exclusively for alarm
transmission'.

Another possibility is to set up a radio communicatio
System (about $1,500 for the radio and the antennas).
Using available frequencies on ex 'Pi.ng,county police
or fire emergency communication ctenels, a standard.
VHF or UHF radio used in vehicles can transmit alarms
without the liability of pdwer or telephone failure.

A radio communication system can also serve as a
backup alarm' transmitter to an automatic dialer
or lease line.

(NOTE: Trainer can discuss additional tactics. For example:
deciding what interior doors should have magnetic contacts;
what might be done to secure the interior courts; how a
central computer can monitor not only alarm devices but plant
maintenance, such as water temperature in the boiler and whether
lights are on or'off; and whether CCTV is feasible or adds
to the security at schools.)



Materials/
Equipment Sequence Activi Description

C. Resource tiaterial

Trainer should point out the availability of NSRN T/A bulle inson Lock and Key Control and Alarm Systems.

Conclusion

Trainer should answer questions from the group on any of the areascovered.



HANDOUT
5.3.1

SECURITY MEASURES TAKEN

SECURITY MEASURE

197576 1976 -77

Percent
Average
Cost Percent Average

Cost

Closed Circuit TV 0.3% --- 0.6% $11,000
Media Center 4.6 $ 4,740 2.6 20,208

Locks:

Classroom 25.1 1,409 17.4 1,576
Equipment 20.0 1,459 11.4 1,624
Storage 22.0 834 12.6 1,062

All Locks 29.7 2,064 20.3 2.524

Personal Alarms 3.1 1,911 1.1
__-

Intrusion Detectors:
Door/Window 11.1 4,193 6.0 5,910
.Ycion Detectors 18.0 7,499 12.6 9,921
Sound Detectors 16.9 12,351 11.7 14,804
Other - 2.3 50,024 2.9 41,634

All"Intrusion Devices 34.9 11,402 24.3 17,665

Intrusion Alarms:
Audible on Site 6.9 4,602 4.0 1,147
Automatic Telephone Dialer 9.7 2,416 5.1 1,804
Direct Line to Police 15.1 2,316 12.9 1,979
Monitoring Station 14.0 9/640 ' 10.3 10,627

All Intrusion Alarms 37.1' 4,424 25.4 5,466

Fire/Smoke/Heat 16.0 10,205 11.4 115

ds:
)
1

Agency Contract 10.9 18,052 9.7 12,596
Directly Employed 19.7 '77,513 16.9 74;921
Night Custodian i 23.7 15,655 15.7 17,507
Other

I 4.0 47,70 6.0 24,872

All Guards .
I 48.3. 43,45 39.4 44,793

Vandalism-Resistant Windows:
Plastic Glazing 39.4 4,51 30.0 5,327
Other Glazing 3.4 2,651 2.9 3,620
Other Windows 2.6 190,028 2.3 26,906

;11 Vandalism-Resistan s 41.4 33.1 ---

Special Lighting \ 38.3 2,6 4 26.6 2,095
Fencing

I

`

\ 20.3 6,2i 76 11.1 6,955
Other

_

4.6 21,97
I

3.1 17,798

Source : - ;School Product Nei 1977.
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SecurLt

5.3 - Physical Plant

3.1

PHYSICAL PLANT SECURITY SURVEY FORM

ILILta27j1Z52=E

Survey Tools

General Considerations

Specific Considerations

The Existing security System
Facilities
Buildings and Grounds
Emergency Procedures and System Checks

General Security Solutions

Intrusion Protection Devices
Safes and Vaults
Alarm Systems

Background
Materials
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SECURITY SURVEY

In surveying the school's security system, the types of possible security
breakdowns and their causes, both human and environmental, should be kept in mind.

survey Tools

Survey forms

Sitsplot, building plan, floor plan

Pens, pencil, sharpener

6 itch ru-lerfstreightedge

Measuring tape (minimum 12 inches

Measuring wheel -

.Voltage tester

Tape recorder, blank tape

Camera, film, batteries,

Quadrille pad

SurVey forms

Pocket calculator, battery

Screwdriver

Magnifying glass

General Consiaerations

1. How is the school organized? What the functional .lines of authority?

Where does security fit into the organization?

HoW does the school administration feel ab ut security?

How important is it considered to be?

Have other previous surveys been conducted? Why? When? Sy Whom?

, Were they acted upon?

What is the --t-

and its security director?

-slationship between the police and the school



c"-ic Considerations

In observing the following external and internal equipment and situatioralfactors, consider their suitability, effectiveness, and maintenance procedures.

Security System:

Are there established procedures Icr maintaining security?

Are there written materials describing these procedures?

Have there been security problems in the pa

How were they handled ?,

HAs any member of the school staff been trained in security awareness?

What is the existing alarm system?

What is its technical objective?

4. Is it a local, central tation, or police alarm system?

Is it supervised?

dog- pulsed?

Can alarm line be compromised?

How easily?

6. How uld local authorities respond?

How soon?

How is the system d tested?

Where is the equipment located?,

What kind of cover .is needed for- the conduit - -a rigid
or flexible metal cover or aOlastic Snap-on cover?

S. How does the existing system interface with any new components
being considered?

For instance, what voltages and frequencies are available?

9. Is there a night custodian/guard?

If not, one needed and what would be required to accommodate one?

1 0 :



10. How and where are valuables stored?

11. What is the internal communication system ?;

Is there a personal identification system?

12. What is the procedure for .visitors?

How and where do they enter?

Facilities,

13. Where do telephone lines enter the building(s)?

14.. Does the school have radio and television equipment and antenna
Systems?

15. Who is responsible for maintenance of the building; electrical, heat
and air conditioning systems; and construction?

16., How reliable are local utilities (including fuel system and delive-
water.stores, electricity) and food servioesand.supplies?

Buildin s and Grounds:

17. What is the geographic location of the school?

In what type of neighbor ad.

18. What are the school'boundaries?

Are they well defined?

19. Does the 'school own vehicles?

Are there garages?

20. How many buildings are involved?

t is their size, height, construction?

21. Is any new construction anticipated?

22. Are there aesthetic considerations in the design of the security =.

system?

23. What is the noise level of the area?

24. What easements and rights of way exist or are needed?

25. What is the condition of the soil and vegetation?

26. What are the existing barriers (e.g., fences, walls, edges
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27. How is the site lighted, including exterior building ugh
perimeter and area lighting?

28. Are there warning, instructional, or directional sign

How visible are they?

Are they ever obscured (for instance, by sno

29. What are pedestrian and vehicle traffic patterns?

Where are parking lots located and who uses them?

30. How many interior and exterior doors are there?

Is the number and size appropriate?

Are they all necessary?

31. Are the doors equipped with locks?

Is the quality of the locks appropriate for the doors?

32. How many windows are there?

Are they equipped with locks?

What other openings exist
-
(34., roof hatch, coal chu

34. Who is responsible for lock.r.andk;y control?
,

Who open: d closes the school?

By what procedure

When?

Are records kept?

Emergency Procedures and System Checks

light).

1. Do established procedures exist or dealing with the following types
of emergencies:

Civil disturbance?
Personal threats?
Personal injury?
Fire?
Vandalism?
Breaking and entering?
Other emergencies?

1
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2. Are evacuation procedures established?

Review evacuation plans and routes with all concerned.

3.- Are there any fire hazards?

4. Is there an emergency communications system, tested with local
authorities (police, hospital; fire)?

e grounds clear of all unnecessary vehicles, equipment, machinery.

emove trash and relocate shrubs or trees as necessary.

6. Conduct the following system checks and tests:

Visually and operationally test the outside infrared system.

Check proper operation of all inside and outside closed-circuit
television systems.

Work test all walk-through detectors and hand-held transfriskers
_etal detectors).

OpFationally check all other electronic security systems, including- -

Smoke and heat detectors

\-
tatrasonit detectors
Door locks and alarms.

Check standby generator and fuel supply.

Check site emergency audible (P A.) alarm warning system (if so equ pped).

Check location and proper fill of all fire ext' quishers aid fire-
fighting equipment.

Check for proper operation and security of all communications
systems:

Radio, portable and vehicle;
Telephone;
Security and fire battery sys
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GeneralSecurit Solutions

Ensure that all windows, doors, and
supervised.

openings are protected and

Alarm contacts should be designed to the level of security required- -
single- acting (manual reset) or double-acting (automatic reset)--and-be of the
correct application (electrical and/or mechanical)-

Consider the environment. Are interior and exterior systems appropriate?
Are they durable, weatherproof, corrosion-proof?

Consider the effectivenets of the conduit/cable system.

'Lighting should reduce shadow areas and provide illumination for cAtection
_out glare.

Photoelectric cells and time controls are preferred over manual on
systems.

Can security system components be seen or easily removed? Can they be
recessed in the door-frame-or wall? Can non-reversible screw fasteners be
provided? Conceal and cover terminal contacts.

Consider future building design or entrances to building to be added in
future.

What
.contacts?

Will wiring, etc'., have to be moved?

doors., skylights, air-conditioning ducts require mag#ietic switch
If large;'they may require lacing.

Design pull' trap devices for through-Vu-wall or window air-conditioners
and their framed. Protect unused.plywood space fillers withvernish and pull
traps.'

Consider out-of-doors systems, e.g., double invisible infrared beams or
eguipment.embedded in concrete foundations to prevent theft or vibration and,
misalignment. Be cautious of, microwave devices that can detect trucks, trains,
cars, etc. All outdoor systems should have superVised alarms on their low- -
voltage circuits. Other outdoor items requiring-special consideration include
gas pumps. trucks, conveyor belts, elevatori, and forklifts.



Breaking and entering may occur during understaffed hours, such as opening,
closing, holidays, end, weekends. Always-design the security systemito protect
life first and then property. Effective preventive-measures include motion
detectors and other intrusion prevention devices, internal alert signals
(phrases or words),emergency alarms, camera (one frame each two seconds, when
triggered), closed-circuit television and strobe lights. Motion detectors can
be used to back up alert devices on doors and windows to help prevent defeating
alarm systems.

Devise or test substitute systems. Cost-effectiveness--performance and price--
should be considered. A remote tone signa', generator may be advisable.
Different telephone circuits are available. In interlocking systems, if the
telephone system fails, other systems will fail also. In "two route" telephone
circuits the phone system is separate.
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Intrusion Protection Devices

Devices'to prevent intrusion may be photoelectric, enfrared, audio, sonic,
ultrasonic, redar/microwave, or passive infrared.

Photoelectric.devices use white- light and may be adjusted to 50- to)5-0-foot_

ranges. The use of reflective mirrors reduces the range 25 percent. These
devices are visible, and their technology ip,outdated.

Infrared devices are mounted on rigid surfaces4and emit invisible light.
_1177.'Self-contained sensitivity adjustMents-Are nonsupervised; --Transmitters and

receivers are supervised. Infrared devides can be ?vulnerable to stiam-i-wea.4ier,
condensation, snow, etc.

Audio devices'may utilize a P. A. system in reverse through microphones
over doors and windows. Sound is converted to an alarm signal. Audio devices
are not'recommended in areas of highway sounds, roof rain, or machinery noise,.
but are good for safes. Pay attention to Underwriters Laboratories (U.L.)"
specifications.

Sonic detectors respond to sound, are not U.L.-listed, hurt ears,
require earmuffs to test, and are normally electrically driven (thus ineffective
in power failure). They can keep firefighters at a distance if the devices
cannot be silenced.

Ultrasonic devices respond to movement, operate in the 27 - 47 KHz range, and
use solid-state power supplies and amplifiers. Walk-test the-entire system each
day, watching out for "crawl dead spots." Check antitamper trap covers. The
supervised line and bracket traps should also be tested. School management
personnel should conduct the walk-test and log results to prevent employee
compromise. A normal walk-test has the limitation of testing only the amplifier
and wire. Devices may be omni- or one-directional, may be self-contained, and
may have master/slave configurations.

Microwave systems are similar to infrared systems. Radar /microwave devices
may be omni- or one-directional. -The beam can penetrate certain types of walls
(such as, sheetrock or glass, but-not brick, for instance), thereby detecti
movements outside the protected area. They have very little application in
school environments, and any FCC. frequency law allocation changes may require
expensive updating, etc. Microwave Must be engineered very carefully to ,

compensate for problems with pumps, wheels, fans, broken fluorescent lamp
starters, etc.

Passive infrared devices detect body heat from 50 - 75 feetbut are not
effective in areas above 100 F. They must be adjusted for seasonal temperature
differences.
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Safes and,Vaults

In considering safes and vaults, the following factors should be kept in
mind. Ninety-five percent of them are fire-safe only. NOU. S. safe
manufacturer will make reference to its safes-being burglar-proof. (One company
advertises one of its safes as burglar-proof for 30 minutes.) Most tough-material
safes are foreign -made and have not beeh subjected to U.L. testing. sFor instance,
only frames and doors may be tested. The testing lab may use only cOnventional
burglar tools. It is advisable to install safes at the time the building is
constructed so that Manufacturing drawings will be available. Outside labels
provide information about the safe's construction.

Safes are best protected by--
.

Wood or. mason te construction with foil tape grids inside or outside;
Electrostatic (antenna) field;

'Foil and temperature alarms;
Inside air pressure and drop systems;
Hydraulic alarm system, prebuilt in safe and enclos
Interior linings taped for U.L. approval.

Alarm Systems:

Use U.L. - listed electric key combination locks to turn the system
dn-and.off. Make sure''a different Combination is used for the alarm syst
than for other systems. 'Restrict distribution of the 'combination among,
personnel. Measure and record the electrical characteristics of equipment and
systems. For instance, some equipment will malfunction during an electrical
brown-out. Two-stage systems which briefly delay the main alarm help prevent
false alarms.

AlarM company contracts should specify the level of security to be
provided and opening/closing Supervision. Signals and reports to be made should:
alsobe outlined. Be aware of possible additioni to basic contract charges:

Taxes;
Permits;

False-alarm fines levied by the city;
Maintenance or refurbishing charges after the first
Telephone company charges or re- ations;
Interest on past-due accounts;
Insurance company requirements;
U.L. certificates; and
Installation errors.

ye

Warranty, maintenance, and service provisions should be examined. Check
references regarding the company's past security work.
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Course 5 Security

Mod Ule 5.3 Physical Plant Securi

BackgroUnd 1.3 53.2

Background
Materials

1. Do you res
need them?

key Control eck List

rict office keys to those who actually

no you keep complete, up-to-date records of
disposition of all office keys?

Do you have adequate ocedur'e for collect
keys from terminated employees?

4. Do you secure all typewriters, adding mach nes,
calculators, photocopiers, etc., with maximum
security locks?

Do you restrict duplicatio of office keys, except
for those specifically orde ed by you in writing?

6. Do you require that all keys be marked "Do not
duplicate'', to prevent legitimate locksmiths from
making copies without your knowledge?

Have you established a rule that keys must not
be left unguarded on desks or cabinets--and do
you enforce that rule?

Do you require that'filing cabinet keys be removed
from locks and placed in a secure location after
opening of cabinets'in the morning?

9. Do you have procedures which prevent unauthorized,
personnel from reporting a "lost key" and receiving
a "replacement."

10. Do you routinely obliterate nuMbers on all keys
prevent unauthorized duplication? .

11'. Do you have some responsible person in harge'of
issuingtallkeys7

12, Are all keys systematically storeclin a secured
wall cabinet of either your own design or from a
coilmercial key control system?

Do you keep a record shOwing issuance and return of
every key, inclUding'name of person, date and time?

I .

Yes
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R.5. 3. 2

Lock nd Key Control Procedures
Summate

Control of access to keys to school buildings and to critical 'interior areaswhich are frequent targets for vandals and burglars is a major problem for schooladministrators and school security personnel. This bulletin describes approaches tolock and key control which have proved successful in Seattle, Washington, and NewYork City, New York. An example of key control procedures, used by the. 'Fairfax_
County, Virginia, Public Schools, -is also included.

The Problem
Maintaining control over keys is a majorproblem in building security. Administra-
tors are concerned with providing sufficient
access to areas in and about. the school for
personnel who must work in those areas.
However, administrators are also concerned
that the lack of proper issuance procedures
and care in handling keys will constitute a
hazard_ to the security. of the building.
Teadners and other staff need frequent
access to storage and audiovisual supply
ooms. However, individual carelessness is
ten cited by school security personnel as

the major reason for lost and/or misplaced
keys to these vital areas and subsequent
property loss.

A system of key control, especially for mas-
, ter keys,. is essential if adiquate building
security is to be maintained.. However, the
system should not be so rigid as to hamper
the educational process. If the problem of
lost materials and -equipment is of such pro-
portion that the educational process is
already in jeopardy, strict enforcement of
access to keys may be the only answer.
However, the effectiveness . of -school staff
may be impaired if they cannot get into
areas in the building considered essential to
their functioning . Therefore, one must
consider the tradeoffs that may be neces-
sary before implementing any system `'for
controlling access to keys.

10

The Solurion
According to Charles O'Toole, Chief of
Security for the" Seattle Public Schools, the
"period of credibility" for any lock and key
system averages from two to five years.
Within this timeframe, or as the need arises,
the lock and key system for any school dis-trict should be changed. Accomplishing
this task can be quite expensive, particu-
larly if buying new lock systems is the only
approach taken. Many school districts are,
now meeting the challenge through the less
costly but equally effective approaChes out-
lined in the following sections.

Exchange Programs

In the State of Washington several school
systems participate in 3 lock and key
exchange program. Periodically, neighbor-
ing districts exchange lock cores and/or
combination locks to lockers along with all
master keys and combination books. This
type of program increases the security and
credibility of the lock and key system in
these districts and is cost effective.

Seattle and Portland, Oregon, have been
involved in lock and key exchange programs
for some -time. For example, when one of
the master keys for Seattle's ,;,,ym locks was
stolen, 'Mr... O'Toole traded nearly 3.000 of
the affected locks for the Portland school
system's different locks and master



According to Henry Branch, Director of the
(Office of School Safety for the New York
City Public Schools, whenever a school in
one district (e.g., the Bronx) is identified
as needing new locks in high-risk areas
because keys have been stolen, dupliCated,
etc. , and a school in another school district
(e.g., Manhattan) is identified as having
similar problems, the locks from the
affected schools are switched. No new
locks are purchased, and labor costs are
redieced by using existing' staff.

A variation an the above can also be accom-
plished within the same school building.
For example; the lock from the audiovisual
supply, room can be switched with the lock
from , the materials supply room. Locks
from all target area rooms can randomly and
periodically be switched by the maintenance
staff.

In schools which have "common lack sys-
tems" which can be opened by a master
key, it is suggested that Classrooms with
expensive equipment not be a part of the
system. Business 'classes, science labs-,
vocational education shops, and all
classrooms that can be specific targets for

-theft should have "unique", locks. These
locks should not be of the knob mounted
key __access variety, but instead should be
locks with dead bolts or, some other more
secure mechanism.

Staff Accountaplia

Many school systems have instituted key
control systems that have one staff member,
usually the principal, responsible for the
issuance' and handling . of all ke"S, espe-
cially master keys._ This approach,
:although considered rigid by some, has
proved Quite successful. A distinct advan-
tage of the system is its control over the
frequency with which duplicate keys are
produced.

In Seattle, only the principal and head cus-
todian of each school have a master key to
exterior doors. Teachers are dalt issued
keys to their individual classrooms. Any
staff member who needs to be admitted to
the .building before or after school hours
must request permission in advance, and
the, principal on his or her designee must
came pack and let himilier in the building..
This type of system allows the principal to
decide whether it is essential that staff be
in the building during nonschool hours.
However, such a system makes .accessibility
to the school facility difficult :for' those

staff who may need frequent access r0 the
building for program purposes.

Regulation 5240 of the Fairfax County,
Virginia Public Schools is ineluded as an
appendix to this bulletin as an example of
key control staff authorization and respon-
sibility.

Key Control Criteria

In their attempt to combat vandalism and
theft in the schools, the State of Kentucky
lists the following as minimum criteria to be
met in the area of key control:

The. responsibility for lock and
key control is assigned ,to an
individual

All file keys and duplicates are
kept in a steel key - cabinet,.
under lock and key.

All keys are maintained and
issued with -strict ,supervision,
including the requirement that
each key issued must be signed
for (using- key receipt tags)

Master keys are kept to a mini-
mum and are retained by too
administrative personnel .- only
(principal, assistant principal,
and maintenance supervisor)

Appropriate ,fines penalties are
Alenforced hen an employee loses

a key

Emp'oyees are never permitted to
have a duplicate key made on
their own

Keys_ are always collected from
employees who terminate or t ins-
fer

All keys are collected and logged
at the conclusion of the school
year; the key control system is
reevaluated and inadequacies cor-
rected before keys are reissued

Tumblers in vital lacks are
changed if keys are permanently
lost or stolen.

Results
Exchange pro

is
grams are cost effective in

-at there s no capital outlay for ourchas-



ing new equipment, and minimal costs for
labor are incurred by having existing main
tenance staff remove and reinstall locks.
Although there is no hard data available,
security directors state that, once clear
lines of responsibility. are established, in
terms Of key control, there is less' of a
problem with lost keys and unauthorized
duplication of keys.

Required Resources
Existing Security and maintenance staff can
more than adequately operate exchange 'pro-
grams. Assignment of staff to ensure key
control requires only a modest expenditure

of their time. Orientation of ail staff to
new procedUres should aFia oe considered.

Referen les
Kentucky epartmen: cf Justice, Office of

Crime Prevention. A Preventive
Acoroa h tp Vandalism and Theft in
Kentuci Y a a tl Jai. I I

Securit and Control, p. 12.

Vesterrnark, .0. and Blauvelt, P.O. Con-
trollind rime in' the School : A Corn:
olete Sec r itv Handbook forAdminis-

,trators. West Nyack, N.Y.: Parker
`Publishin Co., Inc:, 1978.
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To esta_lish respcnaibiiity for administration. of school building key'
contrel and tO de: gata individuals authorized Co nave possession
schpol.:keys..-,

One mast-r kay,is authorized tc be in possess =cn of the follow
duets:

Principal
Assistant rincip
Head day custodian
Head night custodian the soeci c approval o. the orinci palY

Twe master keys shall be on oft ce use as foil-

One key to -remain secured in t;:e_ administrative office
One key for use by theafrerhours activities custodian as
approved by the principal

h and .Secondarv-School_

High and secondary school principals ma assign a b.u41_A:n ' seer
department heads es deemed necessary under the Poll wit' ndicio

4 current list of names of all department heads who ha been assigned
bUilding,metrar keys shell be-kept-on file with phe diec,or, 4

And C&mmunications Division.

Building master keys shall ndc.be assigned to a department head
briefed by he directqr; 'Securicyand Communications Division,
responsibilities .wirh respect to the securit .4ntr1son-syscem.

:.tester keys assigned to deparrmen- headsshall.-be spec. 4SS4_-,-44

totheinefividLials. Lending of master keys is prohibit

circuMstances.

The.unauchorized use-.of a master key, env school Posse

an -Unauthorized master,-shall be - eocrted to the area superi-tenCent:-

director, Support Services Department for appropriate. sot4

under any

1)9.-
olarc Fair:ax County hoo Farfax, Virginia
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.nt4 oils ' and ocher accounts La 1ndividuals. are
school 'Lays nen an employee terMinates.,

e gal, t tt 5240

.?rincipalsare responsib advising ---direccor, ecurity and
Communications Division, regarding the accountability of all bui, ding/
facility master keys when terminated or when reassign_' to ocher dUcies.

Only those employees associated with a given school shall be pr
keys to thatschocl.. Teachers arse authorized a room dodr

Keys may no,t be loaned to -employees

Lxsect

reason.

Requests For exceptions to the preceding au-, oe ..-:ions and
may be addressed to the direccor, Support Servic_- Department,- Such
requests shell be reviewed on an individual basis to assure opt mum
Security of the facility concerned.

cedures

The following orocadures
6-

cc stho 1 keys:.

a. Requisi- for master d .grand waste tea/. 4 ..,4
or= INV-10to the Supply Division via :he a - Security
ommunicatiopS Divisioa, Citing appropriate school. FP ES account_and:

ectmode107, The director, Seturt Cr'mmunicezions Division,
shall secure the approval of the executive -tor of Supp ort Services

Departmencfor all grand masbar Heys.

Requi_ ons forLser. zed additional -a -s {other than riescar and

grand mastar).shall be submitted co-Supply Division on form ENV-LO
citing appropriate school. ?IMES account andobjeot code 1t eke

Dri-l0 must list.theserial numbers of the desired' sch or a

sample key for desks, ilockers.orHabinets.

All key requests requiring the Locksmith to travel. to the school,.
except for repair of .broken ordamaged.keys, will: constitute a capita
outlay expenditure and should be submitted on a DC Form 407 throUgh
the area superincendenc.

d. Justification for all keys mustaccompa r- ,isition requests.

receipt snail be sa nee for each master key _sued. Grand master

keys shall not be passed a successor but must be returned
director, Security and Communications Division, and reissQe., o h.nA

receipt, to :he nes t. indiv4_dusl desiznaced foraccounca' o



Regulation 5,720

e, Requests for repairs to keys or locks shall be submitte. :o

the Maintenance Division as a maintenance :equi:ameakl: m

One copy or each kay shall be tagged forach.encrance- and
_in the cent ally located kay case

An audit of all outstanding master andgrand master
conduc ted at LiASt once each school year by the direc
and Communications Division.

shall be
Security

- .



Course

Module

Purpose

- S-curi

e_l ning-an
Programs

Module
Synopsis

To provide participants with guidelines and models for initial design or upgradingand expansion of school security program, and an overview of the essential struc-ture(s) and components of a school security program.

Objectives

Participants will be able to!.-

1. Recognize, .define and obtain needed statistical data in_order to conduct asurvey and needs assessment

2. Recognize and differentiate bet epri several current types of programs
available

3. Begin structuring a security program to fit their needs.

(NOTE: Material in this module can be expanded upon or compressed according totrainer desire and participant interest. It is strongly recommended that thetrainer be knowledgeable concerning school security programming.)

Target Audiences /Breakouts .

This core module Should .bebf interest to A broad cross-section of school personnel.It is particularly appropriate for those with an interest in or responsibility forsecurity,plogram design. The content is preoperational and operational in nature.

-0



Course.

Module

- Security

Programs.
pgra 00 _Cu- y

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flipchart
Markers

Materials

'trans arencies

5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5

Module
SynopWs.

continised)

Needs Assessment: Purpose
Needs Assessment: Types, of Problems
Police Department-Crime Statistics
Some Basic Elements of a Security Program
Placements of Security Divisions in Districts OrganizatiOnal Struc-ture

Back round, Materials (Trainer/Participant)

5.4.1 Written Agreement between Police Department and Scgaol District5.4.2 Memorandum of Understanding Regarding School-Police Relations (SeattlePublic Schools)
5.4.3 "The Contingency Plan"

Resource Materials

R.5.4.1 Training Programs for Security Personnel (Commissioned/
Non-commissioned)

R.5.4.2 Police-School Liasion Programs
R.5.4.3 Incident Reporting Systems

Handout

5.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Staffing Systems



Needs Assessment:

Purpose

:To provide 'a factual analysis of 'hp school
district's.problenlares.



Needs Assessment:

Types of Problems Addressed

Property Protection

People Prpteaion

or Both

10



Police Department Crime StatisticS
Wilson Junior High School

Case of Burglary Reported-1975

By: Months
Days of the Week
Hours
Nights/Days
'Point of Entry
Targets (A-V's,

Student Stores)



Some Basic Elements
of a Security Program

t Determining Staffing Requirements

2.. Determining Qualifications and Training
Requirements

Developing Policy, Regulations, and
Procedures

4. Developing a .Reporting. System

5. Staff Development for Nonsecun staff

10 11



pical Placements of Security Divisions
in School District's,OrganizationalStructure

(Large Systems) A

Medium Systems) B

Security

Superintendent

Assistant
Superintendents

ASSt Supt,
Business

Administration

Security
=.1

(Small Systems) C

Director, Maintenance

Director; Operations

Sewn



Course

Module 5.4 -

IP Total Mme

and Upgrading School urity Programs

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module provides suggestions and guidelines for designing and/or upgrading school
security programs. Emphasis will be placed on basic elements which are necessary to
any school-security program.

1. Introduction

2

There is no one model school security program; there are basic
elements essential to all security programs, and this session will
present an overview of some of these elements, based on partici-
pant need and interest.

S Needs Asse en'

A. IILlaaTI

The purpose of ,a needs assessment is to provide a factual
analysis of the school district's problem areas.

Problems Addressed

Type's of problems to be addresSed include property and people
protection.

Obtaining Data

It may be difficul
able to vandalism,
tear.

to obtain accurate data on costs attribut-
r burglary, as opposed to normal wear and

Alternate Sources of Data

Crime statistics reported to police are an alternate source
of data.

Usina Needs Assessmeht Data

Some basic elements of a security program include: (1) deter-'
mining staffing requirements, (2) determining qualifications

5 min.

10-30
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Activity/Content Summr Time

and training requirements, developing policy, re
procedures, (4) developing a reporting system, and
opment for nonsecurity staff.

3 0-ni-rernqntspetern
A. Requirement Issues

C.

lations, and
staff devel-

Approaches to staffing depend on the kinds of problems the school
has.

in Approach

A a.ch

D. Staffing Asaroach

ternall Designed Sy: e

Hire Outside Fir

Local Police

Staffin-AIIMixedS.stems

Illinin°ualifilandTra"ientspeterr
A. Overview

The need for training keyed to staff qualifications considerations
is stressed.,

B. Exa Tr inin Pro -rams Based on Different Qualifications

Portland, Oregon, and Se
.discussed.,

e, Washington's training prograMs are

Develo-it.ic-,Re-ula.tion, and Procedures

Elements of school board policy and regulations and operatio_ contin-
gency procedures are discussed.

A. Policy Planning

Initial policy planning for security programs takes place at the
school board level.

Regulations

O Procedures

System

The type of reporting system used depends ontr.v purposes for which a
reporting. system is designed (i.e., legal requirements, planning,
staffing, records, etc.

10-30 mir

10-30 min

10-30

10-30 mina
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Activity /Content Summar

7. Staff Deve ooment

A. Overview

Nonsecurit Staff

Time

-There is a need to make the entire school community aware of the
structure and operation of the school security program, and of the
responsibilities each school employee has in relation to the
security program.

B. Staff Development Exari les

Staff development approaches used in-Montgomery County, Mar Land,
and Seattle, Washington, are presented.

5-15 min.



a Course 5 - Security
5.4 - Uesigniug and Upgradlug School Security

Module Programs

Materials/Equipment Sequence Activi-

Detailed,
Walk-Through.-

Description

Overhead
projector

Screen

Introduction (5 min)

Trainer should make the following points:

o Because of the diverse needs and approaches of school dis-
tricts, there is not a ."standard model" that will satisfy
all or "most" needs.

o Decisions concerning organization, structure, staffing
requirements, qualifications and training for staff, policy
and procedures, reporting system, use and development of
nonsecurity personnel, and staff development are all contin-
gent:upon a variety of factors. -Theseinclude--

(1) The size of the district

(2) The type of security needs and priorities to be
addressed

(3) Resources available

(4) .The commitment of the school board and superintendent
to a security program.

o There are, however, very common problems and a great number
of the proposed solutions contain basic elements that are
essential in the design of school security prograMs.

o This session then will present an overview of these "ele-
ments." We begin with the first step - needs assessment_

_inilecture Usin- Trans a encies. Ste Needs Assessment
(10 min.)

NOTE: This material is presented as a minilecture. However,
wherever possible trainer should, encourage participant
suggestions_ and comments.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence Activi Description

Transparency
5.4.1

Show. Transparency 5.4.1 and make the points below:

Needs Assessment:

Purpose

To provide a factual analysis of the school
district's problem areas.

o A needs assessment should provide a factual analysis the
school districts' problems from all perspectiveS.

o It is an essential component of security system designs.'
because without an understanding of needs there can't be a
System responsive to them.



Materiels/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
5.4.2

B. Problems Addressed

Show Transparency 5.4.2 and make the points below:

Needs Assessment:

Types of Problems Addressed

o Property Protection

People Protection

or Both

o However, since each system may have different types of
pressing problems, the priorities of the system must be
clearly defined at the outset.

o What problems should the needs assessment address?

Physical plant problems (property protection)?
HuMan problems (people protection)?
Internal administrative problems?
Externally caused problems?
Or all of these?

C.

o Many,school systems may not be able to produce factual

11LiaLEIBI

infoimation which distinguishes between costs attributable
to vandalism, .theft, burglary, etc. as opposed to non-
malicious damageior normal "wear and tear".

o Often this is due to lack of "reportable crime" defini-
tions, failure of administration to define and require such
reporting, etc. In some cases, administrators do not want
"public records" to reflect such problems and costs.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activit Description

o It is, howeVer, most often possible to combine the avail
able "school information" with other sources.

D. Alternate Sources Data

o .When normal maintenance and/or operating records (including
budget, glass figures, replacement, etc.) do not prove tobe adequate sources of data for a needs assessment, there
are alternate methods of:obtaining needed figures and data.
If there is a lack of statistical "people problem informa-tion" from within the school district, there is an alter-
nate approach as well.

o Crime statistics as reported to police agencies regardlessof type are the best alternate source of either of the
above referenced-statistics needs.

o In the case of schoolS, most police departments cross-
rekerence incidents at schools by the name of the school
(or school. district) and by the name of the person report-
ing. In the case of "people problems," the same cross-
reference applies.- This approach would give the average
school district a statistical history for a five to -fifty
year period in the past.

o -A wide variety of needed information can be made into a
meaningful pattern by recording the following types of
information: Date of occurrence, hourof-oceurrence,
method of entry, location of entry, burglary or vandalism
target, accumulated losses, etc.

,These are but a few if the meaningful criteria for estab-
lishing patterns of burglary and'vandalism 'losses which
will help the individual school district to determine its
real needs. Here is an example.

10



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
5.4.3

Show Transparency 5.4.3 and highlight factors shown.

Police Department Crime Statistics
Wilson Junior High School

Case of Burglary Reported-1975

By: Months
Days of the Week
Hours
Nights/Days
Point of Entry.
Targets (A-V's

Studek Sto

Using these data, a composite history of each school in the
district can be deVeloped which profiles losses in every
category; i.e., window breakage, assaults, etc.

o :People problems can be analyzed in the same manner.

Needs Assessment

Trainer should'make the following points:

o On( 'e needs assessment is completed, the district has
thL information required to make decisions concerning the
type of security program which would best meet its needs.

In most cases this decision will take into account at least
the, following basic elements:



Materials/
--Equipment Sequence Activity Description

Transparency
5.4.4

Show Transparency 5. 4 and highlight the factors shown.

Some Basic Elements
of a Security Program

Determining Staffing Requirements

2. Determining Qualifications and Training
Requirements

3. Developing Policy, Regulations, and
Procedures

4. Developing a Reporting System

5. Staff Development for Nonsecurity Staff

Minilecture continued Determining
(10 to 15 m n

A. Requirements Issues

Trainer should make the following- Poihts:.

o Approaches to staffing must accommodate the kinds of prob-
lems you have, for example:

Isyour primary concern property protection, people
protect a,' or both?

Do you want a patrol situation _at night only or,is
there a need for day patrols?

Depending on your answers to such questions there are sev-
eral approaches to staffing.

Staffing Approach #1: Internally Designed Systems

Trainer should make the following poiits;

o Under 'such a system school systeMs create their own secur-
ity force



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

-Handout

5.4.1

Background
Materials
5.4.1
5.4.2

o In the past decade most:large school syStems have created
their own security personnel_ systems

o , Distribute Handout 5.4.1, Advantages and Disadvantages
of staffing systems, and refer-Participants to internal
systems. Discuss advantages and disadvantages -with par-
ticipants.

C. Staffing App roach #2: Hire Outside Firm

(Under such a system a school will contract with a commercial
guard service to provide security guards.) Refer participants
to page 2 of Handout and discuss advantages and disadvantages.

D' Staffing lEaSA Hire Local Police

Trainer should make the following points:

In addition to the traditional role police.play in public
education, i.e., handling truancy, major disturbances,
juvenile crime, safety patrol programs, etc., many large.
systems are using police inside secondary schools during
the school day to provide.forthe safety of students and
staff and to protect school property.

Local police

schools
sometimes used in daytime counseling role:

in secondary .chools and in some location's are added day-.
time staff paid for by the school district.

Refer participants to page.3 of Handout, discuss- advantages and
disadvantages, and make/the points below:

o Because of the controversial:nature of poliCe involvement
in school security, it is strongly suggested that the.exact
nature of this involvement be placed in-a written agreement
co-signed by the Chief of Police and the Superintendent of
Schools and the Board of Education.

Suggested questions Which should be/addressed in the agree-
ment and an example of an agreement (often called memor-
andum of understanding) from Seattle, Washington, Public
Schools are contained in your participant guide.

o In some urban school systems security personnel are commis-
sioned by permissive state law with arrest powers and can'
be armed (District of Columbia, Baltimore, Los Angeles),,
while in others (Portland, Oregon). the security departmentis a fully comMissioned school police department.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence Activi Description

Staffing A proach 4 Mixed Systems

Trainer should make the following points

o Some school districts use a combination of these three
basic approaches--

For example,

Washoe County (Reno), Nevada, has its own staff for
its day time security operation and contracts out to a
guard service to provide night time patrol of its.
school facilities.

Nanyclarge city systems both have their. own staff and
also use on-duty pOlict officers (N.Y. and Chicago)
to p-ovide additional securityparticUla irly in their
secdhdary schools.



Materials/
equipment Sequence/Activity D scription

Washington, D.C., and Seattle each has its own staff
which is a combination of commissioned special police
and non-commissioned security personnel:

(Trainer may wish to ask participants to discuss and add exam7...ples of staffing approaches.)

inilecture (continued): Bete ini n: sualifications and TraininRequirements

A. Overview

Trainer should make the following points:

5-10 min)

o The desired qualifications (experience and education) of
proposed security personnel again are dependent on the
apprOach a district takes to its security program.

o The key question concerns how many different levelc of
functioning various personnel are to assume.

o The job specifications of personnel determine the type of
training program to be implemented.

o There is a wide variation in both of these areas.

Two Rxaules of Trainin Pro -rams Based on Different ualifica-
tions

(1) Portland Oregon

In Portland the School Police Department is a system man-
dated by law, and personnel must qualify as police offi-
cers. Therefore, all personnel must have training with a
certain number of hours in firearms, investigative tech-
niques, first aid, etc. They must pass an examination
and be certified by the state as commissioned police
officers.

Training under this type of systemis en
than one might find in programs for secu
most states.

(2) Seattle, 11AliJNVEI

:ely different

y personnel in

Seattle has a training program which operates on three
different levels, for the three types of personnel
involved:

First Level - Investigative staff receive inservice
training and specialized qualifying training in the areaof investigative techniques, firearms, etc.
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Resource
Material
R.5.4.1

Sequence/Activi Description

ter

Second Level - Patrol guards receive training which is
not as specialized as investigative'staff.

Third Level -- Alarm and alarm supervision personnel who
operate the control computer station are sent to Minneap7
olis, Minnesota, for specialized training in the opeta
tiou of computers, since all alarms inthe-sySte are
contrclled by a highly sophisticated -- computer.

airier can here ask participants to provide fUrther examples.)

Summa r/

Trainer should conclude by pointing

Training programs for security pers
the types of security operations found operatiig in school
districts throughout the nation.

nnel are as varied as

o Examples of training programs, illustrative of various
approaches, are available from NSRN.

Miuilec ure cuuti:11-/1911111ii±lLi2E12_1WILLO.A62111 Proce"-dares (15 mh.) /

Trainer should again stress that there is no MODEL because of the
divergent approaches taken to school security programming.

A. PolisyJ91anniag

Trainer should make the following points:

o Initial policy planning for security programs takes place
at the school board level.

It is at this level that. policy must sta e what scope of
operation the program will have, e.g:,

"This-program (department, division) has bceu created
to perform the following functions:"--Goals and objec-
tives are determined here.

"This program will have the following components"
types of perionnel--"and will be placed here in the
Aistrict'S organizational.s-itructure--Determines who
the security director will/report to.
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Equipment

Transparency
5.4.5

Sequence /Activity Descriptior'

Show Transparency 5.4.5 and make the points below:

(tarn

Apical Placements of Security,Divisions
in School District's Organizational Structure

y tem4A
Superintendent

tyl

Wm em4 El

Security

Superintendents

Asst. Supt.,
Business

Administration c

rDirector, Maintenance

Director, Operations

o A is usually only found in large systems and represents the
best placement under those circumstances. Allows head of
security direct access to the "superintendent of schools.

o B is more common in medium sized districts and is well
placed under those circumstances, in most cases. It is
suggested that security _divisions shoUld not beplaced any
lower than this level.

o C is most common in small systems, and this placement tends
to be ineffective because--

(1) Security tends to become subservient to the custo-
dial (maintenance) approach.

(2) Security director finds it difficult to relate
higher level of the .administration.

(3) Security simply "gets buried.

(Trainer may wish to encourage participant discussion on his
issue.
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B. FluRlations_

Trainer should make the following points:

o School board policy statements differ markedly from regula-
tions in systems such as Portland, where the security divi-sion is a police organization

commissioned by the state
legislature. It operates like a police department with
elaborately articulated regulations.

o Regulations, though not as complex, will be useful for most
systems.

A Regulation Manual should be developed to define such
issues as;

Security department/legal department interface, i.e.,
when does security refer to the legal department?

Security department/accounting department interface,
in systems where the security department is in

charge of collecting restitution from parents for stu--
dent vandalism

Security department /maintenance department interface

Structure of interrelationships between security and
other school district departments

Interface with outside agencies; ie., courts, police,
civic agencies, etc.

Traine should make the following points:

o Areas in which procedures need to be developed will, of
course, vary according to the type of security system
implemented.

o Procedures generally define how policy and regulations are
interpreted, regardless of the type of system implemented.

o Some procedures that are essential include several operat-
ing procedures and contingency plans.

o gpauli22!ElIjalLsic.TmkEsE include standards for security
personnel, reporting procedures, procedures for dealing
with day-to-day emergency situations, operating agreement
with local police department detailing police-school liai-
son, responsibilities of school personnel (especially
school principals and other administrators.
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Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

o Conilitsayp.c_-lanE should provide procedures for major dis-
ruptions and natural disasters which generally require
linkages with outside agencies and the community.

- The contingency plan provides a detailed explanation
as to-who has the responsibility for carrying out a

_specific task, at a certain time, in certain places,
and by certain methods.

In essence it answers the question of WHO, WHAT rJHEN,
WHERE and HOW to respond to a serious school di
tion.

The restoration of order is the primary task o be
accomplished by a contingency plan.

- Examples of police-school liaison programs and contin-
gency plans can be obtained from NSRN.

Iltvelp_o4Lgla Re opting item (10 min.)

Trainer should stress the following points:

o Types of reporting systems in use are as varied as the types of
security programs in operation nationally.

o They range from highly detailed computer assisted reports to
simple forms which convey basic information concerning the pur-
ported incident.

o However, before instituting any type of reporting system, a
first consideration to be discussed is the PURPOSE for which
reports will be used. This purpose must be well established.

.Trainer can here ask participants what purposes there:could-be and
note responses on flip chart. Trainer should elicit (or provide)
responseS like thus i below:

Trainer's Summary of Purposes for Feporting Plans

(1) Basis:for instituting-corrective action

(2 Program planning (short and'long range)

',valuation of program

(4) Accountability_ (reports to superintendent-and
school board)

(5) Basis for recovery of losses in systems with
restitution programs
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R.5.4.4

Sequence/Active

Source of referrals fc 'dents ideal :ied as
perpetrators of vario s. Ref'' re to
psychology/social wor att, Dance
department, court, etc.

o The purposes of a reporting d 1 ,d11 determine its structureand contents.

Explanations of various a.1roaL, a r incident reporting systems
can be obtained from NSRN.

Nevelo'ment for Nonsecuri Staff min.

A. Overview

Trainer should emphasize:

o It is imperative that all school district personnel be made
aware of the structure and function of the system's secur-
ity program and what their responsibilities are in relation
to reporting, responding to emergencies, where they fit in
the contingency plan, etc.

o Staff development programs an security should be an inte-
gral part of personnel orientation.

o Involving the nonsecurity staff leads to a greater degree
of cooperation°with the security department, far better
crime reporting, and more complete and accurate records.

o Involving students, parents, and the community in securi
programs has been discussed previously and should be an
integral part of orientation/training programs. This is
especially useful in small school districts.

Two Staff Develo men_ xa 1

In Montgomery County, Maryland, teachers are taught phys-
ical conflict intervention techniques.

In Seattle, security personnel train custodial staff in
operation of the alarm system, responsibilities of secur-
ity staff, types of reports required, etc. They also
offer similar types of training programs for teachers,
para-professionals and other staff.

(Trainer- can here ask participants to provide further examples.
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WER:R (15 min.)

Trainer should point out that there must be provisions for on-goingreview of the operation of security program to evaluate its effec-
tiveness. Waiting until the end of the' year is not good enough.Periodic review on a regular basis is essential.

Trainer will answer questions from participants.



V GES A DIS
OF ST

ADVANTAGES

1. Selection of Personnel by
School District

2. Qualifications and
Training School

HANDOUT

5.4.1

DESIGNED SYSTEMS

Commitment to Schc off. District

4. Role Defined by School District

School District Determines
if Uniformed and/or armed

6. Reporting System Designed to

DISADVANTAGES

Cost to School District
(Salaries, benefits, equipment)

2. Must Institute Training Program

Must Provide "Due Process" for
DiamisSal

4. Difficulty Obtaining Qualified' Personnel

5. ,Conflict with established school
personnel and law enforcement
agencies possible at times

Union relations and negotiations
Address Districts' needs problems

Adapted from: Vestermark, S.D. & P. D. Blauvelt, Controlling Crime
in the School: A Complete Security Handbook for
Administrators, Parker Pub. Co. Inc., Kest Nyack,
N.Y., 1976.



HIRE OOTSIDE FIRM

AGES

Cost effective

Can increase or decrease
size of force as needed

3. Dimissal of unsatisfactory
personnel on demand

4. Can determine if uniformed
and/or armed

Adapted fr

DIS AGES

1. Possible lack of commitment to
educational program

2. Possible under-educated and poorly
trained personnel

Rate of turnover of personnel high

4. No control of background investigation

Lack of respect by students for
"Rented Caps

Supervision and Control by school
personnel difficult at times

Supervision by contractor
may not be adequate,.

Do not possess arrest powers

Vestermark, S.D. & P.D. Blauvelt, Controllira
Crime in the School: jVcont lete Securi Hand-
book for Administrators, Parker Co. Inc.,
West Nyack, N.Y., 1978.



3. USE LOCAL POLICE

ADVANTAGES

Highly trained

Reporting procedures and
communications systems
already standardized

Powers go beyond school
properties

4. Authority well established

Highly visible - uniformed

Adapted from:

DISADVANTAGES

Responsible to Police not
school board

Uniformed ed

3. Resentment-of presence by
students and staff

4. May not have commitment to
educational program

5. May not see assignment as real
police work

6 Frequent changes of personnel
on school duty

7. Cost, if school system must gay
for service

Not readily available as school
district requires.

Vestermark, S.D. & P.D. Blauvelt, 2212LERLIATI
Crime in the School: A Com- ete Securi Hand --

r_ators, Parker Pub. Co., nc.,
est Nyack, N.Y. 1978.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING REGARDING SCHOOL-POLICE RELATIONS (Seattle Public Schools)

The Seattle Public Schools and the Seattle Police Department have enjoyed a
good relationship over many years as a result of their mutual cooperation in
resolving problems. However, there have existed for the past several years
some areas where appropriate roles and necessary actions are undefined, un
clear,'or where changing circumstances have necessitated changes in the
prescribed relationship.

The following statements have been developed jointly by Seattle Public Schools
and the Juvenile Division of the Seattle Policel Department:

A. The general basis for the relationship between the Seattle Public
Schools and Seattle Police are those prescribed in 'detail in Guidelines
for Dealing with Emergencies, as revised. These Guidelines are available
in every school and are generally well known by all building administrators.

B. School administrative personnel will cooperate with police officers.and
provide assistancewhen the officers' entry to the building .is-based upon:

1. a warrant for the arrest of an individual;

2. parental permissiOn;

3. presence of a Juvenile Division officer normally assigned to that
building.

C. It is extremely important that police officers notify the principal, or
other building administrator in charge, upon entering the building. The
princip41 alone has control of the building and complete knowledge of the
situation in the building at any given time. His foreknoWledge of police
presence in the building can do much to facilitate their operation and
still prevent escalation of an existing situation.

D. In view of recent Supreme.Court decisions, access to student records is
more restricted than it formerly has been. With the proper court order,

6 pertinent student record information will be made available to police
officers as required. However, in the absence of a court order, and
upon proper identification of the police officer to school authorities,
the school will provide the officer with the address, telephone number,
parents' names, birth date of the student, and will verify attendance at-
the school.

With reference to the matter of interrogation of students by policesofficials,
the Seattle School District encourages the police to interrogate-citizens of
Student age in their home. However, the school will permit the interrogation
of students by police provided the police officer has permission of these

Source: Seattle Public Schools, Seattle, Washington
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students' parents to conduct the interrogation. In the event either
of the above conditions cannot be met, the student will be made
available to the juvenile officer or officers assigned to that school
for interrogation in the presence of a school official. The role of
the school official is that of obServer. Any question about the'finter-
view or any concern raised in the mind of the school official as a result
of the interview should be referred to the General Counsel.

The situation in most urban schools, especially'secondary'schools, is a
delicately balanced one which can ba disrupted in major proportion by
certain incidents. On occasion pit may be necessary that uiliforted
fficers pursue a suspect into a school building. The need for pursuit

must be weighed against possible consequences of such pursuit. Discretion
should always be used. If the offender is identifiable, and the need
for apprehension is not immediate, apprehension may be de-ferred. In
instances where' suspects are pursued into school buildings, the officer
should be prepared to show that such pursuit was reasonable.

G. In most circumstances, the building principal's contact with the police
will be made initially to the School Security Office of Seattle Public
Schools, which will in turn notify the police if such action is
warranted.

ith regard to :se circumstances where a sizeable police unit is called
two concerns should be recognized:

Sometimes in the interval between notification of police and their
arrival, the problem situation may change to such an extent that
it may be preferable to refrain from overt police action. Every
effort will be made by school authorities to exercise extreme good
judgment in requesting mobilization of police forces.

hen the policeare,requested to take over a situation, they
-naturally are the decision makers, but the building principal is
nevertheless required to convey to those authorities-his -own best
assessMent (4 the situation.- This is intended as advisory in
nature ineorder to convey-information regarding nuances in the
situation, which may not be apparent to the police.
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CONTINGENCY PhAll"

PART III: THE CONTINGENCY PLAN

THE WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, AND
HOW OF CRISIS RESPONSE

Regardless of the amount of trust and respect the school security
officer'gains with students, administrators. the school staff, or com-
munity groups, disruption may occur. 'A contingency plan should
be developed for that eventuality.

The contingency plan is basically a document outlining who has
-thirespbnsiliility for carrying out a specific task at a certain time,
in a certain place, and by a certain method. In other words, it

`answers ,-.the who, what, when. where, and hoi/ of responding to
serious school disruption.

Restoring order is the key task to be accomplished in such a plan.
It, is not,'however, the plan's true- purpose.

A classrooni setting which resembles an armed military fortress
ready, for battle might- provide for the students' personal safety.
though it hardly is, conducive, to a challenging educational 'Climate._
The establishment of this climate is the ultimate purpose and goal.

of a contingency. operation.
The following pages outline a mininium number of step,-school'

security directors and other officials shoUld take in developing their
own tailored version of a contingerfcy ,plan. School systerns- are
encouraged to use this outline only as a starting point. Assistance in
assessing school problems,' designing a Security program, or fomiu-
lt.'.irz a contingcncy :plan' may be obta:Led ay-contactin rtsources
listed in,the final section of this brochure.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS AND SECURITY
DIRECTORS SHOULD

A. Plan for Building Safety, and SecurityBy

assuring that, fire alarm systems are secure 'and that a delayed
signarsystem or 'a similar Afety mechanigrn is desiened in
concert with the tire department

rued

oriitoring the flow of traffic onto -school grounds

securing outside -doors from trespaSsers, but allowing use of
the doors from-, the inside in the event of a fire or other
emergency



instituting a sign-in. sign-out system along with color-codedidentification tags to be worn by all visitors to help excludeunauthorized persons from school premises

designing a signal for announcing the existence of ail emer-gency situation, and the need far the contingency plan to.become effective

assuring that clear instructions are given to staff'not having aclass in session at the time a signal is Liven (report to commandpost for deployment, etc.)

-developing special proce idiTiif6-r cafeteria and shop staff,
particularly emphasizing the lock-up of knives, tool andother utensils that could be used as weapons

making sure that trash rooms and, trash containers, as well asother-highly combustible areas- and, in aterials. are secured

assigning personnel to areas -likely to be gathering points forgroups of students rest rooms, cafeteria, gyms, auditoriums,etc.

developing clear and concise reporting procedures for schooldarftage and vandalism and other incidents, requiiing securitystaff'respond
.

B. Plan for Personal Safety and Security By
c ,

setting up an adequate , first aid, facility and
-idling injuries

isolating the disruption as much as possible by separatingopposing gioups, 'giving each separate meeting places, andworking independently with each

procedures for

curtailing movement in the school by postponing class changeand eliminating bells Until threat of escalation, ceases

assuring that ,operational instructions are given to teach,class at the time a contingency plan is put in operation (lackdoors, close windows. , shut down power equipment. keep



pupils in classroom, announce that teachers have been trainedfor this event, and request that, students follow instructions fortheir own personal safety and welfare)

having available a compilation of appropriate legal sanctionswhich can be used as tools for control and for crowd dispersal

insisting that all staff avoid physical involvement except forself-protection or protection of students
,

providing clear guidelines of personal demeanor in times ofcrisis (controlling emotional involvement...avoidingat
over who's to blame. promoting fairness)

developing clear and precise procedures for dismissal of school(dismissal by floors.. of PA system to control movement.etc.)

developing clear and accurate .reporting procedures or allpersonal injuries

C. Plan for Smooth Administrative Control of Operations By

nerally'assttring that schools will- be closed only if necessalyand according to ptedeterMiAed criteria,of the level of conflictLevels are explained in the Police. Involvement section later)

ampging and designing a central command -post outside the.main administrative office (The post must have'a communicate,
Lions system with links to the principal's office and the police
department)

tablishing a clear chain of command for, a11- persons havingpecific responsibilities during the crisis

identifying a staff stenographer, to record all incoming mes-sages and notes pettaining, to activities

develdping an equipment checklist and a list of ergencyphone numbers for the command post c.



'having a motor pool available (perhaps through driver training
instructors) to transport the injured to t }te hospital or students
and staff to their horries

notifying all buses .to be on alert o the transportation of
students

having available alternative planned bus _routes should no
routes be obstructed

setting aside a specific room for holding disruptive students,
counseling then , and dealing with them according to estab-
lished codes of discipline

differentiating between actions subject- to arrest and actions
subject to school discipline

setting aside a specific-ro parents who traveled tc
school for information

D. Plan for Effective Emergency ConirrtunicatCommunication Systems By

'establishing a rumor contror and information center at
central location to handle parent transportation concerns,
school schedule inforrhation, community inquiries, etc.'

letting someone 6 operate the school't iritercorniell
system, and to relay massages only 'When autnorized to do so

establishing, a ;backup messenger communication system in the
:--m.. th2t th .? norrnal r*rimunication.,systfm failS to operate
orris inadequate

instructing all. staff in the handling of outside communications
to the school

identifying' a s s
when necessary-

.,

providing fora
and poot'cars.

establishing. parenta

ay commdnicatio system on all buses
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desiming a public information/media relations operation
through MI ch all information to the media is channeled (strict
media policies should be specifically desigied for crisis
situations)

E. Take a Nurriber of Steps to Assure Smooth Police nvolvernent
in a School Crisis, Should the Need Ever Arise, By

. developing with police officials a written memorandum of
agreement regarding coordination of response to school
disruption

. designing an ongoing communication process to allow for the
continual review of activities and plan

investigating the, possibility of a police - assigned School Re-
-source Liaison Officer

drawing up a special ernergenCy plan
disorders, such as bombings

sting just to major

designating only one or two indiv du
authority to call the poliCe

arranging, for a "call back" number
assistance call as,le timate.

g in the school hay

understanding that,the school administrator will determine the
seriousness of the schoolls problem with assistance, from the
security staff and the police

mandating that the principal or an aUthorized,desigiee'always
iliccaarge cf school viemises, and perronnei

recognizing that the. police, if called to assist in calming a.
school disturbance, have primary responsibility for enforcing
the la.w and will insist on making the final decision on, all(

-rsinvolvirig theirsworn obligations: and

eaffzing that there is no better way t- test a ccontingency
operation than through conducting a dry
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F. Plan for Phase Out of the Contingency Plan By

remembering that a military-like response often necessary to
control a violent situation may keep the peace. but will not
contribute to the harmonious educational climate of the
school

a understanding that the decision to phase' out a-contingency
plan must assure both the safety of the students and staff and
the re,establishrnent of the desired educational climate

a-considering- waysto-handle- possible- pressiires-------bcith inreina
and externalto keep .the plan in force

in an established and understandable signal terminating
emergency state

veloping final reporting procedth-Cs for all persons involved

A. FINAL woRp ONSMOOTH POLICE INVOLVEMENT

A natural inclination for anyone facing,. problems of school,
disruption Is to immediately contact the local police. But Lin doing
so, a- school official may add . to,''the problem by rkematurely

questing the intervention. of uniform0 and arrned-Officers.
Before requesting direct :eolice intervention, the school system

should make- every effiSit to settle disruption, through suggestions
,listed in this brochure. The police department. however'. shotild,he
4pr:red of Oi.! Ycl uol difficulty an case their services' are later.
needed. School and police offiCials,.should respond to disiuption
according io its ler61 of ititepsity. Generally, there are three lee els:

Level -I When disruption is 'confiried to one area and there is nothreat to studerits-or,staff.
School officials , take the necessary 'action here. Avoid the

implications that could arise with the massive, use of JutCde
'resources. The-overall policy should be containment and removal by

school 'security- force, with minimurd interruption of educa-
tional,procesies.

Level 2When disruptive forces are mobile or pose a direct threat
to mem bets of the school community.

As in Level 1. schools should remain open. The security force
should isolate the disruptive aCtivity, hold or apprehend those
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irwo lye& and end the threat of escalation. If necessary, supple-
mentary school professionals should be used to help manage school
administration during the difficulties. The school's security advisory
council should also be summoned.

Level 3When disruption is general, edudational processes have
ended for most students. and there are serious threats to students or
staff. In short,'the situation is out of control.

Police assistance should be requested according to guidelines
previously established in a written memorandum of understanding
with the police department. Generally, the school should be closed.
Insofar as legal violations must be suppressed. authority to end
disruption should shift from the school administrator
officer in charge. However, responsibility for the school should
remain in the hands of the school administrator.

SoUrce'r \
U.S. Department of Justice Community Relations Service; School
Security: Guidelines for Maintaining Safety in,School Desegregation,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

".,
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ecurity Systems

Background
Materials

WRITTEN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE. POLICE DEPARTMENT AN0 THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

The agreement should address the following questions:

How many police officers will be assigned

2. Which schools will they be assigned to?

3. What hours will police officers serve?

Will these hours include extra-curricular activitie

Who will pay for the police service: The Police Department, the Board
of-Education-or-both?-------7-------

Will the same officers be assigned each day the same schools?

7. Will the officers be in uniform or in plainclothes?

Will the,officers-be armed?

LWrill the assignment'be filled-with on duty or off duty officers ?,

10. Will the schools have a say in the selection of officers assigned to them?

What,procedures wile be established. for the removal of air officer who is not
perforMing satisfactorily?

.What police official' will ben char of complai-
performance of an Officer?

s concerning the

lj. Will the officers - rmive any special, training before being assighed
to the Schools?

-
14. is the police officer responsible to while -On duty in the .school:

The Principal or Police Supervisor?

16.*

Who is in charge of the school at all. time and- whoJis author zed to reque
additional police assistance,in the school?

ill be used to eval a the effectiveness" of the police?

17. What procedures ill be used to question and/or interrogate students?

Adapted from Vestermark, S.D. &' P.D. Blauvelt-, Controlling .Crime.in the School:
A Com fete SecurLty Handbook for Administrators, Parker Pub. Co.
Inc.., West-Nyack, N.Y. 1978.
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Incident Reporting Systems.
A Tool for Preventon and Reduction

of Violence and Vandalism

Summary
Reporting systems for incidents of crime, disruption, and disorder are

increasingly -important far schools -and---scnool districts Effective- information-gathering
instruments and procedures are needed to ensure the collection of accurate data on
which- to base plans and programs to reduce and prevent violence and vandeilism in the
schools. Data can also be used to evaluate program effectiveness, aid security person-
nel in investigations, provide cost ,figures, and .pinpoint pro_blem_ areas and situations.
For any system within a school or school district, a common 'zermjnology -must be- ,estab-
lished, clearly ..,uhderstaad, and used. Sample- reporting forms,, both State and- local,
are attached in order to illustrate how some schools and school districts gather perti
nent data.

why a SysTem Is Necessary
An, incident reporting .system is a necessar/_
part. of school or school district internal .

information /communication networks. Such
a system serves .,as an integral, Component in
or basis for.-- ;.

Providing a written
incidents' adminis
poses,

record
tiVe pur-.

Serving as a data base -foie
accountability reports to the
school 'board or superintendent,

Identifying problems for program
planning in the reduction or 'pre-
ventien of violence and vandalism
in the .school_,

Evaluating the . effectiveness of
these .programs',

Providing school authorities with
an incident profile to help head
off potentially explosive _situations
by indiOating early deviations
from normal patterns of incidents,

Ensuring immediate 'repair
cases involving' property damage,
thus helping to , minimize tne
"snowball effect" ...associated: with
vandalism,

Aiding, school security, personnel
and law enforcement agencies in
the investigation of -an,. incident,

Assisting in the proseqution or
defense of civil and criminal court
cases,

Providing. cost figures on damage
or injury for restitution and
insurance purposes.

How To Ensure Accurate Data
The type of data to be collected and the
nature of resources available to the school
or school district (e.g., security staff,
,computers) will determine the -structure and
content 'of a' system of incident reporting.
If the uses of the data expand, additional
modifications are- required, _but such expan
Sion may serve to give more people
,throughout, the system a greater stake in

aria ua uncut Goad fo is.
-lows or view of ocinnaris in it

31'Juverlrio Justice 040 OrtoCulncv Pm...Arlan. Law :nit:moment Assmarice Aarrmiranon, u.s. oecertintni of Jual ; g.
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the results cf the data and thereby lessen'
the danger of misreporting.

in order to ensure accurate data on inci-
dents, and to prevent an incident reporting
system from being undermined by misre-
porting, overreporting, or underreporting,
adhering to the following guidelines is
essential:

Common definitions and catecories
of incidents must be employed.

Definitions of what constitutes- a
fight versus an assault, what a
criminal act is versus a noncrimi-

-nal- act; -and -what- j trash -can -fi re
is versus art act arson must be
clear if data are to be useful.
Similarly, the mixing of categor-
ies, such as rioting theft. as, anat of vandalism, Must be
avoided. A 'glossary.' of terms
that includes legal and ,operational

, definitions needs to be develOped
and disseminated. The National
Association of s School ,Security
Dfrectors hat soudrit to institute
uniform terminology' for use based

,upon the FBI's_ '!Uniform Crime
Reports." Although using FBI
termindldgy has the adVantage of
allowing comparison. against
national norms, schools must be
aware of local conditions and legal
requirethents.

The seriousness acid /or monetary
cost of incidents must a ctraded
or scaled:

If one 'or two major, but random,,,
acts_ of vandalism or arson greatly
inflate figures fdr, the -school
year, the' final figures will not
give an accurate .picture of the
overall nature, scope, or pattern
of violence and vandalism in the
school. -`Aggregate data which.
reflects the actual situation will
emerge only if grading or scaling
is utilized. A grading scale for
both the seriousness and the
monetary costs of incidents
crime, disrUption, disorder _

must be develdped . and dissemi-
Aated together with the glossary
of-terms'.

The intent behind Incidents must
be investicaed.

Ascertaining- whether the reason
for the. incident was symbolic,
accidentalor for material gain--
will mean that prevention pro-

ms can be appropriately struc-
tured and that results will be
more productive__ _
establishing the intent behind
incidents is often problematic.
Reporting forms, therefore,
should include space to write a
full description of any incident
and the events surrounding it,
If pos'sible, statements concerning
intent should de gather=ed from
the affinder if apprehended),

a_

the victim (if :any),. and possible
-witnesses, in order to objectify
the report.

Self- interest e allowe
to interfere With Incident report-

When,' acts of vandalism are hot
reported in order to avoid
adverse publicity or to .proteci
certain' individuals, "when theft or
damage is reported (and r!place-

, reent materials received) when- no
incident occurred; 'or when normal
wear aid tear is- reported as van-
dalism for insurance,' eurposes,
incident :reporting system data
lase their accuracy%

These -guidelines are important -if the data
being ,collected are being. used as the basis
for long-range planning and budgeting for

_ programs designed to reduce or prevent
violence and vandalism - - especially if other
'schools attempt to replicate these programs.

Reporting Forms
many formats may be used for reporting
forms, .but in general the followirig minimum
information _should be includ -ed '

Date, time,. and specific loc n
of the.incident

Data and time report =vas
out

Age, sex, race, and . status
(teaCher, student, butsider,
administrator, support staff) ,'of
both offender and victim



Full description of the incident

Names of witnesses

Statements concerning intent.

The nature of the information should deter-
mine the procedures after the form is filled
out. For example, reports on vandalism
sho'uld be routed to the maintenance depart-
ment who should then notify administration
when .darnages are repaired and how much
materials and labor to effect the repairs
cost; and reports on incidents involving
crimes should be routed to local law
enforcement agencies.

Examples of reporting forms, both local and
State, are attached which illustrate -a vari-

. ety of formats. They are included to pro-
vide a basis for comparison, and should not
necessa,ily be seen as models far use in
other locales.

It is important to note that schools and
school districts usually provide one kind of
form for reporting property losses and
another kind of form for reporting. incidents
involving ' persons. This separation of
forms allows, greater depth and completeness
of reports and minimizes clerical time, par-
ticularly in the maintenance department.
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SDu Public Schools

77

PRINCIPALS' REPORT- OF VANDALISM
OR MISSING PROPERTY

(Na Carbon Necessary!
F'lecise Use Typewriter)

(Control Number)

I Ts Se f y Seeutity)

TION A.
col Name and Code-.

C=le

le of InCic;_nr: Oc Clock Time A.M. 7 P.1,

s-or Vandalism Discovered By 7 Custodian El Security 0 Administration 7: Teach 77; Other

:TION 13-ieck-in or VOncl5ilism
It of Entry and Location of Vanaalism

.. -.;.mowem moom.a.m. . ...... ....... .........

TION C: Type of Missing Equipment
Audio Visual .(Type, Make, Model- and Serial Numbers)

Offids Machines' or Equipment (Type, Make, Model and
Serfal Numbers)

Inetrurri N-%ber,
%,!,=niifacturar's Serial,Nurnber)

Cher Tyres, of Ecuiprnent (Type, "Make, Model and
ieriai Numbers).

. .. . ra -**wg-m ....

SECTION 0: Damage To:
Glass Number of Panes, Type and Sizes

Affixed Equipment
Lou

ical System

Plumbing-
= ..... . . ... .. . ; . ....

Landscaping..-

0 Other

SECTION E Additional Information c
Equipment:

1.. Last Locaticin Seen.
',2_ Was EdUipment Prooerly Stara?

If Not Explain!

Could Equipment Be' 0.bser-col\--Er.., 3u side
room? _Was (were ) v`dinOSN(s) Lo_cged7,

..................
4. Was Classroom Lacked?

Was Cabinot or Storage Area L ' a
elf 'Nat, Explain

-nore 'so e _ isi [..rai ,irfor,ratlh.
-ors VIII ihOiceon ar-cf a -4-65 is ne-essary,,,oleese atfao.1 c.le 7 ! ::py

fir7 S,-,toof Copies For,: ard ell other moles to the Secrity' Division..

FFIEFT- BREAK -IN

report is not reflect Personal Losses.
4DALISM': IS WILLFUL OR MALICIOUS DESDESTRUCTION CF PROPERTY'

VANDALISM OST OR MISPLACED

White Copy Business ©trice
Yellow -Security Office
01.4 _ It.. e....



GRAND RAPIDS sCHOOL SYSTEM
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN SECURITY OFFICE

REPORT

Pi eD BY 1 ADORE

POSITION

NATURE OF INCIDENT

PORT NO,

PILE CLASS

BUILDING OR DEPARTMENT CODE

TIME REPORTED OAT=

PHONE

DATE AND TIME

AREA OCCUPIED

REPORT

C DAMAGE MISSING PROPERTY

C ALAi

SUSPECTS. CNONE C APPREHENDED C KNOWN

2.

IT S NG TYPE RAN OE C_ 0. SERIAL N VALUE

4 _ _

5

S.
USE BACK IF NEEDEDI

REMARKS_
OR

RECOM-
MENOATIONS:

.ACTION TAKEN: C_POLICE NOTIFIED. THEIR NO.

I= OTHER
=FILE CARDS A E OuT
C RECORDED
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Course Security
5.5 - Advanced Module: Alternate Strategies

Module Smaller School Districts

Purpose

Module
Sy

To provide smaller school districts (10,000 students or less) with some low-cost/
no-cost security programming strategies particularly relevant for their smaller stu-
dent populations and limited resources.

Obje Lives

Participants will be able

List at least four s saving approaches to improving security in their
schools.

2. Recognize and pri6ritize security problems in their school districts for
property protection as well as people protection.

3. Develop internal strategies to better cope with and combat security ob-
lems common to smaller school districts.

Identify available resources in the community which'can be utilized in the
building of a more comprehensive security program, and use existent school
personnel as contacts and liaison.

(SPECIAL NOTE: The trainer for this workshop session should be very knowledgeable in
security program structure and organization, and should be aware of the special prob-
lems which are typical of smaller school districts.)

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This advanced workshop module is specially designed.for participants from school dis-
tricts.with 10,000 students or less. It is suggested that participants be in a posi-
tion to return, to their districts and work to institute the program ideas that will
come out of this workshop. Participants would benefit a great deal from attending
the rest of the course on Improving Physical Security before coming to this session:



Course 5 7Sedu
5.5 7 Advanced Module: Aherne

Module f Smaller School Di.s±

Media/Equipment

Overhead projec
Screen
Flip charts
Magic markers

Materials

slaimarLa

Module
ynopsi

(continued)

5.5.1 Typical Placements of Security Divisions in School District's Or
zational Structure



pical Placements of _Security, Divisions
in School District's OrdanizationalStructure

.arge Systems) A

Superintendent

1 Security
L _I

+Tedium Systems) B

Security

Assistant
Superintendents

Asst. SUpt.,
Business

Administration

(Small Systems) C

Director, Maintenance

Director, Operations

1 Security



wise

- Alternate Stra
(Advanced Session)

,Total nme and -l5tisu es

85

Lt

Smaller Sc Districts

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module provides the outline for an advanced presenta ion for smaller school districts
on security problems and solutions._ Trainer should feel free to deviate from the outlinein response to participant,concerns.

1. Introduction

This module addresses security programming in. small districts, with
the aim of helping those districts generate and share low -cost
strategies for improving security.

rpose

Method of Presentation
_

2. Definition -of `Primary _Se urity Problem

Participant examples of primary security problems in their districts
will be recorded and categorized.

s State Securit Problems

B. Record Problems

C. Categorize Problem Areas

Development of rategies by Participants

Participants will work in, groups to develop strategies. Solutions
will be recorded, and copies given-to all participants.

Groups' Dever_ Strategies

Record Solutions

4. Develo -in= a More Effective 0 anizational Structure

Types of organizational structure are presented and problem
outlined. Discussion of how to effect changes in security is based
on the group's experience.



5.

Activity /Cent n Summary

P-esentatio e
n.

Specific strategies are presented for meeting security problems including
linked security systems, local police inVolveMent, community and student.
involvement programs, and staff development.

n -s to SolVe Mutual Problems

Use

Develo -in

Summary

ni vice to R Problems

o -Cost A Ives-



Course -,Secu
5.5 - Advanced Module: -Alternate Strategies

for Smaller School Di

Materials/Equipment Sequence/Adtivi

Detailed
Walk Through

Description

Flip charts

Magic
markers

Overhead
projector

Screen

If possible, participants will be instructed beforehead to came.to
this workshop session armed with at least two primary security prob-
lems from their district for which they are seeking solutions. Both
property protection and people protection problems should be con-sidered.

1. Trainer Introdu ion (5 min.)

A. Purpose

nphasis in this session will be placed on those problems in
schodl security which are particularly relevant to small
districts.

B. Method of Presentation

Trainer explains that the workshop is specifically designed
to address security programming in small districts. We will
attempt to help these districts generate and share strate-
gies which are low-cost and/or no-cost solutions to improv-
ing school security.

2. Definition of Primary Security Problems (15 in.)
A. Partici State Securit Problems

Trainer will have the participants give examples of the pri
mazy security problems that they perceive in their school
districts.

B. Record. Problems

Trainer will record these problems with little or no discus-
sion, except for clarification purposes.

C. Categorize Problem Areas

When all the problems have been recorded, trainer may su4-
gest that they be categorized in some manner, i.e.', people
protection problems or property protection problems.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

rransparency
5.5.1

Deveiparticints (30 in.)

A- GrouRERatlaella

After problems have been categorized, the, trainer will ask the
participants to develop strategies which will help to solve the
problems listed.

(1) if the group is large, this may be accomplished by having
participants form small groups with all groups addressing
all of the problems under consideration and reporting out
their solutions.

If the main group is relatively small (10-15), this may
be accomplished through a group discussion in an open
forum.

B. Record Solutions

In either case, trainers or small-group recorders will list all _
solutions on flip charts. Facilitator should record the solu-
tions, which will be reproduced and a copy given to all partici-
pants. The trainer will also let the participants know that
their solutions will be sent to the NSRN for inclusion in the
resource materials being developed,

lona More Eeive zational Structure (10 min. )

Show Transparency 5.5.1.

pica! Placements of Security Divisions
in School District's Organizational Structure

(Large Systerns)A

( urnSidde

rSuperintendent

SeOurity Assistant
Superintendents

Asst. Supt.,
Business

Administration

F -
; Security

(Small

Director, Maintenance

Director, Operations

Surity



.Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Trainer should, if necessary4 review the following pointS covered
Module

o A is usually only found in large systems and probably repr -ent
the best placement under these circumstances. Allows hes
security =direct access to the superintendent of schools.

is more common in medium-sized districts end in most cases is
well placed under those circumstances; however, it is sugges e
that security divisions not be placed any lower in a distri '

organizational hierarchy.

o C is most common in small dish
be ineffective because--

1)sF Security tends to become subservient to the custodial
(maintenance) approach

(2) Difficult for security director to relate to higher level
of the administration

and this placement tends to

Security has little planning authority, no real budget,
and too many barriers to building an effective program.

Trainer will stress that these problems need not become insurmount-
able; however, it is of primary importance that security have an
effective method of reporting to higher decisiomnaking levels of the
school administration.

(NOTE: This discussion can become the springboard, for a group dis-
cussion of-how to effect change, based on trainer's and
group's organizational experience.)

5. Presentation of Strategies (25 min.)

A. Cornbi.nijn Forces to Solve Mutual Probi

(1) Linjyy±Ssturems

In the state of Washington, several small school dis-
tricts (Renton, Kent, Auburn, Tacoma, and Isseguah) have
combined to create one linked security system which pro-
vides each district with a centralized reporting and mon-
itoring system. The system includes--

o Alarm monitoring
o Alarm response
o Radio communications

Followup reporting
system.

10 911

their records reporting



Materials/
.Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Each district also has radio- linked communications with
its local police.

This type of system is coat effective because payment fo
services of this kind is prorated for each district in,the system with an initial investment and continual main
tenance included.

(2) The Educational School Dis

In Washington State.several school districts form an
"educational school Aistrict," which. resembles an
intermediate-sized school district, and are setting up
combined security programs that operate across an area of
approximately 25 square miles.

Use of an Answerin ce To Re #rt Prob

When direct phone hookup to local police is not feasibile, some
smaller school districts are using commercial answering servicesto report problems. For example:

..When an alarm in a school ,is tripped, an automatic ecord-
ing device is activated. This device (which is commer-
cially available) activates the phone and rings one of
three preset telephone numbers. Whenever the phone is
answered, a prerecorded tape message states that there has
been an unauthorized entry at (x) school.

The first number to be called can be that of a professional
answering service whose operators are trained to call the policeand then notify a designated school official, i.e., security
director, principal, director of maintenance. If no answering
service is available, the device can be hooked up to the police
emergency line,,if allowable, or to a school offical's homedone..

C. Dev o- Cost/No-Cost Alternative

(1) Local Police Involvement

!ISBN T/A

3ulletin
lvailable

Many schools enl!.st the aid of police to provide patrol
and monitoring functions around schools at night and on
weekends and holidays. One key to success in maintaining
effective rapport with police is to develop a written
agreement with the police department which details the
exact nature of their involvement with the security pro-
gram of the schools.

In Broward County, Florida, police use an office in the
school at night to write up their reports.



Materialsi
Equipment Sequence/Activit Description

NUN
T/A
Bulletin
available

Under a negotiated agreement local police am be issued
outside door entry keys to schools which allows them to
provide surveillance inside as well as outside of school
buildings.

(2) Community Involvement Fro rams

In general, resident watch programs, hot lines, and vari-
ous other types of programs that ask community residents
to help combat school vandalism work most successfully in
smaller communities. (Several such programs were dis-
cussed in Module 5.2.)

Enlist the aid of civic groups. In many small conmuni-
ties, members of the school board and school administra-
tion belong to the Kiwanis Club, Rotary, Club, Jay-Ceps

'

Club, etc. Utilize these organizations in your school
security efforts.

Businesses in the community can provide cash incentives
for vandalism reduction program. Especially enlist the
aid of businesses which cater primarily to student clien-
tele, e.g., MacDonalds, Hot Shoppes, etc. The Colorado
Springs Realtors Association worked with the schools in a
comprehensive antivandalism campaign, offering a cash
prize to the school with the most effective program.

Student Involvement Pro.' ants

These programs have also proved effective in smaller com-
munities; e.g., school beautification programs, student
vandalism patrols, etc. , as covered in Module 5.2.

(4) Staff Development

Institute staff development programs for nonsecurity per-
sonnel which make them more aware and more responsive td
their responsibilty related to school security.

Sponsor joint school workshops with other community agen-
cies which are involved in school security; i.e., police
department, juvenile justice personel, probation depart-
ment, social service agencies, etc.

Have workshops concucted ,by outside groups. For example:

The Federal Alcohol and Tobasta1.22LIETELJFI12s
Treasury Department has a bomb threat group. They
,will conduct workshops and train security and non-
security _personnel in how to handle bomb threats.



Sequenc Activity Description

Su ry

Trainer will briefly reiterate major points covered in workshop andanswer any questions participants may have relevant to the overall--presentation.

Ithe'FederellNaracvtieTreas11---De-rk-ment also has materials available and speakers for
workshops on drug abuse and control.

Insurance Companies- -Some companies will give woe:-
shops for school personnel on arson and arson pre-
vention, risk management, loss control, and inven-
tory procedures. Some will even do these workshops
at their own facilities.

- The Cmunit Relations .Service of the U.S JusticeDe tent will-conduct workshops on school security
programming, human relations, and contingency plan-
ning.

I 0 !)



Modules 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 were written by Dr. Spencer Holland
with ongoing review. by Ms. Kamer Davis and-writing/editorial
assistance from .Mr. Charles 'O'Toole.

Module 5.3 was written by Dr. Imre Kohn with the conceptual
assistance of Mr. John Royall. Dr. Michael Murtha should be
credited -for the conceptualiza-eion and execution of the school
floor plan. Mr. Charles O'Toole provided-overall guidance
and review.
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Course _ 6 - 'Environment

Purpose

Course
Overview

This course is based on the p 'remise that outdoor and indoor spaces can be designed
'so,they axe,less vulnerable to vandalism, do not provide opportUnities for crime,
and do not support fear of Crime. At the same time security-conscious design can
enhance the overall climate of the school. The purpose of the coursej_s to increa e
awareness of comparatively low-cost approaches to crime prevention:through.

:e4Vironmental design.

Instructional Objectives

1. To introduce participants to the environmental approach to security and
climate enhancement.

To define, and provide specific examples of three strategies that can
enhance environmental design: natural access control, natural surveillance,
and territorial reinforcement.

3. To provide'a. rationale and.proceduxe for accessing potential problems in
the school environment.

To suggest specific approaches that schools may t e to enhance environ-
mental safety:and security.

Target Audiences

Modules 6.1 and 6.?, which provide an introduction to the principles and strategies
of environmental design, are core modules suitable for a broad mix of participants.
Module 6.3 is an ach)anced module which will appeal. to those who can be actively
involved in environmental solutions.



Course - Environment_

Activity /Content Sumo ¢y .by Module

ourSe.
OVeryielev.

(pontinued)

Apprx Time Required

Module 6.1.- Desi_min Safe School Environments

A slide show introduction presents numerous visual examples demon-
strating the role of environmental design in creating school climate
and improving security. Three environmental design strategies--
natural access control, natural surveillance, and territorial
reinforcement--re presented.

Module 6.2 - Assessing Environmental Design'

Transparencies and background Materials will supplement a minilecture
on environmental design assessment,_ followed by a small group work-.
through of a design problem.' A "Design Accountability Check List" wilir
provide the basis for workshops and back-home assessment.

Module 6' 'Environmental Desi n S rate-ies (Advanced)

Physical design strategies are presented that schools can apply in
renewing and regenerating interior and exterior space. Slides showing
solutlbns for specific "trouble areas" compleMent minilebtures and.
discussions.

20 minutes,

1 hour

11/2 hours



Course

Module

vironment

Audiovisuals

THE SCHOOLS: FLUNKING THE TEST

Resources/
Bibliography

To-many young people, schools is place to get oit of.. Along with

many of these young people, have the American schools flunked the test?

Have they become babysitters who graduate people who Cannotoread a

newspaper or map, fill out a job applibation, or file an income tax form?

Many would say yes...including.."Peter Doe" who sued the San Francisco

School District for educational mai pra6tice. The reasons offered for

this ead state of affairs-range from the adverse impact Of television

on reading, to teacher tenure, to public apathy, to unions. But it is

not that simple. Today, more than ever,- people,are asking why edUcation

. is costing more but the results are less satisfactory. This ABC News

Closeup film brings us important interviewswith-itudents, teachers,

parents, union leaders, testers, school administrators and school bdard

directors in an attempt to determine where' the accountability for this

condition rests. The perplexing conclusion appears to\be there is no

accountability. And there:Won't be-any accountability until people become
involved in the critical issues raised in this film which\is a mush for

anyone interested' in the present and future of American education:

Recommended. for secondary grade levels and .adults..

Two Color Films (part I and II), 51 mutes
Purchase: $695
Rental Fee: $51
Videocassette Purchase: $525

Distributor: Deborah Richmond
McGraw-Hill Films
McGraw-Hill Book Comp _

110 - 15th Street
'Del Mar,.CA, 92014

Call Collect: (714) 453- 5000, ext. 34

Previewed by NSRN utaff.

,,mmm=7-



Course 6
Environment

MOdule 6.1 Designing Safe School Environments

Purpose

This module introduces, through numerous
mental design in school environments. A
ing the relationship between the role of
mate and the role of design in improving

Module
y hop*

visual examples, the importance of environ-
slide show with audiotape is presented show-
environmental design in creating school cli-.
security.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Identify three environmental design strategies for improving school .safety

2. List at least five specific techniques that saools have employed to
improve school safety through environmental change.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This is a core module targeted At.the preoperational and operational levels. It is,
therefore, appropriate for abroad mix of participants,



Course

Module 6.1 - Designing Safe School Environments

- Environment

Media/Equipmeri

Slide:projector
Screen .'

Audiotape.player

Materials

chronized with slide projector)

Audiovisuals

6.1.1 Slide Tape, "Designing Safe School Envi onments"

Module
Synopsis

(contiflued)

Participant/Trainer Background

6.1.1 Professionals Who May Assist
6.1.2 Some Things To Think About
6.1.3 An Environmental Design Example: Girls' Bathroom Mural



Course

Module 6.l Design

Total Time

Env _e-

e School Environments

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Sum _a-

:A slide show presentation on "Designing Safe School Environments" is the focus of'this
module: The vital role that environmental design has in creating a positive school
climate and in improving schbol seCtrity.is also discussed.

Activity/ Content Summa

5 min.

Purnose of the_Course

this course exolores the relationship betweenphysical'design.
characteristics, school security, and a PoSitiveschool cli-.
Mate. Our focus will he td implement marginal changes in
already-built schools to'make them safer, rather than a. total
redeSign of the School environment.

Interconnection of Climate, Security,_and-Environment

Climate and security go hand in hand. Unsafe schools are
also places that tend to be dull, gray, confining, and un-.
yielding to human needs. ,Nn explosive situation exists when
school people feel alienated, and the physical environment
can contribute to that alienation.

2. Slide Show presentation, "De Safe School Environments

Conclusion

10 min.

min.

Background. materials offer more information on environmental
strategies and approaches,



EnvironmentCourse

Module 1 - Designing Safe:School Environments

Materials/Equip ent Sequence/Activi

Detailed
Walk-Through

Description

Screen

Slide
Projector

Audiotape
player

1. Preliminary Comments and Introduction to Slide Show (5 min.

A. Overview of Pu 'ose of Enviro ental Cours

Trainer should make the following introductory points:

o This course explores the relationship between physical
design characteristics and security.

o One focus will be to implement marginal changes in
already built schools to-make them safer rather than a
total redesign of the school environment.

Discussion of- Interconnection of Climate, Security, sad
Environment

Trainer should make the following points:

o Climate and security go hand in hand.

It is-no accident that unsafe schools also happen to'be
places that are dull, gray, confining, unyielding, and,
as Robert Propst said, "committed to everyone's same-
ness, and dedicated to the proposition-that tomorrow
will be no different from yesterday."

o An explosive situation exists when students and teach-
ers feel alienated--and the physical environment can
contribute si ificantl to that alienation.

Too many schools are constructed in ways that support
alienating forces--the long double-loaded corridors,
the impersonal quality of classrooms, the large number
of people, and overcrowded spaces.

o Environmental ovement must thus look both secur-
ity improvement and climate improvement.

In this presentation, therefore, we will suggest ways
to minimize environmental conditions thaelead to con-
flict, violence, and vandalism, while at the same time
showing how educational opportunities and climate can
be enhanced through design.'



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

.Slide/tape
6.1.1,
"Designing
Safe School
Environ-
ments"

'Show Slide Ta e Presentation " Design
(10 min.)

Saie SchoolEnviro 511

Trainer Conclusion (2 min.)

Point out the background materials included in the Participant
GuideProfessionals Who May Assist, Some Things to Think About, and
An Environmental Design Example:- Girls' -Bathroom Mural.



Course s Environment

1 - Designing Safe School EnvironMents

Background 1-0 6.1.1

Professionals Who May Assist

in.Mode _izing-a,Facility for Health and Vitality
and for Reducing Violence, Vandalism, :and Crime

Acoustical Design Engineers
Audiovisual Design Engineers
Behavioral.SCiOntists -

Building, Systeme Designers
Community and Press Relations Specialists
EcologicalAdvisors
Electronic. Data Processing Hardware specialists and Pr-ograz ors -.

Facilities Use Trainers and. Managers
Financial Planners
Food SerVide Planners
Graphic,Designers
HealthCareJqapners
Information Management Specialists

---'=-Installation Supervisors
Interior Designers, Landscape Planners
Laboratory Planning Engineers
Lighting Designers
Management Consultants
-Project Planners and Directors
Saf0y Engineers
Siteylanners
Technical Equipment Specification Experts
Urban Planners
Vocational Planning Specialists .

Background
Materials

Propst, Rdbert. Hi =h School The Process and the Place. Ruth Weinstock, ed.

A Report-from Educational Facilities L a_orie August 1975, p.,107.

Adapted by Jean Chen, August 1979.



Course .Envir -ent
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Module 6.1 Designing Safe School Environments

Background 1 -0 6.1.2

Some ings Think About

Background
Materials

about the various physical environments within your school. Do you haye places
Which can accommodate various groups and activities or might you be able to modern-
ize an undermsed area to stimulate new activities, channel the flow of traffic, and
provide a sense of territorial identification? Think about ways in which you might
alter your built environment in order to reduce and prevent violence, vandalism and
crime and to make your school a safer place for students, teachers, and the community.

1. If class sizes are large, are there carrels, seminar rooms, study lounges, par-
titions or miniareas where some students may work, thereby allowing the teacher
to work with a smaller number of students?

2. Does the environment maintain a rigid time schedule by giving amessage to Stu-
dents and teachers, "Get out at the end of the day"? Students, teachers, and
community member who are involved in school-based activities round the clock
will'serva to-protect the environment. The environment may be modified to ac-'
commodate small groups after school hour:activities.

Do students feel they pave places of their own? Have they been encouraged to
design their own display areas, social interaction areas, classrooMs, cafe-,
terias, restrooms, and courtyards? Territorial reinforcement will result.in-
protection for the sdhool environment.

4. Are teachers and students able to see from their classrooms out to hallwaYS?
This natural surveillance of the corridors will result in andther\type of pro-
tection for students', their lockers-and the environment.,

5. ,
HAve there been projects involving'community/parents lately in modernizing and
improving school grounds, spaces, and activities?

0
6 Have you asked students-about the specific areas in the school which they avoid;

where:they are afraid they'll be harrassed; and what might be dope to protect
them in these areas?

What specific ways may students be allowed to personalize their spaces in and
outside of the school? Would the enlisting of. an architect/designer to work
with students and teachers help to produce some projects which would improve
the environment is well as enrich the students' curriculum?

Do your students feel they have one of the better schools, around or do they
feel that theirs is inferior to other schools in the vicinity? Pride in one's
school will result in more protection than a situation where students think
that the facility in which they learn isn't worth protecting.

Are there places in the school where students may put their feet up, argue
loudly or listen io laud musici as well_as spaces where they might have visual
and,auditory privacy to meetA stranger and. make a new friend?



Course nvironment

6 _-Designing_Safe $chool_Env Onmenta_

Background 1.4 6.1.3

Background
Materials

_

An Environmental Design Example',

.

A Tale Describing the ModificationModification of the Physical Environment and Its Result

Initiation of Pro ect:

In November
could claim credit

overheard Sheila and Nutrci
hich.scatalo

d aders ar in- over who
on a closet ba_thrcc

The girls, who had been frequent visitors at my free time center, were quite willing
to show me their work and to try to erase it. I said that some people paint on
walls to make places more pleasant, that, if they wanted "to try to make the bathroom
more attractive, I could hel them a mural an the closet doors. .1 checked

the,principal and he gave his permission.-

Process:
-,%

We met at our mutual convenience for half hours after school First we looked at
lEtgres, then we_measured the cabinet and made a scale drawing. Nutricia's

younger sister.Kendra joined the project and came up with the drawing that'the irls
.- liked best. It showed1two =iris 'um n under a:che tree. -ainted

during a week in_parly_Janu-_

Results:

Soon after the work was completed, I arrived at school one day and was stopped
numerous times in the halls by second graders_ who told me, "Kendra took Nicole to

ci al's officel- in awed voices. It trans-ired that Kendra had discovered
one of der classmates scratchin ed, had hauled her off'

No one has defaced the morel s.n that time.

Comments:

The girls all enjoyed the painting process and are proud of the Tesults, but seem
to regard the undertaking as one of my more bizarre ideas. Occasionally they say
fondly, "Remember when we did that painting...."

Contribgted by the AIS/Artists-in-Schools,
Futures, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

7
hitects- in- Schools Program, Educational



10. Have you invited parents and community members in to take a frehe-----.----77"
existing facility and to suggest things that might be c4J( invite some
neighboring graup'oLteachersover to exchange ideas on acilities built for
diverse and educational purpoSes.



CoUrse

Module 6.2 - Assessing Environmental Design

6 Environment Module
Synopsis

Purpose

This module shows participants how to study their own school environments and iden-
tifydesign features that may be providing opportunities for crime and vandalism due
to inadequate access control, natural surveillance, or territorial.reinforcement.

Objectives

Participants will be-able to--

1. .Identify design features that provide opportunities for crime and vandalism
as a: :-result of inadequate access control, natural surveillance, or terries:
tonal reinforcement

2. List7a large number of access control strategies for a specific "problem"
environment

3. , List a large number of natural surveillance strategies for a eci c
"problem" environment

List a large number of territorial reinforcement strategies for a specific
"problem" environment

5. Apply an assessment methodology to their back-homeproblems.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This is a core module targeted at the preoperational and operational levels. It is,
therefore appropriate for a broad mixof participants.



Course 6
Environment

Module 6.2 - Assessing Environmental Design

Media/Equipment

Overhead. projector
Screen
Pens/pencils

Materials

Transparencies

6.2.1 Environmental Design Strategies
6.2.2 , Sample Access Control Questions
6.2.3 Sample-Natural Surveillance. Questions
6.2.4 Sample Territorial Reinforcement Questions

Participant Worksheet

6.2.1 Design Checklist for Assessing School Environment

Background Trainer/Participant)

6.2.1 . Basic Concepts

Resource Materials

R6.2.1' Basic Concepts
86.2.2 Parking. Lots
R6.2.3 Bus Loading Zones
R6.2.4 Social Gathering Areas
R6.2.5 = Informal Play Areas
R6.2.6 Walkways and Landscaping
R6.2.7 Exterior Lighting
R6.2.8 Structure
R6.2.9 Entrances
86.2.10 Corridors and Stairwells
86.2.11 Classrooms
R6.2.12 Physical Education Locker Rooms

Graphic Display

6.2.1 Outdoor View

Module
Synopsis

(continued)



Environmental Desigii Strategies

1. Natural Access- Control

'2. Natural Surveillance

3. Territorial ReinfOrcement

/10



Sample Access Control Questions

Corridors:

Entrances:

Classrooms:

Landscaping:

Are there "bottlenecks causing
congestion and fights?

Can persons enter the school and steal
equipment undetected?

Can students vandalize empty
classrooms without anyone knowing

Do students short-cut through
landscaped areas?



Sample Natu al' Surveillance Questions

Playgrounds:

Stairwells:

Windows:

Corridors:

Can assaults or robberies in
playgrounds be seen from indoors

Are there "blind spots" where extortion
or intimidation can take place?

Are windows hard to see through?

Is the lighting bright enough to see
what is happening-at th 'far end?



Sample Territorial Reinforcement Questions

School: Do people in this school protect
property and people in it?

Corrido When something happens in the
corridor, do you hope someone else
will check it out?

classrooms Can students "put their stamp" on the
classroOms they work in?

Beautification; Are studehts involved idri improving
the appearance of the scilool?



6 Environment

6.2 - Assessing Environmental Design

Handouts

6.2.1 Outdoor View (One per Group)

."Synthesis of Research on Environmental Factors Relevant to Crime and Crime Preven-
'tioa Behaviors" (with Module 6.3)



Course

Module

Total Time

- En

Assess vir
Ur

Course:
Agenda

by Module

Module Summa

A Presentation on the benefits of environmental design assessment is suctdemented by
small group work on a design problem. A "Design Accountability Checklist" provides
the basis frr small grouo Work and back-home assessment.

Activity / Co eit Summary Time

on and Review of Concepts

PreiiM .ary en

Review -ncep

EnvirOnm.entaf'design strategies concerning access control,
natural surveillance, and territorial reinforcement are re-
viewed- briefly, and additional resource material's are sug-
gested.

Pra enta Assessment Checkli

A. Overview of Desi n Accountability Checklist

Use of Worksheet 6.2.1, "Design Acco
explained.

liti Checxli

Example bf Use of hecklist for Assessing Corr

An illustration of use is d a Section 3 -1,
in Worksheet 6.2.1.

Introduction. to Des i Problem

3.

aration of Activity

A description is given of the dra
crounds'that everyone will work on.

to Proceed

school

- it

-orridors

Croup analyzes graphic display in terms of c ecclist
1-1, "Park' ng Lots, " (Worksheet 6.2.1).

10 min,

min.

3 min.



ivity/Content Summa:

Participants divide into groups consisting of 4 to persons. Trai er
distributes Handout 6.2.1, which reproduces the graphic display. Group
selects group leaders and recorders. Trainer selects subsections within
worksheet that each croup will begin with so that each group addresses a
different set of design issues.

Sr all' Solutions

Participants reconvene and display design solutions. Group leaders
briefly review design decisions/recommendations of the groups. Dis-
cussion follows.

onclu

Applications of the Design Accountability Checklis are discussed; back-
ground resources are introduced.

Time

min.

10 min.

3 min.



6 - EnvironmentCourse

Module - Assessing Environmental Design

Materials/Equipment

Detailed
Walic4-hrough

Sequence /Activity Description

Overhead
projector

Screen

Transparency
6.2.1

Introduction and Review of Conce is (7 min.)

A- E51-1121iEIELE2TERIll

_ _

Trainer should make the following points:%

o The objective df this, session is to show the partici-
pants how they can assess their own school environment
and identify design features that provide opportunities
for crime and vandalism.

o Trainer explains that he/she sail quickly review the
basic strategies of access control, natural surveil-
lance, and territorial reinforcement, because they are
the basis on which the assessment rests.

o Participants will leave the session with a checklist to
help them assess their own schools and create appropri--
ate design solutions.

B. Review of Basic Concepts

Show Transparency 6.2.1,- Envirronmental Design Strategies.

Environmental Design Strategies

1. Natural Access Control

2. Natural Surveillance

3. Territorial Reinforcement



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Trainer defines each of the terms.

o Natural--we use the word natural here to distinguish envi-
ronmental strategies from security strategies. The term
natural implies achieving control over who uses space and
watching what happens as a by- product of normal and routine
structures and activities. Thus, it is possible to'adopt,
through design and planning, normal and natural uses of
school to accomplish security objectives.

Natural Access Control--access control strategies focus on
creating symbolic or psychological barriers that reinforce
the privacy and integrity of spaces. They discoura
intrusion; they do not bar it.

Natural Surveillancenatural surveillance strategies
involve channeling the flow of activity so that more poten-
tial observers are near a potential crime area. They also
focus on improving observation capacity by using transpar-
ent barriers or improved lighting.

o Territorial Reinforcement--territorial reinforcement strat-
egies are based on the concept of defensible space; that
is, the idea that if people perceive a space as somehow
belonging to them, they'will.develop strong proprietary
interest in it' and will respect it.

As an individual proceeds from his most personal, pri-
vate space--a locker, or desk, say--through increas-
ingly public spaces--a claisroom, a hallway, the main
entrance to the public street--his territorial
response changes accordingly. His sense of personal
control over activities occurring in this space dimin-
ishes, and also his personal involvement and sense of
responsibility.

- The focus of territorial reinforcement strategies is'
on instilling a greater sense of territoriality and
related protective behavior 'through physical design.

Each of these strategies is a helpful starting point for
assessing physical design ... because they can help us ask
the right questions.



.Materials/
EqUipment Sequence /Activi Description

Transparency.
6.2.2

Show Transparency 6.2.2, some sample questions we might ask
based on a concern for access control. Review questions.

Sample Access Control Questions

Corridors: Are there "bottlenecks" causing
congestion and fights?

Entrances: Can persons enter the school and steal
equipment undetected?.

Classrooms: Can i-Audents vandalize empty
classrooms without anyone knowing?

landscaping: Do students "short-cut" through
landsca areas?

Trainee should point out that these are only some examples eb
provide thinking.

11j



Materials!,
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
6.2.3

Transparency
6.2.4

Show Transparency 6.2.3 and review questions on natural surveil-
lance.

Sampl

Playgrounds:

Stairwells:

Windows:

COrridprs:

aural Surveillance Questions

Can assaults or robberies in
playgrounds,be seen from indoors?

Are there "blind spots" where extortion
or intimidation can take place?

Are windows hard to see through?

Is the lighting bright enough to see
what is happening at the far end?

Show Transparency 6.2.4 and review questions on territorial
reinforcement.

Sample Territorial Reinforcement Questions

School:

Corridors:

Do people in the school protect
property and people in it?

When something happens in the
corridor, do -you hope someone else
Will check it out?

Cla oo s: Can students "put their stamp" on the
classrooms they work in?

Beautification: Are students involved in improving
the appearance of the school?



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

(1.

Worksheet
6.2.1

Trainer concludes minilecture by pointing out that for those who
wish'to examine additional resource materials on improving
desigri, there is additional background, material in the Partici-
pant Guide.

o There are also resource materials available on a gies
to improve-7

Basic 'Concepts_.

Parking Lots
Bus Loading Zones
Social Gathering Areas
Informal Play Areas
Walkways and Landscaping,
Exterior Lighting
Stiucture

- Entrances
- Corridors and Stairwells

Classrooms
Physical Education Locker Rooms

However, in this sOssion we will look at ways to assess
existing problems as .a first step toward change.

Presentation of Assessment Checklist (5- min:)

A. ' Overview :De Accountabilit Checklis cs

The procedures are as follows:.

(1) Have participanti turn'to Worksheet 6.2.1, "Environmental
Design Evaluation Checklist," and explain that it has
been designed based on the principles outlined'above.

(2) Explain that the checklist has 17 sectionS,0 There are
three majdbr sections. , Each section is subdivided into
general questions followed by a series'of specific,state-'
ments. The sections are outdoors, structural character-
istics, and indoors. ,

Explain that the checklist should be used during a site
walk-through because within the context of real settings,
the checklist not only helps identify problems but is
useful for indicating realistic solutions.



. Materiels/
-Equipment Sequence /,Activity Description

Worksheet
6.2.1'

Graphic
Display
6.2:1

-0

B. ExEapleffjise of Checklist Assessin Ccirridor

Participants, should turn to Section 3-1, "Corridors," Trainer
reads the first general question, "What his. been done to prevent
or reduce congestion or blind. spots in the corridors?" and-makes
the followingl)eints:

o The question is followed by several specific statements.
For example, the first statement reads, "There are no
lockers,that-stick out into the corrAors."

o Trainer explains the four response categories, "Yes" "N'
"PK", and "NA".

"Yes, the statement is correct in the particular
school; there are no lockers that stick out causing
traffic flow problems, or providing blind spots.

"Nei" the statement is not true because lockers do
stick out significantly.

"Don't know"--whether there are lockers in the co
dor or whether they stick out too far.

"Not applicable, which would be'checked because there
are no lockers or because they pose no problem.

o Now we would like you to apply a portion of the evaluation
checklist to a specific design problem.

Introduction To-Design Problem (5 mi

A. . planation of Actirity

Trainer shows Graphic Display 6.2.1.

\ Trainer explains that the audience will be divided into work
\groups. Each group will focus on the school in the,displaye&
graphic. Using Sections 1 (Outdoors) , and 2 (Blilding,Design)
the chetklist, each group will, assess the physical design fea-
tures of.the school and suggest, for any preblem identified,
possible solutiOns.

Example\of How to Proceed

Trainer starts the process by going,:through the first part of
Section 1. \,The audience is instructed to assume that for each
design weakness they identify-there is a corresponding, crime or

;vandalism problem. For example, in Section (Parking Lots),
assume that if Outsiders can use the parking lot, they will do
so. If participants arernot %certain abOut a particular design



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

because the _illustration is not clear, they can decide them-.
selve6 whether there is or is not a problem. In the parking lot
of the school shown, there is indeed, a problem of detection of
illegitimate users. The trainer then asks participants tO sug-
gest -solutioni

(NOM' While walking through the example, the trainer should
not suggest design' solutions because, for each design
issue, there is more than one solution. If he/she.'sug-
gests one, Otherdesign solutions may be unwittingly'
foreclOsed.)

Small Grow k-throu of Desi problems (25 min.)

The procedures are as folio

Handout (1) Divide audience into several., groups, consisting of no more
6.2.1, than eight persons but no less than four, and distribute Hand-
copies of out 6.2.1 to each group, with markers.
Graphic
Display' Group should choose. one individual in each group to record

design solutions..

(3) Assign each group to begi with a different sub-section in'the
checklist (1.1, 1.4,'2.1, etc.) to assure that as a whole they
will cover full range of design issues. For example, Group 1
begins with subsection 1.2; Group 2 with 1.4; Group 3 with
2.1; andGroup 4 with 2.3.

(4) Explain that as each group completes analyzing a subsection it
should,firstsuggest possible-solutions, then.praceed to the.
next subsection. Groups starting with subsections in Section
2 should move back to_Section 1 rather than Section 3.i

(5) Rotate among the groups 'facilitating discus'sion.but offering
no criticism of ideas.' Allow the participants to determine
the relevance and effectiveness of candidate solutions. Par-
ticipants-should be encouraged to behave like architects,
using markers to sketch ideas on the illustration..

Handout Distribute extra copies of. illustrations when needed.
6.2.1, if
needed

eldrtin Out of Small Grou Solutions (10 min).

Trainer reconvenes the audience and sets up the "design products"
i.e., the marked up illustrations.

One imember from each ,group. -xplains how they proposed to solve a
given design problem.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Trainer solicits alternative solutions or comments
Again, he /she does not critique.

from other groups.

Trainer attempts to spend no more than 2-3 minutes on the solutions
generated by each group, assuring that everyone has a

Summary (3 min.)

A. Review of Session

Trainer reiterates the ollowing'points:

o The design problem is artificial because not every design
"weakness" has a corresponding crime or vandalism problem.
If there isn't a problem, then a design solution isn't
required. Thus, it is important to know what the problems
are in your particular school.

o The checklist is best used during a site walk - through.

o The checklist is not exhaustive,,io that as you study your
schocil tnvironMent you will think of additional design
issues. NSRN would greatly appreciate hearing from you
about ways the checklist can be revised and expanded.

Resources Available

For participants who would like more information on how to
improve the design of various areas in the school, remind them
of the resource materials available from NSRN.
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6 - Environment

1. Outdoors

DESIGN CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING
SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS

1.1 Parking Lots
1.2 Bus Loading Zones
1.3 Gathering Areas
1.4 Play Areas
1.5 Walkways andLandscaping

2. Structural Charadteristi

2.1 Entrances
2.2 Windows
2.3 Walls
2.4 Rooftops
2.5 Fixtures

Indoors

3.1 Corridors
3.2 Stairwells
3.3 Gathering
3.4 Walls, Ceilings, and Floors
3.5 Fixtures
3.6 Assembly

Participant
Wdirksheet



the Checklist

This design accountability checklist is a modified, expanded version

a checklist developed by .1 hn Ziesel in "Stopping-School Property Damage."

15

Also included are additional design issues which came to light during the.

grime Prevention Through Environmental Design. Project in B -d,County Fla.

Using the Checklist

The checklist has 16 sections in 3 major categories. Each section is

subdivided into general questions followed by specific statements equiring

response. For example, the general question--

What has been done to prevent or redtce conge
blind spots in the corridors?

followed by specific statements such

ion or

There are no lockers that sick out into the corridor.

YES NO DK NA

) ( ) ( )

" "DK "" stands for "don't know" and "NA" stands for "not apply.

This checklist is intended to help you systematically evaluate design featureg

in your school so that you can create appropriate design solutions. ,It will

be of special value to you during a site walk- through, because the-checklist

will suggest what design features you should look for--and plan for--as you

search for realistic solutions based on actual 'conditions:in your school.
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Outdoor Areas

1.1 Parking Lots

What provisions have been made, to increase the
security in and around parking lots? .

Illegitimate users cannot use the parking
lot without being detected.

Only essential access points to public
thoroughfares are provided.

The lot is close to the school building.

The lot is bordered by a low barrier, such
as curbing, hedges,or some other " clic"
barrier.

The lot is bordered by a wall chain link
fence, or some other "real" barrier.

The lot is overlooked by many windows.

Access points have gates.

Cars can be routed through internal
spaces near school-bliildings to increase.
Surveillance potential.

Cars are prevented from takinTshortcuts
with curbing, low hedges, Chains.

The lot can be moved to '(exchanged for)
another outdoor space-that requires less
protection.

YES NO DK. NA
(.

)

What have you done, to increase the security for bicycle parking?

Bicycle parking is lose to buildings. (

Bicycle parking is overlooked by windows.

Bicycle parking is fenced with gates. (-

) ( (
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1.2 Bus Loading Zones

What-provisions have been made to increase the security
of bus loading zones?

The number of buses parked in the zone
is small.

The zone does not interfere with pede,stri
traffic to-school entrie

The zone does not interfere with vehicle
traffic.'

The line of buses does not create a visual
obstacle to areas where crime may occur.

The bus zone is visible from school offices
or other interior areas.

YES NO DK NA

The bus loading zone is located near an entrance.

There are waiting areas neT
zone.

the bus loading

There are durable benches in the waiting area.

There are no fixtures or hardware items in
the bus waiting area.

School entry areas are planned as hangout
areas with limited hardware, glass, and fixtures.

1.3 Gathering Areas

What provisions have been made
security of these areas?

formal gathering areas and the

There are specific formal areas, such as mini-
paazas, patios, or courtyards.

The formal areas provide natural surveillance
for other outdoor areas, such .as an entrance

the school, a parking area, or playgrounds.

1
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Activities in the formal gathering area can YES NO DK NA

be easily overseen.

The formal gathering area cannot
preempted by nonschool people.

What pTovision has been made to minimize damage when students
sit onhangout on---convenient walls, steps, planters, ledges,
and near play-areas, pickup-play places, entries, and pathways?,.
-What has been done to minimize damage in,areas around schools
which students use alter.hours as clubhouses--partially hidden
places adjaCent to buildings which are large enough for small
groups?

be easily

There are no fixtures in or near hangout areas.

All fixtures in hangout areas have tamperproof
screws.

AU hardware and
are extra durable.

es in hangout _as

There are no windows in or nearby hangout
areas.

Windows in hangout areas are specially
protected..

Planting in hangout areas is flexible,
resilient, and grows quickly.

There is no stiff; breakable planting in
hangout areas.

Wail surfaces ere extra durable.

Walls c be easily cleaned.

Walls can be painted.

There are benches, steps, or ledges for
sitting in hangout areas.

All probable sitting places in hangout
areas are far from breakable windows and
fixtures. )



ails, ledges,-.
j

.and steps in hangout
areas e made of extra durable material.

There are heavy-duty trash containers in
hangout areas.

Trash containers in hangout areas are
designed and located to act as targets
for litter.-

There are no planters in hangout areas
which can be used as trash baskets.

Replacements for small units of the building
materials used in hangout areas, like bricks,
or panels, can be easily stored.

There are no modular wall panels.

YES NO

What has been done to eliminate or minimize damage in small niches.
created by recessed:doorways, loading docks; fire stairs? If use
particular spaces or niches'is undesirable, what has been done to.
discourage such use?

All niches around buildings, are essen
for purposes of safety when doors are

-T;here are no nonessential niches.

The

There is no reachable hardware in niches.

Doors in niches are glass-free.

no fixtures in niches.

al
pen.

There is no exterior door hardware on
doors in niches.

Spaces not deLred for use as niches have
been blocked off with barriers.

Spaces not desired for use as niches have
been made less comfotable by using plants
that prick or rough-surfaced material's.

DK NA-

)
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1.4 Play Areas

What has been done to minimize breakage of objects round playgrounds
and basketball courts?

There is sufficient space
areas for normal play.

Ground surfaces in and around formal play
areas have he major irregularities or other
hindrances to play.

d formal play

Wall surfaces around formal play,areas can
be used to bounce balls back to players.

Low lighting tixtures and hardware
are out of the way of ball A.aying.

Lines on. walls and on, the ground accommodate
local street games.

There is a buffer between formal play areas
and the school building.

'There are no windows or glass doors around
formal play areas.,

Glass around formal play areas is specially
protected. ,

There is no damageable planting' immediately
adjacent to : al play areas.

what have you done to be sure that playground equipment can withstand
pecially rough treatment it receives'

YES NO".. NA

Playground equipment needs special tools to
be disassembled.

Official play equipment can accommodate extra
rough play by groups sometimes older than
those for whom equipment is officially speCified
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What has been doneto be sure that objects will not be broken around
pickup play areas--for example, an entryway or a pathway near a.
building with a hard ground surface, a wall, and enough.rocm to
throw or hit a bell?

There are consciously designed areas for pickup
play.

There is no low lighting or other fixtures that
can be hit by balls in pickup play areas.

Walis:and ground surfaces in pickup play areas
are the same as in formal play areas.

There are no windows in pickup, play aseas.

Any windows near pickup play areas are.protected
from balls and sticks.

YES N6 DK NA

( ) ( )

What provisions have been male accommodate informal pickup play in
parking lots?

What have you done to be sure that there will be no damage to grass and
other soft materials next to formal parking areas caused by extra cars
and cars turning around?

Parking lots are planned to accommodate
pickup play games.

There are fences in selected spots around the
parking lot to protect nearby windows.

Parking lots are big enough for both
partial parking and pickup play.

What has been done to predict, avoid, or accommodate legitimate graffiti,
for example, the lines students paint on walls so they are able to play
informal pickup 'games

Some walls in pickup play areas, such as
parking lots,:formal playgrounds, and entryways,
have been planned to accommodate legitimate
graffiti in the form of game lines.
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Students have been consulted to det
needed pickup game lines.

Game lines for.local pickup play games,-
like street hockey and stickball, have
been painted on walls

Stencils have been prepared so that local
street- groups can apply their own pickup,
game lines to walls where they are
appropriate.

LS, Walkways and Landscaping

What has been -done. to minimize trampling of grass adjacent tc paved pathways
and along natural shortcuts?

Paved pathways are located so that they
provide the shortest walk between the
two points they connect.

Natural shortcut paths have been predicted.

There are subtle barriers between hard
paved pathways and adjacent soft grass or
dirt areas. .

IThere is no erase or other soft material
'immediately adjacent to narrow pathways.

What has been done to minimize damage to shrubs, bushes, and trees?

Near active areas, all planting is flexible
and resilient.

There is,no.thick planting which will be
difficult to clean around.

There is no climbable planting, near edg
of building

) C )
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2. tructural Characteristics

2.1 Entrances

What has been.done so that people can see from a distance that the school
is cloSed when it is closed - -but open when it is open?

There are large sliding grills or garage-type
doors to cover transparent doorways in the
main entrance which are visible from a distance __S NO DK NA
when school is closed. ) )

Deep recesses at entries are inaccessible
when school is closed.

The entryway looks` pen when it is open7-
but closed when school is closed.

There are blind spots . near entrances.

What has been done to minimize unnecessary damage to I eriordoor hardwareo
especially potential problems caused by highly visible and easily.access-
ible panic hardware?

All doors that are primarily exit doors hava no
locks or door handles.

:where there is a series of connected doors,
only one of these doors has exterior door-
hardware,

There-are astragals on all single doors.

Double doors are extra -duty strength.

Double doorstave astragals.

Double doors have sturdy center mullions.

Panic hardware requiresa minimum amount
mechanidal movement.

6 -

Panic hardware is easily repaired.

et.



2.2 Windows

What has been done

24

increase natural surveil' ce,

Classroom windows. provide, easy and convenient
visual access to the outdoors for teachers
and students.

Office windows provide easy..id, convenient
visual access.

There are no clouded (translucent} wind
panes.-

Windows are
see out of.

z.

small or too na

Windows are not too high in the room to
see out of

There are interior windows providing eu -
veillance between corridors and Classrooms.

What has been done to minimize potential damage t

There no windows .n formal play areas.

In vulnerable areas windows are made of
several small panes rather than'one
large one./

There are no window
the ground.

There is no acrylic or plexiglass in
windows in hangout places.

ofGround-floor windows made of extra-
tempered'glass

t- from

ck

YES NO NA

lner- le'windo s?

Gr und-floor windows are made of thick acrylic
or plexiglass.
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Ground-floor windows are covered with
protective screens.

Windows adjacent-to interior hangout areas
on upper floors, as we11,as en ground floors
are especially durable.

There is extra -thick tempered glass or
double - layered glass where acrylic or
plexiglass is not advisable.

There are no windows in student stores.

There are no windows in administration
storage offices.

There are no windows in industrial
storage areas.

There are thin wire mesh screens over
specially vulnerable ground-floor windows.

2. Walls

YESYES ',(10 DK NA

( (

)

What has been done to minimize the possibility of damage to exterior walls
and to fixtures and signs attached to exterior walls?

Large expanses of easily marred wall space
are composed of small, easily replaced
sections.

Wall, surface materials in vulnerable areas
are inexpensively and easily repaired.

-
Paint G.A walls is the same color as the
material underneath.

EpozIr paint, glazed tile, or other highly
durable, easily cleaned material is used as
high as students can reach in high-damage
areas.

Quick di
areas.

n. paint is used in high-damage
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What have you done to plan for expressive and decorative graffiti and
to minimize the negative consequence of such forms of self-expression?

There e some walls for possible graffiti,
lighter incolorthan other walls and with
blocked-out sections, in hangout areas,
and'entryways.

There are some formally labeled graffiti
boards in high-use public areas.

There are designated informal graffiti walls
which have easily and inexpensively cleaned
or painted surfaces.

Walls on which graffiti is to be disco
have inexpensively and easily cleaned
painted surfaces.

Caged

Informal and formal graffiti walls have
surfaces on which sections can be selectively,
cleaned.

2.4 Rooftops

YES NO DK NA

What has been done to be sure that rooftops accessible from the
able to withstand rough play?

-d are

What-has been done to be sure that p*ople cannot climb onto lnerable
rooftops froWthe ground or from accessible parts of the ro

YES NO pc, NA

,Glass on accessible rooftops is ground -floor

type.

Fixtures on accessible rooftops are
ground floor type.

Hardware on accessible rooftops is ground-
floor type.

-Doors on accessible rooftops have
minimum exterior. hardware.

Wind n accessible rooftops have no
exterior hardware.
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YES NO OK NA

There is no climbable planting, or planting
which will grow to be climbable, located
near building walls.

There are no built-in footholds on telephone
poles adjacent to the building.

)

Walls are too high to be climbed with 12-foot
two-by-fours or other ladder substitutes, i.e.,
walls are over 14 feet high.

Fixtures on buildings do not provide footholds
for getting onto roofs.'

Incinerators and incinerator housing on roofs
cannot beclimned upon or used to get from one
roof to another.

Gas meters cannot be climbed upon.

Fixtures on rooftop walls cannot be used
as footholds for climbing to other parts
of the roof.

Femanent custodian ladders are replaced
by convenient storage for portable ladders.

Heights of roofs adjacent to rooftops acces-
sale from the ground are too high to be
climbed using 12-foot two-by-fours.'

0

2.5 Fixture~

What has been done to accommodate the rough use given to fixtures and
hardware reachable from the ground--both do walls and scattered around
the site, like lampposts,, bike racks, and guardrails?

H* isible fixtures on otherwise blank
.2e covered by extra heavy grills.

Highly visible fixtures on otherwise blank
walls are recessed.

All fixtures are out of reach of students on
each other's shoulders or holding sticks.

All fixtures-are,higher than ground level so
they cannot be kicked c.r stood on



There are no unnecessary fixtures on
building exteriors.

All fixtures are recessed.

All fixtures are covered with heavy-duty
protective plate.

There are no vulnerable rainwater pipes less
than 6 feet from the ground.

There are no lighting fixtures with
plastic-covers.

Lighting fixtures are covered with -

plate glass.

Site fixtures are sturdy enough to be climbed
and used as targets.

Site fixtures do not challenge emden s
to damage them.

YES NO DK NA
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3. Indoors

3.12' Corridors

What has been done to prevent or reduce corridor congestion and blind
spots?

There are no lockers that stick out into
the corridors.

There are no benches that stick out into the
corridors.

The doors in the corridors are arge enough
so that they do not cause bottlenecks.

There are no open-sided corridors outdoors
that are adjacent to public thoroughfares.

There are no right angles in the corridors.

Bight angles in the corridors have good sur-
veillande because of interior windows in
classrooms or'offices, or see-through wall
panels.

There are designated hangout areas that
support natural surveillance but do not
interfere with traffic.

ClassrooMs are located along corridors °in
ways that do not allow classes to:see other
classes.

Offices and teacher assignment areas ar
located in places that provide corridor
surveillance.

Corridor spaces are clearly, defined, through
visual treatment, as.part of supervised zones.

There are no windows between the classrooms
and corridors.

Corridors have see-through panels.

`',Classroom doors have see-through panels.'

S NO

) C

NA

) ( )
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YES NO DK NA

Corridors have sufficient light so that
everything that happens can be seen.

3.2 Stairwells

What provisions have been Made to prevent or o_liminate blind spots or
isolated areas at stairwell landings?

.Blind spots in stairwells have been eliminated
by being converted into locked storage Areas.

,

Blind spots have been converted into teacher
assignment planning cubicles.

Blind spots have been converted into
sanctioned hangout areas.

See-through wall panels provide visual
access to potential blind spots.

3.3 Gathering Areas

What has been done to be sure that students have places to meet in public
and to be sure that daMage will be minimized in informal, active hangout
areas?

-What has been done to accommodate behavior in andgninimize damage to out-
of-the-way places where students gather for more private discussions?

Hangout areas are consciously identified
and prepared for heavy use.

There are no wall fixtures d adjustments
located in hangout areas.

There are some wall fixtures in hangout
areas, but these are out of reach of students
on each other's shoulders or holding sticks.

Fixtures within reach in hangout areas are
extra durable.
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There are nvenient and durable trash c

'There are planned seating places in hangout areas. (

tainers in hangout areas.

Walls are painted with epoxy paint.

Walls are covered with _glazed tile

Some walls in watering holes are lighter than
other walls and have blocked out surfaces in,
order to attract and thereby channel graffiti.

Fixtures and ledges in hangout areas which might
be used as seats by groups of students are
durable enough for this use.

Fixtures and hardware on hangout area walls
and ceilings which might be hung upon or
climbed upon have reinforced attachments.

Both formal and informal sitting places in
hangout areas are far from breakable windows
and equipment.

There are some walls in hangout areas which
are lighter and more evenly scored than other
walls and which can be predicted to attract
graffiti.

There are formally identified graffiti boards
in hangout areas.

Equipment in student hangout areas likely to be used
as benches are reinforced and made extra durable.

There are no glass mad no windows in potential
watering holes.

There is no glass in student hangout areas which
is less than 3 feet from the. floor.

YES NO DK NA

) C
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There are trash containers in potential
student gathering areas.

There are alternative legitimate lounges
for students to use as an alternative to
student gathering areas.

Legitimate scudent lounges are not visible
from offices or classrooms and are accessible
without having to pass through such places.

There are legitimate ways for students to
personalize student gathering areas, for example,
on graffiti-receptive wood or painted walls.

YES NO OK NA

What has been done to minimize the probability of damage in niches small
hidden doorways, and ',corners?

There are no niches around doorways, under stair-
wells, or other places within the schobl.

Where there are niches within the school, they
are necessary for reasons of safety.

There are no fixtures, windows, br door glass
in necessary niches.

Walls in necessary niches are tiled or painted
with epoxy paint.

Ceilings in necessary niches are solid.

What has been done to m imize cleanliness in cafeterias and maintenance
of furniture?

There ars trash receptacles at the ends of each
row of tables'in the cafeteria.

Cafeteria' furniture cannot be disassemb1
th conventional hand tools.
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What has been done to minimize potential damage to restrooms?

YES NO DK NA

There posed pi ma pipes.

There are no exposed bathroom accessories

Bathroom fixtures can be easily and inexpen-
sively repaired if damaged.

Air vents are located so they cannot easily
be used as ashtrays.

Walls are completely covered w.th heavy-duty
material.

Floors in lavatories are extra durable.

Ceilings in lavatories are solid".

Ceiling elements in lavatories are specially
specified to withstand poking with a stick.

Vertical elements holding up toilet parti-
tions are attached to structural members in
floors end ceilings.

Toilet partitions have tamper -proof screws.

Toilet partitions can be easily painted without
looking shoddy.

There is some formally identified place in
lavatories on which students can legitimately
writewood plank, painted wall, chalkboard.

There are designated, private social places
for students--other than lavatories.

There are durable benches in alternative social
places for students.'



Any drop-in ceiling is made of firmly attached,
heavy ceiling tiles that give only slightly
when under pressure.

Ceilings acre painted with epoxy.paint.

Paint on ceilings is the same color as he
subsurface.

Paint on ceilings is quick dying.

What has been done to minimize. damage to floors in wet, dirty, and
particularly rough places?

Carpeting is installed in small squares or
other easily replaced units.

All floor material can be repaired easily
and quickly if damage occurs.

There are hard-surfaced floors where rough or
dirty activity will/be taking place.

In quiet areas, there are soft-surface floors.

YES NO OK . NA

There are no carpets in arts and crafts areas,
in snack areas, or nea- sinks or easels
classrooms.

Carpets .specified.for noise redUction in
work areas are attached to walls instead
of floors, Accoustical tile is used

) ( ) ( )
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3.4 Walls

What has been done tc be sure that walls can be easily repaired and
cleaned--in order to minimize the possible "epidemic" effect of wall .

damage?
YES NO DK. NA

Large expanses of walls are made of small wall
sections which can be individually repaired or
inexpensively replaced.

Paint on walls is the same color as the sub-
surface.

In damage -prone areas, walls are made of harder
materials

Walls in highly traveled areas are covered with
epoxy paint or glazed tile.

Quick - drying paint is used.

What has been done to accommodate students' need to personalize their
surroundings and to have some public recognition of what is theirs in
a school--thus avoiding random griffiti?

Walls on which graffiti is-to be channeled are
lighter colored than other nearby and
have regular lines or squares, as patterns to
minimize an appearance of chaos.

Walls on which graffiti is to be discouraged
are easily painted'or washed.

There are some strategically placed: formal
.graffiti boards for students to 3n.

Walls in areas prom to graff._ are painted-
with epoxy paint or are tiled from floor to
ceiling.,

What. has been done to minimize damage to-ceilings, especially active
passageways, informal gathering places, and lavatories?

There- are hard-Surfaced ceilings in lava-
tories, and hangout areas,

There areno drop-in ceilings in lavatories,
or,hangoat areas:
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3.5 Fixtures

What has been done to minimize the probability of
damage to doors and door hardware_ and to maximize
easy maintenance of these items?

Door knobs and door closures are specified
to withstand especially rough use.

Door closures cannot be disassembled with
ordinary hand tools.

Built -in door hardware can be easily repaired
if damaged,

YES NO OK NA

)

)

What has been done to minimize damage to glass on
interior walls and doors, and to windows in informal gathering places?

There is no glass in the lower half of doors. )

There is no glass lese than 3 feet from the
floor in passageways and other highly used
areas.

There is no acrylic or plastic used as'a glass,
substitute in heavily used areas.

Extra-thick tempered glass or metal panels
are specified in heavily used areas where
thin glaAs is inappropriate.

Windows adjacent to interior -

hangout areas on upper floors, as well as on
ground-floors, are especially durable.

There is extra-thick tempered glass or double--
layer glass where acrylic or plexiglass is not
advisable.

There are no windows student stores.

There are no windows in administration storage
offices.

There are no windows in industrial arts storage
areas.

There are thin wire mesh screens over specially
vulnerable ground-floor windows.

1

)



What has been done to accommodate predictable sitting, clime
and rough use of attached wall fixtures?

All fixtures or equipment which protrude
walls are extra heavy duty.

There is no hardware or fixtures that can be
climbed upon or played with in informal
gathering or formal play areas.

All equipment hal tamper -.roof screws.

Light fixtures are located out of reach of
students on each other's shoulders or
carrying sticks.

Light fixtures are recessed.

Thermostats are located out of reach of
Pasting students.

Thermostats are recessed.

r conditioners are placed out of viewon
an inaccessible p art of the roof.

Fixtures and hardware do not make loud sounds
when hit, touched, or damagetL

Fixtures and hardware do not remain in one
piece when damaged, and thus do not orovide
students with trophies.'-

YES 0 DK NA



3.6 Assembly

What has been done to minimize damage to seats, walls, stage and
equipment during informal and formal use of auditorium?

YES NO DEC NA

The design of auditorium takes into account
special informal_ uses as well as standard
activities.

Audltorium seating is comfortable but does not
offer materials to play with like string, buttons,
knobs, or leather.

Auditorium seating is assembled with tamper -
proof screws or sunk n'bolts.

Walls as high as can be reached in audit
are painted with epoxy paint or tiled.

Fixtures around'the stage, especia-ly at foot
levelor'along the stage apron,. are espeeially
durable.

All control boxes are covered with heavy-duty
lockable grilles.

Fixtures in auditorium are located out of reach
of students standing on seats or armrests.

What has been done to be sure that wall hardware and floors in
gymnasiums will be damaged as little as possible?

YThWie ire large uncluttered walls in the
gymnasium for impromptu ball playing.

There are no wall fixtures within reach of
people sitting on the bleachers.

Wall fixtures in the gymnasium are located
in corners or on side walls out of the way of
stray balls.

-There are no clocks behind ti7 basketball
backbnard.

Equipment storage lockers are visible
permanent staff offices.

Gymnasium floor surfaces can stand up to non-
sport:uses involving contact with tables; chairs
and walking shoes.
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YES NO DK MA

If gym floors requiring special maintenance
are installed, commitments have been secured
for ongoing maintenance training programs.

What has been done to be sure that community programs can be run
effectively and with least probability of conflict with the rest
of the school?

The school is zoned for different evening and
weekend community uses as well as for
alternative daytime school uses.

Different zones are separated by gates
:strategically placed at corridor entrances.

Zones, when separated, have separate entries
from the outside.

OffiCes of schooland community supervisory
personnel are located near multiple-use
entries to the school building.

Some supervisory offices are located near
entries to recreatitnal facilities.

There are places for people to gather
comfortably near entrances and exits so that ---
groups can serve as potential "people locks."
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When the environmental design approach is used, the design and use of school

facilities can produce behavioral results that reduce the likelihood of

inappropriate activities. In designing physical space, the needs of legitimate

users'of a given space, the normal -or intended use of that space, and the

predicted behavior of legitimA_te.users and offenders are taken into account.

Acts that are destructive to the physical and social environment as well as

acts that engender fear and loss of confidence in security can be prevented

by using environmental design strategies.

The double emphasis on both design and use means that security-conscious archi-

tecture and planning need not lead to constraints on use, access, and enjoyment

of the environment. It also means that the focus is on creating opportunities

for natural access control and surveillance. The term "natural"1 refers here to

achieving control over who uses space and being able to monitor what happens in

the space as a consequence of the normal and routine use of such space. Thus,

it is possible to adapt the normal and natural uses of,the school to accomplish

security objectives.
/

Prevention

Although the term "prevention" can encompass all strategies taken to forestall

the commission of an offense, in the environmental design approach it is useful

to distinguish between efforts to forestall the development of offender motives

and efforts to frustrate offender opportunities. This distinction also may be

characterized_a$ corrective versus mechanical preventioh.2 In, mechanical

prevention, the strategy is to place obstacles in the way of the potential,

offender; In corrective prevention, the-strategy is more fundamental and focuses

on preventing or eliminating criminal motives. Environmental design can be

corrective to the extent that-design encourages the formation of territorial

cognitions and behaviors that function to establish and maintain desired

environmental uses and treatment.

1 Tier, _ Repetto, T., Hanes, L.F.,Elements of crime Prevention through

Environmental Design, Arlington, Va.,: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 1976.

2 Lejins, P., "The Field of Prevention," Delinquency Prevention: Theory and

Practice (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,- 1967).
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Defensible Space

Until recently the only crime prevention model that focused on the role
of the physical environment was "defensible space".3 Defensible space

postulates that in any setting a person who uses that setting perceives
the system of outdoor and indoor spaces as forming a territorial hierarchy.
The first level of the hierarchy is space that users consider privalm and
toward which they adopt strong proprietary attitudes, such as desks or lockers.
Next in the hierarchy is space that are semiprivate in character, such as
classrooms, where use is limited to a particular subpopulation. Third is the
semipublic corridor shared by several classes, followed by the main entry,
which is shared by all legitimate users and the exterior grounds, which may
fall within the domain of other community users who do not necessarily use
any of the interior spaces.. The last level is the public streets. As

individuals proceed from their personldesks,to the public streets their
territorial responses change accordingly. At their sense of intimacy with
the features of the space and with personal control over events in that
space diminish, so do their personal involvement and sense of responsibility.

These hierarchial zones are separated by transiti6n spaces. If the transition
of zones is not an apparent part of the hierarchy, then the envixonment becomes
more vulnerable, because users will perceiVe all spaces as, public in character
and, hence, belonging to everyone and no One at the same time. However, if
the territorial hierarchy_ is supported by design, users will not only feel
confident that undesired intrusion can be controlled but will also be
inclined, to ensure the continued security and maintenance of that setting.
TranSition spacep can, in theory, be affected by changes in elevation, scale,
visual separation,,traffio control, and the manipulation of other environmental
elements. These elements need not be used to construct real barriers, but,
-rather to create symbolic barriers - that is, boundaries that are easily
penetrated in a physical sense but nevertheless operate to inhibit intrusion.

_es of Strategies

A strategy is a design method for affecting the nature of interaction between
the Physical-environment and human behavior through the creation, redesign-or

elimination of environmental features. A tactic describes the means by which
a given strategy can be implemented. Since tactics must be considered within
the context of a specific site, we will not attempt to offer a complex list of
tactics, but instead give examples of tactics for illustrative purposes.

Three overlapping strategies are involved:, access control,-natural surveillance,

and territorial reinforcement.



Aocets Control: These strategies are to be distinguished from deterrence
measures that involve site or target hardening. Although the objective
is the same--keeping unauthorred persons out of a given area when they do
not have legitimate reasons for being there--access control strategies focus
on the creation of symbolic barrieks that reinforce the privacy, integrity,

or uniqueness of spaces. Symbolic barriers are effective in demarcating
areas that are intended for specific uses of specific groups, thus promoting
physical and social control of these areas.

Natural Surveillance: These are design techniques that involve channeling
the flow of activity so that more potential observers are near a potential
crime area or creating improved observation capacity by 'using transparent
barriers. Lighting can facilitate surveillance. Proper handling of walkways
and landscaping can channel pedestrian traffic away from dangerous areas
througt, areas where w.tural surveillance is likely. Moreover, appropriately
designed and placed amenities can attract legitimate users to gather in easily
observed areas for social purposes.

Territorial Reinforcement: Here the focus is on instilling proprietary attitudes
and related territorial cognitions and behaviors through improved quality of
built elements, alteration of scale, and reinforcement of school identity and
desired image. The appearance of the school might be upgraded to promote school
pride and a sense of CohesiVeness,'thus reversing conditions that appear to
attract vandalismand:support fear of crime.

I

Although these categories of strategies are distinct in theory, it is
important to realize 'they tend to overlap in practice. Territorial reinforce-

ment may be thought of as the umbrella concept, embodying all natural surveillance
principles; and natural surveillance principles in turn embciy all access
control principles. It is not practical to think of these as independent
strategies, because, for example, access control, as defined here, operates

Ito denote transition 1 zones, rather than impenetrable barriers. If these

symbolic or osychological barriers are to succeed in controlling access by
demarcating specific spaces for spicific individuals, potential.offenders
must perceive that unwarranted intrusion will elicit protective territorial
responses from those who have legitimate access.

Similarly, natural surveillance operates to increase the likelihood that
intrusion will be observed by individuals who care but are not officially
responsible for regulating the use and treatment of spaces. If people observe
inappropriate behavior but do nothing about it, then the most elegant natural
surveillance tactics are useless in terms of stopping crime and vandalism.



In thinking about tactics that can be implemented, there are four basic
environment/behavior principles that should be considered. The term
"environment/behavior" refers generally to the relationship between archi-
tectural design and human activities. In more specific terms, we are
concerned about ways the design of schools can reinforce territorial
attitudes and behavior.

1. Sphere of Influence: People adopt proprietary attitudes tc!
their immediate personal spaces, even in the most public s-,1 Inge.

For example a student becomes territorially attached to his seat
in an auditorium for the period of occupancy. If someone tries

to-take his seat, the-legitimate occupant, however temporary his
status, will defend his space. In spaces occupied for longer
periods and serving multiple functions, the individual implicitly
defines boundaries and establishes a sphere of influence--an area
over which he or she has interest in regulating intrusion: and use.
The larger the sphere. of influence adopted by an individual or
grodp, the safer the environment.

Architectural design can influence user perception of spheres of
influence. For example, the positioning of.buildings and sub-
division of grounds can convey to-users.that all outdoor areas
are within their sphere of influence,. thus reqpiring users to
act on any observed inappropriate activities. Entry paths
approaching buildings, parking lots and play areas, should be
within these perceived spheres to encourage bystander intervention
when needed. The location of building entries and the use of
symbolic barriers can help-reinforce:this perception.

2. Number: As a general rule, the fewer people sharing a space, the
stronger is each person's personal involvement in what happens in
that space This number principle applies to all'of the terri-

.torial zones described earlier in relation. to defensible space.
It is important to consider how many students share a classroom,-
how many classrooms share a corridor, how many people use a
particular stairwell at entrance.' If it is possible, the number
of people in a given location at a given time should be reduced
to increase the security of that location. This can be accomplished
by rescheduling the use of indoor and outdoor spaces by a formally
established policy. Access control.strategies can support policy
through the construction of real of,symbolic barriers.



Placement of Activities and A:: -ies: . location of smoking

areas, snack bars, and other a_ _t serve as a natural
magnets for students can influen', thp A,c.ree to which users will
extend their territorial o.:ncer: _vide continual surveillance.

The juxtaposition of activ:ties effectively decrease or
increase the use of passages. FOL .ple, because people can
enter a building at one place, use stairwell to get to their
floor and use another stair-411 anc atrance to leave, security
people find it difficult to -cep tr,ck of who comes and goes.
The environment becomes vulneilable because there are critical
intensity zones,5 that is, unsupervised passages used frequently
enough to attract offenders but too little used to provide adequate
natural surveillance. Teacher planning cubicals c:ui be built under
stairwells, or informal gathering areas can be designed in under-
used ,corridors and entry lobbies. With the latter, students can
meet relatively free from formal supervision yet themselves watch
who comes and goes. Although there is 'a risk that these spaces
may be preempted by individuals for illegitimate purposes, such
as intitidation or extortion, it is also likely that the increased
number of people using these spaces will discourage such activities.

Visual Access and Functional pistance: People are more likely to
watch their environment if .it is convenient for them to do so and
they can easily get to the location where an event is,observed.
This is an important issue in assessing where windows.face, where
doors are lodated,and how spaces with windows are structured.
Windows can be effective in creating a sense of memElsurveill--_ce
from the outside:. but instructional areas in schools., such as
classrooms and libraries, are usually designedto use windows'as
light sources rather than to provide visual access. A a result,

there is little natural surveillance. When an event is observed,
the functional distance from the point of observation to the
location of the event comes into play. If observers feel that
the distance is t.o far-in relation to.their Perceived need to
intervene, they 1411 probably choose to ignore what is happening.
For example, in :come new schools windows cannot be-=opened, so
that when teachers see li-tering or some minebr rule infraction
they are less /44cely to leave their classrooms and walk down the

_ Shlomc Angel, Discouraging Crime Through City Planning., (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Working Paper No. 7S, 1968).



corridor to the nearest entrance to intervene. Aware of

this inconvenience, teachers may not bother to look out
of their windows. In effect, the design of the environ-
ment has discouraged them from adopting areas outside of their
windows as part of'their sphere of influence.

Ado itional References:

Crowe, T.D. Pesce, E.J., Reimer, A., Hanes, L.F., CPTED School
Demonstration Plan (Ar1ington, Va.: Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
1976).
Kaplan, H.M. Hickman, L., Pesce, E.J., Szoc, R., CPTED: Final Report
on Schools Demonstration (Arlington, Va.,: Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, 1978).

Zeisel, John, Stopping School Property Damage: Design and Administrative
Guideline's to Reduce School Vandalism (Boston, Mass.-: American Association

_

of School Administrators and Educational Facilities Laboratories, 1976).-



RESOURCE

R6.2.2

PA ING LOTS

Parking lots tend to have several access points to public thoroughfares
and are often located some distance from the main school facilities. As

a result, the design and location of these lots usually provide unclear
definition of transitional zones (i.e., the public r4n use these lots
freely without detection)- At Deerfield Park High School in Broward County,

Florida, has a similar situation with the additional problem of,an informal gathering
to provide access control through natural border definition and to close
specific gates at scheduled intervals. The combination of landscaping
and wooden pole gates reinforced the perception that the lot was no
longer public. Natural surveillance was improved by requiring pars be-
fore entering the lot to go directly to internal spaces near the Main

facilities. These tactics were effective in discouraging nonstudent

use of the lot. South-Plantation High School in Broward County, Florida, had a
similar situation with the additional problem of an informal gathering
(smoking_) area located next to the parking lot yet out of view from the
primary activity areas. The gathering area attracted outsiders and sus-

tained a good deal of vandalism. The gathering area was relocated to an
unPsed internal courtyard bordered by two rows of windows on one side and
by an open corridor on_the other side, thus providing natural surveillance.

At Boyd Anderson High School, the student parking lot was relocated to
the fenced enclosure used for driver education. In turn, the driver edu-

cation area-was:relocated to the old student lot; Since driver edUcation
is always superviSed, it does not require a fenced lot; whereas the exist-
ing feiice adds to the privacy and security of the relocated student lot.

Similar issues pertain to bicycle theft and vandalism. Often there are

no official bicycle lots and the areas used are not easily watched. In

Broward County, two types of bicycle compounds were created, both with
ground level locking cups. One type was an open area defined with low
hedges located in a place with good natural surveillance, and the other
was an area defined with medium-high chain-link fencing because of pz.nr

natural surVeillance.

Some attention should be given to how the borders of parking lots are

defined. Often adjacent grassy areas and hedges between the lot and pub-
lic thoroughfares are damaged because drivers take short cuts. Landscaped

borders can be reinforced with curbs or other low barriers. Small decor-

ative patches of grass in the lot should be avoided because drivers use
them as convenient Wrn-arounds and they usually end up as dirt areas.
Judiciously located bollards can influence how cars are driver in the lot.



Design Issue

Parking Lot Boundaries: In many
schools, automobiles will be parkedon
grassy areas adjacent to parking lots
or driveways. Unpaved areas are often
used lo turn around on when leaving.

this is done continually, We result is
an unintended dust or mud pond.

Source:

Possible Design Responses

Curbs: Erect a curb, a change in level, Of some
olher similar low barrier to keep cars on paved sur-
faces and oil non grassy areas.

Turn-arounds: It drivers need a place In which to
turn around, &sign a paved, curbed lurn-around
area to meet the need.

Grass: Between parking lots and buildings, avoid
small decorative patches of grass which will soon
be destroyed 'tr., cars.

Stopping school Property Damage



DESION ALTERNATIVES

Improve lot lighting.

Trim/remove plants and clean-up trash that interfere with good
natural zurveillarcs and OIstruct lighting.

Orient parking lot rove along lines of sight from principal
vantage points when possible to optimize natural surveillance.

Use fencing or shrubbery to block routes of quick escape such as
alleys adjacent to the Parking let.

Enclose the lot with a fence. Close the lot it night and ost
directions to more secure lots.

Enclose the lot with a fence and restrict access to authorized
users by locking devices at pedestrian and vehicular entrances.

?lock three sides of the lot with a fence, allowing access,
through the most secure access route

Provide a "safe" pedestrian corridor to the lct by upg
streec.lightiog and security.

Provide a parking lot attendant as an observe: in the lot.

Provide electronic surveillance devices, such as closed-circuit
television, and post signs yarning surveillaoce to discourage
criminal attempts.

Encourage the relocation of user activities tZ locations nearer
the lot sod draw new user activities to the v-..cluity'of the lot.

Relocate the lot, if feasible or necessary.

ILLUSTRATION #2 Possible :Tactics for Remote Parking Lots

Source:: L. Sell



DESICH AI NAT

0
Improve lot lighting.

Trim /remove plants and clean-up trasb that interfere
natural.surveillance'and obstruct light 14.-- --
nook-three sides ofthe lot, alloying access through the most
secure,route.

Close off unsafe access routes betumem buildings and open loss.

rrovide a safer access route by upgrading access lighting and
esecurity. ,

Create nev, mre.direct entrances to user buildings ide
lot 'suretillance from building interiors.

ILLUSTRATION #3 Possible Tactics,for Parking I Lots Behind Buildings

Source= L. Bell
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DESIGN ALtERWIVES

InprOWe.:loc lighting.

Use fericing or shrubbery co block roUtee-of,quiak ista:ze sucS

Alleys adjacent to the parking lot,.

thtee 'sides of the lot with a fence, allrwir.g Laces

through the mosc.securcrouie.

Use fencing,and/or shrubbery to:facui eqtry to :use rIcia.r.s of

highest surveillability.

Close .those secrions-.of a lot at night that are ==,st p-

and difficult to rurvey':'

.rovide lot surieillance- from building interiors.

ILLUSTRATION #4 Possible TactiCs for Parking Lots Su roundin uildings

Source: 'L. Bell
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BUS LOADING ZONES

-
The design of and procedures for .bus loading areas often interfere with
teachers' ability to supervise loading and unloading, create congestion
among students, and block pedestrian and vehicular traffic flow. -.Con-
frontations leading to assault, theft,:, and vandalism frequently occur.
For example, at Boyd Anderson High School in Broward'County, Florida,
usually 17 butes queued in a semicircle around the student parking lot.
Bus loading and unloading occurred at the same time ttudents drove in
and out of their lots (about 200 cars). Moving cars, buses,. and pedes-
trians were interspersed in a seemingly uncontrolled manner.

The design response was to establish one 18adingzone in a surveillable
area, limiting the'number of buses to five. Adjacent to this zone was
a bus queuing zone where no loading of unloading was permitted = This
plan made supervision easier.

When:loading zones are in front of one entrance, there are additional
congestion problems. All of the bussed students are entering the achool
atone pleCe along with many nonbussed students. As such, these entrances
receive: much use and wear and- tear,fparticularly in the afternoons when
students have nothing to.do'but wait for their'bus and, to occupy theM--

`selves, soften become involved in mischievous behavior, fights, cliMbing
walls and.graffiti. Supervision is made more difficult if there are
no windows directly facing thaentrance.

Possible design tactics are to relocate, the loading zone se that it is
in full view. of -the windows, and not directly in the mainstream of pedes-
trian traffie, thus reducing congestion. The bus waiting areas should
not be next to such built elements as hardware or lights that can be
easily removed or broken. If there are,. planters, both they and the
plantings:should be"durabieenough:to4vithstand climbing and :sitting or
used as trash receptacles.



Design Issue

Scheel Bus Drop-011 at Entry: Whoa
entrance areas are used for loading
and unloading school buses, they be-
coma extra heavily used student hang-
out areas. As such, they often rocolva
more use and 111)40 than they war()
designed to withstand.

Possible Design Responses

Location: Locale bus slop areas near entrances but
In open and visible areas, away from windows.

2. Waiting Areas: Provide conveniently planned wait-
ing areas as tar as possible from hardwaro, win-
dows, and othnr oqulpmonl at building mimeos,

ENTRY: School Bus Drop-011

Fixtures, Windows, Hardware: Treat hardwaro cind
fenestration at entries according to recommends-,
lions for hang-out areas.

Glass: 11 possible, avoid largo amounts of glazing in
oniranoo doors and around entry areas.

Source:' Stopping School Property Damage
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SOCIAL GATHERING AREAS

A distinction can be made between formal and informal gathering areas.
Formal areas are outdoor places intended for specific functions and groups,
suchas student smoking areas, bus loading zones, and courtyards with
benches. As school administrators and custodians are fullyaware, there
are numerous informal gathering areas that are aPused becauee they were
not designed fob such useuse.tal s, steps, trash containers, and plants.
are typically used as furniture- Students will also select less visual-
ly accessible locations to establish territorial "watering holes" to do
things that are not necessarily permitted in formal gathering areas,
such as drinking beer, smoking pot. There are also niches, small spaces
with room enough for two or three to one side of an entrance, under a
stairwell, or at the corners of a wall-

One strategy is tb analyze areas used for informal gatherings and redesign
the environment to accommodate such uses by providing built elements and
surfaces that will withstand beingused as furniture--replace fixtures that
can be easily taken apart or damaged; protect nearby windows; plant. trees
and shrubs that are pliant and grow quickly; use durable materials for
planters, steps, low walls, and provide trash containers -that.cannot
be easily turned over and -are difficult to'start,fires inl 'Walls and sure

.

faces should be treated -so. that they can be used for graffiti-and cleaned
later on.

_

f it is desirable to eliminate such informal areas,. a number of tactics
can be used;. to eliminate or discourage use ,Niches can be closed offvrith
barriersand other areas can be made less comfortable by using, plants'
that prick and surface materials that-are-rough to sit on

.

At the-same:time, formal gathering areas can be created or redesigned to
meetsomd- of the needs provided by informal areas and enhance general

At-South Planation High School',-Broward Comity, Florida, miniplazas
or patioswere located in places with natural aurveillance=and within the
school grounds but isClated froth the view ofpublic thoroughfares to dis-
courageuse.by outsider's. In some cases, the miniplazas were subdiyided.for
specific functions -(smoking, eatingThese courtyards were built' with
'aesthetically attractive, quality materials '(tables,.benches, planters, trash
.recePtacles) tb attract students,'but designed to, prohibit preemption by large
:groups'.



Design Issue

Hangout Areas: .hangout areas are
places next to formnafand informal play
places and near active walkways, ,

where people sit to watch games, to
be seen by others passing by, and to
talk to one another. These areas are
distinguished by having walls, steps,
benches, or flue stumps to sit upon;
by being points from which to observe
and comment on gamesearby; and
generally by being visible to adjacent
public areas.

Possible Design Responses-

1. Location: Predict, identify, and prepare appropriate
hang-out areas for inevitable informal use.

2. Fixtures: Avoid nearby fixtures which can be easily
removed or damaged by kids silting. Use tamper-
proof screws in this location, and strengthen hard-
ware and fixtures which must be there,

3. Windows: Remove or protect nearby windoW.J.
4. Planting : Specify planting which bends easily and

grows, quickly. Avoid planting which will be easily
damaged by being scratched, burned or broken.

5. Benches: Provide benches for sitting far away from
breakable windows, hardware, Or planting.

6. Planters and Steps: Specify extra durable materials
for steps, tow walls, and planters In hang-out areas,
because they will probably be used to sit upon.

INFORMAL ROUGhf PLAY PLACES: Hang-out Areas

7. Trash Containers: Install heavy trash' containers
which will be emptied regularty and which make
burning of rubbish difficult, I.e., not the open basket
type.

8. Trash Containers: Use garbage cans which seem
like targets for beer and soda cans, as an attraction
for litter disposal.

9. Planters: Avoid planting containers which can be
easily used as trash baskets In hang-out areas.

10. Materials:-If bricks or other small-unit building mate-
rials are used In hang-out areas, maintain a stock of
spares. to allow quick and easy repair. This cuts
down "epldernio" vandalism in which slight damage
quickly leads do greater damage.

A0z



INFOR AL HOUGH PLAY PLACE

Design issue

Watering Holm ppartially hidden ar
around schools which are large
enough ter small groups of children
and teenagers to alt In together pro-
vide groups ol local kids with informal
clubhouses. Those places are the least
officially sanctioned play areas and are
often considered trouble spots by cus-
todians and school administrators.
Properly daMage occurs in these
places ranging from graffiti to broken
bottles; from broken hardware to de-
stroyed trees; from burnt andbroken
windows to breaking and entering.

atering Holes

Possible Design Responses
Location: Identity "watering holes" and design Such 7.
areas to withstand sustained and often destructive
use and abuse.

2. Fixtures and Specify highly durable 8.hardware an fixtures In these areas, and locciethem out of reach,
3. Windows: Avoid fenestration in watering holes.
4. Walls: Install wall and ground surfaces here which

can be written on; which can withstand,abuse, and
which can be easily maintained and painted.

For urban teenagers, such places are
the club's turf. "Watering holes" adja-
cent to schoolsere places for get-
logethers. Kids do not have any place
else. They can't have parties at home;
formal social clubs are too structured.
People just sit and talk there; some-
times they drink beer Mena° the name
'watering hole') or smoke. They al-

mast always rough -house and write
their names on the walls.

95. Planting: Specify planting which cannot be easily
damaged by being scratched, burned, or broken.
Specify pliable fast growing shrubs, rather than
trees in such areas.
Plant&rs: Avoid plariting containers which can be
easily usedas trash baskets.

Trash Containers: Install heavy troth conlninart
which seem like targets for litter and which cannelbe used for burning trash. Empty them regularly,
Materials: If small-unit building materials like bricksare used In watering holes, there is a good chance
for "epidemic vandalism" in which slight damage at.tracts attention' and leads to cumulative damage.
Having a stock of bricks and mortar available lot
quick repair of small damage and getting custodian
to do so can reduce "epidemic vandalism!!
Wall Panels: Avoid modUlar wall panda In watering
holes. These are often removed just to prove that
the school' Is vulnerable, even it not used to enter
the building.



Design Issue

Niches: Small spaces lust large
enough for one or two people are
called "niches." For example, they are
created by lire stairs adjacent to walls,
depressed entrances, or delivery
docks. These places are used for,
among other things, prying at windows
or picking locks, smoking, or drinking
secretly.

Possible Design Responses
1. Doon;vays: Avoid useless doorway niches by ex-

tending existing doors to building perimeter.
2 'Fixtures and Hardware: Specify as few reachable,

fixtures and as little hardware as possible In niches.

INFORMAL ROUGH PLAY PLACES: Niches

3. Door glass: Specify glass-free doors through which
locks cannot be seen.

4.' Door Hardware: When possible, avoid all exterior
hardware on doors In niches.
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Design issue

Planting: Planting on school grounds
Is often specified with a direct but mis
guided /ogle: "Because damage may
()COW to plants, have stiff, unbreakable
plants." Unfortunately, stiff also means
brittle, and those plants break more
easily than do more pliable ones.
Another logic dictates: "Since kids
mess up bushes by running through
them, have thorny busheS which keep
kids out." Unfortunately, thorns collect
debris and also keep out custodians
who might otherwise clean up around
the plants,

Possible Design Responses
1. Planting: Near active area's, specify bendable, resil-

ient planting and avoid stiff, breakable planting like
unprotected young trees.

2. Planting: In decorative areas specify planting such
as trees or bushes with no thorns, which dogs not
readily collect litter, and Is easy to rid of litter.
Planting: Avoid climbable _planting near edne 'ref
building.

Planting: Avoid planting in predictable pick-up play'
and hang-out areas, and In watering,holes.



Short vandal-resistant-benches anef.tab s .ire to -be provided zo rmscrict-,
group sizes and encourage relaxed conversation. Plasters divite larger
spaces into ',smaller areas to break demon - institutional ;dale introduce
soft greenory and. shade in paved 'places., A snack /ticket sales facilicy can
provide A surveillance_ point for supervi ry peva-camel.
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R6.2.5

INFORMAL PLAY AREAS

Students use schOol grounds for informal games (stickball, soccer, hand-
ball, softball) in places that were originally not intended for
such purposes. Formal play areas may even be misused; for example,
if a basketball court were used for stickball, broken lights and cracked
windows might result. If certain types. of rough play need to be eliminated
from specific areas, tactics can be employed that essentially function as
obstacles to play, such as subdividing an open space-with built elements
intended for passive use (benches, curbs, changes in elevation, hardy
trees). Surfaces and walls can be made irregular so that balls ,do not
bounce predictably.

On the other hand, many underused spaced with good natural surveillance`
can be converted into play areas by removing or redesigning lights and
other fixtures that can be damageth-protecting windows, eliminating hind-
rances to play (wall and ground surface that are smooth)f painting lines,
and providing sitting areas for game watchers.

When parking lilts are partially-empty, they are often used for ball games,
hockey, and soccer. Several tactics can be employed to protect remaining
cars, fixtures, -.and adjacent spaces. Barriers can be erected in strate-
gic locations to prevent balls or other play objects from breaking windows.
Painted lines will suggest ways opposing-teams should line up (e.g., the
location of home,plate determines which way the batter will face).



INFORMAL ROUGH PLAY PLACES: Pick-up Play In Pa! king Lots-

Design Issue

Pick-up Ploy In Parking Lots: Stu-
dents often use parking lots to play
street hockey or other pick-up games.
If a few cars are parked haphazardly
throughout a lot used for play, one or
more cars are likely to be In the midst
of a play area and therefore be likely to
be damaged unintentionally.

Also, parking lots rarely have the fend-
ing necessary to prevent a ball from
travelling out of the lot and through a
neighbor's or Ilw school's window.

11-

possible Design Responses

1. Location: Plan parking lots as informal pick -up play
areas,

2. Closure: Specify fixtures so that parking lois can be
closed to automobiles on weekends and during
evenings when there are no planned activities at the
school.
Fences: Erect a Iowa in strategic locations around
the parking lot to prevent balls, pucks, or other ob-
jects from breaking windows or entering adjacent
private property; not to keep children out.

4, Size: Design larger` parking lots so that parking will
be concentrated In obviously more convenient
spaces nearest the building entrance. This will
leave area further from the building entrance free of
parked cars and available for children's play.

H0
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Design Issue

Legitimate Graf MI: Legitimate graffiti
is the simplest, yet most often over-

-looked type of marking. When there is
nobockey net In the school yard and
children paint ono on the wall, this Is
considered graffiti and, vandalism. Yet,
lines on paving or an a wall are consid-
ered legitimate when they are drawn
neatly and when they have a purpose
such as basketball foul lines or stripes
in a parking lot. If markings are missing
in a parking lot and the school custo-
dian paints a set of lines on the ground,
those would be considered legitimate.
In the same way, painted-on hockey
nets are legitimate to the young people
who paint (hem on walls.

Possible Design Responses

1. Location: Acknowledge, predict, and accept "legiti-
mate" graffiti paluted by children.
Game Lines: Paint necessary game lines on appro-
priate walls and ground surfaces after consultations
with game players.
Game Lines: Work together with street groups to
provide them with stencils so that they themselves
can neatly paint goals for hockey, strike zones for
stickball, and other game lines on walls and ground.

GRAFFITI: Legitimate



Design issiie

Pick -Hp Play: Much recreation In
school Open spaces takes place during
recess, after school, or on weekends.
Children or teenagers gather around
the school for Informal games of street
hockey, basketball, stick ball, soccer,
or catch.' These games generally re-
quire minimal equipment which par-
ticipants bring from home, a hard
ground surface large enough for
throwing ball, and a wall to serve as an
impromptu backstop.
Formal` play areas are sometimes used
as pick-up play places for instance
basketball courts may be used to play
a game of stick ball. At other times
pick-Up games take place on the plaza
In front of a school, or In the children's
play yard --- if these provide a back-
Step and a hard surfade. Different parts
of the country and different areas of
city will have their own special pick-up
games and most neighborhood groups
do have some kind of pick-up games,

INFORMAL HOUGH PLAY PLACES: Pick-up Play

Possible Design Responses

1. Locationi Consciously Identify and develop places
well suited 16informal pick -up play.

2. Lighting and Fixtures: Move lighting and other fix-
tures out of the way of potential pick-up ball playing.

3. Walls-and Ground Surface: Treat ground and wall
surfaces in Informal game areas as if they were for-
mal play areas: install wall surfaces which bounce
balls back to players: remove ground surface irreg-
ularities; paint lines on walls or ground for street
games.

4. Glass: Eliminate glass around areas predicted to at-
tract Informal pick-up games, or protect glass there
alltac

11`



RESOURCE
R6.2.6

WALKWAYS AND. LA.NTLANDSCAPING

Landscape treatments can influence the use of the.outdoors in positive
and negative ways. Landscaping can create unsurveillable pockets along
walkways which provide opportunities for crime and heighten fear. Land-
scaping can also effectively reduce fear and encourage safe, desired uses
by legitimate users. Trees and shrubbery can be used to reinforce existing
walkways or to rechannel pedestrian flow through areas where there is
better natural Surv;illance. Plantings can also be used for subdividing
spaces into smaller activity areas if so desired. Shrubbery should not be
more than '3 feet high; at thid height, cross traffic is discouraged
and surveillance is not blocked. Plantings-used to define play areas
should be resilient and must grow fairly quickly.

Although landscaping is effective in reinforcing walkways, the walkways
should nevertheless follow logical and fairly direct routes. Some tactics
are to accept as legitimate the paths naturally made when walkways change
direction at right angles. Walkways can also be perpendicular rather than
parallel to buildings, or planned according to a spider web configuration
so that the routes provide the shortest distances between the most fre-
quently used points. Plantings may require routine trimming to maintain
free visual cbrridors. The visual focus of pedestrians is normally about
35 feet ahead, so people tend to feel more secure when path conditions
allow clear views at that or greater distanCes.



WSURFACES Pathway

Design issue

'Pathways: Official pathways around
school grounds often reflect the do.
signer's.wishful thinking, rather than
the students' and teachers' needed
circulation links. As a result, a route
crossing the grass is often chosen as a
path rather than themisplaced official
paved walkway. In addition, son sur-
laces and planting next to heavily used
paved areasare readily trampled.

Posiible Design Responses
1 Location: Plan paved pathways so that they provide

the shortest walk between the two points they con-nect.

Location: Accept as legitimate and predict locationof naturally made shortcut paths.
3. Paving: Pave pathways where 'natural shuircurihave developed, after the building has been In LILA)for six months.

4. Barriers: Install or landscape subtle but real bar.tiers, like a change In lovel, between hard traveledpathways and adjacent soft areas, like grass. Thlswill not prevent people from walking there, but It witdecrease it.
b. Grass: Remove salt materials like grass or (Iowan)which are Immediately adjacent to narrow paths orparking lots.

Source= Stopping school ;property. Damage



EXTERIOR LIGHTING

RESOURCE
86.2.7

If school grounds are used'after dark, well-designed lighting can make
open spaces appear safe. The diffusion pattern of lighting can also be
effective in defining areas for active use. Fixtures come in widely
varying shape's and sizes for different applications and requirements.
Properly planned lighting is diffuse, illuminating the horizontal rather
than'the vertical plan, and if possible,- illumination should come from
several directions to facilitate surveillance. Fixtures on buildings
'should be high and should light areas away from the building. While in
general it is desirable to have fixtures above 14 feet, it is important
that lights contribute to the scale and aesthetics of the environment;
thus, for example, shorter fixtures with attractive globes may be more
desirable for courtyards in spite of the possibility that they may be-
come targets for vandalism.

At present, there is some controversy over whether outdoor lights should
be left on or offwhen.tha_school is closed to prevent vandalism. One
argument is that when lights are off, hangout areas on school property
are less likely to be used, and windows, light fixtures, and other built
elements will not appear as targets for rock throwing. The counter
argument is that lights provide surveillance and thus increase risk to
offenders. When potential hangout areas are brightly lit,' youngsters
stay out because they do not like'being.too visible.



RESOURCE
86.2.8

STRUCTURE

The location of buildings on a site and their orientation to one another
can influence offender behavior. The structure can be thought of-as a
physical barrier defining spheres of influence. Thus, for eiample, an "L"
shaped building suggests different spatial uses inside from those outside
of the "L." The construction of real And psychological barriers can rein-
force zones defined,by the buildings.

Building exteriors can be weak barriers against intrusion. For example,
youngsters may findground-to-roof access easy becausethe exterior sur-
face and window fixtures permit footholds, or there may be trees and tele-
phone poles close to a roof's edge. Covered walkways near buildings
or wall heights less than 12 feet can be readily scaled with one yogngster
boosting _another. Also, walls less than 8 feet from buildings, once
climbed, can be used to jump to a landing or window sill.

It may seem obvious that windows provide visual access to the grounds,
but in many cases windows simply-are not used this way. Classroom win
dows are usually designed to let daylight i but discOurage outside viewing
because it interferes with instruction-- hence`, the use of clouded glass
and clerestory openings. Moreover; since it is desirable not to'have
ground windows near an entrance (so as not to facilitate breaking and
entering), blind spots are created where offenders can locate themselves
unobserved near the_entrance. The situation becomes more problematic if
the doorway is recessed or:if there is an outside vestibule-.

It is also usually reco- ended that groUnd-story windows be at least 6
feet above ground level, but again, this provides adjacent unobservable
areas which become candidates for hangout locations.

Walls with few or no windows are likely targets for graffiti. It may be
"legitimate" in the sense that the adjacent area has been converted by
students into an informal ball playing zone because glass breakage is less
likely and wall markings are used for defining strike zones and goal posts
There may also be considerable decorative and expressive graffiti
if the surface is smooth and light. Graffiti can be discOuraged with the
use of dark and rough surfaces, but school officialS might consider that
graffiti as a problem can be better handled if certain walls for self-
expression are officiallY sanctioned.



Design Issue

Ground-to-Roof Access: Playing on
rooftops is a problem if these are not
consciously planned as recrealion
places. Problems of damage to rooftop
equipment, hardware, windows, and
Skylights can be minimized if galling
onto roofs from ground level iS difficult,
or if hardware on accessible rooftops
is specified to accommodate rough
play.

Possible Design Responses

Windows, Hardware, Fixtures: On accessible roof
areas, use ground floor type glazing, hardware, and
fixtures. Avoid exterior hardware on roof doors and
windows.

Surfaces: Plan exterior surfaces with no footholds.

Fixtures: Avoid unnecessary, exterior fixtures on
building wall that provide footholds for climbing.
Place such hardware at another convenient loca-
tion.

ROOFTOP Ground-to-Roof Access

4. Planling: Near buildings use planting which cannot
be climbed and which will norgrow Irre fieighVor
strength suitable for climbing.

5. Planting: Locale planting which can be climbed far
from walls.

6. Telephone Poles: Remove built -In footholds from
telephone poles adjacent to building.

7. Wall Heights: Design walls too high to be climbed
with readily accessible ladder substitutes like stan-
dard 1241 2x4's.

Source: S opping,Schooj. Property uatnage
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Design Issue

Windows: Glass breakage in schools
is 11w hugest property damage prob-
lem and expense. Whildsomo glass"
breakage is malicious and related to
theft; much glass breakage Is not me114
clous vandalism. For example, a stu-
dent sitting on a lodge may swing his
legs, kicking and Cracking vulnerably
placed glass panels In an adjacent
door. Or, durInd,alight, one student
pushes another into a windoW, result-
ing Indamage. While damage to the
child is malicious, the damaged window
is an unintentional consequence, non-
malicious 10 character. Much of this
damage'coulabe avoided If those play-
ing near glass-had a different attitude;
but as fond as kids are kids, such dan-
gerous play will take place, and fragile
environments will be damaged.

30

Possible Design Response*
Window _Location: Identity and avoid windows
Which are vulnerably placed in formal or Informal
gathering and play areas.

2.. Window Size: Specify small panes of glass so that
one break can Ile Inexpensively and easily repaired.

3. Non-glass Panels: Specify solid non-glass panels
and avoid all glass-up lo three feet from the floor, as
this area Is most vulnerable to damage.

Glass Substitutes: Where- acrylic or plexiglas Is-
used Instead of glass, avoid. placing II In watering
holes of hang-out areas within reach Of people

:standing an 'the ground. Problems with these mate-
_ rigs include: carving, burning, scratching, and tad-

Ing. In-addition, while -a pane c4plexiglasS or acrylic
nay not break, it may be etnlirell, knocked out of its

frame.

_Glazing Material and Location: Specify Increasingly
Sturdy glas_s as'windows re closer to ground. On
the ground floor, specify hick tempered glass, pos-

.

ILIALISTRATION III

sibly. (hick acrylic or plexiglass, and If nouns"),
screens or gilts In non-visible areas. On flows tat
16 lour, specilVihInner tempered, acrylic, or multi
plate glass. On the fifth floor and above, spodi
plate glass. All these specifications vary by Omni
lure of 11-lo interior use.

6. Glazing Material and Location: When Inferior wet
are l4 be highly used, such as Informal hangs
areas In hallways, then specify sturdier glazing, II
gardloss of floor level.
Window Thickness: Use double-layer glass or ext
thick tempered glass where plexiglass is inadv
able.

Windowless Locations: Avoid useless windo%
entirely in: student, stores; -adminislration stora
offices, and industrial arts storage areas.
Security Screens: When all other possibilities
been tried and proved unsuccessful, install thin w
mesh security screens over ground floor window

1 9 I.



Design ISSue Possible Design Response

Expressive Graffiti: Self- expressive 1,
graffiti takes the form of names and
street numbers, love declarations, or
verbal attacks. While sell-expressive
crania Is often meant to be offensive,
sernei s elf- expressive graffiti Is an
attempt by teenagers and Younger
children to communicate wIlh Moir
friends, Just as adults often do through
more acceptable channels. New teach-
ers see their name In the school paper,
administrators talk over the idud-
speaker, and custodians sometimes
have their names on the door. When
students advertise themselves, they
are called vandals.

Decorative Graffiti: Decorative garlfill,
though very similar to the self-expres-
sive type, is usually more elaborate,
more colorful, and often does not con-
tain words. Graffiti on New York City
subway cars is a combination of dec-
orative and Self-expressive crania

Wall Color and Texture: Allow SOMA walls in appro-
priate places to attract graffiti. These walls may be
formally labeled or they can Just be informally made
easier to write on than surrounding surfaces. Light-
er surfaces with large blocks attract, more graffiti
than dark surfaces. Formally labeled graf fill walls
may remove the challenge aspect of graffiti, and
thus may not work in specific Settings.
Materials: Develop Informal "oral fill walls" around
front and back entries and in-"watering holes." It is
important that these walls be easily painted or.
cleaned at long but regular intervals, like every six
months.

Tile and Paint: Where graffiti is to be'discouraged,
specify certain walls with glazed tile or epoxy ,paint
to reduce cost of washing.

4. Materials: Specify surfaces so that during daily
maintenance, only abusive graffiti may be removed,
allowing'non-abusive messages to remain until the
bi-yearly cleaning or repainting.

H0
Z



ENTRANCES

RESOURCE
R6.2.9

A major concern is controlling access to those who wish to use the
property:for.illegitimate,putpcses. It is extremely difficult to design
out crime when.most of the 6f-fenders have a right". to enter the bOilding.
OUtsiders can be discpuraged_if they have the impression that someone
will detect their presenCe, particularly if they are uncertain where to
g0 after entering. Continual, surveillance is apparent if the entry lobby
is clearly visible from several functional areas, such as departmental
offices,' libraries, teacher planning areas, and other fundtions that
remain active during school hours. It may also. enhance security to create
an informal gathering area juSt inside the entrance but out of the way of.
traffic flow, thereby providing additional natural surveillance.

If schools offer their facilities to the community at large (gymnasiums,
auditoriums), these areas, including restrooms, should be close to and,
if possible, within view of one entrance defined specifically for COhaL1111
use. Thus, legitimate users will have no reason to use other parts of
the building.



esign Issue

nt Community-School-Use En-
tries: Programs lit some schools en-
courage community members to use
the gymnasium or swimming pool on
weekends, to hold adult qducallon
classes at night, and to conduct com-
munity meetings in the auditorium.
While such multiple use can result In
cooperation, it can also cause con-
flicts. One way conflicts arise Is when
property damage occurs In community
schools and each group blames the
other. Careful planning and renovation
can better accommodate multiple use
and lesson conflict over property
damage,

Possible Design Responses

f Internal Gates: Install buill-in flexible internal gales
to be able to selectively zone off specific corridors
or parts of school while other parts, e.g., the audi-
torium or a set of classrooms, are open for use.
Flimsy gates which are only symbolic barriers are
not useful because they. challenge young people to
get by them.

.

Separate Entries: Provide-separate exterior entries
to the (titterer:I school zones: community-use and
schooluse.

ENTRY: Joint Community-School-Use Entriea

Office Location: Locate offices of supervisory per-
sonnel near multiple use entries so that these adu!Ifi
may serve as informal surveyors of people coming
In and out of the school. This is especially useful
around recreational facilities.
People. Cocks: People gathering at entrances serve
as a "human lock" for the rest of the school. There-
fore, provide places for Informal meeting and activi-
ty near entrances and.exits on the inside of school,
e.g., benches or soft-drink machine.

glifirpp
'mom
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Design Issue

Panic Hardware: There is a conflict
between the need for schoolusers to
get out in case of lire and the need for
custodians to keep everyone out when'
school is Closed. Panic hardware
usually meets the first need, but dis-
mally fails in meeting the second. A
bent coat hanger often opens panic
hardware from the outside.
When this problem Is notTesolved,
custodians in existing schools even-
way buy bicycle chains, locks, and
live loot long 2x4's to make fire exits
impermeable at night. These may gel
left on during the dayocreeling'a dan-
gerous situation for fire safety-

Possible Design Responses
1. Door Glass: Avoid clear glass or acrylic panels on

doors and near doors which may give a clear view
of accessible panic hardware.

2. Astrigals: Specify. astrigals on single doors with
panic hardware, where regulatiOns allow.

3. Center Mullionc: Specify extra duty double doors
with center mullion and astrigals:

ENTRY: Panic Hardware

4. Panic Hardware: Specify panic hardware which re-
quires a minimum amount of mechanical movement
to operate successlully.
Panic Hardware: Specify panic hardware which can
be easily repaired if damaged.
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ENTRY: Clarity of "Come In" tend "Stay Our' Statements

Design Issue

Clarity of "Come In" and "Stay
Out" Statements: School architects
sometimes feel that Major building
doorways represent the "face" of the
school towards the community. Want-
ing to Involve the community In the life
of the school, these planners design
doorways which are often Seen as In-
viting when the school Is closed, as
Well as when It Is actually open. Easily
broken glass panels are the only bar-
riers to interior door locks. Beaus() of
their accessibility, some school on
trances designed originally to be Invit-
ing are soon either covered with chain-'
link fencing, plywood, or locked with
bicycle chains during the night. To
avoid lids, the building must be de-.
signed to be Inviting when the school Is
open, and to express the fact that the
school is lightly shut alter school
hours, evenings and weekends.

Possible Design Responses
1. Sliding Grills: Install sliding grills or -garage-door

type gates which can be pulled down over transpar-
ent doorways when the building Is closed.
Gates: If deep recesses are planned, at building en-tries, avoid their being accessible when school is
not in use.

Doorways: Design doorways so that it is clear from
a distance that the-'school Is closed when Il Is
clesed, but that It is open whenever the school Is in
session or a program Is being conducted Inside:



Erirances
SURFACES: Glaiing

Design issue

Glazing: Glass? on interior walls and
doors are prone to both misdirected as
well as casual damage. This Is true es- .
peclaily !or glass near the floor which
can be easily kicked and glass In hang-
out arc* and watering holes, whore It
serves/as'a diversion, Exterior win-
dows/In heavily used areas are also

.particularly damage-prone.

Possible Design Responses

1. Solid Panels: Specify solid, panels In the lower hell
of doors and In walls along passageways. Avoid
glass- that can be easily kicked. This is especially
true in areas where students tend to congregate.

2. Glass Substllutes: While acrylics and plastics may
sometimes be suitable substitutes for glass, they
are easily marred by scratching and burning. Thick
glass or metal and enamel panels may be. more
appropriate-for heavily used areas.



CORRIDORS AND STAIRWELLS-

RESOURCE
86.2.14

Corridors and, stairwells are adapted. by students kor functions other than
passage. Blind spots, and isolated -areas provide oppo tunities for hang-
out areas where threats, extortion, and assaults occ . Benches; water
.fountains, and lockers become gathering places that c use traffic conges-
.tion and assaults and property damage resulting Prom accidental or playful
pushing. Often objects in the corridor create visuall blocks so that sur-

I

veillance is difficult.. Many corridors, because of their design and
._location, represent a blurred transitional zone so that no one is quite

sure who belongs or what activities are legitimalte. (Many students avoid
cbusing certain corridors anstairwells because they fear victimization.

,. z-----

0 ,

The exterior iire stairewells at Deerfield Beach Rig School, in Broward
County, Florida, were completely enclosed with kindispotsat each Landing.
Students were afriad to use these stairs so few' use them; often they were.
closed to access from 'the ground floor, which reinf reed the perception of
them as 'a dangerOus zone. The design strategies wee aimed at eliminating
the blind spots by creating storage spaces for /club adad the administration.
It was also proposed, although never implemented, tL install windows in the
exterior walls, so that people on the school ground_ would be able to observe
stairwell activities and users would be less fearf

I

1 because of the apparent
surveillance.

L -

At South Plantation High School, Broward County, Florida there were three
problem corridors. The first,a corridor leading/to the cafeteria, was-a.
problembecause it contained benches thaE, when used during lunch periods,
caused congestion. A small door at one end created a bottleneck and hampered
surveillance. The design

-
response was to decrease congestion by reestablish-

`ing the dominant use of that space for passage. The benches were removed
and more doors were added'at one end. Graphic designs wereput on the walls
to improve the aesthetic quality and to Support the definition of passage
and movement.

The second.problem area was an .open -sided corridor adjacent to the student
parking.lot. Students and outsiders used'it as a smoking zone: Surveil-
lance was hampered by the presence of enclosed fire-stairwells and a wall
separating part of the cafeteria corridor from tillS-area. The design tac-
tic was to establish an official smoking zone in a miniplaza, located in
a nearby interior courtyard.

The third problem concerned an "L" shaped corridor between the boys'
physical education room and the custodian's office. The corridor was sel-

.

dom used,and monitoring by the custodian was difficult with no windows an
infrequently used doors at each end; The proposed solution was to install
a window with louvered screens in the wall of the custodian's office, thus

creasing apparent surveillance:

12 u



(Cont vd)

Another design tactic opted for Boyd Anderson High School was to relocate
a teacher planning area to a back corridor to:.provide a functional activity'
in an underused, isolated spot. At MacArthur High School, with its double_
loaded corridors which were dark and made narrow with rows of lockers,
windows'were installed in the walls between the classroomsand the'pas7
sages The windows, it was thought, would provide two -way natural surveil-
lance, but, as it turned out; the window spaces on the classroom sides
were reestablished as display surfaces for posters, etc.,thus precluding
natural surveillance. However, the additional light and apparent-surveil-
lance have enhanced students' sense of security.

Some .hang-out areas in Cdrridors and stairwellS may be desirable because
they support natural surveillance (e.g., main entrance lobby, locker
rooms) and do not interfere-with traffic, 'Abuse of these spaces may be.
reduced if the school recognizes them and prepares them for heavy use by
providing comfortable yet durable seating, trash containers, and'perhaps
designates, and prepares'accordingly, a section of a wall,for dedOrative
graffiti. Although there is a risk that some of these spaces may be pre-
empted by students for illegitimate purposes, it. is important to recognize
that 'Students need and will lind hang-out areas that are'unsupervisedy:
seMipriVate spaces if the school does not plan for them.

a
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INFORMAL GATHERING PLACES: Hang-Out Areas

Design issue

Hang-Out Areas: Many areas Inside
schools provide places for groups of
students to sit together to be soon,
and to watch others go by. These
hang-out areas are places where stu-
dents meet coach other Informally.
When school Is not In session, stu-
dents might moat at the corner drug
store. Teachers know they will meet
other teachers in the administrative
office during the day. But during
school, students have neither the right
to go to the corner store nor the formal
office to serve as a visible social gath-
ering place.

Not much malicious properly damage
takes place in hang-out areas such as
the main entrance lobby, the gym
bleachers, or near the main student
locker area. Rather, theSe places tend
to be underdesigned for the great
amount of sitting, lumping, rough-
housing, graffiti, and other action they
got. One result is that hangout areas
become marked up and marred faster
than other areas.

Systematic planning for predictable
activity in such places can appreciably
reduce property damage.

)

Possible Design Responses

1. Location: Identity hang-out areas throughout the
school and prepare them for the heavy use they will
receive. Hong -out areas can he Identified by their
location near highly used traffic or recreation areas,
by the availability of places to sit or lean, and by the
number of students there.

2. Fixtures and Hardware: For fixtures and hardware
In hang-oul'areas which can be reached, specify
those which cannot be easily unscrewed, snapped
of 1, poked Into, or broken.

3. Wall Fixtures: Plan all wall fixtures and adjustments
thermostats, fire alarms, light switches lar

from convenient and comfortable hang-out areas, or
out of reach If they must be located there,

4. Fixtures and Hardware: For all fixtures attached to
walls and ceilings which might be hung from or
climbed upon, specify reinforced attachments.
Equipmeni and Fixtui4svIdentify equipment and fix-

lures which will be used to sit on in such aro
radiators, window-sill, garbage cans. Seedy
cially sturdy equipment suitable for sluing. A5
equipment is damaged, replace II with equip
which is still sturdier and which can be we
ladled to the wall or floor.
Seating: In hang-out areas, provido cemforiabk
durable seating far from any breakable win(
and equipment.

7, Trash Containers: Provide convenient trash
(ahem which are emptied regularly.
Walls: Plan for writing on some walls near han.
sitting areas. Formal message boards in these
ly visible places might help channel informal
sages onto one wall.

9. Agreement: Make an agreement with sludon
formally acknowledge their right to use ban
areas.

12
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Design Issue-

Watering Hales: Few schools have
authorized places where students can
meet out of view of staff and (acuity.
However, most school building inter-
iors provide partially out-of-the-way
'Places which act as informal, unauthor-
ized lounges for students more se-

,cluded than "hang-out" areas. Places
used for Informal gathering are usually
located out of sight of office and class-
moms, are usually among the least
supervised places In the school, and
are often considered trouble spots by
custodians, teachers, and school ad-
ministrators. For students, these
lounges provide an important and
necessary refuge from surveillance by
those in positions of authority. The
area may act as a place for uncensored
discussion, as a smoking lounge, or as
a place to show oil to a small group of
friends.

Watering holes are established in out-
ol-lhe-way places large enough lor
groups of people: stairwells, ends of
corridors, lavatories, back door entry

Some watering holes become the ter-
ritory or -turret a p_ articular group,
and aro soon therefore as the group's
chthhouso. Because clubhouses
toprosent specific groups interests,
They ore often personalized by wall
gralik In addition to receiving normal
rough use.

Possible Design Responses

1. Location: Identify watering holes and plan specifi-
cally for the rough use they are sure to get. Do not
"harden" these areas so that they are no longer
comfortable for this purpose. If this is done, stu-
dents will move to another area of the school, Into a
watering hole which has neither been hardened nor
planned for.

Walls: Use epoxy paint or glazed tile on all surfaces
which will be subject to graffiti so they can be easily
washed.

3. Wall Color and Texture: On walls where graffiti pre-
dictably will occur, provide light blocked out sure
faces for the graffiti. These should contrast sharply
in color and texture with surrounding surfaces, and
thus will attract and channel the graffiti.
Fixtures and Hardware: Specify that.all fixtures and
hardware like -lamps and handrails be firmly at-
tached. Ii the hardware is unnecessary, remove It
altogether from the watering hole area.

INFORMAL GATHERING PLACES: Watering Holes

5. Glass: Avoid glazing' especially below three feet
from the floor which will be easily damaged by
being broken, burned, or scratched.
Equipment: Identify equipment which will most like-
ly be used as a bench radiator, window-sill, cabi-
net and specify that II be reinforced to accept
this use.
Trash Containers: Provide convenient trash con-
tainers which are emptied regularly and which do
not make burning rubbish or papers attractive.
Alternative 'Lounges: Develop legitimate, i.e.,
authorized,-founge areas non-visible from offices
and classrooms and accessible to students without
haying to pass through offices and classrooms.
Equipment: Possibly provide legitimate ways for
students to personalize watering holes, such as,
attaching unfinished wood planks to walls for carv-
ing Initials; or large white painted panels for writing.
These would have to be replaced regularly.



Design Issue
Niches: Interiors of school buildings
provide many small gathering places
large enough for one or Iwo people.
These places are created by Indented
exit doors, stairwells, fire hose attach-
ments, and corners of lockers..
Niches like these tend to be used more
tar destructive than social purposes.

12 s

INFORMAL GATHERING PLACES: Niches

Possible Design Responses
1. Location: Wherever possible, design away niches.
.2. Hardware and Glazing: If niches must be loll, speci-

fy no damageable hardware, glazing, and wall male-
dale.

3. Ceilings Ceilings in necessary niches_
solid.

ust be



RESOURCE
86.2.11

CLASSROOMS

The classroom is a critical zone because if the student does not feel
safe or feel that his belongings are safe in the classroom he is less
likely to be concerned about what happens in the corridors, the school_
groundS, or other, more public spaces. In Broward County, Florida,- it
was found that classrooms represented the third most frequent location
for assaults and thefts. Examination of environmental characteristics
that may be contributing to the problem revealed several possibilities.
Classrooms were large with high student-teacher ratios. Their location
along Corridors tended to isolate the individual classes, resulting, in
little external natural or apparent surveillance. Additionally, the
use of these space's for multiple purposes, thereby requiring that they
be open at all times, created unclear transitional zones for the users,
decreasing_their territorial attachMent. At Boyd Anderson Nigh School the analy-
sis showed, not too surprisingly, that thefts were unusual in classrooms
assigned to, and located near, a department office or one particular
teacher. It was thought that, in addition to the surveillance poten-
tial, offenders stayed away frOm these classrooms because their juxta-
position. to offices or teacher assignment area's gave .the'appearance that
surrounding spaces-fell-within their sphere of influence. Spaces fur-
ther removed. might therefore be safer `if they were'visually defined as
belonging to a controlled zone. Thus, 'in combination with using graphics
to'define corridor areas,-attention was given to redefining, through
graphic subdivision, semipublic areas sharedby classrooms to increase
the perception of territorial ,Control'and extend the apparent sphere of
influence'of-offices and teacher assignment areas. The surveillance
potential was-increased by installing windows in classroom-doors and
in interior`` classroom walls.



RESOURCE
R6.2.12

PHYSICAL EDUCATION LOCKER ROOMS

Physical education locker rooms suffer a high incidence of breaking and
entering and theft. These problems extend to.the area surrounding the
rows of lockers. SpOrts equipment belonging to the school is often
stored in (and stolen from) locker rooms. Design and use analyses
suggested that the practice of multiple assignment tended to disperse
students throughout the area, making it difficult= to determine legiti-
mate from nonlegitimate users. Natural surveillance was weakened be-
cause dUring classes in the'gym or on the field no one is left to ob-
serve intruders. The basic design strategies were to clearly define
transitional zones and, through.graphics, establish that specific locker
room corners and rows were for easily recognized, legitimate users; and
to establish functional activities in or near the locker rooms to in-
crease natural aurveillance. One tactic is to assign locker sections by
class and color-code the lockers to define specific zones for specific
physical education groupe. In.princiPle, the color-coding takes from
the offender Uegitimateu reasons for being in a given space at a,given
time, and legitiMate users will have stronger grounds for challenging
someone who appears to be in the wrong zone. A second tactic is to
designate for each physical education class an adjacent teacher assign-
ment area With the proper, design and use amenities, the teacher's

T1,

planning function-is not disturbed and his presence supports the pe cep-
tion of a supervised zone.
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(ids often find ceilings a
o jump up and touch and to
is or sticks. This is espe-
N drop-in ceilings which
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ile, and the_chance of hay-
to take home ® a lull tile.

.cularly true In hallways, In-
9c1 social areas, lavatories,
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311001" of vandalism. If one
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gh probability that further
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3 ge Is less likely to recur.

cal conditions-

Zeisel

Possible Design Responses

1. Ceilings: Specify hard surfaced ceilings in lavator-
ies, watering holey, and hang-out areas. Avoid large
expanses of drop-in ceiling tiles in such areas.

2. Tiles: When ceiling tiles are imperative in areas
where students can reach the ceiling by Jumping or
using slicks, specify firmly attached, heavy ceiling
tiles that give way only slightly under pressure.

3. Surface Finish: Resist damage from Marking by us-

SURFACES: Ceilings

ing an easily cleaned surface material, like epoxy
paint or glazed tile, even on the ceilings.

4. Paint Color: When painting, use a color that does
not contrast with the sub-surface color. This is so
that if ceiling paint is marred, the sub-surface color
will not noticeably show through.

6. Paint: Use quick-drying paint so that custodians can
keep touch-up paint In stock;
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Course '6

6.3 - Advanced Module:
Module

- Environment

Environmental Design Strategies

Purpose

Module
Syndpsis

This module shows examples of envi _mental modifications in already built schools.
The focus is largely on changes _ ai can be implemented by school people. themselves.
Some of the strategies require tehnical assistance from architects and facility
planners, but the participants s ould leave. the session feeling that they, too, can
articulate and apply the design principles.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Define design strategies of natural surveillance, access control, and
territorial reinforcement

Identify design conceptsof natural, mechanical and corrective prevention,
defensible space; territorial hierarchy, and transition spaces

Identify four principres of environment and behavior affecting
environmental design

4. Beable to list examples of environmental modifications that can be
effectively:used in promoting greater school security.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This is a core module targeted at-the-preoperational and operational levels.
therefore, appropriate for a broad mix of participants.



6 - EnvironmentCourse
6.3 Advanced Module: Environmental Design

Module Strntagii'S-

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector.
Slide projectbr
Screen

Materials

Innapnrencies

6.3.1
6.3.2 Definition of "N tural"

Decisions About Design and Use

Module
Synopsis

(coiritinued)

-6.3.3 Definition.of echanical Prevention" and Definition "Corrective
Prevention"

6.3.4 Definition of tefensible Space
6.3.5 Territorial erarchy
6.3.6 Transition nes
/6.3.7 Words Disp yed: Access Control,Natural Surveillance, and

Territori Reinforeement,
6.3.8 Access Control
6.3.9 Natural Surveillance
6.3.10 Territorial Reinforcement
6.3.11 Inter elation of Design Strategies
6.3.12 Envi nment/Behavior Interaction

Slides /Credit

6.3.1 'Cars in parking lot w Westinghouse National Issue Center
6.3.2 Empty lot with poor surveillance from building w
6.3.3 Close up of'pole gate (J. Grealey)
6.3.4 Parking lot pole gaterclosed w
6.3.5 Bicycle lying down (J. Grealey)
6.3.6 Bicyclo attached to pole (J. Grealey)
6.3.7 New bicycle lot (J. Grealey)
6.3.8 Security lot for bicycles w
6.3.9 Poorly defined parking lot borders
6.3.10 Use of bollards w
6.3.11 Busses lined up w

, 6.3.12 Students waiting for busses w
6.3,13 Students unloading (J. Grealey)
6.3.14 Students walking between busses (J. Grealey)
6.315 New fence separating bus Asne from lot w



6.3.16 Another angle of new fence w
6.3.17 Students gathered (.3._ Grealey)
6.3.18 Side of building; hang out area
6.3:19 Courtyard before - worn grass w
6.3.20 Courtyard before - passage w
6.3.21 Courtyard before - long view (J. Greeley)
6.3.22 Courtyard after #1- w
6.3.23 Courtyard after #2 (J. Grealey_)
6.3.24 Courtyard after #3 w
6.3.25 Courtyard after #4 w
6.3.26 Courtyard after #5 w
6.3.27 Courtyard after #6 (J. Grealey)
6.3.28 Furniture in courtyard w
6.3.29 Interior hall looking on to courtyard.w ,

6.3.30 Outdoor amphitheater, Pontiec,I.Michigen - EFL
6.3.31 tandscapinOn,courtyard #1 (J. Grealey)
6:3.32 LandScaping in courtyard 1 #2 (J. Grealey)
6.3.33 Crockett, Texas, Schbol - EFL
6.3.34 Entrance landscaping'- before (J. Grealey)
6.3.35 Entrance- landscaping - after (J. Greeley)
6.3.36 Stadium landscaping - after (3..Grealy).
6.3.37 Steps w
6.3.38 Cherry Creek, Colorado --AIS
6.3.39 Inside of right angle of buildings
6.3.40 Breezeway w
6.3.41 Passageway outdoors w
6.3.42 School without windows -AIS
6.3.43 Clerestory windows, EFL
6.3.44 Newark school windows - URC
6.3.45 Ilibrary,- EFL
6.3,46- Broken windows - Woman' Eye
,6.1',47 choo1 entrance w
6.3.48 side entrance - URC
6.3.49, Broward County interior entrance wt
6.3.50 Newark security. person 7 URC
6.3.51 MacArthur High School_ entrance w
6.3.52 Entryway from inside 3,- Carlson
6.3.53 Surveillance from inside AIS
6.3.54 Andrews Armory -:AIS
6.3.55 Staircase blind spot..- w
6.3.56 Students.under staircase URC
6.3.57 NeWarkcortidor - URC
6.3.58 Outdoor cooridor -- w
6.3.59 Teachers assignment planning area w
6 :3.60 Cafeteria (J. ,GrealeY)
6.3.61 Entrance to cafeteria (J. Grealey)
6.3.62 ,Benches in corridor (J. Grealey)
6.3.63 Corridor - before (J. Greeley)
6.3.64 Classroom window #1 (J.- Grealey)
6.3.65 Entrance hall - before (3. Greeley
6.3.66 Classroom window #2 (J. Grealey)
6.3.67 Classroom window #3 - AIS
6.3.68 Classroom window #4 - AIS
6.3.69 Exterior stairwell (J. Greeley),
6.3.70 Stairwell with- windows 7 AIS
6.3.71. -Stairwell with glass wall - EFL
6.3.72 Snack:br (J. Grealey)



6.3.74 Graphic #1 (J. Grealey)
6.3.75 Graphic #2 w
6.3.76 Graphic #3 w
6.3.77 Graphic #4 w
6.3.78 Graphic #5 w
6.3.79 Graphic #6 w
6.3.80 Graphic #7 w
6.3.81 .Graphic/well lighted hall - AIS
6.3.82 Natural surveillance in hall - AIS
`6.3.83 Carrels - EFL
6.3.84, Natural surveillance in hall -EFL
6.3.85 Glass panels in corridors - AIS
6.3.86 Skylight - EFL
6.3.87 -'----Lockers -:before Grealey)
6.3.88 Dra.Ving-orlockerl - EFL
6.3:89 Lockers painted - EFL
6.3.90 Raised lockers.- EFL
6.3.91 Graphic #1 (J. Grealey)

°6.3.92 Graphic #2 (J. Grealey)
6.3.93. Graphic #3 w
6.3.94 Graphic #4 - AIS=
6.3.95 Graphic #5 - AIS
6.3.96 Graphic #6 - w
6.3.97 Staircase in main entrance #1 (J. Grealey)
6.3.98 Staircase in main entrance #2 (J. Grealey)
6.3.99 Staircase in main entrance #3 (J. Grealey)
6.3.100 Security station #1 - (J. Grealey)
6.3.101 Entry path to Boston school -"J. Carlson
6.3.102 Curbs - J. Carlson
6.3.103. Attra'Ctive fencing - J. Carlson
6.3.104 Gallery - J. Carlson
6.3.105 Greenhouse - J. Carlson
6.3.106 Headmaster's office - J. Carlson
6.3.107 Cafeteria -; J. Carlson
6.3.108 Corridor,-.:J. Carlson
6.3.109 Sitting area - J. Carlson
6.3.110 Window - J. Carlson
6.3.111 Semi-public areas

Resource Materials

R6.2.2 Parking Lots
R6.2.3 Bus Loading Zones
R6.2-.4 Social Gathering Areas
6.2.5 Informal Play Areas.
R6.2.6 Walkways and Landscaping
R6.L7 Exterior Lighting
R6.2.8 Structure
R6.2.9 Entrances
R6.2.10 Corridors and Stairwells

.116.2.11 ,. Classrooms-
R6.2.12 Physical Education Locker Rooms

Resources/BibliograEla

R6.3.1 "Synethesis of Research on Environmental Factors Relevant to
Crime and Crime Prevention Behaviors'

j- 4



Impact of Environmental
Resign/Use DeciSions

Environmental
Decision

Reduced
ppprtUrf

for Craimpl',
Vandalism

Enhanced
Sense of
Security



"Natu al"

Lctiieving .control overt who uses space and.:

ba.eriving what happens as a 'byproduct of
the normal and routine use Of that spOde

124,-
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Obstacles placed in the way of the poten
offender to Make it More difficuit for him

destroy propel

.w Prevention

crimes and



pfensiblespace

Physical design-features can encourage,
proprietary and territorial.- .

prerogOveswhich.will protect the school
'and people in it
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Design Strategies

Access control

Natural surveillance

Territorial reinforcement



Access Control

Create symbolic or real bafflers that reinforce
the privcy, integrity, or uniqueness of spaces



Natural Surveillande

Channel activity ..so-that more obserVers
are near.a potential crime area

Create improved observation by usin
transparent barriers



Territorial' Reinforce wit

Instill territorial attitudes and
related protective behavior



interrelation oUDesign Strategies

Territorial Reinforcement

Natural, Surveillance

Access Control



Elivironenent/BehaVioe Interaction

The relationship between arOhitedtpral
depig0 and human behavior

Four Environment/Behavior prirciples
Related to Security Detidn

Sphere of influence

Number

laeeMent of activities /amenities

Visual access end functional distance

I 2 0
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This module, provides examples of envircinmental Modifications in schools that are already.
built. Crhe ...focus is largely on changes that can be implemented by school PSople theth.-
selves Some bf.the stat4,gies require technical assistance from architects and
facilitt;y- planners,but thqx'participants should leave the session feeling _at they,
too, can articulate and apply the design principles.
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6.3 - Advanced Module:
Module ' Strate.gles

Materials/Equipment

Environmental Design

Detailed
Walk-Through

Sequence Activity Description

Screen

Overhead'

Projector

Transparency
6.3.1

Screen

Overhead
ProjectoiN.

Introduction (2 min.)

Trainer shouldmake the following introductory point:

o Environmental design strategies can prevent acts that
are destructive to the physical and-social environment
as :well as prevent acts that engender fear and loss
of confidence in security.

Show Transparency 6.3.1 and make the points' below.

Impactof Environmental
Desig Use Decisions

Environmental.
Decision

Reduced
Opportunity
for Crime,
Vandalism

Enhanced
Sense of
Security

o In an environmental design approaa, the way we desAza,
and use school facilities can eliminate or reduce,
opportunities for crime and vandalism.

This approach does not mean hardening the environment--
that is, imposing constraints on the use; access, or
enjoyment of the school.

Design 'Conceps: Minilecture Usin Trans arencies (10 min.

Trainer should make the following points:



Sequence/Activi Description

We need to know hoto look at design features in terms of
their potential for fostering--or preventing--crime and
vandalism in the school environment.

o first, let's look at five basic concepts of design.

NATURAL

Show Transparency 6.3.2 and make the points below.

"Natural"

Achieving control over who uses space and
obseing what happens as a byproduct of

the normal and routine use of that space

o This concept emphasizes creating opportunities for
natural access control and surveillance.

By designing and planning; we can adapt normal and
natural uses of school facilities to accomplish securit
objectives.

PREVENTION,

Show Transparency 6.3.3 and make the points below.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
63.4

.Mechanical Prevention

Obstacles placed in the way of the potential
offender to make it more difficult for him

Corrective Prevention

Elimination of motives to commit crimes and
destroy proper

o ,The concept of prevention encompasses all strategies to
forestall the commission of an offence, but fo, the
environmental design approach,it is-useful to distinguish
between efforts to forestall the developMent of offender
motives and efforts to frustrate offender opportunity.

o Environmental 'design can be corrective-- encouraging the
formation of territorial attitude's and behavior that
will function to protect the environment and the people
in it

DEFENSIBLE SPACE

C.

Show Transpirency 6.3.4 and make the points below.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activit Description

T-anspareqcy
6.3.5

Defensible Space

Physical design features can encourage
proprietmy attitude-s and territorial
prerogatives which will protect the school
and people in it

o The concept of defensible space incorporates
architectural design into crime prevention.

o Defensible space postulates that in any setting an
individual perceives a territorial hierarchy.

TERRITORIAL HIERARCHY

Show Transparency 6.3.5 and make the points below.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
6.3.6

o As individuals go from their most personal, private
spaces to the public Street tieir responses change
accordingly.

o An individual's personal control diminishes at each
outward zone--and so does his or her sense of personal
involvement and personal responsibility.

E. TRANSITIONAL ZONES

Show Transparency 6.3.6 and make the points below.



Materials/
Equipment

Screen

Overhead
Projector

Transparency
6.3.7

Sequence /Activity Description

111111111111111111111111
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o If our individual territorial hierarchies are supported
by transition spaces built into physical design, we
feel more confident that undesired intrusion can be
controlled and we feel more responsible for the security
of the area...

Symbolic barriers can mark transition zones as effectively
as real barriers.

Desi n Strategies, Minilecture Usin- ran a encies (5 min.)

Trainer should show Transparency 6.3.7 and make the following
point:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
6.3.8

Design Strategies

Access control

* Natural surveillance

Territorial reinforcement

Three overlapping environmental design strategies are
built on the concepts we have just talked about:

, these
are access control, natural surveillance, and
territorial reinforcement.

A. Access Control

Show Transparency 6.3.8 and make the points below.



Sequence Activi Description

Access Cont

Create symbolic or real barriers that reinforce
the privacy, integrity, or uniqueness'of spaces

o Access control strategies, unlike deterrence tactics,
do not harden the environment.

o Access control strategies involve symbolic barriers for
demarcating areas intended for specific uses by
_specific .groups.

atural Surveil ante

Show Transparency 6.3.9 and make the points below.



Materials/
Equipmegt SegUnce /Activity Description

.'Transparency_

6.3.10

Natural Surveillance

Channel activity so that more observers
are near a potential crime area

Create improved observation by using
transparent barriers

o Natural, surveillance can be facilitated by.lighting and
by appropriately designed and situated amenities which
can attract people to gather is easily observed places.

C. Territorial Reinforcement

Show Transparency 6.3.10 and Make the points below.

Territorial Reinforcement

Instill territorial attitudes and
related protective behavior

-1'



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
6.3.11

Screen

Overhead
Projector

o A beautification project that promotes schoOl pride and
a sense of cohesiveness is an example of territorial
reinforcement.

Territorial reinforcement is the umbrella principle,
embodying natural surveillance principles, which in turn
embody access control principles.

Show Transparency 6.3.11 and make the points below.

Interrelation of Design Strategies

Territorial Reinforcement

Natural Surveillance

Access Control..

If symbolic barriers are to succeed in controlling
access by demarcating specific areas, potential
-r" _ars mu t perceive that unwarranted intrusion

_ cause trritorial responses from those who
nave a right to be there.,

(2) In the same way, natural surveillance increases
the likelihood that intrusion will be observed
by people who care':

o If there is no territorial reinforcement, -if people
observe but don't do anything, then even.the most
elegant natural surveillance strategiesand access
control Strategies"are.UseleSs.

-/

FHAlle: Environment/Behavior Princi les
(10 min)

Trainer shOuld hiaki the following points:



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity -.Description

Transparency
6.3.12

The design strategies we have just been talking about are
based on four fundamental principles governing the. ways
architectural design influences our behavior and the
ways,we respond to environmental cues.

The fundamental principles are: sphere of influence,
uumber, placement of activities amenities, and visual
access and functional distance.

A. Desi Prin e One S he e 'luence

Show Transparency 6.3.12 and make the following points.

Environment/Behaviot hiteraction

The relationship between architectural
design and human behavior

Four Environment/Behavior Principles
elated to Security Design

e Sphere of Influence

Number

Placement of activities/amenities

Visual access and functional distance

o The first principle is that in any setting people
implicitly define personal boundaries and establish
spheres of influence in which they have an interest in
regulating intrusion and type of activity.

- The larger the sphere of. influence adopted by an
individual orgroup, the safer the environment,

The positioning of buildings and subdivisions of
grounds can convey to people that all outdoor areas
are within their sphere of influence.

, Entry paths approaching buildings, parking lots, and
play areas should fall into perceived spheres of
influence for security.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Screen

Slide
Projector

resign Principle Two - Numbers

o The second principle is numbers: the fewer people
sharing a space, the stronger is each person's concern
about what happens in that space.

o An important security consideration, therefore, is,how
many students share a classroom, and how many classrooms
share a corridor-, and so on:

ReaLgsFrinci Three - Placement of Activi eni- *-s

The third principle is the placement of activities and
amenities and concerns the location of those activities
that serve as natural. magnets.

The location of smoking areas and snack bars and
other spaces where'students gravitate influence
the degree to which students will extend their
territorial concerns and provide continual
surveillance.

The juxtaposition of functional area influence
the number of persons in various parts of the
school, which in turn influendes securityv

D. ElPrinci le Four - Visual Access and Functional Distance

o The fourth principle, visual access and_functional distance,
means that people are more likely to watch over their
environment if it is convenient .for them to do so - -and

if they can easily reach the loCation of an event.

If windows in instructional areas are placed
light sources only and give no visual access there
is little or no natural surveillance.

as

If windows cannot be opened and entrances are\not
convenient, teachers are not likely to perceiVe a

/.

need to intervene when minor rule infractions are
seen. in fact, if the distance from the poixit of
observation to the location of the event is not

/

functional, teachers may stop looking out tie window
at all.

Physical design can discourage--or encoura
teachers from extending their speres of influence.

Slide Show Presentation: Problems and Solutions min.

Trainer makes the following'points:



Materials/
Equipment

Resource
Material
6.2.2

5.6.3.1
5.6.3.2

5.6
5.6.3.4

S.6.3 5
5.6.3.6

S.6.3.7
5.6.3.8

Sequence /Activity Description

o Based on the concepts, design strategies, and environment
and behavior principles we have just covered, let's look
at different locations in the school environment.

o Each location has its own problems and solutions.

The examples of specific solutions to meet spe
problems to be presented are based on-a demons
program in Broward County, Florida.

fic
ation

A. Parking dots ( min.)

Tiainer should refer to Resource Material 6.2.2, Parking
Lots, and-show 5.6.3.1 and 8.6.3.2.

, .

o ItitLEE2121n: School parking lots for cars tend to have
several entry points from public streets and are often
located some distance from the main facilities. As a
result, thi.public can use these lots freely without
detection.

Show 5A.3.3 and 5.6.3,4

o A solution: At Deerfield Park High School, gates were
installed at entrances to provide access control. Natural
surveillance was improved by requiring cars to drive
through internal spaCeS near the main facilities befOre
entering' the lot.

o Another solution:. An exchange of parking areas can inivnliTe--,
security. At Boyd Anderson High School, the student parking
lot was relocated to the fenced enclosure used for driver
education. In turn, the driver education area was relo-
cated in the old student lot. Since driver educgtion is
always supervised, it does not require a fenced lot;
whereas the existing fence adds to the privacy and-security
of the'relocated student let.

Show 5.6.3.5 through 5.6.3.8,

o The problems Bicycle lots- have problems with theft and
vandalism, too. Often there are no official bicycle lots,
and the areas used are not easily Watched.

o A passible solution: If the area has poor natural surveil
lar-e, define the area for bicycles and enclose it with
fencing, If natural surveillance ia good, an open area
`'can be defined with low hedges or some other. symbolic,
barrier.

o Other solutions: These two types'of bicycle lots, open
and'closed, were used differently, depending upon whether



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

S.6.3. 9

5.6.3.10

Screen

Slide
Projector

Resource
Material
6.2.3

5.6.3.11
5.6.1.12
5.6.3.13
5.6.3.14-

5.6.3.15
S.6.3.16

ci

the student parked his or her bicycle for part or all of
the school day,

Part-day students were assigned to the closed lot
because, throughout the day, students would be
returning to the lot to pi0 up their bicycles,
thereby...providing frequent surveillance of an
isolated area.

All-day students were assigned to an open area with
good natural surveillance. Since it was el.:Tcted
that a bicycle wouldbe parked for a:full. day, any-
one in the lot during the day would, according to the
rules, be there illegitimately and might be asked to
account for himself or herself.

,Show 5.6.2.9 and S.6.2.10 - Parking Lot Borders.

The problem: Attention, should be given to how borders
of parking lots are physically demarcated. Often grassy
areas between the lots and'public streets are damaged
because drivers take short. cuts.

Solution: Landscaped borders can be reinforced with curbs
or bollards.

B. .Bus Loading_Zones

Trainer should refer to Resource Material 6.2.,3, Bus
Loading Zones.

Show 5.6.3.11 through 5.6.3.14.

o The problem: The location and design of bus loading
zones often interfere with the ability of school staff
to supervise loading and unloading, create congestion
among students, and block pedestrian and vehicular
traffic flow. At Boyd Anderson High School,-usually 17
buses queued around the student parking lot. Bus loading
and unloading occurred at the same time students drove in
and out.

Show 5.6.3.15 and 5.6.3.16

The solution: Establish one loading zone in an easily
supervised area, limiting the number of buses to five.
Adjacent to this zone was a bus queuing zone wher6 no
loading was permitted This plan made supervision
easier.

To avoid congestion, a fence was erected between the bus
loading area and the student parking lot.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

o An alternative solution: Relocate the loading area so
-that t is-not in the mainstream of

o Other consi erations:

(1) The bus waiting area should preferably be in full
view ofwindows; and should not be next to such
elements as hardware or lights that can be easily
removed or broken.

If ther e are planters, both they and the plants
inside should be durable' enough to withstand
climbing or sitting or being used as trash recep-
tacles.

Screen

Slide
Projector

Resource
Materials
6.2.4 and
6.2.5

S6.3.17

S.6.3.18

C. Social Gathering Areas and Courtyards (10 min.)

Trainer should refer to Resource Materials 6.2.4 Social
Gathering Areas, and 6.2.5, Informal Play Areas.

Show S.6.3.17 and 5.6.3.18

o One oblem: many places used by students for gathering
are not designed for such use. Walls, steps, trash
containers, and plants are typically used as furniture.
Students also select less visually accessible locations
to establish territorial "watering holes."

o Another problem: There are often niches, or small places
with room enough for two or three persons, to one side of
an entrance or under a stairwell.

o A solution: Eliminate such niches by clo
with barriers.

hem off

o A solution: Analyze. areas used for informal gatherings
and provide fixtures and surface materials that will with-
stand being used as furniture.

(1) Replace fixtures that can be easily taken apart
or damaged.

Put security screens on nearby windows.

Plant trees and shrubs that are pliant and grow
quickly.

(4) Provide trash.containers -that cannot, be easily
turned over and are difficult to start fires in.

Treat walls and surfaces so they'can be used for
graffiti and-cleaned later on.



Materials/
Equipment

5.6.3.19
5.6.3.20
3.6.3.21

5.6.3.22

5.6.3.23
5.6.3.24

5.6.3.25
5.6.3.26

5.6.3.27
S.6.3.28

S.6.3.29

Sequence /Activity Description

Use plants that prick and surface materials that
are rough to
uncomfortable.

-on, making such areas more

Show 5.6.3:19 through 56.3.21.

o Yet another roblem: Buildings are sometimes constructed
with courtyards or interior open spaces that are not
used at all. Even if attempts are made to landscape
them, in all cases they are wasted spaces. But if these
spaces could be converted into functional areas,. the
security of surrounding spaces, such as entry areas and
corridors, would beenhanced.

Show 5.6.3.22 thrpugh 5.6.3.30

o The solution:

(1) Miniplazas can be created in areas with natural
surveillance from within school and subdivided
for specific functions and groups. These spaces,
built with attritive quality materials, are
isolated from the view of public thoroughfares
and discourage use by outsiders.

(2) In these first sets of. examples, the design treat-
ment is fairly simple.

The furniture can be designed in a variety of ways
using durable materials, and landscaping can be
more elaborate.
fi

(4) Strategically located gathering areas can provide
natural surveillance for problem spaces.

(5) 'Areas along corridors are less fear inducing--
in part because they now fall within the sphere
of influence of those using 'the courtyards.

Once developed, these spaces were used intensively
by students and, as intended, small groups of
students define individual turfs.

(7) Students' attachment to these spaces is facilitated
by the natural subdivision of areas Within the
courtyards and, in several cases, by the students
participation in deSigning, building, and land-
acaping these courtyards.



Materials/
Equipment

5.6. 30

Screen

Slide
Projector

Resource
Material
6.2.6

5.6.3.31 -
S.6.3.32

5.6.3.33

9.6.3.34
9.6.3.35

Sequence /Activity Description

While there has been no vandalism, there is
considerable evidence of environmental marking
behavior, i.e., attempt through the use of
graffiti-to establish particUlar tables for
particular'groups.

(9) Of course, these outdoor areas can also be used
for curricular activities during class hours,
thereby adding to the surveillance potential. For
example, this small circular area in Pontiac,
Michigan, is used for instruction and for social
gathering, both activities providing natural
surveillance for the main entrance.

D. Landscaping (3 .in.)

Trainer 'should refer to Resource Material 6.2.6, Walkways
and Landscaping.

Trainer makes the following points:

o An important part of the courtyard changes is the direct
participation of students.

o Let's look at some examples of areas in front of school
entrances.

Show 5.6.3.31 through 9.6.3.35

(1) A very important reason for the success of the
courtyard is that students direct3v participated
in design decisions and implementation. The fact-
of their participation strengthened their terri-.
torial attachment:4nd desire to protect property.

(2) Here is another example at a school in Crockett,
Texas. Students were also involved in decorating
the corridors and landscaping the grounds. We
will talk about the corridors later.

The grounds already had plantings, but they
suffered from abuse with students taking short
cuts and, in general, being inconsiderate. After-
the students assumed responsibility for the use
and treatment of these landscaped areas, their
appearance improved.

Show 5.6.3.36 and 9.6.3.37

o Here is an example of an area next to a stadium.



Materials/
Equipment SequencelActivi Description

5.6.3.36

5.6.3.37

Screen

Slide
Projector

Resource
Material
6.2.7 and'
6.2.8

5.6.3.38

5.6.

(1) An open area adjacent to the school stadium was
selected and redefined in order to channel the
'flow of traffic to and from the stadium without
erecting real barriers.

(2) The students came up with some creative solutions
to discourage intrusion into the newly planted
area: they built small, undulating hills to
discourage through traffic;

In other places, the nature of their treat- was
quite elaborate.

E. BuildingL_Desisn _(5 mia.)

Trainer should refer to Background Materials 6.2.7, Exterior
Lighting, and 6.2.8, Structure.

Trainer should make the following point:

o Building exteriors act as barriers, and their orientation
influences behavior and security.

Show 8.6.3.38 and 8.6.3.39

o Symbolic barriers can reinforce definition as well as
the extent of areas defined by buildings.

(1)= The location of buildings on a site and theik
orientation to one another can influence offender.
behavior. The structure can be thought of as a
physical barrier defining spheres of influence.
Illegitimate activities occur most frequently in
spaces perceived by users as public and anonymous
in character.

(2) An "L" shaped building suggests different spatial
uses inside from those outside of the "L."'As
you can see in this picture of the area outside
of the "L" shape, the.grounds appear unrelated to
the structures, whereas. inside the "L," the grounds
appear to be part of the building.

The construction of real and psychological barriers
reinforces zones defined bY the buildings.

Show 5.6.3.40 and 5.6.3.41



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Act

5.6.3.40
5.6.3.41

5.6.3.42
5.6,3.43
5.6.3.44
S.6.3.45

5.6.3.46

Screen

Slide
projector

Resource
Material
6.2.9

5.6.3.47
5.6.3.48
5.6.3.49

S:6.3.50
5.6.3.51
5.6,3.52

5.6.3.53

o Ground-to-roof ac
exteriors can be
For example, stuau
easy because the e -.

permit footholds.
than 12 feet can be
another.

crap

_ontrol is )ortant. Building
-s barrie gainst intrusion.
nay Pi-d and -to -roof access
6r su_ and window fixtures

wal gays or wall heights less
one student boosting

Show S.6.3.42 through S.6

o The design and loc on of .indows affects c,ricntation.

(1) People are more likely to watch their en-ironment
if it is convenient for them to do so.

(2) Visual access is important to consider in assessing
where windows face and whether they are in fact
used for surveillance. Too many new schools are
built witt no windows or with clerestory windows.
Instructional spaces, such as classrooms and lib-
rarien, are often set up to minimize interest in
outside activities.

There is concern about the size and number of
window panes and vandalism. In the interest of
security, architects find themselves in a damned-
if-you-don't situation. But the current trend
to design' windowi with,vandalism in mind may
decrease the security of outdoor areas.

F Entrances and Ent y Ways

Trainer should refer to Resource Material, 6.2.9, Entrances

Show 5.6.47 through 5.6.3.54

o The problem: Designing and locating entrances to control
access so those who'Wish to use school property-for
gitimate purposes cannot do so.

A solution: Outsiders can be discouraged if they have
the impressiOn that someone will detect their presence.
If the entrance area is clearly visible from several
functional areas, such as departmental offices, libraries,
and teacher planning areas, continued surveillance is
apparent

o Another solution: Creating a student gathering area inside
the entrance provides additional natural surveillance and
enhances security.



Materials/
Equipment

Screen

Slide
projector

Resource
Materials
6.2.10,
6.2.11, and
6.2.12

5.6.3.55
S.6.3.56

5.6.3.57
5.6.3.55

5.6.3.59

Sequence /Activity Description

G. Corridors and' ells (10 min.)

Trainer should refer to Resource Materials 6.2.10, Corridors
and Stairwells; 6.2.11, Classrooms; and 6.2.12, Physical
Education Locker Rooms.

Show 5.6.3.55 through 5,6.3.58

o The ,problem in_general:

(1) Corridors and stairwells are used by students for
activities otherthan passage.- Blind spots and
isolated areas provide opportunities for hangout,
areas.

Many corridors, because of their design aadloca-
tion, represent a blurred transition zone so that
no one is quite sure who belongs or what activities
are legitimate.

Many students avoid using certain corridors and
stairwells because they fear victimization. In
Broward County, a security survey showed that one-
fifth of the student population reported never
using certain corridors or stairwells because of
their concern for personal safety.

Show S.6.3.59

o 71:Lerlarniia solution: One design strategy
adopted at Boyd Anderson High School was to provide
natural surveillance by relocating a teacher plinni
assign ent office in an underused, isolated spot.

Show 5.6.3.60 through 5.6 3.63

5.6.3.60 o The bottleneckproblem: At South Plantation High School
5.6.3.61 there was a congestion problem with the corridor leading
5.6.3.62 to the cafeteria. The corridor contained benches that

created obstacles to traffic flow. There were 3,200
students in three lunch shifts. The doors to the
cafeteria were small, creating bottlenecks and hampering
supervision.

o The solution: Congestion was decreased by establishing
the dominant use of that space for passage.

(1) The benches were removed and more doors were added
at one end.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

5.6.3.63

5.6.3.64
5.6.3.65
8.6.3.66

8.6,3.67
5.6.3.68

.S.6.3.69

5.6.3.70
5.6.3.71

5.6.3.72

Graphic designs were put 'on the wall to visually
improve the aesthetic quality of the space and to
support the definition of passage .and movement.

o The classroom window/ roblem: MacArthur High School had
dark, double loaded corridors.

Show S.6.3.64 through 5.6.3.68-

The solution: Windows we'e installed in the walls between
the classrooms and the passage. They were .supposed to
provide two-way natural surveillance. But the window
spaces on the classroom sides were restablished as display
surfaces for posters and eliminated natural surveillance
in a'strict sense. ,Now, howeVer, additional light and
apparent surveillar.ce have enhanced students' sense of
security.

o More solutions: Here are some examples from other schools
around the country that have effectively used this idea of
windows between classrooms and corridors

Show 5,6.3.69 through S.6.3.71

The exterior stairwell problem: At Deerfield Beach High
School, exterior stairwells were completely enclosed and
had blind spots at each landing. Students were afraid to
use these stairs. Often the stairwells were closed to
access from the ground floor, which reinforced the percep-
tion of them as a dangerous zone.

o A solution: Install windows in the exterior walls so
that people on ichool grounds are able to observe stair7
well activities and users will be less afraid because of
the apparent surveillance. Although Deerfield BeaCh High
School did not do this, in these next pictures you can
see how windows can make stairwells appear safer.

Show 5.6.3.72

o The snack bar solution The location of functions that
serve as natural magnets for students, such as snack
bars, can influence natural surveillance and the degree
to which users will extend their territorial concerns.

Show 8.6.3.73

The plants under the stairwell solution:

(1) Creating storage spaces under stairwells can
eliminate blind spots.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

S.6.3.73

5.6.3.74

5.6.3.75
5.6.3.76
5.6.3.77

5.6.3.78
5.6.3.79
5.6.3.80

5.6.3.81

5.6.3.82
5.6.3.83 .

S.6.3.84
5.6.3.85
5.6.3.86

5.6.3.87

S:6.3.89

These are also more solutions for discouraging
use of these spaces. P

Show 5.6.3.74 through 5.6.3.86

o The classroom theft nroblem: The security of classrooms
is related to the security of corridors. Their location
along corridors tends to isolate the individual classrooms,
resulting in little natural surveillance.

o The solution: Very few classroom thefts occurred in
classrooms assigned to, and located near, a department
office, or one particular teacher at Boyd Anderson High
SchoOl. Offenders seemed to stay away from these
classrooms because of the expanded sphere of influence
created by their juxtaposition to offices or teacher
assignment planning areas. If space is visually defined
as belonging to a controlled zone, it seems safer.

-

o Other solutions assa s:

(1) Graphics can define corridor areas.

Redefining semipublic areas shared by clossrooms
increases the perception of territorial control
and extends the apparent sphere of influence of
offices, classrooms, libraries, and so forth.

(3) A major component of this strategy is to involve
students in designing areas.

(4) Natural surveillance and territorial reinforcement
tactics can be combined. These examples of interior
windows, carefully, planned lighting, study Carrels
installed in underused corridors, and skylights
between floors are from new schools. Each example
shows physical design solutions that encourage
people to expand their spheres of influence.

Show 5.6.3.87 through 5.6.3.90

The_ locker room ,problem: Locker rooms. and rows create
problems in identifying legitimate users.

o A solution: Graphic treatment increases the security
of physical education locker rooms by establishing,
through color coOesthat specific locker room corners
and rows are for easily recognized legitimate users.



Material&
Equipment Sequenae/Activi Description

5.6.3.90

5.6.3.91
5.6.3.92
5.6.3.93
5.6.3.94
5.6.3.95
5.6.3.96

5.6.3.97
5.6.3.98
5.6.3.99

5.6.3.100

In principle, the color-coding takes from the offender
excuses for being in a given space at a given time; and
legitimate users have stronger grounds for challenging
someone who appears to be in the wrong zone.-

o Another solution:. Lockers can be- raised off the floor
t-.(3 increase the observation. potential..

Show 5.6.3.91 through 5.6.3.96

o More graphics solutions: Graphics are effective in
improving the visual appearance of the school, not
only for indoor and outdoor walls but also for such
places as restrooms. Here is another example of what
can be done to an outside all.

Show 5.6.3.97 _through 5.6 .3.99

o Graphics also provide directional cueSto avoid traffic
congestion. Here is an example of an open central stair-
case where traffic problems occurred because it was used
by over 3,000 students. These simple arrows significantly
reduced the number of injuries that occurred on these
steps.

'Show 5.6.3.100

o The roblem: Underused semipublic spaces under stairwells
are not in influLnce spheres.

o The solution: Security stations can be constructed under
the stairwells in the main entrance lobbies. The glass
partitions permit good surveillance, and more importantly,
the station itself is'visible from many points, indicating
a large sphere of influence controlled, by the surveillant.

Conclusion (10 min.)

Illustration of Securit o cious Environmen

Trainer ends the module with Cambridge Ridge and Latin High
School.

Shows 5,6.3.101 through 5.6.3.111

o As a final illustration of the application of security
conscious environmental design, you will see a new
school, Cambridge Ridge an&Latin. This school has
about 1,600 students. It is a merger of a classical
and vocational high school. The outdoor traffic



Materials/
Equipment

5.6.3.101
5.6.3.102
5.6.3.103
5.6.3.104

S.6.3.105

5.6.3.106
5.6.3.107

5.6.3.108

5.6.3.109
3.6.3.111

5.6.3.110

Sequence /Activity Description

flow is regulated by walls, walkways, trees and shrubs;
and a glassed-in gallery.

Some More Solutj ns

o The main entrance has a greenhouse built out from the
second floor that provides natural surveillance opportu-
nities and is a clever use of space.

o A windoW in the headmaster's office looks out on the
cafeteria, which does not look at all institutional.

o The corridors are bright and imaginatively lighted.

o There are numerous places for students to gather in
semipublic areas.

o T1m generous use of glass opens up the interior to the
greenery outside, and supports the appearance of
natural surveillance.

Final Comments

For physical security planning, there are many design
alternatives to target or site hardening.

o Good environmental design can facilitate desired human
behavior and encourage people to protect their schools.

Security conscious design need not impose constraints on
use, access, or enjoyment.

Effective design solutions follow a careful consideration
of how the environment is used and what functions it
serves.

o If you are aware of design approaches and the concepts,
principles, and strategies on which they are built,
many security problems can be creatively solved.

Trainer should refer to Resources/Bibliography, 6.2.1.
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FOR ORD

The following is the first of a series of Special Reports

revered by the staff of the American Institutes for Research

as part of the study "Synthesis of Research on Environment

Factors Relevant to Crime and Crime Prevention Behaviors."

This reoort has been prepared under Contract J-LEAA-026-78

with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA).

The objectives of this project, as defined by LEAA, include

a review and methodological assessment of the emplrical studies

that investigate the relationship between the physical charac-
.

teris tics of the built environment and crime and crime prevention

behaviors. The goals of the project include identifying .the

strengths and weaknesses of the studies reviewed and the develop-

of a= synthesis that suimna.ri zes the knowledge in the field.

The fire task n the project wee to identify and collect

e complete inventory of "topic area",studies.that were to receive

detailed assessment by AIR- This task involved the development

of selection criteria, which are discussed in detail in, this

report. The other tasks of thiS project,will be: (1) to design
.

a ,clessification'scheme and classify the- topic area studies;

!2') to conduct aepreliMinaryaseeseMeht.of the methodologies

used in each study;, (S'to.prepare;a commentary -each_ stud r
reviewed; (4) to select from the studies reviewed a subset of the

studies that appear to be well conceived 'and'methodologically

sound and to conduct a 4etailed assessment of these; (5) to

,.synthesize the entire orimarenvironment literature and produce

a final report documenting the previous, work.

Spqcial Report Number 1 summarizes thework completed in the

f*rst phase of the project -- selecting and collecting the topic

area research reports. This is a revised version of the first

report, `and incorporates'the helpful suggeStion of Allan Wallis



and Dr. Richard Rau of the National In` titute for. Law Enforce

ment and- Criminal Justice and Richard Titus, currently on leave

from. the National .Institute at the University of California at

a.



INTROD OTTOS

The major goal of the fire phase of this project Was to

conduct a comzrehensive search for emmirical studies that inves-

tigate hypothesized relationships between. physical characteristics

of the built environment, crime, and crime prevention behaviors.

The relevant literatures surveyed include fields such as architec-'-:

ture, psychology, criminology, sociology, urban lanning, and

urban geographY.

This report-includes a discussion Of the selectio- criteria

.Used. to determine,if a study merits detailed review and assessment.

`,by AIR for this. project. 'The.studiesselected for such review

are referred .to in this report as "..tierI". studies. In addition

toperforming methodological assessments of the empirical 'studies,

AIR will produce a state of the art review of the knoWled4e of

the relationship between crime and the physical environment.

ile this review will draw primarily on the empirical studie

reviewed, by AIR, it will also incorporate conceptsitheories, and

knowledge found in other, non-empiriCalworks.' therefore, the
e

bibliography presented in this repOrt includes'` studeS that will

-not receive careful review on methodolOgical grounds, but that

may be relied uPon'In_the final task -- the state of the art,

review. These- studies are= referred to as "Tier II" and "Tier.III"

studies.

In addition to ais ussing,the .selection, criteria, this report

'outlines the-approaches used to search the literature. Finally,

this report includes two alnpendices. Appendix Ijs the biblio-

g aphy of topic area-("Tier I") and related studies.- Appendix_II

-includes-the names-Of persons successfully -contacted' as part of

the literature search. Each of the appendices-has addenda.

Addendum 2 of the bibliography includes studies,that have come



to .the attention. since the submission of the `first 'draft

report. in December 1978. Addend-L=1 A of the phone list includes

the names and affiliations

since that time

of persons who have been contacted



s e e tion Criteria for Topic Area dies

The key criterion used in selecting topic area studies

for subsequent review ("Tier -I" studies) was whether a study

was an empirical investigation of the relationship between

the physical characteristics of the built environment an

crime or crime prevention' behaviors. Studies exclusively

investigating the relationship between the social env ronment

and crime-related behaviors were therefore excluded from .a

Tier I classification.

thee, it was decided that all studies selected for

further evaluation must investigatd the-effect-of the cizt

environment on hziman behavior or ,human perceptions (i.e.,

ear of crime). This wouldinclude investigations of such,

physical elements as lighting; lOcki, landscapin or alarm,

systems, ,and their effect on actual, 6r potential genders,

victims, r bYstanders: Target hardening studies focusing
- ,

on the types of force, weapons, or techniques-decdspary to

defeat a particular type of lock,' window, door, or alarm,

-system were considered -inappropriate for further:review.

Target studies selected include-a variety of empirical

resdarch methodologies,. Most of the studies emoloy quantita7

tive analytic methods (e.g., analysis of variance, correlation,

multiple regression'techniques, etc) In addition, non-
e

quantitative studies thatused mapping pohniques were included
,.

aMong the "Tier r'studieS.

Another criterion '1.1 ed.in selectingstudies. for future

reView:vdsthe...typso f envi'-rollTerit anaIiied.'. The various
.

bibliographic searches inCluded'studies:of residential areas,

shoppingdistricts, rdcreational,ardas

grounds, public buildings, transportation facilities, and

other urban and rural environments. Types'of 'environment

schools and schoOl

excluded frog urther conSideration were those with idiosyn-
..



cratic characteristics and overriding security needs: i.e.,

prisons, mental hospitals, army bases, and other "total"

institutions, nuclear 'test sites, banks, and other such-

environments with unique security requirements and Physical .

charabteristics.

A final criterion used in selection of "Tier I" studies

was the type of crime analyzed. Included are studies that

focus on crimes against property (e.g., burglary,'vandalism,

and shoplifting), and crimes against persons (e.g., murder,

assault, rape, robbery, and purse snatching). White collar

crime was excluded.

After applying these criteria to a broad range' of crime-
,

environment studies, two major types of. emirical studies have

emerged./ The -first type investigates how:the.phytical environ-
.

ment directly intervenes.between the offender and potential

target or victim. Studies that investigate the deterrent

effects .of 'target hardening fit into this-category. The

pther group includes those that investigate the manner in

which physicalcharacteristics of the built, enviromitent serve

as a,moderating element indirectly affecting'the'actual.or

'potential offender or victim Studies that'investigate the

relationship,between' surveillance and crime-related behavior'

fit into thiS category, because they purport to investigate,

the offender's perceived senseiof risk or' the potential victim's

perception of control. The majority of studies selected fOr

future Consideration treat Physical characteristics as Modera-'

ting elements rather than as elements that directly interven'

weer th 6 offender and potential victims.

:The "Tier I" studies, as defined above, represent,a-subset

f the crime-enYlronment literature.'' Thew studies are noted

in the bibliography with..at-asteriSk preceding the author of

the. rticle, paper r,book, They will receive careful scrutiny.



77. and Tier 'III Studies

In addition, the crime - environment literature is composed

o .a wide variety of theory papers, non-emmfrical research

efforts, planning documents, "security analysis" studies, and

other efforts that are intrinsically related to the subset of

empirical studies defined above. In Phase Six of our study,

AIR will write a synthesis of the entire crime-physical envi-

ronment literature. For that. phase, we will draw on theory

papers and other related literature in addition to those

empirical research efforts that have been selected for detailed

assessment.

These studies in luded in the bibliography, without an

asterisk). fall'into two general classes. One group, which we

refer to. as "Tier II" studiesi-% included,empirical studies in-.'

vestigating criMe-social environment relationships. These

studies dO not address the physical environment to a sufficient

extent :to warrant inclusion in thecore literature. Studies

in this group include empiricaZ studies generally found under_

such headings' as 'man-environment' relations," and- "social-

..slkcholoc-ical and social relations" and cover such topics as

citizen.liarticipation,-crowding, sense of community, etc.,. and

eir effects on crime-related-behaviors.

The final group of itudies, "Tier III" studies, consis

theoretical or non-empirical works, on the crime-physical

`environment relationship. These studieg include the theoretical

works and planningdoCuments; of Jacobs, Wood, Gardiner, Neviman,

and others, and are an important source of the concepts

and-theories-underlyinT'the-emmirical research in this field-;'

Thus? thebibliography in Appendix I contains o h topic

area and supportive studies. AIR will classify the s,udies,

assess the methodologies, and write commentaries n topiciarea



"Tier I ") studies,in subsequent renorts. These, in combination-

with "Tier II" and "Tier III" studies, will serve as the basis

for the development th' 'final state of the art report.

. Every effort. has been made to brOVide a Comprehensive

list of "Tier I" studies for-this report. We fully expect

that in the course of our study a few additional studies will

come to our attention that meet the criteria of "Tier I."

These studies will,be giVen full review and assessment, regard-

less of -when during the project they come to- our attention.

In contrast, the listing of "Tier II" and "Tier III "" studies

is not to:be considered comprehensive, but only illustrative

of the population of related studies.



oa he 'Used n Lit ture ch

Empirical crime-environmehtal studies arise from numerous

disciplines, including architecture, psychology, criminology,

sociology', and urban planning.: In addition to the many publi

shed Studies, there exists a substantial amount of unpublished

material that. deserves careful review.' In order to develop

comprehensive l t of topic area studies, a variety of appro

aches werewereused in our literature-search.:

One primaryseardh method included the use of a variety

computer and manual searches of relevant journals, indices,

bibliographies, conferences proceedings, etc. .As -books and

articles were collected, each- of. their bibliographies were

Searched for urther references. A.ny reference that suggested

that it might meet the ''Tier I" critiria,wasthen'col,lected.:

.The-second method used to 'identify "Tie; I" studies inclu-

ded- a telephone .survey of approximately no of the leading

researchers and federal, state-, and local officials with

experience in the crime-environment area. We ,originally called

a list of 50-to 60 persons whose writings, attendance at confe-

rences,;andother past,a6hieveMents and efforts made them

obviou s choices for_contact. During each phone, interview,

we .described the scope off our study `'and asked our contact if

he pr'shehad conducted research in this area. In addition,

we asked the personto nominate other studies for inclusion

and to suggest names of other individuals to contact. This

process led to the development of a substantial list of

key persons who were successfully-interviewed,between November

i978 and January 1979.

Below, we list the library and computer searches, biblio -

graphies, indices, journals, conference proceedings, and other

sources searched by AIR. The list of phone contacts is inclu

ded in Appendix II.



Lih y,and Computer arcnes

In conducting the zomouter and manual searches, we focused

on titles that dealt with:

o Crime/Environment Factors

Environmental Design

Architectural Design for Crime Prevention

Defensible Space

Territoriality and Crime Prevention

o Transportation Patterns and Crime

o Spatial Configuration of Criminal. Vi

o Target Hardening.

ization

The computer-assisted searches undertaken included:

o National Criminal-Justice Reference Services

o PROFILE/LEAA

o; National Technical information SerVice,

o Smithsonian SocialScienCe Information Exchan4e

o ,Matrix-Qhiversity:icrofilms (Dissertation Abstracts
,

c National Institute's for Mental. Health
,.

. ,

o ,Department of Hotsing-and Urban Development

t-

The manual searches ere conducted using the following

bibliographies, indices, journals, and conference proceedin4S

as starting places:

American Institutes for Research -- "Crime and Public,
Housing," October 1978. Annotated Bibliography.

Northwestern University -- "Reactions to Crime project
An annotated bibliography." July 1976.

o Rand Corporation -- "Designing Safe environments,
May 1978.

-U. Department. of. 17164sing and Urban Development
Defensible Space and Security: A partially annot4

,
bibliography." November 1976

ed



Westinghouse:National Issues CenterCPTED Project
1977. Annotated Bibliography.. /

Whyte, A, B. -"Physical Design-and Urban Cr
selected bibliography." November 1976..

Indices

O Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals

O Art Index

o PsycholOgicai Abstracts

O ,SodiOlogical Abstract's

Journals

American Behavioral Scientist

American institute-of Architects Journal

Criminologica

Criminology

De_ gn and.Envito

o Ekistios

O Environment and Behav

Journal of Criminal Justice

ca=nal. of Criminal Law, Criminology
and Police Science

-0 Journal of Housing

o Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency

o Journal of the American Institute of,, Planners

o tban Design

0_ Urban Studies

onference Proceedings

b AMerioanCriminblogical Society,

o AMeridan Sociological Association

American. Psychological Astociation

EnvironmentafDesign Research Association



Sum

The methods used In the,literature search yielded a broad

range of published and unpUblished studies investigating the

crime - environment relationship. At-present almost all Or-
the °Tier I" studies have been Collected- by AIR. Theta studies

that,have,been collected are marked with a."4" in,the margin

of the bibliography-. The remaining studies are presently on

order and expected to be -house Shortly.

We present a list of all studies identified as "Tier.it

"Tier II," or "Tier III" in Appendix I -- the bibliography

attached to this report.- The original bibliography and-Adden-

dum A include those studie't listed in the- original draft of

Special Report Number 1, delivered to, LEAApn2; beceMber 1978.

Addendum 13.1itts the additional. studies identified since the

submitiion of our ,first report.

The phonee contacts are listed in Appendix II. The first

list 'a_ 'phone-contacts -ir.cludetthe names of those persons

listed in the original draft, while the supplemental

Addendum lists the additional phone'contacts made since

,the submission ofHtiu= first report,:

'.As we have-statedearlier, though we have. Made, every-
,

reasonable effort to be'thorought there Are two types of addi-

tions that may be made'tb our list' of topic area studies

the course of the: project-.-- First,. some studies may be in their

preliminary Stages and-will not becoMe knoWn,-to us until
, 4

have progressed further,. .Second, it is possible that some

studies 'condUcted in fbreig ''countries or in local areas cif the

may -have'escaped our, attention. tie- will make reasonabld'-_

efforts, throtgh every phase of the study,- to ensure that-we7a

stay current with topic area research projects and pursue any

title that appears to merit inclusion in 'Tier I. ".

ey,
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on crime'and the built environment, not previously generated

by manual or computerized reference lists.
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Carl Evans
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Fred First

s Frank
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ADDENDUM II-A

Phone Contacts
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La Jolla, California

National Crime Prevention
Institute

Louisville',' Kentucky

Human Resources Division
Alamo Area Council of Governments
San Antonio, Texas

University of Washington
Department of Criminology

Seattle, Washington

leTu s Uni_ersity
Department of Sociolo

Boston, Massachussetts

Department of:Planning an
Community Development

Miami, Florida

University of California Davis)
Center for the Administra ion°

of Criminal Justice -
, 7

Crithinal Justice Planning-Office
Alamo Area Council of_GovernMehts
-San Antonio, Texas

Minneapolis HouSing Ana
Redevelomment Authority -

Department of City Planning
New York, New York

BrentWood, California Police
Department



William Green_ erg

William Ho strom

Peter Hart

Donald Ingram

John Jones

Department of Planning and
Development

Trenton, New Jersey

Denver Anti-Crime Council
Denver, Colorado

Urban Design Group
Department of City Planning
New York, New York

Downtown Development Autho
Jacksonville, Florida

Denver ti-Crime Council
Denver, Colorado

Kathleen Kor lik Department of Development
and

Chicago, Illinois

Peter Kartye

Jon Lang

Paul Newhouse-

Maria P draho

George Rand

Roger Rager

Richard Rau_

Lawrence Severy

Research Triangle Institute
North Carolina

y

University of Pennsylvania
Department of Criminology

St. Louis, Missouri Commission
Crime and LaW Enforcement

Dade County ,Criminal_ Justice
Planning Group

Miami, Florida

University of Southern
California

Fremont, CA Police Department
Director, .Community Relations

Department

National Institute for Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice

Univ'ersity of Florida at
Gainesville

Department of Psychology



eff Sshrink Indiana State University
Department of Criminology

Dr. Shye Kentucky State University
Department of Criminology

Dr. James Taylor National Clearinhouse on
Criminal Justice, Planm,ng
and Architecture

Champaign, Illinois

Lt. Taylor

David Ward

Joe Weiss

Bill Windham

I A3

THOR Project
Atlanta, Georgia

University of Minnesota
Criminal Justice Studies

Minneapolis Minnesota

Washington, S,ate, University
Institute for Crime and
Delinquency

Seattle,,Washington

S.W. Texas State University-
Department of Architecture
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Course 7 - The Co unit as a Problem Solvin Resource

Course
Overview

Purpose

The link between violence and vandalism in the schools socioeconomic problems in
the community is clear; what is not often as clear is the fact that the schools have
possibilities for using the'community as a problem-solving resource. This course
will help participants find new channels for support of school programs and projects
in their communities and provide techniques forgathering such support. Innovative

approaches to interagency cooperation will also be examined.

Instructional Objectives

To fotue participants on the role of the community as a resource - -to
examine the school's role as part of the community.

2.. To present community involvement programs in the schools as effective
-approaches to reducing and preventing problem behaviors in the school.

To build'participants'. awareness of the benefits and obstacles in using
parents and other volunteers community involvement prOjects.

4 To,present participants with ways to-proceed)..p. dealing with agencies,
organizations, and businesses to gather support.

To introduce participants-o the benefits of cooperation,. with the
Juvenile Justice system and provide examples of effective interagency
coordination efforts between school' and justice agencies.

Target Audiences

This course is appropriate for e, broad mix of participants -- teachers; administrators,

students', parents, and community members. The material presented focuses on what a

school can do to start community involvement programs, an& also provides valuable
information for community members working with schobls to set up youth-serving

programs. Specific modules may be of .greater interest to one or another subset of

the total group, depending' on interesAeed.



Course
Module

7 - The Community as a_ PrObLem-Solving_almxmL_

Audiovisuals

SOLUTIONS TO VANDALISM

Resources/
bliography

This film, intended for use by educators,, police community relations
departments, and civic organizations, shows what several communities across
the country have done abOut the problem of vandalism. The film depicts
how six different communities have confronted willful destruction and
violence in. their areas. Local leaders have taken the initiative in each
of the communities and found solutions to vandalis'm --in large cities like
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where school children are involved in vandalism
patrols; in Seattle, Washington, Where a student vandalism committee
conductshearings on cases of vandalism; and in Los Angeles, California,
where a school principal involved, parents and teachers in an antivandalism
campaign. In smaller urban areas,. such as Billings, Montana, students
were given:a chance to work inthe.cafeteria, office, and library in
order to instill in,them-a sense of responsibility. The suburban area of
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, conducted a vandalism awareness programOvhere
older students talked to'the younger students about vandalism. In

Berrien County, Michigan, a peer group counseling program is used to counteract
vandalism. These prograMs have yielded definite cost savings as well as
less tangible but perhap8 even more significant gresults, such as diverting_

youth fromHdestructive pursuits toward prodUctive activity. oPossibly-the

mist important Aspect of these programs is:the fact that the solutions
were not, handed down frot Washington or state capitols-, but were .

developed in the affected communities by local people themselves.
Rural, urban, and suburban communities have each been able to'devise
innovative programs tosolve their own vandalism prbblems, .

The filmLis intended-to spark enthusiasm for community programs to

fight. vandalism.

Color TilM, 16mm, 3mm, and' Videocassette, 35 minutes.
Purchase: $400
Rental Pee: $40
Distributor: Mary Hanson

Perrennial.EdUcation, Inc.
477 Roger Williams
P.O. Box 855 Ravinia
Highland Park, IL 60035

Telephone (312) 433 -1610

Previewed by NSRN staff.



BRIEFING FOR PARENTS, VOLUMES I AND IIBRIEFING VOLUMES

The materials are intended to assist school personnel in communicating
With parents. lte readings and audio- visual experiences provide
Motivation, encouragement, reasons and ideas on how parents can support
their children's growth and learning.
Describer critique: The individual materials are well planned and
designed td- collectively produce an informative and helpful guide on
effective ways of caregiving. In simple language, devoid of jargon the

developers have distilled key themes from research -drawn knowledge.
Intended for inservice andpreservide for teachers, parents, and
administrators who are interested in bringing the home, school, and
community:closer together. All grade levels.

Multimedia
Purchase:
Distributor: National Education Association

Order Department
The Academic Building
Saw Mill Road
West Haven, CT 06516

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

THE PARENT CRUNCH
(Number 1 in the 5-part serieS: THE HEART OF TEACHING)

ComMunication problems-between parents and teachers are highlighted.
Describer critique: This well-written and performed drama successfdlly
draws in the viewer to the compldxities and tension8 of misunderstandings
between teacher and parent. Offering no simple pat solutions, the film
asks the viewer to reach his own-;conclusions.
Intended/for inservice teachers heeding to understand themselves and
their emotional responses,to the daily experiences of their professional
lives All grade levels.

Fi1m,-16 and Videocassette
Purchase: $250 (16mm film)
PurChase: $175(videocassette)
Distributor: Agency For InstrUctional Television

1111 W. 17th Street
Bloomington, IN 47401

Previewed by NSRN staff.



ASK ME DON'T TELL ME

Shows:white, black, oriental,, and Spanish-speaking teenage, gangs working
as volunteers in the youth for service organization in San Francisco.

Mosk, then Attorney General of California, comments on the need for
society to give juvenile delinquents a feeling of worth.

B&W Film, 22 minutes, 1960
Distributor: University of California

Berkeley,' CA

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

A SENSE OF COMMUNITY

Community education programs and processes are described and.an overview
of community services is provided. Citizen cooperation is covered) including
the community council. Emphasis is placed on the impact of programs and
processes on the lives of Community members. The story is presented
through. statements by community members speaking about their own
experiences. A discussion guide is also provided.

Color Film, 28 minutes
Purchase: $210
Rental Available
Publisher/Producer:: Charles Stewart M6tt Foundation.
.Distributor: National Community` Education Association

1017 Avon Street,
Flint,, MI 48503
Telephone: -(313) 238 -0463

Previewed by NSRN staff.

PLAY IT COOL

This film presents different ways of handling typical
situations which a police officer may faCe daily, approaching
a group of teen-agers, stopping a car, etc. Particularly useful for
a police training program or school liaison program.

,-Color Film, 20 minutes 1972.

Rental Fee: $16.00 , .

Distributor Correctional Service of Minnes- a
1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis,.MN 55454
Toll-Fxee4: (800) 328-4737
Minnesota residents call
collect; (612) 339 -7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.
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THE BLACKBOARD JUMBLE

Sergeant Bruce Fynan, a detective with the Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Department, tells of his experience with learning-disabled students as
he drives to a high school. There he arrests a youth, advises him of his
rights, and takes him into custody.

Gabriel Kaplan -- as himself, not -the "Mr. Kotter" of TV fame --
defines learning disabilities and concludes, "Tor a kid with a learning,
disability, school can.be a nightmare of failure -- a 'Blackboard Jumble'."

From Sergeant Fynan we learn that he has had training _within the Department
for recognizing learning disabilities.

Kaplan points out that the key to rehabilitating the learning-disabled
youth is to give him the special education he needs. .

Judge David Kenyon of-the Juvenile Justice Center serving the Watts
DistriCt tells how they approach the problem of evalUating and meeting
the individual needs of.each person. They have an Intake Assessment' Panel
that includes representatives from Los Angeles Police Department and the

Los Angeles City School Distric. AJsocial worker from the Department
of CommunityDevelopment later doeS follow-up'on the diVerted cases.
Result: an 88% success rate. We see the panel at work in the re- creation-

of a case,

Judge Kenyon concludes: "There are many youngsters with learning disability
who never get in trouble with the law. But there are so many with learning
disability who do get in trouble -- if we could identify them early and work
on the problem earlier, I'm sure -7 I'm just sure -- that it will have a.
definite impact on the crime rate,"

Kaplan States that both delinquency and learning disability occur many times
more frequently among boys than among girls, '-He then introduces the Scott-
-Scudder Reception Center in Saugus an intake and diagnostic facility for

delinluent boys operated by the Los Angeles Probation' Department.

Larry Springer, a teacher, and "Roberta. Savage, a Special Education.

teacherthere, tell about the tests used to diagnose the learning
and behavioral probleMs. , They are especially interested'in discovering

the individual's preferred:modes of learning -- a key to remediation..

Individual assessment follows the student td his tempOrary and more

permanent classrooms. AtScott-Scudder the students use the "All Win

Reading Program", This, or other systems which are self-pacing and
give immediate feedback of correct answers are recommended. Relevance

is a key to success in all subjects studied.

In six months the students gain about three grade levels in reading.



B C OA STUMBLE (Continued)

Kaplan gives a check-list of clues to learning disabilities which tome
in clusters in most cases:

Short attention span
Difficulty following oral instructions
Trouble saying a word until someone says it first
Disorganized
Clumsy
Overactive
Underactive
Poor reader
Poor eye-hand coordination
Quick temper
Overimpulsive

He concludes with a review of the student's rights to individual education.

Color Film, 23 minutes
Purchase: $360
Rental Fee: $40 per week
Distributor: Lawren Producti

P.O. Box 666
Mendocino, CA
Telephone: (707

Previewed by NSRN staff.

YOUTH A.ND. THE

ns, Inc.

95460
937-.0536

Shows police working with juvenile offenders but also with mental health
and welfare specialists aswell as other community` groups to guide
youthful energies into constructive channels and to prevent delinquency.

B/W Film, 36 minutes, 1963
Purchase: $265
Rental Fee ,$;p.00

Distributor: International Film Bureau, Inc.
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604 ,

Telephone: (312), 427-4545

'Previewed by NSRN stagf.



UNDER THE LAW

A new concept in legal education programming...two hard-hitting film
series let youngsters see, feel and participate in real-life crime
situations, to understand the consequences of committing a crime. They

see different sides of the law...through the eyes of defendant, victim,

bystander police officer, prosecutor and judge...to learn how the

legal proCess serves justiCe, protects society.

An exciting stop-action teaching technique freezes the film at crucial
points and asks students: WHAT WOULD YOUDO? This makes them feel, think

and discuss their reactions. Then the film illustrates how the law
administers justice based on the legal and human circumstances of each case.

Discussion leaders' guides for both series motivate classroom discussion at-
freeze-film segments, explain legal points in-clear, simple language,
and suggest related learning activities.

UNDER THE LAW was made possible through a Discretionary Grant from the
Law EnforcemenboAssistance Administration (U.S. Dept. of Justice).
National Education Institute coordinated the film series and served as
funding co-sponsor. The National District Attorneys Association served

as legal resource for the series.

VANDALS
(UNDER THE LAW, SERIES II)

.Demonstrates the senseless, self-defeating act of vandalism.,..and how
convicted juveniles can use probation as a positive experience. Teenagers

Ken and Mindy vent their frustration and anger by vandalizing their' school.
A Juvenile Court Referee orders them to undergo psychiatric examinations,
then places them on probation -- Mindy working with blind children, Ken
helping a cleanup crew. Each youngster takes a different view of probation.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO if your friend wanted to smash windows? HOW WOULD YOU-

DECIDE as referee to deal with Ken and Mindy?

Color Film, 17 minutes
Purchase: $275
Distributor- Walt Disney Educational Media Co.

\500 South Buena Vista Street
Burbank, CA 91521

Telephone: (213) 841-2000

Toll'Free: (SOO) 423-2555

Previewed by NSRN staff.



JUVENILE JUSTICE: WHY CAN'T I GO HOME NOW?

JUVENILE JUSTICE: WHY CAN'T I GO HOME NOW is an-excellent way to open
discussions of the many - complex segments of the Juvenile Justice System
with community groups, with juveniles themselves, and with the members
of your staff.

The film explores the philosophy and purpose of a modern and progressive
juvenile court system. The relationships and roles of the various members
of the system are examined. :Filmed on location in the San Diego County
Juvenile Court and Juvenile Detention Facility, the film folloWs a juvenile
girl from her arrest through the ultimate disposition of her case.

Color Film, 28 minutes
Rental Fee: $25

Producer: Harper and Row
Distributor Correctional ServiCe of Minnesota'

1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454

Toll Free #: (800) 3284737
Minnesota residents call
collect: (612) 339-7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.

HOPE FOR KIDS: INNOVATIONS IN JUVENILE JUSTICE

This 'lei., film looks at several of the innovative community programs
are being developed to keep kids out of the juvenile justice system, and

thus out of juvenile prisons.' It explores the successes and failures of
such programs as group homes, half-way houses, youth service bureaus, school

youth development projects, as well as school-within-a-school programs.
Narrated by Phil Jones, CBS Correspondent, this film gives insight as well
as inspiration for community corrections programs.

Color Film, 29 minutes, 1974
Purchase: $350
Rental Fee: .$22
Producer: Correctional Service of'Mjnnesota

Distributor: Correctional Service of Minnesota
1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454

Toll Free #: (800) 328 -4737

Minnesota residents call
collect: (612) 339-7227

Not previewed by NSRN staff.
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CHILDREN IN TROUBLE: A NATIONAL SCANDAL

A documentary film which shows the dehumanizing effect of the
juvenile justice system.

Film, 28 minutes, 1974
Purchase: $260
Distributor: Alm-Makers, Inc.

400 N. MIchigan.Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Telephone: (312) 644-7444

Not previewed by NSRN staff



Course

Module 7.1

3

- The Co --unit as a Problem-Solv n Resource

and 7.2 School-Communit, Links {Combined Session)

Toted lime_ hours

Course
Agenda

by Module

ModulOinmmtry,

This combined session (a condensation of Modules 7.1 and 7.2) introduces the concepts
of the school as community, of the school as part.of the larger community, and of net-
working and linking mechanisms to bridge the two in attempts toprevent and reduce
violence and vandalism. Community involvement in the school, community schools, and
interagency cooperation are presented as strategies to promote positive linkage.

Content Summary Time

Introductionand Course Overview

A. The Concept of Community

'A sense of community can exist within a gr up a school,
within the area a school serves.

Binding Mechanisms-Linka e and Networks

Linkagebuilding,and-networking extend any community's ability'
to function and serve.

The Need for Comrnunit Outreach and Su -o

Schools are part of d greater community, which influences not
only the problems schools face but the solutions:they can
attempt.

Tnvolvina the Co-
and Vandalism

rams That Have'ReducedSchoolVioience

Participants and trainer share examples of programs that involve
various sectors of the community in helping solve school problems.

3. The Community Schools Concept
--

pescription of the Community- Education Approach

Designing a CommunityEducationPro--1_,Ddel

Interagenc Coo eration: The Yerba Buena A- -roach to School-Based
Service Delivery

10-15 min.

30 rein

15 min.

15-20 min.



4

Activity/Content Summa Time

Techniques for Promoting Community Involvement

There ds a clear distinction between obtaining community awareness of a
problem and of building active involvement of people and organizations
in a project. Participants explore and discuss techniques for encourag-
ing. increased community participation in a resource-sharing network.

15-20 min.



7 - Th0 e Community as a Problem Solving ResourceCourse°

Module 7.1 -.Role of the Community

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

,

This module provides partiCipa'nts with an introduction to the relationship between.
school violence -and vandalism and its root causes that lie within the community. It

'presents the community education concept as a prevention apprOach that has shown
long -term promise of reducing iroblem behaviors in sch6ols thoughout the country.
The content and activities acquaint parti4pants withn range of poskibilities for
developing school - community links.. Participants also learn about examples ofpro-
grams- that have, worked and are introduced to a model for developing a:program in
their local communities.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1 Describe the relationship between community socioeconomic problems and vio-
lence and vandalism in schools.

Describe the evolution of school isolation from the community.

3. Differentiate between strategies that only control or contain the problem
and those that address the underlying causes.

4. Name some major components of the community that can assist the school in
violence and vandalism prevention.

5. List four fundamental ideas on which the community school concept is based.

6 DeScribe the building blockmodel for developing-a comprehensive community'
education program.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This is a core module :targeted at the preoperational and operational levels. It is,

therefpre, appropriate for a broad mix of participants. There is a small group
activity which is suitable for people with varied backgrounds; however, a gciod work-
ing knowledge of school administration is required for an.optional group activity,
the results of which can be shared with and will be meaningful to the entire group.



Course 7 - The Community as a Problem Solving _Resource

Module 7.1'_ Role of the Community

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Flip-.charts
Felt-tipped marking pens
Masking tape

Materials
Transparencies

7.1.1 Development of Alienation
7.1.2 Results of Alienation
7.1.3 Reactive Strategies
7.1.4 Components of the Community
7.1.5 Remedial Strategies
7.1.6 Community School Rationale
7.1.7 Components of Community Education

Participant Worksheets

Module
Synopsis

(contintied)

7.1.1 Small Group Activity: School /Community Relationships
7.1.2 Rate Your Own School .

Back round Material (Trainer /Participant)

7.1.1 Workshop Content Summary, "The Role of the Community," NSRN, 1979.

Background Materials (Trainer)

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.1.4

Resources

Wenk, Ernst. "Tomorrow's Education: Models for Participation" in
School Crime and Disrption: Prevention Models. National Indtitute
of Education, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1978.
Steele, Marilyn. "Enrolling Community Support, Journal of Research
and Development in Education Volume 11., Number 2, 1978.
Model Program Descriptions,

8.7.1.1 T/A Bulletin, Community Involvement in Schools.
8.7.1.2 T/A Bulletin, Community Schools.

T/A Bulletin, Yerba Buena: A School-based InterFgency Approach.



Pove
Disease
Divorce

Development o Alienation

Community

Little Crime
Red Schoolhouse Child Abuse & Neglect

Tradition Substance Abuse

Outcome

Alienation

3 2



Results of Alienation

Community

Public School

it- Vandalism
Crime'

Vandalism-4
Crime 8-

Community

1 3-



Reactive Strategies

Community

Public School

Vandalism
Crime

Containment

I_3

community

mience-4
Vandalism-4
'Crime r41



Components o the 'Commurfity,

-Business
Industry

Shared
Responsi-

. bility

Adults
(parents &

non-parents)

Political
Leaders



Remedial. Strategies

Comniuni

Involvement Wide' Use of Facilities,

eedsidentification' Social Services

DeciOon-rnaking 'Continuing Education

cam county

_1

Pride

--Support

Protection



Community Sthool Rati Ie

AcdestibiW to all

Full use of facilities"..,

ducationTor adults_a_10_ youth

Coordinated human service delivery



Co ponerrts. .Com unity
Education

community organization

community centering
K-12 programs

(4) citizens' involvemen

(3) interagency cooperation

adult learning programs

expanded use of school facilities



Cours The Com nits as a problem- Solving -sourde

Module 7.1 7ole of the Community

Total 1 hour and 15_minutes (with optional activity)

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module introduces the relationship between school violence and vandalism and the
root causes that lie within the community. Use of community resources in a community
school is presented as 'a prevention approach that has shown promising results. The
content ind activities acquaint participants with possibilities for developing school-
community links and provide examples of programs that have worked. A building-block
model for developing acommunity school program is presented.

Ac ent ummarja Time

Introduction to School-Community elationships

2. Cozmnunit Roots of School Viol ace- and' Vandalism

The .relationship,between community socioeconomic problems and the
incidence of school violence and vandalism is presented, showing
the effects of the educational system's inability to cope single-
handedlywith the complexproblems of modern society.

Overview: 'Community Roots oftheProblem

AlienatiOn: Resconse to the Little. Red Schoolhouse ,Tradit n

The Schoolis Reac ion: Isolation, Containmen

A,Differett_Strategy77Community Education

Establishment. of community schools haS helped many communities re--
duce problem behaviors in schools. In a- community school; facili-
ties are used by the whole community and the school beComes a
service centerfer delivery of needed human services.-

Introduction

Description of Community School Concept

C.. Results of Commun Education programs

Co:

Vandal
Bch amens That Have Reduced School Violence and

15 min.

15 min.

10 min.

10 min.

A number of examples of school programs that involve the commun
ire described. -Models range from limited school and community
cooperation to the full-scale community education program.''



A *v /Content Summary Time

Example of Limited Scope Community School Cooperation

A Total ComMunit Education Conce- The Yerba Buena Plan

5. Gr u Discu Comunit Education in the sition l3 Era 10 min.

6. Rate Your Own School (Optional Activity) 15 min.

Individuals rate local schools according. to the degree of community
service integration.

Designof a Communi 'Educa:ionProgram 10 min:

Participants observe how community school programs are developed using
a building-block model and how each step in the model impacts the
school's problems of violence and vandalism.

Overview

The Building -Block Model

Wrap Up min.



7 4 The Community as a Problem Solving,Resource'Course

Module 7.1 Role of the Community

'Materials1Equipment

Detailed
Walk-Through.

Sequence /Activity Description

'Participant
Worksheet',

7.1.1

Flip charts
Markers

[asking Tape

Small Grou. Activit With Worksheet: School-Comm unit
Relationshi 15 min.)

Trainer should divide the participants into small groups of five
or six. Refers participants to Participant Worksheet, 7.1.1
Small Group Activity, School-Community Relationships, and give
the following directions:

o Read the activity. In small groups for selected
problem students, list on a flip chart :community
resources that might be useful in 'dealing with the
problem.

Trainer should direct each small group report out to the larger
group, pointing out why the students were selected as trouble-,

some and why particular resources were suggested to help, them.

Trainer should display around the room the lists of resources
for assisting youth that emerge from the small groups. These
lists will present a composite picture of the many possibilities
for school - community interaction.

(NOTE: The obvious point is that the troubled student is a,
potentially violent or destructive student. With this
perspective, almost all of those names on the list could
be troubled. Li'sts of resources for dealing with the
student's problem will repres'ent a full spectrum of com-
munity resources: individuals (parents and other adults),
community health and social agencies, businesses, organi-
zations, and the criminal justice system. The outcomes of
this activity are reinforced in the following minilecture.

in ecture: Comm Roots School Violence and Vandalism
1 min.)

The following outline presents major points to be covered in a
trainer presentation of cognitive information.- The outline can
be fleshed out from information provided in the attached back-
ground materials.

R- 11 /15/79)



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity. Description

Overhead
projector

Transparency
7.1.1

Overview: Community Roots of the Problem

Trainer.should,make the following points about the traditional
relationship between Schoolcommunity problems and school
violence. and vandalises

The schools have long been accused of failing to meet
their educational esponsibilities. Violence and van-
dalism are seen as the newest in a -long list of short-
comings of the-ed)ational system.

o In reality, many causes of problem behaviors seen in
today's schools lie outside the school and in the commu-
nity itself.

o In the past, schools Could do their job and live up to
community expectations because.dommUnitY members were
closely..involved with the school. Church tieS'and civic
AllegiancieS were strong,. The size of schools and commu-
nities was manageable.

.'AlienAtion: Response to the Little_Red Schoolhouse. Tradition'

Trainer should make the following point;

o In many cases, the myth of the "little red schoolhouse"
still colors people's expectations for the modern school.
Yet society has changed radically.

Show Transparency 7.1.1 and make the, points below.

Development of Alienation

c

Poverty Little
Disease Red Schoolhouse'
Divorce

Outcome

Alienation

Crime
Child Abuse & Neglect

Substance Abuse



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Tranipa ency
7.1.2

o This transparency illustrates the situation in many commu
nities where overgrown "little red schoolhousee are,trying.
to cope with the complex problems posed by today's'troub-
led society.

d The failure of the schools to be all things to youth has
led to charges that,the educational-system is'irrelevent
for today's- needs.

Research shows that the unmet expectations cause diSillu-
sionment and lead- to the alienation between students and
schooli.

,Show Transparency 7 1. and make the point below.

Results of Alienation

Community

c
0 -- Violence Violence

2 Venda Vandellern--2
Crime Crime-f-=0

eotrwrnunil

This transparency shows the results: Alienation is expre
ied as violence and vandalism directed at the buildings,
!the student body, .the teachers, and the school programs.

The School's Reaction: Isolation, Containment Control

Schools often respond by :hiding problems from public view;
They also typically withdraw from contact with the commutv.
ity, limiting interchange to necessary:communication. with
parent's of misbehaving, children.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
7.1.3

Transparency
-7.1.4_

Sequence/Adtivi Description

o Communities respond by viewing the school as a closed sys-
tem, isolated from reality,and not doing its job ade-
quately.

o The solutions the isolated school imposes on problems are
often those of containment and control from within the
school to treat the symptoms of alienation that are mani-
fested in the school.

Show Transparency 7.1.3 and make the points below.

Reactive Strategies

Community

Puhtio

o Violence.c
2 --I- Vandalism_

Control 8 Containment Violence
Vandalism---
Crime cc

o As the transparency shows, in-school measures ,(conflict
management, environmental, control, disciplinary policies,
etc.) for the most part only contain the Problem. They do
not generally extend past the school walls out into the
community. As .a result, they primarily deal with effects,
not causes.

In saying that these measures only a
do not mean _to imply that -these stra
Rather, they need to be augmented wi
closer to a preventive pproach.

tack the symptpms, we
egies_are ineffective.
h strategies that come

0

Show Transparency 7.1.4 and make tile point below.
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Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
7.1.5

components of h Community

Criminal
Justice
System

Business
Industry

Educational
System

Shared
Responsi-

bility

Religious
Civic

Organizations Health
Human
Service

Agencies

Students

Adults
(parents &

non parents)

Political
Leaders

o This transparency shows the elements of the community that
must work together if the problems of school violence and
vandalisM are to be prevented, They include students,
parents, politicians, health and human service agencies',
religious and-civic organizations, business, industry,
and the criminal justice system.

Minilecture With Transparencies: A_ Different Strategy -- Community
Education (10 min.

Introduction

Show Transparency 7.1,-5 and make the points below.
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Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Remedial Strategies

Community

Involvement

Needs Identification

Decision-making

Wide Use of Facilities

Social Services

Continuing Education

Pride

Support

Protection

o A newly popular Movementcommunity education--is reversing
some of.these trends. It- offers what Many feelis tremen-
dous promise for reducing violence, vandalism, and crime ih
the schools and for improving educational and recreational
opportunities for the whole community.

o In community education, the, school is opened more to the
community.' Some schools all& neighborhood people to use
the facilities after hours and during the summer. In other
communities the school also becomes a place where adult
education and enrichment activities. take place, or :a center
for the delivery of SociaIservices The community
involvement in the school can develop pride.in it as an
institution that "belongs" to the people. Out of this
cooperation can grow true prevention programs that attack
the root causes Of.educationalproblems.

o In the rest of this session --'11 look at this concept in
more detail.

B. Descri Lion of Commun" 'School Conce

Trainer should make the following points:
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Equipment

Transparency
7.1.6

Sequ.ence/Activi Description

o The community school looks at the philosophy of education
as one in which the school and the community together
assume respon',ibility for educating both adults and chil-
dren and for serving social needs.

o The new appro'ich is ma
educational institutio
school.

ked by changing the name of an
from public school to community

Show Transparency 7.1.6 and make the point below.

Community School Rationale

Accessibility to all

Full use of facilities'

Education for adults and youth

Coordinated human service deliver

As depicted in the transparency, the ideas underlying com-
munity education are simple and practical:

- First is accessibility.. Since the school is a com-
munity resource supported financially by the people,
it should be accessible to everyone.

Second is making full use of facilities. It is too
costly to,use school facilities only,fox limited peri-
ods of time and close schools for'summer months or
other times when the community could make use of'them.

Third is providing services to both adults and youth.
Educational and recreational needs are not restricted
to the children in any community.
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Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Last is the development of coordinated human service
delivery. The school is a logical central location
for coordinated delivery of a Wide range of human se
vices:

Results of Commlnity_EducattEllgEll-

o The community education movement started in 1935 in Flint,
Michigan. It was not initiated primarily to combat school
problems such as crime and vandalism. But, its recent pop-
ularity has shown that reduction in these difficulties
often is one iMportint benefit of community education.

o Studies have shown signifiCant, but not yet conclusive,
evidence of the effects of community education. For exam7.
pie, in a comparison of levels of vandalism in community
and non-community schools in California:

Incidents of vandalism dropped 20 percent in community
schools compared to 14 percent in others.

Costs of vandalism in the community programs dropped
28 percent while they only fell 6 percent in tradi-

nal programs.

o In 13 Michigan towns, introduction of community schools
reduced levels of school vandalism significantly- -drops of
over SO percent were common.

Trainer 4 Minilecture: Communit School Pro_rams That Have Reduced Violence
Background and Vandalism (10 min.
Materials

Resource
Materials
8.7.1.1

Trainer should provide examples of successful programs that involve
limited community linkages. More complete descriptions of the
programs may be found in the Trainer Background Materials. Tech-
nical Assistance Bulletins 8.7.1.1, Community Involvement in the
Schools, and 8.7..1.2, Community Schools, may be ordered by partici-
pants from NSRN.

A. Example of Limit e ComanairSchool Cooperation

o Among other strategies that have been used to reduce crime
and violence are the following:

Opening homes as sanctuaries for young studen
encounter trouble walking to Ind from school
(indianapolis, Indiana)

s who

- Having volvnteers make ,calls'to parents of absent
children on a daily basis (Dallas, Texas)



Materials/
Equipment

Resource
Material ,
R.7.1.3

Sequence /Activity Description

Conducting visits to the homes of pupils (Montgomery
County, Maryland)

.Enlisting the help of people in a local CB radio
organization to observe school grounds at night or-
during holidays and report anything unusual to the
police (Seattle, Washington)

Establishing a neighborhood watch of school property
(Portland, Oregon)

Holding drug abuse education for high school teachers
through an interagency agreement with a drug treatment
program (New York, New York)

Planting a community garden on school property to
increase community surveillance of the facility:,
(Westchestel., Pennsylvania)

Sponsoring a police vi
formed officers visit
Friendly)

itation gram in which.uni-
he classrooms (Officar

.

Having adult community members monitor the school caf-
eteria. (In New York, some Attica prison guards even
regularly sit at tables and talk with students during
the lunch., hour.) .

B. A Total Community Education Conceit: The Yerba Buena
. Plan

o An outstanding community school established near.San.Jose,
California, shows how the total'community education concep
can work.

o The Yerba Buena High School is an example of a school dnd
a .community that have done everything they can to prevent
problems and defuse situations that could turn into crises.
A Technical assistance Bulletin on Yerba Buena is-available
from NSRY(R.7.1.3).

o The community served by the school is typical iaf those in
many urban areas:

The school has a high concentration of minority stu-
dents (48 percent Mexican-American, 15 percent black);

More than 50 percent of the students'.families are on
welfare;

- There is a high percentage of single-parent families
within the student body.

,

A
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o Before the introduction of the community education concept,
there were tremendous problems within the school, includinf
truancy, dropping out- drug and alcohol abuse, etc.

o After switching to the community school approach, the situ-
ation changed:

Three years after 'starting the program, the problems
had been almost entirely eliminated. Average grades
and attendance improved:and:the number of disciplinary
referrals decreased.

Ninety-six percent of the hardcore problem students
remained in school.

Grades improved.

Attendance rose 4 percent for chronic truants.

- Suspensions for drug and alcohol possession have
declined greatly.

o Nearly 20 agencies in San .16se'are called upon to help deal
;

with problem students.

o Aprobation,officer and two police officers plus social
worker's operate in the school to help iron out problems.

They assist the school staff in identifying and assisting
crisis-prone students.

o Community members also are served by this program. For
instance, parents of problem children can take part in a
comprehensive parent education service in which they learn
how to regain control of the family situation and how to
manage-their children in a more realistic Way. In addi7.

t,ion, 24-hour services are available to young people via a
_

crisis telphone hot line.

Like most community school's, the Ye'rba Buena program
evolved over a number etyears. Originally, it was the
brain child of a single individual with a vision.

Initial funding for the.project came from the federal gov-
ernment under Title ICI of the Elethentary and Sedondary
Education Act.

5, .Group Discussion: Gommunit Ed-cation in the Pro Era

Trainer should make the following, points:
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Participant
Worksheet
7.1.2

6

o Community education appears to have many benefits that
can mean tremendous cost savings -educe vandalism
to saools..

Yet such programs are being closed due to proposition. 13-
type movements and state budget cutting.

Trainer leads group discussion on ways of dealing with the trend.
Questions to ask might include:

o How many school systems in your local communities are.
facing budget cuts or tight limitations?

Are there other sources of funding for community school
programs (e,g., CETA, government grants, services from
other agencies, business, etc.)?

What kinds of community resources'are available to provide
some of the needed help or funds (e.g., volunteers,
student incentive programs, religious and service organi-
zations)?

Optional Individual Activity With Workshee Rate Your School
(15 min.

Refer participants to Worksheet 7.1.2, Rate Your Own SchOols.

Since training audiences typically contain a mix of school and com-
munity representative's, not all participants will be able to have
the information needed to complete the optional activity, i.e., to
rate their local school.

Those who do complete the exercise typically will come up. with a wide
variation in scores (0 to 150). Normally, scores will cluster in
the lower ranges, providing an illustration of the amount of improve-
ment that is possible in the participants' schools.

A group discussion of the outcomes provides a good opportunity for
participants to share ideas, needs, and information about programs
that are underway in their schools.

Be sure to mention that this rating only represents the degree of
coordination in service delivery and ,does not refleCt quality of
.services.

M ailecture With Trans- arenc- and Discussion: Design of a
Community Education Program min.)

0

o Developing a community school program is not an easy under-'
taking. It takes time!
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Equipment

Transparency
7.1.7

Sequence /Activity Description

o A number of barriers are erected, by the natural human
reluctance to change and the tendency on the part of inst'-
tutions and agencies to guard their "turf.".,

The Building Block Model

Show Transparency 7.1.7 and make the points below.

Components of Communi
Education

(6) community organization

5) community centering
K-12 programs

(4) citizens' involvement

) interagencyinterragency cooperation

(2) adult learning prOgrams

(1) expanded use of school facilities

A widely accepted model of development that helps overcome
the barriers is illustrated schematically in this. trans-
parency.

o In step,l, the gynmasium, cafeteria, track, playing field,
auditorium, and classrooms are opened to community use.
Sometimes use is restricted to after-hours and days the
school is not in session. In other cases, the.community
can use the school facilities during the regular school
day.

In step 2, courses for adults are added to the regular edu-
cational program.

The school makes cooperative agreements with state, county,
or local hdman service agencies and the criminal justice
system. In step 3, groups begin to deliver services ,to
clients in the school setting..
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o An advisory role is defined as a formal mechanism for com-
munity input in step 4.

Classroom education begins to be affected in step 5. The
community starts to work with teachers in joint efforts to
educate children. Alternatively, the students go out to
facilities in the community -- factories, hospitals, art gal-
leries, laboratories, museums, etc., where different kinds
of learning activities take place.

o In step 6 the school and community can take cooperative
action against neighborhood socioeconomic problems.

Summary (5 min.)

The trainer should review at least the following points:

o Many underlying causes of school violence can be traced to
the socioeconomic problems of the community.

Frustration has developed in the educational system
as educators try to cope with complex and dynamic
modern problems while retaining traditional expecta-
tions, structures, and administrative praCtices.

The alienation of youth and adults in the community
often is expressed as violence and vandalism directed
against the school.

Control of these problems can be accomplished with
in-school measures.

o Prevention requires involvement of the community.

The Community school and the concept-of community education'
offer a mechanism for achieving the needed cooperation.

o Community schools are generally developed in a building-,
block fashion that starts by opening the school doors to
the community for recreation and education, and ends by
involving the community and school in a coordinated preven-
tion effort.
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oblem7Solving_Resource

Module 7.1 - Role of the Communit'l

Worksheet 11-C, 7.1.1

1 Grouo Adtivi unit la-ionshi s

-Participant
Worksheet

Reproduced 'below is a list of reasons for student absences typical of ones that
high school guidance counselors see every day. The list was developed by the
Cities in Schools program-=a comprehensive youth-serving program that brings city
services to troubled youth in schools. As Cities i,n Schools describes the list:

The names of these youth are not real. The reasons they stayed home
from school are. This list represents a collage of human need which
floods our schools each day. Teachers have neither the time, resources,
and, in many. cases, the skills- to solve these problems.

Glenda Allen
Sally Blue -
*Robert Brown
*Jess Brown -

today

no answer
ran away
- wants to quit
had court heari g

Richard Casey - unknown
Keith Cline - truant; mother said

he left for school
Sheila Davis - sink overflowed;
had to wait for plumber

Tom Duffey - out painting house all
week; Parent's permission

*Susie Gerholt- pregnancy illness
Janice 'Grantham - missed ride
David Harris - death in family

(grandfather).
Nancy Hodap - ride left without
her; no money for bus

Directions:

Aste

Sandra Holland - glasses broken;
mother called

Andrew Hunter called mother; thought
Andrew was in school

Mark Gasser - Job Corps
Sandy Johnson - false labor pains
Andrew JoneS - overslept till 12
*Paulette James - fell down the steps
Leroy Kennard - went to Florida;

sister had baby
*Vic Klinker - refUses to come to

school; going to quit in a couple
of weeks

Dan Lauhorn - had apcointment at
health clinic

*Thomas Mason - in juvenile court

\As a group, determine problems 4"7', - by th absences above. Develop a list,
of community resources that 'ML:c. ,e useful -n dealing with the problems. Do
not restrict' the list testab_Ished agencies; try to make it a comprehehsive
inventory of places a student could get help.

Select a representative to present your,conclusio
the presentation, point_out'Why the students were
of violence and vandalism against the sahool, and
selected to help them.-

sks refer to a later optional activ

s to the larger group. In

selected as potential causes
why certain resources 'ere
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- The Community as a_Problem Solving R- our e

Module

Worksheet 1-13

Role of the Communi

age Your Own School

(Optional Activity)

Participant
Worksheet

1. Select the high school you are most acquainted with and one in which you
are aware of the services that are available to students. Rate the school
as follows:

Ipoint

5 points

10 points

15 points

25 points

For each of the problem students marked with an * who would be
called into the counselor's office

For each one that would be served in an assistance prog a
by the school counseling staff

If the school would regularly refer the problem to a social
agency or outside source of referral

For each student that would receive followup after the referral

For each-student who would receive assistance from a social
agency or volunteer program within the school setting

2 Write the score on a blank piece of paper. Do not indicate the school'S-
name. Fold it and pass it to the trainer.

He or,she will compare the degrees of integration With-the community (not
quality of service) achieved by participant's schools.
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Module

Background l-D 7.1.1.

- THE CO

7.1 The _R

!UNITY AS A PROBLEM SOLIII U3 _RESOURCE

the Communi

Background
Materials

Workshop Content Surma The pole of the community

For some years public attention has been rivetted on the shortcomings of the

American educational system. Following close on the heels of indictments that

"Johnny can't read," came national concern that violence and vandalism are

threatening to distupt the educational process in America. Schools have taken

the brunt of the criticism for these problems, even though many of the root

causes lie within the community as a whole. John Brewer, a principal in an

all-black school, summarized the situation simply and eloquently:

These children and parents have a dozen needs that
are more urgent than the child's schooling. If a
child is hungry, has no place to sleep, needs
clothing or blankets, or is battered and abused, he
is not ready to learn. If his parents are ill,
fighting, being evicted or living without heat or
electricity, they are not able to be concerned about
the child's education. I-have to try to do something
about the first 12 problems before loan get their
attention. (4 quoted in Preventing Student Violence
nd..Vandalisms The Yerba Buena Plan. California
School Board Association. Sacramento, California. 1978)

cities in Schools--a program. designed to work with problem youth in schools--

offered this explanation: "Students in trouble cause trouble...The toughest

problem in urban education ..the social, economic, and personal problems

of the students that prevents the students from learning...If we could solve

the human problems, the teachers could

the prOblems largely Originate outside

,solutions

Educators a

with violence

Some of the

ve the learning problems Since

the school, it is logical to seek

1 the community surrounding the school.

others have devised a number of useful strategies for dealing

and vandalism in classrooms, halls, restrooms, and schoolyards.

eitive include security, measures, environmental control,



disciplinary measures, conflict management, and other activities aimed

at reducing'or controlling the symptoms of the problem. Actual prevention,

however, will require joint community-school efforts to eradicate the

causes. Only by recognizing that the origins of the violence and vandalism

are in the socioeconomic problems of the community, can long-term improve-

ment in the situation be planned and effected.

THE SCHOOL AS A SCAPEGOAT

In an earlier age, the little, red schoolhouse was charged with the enormous

task of educatinTchildren and forming them into responsible, la abiding citizens.

But in the close-knit communities of the past, with active cooperation among

school, church, and other groups, educato s did not face this task alone. They

received suppoDt and assistance from many different sources within the adUlt

popilation. In modern communities, much,of the burden. has been shifted

exclusively to the schools. Church ties, 'in Many cases, are not as strong

as they were in the past. The increasingly common single-parent families leave

many children without adult supervision for large portions of the day. And

the size of Modern schools and communities les outt'close involvement between

yolhang people and community figures such as shopkeepers, lawyers, doctors-, and

' other potential role models.

The job of the school is now a. much bigger undertaking. And as the schools,

grapple with increasingly severe social problems, the job clearly is becoming

too big. This recognition has led to increasing popularity of the community:
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education movement, which is enlarging the education process to once
. ,

again involve the whole neighborhood. A. recent publication of the Cali-

forn a School Boards Association reflected the new awareness of the need

for school- community links:

Can the schools continue to do it alone?
Can they fulfill their responsibilities as
institutions for learning and at the same time
counteract the educational effects of the
increasing disruption of family life, the rising
divorce rate and resulting increase of single-
parent families, the loss of control and respect
of parents by their children, as well as the
alarming-increase of juvenile crime and violence?
The answer must be a resounding no--the schools'
need for external community support is without
question.

The inability of the schools to respond to all of these needs--both socio-

economic and educational--has led to charges that today's education is

elevant and that schools have failed to live up to their responsibilities.

The disillusionment and resulting alienation often are cited as pri

factors underlying violence and vandalis in-the school.

The School's Response

Educators, feeling increasing pressure tration, and a sense of failure,

have relied prima on curriculum changes to meet the demands of today's

complex Society. Literally hundreds of new approaches and programs have come

and, in many cases, gone, but the organizational structure'his not changed

substantially, and resources from outside the. community have not been brOught

into the school, Until very recently, little changed within the school, even

though the problems -onfronting teachers on a daily basis changed radically.



In this situation, with. frustration inside the school and charges of

failure coming from the community, perspectives frequently become

polarized. The community often views the school as an autonomous island--

a closed system that deals with the community from a defensive posture.

Uncertainty or ignorance about the functions of the school leads to reduced

nancial support for education and even bigger probia. 2 for the educator

and administrator.

The school, on the otter hand, sees.i'- elf as overburdened by socioeconomic

factors that impinge on education. Teachers and administrators feel

increasingly bitter over their implied responsibility to be all things to

all young people. Their ponse is a natural tendency to withdraw from a

critical and nonsupportive community - -to keep problems and difficulties

closely contained within the school and to avoid discussing difficulties

with any- segments of the community. Interaction with the neighborhood

decreases, and loss of contacts seems to increase the community's isolation

and alienation from the school.

While this pattern of isolation and alienation has not affected all of the

nation's schools, it often has been identified in those institutions where

the rates of violence and vandalism are high. On the other hand, attempts to

reverse the process--to develop close and cooperative links between the school

and the co ty- -have yielded impressive results. The concept of community

education is helping schools in many areas reduce, and in some cases almost

eliminate, problems of violence and vandalism. In addition, this newly popular

concept is tremendously enriching educational and recreational opportunities

both young people and adults in communila4/here it is introduced.t j
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TARGETS FOR SCHOOL-COMMUNITY COOPERATION

In school systems that have yet to adopt community education approaches,

community contact with the school is limited largely to meetings of the

parent-teacher organization. This group forms the major link between "us"

inside the school and "them" on the outside School systems are not often

penetrated by the "outsiders." Even social agencies do nct integrate their

work with the school's programs, instead, they very carefully maintain their

own eparate bureaucratic domains. For example, the welfare, social services,

health, and mental health providers in most communities do not regularly

come into the schools to meet with clients. Contacts between the school

criminal justice system also are kept to an absolute minimum.

Educators' sense of responsibility to the child has made them reluctant to

abdicate control over what goes on in school. Different systems of training

and credentialing for professionals within the criminal justice and human

service stems also have led to mutual distrust that has inhibited

cooperation.

The school or the counity that wishes to resolve problems of crime and

violence will have to confront these barriers. openly. Before progress can

be made the community must be defined broadly to encompass:

o Youth-

Adultsboth parents and others

Politicians

d the
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Health and human service agencies

o Religious and civic organizations

o Business and industry

o The criminal justioe.system.

People in each of these groups must work jointly to develop a new sense

common purpose-.

THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL

While maintenance of the status quo characterizes many schools and school

systems throughout the country, increasing numbers of people are responding

to the need for change by involving the entire community in the school. This

newly opular approach- which in reality harks back to earlier days in

American education--is marked by a change in name of the educational ins 'tu

tion from public school to community school. As this initiative gains

momentum, institutions in many parts of the country are expandin7 into service

cente for the neighborhood and co unity. They are opening their doors in

the afternoons, evenings, weekenes and summer months to people of all Ages,

operating as centers for artivitie and services in which the schools Alem-

selves may have only a small part.

Interest in the community school grew with a wideipread realization that schools--

costlycostly comm -ity resources- -were not being used economically
. Sylvia porter, a

nationally'syndidated,columnist,noted this economic waste:
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Our.public schools are to an appalling deglzee
unused for long periods, representing an abuse
of schools and'an extravagance that America
simply cannot afford...Most of the schools
financed and maintained by taxes are closed
for a startling 50% of the time. (Sylvia
Porter, Your Money's Worth," Field, Newspaper
Syndicates,' December 1974.)

The ideas underlying the community school concept are simple:

Since the school is a community resource, supported

financially by the people, it should be accessible

to everyone.

It is too costly to use school facilities for limited

periods of time and leave them closed for summer months

or other tines that the community-Could make use of the

. ,

Educational and recreational needs are not restricted

to the children of the community.

building,

The school is a logical central location for coordinated

delivery of a wide range of human services.

William 3. Ellen, a superintendent of schools in Charlottesville, Virginia,

developed five practical rationales that support opening up the school to the

community:

1. The school plant already exists, fully equipped and ready

for use.

2. The overhead costs of administration continue*to be approxi-

mately the same whether schools are open closed during

the summer months.
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3. Fixed charges such as inE and capital

outlay costs remain fairly cc they the schools

are in operation or shut down,

The teaching staff- -the cc uni most important edu-

cat onal asset--is ( -iderate measure) already

mobilized.

5. Many hil3ren of school age are left without any constructive,

progrns during the late afternoons, evenings,-and summer

months. (Ellen, William J., "Potential of Community

Education" in -inist a- -s and Policy Makers' Views of

Community Education, University of Charlottesville, Virginia,

1977).

Objectives of Community Education

The community school or education approach strives to make the school a center

of the neighborhood. It provides educational, creational, social, cultural,

and human services designed to meet the needs of all community members --

children, youth, adults and the elderly. It is based on the premise that

local resources can be drawn together in a central location to assist in

solving neighborhood problems. It also acknowledges that schools- and

community agencies working together have a greater ability to have an..

impact on community problems than organizations working independently.
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fi

The community education philosophy sees the school as a servce center

operating in partnership with other groups in the community. While not

designed primarily as an answer to problems of violence and vandalism in

schools, the community education movement has been surprisingly successful

in combating these problems.

IMPLEMENTING THE COMMUNITY EDUCATION CONCEPT

Community education requires integration of the people, agencies; and

institutions of the community. It most often-is initiated by an individual

already working in the school system. The school is ,.a logical agent

change because of its central position in the corm?iunity, but it is by no

means the only agency that can initiate the push toward c -unity education.

In many locales, community colleges, recreation programs, or human service

agencies have provided the initial leadership needed to develop the momentum.

However, as simple, cal and desirable as the change may be, it poses a

variety of potential threats and problems both to the school and the commun y.

Barriers posed by natural resistance t 'change must be overcome. The tendency

of bureaucracies to guard prerogatives and build empires must be short-circuited

through recognition of shared social responsibilities. Old structures must be

changed, and new administrative and fiscal mechanisms put in place.

Larry E. Decker of the School of Education at the'Univer_ ty of Virginia concept

ualized the process as evolving over time in a building block fashion (Decker,

Larry E. and Virginia A., Administrators and Policy Makers' Views of Community

Education, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1977):-



(4)

(2)

(6)
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COMPONENTS OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Community organization
and development

Community centering
K-12 programs

Citizens involvement and participation

Interagency coordination,
cooperation, collaboration

Lifelong learning and enrichmentprograms

Expanded use of school facilities
Community SchoolsCommunity Centers

Using Decker's schema, we can see how the rapprochement between the school

and the community often begins with the expanded use of school facilities.,

Typically, the school's gymnasium, cafeteria, track, playing fields,'or

auditorium are made available to the community for use after school hours,

and sometimes even during school hours. This4brings a streai of people from

the community into the f,chool where they see what is going on. With widening

community awareness of the school's activities and needs, closer identification

with the school can develop. The results often include more voter support

for school budget requests, more volunteers to assist the echool, and an adult

presence that serves as a deterrent to violence and disruption.' The simple

fact that the school As -not closed for long. periods cuts down substantially
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on window breaking, arson, theft, and crimes that occur while the school is

unattended. The principle is not too subtle--when the school is in use by

the community there are more people around as observers for far '.anger

periods of time.

Expanding the hours that school facilities are open permit them to be used

for educational programs that serve adults (the second step in Decker's model).

Local colleges, Civic groups, or the 'Local school district itself typically

can offer courses and enrichment programs for the community in the evenings

or on weekends.

Once the precedent of opening the school to the community,is set and cooper-

ation well established, the community education concept can be expanded to

begin delivery of needed social services at the school. This means that

such agencies as mental health, health, welfare, employment, and others, can

come out to the school to serve bothyouths and adults. The service t Ay

include marriage and family counseling, drug and alcohol abusectreatment,

parent effectiveness training, birth control or prenatal counseling,

inoculation programs, preventive health care, probation and employment

counseling, or any of a dozen others. The key factor here is that the

human services agencies are cooperating with the school. They have a central

neighborhood location where they can seek out clients and serve community

needs By doing so, they are going where the people are rather than simply
v. 0

accepting referrals from other agencies. Often the service providers who
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move into schools find that people will come to aschool when they may

lack the time, energy, or motivation go to a distant or unknown location

in a city to seek services from organizations they see as impersonal,

bureaucratic, and uncaring.

-.The citizen involvement and p cipation phase of community edudation

is shown on Decker's schema at the fourth step in the evolution of the

process. Ir reality, however, the community has already been informally

-involved from the inception. By including this as a step, Decker points

out the value of giving the community a formal, participatory role through

advisory councils. Experts agree that such bodies are most important to

the success of the effort and suggest that advisory groups should be formed

the level of the,individual school and have well defined roles in the.

program.

Decker's fifth phase brings the community-centered concern.into the classroom.

Adults from the coMmunity.serve as resources in the teaching process, for

example, as aides, guest speakers, or tutors. The classroom also is expanded

out into the community with factories, businesses, museums) art galleries,

laboratories, and other community facilities serving as settings for learning

activities. This step represents the first time the. school's relationship to

the individual child in the classroom begins to change--even affeoting`the

most closely guarded responsibility of the school syste



The last step takes the community education from outside the realm of

the school and extends it to the problems of the neighborhood. In this

1

final stage, the whole community becomes the focus of the activities that

have become centered in the school. Whhen development has progressed to

this stage, the community advisory board, the school staff, and-a wells

coordinated group of human service providers can sit down together ant!

plan ways to mobilize resources to attack the community's unique problems.

The concerns may extend to housing, unemployment, hunger, poor health care,

or 'other problems that xist in the community but still have an impact on

the school.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION AS A DETERRENT TO VIOLENCE

To the school or community interested in reducing violence and vandalism

in the school setting, the c -unity education concept offers tremendous

potential. For example, the first two steps in Decker's model extend use

of school facilities into the evening hours. Bringing more people into ,the

schools for longer hours expands surveillance and increases the knowledge

people have about the school. Pride begins t6 develop as people learn

that they can use and enjoy the school's facilities. Interest and involve-

.meat gradually evolve as the school starts to serve the larger community.
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Step three begins to attack tie problem at a more basic level. By

offering services through the school, more people tend to get more help.

Those in need can be served better and are not,simply referred from one

agency to another. On-site service delivery can alleviate many school

problems too, such as truancy, disruption and drug use.

Finally, by tae time the last is reached, the school becomes the center

for marshalling the entire community's resources on the neighborhood's

problems. At this stage, a community and-school can embark on a true

eviolence and vandalism effort. Through concerted on-rtaking internal

actions to deal with effects of problems--the school can move from a

treactive posture to an active stance in which the root problems can be_ _

attacked on a communitywide scale.

In 1973-74 a University of Michigan study Co pared7levels of vandalism in
0

community and non-community centered schools in California. The study showed

that even though the community schools were almost always located in troubled-

neighborhoods, in contrast to those that remained traditional, the impact of

the new approach seemed to reduce vandalism considerably. Specific findings.

revealed that:

Incidents of vandalism dropped 20 percent in

community schools compared to a drop'df 14 percent

in non - community i itu ions,



The mean cost of vandalism dropped 28.7 percent

in community sohobls versus a 6.3 percent decrease

in traditional schools

While the study does not offer conclusive proof that_. co _unity schools

Are the answer to the vandalisM problem, it does suggest that the com munity

school can make important contributions to reducing problem behaviors

In a similar study conducted in Michigan communities, vandali8m in schools

droppedsignificantly after inaugration,of the community school,concept.

Decreases in vandalism of.over 50 percent were co

studied:.

PROPOSITION 13-- BUDGET CUTS

n in the 13 "communities

While-the community education, concept has met

recognized aS,a deterrent

Able for such activities.

faced with the realiiy, of

th cops

to violence and:vandalism;

derable'success and is

ding is not always

With.Propositioh 13-type cutbacka,

working

cut back' on innovative programs.

avai

with tighter budgets and have beenferced

Qthers_..h hope to .element he' have had to
,

postpone their initiation.

Even with tighter budgets, schools cancstill begin

to find new. methods of, funding, or

new programs if hey are abl

if they are able to reach ou
0

munity for support, Involving the corn

doubles the interest in new programs.'

unity in supplying funds

Funding cam be available

'are pursued and new Channels of resources are attacked.

into the.com-
,

or resources

if new



CONCLUSION

John M. Rector, former administrator of the LEA' Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention, summed_ up the importance-Of school-community links

0

in testimony before the subcommittee on Econorfic Opportunity, Committee on

Education and Labor, House of Representatives-

In approaching-the problems of schools, it is
important to remember that the school is a micro-
cosm of the community it serves. The problems of
that,community will be reflected in its schools.
Schbol violence must be viewed-in the context of

_- community violence, illegal gang activity, learning
disabilities, suestance abuse, nutrition, and the
myriad of other factorsidetermining the quality
of life in a particular Community.

The cOmm ity school offers a well tried method that has demonstrated isin(

results throughout the country= If ffers an approach to prevention that will

ties. with the problems of school violenceand vandalism.
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TOMORROW'S EDUCATION:
MODELS FOR PARTICIPATION

Ernst Wenk
Responsible Action

Davis. California

Recent years have witnessed a fundamental political shift within our society.
It appeais to press toward more direct cirizen putieipaeon in the drtry,crr.ric
process a development chat could rransform our basic political structure. Educa-
tion emerges as a guiding force in this development and a redefinition of the varied
roles of education in our society seems inevitable. Educational approaches to
social problem-solving seem to have greater potential than some other models chat
have been died. Legal and medical models;, for exarnple, have been proved inadea
quate in dealing with alcoholism, drug abuse. crime and delinquency. Educational
approaches do not prescribe solutions but rather provide a process chrouzh which
solutions can be found or created. Ideally! the educational process, draws its
energies and its direction frbm the involvement of active participants. Such-prOblerh-

.solving 'approaches contain the ingedients heeded for, interactive (democracic)
government, but they also foster individual gro-w-th and improved mental health.
Education, in this model, is the central force for community development as well
as a key to personal development and well.beini.

We, have neglected community participation inproblem-'sblving. For too long
we have looked outside our communities for solutions co social problems. Federal
and state aid available (or help in improving education, reforming criminal 'and
juvenile justice, providing welfare and better health services, have led us to belieVe
that the roocs of our social problems and their solutions Lie Outside the'commtiniry.

ha.s become fashionable to rely on distant, impersonal government bureaucracies.
to see ourselves as neither part of the problem nor part_ of the solution. We appear
to have forgotten that many social problems are rooted in families and local corn-
muriities and that actions aimed, at problem-solving must originate in the commu-
mry and neighborhood if they are to have maximum impact.

No doubt there is a need for.federal and stare programs bring aboUt sortie ti
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equalization in the distribution orresources or to stimulate new and innovative

programs.which. after an initial period, can be supported from local sources. But

if our communities are re..itali,zed, and if we are to find better solutions to
problems that manifest themselves the community, the initiarisve for .change

must come from the communities themselves. Communities must design, irriple7

ment. and maintain commUnity-based problem-solving structures that are con-
trolled by local residents and involve a reasonable cross-section of all chose affected

by their decisions and actions.

Unfortunately. most communities are lll-prepared for such an undertaking.

The present paper presents two educational innovations that may be helpful in

working toward the goal of interactive community development. Neither program

as laen designed specifically to prevent or control juvenile min. or other mis-

behavior in school and in the surrounding community. Both. however. could have

considerable impact on juvenile delinquency and vouch crime. Each is supported

by a significant body of theoretical literature and piactical experience indicating

that its assumptions are sound and its methods, generally effective in preventing
delinquency and in incervipting what appears to be a causal chain leading from
school.faure to school crime. Some of the areas that are relevant in this regaxd

are curriculum tracking, perceived -lack of linkage between schools and cemmu- $'
pities, perceived irrelevance of the schooling process by many students, low
student commitment to school, lack of involvement by students in educational
planning and deciSion-rnaking, and lack of many peer teaching opportunities for

students.

Partnership in Research. tested in ;yew Hampshire and further develORed

wing initial evaluation, is essentially a youth involvement strategy lc also

has roots in one branch 'of social action theorv, particarly in that reflected byul.

what Donald T. Campbell has called the '-experimental society- a society in

which progre:ss is made b integrating the best of science and democracy (1;. The

Integrated Community Education System ba.sically-a community involvement

strategy It envisions a radical.rescructuringot the educational system tia provide

for flexible and largely self - initiated, programming for people of all ages and.=
open-ended school system-which allows for life-Ione experiential learning.

PARTNERSHIP IN RESEARCH

The,Partnership in Research strac -assumes that kti vledge acquired through
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active learning has a more significant mpact than learning by passive acCr prance.
The transitory nature of knowledge also is imparted by this approach: knowledge
gained through activity is experiencedas a time -bo und. sicuatipn.bourid phenomenon
requiring constant updating to be continually. relevant. Partnership in Research is
designed to keep the individual sensitive to an inquiry type of knowledge that err.
,courages self-discovery, adaptation. and personal development a basic mental
posture that it is hoped will be adopted as a life-long strategy of learning and growth.

The PER strategy was tested in spring 1972 in a New'Hampshire senior high
school (2). The .prime interestwas Ito involve as many students as possible in defin-
ing some of their major concerns with respect to the school` setting. It was hoped
chat increased underscandiny of the educational setting rnight. lead student's' to
learn about school-related factors that contribute to social problems. such as juve-
nile delinquency and vouch drkne. -school non-involvement. and drOppingour The
high school, situated in a.medium-large New England City, had a student
don of Close to students-in grades 9 through 12. Like most schools in the
United Stares. it was co--educational.

During meetings between, the vice-pneipals and research ,staff. a decision
was Made to initiate the project duri.ng the school's English periods. This ensured-,
char practieally. all students would be reached initially. English, claises remained
the major source Of.communiation between the project and the students. ,but

a:Taal work of the 'project was an. extracurricular option for thy: students.

PHASE 1: P D .INITIATION

Project staff made preliminary contacts with some students and teachers and
prepared a questionnaire asking students to name three of the rnosc pressing can-
terns or problems the'y felt needed attention in the school. The questionnaires
were presented and the ,study explined to each English class by project staff.
starting, with the senior classes and recruiting and instructing volunteer senior stu-
dents. who then acted as assistants,: administering quertionnaires and introducing
the study to the junior, soPhornore, and freshman classes:.This completed the first
step in turning the study over to the students.

Besides the initial questionn.Ure,- each student M g=.ad,es 9 throu-gh 12 received
a questionnaire co give- ce his parents'. Parent qtiescionnires asked about priorities
of concerns and whether. or not parents should be involved in this kind or study.

N



Teachers received a similar questionnaire, as did the janitorial staff and the food
`services staff. Also each student who had dropped our during the current school
year received a questionnaire and was asked to designate a student still in school
who would act as a liaison between himself and the study'.

PHASE 2: FORMING STUDENT TASK FORCES

The return rate of the questionnaires ailed put by the students was close to
100 percent. tine third of the teaching staff and approximately 5 percent of the
parents returned the questionnaires. There were practically no responses from the
janitorial and food services staff or from students who had dropped our earlier in
the school 'Veal. (which may suggest a feeling of isolation' predominant in these
goups).

Eight major topics surfaced chat led to the forma
or study groups to look into the followMgstudent concerns:

School !Wes. This, gaup was to study school re ons and measures,
taken ate the school, as well as the relationship between school, pOlice,
and the courts.

Race Relations. This gi:oup was to 'study ways to improve race relations
.moue sal- dents. =Concerns were particularly expressed by students who
experienced during the .-previous _school year serious disruptions in
school because of racial conflicts.,

Drug Misuse. This study group was interested in looking into student
involvement in drug misuse and presenting some suggestions for coping
with this problem.

.4. School Progranis for the Non-College-Bound :Srudenr..This study group
was to itivestig.2.re programs available to the student seeking a vocational
'career and deneeding preparation to enter the labor market.

Sc/tool Programs. for` "tire Acaciernicilly,Inclined Student. This s
group was to look at pr gams-for the college-bound student.

-6. Student Roles. This gr u was to study the :roles of the high-school
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student, his rights and responsibilities. They were to focus on the way
students can be involved M cure culum planning and other aspects of
the administration of the school. This group's emphasis was central to
the major study objective of mobilizing untapped student resources.

School and Community. This group was to study the relationships of
the school co the corrimunity, the voters, the ta_xpayers, and the author-
ities (such as the School Board), and to come up with suggestions to im-
prove these relationships.

line prop -cut Problem. This study up, was to itervie school
drop-oua 'and planned to develop alternative educational programs for

, -students who feel alienated from. Most current educational programs.,.

All groUps began with a nucleUs of a few students who were highly involved
in the particUlu issue and who volunteered to -recruit additional students to help
with various study casks. Sp;cia efforts were made to keep-established student..
lea4ers frOin taking over the study group by &SSigningt traditionally active students.
already in leadership roles in the-school. to -individual,assignments ,in the project
that were independent of the study groups-.- Leadeiship positions in the study

,,

groups thus were open cc students who-preViously had little Opportunit* to express
therkselves or take leadership. This -gave the project, the ,opportilnity to -mobilize

. -,

.
untapped student resources while still making use of active snide...it-. lea.ciers for im-resources
portant tasks ou.uide the study groups. -. ,. .,

SE 3: STUDY GROUP PROJECTS

During phases 3 asid,4, a recently graduated college student.'who had expert-.

ence in working with poups,WAs the resident project staff ac the school. She acted
as advisor and` liaison among the project, the teaching,staff. and the-school ad.mini;
stration. While dic,inifiative was left primarily to students. coordination and assis-
tance were actively provided by giving support as soon as the need was perceived.

Wien the help of the director of the businessdepartrrient, the -research assistant'
set up an office space for the project. Two students from the business department
were employed put-time by the 'project under a student_ work progam. This
project office provided services to the various study groups and maintained con
tact with the students.. , 4
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The various study group f volunteer students went about their business in
their own ways. One group decided to interview local citizens about their attitudes
coward smoking, alcohol, drugs. open campus. or school rules. Another group
interviewed dropOuts. One group, after several meetings and uncomfortable dis-
cussions, got scared and disbanded, but not before they had designed. and admini-
stered a questionnaire probing racial attitudes. The group studying academic pro-
gams designed a questionnaire and administered some. but the group lost interest
generally.

groups were quite active and involved, and carried out productive pro-
grams. The vocational program group presented plans for students. in conjunction
with staff, to rut t the cafeteria on a business-like 'basis in order to learn the food
services trade. They alio proposed to develop and operate a schoOl-based corn-

i-Triunicarons center with its own 5-mile radius radio station. video studio for intri-
al T.V., znd a student newspaper. They made a Eeld trip to d-neighboring state

a studentoperated radio station and reported back to the pr,,ject.

The "drug abuse group probably was the most active and most in:.olved. Each
student had a good reason to be part of this group. One was a fOrrner heroin user
who returned to school afterlreatment to finish his requirements for a'high -scSool
diploma. Others had had experiences with drugs' or had brothers, sister's, or friends
-.Yho used drugs.- or parents with an alcohol problem. Some-were just daply con-
cerned abbut what they saw happening around them. This group visited lsc.-faci-
liries for drug pre /erition ;Lid trea7::nent, designed and adrrinistlred a c uesSonraire,
compiled some of the-results, andconducted a workshop at the end of the project.

PHASE 4: WORKSHOPS

Four groups conducted 'workshops during the list week of the project. These
inclUded the gOups..'irudying drug use school rules. vocational :curriculum. and
=cleat roles. The panels were composed of students. 'while other students and
teachers, were the participating audience. These meetings were videotaped and

'replayed for studerits at the school to pass on some of the information and ideas
generated by these activities.,

SUMMARY RESULTS

This peer-cond.ucced researc d chat high - school students.
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working under their own volition, can develop questions and identify issues that
are highly relevant CO their own interests and development. The collection of data
aetivily was secondary to the real goal of this endeavor, which was to involve
study. its in observing and evaluating issues that have a significant impact on their
Lives.

The project was exploratory and had only Limited financial backing. These
restrictions, were offset by the enthusiastic support the study received -from
students and from some of the school staff. It is recommended chat future attempts
to carry out PARTNERSHIP IN RESEARCH projects be made part of the regular
school curriculum, rather than appended to the school program as an extraqurricu-
lar activity. This kind of scientific inquiry then could develop a tradition of its
own and become, for certain research projects, more sophisticated in research
methodology. Projects then might focus on other problems. not directly related
to the school, that are of special interest to students.

The findings of the study groups were modest and,the methods employed
were relatively unsophisticated. Yet,-"the method and the findings are valuable from
several points of view:

Interes s were uncovered.

.The project gave students the opp
lommitment to an activity char w
successful coping strategi

tuniry to ma a deep, personal
aimed, in part, at learning more.

The project provid d'an example a(a democratic educational ex erience
by giving students the opportunity to.act as independent participants
and by showing respect for their critical insights.

The sharing of decision-makIng gave the students the opporrun
perience an existential equality, with the adults involved.

I

The open. honest, and objective confrontation with social piobleM issues
provided a learning experience that seemed to enhance personal growth.

The levning that- resulted from participation in the, process of research
seemed to produce a much deeper understandine than:could be expected
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from the reading of a final report and listening to a lecture. The existen-

rial approach seems to facilitate acquisition of the learning and adaptive
skills necessary for survival. The focus of this method on self-evaluation.

self-help, self-development, self-growth, within both the individu4 and
the group, should lead to continuing growth.

For many kinds of behavior, such as drug abuse, alcohol abuse. juvenile de.

linquency and youth crime in school and the community, legislation appears to

be highly ineffective as a control mechanism. In fact, some laws and the difficul-

des inherent in their enforcement may simply aggravate the problem. Educational

methods; such as PARTNERSHIP IN RESEARCH, may offer a more effective

means of prevention and intervention. The study in New HarnPshire was intended

to provide exploratory material in support of this thesis.

THE INTEGRATED COMMUNITY EDUCATION SYSTEM

Partnership iii Research might 6e particularly effective if it.were part of an

In egated Community- Education Syscern(ICES) (3, 4). To the seneral public
research is nor an ally. The average citizen 'often perceives research as a cool of

government orunder the control:of large.corporate interests chat tend to exploit
the consumer. Until very recently, research has been preoccupied-with peculiarities
and deficiencies of individuals and little attention has been paid to deficiencies

and injustices in government.prokided services or to corporate actions that are in

confiict*With public interest. Specifically- is foyuscl zn
"deviant's" and their, characteristics, almost totally, neglecting environmental and

social factors and their-impact on individual behavior.

All this is changing. Science is beginning; to serve more directly the public

est and may become a powerful tool for communal problem-solving. Donald
T. CaMpbell,proposes to create an "experimenting society" chat makes, science its

servant and cakes as its v4ues the best of those .of. both dernocracy and science:

,honesty, open criticism, and a willingness to change in the face of new evidence.

Fie calls for actions thavintegrare science and social concerns by adopting rigorous,

rational. and scientific evaluations of new prlagrams and ideas chat `'allow further

development of the best- and modification,or discontinuation of chose that prove
ineffective. Campbell suggests that we develop such evaluation research into a

"folk science" that can- be applied in a do-it-yotirself fashion with vothig-booth

consequences.,
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The Integrated Community Education System (ICES) seems to hold promise
fir the creacion,of an inforrned and involved citizenry that can deal constructively
with both the scientific aspects of social program development ar,d the political
constraints and consequences associated with responsible program decision.s. The
ICES is distinguished from.other educacional models in that it incorporates all of
the following major featUres:

1. The system is planned, admintered. aiid jconaolled by 'the community.
ICES is created through intensive community participation and responds
in pan to ch:mging community needs._

ICES is based on the concep' of life-long learning for all interested
persons.

g environments- ue

Education op` porrunicies are
students.

exible to meet individual objectives- o

daily "different strictures are e basis for all instructidn :

The General Education Structure operates learning environments
:that emphasize success and personal development while exploring
subjects is ,a non-threatening way to broaden one's knowledge_
without the possibility of failiare; and

Career Education Structure operates learning ,environments which
demand strict, (disciplined learning that allows for serious and hard
.work coward skill development in the particular subject area.

Because of the multi -age learning nvironMentsand involvement of the
cOmmunity, in their planning, adriimistration; and control ICES pro-
grams are envisioned as year-round educational,programs.

is

The Integrated Community Education System has narrowly-defined edu-
cational programs or schools such as junior high. senior high, adult education.
community college. or extension programs., Instead, a conceptually -based mode of
-instruction is offered for each -di f three different groups or levels:



Level I: Children, from birth to seven years of age

Level II: Children and youth, eight to ftnirt years of age

Level III. Young adults and adults, fifteen years of age

LEVEL I PROGRAMS

For children from birth to seven the mode Consists of services directed toward
need fulfillmentamd motivational, social. psychological, and physical development.
This level, Comprehensive Children's Services, utilizes extensively students of all '

ages enrolled in lever II and III programs, applying cross-age tutoring t9 its fullest II

with all the benefits chat accrue for the student volunteer. At this leve " services
also are provided to parents directly. All level l programs are voluntary.

LEVEL II PROGRAMS

- _

ar children from eight to fourteen years, educational strategies] are directed
coward the further deVelopment of,social and communicative skills as well as in: -

struction in basic, subjects.. For this age gioup attendance is mandatory and sal-
dents and teachers are held accountable for meeting certain educational standards.

LEVEL III PROGRAMS

For the young adult and adult group, participation is again voluntary' and the
individual selects his own educational objectives with the help of an educational
guidance counselor. The education opporttniities available at this. level,,inCh-id-

,

perional,,4evelopment as well as'academic, vocational; and social skill develop.
meat, permit any number of combinations of these different 'programs'at,any One
time Education for me 'young adult and adult consists of a life-long process of
learning 'and teaching, since teaching or tutoring others at any of the three levels
becomes a part of the individual's own learning and growth.

MAJOR ICES PROGR, FEATURES:

COMPREHENSIVE CHILDREN'S. SERVICES

the results of recent educational, psycho 'and medical research
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documenting the crucial- importance of -the first eight years of life (3), Wilson
Riles. Superintendent of Instruction for the Scare of California, sought and received
benchmaik lesislacion that allows for the development of:comprehensive pla-ns
for early childhood education. Early childhood education is one of the principal
components the Integrated CommunitY Education System, but the latter goes
beyond the early Ghildhood education concept co inclu4Comprehensive Children's
.Services'fOr the youngest target group childrerCfrombfrth to seven years of age.
These services would be provided on a community basis through neighborhood
children's centers operated by professional child care staff who receive maximum
support (prcifessional services and student participation on a voluntary and paid
basis) from other components of the Integrated `Community Education' System-.

. Neighborhaod children centers would be numerous, well,equipped:- and pre:
pged for cp.Wiry-service ,co-children and their parents. :Parents could bring their
-small children any cirrie,to.the neighborhood children's-center where professional=
services would be available. The emphasis would be on making them-content while-
they are there, to provide them with comfortable shelter and..food, to play with

, c.
them, and to give them attention andlove regardless of their background'of home
envircrunent. All-these services would be prmided by students from the Integrated
Community Education System, working under the supervision and guidance

. .
professional staff.

Everyone involved would benefit from such -a system of child_ren's centers.
T,he childred would 'eXperience warmth and comfort and over the years would
,deyelop a strong positive attitude toward the community:- Parents would util.ze
these-centers as a welcome resource. They would be offered oppOrtunities to cake
part in in--service. education 0 learn child-rearing and .child- cue, thus enabling
them to become more effective- parents. 'Student employees or voluiireers would
derive great satisfaction from the services they proVicted and:Would themselves

_learn a great deal from their participation in in-service education-in child care-and
deVelopment. The community would benefit from the early identification and

=fulfillment of the needs of children and

In our pieoccupacion with machines. we have cone to expect a gas station
on almost every- street coiner. If service stations are not abundantly available co
take care of our cars, we feel chat vital resources are nissing. It is time that we,
perceiVed the critical lack of resources to: serve children and young people and to
nsist that these resources be provided and developed.



ICES PROGRAM STRUCTURES: GENERAL
AND CAREER EDUCATION

Under the ICES model, the student aged seven or older has the option to
choose programs in two basic education structures: general education or career
education. Students who successfully complete certain career education require-
merles have the ,further option of entering higher education through the profes-
sional education structure, which is equivalent to our present college-level instruct
don. The term "career education" as used in this paper should not be confused
with vocational training or trade training. As used here. the term refers to any dis-

ciplined learning that has clearly defined objectives. These basic structures, with

their differing educational objectives and methods, provide the depth and diversity
that give the individual the freedom to construct his own educational program to
Et his iarticular needs. The teacher also is provided with a variety of teaching en-

vironments, enabling him to express his own teaching style and pursue his own

interests.

The core of both the general education structure_, and the career education

structure is the classroom or a-class module. As the educational pioneer Pestalozzi

put it, country's future is decided in its classrooms," It is equally true that the
individual's future is decided in the claisroom. In our culture, the classroom is
potentially, at least the most universally available environment for learning,
thinking, and exchanging ideas. for maintaining perspective. for practicing equality
and justice. and for ,en`Couragingrespect and love for others. The class:Own should

be a "laboratory of life" in both a personal and a communal sense.

GENERAL EDUCATION

General education provides for learning activities designed primarily to enrich

and to motivate without fear of failure. Activities are exploratory, and structured

to encourage the student to seek out. for as many subjects as he wishes, the more
demanding educational programs offered in career education. It should -be possi-

ble to fulfill minimum educational requirements by attending general education

classes and achieving a level of reading, writing, and arithmetic that fulfills the
requirements set by the state. Most individuals probably would combine general
education classes with- career education classes: the teacher of general education
classes would place primary emphasis ©n .the general welfare of the student as an
individual. In addition to presenting subject matter in a nonthreatening and col-

,
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laborative manner. the teacher in this educational environment would pay a great
deal of attention to the personal needs of his students. The subject matter or class
focus becomes a means of achieving multi- faceted goals related to personal de-
velopment and individual growth.

A concrete ple of how these general education classes are envisioned is
shown in the foreign language module, such as French. In general education. indi-
viduals of varied backgrounds meet for an introduction to the French language ---
and culture. A varier), of aspects related to the French culture ..iuch as music. phi-
losophy. politics, cooking, and sports are explored. Exposure to the language
would be provided through records; capes, elms, and conversad,:n No specific
learning objectives would be set because the education structure of general educa7
don is motivational and enrichment-oriented rather than achievement oriented to
meet preconceived objectives.

Naturally, this multi-age, multi- background student group may learn a lirn-
iced amount of French that would be useful in travel abroad or in future profes-
sional work. However, students could expect to have a pleasurable educational ex-
perience chat widens their hori2ons. For some. che'program may prepare them for
a more demanding program in French under the career education structure.
Similar exploratory treatments of other subjects, such as science. mathematics.
histo. homemaking, or vocational skills, would be presented in learning environ-
ments conducted by competent teachers who are primarily motivators and facili-
tators of growth for their students.

Another example of a general education class module is the physical educa-
tion program. Within the general education structure traditional team-based com-
petition would be discouraged. Exercises and sports would be undert4en for
enjoyment. Individuals of all skill levels would be accommodated, and teams
necessary for certain saines would be frequently reconsdtuted, to provide variety
in team composition and to foster non-specific competition,

There is much to be learned from the non-competitive educational structure
irk,which. while the individual is not graded, the class as a whole mardevelop its
own ."grading" system to address questions of the benefits and relevance of the
learning activities on a class-wide basis. They may.consider the contribution nor
only of the teacher but of the srdents as well.

1
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CAREER EDUCATION

The learning environment within the career education structure is substan-
tially different from that of the general education structure. Career education
classes have specific learning objectives chat will be met throughout the class ses-
sions. Students of different backgrounds and ages are grouped together by virtue
of their common educational objectives. Participating students voluntarily sub-
scribe to disciplined and specifically goal -oriented activities chat can be carried
out only if efforts by the students and the teachers coward reaching class goals are
consistently maintained. The pay-off for these efforts are the skills learned as spe-
cified in the class objectives. Therefore, students and teachers are highly
motivated to achieve in the particular subject chosen. Career education ceurses
lead to higher education or professional education as higher education is an exten-
sion of the strict, disciplined career education structure.

In contrast to the French class in the general education structure, a career
French class is clearly devoted co reaching specific language skills. For example,
French I has a clearly defined beginning and a clearly defined end. French II
builds on French I with its own_ clearly defied_ objectives. The career education
structure with its career credit system allows a person to pursue particular skills
throughout the career structure and beyond by movinginto the professional edu-
cation structure that is represented by our university and higher education sys-
tem. The professiOnal education structure, for example, would provide an indi-
vi.lual with quilificadons as a French ..eache- or :errif.ed Interpreter.

In physical education, career education would include the highly compet
rive ream membership or individual athletic achievement that in today's schools,
where few general education oppor'tunities exist, excludes unfortunately many
students from sports activities.

Vocational training provides another example for contrasting the two basic
education structures in auto mechanics the general education structure would
offer prograrris that expose the students in a disciplined way (no education can
proceed without /discipline with respect to the educational environment and -the
maintenance of /equipment and cools) to auto mechanics. These courses would be
motivational ,and exploratory, but might also include arrangements for the stu-
dent to get work experience in an operating auto mechanics business in the com-
munity. Then. when the individual is ready to accept the challenge of career train-

:1
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um, and is willing to expend the effort to acquire professional auto mechanic
skills, he must either enroll in a career education class with specific educational
objectives in this field, or he must enter into a formal apprenticeship agreement
with an operating business in the community.

These two educational structures complement each other. They replace
tracking students. by allowing the student to tailor his education to his own needs
through a combination of components from both educational structures. The op.
portunity for the individual to participate in the design of his own educational
plan (including any combination of exploratory general classes and strict career
classes) and the: opportunity to keep educational options open throughout life are
ribs main features of the integrated Community Education System.

Many of the alternatives available in traditional schools appear limiting and
often degrading. Continuation high school. low.achiever cracks, and special pro-:
grams for the educationally handicapped provide little variety or flexibility. An
appropriate combination of general education and career education would allow a
person to, escape labeling or identification as a member ©f a low.stacus program.
Most slow learners are not slow in all subjects. This approach gives the youth who
needs primarily general education classes the opportunity to explore in greater
depth an area in which he feels the greatest motivation and competence. He may
enroll in the enter class M auto mechanics or physical education. for instance,
while remaining in the general education structure for ocher subjects.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM AND ,DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Both Partnership in Reseazd and the integrated Community Education Sys.
tern concept are directed toward the broader goals of revitalization of the corn.
munity and its educational institutions. There are, however, some important trn-
plications for the prevendor/of youth crime and misbehavior which arise indirect.
ly from such factors as: involvement of youth in their communities and in their
own education; reduction of the artificial barriers which isolate young people
from persons of both younger and older age groups: elimination °flow-status edu
catioral groups (tracking, continuation schools, underachiever programs, etc.); in
volvernent of youth and community residents in studying such problems as
student crime and in designing solutions based on their own -cibservacions: in.
creasing the importance of the student role within the school: improving the fir
between the student and the learning environment: and reducing the split between

1 fr.(
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student and teacher roles, and between the functions .of teaching and learn by
combining each individual's own education with the tutoring of others.

If the strategy is to be sec within a typology of "prevention" approaches, it
can be viewed as educational, as opposed to the more common medical and legal
models. In contrast to medical and legal approaches, the educational strategy
assumes a basic outlook of groWth and development and perceives the individual
to be helped as student or "learner," a role that is maintained throughout the life
by many educated persons. The requirement of the medical approach chat the
-person to be helped adopt the role of "patient" and the requirement of the legal
approach that the person adopt the role of "criminal" or "delinquent" are viewed
as detrimental to individual growth and maturation. These two requirements, and
the stances generally adopted by mental health, criminal justice, and law enforce-
ment professionals, tend to have stigmatizing effects and often are counterproduc-
tive by preventing social readjustment. The educational strategy does nor need to
apply negative labels (although frequently it coo falls into this crap), but in-
stead applies the supportive label of "student" chat can enhance self-esteem and fa-
cilicate growth.

It is suggested that these and ocher learning models can be successfully ap-
plied in social ,problem-solving, particularly before sanctions based on medical
Models and legal models are employed. Such an approach may prevent a great
many individuals from becoming "patients" or "convicts" by keeping them in a
lez.ming role as involved and modyg.red studen. Education, then, might larrly
replace treatment, therapy, and correction, which could be reserved for less re-
sponsive persons and persons who present a serious danger to themselves and to
others.

Partnership in Research, which involves public school students in the- scien-
rifle examination of,issues important to them, and the integrated Community Ed-
ucadon System, which anchors the public school to the local community, offer a
unique opportunity to build a strong foundation for the experimenting society
required for responsible change and problem-solving.

By bringing young people and other. community .residents into the process
Of experimental problem-solving, we can benefit from the utilization of as yet
uncapped human resources in our efforts to control delinquency and crime. alco-
holism. drug addiction, and ocher social problems. ily providing citizens with a
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means of- effecting change through active participation in the democratic pro=
cesses ,of. government, we also can offer a viable alternative to apathy ana it
responsible behavior. Ac the same tithe. we can move in the direction of an exper-

imental society with local responsibility for and interest in the quality of its social

programs and their rigorous evaluation.
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ENROLLING COMMUNITY SUPPORT

MARILYN STEELE
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

Question: Does enrolling community support
through establishment of Community Educa-
tion programs reduce violence. vandalism,
and delinquency in community schools?

Answer: There is limited evidence to suggest
that there may be less violence, vandalism,
and delinquency in some schools with pro-
grams of Community Education. but there is
not enough information upon which to draw
conclusions. If community support repre-
sents srudents and residents in the develop-
ment of and participation in relevant pro-
grams. it is likely that school violence and
vandalism rn8y be reduced.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEFINED

Impossible as the task is to draw definite
conclusions about the potential of Commu-
nity Education to, reduce disruption and de-
struction in schools, nevertheless empirical
research, current data and examples of pub-
lic school districts with programs of Commu-
nity Education, will support the hypothesis
that Community Education has favorable
potential' for reducing incidents of f-stildent

Journal of Research and Devilopmen

disruption and. destruction in our nation's
schools.

In a nationwide survey of 1006 staff per-
sons employed by local education agencies
onerating programs of Community Educa-
ti,?n, the majority agreed with the following
minimal definition of ComMunity Education:

A program operated by'a school district or
coMparable jurisdiction consisting of pro-
gram units, each of which:

1. is based at a school' building (com-
munity school) or comparable
facility which presents itself agd is
recognized as a community center.

2, is staffed by at least a half-time
Community School director (i.e., a
person whose job is to.facilitate the
development and operation of total
community programs through the
community center).

3, is advised by a community advisory
council whose membership:
a. has a profile (race, ethnicity, sex,

age, income) which reasonably
matches the profile of the corre
sponding community.

kcfrc - Volume 11. Number 2. 1978
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b. is comprised of at least 50%
enous community residents who
have been democratically selec-
ted with the balance being repre-
sentatives of significant organiza-
tions (including the school) based
in the corresponding community.

4. engages in:
a. systematic and comprehensive

assessment of human needs in its
community.

b. logical planning (including speci-
fication of goals, priorities and
time-specific objectives in the de-
sign of programs ) to address iden-
tified needs.

c. program execution.
d. plan and program evaluation.

Research Triangle Instittite of Raleigh-
Durham, North Carolina, received a grant in
1976 from the Charles Stewart Mott Founda-
tion of Flint, Michigan, to undertake a Na-
tional Assessment of Community Education
with 12 national surveys and 16 product out-
comes of such assessment.

More important than agreement to the ver-
balization of a definition, of Community Edu-
cation is the identification of has;c elements
accepted and przcticed in school districts
which reflect standard criteria for Commu-
nity Education. In this way, it may be possi-
ble to sort out those communities that prac-
tice Community'Education from those which
merely add the word -Community" to their
district's title and offer an adult education
program as an adjunct to the normal school
day's operation.

Some 36%© of the schools in the national
survey are offering extended day programs
which means that they open their schools for
use to the surrounding community after the
Closeof the normal school schedule for adult
education and recreation programs which ,
may or may not include extended day recrea--
tion and enrichment programs for youth.
There is substantial agreement from 679 dis-

e I Number 1. f4171

tricts responding which were recognized
Community Education prof..z.a. by centers
of community education that nese are the
minimum criteria for ciasitficadon as Co
munity Education pros

1. The school districi h an established
citizen's advisory group (77%).

2. The board of eduction has a formal
board resolution in RipporT of Com-
munity Education (S2%).

The schools support cooperation and
coordination with other zommunity
resources (86%)

4. The district engages in a formal
neighborhood needs assessment
process to determine prostrams of
education to meet community needs
(52%).

5.. The district integrates K-12 prozams
with Community Fikication (55%).

The critical element ideniNinz Community
Education is the involvement in decision-
making of citizens at the neighborhood level
in determining needs. priodt es. promms,
and evaluation of factors ;fleeting the quality
of life in their own corm-midi:les including the
schools. The preceding ziteria form a stan-
dard checklist for the dist-:-.cr level program of
Community Education.

Significant persons who ought to be
community-selected are neizhborhood Cia-
zens including parents of s:th ool age _dents,
citizens, teachers. schcol administrators,
secondary students. a2e:cy representatives
of area social services. and local busi-
nessmen. Such a renresentazive advisory
group can communicate 1;4111 the board of
education their concerns and aspiraions for
their own conununity an soh6ols. Commu-
nity Education'-implies an open climate and
an open instructional pro.4am
encourages citizens to eater and leave the
school at will. volunte,ef77 for a variety of
helping roles as needed. Az :he present time,
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some four percent of local education agencies
are operating programs of Community Edu-
cation which purport to meet the minimum
criteria while 367 are operating,Community
Education, which does not meet the stan-
dards. In one form or another Community
Education affects some 40'7- of our nation's
schools.

The question of enrolling substantial com-
munity support to work toward the reduction
of school-related crimes cannot be answered
merely with analyses of school district prac-
'tices. The present statistical profile suggests
that Community Education operates most
frequently in sm311 rura' districts. Usually
such community schools are both small and
remote. According to Research Triangle In-
stitute's study (1977), there is a total of 1107
school districts with proerarns of Community
Education.

Many of the urban area's with programs of
Community Education which approximate
the definition and the criteria concentrate
such programs in central city or schools lo
cated in ethnic ghettos whose students are
segregated by race, by loN income. and of
lower educational attainment of their par-
ents. Such central city schools often suffer
higher drop -Out rates and low or average
daily attendance rates: violence. vandalism,
and delinquency are common. Thus. Com-
munity Education tends to occur in small
rural school districts or in city ghetto schools
because Community Education was per-
ceived by school boards and administrators
as a possible solution to problems caused by
the isolation of remote rural areas or by the
racial and economic isolation of city ethnic
neighborhoods.

For comparison, the Senate Subcommittee
report on Juvenile Delinquency surveyed 757
public school districts with enrollments of
10,000 pupils or more (.Eayli. 1975). How-
ever, indications are that violence affects
schools in every section of the nation and
Continues to escalate.

STLIOENT ALIENATION

The act of vandalism appears to be a man-
iestation of student alienation. The Syracuse
study conducted by Syracuse University Re-
search Corporation found -that in schools
where the average daily attendance was
lower. the violence and vandalism rates were
higher. This may be explained by the possibil-
ity that students excluded from school ulti-
mately return frustrated by such excluSion.
and the school becomes the object of
vengeance (Bayh, 1975).

Theories about alienation generally include
not one but several forms. Melvin Seeman,
University of Califon,., at Los Angel :s. 1*.Ls
identified six varieties which together
provide an appropriate, systematic descrip-
don of the varied forms of alienation.

I. Powerlessness. The sense of low
control vs. mastery over events.
Powerlessness is exhibited by low
Confidence td control one's own des -
tiny. (Seem 1975).

2. Meaninglessness. A sense of the in-
comprehensibility of social affairs
whose future course one cannot pre-
dict (Seeman, 1975).
tVormlessness. An expectation that
Socially unapproved means are re-
quired to achieve personal goals. So-
cial norms are no longer effective to
control behavior so rulelessness and
anarchy are emphasized. Thus,
normlessness results in deviant be-
havior from the norm (Seeman.
1975).

4. Values Isolation. Cultural estrange-
ment is a synonomous phrase which
means 'the individual's rejection of
values held dear by society. The re-
sulting attitude is one of disillusion-
ment with our major institutions
(Seeman, 1972).

5. Self-estrangement. This form of
alienation may result from failure to
achieve self-actualization: the sense
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of discrepancy between ideal self and
actual self; the failure to satisfy in-
herent human needs (Seeman, 1972),

6. Social Isolation. The individual's
low expectancy for inclusion and so-
cial acceptance. These feelings are
expressed in loneliness or rejection
(Seeman, 1972).

The study, "Urban School Crisis,"
suggests that vandalism may be a serious at-
tempt to destroy the schools.,

Perhaps the most serious aspect of van-
dalism is the set of messages it conveys:
that students look upon school as alien
territory, hostile to their ambitions and
hopes; that the education which the sys-
tem is attempting to provide lacks mean-
ingfulness; that students feel no pride in
the edilices in which they spend most of
their day. (Bayh, 1975).
A basic assumption of Community Educa-

tion is that meaningful involvement by
neighborhood residents results in their par-
ticipation in school prOgram development
and decisions, and the schools gain commu-
nity support. Therefore the extent of youth
representatio . and involvement in program
development, decision making and participa
tion in day schooLand voluntary after school
programs likewise will gain community youth
support for the schools. If there are no
enrichment programs for youth despite the
title -Community Educations'.' it is doubtful
that the concept will have much impact upon
reducing vandalism and violence. Youth pro-
grams must be viewed as meaningful by
youth if such involvement is to produce posi-
tive support from young neighborhood resi-
dents. Youth recreation limited to an avail-
able gymnasium, basketball, and hoop under
the rubric of Community Education for youth
cannot be expected to produce results which
are significantly better than non-community
schools.

The extent to which young people take
pride in their community schools and simul-
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taneouslv gain a sense of belonging and per-
sonal membership throurth genuine involve-
ment likely can mate the difference between
young vandals- and young community sup-
porters.

REDUCTION OF SCHOOL VANDALISM
IN CONINIUN111 ScHooLs:

Two STUDIES

The cost of vandalism has been increasing,
documented in Bavb:s report. The Balti-
more. Maryland Public Schools' survey-of 39
cities reported vandalism losses in these
cities in 1%8-69 of 512.000,000. Education.
U.S.A., 1971. estimated that vandalise was
costing 5200 million annually. Two years
later Dr. Norman Seauer, President of the
Association of Seto-al Security Directors,
stated that vandalism. theft, and arson cost
the schools over a halfbill ion dollars. By 1973
the average cost per district %vas $63,031. But
in larger urban disalcis with 25.000 students
and above where 6CF7i of -the vandalism
occurred the average cost per distict in
1973 was 5135.297.

Two studies have been conducted to test
the assumption that Lmplernentation of com-
munity schools cal reduce the incidents of
school vandalism_ Willie Sanders Ellison
_09741 analyzed the impact of community
schools_ using criteria required by California
Center for Community School Development,
in an etementary school district with 15
elementiry and three junior high schools in
the southern part of the San Francisco Bay
Area.

Like the typical nroblem-prone community
school in urban arms the schools in Ellison's
study had a higher percentage, of student
turnover. of families on welfare. and of Stu-
dents from broken home's than the other
schools. The percentage of student achieve-
merit at or above grade levgi was lower in
commtinitv schools than in non-community
sch6ols.

During the fist year of community
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schools, vandalism dropped throughout the
., 'system. especially in the designated commu-

nity...schools. However. conversion to com-
munity schools had little or no effect on the
.reduction of incidents of vandalism as shown
in Table i.

TABLE 1

A T-Test of the Mean Numt-er of It%idents of Vandalism Per
Year in Cornniu-:v. and Non-Community Schools

Time Frame

Vandalism
Incidents

Corrounit lion- Community
S:hool School

Va-dalism Vandalism
In;:dent s 1 midents t Signif.

Mean I li) Mean Stat. Level

197-2-73 53.209 c45 2.982 .0194
Vandalism,
Incidents.

1973-74 z3,286 19.182 3.0781 .007

Percentage of
Change :3.79 24.91

Source: The Office mmun:y Education Research.
Community Ethicati-a: Is.q1c-b arLI Answers. Ann Arbor.
Michigan: The Crti% emity of Ntichizian_1976. Table 6. p.32.

Non-community schools experienced a
greater decrease in vandalism than commu-
nity schools during the period of time in
which the study tool; place. Positive correla-
tions were found between the number of inci-
dents and the cost of vandalism and the per-
centage of students achieving at or above
grade level (Elision. 1974).

As for the cost of vandalism, the commu-
nity schools experienced a greater decrease
in the dollar cost of vandalism than the non-
community schools during the period of time
in the study as Table 2 indicates.

Mean per student cost of vandalism for
1972-73 and 1973-74 was nearly three times
that of non-community schools. However.
per student cost decreased more for commu-
nity schools than for non-community schools
during the time of the study. The fact is de-
spite the handicap of selected as opposed to
random placement of community schools in
more difficult neighborhoods in terms of

time II. Number /978

TABLE 2

A T-Test of the Mean Cost of Vandalls.m Per Year for
Community and iron- Community Schools

Time Frame

Vandalism Cost
1972.73

Vandalism Cost
1973-74

Percentage of
Change

Community Non-Community
School School

Vandalism Vandalism t Signif.
Cost 1N=7) Cost IN...--11) Stat. Level

54.285.00 51.445.00 3.4885. .0030

S3.057.00 51.354:00 2.8607 .0113

28.66 6.30

Source: The Office of Community Education Research.
Communit Education: lAsuc., unit Ansliers, Ann Arbor.
Michigan: The University of Michigan. 1976. Table 7. p. 33.

sov.izeconomic :1-1E7n::teristics. vandalism
decreased communitywide.

The second study to test the assumption
that Community Education can have a posi-
tive affect on reducing vandalism in a school
was conducted in a small rural Michigan
community by John L. C. (1975). This
study concerned the use of Community Edu-
cation as a deterrent to violence and van-
dalism not only in the schools but in the entire
community as well. The information col-
lected for the study reflects all of the-Com-
munity Education programs including rec-
reational activities, actual adult participation
rolls, relevant data from area business, and
the level of criminal incidents in 16 crime
categories over an eight-year period in the
community studied. These data were
gathered from the public school district, the
city police department, and various city busi-
nesses.

Sixteen different items were used by
Palmer to determine whether the initiation of
the Community Education concept helped
reduce the degree of vandalism and violence
in the school and community. The degree of
vandalism and other crimes decreased sig-
nificantly on four of 16 items but increased
significantly on nine of the items, indicated in
Table 3.

Significant decrease from the before to the
after time period was recorded for vandalism.
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TABLE 3

Differences Between the Mean Number of Specific
Incidents of Vandalism. Crimes and Violence
Before (1966-1969) and after (1970 -1973) the

Initiation of the Community Education Program

Average Per Average Per
incidents Quarter Quarter t Signif.

(1966-1969) (197(-1973) Star. Level
School
Vandalism 30.94 13.19 +3.98 .000
Auto Thefts 5.43 2.66 +3.18 .003.
Destruction of

Properly 15.88 1.44 +4.82 .000
Traffic Accidents 76.06 55.69 +4.50 .000

Larcenies.
Excluding Auto
Thefts 31.44 74.06 -8.16 .000

Police Assists 123.25 167.25 _ -5.83 .000
City Ordinance

Violations 13.13 22.19 -2.39 .025
Drunkenness 11.38 20.94 -4.96 .000
Disorderly

Conduct 45.94 138.38 -8.25 .000
Driving While

Intoxicated 4.94 13.38 -4.21 .000
Road Violations 16.38 30.69 -3.08 .004
Police

Investigations -100.75 143.25 =3.65 .001
Accidents other

than Traffic 18.75 49 ;75 -6.18 .000

Burglary 12.00 11.94 +0.33 .974
Liquor Law

Violations 7.44 5.56 +1.26 .218
Juvenile

Incidents 1.63 +1.11 .276

Source; The of of Comm-enity Et i;Ca:io ) Research.
Community Education: Issues and Answers, Ann Arbor.
Michigan: The University of Michigan. 1976. Table .10. p. 38.

'auto theft, destruction of property, and traffic
accidents. Thus the community school con-
cept was probably a deterrent to violence and
vandalism in both the public schools and to
the larger community. Significant increase
was found in the level of larceny - excluding
auto theft, police assistance, city ordinance'
violations, drunkenness, disorderly conduct,
driving while intoxicated, road violations.
and other accidents from the before to the
after period. No significant change was found
in the level of burglary, liqUor law violations.
or juvenile incidents betwe:en the two periods
of time in the study. In addition. positive
correlation was - established between the in-
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creased citizen participation in Community
Education and the decreased level of public
school vandalism during the after period of
the study. At the same time there was no
correlation between the course offerings of
Community Education and increased partici-
pation rates and the changes in crime in the
community during -the after time period.

The primary hypothesis of the study_ was
borne out L- the school vandalism decreased
significantly with the establishment of pro-
grams of Community Education in a small
rural community. In addition, there Was.posi-
tive correlation between increased public
enrollment and decreased public school van-
dalism. But Community Education had no
influence on several variables related to the
school and the community.

The data from these two studies are incon-
clusive becauge the outcomes do not agree.
Further research is needed to answer the
question conclusively: does Community
Education reduce incidents and costs of vio-
lence and vandalism in schools?

VIOLENCE AND VANDALISM IN URBAN
COMMUNITY EDUCATION-

Community Education began In Flint,
Michigan, in 1533, when Frank J. :Tapley,
Director of Physical Education, convinced
Charles Stewart Mott. millionaire philan-
thropist, to .contribute 56.000 to keep five
schools open .during the summer to provide
safe and supervised recreation activities for
neighborhood youth and adult ethicatjon pro-
grams for neighborhood adults. From that
modest beginning, Comthunity Education
programs operate until ten o'clock at night in
52 schools in Flint, a -community with school
enrollments of 39,558. 51% minority -
mostly black =and 41.947 white. Every school
has an active community ;school advisory
council and at least a haff-time community
schbol director to supervise -,Community
Education programs.

By comparison with Senator Bayh's

Q
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dca- Flint cAL. ,ohs haVe not suf- which requires that one security officer larJ on
teed inzreasine violence, vandalism, and de- call 24 hours daily over weekends. Most van-
linquency. During the -period 1973:1976, dalism is glass breakage. Robert T. Robison,
hcmicides. rabbefies. assaults- on students Director of Business Affairs, estimates. that
aid tea hers, burglaries of school buildings, 1975-76 vandalism costs were lower than
a=d erg aod alcohol offenses on school _1974.
properr err loWer than national statistics. In addition, Flint was among the first
.As a'rruiter cf fact. student use of drugs and school 'districts to establish a police /school
al!ohol-was less of a problem in 1975 -76 than rhaiSon program which uses a plain clothes
in 19-74. Despite charge of racial segregation polideman to investigate community acts of
brouzh: by tae U.S. Department of Health, delinquency, to counsel school youths as a
Elucadon. and \VeLfare against the -Flint deterrent to crime, and to enforce security
CJm_mcairy Schools, there were no disrup- when required .in both school and commu-
cins..aact ra:ial'ethnic relationships could be nity.
descrihed;as not Much of a problem." The -The Flint School District has a further re-
-.-JiclLw.,p(wer studerz during school year sppnsibilityin operadng -the Genesee -Area
(;75-76 'for community high schools was Skill Center for use by high school students

and tie average daily attendance rate from all -21 school districts in Genesee
was 3380 cr approximately88% of the stu- County. Some 2,264 'Students use the Skill
'dents were .ia classes daily. Center for vocational training during four

The Flitit School District his a written:, daytime Sessions. Included are programs for
student rights and respoji- c, 252 handicapped youth which provide oecu-

epaies for all community schools which pational. training and job experience.- Area
holds the Smcient. responsible for both per- adultsuse the Center for job training, upgrad-
sonal action and personal restitution, which ing skills, and retraining programs.. A,- full.
is disth`buted to every- child. and mailed to time communit31, :school 'coordinator super-'
every pert. Freedom of student press is vises all of the extended day programs whick
described as " -somewhat restricted." operate 50 weeks a year, 'leaving 'two un- .

While year-round' teen recreation: and Sehedule'd weeks for building -maintenance
emichMent programs and youth represents- and 'repairs. Despite constant use by 4,500
don on community advisory councils likely adults during the.fill and,Winter,-.3,000 spring
have a positive efect, -. nevertheless, many semester. adult enrollees and a summer
security measures in addition to enrolling school program for 1,110. youth including
community youth support, likely contribute 54% city youth, who were 3/5 black and other
to the lower than average vandalism costs. minorities and 2/5 white, there is -virtually no
NeiehborhPod- adults mothers,' fathers, vandalism to the Skill Center property or
and non,parents''ax ie. employed n.cevery buildings. Located on a 60 -acre site which is
secondary school as security aides who serve often used by enthusiasts of snowmobiles,

parking lot patrols, hall monitors, and gO7carts, motorcycles and bicycles in eight
hathrcorta-vJards or generally in whatever years of operation, reported thefts from the-
mpaciry the principal deems appropriate.. penesee Area Skill Center consist of 3 car

varidallsos,Occurs hefore-10:00 p.m-be- batteries; 3 CB radios:. 1 tape cartridge; 1 set-
mi.Le of citzen participation in Commurdty, of hub caps; and 1 leather coat. There are no
Educzdon jrcKrams. Vandalism costs were security guards or special devices-employed.

diced one-third to about $60,000 in 1974 by It should be pointed out, however, that the
te installation of a.sensitive electronic sound -Skill Center is located in the .suburbs of the
mom- -ring device in every Flint school Greater Flint area. Yet when used by inner-
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city youth and adults, there is no violence,
vandalism. or delinquendy.

Comparable data from other urban districts
unavailable because identical records are

not kept. Few urban districts operate Corn-
munity Education' programs in every school,
and those designated .as.Co unity schools
tend to Serve minority antd/or lower income -
neighborhood groups' Whosi." students have
experienced less' academic success. than the
norm on nationally standardiied tests. In
Washington, D.C., for example, none of the
17 schools designated "community
schools;-- have expeHented any of the crimes
alluded to in Senator Bayh's report according
to William B. Pollard, Assistant Community
School Coordinator. The'suident press is un-

,restricted, and the written statement of stu-
dent righ.ts and responsibilities_ is distributed
to students only.

Statistics for the .Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Community EducaticinPrograms for 1975-76
Are similar to-Flint's. School-related rob-
beries, burglaries of school buildings, and
drug/aldohOl offenses- on school property

r.were aboutothe same as the avirage for 1970-
73 of the 750 school districts of the Senate ,

Subcommitteto Investigate Juvenile Delin-
quency, but homicides, rape/attempted rape,
assaults on students and teachers_ all
lower. It should be pointed out that these.
comparisons are for 1975-76 rather than.
1970-73, with the likelihood that there has
been a national increase in the seven
,categories cited. Like Flint, freedom of stu-
dent press is somewhat restricted, and writ-
ten student code of conduct is distributed to
n---ffi-Eiderits and parents.

VANDALISM AND COMMUNITY- PLANNED
SCHOOL FACILITIES

Several Well-visited Community Educa-
tion facilities have been designed with com-
munity involvement in the planning to rt.flect
citizen needs and concerns. They are unique
community opportunOL centers because they
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serve both youth and adults simultaneously,
and they combine not only facilitiesfor
demic classes but include space for commu-
nity use and services. The John F. Kennedy
School and Community Centen Atlanta,
Georgia:opened in 1971, as a middle school
designed-and built to sere a community that
stiff from the blight and deterioration of
he inner city. The middle school occtipies
100,000 square feet of space while the corn-
munity services wing uses an additional
125,000 square feet.

Twelve different community 'agencies in-.
eluding health, social services and child care
and adult education serve up to 1,500 adults

..weekly. Eleven of the 12 original services still
occupy the space because of its desirability in
terms, of design and construction and acces-
sibility. Clifford A. Nahser, school architect,
described the vandalism as minimal for these
reasons:

1. High occupan6y because, people are
there from 7 a.m.-11 p.m. including
weekends.

2. School building design with inacces-
sible windows, bright graphicS' on
interior walls..and glaze of Lexan.

3. A full- time community school di-
rector with activities which reflect

...the- desires of the community.
Whatever vandalism has occurred has been
chiefly glass breakage. during night-time
periods of non-community use The facility is
equipped with a burglar alarm.

. Another urban facility designed with and
for community participation is the Dana P:
Whither Human Resources Center in Pon-
tiac; Michigan. The center opened in 1971,
following five years of planning initiated by
256 residents who petitioned in 1966 for a new
school. The budding. an elementary school
and a -community facility. is located in the
central business district.

The center's services include an adult edu-
cation center. health counseling, farnily
counseling and family assistance, employ-
ment training. placement. and counseling,
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and %velfare and emereency relief senices. A
Community Education coordinator directs all
of the programs. Desiened on three levels.
interior, corridor walls. despite white back-
cround. are decorated with brightly painted
graphics. Vandalism has been minimal. A
pedestrian street cuts through the center as
an invitation to residents. Some 40 outside
doors have contributed to security problems
within the 175.000 square feet of space. but
violence and destruction have not been a
problem despite the availability of the school
and center to the entire community.

The Blue Island Middle School. Blue Is-
land. Illinois. is a community school opened
in 1976. design, id for an integrated mix of
preteens in an architectural simulation of the.
Blue Island Community., complete with
streets and curbs. a traffic light. a village
green. a city manager's office all as an at-,
tempt to prepare young people for entry into
communiti, life. One aspect of the middle
school is the department of public worksin
which every student is scheduled to
particii3ateresponsible for school time
simple maintenance of equipment and
facility. Unpaid student workers are assigned
to the cleanup detail for their peers. The
youth, may of whom are handicapped, have
accepted the responsibility successfully.
maintaining a new and tidy appearance in
near-CtLicago community.

Thus. enrolling'community support in the
planing, desism. and activities of a school
facility can result in well-maintained build-
ings in large urban areas. However, the de-.
sigm,constrixdon, and equipment can con-
tribute either favorably or unfavorably to
community vandalism. Bold., colorful
graphics, cazing, inaccessible windows,
available community services together with
assigned student responsibility for mainte-
nance seem to be partial factors to the con-
tinuing community pride and ownership in
the well-maintained urban community
schools cited.

Educational Facilities Laboratory (1976)
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suggests further that grafitti boards be placed
strategically for student-inspired expression.
Further for community programs to be run
effectively free from conflict with other build-
ing programs, the following additional.
suggestions are offered:

1. The school is zoned for different
evening and weekend community
uses as well as for alternative day_ -
time school uses.

2. Different zones are separated by
gates strategically placed at corridor
entrances.

3. Zones where separated have sepa-
rate entries from the outside.
Offices of school and community
supervisory personnel are located
near multiple-use entries to school

5. Some supervisory offices are located
near entry to recreational facilities.

6. There are places for people to gather
comfortably near entrances and exits
where groups can serve as potential
"people locks."

ENROLLING STUDENT SUPPORT_ :
SOME CONCLUSIONS

Some public schools do make a positive
difference in the lives of young people.
Adults who will take the time to listen to
pupils can provide the balance to harried par-
ents who rush of to work before school-age

, children awake and return home at night too
tired to cope' with youthful ,problems. Stu-
dents want similar broad options to choose
from in secondary schools that colleges
provide for college students, yet both need
guidance in selecting classes relevant to per-
sonal goals.

The term "relevance- has become almost
an educational cliche to describe programs
that are closely related to student
interestsalmost the primary criterion for
courses of study to be rated highly by stu-,
dents. Relevance implies the voluntary in-
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volvement of students in the planning, the
process, or the outcome of learning.

In Community Education student in-
volvement can be gained by providing the
following opportunities for students:

Involvement as a member of commu-
nity school advisory councils' which
implies systematic planning, im-
plementation, and evaluation of pro-
grams based upon formal community
needs assessment which enlists stu-
dent opinions.
School cooperation with community
agencies broadening the agency re-
sources available to assist-students.
Mini-course electives in response to
student-.suggested clitses.
Varied school processes for learning
as in Minneapolis, Anderson, Wilder,
and North Star Community Schools.
Availability of diverse performing
arts programs to match student tal-
ents like the Disney Magnet School in
Chicago.
Vocational/technical or career
courses whose placement record
demonstrates favorableoutcomes for
program completers.
Student ihvoNement in the develop-
ment of school code of conduct.
Demonstration that community/
administration/teacher support can
improve student achievement in a
school with high mobility rates as in
the Oak Community SchoolFlint.

One analysis of secondary school disor-
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ders, disniptions. and crimes from 1950 to
1975 (Rubel, 1976) concluded that arbitrary
school decisions made withoin student in-
volvement invited counteractions by the stu-
dents.

We cannot overemphasize the impor-
tance of seeking student input: unless
and until school personnel involve
students through whatever means suit
the situationin the development of ac-
tions purportedly geared to helping the
pupils, we cannot see how solutions can
be found.
Community schools in name only irrele-

vant to community youth, are likely to reflect
the increasing violence, vandalism. and
crime common to large urban school dis-
filets. The underlying premise of Community
Education is that the outcome of community
involvement is school programs that reflect
conununity wants and needs. Students who
feel powerless to control the outcome of their
own education, who feel a sense of incom-
prehensibility of school affairs Whqse Out-
come they cannot predict, who anticipate
that school disapproval is required to aChieve
their goals, who are completely disillusioned
by school will resort to rulelessness. anarchy.
and deviant behavior.

Schools that make a dfference in -the Lives
of young people are relevant because they
"involve- the students at critical 'decision'
points in the educational process: in equita-
ble and continuing plani-dng. development.
and evaluation of school-related programs.
That is the substance of Cornmunity,,Educa-
tion.
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Course 7 - The Community as a ProblemSolvinc Resburce

Module 7-1 Role of the Community

BaCkground hQ 7.1.4

-Sr

Model Program Descriptions

7 .1. 4 . a.. Jackson _Community School, Salt hake_ City Utah

Background
Materials

The Jackson Community School is an example of a community school in which
a coordinator acts as a contact point between the neighborhoold and the
services provided by social agencies. Lucy O'Terrell, the community
school coordinator, has made it part of her job to identify the needs
of neighborhood residents. Problems for which area\residents need
assistance include housing; health care,- marriage counseling, and
child abuse. Ms. O'Terrell has worked to discover which social
service agencies could fill those needs and what the procedures are
for obtaining the needed' services. Thus, for a small financial cost,
Ms.- O'Terrell has created a vital and needed link between\the social
.service agencies and the people,in the school's neighborhood.

Additionally, community residents are urged openly to come to the
community school and see Ms. 01Terrell to discuss their problems.
The office for the community school has been named "The Front Room,"
and M. O'Terrell invites a guest speaker to appear in the the Front
Room each eventig, to-speak and answer questions. Speakers and their
topics are pobted in advance so residents can arrange to hear those
in which they are most interested. Sometimes the speaker is .a
physician, a social worker, a political, figure, or anyone who is
willing to talk about what they do and answer questions. Ms. O'Terrell
is especially pleased that neighborhood women know there is always a
place they can go to for a little while in the evening to get away from
the kitchen and be with other people for a while.

The Jackson Community School relies on ingenuity and volunteer resources
to provide a wide array of other community services. For example,
classes,are offered in various subjects. Participants pay for the
classes; the average charge is $2 a course, which covers teacher
salaries.' Ms. O'Terrell recruited elderly neighborhood women to give
courses' in crocheting, guilt making, candymaking, and baking. She
found them through neighborhood word-of-mouth recommendations,.and
they proved to be very skillful and popular teachers. Ms. O'Terrell
explained her philosophy in hiring; she tells them that they must work
with people ii away that allows people to be themselves, and that
teachers must be patient, must listen, and must be able to help the
students.



Jackson Community School, Salt Lake City, Utah

Other courses currently offered include remedial math and reading for
children. Job-related courses such as typing as well as ethnic cooking
and woodworking are offered.

These programs at ,the Jackson Community School are effectively serving
the people in the surrounding community with a minimal expenditure
of funds--and a great deal of carefUl planning and organization

7.1.4.b, Takoma Park Junior High Community School

a

.Montgomery County, Maryland, has 15 schools.which have been designated'
as "community schools." One is Takoma Park Junior High, where the
facilitator is Feddye Davy, a teacher in the school. A $2,000 budget

was allocated to the school bythe-county government this year for
its community school activities. 'A large portion of this money.is spent
running Project ASSIST,.which is an after school tutoring program which
runs from 3 :151 to 5:15 p.m. each day and is open to all children in
the-community, not, just those who attend Takoma Park Junior High.

'.Residents of the Takoma Park neighborhood know they can request that
activities be scheduled in the community school facilities. For
example, the recreation department maintains an open gymnasium three
nights a week and on weekends. Residents can schedule their own
sports events into the gymasium, and five nights a week there are
volleyball teams using the gym from 9:00 to 11:00 p.m. This means
that adults are in the school until 11:00 pm., every night, which
reduces the hours for potential vandalism. The precise figures are
not available, but vandalism is considered only a minor-problem at
Takoma Park Junior High school.

A local Boys and_Girls Club schedules competitive sports activities
such as football,'soccer and basketball.et the facility during the
afternoon and on Saturdays.

The county department of adult education schedules many evening classes.
This fall there are two classes in bricklaying (a highly paid and
much in demand occupation in the Washington, D.C. area) as well as
a popular ESL (English as a Second Language) course.

The local Y.M.C.A. also schedules some of its activities out of the
Takoma Park facility. A well-attended dance class is currently held
in the evenings, and a branch of .the Y.M.C.A. Youth Basketball League
is headquartered at Takoma Park.

cane of the local colleges occasionally sponsors classes which meet
at the school. A noncredit class in quilting is currently being
given by a faculty memberner,from Galludet College.



Takoma Park Junior High Community School - (Continued)

Community groups may meet in classrooms or in meeting rooms durin
the afternoon and evening. The Nordic Dancers and the international
Folk Dancers both meet at the Takoma Park Community School. A.drama
group has reserved rehearsal space at the school and will be
presenting their plays at the school. The Community Chorus practices
in the building and gives their concerts in the auditorium. The
Takoma Park MarchipgBand also practices at the school.

Takoma Park Junior High's designation as a community school means
that many of the recreational, educational, and cultural needs of the
Takoma Park neighborhoods are met through use of the school facilities.

John F inedy Community Center and Middle School, Atlanta, Georgia

The John F. Kennedy Community. Center and Middle School provides
comprehensive services to an inner-city neighborhood in Atlanta,
Georgia. The Atlanta Department of Education runs four programs
in the. John F. ICennedy Center:

A middle school se ng 900 children in grades 6, 7, and 8

A day care center for neighborhood children aged 21/2 to 41/2

A training facility for mentally retarded students

An evening program in adult education and enrichment.

The community center part of the facility provides office space for a
number of community service agencies including--

o A family and child services office, with a staff of 100

o A Social Security office

o A senior' citizens services office

o A Vocational rehabilitation facility
.

o A department of court services which.works th youthful
offenders who live in the community

o A recreation department.

The community center does not offer health services, since there are
two excellent health care facilities in the neighborhood. Much
thought goes into providing needed services while.avoiding duplicating
services already provided by other agencies. Each agency housed in
the John F. Kennedy Community Center has an advisory committee made up
of community and agency people who mee'at least once a month to
assess how the agency is meeting the needs of the community.



`John E. Kennedy CommunAy Cen er and Middle Schobl, Atlanta, Georgia
(Continued)

Marshall Arnold, director of e community center, serves as the
coordinator of all services offered through the center. Mr. Arnold
has his own advisory committee made up of all the agency directors
in his center and a number of community representatives. This group
meets monthly to do an overall needs assessment for the community.
This meeting also serves as a forum for uncovering any diication
of services and for the design of new services.

The staff of the John F. Kennedy Community Center and Middle School
totals over 300, counting the 100 people-who work in the Middle School
and other Department Of Education programs. Because Of its large
size, the center can be a bit intimidating. Mr. Arnold explained
how the center would serve a resident of the neighborhood with a
variety of immediate and long-term needs. The first agency the
resident goes to is Economic Opportunity Atlanta (EOA) - -a kind of
cure-all agency which responds to needs on a first -aid, basis, such
as providing emergency food and shelter. After'immediate needs are
met, this agency guides the resident of the neighborhood to other
agencies housed in the center which can provide long -term assistance.

The Kennedy Community Center which is equipped to provide immediate
and long-term assistance to the more than 1,500 neighborhood residents
who visit it weekly, is an unusual community school arrangement because
it was designed to serve youth and adults simultaneously and provide
physical space-for many types of services. Community schools which
were not designed this way use the same space for school activities
during the'day and community activities during the afternoon and
evening. The John F. Kennedy Community Center and Middle Schodl,
which opened in 1971, contains 100,000 square feet of space in the
middle and'125,000 square feet of space in the community services wing.

Clifford A. NahSer, the school architecti described the reasons for
the minimal vandalism which occurs in the building:

1. people are in the center from 7 a. until 11 p.m. including
weekends.

The school building is deSigned with inaccessible windo
bright graphics on interior walls, and a Lexan glaze.

The full-time community school director plans activities which
represent the desires of the community.

7.1.4.d. Arsenal Technical High School, Indianapolis, Indiana

Arsenal Technical. High School has put together a unique form of
community school in its Tech 300 program, which is one of several
demonstration projects known as Cities in SChools. These programs
integrate a number of social services which disadvantaged youth need,
right at the local educational site. The philosophy behind this
project is that the coordination of these agencies can result in an
effect which each acting alone is incapable of achieving.



Arsenal Technical High School, Indiapolis, Indiana (Continued)

Mary Jane McConnahe, director-of the Arsenal Tech Cities in Schools
program, reported that the Office of Education provided startup money
for this demonstration project. Her experience is that cities can
replicate this project without Federal money by reallocating same of
the services they already provide to disadvantaged youth and centering
them in community schools. Schools are a compulsory site for
disadvantaged youth (until they are old enough to leave-school,
according to State law). So schools are a good place to provide the
services these students need.

The basic program at Tech 300 organizes the students into. "families"
composed of 40 students and the following four staff persons:-

o A facilitator who coordinates the family's calendar of
activities, family meetings, and recordkeeping. He or she
also supervises. family responsibilities and administers
student discipline and counseling.

o A social service. specialist who Acts as school liaison with
social service agencies such as health, welfare, and juvenile
corrections offices. The social service specialist assists
other team members in diagnosing social problems,, making
appropriate referrals, and monitoring the progress of the
referred students:

o A programmatic specialist who designs an individual program
ofor each student in the'family, filling the recreational,
cultural, and vocational needs of that student. The
programmatic specialist taPs the services of clubs, parks,
recreation programs, and community centers, to provide for the
students' social adjustment and development.

r
o A supportive educator who provides remedial work in basic

skill areas. The supportive educator coordinates the delivery
of educational services to the students in the family.

In addition, each of the four family staff members is immediately
responsible for a-minifamily of 10 students. This provides each
student with personal attention and continuity in the delivery of
services.

Six hundred of the students at ArsenalTechnical High School are now
part of the Tech 300 program. This program is an intensive form of a
community school within a larger school. The human services now
available through Tech 300 are available to all high school students
in Indianapolis. Sometimes the students who needed these services
most have lacked the information, skills, and energy to obtain them
from the necessary number of separate agencies. Arsenal Technical
High School has designated a form of community school which assures
the students of getting the services they need.
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R.7.

Assistance Bu e
Community Schools

a
Community schools offer a comprehensive program of services to the commu-

nity in addition to the traditional educational services all public schools provide. The
recreational, social, cultural, and human services provided thrOugh the community
schools 'are designed to meet needs of diverse community members, including children,
youth, adults, and the elderly.' The community education philosophy sees the school as
a . locus of service activity, operating in, partnership with other groups in the commu-
mity. The community school concept appears to have several advantages, including
community participation in the education process, increased opoortunity for service pro-
vision to students and their families, and reduced violence and vandalism. This bulletin
describes a variety of comprehensive community school models.

The Problem
Schools .today face a dilemma. By law,
schOols are accountable for teaching stu-
dents until they reach a certain age. But
the problems that some students bring to
school sometimes make it almost impossible
for them learn and for the teachers
teach. s one principal,- John Brewer,
summarized the situation:

These children and parents
have a dozen needs that are more
urgent than the child's schooling.
If a child is hungry, has no place
to sleep, needs clothing or blan-
kets, or is battered and abused,
he is not ready to learn. If his
parents are ill, fighting, 'being
evicted, or living without heat or
electricity, they are not able to be
concerned about the child's educa-
tion. I have to try to 'do some-
thing about the first 12 problems

_before I can get their attention.

(As quoted in Preventing Student Violence
and Vandalism: The Yuba. Buena Plan Sac-
ramento, CalifOrnia: California School Board
Association, 1978).

Thus, schools may be overburdened by
socioeconomic factors that impinge upon du-
cation,. and they frequently have the
resources to deal with only a few of the
many problems which are part of their stu-
dents' environment. Some of these oropiems
contribute directly to incidents of violence
and vandalism in the schools.

The Solution
Some school riots have w with she
larger commun y to address these problems
by instituting a Comprehensive community
school program. When a school becomes a
community school it becomes a service center
for the neighborhood and /or community and
operates in partnership with other commu-
nity groups to 'fill the needs of the resi-
dents, keeping its doors open afternoons,

.evenings, and summers.. Local resources,
are drawn together in a central location., and
are therefore able to more effectively solve
neighborhood problems.

A useful definition or the community school
concept wa's, provided in a recent survey of
local education agencies offering programs

,of community education. According to the
survey report, a community education ono
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gram is a program operated by a school dis-
trict or comparaale jurisdiction consisting of

agram units, each of which --

Is based at a school: building
("community school") br compar-
able facility which presents itself
and is recognized as a community
center

Is staffed by at least a half-time
community .sChool director (i.e., a
person whose job is to facilitate
the development and operation of
total community programs through
the community center)

Is advised by a community advi-
sory council whose membership has
a profile (race, ethnicity, sex,
age, income) which reasonably
matches the profile of the cores-
ponding community and is . com-
prised of at least SO percent
indigenous community residents
who have been democratically
selected, with the balance being
representatives of significant
organizatiOns (including the
school) based in the correspond
ing community

Engages in systematic ,.and ompe-
hersive assessment of human
needs in its community; logical
planning (including specification-
of goals, priorities, and time-
specific objectives in the design
of probrams) to address identified
needs; program execution; and
plan arid program evaluation.*

cxai +ole Jackson mmunity School

The Jackson Community Soho° was opened
in 1967, thus becoming the first community
school opened in the State of Utah. It is
still thriving and same of the founders are
still active in the school, including the cur-
rent coordinator, Lucy 01-Terrell.

During the day, Jackson community School
serves 400 students in grades K-6. The
heignoornood's ocoulation is aciproximatply
70 percent minority. After school end in
the evening, a variety of educational and
recreation programs are offered to the sur-
rounding community.

The Jackson Community School is an exam-
ple of a' comrnuility school in which coordi-
nator acts as a contact point between the

neighbornood and the services provided by
the social agencies. Lucy OlTerrell,- the
community school coordinator, has made it
part of her jab to identify the needs of
neighborhood residents. Problems for which
area residents need assistance include hous-
ing, health care, .Jriarriage counseling, and
child abuse. Ms. C)'Terrell has worked to'
discover which sociai service agencies could
fill those needs and what the procures
are for obtaining the needed services.

"If people need information and applications
for food stamps, I've got it. Whatever they
need, I've got it," Ms. OlTerrell says of
her job. The Jackson Community School has
thus created a vital and needed link .
between the social service agencies and the
'people in the school's neighborhood.

The office for the community school has
been named "The Front Room' and each
evening Ms. OlTerrell invites a guest
Speaker to appear in The Front Room to
speak and answer questions. Speakers and
their topics are posted in advance so resi-
dents Can arrange to hear those in which
they are mast interested. Sometimes the
speaker is a physician, a social worker, a
political figure, or anyone who is willing to
talk about what they do and answer ques-
tions. Ms. C'Terrell is especially pleased.
that neighborhood women know there is
always a place they can go- to for a little
while in the evening, to get away from the
kitcnen and be with other people.

The Jackson Community School relies an
ingenuity and volunteer resburoes to pro-
vide its- wide array of services to the com-
munity. For example, classes are offered
by the community school for an average
charge of 52, which covers teachers' sale-
riei. Ms. C' Terrell recruited 'elderly- neigh-
bornobd women to give courses in crochet-
ing, quiltmaking, candyrnaking, and baking.
She found them through word-of-mouth recz
ornmendations and they proved to be very
skillful and popular teachers. Ms. O'Terrell
explained her philosophy in hiring: she
tells applicants that they must work with
people in a way that allows people to oe
themselves; and that :eachers must be
patient, must listen, and must be able
help the students.

From "Enrolling Community Suociort," by
Marilyn Steele of the Charles Steward Mott
Foundation, (Journal of Research. and
ooment II , No. 2, 1978).



Other courses currently offered include
remedial math and reading for children.
Job - related courses such as typing as Well
as rinie cooking and 'woodworking are
offered .

Example: John Kennedy Community.
Center and cnool Atlanta, Georgia

The John P. Kennedy Community Canter and
Middle School provides comprehensive ser-
vices -to a large, inner-city neighborhood in
Atlanta. A task force was created to study
the needs of the neighborhood before, build-
ing the scnool in 1971. The task farce rec- '
ommended this unusual community school
arrangement to serve youth and adults
simultaneously arid. provide physical space
for a broad range of services. This facility
contains 100,000 square feet of space in the
middle school, and 125,000 square feet of
space in the community 'services wing.

The Atlanta Department of Education runs
four program% in the John F. Kennedy
Center:

A middle school serving 900 chil-
dren in grades 5, 7, and 8

A day care center for neighbor-
hood children aged 212 to 42

A training facility for mentally
retarded students

n evening program in adult edu-
cation and enrichment.

The community center part of the facility
provides office space, for a number of comi-munity service agencies including --

A family and child services office,
with a staff of 100

Careful
needed

A Social Security office

A senior citizens services office

A vocational rehabilitation facility

A department of court services
which works with youthful offend--
ars who live in the community

A recreation department.

planning IS required to insure these
services arid avoid duplication oc

services already provided by other agen les.
For example, the community center doe
offer health services, since there are
already two excellent health care facilities in
the neighborhood. Each agency housed in
the John F. Kennedy Community Center has
an advisory committee cemposed of cornmu--
ii y and 'agency- people who meet at least
n . a month to assess how the agency is

rig the needs of the community.

shall Arnold, director of the community
center, serves as the coordinator of all ser-
vices offered through the center. Mr.,
Arnold has his own advisory committee which
is made up of all the agency directors in
his center along with- a number of community
representatives. This group meets monthly ,

to do an overall needs assessment for the
community. This meeting also serves as a
forum for uncovering any duplicatioh of ser-
vices and for the design of new services.

The staff o -the John F. Kennedy Commu-
nity Center ind Middle School is more than
300 persons, counting the 100 persons who
work in the middle school and other Depart-'
ment of Education programs. Mr'. Arnold
explains that a first-time visitor to the cen-
.tar is usually sent 'to the Economic Cppor-
tunity Atlanta (EOA) agencya kind of
"cure-all" agency which responds to needs
on a' first-aid 'oasis, such: as providing
emergency food and shelter: After iromeci-

heeds are met, this agency guides the.
resident .of the neighborhood to other agen-
cies houied in the center which can provide
lortg-term assistance. Thus, the Kennedy
Community Center is equipped to provide
both immediate and long-term assistance to
the more than 1,500 neighborhood residents
who visit it weekly.

Clifford A. Nahser the school architect,
described the reasons for the Minirrial van-
dalism-which occurs in the building:

People are rn the center from 7

a.m. until 11 p.m., including
weekends.

The scrioisi hulloing is Cesioned
with inaccessicie wincows.. or'cnt
grapnics cn interior walls, and a

Lexan glaze.

The full -time community
director -piers activitias
represent the cesires of
eluntty.

SCrloci,;



Arsenal Technical =4igh Sch I Indianapolis.
Inalana

Arsenal Technical High School has a farm
community: school in its Tech 300 prpgram,
one, of several dernanstration projects known

Cities in Soho° le. These programs inte-
grate a number a social services which dis-
advantaged youth need right at the educa-
tional site. The philosophy behind this pro-
ject is that by coordinating these agencies a

- desirable affect is achieved which any one
acting eeene would be incapable of achiev-

. ing.

.1-Pie -social services available through the
Tech 300 program . are the same services
available to all high school youth in
Indianapolis. Sometimes the students who
need these services most have lacked the
information, skills, and energy to obtain
them Frern the 'lane number of separate
agencies. Arsenal Technical High School
has designed a forgn of community- school
which insures the students receive the ser-
vices they need.

The basic program at Tech 300 or
the students into nfamiljes" composed
students and the following four staff per-

ns:

A facilitator who coordinates the
Family's calendar of activities,
Family meetings, and Pecordkeep-
ing. He or she also supervises
family responsibilities and adminis-
ters student discipline and coun-
seling.

A social service specialist who acts
school liaison with social service

agencies such as health, welfare,
and juvenile corrections offices.
The social service specialist
assists other team members in
diagnesing social problems, making
appropriate referrals, and moni-
toring the progress of the refer
red students.

A programmatic specialist who
designs an individual program for
eacn student in the family, filling
the e recreational , cultural and
vocational needs of that student.
Tee oregrammatic specialist taps
the services of duos, parks, rec-
reation' programs, and community
centers to provide For the stu-
dents' social adjustment and
ceveiopment.

A supportive educator who pro-
vides remedial work in basic skill
areas. _The supportive educator
coordinates chi delivery of educa-
tional services to the students in
the family.

Takoma Park Junior Hi h Community School

Montgomery County, Maryland, has ._ 15

schools Which have been designated Ccmmu-
ity schools. One of the community schools

is Takoma Park Junior High. The facilitator
is Freddye Davy, who is also a teacher in
the school . . A $2,000 budget was allocated
to the school this year by the county gov-
ernment For community school activities.
Much of this money is spent running Project
ASSIST, an afterschool tutoring program
open from 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 .p.m. Project
A551ST is open to all children in the corn-/reunity, not just those who attend Tekoma,
Park --Junior High.

Residents of the Takoma Park neighborhood
request activities to be scheduled in the .

community school facilities: For example,
the Nordic Dancers and the Internactional
Folk Dancers both meet at the Takoma Park
Communily School. A local theatrical group
has reserved rehearsal space at the school
and will be presenting. their plays at the
school. The Community Chorus practices in
the building and gives their concerts in the
auditoriuM. The Takoma Park Marching
Sand also practices at the school.

The Recreation Department maintains an
open gyrneasiurn at the community school
three nights a week '-ated an weekends.
Residents can ilso request that th&ir awn
competitive sports _events be scheduled into
the gymnasium. Five nights a weex, from
9:00 .p.m. to 11:00 p.m., volleyball te. is
use the gym,, This serves the eecreatic ai
needs of the neighbors and also means tnat
adults are in the building until 11:00 every
night, which reduces the hours for potintial
vandalism. M. Davy___.reborts- that vandalism-
is considered cnly a.' minor problem at
Takoma Park Community School.

In addition to the night time activities, a
local Says and Girls Club ..schedules cempeti-
tive sports such as featball, soecer, and
basketball et the community school during
the afternoon and an Saturdays. The local
YMCA also schedules same of its activities
out of the Takoma Park facility, and a
branch' of the YMCA Youth Sasketeeli
League is headquartered at Takoma Park.
'he county decartment of adult education



also schedules many evening classes -in the
community school. This fall thereare two
classes in bricklaying (a highly paid and
much in demand occupation in the Washing-
ton, D.C. area). There is 'also a pOpular
.1'English As, a Second Language" course for
adults. One of the local colleges occasion-
ally sponsors classes which meet" at the
sehocil

Community Schools in Flint Michi an

Flint, Michigan, .A5 a unique community.
, Every one of the ,S2 sochools in Flint is a
community school. Since the 1910's, the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation has sup-
ported the Flint public schools community
school development programs.

Most of the stUdents in Flint are bussed,' to
magnet schools to achieve racial balance.
There are magnet schools to appeal to a
number of choices: schools which stress
global education. and schools emphasizing
foreign languages. .- There are schools of
math and schools emphasizing art. There is
a high school- of medical science. Children

/ are bussed out of their neighborhOods 'cow
the magnet school of their choice.- At the
end of the school day, the children are
bussed back to their neighborhood elemen-
tary schools. Many people who oppose
eussing argue that it destroys the sense. of
neighbarnood which a neighborhood school
builds. But because each school in Flint is
a community school, children return -to :heir
neighborhood school in the afternafori and
evening for recreational and educational
activities, thus 'retaining the neighborhood-
buirding- role of the local school. Thus,
Flint. is able' to enjoy both the- richness of
specialized educational options and -the
advantages of a strong neighborhood school
syStem.

(See also the Bulletin on Flint, Michigan
Community Sch. ols.)

ResUlts
A comprehensive community school program
has proved to be a cost - effective way to
deliver services to neighborhoods. Cer-
tainly, a greater Proportion of the citizens
be6efit directly when he range of school
services to the community is extended. It
is ;economically sound to use school facilities
during everting and ,summer ',months rather
than leaving the building unused. Sylvia
Porter, a nationally syndicated columnist,
pointed out the cost of using school ,facili-
ies only during the' school day:

35

Our public schools an ap-
palling degree unused for long
periods representing an abuse of
schools and an extravagance that
America sithply. cannot afford

Most of the schools financed and
maintained by taxes are closed
a startling Si) percent of the-time.

(Sylvia Porter. "Your Money's Worth," Field
Newspaper Syndicates, December 1974).

Further', community schools gf 'fer a greet
potential for reducing violence and vandal
ism in the school saucing. Because the use
of 'school facilities is extended, more people
are in the school more often, expanding
surveillance and discouraging vandalism.
Moreover, it apPears ,anal as the school
starts to serve the larger community's
needs, there is less anger to vent. Pride
begins to- develbp as people. use and enjoy,
the school's facilities. dn-site delivery of
services can work to alleviate problems such
as truancy, disruption, drug use, and other
difficulties that lead to school violence.

Replication issues
Research Triangle Institute of Raleigh-
Durham, North Carolina, studied the prolif-
eration of .community schools in its National
Assessment of Community Education in 1976.

aSorne446 percent of the schools in tne
nation-al survey offered some sort of -corn'
municy school program. There was zubstan-
dal' 'agreement among the school districts,
studied that the following are he minimum
criteria for classification as a community
education program:

I. The school district must have an
established citizen's advisory
group.

The board of education must have
a formal_ board resolution in sup-
port of community education.

The schools must support coopera-
tion and coordination with other
community resources.

The district must engage in a for-
anal neighddrhcod -needs assess-
ment to determine programs to

:meet community needs.

Theadistric: must integrate K-I2
programs with .00mmunity -ac.uca-
tion.



. A community_ school director, must
be supplied to each =hoot and
work at least' nalf -time at that
school.

Required Resources
Community school's have higher costs for
utilities,- personnel, insurance, and mainta-

' riane. Some parts of community school
programs are Self-supporting, but costs for
the staff and some program support must be
budgeted by the county government, the
department of recreation, or the sbhool sys-
tern.

References
Brochures,. pampnlets, media packages and
reprints of articles are available to schools
interested in community school programs
from the following organiza,tion:

National Clearinghouse for Co
Education

Marion Kratage, Director
6011 Executive Boulevard
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301)770-3000

municy

There is an: organization for schools Which
have or are interested in starting a commu-
nity school program. The S40 ,annual mem-
bership fee includes a newsletter, a journal,
and notice of the annual convention.

National Association
Comm_ unity. Education

Paul Tramper, executive Director
1030 Sc?,1 Street, NW, Suite 336
Washington, G.C. -20005
(800) 424-8874

An intensive 2 week, training course in m-
munity school management is offered by the
National Center for Community Organization,
a private .group For information, contact
;

Or. Dwane Brown, Director
National 'Center for

Community Education
1017 Avon Street
Flint, Michigan 48503
(313) 238 -0463

Publications

Minzey, Jack. Community education =rorrn
Program To Process. Midland,
Michigan: Penoell Publishing, 4973.

Seay, Maurice. Community Educac: l!
Developing ProCass. Milano,d Nlichigan:
Pendell Publishing, 1977.

Decker, Larry. People Heloina Pecole:_ An
Overview of Community lEbuoation.
Midiano, Michigan: Perueil .Puoiishing,
1975.



Course 7 - The Community as a Problem - solving, Resource

Mc dule 7.2 - Reaching and Involving the Community

Purpose

,Module
Synopsis

Community involvement in schools, either in limited activities within a traditional
school program or in a full-scale community school program, is widely recognized as
an effective approach to reducing and preventing problem behaviors in schools. Al-
though it is a simple and appealing idea, getting a program started requires skill
and planning. This module introduces trainees to some proven methods for obtaining
the community support and asil-Stancequired for a successful violence and vandalism
program. It also presents a case study of how a nationally renowned model community
education program was started.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Relate the need for school/community cooperation as a method of reduting
school violence and vandalism

2. List the linking mechanisms that can be used to develop awareness of the
problem within the community and obtain the needed support

Enumerate public relations strategies that can be employed by the linking
mechanismi in reaching the community

4. Identify several important local resources. to help find "seed montyl!

List techniques-that can be used to actively involve the community

6. Analyze a model-action plan for establishing's community education program,
to identify the linking mechanisms, public relations strategies, and
techniques-for developing linkages.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This is a core module targeted at the preoperational and operational level. It is,
therefore, appropriate for a broad mix of participantS. While the materials are
presented from the perspective- of, what a school must do to start a program of
community involvement, they will also assist community members and staff of social
service agencies inworking with schools to set up youth serving programs.

.... .....



Course 7 - The Community as a Problem- solvin Resource

Module 7.2 - Reaching_ and Involving the Community_

'Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flip 'chart
Marker

Materials

Trans arencies

7.2.1
7.2.2

7.2.3
7.2.4

Background

Key: Role of Leadership
The "Enabler"
Reaching the ComMu ity
Linking Mechanisms

a erials (Trainer

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

7.2.1 Reaching and Involving the Community.
7.2.2 "School Community Linkages: Avenues of Socialization," from

School Crime and Disru ion: Prevention Models by Jacqueline Scherer
(Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Education, Government
Printing Office, 1978).

Participant= Worksheets

7.2.1 Model for Improving School-Community Linkages
7.2.2 Community Contact Matrix
7.2.3 Organizational Rmles--Community/School Cooperation

8.7.1.1
R.7.1.2
R.7.1.3

T/A Bulletin:
T/A Bulletin:
T/A13ulletin:

Community Involvement in Schools
Community Schools
Yerba Buena: A School-based Interagency Approach.



Idea

Key Role Of Lepdership

Leadership

0 1

Program Solution



Awareness

Abill
motivate
organize
guide
stimulate
conciliate

The Enabler"

Experience
with people
with organizations



7

Reaching the Community

Support

PR
Message Strategies

Program
Idea

Enabler Linking.
Mechanisms Comp un



Linking Mechanisms

Detached worker

Opinion leader

Auxi Ilan) association

Mass media

Formal .authori

Delegated function



Course

Module
Total Time

The C -uni , a a m-Solvi Resour

n and Involvin the Co

hour and 30

7.2 =

CourSe
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module introduces methods for obtaining community support and assistance. The
linking mechanisms that can be used to develop community awareness are identified.
Strategies for conducting public relations efforts and for finding "seed money" are
briefly introduced. Methods for involving the community are presented, and partici-
pants analyze an action plan devised by a community school program stressing inter-
agency cooperation.

Reaching the Community

Community-school cooperation is an-effective means of solving the
problems of school, violence and vandalism. Participants learn the
keyingredients.in starting joint community-school programs, ranging
from limited cooperation within the traditional school structure.to
the comprehensive community education approach in which the school
structure and functions change.

Review of Concepts--The Need or Cooaeration

The Need for Leadership

2. Linking chanisms

3. Discussion of Public Relations Strategies
0

4. Finding Money To Get 5Carted

5 Techniq es for Promoting Community Involvement

There is a. clear distinction between obtaining community awareness
of_a school's problem and active involvement of people and organ-
izations in a Project., Participants' explore several techniques for
encouraging increased community participation in a resource,sharing
network.

Community Contact Matrix Worksheet

4nLriActioh_Plan-HoW One Model Program Got Started

Using principles developed by the staff of the Ierba Buena High
School program to reduce Problem,behavio s_ participants analyze

10 min

10 min.

min.

10.mint

20 min.

15 min.



Notes



Activity/Content Summarry Time

how one successful program was able to get started. In a group discus-.
sion,participants contrast this model- with those that have worked in
their local communities.

Introduction- ;Purpose ct Activity

Yerba Buena's Or anizationalRules

Sumra 10 min.

:



7 The Community as a Problem-solving ResourceCourse _ _ _ _ _

Module_ 72 7 Reaching and Involving the Community

Materials/Equipment

Detailed
Walk.Through

Sequence/Activity Description

Overhead
projector

Screen

Minilecture
Community (

A-.

Us in

0 min.
Trans ar

Review of Couce

acios and Discussion: Reaching the

s--The Need f 00 eration

Trainer should make the following points:

o A teview for school community cooperation as a means
to reduce and prevent problem behaviors in school is..
our starting point.

o Many underlying causes of school violence and vandalism
are found outside the school within tie socioeconomic
problems of the community. Prevention, thus, must
begin in the community.

Community-involVement in a school has been shown to
reduce violence and vandalism and to provide a
practical approach to prevention.

o Cooperation may take a number of.forms. It can be
limited to a small volunteer program (e.g., parent
patrols on the playground, parent tutors-for students
with learning disabilities, volunteer teacher's aides).

Or it can include a comprehensive "total approach;"
offered by the community school.

(1) The community school opens its doors to all
members of the. community. and makes the school
facilities .available for community. recreational
and educational purPOses.

A community school is open afternoods, evenings,
weekends, holidays, and sumMer months.

The community school serves as a center for the
delivery of social services needed by the
community.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

Research on community schools has shown evidence that this
approachCan significantly reduce such problemS as truancy,
dropping out, suspensions 'for drug and alcohol abuse, and
vandalism of school property.

o Both limited school- community cooperation and full -scale
community school programs, require effort and planning
'to obtain community recognition of the problem and
support in seeking solutions.

B. The Need for Leadershi

Transparency Show Transparency 7.2.1 and make the points below
7.2.1

Need Idea

Key Role of Leadership

Leadership Program Solution

o ,Leadership plays a vital role in the development of schools'
community cooperation.

o Many existing programs of school- community linkage have
beed the brainchild of a single, highly motivated individ-
uaLwho was seeking solutions to a specific problem.



Materials/
Equipment, Sequence/Activi Description

Sometimes the individual is from the school.

At other ti4ses, leadership is provided by a community:.
member or a staff member of a social agency.,

Leadership is a key link P gram development, effort.

Trainer shonld ask the following discussion question:

(NOTE: The points below should emerge from discussion.)

o What qualities are needed in the leader?

The personal qualities needed to start a program of school/
community cooperation suggest that the term "enabler" is
more appropriate than leader."

Needed qualities include--

Awareness of community needs
cate the problem to others

and ability to communi-

Ability to motivate, organize, guide,
and conciliate

Time to devote to leadership

Experience in organizing and directing people'

stimulate,

Knowledge of the institutions and organizations'
that will be involved in implementing community/
school cooperation (e.g., city government, school
system, social service agencies).

Schools interested in developing community support and
involvement need to seriously consider these seemingly.

.

obvious means for providing leadership:

- Appoint a community leader.

- Release a particularly effective teacher from some
portion of his/her classroom duties.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
7.2.2'

Sequence/Activity Description

Use Transparency 7.2.2 to summarize discussion.

Awareness

The Enabler

Ability

motivate

organize

guide

stimulate

conciliate

Experience

with people
with organizations

Time

Minilectures with Trans arencies,and Discussion: Li-ki
Me- in.)

Transparency'
7.2.3

STrainer should-make-the following point:

o A person with a dommitment to solving'a problem must use '
a variety of persons, organizations, and channels of com-
munication,to- get a message to the community.

Show Transparency 7.2.3and make the point below:'



Materials/
Equipment sequence /Activity Description

0

Transparency
7.2.4

Reaching the Con rnunity

support

PR
essage Strategies

Program
Idea

Enabler Linking
Mechanisms Commun

o These linking mechanisms are the means used to develop
awareness of the problem and obtain support and assistance
for combating them. This transparency shows the relation-
ship.

Show Transparency 7.2.4 and make the point beloW:

Linking M4pchnism.s.

Detached worker

Opinion leader.

Auxiliary association

Mass media

Formal authority

Delegated function



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
7.2.3

Sequence /Activity Description

The linking mechanisms, or agents of change most practical
for use of a school-in reaching the community, include--

- Detached worker--A professional person who acts
as a "community contact"

pinion leader' - -A natural leader in the neigh-
-

borhood, who will serve as an advocate for the
new, program

Auxiliary voluntary
formed under the school's auspices and composed
of members from the school system and the
community (e.g., PTA's),

Mass media - -`he newspapers, television, and radio

Formal authorityThe legal authority that a
school can employ to require members of the
community to cooperate

Delegated-functionAn organization not associated_

with the school that serves as an advOcate to link
,

the school. and- the community.

Trainer may=. initiate a group .discussion of local experience
with these' mechanisms at thisToint.

Discussion with Tranuarency Public_Relat ons Strategies

Trainer should again show Transparency 7.2.3 and ask the
discussion question below.

Readhing the Community

Support ---

PR
Message Strategies

Program
Idea

Enabler Linking
Mechanisms



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

o What public relations can be7used as tools for linking
mechanisms in making. the community aware of -the problem
and in enlisting _the support of individuals and organiza-
tions?

(NOTE: The examples below should emerge from the discuss on.)

o Examples of .public relations - strategies include--

Influencing legislators, mayors,
and other political leaders

ty-.councilmen,

-- Making personal visits
-- Writing letters
-- Developing petitions
-- Testifying at public hearings

Getting and giving:endorsements

Taking a survey to assess community needs

Canvassing

Operating a speaker's bureau

Giving presentations to local civic groups

Prepaking posters, exhibits, ilms, slide/tape
presentations

Running a contest or an awards program

Preparing and submitting articles to local news media

Appearing on television talk shows

Expressing Opinions on radio call-in programs

Appointing a task force

Developing brochures, flyers, direct mail material

Publishing a newsletter

Flip chart Trainer may want to record strategies suggested on flip chart.
Felt tip pen Trainer may then ask participants

o Which of these strategies have been helpful in your local
schools?



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

4. Minilecture : Finding _oney To Get Started (10 min.

Trainer should make the following points-

o The harsh reality is that it takes money to start any
program.

o Although fundraising and grantsmanShip exceed the scope.
of this-module, there area few simple ways,that can
be used-to help a group identify sources for
"seed money"--money to start-the program and grants
to operate .them.

o. Federal,,state, And local governments have grant 'money.
to fund projects, hut-therseldorn fund planning and
prograM deVelopment.

Private foundations and businesses nlso provide money
for newprojects,,but they too don't usually fund the
necessary first steps.

One of-the biggest problems is finding out who has
money that can b4 used for what you -want to do. Ways
tosoIve this problem include--

Asking people in the commnnityWho started
programs how they started

Asking other schools with community-linked programs
what they know about availability of funding

Checking with the local university's office of grant-
supported research

- Use CETA funds to employ persons that can assist
in community organizing.

o Institutional budgets can be used creatively to fill seed
money needs. For example:

- Use a vacant.staff slot to employ a community
resource person

Release a teacher for neertain.percentagn of his or
her time to make contacts in the community

Invplve students in planning and proposal writing:to
help them get grinE money

14



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Draw on SpeCial funds and budget items (dUplication,
,

support services, etc.) to fill program development.
needs-

o Don't forget that volunteer time equals money

o Develop a miniproposal to help "sell" your idea. Later,
it can be expanded to meet specific requiiements of the
grant you are applying for.

o The Miniproposal should contain--

A summary of the problems

Methods prOposed-to solve the problem

The project's goals

The project's objectives

Brief statement!of estiMated, cos

Trainer may elicit suggestions fromparticipa- S about how
groups in their community got seed money.

Small Grou Activit ith Workshee Tec Promo
ComapAnky Involvement (20 min.)

Trainer makes the following points:,

o Jacqueline Scherer developed a model incorporating seven
techniques to improve community cooperation and coordina-
tion.

.Schools that wish to establish linkages with the community
can use. some or all of these techniques, depending oh.the

.extent of linkage that is required.

Trainer- should distribute-Worksheet 7.2.4 Model for
ImprOving School Community Linkages and give the folfowing,
directions:

o You will break up into seven small groups.

o Each group has its own task.

Each will be assigned one of the seven suggeited
techniques on the Worksheet and make a list of
activities that use this technique-toodvance,a

schoOl's objective,of-involVin&the community in
violence and vandalism prevention efforts.



Sequence/AON .Description

o Eacb.groUp should read the section of the worksheet
that'describea,the type of activities that are
included for discussion by their group. You are
to make lists of specific activities that relate
to a:school which iatrying: to involve the
Community in vandalism violence . prevention

..activities.

o At the end of 10 minutes, each small group will
share their results with all participants.

Trainer may want o record lists on flip chart as small
report and participants comment and discuss.

Communit Contact Matrix Worksheet (5 in.)

g °ups.

Trainer should make the following points:

o The Community Contact Matrix, Worksheet 7.2.2, is a
planning tool for use in developing community contacts.

o It will not be used in the training workshop.

o lint it can be used in your local school or community in=
two ways:

The complete form, as it is shown, can be.filled
out periodically (e.g.,.monthly) as contacts are
made. Ills willanovide you with a Composite
Picture of .linkages within the school community
network.-

The same format can be used to make up indiVidual
charts for continuing contacts with an agency
(e4., repeated contacts with Alcoholics Anonymous
over a number of months).

Both the composite and the individual charts will
provide valuable information for analyzing the
network forMation process in the local area.

inilecture with rksheet and Discussion : An Action Plan--
One Model Pro ram Got Started (15 min

Introduction Purpose of"Activity

Trainer should make the following - points:

o Learning from the experiences of others is one of the
most efficient wayatO transferring knowledge and tech-
nology.'



Sequence/Activity Description

o A number of communities in the country have established,
effective community involvement programs that can serve as
models for others who wish to reduce problems of violenCe
and vandalism.

o Their experience provides a base of knowledge for others
to build upon.

Yerba Buena' Or :ani zational Rules

.Trainer should make the following points:

o Refer to Worksheet 7.2.3, Organizational Rules Community!
School Cooperation

The worksheet outlines the steps used in developing the.
highly successful community. .education program at Yerba
Buena High School, in San Jose, California.'

We are going to discuss a series of key questions that
will assist you in apply..- .hese concepts to your local
community needs.

(NOTE: All of the, questions may be discussed by the large
group, or individual questions may be assigned to
separate small groups for discussion and report of
results back to the full group.)

o These questions are --

(1) How does Yerba Buena's model compare with those
used to start programs in your own communities?

(2) These steps worked in San Jose. Would they, work
in your local communities?

Are there steps necessary in establishing a program
that have been left out of this model? If so, what
are they.

(NOTE: The steps also might include--

1) Developing goals and measurable objectives

(2) Designing an evaluation plan for the project

(3) Developing a miniproposal

(4) Obtaining seed money

(5) identifying. funding sources

(0 Writing a grant application,proPO al.)



Materials/.
Equipment

Flip 'chart-

Marker

Sequerice/Activi .Description

ary (10 min.)

Trainer should, give the.f011owin directions:

o hook again at the worksheet

o Identify any-

(1) Linking mechanisms

.Public relatidns strategies

Involvement techniques.

Trainer should list responses on a flip chart.

(NOTE: This direction, to identify linking mechanisms, public
relations strategies, and involvement techniques should
serve as a summary of module learnings because the
major points must be applied to answer it. For the
trainer's information, an example of an answer is
provided on the next page to show how the Yerba Buena
activities correspond, to process and techniques pre-
sented earlienin the module.)
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Module 7.2 - Reaching and Involving the Community

Worksheet 14) 7.2.1

yin= SchOol-Commun

Participant
Worksheet

Directions: Participants in small groups will analyze the model desCribed below
for increasing School-community linkages and brainstorm-lists of
activities-for a specific technique as assigned by trainer. Please
use activities that might assist a school in a violence and vandalis
prevention and reduction program. List suggestions on a flip chart
for sharing with the'whole group.

Jacqueline ScheTer of Oakland University developed- a model for improving school-
community agency cooperation and coordination. The model uses a seVen-step-system
to develop the needed linkages in a resource-sharing network. They include:

1. Increasing the number of contacts between the school and other agencies of
socialization - -Use school space for community socialization organizations;-
house crisis centers within school walls. Develop fotmal and regular link-
ages between the school and other community organizations_. Mechanisms may
include informal cooperation,, forma] cooperation based on written agreements,
formal purchase agreements, and coordinated services. Encourage informal
interorganizational ties at the middle ,level of organizations, to bring teach-
ers and agency staff together with community representatives.,

2. Using varied channels for contact--Actively involve students as a communica-
tion channel for reaching the community members and the organizatidns within
the community.

Reco- izin shared re onsibilities--Develop within the school and the social
service agencies the concept that each professional belongs to a:larger social-
ization network that is accountable for shared socialization of/Youth. The
shared goal-of both schools and human service agencies, thus, is to increase
the ."social capital" of students and to shoal them that they have many sources
of support.

Extending network range--Increase the number of ties between organizations.
Both school staff members and community members need to serve on community
bOards, planning commissions, and community groups. The school's interest
needs to be advocated in political groups.

E_anding liaison staffDesignate persons to enlarge community links and
develop more creative roles for such personnel. Provide the liaison effort
with high-level involvement, administrative supports, and'attention.

6 Reducing negative linkages--Recognize that not all community-school linkages
will yield positive results. Analyze contacts for positive or negative poten-
tial and develop strategies for reducing negative contacts..

Researching school networksM e serious efforts to identify and document
contacts in order to increase an Understanding of the process network formation.
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7.2 7 Reaching -v v' the Cc nun t;

Worksheet I-13 7 2_2

COMMUNITY CONTACT MATRIX

CommunitimE4es/Government

Social Service AgenCie
and Programs

Alcoholics Anonymous
Big Brothers
Boy Scouts
Camp Fire Girls
Cancer Society
Day Care Center
Easter Seals
Family Service Association
Girl ScOuta
Goodwill Industries
Humane Society
Legal Services
March of Dimes
Meals On Wheels
Mental Health Association'
Muscular -DystrOPhy
Planned ';?arenthood

PTA
Red Cross
Salvation Army
Travelers Aid
United Way
Voluntary Action Center or
Volunteer Bureau

YMCA or YWCA

...Participant
Worksheet

Decision-
makers' Names



2. Public Interest, Service and
Advocacy Organizations

American. Association of
Retired Persons

Common Cause
ConsUmers League
Friends of the Earth
League of Women Voters
Municipal League
NAACP
NOW-

Peoples Bicentennial Corm
Sierra Club
Urban: Coalition
Urban Lague

3. Political Parties
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4. Shurches and Religious Groups

5. Local and Sate Government

a. Legislators
.b. Governor
c. Governor's staff
d. Department heads:

Welfare
Public Health
Social Services

- 1Education
e. Federal and State

Supported Projects:
AlCohol and drug
.treatment programs



- Hospitals
Programs for youth
and elderly

Research projects
Community Mental

Health Centers

6= _Local Cha ter of ProfesSional
Associations

Accountants
- American Institute of

Certified Public
Accountants

- American Society of
Women Accountants

- National Association
of Adcountants

National Society of
PUblic Accountants

Architects
- American Institute

of Architects
American Institute of

Interior Designers
American Institute of
'Planners

Communications /Public
Relations

Public RelatiOns Society
of America

American Association of
Advertising Agencies

American Advertising
Federation

Decision
makers' Names
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1. Nurses
- American' Nurses'Asso-

ciation
National Student Nurses

Association
Physicians/Dentist

American Medical
Association

American Dental
Association .

AmerIcan,Hospital
- Association

Teachers
- American Fede ation,

of Teachers
American Literary
Association

National Education
Association

Educational and Training'
Programs

a. Colleges and Universities
College of,Education
Office- of Continuing
Education

- Office Of Grant Sup-
ported Research

Department of Social
Science

- -University Extension
Department of,Social

Servic'e

Outcomes

0

e
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$.4

Z .H
0

Decision-
mdkere Names
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- School of Social Work
Adult Education Division
Cooperative Education
Service

- Human Relations Lab
School of Social

Administration
Division of Community

,

Development
Social service agencies
involved in training
Professional associations
Business and industry
with training departments

Service Organizations

Altrra
AAUW
American Legion
B'Nai B' pith

her of Commerce

Future Homemakers of America
General Federation of

Women's Clubs
JuniCrjAchievement
Junior League
Kiwanis
Knights of 7olumbus
Lions:_-International
National Alliance of

Businessmen-
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Decision-
makers' Names

National Federation of Business
and Professional Women's ClUb

National Grange
4H
National Safety Council
Optimist International
Pilot Club
Quota
Rotary
Soroptimists
Toastmasters
U.. Jaycees
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Zonta
Others'

9. Local Foundations

10. Local Business and Industr
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itv as a Problem Solving Resource

I I I -` 4 14_14 _

Organizational Rules
unit' /School Cooperation

Participant
Worksheet

The complex nature of the project calls for careful planning. It is not the type
of program that can be setup overnight. The person or persons involved in
organizing such a venture must realize that in the building process they will
be suggesting some structural changes, not only for education but 'for the agendies
as well. Traditional approaches die hard. New approaches have to be crystal
clear in their logic and feasibility. But besides structural change, there are
attitudes that have to be developed. Parents-, teachers, students, and agency
professionals have to be reached and educated with regard to the value of the
proposal. secadse of this, we are suggesting that the following steps be taken,
in setting up the program:

A

Make a thorough Needs Assessment of the school and the neighborhood
it services. (This should be an academic and socioeconomic assess-
Ment.

1. Seek assistance from the city planning commiss n

Break your neighborhood down by census tract and study population, ethnic
makeup, family size, income, welfare, etc..

Ask your probation department to do an analysis of the juvenile deli
quency problem in your neighborhoodindicating number of ref,Errals'
and comparing it with other areas in the county.

Study your school's disciplinary referrals,' attendanCe recordsr.and any
other sources that will give you a handle on the exact nature of the
problems at your school.

After a careful study of the facts, isolate the major problem area.
larify in your own mind the relationship of those problems to the
ome, neighborhood, and school. Document everything.

Study the posSible relationship of social' service, probation, police,
health, etc., to these problems.

Estimate the actual number of social workers, probation officers, etc.,
working with your schools, stucnrs and families.
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HDetermine whether there has been good communication or poor communication
between the school and with these agencies. Is there presently a good

working relationship with the agency represedtatives working in'the
neighborhood? Do they feel free to come into the school and discuss
the family's problem with counselors or administrators? Do you see

duplication of services?

In order that you can convincingly present the problem and your
proposed solution, make sure that you fully understand and accept
the community education approach and can support involvement of
all the possible component's that are a part of it.

IJ

Study materials about community education d community schools. Contact

ZSRN for additional materials.

Have informal discussions with your owl colleagues or people you are
familiar with the neighborhood. Uialogpe helps'= to clarify things.

Identify a small nucleus of school staff who might be willing to
work with you in developing and-implementing the p oject.

J. A strong, supportive commitment from school administrators is a must.
It gives you a commitment from your school as well as a liaison to the

'district level of administration.

2 Counselors should-be a natural source of support. ,Therefore, you should
identify those sympathetic to wider involvement and interagency cooper-
ation.

with your knowledge ofthe facts, some staff support from the
school, and an understanding of the kind of program you want, your
next step will be to identify parents within the neighborhood to
support and participate in the new program.

1 -. These parents will generally be recognized leaderl within the neighbor-

hood. Convince theM to support your proposed program and ask them to

join you in your efforts. They can begin the:process of clarifying
the project to other residents of the neighborhood.

Join with parent leade1s in explaining and Seeking approval of the project

4r'orn parent-teacher associations and any other recognized community.

groups.
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Back your proposed project up with parent, teacher,and stfadent
surveys. Clarify the program to each of these groups, asking
them-to make their own needs assessment pf the school and neighbbr-
hood.

1. This can be done by setting up some simple questionnaires.

Initiate formal communication with the agencies on the nature of
your proposal.

Send out invitatiohs for a _general meeting of your neighborhood supports
educators and residents--and repr'esentatives from the major and minor
agencies in the community. The purpose will be to explain and discuss
the proposal.

Seek approval from the agencies and begin-building the project's __rt

by asking for specific written commitments from each agency.
In other words, each agency should indicate what kind of assistance
they can offer to the program. They can do this in the form of a for-
mal written letter.

-Individual meetings should be held with directors of the major agencies--
-probation, social service, police, health, etc., to see if arrangements
could be worked out to house representatives' from their respective
agencies under the roof of the school.

Seek'interagency arrangements that could mean thousands of dollars
of extra services to the school.

1. To facilitate school/agency cooperation, make adequate office space
available in the school.

The closer agency staff e located to the counseling department, the
better. This encourages
certain cases.

informal dialogue as well as joint sa.ffing on

Administrators should appoint or hire a specie_ -counselor to coordi-
,

nate the project.

1 The counselor should be freed not only to coordinate the team, but also
to work with hard-corecrisis student's and to-develop parent and, teacher
training courses.
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The counselor_ in charge has an ongoing function of identifying and
involving community resources for the school and its students.

The person selected should be resourceful, capable, and with much
experience'in working with young people.

A neighborhood advisory board should be set up to insure continual
community.input and support.

The final step will be up to the coordinator and the team to
develop their strategies for working together.

A summer workshop -should be conducted in order tomake preparations for
the school year. Such items as identifying crisis students, methods of
referral's, areas of concern, recordkeeping, meetings, staffing, and in-
service programs all have to be discussed and procedures established.
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ARTICIPANT WORKSHEET 7.2.

your knowledge of the facts, some staff support from
school, and an understanding of the kind of program you want, your
next step will be to identify paren s withinthe'neighborhood to
support and participate in the new Rrogram.

1. These parents will generally'by recognized leaders* within the neighbor-
hood. Convince them to support your proposed program and ask them to
join yola in your efforts. Theycan begin the process of clarifying
the project** to the other residents of the neighborhood.

2. Join with parent leaders in explaining** and seeking approval of the
project from parent-teacher associations*** and any other recognized
community groups.

* Linking mechanism--opinion leader

** Public relations strategies

*** Linking mechanism--auxiliary volunta nation
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Module 7' - Reaching and Involving the Community

Background I-D 7.2.1

Reaching and involving_ the Community

Background
Materials

Since the roots of school violence and vandlaism lie largely outside of the school
yard, the community-must be involved in a cooperative effort with educators if
solutions are to be found. Involvement of community members, organizations, and
agencies is necessary if real prevention approaches are to be implemented.
Development,of a community school program provides a practical mechanism to
coordinate the resources required to deal with the socioeconomic problems that
have been associated with problem behaviors in school. However, even limited
types of cooperation in small tasks with specific short-term objectives also can
make valuable contributions to reduction of problem behaviors.

Among the factors that have been correlated with school violence and vandalism
are unmet needs for health and mental health care, for recreation, substance
abuse treatment, pregnancy and abortion counseling, employment assistance,
and a laundry list of other services. The school obviously does not have the
resources to provide all of the needed help. SoCial and health care agencies, too,
are often unable to meet the wide spectrum of a community's needs, especially as
city, county, State, and Federal budgets are reduced to reflect taxpayers concerns
about big spending. These 'realities of odern society, suggest that new-methods
should be developed to reduce costs and improve efficiency of service delivery.

The community school concept offers just such promise.:' it provides agencies
a centralized location and mechanism for reaching an identified group of'high'
priority clients. It also helps.reduce costs through elimination of duplica-
tive Service delivery.

The community school stays open in the afternoons, evenings,. weekends, and slimmer
months for use by many people within the-community: Adults and youth as well .as
the students can take:part in a variety of recreational and educational- ex-
periences at a community school. In addition, it serves as-the center for
delivery of needed human service through cooperation between the school and
the community social agencies.

CoMMunity involvement in a school, whether it is limited to an isolated activity`
or involved a full-scale community school program, can only be achieved through a
concerted and well - directed effort. It will not simply evolve. Someone has to
provide a spark of leadership and then be willing to commit energy'and time to
the program. Administrators and key decision - makers within the government must
actively back and Support the effort, and finally, the community has to believe
in it and be willing to participate actively. The educational system must be
willing to take risks, provide needed personnel, and make facilities available
to the community. In addition, social agencies have to cooperate in the delivery
of needed servis..
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The Need for Leadership

Most existing programs of community - school ooperation have been started by a
single, highly motivated individual with a 2 ommitment to solving a specific pro-
blem. Sometimes it is a school principal confronted with heavy losses due to
vandalism or enormous disruptions as a result of drug use in other instances,
it will be a city recreation director struggling to find places for ghetto
children to play basketball in the afternoon. Head Start program directors,
district school superintendents, and parents also have provided the needed
spark of leadership.

Community involvement programs require a person who can perceive community and
school needs and is able to create an awareness of these needs. In addition,
he or she must be able to motivate, organize, guide, stimulate, and conciliate.
One expert in school-community linkages. deemed this individual an "enabler"
rather than a leader to highlight the sensitive role needed to persuade and
involve people in a common objective. 1

In the case of programs to reduCe school violence and vandalism, the leadership
usually comes from within a school, after the administrators and. teachers have
realistically faCed the fact that they need the help of the community in developing
preVentiv'e approaches. In other cases--less numerous, but not necessarily less
effectivethe/community has provided a leader who works to make the school aware
of the need for interaction.

Awareness of the problem is often all that is required for a leader to emerge.
If your local school or community has notiyet initiated programs in this area,
leadership may evolve or develop as you make effortS to stimulate a wider aware-
ness of the problem in your area.

Practicality and realism are the key factors in selecting a leader or in deciding
whether you can provide the leadership. The initiator of a new program must
have available time, as well as experience in organizing and directing people.
other "Minimum qualifications" inciade self-confidence, originality, inventive
ness, And knowledge of the institutions and organizations that will be involved
in implementing the new effort. In additiOn to these abilities, the leader
must have the backing of the educational system's administrators. Without this
backing, no progress can be made.

Linking Mechanisms

Assuming that effective leadership is available and that the School Board and
other officials approve of a Specific plan, the Next steps require finding_
solutions to such questions as:

1
-Ringers, Joseph; Jr. Creating Interagency Projects (Charlottesville, Va.,
Community Collaborators, 1977).



How can the public be made aware of the problem?

o How can community members and agencies be recruited to help?

Experts of community organization suggest using one or more change agents or
linking mechanisms to reach the community. The most practical of thesd from
a school's point of view include:

o Detached worker--Use a professional person who goes to the home or
office of those to be influenced.

0 inion leader--Obtain assistance from a natural or indigenous leader
in the neighborhood.

o Auxiliary voluntary associationsUse an organization formed under
the school's auspices and composed of members from the school and the
community.

Mass media--Get coverage in newspapers and on television And radio.

o Formal authority--Employ the school's legal authority to require mem-
bers of the community to cooperate (e.g., power of the school princi-
pal to expel a student unless certain conditions are met).

o Delegated function--Delegate responsibility for leadership to another
organization, which will serve as an advocate to schoOl and 'community.

Each Of these linking mechanisms can assist the school in reaching out to the
community. They can be the channels of communication to spread word abotit the
need for cooperation and to develop an awareness within the community that
assistance is needed from inr1::viduals and organizations.

Any effective program of ohool-community cooperation must have a firm foundation
of widespread acceptance that'a problem exists .and consensus about the value of
joint effort to cotbat it.

Public Relations Strategies

The linking mechanisms selected to help the school can employ a wide range of
well-known public relations tools to get the backing and support needed. Some
of the most effective strategies a school can use to reach the community include:

o influencing legislators, mayors, city councilmen, and other political
leaders

making personal visits
- writing letters

developing petitions
testifying at public hearings



o 'Getting and giving endorsements

o Taking a survey to assess community needs

'o Canvassing

o Operating a speaker's bureau

o Giving presentations to local civic groups

o Preparing posters, exhibits, films, slide/tape presentations

Running a contest or an awards program

Preparing and submitting articles to local news media

o Appearing on television talk shows

o Expressing opinions on radio call-in programs

o Appointing a task force

o Developing brochures, flyers, direct mail material

o Publishing a newslette

Finding theMoneyto Get Started

New programs cost money. Just the design and development of new programs--not
' to mention operating them--cost considerable sums. Volunteer programs need

trainers and supervisors as well as a program coordinator. They also need
materials, rewards for participants and evaluation. Community schools, for
example,, require extra funds to coordinate activities, make community contacts,
train and supervise volunteers, and keep buildings open. In addition, money
may be required to bring extra services into the schools when costs are incurred

. by interagency agreements:

To .:obtain "seed money"--the funds nec. art ;Irograms--people use a variety
of Federal, State, and local resourck.,. Dr.. arylmarie Farrell, principal of
the Dodge Park Elementary School irLandover, Maryland,-startedloy using a
vacant assistant principal'slot-to employ a "community resource" person. Using
this single staff member to make contaota'and garner support in the community,
Dr. Farrell's school developed a highly successful communuty education program
that offers enrichment for day students.between 4 and 6;p.m., evening classes,
and.staff development activities. When the program was well underway in l.974,
'it offered 45 extra classes attended by 850 people from the community.

In Wilkes County, North Carolina, four community educatiOn centers were opened
with a minimum amount of seed money plus shared costs from a number of community



agencies. Title III (ESEA) funds were available for staffing, and the com-
munity college supplied one of the four directors. _Volunteers taught classes.
State funds and support from county agencies kept the school board's expenses
to under $10,000 per year.

I

According to the Mid-Atlantic ConsortiuM for Community Education, a pilot
program.can be established-for less than 1 percent of the school budget. This
means that a district with 5,000 students and a budget of about $5 million, can
start a community education program for about $25,000 to cover the salary
of a half-time director, utilities, and maintenance costs. These costs often
are offset by savings realized from-reductions in vandalism, theft, and other
probleM behaviors. A variety of resources exits in each area to help identify
funding sources. The,Federal Government, State and local governments,: private,
foundations, local ci,tizens, and private business call can help. For those
inexperienced in this important aspect of program development, the best and
most expeditious sources of assistance are those people who already have pro-
grams underway. University offices of grant supported research, other community
school programs, and city and State offices,that,already have grant funds
ordinarily can provide invaluable technical assistance. Often they are more
than willing to assistothersin solving problems that they already haVe'con-
fronted in trying to start a Program. Although a full discussion of fund
raising exceeds the scope of this module, those in need, of money for develop-
ment of a program can get information and assistance from these resources.

Any group trying to locate seed money should. develop a miniproposal that
describes the problem and the proposed solUtion to it. The two to five or
six page document should also contain: a statement of purpose and objectives;
a brief discussion of methods to meet the objedtives; and a statement of 'N
anticipated casts.. Use the miniproposal to sell the idea to get seed_money\

. from local sources(businesses, Wealthy individuals, lcical foundations).

The miniproposal can later be expanded to form the basis for, a formal grant
application that meets the specific requirements of a unding agency (e:g.,

Involving the Community

Just developing an awarenes., within .the community that a problem exists does
not ensure active participation in aneffort that will deal with the problem.
The .next step-in implementing a program is to get the needed involvement. For
a limited progam, linkage may not be too difficult. It may only involve
recruiting several volunteers or obtaining the cooperation of:a:aingleagency
or organization. The undertaking is much larger (And Mbre-rewading) when a
community school program is being developed. In this case., the school may
need community help to recruit Volunteers,. set up adult education classes,
obtain services from local human service and health care providers, appoint,
a citizen's advisory board, and to obtain many other kinds of assistance.,



Developing Linkages

Jacqueline Scherer of Oakland University developed a model for improving'
school-community cooperation and coordination that will help the school
involve a wide spectrum of community members and organizations.2 The model
uses a seven-technique system to develop the needed linkages in a resource-.
sharing network:

1. Increasing the number of contacts between the school and other
a encies socialization--"Use'school space for community social-
ization organizations; house crisis centers within school walls.
Develop formal and regular linkages' between the school arid other
community organizations.". Mechanisms may include informal coopera-
tion, formal cooperation based on written agreements, formal purchase
agreements, and coordinated services. Encourage informal inter-'
organizational ties at the middle level of organizations,t0 bring
teachers and agency staff together with community representatives.

Usin varied channels for contact-- "Actively involve, students as
a communication channel for reaching the community meMbers and the
organizations within the community."

3. Rec nizin shared re onsibilities--"Develop,within the school and
the social service agencies the concept that each professibnal belOngs
to a larger socialization network that is accountable for shared,social-

.izetion of youth." The shared,goal of both schools and human service
agencies, thus, is to increase the- "social capital" of youngsters
so that they have many sources of support.

Extending network range-"Icrease the number of ties between-,
,organizations." Technique 1, increasing the number of linkages,
will increase the density of networks., but the range also must be
extended. schools have isolated themselves from many sphereS,
(e.g., local goVernment, planning,,budgeting).. The school's. voice
needs to be raised in issues. Both school staff.meMbers And community
members' need to serve on community boards, planning commissions, and
community groups. The school's interest needs to be advocated through
these contacts.

5. Ex paneling liaison'staff-"Designatepersons to enlarge community links
and develop more creative roles,for such personnel Provide the
liaison effort with high -level involvement, administrative supports,
and attention.

Reducing that not.: all CoMmunityschool
linkages will yield positive results." Analyze contacts for positive
or negative pdtential and develop strategies for reducing negative
contacts-

.7

Scherer, TSthool-Community Linkages:,Avenues of Alientation
School Crime and Disruption: Prevention Models (Washington,

D.C.: Oc,-,-.,.1tment of Health, Education and Welfare, GoVernment Printing
Office,;Junw 1978) .



7. Researching networks. Make-serious efforts to i4t _y andschool_

document contacts in order to increase an understanding of the pro-
cess network formation."

Handdut 7.2.1 contains a matrix that will help track community contacts and
their outcomea. It also provides a convenient list of the range of agencies
and or_-ganizatidns that can be involved in a community school program. The
matrix, as shown, may be used to keep a master record list of all contacts in a
given period (e.g., monthly). The same format may be Used on a separate page
for-each individual agency to keep a/long-term record of continuing contacts
and the results of each.



CASE STUDY: HOW- ONE MODEL COMMUNITY SCHOOL GOT STARTED

Yerba Buena High School in San Jose, California, has developed on of the
nation's most successful community school programs to reduce' violence and
vandalism. This program developed do a neighborhood troubled by the full spec-
trun of modern socioeconomic problems, including high incidence of families
living below the poverty line, large percentages of minority families headed by
a single parent, and elevated rates of drug and alcohol abuse, chronic un-
emproyment, and crime. Before introduction of the community education approach,
the school was unable to operate as an educational institution; teachers had

devote their entire attention just to keeping order. Suspensions, truancy,
and drug-related'problems were everyday occurrences. Grade averages were very
low.

Faced with these problems, Gerald Mullins, who now directs the project at
Yerba Buena, decided that something had to be done. He implemented community
education concepts in a program that is well-known throughout the country. It

turned Yerba Buena into a school with improved grade averages, little truancy,
and almost no vandalism and violence. Jerry and his staff analyzed their pr,.-
gram after it had been in operation for several years to try to show others
how they accomplished these impressive results. The program development model
that emerged is one that will work in any community. Handout 7.2.2 presents
the model essentially as it was developed by the Yerba Buena staff. It provides
an action plan for communities who wish to start a comprehensive program of
school-community cooperation to reduce violence and vandalism.
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.SCHOOL-COMMUNITY LINKAGES:
AVENUES OF .IEN. TION OR SOcIALIZATION

Jacqueline Scherer
Oakland University

Rochester, Michigan

DelinquenCy has been, defined as a "troublesome fluxion suggesting a
"willingness to engage in forms of behavior, especially peer behavior, which render
the indi7idual vulnerable to punishment and sanction by adults (1)." Youths who
have such an orientation can be said to be alienated a state representing a serious
breakdown in socialization or a "mutual divorce between the individual and so-
ciety (2)."

If delinquency can be viewed as a socialization problem, then its causes and
cures may be explicated by examining society's agencies of soclization and the
delinquent's relationships to them. In such an examination, the school will be a
primary focus, for, as John Dewey pointed out in 1897, the goals of education and
of socialization are closely related:

"Ech.:ca:rm hairs c social process, the school is s'mply forgo a
ity life in which all those agencies are concentrated that 11 be most effective
in bringing the child to share in the inherited resources of the race, and to use
his own powers for social ends (3)."

Dewey also noted that for socialization to occur, or for people to come to
Fiala the values of a common culture, there must be adequate communication (4).
Effective socialization requires that socializing agencies share a common purpose
and a common responsibility and that communication among them be open and
continuous,

Unfortunately, most contemporary sociliization organizations, both foanal
and informal, do not perceive Dewey's commonality of purpose nor do they ac-
cept a shared responsibility for social tasks. Their relationships, in fact, are char-



C:erized more 'ov hosrditv. comcetitiveness. and isolation than by common cur-
se a divisiveness and lack of communication which provide avenues of alien-

for young, people. juveniles vho come in contact with several different so-
cizdacion organizations thus encounter inconsistency. uncoordinated activities,
and communication breakdowns. And those who "slip between the cracks- of or-
ganizations are only too likely to find pathways to delinquency and crime.

Study of social networks or among
croups, agencie', and organizations -- can help in the prevention of delinquency
by identifying points at which linkage!. are weak or nonexistent and the was in
which communication among units of socialization can be improved. An examin-
ation of the soci network of the typical public school may help educators. and
others concerned with ch..; school's role in delinquency prevention. co identify and
correct inadequacies in communication and cooperation between the school and
other agencies and institutions affectina youth.institutions

THE SOCIAL NET OF THE SCHOOL

From
I

descriptions of school-community relations in the literature and reports
of currentiresearch it is possible to construct a model of a school social network

iwhichis ENT cal of most communities. Analyses of social networks may include
measures f the density of the network, or the number of contacts and frequency

contacts between two points: the range of contacts. with measures of the degree
of overlap or scope: the durability of contacts over time: and the intensity or psy-
chologic potency of the contacts. From such measures one can make ji-gments
about th strength or weakness of differ Int parts of the network:estimare the effi-
ciency o various channels and linkages between points; and begin to make tenta-
tive statements about the quali.ta l've dimensions of contacts.

The "domain" of the school indudes all formal instructional services for Youth
between ages six and 16, or grades K 12. In this context. the term domain means
the organization's locus in a field, including not only its goals, resources. and acti-
vities but also important ideological dimensions (6). Since compulsory school at-
tendance laws legitimize the school's domain and create formal ties between the
school and virtually all youth, the school is highly visible within any community.
Strong legitimization and a high profile combine tea make the school the most
powerful formal institution of socialation in the community. second in influence
only to the family.



SC110115 Seneraily' are dominant in their contacts with her 1Zerlt5 C sociali-
zat on, school staff initiate most contacts and limit :hem. as much as possible. Co
torrnallituationA located in the school building. Parent involvement. for example.
is structured within the Parent-Teacher Association or occasional school
usually clearly identified by such device, as requiring parents to obtain "visitor
passes. The volume of organizational contacts between Youth groups and schools
is surprisingly low (7) considering the enormous number of contacts between in-
dividual youths and the school. Since other socialization orEanizations deal with
only a fraction of the total vouch population on a more informal basis. they are
less able to regulate the format or volume of contacts and are vulnerable- to client
withdrawal.

The Types of contacts initiated by schools reflect their powerful position. On
the one hand, the school can claim chat its domain is restricted to "academic "'
matters, while on the ocher it can claim to serve "the whole child." In this way the
school can add or substract from its domain with more ease than other socializa-
tion organizations, particularly those dealing with disruptive vouth. The defini-
tion of responsibility May become very narrow for disruptive youth whereas it
can be expanded to broadly accommodate the development of more acceptable
young people.

Even a cursory description of the social network of the school reveals the
strength of the school's position in terms of frequency of formal contact, isola-
tion of the school from other socialization organization and agencies, and the
relatively close connection between school and family. A sharp contrast between
the quality of family ties and those between the school and other !Tommunity or-
ganizations can be seen. Family ties are affective, characterized by the personal,.
supportive, responsible, and sustained contact which is essential for human devel-
opment and behavioral change. The linkages between the school and other organ-
izations or in'.ividuals are just the opposite: bureaucratic, rather than personal;
formal inste..d of mixed; more regulative than supportive, rigid instead of respon-
sive, more Literrnittent than sustained: and characterized by specialized and inde-
pendent rather than cooperative and mutually reinforcing activities.

Several important questions emerge from these observations: How can school
personnel establish productive linkages with families? Are there other natural in-
formal linkages between school and community socialization organizations? How
can the frequency of student contacts with the school be used to redesign the so-
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This view oftheschool within a socialization netwo rk suggests some approaches
to unproving the socialization process by concentrating on linkages in the network.
These include: (1) increasing the number of linkages between the school and other
agencies of socialization: (2) using a variety of channels for contact: 3) formally
recognizing shared responsibilities in socialization; (4) extending the range the
socialization network; (3) developing more liaison staff: (6) reducing the impact of
negative linkages: (7) conducting research and other analyses of social networks.

INCREASING TIE NUMBER OF TIES

An obvious strategy for improving the school's social network is to increase the
number of linkages between the school and the community. School critics have ar-
gued for such a change, demanding that school walls be corn down. Some advocate
the "deschooling" of society and the destruction of "hard" walls (8): others sh-nply
want to reduce the isolation of the schools and "soften" the wails (9), but almost

all dec. y the artificial barriers between school and community, Specific ways to in-
crease ties are:

1. Utilize school space for contrnuniry socialization organizations. For exam-
ple, locate youth assistance offices or city recreation depart;nent offices in school
buildings, or provide space for personnel from voluntary socialization organizations,
such as churches, to assist youth. This is done regularly for social workers and, in
many large cities, police counselors: but the idea can be expanded to include a vas-
iety of socializing agents and organizations,

2. House crisis censers within school walls. Modest success has been reported
with peer counseling centers operating within regular school programs, and the idea
of school "crisis" has as much validity as any ocher. Intervention centers which Pro-
vide coordinated services to youth can be developed (10).

3. Develop d and regular linkages between the school and orltercot 111
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iry 0 zatio It might be useful to view this as a process. ;carting with inform-
al cooperation and moving into regularized and fornial agreements. Weinstein and
Niorover (11) have developed a tvpoloay of cl.e four patterns of organizational re-
lationships found in health and welfare organizations which could be applied to the
socialization network. These categories are:

a. Informal cooperation e,g.. client referrals, in ation xchang s,
professional consultations, and sr mice planning.

b. Form 1 cooperation e.g.. written agreements providing for person-
nel exchanges. material exchanges, patient transfers. and counseling services.

c. Formal purchase agreements one organization agees to purchase
services from, another, recognized in a contract of specified duration, usually
listing the hours of service and a certain percentage of an employee's time.
The goal here is to avoid duplication of services or staffs when the volume of
demand for such services is low.

d. Coordinated services two or more organizations working together in
joint programs, shared facilities, or pooled resources to provide a package of
service.

Weinstein and Morover note that "public central, public local and private endowed
organizations have high boundary control because of their stable channels of fund-
ing (12 '." Schools also have been able to remain isolated for this reason, entering
into organizational relationships only when forced to do so by community pressures
or state law.

4. Encourage :77 ormal inter - organizational ties ar the middle level of the orga-
nization. Teachers and agency staff can meet in community groups. The emphasis
upon management participation in such grour, s as the Juaior Chamber of Commerce,
Kiwanis, Rotary, United Fund, and Welfare planning groups is well established in
both industry and commercial organizations, but scllool representation has general-
ly been restricted to high-level administrators. Teachers could be relieved of class-

om responsibilities on occasion to attend such meetings and school representa-
tives can be encouraged to participate in social policy boards by acceptin this as
a regular parr of the job. Community involvement could become as much a part of
the professional development of schoOl teachers as it has become for academic Staff
of universities. In a sirnilar fashion, agency representatives can become regular par-
ticipants in school activities, assisting in curricula policy development and other
school concerns.



USING VARIED CHANNELS FOR CONTACT.

An examination of existing channels between the school and J, -r
groups reveals that the most numerous. as well as the shortest. channels between the
school and families are those followed by students. Underutilization of these effec-
tive linkages is wasteful. Use of students to tie the school to agencies and organiza-
tions in the community also is a practical and effective way to involve students in
the socialization process. Student involvement. which can operate on both formal
and informal levels. also 4 will facilitate the first stratev : increasing the number of
linkages or ties.

Prominent educational critics have noted the 'Jnportance of involving students
more actively in school and community organizations_. citing the importance of de-
veloping autonomy, learning the skills Of gaup work, and becoming involved in
meaningful activities. The National Commission on Resources for Youth has en-
couraged participatory programs for young people in both school and community
programs. Youth' participation is defined as "involving youth in responsible. chal-
lenging action that meets genuine needs, with opportunity for planning, and;or de-
cision making affecting others. in an activity whose impact or consequences extends
to others i.e.. outside or beyond the youth participants themselves Other
ideas are the Integrated Community Education System (14) which enables students
to become "partners in research" within the local community: the Open Partner-
ship (15) which leads to shared decision-making by everyone concerned with edu-
cation; and a growing number of work-study vocational education programs which
include student internships outside the class. The goal of most of these efforts is to
actively engage students in the socialization process. The Panel on Youth (16)
concluded that the best way of encouraging young people to take on more respon-
sibilities, "to interact with people across a broader range of ages and circumstances.
and to expand their work-role experiences," was to decrease the time that

ngpeople spend in formal educational settings (17;. It was also suggested utlithe
federal government pro,r:oe funds for "host" organizations in the community.

RICOGNIZING SHARED RESPONSIBILITIES

Most staff do not view themselves as providing social services, a perspective
which is made possible by the nature of school financing. In recent literature on
mter-organizational relationships in the social services. schools are discussed only
marginally: Most citizens do not see the problem of welfare financing as related



!c) the issues of educational a--3 -;c ,iehates aver accounral
:0 bate have not directly linked academic services -.Y:t.n other specialized social ser-
vices. As a resulr, the schools' inrerpretation of :heir domain has been relatively
unchallenged. It is unlikely that schools will voluntarily redefine existing dc
assumptions, although it may be possible to encouracTe voluntary .coOperation be-
tween schools and community organizations.

The lack of official recognition of the shared domain in youthful socialization-
as made it impossible to design good- follow-up programs. Young people whO have

experienced difficulties in particular socialization organizations ,such as offenders,
di:ableci learners. disruptive youth. or medically handicapped juveniles) generally
have not received the necessary follow-up services 181. While schools have effec-
tively withstood most pressures to assume more responsibility for students in non-
academic areas, many students are simply pushed out by administrative rules for
expulsion or suspension.

Support and feedback, two essential requirements far resocialization efforts
requiring strong network linkages, can be provided through organized self help
groups; professional crisis counseling:reference group support to encourage change:
and ocher valuable but informal unorganized support systems (19). The goal is to
increase the "social capital" of these youngsters so that they have many sources of
support. All members of the socialization network should be held accountable for
follow-up and follow-through with problem-oriented young people.

EXT7NDING NETWORK RANGE

Increasing the number of ties and the overlap between organizations will make
socialization networks more dense. but the range of these networks also can be ex-
tended. Schools have remained aloof from important socialization activities occur-
ring outside their immediate domath. The most blatant example of this has been
television. which clearly plays a potent role in the intellectual, emotion4. and char-
acter development of young people. Until recently, school administrators and tea-
chers have been silent, regarding the quality or qu;,ntiryr of television viewing. Par-
ent-teacher groups have become increasingly concerned, but school officials remain
reluctant to participate in coordinating programs or supervise the development of
media policies.

Another area in which the school remain uninvolved is that of recreation, .



Except tpr :he parricipation :o oung people in r n col spurs progams
sanc:ioned school acm. school staff do not support recrea-

tional procams. One sou :ce of this reluctance ma,: be the fact char many schools
are required to provide u:ansportation for students who engage in school-supported

-recreational events: vet Boards of Education seldom request funds for Unproved
public transportation so that recreational programs can be further developed. St7a.r-

ieges which require school staff to cooperate actively with other or-
ganizations within the community and beybmi its borders may make school person-
nel more aware of the importance of their work to the cask of edueLon. Such
strategies include school staff on governing boards of community nn-oups: com-
munity seminars on youth% planning commissions regulating and designing policies

-to coordinate activities:and official recognition of-mutual respc7msibilities in social-
ization.

DING LIAISON STAFF

Another strategy for increasing school-community linkages is to develop more
liaison staff and to design more creative roles for such personnel. The growing in-
terest in vouth.aclvocacy represents one such effort. Youth advocates can effective-
ly espouse the interests of individual youth. crossing the boundary lines of rhany
socialization organizations and refusing to accept a limiting definition of their role.
Cucreach wciken (community rides irendancn ,ocial workers or whatiwer
else they may be called) can provide a continuous flow of information across chan-
nels.

One danger in any liaison role is that the actor will not be given sufficient au-
tonomy to operate effectively. When this occurs, he or she becomes an instrument
of administrative policies without an independent base. To a large extent this has
happened to school guidance counselors who spend Most of their time testing,
screening, and guiding students into school tracks rather than operating between
home and school or linking various areas of the student's life. There is some value
in officially recognizing such a role within a schOol, but to be effective liaison staff
must be given sufficiently high status to effect,ieal change. Also, practical support
must follow liaison efforts in the form of resource commitment: thus, implement-
ing liaison strategies requires high-level involvement and attention.



REDUCING N EG ATI E LINK AGES

It would be misleading to assume that all school - community linkages have
po results. For example, there is often unofficial collusion between police and
school staffs which diminishes student trust in all official organizations. Business
contacts also may restrict school perceptions in such important areas as curricular
development. Many peer contact groups either do not discourage delinquency or
actually support it. It is important to'analvze network contacts for their negative
and positive qualities and to develop strategies which reduce the number of ndga-
cive contacts or increase their distance from the school.

RESEARCHING SCHOOL NETWORKS

Empirical investigations must be undertaken to test the validity of any model.
Most school and community organization staffs are unaware of the real nature of
their contacts within the socialization network and rend to overestimate some con-
tacts while underestimating others-. It is important'tha.t_ serious efforts to identi
and document contacts be undertaken on a systematic basis. Some analyses are ex-
ceptionally difficult but in the long run, are worth the effort. Studies of peer nets
works, for example, can be useful in developing support sc;stems and in finding
programs which reduce negative contacts. The relationship between the family and
the school also should be studied to provide a basis for using natural support sys-
tems to _reinforce resocialization efforts. The methodology of network research
-anges from corn?leY mathernP.ticli modeling and 1-ighly sorhisticv.ed computer
techniques to simple but systematic observation of what occurs in schools and
community organizations. In all research the key to success is not quantity or so-
phistication, but careful attention co empirical reality.

The literature on juvenile delinquency also suggests strategies that begin with
organizations serving offenders or with social services agencies dealing with youth.
For example, Knudsen (20) suggests that delinquency_previntion specialists be in-
cluded on state and local school boards: that teacitei-sie trained in delinquency pre-
vention; char school administrators atsendin-service institutes on delinquency pre-
vention; and chat there be incentives for the schools to keep delinquents enrolled
in school. Whether one-tegins with the school or with ocher community organiza-
ions. the goal-is-16 increase, the number, depth, and range of contacts between and

among-all- agencies of socialization.



CONCLUSION

Because of its powerful nosition in the community. the school is a .natural
center of any socialization network. Unfortunately. this power -can be used to stifle
change by keeping innovation within the bounds of institutionalized structures.
by co-opting personnel of other organizations. or by dominating community deci-
sion-making processes. Inadequate linkages between the school and other sociali-
zation organizations produce a reluctance to acknowledge problems of youth in
school. a pattern of klarning others for problems. and a tendency Co develop arti-
ficial boundaries to isolate schools as well as complex coping strategies to deal with
perceived threats to their domain.

The effects of uncoordinated socialization can b seen in the ways in which-
young people use the compartmentalized structures to conceal information. to 'a-
void responsibility, and to express frustration and alienation when their needs are
continually unmet. It is not unreasonable to conclude that the divisions between
and among the agencies and organizations intended for their socialization reveal
the inauthenticity of society's commitment to youth.
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Course 7 The Community as a Problem Solving Resource

Module 7,3 - School/Community Links: Parents and Volunteers

Module..
Synopsis.

Purpose

This session is designed to provide a- rationale for parent and-adult volunteer
involvement and cooperation with schools to reduce violence and vandalism. It
also presents an overview of operational methods of parent and volunteer involve-
ment programs as well as a,framework for developing,. implementing, and maintaining
parent/volunteer programs in the schools. .

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

- Describe four. actual school/parent volunteer programs

Identify several obstacles to parent and adult volunteer involvement in
school-programs.

Describetechniques that can be used to overcome obstacles to volunteer
involvement

Enumerate the'major steps invOlVed in organizing and maintaining a parent/
volunteer'program'yithin a school.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This optional core module.ls targeted 'at the preOperational to operational level.
it:is therefore suitable for a broad mix of participant.



7 The Co unity,as a Problem Solving ResourceCourte

Module 7.3 - School /Community Links: Parents and Volunteers

Media /Equipment
Overhead projector
Screen
.Flip chart

Materials
"Transparencies

ModOle
Synopsis

continued)

7.31 Range of-Parent/Volunteer Programs
7.3.2 Four Major Obstacles-to Parent /Other Adult Volunteer Involvement in

School Programs

orkshee

-Major Obstacles to PareU

Background Materials (Trainer Participa

VolUnteer Programs

7.3.1 Written Synopses of-Four,_Effective Parent/Volunteer Programs
7.3.2 Summary of Methods/Procedures,for Organizing and Maintaining a

School7Based Volunteer Prograth
7.3.3 Techniques 'for Overcomfng Obstacles

Background Material (Trainer)

Handbook for Secondary School Voluntee
Board of Education)

Abstracts Of Other Programs Mentioned.in Trainer Discussion

7.3.4

7.3.5

:Bibliographies

Tutor Programs (Maryland-

R.7.3.2 NSRN Bibliography and ResOurdeliSt,fo
Organizational. Resouree List

Paren Volunteer Involvement



Range o Parent Programs

Parent advisory groups/councils

Volunteer listeners/parent counselors

Parent patrols/observers

Absentee studentsparent calle s

Neighborhood Watch House" surveillance

Parent' Helping Hand' safely. corridors

Parent seminarsiminicourse offerings

Parent school beautification efforts

Disciplinary bpards

DeSegregation:interraOial parent hu- nan
relatiOns grOups

It



Four Major Obstacles
to Parent Involvement

Teacher/administrator reluctance to accept
additional responsibility (planning,
coordination, etc.)

O Dramatic increase in numbers of working
mothers

Distrust on part of parents, particularly
lower income level parents, of school
authorities

.-IneffectiVe recruitment Onpstrategies part of
-:.

schools



ODILMMO 7 The_Community

Module 7

Total Time

L- Solving Resource

School/Community Links: arents and Volunteers

hour

Agenda
by Module

Module Summary

This module explores the rationale for cooperation and involvement between schools,
parents, and other adult volunteers in the community; the range and types of parent/
volunteer programs; the elements of 'several successful programs; the steps in setting
up and maintaining an effective sclIzol volunteer program;-the obstacles that schools,
parents, and other community adults encounter in trying to work together; and outreach
techniques that can assist in overcoming these obstacles,

Summary Time

- Rationale for Parent and Adult Volunteer Involvmment

Participants explore sitt parents, community members, and schools
-should interact and look at different-types of parent/volunteer
grov,2e.-

A. Who .Should Be Involved?

Involve Parents?

Who Benefits from Adult Involvement?
,

T es of Pa,' -nt and VOlunteer-InvolVe

Parent/Volunteer PunliEE

The key
If time

ent'

elements of four'Successful parent
permits,' other programs will' be cii

What Can Parents and Volunteers Zo?

What. Parent and AdUlt 'Volunte

programs, are
ed as well.

Doing?

Lntroduced

tin.

10 min..

Obstacles. to Parent/Volunteer Involvement and Outreach Techniques' 15 m

`Obstacles to parent and adult volunteer, involvement in the schools
are presented and, examined by participants..

Organizing:Parent and VolUnteer Involvement_---------

Methods for developing and organizing. parent-

rograms

discussed



SG

Activi Content Summary Time-

A. Preliminary Steams

3. Recruiting

C. Screenin Intervie n and Placement

D. Orientation and Train n

Stralgies for_Sustaininy Volunteer Interest

Methods for curtailing parent dropout rate and sustaining interest are
presented.

Overview

Strategies

Wr-Up

10 min.

5 min.



Course

Module
Volunteers

Materials/Equipment

DOtailed
Walk.Thrbugh

Sequence /Activity Description

1. Minilecture: Rationale_for Parent andVolunteer involvement
(S min.)

Who Should Be Involved?

0

The population for potential parent and volunteer
involvement includes--

Husbands and wives in conventional two-parent
families

Single parent

Legal guardians (foster parents, relatives)

Other interested adults in the community,
including the elderly.

They come from diverse socioeconomic backgroLnds and
experiences and maintain widely varying life styles.
As a result, there is tremendous variance in attitudes',
interests; and availability for involvement in sehool
programs and activities."

There are parents who the'schools can rarely reach
and who respond With defensiveness, indifference,-or
confusion; there are other parents and'Community
members who wish e0 be closely involved with.the
schools, 'with everything from organizing an "annual
schoo: pride day" to formulating' .school policy.

-Why-' Involve Parent's? .

Trainer,shoUld make the- followilag Points:

o Uric 15ronfenhiennerfthe noted educator and child
psychologist, comments--

we cannot escape the conclusion
that if the current trend, persists. if
the institutions of mix society continue.
to remove parentsfrom active
pation in the lives ©f their Children,
and,if the:resulting vacuum is filled by
the age-segregated- peer group, we can



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

anticipate increased alienation, indifference,
antagonismand violence on the part of the
younger generation in all segments of our
society. . . ."/1/

The evidence clearly .sindicates, that'parent and other
Adult involvement in the schools is a key factor in

.arresting and preventing the violence and vandalism
that Stems: from alienation.

AdUlts involved in both ongoing academia and extra-
curricual programs and short-term crisis-oriented
programs have had tremendous positive impact on school
climate, including a rgductj.on in disciplinary prob
lema, disturbanes,Hand violent and vandalous acts.
We will look at some of these progrimsla a few
minutes.

C. Who Benefits From Adult nvolvement9

Trainer .should solicit participant responses to this
questioh and ensue that the following points are covered:

o The schools benefit--Two-way bridges are built between
school and community, which can introduce new resources'
and program possibilities.

Students benefit - -Children do better--both behaviorally
and academically- -when parents andother,adults are
involved.

Student attituaes improved.

Student achievement levels are raised.

"As parents participate they are developing
a climate of high expectations... Children,

respond tothe.new interest and raised
expectations. . ."/2/

1

-Bronfenbrenner,_Urie, Two Worlds o
(New York: RUssell Sage Foundation, 1970), pp. 6-117

Childhood:: S.-and'

ntini, M.D., "Participation, Ddcentralization, and Community Con
Rational.Blementary Principal 48 (April 1969): 25.
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As Daniel Safran, director of the Center for the
Study of Parent Involvement, said, "Children profit
from almost every opportunity parents may haveito
demonstrate an interest in them." /3/

o TIfttEEInASEHRESliagEtaff benefit

"It enables them to draw upon supplemental and often
unique adult resources.

It provides them with additional useful information
on the children they teach.'

It permits them, to understand more about the do
munity served by the school." /4/

It increases flexibility, as they get other percep-
tions concerning what they do.

o The volunteers also benefi

- When parents become involved inthe schools, they
can work with the school for the benefit of their
children.

- They can help share the educational process.and
environment to better meet their children's needs.

l es_of Parent and Volunteer InVolvement

Trainer should make the following points:

A number of different types of groUps serve:as vehic
for adult involvement in the-schools.

They range from loose, informally structured
,gatherings to highly'structured,,bureaucratically,
organi;ed. groups.

.

loCal, independent parent groups areoften more
informal, while school volunteer. programs, -under
the auspices of,sehool_districts' (boards of education
are Mare- highly organized..<

or-Parent Involvemen



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity D -scription

Overhead
.projector

Transparency
7.3.1

PTA's, which'belong to a national network under,the
leadership of a Chicago -based Office,. are part of
a national bureaucratic structure.

PTA's and school volunteer:programi, with their close
organizational ties to school systems, are usually more
conservative in their approach-- working for a change
through established Channels

o Local',.indEpenden1 groups may use strategies for attacking
problems and effecting change that are activist /advocacy - -

oriented.

Some inde&ndene paient groups eirelop as.. 'a response to, a
specific crisis or controversy and disband once the problem
is resolved.

sin Trani a inc Paren /Vofuntee aMs

Shot./ Transparency 7.3.1 and male the points

,

Range of Parent Programs

Parent advisory groups/councils

Volunteer listeners/parent counselors

Parent patrois/observers

Absentee studentsparent.callers

a Neighborhood "Watch House" surveillance

Parent "Helping. Hand" safety corridors

Parent Serninars/minicourse offerings
. 5

Parent school beautification effarts

Disciplinary boards

Desegregation: interracial parent human
relations groups



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Background
Material

o This transparency outlines the range of parent/volunteer
programs that have been tried out and have had some effect
in reducing school violence, disruption,or,Vandalism.

,o Let's now take a: more detailed look at the key features of
four successful programs, each of which representi a:

Aifferent type of prograM.

Are Parents and Adult Volunteers Doin

(NOTE: Trainer should refer to Background Material 7..3.1,
Written Synopses of Four Effective Parent/Volunteer Programs.)

Trainer should make the following poidts:

Parent/Student/Teacher Advisor Grou e'
School, Chicago,

-

This is an.example of an intervention progra

The problem

The' problems Wire drng abuse, increased violence,
and disruptive behavior.`

-The. reSponse

The school asked' Northwest. Youth Outreach-Program
(YMCA) to assist in es4plishing a parent/student/,
teacher advisory group and train the members on drPg
abuse issues.

Prqrarn activities ,P)-
The advisory group developed guidelines, for handling
studeni'drPg Oferiders,.eMphasizing community agency
school cooperation : It also proposed and - monitored
iMplementation4A auConcein Ildom" to provide,
counseling, to students. wit4disciplinary'problems.
Counselors were parents,.suidents, and teachers.

°.. The outcomes

Staff wOrking'in this program, port that their effort
resulted in increased community/ithoolc-ooperation,
mutual respect among students and teachers, increased_
school pride, and reduced drug abuse and disruptive
behavior.
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Chica o Illinois

This is an intervention and prevention program%

The problem

The prOblema-were, growing problems of drug abuse,
vandalism, and gang-watfare on school grounds, within
the 20th_folice District.

-she response.

Police initiated a c011aborative prOgram with PTA
groups,the Parent Observer Program,,to'patrol and
-watch ach6al grounds after hours in School District . _

Parents patrolled or parked in cars near schoOls,
reported any unusual activity.to:poliCe immediately, t

never intervened :in incidents, 'and held -regular
meetings to draw-up schedilles, distribute And collect--
report:theets.

.

The outcomes

,

Although there was ne formal evaluation of,t -s
program, scho61 officials report evidence of the
ptcgramta success-4n reduced vandalism, gang fights-,
and,graffiti,and in passage of A. city ordinance
enabling maparrests: unschool groundS
,without advance clearance from the schoolboaidA

untee'r Listener=Proram West.Chester 'Pennsylvania

.This is aprevention program. Antisocial and dSrsfuncMonal-

, are being addressed at t

behaviors which are precursors to disruptive,' "acting out"
behavior at
elementary levelthe

secOndary level,

before more serious problems emerge.
.

TheIiroblem

The problem was students demonstrating withdrawn,., \

insecure, underachieving, .antisocial` behivior. They
needed individual attention. Many had problems at 1

home.-c

The response

The school guidance counselor and the.school volunteer
:coordinator developed the VolunteerlaStener.PrOgram,
pairing the troubled student with a parent=volunteer.,
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Program _activities

Parent volunteers were trained in communication and
listening skills. Volunteers were paired with
students for 1 hour each week to jointly-thgage
an activity, such as a. game, and to providtoppor,n
tunity for'the student to relate to a, caring adult.
The parent volunteer's role is not therapeutic in
nature. Parent volunteers meet as -a group with the
school cdnaselor once a month.

The outcomes

About 50 percent of students in 1977-78_ paired with
a volunteer listener parent showed marked improvement
in self-image and academic and social achievement.

Parents Offer _in courses (l.argeSoutheastern- City)

The problem

The problem was violence and interracial sions
following recent desegregation.

The response

The city government Office on Race Relations developed
the idea for'minicourse offerings on hdman"relations
to replace study halls in district junior and senior
high schools.

Program activities

Volunteers surveyed students, parents, and.tache-_T
to match student, course requests with knowledge of
parents- and faculty. HinicourseS in humanrelations-
oriented, career-related subjects and topical themes
given by parents, teachers, 'and adult community volun-
teers are held Once or- twice a week in study bath

The outcomes

,Student evaluations of courses are highly
astic. Structured opportunities to learn about and
communicate on human relations topics improved student
attitudes toward each other and toward the school.

If time permits. , trainer may wish to review the following
additional programs.--
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Background
Material
7.3,5

(NOTE:' Trainer should refer to Background Material 7.3.5, Abstracts
of Other Programs- Mentioned in Trainer Discussion.)

o Link u th nei hborhood'schools

-Following tension-ridden desegregation efforts, a no- °
western,nrban school district decided to institute after-
school and weekend classes in students' neighborhood
schools to maintain a link for students with their forMer
schools and to reduce tensions. Parents, teachers, and
other community volunteers offered courses ranging from
astronomy to car engine repair.

o Crisis counseling

A northwestern urban school district instituted a crisis-
oriented counseling team; involving parents, teachers,
students, and professional counselors, to alleviate
tensions and alienation in grades K-12 generated by
desegregation/bUsing efforts.

Parent forum

A large eastern city middle school established a parent
forum through which about 15 parents of disruptive
students had an opportunity twice a week to meet with
school counselors, a psychologist, psychiatrist, and
school principal a discuss the school's team counseling
approach and the school's disciplinary procedures.

Patrols

A southern suburban school district organized civil patrols
of citizens and parents to patrol school grounds to check
locks, windows, and doors, and to report anything suspir
cious to police (using walkie-talkies).

o Neighborhood-reports

The Denver, Colorado, Board of Education, asked parents
and neighbors adjacent to schools-to report unusual activ-
ity after hours to police and the school security office.
Monetary rewards were offered to callers whose calls
resulted in prevention or apprehension of criminal
activity.

o Rules and re ulations committee

A rural western school district established a committee,
drawn from the community and including many parents, to
establish realistic rules and regulations concerning
student conduct.
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Overhead
projector
Screen

Transparency
7. .2

Flip chart

Worksheet
7,3.1

o Parent advisory council

Asmall urban western school district established a parent -

advisory council for its alternative council for its
alternative highschool to review and make recommendations
on curriCulum*and'operational.Trocedures of-the school.

Small Group ,4ctvity Using 'transparency and Worksheet: Obstacles
to Parent/Volunteer-Involvement and Outreach Techni ues (15 thin.)

Trainer should make the following introductory point:

o There are numerous roadblocks in the way of gaining
parental and community involvement and participation.
These obstacles inhibit, and often nullify, attempts
to establish parent /volunteer programs.

Show Transparency 7.3.2 and highlight the obstacles shoWn. ,

Four Major Obstacles
to Parent Involvement

Teacher/administrator reluctance to accept
additional responsibility (planning,
coordination, etc.)

Dramatic increase in numbers of working
mothers

Distrust on part of parents, particularly
lower income level parents, of school
authorities

Ineffective recruitment strategies on part of
schools

Trainer.breaks- participants into Small groups of five or six
and refers them to Worksheet 7.3.1, Major Obstacles to Parent
Volunteer Involvement. Trainer gives the following directiOns:

Please review these obstacles quickly.

o The groups you are in now are for brainstorming.

o Have one person read out one of the obstacles.
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Background
Material
7.3.3

Background
Material
7.3.2

o Then generate- -and list on a flip chartthree or four
solutions to overcome the obstacles; then gO on to the
next obstacle.

o You have 5 minutes.

'After 5;minutes, the trainer should reconvene large group and
ask one person from each small group to review the small,group
flip chart list.

Trainer should also point out Background Material 7.3.3,
Techniques for Overcoming Obstacles,, which lists additional
suggestions.

Discus on and Mini lec Aire: Or a izin and Volunteer
15' min.)Programs

(Trainer should refer to Background Material 7'.3.2, Summary
of Methods/Procedures for Organizing and Maintaining a School-
Based Volunteer Program.)

Trainer should point out that there are a number of required
steps in organizing and maintaining a parent program. We will
look at=these, using a school volunteer program model.

A. Preliminary Steps

Trainer should make the following point:

o Before the first volunteer is even recruited, the school
Should take some preliminary Steps and ask participants to
suggest -some. These might include --

(1) Examine needs (how can volunteers be directed in
their efforts to reduce vandalism and violence?)

(2) Investigate school climate (for example, is there
resistance?)

Meet with all groupsyou want to involve in the
program (groups may include PTA's, Junior League,.
business and professional women's clubs, etc.)

(4) Set up an advisory committee involving all groups
whose support will be needed

Select goals for the program with specific
measurable objectives

(6) EStablish'a system for recording volunteer hours,
contributions

14
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(7) Decide on organizational structure (for example,
who will coordinate volUnteer program?)

.Write job descriptions for all tasks. for v'ich
volunteers will'be sought (for example, what
kind of fUnctions will parent hall security aides.
perform? How many are needed at what times?)

(9 ) Get written school board support for your school
volunteer program.

Check with the superintendent's office regarding
health ..requirements or other State and local policy
matters regarding volunteers (for example, many
parents work in their own child's classroom?)

Develop recruitment literature

(12) recruiting strategies (find out how other
community agencies get volunteers, etc.)

(13) Plan for a continuing evaluation of the program.

(14) Establish acommunications system (disseminate
.a newsletter, produce an annual report, etc.).

B. Recruiting.

Trainer should next. request suggestions concerning the second
phase in orsanizing a volunteer program, recruiting. Methods
for recruiting include--

1) `ending teacher volunteer teams ,to service clubs,
church groups, community organizations, and agencies
to recruit through presentations (slides/films are
effective supports). The PTA is an excellent source
of parent volunteers.

Submitting feature articles to local newspaper
on volunteer activities (for example, those
activities effective in combatting school violence
and vandalism).

3) Disseminating bumper stickers.

(4) Distributing leaflets with return coupons at
shopping malls, doctors' and dentists' offiCes,
subway stations, etc.

Making public service announcements on radio and
TV,, using, volunteer. as announcer.
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-Providing public libraries with posters and book-
marks.

Pitching.presentationg to volunteerism providing
career exploration opportunities.

(8) Exploring prospective volunteers' interests.

(9). Matching volunteers' skills, interests, and
experience with program needs. Don't overlook
the "home-bound" volunteer.

(10) Making contact with the Voluntary Action Center
(VAC) in your community, if it has one.

C. Screening interviewing and Placement

Trainer should make the following points:

The next-critical phase of organizing a program
involves screening, interviewing, and placement.

o Important considerations are--

(1) Matching volunteers' skills, aptitudes; and
interests with school needs (during screening
and interviewing)

Initiating "trial placements, to optimize the fit
between volunteer and assignment

Obtaining written commitments from
volunteers stating days and hours
they expect to work

(4) Establishing times for communication between volun-
teer coordinator and individual volunteers.

-Orientation and Trainin

Trainer should make the following points:

o Orientation and training are vital steps for providing
volunteers with greater self-confidence and ease in
performing assigned tasks..

o -Orientation should give the volunteer--

(1) Understanding of goals and policies of the school
and the volunteer program

1
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(2) Procedures 'for signing in and out, parking-, main-
1-1)g confidentiality

(3) Familiarity with school building layout

(4) IntroductionS'to key school administrators and
staff members.

Training, as distinct from orientation, can be in the
form of--

Preservice, or advance, training for special skills

(2) Insrvice, or on -the -job, learning which should
give volunteers the opportunity to discuss mutual
problems and concerns and to actually learn tech-
niques for improving job ski11s.

DisCuss S e-il Sotaini VolunteerVolunter
(1_ mln

Trainer should make the following points:

o A successful volunteer program mustfostera sense of
belonging and provide rewards that encourage the con-
tinuing'participation of volunteers, particularly for
busy, often overcommitted parents.

The volunteer coordinator can employ a number of strategies
to maintain volunteer interest and participation.

Trainers should solicit suggestions from participants. These
might include--

(1) Conducting annual volunteer recognition events
(for example, volunteers in West Chester, Penn-
sylvania, get a card-which admits them to all
school-sponsored activities, including:plays and
sports events; a res'taurant in CedarRapids,. Iowa,
treated the community's- school volunteer coordi-
nators to dessert and coffee)

(2) Presenting certificates of recognition signed by
school system liaders or state boards of
education (as they do in Prince Georges County,
Maryland)

Providing continuous. positive feedback with praise.
for specific activities

(4) Emphasizing the job market value of learning new
skills and applying existing skills
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(5) Offering opportunities for increased responsi-
bilities and personal development

(6) Submitting feature articles to local newspapers
work of volunteers

(7) Nominating exceptional volunteers for awards in
the community

(8) PubliShing a school volunteer newsletter-and
sharing it with the community (civic associations,
city council, etc.)

Rewarding outstanding volunteers with "scholarships"
to workshops and conferences that will advance
their special skilli.

6. Summary (5 min.)

Trainer should make the following concluding points:

o Parents and other interested adults in the community
(e.g., the elderly) can and should become involved
in school programs.

o Parent/school/community interaction and cooperation.
holds benefits for all involved and has the effect of
reducing student tension, alienation, violence, and
vandalism.

o Parents and volunteers are engaged in many successful
programs aimed at reducing violence and vandalism that
can be replicated and adapted to fit the unique needs
of individual school districts across the country.

There are discrete processes, methods,, and techniques
that can be 'applied to'developing, implementing; and
maintaining Sound school volunteer programs.
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ce

a Obstacle to Parent Volunteer Involv

n eets

Participant
Worksheet

Teacher and administrator reluctance to accept additional responsibility
(planning, coordinating, maintaining a parent program)

o Dramatic increase in numbers of working mothers

o Distrust on the part of parents particularly lower income parents, of school
authorities

o Ineffective (or nonexistent) recruitment strategies on the part of schools

o Lack of communication channels or contact between parents and schools

Lack of transportation for parents to commute to and from school,- particularly
in situations where students are bussed to schools miles from home

o Administrator and teacher fears of being judged by parents

o Administrator 3d teacher fears of parent "troublemakers" who might vent
frustrations ir. a counterprodUctive way

o Economic factors whidh force parents to be preoccupied with basic survival
needs Ahead of.anything else - -such as school environment

Lack of teacher, training on how to use parent volunteers effectively

o Lack of training for parents to develop skills for more specialized kinds of
functions in the schools

o ineffective or nonexistent school board coordination of parent volunteer
programs
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7 - The Community as a Problem- Solving Resource

7.3 - School/Community Links: Parents and Voluntee s

7.3.1

ten sy1222D of Four Ef_
Parent/Volunteer Programs

ective.

B ickground
Materials.

Example 1: NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH PROGRAM, YMCA, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Steinmetz Hi-h_Scho !- Parents /Students /School Staff Adviso Group

' The Northwest Youth Outreach Program (NYOP) in Chicago, part of the YMCA, is an
activist drug treatment organizatiOn which uses.an outreach model to get youth into
treatment. The NYOP is accustomed to getting numerous requests for technical assis-
tance in drug program development from organizations, community groups, and agencies
in Chicago.

In 1974 NYOP got a request from Steinmetz High School for assistance in putting
together a heterogeneous advisory group that would provide the high school adminis-
tration with drug abuse policy recommendations that could be realistically imple-
mented. Steinmetz at that time was experiencing an increase in student drug abuse
with all the attendant problems. NYOP responded by establishing an. advisory group
composed of five school personnel; five parents, and five students and then training
the group to increase awareness about drugs and attitudes concerning drug abuse.
The six-week training course was conddcted in the evenings at a local church. The
training foStered understanding of the issues and problems in the drug abuse arena,
which helped the group members. formulate policy recommendations and conceptualize
strategies for dealing with students in trouble. The advisory group developed a'
set of guidelines for dealing with student drug offenders: the primary focus was to
increase school/community agency cooperation and collaboration. The guidelinest
which reflected a blend of parent, student, and school staff attitudes.and ideas,
were adopted, resulting in better control of the drug problem. The advisory group
also proposed the development of a school Concern Room to provide counseling to stu-
dents referred as disciplinary problems and to any other students in need of advice
or counseling. The counselors were a mix of parents, teachers, and,thestudents
themselves.

The Concern Edam was closed after one year (1974-75), however, bedause the NYOP was
unable to provide the sustained professional supervision of peer/parent/teacher
counseling activities that was really necessary: Without NYOP's close professional-
level monitoring, the volunteer counselors justifiably felt that they could no longer
provide services effectively.

However, the process of implementing the Concern Room counseling program had the
effect of increasing solidarity among the school personnel, students, and parents
Students and teachers, in particular, began to take each other needs and concerns
more seriously. The students became. aware of the bureaucratic difficulties faced
by. school stiff when trying to implement new programs or innovative. ideas. Many
.students Frith disciplinary histories actually acted in an advisory capacity for the
Concern Room, providing, val4ble, input into counseling programs for others. with
emotional or behAvioral problems. Ultimately, the feelings ofallegiance and pride,
in the school were greatly increased the incidence of disruptive behavior
significantly reduced. No actual.evaluative,impact study was conducted to statisti-
cally document theseobserved changes,

1f11



Example 2: CHICAGO REGION PTA
_ - - _

Parent Observers Proaram

In 1970, in response to the growing problem of substance abuse, vandalism, and gang
warfare on school grounds within the 20th Police District, Police Captain John
Jemilo initiated the Parent Observer Program in collaboration with the PTAs of
Amundsen High School, Budlong School, Chappell School, McPherson School, and Waters
School. The program was first piloted in School District 3,-and because of its stir-.
cess, it was subsequently adopted by a number of ether districts over the next six
years. The purpose of the program was to maintain a steady watch on schooll.rounds
after school hours, when trouble was most likely to occur. From the hours of 3:00 or
4:00 p.m. in the afternoon to 1:00 or 2:00 a.m. in the morning, volunteer PTA parents
were assigned to "observation posts." Sitting in cars near or on school premises or
in nearby houses, they kept an eye out for any suspicious or unusual activity. In

the event that parents noticed anything unusual they were te, call the District police
from the nearest phone; following up with an incident report forwarded to the police
for analysis. Any beer drinking, fighting, loitering, noise, etc., was to be re-
ported; however, observers were firmly instructedloy the PTA groups and police never
to intervene in any incident. Close cooperation between the PTA groups and the
District police made the program feasible-and eventually quite successful in reducing
vandalism and violence on school property within a number of school districts.

To organize the effort the concerned PTA groups established a Safety Committee, co
posed of about six or seven PTA volunteers, responsible for recruiting, orienting,
and coordinating the volunteer parent observers. The actual steps taken by the
Safety Committee in recruiting and deploying parent observers are as follows:

1. Conducted community meetings to overview program, showed photos of.
vandalized schools, and thus recruited volunteers and gained community
support.

2. Contacted interested parents by mail and phone.

3. Scheduled parent observers on a day- by-day basis, notifying them one
week in advance of their schedules.

4. Distributed and explained Instruction Sheet (see attached to all
parent observers.

Distributed Report Sheet (see attached) to be completed and returned
to the Safety Committee by each parent observer after observer shift.

1

Made reminder calls to scheduled parent Observers one week in advance
of scheduled shift.

7. Reicheduledin- the-event of parents' absence or inability to make
theit shifts.

Distributed names/phone numbers of all Safety Committee members to
parent observers.
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Although no formal evaluative study was conducted, the program seemed to be effec-
tve in reducing litter, graffiti, violence, and vandalism on school property,,and-
fewer calls were made to the police by neighborhood residents complaining of noise.
or disturbances. Although the program met with success; it was -only in effect in
the various districts when the community felt the need for it. Since 19765the pro-.
,gram has not been active, apparently because of flagging parent interest.

Another significant result of this program is that Chicago has passed an Ordinance
which enables police to make arrests on school grounds. A sign,is-posted on school
grounds prohibiting entrance between 9:30 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. In effect, a curfew
has been established. Previously-without the imposed curfew, puce had to file a
complaint with the Board of Education to get permission to make arrests on school
property. Now this ineffectual, time-consuming process has been abandoned, and
immediate police confrontation of curfew violators trespassing on school property
is possible.

Q
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PILOT SAFETY PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION OF SAFETY

COMMITTEE DUTIES

The Safety Committee should consist of five to eight people or as many as needed tc
divide the work. One person. should be the chairman and could be appointed by the
PTA president.

Their duties will consist of--

Contacting interested people by phone or other means.

2. Schedule the parent observers on a day-by-day basis boOking at least
one week in advance. The program should be\completed before summer
vacation.

See that each parent observer receives an instruction sheet and understands_
it.

4. See that .each parent observer also receives a report sheet to La filled out
and returned to the Chairman'of the Safet @Committee48 hours after- time of
duty. The report should be filled out even,if there was no particular
problem during the time served.

5. A reminder card or phone_call should be made by a member of the Safety Com-
mittee one week in advance. Names Mould be divided among the committee.

The Safety Committee should request to be notified if any observer is
to serve his designated time so that someone else might be assigned.,

7. The Safety Chairman should be responsible for all report sheets and seethat
they are turned over to the PTA PRESIDENT'so that there might be an evalua-
tion of the program in September.

A list of names, and phone numbers of the Safety Conittee should be given-
to each parent observer.
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PILOT SAFETY PROGRAM
INSTRUCTION SHEET

Wen it is necessary to call the police, dial P05-1313, the central police number
(this call is free of charge.)

1. Ask for the name of the officer you' are speaking to. (Calls at this number are
tape recorded.)

If the police do not arrive within a reasonable amount of ,time (l5 to,20
minutes), then call 7448330. This is FoSter Ave., the 20th district. Ask
the officer to whom you speak, for his name znd star number. Then politely,
and accurately explain you have received no answer' to the P05-1313 number
and would he please check,on the

2. Describe the problem accurately as you seej.t. Estimate how many are inVolved
and if this is an emergency (such as breaking into-the'school or gang harass-
ment.)

Give your name and state that you are a parent observer froM your school.

4. Remain until the police arrive to give further information.

5. You are not to interfere, stop the incident, talk, to those involved, or endanger
yourself in any way.

Try to jot down a description of troublemakers on your report sheet.

Whenever, possible when leaving' your house, walk dr drive by the playground tel
see what is happening. If you see a problem,report it by following the above
instructions and then report it to the Safety Committee.

EMBER: BE NOSEY, BUT DON'T BE FOOLISH.

-lpon't forget to return your report sheet to the Safety Commit=tee.

There is a telephone in the Fieldhouse to make your call. If you'are operating
out of your car after 9:00 p.m., note that there is an outside telephone zt

FIELDHOUSE:CLOSES AT 9:00 p.m. BUT PLAYGROUND LIGHTS SHOULD REMAIN ON UNTIL 1:00 4.m.
Curfew for 17 and under is 10:30 p.m.-during the week and 11:30 p.m. on the weekend.



PILOT SAFETy,,. PROGRAM

REPORT SHEET

DATE

NAME PHONE

DID YOU SEE ANY UNUSUAL ACTIVITY?

WHAT WAS THE. PROBLEM, DESCRIBE B

YES NO'

TIME ARRIVAL 0

DEPARTURE

LY SPECIFIC TI

Please use back of sheet if you".need-
_.

HOW MANY WERE INVOLVED

DID YOU SEE:

DRINKING

DRUG ABUSE;

FIGHTING

HARASSMENT

ROBBERY

VANDALISM

OYS GIRLS

DESCRIBE

OTHER:

DESCRIPTION OF ,TROUBLEMAKERS

1. Type of clothing'
2. Color of clothing.

Age
4. Height and weight
5. Name, if possible
6. .Car,,year, make, color
7. License No.
Other
Did you find it -o :call the YES'. NO
IF.S0, PLZASE.CHECK
T05-1.313 or.74483JP, or both
NaMe,of officeelrad spoke'to Sfer No.
HOW:longeid-it take for the police to arrive.
SQUAD CAR N.
Were you satisfied with the way the call was
If :not, why:

swered? YES NO

PLEASE STATE FURTHER REMARKS ON THE BACK OF THIS SHEET.

PLEASE RETURN YOUR REPORT TO THE SAFETY COMITTEEW THANK YOU

1 4 0



Example VOLUiVTEER LISTENER PROGRAM, _ST CHESTER PENNSYLVANIA

East Bradford Elementary School

An elementary student approached Elaine Samans, guidance counselor at East Bradford
Elementary School and said, "I'll be bad today. Will you see me?"'

Ms. Samans had grappled with the problem of how to reach more children who were not
'unctioning well in school. She counseled many students individually and conducted
group guidance activities, but she realized that many more children could benefit by.
individual attention from a caring adult.

Three years ago five mothers who had been members of a parent education group led by
Ms. 'Samaras asked if they could help in the school guidance program/ and the Volunteer
Listener Program was born. Ms. Samans pairs Volunteer Listeners with children who
are insecure, withdrawn, or underachieving. This opportunity to relate to an,adult
friend gives many children an environment which helps them to find within themselves
the strength and ability to improve.

The qualities Ms. Samans looks for in a Volunteer` Listener are the ability to give
the child erwthy- (not sympathy),to remain calm, to persevere, to respect the rules
of confidentkality, and to be non-judgmental in relating to the child.

Ms'. Samans- offers training to the Listeners before they begin service and throughout
the year. Listeners learn to sharpen communication skills and to hear the message
behind the words. They learn how to give positive,non-threatening feedback to the
child without put-downs. Volunteer Listeners learn to set'limits. They acknowledge
the, child's wishes, yet help the child to respect the limits of reality. If a
Listener notices that a child seems, unusually upset or exhibits a marked behavior
change, Ms. Samans is notified as soon as possible so, that she can take further
steps. o help the child.

The Listener's role with the child is, specific and school - based. Listeneis are dis-
couraged from getting involved in the .child's life beyond school so as not to intrude
in the child's family life.

Each Listener-child pair spends one hour 'a week together. They jointly choose an
activity, such as a game from the counselor's office or one brought from hothe. The,
schedule for each pair is arranged by mutual agreement among the Listener, the-child's
teacher, and the .counselor.. The Listener and child meet wherever space can be
found--in an empty classroom,''a-corner of the library, or on the school grounds if
the weather is nice.

Listeners sign in and out of the building. When a Listener is unable to come, she
phones the counselor so the child and teacher can be notified. Children must meet
with their Listeners during language arts or math time, and they mus work
missed when they are with the volunteers.

_Ms. ,Samans identifies children who tight benefit from the Listen Program d_ring
the first two months. of the school year; and during this time she offers tr ning to
the volunteers so that weekly volunteer-child sessions can begin about November 1.
The sessions continue until the beginning of June or until a child is transferred.
In one instance, little girl was transferred to a special class in a nearby school'
and arrangements were made for the Listener to continue to meet'with her in the new
school.



Volunteer Listeners continue to meet as a group with Ms. Samans once .a month.
Volunteers describe their sessions as "group therapy for Listeners" and say:they
give and receive moral support from each other. They raise questions, prob-
lems and enhance their listening skills. Volunteer Listeners realize that they can-
not always help a crlild to change--but they also see many children impro-Ve in
self-image and in achevement.

Nine boys and four girls from all grade levels were in the Listener Program at East
Bradford in 1977-78. A majority came from broken homes. Six children showed marked
improvement during the year; others have more serious problems which will require
more time to resolve.'

The Listeners are mothers who are busy and involved in the community. They include
a former domestic worker, a factory worker, and a former director of day care
center who has a master's degree in elementary guidance, counseling.

Ms. Patricia Burton, one of.East Bradford s-35 volunteers, is volunteer chairperson,
She recruits and works with Listeners and with'ether volunteers who' serve as tutors,
resource speakers and aides in the library and clinic.

Source: "I'll Be Bad Today, Will.You See Me ? "" by Elaine-Samans, School Guidance.
Counselor, West Chester, Pennsylvania.



A SOUTHEASTERN CITY

Parent Minicourses

61

In response to increased udent violence during desegregation efforts in 1972, the
city's Office on Race Relations began a program of human relations minicourses in 'a
number of the district's secondary schools. About one-sixth of the district's
secondary schools became involved. The premise was that human relations classes
would give students an opportunity to learn about each other and share concerns
that ultimately would result in improved students' attitudes.

The program was coordinated in each school by an administrator or supervising
teacher. A questionnaire was distributed to students in the schools describing the
program and asking them what courses they would be interested in in lieu of study
hall. Parents and teachers also received a questionnaire to determine which courses
they could teach.

About 25 percent of teachers in all schools-offered the minicourses,along with a
large number of parent volunteers. No credit was given the students; no compensa-
tion offered to teachers or parent volunteers. Although gaining parent coopera-
tion was initially difficult, it has been a key element in the success of the pro-
gram.

The minicourses were scheduled during almost every period during'the school day.
The classes, limited to 30 students, lasted from several weeks to a_ full school year
Students were permitted to take as many minicourses as would fit into.their study
hall time.

Courses covered such topics as peer-peer relations, parent relations, teacher-student
relationi, prejudices, school-community relations, :exploration of school and, board
policies, careers, crafts; automobile repair:. Evaluation questionnaires distributed,
at the end'of each course indicated that the majority of students were highly'.,
enthusiastic.
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7 - The Community as a Problem-SolvingResource

7.3 - School/Community Links:
Background

Parents and Volunteers Materials

Summary of Methods/Procedures
for O

a School-Based Volunteer Program

Preliminary Steps

Before the first volunteer is even recruited, schools should take the follow:- 17
steps:

o Examine -needs

--(how can volunteers be directed in their efforts to-reduce vandalism and
violence?),

o Investigate school climate

(e.g. is there resistance ?)

o Meet with all groups you w 11 want to involve in the program

--(eg., parent gronp6 may include PTAs, Junior League, businesS and
professional women's,clubs, etc.)

o Assess your resources

--(e.g., community resources)

Set up an advisory, committee involving all groups whose support you will be
getting

Select goals for the program with specific, measurable objectives

Establish a syotem for recording volunteer hours, contributions

o Decide on organizational Structure

--(e.g., who will coordinate -olunteer program?, etc.)

o Write job descriptions for all tasksfor which volunteers will be sought

-- (e.g., what kind of fUnctiona will parent hall security aides perform.
How many are needed at what times?)

o Get written .school board support for your school volunteer Program

o Check with the superintendent regarding health requirements for volunteers
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o Check on other state or local policy matters regarding volunteers

--(e.g., may parents work in their own child's classroom?)

o Develop recruitment literature

Plan recruiting strategies

--(e g.,'find out how other community agencies get volunteer:

o Plan a system for maintaining volunteer morale (mention that film clips
will show one method of maintaining interest)

o Plan for a continuing evaluation of the program

o Establish a communications system

--(e.g., disseminate a newsletter, produce an annual report).

Rec

Recruiting is the next phase in organizing a volunteer program. there are a number

of general strategies that can be employed. And shortly we will brainstorm some

outreach techniques that can be particularly successful in recruiting parents.

Methods for recruiting include--

o Sending teicher/volunteer teams to service clubs, church groups, community
organizations, and agencies to recruit through presentations (slides /films

are effective supports). The PTA is an excellent' source oeparent

volunteers

Submitting feature articles to local newspapers on volunteer activites
(e.g., those activities effective. in combatting school violence and

vandalism) . !

o Disseminating bumper stickers

Making public service announcements on radio and TV, using volunteer as

announcer

o Distributing leaflets with return coupons at shopping mulls, doctors' and
dentists' offices, subway stations, etc.

Providing public libraries with posters'. and bookmarks

o' Pitching presentations to volunteerism providing career exploration

opportunities

o Exploring prospective volunteers' interest

o Matching volunteers' skills, 'interests, experience with program. needs.

Don't overlook the "home-bound" volunteer

o Making contact with the Voluntary Action Center (VAC) in your community, if

-you have one.
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Screening, Interview nal and Placement

Screening, interviewing, and placement is the next critical phase of organizing the
program. Important considerations are--

Matching volunteers' skills, aptitudes, and interest'with School needs
(during screening and interviewing).

Initiating "trial" placements, to optimize the fit between volunteer
assignment

Obtaining written commitments from volunteers stating days and hours they
expect to work

Establishing times ft:5r commr_ ication.bet een volunteer coordinator
,individual volufiteers

Orientation_andTraining

Orientation and training proVide the .volunteer- with an understanding of the goals
and objectives of the program and greater selfconfidence and ease in_perfOrming
assigned taski.

Orientation. should give the volunteer--

o Understanding of goals and policies of the school and the volunteer program

o Procedures for signing in and out, parking, maintaining confidentiality.

o Familiarity with school building layout

Introductions to key school administratOrs and staff members

Training, as distinct from orientation,-can be in the form of--

o in- service, or on- the -job,, training

o Preservice, or:advance, training for special skills-

in-service training should give volunteers the opportunity to discuss mutual problems
and concerns and to actually learn techniques for improving job skills.

Maintaining Volunteer Interest

A successful volunteer program must foster a sense of belonging and provide rewards
that encourage the continuing participation of volunteers. This is particularly
true for-busy, Often over-committed parents. The volunteer coordinator can employ a
number of strategies to maintain volunteer interest and-participation:

Conduct annual volunteer recognition.events-

_f

--Volunteers in West Chester, Pennsylvania, who give regular service for
'five or more continuous months.get-a card which admits them to all school-.
sponsored activities, including. plays and sports events

4 Li
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--Students at Bren Mar Park School in Fairfax County, Virginia, decorated a
white sheet with thank-yous in bright magic. Markers. The sheet became the
tablecloth for the annual volunteer awards ceremony.

--A restaurant in Cedar Rapids,-Iowa, treated the community's school
volunteer coordinators to dessert and coffee

o Present certificates of recognition signed by'achool system leaders or state
boards of education

o Provide continuous positive feedback with praise:for spe-ific'activities

o Emphasize the job market value of learning new skills and applying existing
skills

o Offer opportunities for increased responsibilities and personal development

o Submit feature articles to local newspapers on work of volunteers`

o Nominate exceptional volunteers for awards in the community

Publish a school volunteer newsletter and share it with the community civic
associations, city'council, etc.)

Reward outstanding volunteers with "scholarships" to workshops and
conferenceS that will advance their special skills.
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The Communit as a Problem-Sol-' Resource

7.3 - School/Community ks: Parents and Volunteers

Background l-D

Techniques for Overcomin Obstacles

Background
Materials

The Northern Kansas City, MisSouri, school system holds an annual
"share fair" (workshops, displays, etc.) at a local shopping mall
to promote parent/community awareness of and involvement in school
educational programs.

o The North Kansas City, Missouri, school system periodically holds
Saturday "Community Days " - -or minifaira--on school grounds, at which
time school personnel and parents are able to talk informally.

The Northern Kansas City, Missouri, school system has organized
school/community relations committees, composed of parepts,
interested citizens, administrators,' and teacherS, which Meet
at least once every 9 weeks to discuss mutual concerns,.problems
and issues.

The Northern Kansas City, MissOuri, school system has initiated
"parent coffees". Interested parents are to meet with school
board'officials every Fridayover coffee to discuss concerns
and make recommendations.

A variation of "parent coffees" held at the school. board is "Parent
coffees" held parent homes with.e school. principal or school
board member in attendance.

One high school within the Dallas Independent. School Dietrict'has
initiated a program of "home visits ". TeaChersomake visits to
homes to inform parents of their'.child's progreSs,_as well as
school policies, procedures, and'programs

In one community within thetallas independent School District, five
school oommunity information centers were established. Parents come
to the conveniently located, centers'to get information on school
activities, programs, policies and-procedures.'

o rie.Fairfax'County, Virginia, School System's-Schbol Community
Relations Division has initiated the sending out of FAMILY GRAMS
five times a year to parents and families, notifying them of the
school calendar of events, test scores,-competency-based educational
standards, answers to frequently asked questions, new piOgram
information, and a rumor control phone number.



School boards can hire professionals to train parents and other
volunteers for specialized activities and programs within the
schools. This can overcome resistance or reluctance on the
part of individual schools in accepting parents and others as
volunteers.

Schools can routinely solicit for parent,involvement/participation
through periodic newsletters and bulletins Sent to students' homes'

School system.representatives an make presentations to service
organizations and clubs to enlist parent support and involvement,
including PTAs.

Schools can write short articles or local newspapers to drum up
support/participation.

Schoolscan tape public service announcements for local radio.

Teachers can discuss with students the merits and advantages
community/parental involvement with the schools.

The tradit onal parent-teaCher conference should not be underestimated
as a means of capturing parent interest and participation in school
programs.' A note can be sent home at the beginning of-the year to
introduce teachers and note scheduling possibilities for conferences
with parents.

Schools can ask PTAs to call on parents new to a-School neighborhood
to welcome them answer questions, and encourage involvement.

Schools can prepare a handbook , for parent involvement, outlining ways
for parents to *et involved.

Schools can ask parents to cosponsor = with teachersstudent clubs
and activities.
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Background I-D 7.3.4

inks: _Parents d'Volunteers

Background
Materials

Secontlar oot
Volun eer maul

Pro

A Publication of the
Division of Instruction

Maryland State Depaiiment of Education

December 1970

Source: Reprinted. A Publication of the. Division of Instruction, Maryland State
Department of Education, December 1976.
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supplied editorial consultation and
cation design. Illustrations were supplied
by Eva Irrera.



1975, Maryland aligned its Priorities_

with the Right to Read program to be-
come a patiner in the national effort to
move 411 citizens toward greater reading
effectiveness. One of Maryland's Right to

Read' program objectives is to develop a
scorns of volunteers in the stat8 to help
teachers reinforce student reading skills

for increased achievement.
This publication is designed to encour-

age and facilitate the development; of vol-

unteer tutor programs in secondary,

schools, enabling.secondary school read-

ing programs to utilize effectively a vain-

able educational resource, community
volunteers.

DAy1OV. HORNBECK
State Superintendent of Schools
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E FUNCTION OF .A VOLUNTEER PROGRAM Profile: The rohlein Reader In Secondary
School

Many secondary school students can-
not read adequately. These students often
bring a host of additional problems to
school- with them. They not only get slow
starts, they often have histories of failure
in the classroom, histories which prevent
them from participating in learning activi-
ties in school.

Students who are problem readers may
have other serious problems. They may:
0 think negatiVely of themselves;
0 feel ashamed of themselves and be

withdrawn;
0 have family problems;
0 have low intelligence;
0 have emotional problems, e.g.: loneli-

ness, fear;
0 have physical problems, e.g.; hunger,

disease;

0 speak another native language or
dialect;

0 have moved- from town to town con-
tinuously without establishing roots;

0 find nothing to relate to in school;
0 have had poor teachers.



As a result, students who ar:. problem
readers may:

need individual attention in order to
learn;

0 lack motivation to learn to read;

be afraid of the future;

hays learned to cope with the world by
hiding their inability, to read and
therefore are unwilling to accept help;

cause discipline problems.
,

One important thing to remember,
however, is that while these students may
in fact lack basic reading and study skills,
they may often possess a background of
valuable experiences which can he used to
motivate them to read.

'Secondary school students with reading
problems may differ from elementary
pupils with reading problems because
their:

0 problems may be more severe;

long-term failure to read may have
damaged their self-confidence;

motivation to learn to read may have
disappeared;
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0 teachers' inability to cope with tht
difficulties may have 'reinforced a)
negative self-concept in the studer
and b) a low level of expectation f
achievement;

social problems and lack of peer a
proval may have combined to mal
them feel rejected either by the schoc
peers, or even their families;

inability to comprehend high schoi
subject matter through print med
may cause frustration.

Under such circumstances these sit
dents' self-concepts relate directly to the
willingness t4_ , attempt to improve the
reading skills. For this reason, adults wit
work with problem readers in secondat
schools must encourage student succe
whenever possible in order to enhanc
these students' self-concepts.



Profile: The Volunteer Tutor Program
A volunteer tutor program can offer
schools an effective strategy for coping
with the special needs of problem read-
ers. A well organized program will pro-
vide trained citizens from the school
community to:
0 improve student attitudes and skills in

reading
0 maximize utilization of school staff

improve school community relations.
Each of these functions relates directly

to helpihg students change negative self-
concepts and achieve reading success. The
rapport volunteers establish in tutoring
situations will enable students to relate
positively to adults who can help them
change their images of themselves.
Trained volunteers can tutor students
through staff -designed activities which will
individualize and reinforce instruction.
Teachers who use volunteers' services
become more effective at managing hu-
man resources, individualize instruction
for their students, and free themselves for
other teaching functions. Volunteers who
participate in tutoring programs gain an

understanding of the educational pro-
cesses. Such volunteers frequently return
to the community as strong school advo-
cates and provide enthusiastic and much
needed support for school efforts.

141,



NEEDS ASSESSMENT HECKLIST FOR STARTING
A VOLUNTEER TUTOR PROGRAM

Administrators, teachers, or citizens in-
terested in establishing secondary school
volunteer tutor programs should consult
with the school principals to consider the
following checklist to determine which
resources arc available and which are
needed:

PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
II Which students need volunteer tutors?

Which teachers are willing to use vol-
unteer services'i\
Which activities do teachers identify
as appropriate for tutoring?
The principals or their agents can give

written or oral survey_ s of the school
faculties to provide this information..

PERSONNEL
IM Who will coordinate the program?i

(e.g., vice principal? reading teacher?I
counselor? English teacher? qualified
volunteer?)

I Which personnel in the system or
school can provide support services to
the program? (e.g., central staff ad-
ministrators? school administrators?



counselors? reading specialists? Eng lis:t
supervisors? media specialists?
room teachers? lay coordinators? com-
munity leaders?)

FACILITIES
What space is available for tutoring
sessions? (e.g., reading room or lab?
media center? health room? empty
classroom? cafeteria? conference room?
dead end hallways?)

What space is available for training
sessions? (e.g., media center? cafeteria?
faculty lounge? public library?)

tit What times are available for schedul-
ing program activities? (e.g., for staff
orientation sessions? for tutor training
sessions? for. tutoring sessions?)

MATERIALS
What program materials are _available?
(e.g., staff and tutor handbooks?)

itl What instructional materials are avail-
able for tutor use?

How can these materials be made
accessible?

Assigning a Program Coordinator

When scho61 principals have deter-
mined that their schools can use volunteer
tutor -services, they should appoint a

member of their school staff to serve as
the coordinator of the volunteer tutor
program. The coordinator should have:

0 the ability to plans organize, and imple-
ment ideas and activities

0 the ability to mobilize human resources

0, a flexible schedule

0 a friendly attitude and

0 enthusiasm.
A background in reading instruction, is

helpful but not necessary, provided other
system or school personnel can be called
upon to provide training for volunteer
tutors.

The. coordinator will assume responsi-
bility for developing and implementing'
the volunteer tutor program in .the school.
The coordinator can be assisted by a lay
coordinator from the community. The
following checklist should be considered
in establishing a program.

A.s.scsso /is /5



PROGRAM PLANNING C IECKLIST FOR TI E
VOLUNTEER PROGRi\M

rclbook /6

After the school principal has desig-
nated the volunteer tutor program co-
ordinator, they should design a program
which provides` the following elements:

I. Program goals and objectives
2. Participants

staff orientation
student selection
tutor recruitment

Tutor training
preservice
inservice
supervision

4. Tutor placement
time
space
student needs

Tutor recognition
continuous feedback
special events of appreciation
certificates
opportunity for personal growth

6. Program evaluation

7. Materials
program
instructional



The sections which follow offer a
detailed look at these program elements.

I. VOLUNTEER TUTOR PROGRAM
GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The volunteer tutor program goals and
objectives should be clearly stated in writ-
ten orm and disseminated to all school
staff members and program participants.
An example of a l?k,ritten set of goal and
objectives is included here as a model.
Goal: The goal of a volunteer tutor pro-
gram is to assist the school in helping
students to become effective readers.



Objectives: The objectives and sub-
objectives which will enable the volunteer
tutor program to move toward the goal

I. `l'o improve student attitudes toward
reading through- tutoring activities
which will:
0 enhance students' self concepts

O provide successful experiences in
reading

motivate students to read

2. To maximize utilization of school staff
by enabling teachers to:
D individualize instruction
0 provide effective reinforcement

activities

0 perform other teaching tasks

3. To improve school-community rela-
tions by:
O using a valuable community re-

§ource, volunteers

D educating community volunteers
through a tutor training program
increasing opportunities for Nchool-
communitY communication
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2. PARTICIPANTS
The volunteer program coordinator

must consider the needs and responsi-
bilities of three specific groups:

A. School Staff
Stall orientation sessions should be

conducted to acquaint all faculty mem-
bers with the program goals and objec-
tives.

Faculty members who indicate an in-
rest in participating in the volunteer

tutor program should be encouraged to:
0 nominate students to participate
0 state the number of tutors wanted
O describe or select tutoring activities

participate in the tutor training pro-
,gram

0 provide feedbaCk and evaluation for
the program
Faculty members who elect to use vol-

unteer tutor services should be expected
to encourage volunteer tutors by:
0 accepting and supporting their efforts

to help
0 sharing helpful information, ideas and

teaching techniques
showing respect for their special abili-

ties, talents and knowledge of their
community
communicating appreciation

B. Students
Student participation in the tutoring

program should be voluntary. Interested
students should ''be screened and diag-
nosed for reading difficulties and pro-
grams of suitable tutoring activities pro
vided for students and tutors. Students
selected for the tutor program should:
0 desire help .'

accept the tutor as a person
la be motivated to improve reading skills
O be willing to attend tutoring sessions'

consistently
0 exhibit no severe emotional probleMs

C. Voltinteerl
Volunteers who participate
gram should have:
El an attitude of warmth and friendliness
0 an ability to work .within the school

system
O time to give on a regular basis
0 a willingness to participate in the train-.

ing program
.

0 enthusiasm and a sense of humor

in the pro-



Volunteer program coordinators will
need to recruit members of their sehool
communities to participate in volunteer
tutor programs. creative recruitment of '
volunteers for tutor programs depends on
effective dissemination of information
about the programs. Whether such pro,
gram information is presented through
individual or public methods, the informa-
tion must be PRECISE and CLEAR:No
recruitment effort should be undertaken
until the program coordinator has written:

O program goals and objectives

0 job descriptions based on staff /student
needs

O tutor training program agenda includ-
ing dates, plSces, and activities

O tutor program materials including poli-
cies and procedures

Individual Recruitment Techniques

When these steps have been completed
program-coordinators can initiate individ-
ual recruitment methods, contacting pro-
spective volunteers directly and personally
to explain the program. For individual
recruitment volunteer coordinators can:

Plat ing Checklist/9



0 establish contact with elementary f-ecler
school volunteer program coordinators
and ask for referrals
ask stall members to suggest names of
prospective volunteers
ask students to suggest names of pro-
spective volunteers,

0 ask volunteer tutors to refer frien.ls to
the program

0 use written job descriptions to de.ielop
-"want ads" for specific jobs and include
them in the PTA or principals' cews-
letters

0 make public requests for volunteers for
a short-term, specific non-iutoring task
e.g., to correct diagnostic reading- pre-
tests for two hours a week for two
days.) When this task is accomplished,'

these volunteers can be invited to join
the tutoring program.

Satisfied volunteers will be a strong ad-
vertisement for the next year's program.
A small, well-.coordinated program will
grow. A program that recruits volunteers
and then fails to make brunediate use' of
their services may generate ill will in the

community and will diminish chances for
successful program development. A vol-
unteer program that can provide an

organized child care service will attract
volunteers who have pre-school children.

a Cooperation of local church-supported
day-care centers may be enlisted.

Public, Recruitment Techniques
Once the program is well established

and operating smoothy, public recruit-
ment strategies can be employed. Infor-
mation about the volunteer program can
be disseminated through such methods as

O PTA bulletins-
0 Newspaper articles

O Posters, brochures, fliers

O Radio and T.V. announcements

0 Slide/tape or other-media presentations

0 PTA meetings (announcements and
sign up sheets)

Special programs

0 Speakers (to address specific popula-
tions such as church groups, women's
and men's clubs, senior citizens, retired,.
teachers, civic organizations; and busi-
ness and industry personnel).

Handbook/10



3. TRAINING FOR VOLUNTEER
TUTORS

A. Preservice Training
School system and/or school building

staff should provide basic training for
volunteers before they begin tutoring. The
training should include information
about:

I. Program goals
2. School policies and procedures
3. Ethics, confidentiality, and profe

sionalism
4. Self concept/characteristics of

adolescent
5. The reading process and the second-.

ary student
6. Tutoring techniques
7. Instructional techniques
8. Materials: use, availability_, and

struction

1



_nserviee Training

I Throughout the year, regular inservice
training sessions should be held (e.g.,
once each month or once every two
weeks, etc.) for all tutors to meet
together, share ideas and problems,
and to learn about new techniques;
materials, ideas, etc.

2. The program coordinator should pro-
vide informal problem solving ses-
sions for the tutors as needed.

Volunteers can be included in e-
v ant staff inservice programs.

4. The program coordinator can arrange
for central oflice and schooi staff
members to teach mini - courses for
volunteers to learn about any or all of
the following activities, processes, and
materials:

activities to develop a-Avord recog-
nition system: using picture, con-
text, structural, phonics and .,au-
thority (glossary,dictionary, peer
clues ,

0 the Language Experience Approach
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0 the Directed Reading, chinking
Activity Approach

Li functional reading materials
ELI lessons from Mary1.4incl's I.T.V.

Reading Series
O games to reinforce specific skills
O activities to reinforce auditory dis-

crimination
Cd role playing

O helping students reread sections for
main idea-8

O discussions of concepts based on
reading and/or experience and
using such discussions as spring-
boards for reading or writing

O putting sentences or paragraphs in
the students' own words after read-
ing them

0 rewriting difficult materials to meet
students' levels

0 helping student predict story plots
O helping students read out loud
O helping students read for fun
Any of these mini - courses can also be
included in preservice training ses-
sions.

C. Supervision
The program coordinator should ar-

range for or provide continuous monitor-
ing, feedback, and encouragement for the
volunteer tutors. Tutors should be in7,
structed, encouraged, and reminded to:
0 capitalize on their one-to-one relation-

ships to provide individualized instruc-
tion

0 be sensitive to students' interests and
reading levels and teach to strengths

0 take time, going at the students' pace
0 use praise, repetition, reinforecthent,

and reassurance
0 use a variety of materials and methods,

a consistent and varied attack on an
identified problem

0 use visual and aural reinforcement
D'asscs& individual needs continuously

and proceed from these bases.'



4. TUTOR PLACEMENT
The assignment of volunteers to stu-

dents should occur during the last train-
ing session or. very shortly thereafthr. The
program coordinator needs to consider
three separate factors in matching stu-
dents and volunteers: time, place, and
student needs.

A. Time
Volunteers should sign written com-
mitments staling the days and hours
they expect to work. Commitments
should - be for limited time periods
(three months, one semester, etc.) but
should 13 regarded as binding.
Student schedules should be arranged
with the consent of classroom teachers.
Negotiations concerning class work
missed or credit given in tutoring
sions should be conduced before
tutoring begins.

II Teachers must he willing to arrange
times for communicating with the pro-
gram coordinator and/or the volun-
teers.

Coordinating,sehedules for tutoring ses
sions should be done so that all parties

Planning Checklist/13,



arc satisfied with the arrangemen The
frequency and duration of tutoring ses-
sions should be sullicitot to make an
impact.

'Ir. space
M Tutoring session lucations should be

cquiet, private and comfortable (e.g.,
empty classrooms, media centers, large
storage rooms, health rooms, etc.)
Volunteer program locations should be
available to the coordinator and the
volunteers (e.g. mailboxes, bulletin
boards, materials storage spaces, meet-
ing spaces, conference spaces, etc.)
Policies and procedures concerning
whether volunteers have access to such
areas as materials centers and the staff
lounges should be made clear during
preservice training for volunteers.

C. Student Needs
IN Students should be matched with

propriate volunteers after background
and diagnostic/prescriptive information
has been provided by reading teachers,
classroom teachers or counselorq con-
cerning students' specific heeds for
tutoring.
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I Volunteers should. be __matched with ap-
propriate students after ...the program'
cdordinator has determined the vol-
unteers' preferences (e.g., age, sex,
perSonafity of student) and specific
interest areas English, math, science,;'
vocational, career education, etc.).
The, program, coordinator should estab-

lish initial and continuing channels of
communication among .teachers, ,tutors,
and student's, Tntri5dueing all parties and
monitoring relationships to insure co-
operative efforts.

-77



5. TUTOR RECOGNITION
Appropriate recognition of volun.cer

:efforts is an important function of the
volunteer program. Peogram eoordinators
should be sensitive to volunteers' mativa-
lions for participating in tutor programs
and proVide suitable reinforcement se as
to encourage continuing participation.

-Several methods arc suggested:

'1 Continuous Positive Feedback includ-
ing genuine praise for specific activities
that the tutors i)erform: a simple,
timely, "well done" -from a staff mem-
ber is a very important form of recog-..
anion.
Special Events of Appreciation includ-
ineluncheons, teas, newspaper features
and other publicity are valuable forms
of praise. Such events- arc alsoT us' ul
for recruitment for next year's program!
Certificates signed and presented by
school system dignitaries are a tangible
,form of recognition. Local- education
agencies can award State certificates to
school volunteer programs -and to in-
dividual volunteers who achieve the
standarils for statewide 'recognition.
(Sec Appendix)

1 u
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Opport unties for Personal Cm
which enable the volunteer to tr,sume
increaseAresponsibilities as a tutor and
as a program participant are an impor-
tant roan of recognition of the volun-
leer. Experienced volunteers who can
assist the program coordinator with
many program details should be ,ecog-

d and utilized.

ook 6
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6. PROGRAM EVALUATION
Evaluation of the volunteer tutor pro-

gram should begin with initial planning
activities and should be based on the
written goals and objectives of the pro-.
gram. Program coordinators should in-
volve all program participants including
staff, tutors, and students in assessing the
effectiveness of the program with respect
to the program goals and objectives.
Open communication, both written and
verbal, is important in this process. Local
education agencies can provide an evalua-
tion instrument developed by the Mary-
land State Department of Education to
assess programs whose goals and objec-
ives are congruent with the model given

on page
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7. MATERIALS

A. Maierials.forProgrum Development
The following books provide informa-

tion for school volunteer program devel-
opment and for training volunteers.

Acker, Helen H. Handbook for Reading
Voluntths Secondary Scht.ols. New
York: New York City Board of Educa-
tion, 1972.

Anne Arundel County Public Schools. Read-,
ing for Cultural and Practical Purposes.
Annapolis: Department of Instruction,
1974.

Baltimore County Board of Education. Vol-
unteer Aides in Reading. Towson, Mary-
land: Division of Instruction, 1974 and
1975.

Carroll, Violet. The Many Faces of Rending.
Terre Haute: Woodburn Printing Cpm-
pany, Inc., 1971.

Carter, Barbara and Gloria Dapper. School
Volunteers: What They Do, 1 /ow They
Do 11. New York: Citation Press, 1972.

Carter, Barbara and Gloria Dapper. Orga-
nizing School Volunteer Programs. New
York Citation Press, 1974.

Garrett County Board of Education. Hand-
book' for School Volunteers. Oakland,
Maryland, 1974.

Goodman, June. K. So You're Thinking
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About A School Volunteer Program.
Connecticut: Stale Department of Edu-
cation, 1974.

Hawkins, Thomas. Benjamin: Reading and.
Beyond. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Company, 1972.

hinowitz, Gayle. Helping Hands: Volunteer
Work in Education. Chicago: univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1965.

King, Marti and Adele Taylor. Vohenteer.
Handbook. Lanham. Maryland: Prince
George's County School Volunteer Serv-
ices; 1974. -

Maryland Stale Department of Education.
handbook for Utilization of Volunteer
-Services. Baltimore: Division of Instruc-
tion, 1974.

McKee, Paul. Printer for Parents. Hopewell,
New Jersey: .Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1966 and 1972.

National Education Association. Parents and
Teachers Together for the Benefit of
Children. Washington, D.C.: NEA.
1972. Filmstrips, records, transparen-
cies for training volunteer tutors. (Avail-
able through local school systems.)

Pop_e, Lillie. Guidelines to Teaching Reme-
dial Betiding to the Disadvantaged.
Brooklyn, N.Y.: Book-Lab, Inc., 1967.

Pope, Lillie, Deborah Ede!, and Abraham
ifaklay. Tutor's Sampler. Brooklyn,
N.Y.: gook-Lab, Inc, 1973.
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Project Voice. A "How-to-Do" Handbook
for Coordinators of Volunteers in Edu
cation. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office
of Education, 1971.

Rauch, Sidney J., ed. Handbook For the
Volunteer Tutor- Delaware: In-
ternational Reading Association, 1969.

"Rkeht to Read.- W:tshington, D.C.: U.S.
DepartMent of Education, 1971. A 29
minute color film which illiistrates the
tragedy of functional illiteracy in Amer-

and demonstrates some approaches
to solving the problem. (Available on
free loan- basis from Modern Talking
Picture Seriiice,_Inc., 1212- Avenue of
America, NeW York, N.Y. 10036).

Robbins, Edward L. Tutors Handbook;
Washington, D.C.:..National Reading
Center, 1972.

Sleisenger, Lenore. Guidebook for thc. Vol
unteer Reading . Teacher. New York:
Teachers College Press, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1965.

Schmidt, Evelyn L. Handbook for Volun-
leers in Reading. Annapolis, Maryland,
Anne Arundel County Public SchoOls,
1974.



B. Materials for Tutoring
Program coordinators should provide

the volunteers a wide variety of appropri-
ate materials for tutoring. Several general
types of nutterials-volunteers in secondary
school programs have used with success
are listed below:

materials of personal interest to stu-
dents, with skills emphasized as needed

o functional/survival literacy materials,
(e.g., driver's education manuals, news-
papers, job applications, menus, labels,
etc.)

D tutor-made materials, (e.g., Bingo,"
,crossword puzzles, flash cards)

D classroom texts and materials

The following list includes specific
materials that trained, supervised volun-
teers can and have used with success:

Accent. Education Series, Follett Publishing
Company, 1010 W. Washington St..
Chicago, 60606. Six books on
the 3rd-4Ib grade reading level, with
young adult and adult interest level, in-
cluding: You and They, You are Mred-

_ity and Environment, Taking Stock,
nit and Your Needs, You and Your
Occupation, Getting Thatolob.

Materials/19



Boning,' Richard A. Kits including:
cabulary, What's In A Name, Wo
Meet, and Words to,IV ear. Barnea Loft,
Ltd., Baldwin, N.Y. 11510.

Bookmark Reading Progrwii, The, Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich, Inc./Harcourt,
Brace and World, Inc., 7555 Caldwell,
Niles, Illinois 60648.

Cambridge Reading Work -A -Text Series;
Educreative System, Inc., Cambridge
Book Company, 488 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022. Basic de-
velopers in a series of fifteen books,
idcluding: Reading and Seeing, Read--
ing and Listening, Reading and Speak-
ing, Reading and Thinking, etc.

Clues to Reading, Educational Progress Cor-
poration, 8538 E. 41st St., Tulsa, Okla-
homa 74145. A cassette progrsm of
high interest/low vocabulary reading
instruction good for retarded readers in
junior and senior high school and for
adult illiterates.

ommunications Series; Follett Publishing
Company, 1010 W. Washingtcn St.,
Chicago, Illinois 60606. Second-third
grade reading level on a young adult-
adult interest level.

. Conquests in Reading, William Kottmeyer
and Kay Ware, McGraw-Hill,
1952.

Discovery Books, Garrard Publishing Com-
pany, 1607 N. Market Si, Champaign,
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Illinois 61820. On the third grade read-
ing level, titles include: Ulysses S.
Grant, George Washington Carver,
George Washington, Daniel Boone.

Easy Reading Shnplified Classic-s Series,
Scott, Foresman and Company, 433
East Eric Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
Titles include: Robinson Crusoe, Tom
Sawyer, ttloby

I 900 Series, Macmillan Company,
866 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022. Six books, workbooks, and sets
of tapes by the English Language Serv-
ices.

First Course In Phonic Reading, A. G. nel-
son. Educators Publishing Service,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Be-
ginning reading level with interest level
for all ages.

Functional Reading: A. Resource Guide for
Teachers Volumes I and 2, Maryland'
State -Department of Education. 1975-
76. A 'systematic K-12 program and
activities using everyday materials for
functioning in society.

Gates Peardon Practice Exercises in Reading,
Teachers College Press, First-seventh-
grade reading level, of interest to all

ges.

Ginn Word Enrichment Program. Theodore
Clymer and Thrimas C. Barrett, Ginn
and Company, Xerox. Lexington, Mass.
02173. Levels 1-7.
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Group Sounding Game, E. W. Dolch, Ph.D.,
Garrard Publishing Company, Cham-
paign, Illinois 61820. A complete course
in phonics.

high intensity Learning SystemsReading,
Random House, Inc., Educational Sys-
tem Division, 201 E. 50th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10022. A systematic diag
nostic and prescriptive approach' titiliz-
ing a variety of materials, designed to
correct specific reading deficiencies.

lip-Reader, Booklab, Inc., 1449 37th St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218. Paperbacks for
teenage and adult -non- readers and very
poor readers in grades 7-12 with read-
ing level 'of 2-3.

Intersensary Reading Method, C. Pollack,
,Book-Lab, Inc. (see above). Unit in the
beginning reading level designed to
leach consonants and short vowels to
non-readers, with interest level from
age 6 to young adult.

Keys to Good Language, The. Econdmy
Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Revised in 1975. Four workbooks with
gradliated difficulty, in stories and eXer-
eiSeS to improve English spelling, usage,
and language readiness. .

'ahy Language Experiences Program,
The, Laidlaw Brothers. Publishers, a
division of Doubleday and Company,
Inc., River Forest, Illinois, 1973. Ten
texts are, included for levels K-9. "Lis-



luting and Talking. and "Writing,"
"Adventures in English." -Exploring in
English," etc.

I tbach, Prank C. Charts and Stories. ;Ind
Writing Book for Charts and Stories,
New Readers Press, Syracuse, N.Y.

A Read, Clarence L Barnhart Publishing
Company, Box 359, Bronxville, N.Y.
10708. First-third grade reading level,
of interest from age 6 through yo..Ing
adult:

Mdteh and Check, Scott, -Foresman
Company, 1900 E. Lake Avenue, Glen-
view, Illinois- 60025. Colors, n::;;-.1..1:rs,
consonants, and sight wort!:;.

MeCall-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in
Reading, Teachers College Press. Sec-
ond through twelvth grade reading level,
for all ages and interests.

11' errill_Linguistic Readers, Charles E..Mci-
rill; Publishing Company, 1300 Alum
Creek Drive, Columbus.. Ohio .43216.
Beginning through sixth': glittle readipg
level,- of interest to all riges.,-A-sei-ies
with a phonic approach. :-

iNntaster Banks. by "Bowmar Publisheig; 422
Rodier Drive, Glendale, Calif.. 91201.
Small paperbacks with cartoon illustra-

and large print, including 12 titles,
i.e.: Monster,Comes to the City, Man-
star Looks for a Home. Monster Cleans
Ills House, Monster Looks for a Friend,
Monster Meets Lady Monster, etc.

Motocross Racing by Red Hallum, Educa-
tional Activities, Inc., Freeport, N.Y.
11520. A kit with filmstrip, cassette, and
booklet with pictures and story; other
kits also.

New Diagnostic- Reading 1Vorkboak Series,
The, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,
Columbus, Ohio 43216.

New Phonics 1Ve Use. The Arthur W, Heil-
man, Rand McNally and Company,
Lyons and Carnahan, Chicag,o, Illinois,

'1972. Phonic Skills in workbooks rang-
ing in difficulty from beginning reading
level; A-G.

New Rochester Occupational Reading Series:
The Job Ahead, Science Research Asso-
ciates, Inc., .259 East Erie Street, Chi-
cago, Illinois 60611. The same voca-
tional material oretented,al each reading
level from -2-5, tif Interest to young
adults and adults.;

PAL: Paperbacks, Xerox,Eduoation Publica-
lions, Middletown, Connecticut 06457.
Kit A: 9 titles (27 books): L5-2.5 level
and 9 titles (27 books): 2.5-3.5 level.
Kit B: 9 titles of 3.5-4.5 level and 9
titles of- 4.5-5.5 level. Example titles in-
clude: Man Killer, Amazing Adven-
tures, The Monster Fly, Sports Stars,
Sports Greats of the 70's; The Junkie,
7'he :Vette. The Honda Kid, Laugh It
Up, etc.

Phonics and Word Power, ed. of My Weekly

Reader, Xerox Education Publications;
Education Center, Columbus, Ohio
43216. Paperback-workbooks in three
programs.

Phonics We Use, Learning Games Kit,.
Lyons and Carnahan Educational Pub-
lishers. 407 East 25th St.. Chicago, Illi-
nois 60616.

Phonovisual Series. Phonovisual Products,
Inc,. 0. Box 5625; Washington, D.C.

"inning reading level.
Readers Catalog, Scholastic Book

Services, 904 Sylvan Avenue, Engle-
wood Cliffs, New jersey 07632. From
2-12 grade reading leVel with interest
level' for all ages.; inexpensive paper-
back books.

Readers Digest: New Reading Skill Builder,
Adventure Series, and Adult Readers

T. -aders Digest Services, Inc.,
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570. Short read
ing booklets. some with questions for
comprehension. Ranging from 1-8 gni&
reading level.

Reading and Thinking Skills, Continental
Press, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
17022.

Reading Development Kit, Addison Wesley
Publishing Company, Menlo Ptak, Cal
ifornia 94025. Kit A: second and third
grade levels; Kit II: fourth to sixth
grade levels. Appeals to young adults
and adults.
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Reading for a Purpose, Fullest' Putlishing
Company, Chicago, Illinois 60606. Bc-

,ginning at the earliest reading level, in
eluding building sight vocabulary, of

t to young adults and adults.
Concepts, Webster Divi,,ion of

raw -1 till Book Ca., St. Louis, Mo,
Book's A and B.

Reading for Meaning. J. B. Lippinc,it Co.,
521 Fifth Avenue, New Yort., N.Y.
19105.

Reading incentive Program, Bowrniq Pub-
lishing Company, Glendale, Ca. 91201.
Kits such is "Karlin: Fun on Four
Wheels. "Drag, Racing." "Horses,"
"Surfing," "Dime Buggies," 'Motor-
cycle Racing," etc.

Reading .Success Series Xerox Education
Publications, Education Center, Colum-
bus, Ohio 43216. For student,, 10-16
years old who need remedial reading;
a "series of six basic reading skills books
with mature format;" paperback Work-
books.

RemAStudy-Think,' Xerox (see */1.10. Level
1: "Read For Literal Fact:" Level 2:
'Study antLInterpret;" Level 1: "'Mink

Creatively" and "Organizational Think-
-" paperback workbooks.

ice, Book A, Globe Book Com-
pany, Inc., 175 Fifth Aventiz, New
York, N.Y. 10010. Reading level: 3-4.5.
edial Reading. Drills, Ileggc, T. G, andRe

others. George Wahr Publishing Com-
pany, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Beginning-
3rtl grade level of reading difficulty; of
interest to all ages.

choir/We Book Services: Action Books,
Scholastic Book Services, a division,of
Scholastic Mag:zines. Inc., N.Y.
which include: The Day After Tonior-
row, Crazy Gegige, The Break-1n, and
Sprint Books.

Specific Skills Series, Richard A. Boning,
;lama Loft, Ltd., Baldwin, N.Y. 11510.
Includes: "Working With Sounds,"
"Following Directions," "Using the
Context "Locating the Answer," Oct"-
ling the Facts," "Drawing Conclu-
sions," "Getting the Main Idea," and
"Detecting Sequence."

Split !Fords. Holiday Games, P.O. Box 2565,
Bell Gardens, Ga. 90201.

Structural Reading Series, Riindom House,
New York, N.Y. 10022. At the begin-
ning level, but of interest to all ages,
this series is useftil for individual tutor-
ing. especially in early instruction.

Sup_portive Reading Skills, Programs for
die *itl'lallzed !infraction. Richard A.
Boning, Dexter & Westbrook, Ltd., 958
Church St., Baldwin, N.Y. 11510. In-
cludes: "Homonyms," "Understanding
Word Groups." "Understanding Ques-
lions," "Syllabication," -Using an In-

des," "Rhyme-'1 line," and "Using`
Table of

Tactics I. Scott, ForesmA and Company,
1900 E. Lake Avenue, Glenview, Illi-
nois 60025. Kit for high school, college
and adult literacy.

Target lied, Target Yellow, and Target Blue,
Field Educational Publications, 2400
Hanover St., Palo Alto, Ca. Cassettes
for word analysis vocabulary prpgrain.

Trrre Books, Institutional Book Service, 1224
W. Van Buren Street, Chicago; Illinois
60607. First-Sccond grade reading level
of interest to all ages.
Honor Them, Watson, W. M., New
Readers Press, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.
Two volumes of easy to read biog-
raphies, one page in length, of impor-
lam Negroes in American history. Front
2-4 grade reading level.

Word Attack Series, Feldman, S. and Mer-
rill, K.:Teachers College Press. From
!Ira& 2-4 reading level, of interest to all

;tges. Grade 2: "Ways to Read Words,"
Grade 3: "More Ways to Read Words,"
and Grade 4: "Learning About Words."

Yearling Books, Dell Publishing Company,
Inc., 750 Third Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017, Inexpensive paperback
from 2nd to 8th grade reading level,
including adapted biographies of Fred-
erick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, and
John F. Kennedy.



APPENDIX: STANDARDi FOR STAT VIDE
RECOGNITION FOR VOLUNTEERS

SC I1001. Vol A INTELR PROGRAM
CERTIFICATE

To he eligible for this certificate, the
principal Of the school must satisf,2_'..5',:y
kloctunent for the L.E.A. Volunteer Pro-
gram Coordinator that the school volun-
teer program provides:'

I. a staff orientation program in which
a minimum of 80V of the malt has
participated.
an individual (cither staff Whin-
leer) designated to provide traifiing,
leadership and .coordination to the

school volunteer program.
a corps of -volunteers which provides
an average, of not less than IOU hours
per year of volunteer service io the
School itistcuctiitnal program per tch
50 students in the school.

SCI1001. VOLUNTEER
CERT1 FICATE

TO be eligible for this certificate, the
principal(s) of the school(s) must satis-
factorily document fOr the L.E.A.,Vol-
unteer Program Coordinator that._ the
school volunteer has provided a minimum
of 40(t hours 01 volunteer service to the
school(s) instructional program. Such
service can have been provided over the
course of several years.
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Background I-D 7

Abstracts of Other Programs Mentioned
in Trainer Discussion

NORTHWESTERN URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Parent- Taught Academic and Vocational Classes

Badkground
Materials

Desegregation efforts had brought.on tension amongstudents, and the busing that
supported the program had caused minoritystudents to lose tbuch with their communi-,

, ties and their former neighborhood schools. After-school and weekend classes were
instituted at the neighborhood schools to strengthen the links between, students and
their old:neighborhoods. The, goal was to minimize the disruptive and antagonizing
effects of the busing. .A year-eound.program was implemented whereby bussed students
from district elementary and junior high schools were released on Friday afternoonS
to attend classes at their former,neigr" i schools.. Evening and Saturday
classes were.also_held, and during:the , -mer, neighborhood schools functioned as full7
scald community schools. Parents, community volunteers, paid teaching aides, and
professionals formedthecore "faculty" teaching classes ranging from Astronomy and
consumer math to yoga and tennis. Parents worked on a volunteer basis, as did other
interested community residents. They taught subjects in which they.already had _ex-
pertise or knowledgeso no special training or skills deVelopment sessions were
conducted for them.

Attendance rates at the classses for students and adults was over 90 percent.'
'Informal, surveys indicated a high rate of satisfaction with program services and per-
Atonal growth as a result.

ensure adequate project planning, there was a 14-member community involvement
ogram planning board, including many parents. The board met four times-each ye

to review activities, budgets, and future plans.' The entire project was funded
through the State Department of Education Program for Compensatory Education and
Dropout Prevention.

NORTHWESTERN URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Parent Volunteers on Counselinc Team
0

This school district instituted a year round counseling program for students K-12
in an effort to curb disruptions, alienation, and tensions created in part by desegre-,
.gation and bussing. The counseling team was composed of parent volunteers, profes-

They worked with about tensional counselors, teachers, and student volunteers.
percent of the K-12 district school population.

Referrals came from achers, regular school counselors, and other school personnel.
The special counseling program used such methods as home visitations, and croup
counseling beginning during the summer months. The staff, including oarents, numbered



over 200 persons. The core ataff numbered about SO. The core staff trained other.
volunteer staff over a six-week period at the beginning ,of the 'summer in communication
Skills, and 'reality oriented counseling. Training of parents,paraprofeesionals,'
and student counselors involved viewing videotape interviews and discussing them.
Counseling teams composed of parents, teachers, counselors, and paraprofessionals,
function in every secondary school of the:district, and a number of elementary schools

. Team sizes vary with numbers of students inleach school.

Individual counseling during the summer is given to each student for about three
hours, with three more hours devoted to home visit with the student and'parents.
Students also meet'in groups of about 20. The summer effort is intended to build trusi
and lay the groundwork for followup counseling during the school year. Group meet-
ings during the school year are an extension of the summer groups, with +dents
continuing the problem solving, career guidance, and sharing Of feelings 'ilbout school
and each other.

The success of this program is illustrated by the following figures'. During one
year-7

o More than 70 percent of dropouts entered or reentered an
educational or vocational program, or found full-time
employment

o More tlian 70 percent of high-absentee secondary students
remained in or completed an educational or vocational
program.

This program was funded by the State Department of Education's Program for Compensa-
tory Education and Dropout Prevention.

A LARGE EASTERN C T7

Meetin =s onCounselin D' ive Students

Parentforummeetings limited to 15. parents were held in this school to encourage a
close working relationOip between the parents and professional counselors. working
with their disruptive children. Parents, given the opportunity to ask questions
about the counseling and disciplinary procedures,' were far more likely to reinforce
the school's efforts in their dealings with children at home. The parents became
more supportive of the school's efforts. Parent-forum meetings were held twice a
week. for one or two hours. Each parent forum was led by a school counselor,
psychiatrist, psychologist, and the school principal.. The school's team counseling
approach was described, student case "types" were discussed, and the parental role was
analyzed.

Students whose parents. attended these meetings became generally less disruptive,
at least partially because of increased continuity bet%:ieen, school and parental
attitudes about socially acceptable behavior.



SOUTHERN SUBURBAN SCHOOL. DISTRICT

Due to increased school vandalism and burglaries, the school district solicited com-
munity involvement to patrol the school buildings at night. Each school has a patrol,
of six to twelve volunteers, including many parents. One or two citizens would
patrol grounds on any given night, checking windows and doors and using walkie-
talkies to communicate with the police in the event of any unusual activity. The
school security director provided training for the patrol at, the beginning of the
year, discussing responsibilities and restrictions on activities. Each month the
patrol members all meet to discuss problems and solutions, with the school security
director and police personnel generally present.

The PTA was quite helpful in garnering parent support for the civil patrol effort.
School vandalism and theft have been cut significantly since this-improved communi-
cation and surveillance system was installed.

VER, COLORADO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Concerned Citizens Action Pro-ram

Initiated by the Denver Public Schools. Board of Education with the cooperation and
support of the Denver community, the Concerned' Citizens Action Program is-designed
to encourage citizens to 'report any suspicious or criminal activity in or'near
district school buildings. One of the6unusual features of this program distin-
guishing it from many 'others nationwide, is the monetary reward. offered to citizens
providing information leading to the apprehension of vandals or preventing criminal
action on schoolgrounds. The program solicits the support not only of parents, but
of all. community members. However, parental involvement has contributed a great-deal
to the success of the program.

The Denver School Board distributes,' among other publicity materials, a brochure
outlining the purpose of the program and the ways in which- citizens, including,
of course, parents,'can'become involved. Persons who live close to a school are
particularly encouraged to obserVe the school'building after school hours; call the
police dispatcher (working in close collaboration with the school, boardrin the
event of. any unusual activity; and notify the school security office the next day

,with any descriptive information that could lead to apprehension of the suspect.
If the phone call resuitslin preventing criminal activity from taking place or in'the
actual apprehension of persons committing vandalism theft, or burglary on school
property, the Denver Public School System will offer a reward to the calla Rewards
range from $25.00 to $500.00. All information concerning the circumstance of the
reward is kept stfictly confidential to protect the caller.

A WESTERN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Parent /Community /School Committee on Student:Conduct and Discipline

In response to increased student'and community complaints about disruption'in one
of the junior high schools, a rural%western middle-income schtliol districtcreated
a community/school committee to review and revise existing rules and' regulations
on student conduct and diacipline for'the district. The committee was ,coMposed of
parents, teachers, counselors, social workers, administrators, students,and police
representatives and was funded out of the.,, atrict's annual operating budget.
was designed to operate for- four months.-

'It



The committee elected a chaiIntan who coordinated the biweekly meetings. The
following activities were Conducted by the committee:,

o Review of literature and laws on civil rights of children

Research on aspects of school suspension

o Review of school-level regulations coo of ng student conduct

o Review of school board disciplinary and other related policies

o Exchange of opinions and consensus on regulations ana policies in
question.

The outcome Of the committee's deliberations was a series of recommendations that
were incorporated into revised regulations on student conduct and discipline for
all schools (K-12) in the district. Parents contributed an important perspective
in the development Of the recommendations.

The revised regulations set more realistic parameters for student conduct and re-
flected both the expectations of community representatives and the school district.

URBAN WESTERN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Parent Advisory_Cpunoil on Operations and Curriculum for Alternative High School

An alternative high school for dropouts and highly disruptive students, located in
one western urban school district, has instituted a permit advisory council consisting
of about 16 parents and students. TheiSchool includes gradps 9 through 12, -has a
student population of SO, and is primarilyjunded thrpugh the State Department of
Education Program for Compensatory Education and Dropout Prevention,

Over a seven-year period, the parent advisory council has been meeting monthly to
review the curriculum and operation of the school. The council makes recommendations
which are sent to the State Department of Education for consideration. Annually,
council members participate in training sessions on'new programs suitable for alte
Live schools. The training sessions Avail council members of-information on the
latest developments in program design,and implementation for alternative schools,
Which gives them a solid basis for making programmatic recommendations.

Some examples of suggestion's that evolved from parent advisory coiner it meetings
are as-foilows':

Improved cooperation and'coordination-between the district high
schools and the alternative schools

o Setter maintenance of building and grounds

o in ased involvement of community members in the school to
pro ide'career education programs

More attention to basic skills development.



5

The active involvement of parents through the parent advisory council has been
effectivein pushing through program changes that have improved' student achieve-

,

ment, attitudes, and 5chooiolimate._
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Resources/
Bibliography

1. Anselmo, Sandra. "Parent Involvement in the Schools. ". The Clearise
50 (1977):, 297-299.

2. Carter, B., and Dapper, G. 0 anizin School Volunteer Programs. New York:
Citation Press, 1974.

Carter, Barbara, and Dapper, Gloria. School Volunteers:. What The Do, How
They Do_ It, New York: Citation Press, 1972.

4. Citizen Education Newsletter. Research for Better Schools, Inc., 444 North.
.3rd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123.

deiker, Larry. Volunteer Coordinator Guide. Oregon: University of Oregon.
Center for Leisure, Stud ies and Community Services, 1969.

6. Develo_in Leadersh 'Parent/Citizen Gro National Committee for
Citizens in Education, 410 Wilde Lake Village Green, Columbia, Maryland 20144.

Eel's Donald R. "Are Parents Really Partners in Education?" National Asso-
ciation of Secondary School Principals. Bulletin, 58, No. 378 (January 1974):
26-31.

8. Fedorko, Helen, and Rhodes, Doris. "Cooperation is the Key." Momentum,
Journal of the National Catholic Education Association 7, No. 4 (December
1976): 17-20.

Hager, Donna. Co_uunity Involvement for Classroom Teacher-. 'Cotm_ ity Col-
laborators, P.0:.Box 5429, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.

10. Handbook for Prince Geor es County Volunteers. 1977; reprint #PGIN-7690-=1531.
Prince George: 'ounty,Public Schools, Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20870.

11. Handbook Seconda School. volunteer or Programs. Division of instruc-
tion, Maryland State Department of Education, B.W.I. AirpOrt, P.O. Box 8717,
Baltimore, Naryland 21240.

12. Handbook for-Volunteer Montgomery County, Maryland
850 Hungerford Drive,'Rockville, Maryland 20850.

school Volunteer Pr

13. "How Mobile Home Dwellers Cut School Vandalism Costs.' Proposition.13 Infor-
mation-Service! California SchOol Boards Association.2, No. 10 (June 26, 1979).

14 "How to Enlist Community Support for Innovative Programs."'Casqette tape.
National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1904 Association Drive,
Reston, Virginia 22091,



15. Kappelman, Murray, and Ackerman, Paul. Between Parent and School. New York:
Dial Press, 1977.

16. "Live In School Sitters Are Saving This District Thousands of Dollars." The
erican School Board Journal. July 1974, pp. 36-38.

17. 'McKee, Paul. PrimerforParents. Hopewell, N.J.: Houghton Mifflin,

°18. National School Volunteer Program Information Bank Newsletters, Information
Bank, 300 North Washington Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.

o School Volunteers: An Added Dimension--Louis Longarzo
o Marketing Principles for Volunteerism--Sarah Lahr
o Some Notes on Fund Raising - -lB #38--John Alden
o Volunteerism - -An Aid td,Education--IB #39--Ruth Love
o What School Volunteers Do-7IE #14
o Who Cares for the Child--IB #36--John Alden'
o School Volunteers and Career Education: Some Conceptual Thoughts--

IB #41--Kenneth Hoyt
o Parent Education Through School Volunteering- -lB #18--Toni Levi
o 40 Good Ways to Encourage Effective School Volunteers--IB #13

19. Naylor, Harriet. Volunteers Toda Findin Trainin-
New York: Association Press, 1967.

ozkin With Them.

20. "Operation Vandal Watch: A Novel Approach to Providing Security 24 Hours A
Day, 7 Days A Week." School Administrator's Disci -line and Control U ate,
Croft-NEI Publications. October 1976, pp. 1 -3

21 Orthrow, Iris. Volunteers:, A Guidebook for Developing and
School Volunteer - Program. Volunteer Readership,' Division of National InfOr-
mation Center on Volunteerism/KVA, P.O. Box 1807, BOulder, Colorado 80306.

22. "Parent Patrols Are Scaring Would-Be Vandals." The Ammerican School Board
Journal. July 1974, pp. 38-39.

23. Parents and Teachers Together. Multimedia kit (transparencies, filmstrip,
cassette tape). National Education Association Distribution Center, Academic
Building, Saw Mill Road, West Haven, Connecticut 06516. Kit includes:

Handbook: Parent Involvement in the Schools
Sayler, Mary Lou. Parents: Active Partners in Educe
"Get Involved in Your Child's School" Leaflet
-B Guidelines, for Parent Volunteers. Five transparencies with overlap.

Parents Network Directory. National Committee for Citizens
410 Wilde Lake Village Green, Columbia, Maryland 20144.

ducation,

25. Parents 0 _izin to rove Schools. National Committee for Citizens in
Education, 410 Wilde Lake Village Green, Columbia, Maryland 20144.



26. Safran, Daniel._ ELluatirment. Center for the Study of
Parent Involvement, 5240 Boyd Street, Oakland, California 94618.

27. School Volunteer Pro s: Ever thin You Need to Know to Start or I:- oveYour Program. National School Volunteer Program, 300 North Washington
Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314,

The Use of School Volunteers.
Michigan: Michigan State Unive

Institute for Community Improvement.
Press, 1973.

29. Veele, Mary, School Volunteers Handbook. Learning Publications, Inc., P.O.
Box 1326, Holmes each, Florida 33509'.

30 Violence in Our Schools: What to Know About It--What T About It.
National Committee for Citizens in Education, 410 Wilde Lake Village Green,
Columbia, Maryland 21044.

31. Volunteer Handbook for School Volunteers, Coordinators, TeaChe
Principals. 1976; .reprint PGIN-7690-1530. Prince Georges County Public
Schools, Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20870.

32. Volunteer Readership Newsletter. Volunteer: The National Center o Citizen,
Involvement, 1214 16th"Street, Washington, D.C. 20036.

Wilson, Gary B., and Wingate', Barbara. Parents and Teachers: Humanistic
Educational Tec i to Facilitate Carmen
Staff of Educational ro rams. Humanics Press, 881 Peachtree S r
Suite 114, Atlanta, Georgia 30309,'1974.

34. Winecoff, L., and Powell, C. Organizing a Volunteer Program_. Michig-
Pendell Publishing Company, 1976.
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ter anizational Resources List

1. Center for the Study of Parent Involvement
Dan Safran
5240 Boyd Street
Oakland, CA 94618
415/658-7557

Child Study'Association of America
50 Madison Avenue -

New York, NY 10010

3. Children's Defense Fund
l763 R'Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

4: Citizens Training Institute
c/o National Committee for Citizens in Education
Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green
Columbia, MD' 21044

Home and School Institute
Trinity College
Washington, DC' 20017

6. Institute for Responsive Education
704 Commonwealth Avenue .

Boston, MA 02215

National Association fo Child Development and Education
500 12th Street, S.W.
Washington, DC
484-0140

8. :National Citizen Participation Council, Inc.
1620 I Street, N.W.
Washington, DC

9. National Coalition of ESEA Title I
Parents
416 West Sixth Street
Wilmington,'DE 19801 -

10. National Committee for Citizens in Education
Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green.
Columbia, MD 21044
800/NET-WORK

Resources/
Bibliography



11. National Community Education Association
1030 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005
466-3530

12. National Council of Organizations for Children and Youth
1910X Street, N.W.
Washington, DC
785-4180

;43. National Information Center on Volunteerism
P.O. Box 1807
Boulder, CO 80306

3/447-0492

14. National School Public Relations Association
1801 North hoore Street
Arlington, VA 22209

15. National School Volunteer Program, Inc.
300 North Washington Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
836-4880

16. P.T.A. National Office
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611
312/787-0977

17. Research for Better Schools, Inc.
444 North 3rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123

18. Volunteer: The National Center for Citizen Involvement
1214 Sixteenth Street, N,W.
Washington, DC 20036
467-5560
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Cooke, T. P. Parental Involvement in the Schools: ten Postulators of Justification.
Education 96, No. 2 (1975): 168-169.

The educational and psychological literature supporting parent involvement isdiscussed. Some of the postulates include: costs; benefits; responsibilities;
shortage of paraprofessionals; and support systems.

Datta, L. E. Parent Involvement in -a 'Childhood Education: A Perspective fromthe U.S. Washington, D.C.: NatiOnal Institute of Education, 1973.

The paper focuses on parent involvement in early childhood educational roles. Topicsincluded are: home visits;'oriyin of parent involvement trends; roles, barriers and
incentives; costs; durability o2 changes; and what is necessary and/or sufficient.

Davies, D,, ed. Schools Where _Parents Make a Difference, Boston, Mass.: Institute
for Responsive EducatiOn, 1976. ED 133796. Available:- Institute for Responsive
Education, 704 Commordealth Avenue, Boston,/ Mass. 92215. (Cost $3.95:)

Eleven case studies are presented which illustrate how schools and communities
worked together for better educational experiences for the children. The intro-
duction of the book focuses on the ups and downs of participatory democracy and
the conclusion contains suggestions for community and,, school unification.

Gordon, I. J. Parenting, Teaching and Child Development.' Young Children 31,
No,"3 (1976): 173-183.

Topics discussed in the article include: research on parenting; preparing ,people
for parenthood; and matching the learning environment to the child. Dr. Gordon
also presents 5 P's '4 R's, and TLC as important to the preparation of parents asteachers. 1

Gordon, I. J. What Do We Know About Paren
(1972): 150-156.

Teache Theory Into Practice 11,

The article presents'a reviewof the literature pertaining. to a parent's effective-
ness as a teacher: It is concluded that:. (1) parents' behaviors as information
givers and directors influence children's intellectual perf ' :rnance; (2) parents arenot a homogeneous group and individual differences exist between parents' abilities
as teachers; (.3) we must change an outdated attitude that criticized parents as
teachers; and (4) we must recognize parent education as a sound educational practice



Honig, A. Parent Involvement in_Earl Childhood Education. Washington, D.C.:
National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1975. ED 113010.
Available: National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1834 Con-
necticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. (Paper $3.00 plus $.30 postage.)

An examination of existing models and programs designed to involve parents. In-.
cluded are: discussions of issues; research evidence; evaluation techniques
(parent involvement); descriptions of specific programs; suggestions for measuring
change; problems encountered with parent involvement; and a detailed discussion
of solutions. rn addition, bibliographies, audiovisual materials, and Curriculum'
guides for parents and teachers are provided.

Jones, E. Involving Parents in Children's Learning: Childhood Education 47 (1970):
126-130.

The article emphasizes the importance of involving parents in education, especially
home visits by teachers; practical suggeStions for home visits are discussed.

Lane, M. B. Education for Parenting. Urbana, Ill.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Early
Childhood Education, 1974. ED 108093.

Various approaches and programs educating and involving parents are discussed:
the ecological and home-school communication approach; the Nurseries in Cross-
Cultural Education; and the assisting, insight and home-based programs. Also in-
cluded is a discussion of problems, an annotated bibliography of materials, pro-
gram descriptions, and films on parenting.

Hafran, D. Preparing Teachers for,_Parent Involvement.: 1974.

An examination, of how teacher education can be designed to prepare teachers to work
with parents-. Topics include: why,involve parents in formal education?; why train.
teachers for this?; what competencies do teachers need?; how can teachers be helped
to obtain competencies ?; and what can be done to prepare schools of education to
meet the challenge of designing teacher programs for parent education? :Safran be-
lieves teachers have to accept, and respect the parents and the comnUnity of the
children they teach.

Ware, W.B.,--and Garber, The Home Environment as a Predictor of School Achievement.
Theory_Into Practice 11 (1972): 190 -195.

A study that provides evidence for the importance of the home environment to the
-child's cognitive abilities. Included is a:discussion of the variables that corre-
late with school success.



Yawkey, T. D., and Axonin, E, L. Daypsemises:_entaremSchool. Madison, Wisc.: University of Wisconsin, Division of Early Childhood
Education.

The paper deals with five ideas pioneered by the daycare and preschool movementsthat are now being adopted by elementary schools: the notion that IQ is flexible;the child can be taught if learning is individualized to his needs; development isinfluenced by environmental interaction; self-concept is important; and parent
influence is crucial to grOwth and educational development. Also included areinnovative school activitiesloased on these five ideas.

Center for the Study of Parent Involvement. Parent Involvement: Parent Develo menOakland, Calif., 1974. Available: All three Issue Papers above can be obtained
by writing to the Center for the Study of Parent Involvement, -5240 Boyd, Oakland,Calif. 94618,6 ($2.60)

Center for the Study of Parent Involvement.
Involvement. Oakland, Calif., 1974 ($2.50).

Pre aria. Teachers for Parent

es, P., and Jones, S. Parents Unite! New York: Vyden Books, 1976.

Miller, B. L., and Wilmshurst, A. L. Parents d:Volunteers in the CiaA HandHandbook for Teachers. San Francisco, Calif.: R & B Research Associates, 1975.
Available: R &.E Research Associates, 4843 Mission Street, San Francisco, Calif.94112 $6.00).

Guinagh, B. J., and Jester, R. E. How Parents Read to Children. Theory IntoPractice 11 (1972): 171-177

The article is a description of the PARS project. Generally, the parent is given
a book to read to the child and parent-child interaction is measured. The instru-ment is discussed in terms of its usefulness of training parents how to extendreading to children.

Hackensack Public Schools. Home-School Interaction:
N. J., 1973.' ED 105618. Available: Proje
Hackensack, N. J. 07601

P 'ecb LEM. Hackensack,
ct LEM, Hackensack Public Schools,

The basic principle of the project is that parent participation helps develop the
program and climate for improved learning. A discussion is included of how parentswere involved in this particular program involving multiage groUPing in an open-space school.



Mattox, B., and Rich, D. Community Involvement Aqpivi ies: Research into action.
Theory Into Practice 16, No 1 (1977): 29-34.

A description of the Washington D.C., Home and Study Institute, devoted to the
development of home-school-community partnership in educational programs. Re-
search of the Institute is discussed, as, well as the H.E.L:P. (Home Education
Learning Program) recipe-type activities.

Parent Involvement in Special Educatiox

Abidin, R. R. Parenti Skills: A Trainer's'Ma__nua1. A Performance Based Ea
Childhood-S ecial Education Teacher Pre a ation Program. Monograph. Charlottes-
ville, Va.: University of Virginia, School of Education,,I974.

Grim, J., ed. TraininParents to Teach: Four Models. First Chance for Children.
Vol. 3. Chapel Hill, N.C.: North Carolina University, Technical Assistance
Development.Systam, 1975.

Karnes, M. H., et al. "Involving Families of Handicapped Children." Theo nto
Practide, 11 (1972): 150-156.

Levitt, E., and Cohen, S. Parents Teacher onale for
in the Education of Their You Children. New York:

New York, Hunter College, Special Education Deve _pment Center

nvolvin Parents
City University
1974.

Gordon, I. J., and Breivogel, W. F., eds. Building Effective Home/Schoo Relation-
ships. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1976. Available: Local bookstore or write
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Longwood Division, Dept. B9BLC, Link Drive, Rockleigh, N.J.
97647.

This book contains guidelines for preparing, impl en ng, a.nd evaluating a home.
visit'program.

Rich, D., and Jones, C. A Famil Affair: Education. Washington, D.C.: The Home
and School Institute, 1977. Available: -.Trinity College, Washington, D.C. 20017.

A manual focusing on the power of the ,school-family partnership. Topics include:
200 home learning recipesi ways for helping professionals reach out to the home!: and
salient research studies from 1964-1975. In addition, there is a description and
,review of twelve progr-ais involving parents.



Rich, D. and Mattox, B. 101 Activities for Buildin More Effective School-
Community Involvement. Washington, D.C.: Home and School Institute, 1976.
EDI24 780. Available: Home and School Institute, Trinity College, Washington,D.C. 20017 ($4.00 and $.50 Mailing; 5 or more $3.50 and $1.00 mailing).

Activities for school - community involvement and interaction written in a recipe-,

type format. Lots of ideas for'communications,'educational events, utilizationof resources, volunteers, secondary school outreach and. money taking activities.

Bamber, Chrissie. "Parents must help; Children must not iose." Network 2, No.
(February 1977). NCCE (National Committee for Citizens in Education), 410 Wilde
Lake Village, Columbia, Md. 21044.

Parents included in planning for their handicapped children as result of Public
Law 92-142, Education for All Handicapped Children Act. List of Children's Rights
and Parents' Rights included.



Course ommunity As a Problem Solving Resource

Module 7.4 - Winning Agency/Business Support

Module
Synopsis

Purpose

Businesses, agencies, and organizations all have interests in maintaining schoolsthat are safe environments for learning and that are able to educate the community's
children. This module focUses on ways schools can win support in the community and
involve the social agencies, businesses, and organizations in joint projects with theschool. It presents a conceptual framework for planning activities and provides sug-gestions about how to approach these different elements in the-community.

Objectives

Participants will be able to--

1. Discuss ways of proceeding to-get agency/business support

2. Articulate benefits that schools and agencies /businesses can derive from
cooperative ventures

Enumerate barriers to cooperation

DiscuSs ways of dealing with business to gain. support.

Target Audiences/Breakouts

This a core modul_ targeted at the preoperational and operational level. It is,
therefore, appropriate for a broad mix of participants. While the,materialsare pre-
sented from the perspective of what a school' mut do to start a program of community
involvement, they will also, assist community members and staff of social service
agenCies in working with schools to set up youth- serving programS.



Course

Module 7.4

The Community As a Problem Solving Resource

Media/Equipment

Overhead projector
Screen
Flip chart
Marker

Materials

ing Agency /Business S o-

Transpa_rency

7.4.1 Rationale for School-Community Cooperation

Participant Worksheets

Module
Synopsis

(continued)

7.4.1 Case I
7.4.2 Case II

Background Materials (Trai dr/Participant)

7.4.1 COoperation with the Community: Agencies, Businesses, and'Organiza-
tions, NSRN, 1979

7.4.2 "Background of Interagency Coordination: A Working Paper," Simon,
Marion A., Statewide Youth Advocacy, Inc., Rochester, New York

7.4.3 "A Corporation Adopts a School," NSVP information Bank, Arlington,
Virginia

Resources/Bibliograply

8.7.4.1 Community Involvement in Schools, NSRN T/A Bulletin
R.7.4.2 Community Schools, NSRN T/A Bulletin
R.7.4.3 Yerba Buena: A School-Based Interagency Approach, N RN T/A Bulletin



Mutual Benefits Can Be.Periired
Fro Shared Responsibilities and Resources



Course
Module
Total lime

77

- The Community as a Problem- Solvinc Resource

ginning Agency/Business

1 to hours

Course
.Agenda

by Mgdu le

Module Summary

This module explores ways of proceeding to win agency /busin support. participants
evaluate different approaches to garnering support. Discussion fcicuses on the benefits
of and barriers to interagency cooperation and change. Special considerations in
dealing with businesses are also discussed.

GettininterageneyCoperation

Participants read Case.I and in small groups of 5 yr 6 and large
groups discuss ',;hat was right and what.was wrong about the proce-7
dures followed in the case.

A. Small Group Activity: Case I

B . Lar e Grout) Discussion: Case

Ways to Proceed: Case ,11

Participants discuss Case II, focusing On recomMended, =ys to pro-
ceed in dealing with agenCies and businesses.

Benefits and Barriers

Discussion of Benefits

A Major Barrier to Cooperation Resistance

D. Overcoming Barriers'an&Resistance

Chance

ecial Considerations When, D alin with Businesses (Optional
Discussion)

Particiants'areintroduced,to the motiv °lions underlying the will
ingne8s of businesses to codperate'with ,ne schools. Things to
ke6p in mind when approaghin businesses are discussed.

Business Interests ,

BUsinesslikeAccroach,

me
15 min.

20 mini,.

40 min.

10-15 min.



Course 7 - The Community As a Problem Solving Resource

Module 7.4 - Winning Agency /Business Support

Materials/Equipment

Detailed
.-Walk.Through

Sequence /Activity Description

Worksheet
7.4.1

1, Small -bar e Grou Actiyityting_Interagency Cooperation X15 min

A. Small GrouAvity: Case

Trainer refers participants to Worksheet 7.4.1, 'Case I, and
gives the following directions:

o Read Case I.

o Form small groups .of five or six, and discuss the case,
answering the following questions:

What did Jordan do that was right?
- What did Jordan do that was irong?

What could he try next?
Will'he succeed?

LIKeiratp:14scussion: Case ,I

Trainer reconvenes participants into large group and asks
one member of 'each small group to report out findings. Dis-
cussion can follow. The points below'cotild be included in
the discussion.

o What did Jordan do that was right?

He talked to the guidance counselor and principal
about the-problem

He contacted the social agency for help.

o What did Jordan do wrong?

- He had no real information about the problem

He walked into the director's office without an
appointment

He had no backing .from the school to contact the
agency and no support

He knew nothing about the agency

He knew nothing about the school's policy fOr
`dealing with outside agencies.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Actiiiity De-scription

a What could he brynext?

He might go back to the principal and try to get sup-,
port for the project

He might find out what other agencies in the city
would be able to offer support, and what their func-
tions'are

He might talk to students, parents, and other commu-
nity members about, the problem

He might contact other agencies who would know of sim-
ilar projects started in other, cities or other
schools.

Will he succeed?

Maybe.

4orksheet Group Ways -to Proceed--Case Il (20 min.
7.4.2.

Grou- Discussion: Case II
Flip chart

Trainer refers participants to Worksheet 7.4.2, Case I_ and
Felt-tip pen asks them to read. the case.

Trainer leads group discussion about Case II asking the follow-
ing questions:

o Whyis.this approachbetter than the first?

o What were the positive steps that Jordan and his colleagues
tookin lolving. the-problem?

Trainer should refocus the suggestions informally to suggest a
series of "recommended ways to proteed" and record these on a
flip chart. Following. is a list of some of the recommended
ways to proceed..:_

(1) Gather complete information about the problem or
situation.

(2) Know what is sought -- the goals and objectives. Know
how much it will cost.

,Contact Icidi.onmakers in the first meetings.
Talk to the person who can make the change.

(4) Present a clear statement of the school's needs.

ff



Sequence/Activ ty Description

State what the ,Iyiencyibusiness will W,LI, from the
interchange. State the benefits from the interac-
tion.

(6) Know the agency/business that you're approaching.
Research their'needs. Know the barriers to making
the project work. Know what the concerns of the
agency are.

Provide feedback on the progress of the project.

Start small. Remember that piecemeal changes are
more easily accepted than total changes.

(9) Make temporary- changes. Temporary changes are more
readily acceptable than long term ones. "Try it for
awhile" may be the openihg wedge for an innovation.

Minilecture Using Discussion: Benefits and
Barriers (40 min.)

A. Cooper

Trainer should make the following points:

In any xelationship--person-to-person, agency-school or
school-business--both sides want to benefit from the
encounter, to get something out of the relationship.

o One of the recommended ways of proceeding to establish a
relationship with an agency or business, as discussed, is
to point out the benefits the agency or buiiness will
experience with sharing of responsibilities or tasks.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Descripticin

Transparency
7.4.1

Show Transparency 7.4.1 and make the point below.

Mutual Benefits Can Be Derived
From Shared Responsibilities and Resources

Mutual benefi
and resources.

can be derived from shared responsibility

Discussion of Benefits

The trainer asks the following question to trigger discussion
and Takes the following points:

o What are some of the benefits that an agency might derive
from cooperating with a school?

Cost reduction
More funding
Give better services to clients
E1iMinate duplication of services
Expand their network (e.g., power, base).

Schools need to communicate ways in which the proposed
cooperative actions can help the agency:

Will it helpdeal with limited funds for pOpUla _ons
with many unmet needs?

Does it assist overworked staf



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activi Description

Will it help reduce client drop-out?

Can it increase low penetr-tion of client'populations?

o The economic rationales for cooperation are also compel-
ling:

Larger units are usually more efficient than small,
fragmented cnes

Support services and facilities a cheaper if costs
are shared among organizations

Cost_ efficiency is achieved because gioups of agencies
can provide services cheaper than others, and within a
cooperative arrangement these savings can be realized

Large cost savings are derived when duplication in
services delivery is reduced or eliminated.

C. AMajor__Barrier to Coo ation: Resistance to Cha e

Trainer should make the following points through discussion with
the group:

o 'Resistance to change is normal.

o Our social institutions, schools, and businesses are sta='
bilized by not changing-7hy keeping a norm, a-constantness.

o Resistance to change comes in many forms and has many moti-
vations:

(1) Chan is resisted b- force of habit--Humans are
creatures of habit. The time we get up, the way we
dress, the route'we take to work, where we carry our
money, the place we sit in meetings or at home--all
are habitual behavior. Changing anyof these habits
makes us uncomfortable.- Routine seems safe, known.
If by demand or circumstances, we are forced from
habit, anxiety results.

Change disturbs what is re arded as normal--What is
customary, what is old (the "good old days," the
"old-fashioned way") are assumed to be "normal"
while change is. deemed "abnormal." The status quo
is protected because it represents a known norm with
which we can deal. Organizational norms are
accepted as "the way we do things here" and are
interpreted as tried and true simply because of
their existence.



Materials/
Equipment

(4)

sc ption

rage may inc, a or decrease workloads -- people
-)ften stress, , by the idea of taking on a
:er resp, ,si ility--or losing a responsibility
already h

may- erceived as an admission of failure
oz t indgiwznt of inadequacy- -A new procedure which
co: i ,,;one} can be resisted because Taking the
ch d appear to be an admission that money is,.
now tir wasted. Training is resisted because
rcce: :e seems to be an acknowledgement of igno-
rance. The advocacy of'cnauge takes on the weight
of an Aictment that "something is wrong."

ItIEt41,2mfs,ssJ22Esmx129 unclear
stood-- Hotivatioa for change may be suspected. An
assumption can be made that the advocate of change
would benefit inordinately from the change. Some
changes which might be given superficial Or "profes-
sional" acceptance are resisted because they con-
flict with personal attitudes or goals.- The police'
officer may resent some service duties as being'
."social work." Achange may interfere with an oppo-
nent's desire to press for some other change.

(6) Chan-e can be resisted for itsripple effect -=Change
at one level may require changes at other levels-7
increased budget, more personnel, training, approval
of authority figures; new policies or procedures,
amended legislation.

or misunder-

(7) Chaoges_'.canteRtesentag2_12
Change sometimes is perceived as an invasion of
"turf," whiCh could mean loss of control by an
authority figure. Change initiated from outside may
infer to a resister that "somebody is trying to tell
me how, to do my job." The "good guy" privileges of
a leader may be diminished by change, robbing him or
her of the opportunity to dispense rewards. For
example, the school may be leery of hiring outside
counselors to work with students.

Peoplemfeel_powerless to make changesTradi-
tional and bureaucratic organizations are perceived
as immovable and hope for change as useless. A
sense of impotence comes when accountability for
change rests upon vague, faceless forces--"They
ought to do something about it." The anonymous com-
munity public, or "society," is held responsible for
lack of change, such as in the view that "people get
'the kind of government they deserve." These state-
ments represent a sense of powerlestness.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activiiy Description

D. Overcoming Barrriers and Resistance

The trainer should ask the following questions to trigger dis-
cussion:

Besides resistanceto change, what are some of the barriers
that stand in the way of. achieving cooperation?

o What are examples of barriers that have been erected in
your community?

(NOTE: There may be hundreds of examples. .A few important ones
include credentialing differences, style of operation
(formal school contact With clients vs. the street
worker outreach used in some agencies), political
issues, funding issues, influence, etc.)

puts up the barriers?

Both schools and agencies erect barriers, even when they
may want to promote cooperation. Try to elicit examples
of unconscious barriers--e.g., suggesting that the
agency visit the school instead of vice versa.)

o How can'the barriers be overcome?

(NOTE: Suggestions may include --

Get your own,proposal together before you go--have
objectives, proposed budget, etc.

Stress the point that agencies will benefit from
the relationship

(3) Start small, and use a prodess tc organize

(4) Use other "recommended ways to proceed'' as discussed.)

0 tional Discussion cial Consideration When Dealine With Bus
nesses (10-15 min.

A. Business Interest

Trainer should ask the following questions

o What are examples of business-school 'cooperation in your
community?

Whatmotivated the businesses to participate?
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o What Am.-the benefits such a prograib for businesses?
For students?

Trainer should make the 61lowing points:

o Motivation might include-
.

Better schools mean better communities. Businesses
need good schools to help attract qualified personnel.
Good schools are a selling point to get people to move
or stay in the community.

Businesses want schools that can teach people to read,
write, think. They want their future employees to
have these skills.

Businesses are interested in their products/services.
Their interest is their business and increasing. goods
services to make money.

Businesses benefit from good public relations.

- Businesses benefit from tax write -offs.

Businesses can be the source of rich volunteer and finan-
cial support for a school.

For example, a very successful program was begun several
years ago in New York City called the Executive Internship
Program. High school students work with an executive 4
days A week aad meet in a seminar on the fifth day. They
work a whole semester full-time in the business community.
The program has been extremely successful and is now avail-
able in several cities.

Businesslike Approach

Trainer should make the following points:

o Contacts with businesses have to be businesslike. Talk in
business terms. Be brief. Use- facts and figures.

o -Some school cooperation programs have used retired execu-
tives to approach the business or industry. This minimizes
distrust and assures use of terms corporate-management .

used to hearing.

In general, if a corporation has an interest in supporting
a school program, it will be bayed on an already-articu7
lated policy.



C©ursc. 7 The Community as a Problem - Solving

Module 7.4 - Winning Agency/Business Support

Background l-D 7.4.2

Resource

"Backgrounds of Interagency Coordination:
A Working Paper"

Background
Materials

A working paper by Marion A. Simon, Project Director, Interagency Planning Project, ,

Statewide Youth Advocacy, Inc., June 1979.

(See attached)



Course T - The Community as_a Problem Solving Resource

Module 7,4 - W nnihq Aqen usiness Suue ort

Background 1-0 7 .4.1___

COOPERATION WITH THE COMMUNITY:
CIES, BGSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS

Background
Materials

Everyone in a community loses when the quality of education begins to
deteriorate. If the schools become troubled, violence-ridden places where
teachers spend their time keeping order rather than teaching, a mass exodus
of middle-class families often results. 4s the-quality of education deteriorates
and the affluent and middle classes leave the area, the tax base is eroded, the
real estate values in the neighborhood decline, and merchants lose business

_revenues and locate elsewhere-7in an all too familiaepatterp of disintegration
experienced in virtually every city in the nation. When this occurs, the-schools
cannot keep good teachers, and they inherit a-population of troubled students.
Businesses in the area cannot attract a labor force, and socialagencies find
that they are confronting more and more difficialt and discduraging situations.
Since the ill effects touch every aspect of the neighborhood's cultural, social
and economic life, every cart of the community has a vested interest in the
viability of the schools. School problems in a real way are community prob-
_lems, and community efforts to support schools contribute, to the well-being
ofhe entire community.

This interdependence between the educational, social, business, and civic
institutions of the community has been recognized in many-areas of the country
where joint school/community efforts have been initiated to help reduce and

-prevent problem behaviors in school, and, at the same time, help the community
by assuring that the school can continue to fulfill its role effectively.

These joint school/community efforts have paid off. Vandalism has been
virtually eliminated as a result of some efforts. Other- results have included
improved grade averages and marked reductions in truancy and suspensions for
such causes as alcohol and drug abuse. Encouraging results have been obtained
from small, volunteer-type programs in which parents or community'memberS
monitored the halls and playgrounds, ate in the lunchrooms, and kept watch on the
facilities at times when the school was'closed. The most far-reaching programs
and the most noteworthy results were obtained when the school structure was
changed to accommodate the concepts of community education. Using this
approach, schools 'were opened to the whole community, and the c-:,:unity Was
asked to participate. School facilities were made available for social,
educational, and recreational purposes; courses were, offered for adults and
social service agenc.es came into the schools to proVide services to parents
and youth alike. In the fully developed community schools, citizens partici-
pated through advisory councils. In addition, the education process for
youth included presence of community members in the classrooms as resource
persons and provision of learning experiences for youth outside the classrooms
in the community's museums, factories, hospitals, laboratories, airports, and
other resources.



These projects., both those of limited scope and the larger community
school projects, serve the interests of the school and Of the community.
The innovators who started them have capitalized on this point as they
involved social agencies, businesses, civic organizations and churches.

In this module, we will not dwell on -"wny's" of community agency,
business, and organization involvement and will focus instead on the "how's."
A simple idea expreSses the rationale for the cooperation: Mutual benefits
can be derived from shared res onsibilities and resources`., This single
concept is the key to facilitating cooperation from a wide spectrum of
agencies, businesses, and organizations in the community that traditionally
has had, very little contact with the school. Once the community institutions
become fully aware of the relationship between their well-being and that of
the school, and are convinced that their own interests can be served:by a
new program, cooperation often is forthcoming.

The following sections will deal with how to involve two distinct targets
for school/community cooperation: (1) social agencies and (2) business and
organizations. Social agencies, like the school, belong to a service network
funded by city,'State and Federal funds., Both the schools and the agencies
are part of the publicly. supported socialization network: Civic organizations,
business, and industrYl. on the other hand, are not publicly funded, and their
interests often are,mUCh more specifically_ related to the institutional
purpose. Although busineses'and organizations do not share the official- social
service role of ,the agencies and schooll_they nonetheless have a common stake
in the community and often make valuable contributions to school programs-.

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

: .From the viewpoint of the community, interagency cooperation--for our
purposes defined as school social agency cooperation--is desirable to conserve
economic resources and reduce tea-burdens On citizens.- In addition, needs of
a community can change radically in this day and time Thus, interagency
cooperation often provides the flexibility needed to resoond to change.
Finally, many segments of thepopulation have tremendous Unmet needs that
exceed the service delivery capabilitY-of any one.agency. For example, An
abused or neglected child mayjme&shelter,-psyChiatric.care, testing and
assessment, remedial educational services, clothing, medical care, and any
of a hundred other servicese In most communities, there is no central point
at which the services can be coordinated and delivored. The local school
provides the logical point to bring all of the agencies together. The
arguments in favor of interagency cooperation, thus, seem logiCal and
rational. Developing the needed linkages and interagency agreements is
not so simple.



The idealistic objectives of-community education and the logic of
.involving a variety of agencies are hard to criticize. But reality often
does not approach the ideal, and this new concept of shared responsibility
often meets with firm resistance. One of the major sources of opposition
is institutional resistance to change. The suggestion that change is needed
may not meet with an enthusiastic response because it--

o Implies that the ageny or educational institution
may be failing in its responsibilities

o Evoke' fear_ of the unknown

o Threatens vested personal interests.

_In addition, the agency'or the school may mistrust or lack confidence in
an "outsider" because of what is perceived as a lack of appreciation for
sppcific agency or school problems. Staff insecurity also poses obstacles.
"Tutf" issues have prevented development of close,working relationships
between schools and human servi6edagencies in-many communities. Both.
schools and agencies have to be indicted for the failure, for both groups
have erected barriers of territoriality and suspicion. In addition, edu-
cators traditionally have not sought help frarrvthe'community. Often the,
weight of their responsibilities to represent parents and to be accountable
for public funding has prevented cooperation, even when resources were
available. However, this unitary approachQis no longer feasible or workable,
given current problems facing many schools.

Two basic tasks are required to develop cooperation between schools-ancT
social agencies. The first involves deVeloping an awareness'of the benefits
an agency can derive from-cooperation with a s;:;nool in centralized delivery
of services. The second is- the negotiation !abaragency agreements that
serve as the formal basis for the cooperative effort. These two topics are
discussed in the sections that follow,

Devel a Heco nition of Mutual Benef

Often obscured in issues that pose barriers to cooperation among community,
service delivery agenciea is the.fact that cooperation and coordination can
bring real benefits to agencies'atie to achieve it. In economically troubled
times, with growing voter resistance to "big spending," these benefits are Of
increasing Lmportance..



In his new book, Creating Interagency Protects, Joseph Ringers, Jr.,
summarized the issues succinctly:

To enter into a cooperative=arrangement an agendy may
be motivated by its inability to secure sufficient
support for the continuance or expansion of its programs.
It may also be motivated byfpressures brought to bear by
the community it serves orlby. the larger unit-of which it
is a part.

Through ocioperation with schools, agencies can devise Solutions to such
problems as--

o Limited funds allocatedlfor populations with many unmet needs,

F
Inadequate-' labor supply and ,staffing limitation

o iiigh.case loads

o Low client populatidn

From-the econotic4pointot-vieW,' larger units usually are more- efficient
than small fragmented-ones. . Support services and facilities_are,dheaper
if the costs are shared a_mong'larger organizations.-Cotts usually can be
reduced through. cooperatiVe,agreements,' becadse groups of agencies can provide:
services cheaper than' ndividual organizations., Large cost savings also accrue
when dtiPlication in service:delivery is reduced or 'eliminated.

Since both and practical arguments support the develoPment of
cooperativeservice delivery,school/community cooperation has been successfuiliCimplemented

in manycommunities.:Thejob of thdseconcerned with
..reduction of problem behaviors in schools' is to develop an awareness within
the community that' cooperation is' both desirableand.t4Sible. :Agencies:
need to be approached Irom botheltruiaticiand operational points of view.

.:_Thy need" to see how their ,agency's interest, will be proteOted' while services
to clients .will be improved and -eipanded. The job has been done in .neighbor -.
hoods throughout' the nation. It can be done in your local community:

Forming Interagency Linkages

Interagency coordination, termed "interorganizing" by,an expert' In
unity organization, is formalized, through interagency agreements

,
(Spergel,-Irving A., Community Problem-Solving: The Delinquency Example,

.-. (Chicago and London: Tfle University. of Chicago Press, 1969.)



Irving Spergel conceptualizes the formation of these agreements as
a process that evolves from cooptation to cooperation and coordination
and finally to planning. These phases of interorganizing mayche viewed as
overlapping phases, moving spirally from simple, situational, and
individualistic efforts to complex, systematic and mutually interrelated
processes. Figure 7.4.1 depicts their progression.'
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The concept of cooptation is used here in its informal-, reciprocal
sense of control of another organization's program decisions. Possible
cooptive processes area-

o Development of informal relationships between di
agency personnel

o Exchange oof information and resources

o Provision of complementary. services. Cooptation
may be regarded as the principal form of inter-
organizing existent in the coMmunity, since
organizational interests tend to, be competitive
rather than cooperative.

rent

The cooperative pattern, of interorganizing arises when organizations
are mutually or collectively concerned about a problem and act to achieve
.a common gbal. This process is usually done on-an.ad hoc shOrt-time
basis.

Coordination, for our purposes, refers to a deliberate and systematic
effort, usually over a substantial period of time, by'which organizations
seek their respective objectives in a manner which does-,no harm to, and-
indeed," often enhances:each other's program

Planning,is the,. most. sophisticated, form of'in erorganizing and
ovides for systeMatic collaboration. by organizations to achieve long-

, ,

common ends.

These agreements on which these types of interactions are based. may
be formal contracts.specikying-sercet to be provided and making provision
for sharing coste, On the other hand, they may be' oose, informal arrange-

,

bments inwhiah one 'agrees verbally or in a brief letter to.-cooperata,with-
another:.

Joseph Ringers, Jr . has provided a convenient categorization of types
interagency agreements and linkages which is shown in Figure 7.4.1.
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Figure 7'.4.2

Types of Interagency Linkages

TYPE KIND OF COOPERATION

'

.

PROGRAM
COORDINATION

RESTRUCTURING ,

Informal departmental agreements
Information shating,,
-Referral system
'Teaming,,
Trade-offs

.

Fbrmal administrative agreements
.Coloration andcoProgramming
Resource loanspersonnel, equipment, ,,

facilities L

'Combine funding for Joint. project

,

Legislated by governing body
shift responsibilities
:Change in powers
Reorganization
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Analysis of-this process suggests how schools can proceed in
attempts to form interagency agreements with service delivery organiz-
ations within the community. Where no interaction has existed, the most
practical approach is to aim at what Spergel deemed the cooptive level.
This means sharing of resources, exchange of information, and informal
contacts between professionals. This ad hoc type of linkage can then
progress to cooperative efforts when a short-term goal is jointly tackled
by the two organizations.

I"

Coordination and.planning stages form the most desirable and
effective types of interagency linkages. When the interorganizing progresses
to these stages, long-term efforts are p ible, and the stability of the
relationship is recognized by planning for future needs.

Schools that wish t implement joint service delivery with agencies
froM the community will most likely-,-.have to develop a plan for each of these
`phases in order-to foSter and nurture the linkage through each of these steps
in what obviously is-not An overnight process. jAlthoUgh it may-begin with-
agreement at the administrative level, the interorganizing process will bring
together midlevel professionals' in a,--_,variety of activities--sharing information,
working together on, activities of mutual interest, and final;y,' foint planning..
Each of thecontacts,at,both the top levels and themidlevel, strengthens the
bdnds ancrctintributes to 'the `evolution of the iinterorganizing-process. -In *.

cases where the -top leveL--contacts and agreeMents arenot suppOrted.by commit-
meats from the midlevel, the cooperation will n'otocour; and it is, important
for a school that:is trying to promote Joint efforts to recognize,that in

-

this oase-therequired-support is missing and thatit would.be better to
concentrate their efforts elsewhere.

To initiate-the interorganizing process, the-school must be able
clearly articulate the overall,purpose of. the joint undertaking and must be
wibl to present very clearly the problem't& be attacked, themethods to be
used, and.the expected, outcomes: Agencies must be approached with clear
statements of what benehts they will gain from:the,activitx as well as what
kinds of imprOvaments ineervice delivery will result, for their target popu-
lation. Be prepared with.clear and concise materials,on each of these topics,
before you initiate contacts with an agency.
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COOPERATION WTTR BUSINESSES AND OONMUNITY:ORGANIZATIONS

The interorganizing steps involved in working withcial agencies also
apply to the development of school programs with,thebp6ines community and
with civic, religious and service organizations. TneAptimary difference is
in approach. .A school seeking assistance from a corporation or local citizen's
groups must start with limited and informal activities, progress to larger
more systematic efforts or programs, and finally engage in long-term planning".
Developing cooperative relations with these nonpublicly funded groups also
requires developing within the group or CompanY:an understanding of how it
will benefit from the interaction. BusinesseSneed to know how the program
can contribute to their recruitment, public relations, and advertising programs.
Civic organizations must realize how the project will advance theirapecific
objectives.' Religious organizations need. assurance that the outcomes of
Cooperative efforts with a school Will,lead7to one of the church's specifically
targeted aims.

Schools that wish tiodevelop such'contacts have to..view .the process as.
.evolutionary: Time and effort is requiredand the product ve'phases of
cooperative and planning of;the interorganizing,process can dnly be achieved'
after the-early ad hoc activities have.developedthe needed trust and.xecog-
nition of mutual benefits. Since the doimunity's businesses, civic, ,and
religious organizations that can assist a'schaol have.such diverse interests
and differing, objectives, the,following.sections deal with them .separately,
offering suggeOions about special approaches that payoff with the individual
types of organizations.

Special Approaches r-the'Business Community

In Oakland, California, a number CorPbrations.patticipate,in-an Adopt-,
A-School program. The 'ClOrOx Company has sponsored one of _these "programs which,:
provide funds.'for remedial reading teachitS and'eXpansionMflibtary holdings.
In ,tecent'speech,t,Robert'Shetterly, chief executive officer and chairman of the,:

boatd of Clorox, described ,both the-sreasbns for the corporation's involveMent
and the requirements'of the company for its participation; Shetterly eloguently
expressed much. of what schools need to know about developing contacts with

..busines and industry. -.His speech can'be ordered from the National: School
Volunteer:Program, 10(7) Nor:th Washington Stteete Alexandria Virginia.2242

IB #42) .
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Approaches to Civic, Religious, and Service Or

Every community has an astounding variety of organizations. Each of
these groups can be a valuable'potential source of assistance to a school.
however, each type of gr6up needs-to be approached with a message that
relates their specific:interests to the school's needs, The sections that
follow group the types of organizations into generic categories and provides
suggestions -bout how they may be approached.

Minority groups--Many of the troubled students in a school belong to
one or another, of America's numerous minority groups. The many_organizations
that'have developed-to advocate for their interest will have a natural concern
for what happens to members of-their groups in the schools, The Reverend Jesse'
Jackson's well - known: national`. called PUSH for Excellence is a good
example. pIt is, designed to enlist support of the entire black community to
help develop pride,.in themselVes-and respOnsible,attitudes toward education.
Similar efforts can be undertaken locally, both,with large, national advocacy

animations and with local neighborhood' groups. These Organizatibns have
very focused interests,andsohoolt that attempt to enlist-their cooperation
need to clarify issues with the groups in regard to the problems they are
Concerned with.' Their issues and concerns need to be directly dealt with in
the-codperative effort being Proposed.

- 0=

Professional associations or societies - -These groups provide an especially
fertile potential for cooperative of orts, since they represent the meMberscf
the-.community.with:technical expertise. .Talents available-through these .groupa
extend from social workers,. doctors., and psychiatrists, who have the skills
neeCeck to attack a schools hmalth and:isocial probleMs to architaCts, engineers,
and'athers-who can advise on matters, of design,. construction, and phyliaal
security. The list eitendastd economists, dentists, 'and'hunareds
moree each of whom have,yaluable:skilla and knowledge.that din be usad'in a',
school.- TheTikey in approaching these groups ie.relating the school's need to
the special expertise provided%by the association and working.out a' realistic
plan fOr tapping the professional resources therein.professional

ReligAous:organizations-,Htman_problete often are the priMary concerns of
churches -and religious, As,a result they can provide valuable
aiirifaHOw to a school., But schdbla need to be.Cautious in defining a role
for religious'groups:- the sensitivity:,of public opinion regarding the church-
state issue.must be respected. Churches and'interdenominationai coalitions
may;provide,space, materials, volunteers, information'on.community problems,
and helpin.the dissemination of information-about the school's needs. They
also.serve as well-respected lining mechanisms for reachingthe community.
decisionmaking networks.` ,: Local ministers, Priests, and rabbisCan'be valuable,
intermediaries between the School and other groups and organizations, since.-%

people generally find-it difficUlt to refuse.a clergyman's request. Enlisting
help-from churches and their leaders'requires convincing theM of the serious-
ness of the problem in human terms and preSentinga practical plan for Attacking it.,



Colleges and universities--Few people realize the extent -of'the
resources available in local colleges and universities. Graduate students
abound who need placements in internships and subjects for research studies.
Professors and other staff are hungry for research projects. .Counseling
-offices and others.who.deal with incoming f..-tshmen are aware of the problems
that high school students bring with them t-) the campus. Therefore, they 1
have a vested interest in helping schools head off some ofthe difficulties
before students arrive on campus. The university also. most has, an
office of grant supported research that can help identify sources of funding
and put schools in touch with people who have research interests that might
complement the school's project. For example, the university is the best
soUrce of assistance in the design of a project evaluation. There,most
`likely are 1 number of highly qualified staff who will assist in evaluation
design t.. further their experience in applied research. University staff
and students also possesS another,valuable asset: time. .mince tiey are not

-1 ,bound by the rigid constraints of the 8 -hour work week, they often can be
I available to work with schools when other people would find-it difficult
to leave offices,.faCtories,and shops.

. Senior citizen groups -Approximately 10 peicent of the,nation'spopt-
latiOn is over 656 They often'are lacking Meaningful roles in society and
aze'cut.offfrom-contact with younger:people. Many schOls haVe fodnd theM
more than willing to, participate in school/community projects. Elderly
volunteers sometimes have problemis, such as transportation, that have to be
solved to.ensure their availability,,but'iI.these difficultiei are overcome,
they have time, talent expertise, and concern that'can be used Very effectively
by the schbol.

-

Youth and student rou s--These groups provide an obvious first line of
contact for the-school. They contain people with close and personal interest
in ,the .school-: Their members:often possess the zest and 'optimism about
the possibility for improvement that mew projects need. In addition, youths
often feel' that theylack meaningful participatory, decisionmaking, and
planning rolei in the community.'' A. joint school and, youth groUp-activity
can serve interests of both youth and the school:

Service end civic organizations-. -These groups can provide valuablefund-
'raising

and
and.' important, assistance in marketing, pUblic relations, manage

ment, and training.-.,They haveknoWledge of the community and information on
-community issues. In addition, they have-usually had experilnde.with adMini-,
titration of volunteer:programs.' ExaMples of this type of'group include the
League 6f.Women Voters, Junior. League, KiWinis,and Lions.
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fi

Other organizations°-Although those types of groups described above
constitUte the major.sources of assistance, don't overlook neighborhood
associations, political parties special client groups, and groups on mili-
tary-bases.

The problem of approaching and involving civic, religious,and service
groups does not differ markedly from those faced with social agencies and
businesses They'must be,approached with clearly defined purposes, objectives,
and methodologies in addition to specific, well-defined,and realistic budgets.
Barriers must be overcome,by making the group members aware of how their
specific interests and objectives will be served by a project, and it is -

necessary to be prepared to go through the various steps of interorganizing
to develop stable and formal working.relationships. Although for social
agencies, rewards of interaction may appear to be intangible, e.g., improved
service delivery or administrative-benefits such as reduced case loads, rewards
to civic, religiOus,and service-organizations as wellsas to businesses
be more obvious. News articles,,certificates of appreciation, and-awar:

hould

ceremonies are some of the methods for providing the needed recognition.

The,process of'involvement takes time:, as it does with business and
agencies, and it requires the same sort of commitment and leadership.; But
the -outcomes usually are more. than 'worth the

,
effort. Schools throughout the

country are realizing tangible benefits measured in reductions in violence:
and vandaksmas..a. result of such efforts:



Materiels/
Equipment Sequence/Actin Description

o Your idea usually will be either/rejected or accepted bas
on existing corporate needs and policies.

o The keyto contacts with businesses:is:a-well-articulated
plan setting forth specific objctives,-,technologies, and
methods and-presenting a clear:estimate'of financial need

o Often, businesses will want to See,the practicality of di
plan in terms of its applicability to other communities a.
.different schools.

o In addition, they need to. be approached with a clear,
"businesslike" statement of what the Company can expect ti
achieve as Aresult of their cooperation.

o 'Award ceremonies, feature articles.in the local press, cel
tificates of appreciation, and a variety of other tech-
ni'clues can be used to. provide the kind of public relation.
And advertising benefits that will motivate business to_
devote resources to a School project
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7.4.1

Case.'

participant
Worksheet

Jordan Thomas, 30, the history teacher and track coach of Wiriburn High School (2,000
students in a community of 390,000). has become increasingly concerned over the use ,

of drhgs. in the school. He knows members of his team are on drugs, and that more
and more of his students are absent from class or are "not together" when they are
in class. .Students are often high in the morning and. in some cases all day long.

7
He talks to-the school guidance counselor, Michael smitn, about the problem. Smith
replies.thathe can't do anything unless the students come'to him. :He,says he's
overworked as it is--the school needs at least three counselors, and he's working
by himself. Smith,adds that it is the parent's responsibility to stop drug usage,
not the school's.;

Jordan next contacts Principal Gail Watson who displays a somewhat similar attitude.
Watson acknoledges the problem, but says she doesn't know what to do about it.
Funding is not available for programs, and the school cannot afford to hire addi-
tional :-.!rsonnel or counselors for a few students with problems. She adds that if
Jordan comes up with any workable solutions to let her know.

With that cue, Jordan decides to look for outside help. He feels thetproblem is
serious and that he has a responsibility to do something about it. While picking,:
up his friend Sarah-from work'oneefternoon, he notices a sign.for the city Mental
Health Clinic. The next afternoon after school, he heads for the clinic and asks
to see thi director. :After ai 20-Minute wait, he is ushered into the,directo '-
comfortable office'and presents his case.

He statesthatthe school is ;Lri desperate shape and needs a minimum of three or
four,full-time counselors andistaff to help with the student drug problem. He
saysthatthe school counselor is overworked-and doesn't seem to be awire of the
seriOusness'or prevalence of the problem. Jordan points out to the director',that
if his agency'''is,intereSted problemS, they should work in the school.
The,director states that he is puzzled and wonders why Jordan has-contacted him.
Hii agency is not-funded for-41st kind of counseling project: They rarely treat
outpatients. They do counsel drug Users, but Usually adults, and only the chronic
user' with a-severe problem. ,

Jordan respondsthat the situation at the school iemore severe than many people
, would-acknowledge. Re stresses that if the school is a part of :the community the
agency should be willing, to cooperate. Students are as important a part of the
community as=the adults, he says-'-why-couldn't funding be channeled to them?

The clinic director suggests that Jordan,contact-the Community Clinic for counselors..
Although the clinic's counselors are-not certified therapists, they have orked
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with students before. JOrdan,rePlies that counselors who aren't professionals
wouldn't work in the school. "We have kids:who really need help, and they need
counseling from the best kind 6f,professionale'there are," he replies. The director
finally suggests that perhaps one counselor could work one halt-dayat-Most.; Jor-
'dan replies that one half-day is nothing in the face of the problem.

The two part and both agree to think more about the situation and talk the following
week.

-

The next day Jordan' calls a friend of his ,who has done,.some work with a group called-
the "Mind's Eye." %'Jordan doesn't kndw Who they are, but knows his friend Tim was
writing about drug use.at one point.- Tii says that the group had researched and
written some articles about drug use in teenagers about two years ago and that some
materials were "lying around" somewhere.- He suggests that Jordan contact Liv.
Olson, director of -theproject, for more information, and says he'll-be glad to
till her,, that Jordan will call, 'Jordan thanks him and calls Liv later, They agree

to meet in several days.
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The Community as a problem- Solving Resource

Modul 7.4 Winning AgencyjBusiness Support

Worksheet 1-0 7.4.2

Case ii"

rtici3ant
Woricheet.

Jordan Thomas, 30, history teacher and track coach at Winburn High School (2,000
students in a community of 390-,000 in the midwest), has'approached the high school
principal to do something about the drug problem in the school.. Thomas, says,stu-
dents-need counseling, and that the"school also needs a drug education program for
all students. At his-request, Principal Gail Watson has gotten together a group
of peopleMtwo students, the guidance counselor, Jordan, and a student's father--
who is head of the local Lion's'club and a lawyer) to discuss the problem and the
resolution.

\

The group decides that-something needs to be done and that community support is
needed. They decide to investigate the possibilities of outside help. Watson
heads up the "team." She calls the'localhealth\and'welfare planning board to find _

outabout.outside agencies that might help in the\problem. She is given a list of
six agencieS that "might 'have something to do with\drugS." Watson calls the health
and welfare agency back and asks for an appointment.. with, their director.' At their
meeting, Watson gets pertinent information about each agency'- -what it does, how it
receives its fundingi and'how,many of its perdannel are involved ,.with drug-related
cases.- She notes all data-and reports,back to the !:team" what has been discovered.

Based on the information, the team makes some decisions. After some debate, they
Clarify what they need. They decide-they want -Y(l) some kind-of education program
in' the schools-and-maybe'justsome help in settingit up-some kind of advisory
team; (2) some kind of counseling available for students; and -(3) the counseling
to be voluntary and confiden .111.

Resea Ardin.the agencies indicates this=

o The local mental health clinic seems` nave about six counselors whodeal
with drug-related cases, although they are generally'concerned with alco-
holism in adults. Ther,seem_to have very limited services for outreach
work- -they prefer for .clients:to,cgmato their offiCesA2 Their funding, has
'just been cut, or is .about to be.

o The community clinic doesn't aeem.:to -have certified therapists.. They are
willing to sponsor &prOgram at the school and,have worked with Students
befOre in setting up peer counseling anclin doing group drug counseling.

o The third organizat'ion, the'"Mind's Bye'," has some-;funding for publication --
although how much is not clear._ They do have their own printing,pregs and
may haVe some printed materials that could be used as part,of an educational
program.
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The team clarifies what they want. They decide to contact each Organi2ation and
present a plan'for consideration! The Superintenden't of Schools, Norman Fell
contacts the directors at all three agencies and arranges appointments for the
following week.

The next week, the members of the team and the superintendent approach the Mental
Health Clinic.,' They ,present their problem to the.director. They,say they have a
drug problem in the school and need some help in dealing with it.' Fell points'out
that heQrealizes that the agency doesn't deal with school problems, but wonders if
something can by worked out. Clinic Director Tom Kirsch says that they have no
funding for such a project. But he has two suggestions. First of all, one of
their counselors has worked with younger people and has some experience in crisit,
counseling. :Maybe once a week, the counselor could meet on Friday afternoons with
a group of stdents.with severe problems--but he could offer no private counseling.
He would be willing' to offer services for six weeks. Secondly, a group called the
Community Clihic has people who work.with younger drug cases. Kirsch recommend=s
they contacttthem:: Tho "team" responds that they are in the process of contacting
the Community. Clinic and asks if on a short-_termbasis the Mental Health's-pro-
fessional counselor could work with school counselors and others to set dp.a
program. Perhaps the first four Fridays could be _used for organizational time:
Then, the nextfOur Fridays could be used for actually impleMenting the project.
The-sgperintendent then tells Kirsch,that if they 'cail come to some kind of agree-
ment to clearly_egtablish a _program he would approach the school-board and see if
funding is avai4ble to,pay'fOr one counselor's Salary for one-half7day a7week,
The_dire6tor replies that if the school-will fund the counselorrfor one-half-day,
the clinic would probably be able to pickup another half-dai's-salaryfor the
counselor. -frie says he'll have to recheck their-funding allocations.

The two parties leave the meeting and agree to think more about the discussion
and talk within the following week..

Next the "team" contacts the-Community Clinic._, Several counselors at the clinic
meet with the,school team. -The clinic counselors are not certified therapists,
which concer=ns the principal and superintendedt. _They wonder if.'the,counselors
are knowledgeable and competent.. The counselors say thdy are willing to work in
the 'school.but demand some autonomy -in their work. They want all Colanseling se sr
sionsto be confidential,-.-116 one keeping records of who attends or who doesn't.
No administrators can be present at:the sessions.` They will deal with tie admin'
istration directly. They 'ask what kind:of funding they, might,` frOM the
sPhool, and what else -they 'might gain if they decide to become involved with the
projects The superintendent-says that he is not sure what kind of funding could
be offered, but says-that the clinic's dredibilitywould be raised by working, with
the school. 'They agree that before beginning any work together thelr, would clearly
clarify :their arrahgemeht.

The "Mind's Eye" group is contacted. The "Mind's Eye" says that they have a.print
ins press and drug'.-related informati,on but can't afford to just give away,their
materials. If paid for their materials, and labor, the group aces to. work with
the-school. Jon Adams, the lawyer Of'the team, volunteers to try and get funding

from the,pion's club for` the project. In-addition, he .notes that. a- good friend of

his in the KiWanis club may be interested in helping out also. Their meeting ends,
and both sides agree to talk in a week.
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S OOL OE 1UNITY COOPERATION: OAKLAND'S ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM

SUMMARY

Adopt-A-School programs are models of school-community involvement. and cooper-
ation in which businesses, organizations, and industries adopt schools and contribute
funds, personnel, or expertise to those schools for programs, projects, and services.
Through such support and input, schools gain programs and_services they would not
otherwise, have and are enabled to continue to grow, change, and provide students
with the kinds of curriculum and 4rowth-preducing learning experiences they need.
Faculty and students eXperience fresh viewpoints, ideas, and concepts and gain links
with the world outside the classroom. Adopt-A-School programs are operating suc-
cessfully in several communities across the country, including Oakland, California,_
Boston,' Massachusetts, and Dallas, Texas. This bulletin highlights the Adopt-A-
School program in the Oakland Unified School District and-suggests programs, projects,
and services that businesses, organizations, and industries might offer to schools;

THE PROBLEM

Today's schools often need a greater range of services and programs for their stu4
dents than they are able to provide. Many schools are faced with budget cuts and
fewer faculty and find it difficult to maintain'afid create a learning environment
that is exciting, challenging, and respOnsive to their students. Without such en
environment, and community input and support, schools may become isolated'from their
communities and unable to provide needed learning aid growing experiences for their

-students. ,

THE SOLUTION

In the Adopt-A-School program in Oakland's Unified school District, businesses,
industries,'and organizations work in and with schools.and provide funding, projects,
personnel: -and expertise to establish programsor offer services that the schools
deem necessary. .Involvement ranges from corporate contributions to total' sponsor-
ship and initiation of programs. Businesses support,sohools financially or offer
skills and expertise that are unique--and needed in, the schools.

Oakland began its Adopt-A-School p__graM during the 1975-76 school year The pro-
gram, promoted by the school district superintendent and advertised by the,loeal
chamber of commerce and the school district director of.community relations, contin-
ues to grow each year as more businesses and organizations become involved.

The procedure used in the Oakland School" District is as follows. After a business
or organization has expressed interest in adopting a school, and a school has been
chosen, a representative from the superintendent's office, the principal of the
designated school, and top,managersiof the. business o± organization meet to discuss
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ways to assist the school. Representatives from the business or organization, visit
the school and select a project; a proposal is submitted to the school with a teHta
tive budget and a memorandum of understanding; and the project gets underway. A
representative from the school works continuously with the business or organiza-
tion during the project's development, initiation, and practice to ensure that the
program is working well.

Criteria set up by the Oakland School District for an adoption are that-

An existing prograM is not duplicated

o Thep g

o The progr
district

based on the needs of the school

o the learning goals and planning objectives set by the

o The company agrees informally to commit itself to the program for at least 3
years for the sake of continuity in the schools. ,

Over 20 private companies are now'involved in the Oakland Adopt -A- School program,
including Crown Zellerback, IBM, Pacific Telephone and Telegraph, Kaiser Aluminum
and Chemical Corporation, Clorox, and Bank of America.

The,Clanmj2ITEN1L adopted Castlemont High School in 1977. Castlemont, thelargest
high school in the district, is located in a low-income neighborhood with pervasive.
social problems--high unemployment, many families on welfare, and students with poorreading skills. After discussions with school representatives, Clorox developed a
two-phase program'concentrating on reading skills development. In the first phase
a remedial reading program was developed for 100 high school students whose reading11evels were-at the second or third grade. Clorox purchased the materiali and equip-
ment needed for the classes and also funded two 3-hour-per-day assistants for the
program. (This was in addition to the sChool's.two regular reading specialists.)
During the first semester of this intensive program, students in the three remedial
reading programs gained an average of 11 months in their reading_ capabilities.

The second phase of the program was a library improvement project. The Clorox
Company held a book drive among-employees and contributed all books to the library.
All complimentary magatines sent to the company were forwarded to the school, and
Clorox also provided funds for new books and periodicals.

To encourage regular attendance and reward reading improvement, Clorox offered gift
certificates as incentives. A $10 gift certificate from a local record shdp was
awarded to the student with the greatest reading score improvement over the pre-
vious month; Other gift certificates were awarded for perfect attendance,

In 1977 Clorox contributed $13,500 to the program, and in 1978 the'c pany raised.
its contribution to $25,000.

Lnuzn and Chemical _Corporation formed a partnership with Oakland High
School. Kaiser surveyed the needs and facilities at the school and decided to
concentrate on an individualized reading and math skill improvement center. An
unused 'surplus classroom was transformed into a dazzling electronic display of
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Kaiser- supplied teaching resources and named "The Force" by the students. _quip-
ment provided included tape recorders, film viewers', filing cabinets filled with An
array of diagnostic tests, and individualized remedial materials. Students were
programmed into The Force, every period of the'day to work on individualized Assign-.
ments, supervised by the center's reading teacher, its math teacher, and several full-time assistant's. Some of the students are now working As "peer" tutors to otherstudents. These tutors, and other students who make outstanding progress in the
center, are further rewarded with part -time jobs at Kaiser after school or duringvacations. Kaiser has also donated tickets to cultural and sports events and sentits own employees to lecture and teach.

erPermanente Medical Care P a health care program servicing over 7million members 'in California, also works with Oakland's Adopt-A-School program.In a "4-4 program" students work at the facility 4 hours aday performing menialjobs for minimum wages, and attend school 4 hours a day. 'Jobs last one semesterore Year.. A summer youth program, which begins with extensive orientation meetingsand ends-with evaluations of the program bothby students and supervisors-, employs
students full time for-3 months in -all kinds of work in the lacilities. Represen-tatives of Kaiser's Education and Training Department visit Oakland high schools toorient students to careers in-the health field--both professiOnal and administra-
tiveand discuss the various professions and supply students With union contracts
delineating salaries, benefits, and,workingdonditions.

Saint Luke!! Society, an organization of doctors and ministers in the Oakland area,has also worked with students.' Students "shadow" doctors in the hospitals and their
offices and ministers in their-calls and visits in order to learn more about theseoccupations.

RESULTS

BusineSses, organizations, and industries that participate in Adopt-A-School pro-
grate offerlprojects, services, and funding that schools would not have otherwise.
Program results are both tangible and intangible. Where reading skills classes havebeen promoted, student reading ability has often risen dramatically. Students who
were apathetic, passivei and uninterested in books now use the librarieti attendclasses, and are.generally.enthusiestic.

Because students are not as fearful orangry, there is less. vandalism. Students and teachers are happier, morale is
higher, and the environment is -safer and more conducive to learning.

REPLICATION ISSUES

In-planning for Adopt-A,Sdhool programs, which maybe implemented in any school
and its community, it should be noted that there are lour major kinds of contri=
butione that businesses, industries, and organizations can make:

o Funding--Businesses and organizations can contribute funds to a scho
kinds of projects the school could not afford Otherwise (for example, a n
reading lab, or computer equipment).

protects --Community leaders can work with school personnel develop new
projects for the students or example, classroom or club projects).

all
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PersonnelBusinesses or organizations can orovidepersonnel-to lecture,
assist in program development, or work as consultants (for example, a busi-
nessman can teach aneconomics Course or a business course).'

Expertise -- Businesses ar industries can lend their expertise to schools in
developing new programs and new projects; (An.engineer can advise facility on
suitable courses for students.)

Other specific projects for co
School DiStrict include--

ity involvement suggested hy the O .kland Unified

StudenttutoringBuSinesses or. .organizations can grant employees release time
to tutor students. (This can be in remedial math or reading, or involve new
subjects -- economics, psychology.)

Resource personsBusinesses or organizations can provide'speakers
assemblies, or special programs.

classes,

Cultural events--Businesses can sponsor: field trips or tours to cultural
events.

o ClubsBusinesses,or organizations can sponsor clubs--book, art, foreign Ian.
gunge, cooking, research - -which are related to the curriculum.

21Eprentice_pro3rams-,-Businesses or organizations can place students as interns
or apprentices. (Students have worked in offices, labs, hospitals.)

Career developmentBusinesses or organizations can participate in career
development curriculum or work to develop career days.

Maintenance -- Businesses or organizations can support students to maintain or
renovate school property. ,

o Incentives and awardsBusinetses can orovide prizes, certificates, plaques,
and other awards for schools and/or students'fbr outstanding accomplishments.

o

f

Staff development- - Businesses or organizations can provide inservice education
to staff in areas of expertise - management training, economics, computer instruc-
tion, business education.

Special projects -- Businesses or organizations can support innovative activities
they deem important - -a reading or math lab.

Because businesses and individuals who devote their resources to School programs=
need and deserve to have the results of their efforts measured and publicized, a
suitable method of peasuring results and makingthem available should be part of
.every community involvement plan.

REQUIRED RESOURCES

Each ichool'muSt survey its needs and identify community resources to fill the
The resources which the school can donate to this program include the planning and
coordinating time of the staff person who organizes the Adopt-A-School ogram as
well as' the use of space and' equipment-
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The Community as. a problem- Solving Retourc-

7.4 - Winning Agency/Business Support

Background 1-D 7.4.4

Resistance to Chan

Background
Materials

Resistance to change is normal and natural. Social institutions, schools,
businesses, governments, and personal lives are stabilized by not changing,
by maintaining a cOnstantnessthe status quo. The following material focUses
on some of the motivations and reasons why people and organizations are resis-
tant to change, and find it difficlat.

1. Change is resisted by force of habitHumans are creatures of habit. The
time we get up, the=way we dress, the route we take to work, where we-carry
our money, the place we sit in meetings or-at home--all are habitual-be-
havior. Changing any of these habits makes us uncomfortable. Rdutine
.seems safe, known. If by demand or. circumstances, we are forced from
habit, anxiety results.

Chance disturbs what is ded as norma - at is customary, what is old
(the "good old days", "the old-fashioned way") are assumed to be "normal"
while change is deemed "abnormal." The status Clio is protected because
it represents a known norm with which we can deal. Organizational norms
are accepted as "the way we do things here' and are interpreted as tried
and true simply because of their existence.

Chin -e_mav increase or decrease lloads Peool often stressed by
he idea of Ming on a greater responsibility--or losing a responsibility

they already have.

Chan -e may be perceived as an admission of ailure or 'udcment.of
inadeauacvA new procedure which .could save money can be resisted because
making the change would appear to be an admission that money is now being
wasted. Training is resisted because acceptance seems to be an acknow-
ledgement of ignorance. The advocacy 'of change takes on the weight of
an indictment that "something is wrong:"

The reasons ch e may be clear erstood ivation for
change may be suspected. An assumption can. be made that the advocate
of change would benefit inordinately from the change. Some changes which
might be'given superficial or "professional" acceptance are resisted be-
cause they conflict with personal attitudes or goals. 'The police officer
may resent some service duties as being "social work." A change may inter-
fere with an opponent's desire to press for some other change.

Chang can_ be resisted.fo its ri ole effect--Change _t one level may re-
quire changes at other levels -- increased budget, more personnel, training,
approval of authority figures, new olicies or procedures, amended legis-
lation.
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,Changes can represent a challenge to authority --C tinge sometimes is per-
,

ceived as in invasion of "turf," which could mean loss of control by an
authority figure. Change initiated from outside may infer to a resister
that "somebody is trying to tell me how to do my job." The "good guy"
privileges of a leader may be diminished by change, robbing him or her
of the opportunity to dispense rewards. For example, the school tttav be
leery of hiring outside counselors to work with Students.

Peoolomay_feel_powerless_to make chances- Traditional and bureaucratic
organizations are perceived as immovable and hope for change is useless.
A senSe.of impotence comes when accountability for change rests upon
vague, faceless forces--"They ought to do something about it." The
anonymous community, public,-or "society," is held responsible fdr lack
of change, such as in the view that "people get the kind of government
they deserve." These statements represent a sense of powerlessness.



BACKGROU DS OF INTERAGENCY COORDINATION: A WORKING PAPER

Students cone to' schools with a wide variety of needs,

many of which are not met. by school systems. .Consensa8. ends

with. that statement. Is it,the school or:,the community which

is responsible for dealing with the psycho-social needs of

students? If the community has the obligation to provide

such services, is .that obligation discharged by the establis-

ment of social service -agencies? If the responsibility lies

with the school, is that` obligation diSchaged by identification

and referral Ofthose childreniti-needbf services.appro,--
priate agencies? Statewide Youth Advocacy Inc. asserts that

-such separation is ineffecient and uhreaIstic;.school-and

community are inextricably interwoven and only by the cooper-

ation of both sectors can the full range of students' and

families' needs be met.

This paper argues.that social. services can be most econoMi

tally and.effectively provided to students in their schools by

community, based sociarservice :agencies. The paper discusses

the barriers -which prevent community.agencies froth working in

the school, the political, methodological, and organizational

differences. The paper also analyzes the prerequisite for

successful implementation of interagency coordination and sug-

gests procedures to assure its widespread acceptance.

The Need for .Interagency Coordination

Educators and youth workers are aware of the correlation

between failure in school and disruptive'or delinquent behavior

in and our of,school Vandalism, violence, drug and alcohol

abuse and all other forms of disruptive and anti-social'

.behavior are not unique to the schools. Rather, theseare com-

mon problems. The schools and communities do not provide the

,appropriate level of assistance. to those students mostin need.

of support services -- thetruants, the discipline problems,

the academic.underachievers and the potential dropouts.

-Schools are overwhelmed by the problems of their com-

Munities. The schools'. -funding sources are not sufficient

priovide both traditional educational arid-SUpportive.social

services,. Schodils axe themplaced-in'the nntenablqposition
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of having to choose between the lesser of two evils: providing-

supportserviceS to disaffected students or traditionAl (cur-'

ricular) services to the majority of students. If schools

ignore the needs of the disaffected, tie disruptie behavior of

some students can seriously affect the climate. and atmosphere

an entire School and community. Not only are the disaffected

students denied access to education through suspension and

expulsion procedures, but also the entire student population'

becomes subject to harsh disciplinary codes. Inevitably, as

the schoolsY climates change, there are the potential losses

-of activities:that have traditionally made .the school/community

experience an important part of the maturation process for

Arerican,youth. The losS of these activities can lead to a

sense of isolation and'alienation, as opposed to a sense of

community and belongingness, If schools and community based

agencies work together to Address these problems, then the

educational, emotional,- and psychological needs of students
-

Pan be met.

The goals of interagency coordination, are to get_ services

to children in'the place they are most likely to be - school.

If the agentieS reach and deflect the disruptiVe and alienated

youth, the teachers will be able to do that which they want to

do most, teach. The'students will .have someone to whoth they

can turn when they need help, a.friend. to assist them!and

react to . their unique prOblemst-an adult-:whose job it is to

think about individual students and all the problems that they

bring to school from home and the. outside world. The community

.based worker can help -create'the caring environment documented

as lacking in many schools by E2.1111211ents - Failing Schools

(SYA: 1978, pp. 26-28). This need for a zense of caring was

cited by manydrOpouts, as a vital factor in. their decision to

leave school. Also, agenpy workers are tuned in to the host

of social services that exist in their communities .to help.

students :and faMilies.
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Recently, there have been some successful efforts at

interagency coordination, whereby schools and social ser-

vice agencies work together to reach students typically

overlooked by harried and overworked school district support-

staff members guidance counselors with three hundred or

more students to counsel and school social workers and

psychologists with three or our or five schools to cover.
Economic Benefits

The economics of interagency coordination sh,ould make

that effort very attractive-to both school s and social service

agencies. It provides for the efficient delivery of services

to youth by utilizing the vast array of available community

resources in the most effective manner. Typically, community-

based social service agencies are financed from a variety

of sources: local and state departments of social services,

foundation, grants, United Way Agencies, state Divisions for

Youth, mental health and crime prevention agencies, HEW, DOL,

etc. School systems, on the other hand, receive the vast

majority of their money, from two sources: local property

taxes and state-aid formulae. Some school programs have been

financed by federal and foundation grants, but these programs

are either categorically defined or of short duration (demon-

stration projects) and do little to change the basic proces-

ses by which students receive support services.

ECOnomic benefits to the district which could .result may

develop out of'the'lpilowing situations: counselors employed

by the social service agency do not become part of the school

district teaching staff and, therefore, are not entitled to the

benefits of tenure, the various retirement provisions of,the-

school benefits paCkager healthinsurance, etc. Most signi-

- ficahtly, the counselors do not impose,a long-term financial

obligation and:cost on the district. Should the need for a,

particular service diminish, the agency representatives would

,no. longer provide services, without any.seriout financial-

impact on the district, or for that-matter, on theindiVidual
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counslors since they would be moved to another school where

the problems wi th which they are trained to .deal may continue

to exist.-

There are many economic benefits which can accrue

both social serviceagencies and the school district involved

interagency coordination. These advantages can be- demon-

_trated by a hypothetical examPle. Since agendies have a el ent-

staff cost ratio-that. is generally less than the school

districts' per-pupil cost ratio, a great saving can result to

a school district interested in expanding its level of support

services by means of community-based social Serviee'agencies.

If there is drug-counseling money available from a stateagen

to be used in local communities, and a community-based social

service agency applies for these funds_to serve a School7age,

client population, the per-client cost will be less than

.the school district took on a drug-counseling program.. Since

agency overhead is generally, less thdh that of shcools, and

thssalaries *)r trained professional youth workers and-------

social workers are lower than salaries for comparable School

district personnel, mOre'cltents.can be served.

,Drug.counseling is a prime example of the far-reaching

benefits of .interagency coordination. If drugs are a problem

in a community, the'drug workers can counsel clients outside

of-the stool population and have an overall, positive impAct

on the school climate since one can assume that the drug

sellers and users come from both the school population and those

young people no longer part of the school c mmunity. Drug

counselors:can provide services year-round rather than only

_during the time when school: is in session, having a potentially

greater'impact in the community-than counselors who

for only the school year.

are there

Furtheore, the drug counselor have a specific mission
g
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to accomplish. Theiz,,, jobs are clearly delineated and focused.

Their activities are sun that they should -not be- distracted

from performing their prescribed activities by the myriad

scheduled changes, testing procedures, and-Other-details

which constantly confront guidance counselors. Nor, as is

the case with school social workers, must they undertake

extensive, diagnostic and - social history write-ups and dis-

cussions With parents in order to facilitate referrals to

outside socialserviceagencies,which only then can pro-

vide the direCt services. Most school social Work:is of an

intake nature rather than direct treatment. 1Thia condition

exists because.of the inordinately high case loads of school

Social'workers. The important point'in this example is that

the service gets to those who need it with a Minimum of inter-

ference.

In Order to finance their activities, community -based

social service agencies are Placed in the position of competin

against other agencies for funding. Agencies must annually..

demonstrate to their funding sources that they are Meeting

their obligations'and continuing to serve efficiently the

-designated client population. This fuhding system should

assure flexibility and responSiveness on the part of the-

community-based social service agency.

In sum, the economic-benefits arguments for interagency ,

,coordination are far reaching; a greater variety of services

can be provided to youth within schools if outside agencies_

are utilized to their fullest. This additional service delivery

need hot cost the school system more Money. The'''agen6ieS with

access to a wide variety o funding sources have thecap-L

ability. of providing services at a lower per -dint Cost than

the- Schools,and,- finall,.if 1-le direct, delivery-of services.

in the schoSlo,15y outside agencies helps reduce dropout rapes
4

additional State aid for these students can enhance the financial
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base for the -district.

Furthermore, it, should be pointed out that if interagency,

coordination reduces school or communityyjndalism, a saving

has occurred.. If more students have access to the "benefits

of education, graduate from high school; getbetter jobs,

and do not become par of the welfare dependency cyOle, additional

economic savings and benefits can be attributed, albeit

indirectly, to interagency coordination.

earners to rntera- -ono Coordination

I f the economic arguments'-aresufficient,,one must ask

why there has not yet been more cooperation between more

communities- and ,schools. -It is important to explore why most
-

of the examples of interagency coordination exist on an' ad

.hoc basis, school-by-school, rather than on a district or

statewide basis. There are few instances of boards of edu-

cation in,urban, suburban 'or rural districts taking -the

initiative and openly encouraging this coordinated activity

by means of a specific - policy statement..' Therefore, one must

analyze the methodological, political and organizational

barriers to the widespread acceptance of interagency coOrdin-

ation.

e hodological Barriers

The methodological barriers are rooted in the differences

between teaching and social service agency techniques, Although

schools have a multiplicity of goals, their overriding objec-7

tive is the transmission of information.

In addition, the schools serve a broad spectrum of

clients- : from those incapable of consuming their services

those who are insatiable in 'their demand for service and for

whoM' they are inadequate. Within thit vast. range of demands

fOr service, schools try to serve-a middle ground, hoping -th=

in 'so doing they will satisfy as many clients as possible.
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TheirprobieMS-are om,F xided*bytheinability (5-f some

-Children.. to adjust ,td. the School strilctUre or se sting Those

children whose special neede:PI:epe,them outside of the Main

streamof'studentS may be =only a-,smallsegment of the. population
. .

in. spme schools they may bea significant segMent in tthers.

SoMe:school'people est: }tow. should 'School systems go, if

'expending their resources o serVice the7leeds'ofdisaffec_ed

students? ThisAluestion implies thatsuch:eXpenditures

'divert-resources from willing,And eager Clients,. HoWever, when

the schools to' not meet the nee4s:pfthe disaffected., the schtols

fail both the children and the tdtiety at large.-

On, the other hand,-community-haeed'social service agencies

are designed to deal with those people who do not fall, within

the mainstream. They are not concerned with the well-adjusted

or "normal" person :Thek are 'Prepared to deal with the abnor-.

mal, rather than'the-normal, client and, moreover:, their

procedures and methtdology,are highly focused and individualized.

Further, social service agencies are reactive in nature.

Success, for social servide agencies, is viewed over the

very long term'and-can.be interpreted in a variety of ways

School -districts mut.t.shoid a,particular level of achievement

on reading scores, standardized tests, college acceptances

and*job achievementtn the part of their students or incur the

wrath of parent's and state agencies. Success for a social

service agency is determined quite differently,_ If an agency

can show that, es a result of its intervention,.a ver' mPl-

adjusted child has become somewhat- less maladjusted or perhaps

has moved into the bottom range of ."narmality;" it may be

possible to say iuccess has been achieved.

Poetical Barra _S

Given this divergence in methodology,. it is not surprising

that there are abundantHpaiitical barriersto effective inter-

agency Coordination.. The most significantopf these rest in. the
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diverse Constituency from which the two systems,draW:their

bases of operation. School districts have a clear-mandate,

from a defined Constituency on their role-within the cam°

munity. -They, exist as an extension- of the state, since,-

education is a state-mandated service. Boards of education'

and their policies are subject to voter. approval. -A agents

of tie state government,. schools are subject .to the scrutiny

and' requirements df state education department rules and

regulations. They are. provided the ongoing resources- from

local property taxes and state-aid formUlae to address these

tasks., If the policies of a board,Or the management tech-

nique of an adMinistration, are-not in keeping with the

desires and values of the'residents of a particular 'community,

they can be vOped'out of office (albeit -ifficult andtime-

consuming process) anclreplacedwith Aboard and-administration
. .

more attuned' to the needs and wishes of the. voters.

Social serviCe agencies, Conversely, are not subject to

this extreme scrutiny.' It is true that they are .responsible

to boards of directorS, trustees,. funding sources. and

However, -Other than vOluntaryprofessional accreditation, there

- are few criteria by which social service agenciei are judged,_

There are no,standardized,testsHby'yhiCh they are 'evaluated

and success if judged by highlY-subjective, qualitative and
- -

incremental achievetents-over a verylong-period of time.
,

In.addition, social service agency.succesamay be measured

by numbers of clients served (quantitative rather than quali-

tative measures). Funding success may be more the result of

the political_ accuity of the eecutive -director than the

efficacyand_,longlasting consequencesof,the specific counseling

techniques used by the social workers and counselors.

Or anizationalBarriers
These diverse methodological and political bases lead

directly to problems surrounding the organiational structure
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the two types of. systems. In the past, school district

administrators And building-level administrators have been

loath to elloW "outsiderS", into their buildings for fear of
A

losing "control" over the Activities for which they belieVe

they are ultimately responsible.

The question which imediatelyarites'is, of course,

-'to whom (within the. school) would the commundEy-agenoy staff

m -er report if an outside.autonOmouS agency 'began functioning

in- the. school? The principal.wOuld no longer have control over

all activities going'on in the school. The recognition of the

achOol's lasetttotal control over activities, within it hAs

16een,a serioubarrier,to the delivery of Services by outside

agendies. .Ifthese concerns are not specifically addressed by.

the schools and the:agenOies,' coordinated action is doubtful.

Social-serVice agencies and community people have fre-

luently:criticized school policies and practices without
-

understanding the political and 'financial Oressures'tb which

schools are subject.'' These criticisms force echoo1s'to adopt
, .

defensive postures- and,withdraw from interacting positively and

openly with their. communities.

This withdrawal has created a waryattitude by staff

members of both syitems toward each other. School people

tend to think' of'agency-staffmembers- at "unprofessionals."

Agency People think of school teachers and administrators in

stereotypical, bureeucritic, terms. These misconceptions are

.generated, to a large-extent, by the lack of congruence among

the various licensing procedures to which agency people and

school personnel must adhere.

This lack of compatability in certification is not a minor

point. Teachers a± administrators are subject to specific

certification_, procedures' developed by state education departments
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based on a prescribed amount of coursewo k an.. testing,

Ageny staff are not subject to the same degree of scrutiny.

(although they usually have bachelors or masters degrees).

Agency staffs are more subject to "burn out" and have a

higher-turnover rate. This turnover makes school people, who

tend to be concerned with job security and tenure, uncomfortable.

However, one must understand that social workers, et al, are

dealing with highly-disturbed children and may need to change

jobs more frequently to "survive." School teachers, given

the vast array of "types" of children with whom they work, as

well as a generous vacation time and relatively shorter working

hours, may retain their sense of proportion for a longer period

of time. Again, these may be .merely stylistic issues, but they

are fraught with the potential far great mistrust, as systems

attempt tomesh. After all, how can "they" be professionals,

a school person may ask, if "they" have only remained in their

jobs for six-month intervals? Alternatively. how can "they"

really be concerned about children, when all "they" want is the

good vacation and job security?

Along with these issues of turnover and licensing, there

is also the question of life style. Looking at the systems

from the outside, these issues may appear trivial, but to

individuals working within the framework, of their organizational

structure, these are not small matters. Budget cuts and

declining enrollment combined with unionization have created

a strong , stable , middle class teaching professibn. This

differs from the younger, more transient, frequently more

"counter-culture " youth worker and counselor profession.

Success School Based P odels

It-is important to review and assess the variety of

approaches and model's by which interagency coordination has

occurred. All of these approaches require re-thinking, reor en-

Cation; "and a willingness to take risks, on the part of both
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the social service agencies --and the school districts. Social

'service agencies must become outreach agencies, actively
.

seeking theirclients,'insteadof siMplv.reacting and receiving

clienta-as a result of referrals from Other :agencies or. self-

,rferral by clients..

The. schools, in-turn, may no longer' continue. to. act as

they were the only youth-serving agency in the,oMmuni

with total responsibility for their clients. itmust:be made

clear that .when schools ask for community ,participation.in the

resolution.14'Problems, thia an'adMissib6 of .failure,.

Rather, it is an acknowledgement that school.problems are

rooted in the community and require.theutililation.of'com7

munity reSoUrces. SChools should not expect or be

expected to have the resources necessary to metall he

needs of all the children.

.here are a'variety ofsucoessulprog am models which

halie been effective in the integiation and delivery of

Among these successful todels-gre:

I..:,peercounSeling

2. art -- dance, music, and drama therapy

2. group counseling

4 traditional individual client counseling

5. family therapy

6. remediation tutorial activities

The success of these approaches is based primarily on the flex -

ibility and the cooperativeness of teh'staffs.from the inte-

grating systems. These two factors, along with strong training,

evaluation and education components and a well-developed support

system from the agency to its workers in the schools, help to

assure the successful delivery of 'services.

Furthermore, those agencies which operate successful pro-

grams in schools are always aware of their position as "guests"

in the host schools. Theagencies are cognizant of the multi-.
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ble agenda end:political nuances within the schools and

the unique position of the school _nthe.lives of. its

clients,

The atmosphere ad environment of the schools in ,which

cotmunity7based Agencies are 'functioning. engenderpoSiti've

(or at` least not negative) feelings among the youth workers

and the,schoolstaff. Community based workers are viewed as

complementary-.- never,supplementiry- to the teaching sta=f,

..helping to assure that all students in the school setting

have accessto,the-benefits,of'theeducational- system.

Future DirectDirections

A great deal of work remainSto be'done to assure the

continuation and expansion of the movement to open.schools to

social Service agencies., The follo7dirlg_Services are, generally

.ladking to schools and-agencies and need to be developedl

First, the schools and 'agenaieS-need to be made,Mbre

aware of the philosophy, methodology, goals and benefits of

interagency coordination.

SecOnd,--,sUcoessful.,mcdelsof interagency coordination:

Should be:desoribed.to,gatherings of. policymakers,

tors, and agency staff.

Third, the economic cost- benefit arguments should be

developed for funding sources.

Fourth, technical assistance should be provided to

schools and-agencies interested in expansion of their su p

services.

Fifth, mechanisms must be created by which the, staffs

of community-based:social. service agencies and. chool districts

can engage in ongoing.dialogues.

Sixth, there must be evaluation of both the short -tern

and long-terth,effects on partidipente (students, teacherS,,,

agencies, and oommunities) of interagency coordination models

and efforts.



INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

Coordination among agencies ot a panacea for. society's

It is, however', one way in which efficient utilization

of community resources can bring'more and bettor serviCes-to

troubled youth. It is a worthwhile goal that has the potential

for'accompliShing great social good.



Course 7 - The Community As A, Problem Solving Resource

Mo dule 7.5 - .School /Community Links: The Juvenile Justice Sys

Purpose

Module
Synopsis

This module addresses the possibilities for interagency coordination between the
schools and the juvehile justice system, or one of its components. Minilectures pro-
vide an overview of the juvenile justice system and discuss reasons.and motivations
for interagency coordination. Examples of interagency programs are presented, and
participants have an opportunity to identify regional issues and share knowledge of
loCal programs.

Objectives

Par_'cipintS will be able to-7

1. Identify the components of the juvenile justice system

Describe the basic elements of the juvenile justice process

Provide examples of programs which utilize interagency coordination efforts
between juvenile justice agencies and the schools

Explain the advantages of in eragency programs.

Target Audiences /Breakouts

This optional core module is presented ai the operational leVel and should be of
greatest interest to administrators responsible for policy. decisions and program
planning. Participants with. more advanced experience with programs for interagency
coordination will be asked to share illustrations of how their programs operate.



Course

Module

The Community As A Problem Solving Resource
oo ommuni_y

Justice'System

Media/Equipment

Pointer,

Ovefhead projector
Screen
Flip chart
Felt-tip pens

Materials

e uveni_e

Module
-Synopsis

continued)

Transparencies

7.5.1 The Juvenile Justice System
7.5.2 The Juvenile Justice Process
7.5.3 Motivation for Interagency Programs
7.5.4 Interagency Coordination: Police/School
7.5.5 Interagency Coordination: School-Court/Corrections
7.5.6- Interagency Coordination: Multiagency

Participant _ Worksheets _

Worksheet I :. Problem/Issue-Identification
7.5-.2 Worksheet II (Optional): Strategy Identification
7.5.3 Worksheet III (Optional): Identification of Organizational Conse-

quences

Trainer /Participant Baciwound Material

7.5.1 %

7;5:2
7.53

Juvenile Justice Process'
Juvenile Justice Glossary'
Summary of Course Lecture

Trainer Backgronad Material

7.5.4 Programs and Strategies
7.5.5

Resource- a eria a (also included in Trainer 'Background)

Article: "On Patrol in the Blackboard Jungle"

87.5.1

R7.5.2

111JILLILE2PhY

Juvenile Justice System Bibliogra

T/A Bulletin, Building School-Court Cooperation: The Berrien County
Model
T/A Bulletin, The Officer Friendly Program



Juvenile Justice System

Law Enforcement.

Courts

Corrections



The Juvenile Justice Prodess

Police
Parents
Citizens
Schools
Social
Agency

Social,.
Investigation

Communi
Supervision

Intake

Petition

,Adjudication

Referral

Recommendation

Disposition

ommitment To
Cure Facili

r-

Aftercare-,'
Supervision..



fitotivation for interagency' Of4MS

Conserve Resources

Changing Social Needs

Unmet Urgent Social Needs

15



In-e ageridy_Coordination

Scivol/Police



Interagency Coordination

School/Cothet-Corrections

School Coordination Court-Coriections,



Interagency Coordination

School/Multi-Agency



Course

Module
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-_The mmunit as_ a Problem- Solvin Resource

School Community Links: The_Juvenile Justice System'

Total Time 1 hour

Course
Agenda

by Module

Module Summary

This module addresses the possibilities of interagency coordination between the schools
and the juvenile justice system or one of its components. Examples of interagency pro-
grams will'be presented with an opportunity for participants to identify regional issues
and to share knowledge of local programs.

Content Summary Time

Introduction

Trainer addresses the possibilities for interagency coordination
-between-the school and the juvenile justice system.

Overview of the Juvenile Justice System

Participants identify-relevant components of the juvenile justice
system and review reasons and motivations for interagency coordina-
tion between the school and the juvenile justice system..

A.- Components of the Juvenile Justice System

The Process of the Juvenile Justice System

Reasons far Interagency C000pration

The Motivation for Int- a nc

Program: and Strategies for Developing Interagency Coordination

Illustrations of programs designed to facilitate interagency,.
cooperation are discussed.

A. Interagency Coordination: Police- School

S. Interagency Coordination: School- Court /Corrections

C. Inte a en- Coordination -Multiao n

5 min.

15 min.
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Activity/Content Summa

_Ideptif-ing Local Problems anOInteragency Programs

Participants identify and share local problems in which the school and.
the juvenile justice areas might cooperate. Possible strategies are
discussed.

Wrap-Up

Trainer discusses the advantages of interagency coordination efforts.

Time

20 min.



Course 7 The Community As A Problem Solving Resource

7.5 - School/Community Links: The Juvenile
Module Justice System

Materials/aqui pment

Background
Material
7.5.3

Overhead
projector

Screen pointe

Transparency
7.5.1

Introduction

Detailed
Walk-Through

Sequence/Activity Description

min.)

Trainer should make the following introductory points:

o This session addresses the possibilities -of interagency
coordination between the schools and the, juvenile jUstice
system--in full awareness of the fact that most educators
give the courts (the major component of the,system) a vote
of no confidence. (Trainer may refer to Background' laterial
7.5.3, Summary of Course Lecture.)

o In the current period of economic need and grea social
change, new solutions and methods must be tried to solve
mutual problems.

o Understanding common goals and needs can help the juvenile
justice system and the schools work together efficiently and
cost effectively.

Minilecture Usin Trans stet:tries: Overview of the Juvenile
tice.System (10 min..)

A. Components of Juveniler4stice System

Show Transparency 7A.1 'and make the points below

The Juvenile Justi System

Law Enforcement

Courts

es Corrections



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

Transparency
7.5.2

o Law enforcement-refers to a--u police services

o Courtsincludes the judiciary, public defender, and prose-
cuting attorney.

o Correctionsencompasses probation, parole, and juvenile
institutions.

The Process of the Juvenile Justice System

Transparency,7.5.2,and review the process briefly. Ask
participants, to identify the points at which schools can connect
with the juvenile justice system. Traiher should highlight the
points below.

The Juvenile JusticO Process

Police

Parents

Citizens

Schools'

Social -

Agency

LSocial
Investigation

Intake

Petition

Adjudication

Referral

Recommendation w

Disposition

Community
Supervision

Commitment To
Secure Facliity

Aftercare
Supervision

o Entrance of a juvenile into the juvenile justice system can
result from the referral of any -of the following sources:
police, parents, citizens, a social agency, or the'schools,

o As the juvenile justice process proceeds from intake through
adjudication, social investigation, and judicial disposition
to a period of community supervision or commitment to an
institution and finally tiyaprobationary or aftercare
stage, the schools can be involved:



Sequence/Activity Description

Intake--When a crime is committed on school property

- Adjudication -- School personnel may testify

Investigation--School
.involved

cords and recommendations are

SupervisionMany schools are developing alternative
programs for adjudicated youth

Probation --Many schools now have i
officers..,

school probation

o Rarely is the juvenile justice process as simple to chart
as this juvenile justice system is typically a com-
plex network of the unorganized and unsystematic operations
of many public agencies.

o .A,more detailed example of the juvenile justice case pro-
'Oess and a glosSary of ,juvenile justice terms are included'
in Background Materials 7.5.1, Juvenile Justice ProceSs,
and 7 5 2, Juvenile "Justice Glossary.

Reasons for Interagency Cco eration

T finer should make the following Point

o Why .should,. systems, such as the-school and-juvenile justice
develop-formal and informal. interagency communication?

o. Schools are attempting to develop strategies and programs-
which can help=. reduce violence, vandalism, and patterns of
delinquency; therefore,prpblema of prevention and control',
are no longer, the'excldsive concern of the juvenile justice
sygtem.

However, the relationship between the school and the juve=
rile justice system is character=ized more by isolation than
by 'common-purpose

Schools relate to thejuveniAre justiOe system in many ways.
If school-juvenile justice relations are cooperative, both
can benefit through increased information and smooth proce-,
dures..

P

o Violence and vandalism in the schools are increasing--and
schools need all the assistance they can get. Moreover,
recent court decisions regarding status offenders place
greater responsibility on the schools.



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
7.5.3

Sequence/Activity Destription

(NOTE: Trainer should define status. offenses if necessary and
point out_tendency not to adjudicate such age-related
offenses.)

D. The Motivation for Inter gencyj ograms

Show Transparency 7.5.3 and make,the points below:

Motivation for Interagency Programs

Conserve Resources

Changing Social Needs

Unmet Urgent Social Needs

o At least three basic needy proVide the impetus for inter
agency programs:

The need to conserve economic resources

Changing social needs of the community

- 'Unmet urgeht social needs of a particular segment of
the population..

The first two needs are very similar -- insufficient. resources
to achieve desired results

'0 The third may reflect a change in attitude requiring a
reprioriti.zing of agency efforts.

o Schools are a logical base for interagency programs because
of the human and economic resources they'control.



Materials/
Equipmen- Sequence/Activi Description

Transparency
7:5.4

o If interagency cooperation can reduce school and community
Vandalism by combining their limited resources, both the
school and the juvenile justicesysteM have benefited.,

inilecture Usin= T ans arencies: pro -rams and
oiLaskitation (10 tin.

for Deve

Trainer makes the following introductory points:

o A number Of strategies and programs that have proven successful
in,reducing violence and vandalism in the schools will be pre-
sented and discussed. These are interagency programs between the
school and the,juvenile justice system or one of its components.

Some require funds, some don't.

No one program can meet the needs of the entire spectrum of
problem and .issue Aeeds.

Due to the nature of, the systems involved--the schools and
the juvenile justice system--prevention isemphasized,more
than control.

o We will now provide some examples of these programs and strate-
,gies.

A. Inters enc Coordination.; Police-School

Show Transparency 7.5.4 and make the 'points below:

Interagency Coordination

School/Police

-School Coordination Police

Liaison Police



Materials/
Equipment Sequence /Activity Description

o The police are the most visible' component of the juvenile
justice system and are the most actively involved in the
schools.

o The transparency indicates that the degree of interaction
between police and school varies as cases arise from a min-
imal level (as shown by coordination) to a close relation-
ship (as shown by developing liaison programs).

o School-Police Liaison

The essence of police-school liaison programs is-to place
an officer in a school. Some of these programs emphasize
control and security, and, other program emphasize
communication and counseling.

There are an increasing numberof police liaison programs
in which aniformed and nonuniformed officers are assigned
to schools.

1) 1:egrirElmllasizinz Control and Security

Chicago, Illinois

- Memphis, Tennes'see,
Winston-Salem,
Forsythe County,
North Carolina

Fresno, California

Some of the schools in
Chicago have been
patrolled by uniformed
officers for the past
25 years. Lately,
administrators have
had to call in more
police.

Incidents of violence
'n the schools and
difficultie'i in imple-
menting desegregation
laws have caused
Memphis and Forsythe
County schools to
assign nonuniformed
officers to the secon
dary school system.

Programs started in
1977, cosponsored by
school and police. In
one, Operation Stay In
School, officers pick
up truant students and
take them to a center
where school personnel
call parents to return
students to school.



MaterialS/
Equipment Sec ence /Activity Desciiption

Resource
Material
8.7.5.2

Programs which emphasize control and security are
generally initiated during periods of stress. Over
an extended period of time, these programs have been
modified to include increasing responsibilities of
communicating and counseling with youth.

(2) ErorainsalhaSiatierlandColiriSelitillil
The idea of police-liaison programs for the purpose
of counseling was pioneered in this country in
Flint, Michigan'.

Flint, Michigan Officers fill the
roles of counselor and
resource person refer-
ring students to other
agencies.

Arlington, Virginia Officers here devel-
oped youth law
courses. They also
medihte disputes,
counsel students and
parents, and organize
summer damps.

o Pro ams With Minimum/Moderate Levels of Cooperation'

There are varying types of strategies which
minimum to moderate levels of cooperation.
usually for the purpose of clarifying roles
either between agencies, or for educational

necessitate
These are
of the police,
purgoses.

-- Kansas City, Missouri Some police departments have
cooperated with school dis-
tricts to develop Memoranda
of Undersi:anding which out-
line each agency's role and
responsibilities in - relation
to the other agency.

Chicago, Illinois The Officer Friendly pro-
gram, which is utilized
throughout the United
States, originated in Chi-
cago in 1966. The program
works to establish rapport
with primary grade children
by having uniformed police
officers visit the elemen-
tary schools to present pro-
grams which stress rules of



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
7.5.5-

Resource
Materials
R.7.3.1

Sequence /Activity Description

safety, good citizenship,
respect for laws.,

(NOTE: Trainer`' should refer to background material for informa-
tion on other programs and Resource Material 7.5.2, T/A
Bulletin: The Officer friendly Program, for a more
detailed description.)

B. Interaerool-CourtiCorrections
Show Transparency 7.5.5 and make the points below:

Interagency Coordination

SchoollCouri-Corrections

School dination COurt-Corrections

Court - Corrections

Trainer should make the . following points:

43' A few schools have form al relationships with courts or pro-
bation departments.

Berrien County,
Michigan

Since 1974, the ,Berrien Count'
Juvenile Court has developed.
policies and procedures
relevant to its relationship
to the court.. In addition,
two interagency (school- court;

.programs have been developed --
the Court - School Seminar

Project and the school-based
peer Group Counseling Program.



Sequence/Activity Description

(NOTE: Trainer may refer to Resource Material R.7.5.1, T/A
Bulletin: Building School-Court Cooperation--The Berrien
County Model.)

o The further,a juvenile enters the 'justice system, the fewer
the coordination efforts.

o There are, however, some outreach programs, as indicated by
"liaison" efforts on the transparency. For example:

Fairfax, Virginia

Fresno, California

I'faledo, Ohio

In 1973 a school probation
officer wasplaced in the
school during a period of
seven: problems. The offi-
cer is under the school's
authority and is a member of
the school staff but .is paid
by the probation department.
This liaison person works
with students already on
probation and helps identify
potential delinquents.

In Operation Star, two pro-
bation officers work in
school with ninth graders.

,

The officers offer counsel-
ing and provide structured
activities in the afternoon.

In 1977, the juvenile court
judge initiated a restitu-
tion program which now
places restitution counsel-
ors halftime at schools and
halftime at job sites to
monitor juveniles' progress
and facilitate school-court
communication.

(NOTE: T=rainer should reierto_background and resource material
for more detailed descriptions and should ask participants for
further examples.)



Materials/
Equipment

Transparency
7.5.6

Sequence /Activity Description

C Interagency Coordination: School °Multiagency

'ShoweTransparency 7.5.6 and make the points below

Interagency Coo nation

collMulti-Agericy

o Muliagency programs are especially effective for defining
agency roles in relation to one another and developing
alternatives to the juvenile jUstice system.

o Multiagency programs are developing throughout le United_

States. For example;

Los Angeles, California Representatives from
schools, police, sheriff,
probation; and other social
agencies are located in the
David V. Kenyon Juvenile
Justice Center. Using a,
team approach, this group
channels their collected
efforts into providing a
variety of alternatives for
juveniles and attempts to
reduce alienation between
youth and the public.

Dallas, Texas Since 1969, Dallas has,oper-
-ated_Youth Action Centers
witg-fhe cooperation` of the
schools, courts, and police.
The purpose is to act as a

liaison between youth and
these agencies and provide
assistance in a decentral-
ized location.



Materials/
Equipment Sequence/Activity Description

Flip chart
Pens
Marker
Worksheet
7.5.1

- Maryland An effort to develop a'State
network involving the State
Education,Health,.andlien-
tal Hygiene, and State Human.
Resources agencies is being
'made. Its ,purpose is to
develop comprehensive and
coordinated delinquency pre-
vention programs.

- .I.oledo, Ohio A coalition of public agen-
cies meets on,a monthly
basis to work on the problem
of truancy. This Truancy
Task Force has developed a,
comprehensive truancy policy
which details the responsi-
bility of each agency in
regard to the truancy issue.

o The impact of most of these programs between two agencies of
multiagency is on prevention rather than control of juvenilE
crime.

2E2H.PASIiYildentifying Local Problems and Ing2111-LIULILIMMII
(15 min.)

A. Worksheet Ex ercis,e

Trainer refers the participants to Worksheet 7.5.1, Problem/
Issue Identification, and gives the following directions:

o Spend a few minutes to identify,'on an individual basis,
possible problem areas on which the school and the juvenile
justice agencies might cooperate.

Sharing.of Problems and Strategies

o Share the problem(s) that you have identified as well as
possible strategies for- solving these, Trainer
records information on a flip chart.

C. Di. cus io_

Trainer leads the group,.
points:

iscussiou, based on the following

o Are there opportunities for interagency coordination
between the school and juvenile justice agencies in'your
community?

16



WW1*/
Equipment

Optional
Worksheets
7.5.2, 7.5.3

Sequence/Activi Description

Do you presently have interagency programs between the
schbol and juvenile justice agencies in your community that°
you would like to share with other participants?

(NOTE: Trainer may utilize Optional Worksheets 7.5.2, Strategy.
Identification or 7.5.3, Identification of Organizational
Consequences, for extended discussion or as a framework for
a small group exercise.)

Summary. (5 min.)

Trainer should make the following points:

In eragency.programs can make better use of existing resources
through sharing;

o Interagency programs can redistribute tasks so that they may be
performed by the agencyfiest able to deliver these services.

e
o Coordinated efforts have a better chance of meeting andsolving

problems. of violence and vandalism in the schools.

161



Course
Module 7.5 - School

Worksheet l-D 7.5.1

llo

e Juqt ce
System

problem Issue Identification

Partidipant
Worksheet

As an individual, review what you think are the schools' current or near-future
problems. For example, a local school is experiencing many acts of vandalism by
students who are truant. Below, list the problem(s) that appear to meet the follow-
ing criteria:

o This problem falls within the scope of a juvenile justice agency's goals and
objectives.

This is a priority 'problem for this agency and the tchool.

It appeal possible to solve or reduce this problem.

POssible probl: reas:

For purposes of group discussion, begin considering-whit strategies might_be appro-
priate for approaching this problem. These strategies should include the element of
coordination between the school and the juvenile justice system or any of its compo-
nents.

Problem Strategy



Course

Module

Worksheet I-D 7.5.2 (Optional)

- The Communi

ill

Problem Solvin Resource

7.5 7 School/Community Links:_ The Juvenile Justice
System

Strategy Identification

Participant
Worksheet

Ste : As a group, choose one -f the problems previously identified by one of the
participants.

Probl=i

Step 2: As a group, brainatorm possible strategies for dealing with this problem
which include coordination between the school and the juvenile justice sys-
tem-dk any of its components. (Participants are encouraged to share inno-
vative programs.)
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Course - The Communit as a Problem-Solving Resource Participant
Module 7.5 - School/Community Links; The Juvenile- Justice = Worksheet

System
Worksheet l-D _ _ T. 5 - 3 (Optional)

Identification of Organizational Consequences

t2pLL: As a group, determine the possible consequences of two of the strategies
suggested. What effect Will this.strategy program have on your organiza-
tion?

You may consider the following.:

Organizational policies which need
seminated.

be decided, iDrepared, and

4-

dis-

o Procedures which need to be developed- U.e., regarding communication-
of coordination linkages between the agencies).

o Roles of personnel which may be Affected or need to be explained.

o Supervision and management requirements and responsibilities.

o Structural changes of the organization which need to be accommodated.

o Activities which need to be monitored or decided and disseminated.

o Definition of agency-responsibility or authority.

Possible Strategies _Conse ences or -

Step_2: When consequences haveioeen listed, go back to that list-and mark each
consequence with a + (positive force) or r (negative force) sign, depend-
J.ng on how the conse-_ence'is perceived.

Step 3: Examine, the relative strengths of the opposing force's- for each strategy.,
then select a strategy.

Strategy:
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course Putting It .All Together and T- Taking It some-

Module 1.1 Introductory Session

Woricstmet 1.1.1

Problems /solutions Identified

Participant
Worksheet

Directioys: On this side of the page please list, any problems you_have
identified as critical for- your school or community-to work
on, and that you hope to achieve help in solving during this
workshop. Problems may be specifically related to:
1) violence and vandalism; 2) school security; 3) ,school climate;
4) interpersonal relations; 5) discipline; 6) school environment;
7) school-community relations and cooperation; or others.

On the reverse side, please list any solution ideas or strategies
in the problem areas or any others that you have found helpful in
preventing /reducing, school violence and vandalism and creating
safer schools which are more positiveplaces,for learning.

roblems
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Solution Ideas /Strategies



COurse

Module 7.5 - Targets for School/Community Links:

The Juvenile Justice System
Background I =D 7.5,1

113

7.- The Community as a Problem Solving Resource

-rents/Citizens/Soho°

Social Agency

UVENILE JUSTICE PRacEss*

Background
Materials

aw Enforcemen

Counsel & Release
To Parents

Referral 4 Diversion
to

Community

Citation 6 Referral
to Juvenile Intake
Release to Parents

Intake Screening

Transport to
Juvenile Hall
or Shelter

Detention or Shelter
Priotto
Appearance

Release or Referral
to

Community Resources
or

Informal, Suspension

Release to Parents
prior to

Court Appearance

Petition Filed

Detention
Hearing

Release or
Petehtion

Social
Investigation

Adjudication

Diem se

Transfer to
Criminal Adult Court

Diagnostic Service

Disposition

I

I Nominal I
IConditional

I

0

Custodial

Nonsecure
Facilities

a)

0

*Adapted from National Advisory Committee on Criminal .ustice Status and Goa
Juvenile Justice and Delinluenc Prevent

and D
ear 11 the Task Force_ on
ecembir, 1976.
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Course - The Community as a _Pr e- rt a urc

Module. 7.5 - School/Community Links: The Juvenile Justice
System

Background l -D 7'5.;

Juvenile Justice Glossary._

BAIstgrounci.
Materials'

Adjudication- -The process of determining guilt or innocence by judicial procedure.

Advisement- -The process of informing an ndividuar f his her kights.

Aftercare--The term equivalent.to "parole," which is applied to juveniles for the
followup provided them after release.fnmt an institution.

Alternative programs--Progr for offenders in the -ity in lieu of confinement.

Arm' 7t- -The taking of a person into custody to answer an alleged violation-.of juvenile
law (using the term "take into custody"' is preferred over "arrest").

Booking--To formally record charges against a person at the receiving desk of a
juvenile detention facility.

Cite - -To summon, to command the presence, of a person to notify a person of legal
proceedings against him or her, and require his or.her presence thereto (may be
used as alternative to taking a juvenile into custody)

Commit -- The °process of sending a juvenile to a reformatory, or the like, by` authority
of a court.

.

Community supervisionA term equivalent to "probation." A legal status granted by
a court whereby, in lieu of confinement, a juvenile convicted of a delinquent
act is permitted to remain in the community subject to conditions specified
by thecourt-(exception:" see informal supervision).

.

Custody - -To have in one's possession under legal authority..

Decriminalize--To removes from criminal and juvenile.cpdes and local ordinances cer-
tain.offenses which are not injurious to others'nor deprive others of property.

Defense attorney--The attorney representing the juvenile in a juvenile justice-
.

action (reference.. adapted to juvenile system).

Delinquency--Law violations as defined specifically for children under an established
age. Includes offenses that are crimes if committed by adults as well as non-
criminal behavior peculiar to children, such as truancy or running away.

DetentionDetention for the juvenile court is the temporary care.of children in
'physically restricted facilities pending court hearing or transfer to another
jurisdiction or agency.

Discharge--Release from probation, .pa or confinement.
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Disposition -- Formal action of the court parole,board.

Dispositional hearing--The sentencing phase of the judicial process (using the
term "subjected to disposition" is-preferred over "sentenced" for juveniles).

District attorney--A county official responsible for the prosecution of individuals
accused of violations of juvenile law committed in that jurisdiction (reference
adapted to juvenile system).

Diveriion--Programs which are specifically designed to keep individuals from entering
the juvenile justice system.

cer care--Placement of a child in a'family home where the child participates as
a member of the family. Foster parents assume the role of parents. PlaceMent
may be made under-direction of the court or social agency, if care is temporary.

Group home--A home, usually operated by an agency, in which a number of indiv'duals
live and are cared for.

IncorrigibleUnmanageable beyond the control of parents, chargeable under juvenile
codes.

Intake--The screening process used in juvenile courts and/or juvenile probation
departments during which it is determined whether a case should be accepted,
rejected, or referred to another agency. If the case is accepted, intake
determines whether the child should bevreferred for informal supervision and
whether detention is necessary.

jurisdiction--(1) The limits of authority of a criminal justice agency by geographic
criteria, by age of clientele, or by type of offense; (2) the power conferred
upon a court to hear certain cases.

Juvenile--A legal term designating a person under the legal age ,of adu=lthood
(specific age varies by state).

Juvenile code--That body of la which establishes .and governs the juvenile court.

Juvenile court-7A special court which hears cases of children charged with having
committed either a violation of adult law or engaging in an activity injurious
to their own welfare, bx who are said to be neglected.

Juvenile hall -- Temporary care of children in restrictive facilities pending court
or transfer of jurisdiction

Juvenile institution - -A residential facility, often called'a training school, for
the treatment of children who,have been found to be delinquent by a court and
who have been committed to the institution.

Juvenile officer--A police officer whose primary function is to work with fending
youth.
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La1,4 enforcement - -A term which collectively describes one aspect of police services.

Legal custody--Those rights-and responsibilities associated with the day-to-day
care of the child. The person who has legal custody of a child may be the,
parent, the juvenile court, a foster home, a relative of the family, or someone
designated by the court, such as a State agency.

Minor-.-A.person or infant who is under the age of legal competence; age varies by
State.

Neglected ChildAny child (a) who is abandoned-by his or her parents, guardian, or
custodian; (b) who lacks proper parental care because of the faults or habits
of his or her parents, guardian, or custodian; (c) whose parents, guardian, or
custodian neglect or refuse to provide him or her with proper or necessary sub-
sistence, education, medical or surgical care, or other care necessary for his
or her health, morals, or well-being; or (d) whose parents, guardian, or cus-
todian neglect or refuse to provide the special care made necessary by his or
her mental condition.

ParoleMethod of rel an offender from an institution prior to completion of
`his or her maxim_ sentence, subject toToonditions specified by the paroling
authority. The-offender is still'in legal custody. ,

Petition--The legal document used by juvenile courts to specify the detai
alleged delinquent actor that the child is dependent orneglected.

Presentence report--A background investigation convicted by a probation department
for utilization following an individual's conviction of .a delinquent act.

Probation--A legal status granted by a court whereby, in lieu of confinement, a juve-
nile convicted of-a delinquentact is permitted to remain in the community
`subject to conditions specified by the court (see supervision, informal).

protective supervisionA status under which a child who has been found by a court
to be neglected,is permitted -to remain in his or her own home for a period during
which the court or welfare offers his or her parents casework help.

PubUcAefenderA publicly appointed attorney responsible for the defenTe of indigent
persona or families'accused of delinquent acts.

Reception center--A correctional facility which is designated to receive new 'inmates
in order to evaluate them and determine theirplace of confinement.

Recidivism--The term used to express the percentage of return'of delinquent activity
of persons previously convicted of delinquent acts.

Referee--In some States the person to whoma juvenileconte judge may refer cases for
hearing. The powers of the referee are usually prescribed by law and in most
States the referee is not empowered to make a final order. A referee's princi-
pal function is to act as'a hearing officer, to reduce testimony to findings of
fact, and to make a recommendation as to the dispoSition. The recommendation as
to disposition may be modified, approved, ordisapproved by the judge, but when
approved or modified it becomes the order of the court
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Reformatory - -A correctional facility for younger offenders which specializes in

intensive vocational and educational rehabilitation.

Residential treatment penters -- Noncustodial institutions located in the co

which provide programs for certain typesof offenders.

Rest tution -- Reimbursement to the victim of a crime for loss or for expenses in-

curred because of the crime; often imposed upon the offender as a condition of

probation.

y

Runaway--A juvenile offense; also a juvenile offender who has run away from home or

place of legal jurisdiction.

Shelter care--Temporary care of children in physically unrestr cting facilities,

usually pending return to their own homes or placement for longer-term care.

Social investigation--A background investigation conducted by a-probation department

for utilization following an individuals conviction of a delinquent act (see

presentence report),

Supervision--Any supervision
or parole agent.

offender in that community by a probation officer

Supervision, informal-The supervision of juveniles for whom petitions have not been

filed and who will not be handled judicially in court depending upon their ad-

justment (informal probation is based upon informal written agreement of parents,

juvenile, and probation agency).

Unruly child--One who does'not subject himself or herself to the reasonable control

of his or her parents, teacher, guardian, or custodian, by reason of being way-

,ward or habitually disobedient.

Ward of the court - -A child over whom assumes continuing jurisdiction.

Adapted from "Skillsrfor Impact: Voluntary Action in Criminal Justice," by Benjamin

Broox McIntyre-, Institute of Government, University of Georgia and_: Association of

Junior Leagues.
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School-Community

Background 1-0 7 .5 'ale Based on Course Lecture

SUMMARY OF COURSE LECTURE

Background
Materials

A survey of over 4,000 schools conductedloy the National institute'of Education indicatedthat

"when it comes to the courts, the principals vote is 'no confidence'. Only 16%said that the courts provided very much support. "l

This session specifically addresses the possibilities of interagency coordination bet eenthe school and the juvenile justice system_ -The system whose major component the courthas received a vote of "no confidence". With this perspective, the educator hesitates
get involved with the juvenile justice system and, therefore, is rarely familiar withthat system.

Thus, prior to a discussion of interagency coordination, let us describe the juvenile
justice system and examine its relationship with the school.

The juvenile justice system typically is described in terms of its component par
(See Transparency 7.6,1)

LAW ENFORC NT

COURTS

o CORRECTIONS

"Law enforcement" refers to all polide services. The "court" includes the ludiciary,public defender, and prosecuting attorney. "Corrections" encompasses probation, parole,and juvenile institutions.

.The juvenile justice system is typically a complex network of unorganized and unsystematicoperations of many public agencies.

Entrance of a juvenile into the juvenile justice system can result fro- :he actions
any of the following sources:

peace officer

parents

citizens

schools

social-agencies
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Cases originated by law enforcement may begin as an encounter on the street between a

police officek anda juvenile suspected of either committing an act which, if committed
by an adult, would constitute a crime, or being beyond the lawful control of his/her'

parents, guardian, or tithe lawful authority. Once beaming aware of either of these
situations, the officer will either attempt to handle the matter infotiaally or will

begin to process the case through the system. (PArticipants may.Wish to refer to the
more detailed Juvenile Justice Process (p. ) or Juvenile Justice Glossary. (p. )

When the police officer believes further processing is appropriate the officer Will refer
the case to the probation intake unit of the 'juvenile court. This referral: may be by means

of a formal citation or transporting the juvenile to juvenile hall or shelter facility.

Juvenile cases which progress through the entire juvenile justice system undergo the

following sequence of processing stages: (See Transparency 7.5.2)

o Intake

o Petition

o Adjudication

o Social investigat

o Disposition

Community Supervision

o commitment

o Aftercare Supervision

However, cases may be handled informally and dismissed and, ere_or maynot necessarilir.
go through all stages.

The police base their decisions to make formal referrals on the law. They have discretion
within their guidelines but the guidelineS themselves, are fairly_ clear. Othei,referral
sources have less well defined criteria for referral.

What constitutes beyond control of one parent maybe an inconvenience to another parent.

What constitutes an intolerable disruption in one school may only be a distraction in
another school.

The juvenile justice system must accept all referrals. The discretion is exercised in-

the system at the intake level. At that level it may be decided that the referral was

unnecessary and resulted from an abuse of discretionfoy the referral source and the

case may be dismissed or othewise diverted from the system.
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The referral source observes this action by the system and probably will consider the .

syStemto be unresponsive to the interests of the referral source. This _situation'
results in lack of confidence inthe'juvenile justice systeM.ind the system's- opinion
that referral sources., at least in some cases,- lack credibility.

The main source of this problem isya,lack of a clear understanding of the criteriefor
the exercise of discretion by referral sources and of the present policies of the members
of the,juVenile justice'system.

Consequently, like many organizations, the relationship between the school and the
juvenile.justibe system it characterized "more by hostility, Competitiveness, and
isolation.than'bycommon purpose a decisiveness and lack of aommunidation which
provide avenues of alienation for young people."

This presents several substantive questions in our discussion'of interagency coordination
between the school and the juvenile justice system:

-o why should eystems,"which may be competing for the same resources',;
develop 'formal and informal interagency:communication?

Howt`do systems with different formal goals Irehabilitation-custody
versus education) operate integratively?

=
Ih ansMer to the first question-, (See Transparency 7.5.3) there is the -problem of-acts
of violence and vandalism which are accuring within our qchoolswith more.freqUency-and;
intensity than in the past. This clearly interferes mith the educational process. Schools
are'attempting to develop strategies and prOgrams which can contribute. to reducing problemt
ofViolence,and vandalism, as wellas help prevent the development of patter'ns of. delinquency..
Consequently, the problems of delinquency prevention and-control Are no longer the major
concern of the juvenile justice system-alone.

'

There are atleast three basic needs that provide motivation for interagency programs.
(See Transparency 7.5.4)

o CONSERVE RESOURCES

O CHANGING slocull, NEEDS

o UNMET URGENT SOCIAL NEEDS

They are the need to conserve limited .economic resources; changing social needs of the
community, and unmet urgent social needs of a particular segment of the population.
During a period of escalating rates of j:Ivenile crime and delinquency, an increasing t end--

. ,.
.2. Scherer Jacqueline. "School-Community Linkages: Avenue of Allenation,or Socialization"

in School Crime_and Disru tion: Prevention Models, page 82.



of violence and vandalism in the school, and scarce resources available to meet these
needs; if .interagency coordination can reduce school and communityvandaliem and violence,
both the school and the juvenile justice system nave benefitted.

At this time, let us discuss a number of strategies and programs which\have proven success-
ful

4 ;

ful in reducing violence and vandalism in the school. Some Of these programs require the
expenditure of funds while others can be implemented without much expense\Or without
spending any money at all.

There are no panaceas, the several strategies discussed here offer a variety of-suggesti nE
to the educati nal community on methods which -can be helpful. Clearly, there is no one
program that c n meet the Variety of problems and issue! presented to the educational
system, today.

Due to the nature of the systems involved, the school and the juvenile justice systeM,
:these programs, for the most part, emphasize prevention rather than control strategies.

The police, the most visible component of the juvenile justice system and usually the
initial contact with the juvenile justice system, appears to be most actively involved
in interagency programs eith the school. The degree of interaction varies widely from
a minimum level of interchange as cases arise to a close working relationship.
(See Transparency 7.5.5)

o For instance, "inan effort to avoid what right politely be termed 'conflicts

of judgment' between school adMinistrators and line officers, some police
departments have cooperated with school districts and developed Memoranda
pf Understanding."3

There are an increasing number of police liaison programs in which a police officer,
uniformed or non-uniformed Officers, are assigned to the schools..

Some of these officers are basically pence "on the beat" whoSe main purpose is Security
and control.

In-Chicago, police in the schools is not a new idea. Some of the tougher
schools have been patrolled by officers from the juvenile division for the
past Twenty -five years. In the past five years, though, because of requests

. from school administrators, the number of police in the schools has doubled.4

Rubel, Robert T. Pha. D. "The Role of Police in Schools" (unpublished paper
developed under Visiting Fellowship Grant, NIJJDP/LEAA,I976).

4. Krajick,,KeAn. "On Patrol in the 'Blackboard Jungle':, Are police in'high chools
protectors or intruders?" Police Magazine, May, 1978, pp.-48-54.
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o Approximately five to six years ago Memphis, Tennessee was experiencing

increasing incidents of violence in the school; and Winston7Salem, Forsyth
County, North Carolina was havidg problems trying to implement desegration

laws. Both sites initiated police-liaison programs by assigning non-uniformed
officers to the secondary schools. One program is funded entirely by law

enforcement funds while the other program shares the cost on a 50-50 basis.

Fresno, California has recently initiated a police liaison program, in 1977,

by placing seven officers in the secondary schools. This was a coordinated
effort, sponsored by the school and the police.

In 1979, the police and the school have begun "OPERATION STAY IN'SCHOOL", modeled after

a program in Los Angeles, California. Officers pick up truant students and take them
to a center where school personnel call parents to return etudents to school.

The majority Of police-school liaison programs haVe been developed for prevention

purposes other. than control or security.- The police officer, usually non-uniformed,

is assigned to a school because of the officer's interest and ability to'communioate
with youth. These seem to be very effective programs in that these officers have

been able to identify and intervene in a youth's problems before they ahve mushroomed
into violent or disruptive behavior. Thus, these programs have had an impact on
reducing -crime and violence in the schools.

Started in Flint, Michigan in 1958 with a grant from a private foundation,

the officer is seen as a counselor and a resource person who can recommend
youth to other agencies, The officer who is presently in charge of this
program described Flint, Michigan as a "General Motors" industrial town,

second largest city in Michigan. It should be having as many problems as,
Detroit has However, it is the officer's belief that the police-school

liaison program has had a major part,in controlling the level of violence
and vandalism in their schools.

o Many of these programs, such as in Arlihitonia, seem to.be limited
only by agency imagination. Officers in Virginia have developed youth law

courses to be used in their schools, they mediate crimes; counsel youth and

their parents, attend athletic events and have organized summer youth camps.

There are many other types Of police-school coordinated activities which are conducted

on an ad hoc basis, such as the "Officer Friendly" program, whicl, is designed mainly

for the elementary age school children.

The "OFFICER FRIENDLY" program originated in 1966 as a.cooperative

effort between the Chicago Board of Education, the Chicago Police

Department, and a. private fodndation. "Officer Friendly" works _

toward the establishment of good rapport between the primary grade

child and the uniformed police officer. The program is designed to



develop more positive attitudes toward police and would be'considered

an early delinquency prevention model. The program in general stresses

rules of safety, good citizenship, respect for laws.

Relatively few schools have close working relationships with the juvenile court or the

probation department. Programs coordinated with the district attorney's office or with

aftercare services are almost n- existent. It seems that the further a juvenile enters

the juvenile justice system, the fewer coordination efforts that component of the system,

has with the schools. (See Transparency 7.5.6)

There ar_ me outreach programs. For example:

Aposition,..entitled "School-probation officer" was located in the schools in

Fairfax, Virginia, in 1973, during a period of severe problems within the

school. setting. The purpose. of this position, is to provide liaison. between

the school and the probation department regarding student whip are presently

on probation and to identify potential delinquents.

o Fairfax has expanded on this coordinated relationship by developing several

alternative schools and a tutoring service. These alternative services are

available to all residents of their county. The court provides the facilities

and the school provides the needed staff.

-

Fresno, California has developed several probation-school liaison programs

"OPERATION STAR" is school based with two probation officers working

with intensive caseloads of juveniles at the ninth grade level. They

have offices at the schools- and counsel during the afternoons and pro-

vide structured activities in the afternoon.

In another program two probation ofricers were assigned to act as media-.

tors, facilitators, planners and advocates between the probation ,depart-

ment and the schools.

Many of the coordinated efforts between the school and the court seem to have been initia

by active and interested juvenile court judges.

o In 1977, the juvenile court judge in Toledo, Ohio requested one of his staff

to research the issue of restitution as a possible juvenile court order.

The judge indicated that possibly the active use Of such a sanction, restitu-

tion orders, juvenile crime may be reduced. He was particularly interested

in affecting their problem of vandalism iris the parks and schools. The judge's

staff person had developed a "restitution program" to facilitate compliance

with restitution ordirs. This program-has several restitution counselOrs.

assigned half of their time on job sites, where the juveniles are working and
!N,

half of their time at the schools working with problems and issues relating

to.the juveniles in the program-



As a result of the "restitution program17, a member of the school security

staff has been assigned to provide liaison with the juvenile court regardi

restitution claims for damage at the schools.

These combined programs, emphasiiing follow-up and accountability on the
part of the court, the school, and the juvenile offender has had a dramat

effect on vandalism in'their schools.

Also in'Toledo, Ohio is a coalition of public agencies who meet on a monthly basis to woi
on the probleM of truancy, called "Truancy-Task Force". The idea for this task force was
a result of the institution of a new judge. The judge was particularly interested in
truancy and low level criMe_He believes that if,you deal with lesser offenses, you may-
impact the potential for more serious offenses. This task force has now developed a

comprehensive truancy policy which details the responsibility of each agency the school;

the truancy officer, the child welfare agency, and the courts in regard to,the truancy
issue. Action can not be taken at the next level of intervention without all of the

defined measures be taken, i.e., teeing for learning disabilities, eye problems, etc.
being completed at the school level.

The program in Toledo, Ohio is just one of many multi-agency coordinated effdr-s

occurring throughout the United States. (See Transparency 7.5.7)

o There is the David V. Kenyon Juvenile Justice Center in Los Angeles,

California in which the representatives from the schools, police,

sheriff, probation and other social agencies are located.at the same'
location. The purpose is to reduce delinquency by use of the "team

approach" towards coordinated efforts to provide alternatives for

juveniles, develop plans and attempt to reduce alienation of youth
and public.

Some of these multi-agency coordinated efforts are the state level.

In Maryland, there is a concerted effort to develop a state network

consisting of the Secretary of Education /Health /Human Resources/ and

Mental Hygiene so that they ray spirit the idea of networking to their

,personnel and to the local level. The purpose is to develop comprehen-

sive and coordinated delinquency prevention programs.

As you can see, there is no one model for interagency programs. Most of these programs

developed by the school and the juvenile justice systems are for the purposes of preven-
tion rather than control. Their impact on the problem of violence and vandalism in the
schools is not of an immediate nature and necessitates planning, commitment and a coordi-

nated effort on the part of both agencies.

We now reach the question of how to develop interagency programs. All interagency

programs need effective leadership.to Overcome. the barriers related to the relinquishment

of some of the agencies "turf",. Any atte o, consolidate or coordinate activities is
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bound to aise apprehensions regarding the delineation of roles and responsibilities.

In addition to these barriers, somepeople are overwhelmed by the apparent complexity of
coordinating efforts. A formula that might be kept in mind has "The key words in the
foLula are communicate, evaluate, demonstrate, escalate, and re-create."5 in creating,

new linkages`, it is important for agencies to identify their needs and to communicate
them to each other. Communication can define possibilities for linkages between or among
agencies. When these opportunities are outlined as strategies and programs, they must

be evaluated in terms of gains and sacrifices each agency will make. The potential-gains
must often be demonstrated on a tentative basis. Small, successful projects enable the
agencies to develop Confidence in their new arrangements. Escalation should not be
attempted until smaller successes are experienced. Finally, positive interactions can-
provide the basis for other creative programs.

Interagency programs are designed to make better use of existing resources through

sharing, and it is designed to redistribute tasks and functions so that they may be
performed by the agency which is best able to deliver the service. Through coordinated
effort, interagency programs have been able to impact the problem ofviolence and Vanda-
lism in the school. . -

Ringers, Joseph Jr. Creating Irc_Proitg. Community Collaborations:
Charlottesville, Virginia, 1977. p. 34.
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Programs and Strategies for Implementing Coordination
,Between Schools and the Juvenile Justice System

INTERAGENCY _COORDINATION: POLICE-SCHOOL

Background
Materials

The police, the most visible component of the juvenile justice system. and usually
the initial contact with the juvenile justice system, appears to be most actively
involved in interagency programs with the school. The degree of interaction varies
widely from a minimum level of interchange as cases arise to a close-working rela-
tionship.'.

police - School Liaison

There are an increasingolumber of police liaison programs in which a police
officer, uniformed or non-uniformed, is assigned to the school.

Programs s Emphasizing Control and Security

Some of these officers are basically police "on the beat" whose main purpc
is security and control.

o In Chicago,-Illinois, police in the schools is not a new idea. Some of
the tougher schools have been patrolled by officers_from the juvenile
division for the past 25 years. In the past five.. years, though, because
of requests from school administrators, the number of police in the schobls
has doubled.

Memphis, Tennessee, was experiencing increasing incidents of violence in
the school during 1974. Police officers, nal-uniformed, armed, and who may
or may not wear badges on their pocket, were assignea to selected second-
ary schools for the purpose of providing school security. There are pres-
ently 11 officers in this program, and their salary is paid on a 50-50
basis between the school and the police department.

Winston7Salem,_Forsythe_County, North Carolina, was having problems trying
to implement deSegregation laws in 1972. A p _ice-liaiSonprogram was
initiated for the purpose of providing school security and counseling
youth. There are two officers assigned to the two high schools in the
county, and one officer assigned to cover the five junior high schools.
Their salary is paid by the Sheriff's Department.

Presno, Califo- i- has recently initiated a police liaison program, in
1977, by placing seven officers in the secondary schools. This was a
coordinated effort, sponsored f_lf the school and the police. The program's -

initial purpose was a combination of control and counseling. However, in
.1978, due to an order to "desegregate" as there was a racial imbalance in
their schools and a resultant resistance, the schools requested more recur=
ity and control measures. The "TACT TEAM" was established which emphasized



control, especially in regard to drug enforcement. More recently, in
1979, the police and the school have begun "OPERATION STAY IN SCHOOL,"
modeled after a program in Los Angeles, California. Officers pick up
juveniles during school hours who are not in attendance and transport them
to reception centers maintained by school personnel. The school personnel
immediately contact the child's parents to pick the child up and return
the child to school. There is apparently a very positive impact of this
program on specific crimes (burglary, petty theft, and assault) and it has
decreased school problems.

The majority of police-school liaison programs have been developed for preven7
tion purposes other than control or security. The police officer, usually non-
uniformed, is assigned to a school because of the officer's interest and ability
to communicate with youth. These seem to be very effective programs in that
these officers have been able to identify and intervene in a youth's problems
before they have mushroomed into violent or disruptive behavior. Thus, these
programs have had an impact on reducing crime and violence in the schools.

Programs Emphasizing Communication a

o Started in Flint,_ Michigan:, in 1958 with a grant from a private foundation,
the officer is seen as a counselor and a resource person who can recommend
youth to other agencies. The officer who is presently in charge of this
program described Flint, Michigan, as a "General Motors" industrial town,
second largest city in Michigan. It should be having as many problems as
Detroit has. However, it is the cfficer's belief that the police-school
liaison program has had a major part in controlling the level of violence
and vandalism in their schools. This program presently has 12 officers,
non-uniformed, 4 officers in the senior high schools'and 9 assigned to the
junior high schools.

o Many of these programs, such as in seem to be limited
only by agency imagination. Officers in Virginia have developed youth
law courses to be used in their schools. They mediate crises; counsel
youth and their parents; attend athletic events; and have organized sum-
mer youth camps. Initiated in 1969, the program presently funded by the
police department includes one sargealt and 9 officers.

There are many other types of.police-school coordinated activities which are
conducted on an ad hoc basis, such as the "Officer Friendly" program, which is
designed mainly for elementary age school Cnildren.

pro -rams .ni /Moderate Levels eration

o in Eansascsspuri the police department and the school have developed
a "Memorandum of Understanding" outlining their role and responsibilities
in relation to oneanother.

Chicago, Illinois, is where the "Officer Friendly" program originated in
1966. It was a cooperative effort between,the Chicago Board of Education,
the Chicago Police Department, and a private foundation. "Officer Friendly"
works- toward the establishment of good rapport between the primary grade
child and the uniformed police officer. The program is designed to develop
more pbsitive attitudes toward police and would be considered an early
delinquency prevention model. The program in 'general stresses rUles of
safety, good citizenship, respect for laws.

. =



INTERAGENCY COORDINATION:. COURT/CORRECTIONS-SCHOOL

Relatively few schools have close working relationships with the juvenile court
or the probation department. Programs which are,coOrdinated with the district
attorney's office or with aftercare services are almost nonexistent. It appears
that the further a juvenile enters the juvenile justice system, the fewer coordina-
tion efforts between the school and that component of the system.

School-Probation Liaison Programs

There are some outreach programs, such as school-probation liaison programs.

o A position entitled "school-probation officer" was located in the schools
in Fairfax, in 1973, during a period of Severe problems within
the school setting. The poiition is under the authority of the schools;
however, it is paid by the probation department. The person in this posi-
tion is a7 member of the school staff, who may have other duties. The
purpose of this position is to provide liaison between the school aria the
probation department regarding students who are presently on probation
and to identify potential delinquents.

o Fairfax, Virginia, has expanded on this coordinated relationship by devel-
oping several alternative schools and a tutoring service. These alterna-
tive services are available to all residents of their county. The court
provides the facilities and the school provides the needed staff.

Fresno, California, has developed several probation-school liaison programs

"OPERATION STAR" is school based with two probation officers working
with intensive caseloads of juveniles at the ninth grade level. The
probation officers have offices at the schools and counsel during the
afternoons and provide structured activities between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m.
the critical hours before parentb return home,, "STAR" means Student
Training and Redirection.

- In another program, two.probation officers were assigned to act as
mediators, facilitators, planners, and advocates between the proba-
tion department and the schools.

A youth law course has also been developed for the schools with the
help of probation and school personnel.

Many of the coordinated efforts between the school and the court seem to have
been initiated by active and interested juvenile court judges.

School-Court Liaison programs

In 1977, the juvenile court judge in Toledo, Ohio, requested one of his
staff to research the issue of restitution as a possible juvenile court
order. The judge indicated the possibility of the active use of such a
sanction, restitution orders, to reduce the incidence of juvenile crime.
He was particularly interested in affecting their problem of vandalism
in.lthe parks and schools. The judge's staff person had developed a "resti-
tution Program" to facilitate compliance with restitution orders. This

program has several restitution counselors assigned half of their time on.



job site where juveniles are working and half of their time at the
schools working with problems and issues relating to the juveniles in
the program.

As ,a result of the "restitution program," a member of the school
security staff has been assigned to provide liaison, with the juve-
nile court regarding restitution claims for damage at the schools.

These combined programs, emphasizing follbwup and accountability
on the part of the court, the School, and the juvenile offender,
has had a dramatic effect on vandalism in their schools. '

INTERAGENCY COORDINATION: MULTIAGENCY

o The program in Toledo, Ohio, is just one of the many multiagency coordinated
efforts occurring throughout the United States. In Toledo there is a coali-
tion of public agencies who meet on a monthly basis to work on the problem of
truancy, called the "Truancy Task Force." The idea for this task force was a
result of the institution of a new judge. The judge was particularly inter-
ested in truancy and low level crime. He believed that if you deal with
lesser offenSes you may impact the potential for more serious offenses. This
task force has now developed a'comprehensive truancy policy which details the
responsibility of each agency--the school, the truant officer, the child wel-
fare agency, and the courts, in regard to the truancy issue. Action cannot be
taken at the next level of intervention without all of the defined measures
being taken, i.e., testing for learning disabilities, eye problems, etc'.,_
being completed at the school level.

o There is the David V. Kenyon Juvenile Justice Center in 1,,.ifornia_An,
in which the representatives from the schools, police, sheriff, probation and
other social agencies are located at the same location. The purpose is to
reduce delinquency by use of the "team approach" towards coordinated efforts
to provide alternatives for juveniles, develop plans and attempt to reduce
alienation of youth and 'the public.

Dallas, Texas, has Youth Action Centers; The general superintendent-of the
Dallas Independent School District, the Dallas County juvenile probation judge,-
And the chief of police of the Dallas Police Department met in 1969 to discuss
the possibility of organizing a unit wherein the three agencies would work
together in an effort to curtail truancy. On March 3, 1969, a pilot program
was begun with the opening of a center staffed by a teacher in charge, two ad-
ditional teachers, a police officer, and a juvenile probation officer. This
program proved to be a success in providing liaison between children, the
school, parents, the police, the juvenile_ department, and the community in a
decentralized location. There are 22 of these-centers, now termed Youth Action
Centers, which provide a location where children and parents may come for as-
sistance regarding school or community problems. These-centers are furnished
offices in designated schools.

Some of these multiagenuy -coordinated efforts are at the State level

In Maryland, there is a concerted effort to develop a state network consis
of the secretary of education/health/human resources and mental hygiene so



that they may spirit the idea of networking to their personnel and to the local
level. The purpose is to develop comprehensive and coordinated delinquency
prevention programs which may impact the increasing rate of juvenile delin-
quency. It is believed that their coordinated effort would enhance the pos-
sibilities of success as the problem of violence and vandalism in the schools
and the community transcends the responsibilities of one agency.

INTERAGENCY COORDINATION: HOW?

Interagency programs are designed to make. better use of existing resources through
sharing, and it is designed to redistribute tasks and functions so that they may
be performed by the agency which is best able to deliver the service. Through
coordinated effort, interagency programs have been able to impact the problem of
violence and vandalism in the sohooL
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On Patrol in the ac
Are police in high schools
protectors Or intruders?

by Kevin Ksajick

WI-MN police officer Bill Roman
walks kis beat, he does not use the
sidewalk, he does not greet shopkeep-
ers and he does not give out traffic
tickets. Instead, Roman walks down
the hall, looks in on teachers and stu-
dent; and monitors the carotene at
lunch. Once in a while he will take a
look in the boys' room to make sure no
one is smoking marijuana there. Re-"
man's beat is Prosser Vocational High
School on Chicago's Northwest Side.

Roman is one. of a growing number
A police who have been permanently
assigned to public schools in the wake
A wide publicity given to what some
ducators have called an "epidemic of

riolence and crime." According to a
;tudy by the Educational Policy Re-
march Institute, police services in-
Teased between 1975 and 1978 in
-ready three-quarters of the nation's
arrest school districts. Soma of the of-
icers assigned, like Roman, are has-
cally police on the beat. However, a
najority probably fall into the looser
ategory of School Resource Officer, or
3RO. The SRO may do some inves-
igating and make some arrests, and
nay patrol school grounds. But more
Iften, he spends time talking with kids,
eaching criminal justice and civics
ourses and participating in extracur-
icular activities.

Whether to have police on the beat
n the schools, or SRO police, or any
wilice at all has been the subject of de-
lete among school officials, civil liber-
srians and police in recent years.
elany educators have rejected a police
resence because, they say, it might
reate a repressive atmosphere that
ontradicts the purposes of education.
Idiool administrators who have asked

for police protection have often done so
with reluctance and uncertainty as to
whet role the officer should play in the
i:!bool. Should he be a counselor, a
,:immunity relations person, an officer
on the beat, or a combination of these?
Should he be in uniform? Should he be
armed? The issue is further compli-
cated by legal questions about search,
arrest and interrogation procedures on
school grounds.

Topping the list of debated topics,
perhaps, the question of whether
school clime is really as bad as some
people say it is.

A 1975 U.S. Senate subcommittee
report concluded that crime in the
schools was a serious. and ever-
increasing problem. A study made by
the subcommittee said that between
1970 and ,1973, robberies in schools
increased 37 percent; assaults on
teachers increased 77 percent. One in
seven students had something stolen
from him M any given month. Esti-
mates of the cost of vandalism given to
the subcommittee ranged from $100
million to $600 million a year. Fear of
assault and disorder in the classroom
has often emerged as a primary con-
cern of teachers in surveys done by
local teachers' unions.

However, some say that the
blackboard jungle is a mythical land.
Discussing recent emotional articles on
school violence M such national publi-
cations as Time and Newsweek, a
spokesman for the American Federa-
tion of Teachers said: In reality, it's
not the blackboard jungle that the
press paints the picture of. Perhaps the
most serious thing that happens in most
schools is petty theft there's a lot of
that. But assault, armed robbery no.
There is nothing one could call an
epidemic of violence."

A study released by the National

Institute of Education last December
seems to support this contention. The
study says that although crime in-
creased by leaps in the late 1960s,
there has been no overall increase in
school crime since 1971, and that in
some urban areas crime has dropped
considerably. Only eight 'percent of
school administrators surveyed by the
Institute said they had serious crime'
problems in their schools. While many
teachers' unions claim that crime con
tinues to rise every year, other observ-
ers attribute the increases to better

methods of keeping records, not actual
increases. Before 1970, few school dis-
tricts kept crime statistics; it is now
common practice.

Why does school crime receive so
much attention? Part of the answer
may be that people have higher expec-
tations for behavior in schools than
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!.y do for that on the streets. "In the
eet, if one, kid gives another kid a
)ody nose, that's a fight, and nobody
pies about it mud'," said Frank
Junt, director of security for the De-
it public schools. "But if it happens ;
the school, then it becomes an 'as-
dt.' There's supposed to be an 'edu-
ional atmosphere.' People, espe-
lly teachers, react in a much more
otional manner when something
)pens inside a school. The crisis sit-
ion is not so rriuch in people's per7
tion of what's happening as wliere.",
'..ven when it, hecmes generally
ognized l that a
ool has a ;t, -.rime ;;Toblem, many
ik that ;ri dee as law en-
ers is no, Ulot "Having cops
he school to: V.lie deterrence is like
tang a band-aid- on a festering
incl." said Phil 'King of the National

D-------

Education Asiociation. "It's a waste of
the policeman's time and it doesn't ad-
dress the underlying problems." King
is more approving of school resource
officer-type programs. "Professional
police can do a lot in the area of com-
munity relationi. They're pretty effec-
tive in teaching youngsters about their
responsibilities to society. . . You
don't need an enforcer-type person.
You need someone who can relate to
kids."

lfhen pollee are there as enforc-
ers, it's just not s healthy environment
for education, " said Martin Walsh,
New England regional director of the
U.S. Department of Justice commu-
nity Relations Service. "It's unfortu-
nate that sorp& schools have degener-
ated to the point where they feel they
have to put poi,ice in."

. .

sago Patrolman Bill Roman
walking his beat at Prosserilligh
School.

"The presence of police may some-
times lead to a state control atmo-

,

Sphere in the school," said David
Cohen, head of the American Civil
Liberties Union's academic freedom
committee. "We've always been.
against putting police in the schools ex-
cept under the most dire circum-
stances. But .how do we cope with the
business of violence and still maintain
the civil 'liberties of the students?
That's a rotten question to try and an-
swer."

Civil liberties have been a major ob-
ject of contention in some cities where
police have been called into the
schools. Dozens of lawsuits have been



ut ted, contesting the rights of police
_search lockers without warrants,

iestion students, or even to enter
hocf grounds without the authority of
howl adrninistratori. As a result,
ese activities have been severely
rated by legal precedents. Generally,
lice must now:, obtain warrants to
induct searches. Schools carefully try
separate themselves from law en-

rcement activities as much as possi-
e, and interrogations or arrests on
hool grounds are generally frowned
,on, unless jt is a life or death matter.
these things can wait, they are usu,
y done after the school day, and
rnewhere else.
Many school districts require that,
ict guidelines be followed when
lice not normally posted in a school
nt to enter for any reason. These
idelines are often worked out after
lice and school officials have been
fight up. in some kind of confusion or
sunderstanding. For instance, on
oil 19, 1972, a juvenile cruiser re-
hided to a all from the security de-
rtment of the Prince George's
unty, Md., public schools. There

been racial tensions iii one of
h school-. and black and white stu-
ns were gathering in large groups
l shouting insults at one another.

Wile the juvenile officers and the se-
curity department were trying to talk
the students out of violence, 15 other
patrol cars that had overheard the
radio call showed up from the county,
state and municipal police depart-
merm. This sparked animosifies; the
police donned riot gear and called in
reinforcements. The principal had left
for the day, and so the police on the
scene were in charge.

A riot ensued in which 53 students
were arrested and dozens more were
tear-gassed. The school was closed foi
several days. "It was u typical case his-
tory of what can go wrong when there'S
not a strict understanding between the
police and the schools over whataction
should be taken when, and who should
order it," said Peter Blauvelt, the di-
rector of security of the county school
system, who was on the scene. "Every-
body was a little to blame, because no-
body really knew what the hell was
happening."

Eelortly after that, school officials
and police sat down together and drew

a 30-page set of guidelines that are
"the bible for defining the role of the
county police in the schools," in
Blauvelt's wOrds. Now, only specified
police may enter school grounds at the

Officer Rome frisks a girl
he suspects of possessing

Juana.

invitation of authorized school cials.
The situation for calling police must
match a set of rules, and when police
arrive, they must consult school offi-
cials before they act More and more
school systems are drawing up similar
guidelines, Often with the help of the
U.S. Department of Justice Commu-
nity Relations Service, which provides
consultants to schools and police de-
partments.

While many schools call in police
from time to time, few have elected to
put in full-time officers to patrol the
halls, A Police Magazine survey of 15
large cities turned up only four that
have school patrols: Detroit, Zan
Diego, Atlanta and Chicigo.

The most zecent city to put police in
the schools is Detroit. Last November,
all 22 high schools there were assigned
two police officers each:Since the De
trait schools started desegregation pro-
cedures there have been sporadic prob-
lems with gang and racial violence, as
well as with drugs. When it began hav-
ing problems, the system organized its
own security department with 300 pri-
vate guards, but, like many school se-
curity 'officers; they are unarmed, not
as well wined as the police and are not
authorized to make arrests. "Schobl
safety and security is one of the most
serious problems facing the school dis-
trict," said ,Arthur Jefferson, the dis-
trict superintendent. "We have at-
tempted many efforts in the past to re- -

solve this problem, but we'sixriply have'
not achieved the success we hoped
for."

The officers posted in the Detroit
schools are backed up by an intelli-
gence detail of juvenile officer!: whose
job is to become familiar with the

oungsters so they can 'detect any sign
f impending large scale disniptions.
The San ,Diego police department

assigned' a half dozen officers to a
mobile school patrol in 1971, after ris-
ing problems 'with narcotics, assaults
and gang fights. Their' reception was
not good. Students at one. high school
greeted two officers on their first day of.
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the assignment with rocks and bottles.
Later, when the officers left their car
unattended on school grounds they re-
tumed to fund it in flames. The kids
had set it on rue. Community and stu-
dent groups were not very sympathetic
with the police department's disap-
pointment with this response. Many of
them, fearing a "state control" atmo-
sphere, did not want them there in the
first pbace.

Since then, though, the police seem
to have become an accepted part of the
school landscape. "Now we can walk
into any campus in the city without
turning ahead except maybe when
somebody we kric says hello," says
Sergeant Paul Capps, who is in charge
of the School Task Force. The Task
Force has grown from six to 18 officers,
and the community groups are, no
longer protesting. There has not been
an assault on an officer for more than
two years.

In Atlanta, there was little protest
when plainclothes detectives were as-
signed to the city's schools in 1966.
There are currently 25 assigned. Each
detective works in two secondary
schools. The detectives are regular
members of the police department, but
their salaries and equipment are paid
for by the school system. They work
with 60 private guards employed by
the schools. The detectives spend
much of their time battling drug use,
said Lieutenant Walter E. Collier,
head of the detail.

In Chicago, police in the schools is
not a new idea. Some of the tougher
schools have been patrolled by officers
from the juvenile division for the past
25 years. In the past five years,
though, because of requests from
school administrators, the number of
police in the schools has doubled. "Just
like a cop on the beat in Times Scituate"
is how Commander Harold Thomas of
the juvenile division describes the 56
officers who are each assigned to a foot
patrol in a secondary school. A dozen
two-person patrol cars back up the foot
officers and visit schools nOt covered
by an officer from the juvenile divison.

Regular school police in Chicago
gh students meet have been welcomed, for the most4. considers eeU more counselor than enforcer. part, by local community groups, such



"The 'Young Pimps- said:a gang member's mother.
Oh, they play ping pong here after school."

s the P.T.A. The school system em-
roys 600 security guards, but like
hose in Detroit, they are not trained or
quipped to handle potentially violent
tuations, or to investigate crimes. In
972, at the height of a series of racial
isorders in the Chicago schools, the
'stem also employed 700 armed off-
uty police. But by now most of these
ave been phased out forlack of funds.
o, principals have been requesting
Alice to fill what they see as holes in
ieir security. "If I had 150 officers to
it into the schools, I-would have po-
tions ready for, all of them," said
liorniu. "There are a lot more re-
tests for officers to be assigned than
e can fill."
Despite the demand from principals,
me Chicago school administrators
e disappointed and embarrassed that
dice have been posted in the cor-
lars. Chicago school officials recently
Fused to allow a reporter for Police
gasine to accompany a school of-
er during a tour cf duty in one high
fool. "We do not feel this iis an ap-
apriate topic for coverage. It's some-
ng we're not too anxious to get pub -
ty for," said a spokesman for Dr.
n Lally,, superintendent of District 5
the Chicago city schools. "It's a new
ng with us.. . . We're not too happy
out it, because we feel that this
ilice in the schools] is not involved
h anything we're doing."
some teachers also have reser-
ions. "We're not opposed to tull-
e policemen in the schools as a basic
mise, said John Kotsakis, head of
Chicago Teachers' Union commit-
on school discipline. "However, it

.sn't create a better climate, and it
sn't seem to have any effect on the
aunt of crime in the school. . . The
n thing it does is make the teachers
safer."

'he pollee department says that of-
rs significantly reduce the amount
rime in schools where they are las-
ed, but they have no statistics to
k up this assertion.

hough some administrators may
school officers merely as an armed
:once, the officers frequently see
nselves as much more thanthat.
ill Roman, the Chicago school of-

ficer, says he asked for the assignment
"because I like to work with kids. I'm
an authority figure for them, and I'm
firm, but I'm also their friend." Roman
studied secondary education in college
before he dropped out to become a
police officer. Like the other officers in
the school detail, he was chosen be-
cause of his interest in youngsters and
his ability to get along with them, says
his supervisor, Lieutenant Stanley
Gortka.

Roman has spent his working days
. for the past two years from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Prosser High. The school's
1,700 students come from all over the
city, and are a mixture of blacks,
whites and latins.. "The neighborhood
isn't tough," says Roman. "It's some of
the kids who are tough."

Despite some tough kids, he is rarely
involved in arrests or prosecution. He
works mainly with the guidance coun-
selors at the school, rather than with
the criminal justice system outside. He
sometimes counsels students infor-
mally, but, he says; "I try to leave that
to the guidance counselors and not get
too personally involved. I have to keep
a certain distance to maintain that
image of authority."

Roman is present at athletic events,
and travels with the football team
when they go to another school to play.
"Some of the kids in the stands might
get a little too rowdy, and a teacher
from the other school will tell them to
cool down," he says. "Well, you know
they're not going to listen to him be-
cause he doesn't know who they are.
They just say, `Up you left ear, teach-
er.' But I know them. I can say, 'Cut it
out, Joe.' He can insult me and run
away if he wants, but he doesn't do it,
because he knows he's going to see me
in the hail the next day."

Roman and other officers say they
feel that they have a significant impact
on the tranquility of the schools, but
they say also that the schools are really
not very bad to begin with.

"A lot of people think it's like the Old
West here shootouts in the class-
room and all that," says Bill Sacco, who
mans a patrol car assigned to the
schools near Prosser. "Sure, kids are
25 times slicker now than when we
went to school. But so much of the vio-

lence and gang angles are exagger-
ated."

Sacco remembers a teenage gang
called the Almighty Invincible Young
School Pimps. The Pimps spray-
painted their logo, a cane and a pair of
gloves, all over the school and the sur-
rounding neighborhood. "'You've got
to do something about those Young
Pimps,' people are yelling. 'They're
making the neighborhood unsafe to
walk around in,' " said Sacco. "I
checked around and I found the
mother of one of the kids. 'The Young
Pimps?' she says. `Oh, they play ping
pong in my basement after school.'
That was their main activity. People
get the impression that they're being
menaced by some ominous - sounding
gang, when they're just a bunch of kids
armed with nothing more than ping
pong paddles and spray paint and
haven't got anything better to do.

"As far as violent action, there's
very, very little of it." Sacco remem-
bers only three violent incidents in the
eight high schools (including Prosser)
that he has covered for the past year
and a half. Two of the incidents in-
volved non-students assaulting stu-
dents near the schools. The citywide
record is also good, according to head-
quarters. Commander Thomas says
that only one officer has been assaulted
inside a school in the last four years.
The assailant broke the officer's nose

and a few seconds later, was jumped
by a group of students who came to aid
the officer.

Students might not have come to
1-elp Roman had a similar incident m-
ewed when he first came to Prosser.
The school had never had police as-
signed to it before he came, and some
of the students resented his presence.
"My main problem for the first few
months was having the kids accept the
fact that I was there,"_ says Roman.
"When I walked by I'd hear, 'Oink,
oink, oink' That was stuff I just had to
take for a while." Roman seems to
have achieved some measure of re-
spect and acceptance among the stu-
dents after two years. Said one senior,
who was hanging around with his
friends during lunch hour, "Roman?
. . . Sometimes I think you got to watch
out for him, because he's a cop, you



know . But actually, I don't think of
so much as a cop. He's actually

okay."

While many educators are most
concerned with the kind of police pres-
ence that the Chicago schools have, a
majority of the school-based officers in
the country fit into the Is controver-
sial category of school resource officer.
Although the emphasis varies from city
to city, the aim of most SRO programs
is to prevent crime by teaching young-
stem about the responsibilities that are
expected of them, and to allow them to
personally know officers and "find out
that they're human beings, not brutes,
that they put their pants on one leg at a
time," in the words of Sergeant Patrick
Curran, head of the SRO program in
Cincinnati.

Started in Flint, Michigan, in 1958
with-a grant from a private foundation,
SRO programs became popular in the
late 1960s, with at least 60 cities start-
ing programs since 1968. Although no
one claims that crime prevented by
SRO programs can be precisely meas-
ured, police and school officials in most
cities say their SROs have been
worthwhile. "There's no question that

7

the juvenile i.Time picture has gone
down sthce we started this," said Cap-
tain James Murphy of the PhOenix,
ArUona, police department. Phoenix
has 18 officers assigned to be SROs.

. Although most cities post their SROs
almost exclusively in the secondary
schools, because that is where most
kids get into trouble, Phoenix- has de-
cided to concentrate more on the
elementary schools. "That's where at-
titudes begin, and that's where we
have to begin," said Murphy.

SROs have not met with universal
acclaim. "Why should we fool around
with this kind af gimmickry when
people are afraid to walk the streets?"
said Carleton Irish, safety director for
the New York 'City school system. "As
an idea, it reads well, but in actuality,
it's ridiculous. You talk about establish-
ing relationships with the kids and
teaching respect for the law? You just
don't establish reladonships by having
one officer walk around a school with a
Thousand kids in it" The New York
police department ran a pilot SRO
program from. 1972 to 1974, in which a
dozen officers were each assigned to a
secondary school. The -SROs were
wellreceived by school administrators,

I

Boise, Idaho, School Resource
Meer Garry liWickaon oys

job working with students.

but the program was cut be
city's financial troubles.

The EIRO's position in the school is
often ambiguous, and various groups
expect different things from the offic-
ers. In Tucson, Arizona, an SRO pro-
gam was started ten years ago "with
the idea that the Officer would identify
children who were in trouble or who
might soon get int, trouble, and put
those children in touch with social serv-
ices that coup help them," said =Pete
Ronstadt, chief of detectives and head
of the program. For a while, thiat's what
the SROs did, with a dramatic effect,
according to Ronstadt: a 20 to 30 per-
cent decrease in delinquency among
youngsters. who went to schools cov-
ered by officers.

It was mainly-talking with the child
to find the-tauses for his behavior and
'siting the home to talk to his parents,

with the understanding that the officer
would not prosecute," said RonstAdt.
The American Civil Liberties Union,
at first opposed to the project, dropped
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If a kid gives another a bloody nose in the street,
it's a fight. In school it becomes 'assault.

s objections. The ACLU had been
afraid that the SROs would use their
familiarity with the youngsters to in-
duce them to incriminate themselves
and inform on others. This did not
happen.

In recent years, though, the original
intent of the program has been twisted,
Ronstadt feels. Many of the powers to
refer children to agencies other than
juvenile court have been taken, by
law, away from local police ancl,as
signed to state agencies. So, officers
have been faced with the decision to
either arrest a delinquent youth and
send him to court, or simply ignore
him. "The comes have lately preferred
to define the police officer as an adver-
sary of the kids, and that's not what we
wanted. The idea was originally to di-
vert them from the court," said
Ronstadt. In addition, there has been
pressure from school administrators
and community groups for officers in
the schools to do more investigation
and arrest work in order to control ju-
venile crime, which is growing again,
after the initial drop when the SROs
were introduced.

-A lot of gray areas have appeared,
whether our person should be a re-
source officer or a cop whose beat just
happens to be in the school," said
Ronstadt. "We wanted the resource
officer, but it seems to be turning out
the other way." Police officials now
want to drop the SRO program and
replace it with a more clearly defined
juvenile crime detail to cover the
schools, which they feel is what school
officials seem to require. Ironically, the
same groups that fought to have the
SROs deal more directly with crime
have fought successfully, so far, to
keep the SRO program, at least in

c'riame. Although they want police help,
they are not ready to accept "a cop
whose beat just happeni to be in the
school

As a result, many school systems,
rather than turning to the police when
they feel they need patrol services, are
hiring their own private security
forces, and calling in police only to
make actual arrests and deal with ,po-
tentially violent situations. Before
1970, only a handful of large city
school systems had their own security

departments. Today, the five-year old
National Association of School Secur-
ity Directors (NASSD) has 420 mem-
bers, many of them from small and
medium-sized cities.

Some cities have assigned police
to the schools temporarily and then
replaced them with their own security
forces. Police were posted in many
New York City schools from the late
1960s until 1972, when they were re-
placed by the new School Department
of Safety, partly as an economy mea-
sure,, and partly because the city's
mayor felt that schools were not ap-
propriate posts for police. Boston
and Cleveland, state and city police
were posted in schools during the po-
tentially violent years in the early
1170s when the schools were being de-
segregated., In those cities, too, the
police were quickly replaced by newly
formed security departments. "The re-
sponsibility for running the schools and
keeping order should be with the
Board of Education, not the police,"
said H.L. Imrnel, director of security
for. the Cleveland public schools. -Be-
sidles, having uniformed police in.the
hats creates a bad image for the
schools."

The choice of private security forces
over police often has as much to do
with finances as with philosophy. The
cast to a city of posting police in the

1 is usually very high, so there is
ten pressure on the school system to

hire guards, who cost considerably lass.
While, for example, a. Boston patrol-
man makes between $11,000 and
$17,000 a year, and must go through
lengthy and expensive training, a se-
curity guard can be had for about
$8,500. Few guards receive a greet
deal of training.

This lack of training, however, is
often a target of criticism, and many
educators find private security guards
a less attractive alternative than actual
pOlice officers."If you've tot to have
someone in the school to keep order,
then it ought to be the police," said a
spokesman for the American Federa-
tion of Teachers. "They're much
sharper than the private security offic-
rs, because there are higher _standards

for being a police officer."

I

"Many of the private guards are
not exactly police material," said
Suzanne Doyle of Advocates for Chil-
dren of New York. an organization that
gives legal help to children who have
been suspended from school. "There
really are no requirements in most
eases, and a lot of them have prior
criminal records. The job just doesn't
pay enough to attract and hold decent
people. ... it does more damage to
have someone in there that doesn't
know what he's doing than to have no
one at all."

The head of the NASSD, Joseph I.
Grealy, acknowledges that there have
been problems. "Salaries are a definite
problem in trying to hire qualified,
people," he said. Some cities have
been filling their security positions
with long -term unemployed people
who are paid through federal employ-
ment programs. "That's been a terrible
experience," said Grealy_ _ "These
people have no experience, they're un-
controllable, and sometimes they con-
tribute to the crime problem them-
selves." He said that the best school se-
curity departments are the large ones
that offer training programs of their
own, and those that attract retired
police on pensions, who are experi-
enced, but do not require a full police
salary.

Some school systems train their se-
curity personnel extensively before
they send them to work. Los Angeles,
for example, has sent. each of its 300
school guards to the city police de-
partment's academy foe a course simi-
lar to that of a regular pci:re officer.
They are commissioned peace officers,
and are allowed to carry firearms and
to make arrests, unlike most other
school security guards.

Some observer suggest that crimi-
nal justice schools offer para-police
programs specifically for prospective
school officers, so that public schools
can have trained professional guards
without having to tap the municipal
police. "The school security force, in
some shape or form, has come to stay,"
said Martin Walsh. "It will be better
for all concerned if we can start train-
ing, right now, people who can merge
the role of educator and policeman into
a different type of person." 0
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Elements of a School-Police Liaison. Officer Program

Summary
Schaal -police cooperative programs, aimed at irnorovirtg _he effecth of

Path organizations, typically involve making law enforcement officers available
anc senior high schools to (1) perform law enforcement cubes, (2) improve the image of
law enforcement officers, (3) assist in the resolution of school problems, and (4) pro-
vice education and sometimes counseling far the school's population about law enforce-
ment anc criminal justice systems. Officers can serve in many different capacities,
depending uoon the goals and objectives of individual prooramS and the needs of the
specific community. Some programs are more academically oriented, while others are
strictly "police work. Whatever the type of program, the goal is always improved
colice-Scncal system relations .

The Problem
problems of juvenile violence, vandalism,
arc crime in the school setting are of con-
cern to educators and law enforcement offi-
cials alike, yet in. many cases, these wa
Public institutions mast concerned with
issues of crime and education have no clear
lines of communication, if they are on
"speaking terms" at all. There often
appears to be a mutual mistrust between
scnools and oclice, and a great deal of mis-
u.icerstanding of roles. While this conflict
continues. the problems of truancy, attacks
and assaults, trespassing, and vandalism
can only escalate and result in students,
faculty, police, and the community at large
becoming more frustrated and more likely to
become "victims . "

It seems apparent that a need exists for
effective school - police cooperation.
many schools and communities the problem
lies in a lack of an articulated program
model-. haw can issues of territoriality be
solved? What line of reporting and
accountability is most appropriate? What
are the aoorepriate roles for law enforce-
ment officers in the scnool system? What
are the essential components of a kaiser,
program?

The Solution
A combination of school system and law
enforcement department resources are
needed For a successful program. More-
over, coordination of these resources into a
truly collaborative effort is imcer.scive.
Necessary are agreement on prcgrarn para-
meters, assignment of resoon silo iii ties , and
cescription in detail of cne rotes of all oar -
ticipants-- especially on the limitations of
these roles.

The Agreement

School -police programs can take on various
forms and concentrate on a number of dif-
ferent themes. Although certain general
patterns may became evident in a review of
liaison programs, the specifics shouic Pe
available to both parties in a written agree-
ment. This document is typically called a

memorandum of understanding or memoran-
dum of agreement. The information con-
tained in this document, similar to a

tract, dictates the program's scoce and
purpose in adcizian to :elegacir resorrs;-
bilities.

Such a memorandum snouic include details
on--
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The soh= arc police force
involvement

The number or officers

The hours cf duty at the school

How (officers will be selected and
assigned

Officer dress

A description of responsibilities
(usually in he form of a job
description)

The responsibilities of school per-
sonnel involved

The rate of osy and who pays.

Other important issues that should be
addressed are on-campus arrest and inter-
rogation procedures, search and seizure
issues, lines of authority, and similar top-
ics. A sample memorandum from the Seattle
Public Schools is attached. (Further infor-
mation is available in Vestermark and
Blauvelt, 1978, pp. 84-87. )

The following sections, which describe the
program components of a school-police liai-
son program, will indicate the various areas
of school-- police interaction and cooperation.
However, specified program components
snouid net be regarded as rigid, for pro-
grams will necessarily vary depending on
community needs.

Component 1: Enforcement

School-police liaison officers are universally
considered first and foremost law enforce-
ment officials. They are always expected- to
respond to matters requiring law enforce-
ment attention and carry accredited depart-
ment identification with them at all times.
Although the school should be considered
the officers' primary station (if it is a full-
time post) when . situations require full
mobilization of department forces, liaison
officers are expected to respond immedi-
ately .

Liaison officers' schedules are one of three
types: (1) full-time,_ everyday duties, (2)
rotatirg du -y cietween saverol schools
(3). occasional visits for soecial programs
are oresentations. The first is the

-arrangement most often found. Officers
report- to assigned schools every day,. usu-
ally before the students arrive, and .leave
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Of the remaining two types of scheduling,
the rotating-duty type is usually round at
the junior high school level, and the occa-
sional-visit type is most likely either for
elementary school "Officer Friendly" pro-
grams or for presenting soecial topics (such
as drug abuse laws) all levels.

Component 2: Model/ I ade

Perhaps the most important, and innovative,
responsibility of a .raison off'cer is that of
positive role model. In an effort tc improve
student-officer relations, it is extoeczeo that
liaison staff will work to build and maintain
a rapport with the student body. The most
effective vi -ay to accornplisn this appears to
be by officers making themselves accessible
to students and being or help wnenever
possible. Officers are often chosen eased
on sincere interest in youth as well as
interpersonal abilities which make them
particularly able to be good role models.

Officers will usually be in plain clothes
(except for extracurricular events where
they appear in their police capacity), and
typically they do not carry weapons during
the school day. They are expected to con-
duct themselves as representatives of their.
law enforcement department, understanding
that their actions will reflect on tree depart-
ment. Officers can be instrumental in
improving community attitudes towaros law
officials.

am School .assistance

AC times. liaison officers will cie reduested zo
lend investigatory skills to aid in the reso-
lution of school problems. The officer may
assist scheel admih,istrators in investigations
which are either criminal or ncricl'imirel
nature. He or she does not en force school
rules per se; °however, he or sne s an



available resource. esoecially ..,r) a crisis sit
uation. Liaison staff will always maintain
close contact with their department and are
-eduired to comolete aopropriate paper. work
=or criminal investigations.

Another rdrm of assistance can be seen in
Officer Friendly and .coot -A-Coo programs.
Usually found at the elementary school
level, these programs involve ocoasional
visits by police officers to discuss such top-
ics as coed citizenship and drug and alcohol
abuse. Officers are also available to answer
young students' questions about issues on
their minds. The atmosphere is designed to
be eriencly and informative

Corn bon ent 2: Education _and" Cou selina

Officers are also educators - -and sometimes
counselors. School staff, students, and
parents should find officers available to
explain law enrarcknent procedures and to
assist there in an understanding of the
criminal ano juvenile justice systems.

Liaison officers will lecture to classes and
oarticioaee in school activities related to law
enforcement and justice issues. They also
may arrange for guest speakers (experts
from the county sheriff's office or police
Ceoartment, public safety division, local
government, e_Z.) to present information
ecout andior oonduct tours af their respec-
tive agencies. Officers can also be consid-
ered resource persons and make themselves
evailaole i n some programs on a 2d-hour
oasis ) to scncol staff, students, and oar-
ants wnenever they may be of assistance.

Although. most programs appear to discour-
age officers from acting in a counseling role
(because of possible conflict of interest),

me programs emphasize this component or
are entirely developed around it.

If officers do work in a counseling cacao-
ity, it is always coordinated with school
guidance staff and programs. When it is
deemed necessary , officers can counsel stu-
dents about law-related and citizenship con-
cerns. The -officer may also become a valu-
able resource, for example, by aoproori-

-ererring students to the juvenile jus-
4 System. .At ;or before) this time, the

officer may confer with tne student; the
result generally oeing that the student
gains more trust in the !ustice system and a
getter understanding of what is happening.
Also, liaison staff may wish to become
involved, in an advocacy capacity monitoring

stucen
system.

. grass in the ;uvenile ustice

'ad tionally , the counsel', and/or ecuca-
tlon or a program is also respon-
sible for designing ar,o, imOieMentirg ore-
vention programs in an effort :c re.o.uce the
need ear police intervention. Crime and
delinquency are pest cealt with before they
occur.

RCSUITS

No systematic, formal evaluations of police-
school programs were discovered by the
writers of this bulletin. However, one pro-
gram coordinator szatec there nod oeen a

"marked reduction in school-related violent
acts and vandalism in county scnoals."
Another reoorted "noticeably improved corn-
munity-school-colice relations." Programs
like these appear to have a synergistic
effect, with positive ramifications oeing felt
throughout the local community.

Additionally, better understanding of each
organization by the other has in many com-
munities Facilitated better collaborative
efforts. Improved lines of communication
have resulted in quicker resolution of
school and local probleref. as well as an
increased effectiveness of Poch educational
and law enforcement programs. The result,
a mutually trusting and supportive r ela tion
snip, is a solid step toward the resolution,
of the proolems cf vOienCa ano vandalism.

Replicaton Issues
This program can be adapted to any com-
munity Ceith a commitment oo and lite-est in
imoraved police- school relations and cooper-
ative programs, once the nature anc extent
of desired police involvement in the schools
has been determined. Some programs may
choose to be more eduCaLIOnally oriented;
others prefer the aopearance of "police
action, although this not usueIly advi
able. Programs in elementary graces may
w.ish,to be "lighter" and adapt themselves
to that grade level. Ip any case, a brief
needs-assessment type study should be con-
ducted. This will help educators and =Mice
articulate oroorarn goals and objectives,
wnich in turn picZete
oents.

orograrn comoc-

There are numoer of issues wnion must
tnen cc zonsidered. One is that of off:cer
time recuirec. Obviously,, a pr gram' z.a!no
neveloced in a very stable school district
will neec less or a law enforcement off:cer.s



SCrCCI Systa
vandalism:

e oianhed for a more NaOlatiie
th Considerable violence anc

Probably the mast Pif'fioult issues to resolve
wrio is going to pay far the program.

Our survey has turned up programs funded
by police departments, school or
jointly by both. it will work either way;
however, who pays often dei.ermines what
kind of program evolves.

The most important issue in the replication
of school-police liaison programs are the
ability of -sclico1 and law enforcement dffi-
cials to come to agreements and work
together on a common set of goals. Both
agencies must be able co let go of inherent
territoriality and "turfdom." Only through
true Cooperation can programs become suc-
cessful interfaces between law and educa-
don.

Required Resources
Cost, personnel, and equipment require-
ments will vary depending nn the nature of
the program. However, necessary expendi-
tures will include: (1) full-time iaw
enforcement salaries for nine months for
each officer involved (one officer per high
school is suggested, but elementary schools
can be covered by one officer), (2) radio
equipment and additional supplies (for class
presentations), (3) department vehicles and
upkeep, and (4) administrative facilities and
personnel.

References
This listing df representative programs is
by no means a complete listing, but may be
useful as a source point for further infor-
mation.
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ATTACH.tiENT

S;`-2:Z" Y'r-...%1ORAtIOLLM OF UNDERSTA/IDING REGARDING SCHOOL-nLICE F.E.LATIC.NS

SEATTLE CITY SCHOOLS

The Seattle Public Schools and the Seattle Police Department have enjoyed a good
relationship over many years as a result of their mutual cooperation in resolving
orcblems. However, there have existed for the oast several years some areas where
aotroPriate roles and necessary actions are undefined, unclear, or where changing
circumstances have necessitated changes in the prescribed relationship.

following statements have been developed jointly by Seattle Public Schools and
:u7enile Divizion of the Seattle Police Department.

A. The general basis for the relationship between the Seattle Public
Schools and Seattle Police are those prescribed in detail in
uidelines for IDealin with Zmercencies, as revised. These Guidelines
are available in every school and are generally well-known by all
building administrators.

School administrative personnel will cooperate with police officers
and provide assistance when the officers' entry to the building is
based unon:

1. A warrant nor the arrest of an Individual

2. Parental permission

3. Presence a Juvenile Division officer normally
assigned to that building.

I s extremely important that police officers notify the principal, or
other building administrator iL charge, upon entering the building. The
orintipal alone .has control of the building and complete knowledge of the

_ion in the building at any given tire. His foreknowleign 1f polio
cresence in the building can do much to facilitate --heir operation and
still prevent escalation of an existing situation.

In view of recent Supreme Court decisions, access to student. records is
more restricted than it rormerly has been. With the.proper court order,
Pertinent student record information will be made available to police
officers as reauired, However, in the absence of a court order, ar
upon proper identification of the police officer to school authorities,
he school will Provide the officer with the address, telephone number,
Parents' names, birth. date-Jof the student, and, will verify:attendance
at the school.

With referents to the matter of interrogation of students ice
ass, the Seattle School Oistrint enocurages the c_iice to in-

rogate citizens of student age in their. home= -However, the schcoi will
permit the interrogation of students. by col4ce lice
offitenhas ;emission of these students' ==arenas to conauc: the

terrocati on.. in the event either of the above conditions cannot be met,
:he student will be made available to the fuvenilA :_titer or offiiire
assigned to that school for-interrogation in the presence of s.sc.;10o1

he role :f the school .-f24.7.1 43 -7-,..at 77

---:out the intertiie or a .c ern rested in she ri. z?1.
rest (-,71



The situation in most urban schools, esoeci.17 ssconrlarY scnocis, is 2
delicately balanced one which can be disrupted in major tratortion bv
certain incidents. On occasion im may be necessarY that uniforme,4
officers euzsue a suspect into a school building. Ohe need for tursui:
'must be weighted against Possible consequences of such pursuit. Oiscre
should always be use Z5 the offender is identifiable, and the need
for apprehension is not immediate, apprehension may be deferred. In
instances where suspects are pursued into school building, the officer
should be preleared to show that such pursuit was reasonable.

G. In most circumstances, the building principal's tontact with the police
will se made initially to the School Seturty Office of Seattle "Public
Schools, which will in turn notify the Police if such action is warrant

with rega to those circumstances where a s_ Ic. unit s cal'aA two
concerns should be recognized=

Sometimes in the interval between notification of police and their
arrival, the problem situation may change to such an extant that
it may be preferable to refrain from overt police action. Every
effortwill be made by sch000l authorities to exercise extreme good
judgment in recuesting mobilization of police forces.

2. When the Police are requested to take over a situation, they
naturally ert-the decision makerS, but the Ouildinq orincipal Ls
nevertheless recuired to convey to those authorities his own hest
assessment of thesituatiOn. This isf1.atended as advisory in
nature in order to convey information regarding nuances in the
situation which may not be aotarent to the polite.

Source: Seattle ?"'-lip Schools; Se2tzl "8.shinsmon

'l
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